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If you'd like to tum the agony
of small business bookkeeping
into the ecstasy of total control,
you've come to the right place.
Because even if you're starting
with a shoe box full of invoices
or a pile of checks hiding under a
pile of deposit slips, we can tell
you how to centralize, organize
and monitor all that information,
and manipulate it in ways that
will make your business a

pleasure - all with an Apple ® ill
Personal Computer.

Attain instant
financial status.
An Apple ill, teamed with the
BPI General Accounting Package,
can put every basic accounting
function right at
your fingertips.
Technically,
that means

General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable
and Payroll- all in one package.
Meaningfully, that means you
can tum numbers into answers.
With BPI, your Apple ill can
give you a snapshot of your
company's financial condition,
an up~to~the~instant
balance sheet. It
can also generate
instant and
detailed
reports
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your

on your customers and vendors.
So you know who owes whom,
how much, and how come.
And just how well your cash
flow is flowing.
And where to give credit where
credit is due (a customer inquiry

The BPI General Accounting
Package also lets your income
statements be coded by location,
department or product line. So
you know where your money's
coming from.
And where it's not.

results will make an important
statement to everyone you deal
with - including your banker.

More ways Apples pay.
There are more people in more
places doing more things with
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feature allows you to make credit
decisions based on the most
current information).
You can also list your
purchases by discount
dates. And take advantage of
them in no uncertain net terms.
You can even keep payroll records
without paying more, because it's
part of the same package.

Profit from history.
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It can also allow you to take full advantage of
merchandise discounts.So you'll know whom to pay,
when to pay, how much to pay- and save a lot of
clams in the process.

Make a timely
statement.
Add an Apple Dot Matrix or
Daisywheel printer to your Apple
Ill, and you can print out your
entire balance sheet in minutes.
Or any number of reports, from
cash receipts to payroll ledger to
income. You can even print
checks and customer statements.
The impressively professional

In business as in life,
,

experience is the best
teacher. And the Apple/BPI
system can provide you with
instant comparisons of
this~month~this~year vs.
this~month~last~year, or
this~year~to~date vs.
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Your Apple can generate instant income statements
(with expense ratios) or balanre sheets, and let you
compare them to last months or years, then print
them out to suit your banker.
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To avoid fishy transactions, you can instan(ly":
display customers payments, charges and current
balanre. In this case, a few more cans of tuna
would put Mr. Moser over his $2,000 limit.

Apples than with any other
personal computer in the world.
Because for one thing, there's
more 'software for Apples than
for any other personal computer
in the world. So the same Apple
that handles all your accounting
needs can also handle financial
spreadsheets, word processing
and electronic filing.
'
You'll also find programs that
are designed spedfiailly for your
kind of business. Be it dentistry, .
architecture or swine herding.
Of course, the best way to learn
all the ways Apples can help you
make better business decisions
is to visit anyone of over 1500
authorized Apple dealers.
"
So drop in. Fot a full Q,,,,,,-\J\,UI.\'I:

last~year~to~date.

So you can quickly
spot changing expense
ratios and make decisions with
20/20 foresight.
Call (BOO) 538-9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you,or for information ~~~.c
(800) 2

7196 (800) 2613-7637, Or write Apple Compute~ Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept., ZOS2S
Circle 29 on Inquiry card.
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Themes
33 Computing on the Run by Stanley J. Wszola "ncorporating new design concepts. innovative
hardware. and easy-to-use softwa re, portable computers are proof that you can take it with you .
This month's theme articles and reviews explore the issues that affect the portable marketplace. the
advances in technology, and some of the latest models.

34 How to Choose a Portable by Stanley J_Wszola , You 're sure you want one. but wh ich
one? With at least 50 models to choose from, deciding on a portable is no easy matter. Th is article
and the accompanying computer comparison table will help you make an informed choice.
51 Hlgh-IO Modems by Stephen Durham' The more intelligent the modem. the more it can disappear into the background of your computer system and provide unattended communications capability

Page 80

66 Developing a Truly Portable Vlslcalc by William T. Johnson' Hew lett-Packard 's adaptation of Visicorp's popular electronic-spreads heet program for its HP-7 S portable computer doesn't
sacrifice the program's compatibility with other V isicalc products.
80 The Gavllan-A Full-Function Portable Computer by F. John Zepecki , The machine's
designer details the evolution of this completely self-contained system with integrated software.

94 Inside CMOS Technology by Martin B. Pawloski, Tony Moroyan, and Joe Altnether , An
overview of how complementary metal-oxide semiconductor memory chips are manufactured and
a look at three of them-Inters aocs!' National Semiconductor'SNSCaOO, and CMOS dynamic RAM.

127 The Challenge of Hard-Disk Portability by David A . Sutton' How one hard-disk-drive
manufacturer worked around the problems of designing a removable hard disk.
139 The Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 by Mahlon G. Kelly' Th is powerful portable with
its built-in. well-integrated software is just what th e author ordered.

166 The New Microfloppy Standards by Thomas Jarrett' From th e beginning, size has been
a bone of contention among microfloppy-disk manufacturers. In today's marketplace, the 3V2-inch
disk has emerged as the de facto standard.

Reviews
178 The HP-75 Portable Computer by Rowland Archer Jr. , Hewlett-Packard 's entry into the
mid-priced portable computer fray offers powerful real-time scheduling capabilities
188 The Access Portable Computer by Terry Kepner' This portable comes with a host of softwa re and practically all the hardware you'll ever need.

193 Epson's HX-20 and Texas Instruments ' CC-40 by David Ramsey' The HX-20 offers an
integrated microcassette and printer. So far, the CC -40 doesn't fulfill its potential; it lacks peripherals
and softwa re.
208 The Pled Piper Portable Computer by Seth P. Bates' Because it does not include a monitor.
this low-cost
computer makes lightweight portability possible.

zao

212 The Kaypro II by Roger Fager and John Bohr' A complete system that offers dependable
hardwa re and extensive software, the Kaypro II is a practical solution for many applications.

226 The Corona Portable by Rich Malloy I This reasonably priced system with its eye-catChing
display offers stiff competition to other IBM PC-compatible machines.

Features
Page 178

20 Build the Micro D-Cam Solid-State Video Camera, Part I: The IS32 Optic RAM and
the Micro D-Cam Hardware by Steve Ciarcia I A 64K-bit dynamic RAM chip is the visua l sensor
in this digital image ca mera .
230 A Report on the Consumer Electronics Show by Phill.emmons , Coleco's Adam dominated
the summer CES in Chicago, but that wasn't all the exhibition offered. Our West Coa st Bureau Chief
surveyed the scene.
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233 The Next Five Years In Microcomputers by Jerry Pournelle lOur prescient user forecasts
the trends that will influence the microcomputer industry over the next five yea rs.
246 The Second BYTE Games Contest Winners by Gregg Williams I This year's competition
turned up five outstanding diversions: a tank-versus-tank battle. an arcade-style chase that takes
place on a moving·barbecue grill. a simulated juggling game. a maze-and-dots game. and a sUNiva lstra tegy challenge.
250 Update on Personal Computing In Japan by Phil Lemmons I At the Japan Microcomputer Show '83 in Tokyo. notebook-size and hand-held computers were the center of attraction.
257 The Unix Tutorial, Part 2: Unix as an Applications-Programs Base by David Fiedler I
Make Unix more useful from both a user-interface and an applications perspective.

283 BYTE West Coast: Just Rewards for Programmers by Barbara Robertson I Some programmers have superstar status. w hile' others crank out code for a weekly paycheck. What's an enterprising programmer to do?
.
289 A C Language Primer, Part 2: Tool Building In C by James Joyce lin this second and
finat part. the author explains hoyv code ca n be packaged into a general-purpose function and
employed in solving more than one problem.
307 User's Column: Eagles, Text Editors, New Compliers, and Much More by Jerry
Pournelle I Jerry turns his eye to eclectic subjects.

331 ' The IBM PC and the Intel 8087 Coprocessor, Part 2: InterfaCing to IBM Pascal by Tim
Field I The 8087 Numeric Data Processor can speed up most Pascal programs by a factor of three.
356 Echonet, Part 1: A Flexible Programming System by C. Bradford Barber I This interactive system lets you link programs in countless combinations to create larger. more complex programs.
376 Data File Management Methods by Robert B. Johnson I A simple data file management
system will help you organize your files w ith minimal maintenance.

385 An Introduction to Layered Protocols by Michael Witt I Once you understand layered
protocols. you can evaluate network architectures of data-communications products.
4" Does Your Printer Work with Wordstar7 by Charles Stephenson I How to get around
the compatibility problems that arise from using the popula r word-processing program with you r
IBM Pc.

419 In-Circuit Emulation for the Apple II Computer by John D. Ferguson I Adding a simple
circuit converts your Apple into a host for testing a target system's hardware and software.
445 Add Multiple Tasks to Your Communication and Control Program by Jerry Holter I By
using a compact set of routines called a multitask kernel. you can handle several tasks con currently.

549 An Operations Research Scheduling Program by Walter A. Stark Jr. and Richard A.
Reid I A scheduling algorithm ca n help you determine the best sequence for processing a set of
disparate tasks.
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The FAA and Portables
Lawrence

J.

Curran, Editor in Chief

The next time you use your portable computer on a c9mmercial airliner,
the flight attendant may eye you with some interest, and it won't be because
you've switched to an after-shave lotion that has made you suddenly more
attractive. The attendant's interest will stem from the fact that Federal Aviation Administration regulations prohibit the use of portable computers on
commercial airliners, and it's the flight attendant's duty to seek compliance
with that regulation. The use of portable computers is also banned on private
aircraft unless the operator-the pilot-has determined that use of the
machine will not interfere with the safe operation of the plane's navigation
or communications equipment.
Section 91_19 of Federal Aviation Regulations outlaws the use of all but a
few portable electronic devices aboard a commercial airliner or other aircraft
flying under instrument flight rules because there's a risk that electromagnetic
interference (EMI) from the device could hamper reception of navigation and
communications signals, jeopardizing the safe operation of the plane _The
only exceptions allow the use of heart pacemakers, hearing aids, tape
recorders, and electric shavers in flight. If the regulation were strictly enforced, even electronic watches and hand-held calculators would be outlawed _
But the regulation isn't strictly enforced; it would be impossible to expect
flight attendants or private pilots to enforce it. The FAA wants the airlines
and private pilots to enforce the rule, but the airlines are especially chary
of enforcing a regulation that may drive passengers away.
Bill Walters, product line manager for Radio Shack's TRS-80 Models 4 and
100 (portable), has some thoughts on the issue_ He compares the FAA's position on EMI from portable electronic devices to that of the Federal Communications Commission on EMI from home computers interfering with
television signal reception six years ago. Walters, a former commercial airline
pilot, believes the FAA should establish an EMI standard with which all
makers of portable electronic devices would have to comply, just as the FCC
did in the case of home computers_ We agree.
In order to gain certification to use electronic devices on aircraft under the
current regulation, the device manufacturer would be required to demonstrate
that use of the device does not interfere with the navigation and communications equipment on every type of aircraft that every airline uses_ The cost
of such testing to the device manufacturer would be prohibitive.
Walters says it's time for the FAA to establish and enforce an emission standard and bandwidth guidelines governing portable electronic devices. Certainly some reasonable test procedures can be established that would allow
portable computers to be certified for safe operation aboard aircraft that
wouldn't also bankrupt the FAA to administer_
Or perhaps there's a simpler alternative that would not require testing of
any kind. No smoking is permitted aboard aircraft at takeoff and landing
times to lessen the chance of fire in case of an accident. Warning signs and
flight attendants alert passengers to this short-term smoking ban. Perhaps
the use of portable computers could be banned for similar periods and in
a similar manner when their use would be most likely to interfere with aircraft instrument landing systems. It's worth considering .•

How to buy a computer
by the numbers.
Introducing the Cromemco ColO Personal Computer. Only $1785, including
software, and you get more professional features and performance for the
pri'ce than with any other personal
computer on the market. We've got the
numbers to prove it.
The ColO starts with a high-resolution 12" CRT that displays 25 lines with
a ful180 characters on each line . Inside
is a high-speed Z-80A microprocessor
and 64K bytes of on -board memory.
Then there's a detached, easy-to-use
keyboard and a 5 1,4 " disk drive with an
exceptionally large 390K capacity.
That's the ColO, and you won't find
another ready-to-use personal com puter that offers you more.
But hardware can't work alone .
That's why every ColO includes software
word processing, financial spread
She. et, investment planning and BASIC.
Hard-working, CP/ M R-based software
at meets your everyday needs. Softw e that could cost over $1000 some-

~
~

where else. FREE with the ColO. There's '
really nothing else to buy.
But the ColO's numbers tell only
part of the story. What they don't say
is that Cromem co is already known
for some of the most reliable
business and scientifi c
computers in the industry.
And now for the fi rst
time, this technology
is available in a
personal computer.
One last number.
Call 800538-8157 x929
for the name of your
nearest Cromemco
dealer, or to request
literature . In California
call 800 672 -3470 x929 . Or write
Cromemco, Inc., 280 Bernardo
Avenue , P.O. Box 7400, Mountain
View, CA 94039 . In Europe, write
Cromemco A/ S, Vesterbrogade IC,
1620 Copenhagen, Denmark.
CP/ MR is a registered trademark of Di gital Resea rc h. Inc.
All Crom emco products are serv iced by TRW.

Cromemco

Tomorrow's computers today
Circle 119 on Inquiry card.

The system builder's best choice
for color graphics Is a (S5000
color system from SCION. Its basic
component Is MlcroAngelo~ the
single board graphics display
computer that has revolutionized
monochrome display capability
with low cost 512x480 pixel
graphics resolution and 40 line
by 85 character text capacity.
When MlcroAngelo boards arc combined, they create
high resolution color graphics that have a unique advantage. The displayed Image Is a combination of
transparencies. So you can add, modify or delete
Images by transparency rather than as an entire Image.
SCION's Series CS5000 builds an image with up to 8 bit
planes, each generated by a MicroAngelo board. You
select the assignment of those bit planes to transparencies. Each transparency can display 2n - 1 colors where
n is the number of bit planes it uses ... 2 bit planes would
make a three color transparency, 8 bit planes would
make a 255 color transparency. Once each transparency
has been defined, your host can work with it independently, generating and modifying its graphics and
text without interacting with the others. The independent transparencies are combined by the Color Mixer
board which also assigns one of 16.8 million possible
colors to each color of each transparency.

Your computer talks to the SCION
Color System in SCREENWARE'~
SCION's high level display firmware language. SCREENWARE
commands are used by the computer in each MicroAngelo bit
plane to generate graphics and
text primitives. User interface is
made simple with prompted system set-up using SCION's ColorPak.
MicroAngelo based color graphics systems are easy to
use. Just plug the boards into your Multibus or $-100
host. Or use the freestanding work station configuration
with its R5-232 interface. In each case, you get high resolution color graphics for such a low price you can't
afford to design your own.

think SCION for your graphics display needs.
Think MlcroAngelo. (an us at (703) 476-6100.
Syslem shown is a Model CSS050S.
• A Irademark ol lnlel Corp.

SCION
the
is
if

image

important.

12310 Pinecrest Rd./Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-6100 . TWX: 710-833-0684

For 8-100 c irc le 510 on inquiry card , For Multibus c ircle 511 on inquiry card.

MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer indust ry .

CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGIES INTRODUCES A NoTEBooK·SIZE COMPUTER
Convergent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, has introduced a portable computer that measures 8 % by
11 by 1 inches and weighs 3 pounds. The Convergent Workslate uses a 6303 processor - the CMOS
version of the Motorola 6800 - and comes equipped with 16K bytes of RAM and 64K bytes of ROM, including a ROM-based spreadsheet and datebook software . A microcassette drive, a speaker phone, a
300-bps modem, and a 1 5-line by 46 -character liquid-crystal display are built-in features. The Works late
will be available through American Express in September for $ 89 5 .

DATA GENERAL UNVEILS A MUL TlUSER MICROCOMPUTER
Data General, Westboro, MA, has announced a 1 6 -bit microcomputer t hat includes both an Intel 8086
and a Data General Microeclipse processor. The Desktop Generation Model 10 can use CP/ M-86, MSDOS , or Data General's RDOS or AOS operating system. It also can run different operating systems
simultaneously in a multiuser configuration. A single-user system with 128K bytes of memory, a single
5 Y4- inch floppy -disk drive, and either MS-DOS or CP/M-86 costs $3265. A four-u$er version with
256K, a 1 5-megabyte hard -disk drive, three terminals , and RDOS and CP/M-86 sells for $10, 960 .

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS ANNOUNCES A COLOR WORD PROCESSOR FOR THE IBM PC
Leading Edge Products, Needham Heights, MA , has announced its first internally developed product, a
$300 color word processor for the IBM PC . Featuring an extensive help facility, a user-definable
glossary to store any series of keystrokes, and the ability to restore deleted or overwritten text, the
word processor will be the basis for an integrated package to be released later this year. The package
will include spreadsheet, graphics, database-management, and spelling-checker capabilities .

DoCUTEl/ollVETTI SHOWS AN INK·JET PRINTER, UPGRADES M20 COMPUTER
Docutel/Olivetti Corp., Dallas, TX, has introduced an ink-jet printer for $ 549. The PR2300 uses a singlejet replaceable printing head and either a Centronics parallel or an RS -232C serial interface .
Docutel/Olivetti has also added an 8086 processor to its 8001 -based M20 computer. The M20 BP with
two floppy-disk drives and 128K bytes of RAM will sell for $3295 . An 8086 expansion board for the
standard M20 will cost $395 .

BALCoNES, STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGIES, oTRoNA PREPARE 16·BfT PORTABLES
Balcones Computer Corp., Austin, TX , is at work on a portable computer based on the Xerox 820 8/16
computer . The Xport will include an 8-bit Z80 with 64K bytes of RAM and a 16-bit 8086 with a
separate 1 28K-byte RAM (expandable to 256 or 51 2K). The two processors will run concurrently; the
Z80 runs CP/M -80, and the 8086 runs MS-DOS 2 .0. The system, which will probably only be available
with one 3 % -inch hard-disk drive and one 5 Y4 -inch floppy -disk drive , may cost as little as $ 3000.
Strategic Technologies , Norcross, GA, is preparing a portable computer with a full-size plasma display.
The PC Traveler will come in a briefcase measuring 14 by 19 by 6 inches and weigh less than 28
pounds. It will include an Amlyn 5-disk cartridge drive , a built-in full-size dot-matrix printer, dual 80186
processors, 128K bytes of RAM, an 80-character by 25-line gas-plasma display, and a bundled software package . The PC Traveler will sell for less than $ 5000 starting in November.
Otrona Advanced Systems Corp., Boulder, CO, has introduced a dual-processor version of its portable computer. The Attache 8 : 16 includes an 8-bit Z80A and a 16-bit 8086 processor, the CP/M 2 .2
and MS-DOS operating systems, two floppy -disk drives, and an IBM -compatible display format for
$3795 . An upgrade board to convert an Attache to an Attache 8 : 16 will cost $1495.

RADIO SHACK AND SHARP INTRODUCE NEW POCKET COMPUTERS
Radio Shack's newest pocket computer , the PC-3, fits into a shirt pocket and can run programs written
for the PC-1 . Weighing in at 4 ounces , the PC-3 has 1 .4K bytes of memory and a 24-character liquid crystal display for $ 99.95. A PC -3 interface and recorder and a PC-3 printer/ cassette interface each
cost $119 .95.
Sharp Electronics Corp. , Paramus, NJ, has introduced a nearly identical computer, the PC-1250 , for
$110. The PC-1250 measures 5- 5/ 16 by 2% by 3 / 8 inches.
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS RELEASES DOW JONES NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE, DoT·MATRIX PRINTER
Texas Instruments' new Dow Jones Natural Language interface for its Professional computer enables
users to request information in "plain English," translating requests into Dow Jones' command format.
The $130 package includes a $ 50 account fee and an hour on the Dow Jones News/Retrieval service.
Texas Instruments is also expected to announce its Omni 800 Model 855 dot-matrix printer. Using a
32 by 18 printing head, the printer will include graphics capabilities and selectable fonts for under
$1000 .

MICROS GAIN MORE ATTENTION AT SIGGRAPH
Microcomputers received increased attention from vendors showing new products at the Siggraph con vention in Detroit. Micro-based products announced at the show included a graphics board for the IBM
PC from Number Nine Computer Engineering Inc., Hartford, CT, for less than $1200. The board, which
NNCE plans to begin shipping late in the third quarter, is based on an NEC 7220 VLSI graphics display
controller. The company has been shipping a similar board for the Apple for several
months .... 3Design, Seattle, WA, announced an optional Wordstar interface for its graphics card for
the IBM PC. The interface lets users mix Wordstar-generat ed text and graphics . The basic graphics
card, which costs $250 and requires 128K bytes of memory in the PC, enables users to create
designs, then rotate, translate, and scale them independently or in reconfigurable groups, relative to
any coordinate in the system .... Cubicomp Corp., Berkeley, CA, displayed its CS- 5 graphics system
for three-dimensional solids modeling. The under- $9000 system, which includes an interface adapter
and a CS-5 graphics module, requires an IBM PC with at least 320K bytes of RAM and a highresolution RGB monitor with long-persistence phosphors. The software runs under IBM
PC-DOS ... Precision Visuals, Boulder, CO, announced that it will support NAPLPS videotex standards
in its DI-3000 graphics software .

NANoBYTES
Zilog has announced the Z80000, a 32-bit microprocessor chip that is compatible with the 16-bit
Z8000. Featuring a 256-byte on-chip cache, instruction pipelining, and memory management, the
Z80000 can run at 10 to 25 MHz. It should be available in late 1984 for $150 in 1000-unit
lots .... Silicon, the basic material in microprocessors and memory chips, may be in short supply later
this year if semiconductor companies fail to plan now for future needs, warns Monsanto Electronic
Materials Co., Palo Alto, CA. The company bases its prediction on trends in the economy and the
semiconductor industry and on the sustained increase in orders for semiconductor products. Monsanto
is the leading supplier of single-crystal CZ silicon, the primary ingredient of semiconductor
devices ... . Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA, has introduced a new 6-pen graphics plotter, the HP
7475A, for $1895 . The company has dropped the list price of the HP 7470A 30 percent from $1575
to $1095 .... Olympia USA Inc., Somerville, NJ, has introduced the People computer, which includes
both CP/M-86 and MS-DOS and two floppy-disk drives for $3595. Concurrent CP/M-86 is also
available .... American Bell has unveiled a videotex terminal to be sold through Bell Phone Center
Stores. The terminal, which includes a 1 200-bps modem and keyboard, connects to a standard television. As part of a videotex program in southern Florida, the terminals will sell for $ 600 there;
elsewhere, they will retail for $ 900 .... Coin-operated computer terminals with attached printers are
being marketed by Data and Research Technology Corp. (Pittsburgh, PAl in an effort to become "the
McDonald's of information." Users with valid accounts can access local nodes of such popular networks as Compuserve, the Source, and Dow Jones for $1 for 3 minutes. The company hopes to have
terminals in 50 cities by the end of the year .... Tandy , parent of Radio Shack, says its preliminary
sales figures for the year ending June 30 were $2,472,484,000, up 22 percent from fiscal
1982 .... Microsoft's MS-DOS operating system is now being supported on Digital Equipment Corp.'s
Rainbow 100 and Fujitsu's Micro 16s .... Corvus Systems Inc. has lowered the prices of its Concept
personal workstations to $3995 for the 256K-byte version and $4695 for the 512K-byte
model .... The American Society of Interior Designers, New York, NY, has introduced a hardwaresoftware package for interior designers, architects, and space planners . Based on a Victor Technologies
8/1 6-bit computer, the package includes drafting, accounting, word-processing and mailing-list software. Priced under $10,000, it includes training for end users and a hot-line query service .... Apple
Computer Inc. announced that the one millionth Apple computer was produced in June .... The
British-designed Dragon computer (January 1983 BYTE, p. 46) is being manufactured and sold in the
U.S. by Tano Corp. (New Orleans, LA). For $399, the machine includes 64K bytes of RAM, sound,
256 by 192 color graphics, and Extended Microsoft BASIC.
8
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That's right... the positively perfect PERCOM DATA 5%", floppy disk drive with a BUILT-IN
PRINTER-PORT, for your Atari® 400/800 is now available!
Until now, Atari computer owners who wanted to hook a printer to their computer had only one
choice ... spend about $220 for an interface device. THOSE DAYS ARE OVER. PERCOM DATA has
built a parallel printer-port right into its new AT88 PO model. Now you can add a quality disk drive
system AND have a place to plug in a printer ... WITHOUT BUYING an interface.
The AT88 S1 PO '· disk drive operates in both single density (SSK bytes formatted) and double
density (176K bytes formatted) .
What more could you want ? NO INTERFACE ... a high quality PERCOM DATA disk drive ... AND a
built-in PRINTER-PORT.. . all with a price of $599.
Pick up a positively perfect PERC OM DATA di sk drive, with
printer-port ... pronto!
For the name of an authori zed PERCOM DATA Dealer near you,
call our TOLL·FRI;:E HOTLINE 1-800-527-1222 NOW, or write
for more information.
•

Perfectly Priced

$599

(~m(]()M

(]AlA J

CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES

•

NETWORKS

•

SOFTWARE

11220 Pagemill Road, Dallas, Texas 75243 (214) 340-5800
1-800-527-1222
Atarl is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. ATea 81 PO is a trademark of Percom Data Corporation. • COPYRIGHT PERCOM DATA CORPORAnON 1983.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Circle 355 on Inquiry card.

Circle 168 on inquiry card .

LLOYD'S

OF
LEMON

Multiplying without Zero
Multiplication by doubling and halving
("Novel Methods of Integer Multiplication and Division:' June, p. 364) is discussed by Karl Menninger in his excellent
book, Number Words and Number Symbols
(MIT Press, 1969). Menninger credits the
Egyptians with the invention of the
algorithm.
Multiplication and division are difficult
in any number system that does not have
a zero, such as Roman numerals . The
Romans bypassed the problem by
doubling and halving on a counting
board.
Joseph J. Brigham
1293 Brighton Sq.
St. Paul, MN 55112

Now, along with a very
impressive insurance guarantee
from Lloyds of London, EPD
can offer you excellent protection
backed up by excellent protection .
While the expert technology of
EPD keeps your equipment safe
from "surges," " spikes ," and
"glitches," you're also protected
from these unpredictable hazards
by a million dollar blanket coverage policy that insures your equipment you 're plugged into ours .
The Lemon ™, The Lime'M,
The Orange ™, The Peach ™, The
Griuly'Mand The Hawk™all
offer this double ability to keep
our promise to deliver clean, stable power and effective protection from powerline fluctuations .
So when you plug in with EPD
you plug in with Lloyds of
London too .

DON'T PL UG IN WITHOUT US .

ElecfTonic Protection Devices Inc.
P.o. Box 673, Waltham, MA02254
(617)891-6602 • 1-800-343-1813
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Bug-Free But Meaningless
Those seeking a textbook illustration of
the dictum " garbage in, garbage out"
need look no further than John Merrill' s
article ("Regression Fitting to Economic
Indexes, " May, p . 474) . The author
presents a lovely piece of code, perfectly
logical and internally consistent, which
nonetheless produces completely meaningless output because it is based on the
fallacy that holds that economic data can
be treated in the same way as a continuous function in mathematics-Le .,
that it can be analyzed by the methods
of calculus.
The reasoning that refutes this fallacy
is quite straightforward and need not be
rehashed here . Rothbard, among others,
has argued persuasively against the notion that it is possible to treat market
phenomena in terms of " infinitely small"
differences (Man , Economy, and State, Van
Nostrand, 1962, p. 440n) . Intuitively, it
should be clear that economic data, by its
very nature, is discrete because it is
ultimately resolvable into individual decisions to buy or not to buy, and the buying population is finite . (It does not help
to argue that the population is large
enough to " approximate" infinity
because the market for any given good
at any given time cannot be predicted in
advance and may in fact consist of only
a handful of people.)
Even if we concede that it is sometimes
permissible, for the sake of simplicity, to
work with smoothed-out supply and de-

mand curves, it makes no sense at all to
maintain t1}at an "underlying rate of inflation " can somehow be measured by
cataloguing the history of prices. Such a
measurement, if it could be made at all,
would have to be derived from
money-supply figures. The econometricians claim to be able to use the methods
of statistics in order to " fit" Consumer
Price Index data to a smooth logarithmic
curve and then to be able to " see" the
effects of the Viet Nam war in the result!
Even if the CPI were accurate and consistent (and it' s neither), so many
variables go into determining a market's
equilibrium price that you might just as
well claim you can "see" the next president's face in a lump of soggy tea leaves.
The moral for programmers is that our
work can be logical, consistent, and bugfree, yet still produce meaningless
results . If seemingly plausible, these
results may mislead vast numbers of
people, particularly when the government has involved itself in the matter. I
have no fear of 10 million machine-readable files in private hands, but when the
state uses its coercive authority to collect
even one small database, I tremble . The
issue for society is compulsion, not computerization.
G. M. Harding
POB 7556
Carmel, CA 93921

Kudos for the Model 100
The warts to which Rich Malloy alluded (" Little Big Computer: The TRS-80
Model 100 Computer," May, p . 14) are,
in fact, beauty marks! I'm a 25-year
veteran of the computer field who cut his
teeth on tubes and drum memory, but
the bubble hasn't burst even after the first
two weeks of 22-hour days of reveling in
the delights of the Model 100. The designers seem to have been blessed with
a Midas touch that has enabled them to
turn what initially seem like drawbacks
into delightful and surprising assets .
I've yet to see a criticism of the Model
100 that doesn't wither under close
scrutiny. Malloy's review is the best indepth effort I've seen so far. My only
query is about the surprise of the
author regarding the individual who put
an $800 deposit on one the day he read

With all the clamor about eersonal computers,
a fundamental fact is often overlooKed:
some simply work.better than others.
Consider the COMPAQ Portable.
computer will m ake you

A more productive. A

computer will m ake you
more efficient . You hear
it everywh ere. But you
don't hear much about
which computer actually
works best .
The COM PAQ Portable
fits under a standard airline
seat for business trips.

Works in more
places
With the COMPAQTM
Portable, you can be as productive in your hotel room
or your lake house as in your
own office . It's a reliable companion
on a business trip. It's a powerful sales
aid in your customer's office.
You can move it from office to office to share its resources . Yo u can
move it into the conference room to
answer questions.
What's mo re productive than a
computer? A computer that works for
you in more places.

Works with the greatest
number of programs
The most importa nt consideration
when choosing a computer is "what
programs will it run?"
The COMPAQ Portable runs more
programs tha n any other portable. In
fact, it runs more than most nonportables because it runs all the popular programs written for the IBM®
Personal C omputer without any modification . There are hundreds of
them . They are available at computer
stores all over the country.
Imagine the power of a portable
word processor. There are dozen s of
word processing programs available
for the C OMPAQ Portable.
Pla nning, problem-solving, and
"wh at-ifs" are a cinch with a variet y
of popular elect ronic spreadsheet
programs. The COMPAQ Portable

runs t hem all.
T here a re accounting
programs fo r a nything from computerizing your family
budget to full-scale
professio nal m a nage ment of payables ,
receivables, inventory,
a nd payroll.
There a re program s
for maki ng ch arts and
programs fo r communicating with other
computers.
So you get po rtability
and you don't give up
problem-solving power.
The combi na tion adds
up to the most useful person al
computer on the market today.

Add-on options make it work
the way you work

The added usefulness is free
The COMPAQ Portable doesn't cost
any more than an ordinary desktop
computer. In fact, it costs hundreds less
than a comparably equipped IBM or
Apple® III. The COMPAQ Portable
comes standard with one disk drive
and 128K bytes of
memory, both of
which are usually
extra-cost options.
The bottom line
is this-you
--- .~~....
just can't

AU the popular
programs written
for the IBM PC run
as is on the COMPAQ
Portable.

buy a more
practical, useful, productive computer.
Compare the COMPAQ Portable.

Inside the C OMPA Q Port able are
th ree open slots . M ost portables
For the location of the Authorized
Dealer nearest you, call1.SOO·
don 't h ave any. Elect ronic devices
231·9966.
called expan sio n boards fit those slots
and give the C OMPAQ Portable n ew
Cl98J COMPAQ Computer Corpomtion
powers. A s with programs, expan sion
COM PAQTM is a trademark o(COMPAQ Computer Corporat ion.
IBM!» is a registered trademark of lmcrnationai Business Machines
boards designed fo r the IBM will
Corporation.
work. With th em, you can m ake your
Appl c~ is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corporation .
person al computer more personal.
Want ro check a stock pricee?~O
~n~e:"'_L~_ _ _- - -....-::"-"-'------_
expansion board enables
n.
the COMPAQ Po rtable
to handle those communica ti o n s ove r o rdin a r y
phone lines.
Want to use your company's central computer
fil es while you're o n a
trip ? There a re boards
that allow the COMPAQ
Portable to communicate
w ith a va ri ety o f la r ge
computers.
Other boards let you hook
up controllers for computer
ga m es, in c r ease m e m o r y
capacity, o r connect several
pe rso n a l com p ute r s in a
netwo rk.

Common sense and uncommon design
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LeUen _______________________________________
about it. I went out and bought 12! I now
do all my correspondence with it, keep
office records on it, relish the sounds of
my text-to-voice synthesizer, and enjoy
threatening the wags and critics with my
bar-code reader wand . I estimate that I
will recoup the cost of the machines
within a few months .
Radio Shack has caught at least one
customer hook, line, and sinker.
R. E. Cassidy
DC Consultants
38 Riddell St.
Woodstock, Ontario
Canada

Do your readers often buy 50 or more
units when purchasing hard-disk drives?)
The article said "3.9-inch drives cost
less than $800, the 3.9-inch (cartridge)
about $35." Also, "The drive costs only
slightly more than a floppy-disk drive .
The cost of a cartridge is comparable to
the cost of a box of 10 floppy disks ."
The price list that I was sent quotes the
price of the removable media drive and
cartridge in quantities less than 10 as $995
for a drive and $70 for a cartridge. Please
be more sensitive to such exaggerated
claims in the future.
K. S. Scriba
4602 Alpine

Enid, OK 73701

Eek: Another Mouse?
I am sorry to see Apple, Visicorp, and
possibly Microsoft jump onto the Xerox
bandwagon and introduce a mouse into
their new integrated computing software.
The mouse is an inherently bad pointing
device for at least three reasons: it consumes one to two square feet of flat desk
space; it requires users to move their
hands one to two feet from the keyboard
in order to point at a screen object; and,
because the mouse is not in a fixed place
relative to the keyboard, users must look
away from their work to find the mouse
whenever it is to be used.
A much better solution to the problem
of efficiently pointing at the screen is to
use a trackball device located just below
the space bar of the keyboard . This requires only four square inches of space,
allows users to keep their fingers on the
home keys of the keyboard during use,
and does not require users to divert their
eyes from the work. Trackballs are not
more expensive than mice when both are
manufactured in quantity .
Henry Hoeksma
112 Minota Hagey Res.

University of Waterloo
Canada

The Price Is Wrong
I was very excited by the article by
Larry Sarisky, president of Syquest Technology, en the company's removable
media hard-disk drive ("Will Removable
Hard Disks Replace the Floppy?" March,
p. 110). Too bad the prices quoted in the
article don't come close to the actual
figures on the price list Syquest sent me .
(Unless, of course, I buy 50 or more units.
U
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Larry Sarisky replies:
At the time my article was submitted, our
pricing was $800 for either the SQ306R or
SQ306F disk drive. The Q-Pak cartridge was
$35. Recent cost increases in material and
manpower resulted in a price increase on the
SQ306R and Q-Pak. To quote all of our existing customers and prospects who have signed
up to the slightly higher prices, "It is still
the best deal around. "
I am sorry for any inconvenience this may
have caused you .

Make Mine Modula-2
"Modula-2: A Worthy Successor to
Pascal" by Joel McCormack and Richard
Gleaves (April, p. 385) is by far the best
exposition to date on Modula-2. However, the subtitle of the article might have
read "And a Worthy Competitor to
Ada." Clearly, Modula-2 could give Ada
a run for the money, if only the Modula
Research Institute had a tenth of the
funds the Department of Defense (DOD)
has allocated for Ada promotion.
In Earl McCoy's "Strongly Typed languages:' (May, p. 418) he says that Ada
"is expected to attain wide use in both
civilian and military applications." Obviously, the many firms and organizations on the military "gravy train" will
indeed use Ada because it is being forced
upon them. Civilian applications, however, are a different matter. Ada has not
established its superiority to even extended Pascal, let alone Modula-2 . It is a
nightmare for compiler writers and is
clearly top-heavy with complex features,
whereas Modula-2 is a Simpler and much
more readable systems programming lan-
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The VERSABuSINESS™ Series
Each VERSABuSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES"

$99.95

VERSA RECEIVABLES'" Is a complete menu·driven accounls receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement.generatlng system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac·
counts. VERsAREcElVABLES prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports apd can be linked with VERsAUOOER fr" and VERSA INVENTORY'".
N

VERSAPAYABLES

$99.95

T
•

VERSAPAYABLES is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
wh()m. \lERSAPAYABLESN maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With \lERSAPAYABLES you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.
N

N

VERSAPAYROLLT•

•

$99.95

\lERSAPAYROU is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track 01 all government·required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run lotally, automati·
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSA lEDGER 11'" system.
N

VERSAINVENTORY'·

VER5AtlVENTO~

VERSALEDGER Jr.

VERSA LEDGER Ir" comes with a professionally·written 160 page manual de·
signed for first·time users. The VERSALEOGER Jr" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSA LEDGER W", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

$99.95

is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSA INvENTORV- keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you 10 enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA RECEIVABLES" system. VERSA INVENTORV- prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value reo
ports, period and year·te-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

$149.95

VERSA LEDGER 1['" is a complete accounting system that grows as your busine$5
grows. VERSALEOOER II'" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
• VERSA LEDGER 11'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system) ,
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor·feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSA BUSINESS'· module is guaranteed to ou tperform a ll o lhe r compe tilive syste ms,
and at a frac tion of Iheir cost . lf you are not satisfied with any VERSA BUSINESS'" module. you

ma y re turn it within 30 days for a refund . Ma nuals fo r a ny VERSA BUSINESS'· module may be
purc hased for $25 each, credited towa rd a later purchase of that module.

To Order:

..

Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425- 1535)

• add $3 for shipping in UPS areas
• add $4 (or C.O.D. or non·UPS areas

50 N. PASCACK ROAD,SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

Circle 200 on Inquiry card.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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• add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
• add proper postage elsewhe re

All prices and specific ations s ubjec t to cha nge / Delivery subject to a vailability.

" TRS.ao is . trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp .. "APPLE i. a trademark of Apple Corp .. "IBM
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a trademark of IBM Corp . . 'OSBORNE IS. trademark of Osbome Corp.

*CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research · -XEROX is a trademark of Xerox

One~earFactor)1Warrant)'.

The rationale behind the
conventional 90-day warranty
is that anything likely to go
wrong will go wrong in the first
J months.
But it can take 3 months
just to get comfortable with a
new system. That's the honeymoon-period, when you treat
your equipment with the delicacy of a safecracker.

, , "", ~ ~

\
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CompuStar can network up to 255 intelligent
terminals and give each of them access to
common or restricted databases.

Ah, but now it's 5 months
down the road, the honeymoon
is over, your equipment has
finally begun to justify its cost,
and that's the afternoon your
processor's fan succumbs to
fatigue.
Or maybe the malfunction
is more gradual, like a diskhead drifting increasingly out
of alignment.
Or more elusive, like an intermittent failure due to borderline components.

When You BuildThem
Stronger, You Can Back
Them Longer.
And that's why all Intertec
terminals, computer networks
and disk storage systems come
with a full year of coverage.
Not because you'll need it,but
to assure you that you won't.

See - unlike other makers,
we know what we're standing
behind.
We don't slap Intertec
nameplates on other people's
parts. We build virtually all our
equipment ourselves.
And we assemble it ourselves.
And we test and re-test it
ourselves.

More Bytes
For Your Buck.
That's also why
we can offer you flatly
superior dollar-values.
In single-:user
desk tops, for example,
our SuperBrain offers
twin Z80s, standard;
64 kbytes of dynamic ram,
standard; up to 1.5 mbytes of
disk storage, standard;
CP/M 2.2* and MBasic~
standard.
And compared to conventional multi-user systems, our
CompuStar systems can give
you many more hours of
productive labor every daybecause, instead of depending
on a central processor for data
manipulation, each workstation in a CompuStar network
has its own processor and its
own 64 kbytes of ram.
As a result, you can have
anywhere from 2 to 255 workstations working simultaneously
without suffering noticeable
declines in execution-time.

VVhyJustExpandVVhen
You Can Up-Grade?
In fact, if you assess your
expansion alternatives in terms
of relative payback potential,

you're very likely to find that
up-grading with Intertec equipment from scratch would be
more cost-effective than
burdening your existing installation with add-on's.
Dollar for dollar, the Intertec system is apt to be not only
faster, more powerful and more
versatile, but more reliable and
better supported.

Service On Site?
Within 4 Hours?
In addition to our one-year
warranty, and the carry-in
service provided by authorized
Intertec dealers, we also have
600 factory-trained technicians
to provide service on-site in 120
U.S. cities,often within 4 hours.
To arrange for that service
Since we build our
equipment from
scratch, we can
afford to do it right
andstill hold down
our prices.

just call our Customer Services
Department at 803/798-9100.
At the same time we'll be happy
to give you the name of your
nearest Intertec dealer.
Or write on your letterhead
to Intertec Data Systems Corporation, 2300 Broad River
Road, Columbia, SC 29210.

intertec

·CPIM is II r(.1!,iSlered tradell/ark qf DI)dla/ Research
+ Microsoft &JSic is a registered I rademark of !'vlicram!t Corporatioll.

Circle 233 on inquiry card .
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Letters __________________________________________
guage.
Perhaps it would be useful to follow the
example of David Packard, founder of
Hewlett-Packard. Having witnessed the
DOD as an insider (he held the title of
Deputy Secretary of Defense), he later
ran H-P on the principle that it should
stay as far away from military business
as possible. Maybe he knew something
we all should know.
Luckily, the nonmilitary option is available, and it happens to embody the best
elements for successful systems
implementations.

/

Lee Scott Jacobson
Bebo White
1440 Catalina St.
San Leandro, CA 94577

Wanted: a Conversion Program

Apple® II, lIe
5 megabyte
Removable
HARD_DISKTM

$1,295
HARD_DISK is
designed for fast access
to large data files.
The Removable
HARD_DISK PAC™
can even replace floppy
diskettes as a very
reliable backup media
and eliminate the need
to add floppy disk
drives.
One Year Warranty
205 -871-0987
Digital Electronics Systems
lO7 Euclid Avenue
Mountain Brook, AL 35213
HAR D_DISK , P AC a re trademarks of D igital Elcctronic
Systems, Inc.
Apple II , li e is a trademark of Apple Co mputer, Inc.
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I find myself viewing the advent of
16-bit personal computers with mixed
emotions .
Having purchased an 8-bit personal
computer some years ago, I have invested considerable time and money in
software for the 6502 MPU. A good deal
of this investment was expensive "uncopyable" business and business-related
programs.
My initial reaction of elation for the
IBM PC quickly disappeared when I realized the limited software available at that
time and the inability to convert my existing software to the new OSIDOS used
by that machine. Despite the relatively
low cost of the IBM PC and its obvious
advantages, I was discouraged from purchasing it due to the tremendous expense
in time and money to convert my existing
software to the new system .
As other newer MPUs and machines
are released to the general market with
expanded capabilities, the companies
who published their proprietary programs push their early , supporters to
either repurchase the same software (if
it exists) to upgrade to a new system or
simply to make do with a smaller, less efficient system.
The personal computer industry takes
justifiable pride in the tremendous strides
it has made toward industrial standards,
while the software industry struggles
mightily to maintain parity (no pun intended) . The introduction of new MPUs
results in new OSIDOS systems-CP/M,
CP /M -86, Concurrent CPIM , CPINET,
Unix, Xenix, and the UCSD p-System, to

name a few. While some of these are
cross-translatable and others can be used
on a variety of MPUs, some tremendously brilliant software is compatible with
only one or two systems. No system = no software .
Now, I'm no expert, and it may be that
an inexpensive conversion program
exists, but I haven't seen it advertised at
any price. On the other hand, if a translator doesn't exist, someone stands to
make a fortune on a single program
series.
A small business or serious hobbyist
simply cannot afford to repurchase or
retype numerous programs after expending the necessary capital to purchase a
new machine . Therefore he either
declines to purchase the machine or
resorts to writing his own programsbugs and all. Either way, one portion of
the industry suffers.
It may be poor form to discuss price,
but for me at least, cost-effectiveness is
of paramount importance. If I want to
purchase $8000 to $10,000 worth of equipment and then be forced to repurchase
a similar dollar value of software that I
already own, cost-effectiveness ceases to
exist.
John Winney
8326 228th St. SW
Edmonds, WA 98020

Corrected CASE Structure
for Fig-FORTH
Your August 1980 issue featured several
excellent articles on FORTH. Since that
time, the issue appears to have become
a reference for individuals and companies
as more and more attention is paid to
FORTH. Peopleware Systems specializes
in FORTH products, and we have received inquiries about the Miller and
Miller article, "Breakforth into FORTH,"
(p. 50) .
An example on page 180 has a subtle
bug. The example as it appeared in
essence is as follows :
CASE <BUILDS SMUDGE 1DOES>
SWAP 2 * + @ EXECUTE;
OPET ." AARDVARK " ; : IPET
. " BEAVER " ; : 2PET
." COUGAR" ;
CASE: ANIMAL OPET 1PET 2PET ;
where 1 ANIMAL will print BEAVER,
Circle 473 on Inquiry ca'rd .......

Letters ___________________________________________________________________
etc
The problem revolves around terminating the list of cases after CASE:
( OPET 1PET 2PET ) with { ; }.
The function of the terminator is to
reset STATE to 0, which indicates execution mode. While { ; } does this, it also
does some other things in fig systems
. . . it toggles the SMUDGE bit, and
hence the need ' for SMUDGE in the
< BUILDS clause in the definition of
CASE: . { ; } also executes ?CSP, and
here lies the bug.

If th e J b llV I ' ,'xd mplt· IS key ·d i ll , IS
shown, it will work as expected . However, if the stack is altered after defining
2PET but before defining ANIMAL by
putting a number on the stack, the ?CSP
test will fail, giving an error message #14,
"definition not finished."
If { [ } is used to terminate the list of
cases, no ?CSP test will be performed,
and the problem will be eliminated . If this
is done, SMUDGE should be omitted
from the definition of CASE :.
Better yet, a synonym for { [ } can be

defin ed to terminate thE' list of cases ENDCASE [COMPILE] [ ;
IMMEDIATE
Note that { [ } is IMMEDIATE and,
therefore, requires the use of [COMPILE]; note also that ENDCASE must be
IMMEDIATE.
This bug can show up if CASE: is made
part of your FORTH kernel. Thus, if you
boot your FORTH system after turning
power on and the first definition uses
CASE : to define a word, CSP will contain garbage, and the ?CSP error will
result. Our P-FORTH card automatically saves compiled FORTH code in nonvolatile EEROM, which makes this bug
more likely to appear.
The correct example would then be
: CASE: < BUILDS] DOES> SWAP 2
* + @ EXECUTE;
ENDCASE [COMPILE] [ ;
IMMEDIATE
OPET ." AARDV ARK " ; : 1PET
. " BEAVER" ; : 2PET ." COUGAR " ;
CASE : ANIMAL OPET 1PET 2PET
ENDCASE
Note the definition of CASE: is a fairly
advanced FORTH topic, but the use of
CASE : is very simple .
Fred Olson
Peopleware Systems Inc.
5190 West 76th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55435
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Circle 231 on Inquiry card .

Coding between the Lines
I was considering buying the Apple
Logo for my children until I read Gary
Drescher's letter (March, p. 20) . I have no
intention of paying for the advertising of
his favorite cause or anybody else' s. I
wonder what he would think if, for example, his or his friend ' s child received
a FORTRAN compiler error message
such as " Evolution stinks ." Would he
send the ACLU to the rescue or recognize
the rights of anti-evolutionists to resist?
Certainly, in a democratic society there
are less sneaky ways of exercising one' s
rights to differ from and/or resist prevailing public opinions .
George Jerinic
7 Robinwood Rd.
Acton, MA 01720.
Circle 212 on Inquiry card . --+
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A 64K-bit dynamic RAM. chip is the visual sensor in this digital
zmage camera

I

f you've followed the activities
in the Circuit Cellar for any
period of time, you have probably
realized that my writing a monthly
column is just an excuse to investigate
and experiment with whatever I find
currently fascinating. One of my
longtime fascinations has been the
input of visual data to a computer.
While I've presented interfaces that
allow computers to determine direction and measure distances, receive
a variety of sensory inputs via touch
or remote signal, and even speak
their minds through voice synthesis,
until now I have not presented a project that enables a computer to see.
There was a time when most computers communicated via klunky
teletypes at 10 characters per second.
Improving output technology-highspeed video graphics displays, dotmatrix printers, and voice synthesis-has vastly improved the computer's ability to communicate
results and conclusions to its user.
Except in specialized applications,
however, input technology has been
discouragingly static. We still plod
along using keyboards or mice as the
primary input device even when the
input data may be graphical.
So much of our existence involves
visual recognition that it only stands
to reason that the potential applications of computers would be enhanced if a versatile sensory-input
channel were available to the machines . Then, instead of spending
hours entering digital coordinates
from a picture or map into a computer using a keyboard, you could
easily use a "computerized camera"
to make a visual snapshot of the
material, instantly producing a
digitized picture . Once you had such
a picture in the computer, it could be
interpreted, enhanced, or stored as
the application might dictate.
Photo 1: In this prototype, the Optic RAM
is mounted inside a light-tight box with a C-

mount lens focusing light onto one of its cell
arrays. The ribbon cable leads straight from
the Optic RAM to the interface card in the
Apple.

Computers and Vidicon Cameras
Computerized-image cameras are
not new, but up to now they have
always been too expensive for widespread practical use and casual experimentation . Most of the computer
image-input devices currently available use a conventional black-andwhite television camera as the image
sensor. The camera's video output
must be converted to digital logic
levels for the computer: a difficult
task, because the output, produced
using a Vidicon-type pickup tube, is
a high-frequency analog signal divided into 30 complete frames of picture information transmitted and
scanned each second (or 25 frames
for most TV systems outside North
America) .
Most high-quality TV-camera interfaces convert the analog signal for
computer processing through "frame
grabbing;' in which one of the frames
is sampled, digitized, and stored during a 1/30-second frame-scan interval.
In these sophisticated visual sensing
systems, a high-speed AID (analogto-digital) converter digitizes the
analog signal in real time at sampling
rates exceeding 5 megahertz (MHz)
and stores the PCM (pulse-code
modulated) data in a high-speed buffer made of semiconductor memory.
Because they operate so fast, such
units are insensitive to camera motion and fast scene changes.
In less sophisticated TV-camera interfaces, the designer has assumed
that the camera and the object in its
view will remain still long enough for
the picture to be processed by slower,
cheaper circuitry. When the TV picture is stationary, all frames in the
signal are identical, so a sequential
line-sampling technique is often employed. In units of this type, a lowspeed A ID converter (sampling from
100,000 to 1,000,000 times per second)
operates in bursts of activity shorter
than a frame interval, with each successive period of activity, or sampling
window, triggered at a slightly later
time during the frame interval by line
and pixel (picture element) position

Copy righ t © 1983 Steven A. Ciarcia. A ll rights reserved.

counters. In between the sampling
windows, the support circuitry has
time to store the digitized informa-·
tion and get ready for the next burst
of activity. As a result, the interface
assembles the single image from
pieces snatched from many frames.
High-speed frame grabbers generally cost more than $10,000, while the
slower units cost somewhat less, depending upon speed and resolution.
You can expect a 256 oy 256 pixelresolution low-speed interface, the
kind used in the computer systems
often seen at conventions printing
images on T-shirts, to cost between
$500 and $1000; half of that price is
for the camera and lens.

Solid-State Arrays to the Rescue?
The problem with the Vidicon-type
camera is that it is an analog device,
which must be adapted to work in
digital applications. It would be far
better to have a computer video
camera that is inherently digital and
dispense with the analog-to-digital
conversion. Why not use semiconductor devices, the outputs of which
are digital signals that change as a
function of light level?
The barrier has been price. A variety of semiconductor optical sensors, such as photo diode and
charged-coupled-device (CCD) arrays, fill the bill nicely. When I first
started to think about building a
solid-state image camera, I thought I
could just order a 256 by 256 pixel
CCD array and add a few binarycounter chips for a quick project. This
idea evaporated quickly when I discovered that CCD arrays cost from
$800 to $2000, depending upon the
number of bad pixels you get .
My success with photodiode arrays
wasn't much better. It seems that for
about $100 you can buy a 128 by 1 or
256 by 1 array, but arrays more than
one element wide are hard to find.
To create a 256 by 128 or 128 by 128
picture, I would have needed to
devise an optical, mechanical, or
electronic way to move the array
across the image plane, or move the
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the timing-generator circuit, which contains a CMOS oscillator circuit to generate the fundamental clock

rate. This signal is divided down to produce the frequencies for various possible output data rates and controlling the [532 . The data-rate-clock
signals control the sequence of operation of the interrupt generator and the transmitter circuit.

image across the array, stopping
periodically for the values of the picture elements to be registered and
stored. After tentatively sketching a
screw drive and its associated control
electronics, I gave up in disgust at the
thought of how hard it would be to
build.

If Memory Serves ...
I had almost decided to join the
bandwagon and use a Vidicon
camera when I remembered experimenting with the optical sensitivity
of dynamic RAM (random-access
read/write memory) chips back in
1976. I had even seen a design published for a 64 by 64 pixel resolution
camera that used a type-1103 lK-bit
dynamic RAM chip as an optical sensor. If the bit-storage cells in those
early dynamic RAMs were light-sensitive, could the newer ones be also?
If I popped the top off a 64K-bit
dynamic RAM chip, wouldn't I find
a 256 by 256 array?
Well, yes and no. I took the lids off
a few brands of 64K-bit dynamic
RAM chips, and it does appear that
they are light-sensitive. The problem,
however, is that they were designed
only as memory devices and not op22
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tical arrays. To my knowledge, none
Per pixel, the Micron Technology
of the 64K-bit dynamic RAMs on the 1532 Optic RAM costs 1000 times less
market are configured as an ortho- than the earlier generation of imagegonal array laid out 256 elements sensing chips such as the CCo. The
long by 256 wide. In fact, most have Optic RAM's spectral sensitivity is
4 or 8 sections of 16K or 8K bits, and generally the same as that of other
many include redundant sections silicon-based light-sensing media,
that can be wired in to replace bad but its bit-for-bit uniformity is not as
sections on the chip. The bit ad- good as CCOs. Nevertheless, the Opdresses don't proceed linearly tic RAM can bring capabilities to your
through the chip either; one bit may computer that were previously availbe in the upper-left corner and the able only to large industrial users.
next bit in the lower-right corner.
Just as I was about to abandon all Build the Micro D-Cam
hope, I found an unconventional
This month, using the 1532, I'll
dynamic-RAM manufacturer that has show you how to build a relatively
recognized the light-sensing potential low-cost digital image camera I call
of its 64K-byte device. Micron Tech- the Micro O-Cam (see photo 1). Its
nology Inc., of Boise, Idaho (certain- resolution of 256 by 128 pixels is adely an unconventional place to make quate for many applications in graphintegrated circuits), produces a ics, pattern and character recognidynamic RAM chip that has its mem- tion, robotics, process control, and
ory cells laid out in only two sections, security. (Of course, the output of the
both of which are 256 by 128 cells, as 'Micro O-Cam is a digital signal; it
shown in figure 7 on page 31. With cannot be used to directly drive a
this configuration, the chip can easi- composite-video monitor.) I've put
ly be used as an optical sensor. One together versions of the Micro O-Cam
specially tested 64K-bit dynamic for use with the Apple n computer
memory device, called the 1532 Op- (II-Plus and lIe, see photo 3, page
tic RAM, comes in a package with a 30) and the IBM Personal Comsee-through quartz lid (see photo 4 puter; howevel~ the Micro O-Cam is
serially interfaced and requires only
on page 30).

five wires for connection, so I'm also
working on an R5-232C version that
can be attached to any computer that
has a serial port.
The Micro D-Cam project is rather
complex, so I'll present it in two
parts. This month I'll explain how the
1532 Optic RAM and the Micro DCam hardware work. Because appropriate software is vital to the success
of this project, next month I'll include
a lengthy listing of a typical control
program for use with the Apple IIPlus version of the Micro D-Cam.
We'll also look at some of the Micro
D-Cam's capabilities.

1532 Optic RAM
The 1532 from Micron Technology
is an all-digital image-sensing device.
Its pertinent characteristics are
shown in table 1.
The 1532 contains 65,536 (64K)
light~sensitive memory cells laid out
in two planar, rectangular arrays of
32,768 elements, each a matrix of 128
rows and 256 columns. The two
arrays are separated by an optically
nonsensitive "dead" zone about 25
elements wide. To avoid having a gap
in the image or using complicated optical systems to eliminate it, only one
of the arrays is usually used as an
image sensor. Each of the memory
elements in the matrix can be accessed randomly when the control
circuitry strobes in the appropriate
row and column address of the element being accessed.

Theory of Operation

the nominal voltage for the logic state
An image camera built a round th e it represents. This can happen when
1532 focuses reflected light from the the computer reads a bit value from
viewed object and passes it through the cell, but more frequently it hapa lens onto one of the 32,768-element pens when circuitry external to the
arrays. When an individual element memory chip periodically activates
is struck by photons of light, the the cell's address just for the purpose.
capacitor in the cell, which is initial- (Many memory chips, including the
ly pre charged to a fixed voltage, 1532 Optic RAM, can refresh their
begins to discharge toward zero volts. cells a whole row at a time.) The 1532
The capacitor discharges at a rate pro- can be used this way as a regular
portional to the light intensity memory device can, but in optical
throughout the duration of the service there is a twist in the refreshing. The chip is light-sensitive only
exposure.
After the exposure interval has when it is not being refreshed; the
elapsed, the circuitry reads the ele- key to using it in a camera is to carement by addressing it as a memory fully control its sensitivity by percell. During the cell access, sense forming the refresh operation in a
amplifiers within the 1532 read the special way.
In the beginning of an image-senscapacitor's voltage value and compare
it to a fixed threshold voltage. If the ing cycle, the Micro D-Cam's circuitry
potential is above the threshold, the addresses all the cells in the active arpicture element is deemed to be ray, filling them with the positive
black; if the potential is too low, the voltages that represent logic Is. The
picture element is declared white. exposure begins with the receipt of
The Dou. pin of the Optic RAM is set a 50AK command, which is the
to a logic 1 or 0 during the corre- equivalent of opening the shutter (to
sponding bit interval as a result of allow the array to "soak" in light).
this decision . The raw "gray scale" of Then, after the appropriate exposure
the 1532, therefore, has only two interval has elapsed, the control cirshades, white and black. (We'll see cuitry issues the refresh command,
how to compensate for this shortly.) which freezes the states of the memAll dynamic-memory devices re- ory cells (or pixel cells, if you will).
quire refreshing for operation; the Then the control circuitry activates
charge representing the data stored the interrupt state, during which the
in each cell capacitor will leak away value of one cell is fetched and transif left alone (exposure to light merely mitted. Interrupt cycles are continued
hastens the leakage) . The charge until all the bits in the array have
must be sensed and brought back to been transmitted . . (The interrupt

Photo 2a: Th e Micro O-Cam can focus on UPC bars. Both photos
shown here used the Apple Irs high-resolution graphics routines to
reproduce the camera's output.

Photo 2b: The Apple II's display represents gray levels as different
densities of white dots. Several different-length exposures are combined to form the gray-scale image.
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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mode is not maintained constantly
because the 1532 cannot be refreshed
during the interrupt.) The Micro DCam then causes all the cells to again
be set to 1, and the image-sensing
cycle starts over.
A white pixel (logic 0) in the output indicates that the capacitor was
exposed to a light intensity sufficient
to discharge it past the threshold
point. A black pixel (logic 1) indicates
the light intensity was not enough to
discharge the capacitor past the
threshold point.
How fast the camera can scan the
image varies according to the light intensity. The faster the elements are
scanned, or read, the greater the light
intensity required. The Micro D-Cam
can scan approximately 15 frames per
second at maximum speed .

The Optic RAM Resembles Film
The operation of the digital image
sensor can be compared to that of a
black-and-white film emulsion in a
conventional photographic camera.
Like the film, the 1532 contains many
light-sensitive elements lying in a
single plane. The image is focused
(optically) on the plane, the user can
adjust the aperture (measured in fstops) and the length of exposure.
The aperture is an adjustment of the
size of the opening through which
the light is allowed to pass on its way
to the light-sensitive medium
(changed in both cases by mechanically opening or closing an iris). The
length of exposure (corresponding to
photographic shutter speed) is adjusted in the Optic RAM by the scanning function of the drive electronics.
And in the Optic RAM, the film is
advanced, so to speak, by refreshing
the voltage on all the memory
elements.
Also like film, the Optic RAM's
elements respond to light in a binary
fashion, indicating only black or
white, the presence or absence of a
certain amount of light during the exposure. However, in a photographic
film, the light-sensitive elements

1. 128- by 256-element array measuring
5.504 by 1.088 millimeters
2. Element size: 8 microns by 9 microns
3. Vertical center-to-center spacing : 21.5
microns
4. Horizontal spacing: 8.5 microns
5. Spacing between left and right arrays: 150
microns

Table 1: Specifications of the Micron Technologtj 1S32 Optic RAM, a 64K-bit
memory chip that has the extra talent of
serving as a digital image detector.

of gray can be produced in a composite image representation.
The Micro D-Cam may not contain
a mechanical shutter, but its electronic equivalent is easily controlled
by sending the appropriate commands to the control circuitry. The
Optic RAM's sensitivity to light varies
according to the electrical voltages
present on it, allowing for precise
continuous control of the Micro DCam's exposure values.

Ease of Use
(grains of silver-halide compounds)
come in different sensitivities and respond to different intensities of light,
whereas the 1532's cells all respond
at about the same intensity for any
given condition. To circumnavigate
this limitation with the Optic RAM,
varying shades of gray can be recorded by making multiple scans of
the same optical image, averaging the
results obtained from either changing
the sensitivity of the cells, using a different threshold voltage for each
scan, or varying the scan rate.
By changing the threshold voltage
and keeping both the scanned image
and light intensity constant, areas on
the Optic RAM where intermediately bright portions of the image fall
will give differing output levels. The
nominal threshold potential, 2.1 volts
(V), can be adjusted though pin 1
(Analog Threshold) on the 1532 from
1.5 V to 3 V, but Micron Technology
suggests that gray-scale capability be
achieved by varying the scan rate
rather than by adjusting the threshold voltage. Changes will be exhibited in the response of the pixels
where the image is gray (of intermediate brightness) so that the
amount of light striking the cell
capacitors is near the threshold voltage. Of course, a darker area of the
image will generate more logic 1s as
output than logic Os, and a lighter
area will generate more logic Os. By
averaging these outputs over a number of scans, the appropriate shade

Hooking up the Micro D-Cam to a
computer is easy. The unit's control
circuitry provides all the requisite
timing signals and circuitry to execute
commands received from the computer. The Micro D-Cam automatically sequences the Optic RAM so
that each image-sensing cell is accessed and the appropriate video information transmitted to the computer for display or processing.
The Micro D-Cam uses a C-mount
lens (the type commonly used in
16-millimeter movie cameras and
small television cameras) with variable focus. The lens I chose was designed for viewing objects from a distance of at least 18 inches (45 cm);
from this distance, the Micro D-Cam
can distinguish characters of the size
you are now reading. For viewing objects under greater magnification,
you can insert a close-up adapter between the lens and its mount to extend the focal length of the lens. (5ee
photo 2.)
The link between the computer
and the Micro D-Cam is a TTL(transistor-transistor logic) level serial
interface. The external data-rate clock
signal allows the computer to be synchronized to the Micro D-Cam, so
the camera can operate at a speed of
its own choosing.
Five lines run between the camera
and the computer, carrying the transmit, receive, ground, and external
clock signals and +5-V power. A general-purpose type-6850 ACIA (asynchronous communication interface

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for each month's current article. Most of these past articles are available
in reprint books from BYTE Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company, POB 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers articles that appeared in BYTE from September 1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume
II contains articles from December 1978 through June 1980. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume III contains articles from July 1980 through December 1981.
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adapter) buffered chip performs
serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial
data conversion, mating the Micro DCam's nonspecific circuitry to the
host computer, as illustrated by the
Apple II Plus in this article.

Hardware Details: Timing,
Refreshing, and Interrupts
The timing-generator circuit (see
figure 1), which generates the timing
signals for the operation of the Micro
D-Cam, contains a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
oscillator circuit that generates the
fundamental clock rate. This signal is
divided down to produce the frequencies for various possible output
data rates and controlling the IS32.
The data-rate-clock signals control
the sequence of operation of the
interrupt generator and the transmitter circuit.
The oscillator circuit emits a fundamentaI4.9152-MHz signal, which
is buffered by a type-74C04 inverter
section (IC20a) . This clock signal is
divided again by a type-D flip-flop
and brought out to a set of datarate-selection jumper connections.
IC26 divides the frequency by increasing powers of 2; these various
subharmonic outputs lead to other

data-rate-selection jumpers. Jumper
connections 5 through 8 select the
data rate used in the transmitter and
interrupt-generator circuit (figure 5
on page 28), while connections 1
through 4 are 16 x clock signals used
in the receiver circuit. The output of
IC26's pin 7 drives the Optic RAM's
timing circuitry, which generates the
familiar RAS (row-address strobe),
CAS (column-address strobe) and
R/W (read/write) signals as used by
most dynamic RAM chips.
When the camera is transmitting
data from the Optic RAM, it is in the
interrupt mode, and the CAS and
R/W signals are provided to the
Optic RAM. When the camera is not
transmitti~he intern~£t mode is
off, and CAS and R/W are disabled; the active-high interrupt signal INT is low and its complement
INT is high, so the output of the
AND gate driving CAS remains
high and the OR gate driving R/W
remains low.
During an interrupt cycle, INT
goes high and INT goes low, enabling CAS and R/W . The high state
of RAS' (RAS-bar-prime) passes
through a delay line consisting of two
inverter sections (IC20d and f) and an
R/C (resistance/capacitance) network,

and thEm, combined with INT
through an AND gate (IC9c), causes
CAS to go high. When this happens, the column address is latched
into the Optic RAM . At this time the
R/W signal is still high, so the value
stored in the accessed pixel is read
ou~ After another delay period,
R/W goes low, writing a 1 bit into the
accessed cell to restore its charge and
make it again able to react to light.
When RAS' returns low, the interrupt cycle is terminated and CAS
and R/W are disabled .

Command-Receiver Circuit
The serial command line carries
commands from the computer to the
camera. This data enters the command-receiver section (figure 2) a
single bit at a time and is assembled
according to the following protocol.
The first bit to arrive is the start bit,
followed by 8 data bits and then the
stop bit. The start bit enables operation of the input shift register and
starts the shift-register clock, which
is initially low. When the clock goes
high, the start bit, always a high level,
is latched into the first of eight data
positions in the shift register. When
the clock goes low, the first data bit
arrives at the shift register'S input.
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at anyone time.
The selected register drives its data
onto a common bus called the presentaddress bus. The present address
passes through the descramble-andsoak circuitry (which will be discussed shortly) to the Optic RAM,
where it is used to select a row or column. The present-address bus also
connects to the address circuit, where
a value of 0, I, or 2 (depending upon
software-selected options) is added to
the present-address value. The reAn unconventional
sulting sum is driven out of the adder
dynamic-RAM
onto the next-address bus, which connects to the inputs of each of the admanufacturer has
dress registers. The value on the nextrecognized the lightaddress bus is latched into the
sensing potential of its selected address register, and then
64K-bit device.
that register is disabled.
The array-selection circuit simply
continually increments the row- selects whether one or both of the
address value from 0 through to 255. 1532's cell arrays are to be used. If
Except during interrupts and expo- 2ARRAY is high, the output of the
sures, this value passes through to OR gate "(IC21, pin 11) is always high,
the address lines of the 1532, per- and the row-register value (IC22) will
forming a refresh operation. All three never be less than 128, so only the
address registers have three-state out- second array (rows 128 to 255) will
puts (that is, their outputs can be addressed and transmitted. If
assume a high-impedance condition, 2ARRAY is low, however, the OR
not driving the bus either high or gate will appear transparent and the
low), and only one register is active value on the next-ad dress-bus line D7

transmit a single bit of information
from the Optic RAM . (This fetch
operation is the interrupt cycle,
which, as we saw before, is initiated
by the INT signal going high.) The
cycle starts on the occurrence of the
falling edge of the RA5 signal and
ends on the next falling edge of RA5.
When the camera is not fetching in
an interrupt cycle, the refresh register
is active. This third address register

When the rising edge of the clock
pulse is detected, the shift register
moves the high start bit from position
1 to position 2 and shifts the first data
bit from the shift register's input into position 1. As successive bits arrive, each one is shifted into the shift
register when the rising edge of the
clock pulse is detected.
When the start bit finally reaches
position 8, the camera has received
the entire command byte, so the first
6 data bits are transferred from the
shift register into a latch (a I-byte
memory) called the command register.
The clock is then disabled and the
shift register cleared, leaving the 6
camera-command bits in the command register. The receiver is now
ready to accept another command.

Address Registers
The address registers of the circuit
(see figure 3) latch the row-address,
column-address, and refresh pointers
for the Optic RAM addressing. Address registers IC22 and IC16 hold the
row and column addresses, respectively, while the third register, ICIO,
is the refresh register.
The first two registers are activated
only when the camera is to fetch and
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Figure 3: This section of the circuit latches the row-address, column-address, and refresh pointers for the Optic RAM addressing. Address

registers lC22 and lC16 hold the row and column addresses, respectively, while the third register, lClO, is the refresh register.
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will be driven onto IC22. This means
all addresses from 0 to 255 will be
selected and the values in both arrays
will be transmitted.

dress, which the Optic RAM deThe multiplexer uses RAS to
codes to access the desired pixel.
determine which address is selected.
Charged with the task of trans- If RAS is low at the multiplexer's
forming the data from the address SELECT input (ICll, pin 1), the deregisters into a new address, which scrambled row addresses (on the B
the Optic RAM decodes to access the inputs) are selected. When RAS is
desired pixel, the descrambling cir- low, the A inputs, or descrambled
cuit consists of two inverters, three column-address inputs, are selected .
exclusive-OR gates, and a multiplexThe purpose of the SOAK circuit
er (ICll) . The inverters and exclu- is to prevent the refresh addresses
sive-ORs do the actual descrambling from reaching the Optic RAM during
on the row and column addresses; the exposure cycles. (Remember, the
the multiplexer selects between the Optic RAM is light-sensitive only
descrambled row and column ad- when it is not being refreshed.) Durdresses at the appropriate times and ing periods when INT is inactive-low
transmits the address to the Optic (with the refresh register therefore acRAM.
tive) and SOAK is active-low, the

Address Descramble
and Array Soak
The internal circuitry in the Optic
RAM scrambles the row and columnaddress values when accessing a cell.
(After all, the 1532 chip was designed
for use only as a memory device, not
as an optical sensor.) But because element location is a critical issue in optical work, the address-de scramble
circuit (see figure 4, below) unscrambles the values into a new ad-
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internal address scrambling done by the Optic RAM. The soak circuit makes the Optic RAM light-sensitive by depriving it of refresh cycles.
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output of NOR gate IC15d is high.
This sets the multiplexer's enable input high and drives the multiplexer's
outputs low. The high NOR-gate
(IC15d) output also forces a low state
at the inverter output IC18d, which
forces the outputs of the four AND
gates IC23a, b, c, and d low. These
AND gates stand between the present-address bus and the 1532's four
low-order address inputs. Thus, the
Optic RAM's address inputs remain
low, and the refresh function is performed on only address O. When
50AK goes inactive-high, the
multiplexer and AND-gate outputs
are enabled and the refresh addresses reach the Optic RAM so that
the entire chip is refreshed, making
it insensitive to light.

host computer, inserting start and
stop bits where appropriate, and
generates the INT and INT signals
for fetching the pixel information
from the 1532.
At the heart of this circuit is the ripple counter, IC4, enabled when the

The output of the
Micro O-Cam is a
digital signal; it cannot
be used to directly
drive a composite-video
monitor.
Micro D-Cam has been commanded
to transmit data. It inhibits the interrupt generator when start and stop
bits are being transmitted (preventing
accessing of the Optic RAM) and
enables the interrupt circuIt when it
is transmitting data. The transmitter's
frequency is determined by the datarate clock. During each clock cycle

Transmitter and
Interrupt-Generator Circuit
This circuit, shown in figure 5,
transmits the pixel data serially to the
IC 7
74C04

only one start, stop, or data bit is
transmitted.
The interrupt generator is enabled
by both the ripple counter (IC4) and
the data-rate clock, but the interrupt
cycle itself is clocked by RA5. Because the purpose of the interrupt
cycle is to fetch a single pixel for
transmission, only one pixel can be
transmitted on each clock cycle. The
rising edge of the data-rate clock
enables the interrupt circuit. The next
falling edge of the RA5 waveform
initiates the interrupt cycle, causing
a pixel to be read from the Optic
RAM. The INT signal feeds back
into the interrupt circuit, resetting the
interrupt enable.
When RA5 goes lew again, the
interrupt cycle is terminated. The
next falling edge of the data-rate clock
enables the interrupt circuit again
(unless a start or stop bit is to be
transmitted). Thus, only one pixel is
transmitted during each data-rate-
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Figure 6: The adder circuit allows the Micro D-Cam to keep track of the proper values for the row, column, and refresh registers.
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Photo 3: The control circuitry for the Micro D-Cam image camera is shawn here in pro-

tOhjpe form mounted in an input/output slot in an Apple II Plus computer.

Photo 4: The 1532 Optic RAM, a 64K-bit dynamic memory device specially packaged with
a quartz lid for optical use in image-sensing applications, is made by Micron Technology
Inc., 2805 East Columbia Rd., Boise, ID 83706, (208) 383-4000.

Number Type
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC7
IC8
IC9
IC10
IC11
IC12
IC13
IC14
IC15

74COO
74C08
74C83
4017
74C86
74C74
74C04
74C74
74C08
74C374
74C157
74C86
74C164
74LS74
74C02

IC16

74C374

IC6

+5V

GND

14
14
5
16
14
14
14
14
14
20
16
14
14
14
14
20

7
7
12
8
7
7
7
7
7
10
8
7
7
7
7
10

Number Type
IC17
IC18
IC19
IC20
IC21
IC22
IC23
IC24
IC25
IC26
IC27
IC28
IC29
IC30
IC31

IS32
4069
74C174
4069
74C32
74C374
74C08
74C74
74LS161
4040
74C83
74COO
74C74
MC6850
74LS245

Table 2: Pawer wiring for integrated circuits in the Micro D-Cam.
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+5V

GND

16
14
16
14
14
20
14
14
16
16
5
14
14
12
20

8
7
8
7
7
10
7
7
8
8
12
7
7
1
10

clock cycle.
The WIDEPIX circuit is used to
help compensate for the mismatch in
aspect ratios of the Optic RAM and
most computer graphics screens. The
Optic RAM has a ratio of 2.5:1, compared with the 4:3 aspect ratio of
most cathode-ray-tube (CRT) displays, and the pixels are not square.
If the image data is displayed on a
screen with an aspect ratio that close
to 1:1, the image will appear to have
been squeezed horizontally. The
WIDEPIX circuit helps compensate
for this by causing each pixel to be
transmitted twice, doubling the
width of the image. The circuit is
enabled when the Micro D-Cam is
transmitting and the WIDEPIX command line is high. This causes the
flip-flop IC8a's output to toggle on
every data-rate-clock cycle. This flipflop inhibits the interrupt cycle on
alternate data-rate clock cycles. During data-rate-clock cycles in which
the interrupt is inhibited, the pixel
from the previous interrupt cycle is
transmitted again_.__
The LINE and LINE signals indicate that the column-address register
has reached terminal count, meaning
that the last column has been
scanned. These signals, when active,
inhibit the occurrence of further interrupts during the transmission of
the current byte so that the value of
the last accessed data bit is repeated
to fill out the bits in the byte. This
guarantees that the next byte transmitted will start off with information
from the next row, i.e., that no single
byte will contain picture information
from two rows. When the stop bit is
to be transmitted, assertion of the
LINE signal at one input of exclusiveOR gate IC5b causes an interrupt request, and assertion of LINE at the
input of the NAND gate IClb ensures
that the interrupt flip-flop is enabled.
This "dummy" interrupt is used to increment the row-address register. The
pixel that is accessed during this cycle
is blanked by the transmission of the
stop bit.

Adder and End-of-Frame Circuit
The adder and end-of-frame section, shown in figure 6, adds the

proper increments to the row, column, and refresh registers and generates signals indicating end-of-frame
(EOF) in the Optic RAM.
When anyone of the address registers drives a value onto the presentaddress bus, the adder circuit receives this value, adds a 0, 1, or 2 to
it (depending on the control inputs
RAS, LINE, ALTBIT and INT), and
places the sum onto the next-address
bus. When the refresh register is active, the INT line causes a 1 to be
added each cycle. During interrupt
cycles, the row and column registers
are active. The adder sequences these
registers through the Optic RAM in
a "column-fast" mode, i.e., the adder
adds 0 to the row address and 1 to
the column address until the end of
the column (or end of the line) is
reached. The adder then adds a 1 to
both the row and column, thus incrementing the row register and
resetting the column register to O.
The ALTBIT input simply adds an
extra 1 to the value on the presentaddress bus during interrupt cycles;
thus the row and column registers
are incremented by a total of 2 rather
than 1.

Control and Use
The software routines that control
the Micro D-Cam are menu-driven.
While the camera is running, several
real-time commands are available to
alter the operation of the camera from
frame to frame. The real-time options
are displayed on the screen.
When the camera is first turned on,
you start the image-gathering process
by selecting one of the options from
the menu offered by the software,
which I'll discuss in detail next
month . If everything is working
properly, an image of what the Micro
D-Cam is seeing is shown on the
computer's video-display screen. If
the display screen remains dark, the
exposure interval may be insufficient;
this situation may be remedied by increasing the exposure time. If the exposure time is excessive, the screen
will be white. This situation may be
remedied by decreasing the exposure
time or changing the aperture on the
lens. Eventually, a clear picture will
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Figure 7: A diagram of the topology and pinout configuration of the IS32 Optic RAM (not

to scale). Each of the two cell regions, visible through the quartz package lid, contains a 128by 256-cell array.

appear on the computer's screen as
you reach the proper adjustments.

Next Month:
In part 2, we'll look at the software
you'll need to read the Micro D-Cam's
images, including a complete listing for
the Apple II Plus, and I'll explain the
computer interface and how the Micro DCam communicates with its user._
Steve Garcia (POB 582, Glastonbury, cr 06033)
is an electronics engineer and computer consultant
with experience in process control, digital design ,
nuclear instrumentation, product development, and
marketing. In addition to writing for BYTE, he has
published several books.
Special thanks to Carl Baker and Jim Herrud of
Micron Technology fo r their contributions to this
project.

To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's Clr·
cuit Cellar project kits. circle 100 on the reader
service inquiry card at the back of the
magazine.

The following items are available from :
The Micromint Inc.
561 Willow Ave.
Cedarhurst, NY 11596
(800) 645-3479 (for orders)
(516) 374-6793 (for information)
1. Complete Micro D-Cam unit including

interface card, extension cable, IS32
Optic RAM, lens, remote housing,
operators manual, and utility software.
Specify Apple II (Plus or E), or IBM
Personal Computer.
Assembled and tested .. . ... $295
2. Same as Item 1 except in kit form .
Specify Apple II or IBM Personal Computer version.
Complete kit .. . . . . . . . . . . .. $260
3. IS32 Optic RAM sold separately
IS32 each ... . ......... .... $42
4. RS-232C-interfaced Micro D-Cam for
general use. Call for price and delivery.
Please add $4 shipping and insurance in
continental United States, $20 overseas.
New York residents please include 7 percent sales tax.
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Innovative technology
brings you quality color
printing
for only $599

he technology of the all -new Transtar 315 color printer
revolutionizes color impact printing! Unlike old-fashioned
printers needing multiple passes with pins to print color, the
Transtar 315 employs an innovative 4-hammer print head to
allow 7 colors and more than 30 shades to be printed in
a single pass!

T

A unique 4-color diagonal ribbon maximizes the efficiency
of the 315's color imaging and enhances its simple reliability .
Built by Seikosha, the most experienced manufacturing
company of the famous Seiko group, the Transtar 315 is
available now and has been designed to be compatible with
the IBM , Apple II/lle and Franklin personal computers. An
optional PICS card also allows Apple and Franklin users to
simply depress the 315's "copy" button to print any highor low-resolution screen without exiting a program!
Transtar is bringing the technology of tomorrow to you
today. Your future in color printing is only $599 away.

Transtar

P.O. Bo x C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
Circle 455 on inquiry card.

Run
/

,'-'R.', ....,.,.."
m'

computer manufacturer has introis in the process of introducing a porgoes by that BYTE doesn't get wind
system. According to the Venture
report, "The Portable Briefcase Computer
'<J.L··.L.:7C~'. A Strategic Analysis/' portable commore than $4 billion by 1987. That figure is
computers; it doesn't include hand-held

more computing power and convenience
plethora
it also means that selecting a portable computer
for their money
!1V£'LVf~a than ever. Each manufacturer has a different
for,personal or business
. Sorting through the number of features and
design philosophy for
selecting the right one for your needs even more
options available on
difficult thRn Cl1lJIOSZ1'U!
This issue will help eliminate some of the confusion surrounding portable computers. In addition to Mahlon Kelly's analysis of the Radio Shack Model 100; we'll take a look at the Pied Piper, a
briefcase CP/M system; the powerful HP-75; and the Access Matrix portable, which some disparagingly
refer to as the ','Swiss army knife" of portables, while others swear by its conveniently built-in printer and
acoustic modem. We also review the Kaypro II and its big brother, the Kaypro la, with its built-in la-megabyte
hard disk; you'll see why these portables are giving the Osborne a run for its money. The Corona Portable PC,
which comes under one reviewer's scrutiny, is described as an IBM-compatible portable that goes beyond being a
mere clone.
In addition to system reviews, this issue offers in-depth views of the larger Issues that affect the portable marketplace.
A comprehensive article on CMOS technology explains how improvements in chip-fabrication te~hnology have brought down
the price of CMOS RAMs. The problems of moving delicate equipment are addressed in "The Challenge of Hard Disk Portability." To top off the issue, you can read about how the designers of the new Gavilan portable computer decided on which features
to include in their computer.
To start you off, the article that follows offers a general overview of the portable fi ld and covers some of the major features
of portable computers, their pros and cons, and how to choose the portable that best s its your needs. The Portable Computer
Comparison Table starting on page 36 lists the latest portables available and their spec ·cations.
-Stanley f Wszola
ptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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How to Choose a Portable

Photo 1: The Sharp PC-1500 is a typical pocket computer.

Factors to consider before you take the plunge
by Stanley J. Wszola
Just a year and a half ago the
Osborne 1 portable microcomputer
had no competitors. Today at least 50
portables fight for a share of the
market, and new machines are announced almost dqily.
There's definitely something going
on out there, and it bodes well for the
consumer. Manufacturers, trying to
outdo the competition, are offering
better, more powerful, and more attractive portable computers. It's the
free market at its best. The only prob34
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lem with this abundance of portables
is that buyers often don't kn0w
where to begin. To that end, we'll
start with an explanation of what a
portable computer is and then explore its various components. While
that won't tell you which portable to
buy, it will provide some signposts to
help you make an informed choice.
(For a directory of portable computers, see table 1.)
The sudden appearence of portable
computers results from a con-

vergence of technologies. Many features found on portable computers
have been used and refined on products such as digital watches and
pocket calculators. In addition, the
products of the years of research and
development that went into creating
today's desktop microcomputer have
finally come together in the portable
computer. What we have is reliable
hardware and proven software in a
machine that can be shuttled easily
from office to home or wherever. Por-

table computer users include business people who like the flexibility of
working at home or on the road,
scientists and engineers who take
their portables into the field for onsite computer applications, and people who simply like to take their computing power with them.

What Is a Portable?
A portable computer is, of course,
a computer first and foremost. It
must have a central processing unit,
memory, a method for data entry, a
device for or method of displaying
data output, and usually a means of
storing data.
A portable computer must be easy
to carry from place to place. Don't
confuse "portable" with "transportable." Any computer can be transportable if you have a big enough
truck. For the purposes of this article, a portable computer is one that
can be carried by one person-but
not necessarily easily carried. Currently, portable computers can be
divided into three rough categories:
Pocket computers: These can be
characterized as pocket-size, batterypowered, lightweight computers
with a I-line display, limited memory
(0.5 to 10K bytes), and usually BASIC
in ROM (read-only memory) . Most
use cassette tape for data storage. The
keyboards on these computers are
not suitable for touch-typing, and the
I-line display is adequate only for
simple programming. Many of these
computers can accept accessories
(i.e., printers, serial- and parallel-port
interfaces, and modems) to increase
their usefulness. A good example of
an adaptable pocket computer is the
Sharp PC-1500 pictured at left .
Briefcase computers: As the name
implies, these computers are small
enough to be placed in a briefcase.
They usually have a 4- to 8-line display, a full-size keyboard, provision
for increasing internal memory, serial
and/or parallel ports, and AC or battery power. Most briefcase computers
feature BASIC in ROM, and some include applications programs for word
processing, telecommunications, and
appointment scheduling. Data storage can involve micro- or full-size
cassette tapes, auxiliary floppy-disk

drives, or bubble and CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) memory cartridges. Most have
full-size keyboards that are suitable
for touch-typing. Their light weight
(5 to 10 pounds) and small size let
you use them almost anywhere. One
example of a briefcase computer is
the Radio Shack Model 100.
Transportable computers: These
are the heavyweights of the portablecomputer field in terms of size,
weight, and capabilities. I've used the
term transportable because some socalled portable computers are nothing more than a boxed desktop
computer with a handle on top. Most
are the size of a small suitcase, weigh
15 to 40 pounds, and usually have a
CRT (cathode-ray tube) display with
one or more floppy-disk drives. Most

Any computer can be
transportable if you
have a big enough
truck.
use CP/M-80 or CP/M-86 and MSDOS operating systems. These computers can do anything the desktop
models can do, but their portability
is limited by the necessity for AC
power or a heavy battery pack. The
Osborne Executive is a transportable
computer.

Power Sources
The growing use of low-power
CMOS RAM (random-access read/
write memory) chips and CMOS
microprocessor chips, such as the
80C85 used in the Radio Shack
Model 100, has decreased dependency on AC power sources. Batterypowered portables can be used
almost anywhere. But batteries can
be a curse as well as a blessing; they
add overall weight to the package and
always run out just when you need
them most.
Most portable computers can run
from 2 to 10 hours before they need
a recharge. Battery life depends on
the power requirements of the computer, the length of time it has been
operating, and the rating of the battery. Some portables have low-voltage

indicators to alert you when the batteries run low. The transportable
models are more power hungry than
the smaller portables. The CRT and
the disk drives in the transportables
require a lot of energy.
Some briefcase computers use
CMOS memory chips and an auxiliary nickel-cadmium battery to
preserve data in memory if the main
batteries fail. For example, the nickelcadmium batteries in the Model 100
can maintain data for 8 to 30 days,
depending on how much memory
the computer has. This gives you an
extra margin of safety if you are
unable to replace or recharge the
main batteries right away.
Many transportable computers
have auxiliary battery packs as options. Of course, you still face the
problem of carrying the batteries as
well as the computer. Finally, some
manufacturers offer an optional auto
adapter, which lets you plug your
computer into your car's cigarette
lighter. They recommend using the
computer with the engine off to
eliminate lost data due to voltage
spikes and surges. That's just as well;
you don't want to be downloading a
program and downshifting at the
same time.

Video Displays
The new portables use one of three
types of displays: CRT, LCD (liquidcrystal display), or ELD (electroluminescent displays). CRTs have
been around for a long time and are
a proven medium. LCDs, although
limited in their ability to display
graphics, are lightweight and don't
consume too much power. The newer
ELDs have the same display capabilities as CRTs with an extra advantage-their flat shape makes them
ideal for use in portables. I'll explain
each in detail.
The most commonly used display
for portable computers is the .reliable,
flexible, and easy-to-use CRT. Most
users are already familiar with it. Its
primary disadvantages are a bulky
shape and high power consumption.
The CRT itself, a large, fragile glass
tube, must be protected from harsh
environments and airport baggage
handlers.
Text continued on page 44
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Manufacturer/Location
Model

Size (Inches)

Weight

Power Supply

Price

Type of
Microprocessor

Access Matrix Corp. San Jose, CA
Access

16.5 by 10
by 10.8

33 1bs.

AC

$2495

Z80A

Adcock Johnson Fort Worth , TX
Model 3000 (TRS-80 Model II I in a briefcase)

19'12 by 14V2
by 8V2

281bs.

AC

$2895

Z80A

Athena Computer and Electronics Systems
San Juan Capistrano, CA
Athena I

3% by 11 %
by 14'12

15 1bs.

batteries or AC

$3950

NSC·800
(low· power Z80)

Casio Inc. Fai rfield, NJ
Model Fp·200

12'12 by 2V4
by 8%

4 lbs.

batteri es or AC

$499

proprietary

Casio Inc. Fairfield, NJ
Model FX-700P

6'12 by 2%
by %

4.2 oz.

batteries or AC

$99.95

proprietary

Casio Inc . Fairfield, NJ
Model FX-80 1P

6% by 3V2
by 3,4

9 .1 oz.

batteries or AC

$149.95

proprietary

Columbia Data Products Inc . Columbia, MD
Columbia VP

18 by 16 by 8

32 1bs.

AC

$2995

8088

14V2 by 14V2

27.6 Ibs.

AC

$995 to
$1495

6510 (optional
Z80 for CP/M)

Commodore Business Machines Wayne, PA
Executive 64

by 5

Compaq Computer Corp. Houston, TX
Compaq Portable Computer

20 by 15V3
by 8112

28 1bs.

AC

$2995

8088

Computer Devices Inc. Burlington, MA
DOT 3000B

18 by 14314
by 7V2

31 Ibs.

11 0 or 220V AC
(optional battery
pack)

$4344

8088

Com pal Beverly Hills, CA
Electric Briefcase

9 by 20 by 15

26 1bs.

AC

$1995

Z80A

Computershop Cambridge, MA
STAR-Lite

16 by 16
by 7'12

34 1bs.

AC

$2695

Z80A

Computer Systems SI. Clair Shores, MI

19 by 16
by 7V2

25 1bs.

AC (optional
12V DC batterypower supply)

$3388

8088

Corona Data Westlake Village, CA
Corona Portable PC Models PPC-1 and PPC·2

20by20by8

30 1bs.

AC

$2395

8088

Digital Microsystems Oakland, CA
DMS·3/F Fox

17'12 by 143/4
by 7 3/4

30 1bs.

110 or 220V AC

$3995

Z80A

Digital Microsystems Oakland, CA
DMS-15

17'12 by 14314
by 73,4

36 1bs.

110 or 220V AC

$7495

Z80A

PC/8088

Table 1: Th e portable computer comparison table,
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Operating
System

RAM Memory
Min.!Max.

Mass Storage
Type, Size

Display
Type, Size

Color or
Graphics

Software
Included

CP/M·80

64K

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

7-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

Perfect Series and
Fancy Font

TRS-DOS 1.3

48K min.,
64K max.

25V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
64 characters
by 16 lines

n.a.

n.a.

CP/M-80

68K

1 megabyte
RAM disk,
optional 5V4-inch
floppy-disk

LCD,
80 characters
by 4 lines

n.a.

JRT Pascal,
Profit Plan ,
Mini-Vedit

n.a.

8K min.,
32K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD,
20 characters
by 8 lines

n.a.

built-in electronic
spreadsheet

n.a.

2K min.
2K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
20 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

program library for
math, science,
finance, other uses

Casio BASIC

2K min .
2K max.

n.a.

LCD,
20 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

program library for
math, science,
finance , other uses

CP/M-86
MS-DOS

128K min .,
256K max.

2 5 1/4-i nch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

graphics

Perfect Series,
IBM PC compatible
Home Accountant
Plus, Fast Graphs,
and others

Commodore
DOS

64K min.
64K max.

1 or 2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

7-inch CRT,
40 characters
by 25 lines

16 colors
and
graphics

n.a.

compatible with all
software for the
Commodore 64

Compaq-DOS
(same as
MS-DOS)

128K min .,
512K max.

1 or 2 51/4 -inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
25 lines
by 80 characters

graphics

n.a.

IBM PC compatible

MS-DOS

128K min ,
704K max.

23V2-inch
floppy-disk
drives

5- by 9-inch
CRT, 25 lines by
80 characters

graphics

n.a.

IBM PC compatible,
optional built-in modem
and printer

CP/M-80

64K

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

n.a.

CP/M-80

64K min.,
1 MB max.

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

Perfect Series

S-100 system bus with
4 expansion slots for
peripherals

MS-DOS

64K min. ,
512K max .

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

7- or 9-inch
CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

color and
graphics

n.a.

IBM PC compatible
with optional color CRT

MS-DOS or
CP/M-86

128K min.,
512K max.

1 or 2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

graphics

GSX graphics
interpreter,
Multimate word
processor and
an assembler

IBM

CP/M-2.2

64K min .,
64K max.

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

n.a.

n.a.

can link with HiNet
local-area network,
HiN et electronic mail

CP/M-2.2

64K min.,
64K max.

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives,
1 15-megabyte
hard-disk drive

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

n.a.

n.a.

can link with HiNet
local-area network,
HiNet electronic mail

Comments

PC

compatible

-,
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Manufacturer/Location
Model

Size (Inches)

Weight

Power Supply

Price

Type of
Microprocessor

Dynalogic Info-Tech Ottawa, Ontario
Hyperion

18 13 by 11'13
'
by 8%

181bs.

120 or 240V AC

$3395

8088

Dynalogic Info-Tech Ottawa, Ontario
Hyperion Plus

18 13 by 111/3
'
by 8%

21 Ibs.

120 or 240V AC

$4995

8088

Epson America Inc. Torrance, CA
Epson HX-20

11'13 by 8'/2
by 13/4

3 lbs ,
13 oz.

batteries or AC

$795

Dual 6301
CMOS

Gavilan Computer Corp_ Campbell, CA
Gavilan Computer

11% by 11 %
by 23/4

9 lbs.

batteries or AC

$3995

8088

GRID Systems Mountain View, CA
Compass

11'/2 by 15
by 2

10Ibs.,
12'/2 oz.

110 or 220V AC

$92 10

8086,
8087

Hewlett-Packard Palo Alto, CA
HP-75C

11/4 by 5
by 10

26 oz.

batteries or AC

$995

CMOS HP
Series 80

Jonos Anaheim, CA
Escort C1100

17'/4 by 131/4
by 7'/4

251bs.

110 or 220V AC

$3995

Z80A

Jonos Anaheim, CA
Escort C2100

171/4 by 13'14
by 7 /4
'

25 1bs.

11 0 or 220V AC

$3995

Z80B

Management Techniques Inc _ Boston, MA
Escort Assistant

7'/2 by 171/4
by 13 1/4

251bs.

AC

$3995

Z80

Management Techniques Inc_ Boston, MA
Escort Administrator

7'12 by 17114
by 13'14

251bs.

AC

$5995

Z80

Micro Source New Lebanon, OH
M6000P-Voyager

17 by 20 by 7

321bs.

120 or 220V AC

$3900

Z80A

Modular Computer Systems Inc. Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Zorba 2000

17'/2 by 5
by 9

21 Ibs.

AC

$1995

Z80

Modular Computer Systems Inc. Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Zorba 2000/4

17'/2 by 5
by 9

21 Ibs.

AC

$2495

Z80A
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Oper~ting

RAM Memory
Min.lMax .

Mass Storage
Type. ~! ~e

Display
Type. Size

Color or
Graphics

Software
included

MS-DOS

256K min.,
256K max.

5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drive

7-inch CRT,
80 characte rs
QY 25 lines

graphics

Microsoft BASIC

MS-DOS

256K min. ,
256K max

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

7-inc~ CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

graphics

Microsoft BASIC , IBM PC compatible
Multiplan, In:scribe, with built-in direct
In:touch
connect modem

n.a.

16K min.,
32K max.

microcassettes,
35K/side

LCD,
20 characters
by 4 lines

graphics

Skiwriter wordprocessing program in ROM

built-in 24-column
dot-matrix printer

MS-DOS

80K min.,
336K max.

3-inch
microfloppydisk drive

LCD ,
66 characters
by 8 lin(ls

n.a.

optional wordprocessing

communications
scheduling and
electronic spreadsheet
packages in 'capsules

INGRID
(proprietary)
or MS,DOS

256K min.,
256K max.

348K nonvolatile
bubble memory

6-iAch ELD ,
CjO characters
by 24 li nes

graphics

GRID-PLAN,
-PLOT, -FILE,
-TERM, -WRITE

built-in modem,
software update and
more file storage in
GR ID Central mainframe computer

proprietary

16K min.,
24K rnax.

magnetic card,
n.a.

LCD ,
32 characters
by l' line

CPIM

64K min. ,
128K max.

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

n.a.

. BASIC-80,
Multi-Plan,
Spellbirder,
Spellcheck

CPIM

128K min.,
128K max.

23V2-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

n.a.

(see above)

(see above)

CPIM

64K min .,
64K max.

2 3V2-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9,j nch CRT
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

BASIC-80

Multiplan , Spellbinder ,
SpeliQuard

CPIM

64K min.,
64K max.

2 3 112-inch
10-Mb hard-disk

n.a.

(see above)

(see apove)

drive~

9-inch CRT
80 characters
by 24 lines

System

Comments

IBM PC compatible,
can be upgraded to
Hyperion Plus level

text editor, time of
day, scheduler,
optional HP-IL inierface loop for
printer, digital
r:assette drive, and
CRT adapter
optional dot-matrix
printer attaches to
back of computer

CPIM

64K min.,
512K max.

2 5 1/4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

BASICZ , Wordstar,
Calcstar,
Mailmerge,
Spellstar, Superfile,
Archivist,
6 expansion slots

6 expansion slots;
can add 8086
processor for IBM PC
cOlTIpatibility

CP/M

64K min,
320K max.

5V4-inch
floppy-disk
driye,
DS/QD

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

word processor,
spelling checker,
spreadsheet,
database manager mailing list,
and CBASIC

optional 8088
coprocessor and
and internal
3pO- to 1200-pps
modem; can read
oJ ~er disk formats.

CPIM

64K min.,
320K max.

2 5 1/4-inch
floppy disk
drives,
DSIDD

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

(see above)

optional 8088
cop rocessor and
internal 300- to
1200-bps
modem ; can read,
write , and format disks
for 30 different
microcomputers.
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Manufacturer/Location
Model
-.

Size (Inches)

Weight

Power Supply

Price

Type of
Microprocessor

Modular Computer Systems Inc. Ft. lauderdale. Fl
lorba 2000/S

17'12 by 5
by 9

21 Ibs.

AC

$2495

lSOA

Modular Computer Systems Irc. Ft. lauderdale, Fl
lorba ;2900/16

171/2 by 5
by 9

21 Ibs.

AC

$2995

lSOA.
SOSS

NEC Electronics Chicago, Il
PC-S201

11% by S'12
by 2'12

3.S Ibs.

batteries or AC

$675

SOCS5

Non-Linear Systems Solana Beach , CA
Kaypro II

19 by 16 by S

261bs.

11 0 or 220V AC

$15S)5

lSOA

Non-Linear Systems Solana Beach , CA
Kaypro 4

19 by 16 by S

261bs.

110 or 220V AC

$1995

lSOA

Non-Linear Systems Solana Beach , CA
Kaypro 10

19 by 16 by S

271bs.

110 or 220V AC

$2795

lSOA

Olympia USA Inc. Somerville. NJ
Portable Computer Ol·H004

11/4 by 9
by 3 3/4

21 oz.

batteries or AC

$3S0

proprietary

Olympia USA Inc. Somerville. NJ
Portable Computer Ol-OOOS

11/2 by 9
by 3 3/4

21 oz.

batteries or AC

$4S0

proprietary

Osborne Computer Corp . Hayward, CA
The Executive

20'12 by 13
by 9

2S Ibs.

AC

$2495

lSOA

Osborne Computer Corp. Hayward, CA
Executive II

20'12 by 13
by 9

2S Ibs.

AC

$3195

SOSS

Osborne Computer Corp. Hayward, CA
Osborne 1

20'12 by 14'12
by S'12

23Ibs.,

AC

$1795

lSOA

Olrona Corp. Boulder, CO
Attache

12 by 131/2
by 5 3/4 .

1S Ibs.

120 or 220V AC

$3995

lSOA

Panasonic Co. Secaucus, NJ
Hand-Held Computer Rl-H1S00

1 by 9 by 3

21 .9 oz.

batteries or AC

$3S0

proprietary

Panasonic Co. Secaucus. NJ
JR-SOO

10'14 by 5%
by 1%

1 Ib,
10 oz.

batteries or AC

$499.95

SOCS5

\
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S oz.

Operating
System

RAM Memory
Min.lMax.

Mass Storage
Type, Size

Display
Type, Size

Color or
Graphics

Software
Included

Comments

CPIM

64K min.,
320K max.

2 51/4-inch
floppy· disk
drives,
DS/OD

9·inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

word processor,
spelli ng checker,
spreadsheet.
database manager.
mailing list and
CBASIC

optional 8088
co-processor and
internal 300· to
1200·bps modem ; can
read other disk
formats .

CPIM,
CP/M-86,
MS-DOS

64K min.,
512K max.

2 51/4-inch
floppy-disk
drive,
DS/OD

9-inch CRT"
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

(see above)

optional internal
300- to 1200-bps
modem; can read
other disk formats.

proprietary

16K min. ,
64K max.

cassette. n.a.

LCD ,
40 characters
by 8 lines

n.a.

built-in text
processor and
commu nication
software

optional 32K bubble
memory cartridge

CPIM

64K min ..
64K max.

25V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

MBASIC , SBASIC ,
Profitplan , PerfectWriter, -Speller,
-Calc, -Filer

CPIM

64K min. ,
64K max.

25V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives,
DSIDD

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

MBASIC , SBASIC ,
Profitplan, PerfectWriter, -Spelier,
-Calc , -Filer

CPIM

64K min.,
64K max.

51/4-inch
floppy-disk
drive, 1 10-Mb
hard-disk drive

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

MBASIC. SBASIC,
Profitplari, PerfectWriter, -Speller,
- Calc, -Filer

proprietary

4K min.,
4K max.

n.a.

LCD,
26 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

proprietary

8K min .,
8K max.

n.a.

LCD,
26 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

CPIM ,
UCSD Pascal

128K min.,
256K max.
(with coprocessor)

2 5'/4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

7-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

Wordstar,
Mailmerge,
Supercalc, Personal
Pearl , CBASIC ,
MBASIC

MS-DOS ,
CP/M-86,
UCSD Pascal

256K min .,
384K max.

25 V4 -inch
floppy-disk
drives

7-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

(see above)

IBM PC compatible

CPIM

64K min .,
64K max.

25 V4-i nch
floppy-disk
drives

5-inch CRT,
52 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

CBASIC,
MBASIC ,
Wordstar,
Mailmerge,
Supercalc

optional double-density
disk drives

CPIM

64K min .,
156K max.

2 51/4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

5V2 -inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

graphics

BASIC-80,
Wordstar Plus,
Charton, Valet

modular constrlJction
allows 1-nbur repair

n.a.

8K min.,
8K max .

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
26 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a .

proprietary

16K min. ,
24K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
32 characters
by 8 lines

n.a.

n.a.
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Manufacturer/Location
Model

Size (Inches)

Weight

Power Supply

Price

Type of
Microprocessor

Peripheral Systems Marlton, NJ
Eagle

18 by 17%
by 8

181bs.

11 0 or 220V AC

$3495

Z80A

Quasar I=ranklin Park, IL
Quasar Hand-Held Computer

3114 by 8iY1o
by 1114

14 oz.

batteries or AC

$329

6502

Radio Shack Fort Worth, TX
PC 1

6% by 23/4
by 1Vi6

6 oz.

batteries or AC

$149.95

proprietary

Radio Shack Fort Worth, TX
PC 2 -

71Vi6 by 3%
by 1 Vi6

1 lb.

batteries or AC

$199.95

proprietary

Radio Shack Fort Worth , TX
TRS-80 Model 100

11 % by 8112
by 2

4lbs.

batteries dr AC ·

$799

80C85

Sarasota Automation Sarasota, FL
Husky

91/2 by 8
by 1314

4.5Ibs ..

batteries or AC

$2995

Z80

Seequa Computer Annapolis, MD
Chameleon

18 by 15112
by 8

281bs.

110 or 220V AC

$1995

8088

Sharp Electronics Corp. Paramus, NJ
PC-1250

55116 by 231<1
by %

4 oz.

batteries or AC

$110

proprietary

Sharp Electronics Corp. Paramus, NJ
PC-1500

7 31<1 by 1

2lbs.

batteries orAC

$300

proprietary

Sharp Electronics Corp. Paramus, NJ
PC-5000

12 13116 by 12
by 37116

11 Ibs.

batteries or AC

$2995

8088

SKS Computers Inc . Columbus, OH
SKS 2502 Nano

15% by 18 Va
by 61/2

301bs.

AC

$2495

Z80A

SKS Computers Inc . Columbus, OH
SKS 252 Pico

15% by 18Va
by 6112

221bs.

AC

$2495

Z80A

SMC Corp . Atlanta, GA
Compucase

5112 by 18
by 13

251bs.

AC

$7995

Z80A

SORD Computer Tokyo Japan
M23P

17114 by 15 7116
by 53116

161bs.
8 oz.

110 or 220V AC

$2595

Z80A

STM Electronics Corp. Menlo Park, CA
Pied Piper J

20Ys
by 10% by 4

11 Ibs.

115 or 230V AC

$1299

Z80A
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by 3%

Operating
System

RAM Memory
Min.lMax.

Mass Storage
Type, Size

Display
Type, Size

Color or
Graphics

Software
Includ ed

CP/M

64K min. ,
156K max.

2 3 I2-inch
'
floppy-disk
drives

l-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

graphics

electronic
spreadsheet,
spelling checker,
word processor,
inventory control

n.a.

2K min. ,
8K max.

cassetie, n.a.

LCD ,
32 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

1.9K min .,
1.9K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
24 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

2.6K min.,
16K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD,
26 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

proprietary

8K min. ,
32K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
40 characters
by 8 lines

n.a.

built-in text editor,
scheduler,
address handler,
and commu nications program

CP/M

16K min. ,
144K max.

n.a.

LCD ,
32 characters
by 4 lines

n.a.

n.a.

MS-DOS or
CP/M-86

128K min ,
lOOK max.

2 5 'l4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 25 lines

graphics

MBASIC,
Perfect-Writer,
-Calc

n a.

2.2K min. ,
2.2K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD ,
24 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

16K min. ,
20K max.

cassette, n.a.

LCD,
26 cha racters
by 1 line

n.a.

n.a.

MS-DOS

128K min.,
256K max.

128K bubblememory
cartridge

LCD,
80 characters
by 8 lines

graphics

word processing, optional printer,
floppy-disk drive,
electronic
modem, and cassette
spreadsheet,
recorder
database man·
ager and scheduler

CP/M

80K min. ,
80K max.

2 5 /4·inch
'
floppy·disk
drives

5- by 9·inch
CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

Perfect Series

optional 80186
microprocessor

CPIM

80K min. ,
80K max.

2 3V2·inch
floppy-disk
drives

5- by 9·inch
CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

n.a.

Perfect Series

optional 80186
microprocessor

CPIM

64K min. ,
64K max.

5V4·inch
floppy-disk
drive

gas plasma,
50 cha racters
by 12 li nes

n.a.

n.a.

CP/M 3.0

128K min.,
128K max.

2 3 I2·inch
'
flopppy-disk
drives

LCD,
80 characters
by 8 lines

color and
graphics

SORD BASIC,
PIPS

optional port for bit·
mapped graphics
with color or mono·
chrome monitor

CPIM

64K min. ,
128K max.

5'14·inch
floppy·disk
drive

n.a.

graphics

Perfect·Writer,
·Speller, ·Calc,
·Filer

requires a monitor or
television screen,
optional LCD with 80
characters by 2 lines

Comments

optional built-in modem
and hard-disk drive

built-in direct-connect
modem

IBM PC compatible
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Manufacturer/Location
Model

Weight

Power Supply

Price

Sunrise Systems Inc . Carroltown , TX
KP-C8

16 by 9 by 2

41/2 Ibs.

batteries or AC

approx.
$2000

NSC800A

Teleram Communications White Plains, NY
Teleram 3000

13 by 9 3,4
by 3'12

8Ibs.,
13 oz.

Built-in rechargeable 12-V battery (3-10 hrs.)

$2995

Z80L

Televideo Systems Inc. Sunn yvale, CA
Teletote I

18 by 8 by 15

23 1bs.

AC

$1499

Z80A

Texas Instruments Inc. Lubbock, TX
CC-40

91/2 by 5 3/4
by 1

22 oz.

batteries or AC

$249.95

TMS 9995

Toshiba America Inc . Tustin , CA
T100

161/2 by 4
by 11

n.a.

AC

$1995

Z80A

Universal Data Inc. Clarkston, MI
UDI-500

11 by 13
by 3Va

12Ibs.,
13 ozs.

batteries or AC

$3995

LH5080
(CMOS Z80).
1805

But the advantages of the CRT outweigh the disadvantages. First, it is
a luminescent display-it produces
light. Therefore, it can be used under
poor lighting conditions. Second, it
is extremely flexible. Given a monitor
with sufficient resolution, you can
display any type of image upon it, including color, such as with the Commodore Executive 64. Finally, there's
enough software available to take advantage of that flexibility.
The second most popular form of
display is the small, lightweight LCD,
which usually requires little power
and is relatively immune to damage.
One disadvantage is that an LCD's
response time is slower than that of
a CRT display in terms of speed required to write and erase a character
on the display. Additionally, the LCD
bit-mapped graphics are at best crude
because the individual pixels (picture
elements) aren't small enough to give
sharp definition . And at temperatures below freezing, the LCDs may
slow down even more or stop
altogether.
44

Type of
Microprocessor

Size (Inches)
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The Sharp PC-SOOO has the largest
LCD currently available on a portable
computer, 8 lines by 80 characters
(see photo 2). Whether such a display
is large enough for effective work is
a matter of personal taste. Portable
computers with a l-line display are
minimally usable. The HP-7S has a
l-line by 32-character display. The
Epson HX-20 (see photo 3) has 4 lines
by 20 characters. The Radio Shack
Model 100 has an 8-line by 40-character display. You can work with all
of these displays, but they are only
a fraction of the size of a standard
CRT display of 80 characters by 24
lines. You should carefully consider
the display size in terms of your particular application and choose the
portable that best fits your needs.
Word processing on a 4-line display
is awkward at best .
Finally, the new ELD and gasplasma display technologies provide
still another choice. ELDs use a
chemical coating and a wire grid
placed between two glass plates. The
chemical coating emits light when an

AC voltage is applied to the wires.
Alphanumeric characters can be
formed by applying the voltage to the
correct sequence of wires. The gasplasma display is similar to the ELD
except that a gas fills the space between the two plates. The Grid Compass computer has an ELD screen.
ELDs combine the advantages of
the CRT and the LCD. They can displaya full 80 characters by 24 lines,
offer good bit-mapped graphics resolution, and their flat shape makes
them ideal for portable applications.
The only disadvantage is that both
their price and power consumption
exceed the level of other displays. For
now, field testing will have to determine whether the electroluminescent
and gas-plasma displays are economical and reliable enough to replace
the CRT display for portable
computers.

Data Storage
Developments in data-storage technology have enabled portable computer users to take their data along

Operating
System

RAM Memory
Min.lMax.

Mass Storage
Type, Size

Display
Type, Size

Color or
Graphics

Software
Included

proprietary

80K min. ,
144K max.

microcassette,
512K

LCD ,
40 characters
by 6 lines or
80 characters
by 3 lines

color and
graphics

built-in word
processing ,
calendar,
communications,
and auto-dialer

optional flat-pack
expansion box for
8088 microprocessor
and floppy-disk drives

CP/M

64K min.,
64K max.

256K nonvolatile
bubble memory

LCD,
80 characters
by 4 lines

n.a.

Teletalk
communications
program

optional portable disk
drive can read Apple,
Osborne, and IBM formats; optional office
station with CRT, disk
drive, and 8 . ports

CP/M

64K min.,
160K max.

5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drive

9-inch CRT,
80 characters
by 24 lines

graphics

Wordstar,
Visicalc

includes mouse port

proprietary

6K min.,
16K max.

n.a.

LCD,
31 characters
by 1 line

n.a.

22 applications
packages

optional plotter, printer,
and stringY-floppy
drive

CP/M

32K min.,
64K max.

2 5V4-inch
floppy-disk
drives

LCD,
40 characters
by 8 lines

graphics
and color

Word Right
word-processing
package

optional CRT display

CP/M,
Micro DOS

64K min.,
256K max.

2 31f2-inch
floppy-disk
drives

LCD,
40 characters
by 8 lines

n.a.

Vedit
text processor and
communications
package

built-in 300-bps
modem and card slot
for use with RCA
CMOS microboards

Comments

with them. The newer half-height
51f4-inch and 3 1h-inch floppy-disk
drives have as much storage capacity as the older 8-inch drives. Hard
disks are also becoming portable. For
example, the Kaypro-IO has a built-in
la-megabyte hard-disk drive. Some
portables feature bubble-memory
cartridges for convenient long-term
data storage.
Memory is the working medium of
any computer, and portables are no
exception. Yet portables, because they
incorporate the latest technology, offer more memory options than standard desktop computers. You can
have a portable with CMOS RAM,
bubble-memory cartridges, mini- or
micro-floppy- disk drives, or hard
disks. Each option has its own particular advantages and disadvantages.
CMOS memory is widely used in
briefcase computers because of its
Photo 2: The flip-up SO-character by S-line

LCD screen on the Sharp PC-SOOO is only
one-third the size of a standard CRT screen.
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Photo 3: Space limitations on the front panel forced the designers
of the Epson HX-20 to use a 20-character by 4-line display.

low power consumption. The recent
improvement in chip-manufacturing
technology has lowered the price and
increased the performance of these
memory devices. CMOS chips are
still slower in operation than corresponding TTL (transistor-transistor
logic) memory devices, but their
speed is improving. In actual use the
speed of a CMOS memory chip does
not adversely affect the operation of
a portable computer.
Bubble-memory cartridges have
been around for a while but haven't
been widely used because of their
high price. But, like CMOS memory,
their price is dropping and their use
is increasing, especially for the briefcase computers. Bubble-memory cartridges offer several advantages over
other storage media such as floppy
disks. They operate like a floppy-disk
drive but much faster; they have no
moving parts and no disk-drive head
to move from track to track. Data is
stored in the cartridge as a pattern of
magnetic bubbles, and when the cartridge is removed or power fails, the
stored data is retained. The cartridges
do not require an auxiliary battery to
retain data . They require very little
power to operate and are much more
rugged th an conventional floppy
disks.
Floppy disks are still very much the
medium of choice for people who
work with portable computers. They
are widely used, dependable, and
have a broad base of available software. With the introduction of ha1£46
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Photo 4: Th e Kaypro II has the ability to read and write to a variety
of disk formats.

height and microfloppy-disk drives,
floppy disks remain the primary
data-storage medium . The disadvantages of floppy disks include occasional incompatible recording formats for 5 1/.! -inch disks and the confusing differences between the
various standards for the microfloppy-disk drives.
Before buying a portable or transportable computer, find out if it can
read and write to disks from other
computers. The Kaypro II (see photo
4), for example, can read and write
to disks created with a Xerox 820-II.
And the Kaypro Users Group has
software available that will enable the
Kaypro II to read other disk formats .
Rather than carry a lot of floppy
disks, you can opt for a portable with
a built-in hard-disk drive. Portables
such as the Kaypro-IO (see photo 5)

Photo 7: Th e Columbia VP is one of the best
of the IBM-compatible com puters.

with its 10-megabyte hard disk and
the Starlite HD20 (see photo 6) with
its 20-megabyte hard disk can serve
users with very large data-storage
needs. Both have a staggering
amount of storage for a portable computer system and can handle almost
any application.
Hard-disk-drive manufacturers
carefully studied the typical environment of a portable computer and
have developed drives that have
special shock mountings and headpositioning controls to withstand
shock and vibration . For example,
both the Kaypro-IO and the Starlite
HD20 have utility programs to position the read/write head in a "safety
zone" on the disk that is isolated
from the data tracks; if a head crash
occurs while the computer is in transit, you will probably be able to
recover your data . In addition, the
read/write heads have been redesigned to be lighter and less prone to
shock.
Hard-disk drives are an expensive
option, but their price is dropping.
However, they are heavier than
floppy-disk drives and consume
more power because the disk is constantly spinning while it's on. Another potential problem is the possibility of data loss due to a head crash .
This occUrrence is more serious with
a hard disk loaded with great quantities of data than for a set of floppy
disks.
For most of the transportable compu ters that use the Z80 micro pro-

Photo 5: With its lO-megabyte hard disk preloaded with the bundled
software, the Kaypro-l0 can store 50 disks' worth of information .

cessor, the de facto operating system
is CP/M. Compatibility is reasonably
assured regardless of the type of
computer, magnetic media, or display used . Practically every major
software application package is available in a CP/M format. By using a
standard operating system, you have
access to a tremendous number of
programs, programming utilities, and
languages.
But the issue of compatibility
becomes much more complicated
when computer manufacturers try to
make their computer emulate the
functions of another machine, as is
the case with the many IBM Personal
Computer work-alikes. This continues to be a confusing issue
because three levels of compatibility
have emerged.
Incompatible disk formats or different-size media characterize the first
level. For example, the DOT computer uses an 8088 microprocessor
and runs MS-DOS, but it uses the
Sony 31J2-inch floppy-disk drives,
which are not compatible with the
standard 5%-inch drives used on the
IBM . As a result, you would have
some work to do to transfer programs
from the IBM to the DOT computer.
The second level is data compatibility. Most "IBM-compatible" computers fall into this category. With a
data-compatible portable, you can
transfer data created on an IBM disk
to a portable computer. But you cannot transfer the program used to
create those data files. For example,

Photo 6: Th e Starlde HD 20 offers a staggering 20 megabytes of
storage in a portable computer.

you can create a data file with an electronic spreadsheet program on the
IBM and use that data on a compatible portable as long as you have the
same version of the spreadsheet program for the portable.
The last level of compatibility includes computers that are "almost a
clone." These systems, such as the
Columbia VP (see photo 7), offer the
same graphics capabilities and keyboard as the IBM and use the same
software. They differ from the IBM
PC only with respect to the information stored in ROM. The PC has a
copyright notice in its ROM . Some
programs such as Visicalc only work
correctly after locating the copyright
notice in ROM. Most software will
work correctly, but in some cases you
need to get a version of the program
specifically tailored to your computer.
Before choosing a portable, find the
software you want, and then make
sure it runs on the computer you like.

Software
Bundled software is a great value.
It lets you get the computer up and
running as soon as you take it home.
Manufacturers usually offer wordprocessing, electronic spreadsheet,
database-manager, and perhaps communications packages. Some portable computers have as much as
$2500 worth of software bundled
with the hardware. Bundled software
also enables you to try the various
programs before you buy a complete
system.

But don't let the lure of bundled
software sway your decision on
which portable computer to buy. You
may not like a particular software
package that is included with the
portable computer you choose.
Selecting software is sometimes a
very subjective decision. The software and hardware must combine to
meet your needs. If they don't do
what you need, you shouldn't buy
them .

Defining the Workplace
When considering the purchase of
a portable computer, ask yourself one
more question, "Where do I need a
computer most?" Do you really need
a heavy-duty CP/M system that can
be transferred from the office to
home? Or do you need a computer
that can go on the road for data collection in the field? You may be the
ultimate computer junkie who likes
to work in pajamas in bed at 2 dclock
in the morning. Your ideal working
environment is critical in your choice
of a computer.

Summary
Choosing a portable computer isn't
easy. The number of portables and
the variety of available features make
the choice a tough one. But with the
right background and some in-depth
research, you'll be able to find one
that suits your needs .•
Stanlell ]. Wszola is a BYTE technical editor:
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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We added another head
so you won't have to buy another disk.
That's the beauty of a double sided head . A
floppy d isk which allows you to read and write on
both sides. For more storage, for more information ,
for keeping larger records ,
and for improved performance of your system .
That's what our new Elite
Two and Elite Three offers.
It's the first double headed
Apple ® compatible disk
drive in the industry. And of
course
, the technology is
Rana's double sided heads give Apple
IIsuperiordiskperlormancepower
from
Rana
. We 're the comthan second generation personal computers such as IBMs.
pany who gave you 163K
bytes of storage with our Elite One, a 14% increase
over Apple's . And now with our high tech double
sided heads, our Elite Two and Three offers you two
to four times more storage than Apple 's . That's
really taking a byte out of the competition .

They 've come to expect it from us. Because Rana
has always been a leader. We were the first
with a write protect feature , increased capacity,

We put our heads together
to give you a superior disk drive.
We designed the Elite Three to give you near
hard disk capacity, w ith all the advantages of a
minifloppy system. The double sided head operates on 80 tracks per side, giving you a capacity of
652K bytes . It would take 4V2 Apples to give you
that. And cost you three times our Elite Three 's
reasonable $849 pricetag .
It takes 4 1/, Apples to equal the capacity
of our superior Elite Th ree.

Your wo rd processor stores 5 ti mes as ma ny pages of text on an Elite T hree
diskette as the cost ineffective Apple.

and accurate head positioning. A first with attractive styling , faster access time , and the convenience of storing a lot more pages on far fewer
diskettes. We were first to bring high technology to
a higher level of quality.
So ask for an Elite One, Two, or Three.
Because when it comes to disk drives, nobody
uses their head like Rana.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE III . ..
THE ELITE TWO.THREE AND ELITE THREE.THREE

RanaSystems
The Elite Two offers an impressive 326K bytes
and 40 tracks on each side. This drive is making a
real hit with users who n.eed extra storage, but
don't require top-of-the-line capacity. Costwise, it
takes 2V2 Apple drives to equal the performance of
ou r Elite Two. And twice as many diskettes. Leave it
to Rana to produce the most cost efficient disk
drive in the world .

We've always had the guts to be a leader.
Our double sided head may be an industry
first for Apple computers , but nobody was surprised .
® App le is a registered trademark 01 Apple Computer. Inc.
Circle 379 on inquiry card .

21300 Superior St., Chatsworth. CA 91311 (213) 7()9.5484. For dealer Infomnatlon call toli
free: 1-80Q.421·2207. In California on ly cali: HlOO·262·1221. Source Number. TCT-654

Available at all participating Computerland stores and other line compu ter dealers.
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The Micromint MPX-16 Microcomputer System.

As featured on the cover of "BYTE" magazine, November 1982. .
Also featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, November, December 1982 & January 1983.

These are all etools you'll need
to build the w rld:s most powerful
single boa mIcrocomputer.
The Micromint,....

a6

;, Put one together tonight.

Once assembled, the most useful tool will be your own
imagination . The possibilities are limitless . Micromint will
help you tailor the MPX-16 system to your particular needs
and ~udget. Purchase the MPX-16 as a bare pc board , as
a semi-kit with.all the IC sockets, I/Oconnectors and
.
discreet components wave soldered to the pc board ,
or as an assembled and tested unit.
• Directly boots CP/M-86 or MS- DOS ~
• Runs all CP/M-86 or MS-DOS « applications
programs.
On board features .
• IBM PC bus compatible with 9 expansion slots.
• Intel 808816-bit microprocessor.
• Optional Intel 8087 math coprocessor.
• 256K bytes on board memory.
• Up to one megabyte of system memolY>'.
• Up to 64K bytes of system ROM/EPROM;
• Two RS-232C serial I/Oports.
• Three parallel 110 ports.
• Floppy disk controller for 51/4" or 8" single or
double density disk drives.
• Four independent DMA channels.
• Sixteen levels of vectored interrupts.
• Available Soon,

Circle290 on i;i~;~m;~t

To gel Ihe MPX·16 up and running only requires one disk
drive, power supply and serial lennina!.
• MPX-16 single board computer assembled , tested
and bumed in with 64K bytes of RAM , CP/M-86
,
or MS-DOS operating system « . . ...... , .... .. , , . $1,895.00
• MPX-16 with 256K bytes of RAM . , , .. , .. .. . , . , . , .. $2,135.00
• MPX-16 Semi-Kit (wave soldered pc board) less IC's . , , . . $595.00
• Complete kit of IC's burned in and tested with 64K
bytes of RAM .. . .. ,.,., .. " . . , . ,.,.,',...
. .. $595.00
• With 256K bytes of RAM . . . , , , . , , , ..... , , , .. , . ,. . ... $800.00
• MPX-16 Unpopulated (bare) pc board , silk screened
and solder masked . , . , , , ........ , . . , , .. . .... . . $300.00
• CP/M-86 Operatin~ System on 5114" or 8" diskette. . $200.00
• MPX-16 Switching Power Supply including
power supply harness, , , , . ...... , . , . , , ... $300.00
• MPX-16 Technical Reference and User's Manual $50.00
Call for current pricing on serial terminals, floppy disk
drives, metal enclosures, hard disk system s, etc.

I

To Order: Call Toll Free MICROMINT INC.
1-800-645-3479
561 Willow Avenue
,In N.Y. 1-516-374-6793 Cedarhurst , NY 11516

...

1" .~

MPX.16

The System with the Winning Combination.
IBM PC is a Irademark 01 Inlernalional Business Machines. Inc., CPIM·86 is a trademark 01Digital Research. Inc.,

MS· DOS is a trademark 01 Microsoft Corp.

High-IQ Modems
A new generation of intelligent modems lets users concentrate on
applications rather than on modem-interfacing details
by Stephen Durham
With the incorporation of
sophisticated microcomputers, highdensity RAMs, and advanced communications les, the so-called dumb
modem is being replaced by a new
generation of intelligent modems.
These modems not only offer features that enhance data-communications applications, but also can determine the parameters of the systems
in which they're installed and adjust
their operation to meet system requirements. Some models, for example, can learn such system specifications as a host computer's bit speed

and parity and set their own operation accordingly.
The high degree of "intelligence"
contained in this new generation of
modems allows telephone links between computers to be operated virtually unattended. This capability
makes possible a wide range of new
telecommunications applications, including electronic mail, central-database access, remote diagnostics, and
remote-peripheral sharing.
The level of intelligence incorporated into modems determines their
ability to disappear into the back-

ground of your computer system and
to provide unattended communications capability.
By and large, while most of these
new-generation high-IQ modems
provide such features as automatic
dialing, automatic answering, and
automatic disconnecting, they do not
take full advantage of the advanced
microprocessor and memory technologies with which they are built.
Largely ignored are a wide range of
what can be called "system configuration" problems, which result
from differing transmission proto-

Photo 1: A command-driven auto-dial, auto-answer modem (Cermetek's Info-Mate 212A) .
September 1983 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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Circle 21 on inquiry card .
-~
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ALPHA
OMEGA
[OflPUTE,,( P,,(ODU[T5
ALPHA OMEGA COMPUTER
PRODUCTS .. . The beginning

of fast. e~f
i ient servi_~ and
low- pri
COfTlPU.terprodJ.lct~ The end a marl Ortlt'r liVornes'
DISKETTES
SCOTCH 3M SS DD . ....• . . . . 24.0 0
MAXELL MD2 DD DD . . . • • . . . . 39.00
PRINTERS
CITOH 8510 PARALLEL . . . . . . . . CALL
GEMINI 10 X . .
. ..... . 295.0 0
OKIDATA MICROLINE 9 2 . . . . .. S0 9.00
EPSON FX-80 . .... . . .. . . .. $CALU
EPSON FX-1 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . 699.00
MODEMS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 3 00 .. . . 205 .00
HAYES SMART MODEM 1 200 . . . 495.00
HAYES SMARTMODEM II . . . . . . 26S.00
MONITORS
TAXAN
USI PI3
AMDEK
AMDEK
AMDEK

12" AM8ER .. . • . . ... 122.00
12" AM8ER . .. ...... 147.00
300 G .. ... . . . . . . . . . . 133
COLOR I 13" ... . . . .. 275.00
COLOR II 13" RGB .. . . . 419.00

IBM PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
TAN DON TM55-2 THIN LINE ... $CALL$
T ANDON TM 100-2 . . . . . . . . . . 245.00
MICROSOFT MOUSE . . . . . . . .. 14S.0 0
QUADRAM QUAD BOARD W/64K27S .00
KRAFT & T .G. JOYSTICKS ... . . . 46.00
DBASE II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39S.00
WORDST AR . . . . . . . .. . ... . 264.00
HOME ACCOUNTANT + . . . . . . . 98.00
VOLKSWRITER . . . . . . . . . . . . 12S.00
LOTUS 1.2.3 .. . ... . . . .. .. $CALU
MULTIPLAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17S.00
FLIGHT SIM ULATOR ... .. . . . . . 34.00
APPLE PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
VIDEX VIDEOTERM 80 COLUMN . 219.00
MICROSOFT PREMIUM PAK . .. . 469.00
MICROSOFT 16K RAMCARD .. .. 69.00
KRAFT & T.G . JOYSTICKS . ... .. 44.00
QUENTIN APPLEMATE DRIVES .. 235.00
SUPER 5 THIN LINE DRIVES . . .. 265.00
WIZARD BPO 1 6K BUFFERED INT . 139.00
EPS KEYBOARD ..... . ..... _ .. 299
COOL & TIME (Fan . Time. Surgel . . 69.00
PFS FILING SYSTEM ..... . . . .. 83.00
PFS REPORT . . . . . . . . . .. .... 83.00
DBASE II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395.00
WORDST AR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264.00

CALL FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT
LINE AND CURRENT PRICING

12/31345-4422
4847 LA MONTANA CIRCLE

i. 1TARZANA, CA 91356 :E
All products are in fac tory sea led packag es. We
guarantee all items for 30 days. Within this period,
defective mercha ndise returns must be accompan ied by RMA num ber. All o t her retu rn s wi ll be
subject to a 10% restocki ng fee. For prepaid
orde rs there will be a 3% shipping cha rge, $5.00
mi n imum. There will be a n ad d i tiona l $4 .00 su rcharge on COD orde rs. Cash a r Cash iersC heck is
requ ired on COD o rders. Calif. res ide nt s add 6.5%
sa les ta x. Prices subject to cha nge w ith out notice.
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cols, differing modem bit rates, lack
of automatic dial-mode selection,
conflicting parity states, and the lack
of any means of testing the computer,
the modems, or the transmission line
to determine where potential failures
could occur.
The traditional solution to systemconfiguration problems has been no
solution at all . Hence, the user has
been left to take care of all those nasty little details by either tweaking the
hardware or reconfiguring specific
application programs. In neither case
is the modem operating procedure
transparent to the user.
How well intelligent modems perform system-configuration functions
depends not so much on how
sophisticated and advanced the builtin microprocessor is or on h ow advanced the applications software
used by the computer to operate the
m odem is but on the efficiency and
cleverness of the modem's firmware
design . In other words, the degree to
which a modem performs such functions depends on how transparent its
impleme.ntation can be made to the
u ser by incorporating functions into
the internal operation of the modem
itself.
While the price difference between
a dumb modem and an intelligent
modem is still substantial, it is much
less so between a moderately intelligent modem and one with a maximum of transparency. That's because
the ability of an intelligent modem to
p erform is not a function of how
much expensive and sophisticated
electronics hardware it uses but of
how much thought h as gone into its
overall design and into the internal
firmware instructions that tell the
microprocessor what to do. To determine a modem's IQ and therefore
how easily it can be integrated into
a data-communications system, you
can examine its ability to handle autodial, auto-answer, and auto-disconn ect operation as well as automatic
system-configuration tasks.

Auto-Dial Operation
First, consider modem auto-dial
operation, which is much more complex than simple automatic generation of dial tones or rotary-dial

pulses. The modem must resolve all
of the call-failure conditions that
commonly exist w hen dialing to
allow its host to make efficient use of
the communications facility. Common call-failure features include line
busy, no modem-answer tone, voice
answer, no answer (constant ringing),
no dial tone, and inability to break
dial tone.
These function s are rou ghl y
equivalent to the functions of an
operator making a call, including lifting the telephone handset, waiting
for the correct dial tone or tones,
dialing each digit of the telephon e
number in proper sequence, waiting
while the phone rings until the dialed
number answers, hanging up and
possibly redialing later if the number
is busy or if the call has not been
answered after a reasonable length of
time, and hangin g up the handset at
the end of the completed call.
When prop~rly implemented , th e
auto-dial feature dramatically increases line utilization .

Auto-Answer Operation
When integrated into a modem, an
auto-answer feature enables the
modem to be placed in the answer
mode automatically upon receipt of
a telephone-line-ringing sign al. A
modem with this feature makes it
possible for data transmission to occur between a remote terminal and a
computer or another terminal interfaced to a modem with auto-answer
capability without operator intervention at the receiving end . A modem
with auto-answer capability is also
useful in timesharing installations
where a large calling population calls
a number of computer dial-in lines
on a random basis.

Auto-Disconnect Operation
An auto-disconnect feature permits
a modem to either disconnect if a carrier signal is not maintained after a
data call has been set up or upon
command from the host comp uter.
This feature is useful in preventing
the tie-up of expensive computer
facilities due to such things as
wrong-number calls, failure of the
distant party to disconnect from a
timesharing system, or line failures.

THE FORTH SOURCE™
MVP-FORTH
Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package ... a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easity and
quickly to a variety of computers . MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras. This public domain product includes an editor ,
FORTH assembler , tools , utilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book " Starting FORTH". The Programmer's Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a number of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your application s.

MVP Books - A Series
D Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon . MVP-FORTH
glossary wi th cross references to fig-FORTH , Starting FORTH
and FORTH -79 Standard. 2nd Ed.
$25
D Volume 2, M VP-FORTH Assemb/y Source Code. Includes
CP/M'" , IBM-PC'" , and APPLE'" listing for kern el
$20

MVP-FORTH Software - A Tran sportab le FORTH
D MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documentation , Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Seri es (A ll About
FORTH , 2nd Ed . & Assembly Source Code), and Starting
FORTH. Specify D CP/M, D CP/M 86, D CP/M +, D APPLE ,
~ D IBM PC , D MS-DOS, D Osborne, D Ka ypro , D H89/Z89,
D Z100, D TI-PC , 0 MicroDecisions , D Northstar ,
Compupro, D Cromemco
$150

*'

o

D MVP-FORTH Meta Complier for CPIM Programmer's kit. Use
for applicatons on CPI M based computer. Includes public
domain source
$150
D MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point for APPLE Programmer's
Kit. Includes 95 t 1 math chip on board with disk and
$400
documentation .
D MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CPIM, IBM or APPLE
Programmer' s Kit. Extremely useful tool for decompiling,
callfinding, and translating .
$150
D MVP-FORTH by ECS Software for IBM-PC or ATARI'"
400/800 . Standalone with screen editor. license requir ed.
$1 00
Upgradeable
D MVP-FORTH by ECS Software for IBM-PC or ATAR I 400/800 .
Enhanced with color animation , multitasking sound , utilities,
and un limited run time license.
$175
D MVP-FORTH Professional Appl icat ion Development System
(PADS ) for CPI M , IBM-PC, or APPLE . A three level integrated
system with complete documentation. Complete system $400
D MVP-FORTH PADS

E'nhanced virtual system

o

Programming Aids

$1 50

Meta Compiler

$150

MVP-FORTH PADS

D MVP-FORTH PADS

$150

***

D MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler for CP/M Programmer' s Kit.
Can also generate headerless code for ROM or target
CPU
$300

MVP-FORTH operal es und er a varlely of CPU 's, compu ter s, and
operating syslems CP/M'" di sks can be suppl ied 8 ", SS/SD, 37 40
lormat or 5 ' /4 for Osborne'" Nort hstar® Micro DeC ISions';;' Kaypro'" or
H89/Z89'" , Specify your computer and operating system

FORTH DISKS

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES & DOCUMENTS

FORTH with editor , assembler, and
APPLE by MM
$100
D APPLE by Kuntze
$90
D ATARI® val FORTH
$60
D CP/M'" by MM
$100
D HP-85 by Lange
~ $90
D HP-75 by Cassad y ~'<; $150

o

man ual.
D IBM-PC'" by LM
$100
D NOVA by CCI 8" DS/DD$150
D Z80 by LM
$50
D 8086/88 by LM
$100
D VIC FORTH by HES. VIC20
cartridge
$60

Enhanced FORTH with : F- Floating Poi nt, G-G raphics. T·- Tutorial,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support , MT - Multi-TaSki ng, X- Other
Extras, 79-FOfHH -79 .
D Extensions for LM Specify
D APPLE by MM .
IBM. Z80. or 8086
$140
F. G. & 79
D Soft ware Floa ti ng
D ATARI by PNS, F.G. & X. $90
Poi nt
$100
D CP/M by MM , F & 79 $ 140
D 8087 Support
D Apple, GraFORTH by I $75
$100
(IBM-PC or 8086)
D 95 11 Supporl
D Multi-Tasking FORTH by SL.
$100
(Z80
or
8086)
CP/M. X & 79
$395
D Color Graphics
D TRS-8011 or III by MMS
(IBM-PC)
$100
F,X.& 79
$130
D Data Base
D Timex by FD, tape G, X. & NEW
Management
$200
79
$45
Requi res LM FORT H disk.
D
D TUTORIAL by LH. includes
Victor 9000 by DE. G,X
NEW
Starting FORTH
$95
$150
D fig-FORTH Programming Aids for decompiling , call finding.
and translating. CP/M. IBM-PC. Z80. or Apple
$150
CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending . modifyi ng and compi ling for
speed and memory savings. can also produce ROMabie code.
'Requires FORTH disk.
D C PIM
$300
$300
D IBM'
n 8086 '
$300
$300
D Z80 '
D Northstar
$300
D Apple 11/11 +
$300
D FORTH Computer - Jupiter Ace
o 16 K RAM Pack
D 48K RAM Pack
~
D Par/Sec Interface
~
Key to vendors:
CCf Capstone Com puling Inc.
DE Dai-E Sy stems
FO Forth nimension
t Insoll
LH Lax en and Harris

$150
$50
$125
$100

LM Laboratory Mlcrosystems
MM MicroMotion
MMS Miller Microcomputer Services
NS Nautilus Sy stems
PNS Pink Noise Studio
SL Shaw Lab s

** *

0 ALL ABOUT FORTH by
Haydon . See above.
$25
D FORTH Encyclopedia by
Derick & Baker, 2nc Ed ,
Pro grammer's manual to figFORTH wi th FORTH -79
references . Flow charted ,$25

U FORTH Encyclopedia ~«,~
Pocket Guide
$7
U And So FORTH by Huang . A
coll ege level lext.
$25
D FORTH Programming by
Scan lon
$17
[J FORTH on the ATARI by E.
Floegel
$8
[ J Starting FORTH by Brodie,
Bes l instructional manual
availabl e. (soft cover)
$18
[J Starting FORTH (hard
cover)
$22
D 1980 FORML Proc .
$25
D 1981 FORML Proc 2 Vol $40
$25
D 1982 FORML Proc .
D 1981 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25

0 1982 Rochester FORTH
Proc .
$25
$25
A FORTH Primer
[J Threaded Interpretive
Languages
$23
0 AIM FORTH User Man $12
D APPLE User 's Manual
$20
MM
0 METAFORTH by
$30
Cassady
0 Systems Guide to fig$25
FORTH
[J Caltech FORTH Manual $12
$20
D Invitation to FORTH
$20
D PDP-l1 User Man.
0 CP/M User 's Manual,
$20
MM
$15
D FORTH-79 Standard
D FORTH-79 Standard
Conversion
$10
D Tiny Pascal fig-FORTH $10
D NOVA fig-FORTH by CCI
$15
Source listing
D NOVA by CC I User's Manual ~
incl udes ed itor. assembler. ~'<;
and utili ties
$25

$15
D In sta llation Manual for fig-FORTH
Source Listings of fig-FORTH, for specific CPU's and computers. The
Installati on Manual is required for implementation .
Each $15
D 6502
D 6800
D AlphaMicro
D 1802
D 8086/88 D 9900
D APPLE II
D 8080
D PACE
D PDP-l 1/LSI-l 1
D 6809
D NOVA
D 68000
o Eclipse 0 VA X
D Z80
Ordering Information: Check . Money Order (payable 10 MOUNTAIN VI EW PRESS.
INC). VISA . MasterCard . COD's $5 extra . No billing or unpaid PO·s. California
residents add sales lax . Shipping costs in US Included in price . Foreign orders. pay
In US funds on US bank, include for handl ing and shi pping by Ai r: $5 for each item
under $25, $ t 0 for each item be tween $ 25 and $99. and $20 for each item over
$ 100. Minim um order $15 . All prices and pr oduc ts subjec t to change or wi thdrawal
Wi thout notice . Single system and/or single user license agreemenl required on
some prOducts .
DEALER & AUTHOR INQUIRIES INVITED

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656
Ci rcle 310 on inquiry card .

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

(415) 961-4103
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• 300/1200-bps operation
• FCC Part 68 registered telephone-line
interface (DAA)
• Serial modem command interpreter
• Intelligent command protocol
• Auto/manual dialing
• Five dialing procedures:
DIAL LAST. IMMEDIATE, ALTERNATE ,
FROM MEMORY, or UNTIL
ANSWERED
• Fifty-two 32-digit telephone numbers or
log-on message memory locations
• 32-digit last-number-dialed storage
• DTMF (dual-tone multifrequency) and
pul se-dialing: adaptive or interpretive
selection of DTMF or PULSE-DIALING
• Auto/manual answer
• Auto speed select
• Auto parity select
• Call-progress-tone detection :
DIAL, BUSY, RING -BACK , MODEMANSWER TONE , and THE HUMAN
VOICE
• Eight diagnostic test modes

NO DIAL TONE
STATUS
MESSAGE TO
HOST COMPUTER

TONE
DIAL
1ST
DIGIT

YES
TONE
DIAL
REMAINING
DIGITS

PULSE
DIAL

ALL

DIGITS

Table 1: Info-Mate 212A features.

Figure 1: Th e adaptive-dialing procedure, in which tone-dialing is preferred. If the local
telephone equipment does not accept tone-dialing, the intelligent modem uses pulse-dialing.

Automatic System Configuration
What good is a highly intelligent
modem if its installation into the host
terminal or computer system is une
manageable or difficult? While it's not
absolutely essential in an intelligent
modem, automatic system configuration does make such devices much
easier to use. And incorporating this
capability into the modem does not
add significantly to its cost.
It is not uncommon to encounter
computer- or modem-option incompatibilities during installation. Such
parameters as serial speed, data bits
per word, parity, and stop bits per
word can initially have settings that
prohibit data transmission through
the modem. An installer can, of
course, get out the users manuals of
all the equipment involved and,
through a detailed process of positioning option straps on each machine, effect a compatible installation.
Many times, however, determining
the specific parameters that are not
aligned can be complex, especially
for someone who is not an expert in
communications technology.
System-configuration features en54
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able a modem to be installed and
used by a nonspecialist in communications, assuring that the modem
user can concentrate on data-communication application problems instead of modem compatibility.

A Typical High-IQ Modem
Typical of the more advanced
"high-IQ" modems now becoming
available is Cermetek's Info-Mate
212A, shown in photo 1. This
modem's architecture bears a strong
superficial resemblance to others
now on the market.
Where it does differ, however, is in
the nature of the instructions incorporated into its firmware. As shown
in table 1, this 212-type intelligent
modem incorporates not only the
standard automatic dial, answer, and
disconnect features but a wide range
of system-configuration enhancements as well. All of these features
may not be necessary for anyone application, but the degree to which
they are implemented in a modem is
a good indicator of how much
thought and design went into the
modem.

The Info-Mate modem automatically selects tone- or pulse-dialing, as
shown in figure 1. Tone-dialing is
preferred, but if it is not ·accepted by
the local telephone equipment, the
modem falls back to pulse-dialing.
After dialing is completed, the
modem monitors the following callprogress conditions and reports them
back to the host data terminal or computer over the serial RS-232C link:
dial tone, busy tone, ring-back tone,
modem-answer tone, and voice. Each
call-progress signal detected is indicated to the host through a serial
status message.
The host can direct control over the
selection of pulse- or tone-dialing
through the DIAL command.
Call-progress monitoring can also be
deleted under host-command control, which enables the modem to
auto-dial on telephone systems that
use nonstandard call-progress tones.
This method of dialing is generally
referred to as "blind" dialing, but a
more accurate term would be "deaf"
dialing. In either the automatic or
blind-dialing modes, the modem
supports the following dialing pro-

Teleteks
New Combo
Could Make
You A Hero!
The SBC-II could be just the
right ingredient for your latest
concoction. The newest member
of Teletek's family of multi-user,
multi-processing 5-100 products,
the SBC-II essentially combines,
or "sandwiches" two Teletek
SBC-I's into one board. The SBCII provides the capability to support two users from one standard
size IEEE-696/S-100 slfclve board.
The SBC-II maintains full
performance for each user with
an independent CPU (l80A or
l80B), 64K RAM, Serial I/ O , and
FIFO communications port to
the system master. The system
integrator benefits by getti ng
complete support for two users
for the price of one board .
TurboDOS and MDl
operating systems will support
combinations of SBC-I's and
SBC-I/'s offeri ng system design
efficiency and flexibility never
before possible.
If you're hungry for value
and efficiency, order an SBC-II
from Teletek. You ' ll love every
byte.

TELETEK
4600 Pell Drive
Sacramento, CA 95838
(916) 920-4600
Telex 4991834 TELETEK
Dea ler inquiries invited.
© Teletek 1983
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Command Summary
Description

Comma:tla

< com> Answer < CR >

Force off hook and answer call

<com>Break n<CR<

Send break, n x 250 ms

<com> Count n<CR>

Ring and ring-back counter: O-ignore ring signal,
1..9-answer after n rings; give up dialing after n + 4
ring-back signals

<com> Dial s<CR>

Dial last, immediate, from memory, next number, or
until answered

<com> End<CR>

Hang up immediately

<com> List<CR>

List stored telephone number or log-on messages

<com> Message n<CR>

Send stored log-on message or messages to the
remote modem

<com> New n<CR>

Set new value of command character <com> to n

Command Structure Is the Key

< com> Originate < CR >

Force off hook and enter originate data mode

< com> Program n < CR >

Set internal modem options

<com> Query<CR>

Return modem status

Key to an intelligent modem's ability to protect the user from the dirty
details of its operation is its command
structure, or its ability to interpret
commands from the host. In this
context, the Info-Mate supports 16
different host commands (see table
2), each of which is preceded by a
single command character < com> .
Each command line is terminated by
a carriage return < CR >. Multiple
commands can be placed on one line
and separated by commas. Table 3
describes the commands available.
Each cOIl1mand consists of the
command character followed by the
command word, a delimiter, all arguments, and then the closing carriage
return or comma. The maximum
length of any command line, however, is 40 characters. Two examples
of commands include the following:

<com> Reset<CR>

Reset modem options to defaults

<com> Store n 's'<CR>

Store telephone number or log-on message at location n (32 characters maximum)

<com> Test n<CR>

Start/stop modem tests

<com> Unlisten n<CR>

Set modem to LISTEN or UNLISTEN to commands
during data transmission

<com> Zzzz<CR>

Make modem quiet

Table 2: Info-Mate 212A command notation .

Command Notation
< com>

Description
Command character; defaults to control N at powerup but can be set to another character with the NEW
command

<LF>

Linefeed

<CR>
[ )

Carriage return

[ )"

Optional parameters that may occur 0 to n times

n... m

Specifies the inclusive set n through m

<SP>

Space

Optional parameter

<letter>

A ... Z or a ... z

<command>

Command , including argument if needed

<n>

Number

<quote>

Single quote or apostrophe

<number>

Dialed-number string

Table 3: A description of the Info-Mate 212A's commands.

cedures: dial last number, dial immediate, dial from memory, dial
alternate number(s), and dial until
answered.
All modem functions are controlled
56

The Info-Mate automatically adapts
to the host's speed (110, 300, or 1200
bps) and parity (odd, even, mark,
and space) using a simple training sequence. To train the modem, you
must send the sequence "XY. The
modem uses the trained speed to
originate calls at either 110, 300, or
1200 bps. On answering calls, the
modem automatically adapts to the
transmitting modem's speed but
sends a serial change-speed status
code to the host at the old speed
before switching.
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by ASCII (American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) encoded commands issued
from the host terminal or computer
over the serial RS-232C interface.

<com> DIAL '(408) 996-1010'
<CR>
<com> DIAL '(408) 996-1010',
QUERY <CR>
In both cases, the notation < com>
is equivalent to the single command
character. The delimiter separating
the command from the arguments is
always a space. Only the first character of the command is significant.
All remaining characters are ignored
up to the first space following the
command. In other words, DIAL and
DANCE are treated identically by the
command interpreter. Both uppercase and lowercase characters are accepted. You can transmit the command character itself by sending it
twice in a row- < com> < com>-if
Circle 23 on Inquiry card .......
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the modem is in the middle of a data
call. Two other methods of transmitting the command character exist:
changing it to another character and
then transmitting the former command character, or placing the
modem in the UNLISTEN mode to
be discussed and then transmitting
the character.
If an argument is not given in the
command, the modem assumes the
default value as the argument. The
arguments are all ASCII numbers
and/or characters. The numbers
themselves are ASCII-encoded hexadecimal (0 to 9 and A to F) characters.
All commands are absorbed by the
modem, which means it doesn't send
them on through the telephone line.
Once a command is received by the
modem, it returns a status message
to the host. These status messages
are framed as follows:
< com> < status character>
<LF> <CR>
A command character precedes each
message to let the host know that the
message regards status and not data
from a remote modem. All status
messages are made up of a single
status character, except for those resulting from the commands LIST,
QUERY, and DIAL. These three commands are necessarily longer to
return command information. Table
4 summarizes the Info-Mate's repertoire of status messages.

Dialing Command Variations
GENSTAR

Rental Electronics, Inc.
(800) 227-8409
In

California

(213) 887-4000 • (415) 968-8845 • (714) 879-0561

r;;,;;c:-';:~;"; ;::: :c:::';b:::';ca-;"..,og by-:e-:-U;;;;;;i; 1

I
I
I
I

0 It's free, so send it quick!
0 I'd also like a free catalog on

0 The equipment I'm most interested
in is:

"like new" items you're selling.
0 Don't wait. Call me today at:

I NAME
I ORGANIZATION
I ADDRESS
I CITY/STATE/ZIP
I
TELEPHONE

TITLE
MAIL STOP

.
, Complete coupon and mall to: Genstar Rental ElectroniCs, Inc, 6307 De Soto Ave.,
Suite J, Woodland Hills, CA 91367
B.9/83
@ Genstar Rental Electronics. Inc. 1983

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

L________________________ j
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There are five basic variations of
the dialing command: dial last, dial
immediate, dial-immediate alternate,
dial from memory, and dial-frommemory alternate. All dialing commands can initiate either DTMF or
rotary-pulse dialing.
Each dialing variation refers to a
number string as a source for the
number to be dialed. For immediatetype dialing commands, the number
string is supplied with the command,
whereas the dial-Iast- and dial-frommemory-type commands refer to
number strings previously entered
into the modem.
Along with the telephone digits,
the number string can contain con-

trol characters that direct the InfoMate to dial adaptively or interpretively using tone- or pulse-dialing.
Pause or wait characters can also be
inserted that enable tandem dialing
through PBXs or carrier facilities such
as MCI or SPRINT. Table 5 shows the
characters allowed in the number
string. Table 6 shows some typical
number strings.
After a dialing command is given
to the Info-Mate, it interprets the appropriate number string to determine
how the dialing process should proceed. As the number is dialed, the
dialed number string is returned to
the host in the form of a status
message:

Status
< com> A < LF > < CR >

Data call answered

<com>B<LF> <CR>

Busy number reached

< com> D < LF > < CR >

Modem disconnect

< com> N < LF > < CR >

No answer or command failure

< com> R < LF > < CR >

RING-BACK tone or ring signal

< com> V < LF > < CR >

Voice received

<com>W<LF> <CR>

Modem answer but host is at wrong speed

< com> < LF > < CR >

Command-complete acknowledgment

< com>? < LF > < CR >

Command-entry error

< com> < DIALED
NUMBER> <LF> <CR>
<com> <H,H2> <LF> <CR>

< corn> < NUMBER>
<LF> <CR>
This message enables the host to follow the progress of the number
dialed.
During the dialing process, if the
modern is directed to pause and wait
for the dial tone, and if the tone is not
found after 5 seconds, the modern
aborts the call, returning a number
string that terminates with the failedpause-for-dial-tone character. In addition to this character, a NO DIAL
TONE status is returned:
<corn> <TERMINATED NUMBER
STRING> <LF> <CR>
<corn> X <LF> <CR>
After a call has been successfully
dialed, the modern monitors the telephone line for call-progress tones. If
the number string is terminated with
a Z, however, the modern takes no
further action. Instead, the modern
is left OFF HOOK, with its
modulator silenced. Employing this
OFF-HOOK mode is typically how
you would use the modern to initiate
a voice call.

Phone Number Storage
The modern can store as many as
fifty-two 32-character strings, either
phone numbers or log-on messages,
or a combination of both. Each entry
is stored by sending the following
command from the host to the
modern:

Description

Number dialed
H,H2 represent hexadecimal status of the program
register

Table 4: Info-Mate 212A status messages.

Character

Number-String
Positions

Meaning
Dialed digits

0...9
• and #

1

Dialed digits, tone only

A

2

Adaptive dialing; pauses for dial tone, then automatically
selects tone- or pulse-dialing for the remaining numberstring digits. At the beginning of each number string,
adaptive dialing is assumed unless otherwise specified.

T

2

Pauses for dial tone, then dials the remaining digits in
the number string using DTMF tones

P

2

Pauses for dial tone, then dials the remaining digits in
the number string using pulse-dialing

TB

4

Inserts a blind wait of 2 seconds into the dialing sequence without monitoring dial tone, then continues to
dial the remaining digits in the number string using
DTMF tones

PB

4

Inserts a blind wait of 2 seconds into the dialing
sequence, then continues to dial the remaining digits in
the number string using rotary-type pulses

B

2

Inserts a 2-second pause in the dialing sequence

o

2

If the number string is terminated with an "0," only the
modem-answer tone is monitored for call-progress after
dialing

z

2

If placed as the last character in the number string, the
modem terminates the dialing command without going
into the originate-data call mode. The modem stays OFF
HOOK with its modulator squelched

2

Placeholding characters

@

)
(

<SP>

Spaces are illegal

Table 5: Permissible dialing-string characters.
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Meaning

Number Strings
767-1111

Dials 767-1111 and adaptively selects tone· or pulse·
dialing , if unspecified adaptive dialing is assumed

T767·1111

Dials 767·1111 using tones after pausing for dial

P767·1111

Dials 767·1111 using pulses after pausing for dial tone

BT767-1111

Dials 767·1111 using tones after waiting 2 seconds. After
dialing, call-progress·tone detection is limited to modem
answer tone.

TB767·1111

Dials 767·1111 using tones after waiting 2 seconds. After
dialing , call·progress·tone detection is limited to modem
answer tone.

PB767·1111

Dials 767-1111 using pulses after waiting 2 seconds. After
dialing, call-progress·tone detection is limited to modem
answer tone.

PB767·1111Z

Same as previous number string except after dialing
767·1111 the modem does not go into the originate-data
mode. It stays off hook with its modulator squelched,
waiting for the next command . Thi s is very useful for
placing voice calls.

T9A(408)745·0450

Tone·dials 9 after pausing for dial tone, then adaptivel y
selects tone· or pulse-dialing to dial 745-0450. This is a
typical format used for dialing tandem calls through a
PBX.

T9P7771234T12345T4087671111

Tone-dials 9 after pausing for dial tone, then waits for dial
tone again before pulse·dialing 777·1234. After pausing
for dial tone a third time, the number 12345 is tone dialed. Finally, after a fourth pause for dial tone, the
number (408) 767-1111 is tone dialed. This is a typical
number string used for calling through long·distance·
carrier facilities such as Mel or SPRINT. It should be
noted that the number string is 31 characters long , one
less than the maximum allowed.

Starbuck Model 8232

A general purpose real-world
interface: connects to ANY
computer or terminal via RS-232

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
• Use with printing terminal:
create low-cost data logger
• Use with modem and phone for
remote acquisition & control
• Capture data bursts for
subsequent analysis/plotti ng
• Monitor experiments; transfer
data daily to main computer

tone

Table 6: Typical dialing commands.

FEATURES:
• B analog inputs, 0-5 VDC

<com> STORE <LETTER>
, MESSAGE' < CR >

• B digital input channels
• B opto-isolated outputs
• All inputs and outputs fully
protected to withstand abuse
• B bit (0.4%) analog accuracy
• On-board 2000 point buffer
• Up to 5000 analog readings/s
• Triggered acquisition
• Units may be chained for
extra channels
• Controlled by ASCII strings
• Application manual details
interfaces for common sensors
• Applications engineer on call
• THRIFTY PRICE: $540. complete!
Applications manual only: $5.
TRS-BO version also available

STARBUCK
DATA COMPANY

*

*

PO Box 24, Newton, MA 02162
(617) 237-7695
Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome
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In this command sequence, LETTER specifies one of fifty-two
32-character memory locations. Although it can be a word of any
length, it must begin with an alphabeticalletter (A to Z or a to z). The
message to be stored-MESSAGEcan be a telephone number or a logon message, but it must be bounded
by single quotes or apostrophes. Any
character except < com >, QUOTE,
and Control-H can be embedded between the quotes, even < CR > and
< LF > characters. QUOTEs are
reserved as delimiters, while ControlH or the backspace key is used to
backspace over entry errors. If a '
< com> is entered in the message,
the entire command is aborted and
a new one is begun.
The @ sign is a special storage character that, when entered as the first
character in the message, inhibits dis-

play of that memory location when
using the LIST command. Only an @
is listed as a placeholder, which is
meant to ensure log-on or password-message security.
To list the numbers or log-on
messages stored in the modem, a
host need only send the following
command to the modem: < com>
LIST < CR > . In response, the list appears on the video screen, with the
last number stored listed first, followed by as many as 52 stored number or log-an-message locations.
For example, to' send a message
stored in location A to a remote
modem for database-password access, the following command would
be sent to the modem:
<com> M A <CR>
As many as 16 letters can be specified
within the message (M) command.
After the message referred to by the
first letter, the modem sends the sec-

DataVuT~

Complete Information Management Facility

Here's What They're Saying About Us

"It seems that each time I would tell someone about the package since they had never heard of it they
would automatically discredit it as "cheap" - which it is in price, not quality. You have now lent some
credibility to my claims of its usefulness. "
Leigh B. Willard
Nelson Data Services, Lovingston , VA 22949
"I purchased DataVu for my Osborne last December and I now use it in many applications of my work. I
find it has many features that are not available on much more expensive data management programs. "
Michael Dawson
Saskatoon Legal Assistance Clinic Society, Saskatoon , Sask.
" Thank you!! for DA TA Vu. After spending hundreds of dollars and hours on DBASE 11, Condor and
other DBASE systems, with little or no results in applying them in my business I feel that DA TA VU is a
SUPER DBASE system that can be implemented by any small business. "
James E. Proctor
President, Valcom, Inc., White River, VT
"This relational data base system in perhaps the finest value in software today. You include an easy-touse screen formatting utility and a powerful forms processor that truly make setting up a data base a task
Scott M. Baker
easy enough for any user."
Assistant Manager, Heathkit, Jericho, NY

Automatic Screen Design (ASD): This
feature permits you to specify the desig n
of a form (which may be multi-page) that
you wish to use for data entry and data
viewing. You simply layout a screen mask
and within seconds, without any
programming , a data entry program can
be generated.

Automatic Menu Generation: This feature
permits you to design your own menus in
which each option in th e menu may invoke
an executable program or a batch file . You
simply layout the menu pages, and within
seconds , without any programming, your
menu program can be generated. This
allows you to construct user-friendly
menu-driven packages.

See DataVu™ at your local
software dealer. We also
have a demonstration
system up and running. You
can dial in and try most of the
DataVu™ features. Call us for
more information.

Thinkers
Soft, Inc.
P.o. Box 221
Garden City, NY 11530

(516) 294-8104
Circle 446 on inquiry card.

Relational Data Base Management:
Having established data base(s) through
use of the ASD feature , you may use the
Relational Data Base Management feature
to manipulate and retrieve these data . This
feature supplies 12 commands and four
utility programs to support activities like
Select, Sort, I ndex , Join, Reformat, and so
on.

All This.

..

for only

$250~omplete
Report Generation: Repo rts generated
from your data base(s) that become
routine and have enduri ng va lue may be
specified by you in detailed format to the
Report Generation feature. It is designed
to retrieve information from the data base
with simple statements and perform
arithmetic operations.

Available for IBM PC. CP/M ®-80: Osborne.
Northstar, Micro Decision . Kaypro , Superbrain .
H eat h 89 / Z100 . Televid eo, NEC . Sanyo. Xerox ,
Apple II , and 8'" SSSD disk. CP/M ®-86 .
CP / M is a registered TM of Digital Researc h , Inc .

• If you want to impress your boss, or
your friends , we 'll gladly charge you
$700. for this software package.
BYTE September 1983
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Query-Status Table

0

OFF HOOK asserted

C

carrier detected

H

high speed (1200 bps)

S

self-test enabled

A

analog loop test enabled

R

remote originated digital
loop

0

digital loop locally enabled

U

UNLISTEN mode enabled

X

modem Xecho's transmitted
data

Z

remote digital loop enabled

/X1X2

current hexadecimal TEST
error count

Table 7: Quenj-status symbols.

ond referenced message, and so on.
Each message can be any length but
must begin with an alphabetical letter. Only the first letter is interpreted
to determine which one of the fiftytwo 32-character memory locations is
selected. Messages sent are not displayed in order to protect the log-on
password security.

Questioning the Modem
At any point during the operation
of the modem, it is useful to determine its current status. With the InfoMate, status can be determined by
entering the following command:
<com> QUERY <CR>
If modem status is normal, the
message < com> OCHSARDUXZ/
X1X2 < LF > < CR > is sent to the
host system. Each character has a
specific meaning, as shown in table
7. If a period (.) replaces any of the
status characters, it implies the negative or opposite status condition.

Testing the System
No matter how sophisticated or intelligent the modem, if, for some
reason, you cannot communicate
your data, all the features in the
world are no help at all. When a failure occurs, it is normally a rather
long and drawn-out process to deter62
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Info-Mate Test Modes
When a problem occurs during transmission of a message over your modem, you
can direct the Info-Mate 212A to perform
any of eight self-diagnostic tests. The test
numbers shown in parentheses replace the
argument n in the test command described
in the main text.
Analog loop tests (0,1) . In these two
tests for the originate and answer modes,
respectively, the host's transmitted data is
modulated and looped back through the
modem's demodulator, and the resultant received data is transmitted to the host. This
mode lets you determine if the modem and
data-terminal host are operating correctly
together by checking to see if the received
data matches the transmitted data.
Analog loop self te!lts (2,3). These
two tests are similar to rne analog loop
tests, except that the modem transmits a
pseudorandom data pattern in place of the
host data. It then checks to see that the correct data pattern is received. These tests
check the modem itself.
Digital loop test (4). This test loops
the demodulated received data back to the
transmit modulator, enabling the modem
to retransmit all data sent to it from a remote modem.
Remote digital loop (5). In this test,
a remote modem rather than the local
modem is requested to begin the digitalloop test. The procedure enables the host
computer to send data through the local
modem to the remote modem and inspect
the returned data for accuracy. This test
verifies that both local and remote modems
and the telephone line are operational.
Remote digital loop self test (6). This
test is the same as the remote digital loop
test, except that data from the modem's internal random pattern genera tor and
checker is substituted for the host's data .
Self test, end-to-end (7). In this test,
the local modem sends a pseudorandom test
pattern to the remote modem and expects
to see that same pattern from the remote
modem . This test can isolate data errors
down to the direction of transmission.

mine where in the system the error
has occurred: in your modem, in the
telephone line, or in the other
modem. This diagnostic process is
simplified considerably in the InfoMate, which can perform any of eight
different tests (see box, "Info-Mate
Test Modes") upon transmission of
the
command
< com> TEST

n < CR >, where the argument n indicates the appropriate test mode.

To Listen Or Not to Listen
The Info-Mate's on-board command interpreter supports two
operational modes: LISTEN and
UNLISTEN. In the LISTEN mode,
host commands are decoded and executed. But in the UNLISTEN mode,
host commands are transmitted just
like data and are not interpreted. This
mode allows the modem to ensure
total data transparency. A unique
algorithm allows the host terminal or
computer to dynamically direct the
modem to move in or out of the
LISTEN mode.
Either of these modes is initiated
using the UNLISTEN command:
< com> UNLISTEN
n < CR > ,
where n is either 0 or 1.
When n = 1, the modem does not
listen for commands in the data
mode. When n = 0, the modem does
not listen for commands in the data
mode until the host transmits a break
(a start bit, all-O data bits, and a 0 stop
bit). Thereafter, the modem listens
for the host until it is commanded to
again UNLISTEN. The host's break
signal is absorbed by the command
interpreter and does not pass
through to the phone line. This command assures that inadvertently embedded commands in blocks of data
sent through the modem do not affect the data transmission. Both
binary and ASCII files can therefore
be passed through the modem with
complete data transparency ensured.

Quiet, Please
Finally, there is the ZZZZ command-<com>ZZZZ n <CR>which, appropriately enough, makes
the modem quiet. When the command is given, the modem silences
its transmitter and stays OFF HOOK.
This command typically serves as a
transition from data mode to voicecommunication mode. To return to
the data mode, the ORIGINATE or
ANSWER command may be issued ._
Stephen Durham is director of applications and
advanced product planning at Cennetek Microelectronics (1308 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94089-3565).
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FUll SC RE EN EDIT O R

The p,.ofessional's Edito,. fo,.
p,.og,.am Development
Wo,.d p,.ocessing
Source Code T,.anslations

Widely acclaimed as an editor, VEDIT has
evolved to be much more. Only VEDIT offers
the combination of a versatile full screen
editor integrated with a powerful command
language. For the first time you'll be able to
perform complex, yet useful, text manipulations that are virtually impossible with
other editors or word processors. Plus, its
customizability and hardware support
ensure that VEDIT will be perfectly matched
to your individual needs and to any
microcomputer you are ever likely to own.
With two modes of operation, VEDIT never
compromises its speed or ease of use for its
power and sophistication. As one reviewer
(Bradford Thompson, BYTE) Wrote: 'If this
review gives you an appetite for simplicity
while editing, then VEDIT is well worth
considering.' Its command language, based
on TECO, is virtually a text oriented
programming language, allowing command
macros to be created, loaded and saved on
disk. Yet its simplicity allows even a novice to
perform tasks beyond the capabilities of any
word processor.

VEDIT cuts programming time in half - with
multiple file handling, macro capability and
special features for Pascal, PL/1 , 'C', Cobol,
Assembler and other languages. And it can
help with source code translations (example
ZILOG to/from INTEL translator macros are
included). A complete line of translators will
be available by the year's end.
Word processing is a snap with word wrap,
paragraph and print functions. Command
macros free you from tedious search/replace operations. Hundreds of search/replace on dozens of files can be performed by
VEDIT without waiting or intervening.
VEDIT easily configures to your favorite keyboard layout. Use any function or cursor
keys you wish. It optimally supports nearly
every 8080, Z80 and 8086 computer.
Go ahead and expect a lot from VEDIT. Its
performance and our support will satisfy
your most exacting needs.
To order, please specify your 8080, Z80 or
8086 microcomputer, operating system and
disk format.

IBM PC. Displaywriter 0 Zemth Z I OO and Z89 0 NEC APC 0 DEC Rainbow and VTI80 0 T elevideo 802
TRS-80 I. II and 16 0 Xerox 820 0 Apple II Softcard 0 SuperBraln 0 NorthStar
MP/ M 0 CP/ M-86 0 MP/ M-86 0 Concurrent CP/ M-86 0 Crornix 0 Turbo DOS 0 MSDOS 0 PCDOS

VEDIT - Disk and Manual
8080, Z80orIBMPC ..... .. $150
CP/ M-86 or MSDOS . .. . . .. $195
Manualonly .... ...... . . ... $18

COMPARE VEDIT'S FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True Full Screen Editing
Horizontal scrolling
Edit files one disk in length
Automatic Disk Buffering
Compact (only 16K) and Fast
Display of line and column #
Set/ Goto text markers
'Undo' key to restore line
Automatic Indent/Undent
Adjustable Tab positions
Repeat function key
Text Move and Copy
10 Scratch pad Buffers
Load/Save buffers on disk
Powerful command macros
Directory display
Edit additional (small)
files simultaneously
Insert another disk file
Unlimited file handling
Recovery from 'Full Disk'
Change disks while editing
Word wrap, format paragraph
Simple Printing
150 page indexed manual
Startup command file
Menu driven installation
Program CRT function keys
Support newest CRT terminals
Support smart CRT functions
Flexible Memory Mapped support
Customizable keyboard layout

/.... .
.....
-..
'

CompuView
PRODUCTS, INC.

1955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 200 a Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103 a (313) 996-1299
Circle 110 on inquiry card .
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Developing a Truly Portable
Visicalc
Now you can use an electronic ,worksheet on your
HP-75 portable computer
by William T. Johnson
One of the most flexible and useful tools busy professionals can have
in a portable computer is an electronic spreadsheet. In addition to
providing standard analysis capability, a spreadsheet can help keep track
of travel expenses, sales transactions,
and data collection in the field, and
answer urgent "what if" questions for
the user on the run,
With the goal of providing such
capability, Hewlett-Packard's Portable
Computer Division decided to adapt
Visicorp's popular electronic spreadsheet, Visicalc, to the HP-75 portable
computer, The primary objective was
to provide a truly portable version of
this powerful software while retaining its close compatibility with other
Visicalc products. Users already
familiar with Visicalc will quickly
recognize its characteristic features in
the adapted version.
Another design criterion was to
take full advantage of some of the
HP-75's sophisticated capabilities-in
particular, the computer's multiplefile structure in RAM (random-access
read/write memory), which permits
a variety of file types: BASIC programs, text and appointment files,
and, with the introduction of Visicalc,
worksheet files. This structure per66
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mitted development of some unique
Visicalc features, including multiple
worksheets in RAM, data references
from one worksheet to another, and
formulas in cells that call BASIC programs. In addition, BASIC programs
can operate on worksheets.
To meet these criteria, an HP software team generated all-original
code. The result was a 32K-byte plugin ROM (read-only memory) module
that connects to one of the HP-75's
three expansion slots. To speed development, the team programmed the
functional shell (VCBASIC) in 11K
bytes of BASIC. VCBASIC is supported by 21K bytes of assembly language that assist in speed-critical
areas and allow interaction with the
HP-75 operating system. Assembly
support for VCBASIC is called via
keywords, which also enable other
BASIC programs to create and
manipulate worksheets. Table 1 lists
those keywords and their functions .

The Portable Environment
The HP-75 provides the power and
sophistication of a high-level-language computer in a portable system.
Measuring 10 by 5 by 1 V4 inches, it
weighs 26 ounces and is fully battery operated . The unit features a

single-line, 32-character LCD (liquidcrystal display) and has a built-in
Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop
(HPIL), so it can be used with a fullsized video display and other peripheral devices (see photo 1). A built-in
magnetic card reader can be used for
storing RAM files, or a digital cassette
connected through the HPIL can be
used for mass storage.
Standard memory consists of 16K
bytes of CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) RAM,
expandable to 24K bytes. The 48Kbyte BASIC operating system includes time- and appointment-mode
capabilities. The keyboard is fully redefinable and overlays are available
for special user needs. The HP-75 can
also run BASIC and assembly language from up to three plug-in ROM
modules with as much as 32K bytes
apiece.
To adapt Visicalc to this portable
environment, the design team had to
decide how to implement the singleline display as a window into the
worksheet while preserving the program's character. It chose to have the
display show one cell of a worksheet
at a time. Each cell can be accessed
using either standard cell coordinates
or user-defined labels for column and

c. .·

---,

Photo 1: Visicalc spreadsheets can be viewed on the HP-75's single-line display, on a video monitor, or on printouts.

row headers. Pressing the Time key
toggles between a cell's default
headers (columns A, B, C, etc. and
rows 1, 2, 3, etc.) and such userdefined headers as January, February,
March (columns) and Rent, Auto,
Taxes (rows) . Similarly, touching the
Appt key toggles between the resultdisplay mode for a cell and the
formula-display mode.
For example, suppose the column
C header is defined as March and the
row 4 header is Expenses, which
covers the sums of items in rows 1 to
3. If March expenses were $1000, this
figure can be accessed by using either
the default coordinates:
C4: 1000

or the user-defined coordinates:
March' Expenses: 1000

You can also choose to view the formula that was used to calculate the
$1000 figure, either in terms of default
headers:
C4:

SUM(C1 .. . C3)

or as more meaningful, user-defined
headers:
March' Expenses :
SUM([March ' Rent] .
[March . Taxes])
A problem that arises with this arrangement is how to examine a cell's
entire contents when they exceed the
32-character capability of the LCD. If
you are viewing (not editing) the
worksheet, arrow keys move the window framed by the display from cell
to cell, across the columns or up and
down the rows. Then, within a cell,
the Run key scrolls the contents for-

ward and Shift-Run scrolls them
backward. To help you read very long
contents, Tab and Shift-Tab keys cause
the contents to skip forward or
backward across the display one window length at a time. However, during the editing of cell contents, movement within the cell is controlled by
the arrow keys.
To gain the full benefit of using the
portable spreadsheet, you must also
be able to use peripherals freely, as
with a conventional desktop system .
To permit such use, the HP-7S Visicalc
must use the HPIL capability to full
advantage. Provisions have thus been
made to vary column width for video
and printer outputs and to set line
length and width parameters for
HPIL video interfaces. A special
printing option allows column-order
listings of all the formulas used ina
worksheet, along with their cell coordinates. Finally; Visicalc was als,?
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made compatible with the HP-75
mainframe COpy command to permit storing worksheets on a magnetic
card or digital cassette tape.

Product Design
Rathfr than running as a program,
VisicaIc was added to the HP-75 as
another operating mode, along with
Time, Appt, and Edit. One advantage
of this approach is that the Attn key
does not halt VisicaIc but instead
always returns you to the top operationallevel. The top level is used for
viewing the spreadsheet and entering the other two operational levels,
cell-entry and command. Several
operations can be carried out at the
top level, including window movements. In addition, a Go To operation
moves the window directly to the cell
specified, and an alternate window
can be defined to allow single-key
toggling between two closely related
cells.
The cell-entry level is entered automatically by merely selecting a cell
and beginning to enter data. Full cell
editing is allowed during cell entry;
user-defined headers in formulas can
also be entered there. Several functions are available at the cell-entry
level to help create formulas, including AVERAGE, which computes
the average of numbers in a list;
MAXL, which computes the maximum value of numbers in a list; and
SUM, which computes the sum of
numbers in a list. Moreover, you
can create additional extension functions using BASIC programs that can
be used in formulas in the same manner as standard cell-entry functions.
You enter the command level by
pressing the slash (I) key, which
brings a command menu onto the
display. Commands are then chosen
by pressing the corresponding letter
keys, which include 0 (deletes the
column or row in which the cell display resides), M (moves the column
or row within the worksheet), R
(replicates cell entries across a column or row), I (inserts a blank column or row), and H (enters userdefined headers). Using BASIC programs, you can also define extended
commands, which then have their
own letters added to the command
68
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Keyword
ACTIVE$
AVERAGE
BLANK
CALLVC
CELLTYPE

Description
returns the file name of the active worksheet
returns the average of a list
blanks a cell
similar to the HP·75 CALL statement
returns the type of a cell

CHOICE$
CLRLCD
CLRSCR
COL
COLWIDTH$

returns the legal choices from a message
clears the LCD
clears the video
returns the column number of a coordinate
returns a local column width

COORD$
CURSOFF
CURSON
DECOMP$
DELCOL

returns a coordinate given the column and row
turns off the cell cursor on the video
turns on the cel l cursor on the video
returns a form ula from Visicalc scratch space
deletes a column in a worksheet

DELROW
DIR$
DSP$
DUMP
ENDVC

deletes a row in a worksheet
returns file names ch ronologically
returns the name of the DISPLAY IS device
sends a worksheet to the printer or video
ends Visicalc

ERROR
FIRSTREF$
GETFORMAT
GETFORMULA$
GETLABEL$

returns
returns
returns
returns
return s

the value ERROR
the first cell reference in a formula
a local format from a cell
a formula from a cell
a label from a cell

GETSETUP$
GETSTATUS
GETVALUE$
GETWIDTH
HIGH $

returns
returns
returns
return s
returns

a printer·setup string from a worksheet
status information from a worksheet
a value from a cell
a local column width from a wo rksheet
a st ri ng that is highlighted

INCAT
INLlNE$
INPBUF$
INPPTR
INPWIN

checks the existence of a file
extends keyboard input capabilities
returns the contents of the input buffer
returns the position of the edit cursor
returns the position of the first character in the LCD window

INSCOL
INSROW
INTERP$
IRFLAG
LEGAL

inserts a column in a worksheet
inserts a row in a worksheet
ca lculates a formula in Visicalc scratch space
returns the curso r type
checks the syntax of a coordinate

Table 1: These 82 keywords were developed in assembly language to support VCBASIC.

menu. (This capability will be discussed later in more detail.)
To program these capabilities expeditiously, Visicalc was broken
down into functional modules. One
module, for example, handles toplevel functions and another defines
special-key functions. Each command-level function has its own
module. Additional support modules
perform functions that are generally
transparent to you, including video
support, user interface and memory
management, and parsing, interpreting, and decompiling formulas .

Many of these functions can be invoked using the keywords developed
in assembly language to support
VCBASIC. The capability to implement user-defined column and row
headers was integrated into all
modules.

Product Development
As much of the software as possible was developed in BASIC because
that language is easier than others to
write, debug, and modify. Its disadvantages are that it is not compact,
presenting ROM space constraints,

Group A std dev:
STO ([Group A]l .
[Group A] 47)
A

Keyword
MARK
MAXCOL
MAXL
MAXROW
MEAN

Description
marks a cell reference as being relative
returns the maximum colum n from a wo rksheet
returns the maximum of a li st
returns the maximum row from a worksheet
returns the mean of a list

MESSAGE$
MINL
MOVCOL
MOVROW
NA

returns a message
returns the minimum of a list
moves a column in a worksheet
moves a row in a worksheet
returns the value NA

NEXTREF$
PARSE
PRT$
PRWIDTH?
PUTFORMAT

returns the next cell reference in a formula
converts a formula into its internal form
returns the name of the PRINTER IS device
returns PWIDTH
puts a format into a cel l

PU TFORMU LA
PUTLABEL
PUTRLABEL
PUTSETUP
PUTSTATUS

puts
puts
puts
puts
puts

PUTVALUE
PUTWIDTH
RCLVAR
RECALC
REPLICATE

puts a value into a cell
puts a local column width into a wo rksheet
recalls variables
recalculates a cell or a worksheet
performs replication

ROW
SETW IN
SOU RCE
SPEW
STOVAR

returns the row number of a coordinate
sets the LCD window
establishes the sou rce range for REPLICATE
displays the internal form of a form ula
stores variables

SUM
TARG ET
UNM ARK
UPCOL
UPROW

returns the sum of a list
establishes the target range for REPLICATE
unmarks marked cell references
returns the co lumn boundary to be displayed or printed
returns the row boundary to be displayed or printed

VALCHK
VC
VLENGTH
VW IDTH
WAITKEY$

simi lar to the HP-75 VA L function
runs Visicalc
sets the length of the video
sets the width of the video
similar to the HP-75 KEY$ function

WINSIZ
WORKSHEET

retu rn s the size of the LCD window
specifies the active worksheet

a formula into a cel l
a label into a cell
a re peating label into a cell
a printer setup string into a worksheet
statu s information into a worksheet

nor does it effectively perform speedcritical calculations. Many functional
modules that would eventually be
converted to assembly language, at
least in part, were initially sketched
out in BASIC. An example of how
this approach was followed can be
seen in the development of the parser
module.
The parser's role is to check for
proper syntax of formulas entered into worksheet cells. One problem is
that a variety of nonstandard syntactical combinations are possible. A formula can, for example, include user-

defined headers, such as
January Remain :
[Net Pay] - (January Expenses]
A

A

or include cell references to other
worksheets:
April Sales:
1.02*[April Sales]:FY1982
A

A

where FY1982 is the name of another
worksheet in RAM . It can also include calls to BASIC programs, such
as

where STO is a program that calculates the standard deviation of a list
of parameters. Making a first pass in
.BASIC permitted rapid development
of the parsing algorithms needed to
take into account all these combinations. Assembly-language subroutine
calls to the HP-75 mainframe parser
were then . used to gain speed in
critical areas.
Once assembly language had been
used to develop display and keyboard-control keywords, BASIC
proved adequate for producing the
LCD user interface for each functional module. Care was taken in designing key functions to optimize
user friendliness . For example, to
alleviate potential confusion over the
dual role of arrow keys, a flashing
cursor appears when the arrows are
used for cell editing, and no cursor
appears when, in the top level, arrows are used to move the display
window about the worksheet.
Similarly, the split-window feature of
other Visicalc versions was adapted
by creating an alternate window that
can be accessed via one keystroke.
Assembly language was also needed
to program other support modules
such as memory management .
The memory-management module
stores worksheet data in a compact
format as it is entered into cells. Each
data item is matched to its celllocation by a pointer table. A goal of the
design was to return every usable
byte to the user. Visicalc overhead in
RAM, plus HP-75 operating system
overhead, is approximately 4600
bytes, which means that you have
either 12K bytes (with standard HP-75
memory) or 20K bytes (with the HP
82700A memory module added)
available to store worksheets and
other files. Even the coordinate location 0,0 of the pointer table was utilized, providing an intercept for
BASIC programs at start-up, cell entry, and end of Visicalc. This efficient
memory management thus permits
the HP-75's 20K-byte RAM to hold
31K bytes of HP-86/87 worksheet inSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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formation or 27K bytes of HP-85
worksheet information when the system is used in conjunction with
HP-85, 86, and 87 personal computers.
Although the maximum allowable
number of rows or columns is 255,
available RAM determines the practical limits on the size of worksheets.
How much of this space is actually
available depends on how many cells
are filled as well as the information
in them. An empty worksheet of any
size requires only 22 bytes of memory. As cells are filled in, the memory-management module dynamically reconfigures the worksheet to accommodate the data into a rectangle
just large enough to include the
highest-numbered column and row
that contain filled cells.
The interaction between VCBASIC
and assembly language in a functional module can be illustrated using
the Insert command to insert a new
column. VCBASIC first sets up the
following prompt in the LCD :
Insert: Col Row
After the C key is pressed, a
VCBASIC routine checks to see that
this input is valid and branches to the
appropriate line in the functional
software shell. Assembly language,
meanwhile, provides VCBASIC with
necessary information on the spreadsheet-using the keyword MAXCOL,
which returns the last active column
on the right-and performs the required memory management for a
column insert, using the keyword
INSCOL. The line of VCBASIC that
initiates the inserting of a column is
thus IF MAXCOL < 255 THEN
INSCOL C, which translates into: "If
the maximum column number in the
worksheet is less than 255, then insert another column at the current
column position designated by the
VCBASIC variable C:'

U sing Keywords
A total of 82 keywords have been
developed in assembly language to
support VCBASIC. Some, such as
those just described, are involved in
memory management. Others are
Circle 430 on inquiry card.
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Listing 1: A BASIC program for recording travel expenses.

Listing 2: An empty travel-expense

worksheet.
10

wtj -

travel expense data collector -

!
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100 CLRSCR @ WORKSHEET .. t:rvlexps" @ HS=STRSCHAXCOL-2)
105 INPUT "Enter day number: ",I1SjN
110 N=INTCN) @ IF N(1 OR N)9 OR N)HAXCOL-l THEN BEEP @ GOTO 105

120 FOR C= 1 TO HAXCOL-2
130 IF C=N THEN 300
140 NEXT C

TRVLEXPS

150 DISP "Please wait .. _ ..

200 INSCOL C @ PUTFORHAT C.l.4 @ PUTFORHAT C.2.4
205 PUTLABEL C.O."Day "&'STRSCN) @ PUTRLABEL C.8."-" @ PUTRLABEL C.20." - "
208 C$=CHRS(64+C)
210 PUTFORHULA C. 9. "sum C.. &'CS&'''3 •.• "&'C$&,"71"
220 PUTFORHULA C.21 ... sumC .. &,C$&, .. I1. .... &,C$&, .. 19) ..
230 PUTFORHULA C.23.CS&'''9+''&'CS&'''21''
300 CS=GETLABELSCC.O)
305 FOR R=I TO 2
310 VS=GETLABELSCC.R)
320 DISP COORD$CC.R.5);": "; @ INPUT "".VS; V$ @ PUTLABEL C,R.V$
330 NEXT R
400 B=3 @ E=7 @ GOSUB 1000
410 B=11 @ E=19 @ GOSUB 1000
490 DISP "End of program"
500 END
1000 FOR R=B TO E
1010 IF CELLTYPECC.R)=6 THEN V$="" ELSE VS=GETVALUE$CC.R.O)
1020 DISP COORDS(C,R,S);":

1030
1040
1050
1060

";

@ INPUT

.... ,VS;VS

83/05/30 23:47:10
Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Oay 5

Tot:al

--------+---------------------------------------------------date

Hay 4

Hay 5

May 6

cit:y
air
aut:o

SF
217.87
45.13
11.54
5 .00

SF

LA
112.34
45.32
10.34
6.00

parking
addtrans:

12.47
2.45

Hay 7
LA

15.12

13.39

Hay 8:
Prt:lnd:
256.10:

15.00:

586.31
102.92
24.33
11.00
43.51

:----------------------------------------+----------Transpor:

279.54

28.31

174.00

15.12

room
brkfast::
lunch
dinner

35.57
5.87
12.65
15.34

43.67
4.33
10.03
21.44
30.00
5.00
6.70

48.89
7.89
5.12
17.76

48.89
5.13
7.56
16.34

4.62

12.00
14.62

bus conf:

porter
laundry

7.00
:

12.72

phone

271.10:

3.77:

addlodge:

768.07
177.02
23.22
39.13
70.88
30.00
12.00
18.70
31.96
.00

:----------------------------------------+----------Lodging:

89.15

121.17

84.28

104.54

3.77:

402.91

Expenses:

368.69

149.48

258.28

119.66

274.87:

1170.98

used in the parser and decompiler or
for user-interface support. Together
these keywords comprise what could
be called a spreadsheet language,
which provides the programmer with
the tools to access and manipulate
HP-75 Visicalc worksheets from
BASIC programs. Use of this powerful language extension is fully described in a programmer's reference
manual included with the Visicalc
software.
The use of keywords can best be in72
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troduced by an example. The BASIC
program in listing 1 uses the spreadsheet language to prompt you for
travel-expense items and enters the
collected data into the appropriate
worksheet cells. Listing 2 shows the
initial appearance of the travelexpense worksheet.
The BASIC program uses keywords
to create and open the worksheet
"trvlexps" (line 100) and to prompt
you for day entry number. If a new
day number is specified, the program

B

C

Total

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

5 mileage
b parking
7 addtrans:
B

:--------+-----------

9 Transpor:

.00:

.00

10
room
12 brkfast

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

11

:

13 lUnch

14 dinner

15 bus conf:
16 porter

17 laundry :

.00

19 addlodge:

Travel Expense Report

mil~ag~

1 date
2 city
air
auto

3
4

20

Listing 3: A filled-in worksheet of travel expenses.

Day I

A
Day I

------------+--------------------

18 phone

ON ERROR GOTO 1050
PUTVALUE C.R.V$
OFF ERROR @ NEXT R
RETURN

TRVLEXPS:

Travel Expense Report

83/05/30 23:45:33

.00

:--------+-----------

21 Lodging :
22

.00:

.00

23 Expenses:

.00:

.00

expands the worksheet by inserting
a new column and puts the appropriate formulas into the new column
(lines 200 to 230). Next, the program
steps through the worksheet, accessing column and row headers and current cell entries, then prompts for
more information using the worksheet headers and the cell data as
default values. Finally, the program
puts the collected inputs into the
worksheet (lines 305 to 1060). An example of a completed travel-expense
worksheet appears in listing 3.

Calling BASIC Programs
BASIC programs can be called from
cell formulas because HP-75 Visicalc
uses its own interpreter in assembly
language instead of the HP-75 mainframe interpreter. In addition, this
module also interprets VCBASIC
(Visicalc thus interprets itself) and a
Visi-command BASIC program that
extends the Visicalc command set.
Using this. interpreter gives Visicalc
two important types of control. First,
it allows Visicalc to intercept any
errors from called BASIC programs,
so that you are returned to the worksheet and not locked out. Second, it
prevents the Attn key from halting
VCBASIC and therefore exiting
Visicalc.
Calling BASIC programs from formulas in cells introduces a new

WHEN YOU BUY AN ATARI®COMPU'!'ER,
WE PUT OUR EXPERTISE ON THE LINE~

There's no limit to what you can do with a home
computer. .. and no way any mere instruction manual can help you discover all the possibilities.
So ATARI gives you the extra help you need :
an ATARI computer expert to answer your
questions. Free. He'll help you write your own
programs, learn how to do new
things, and diagnose problems
when the things you're trying
to do just don't work out.
It's the ATARI Help Line.
A toll-free help-and-information
service to help you get more out

of your ATARI Computer. Just call 1-800-538-8543.*
And if you ever need anything fixed ,
ATARI has over 1,600 ATARI SERVICE sM Centers
nationwide. You'll find the nearest one listed
under "Computers" in your Yellow Pages.
ATARI SERVICE isn't the only good reason
to buy an ATARI system. But it's
an awfully good reason not
to choose any other kind.

_-- - ------- --

----- --------

.. AIAHlltHVlllt
11
Fi'CTORY AUTHORIZED NETWORK

Circle 42 on inquiry card.

!rt~1 ©

1983 At;! r], I nc. All Rig hts Reserve d. CI®A W;'lI"ner Communicati ons Comp.lI1 Y

*California 1-800-672-1404

Circle 498 on inquiry card.

256K BYTE MEMORY CARD
FOR

In v estment analysis on the sale of

IBM-PC
-= YOU

Listing 4: This investment-analysis worksh eet includes worksheet formula s.

CAN'T BEAT IT A BIT =.

WHEN IT COMES TO RELIABILITY

83 / 05/31

14:51:11

INVEST
I cfl
2 cf2
3 cf3
4 cf4

C
m
r-

7
4
11
9

period

11/80
12/80-06/81
07/81-10/81
11/81
12/81-10/82
11182
12/82-08/83

:--------------- ---------------

8

:s:o

number

- 4850.00
-180.00
- 192.00
-310 . 00
- 192. 00
-350.00
-192 . 00

5 cf5
6 cf6
7 cf7

c

B

A

amount

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

p~operty.

total

-11378.00 ( -----cash invested

selling:
25000.00
balance: - 10767.00
closing:
-2290.00
---------net
11943.00 ( -----cash returned

IRR

2.40 X per year
7.00 Y. discount

NFV

-1174.33

Worksheet formulas:
8 3/ 05/31

14:52:25

INVEST
amount ~ total:

Al*Bl+A2*B2+A3*B3+A4*B4+A5'B5+A6*B6+A7'B7

amount~closing:

1. Designed with re l iability in mind
• Full Parity checking

• Small parts count
• All chips soldered directly
• First ·grade qua lity component s employed
• Long·time burning-in
. 1.5um min. gold'p lating on 3. 0um min. nickel base
2. 256KB 64·Kbit chips
3. Addressable on any 64KB bounda ry
4. Full speed. no-wait required
5. Rugged metal card guide attached
6. Source listing for extensive menory testing
7. Fu ll parts and labo r warranty
Off·the-s hel f delivery
9. Incredibl e pri ce

a.

Call your local dealer!
DISTRIBUTOR
SOUTH EAS T ASIA & CHINA
RENFUL COMPUTER LTD.
8/ F.. CHI YU BANK BLDG.
78. DES VOEUX ROAD. C..
HONG KONG

ISA CO., Ltd.
H E I AN R LDG .• 2-6-16 OK U BO ,S HIN.J UKII-K Ii.
TO KYO 160 J APAN . PHO NE : 03'232-8570
T E LEX : 2324496 lSATOK CABLE : ' S AHEl AN .
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-.ltAll+210

amount~net:

Al1+A12+A13

amount ~ IRR:

TVM(1,2,Al ___ A7,A15,Bl. __ B7,1>'1 2

amount ~ NFV:

TVM(2,2,Al ..• A7,A15,Bl .•• B7,1,B18/12)'(I+BI8/(12'100))~SUM(BI • • . B7)

dimension in spreadsheet capability
and is a unique feature of HP-75 Visicalc. Again, the easiest way to introduce this capability is through a brief
example, this time a program (listing
4) for analyzing investments .
Here, calls are made in two formulas to the custom program TVM
(time value of money) . In cell AI7,
TVM is called to calculate the internal rate of return (IRR) realized by
sale of property. In cell A18, TVM is
called to calculate the net future value
(NFV) of the cash returned, assuming a 7-percent discount rate . The
multiple-file-structure capability is
used here for passing parameters between a worksheet and a BASIC extension function . At recalculation,
TVM reads the worksheet values
written to a data file named VISIDATA and returns the calculated
value back to the worksheet cell
through that file .
Other BASIC programs can also be
called from the command level of
HP-75 Visicalc, although the process
is somewhat more complicated . First,
a change must be made in the com-

mand-level prompt. This prompt is
built from message 21 (command)
and message 22 (DFGHIMPRVW -)
in the Visicalc ROM . The keyword
MESSAGE$ is used by VCBASIC to
access these messages. Alternative
messages can be accessed through
MESSAGE$ if they reside in the text
file named VISIMSGS. By entering a
replacement for message 22 into
VISIMSGS :
22 DFGHIMPRVW- E
the command-level prompt will appear as
Command :
DFGHIMPRVW-E
The final letter E provides the hook
needed to call a BASIC program that
defines a new command-level function . Such "Visi-command" programs are numbered sequentially in
the order of the letter or letters that
follow the hyphen in the commandset message. Pressing the letter E in
response to the new command-set

PRINTER MODEM ADAPTOR BUFFER SPOOLER
REMOTE CONTROLLER FILTER TRANSLATOR
JOB CONTROLLER
GRATOR ABC SWITCH

UJillomumn
:3Iptlmlzer
ON

PAUSE

A"LlED CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY. INC.

In short:
Printer Optimizer,
probably the most useful
computer accessory you may
ever own.

Super Holding Tank
We don't need to tell you
that a spooler will greatly improve
the performance of your
computer. The Printer Optimizer
comes with up to 256K of
memory.
Universal Adaptor
The myriad of printers ,
computers and programs have
made for a giant incompatible
mess . The Printer Optimizer can
adapt almost anything to
anything, not only electronically
but software-wise, including
filtering and translating the actual
data .
Remote Controller
Most people who buy a dot
matrix printer get a bunch of
features they can't even use,
unless they can
OPI' - GU' I>E
write their own
programs . The
, .. No,,""'!'\..
Printer Optimizer 2. • C,,>,oe..aS ED
makes controlling 3" fNHA"c.eD
a smart printer as 4" 'TA~IC.S
5 • r ~"'EES (.OMPA"Y
easy as using a
remote control
TV set.
Complete User Control
Even better , it can do the
controlling automatically based on
the data coming through it. The
user can make up his own
commands to access every trick
the printer is capable of, plus
some of our tricks as well

and my (PRINTER
Decomes ...

and my PRINTER
D«tIUSe '('tUrns on Dold& ilrJlics

Actually Exists
The Printer Optimizer is also
competitively priced, has a one
year limited warranty, and is
available through business
computer dealers worldwide.
Other Products
We also make two fine
typewriter adaptors for IBM
Electronics and Olivetti portables .

Multi-Printer Switcher
Most people use two
printers: a matrix printer and a
letter quality printer. The Printer
Optimizer can connect as many
as three printers to a single
computer output, with switching
at the press of a button or upon
receipt of a user defined
command.

For more information call toll free

800-433-5373
(in Texas 817-261-6905)

Job Controller
The Printer Optimizer can
change the order in which jobs
are printed , with multi -copy and
selective reprinting , cutting down
computer use as well as the
number of forms changes.

~~IO!R~~LETTERS

j~i~~

INVOICES
CHECKS

(j " ... " (j

Creative Problem Solver
It can pause for paper
changes, shrink spacing, translate
languages , provide an X-ray of
incoming data , cleanup the
appearance of a spreadsheet. . .

.00
5.45

Feb

Mar

Defore

Feb:

nla

Mar: 5.45

tIfter

add headings to a listing or graphics
to a letter , send printer output
through a modem ... creative
applications are endless. And yet
the Printer Optimizer is as easy to
use as a telephone auto -dialer .

APPLIED
CREATIVE

TECHNOLOGY INC.
PO Box 5263 , Arlington , TX 76011
DSend details on the Printer Optimizer .
DSend details on typewriter interfaces.
D Have a representative call me.
Name _________________________
Title __________________________
Company _____________________
Address _______________________
City ___________:State- Z lp _
T elephone

_

_

Ext . _
_
Printer Optimizer. MEDIAMIX ETI and TYPE & PRINT
are trademarks of Applied Creative Technology, Inc.

message above would call a userwritten BASIC program called
VISICM1. If another letter were
added, it would call VISICM2, and
so forth.
Visi-command programs define a
set of commands that act as extensions of those defined in VCBASIC.
They provide the means by which
you can customize Visicalc in an unprecedented manner. Using this
capability, for example, you can command the sorting and alphabetizing
of data by column or row. Worksheets
can be translated into other data formats. Considerable amounts of text
can be entered and then formatted.
Other possible command extensions
include plotter and printer graphics
output, creation of schedule charts,
and utilities for collection and
management of data .

The Resulting Product
The final HP-75 Visicalc package
contains the 32K-byte plug-in module
that supports the features described
here, an owner's manual and a pro-

AZTEC C -

grammer's reference manual, and a
keyboard overlay indicating redefined keys used with Visicalc. In addition, magnetic cards provide you
with a sample worksheet, a sample
BASIC program (that solves for internal rate of return), and some BASIC
Visi-command programs for use with
the command-extension fe ature .
Command extensions provided include sorting, alphabetizing, and
clearing data from worksheets.
The HP-75 Visicalc offers at least
five unique features: (1) the first
spreadsheet capability on a fully portable personal computer that can also
operate as a desktop system, (2) the
ability to define extended functions
as BASIC programs, (3) the ability to
extend the feature set for special applications, (4) the ability to overlay
multiple worksheets in RAM , and (5)
the ability to automate the creation
and manipulation of worksheets
from BASIC programs using a
spreadsheet language.
The designers anticipate that by
combining sophistication and por-

tability, this new version of Visicalc
will find a wide market. First-time
users of an electronic spreadsheet
will be able to use most of the important product features within a few
hours, and sophisticated users can
take advantage of its hooks to
develop enhancements for an almost
unlimited variety of special applications. In addition to providing the
features described here, the portable
Visicalc can support multilingual
prompting for international markets.
In short, the HP-75 Visicalc provides the active professional with
worksheet capability that can be used
almost anywhere. Its unique feature s
promise to set a new standard for
power and convenience in software
designed for the truly portable computer market .•

Willia m T. 10hnso n, a research and development
engineer at Hewlelt-Packard 's Portable Computer
Division (1000 NE Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR
9733 0), headed the team that designed the HP-75
Visicalc.

' C ' PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

PORTABLE SOFTWARE APPLE CP/M IBM

Shipping: COD. 2nd day delivery. or Canada. add $5. Canada 2nd day or US nex t
day detivery. add $20. Outside North America. add $20. and lor 2nd day add $75.
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Circle 274 on inquiry card.

The first flash was your initial decision to install a computer system ...
Congratulations on your foresight! You were
smart to realize what it could do for your business at a time when the decision wasn't easy.
Thus, your firm benefited from the increased
efficiency. Now, as an experienced computeruser, you have an improved vantage point. If
you make the right decision again, lightning
can strike twice.

What's so special about AUTONET ®? Plenty!
1. Local network from 2 to 255 addressable
work stations
2. Lower cost work stations need no disks or
printer
3. Any work station can have own disk storage and printer
4. No new software to write

You know the phenomenal rate of innovation
and change in data processing . We are setting
the pace with a system that makes it easy to
create a network at no extra cost-AUTONET®!

Autocontrol's AUTONET ® System & CP I M*
can revolutionize your entire data processing
system. To insure lightning striking twice ...
add AUTONET ®.

Call to request catalog. Dealer inquiries welcomed.
314-739-0075

Circle 43 on inquiry card .

a utocontrol
· Tr ademark of Di gital Research

INCORPORATED • • •

If you guessed that a Practical
Peripherals Microbuffer™
printer buffer saves time,
you're right. For the way it
works, this inexpensive product is the most practical addition to your microcomputer
system ever.
With Microbuffer, you
don't have to wait for your
printer to finish before you
resume using your computer.
Data i,s received and
stored at fast speeds, then
released from Microbuffer's
memory to your printer.
This is called buffering. The more you print, the
, more productive it makes your
workflow.
Depending on the version of Microbuffer, these buffering capacities range from a
useful 8K of random access
memory - big enough for
. 8,000 chara~ters of storage up to a very large 256Kenough for 256,000 characters
of storage.
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Practical Peripherals
makes stand-alone Microbuffers for any computer and
printer combination, including
add-on units especially for
Apple II computer and/ or
Epson printers.
Each has different features like graphics dumps and
text formatting besides its
buffering capabilities. You can
choose one that's just right for
your system.
Best of all, they're built
to last and work exactly like
they're supposed to.
If you're still guessing
whether you can afford to have
one, talk with any computer
dealer. That's the best way to
find out how practical a
Practical Peripherals
Microbuffer is.

P8I1"r'''II'
1'.8."._.8

Practi cal Peri pheral s. Inc.
31245 La Baya Dri ve , Wes Ll a ke Vill age,
Californi a 91362, (213) 991-8200
Circle 361 on inquiry card.
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The GavilanA Full-Function Portable
Computer
CMOS logic, LCDs, and increased integrated-circuit density helped
designers fit the computer and its printer into a briefcase
by F. John Zepecki
Gavilan Computer Corporation designed its mobile computer to meet
the needs of the traveling professional. The company's main goal
was to create a completely self-contained, full-function computer system small enough to slip into a briefcase and light enough to be easily
carried .
The self-powered Gavilan (see
photo la) has a full-size keyboard
and numerical keypad, an easy-touse display, and an internal memory
large enough to support popular applications. In addition, it has removable mass storage, a modem, and
serial port, and can perform everyday computer functions such as
word processing and number
crunching with well-integrated software. The system comes with an
add-on printer that uses 81/z-inchwide paper and everything is built
into a case that measures approximately 11 by 17 by 3 inches (see
photo lb) .

Design Criteria
At Gavilan, we decided that
several criteria had to be met if the
mobile computer was to be useful to
80
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the traveling professional. The computer had to be able to run for a long
time on an internal battery pack
(ideally, for at least 8 hours without
recharging), yet it could not weigh
more than 15 pounds. It had to have
a standard QWERTY keyboard with
a numeric la-key pad (we felt that

of a problem as anticipated because
of the industry's progress in increasing integrated-circuit density, the
availability of CMOS logic, and the
perfection of relatively large-area flat
liquid-crystal displays (LCOs) .
A Portable 64- by 400-Pixel

Display

The Gavilan's mouse is
actually a touch panel
formed by two parallel
resistive membranes
separated by spacers.
miniature keyboards did not lend
themselves to touch typing) and a
bit-mapped display that could reproduce at least 8 lines of text as well as
graphic symbols and icons. The computer also had to have 64K bytes of
memory expandable to 1 megabyte,
a built-in or add-on cassette for disk
storage, an integrated modem, a
serial port, and a printer. Furthermore, it had to support a standard
operating system .
Incorporating all these features
into a small package was not as much

To ensure the usefulness of the
new computer's display, we agreed
that it would have to present considerable amounts of data without
scrolling. Furthermore, a graphics
capability was essential to support
anticipated applications .
A 24-line, 80-character LCD would
have been ideal, but no such displays
were available. Eventually a 64- by
400-pixel bit-mapped LCD was decided upon.
Resident firmware was then developed to produce lines of 80 characters. And, because the display is bitmapped, icons and other graphic elements can be displayed .
Use of the large LCD complicated
the design of the display controller.
Because crystal fluid's persistence is
shorter than the time it takes to scan
through the display's 64 pixel rows,
the LCD is divided into the horizon-

(lb)

Photo la and Ib: The Cavilan mobile com-

puter offers a full-size, full-travel keyboard
with a numeric 10-key pad and a fold-up
8-line, 80-character liquid-cn)stal display. The
snap-on printer adds less than 5 inches to the
computer's length, yet provides 50 cps
throughput onto standard plain paper. The
computer and printer fit easily into a
standard-size briefcase and weigh less than 15
pounds.
(la)

tal halves of 32 rows each, and the
drivers are multiplexed so that both
halves are scanned simultaneously .
As a result, the display controller
supplies two data streams, one for
each half of the display . This way,
the display's 64 rows are painted in
the time it takes to paint 32 rows.
Although getting an 8-line,
80-character display in the limited
space available was an achievement,
an 8-line page restricted our ability to
process lengthy files . To simplify
this, a special Zoom function was
added in firmware . The Zoom function presents an outline image of a
document with the positions of the
eight active lines shown in a rectangular overlay. Using this function, the overlay can be placed anywhere on the page outline, and the
enclosed eight lines are displayed by
a single-stroke command. Conventional scrolling is also available
through a set of pressure-sensitive
scroll keys located on a panel above
the keyboard. Because an 8-line display might not be ideal for all applications (even with Zoom), additional provisions make it possible to feed
a 24 by 80 composite video signal to
an external monitor.
The LCD, its logic, and associated
row and column drivers are housed
in a separate assembly attached by

hinges to the computer case over the
keyboard. A pair of spring-loaded
posts at opposite ends of the keyboard raise and lower the display for
easy viewing. The display lowers for
stowing as the keyboard cover.
The mechanical interface is made
by hinges fastened to the top of the
posts and bottom, or screen side, of
the display lid (see photo 2) . The
electrical interface is provided by a
ribbon cable in one of the posts. To
operate the computer, the user
pushes a button on the right side of
the case, releasing the posts, which
lift the bottom of the display lid
above the top of the computer case .
The lid then swings manually into an
upright position. Mechanical detents
providing IS-degree indexing beginning at 90 degrees let the user lock
the display into a comfortable viewing angle. When the user is done
computing, he or she folds the display lid over the keyboard and
pushes the case until it locks in place.
The Gavilan has a typewriter-like
keyboard with full-travel keys on the
industry-standard %-inch spacing.
The keyboard meets the DIN standards for home-row height and
angle . A numeric la-key pad was integrated into the keyboard design to
suit the needs of the mobile
executive.

Photo 2: Keys to the user-friendliness of the

Cavilan's packaging are the two spring-loaded
posts and the hinge assemblies that attach the
display housing to the computer. The posts
permit the housing to form a cover that seals
the keyboard when 110t in use yet rises to lift
the display into its operating position .
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Photo 3: Memory expansion is provided in the fonn of unique capsules that contain the appropriate memory chips and the boards required to support them.

An Electronic Mouse
To make the new computer more
user-friendly than a conventional
desktop machine, we used a mouse
rather than an individual cursor and
function keys. With a mouse, symbols and icons could simplify user access of the applications software .
Because the size of the system
didn't lend itself to the use of a handheld mouse, a pressure-sensitive
touch-panel electronic mouse was
developed.
The Gavilan's electronic mouse is
actually two parallel resistive membranes separated by spacers. The
sheets in the membrane assembly are
scanned so that the location of any
contact closure is quickly determined
and encoded. To operate the mouse,
the user presses a finger against the
touch panel and moves it in the
direction he wants the cursor to
move . The direction and speed of
finger travel are determined through
inembrane scanning and encoding.
Finger speed is converted into
distance by a squares algorithm .
Thus, a short but rapid finger movement can send the cursor across the
entire display. Conversely, very slow
finger movement results in pixel-bypixel cursor movement, providing
precise control of the cursor position .
The location of the finger's contact
with the touch panel is unimportant.
82
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The touch panel supports software
presenting various directories . The
user selects a listing, positions the
cursor next to it, and taps the panel
to execute the selected action . The
listing is then highlighted in reverse
video . The cursor does not have to
be in a specific location; it need only
be positioned in the cell containing
the desired listing.
The entire panel above the keyboard is a membrane assembly . On
either side of the centrally located
touch area are pressure-sensitive
function keys that call up menus,
scroll the display, and permit other
communications with the processor.
The panel is covered with a layer of
mylar that should wear indefinitely.

Expandable Memory
The basic Gavilan has 64K bytes of
user RAM (random-access read/write
memory); 32K bytes are housed on
the main printed-circuit board, and
the remaining 32K bytes are supplied
in a special capsule designed to fit
into the limited space available . This
memory provides better protection
for the circuitry than plug-in cards or
chips .
Inside each capsule is a pair of
printed-circuit boards (see photo 3) .
The edge of one board protrudes
from an opening in the capsule's bottom and serves as a male connector.

There are four mating connectors
used for capsule inserts on the main
printed-circuit board in the left-rear
corner of the computer, next to the
31f2-inch floppy-disk drive.
Levers are built into the top of each
capsule to facilitate removal of the
capSules from their mating sockets .
(Lack of space prohibits manual removal of the capsules from the
sockets.)
A lithium-thionyl-chloride battery
in each capsule provides memory
packup. With ordinary use, the battery will last more than a year . The
condition of each lithium battery is
monitored through an A/D converter
by a resident 80C51 CMOS singlechip microcomputer. When the battery needs to be replaced, the 80C51
signals the computer, which notifies
the user through a message on the
display . The contents of the capsule
can be loaded onto disk before the
battery is removed. Replacement of
the battery involves little more than
swinging out the bracket in the capsule's side and swapping batteries .
Although each expansion capsule
contains 32K bytes, the memory is
mapped as 64K bytes, with the remaining 32K bytes in ROM (readonly memory) on the main board .
This ROM holds the Gavilan operating system . Although mapping the
operating system into four expansion
modules may seem redundant and
wasteful, it provides much faster
response to commands because the
processor doesn't have to go somewhere else to pick up operating instructions. Even more significant,
mapping the operating system into
the memory space of all the capsules
permits them to be used as applications modules containing both programming and operating-system instructions. Plugging in a capsule
with an applications program in
ROM converts the computer into a
dedicated business machine preprogrammed to provide user support
with ho other instructions . If more
than one applications capsule is installed, the program names appear in
the main desktop, or directory. In
this case, the touch panel is used to
select and execute the desired
application .
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I/O CONNECTOR
FLOPPY- OISK
CONTROLLER

CP/M Prog ram names prefaced with 11 are
also available for IBM PC.
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

I/O AND CAPSULE
BUFFERS

CAPSULE
CONNECTORS

SWITCHING
REGULATORS

RE CHARGER
CONNECTOR - -

BUY OF THE YEAR!

DBASEII + EVERYMANS DATA BASE
PRIMER+EXTRA DISKETTE WITH DBASE
ACCOUNT ING, MAIL LIST AND INVENTORY PROGRAMS. IBM PC AND CP/ MCALL FOR OUR SPECIAL PRICE.
FOX AND GELLER QUICKCODE WITH
DBASE PACKAGE .. .. . ... ........ $175
lICondor III . .... . . .. ... . . . . . .. ... . $445
lINWA Statpack ......... • .... • .... $349
lI TIM .... ... .. . ....... . .... . ...... $285
lIinfostar ............. ... ....... . .... Call
WORD- PROCESSING PACKAGES
lIWordstar, Mail Merge, Spellstar ... $395
#Wordstar .......... .. ... . .... . ... $265
lIMai l Merge .. . ................... $135
lISpell Star .............. • ........ $145
lI Lexisoft Spellbinder .......... . ... $270
lIAspen Spellchecker .. ..... .... .. ... $36
lI Metasoft Benchmark . . . .. . . .. .... $335
lISorcim Spellguard ...... . . , . . .. . . $135
Peachtext . .... . .......... . ..... .. $285
SPREADSHEETS
lICalcstar ........... . ... . . . ......... $95
lISupercal c II ...... . .....• . .... . .. $185
lI Microsoft Multiplan .............. $185
ACCOUNTING
lITCS • Equivalent of Peachtree· Specially
Augmented By Warehouse Software Customized For Your IBM. Terminal and PrinterGL, AR , PA , AP .. .. . ... Each Module $75
............ . ........ . For All Four $275
lIC YMA .... . ... . .................... Call
lI Peachtree GL, AR , AP ... . . •. , ... $285
LANGUAGES
C-Basic .... . ..... ... .. . . .. . .. . . . ... $99
CB-80 .. . ... .. ..... . . .. ... . . . . .. . . $365
Microsoft Basic 80 . . .... . ......... $250
Microsoft Bas ic Compiler ...•..... $315
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Move- It. ..................... .. , .... $95
IBM PC Move-It ... . ....... . .. .. .. $110
FOR THE IBM PC
Best Price in U.S.
Seven Function Board-Includes Async
Adapter, Parallel Adapter, Clock with Battery
Back-Up and Software, Game Port , 64K
Memory Expandable to 512K .
1 year warranty .. . . , .. .. , .. .. . . . , . . $2??
Floppy Disk Controller w/ Par. or Serial
Port ............................ $235
Plantronics Color + Board . ..... . .. $365
Tandon 100-2 Drives . . .. . .. .. " . . ... Call
256 K Ram Board W/ Async Port . . . $365
1II1!!! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 1111111
For the IBM PC-Fifty Six Utility Programs
incl u ding : Label Program-Check
Reconciliation-Numeric Conversion-IBM
& EPSON Printer Set-Calculator
Program-Interest Computation-Function
Key Set-Menu Generation-Plus 47 others
all for $24,95 post paid - (requires 360K
drives -160K drive version with 40
programs only $19.95 post paid) If you are
not completely satisfied return within 15
days for full refund.
Hayes Smartcom Program . . ... ..... $75
PCDOS
IBM PC Volkswriter ......... . ..... $125
PCII Copy Program . ... ....... ... . . . $34
Datamost Write-ON . ... ..... ........ $94
Real Est ate Investment Prog ., . . ...... $94
Mi crosoft Flight Simulator .. ( .. . . . ... $38
Howard Real Estate Analyzer II . ... $185
IBM PC CP/M 86 ................... $49
CBasic86 ... .. ...... ....... .. .... . $145
CIS CoboI86 .... . . ...... .. ... . .... $595
Pal cal MT+86 W/ Spp . . . ........... $450
TEAMS: Prices include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for
charge orde rs. Shippi ng on most items $5.00.

AZ orders "'5% sa les tax .

1_

WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE IAliii!liI
4935 West Glendale Ave., Suite 12
~
Glendale, AZ 85301
~ V/SA I
(602) 842-1133 Technical Information
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8088 CPU
SUPPORT
LOGIC

RS - 232C
CONNECTOR

O

MEMORY / DISPLAY
PCB CONNECTOR-

8051 110
PROCESSOR

0

MODEM
CONNECTOR -

MODEM

Figure 1: Packing a 16-bit microcomputer complete with a 360K-byte floppy disk and fU I/size keyboard into an 11,4- by 11 .4- by 2.7-inch case required some creative packaging. Tn
th e layou t of the Gavilan, the 3 1h-inch fl oppy disk is mounted crosswise at the right rear
with access through the right side of the case. Tn front of the disk-drive access port on the
right side of the case jacks are loca ted for con nection to the built-in modem and for an external
24-line by SO-character monitor, The enclosure at the left-rear corner reserves space for up
to four-plug-in memonJ capsules, The main board fills most of the bottom of the case. Resident memory is con tained on two boards mounted above the main board between the disk
drive and the keyboard. Above the memonJ boards is the display controller board.

Internal Layout
Most of the Mobile Computer's
electronics are on the main
printed-circuit board on the bottom
of the computer's 11.4- by 1l.4-inch
interior (see figure 1) . These electronics include the DC/DC converter,
the connectors for interfacing the
printer andlor the second disk drive,
an RS-232C port, a keyboard, an
in t egra te d - m o u sel function- k ey
touch panel, and a 300-bit-per-second (bps) modem with auto-answer
and auto-dial. The modem accepts
domestic frequencie s in accordance
with Bell 103 and European frequencies in accordance with CCITT V.21.
Two memory boards housing 48K
bytes of resident ROM containing
the display messages and the operating systems and the 32K bytes of
user RAM are mounted above the
main board and are interfaced by

connectors. These memory boards
are located between the battery pack
housing and the capsules' housing .
A third board stacked above the
two memory boards contains the display controller, which can support
not only the computer's own display, but a wide variety of other
LeOs , Included in the controller is a
proprietary gate array that accesses
a local memory to map the display
screen, which can be either the computer's 8 by 80 LCD or a 24 by 80 external CRT monitor. Selection of the
display format is made under software control via the touch panel.
The computer uses a 3V2-inch
floppy-disk drive, which offers the
ideal combination of large storage
capacity and small size , The drive is
mounted crosswise at the right rear
of the case with disk access on the
right side.

Photo 4: Th e batten) pack consists of 10 Y2 -0 nickel-cadmium cells, seven of which are in
tubular form beside the disk drive and memon) capsule enclosure. The remaining cells are
housed side by side in an upright position in the space between the disk drive and the capsule
enclosu reo

Because no industry-standard
microfloppy format existed, we initially chose a 3-inch drive for the
computer. It was originally the only
microfloppy compatible with
51f4-inch drives in terms of rotational
speed, disk format, and controller interface. Since then, however, other
compatible 31f2-inch disk drives have
become available and may become
the industry standard. With that in
mind, mechanical provisions were

made so that many different
sub-4-inch microfloppy drives can be
mounted to the case . The disk controller was also designed to be compatible with any of these drives. Disk
access is through a detachable bezel
that is easy to replace, simplifying
drive changes during assembly .

Making It All Work
The Mobile Computer uses 10 112-0
nickel-cadmium cells that power a

DC/DC converter, which in turn produces the voltages required to power
specific components or subassemblies (see photo 4) . The 12-volt battery's capacity is great enough to
continuously power all the electronics and the disk drive in typical
intermittent service for at least 8
hours on one charge . The battery can
be recharged to 80 percent of capacity in less than 11f2 hours.
Originally, the DCIDC converter
was unable to supply enough power
to operate the battery pack for 8
hours . The problem was caused primarily by the NMOS 8088 processor's large power draw . Because
there was no way to reduce the
8088's power consumption during
operation, a scheme was devised to
shut down the 8088 when it was idle.
Upon completion of its task, the 8088
writes its internal states into memory
and then powers down. When action
is again required, the 8088's off-state
is interrupted and it powers up .
The 8088 determines which circuits
need power and which do not. It
turns off power to circuits that have
nothing to do (most notably the
microfloppy ' s spindle motor during
periods when the disk is not being
accessed).
The 8088's power-down feature
and its ability to control energy use
in other circuits enable the DCIDC
converter to supply the required 8
hours of power.
To maximize conversion efficiency
while minimizing the size of the
DC/DC converter, a flyback circuit
converter was used. This converter
supplies various voltages to power
the logic bus, the EIA interface, and
the disk drive. The main nickel-cadmium battery is monitored by the
80C51 microcomputer through an
A ID converter (as are the expansion
capsules' lithium batteries), which
signals the user through the 8088 and
the display when it's time to recharge the batteries .
Size and weight limitations prohibited putting a charger in the computer itself, but a separate battery
charger comes with the Mobile Computer. The charger can operate the
computer while recharging the batteries. The 80C51 monitors the batSe ptember 1983 © BYTE Publica tions Inc.
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Only
the Texas Instruments
Professional Computer
offers these 7advantages
that add up to more computer
for your money.
If you're a smart business professional, you want a business computer
that gives you the most productivity
power for your dollar. For you, Texas
Instruments has the answer: the TI
Professional Computer. With seven
obvious advantages that make buying TI make sense.
The Disk Storage
Advantage.
The TI Professional Computer gives
you standard 320K floppy disk storage. That's twice the standard data
storage of the leading competitor.
The Function Key
Advantage.
We give you 12 function keys that
you can easily preprogram to make
your work simpler and easier. The
best the competition can do is 10 or
fewer function keys.
The Keyboard
Advantage.
Our standard touch-typing layout
makes word processing as easy as sitting at a typewriter. The separate
numeric and cursor control keypads
let you isolate infonnation and enter
numbers for spreadsheets more
quickly. And with our isolated edit!
delete keys, you'll never have to

worry about acci dentally erasing valuable data.
The Monitor
Advantage.
Our monitor gives you 40-50%
better resolution than the leading
personal computers. Which means
you get clearer displays that are easy
on the eyes. And some of the sharpest graphics possible today.
The Software
Advantage.
There's software available now for
the TI Professional Computer that
meets virtually every profes~ional
and small business need. And with
our memory expansion board, yOU
can use advanced integrated software
. like Lotus 1-2-3 ™ to help you do
several kinds of work without
changing programs.
The Expandability
Advantage.
Our startdard features Iike the floppy
disk controller and printer support
are built-in so they don't take up the
valuable expansion slots you'll need
for adding optional features like
communications and up to ten
megabytes of hard-disk storage.
Which leads to one of our most
exciting advantages ...

The Futute Enhancement
Advantage.
No one wants to buy a personal
computer that's already on the road
to obsolescence. That's why we're
developing exciting new features
that you can easily add to your
TI Professional Computer-like
speech recognition. Imagine being
able to say, "Spreadsheet, please"
and having it appear instantly on
your monitor. This and more will be
available this fall.
One additional benefit makes the
TI Professional Computer especially
attractive - the price. Feature for
feature, dollar for dollar, you'll get
more computer for your money.
Get the business computer that
puts these benefits to your advantage. Visit your TI authorized dealer
or write: Texas Instruments Data
Systems Group CA, Dept. 062Bl,
p 0. Box 402430, Dallas,
TX 75240. Or call toll-free: ....

is.

'V

1-800-527-3500.

TEXAS

_

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

CopyrighT @ 1983 Tex., 1nsTmmenrs
1·2 ·3 and Lorus are trademarks of Lorlls Development Cnrporarit)!1
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Photo 5: The snap-on printer is housed in a case measuring 11.4 by 4.9 by 3 inches and
weighs about 5 pounds including its self-contained batten) pack. In spite of this small size

and light weight, the printer can handle standard plain paper.

tery through an AID converter during recharge, and at the appropriate
terminal voltage or temperature it reduces the charging rate to a trickle to
protect the cells.
The printer presented another
power problem. The printhead and
paper-feed motors required so much
power that the battery pack would
have had to be twice the size and
weight of the one required to power
just the computer itself. Although
the larger pack could have been ac-

commodated, there was little reason
to burden a user with the extra
weight. An analysis of computer
usage patterns indicated that a builtin printer wasn't essential-it could
be a peripheral.
Without the printer, the computer
case is 11.4 inches square and less
than 3 inches high, and it weighs
about 9 pounds .

A Snap-on Printer
The separate printer is housed in

Photo 6: To conserve space and minimize power consumption, a thermal print head is used .

Unlike other thermal printers, however, the Gavilan printer prints on plain paper. The key
is a special thermal transfer ribbon contained in a pop-out cartridge, which can be removed
when thermal paper is used.
88
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a box with the same cross section as
the computer. It can be snapped onto
the computer's back panel, providing both a mechanical and electrical
interface (see photo 5). The electrical
interface consists of an edgecard plug
on the computer's rear panel mated
with a jack on the front of the
printer's case. The mechanical interface uses a latching arrangement that
provides easy connection and disconnection and a high level of holding tension. The final design uses
two spring-loaded clamps (one on
each end of the printer's front panel)
that bite thin stainless-steel brackets
on the computer's rear panel. The
combination of the spring loading
and the slant of the brackets provides
a mechanical attachment between
the two units that, in effect, makes
them a single package. The
mechanical interface is so strong that
lifting the computer from its front
edge will also raise the printer as if
it were built into the same case.
The printer's dimensions are 4.9 by
3 by 11.4 inches, allowing it to be carried in the same standard-size briefcase as the rest of the system . It is a
plain-paper thermal graphics type
with a special ribbon that transfers
dye to plain paper when it is heated.
The ribbon rides in a special cassette
between the paper and the 16-wire
ceramic printhead (see photo 6) . The
same mechanism that advances the
printhead also advances the ribbon;
when the ribbon is being used, the
printer prints in one direction. When
used ,;ith thermal paper, however,
the ribbon cassette can be snapped
out of the printer, which then
operates bidirectionally . Unidirectional and bidirectional printing and
printhead temperature are controlled
by a resident microprocessor, which
also manages character formation,
the input buffers, and handshaking
with the computer.
A standard ASCII character set,
along with special characters for six
foreign languages, and a graphics
character set are contained in ROM.
The printer operates at 50 cps (characters per second) with or without
the thermal transfer ribbon.
Throughput is faster with thermal
paper, however, because of the
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you 80-100% of programming using
dBASE II." au
E is for business executives, businessmen,
accountants, salesmen, anyone who wants to make dBASE II
faster and easier to operate.
aUICKCODE is a program generator. A computer program that writes computer programs. Think of it as a
'translator' that sits between you and your computer telling it
what you want and saving you from having to write a program
everytime you want to get something done. If you own or use
dBASE II, or ever plan to, you need QUICKCODE by Fox & Geller.
"QUICKCODE is a well-written, easy-to-use program generator for dBASE 11. .. "
BYTE MAGAZINE

With dGRAPH, the high-quality, easy-to-use
graphics package from Fox & Geller, you tap the full power of
your computer to produce a wide variety of graphs and charts in
color. And there's no special knowledge or prior programming
experience required.
dGRAPH is for businessmen, future analysts, sales
managers, division supervisors. Information is presented graphically, comparisons are easier to make, stories more impactful,
arguments more convincing. Simply stated, it will make you
more effective.
" dGRAPH can add dramatically to one's ability to
manage, analyze and present data."

Fox & Geller, Inc.
Circle 186 on inquiry card .

604 Market Street

Elmwood Park , N.J. 07407

(201) 794-8883
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bidirectional-printing capability. The
printer weighs about S pounds including the ' internal battery pack,
which consists of 11 sub-C size
nickel-cadmium cells. The integrated
computer-printer package weighs 14
pounds .
The printer's battery delivers about
60,000 characters between charges .
The computer charger will also recharge the printer's battery pack.
Control lines handled through the
computer-to-printer interface permit
the 80CS1 tJ monitor the printer battery's charge and discharge just as it
does the computer's .

,...-----t:

C86 - For Professional Programmers :.......-----.

Complete C

Tight Code

No Royalties

Library Source

• C - The Language for Professional Programmers: C combines
full control of the machine with the best productivity features.
C IS used by:
IBM Bell VisiCorp Digital Research MicroPro Wang Microsoft

• A Complete Implementation - C86 includes all of the features
described by Kernigan and Ritchie. C86 delivers portability,
consistency, FULL C.
• Extensions include long iqentifiers and additional data types.
• Tight code is produced by C8S. Only needed code is linked
from tll!'l library. The January 1983 Byte benchmark shows
C86 a~ the fastest.
• No Royalties are payable to us on C programs you sell .
• Library Source provided includ~s UNIX I/O support, interface
with and control of the Operating System and of hardware, all
functions des.c ribed in K & R, a Mathematics Library, and a
Trigonometry Library.
• Overlay Support allows development of large programs.
• Assembler m~y be used to write a function. Macro support can
increase productivity. Programs are ROMable.
• Our Update Policy helps you to keep the Best Personal Computer C Compiler for the 8086 as the 'technology improves.

See your Dealer for:
Free Information: "C86 Product Description" . . .. . . . .. . . .. NC
"The C Programming Lan~uage" by K & R .. . •.. . . . .$ 25.00
"The CB6 User Manual". . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.00
CB6 Compiler Diskette and Manual. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395.00

o
o
o
o

We support all common formats under PC-DOS, CPM-86, MSDOS
and MPM-86.
VISA and Master Card accepted .
They Say It All... We Do It ALL

·.
II
•••

• •
••

Computer Innovallons
10 Mechanic Street
Suite J-104
Redbank, NJ 07701
:201-530-0995

COO Is a trademark of Computer Innovatlon$. Inc. CPM-B6
and MPM-OO are trademarks of Digital Research.
MSDOS Is a trademark of Microsoft. PCDOS Is a
trademark of International Business Machine..
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Price. subject to ch ange without notice.

Circle 95 on Inquiry card .

A Snap-on Second Disk Drive
A second disk drive with a
self-contained battery pack is housed
in a case about the size of the printer.
A dual-drive system consisting of the
computer and the second drive (in
place of the printer) will also fit easily into a briefcase. The second drive
can include an additional 128K bytes
'of main memory. The computer' s
80CS1 monitors the voltage and
temperature of the add-on drive's
battery as it does the battery in the
printer. The add-on drive ' s rear
panel is equipped with the same
electrical and mechanical interface as
the computer, so the printer can be .
snapped on to form a mechanically
stable, fully integrated computer system with nearly a megabyte of removable mass storage and an
8V2-inch-wide plain-paper printer.
We feel the Gavilan meets virtually all the computing needs of the
traveling professional. This computer is enhanced by a proprietary
operating system that enables applications software to take full advantage of the system's hardware . In addition, off-the-shelf MS-DOS programs will run on the system . By integrating these · elements plus expanded memory, a snap-on second
disk drive and printer, and an external monitor into a single system, we
believe the Gavilan mobile computer
rivals
conventional
de sktop
computers .• F. John Zepecki is vice-president of hardware
engineering at Gavilan Computer Corporation, 240
Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA 95008.

We deliver

the
information
age
to you ...
... today, within reach of your
telephone, there are information
utilities with almost any data you
could asl~ for.
If you have Crosstalk and a
modem, you have what it tal~es to
hool~ almost any business
microcomputer into this incredible
information network.
The most widely used communications program available,
Crosstall~ helps your computer
transfer data to and from other
microcomputers, dial-up mainframes,
and information data bases that
provide data to the public.

You can gather the world's latest
news, look over the most recent
hourly stock prices, checl~ an airline
schedule and mal~e a reservation,
get the recipe for Chicl~en Kiev, find
out the weather forecast for Paris or
Peoria, do research on the wines of
Oordeaux, or answer complex legal
questions.
Almost anything you need to know
is now within your reach .
Crosstalk is available for most small
business computers including 10M,
Victor, Texas Instruments and DEC.
See your nearest computer retail
store, or write for the details.
® Mic(ostuf. Inc.

1845 The Exchange
Suite 140
Atlanta. GA 30339

(404) 952-0267
Crosstalk Is a Trademark of MlaosM . Inc.
The Source Is a Trademark of Source Telecomputing Co.
CompuServe Is a Trademark of H&R Dieck
IIlM Is a Trademark of 11lM. Inc.
Victor Is a Trademark of Victor Technologies
Texas Instf\Jments is a Trademark of Texas Instruments
DEC Is a Trademark of Digital EqUipment Corp.

Circle 302 on inquiry card .
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TEK

GRAPHI CS DESKTOP
PRO DUCTS

THE GRAPHICS
STAN DARD

Powerful text editing.
High-speed graphics. Color copies.
The new desktop family from Tek!
VT100 text editing and
PLOT 10 color graphics
are now packaged as
basic desktop units and
priced from $3995
complete.
Tek's new 4100 Series
desktop termin als answer
a range of resolution ,
screen size , color palette
and local intelligence
needs . All three feature
outstand ing 60 Hz noninterlaced displays and
rapid 16-bit graphic processing speeds.

As si mulated , Tek's 60 Hz
refresh rate and brig ht phospho rs result in a flicke r-free
image with perceivably bette r
definition than that provided
by 30 Hz te rminals quoting
greater pixel densities .

Standard capabilities
include 38.4K baud communications ; easy co lor
selection from the keyboard ; 4096 x 4096 addressable display space ;
a separate display surface for alphanumerics or
communications dialog ;
and compatib ility with
ANSI X3.64 screen editors, including DEC
VT100 extensions.

Each offers
an unconditional ,oneyear on-site
wa rranty. Tek
Warranty- Plu s
extend s this
cove rage two
ad d itional .
yea rs at minimal cost.

4105

4107

4109

330mm(13")

330mm( 13")

483mm( 19")

Displayable Colors
Graphics
8
Alphanumeric 8

16
8

16
8
4.096

Display Size

Palette

64

64

Resolution

480x360

640x480

Warranty-PIus

$195

$295

640x480
Segment Memory
128K Bytes
256K Bytes
P=-r-"-ice-----'-$-3,-99-5-----'------''-'--<-'--$6,950
$9,950

For less than $1,600,
you can add Tek's compact, plug-compatible
4695 Color Graphics
Copier. With a palette of
up to 125 shades, the 4695
lets yo u reprod uce graphic
and alphanumeric displays
on report-size paper or
transparency film at the
push of a button .

(
"' t . ,

..

'

All 4100 Senes te rminals
feature programmable
keyboards with Innovative
Joydisk for convenient
g raphiCS input.

At any time, you
can plug into Tek's new
4170 Local Graphics
Processing unit. The
CP/M-86-based 4170

$395

provides up to 886K RAM
for standalone programming and pre- or postprocessing - to help you
conserve host power
while yo u build upon a
central data base .
Factor in compatibility
with Tek PLOT 10 software and 4110 Series
terminals, and you'll
discover the first
desktop graphics that
you can't outgrow. Call
you r Tek Sales Engineer
for a demonstration .
For the number, or for
literature , contact:
U.S.A., ASia, Australia,
Central & South America,
Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
PO. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1 512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B. V.
Postbox 827
11 80 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312- 18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie , Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 7051737-2700

Tektronoo
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle 438 on inquiry card .

Inside CMOS Technology

Photo 1: Th e die for the 8GCS1, with the functions of the various sections identified.

How CMOS devices are manufactured and a look at three of them
by Martin B. Pawloski, Tony Moroyan, and Joe Altnether
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CMOS (complementary metaloxide semiconductor) has often been
called the ideal technology. It has low
power dissipation, high immunity to
power-supply noise, symmetric
switching characteristics, and a large
supply-voltage tolerance. But CMOS
has rarely been used for advanced
VLSI (very-Iarge-scale-integration)
microcomputer designs. Because of
the complexity of the CMOS process,
the ICs (integrated circuits) produced
have traditionally had a relatively
poor price /performance ratio.
As a result, CMOS was used only
in applications that required low
power and were neither performance
conscious (such as in calculators and
watches) nor cost conscious (many
military applications, for example) .
Suddenly, however, all major semiconductor companies have announced either advanced CMOS
products or the intention of designing their next generation of highperformance microprocessors using
CMOS technology.
What has happened to make
CMOS both affordable and high performance? For one thing, the dominant VLSI technology, NMOS
(n-channel metal-oxide semiconductor) , is rapidly approaching the process complexity of standard CMOS.
It is not unusual nowadays for
NMOS technology to have up to four
transistor types with different
operating characteristics. Much of the
complexity of this process is added
simply to help VLSI designers keep
the operating power of their circuits
under control.
Second, CMOS circuit ciesigners
are being more selective in the use of
static CMOS logic. Critically placed
dynamic logic, creative i:ircuit design,
and use of modes that offer varying
degrees of power consumption are all
tricks designers are using to maintain
the advantages of CMOS.
Finally, aggressive reduction in
CMOS transistor size is being used
to bring CMOS performance in line
with that of NMOS. As a matter of
fact, many manufacturers are developing CMOS as a derivative of their
advanced NMOS processes. This not
only improves CMOS performance

levels but also boosts reliability and
reduces development costs.

The Evolution of LSI
Early LSI circuits were built with
p-channel MOS transistors, which
permitted high-circuit densities yet
were relatively slow and difficult to
interface to normal integrated circuits, such as TTL (transistortransistor logic) . As an example, the
1103-type 1K by I-bit dynamic RAM
(random-access read/write memory),
circa 1971, required its inputs (address, controls, and data) to swing
between 1 and 15 volts (V) although
its output was measured in
millivolts-hardly TTL compatible!
About 1974, NMOS came to the
rescue. It provided faster speed, and
most of its inputs and outputs were
TTL compatible.

by a factor of 3, and reduced power
consumption by a factor of 100. However, the scaling cannot conhnue ad
infinitum because of resolution
limitations of the photolithographic
equipment used to make the circuits
as well as breakdown mechanisms
within the devices. More important,
even before these limitations are
reached, heat dissipation will prohibit major enhancements with
NMOS. Heat generation increases
exponentially with transistor count,
and, at densities approaching 150,000
transistors per integrated circuit,
special cooling measures are required . This heat can accelerate
failure mechanisms within the silicon, reducing device and system reliability. To hurdle this barrier, lowpower devices must be used.

The Importance of
Power Consumption

Low power
requirements are a
major advantage of
designing a system
that uses CMOS.
NMOS was more difficult to manufacture than PMOS because contaminants would vary the thresholds
of the n-channel transistors, causing
deviations in speed and performance. But this problem was quickly overcome through ultraclean processing rooms, and NMOS became
the workhorse technology because it
cost less to manufacture, was easy to
use, and had good speed-power
characteristics. And NMOS technology had potential for greater improvement of its speed-power characteristics through scaling (or shrinking) of the silicon devices. The result
of this scaling was HMOS (highspeed NMOS), which accomplished
three objectives: increased speed,
reduced power, and increased
density.
Over the past 10 years, the reduction in transistor size has, at the
device level, increased memory density by a factor of 64, increased speed

The development of NMOS was
spurred on by the semiconductor industry's drive to produce highvolume, large-capacity memory
devices, for which high density,
rather than low power consumption,
was the primary concern. As VLSI
began to emerge, however, power
dissipation became a limiting factor
in continued increases in NMOS
packing densities. Thus, the semiconductor industry turned to CMOS
as a potential alternative.
CMOS achieves its low power dissipation through the use of both pand n-channel transistors (hence the
name "complementary"). Essentially,
no DC power is dissipated in either
logical state, and AC power occurs
only during the relatively short
switching period . Because most circuitry in a complex design is active
only 10 to 20 percent of the time,
CMOS achieves a dramatic reduction
in power dissipation compared with
NMOS, which continually dissipates
DC power whenever an operating
voltage is applied .
Low power requirements are a major advantage of designing a system
that uses CMOS. Reducing power requirements has a domino effect that
often substantially reduces the cost of
the end product:
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Figure 1: A comparison of NMOS and CMOS technologies. Figure la shows the schematic

diagrams of an inverter as implemented in both NMOS and CMOS. A hypothetical input
waveform and the resulting transistor currents are shown in Ib and le.

.low power allows smaller, lowercost power supplies to be used
.power distribution in the system is
simplified
.cooling fans can be eliminated
.printed-circuit boards can be
packed more densely and can thus
become smaller
With smaller power supplies, denser
circuit boards, and no fans, smaller
cabinets can be used, resulting in savings in chassis and enclosure costs.
Also, power fail-safe and hand-held
96
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use become possible if battery operation is feasible.

Basic CMOS Operation
To truly understand the promises
(and problems) facing both the
CMOS VLSI digital designer and the
CMOS systems designer, one must
first understand some CMOS fundamentals.
Figure 1 compares the circuit
diagrams and current characteristics
of both an NMOS and a CMOS inverter. The NMOS inverter uses an
n-channel depletion-mode transistor

as the pull-up device (which drives
the output line high) and an n-channel enhancement-mode transistor as
the pull-down device (which drives
the output line low). The pull-up
transistor is used as a load; its operation approximates that of a constant
current source. The pull-down transistor is used as the switching device;
when active, it discharges the load,
and when inactive it lets the pull-up
charge the load. MOS loads are
primarily capacitive and include the
parasitic capacitances of the inverter
itself, interconnect capacitances, and
the thin-oxide capacitances of all the
gates the inverter is driving.
Let's note several characteristics of
an NMOS inverter. When the pulldown device is turned on, it not only
has to sink the current from the capacitive load, but it also has to sink
the current supplied by the pull-up
load device. Even in the quiescent
state this current component from
the pull-up device still exists. Because
logic gates spend most of their time
in the quiescent state, this quiescent
current accounts for up to 90 percent
of the total power dissipated in
NMOS VLSI designs; the remaining
10 percent is switching or dynamic
power.
A second related characteristic is
that the inverter's output voltage in
the low state, VOL, is dependent on
the ratio of the impedances of the
pull-down and pull-up devices. This
ratio affects the noise margin and
switching speed and is generally
around 4:1. Such a ratio results in a
VOL on the order of 0.2 V to 0.3 V. It
also causes asymmetric switching
characteristics: the fall time of the inverter is significantly faster than its
rise time.
The CMOS inverter uses a p-channel enhancement-mode transistor as
the pull-up device and an n-channel
enhancement-mode transistor as the
pull-down device. In a CMOS inverter, both the pull-up and pulldown transistors are used as switching devices. When the input changes
from low to high, the p-channel
device shuts off and the n-channel
transistor discharges the load . When
the input changes from high to low,
the n-channel device shuts off and
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tion characteristics of NMOS and CMOS
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scaling (reducing the size) of the integrated
components.

the p-channel transistor charges the
load . While almost all current from
the CMOS inverter is used to charge
or discharge the load, a smail current
component does not flow through
the load. This is a result of the fact
that b9th the p-channel and nchannel transistors are on for a short
period of time dl,lring the input voltage transition. This current component is typically less than 10 percent
of the total inverter current, though
it depends greatly on t):1e rise and fal.\
times of the input signal.
With no quiescent power component, a CMOS inv~rter's dynamic
power dissipation represents only a
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Figure 3: Cross sections of transistors formed by each 9f the four major CMOS processes.
Figure 3a is a p-well bulk CMOS transistor; figure 3b shows an n-well bulk device; figl;lYe
3c is qn example of a twin-tub bulk CMOS transistor; the transistor in figure 3d is formed

using silicon-an-sapphire technology.
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small fraction of an equivalent
NMOS inverter's power dissipation.
Also, the CMOS inverter is a "ratioless" design, having only one transistor active after an input transition.
This lets VOL go all the way to ground
potential, resulting in better noise
tolerance than NMOS inverters. It is
also a simple matter to design CMOS
circuits with outputs that have equal
rise and fall times. While this is important in some circuits, it is generally not taker advantage of in VLSI designs because it requires greater chip
area .
For NMOS and CMOS technologies with similar transistor dimensions and gate oxides, gate delays are
essentially identical. The speedpower products for such a set of
NMOS and CMOS technologies are
shown in figure 2. This graphically illustrates the tremendous power advantage CMOS offers when used in
high-performance VLSI designs.
While CMOS enjoys significant
electrical advantages over NMOS, it
does have a cost disadvantage. One
small factor is the larger number of
process steps needed to fabricate a
CMOS device. More significant is the
larger die required because CMOS
has lower gate density.

CMOS Technologies
Figure 3 shows the four major
CMOS technologies in use today: pwell bulk, n-well bulk, twin-tub bulk,
and silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) . pwell CMOS uses a p-type diffusion
into a~ n-type bulk silicon substrate
to form an n-channel transistor. The
p-channel transistor is built directly
in the bulk . This is the original
CMOS technology, which has many
years of good performance and reliability behind it.
The n-well CMOS process starts
with a p-type substrate. N-type
material is diffused into it to form the
n-well in which p-channel devices are
built. N-channel devices are built
directly in the bulk substrate. An nwell CMOS process is usually derived from an advanced NMOS process. It also permits a highly optimized n-channel transistor, which
yields a slight performance advantage over a p-well CMOS process.
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Twin-tub CMOS combines n-well
and powell technologies by diffusing
both an n-well for the p-channel transistor and a powell for the n-channel
transistor. The twin wells are usually formed in a lightly doped n-type
substrate, While it is a slightly more
complex and costly process than
either n-well CMOS or powell CMOS,
twin-tub CMOS has the advantage of
being able to optimize the performance of both the n-channel and pchannel devices, Thus, this process
gives the highest overall performance
of the bulk CMOS technologies,
The highest performing CMOS
technology is 50S, Silicon islands are
grown on an insulating sapphire substrate, N-channel or p-channel transistors are then built on the islands,
High performance is achieved due to
the significant reduction of parasitic
capacitance, 50S also offers good
gate density because no parasitic
bipolar transistors are around to
cause a phenomenon called latch up.
Unfortunately, 50S devices are difficult and expensive to manufacture,
For example, unused sapphire wafers
cost approximately 10 times more
than bulk silicon wafers.
While CMOS suffers a cost penalty of about 20 percent due to process
differences, it generally suffers more
significantly because of die size.
(While processing steps have a linear
relationship with cost, die size has an
exponential relationship,) CMOS
dies are larger than equivalent
NMOS designs even when aggressive transistor scaling is employed.
Three major factors contribute to this:
the area used in trying to prevent
latch up, CMOS logic-gate structure,
and static design techniques,

Latch Up Prevention
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Bulk CMOS technologies have
parasitic bipolar transistors that, if
improperly biased, can cause a phenomenon called latch up, This potentially destructive action results from
triggering an SCR (silicon-controlled
rectifier) formed by the transistors
and can cause extremely large currents to flow, Figure 4 shows the construction of the parasitic SCR in an
n-well bulk CMOS device,
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Two well-defined conditions must
exist before latch up can occur. First,
for the SCR to be triggered, IR we ll or
IRso<b must be greater than or equal to
0.7 V. This forward-biases the baseemitter junctions of the parasitic
bipolar transistors. Second, to sustain
the latch up condition, the product
of the (3s (gains) of the two bipolar
transistors must equal at least 1.
In order to minimize the chance of
one of the SCR's transistors being forward-biased, every attempt is made
to reduce the resistance values as
much as is feasible. This has the effect of requiring significantly larger
injected currents before the SCR can
be triggered. To reduce the resistance
values, guard rings are used in the circuitry. (Guard rings are low-resistivity connections to the supply voltages
placed around the CMOS p-channel
and n-channel transistors.) While
guard rings reduce the SCR bias
resistor values, they also increase the

space between n-channel transistors
and p-channel transistors (thus
reducing the gate density) . To somewhat minimize this effect, particularly sensitive areas (like VLSI component's I/O pins) are heavily guard
ringed, while the more protected internal circuitry is less so.
A less controllable method of preventing latch up is to try and decrease the (3s of the parasitic transistors. While the vertical pnp transistor's (3 is set by the process design,
the lateral npn transistor is more
directly controllable. Its (3 can be drastically reduced by increasing the nwell-to-n + diffusion spacing (or pwell-to-p + diffusion spacing in pwell technology). This method reduces the (3 by increasing the width
of the transistor's base. While this is
an effective way of decreasing the
gain of the parasitic structure, it also
reduces the gate density.
In bulk CMOS technologies, to
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Think 01 Sierra Data
Sciences when you
think 01 performance.
As you can see 1rom
the opposite page, it's
designed into each 01
our products, both
boards and complete
systems. It's also the
standard of our
customer service and
support. And it's
always reflected in
our reasonable prices.
Our new 8MHZ, Z80
Master and Slave
boards and hard disk
controller are proof
positive. WhUe others
are just announcing
6MHZ boards, Sierra
Data is delivering 8MHZ
high performance.

PERFORMANCEII----..~~~m:m!mmml!
WinchesterlSMD Hard Disk Controller
(Shown with Sierra's new 8MHZ Boards)
This is an amazing high-speed
companion for your single-or
multiuser system. Features
NEC's new hard disk controller
chip, on-board Z80 processor,
buffered sector heads, full ECC
supported, SASI or SMD versions
available, and optional highspeed DMA pass-thru port for
use on Sierra Data's new 8MHZ

Master/Slave. With our 8MHZ
team and TurboDOS: the hard
disk transfers data directly into
the Master's RAM, yielding
200% increase in data transfer
throughput. Also, the buss
is freed for Master/Slave
communication without disk
II 0 collisions.

SDS·MUX CARD
The perfect electronic switch. Allows
RS-232 input to multiple serial devices.
Place one printer or terminal between
two systems, or have one system
communicate with multiple peripherals.
With multiple boards, an infinite number
of arrangements are possible. Features
three independent channels and a
seven-segment, two-digit display.

ZSIO·4
A powerful four-port RS-232 serial I/O and
real time clock board. Zilog SIO-chips
provide ideal links to CP /M-MPM-and
AlphaMicro-based systems for multiuser
processing with high speed data
communications.

SDS·MIC
... Sierra's most
advanced
system.

8MHZ·SBC Master and Slave Boards
Now, from a Z80 processor, the most
incredible throughput available today
in the S-lOO industry! As the powerful
nucleus of a Sierra Data-supported CP/M
2.2* or 3.0* system, our master makes
any system look good With networking
TurboDOS* and our new slave, the results
are absolutely unbelievable. Check
these features (M-master, S-slave):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

zaOH (M Be S) Z80A (M optional)
Dart, 2 serial ports (M Be S)
PIO, 2 parallel ports (M Be S)
CTC, 4 counter timers (M Be S)
From 64 to 512K on-board RAM (M Be S)
8232 Math Processor (M Be S)
4K/8K/16K EPROM (M Be S)
Meets IEEE-696/S-100 Standards (M Be S)
NEC 765 Floppy Disk Controller-controls 8 in.
and 5 % in. floppy drives Simultaneously (M)
Multiple Master Buss Arbitration (M)
DMA Controller (M)
High-speed Winchester DMA port (M)
4K static RAM 8/16 bit independent
bus transfer circuit (S)
Either one or two users per slave
under TurboDOS* (S)

SBC·IOO and SBC·IOOS Boards
The workhorses of the single-board
computer industry. At 4MHZ these totally
IEEE-696 compatible champs out-perform
even the 6MHZ iJ;nitators. In standalone
or slave-satellite configurations you get
dedicated Z80A processing with 64K
RAM, 4K EPROM, 2 serial RS-232 channels,
2 parallel channels, 4 counter timers
and a host of floppy and hard disk
interfacing options. Teamed up with
Sierra-supported CP/M 2.2* or networking
TurboDOS* you get the most computer
power and upgradability for the money.
Out·perform your competition with a
company that stays a
step ahead. Ask
for our free
"Performance
t ~ '\
Building Kit"
,,~\,
today.
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SIERRA DATA SCIENCES
Fresno, CA
Product Support Division • 2S700 First Street· Westlake, OH 44145
(216) 892-1800 • TELEX: 980131 WDMR
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Figure 5: A comparison of typica//ogic gates in NMOS and CMOS form . Figure 5a is an
NMOS NOR gate, while figure 5b is a CMOS version; figure 5c is an NMOS NAND gate,
and figure 5d is a CMOS version.

give absolute protection against latch
up is not only tremendously expensive in silicon area, but it is also virtually impossible. CMOS designers
sacrifice area to ensure there is
enough margin in their design to protect it from latch up in normal operating-system environments.

NMOS, etc. As a matter of fact, it is
rare to have a standard CMOS gate
with more than three inputs because
the self-loading and the transistor
stack make the structure inefficient in
both speed and area. On the other
hand, it is not unusual in NMOS to
have gates with as many as eight
inputs.

Logic-Gate Structures
Gate densities are also reduced in
CMOS because standard CMOS
logic gates are built from more transistors than their NMOS equivalents.
Standard CMOS logic-gate design
has a 1:1 ratio of n-channel transistors
to p-channel transistors. For example,
the two input gates shown in figure
5 take four transistors in CMOS and
only three in NMOS. The relative
density decreases as the number of
inputs increases. For example, threeinput gates require six transistors in
CMOS and only four in NMOS;
four-input gates require eight transistors in CMOS and only five in
106
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Static Design Techniques
A final reason for the lower CMOS
gate densities is the use of static logic
(modern VLSI NMOS microcomputer designs rely heavily on
dynamic circuitry) . Dynamic circuitry
essentially uses a small capacitor as
a latch to store logic values. This technique saves both area (by reducing
the number of transistors in a gate)
and power (by reducing the number
of gates in structures like latches, flipflops, shift registers, etc.). Employing
dynamic design can reduce an
NMOS latch's area by 30 percent and
its power consumption by 50 percent.

However, the problem with dynamic
circuitry is that the capacitor used to
store the logic value is leaky and will,
over time, discharge and lose its data.
This is the same problem faced by
dynamic memory designers. The
solution is to periodically refresh the
capacitor, which forces a minimum
operating frequency to be adhered to.
CMOS can also use dynamic circuitry, especially to increase the ratio
of n-channel transistors to p-channel
transistors. Because static CMOS designs have a 1:1 ratio of n-channel to
p-channel transistors, being able to
increase this ratio will have the effect
of giving CMOS a higher gate density (but the minimum operating-frequency characteristic of dynamic circuitry often conflicts with the CMOS
potential of absolutely minimizing
power). Therefore, while true static
CMOS design does give the lowest
possible power consumption (by allowing the device to operate at frequencies all the way to Dq, dynamic
CMOS designs, being more dense
and resulting in smaller die sizes,
tend to be more cost-effective. Thus,
two trends are developing in the use
of CMOS for VLSI microcomputer
design.
Designers of the next generation of
16- and 32-bit microprocessors are
choosing CMOS. Here, the goal is
not to operate at the lowest possible
power level but rather to keep the
operating power under a maximum
level for cooler junction temperatures, higher performance levels, and
the ability to use standard low-cost
packages. In these designs, extensive
use is made of dynamic logic. The
ratio of n-channel transistors to pchannel transistors is often as high as

3:1.
Designers of 4- and 8-bit singlechip microcomputers are choosing
CMOS to accommodate a host of
new portable, hand-held, and ultralow-power applications. Here, the
goal is to minimize the operating
power levels consistent with the performance required by the application.
In the simpler microcomputers, true
CMOS static logic is used-their
simpler structure still allows a
relatively small die size, while the
low-performance applications they

are appropriate for allow low operating frequencies. On the other hand,
the more complex, higher-performance, single-chip VLSI components
still make maximum use of static logic
but are forced into dynamic logic for
large arrays to keep the die cost
down.

Future CMOS
CMOS will be the technology of
choice for VLSI microcomputer designs. For one thing, with the advent
of hundreds of thousands of transistors on a die, CMOS is the only
technology that offers a cost-effective
solution to the power-density problem.
A second and more subtle future
issue is reduced supply voltage. As
MOS transistors continue to be
scaled to smaller dimensions to eke
out further performance and density advances, the standard S:V supply
voltage must be reduced, if only for
internal circuitry, to limit substrate
current and hot-electron effects.
CMOS is better suited for lower sup-

ply-voltage operation because its
switch point is a fixed percentage of
the supply voltage. Also, due to its
"ratio-less" structures, CMOS enjoys
better noise tolerance than NMOS,
another important factor at lower
supply voltages.
Finally, CMOS has made and will
continue to make major strides in its
relative cost disadvantage to NMOS.
Where CMOS formerly sold at as
much as a fourfold premium, today
it is selling at somewhat less than
twice the price of comparable NMOS
devices. With its continued use of
standard, low-cost packaging technology as well as the more creative
use of dynamic circuitry and hybrid
static/dynamic designs, CMOS will
rapidly approach the cost of NMOS.
As a matter of fact, several major
semiconductor manufacturers have
stated that CMOS/NMOS price parity will occur this decade, and some
manufacturers say it will happen as
early as 1985. When CMOS and
NMOS cost the same, why would
anyone buy NMOS?

A CMOS Single-Chip Computer:
Intel's 80CS1
by Martin B. Pawloski
Intel's 80CS1 is an interesting example of how the static logic versus
dynamic logic trade-off was made in
an actual product design. The 8051 is
an 8-bit, single-chip microcomputer
with 4K bytes of ROM, 128 bytes of
RAM, two 16-bit counter/timers,
multilevel interrupt control, 32 I/O
pins, full-duplex UART (universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter),
and on-chip oscillator and clock circuits. A die with the sections identified by functions is shown in photo
Ion page 94.
The CMOS version of the 8051,
called the 80CS1, is targeted at a number of applications that require both
high performance and low power
consumption. In areas like telephony;
automotive control, industrial control, and portable instrumentation,
the 80CS1 operates at or near its maximum speed, even if only for short
intervals. (For example, most real-

time applications need an externalinterrupt response time of less than
100 microseconds (J1.s); more demanding applications require better
than lO-J1.s response. While the response must be quick, and the interrupt routine executed quickly; the
processor spends a significant portion of its time idle.)
Once the performance requirements of the application are known,
it is possible to specify a minimum
operating frequency. For the 80CS},
a hybrid static/dynamic design was
proposed that allows a minimum die
size and includes various modes of
operation to minimize power consumption .
First, the only areas of the design
that were made dynamic were the
(very large) ROM and Control arrays.
These arrays contain almost 50,000
transistors and constitute a major
portion of the die. By making them
Circle 316 on Inquiry card.
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Microsoft languages
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Product

Vee Supply
Voltage
Technology Range

80C51

CMOS

4-6 V

8051

HMOS

4.5-5.5 V

OperatingFrequency
Range

Normal
Operating
Mode
(I cc Max)

Idle Mode
(Icc Max)

Power Down
Mode
(I cc Max)

12 MHz Max

24 mA

3 mA

50/LA

1.2 MHz Min
12 MHz Max
1.2 MHz Min

2.4 mA
150 mA
130 mA

0.3 mA

50/LA
20 mA
20 mA

Table 1: A comparison of the CMOS and NMOS versions of the 8051 .

dynamic, an area savings on the
order of 40 to 50 percent was accomplished.
Second, the processor, all the peripheral functions, the RAM, and the
110 ports were made static. This allowed two modes of operation other
than normal operating mode: Idle
mode and Power Down mode.
Because in many applications the
processor does nothing more than
wait for an event to happen, in the
Idle mode the major clocks of the device are stopped and only smaller ancillary clocks operate to drive the
peripheral counter/timers, externalinterrupt control, and the serial channel. When one of the peripherals
generates an interrupt, the processor
clocks are restarted and instruction
execution resumes in the interruptservice routine. The Idle mode
reduces power consumption by
almost an order of magnitude.
In Power Down mode, all the clocks
inside the device are shut off and
only the internal 128 bytes of RAM
are "kept alive." The only current
consumed is a minute amount due to

pn-junction leakage. Static logic was
designed in the peripheral sections in
order to support this mode because
no clocks are available to refresh
dynamic logic. In both the Idle and
Power Down modes, special provisions are made for the dynamic circuits in the ROM and Control areas
to enter a pseudostatic condition that
prevents any extraneous power consumption due to voltage drift on capacitive storage nodes.
Table 1 compares the NMOS 8051
to the CMOS 80CSI. The 80CSl, designed in Intel's HMOS-derived nwell process called CHMOS, is less
than 10 percent larger than the
NMOS design and consumes only 15
percent of the normal operating
power. More significant power savings are possible by operating the
80CSI at lower frequencies or by
using the Idle mode.
Martin B. Pawloski (5000 West Williams Field
Rd. , Chandler, AZ 85224) is in volved in the product planning, definition, and implementation of both
NMOS and CMOS single-chip microcomputers at
Intel Corp.

Z80 in CMOS Clothing:
National Semiconductor's NSC800
by Tony Moroyan
A CMOS processor particularly
suited to portable-computer applications, National Semiconductor's
NSC800 incorporates features typical
of state-of-the-art NMOS devices
with low-powered, high-density, surface-mounted packages (with both
leaded and leadless chip carriers).
Internally the NCS800 has the
same instruction set and complement
of registers as Zilog's popular NMOS

processor, the Z80. Externally, the
NSC800 features a multiplexed data
and address bus like that of Intel's
8085 processor. It dissipates only 5
percent of the power that NMOS
devices in its performance class do,
and yet it is capable of operating at
speeds up to 4 MHz.
The chip is fabricated using National's P2CMOS process, a silicongate technology that achieves high
Circ le 317 on inquiry card .
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dehsity by employing one level of
metal for interconnection and two
levels of polysilicon. (Fqture products
will incorporate two levels of metal
for further density improvements.)
A major feature suiting the
NSCBOO to modern computer applications is its compatibility with the
wealth of available Z80-based software. Indeed, ZBO-based development software, operating systems
(such as CPrM), high-levellangu.ages,
and applications programs will run
without modification, and with no
speed penalty, on an NSCBOO system. This compatibility is a tremendous advantage for the small-systems
builder.
With the Z80 architecture, the programmer has 158 instructions with 10
addressing modes, 22 programmable
registers, 256 directly addressable I/O
locations, and a 64K-byte memoryaddress space. In addition, the multiplexed bus frees some of the IC's 40
pins for use in implementation of extra functions not found on the Z80.
These include:
-three additional interrupt lines for
faster interrupt-response times
-two special status lines for decoding
processor states
-an onboard clock generator
-a power-save feature for further reducing power consumption

The Multiplexed Bus
The NSC800's multiplexed bus
uses 16 lines to transfer 16 address
bits and 8 data bits. The upper 8 bits
of the address bus are present on
ltnes A8 through A15; lines ADO
through AD7 carry the 8 data bits and
the lower 8 address bits, at different
times. Systems can use the multiplexed bus, Or the buses can be separated into a 16-bit address bus and an
8-bit data bus. All NSC800 family
components (including the NSC810
RAM-I/O-Timer, the NSC830 RO~
I/O chip, and the NSC858 UART)
have a multiplexed-bus structure and
thus can interface directly with the
NSC800. The ALE (address latch
enable) control strobe of the processor controls bus demultiplex
timing.

The multiplexed bus requires onethird fewer bus lines to interconnect
devices, resulting in reduced circuitboard complexity. (8085-type peripherals and many memory devices support this type of multiplexed bus.)

Interrupts .
Three of the IC's freed pins have
been used to provide more interrupts
than the Z80 offers. The standard
NMI (nbnmaskable interrupt) and
INT (multimode interrupt) are compatible with the Z80 and 8080.
The NMI is used as the highestpriority interrupt line and is useful
during, for example, power failure
conditions, for which the processor
must be alerted for graceful powerdown operations. NMI is an edgesensitive input line and causes a
direct restart to memory location 0066
hexadecimal .
The INT input has three modes: 0,
I, and 2. Mode 0 corresponds to the
8080 method of interrupt handling.
An interrupting peripheral places a
restart instruction on the data bus,
and the processor then exe!=utes the
instruction, usually a call to a subroutine. Mode 1 provides transfer to
an automatic restart location (0038
hexadecimal). Thm!, in small systems
the peripheral need not strobe the restart instruction onto the data bus.
With mode 2 interrupts, the processor reads a vector from the interrupting device; that vector is used
with the contents of the I register to
create a pointer to the address of a
table entry that contains the interrupt-handier-routine adctress. This
~nterrupt is mask able on or off and
is controlled by system-interruptenable flip-flops inside the NSC800.
These can be set by software, as they
are in the Z80.
The remaining three interrupt
lines, RSTA, RSTB, and RSTC, provide three different but fixed restart
addresses. These lines are similar to
the 8085 interrupts and are also
maskable under program control.

Power Modes
In many applications, power consumption is so critical that it is helpCircle 318 on Inquiry card.
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ful to put the NSC800 into a standby
mode whenever possible. A single
power-save input pin suspends processor operation and reduces power
consumption by 50 percent. The
NSC800 can be held in the powersave mode indefinitely: internal
register contents are saved during
this time, and the processor can resume operation without interruption.
This feature does not stop clock
operation, however, so some power
is still consumed. With additional circuitry, even the clock can be suspended for maximum power reduc-

tion. The new 6-MHz NSC800 (available in the first half of 1984) will have
this feature built in for ultralow
power dissipation.
The power-save line can also be
controlled by a switch to create a
single-step function . When the
switch moves to the normally open
(NO) position, the processor executes
one instruction, suspends operation,
and waits for the switch to return to
its normally closed (NC) position .
Another NSC800 extra pin freed up
by the multiplexed-bus structure permits an on-chip clock generator,

which reduces system component
count and cost. In place of an external clock-generator chip, the NSC800
requires only a crystal or RC-oscillator
circuit to produce the system clock.
A final difference from the Z80 is
that the NSC800 has an extra bit in
the refresh register used to automatically refresh 64K-bit dynamic RAM
chips without any extra logic.
Tony Moroyan is marketing manager for the
NSCBOO fmnil y in the Microprocessor Group at National Semiconductor Corp. (2900 Semiconductor
Dr. , Mail Stop 03667, Santa Clara, CA 95051).

A Look at CMOS Dynamic Memory
by Joe Altnether
The fast-growing portable-computer market is placing severe demands on semiconductor memory.
For optimum system performance,
these components must limit their
power dissipation to suit battery
operation and backup, and they must
achieve the high data bandwidths
and increased speeds needed for fast
processing and high-resolution
graphics. As the market reaches a
projected $4.8 billion level by 1987 (a
tenfold increase over 1982 levels),
these requirements will combine to
fuel the use of high-performance
CMOS dynamic RAMs.
One architecture that can increase
the speed of a CMOS dynamic RAM
incorporates static-column address
decoders: static circuits perform the
selection of the column address of
the RAM. Previously, this architecture has not been used with dynamic
RAMs because of the increased
power consumption of the static circuits over that of the dynamic circuits, and the advantage of low
power consumption would have
been lost. But with CMOS, the increased power consumption is negligible.

Memory-device Architecture
RAMs are organized internally as
rows and columns of storage cells.
Data access occurs at the intersection
of a row address and a column address. In dynamic RAMs, the row
112
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and column addresses are multiplexed to reduce package size and pin
count: the row addresses are clocked
into the device with the RAS (row address strobe) signal, causing one row
of data (1 bit from each of the 256 columns in a 64K-bit dynamic RAM) to
be fed into the 256 internal sense
amplifiers. (Because of the low internal signal levels, each column must
have an associated sense amplifier to
sense and restore memory-cell data.)
Next, column addresses are presented to the device and clocked into
it with the CAS (column address
strobe) signal. These column addresses are then decoded to select
one of the 256 bits. Faster access and
cycle times are obtained within a row
(or "page") after the first access to it
because the 256 bits within the row
continue to reside in the sense amplifiers and need not be refetched. Reapplying only column ad.dresses,
then, in what is known as Page Mode
operation, provides fast serial accesses and can increase cycle times by
a factor of 2.
The CMOS dynamic RAM can incorporate static-column circuits to
provide performance equivalent to
that of high-speed static RAMs. With
CMOS, the static-decoding circuits
reduce the internal number of clocks
by a factor of 3, eliminating the need
to allow for setup and hold times of
signals with respect to clocks and the
need to compensate for timing skews

due to process variances. With staticcolumn circuits, precharge times are
drastically reduced (in Page Mode
operation of the Static-Column-mode
device, precharge time is reduced
from 30 nanoseconds [ns 1 to 5 ns) .
This precharge time reduction and
the faster access times typically increase the memory's bandwidth to 20
MHz. (Performance of memory discussed here is based on the experimental 64K-bit CMOS dynamic RAM
that Intel presented at the ISSCC
conference in February 1983.)
With static-column architecture,
two different types of Page Mode
operation are possible: Static Column
mode and Ripplemode. Static Column mode uses the RAS line and
row addresses in the conventional
manner, but once the row has been
selected, data can be accessed merely by changing column addresses. As
with a static RAM, column addresses
must remain stable and valid for the
entire address access cycle. Access
time is measured from column addresses rather than the occurrence of
CAS. (Typically, access from column
addresses is 30 ns; from CAS, it is 10
ns.)
In operation, CAS is used to place
the output in a high-impedance state
or to activate an output buffer. CAS
can be held active during the entire
page cycle. In fact, it is possible to
keep CAS permanently active (i.e.,
grounded) . During a write cycle,
Circle 252 on inquiry card.
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AT TIMES .
LI."E THESL YOU'D PAY ANY

PRICE TO RECOVER THAT FILE.
NOW THE PRICE IS $20.
PROTECTION PROFESSIONALs USE.

RECOVER'" has been a best seller in
the professional market for years, at many
times this price. RECOVER'" is an easy to
use utility program which allows you to
quickly retrieve deleted files.
CHEAP INSURANCE

RECOVER'· is professional protection
against accidental deletion of your program
and data files . But if you wait until you'll
pay any price for it . . . it'll be too late .
ORDER NOW
RECOVER'· is available for any
computer running CP1M or CP1M 86 as its
operating system.
This includes the IBM-PC running
CPIM 86, DEC Rainbow, Xerox 820,
Osborne, Kaypro , CPIM based Apples ,
TRS 80's with CPIM, and most other
microcomputers·.

The next time your computer s~
" Gotcha, "even the score. At $20,)\?u
can't afford not tn.

cALL.FOR FAST
DELIVERY:

1·800·247·3030

In Nebraska 1-800-642-9606

Use your Visa or MasterCard.
Orders taken 24 hours a day 7 days a wee k.
Please have ready brand and model of
computer. operating system, diskette size,
charge card information.

MAIL ORDERS
Send $20 + $2. 50 S&H check or money order
(COD $4 extra) to :
National Systems , Inc.
P.O. Box 26023
Birmingham, AL 35226
Alabama reside nts add $1.00 sales tax , outside
U.S. send $30 U. S .
Include : Name/address . brand and mode l
computer, operating system. dis ke tte size .

EdE1B

NATIONAL. BYSTIlMS, INC.

P.O. Bo x 2602.l1Bllmlns h.lm, AL 35226

CP/M is <I registere d trade mark of Digital Re search. IBM is a re giste re d trdde mark of Inte rnational Business Machine s.
Apple is a trade mark of Apple Computers . Xerox 820 is trade mark of Xe rox Corp . TRS 80 is a trade mark of Timd y Corp .
Osborne is a trade mark of Osborne Computers . DE C Rainbow is a trndemark of DE C. I<aypro is a trademark of Kaypro .
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however, addresses as well as data
are latched by CAS or WE, whichever
occurs last. Operation is identical to
that of an NMOS dynamic RAM in
this case. This action ensures that the
data is written into the proper memory location.
Although Static Column mode
provides fast, easy accesses, speed at
the system level is limited by how fast
addresses for the next cycle become
valid; the time to generate and stabilize the addresses must be added to
the cycle time. Increased system
speed can be obtained by using Ripplemode. With this mode, staticcolumn circuits are again used to obtain access from valid column addresses, but the addresses are latched
on the falling edge of CAS, removing
the requirement for addresses to remain valid throughout the entire cycle. As a result, during the current cycle addresses for the next cycle can
be set up or .pipelined.
Column addresses enter the RAM
through the interhal address latch.
This latch, controlled by CAS, provides flow-through operation. When
CAS is inactive, the latch is open, and
addresses pass through continuously to the static-column decoders. Any
change in address is transmitted immediately to the decoder. Consequently, access to the RAM is again
measured from valid column addresses. The latch captures the current address on the fall of CAS, permitting the system address to charlge
while the access occurs. CAS also
serves as an output enable on the
data output . Static Column mode
and Ripplemode both permit continuous data streams up to 20 MHz.
CMOS technology and staticcolumn architecture provide more
than low power consumption and
high bandwidth. In addition, staticcolum:p decoding simplifies system
design by eliminating critical timing
relationships while providing higher
system speed. Access from column
addresses gives usable speed for
single random accesses within the
RAM. Also, the CMOS technology
enhances reliability by incorporating
a mechanism to significantly reduce
soft errors. Finally, increased stored
charge creates larger internal signal

can waH for indu~ standards
to mandate improved performance.
Or you can have Hnow on Maxell.
The Gold Standard.
signal output. And guarantees the read/write
What distinguishes a Maxell floppy disk?
accuracy in double-density applications. New
Improvements great and small, achieved in a
ffNllHilJI
jacket construction , heat-resistant to
decade of innovation. We developed
140°F, extends disk use without risk of
unique, uniform crystals to assure dense
~
mistracking. In effect, durability is reoxide packing. Intensified the calendering
defined. And in accelerated tests
process to minimize the need for abrasive
against the most respected names
burnishing. Created an improved binder
and lubricant. And a new jacket
in the industry, Maxell sustained
design that leaves industry standards
~
the highest and most consistent
in our wake.
:-m_iJr--:;~
output over time.
It would require photomicrographs
We applaud industry standards
to make some of these improvements
that aspire to dropout-free,
observable. On the job, the advanreliable disk performance.
tages become obvious. Resolution
The Gold Standard expresses
enhanced by 20% creates a cleaner
a higher aim: perfection.

maxell.
IT'S WORTH IT.

Computer Products Division, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074
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levels, which can more easily be differentiated from noise. As a result,
the CMOS dynamic RAM has wider
operating margins and system reliability is improved .

Power Consumption
At the system levet dynamic memory has three components of power:
active, standby, and refresh. The
system's power consumption is defined as

GANGPRO-8™

where P = system power, V = voltage (5.5 V worst case), fA = active current, IA = standby current, IR =
refresh current, M = number of active devices, K = number of devices
in standby, and N = total number of
devices.
CMOS reduces the first term, the
active current, relative to NMOS by
a factor of 2. In addition, the lower
active current reduces supply voltage
transients,
thus
simplifying
printed-circuit-board design and
red ucing decoupling-ca paci tor
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requirements.
The second term, standby current,
is also reduced by a factor of 2 at TTL
input levels. Driving the RAS signal
to a CMOS level (VDD-O.5 V) places
the device in a low-power-standby
mode and typically draws 10 microamperes (J.tA)-a factor of 50 reduction over NMOS!
Refresh current, the third term in
the equation, is cycle-time dependent. Current increases with the frequency of refresh. In dynamic RAMs,
data is stored on a capacitor that must
be replenished or recharged every 2
or 4 milliseconds (ms). This refresh
time is a function of the stored charge
and the leakage current. With the
CMOS dynamic RAM, the cell storage capacitance is 0.125 picofarad (pF)
compared to 0.040 pF to 0.085 pF in
an NMOS dynamic RAM. This low
capacitance, coupled with lower leakage currents, permits the CMOS refresh period to be extended to 64 ms
in standby.
At the standard 128 refresh cycles/2
ms (equivalent to a 15.625-J.ts refresh
period), the NMOS device draws
about 4.8 milliamperes (rnA) and
asymptotically approaches the standby current of 4 rnA as the refresh
period approaches infinity. Even
eliminating refresh entirely only reduces the current to 4 rnA which is
only a 16 percent improvement. As a
result, extending NMOS refresh does
not significantly reduce the system's
power consumption.
Contrast this characteristic to the
improvement CMOS offers. At 15.625
J.tS, the CMOS dynamic RAM draws
approximately 10 percent of the
NMOS current, or 0.42 rnA at TTL
levels. Extending the refresh period
reduces the current asymptotically to
the standby current of 0.05 rnA. At a
64-ms refresh period, the current is
reduced to 0.15 rnA, a 300 percent reduction. When battery powered, the
CMOS system has a 10 times longer
life than does the NMOS system, and
an extended refresh mode offers
another fivefold improvement. A
256K-byte CMOS memory can retain
data for nearly one week on only AA
nickel-cadmium (nicad) cells-more
than sufficient for most portable
systems.
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DOW JONES INVESTMENT EVALUATOR T" the computer software that serves your personal
investment needs at home, accurately and
efficiently.

A Personalized System
With the INVESTMENT EVALUATOR, your
home computer and a telephone modem, you
have a personalized system for managing your
portfolio. A system that automatically updates
and tracks only those stocks you want to followallowing you to evaluate your position at a glance .

Easy Access to News/Retrieval®
This software automatically dials and connects
you with Dow Jones News/Retrieval®, the
world's leading supplier of computerized information on demand. It allows you and your family
access to current quotes, financial and business
news, general news, movie reviews, sports,
weather and even the Academic American
Encyclopedia.

The Right Amount of Software
for theJob
The INVESTMENT EVALUATOR gives you
the capabilities you need without making you
pay for a lot of complex functions you may
never use. Menu screens lead you to what you
want with one-touch commands. The program
is completely reliable, comes with an easy-to follow manual and is fully supported by the
Dow Jones Customer Service hotline.

From Dow Jones, Publishers of
The Wall Street Journal
Dow Jones has been
serving the business and
financial communities for
over 100 years. Now
Dow Jones Software T"
serves you at home.
For a free brochure call:
1·800·345·8500 ext. 262
(,\( ask:I, l-la wa ii and

fo rci ~ f1

'::111 (·2 15· 789· 7008 eX I . 262)

Dow Jones InvestInent Evaluator
... Bankon it.

H I

Available for IBM PC and
TI Professional. Compatibility
with Apple. Atari, Commodore
to follow.

Copy righl
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High-Speed
Applications
Ripplemode and Static Column
mode are ideal for applications involving high-speed buffers, telecommunications, and graphics . Bitmapped graphics systems would
seem to be a natural fit with Page
Mode operation. However, this was
not always the case. Prior to the Intel 2164A 64K by I-bit NMOS
dynamic RAM, it was difficult to retrieve all 256 bits within a single row
of memory because of the RAS-Iow
time limitation of 10 p,S. Even with a
Page Mode cycle time of 125 ns, to
retrieve all 256 bits would require 32
p,s-three times longer than allowed.
The 2164A extended the RAS-Iow
time to 75 p,s, permitting the extraction of all 256 bits during a single
Page Mode cycle.
At the end of the cycle, the device
cannot be reaccessed again until after
a certain off-time allows internal
nodes to be precharged to be ready
for the next cycle. As a result, the
2164A can stream data at greater than

a 7-MHz rate continuously. This function matches the timing and operation of low-performance, bit-mapped
graphics memories. One 2164A, for
example, can map all the data for the
256 by 256 matrix of a graphics display. During the horizontal scan time,
the RAM performs a Page Mode cycle and one full line is displayed .
During retrace time, the memory
must be refreshed and can be updated with new data if required. This
type of update is relatively slow; consequently, it limits the speed of
animation on the screen because the
processor has access to the memory
only 25 percent of the time .
To increase resolution, more lines,
each with more pixels, must be used.
By performing two sequential Page
Mode cycles from two different
RAMs, pixel densities to 512 bits per
line can be achieved. As pixel density increases, the memory cycle time
must decrease to paint more pixels on
a line in the same amount of time.
This cycle-time limitation plus the
fact that memory can be updated

only during blanking has precluded
dynamic RAMs from use in
higher-resolution graphics displays.
These systems are usually built with
high-speed, expensive static RAMs.
With Ripplemode, memory update
during screen display time, also
known as cycle stealing, is possible.
As an example, a 512 by 384 display
requires 512 bitslline and 1 bit every
67 ns. Data is read from four memory
devices in a series of eight Ripplemode reads each. Data is temporarily stored in a video-output register
file and then shifted to the video
screen at a rate slower than the Ripplemode reads. Following this,
enough time is available to perform
an update cycle before the next eight
Ripplemode reads are performed to
continue screen refresh . Eight was
the number chosen to minimize the
time the processor must wait to update the memory. In addition to this
cycle stealing, which updates during
display time, memory updates are
also performed during blanking.
Along with this system, a similar sys-

TO ORDER BY PHONE:
In California (80S) 482-9829
Outside Ca li fornia TOLL FREE (800)821-44 79
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MegaPlus II & I/O-Plus II
The Ultimate Expansion for IBM PC or XT
The AST Research MegaP/u s II'· has th ree functions standard: Parity checked and fully socketed
memory up to 256k in 64k increments; c /ock/
calenda r with battery back-up for automatic
loading o f time and date w hen the comp uter is
turned on; and asynchronous communication
port (RS232C serial) which ca n be used as
COMI or COM2. (OTE for a printer. or OCE for
a mode m). Also included is SuperOrive'" "electronic disk" software. Thi s prog ram build s "disk
drives" in memory w hich access yo ur prog rams
at the speed of RAM. You get SuperSpooler'".
print spooling so ftwa re. It operates your printer
while you continue to work with your computer.
Options include a 100% IBM compatible
pa rafiel printer port (ca n be configured as LPTI .
or LPT2). and a second RS232C asynchronous
port (COM I or CQM2). Three MegaPak'" options ca n p lug onto yo ur Mega Plu s II "piggyback" style to give you an addi tiona l 128k or
256k o f memory. or a game port.
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I/O-Pl us II '", is the answer for those who
don't need additional memory but wo uld like
all those other m ul ti-function boa rd fea tures.
The I/O-Plus II'" comes standard w ith a Clip-on
battery powered clock/ca lendar, an asynchrono us communica tion port (RS232C se rial). SuperOrive' " electronic disk, and SuperSpooler'"
print spoo ling software.
Optiona l is a second asynchronous port
(OTE, or OCE ). a para llel printer adapter. and
the bes t game paddle adapter on the market. It
is an IBM standard game port, but it can also
use Apple compa tible paddles and JOysticks.
Options are a ll socketed so they may be added
later should the need arise.
Both board s come w ith a one year factory
warranty and the Ouble' sa tisfaction guarantee. If for any reason you are nO[ sa tl sified w ith
the performance o f your board withi n thi rty
days of purcha se, you may return it for a ful l
refund . including the postage to return it.

PRICES:
I/O-Plus II'" with Clock/calendar, async.
SuperOrive'" and SuperSpool'" - 5129
MegaPIus II'" with memory, clock. async.
SuperOrive '" and SuperSpool '" - 52B9
OPTIONS:
64k upgrades, installed and tested
550
Pnnter or 2nd async port
535
Game Adapter (I/O-Plus II only)
535
. MegaPak'" with 256k of Memory
5299
w ith 128k of Memory
5 199
GamePak (Mega Plu s II only)
550
ConnectAlI Cable Bracket
519
Cab le to Parallel Printer
535
Cable to Modem or Serial Printer
525
Comprehensive Diagnostics Programs SIO
SUPERWRITER by SorCim
SI79
SUPERCALC by Sorcim
5159
dBASE II by Ash ton- Tate
S419
SHIPMENT:
Norma l shipment IS day after receipt of
order. We pay UPS surface charges. 2 day
air seNlce S5 extra . No extra for credit ca rds
or COO.

QUBIE'DISTRIBUTING
4809 calle Alto, camarillo, CA 93010
Mon. Frl 8-5 pm
Tempo House
15 Falcon Road, London. SW II. UK. (01) 223-4569
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Completely Compatible with Universities,
Libraries, Hospitals and Small Businesses.
MACROTRON SYSTEMS CO RP. offers the ultimate in total terminal versa·
tility and adaptability in it s new terminal, ET2000. Now, universities, hos·
pita ls, libraries and businesses can up·date their present systems by
add in g the amazingly efficient and compat ibl e ET2000 terminal, or revo lu·
tionize their work procedures by beginning wit h ET2000 terminals if they
haven't installed any yet . .
ET-2000, our durable, low budget terminal has years of research and experience to back it up. ET-2000's exclusive features enab le it to surpass its
co mpetitors, like Televideo 920 "', 925 "', 950 "', Hazeltine 1500"', ADM-3A ',
ADM-22 ~ , and Regent 25 "'. We invite you to make the comparison for yourself because it will reinforce ou r superiority in performance and price. Comparison really does prove ET-2000 's va lue.
Our 12 inch diagonal non-glare CRT, 5 different methods for co ntrolling text
or data entry, Protect Mode where defined screen areas may be set to
prevent data entries by the system operator, Smooth Scroll Feature that

prevents display jitters also allows displayed text to be read as it is
scro lled , a printer port that may be set for terminal page/date transmittal
and a semi·grap hi cs feature, all add up to make ET2000 terminats versa·
til e and dependable.
You don't need a term inal - you need what a termina l does. ET-2000's
terminal ca n fulfill all of your needs in addition to being especia ll y adaptable
to your present syste m, regardless of the parti cular brand . Effi ciency and
fle xib ili ty are what ET-2000 stand for , so we want you to make a comparison. In fact, we we lcome it. Because we are absolute ly sure that when you
do compare, MACROTRON SYSTEMS CORP. will co me out on top! At
$795.00, let ET2000 termin a ls alleviate your present headaches by mod·
ernizing yo ur system without breaking your budget.
Write or call MACROTRON SYSTEMS CORP. for our product terminal
comparison chart and get the fact s abo ut our ET2000 terminals.
Dea ler in quiri es welcomed!

MACROTRON

Systems Corporation

8147 Delmar Boulevard • St. Louis, MO 63130. (314) 721-3356

Dist. West: tRT Assoc., Inc.
200 Valley Drive #6
Brisbane, CA 94005
(415) 468·2070
Dis!. South: Micro Component Co.
2701·A Fondren , Suite 123
Dalla s, TX 75206
(214) 361·9074
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Full IEEE 6961S100 compatibility

HARDWARE OPTIONS

o 8MHz, 10MHz or 12MHz 88000
CPU
o M.mory Manag.m.nt
o Multlpl. Port Int.lllg.nt I/O
o 84K or 128K STATIC RAM
(70 ns.c)
o 258K1512K or 1MB Dynamic
RAM, with full parity (150 nsec)
o 51/." - 8" DID, DIS floppy disk
drlv.s
o 5MB·40MB hard disk drlv.s
o Full DMA Disk Int.rface
o SMD Disk Int.rfac.
o 1/." tap. str.am.r
o 10 to 20 slot backplane
o 20 or 30A amp pow.r supply
o D.sk top or Rack mount
cabinets

SOFTWARE OPTIONS

o 88KFORTW systems language
o
o
o

o
o
o

with MACRO assembler and
META compll.r, Multl·user,
Multl.Tasklng
Fast Floating Point package
Motorola's MACSBUG
IDRIS5 Operating System with
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN 71,
88K·BASIC1, CIS COBOL4,
RDBMS
UNIX2Sys 11\ C, etc.
CP/M-88K3 OIS with C,
Ass.mbler, 88K·BASIC',
88KFORTH1, ZSO EMULATOR"
APL
VED88K' Screen Editor

Trademark 'ERG, Inc.
2BELL LABS
3Dlgltal Research
4Mlcro Focus
5Whlt.smlths
30 day delivery
with valid Purchase Order
OEM prices available
For CPU, Integrated Card Sets
or Systems.

~

1)!~~L
Empirical Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 9'8354
206·631·4855
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tern was built using 2164As with Extended Page Mode operation. Each
system used an iAPX 86 processor
and similar software. A comparison
of both systems showed the CHMOS
(complementary high-speed metaloxide semiconductor) system to have
a 42 percent higher drawing speed.
Animation on the CHMOS system
was vastly improved.

Usable Speed
Memory design using dynamic
RAMs has always been a challenge.
Although multiplexing addresses
does reduce the package pin count
and increase system density, it limits
the access and cycle times in the
system. To access a dynamic RAM,
low-order row addresses are presented and latched into the dynamic
RAM with RAS. Row addresses must
be held for a period tRAH after the fall
of RAS to guarantee proper operation. Next, the addresses must be
changed to high-order column addresses and latched into the dynamic
RAM with CAS, creating a timing
window tRCD , which is the RAS-toCAS delay.
Within this window, the designer
must guarantee row address hold
time, change the addresses, and account for any timing skew on the
CAS signal. If column addresses are
valid at the maximum specified tRCD ,
access time tRAC is measured from the
high-to-Iow transition of RAS.
The cycle time is the sum of the access time and the cycle precharge
time tRP ' The access time is a function
of tRCD , which has contradictory requirements. It must be as long as
possible to simplify system design
and at the same time as short as
possible to enhance system speed.
Cycle time is affected directly by the
length of tRP '
Static-column operation eliminates
the tRCD problem. After row addresses
have been latched into the RAM, the
second portion of the access begins
from valid column addresses. In
other words, column access does not
wait for CAS to become valid, but
operates in a fashion similar to that
of a static RAM . This is due to the
flow-through operation of the CAS
latch. CAS serves only to latch the

addresses and to provide an output
enable. Access from valid column addresses simplifies design by removing the CAS signal from the critical
timing path .
Systems using dynamic RAMs are
typically CAS access-limited because
controllers generate timing signals in
discrete clock increments. A CMOS
dynamic RAM system might operate
at 8 MHz without Wait states. Using
any other 64K-bit dynamic RAM
would require the injection of one or
two Wait states, resulting in a corresponding performance penalty. Consequently, the advantage of higher
processor speed is negated without
the high-speed dynamic RAM. For
systems incorporating either discrete
or LSI controllers, the CMOS
dynamic RAM simplifies the system
design and offers higher system
performance.

High Reliability
Soft errors are random, nonrecurring failures caused by ionizing radiation present within the environment.
All matter contains small amounts of
radioactive material. Alpha particles
emitted by an Ie's packaging material
can penetrate the enclosed circuit. As
they do so, they generate hole-electron pairs. Any h igh-impedance
node in the vicinity sensitive to 1
million electrons may be affected,
because the difference between a 1
and a 0 (known as the critical charge)
is about 1 million electrons. Consequently, data in one cell could change
from a 1 to a 0 or vice versa. Correct
data can be rewritten into the affected
cell and the memory will again function correctly, thus the term "soft
error."
When first discovered during tests
of 16K-bit dynamic RAMs, soft errors
occurred at a rate five times greater
than catastrophic or hard-error failures. While device designers worked
to eliminate the alpha-particle sensitivity, systems designers added
error-correcting circuits (ECC), which
increased system reliability, but the
systems were larger and more expensive due to the additional components required. Also, the system
had to test and correct the data, slowing the system's performance. All this
Circle 411 on inquiry card , - - .

acts as a barrier to soft-error effects. ly proportional to the storage capacAny electrons that do cross the junc- itance. Higher capacitance equates
tion are gathered at the + 5-V node to more stored charge, which in turn
away from the storage cell. The prob- increases the critical charge . The
ability that sufficient hole-electron critical charge is the number of parpairs are created within the n-well ticles that differentiate a 1 from a O.
that cell upset could occur is so low Increasing the critical charge beyond
that the soft-error rate of CMOS 1 million electrons significantly
dynamic RAMs is typically orders of reduces the susceptibility to soft ermagnitude below that of their NMOS rors. This, in addition to the n-well
mechanism, reduces the soft-error
counterparts.
High storage capacitance also plays rate to much less than 0.001 percent
a role in the reduction of soft errors. per 1000 hours.
Studies were performed to comThe number of stored charged electrons representing a lor a 0 is direct- pare reliability of systems with and
without error correction for both
NMOS and CMOS dynamic RAMs.
The results show one surprise: at
256K bytes and below, the CMOS
system without ECC is more reliable
than the NMOS system with ECC,
Risk-Free Software We stand behmd
Software and Hardware for all Popular
M i crocomputers . We carry softw are in all
every product we sell . All items are fully
because of the cycle-time depenpopular format s and op erating syste ms
• docume nted. backed by manufactu rer 's
dence of soft errors. In small systems,
mcluding PC - DOS. M S- DOS: CP/M - 86 a n d
warr anties. and are guaranteed by
CP/M - 80 . Always the current v ersions in stock .
DataSource to be in per fect worki ng
the
memory is accessed more frecondi
tion.
Competitive Prices Our volume enables us
to oHer y ou p r ices which are consistently
Toll-Free Technical Supp ort We service
quently,
and the probability of a soft
• competitive. Compare for yourself. then call
wha t we sell. Our customers have di rect
us toll-Iree 800-328-2 260.
error is increased . With a soft-error
• access to ou r tec h nica l statt o n a toll -f ree
basis . 800-328-2260.
Express Delivery Time is money and we a t
rate at the very minimum 100 times
DataSource u nderst a nd that. Your order
National Maintenan c e Network. We otter
will be processed and shipped wi thin 24
a
variety
of
maintenance
agreements
less
than NMOS, the CMOS
• hou rs lor all products in stock.
• taitored to the specitic hardware items you
Discount Structures We oH er sig nifican t
dynamic RAM does not experience
select. Call lor more informati on.
discounts to any indiv id u al. organization or
Flexible Payment Options We accept
this effect.
• user 's group pur chasing in quantity
most major credit cards. c hecks. and
Key Account Program For cor porations
money orders. as well as purchase orders
Systems below 256K-byte capacities
and institutions. we oHer a comprehensive
• from approved corporate accounts.
prog ram: volume d iscounts. complete
benefit by the elimination of ECC cirProven Track Record. Join our growing list
ma intena nce p a cka g es. speci ally statted
of customers which include many For tune
cuits from a cost, performance, and
• technical support. a sales team
. 500 companies. major educational
experienced in micro applications. and
institutions and government entities.
simplicity-of-design standpoint. First,
seve ral financ ing options.
ECC increases the access time of the
Here's a small sampling of products available now from DataSource:"
(II you don·t see what you need. just call us at the number below.)
system by 50 ns to check and correct
MI,cellaneou I
Data Base Management
Graphics
Cha rt man - G raphic So ftw are 225 .00
The Home Accountan t ·
Dat a Des ign· i nso ll
S179.00
dBose II . Ashton Tat e
449. 00
PFS: G ra ph - SoUwa l e
Con ti nental
99 .00
data. Assuming a 120-ns RAM acCond or III . Cond or
495.00
Pe rsonallnves l or - PBL
105.0 0
105.00
d~~~~hh i_n~O% &: Ge ll er
21 5.00
Super lil e - FYI
125.00
~gtXl~ll~rvisf~~ rp
t~~:gg
Visil ron d / Plol - Vls icorp
225 .00
Sta tpak - NW Analytical
cess,
ECC increases the access by 42
395.00
Ti m 111 . I nnovativ e SoHwar e
32 5.00
Fast Graph - I n novative
Mlles l one 86 - O r ganic
Inf ostar - M lc ro p ro
297.00
Softw a re
199.00
So Hwale
245 .00
percent.
Moreover, the penalty on cyPFS: File· Softw are Publishing 99.00
. Graphic
~a~d~I~~i~elsJtccounting
PFS: Report - Softwa re
Com m unication
325 .00
450 .00 ea .
FCM . Con ti nental
Publishing
95 .00
90 .00
cle
time
is even greater, especially
Qulc kco d e - Fox Be Ge ll er
21 5 .00
Financie r Personal
Languages / OS
DB Plus - Hu mansott
99 .00
Seri es . Fina n cier
130 .00
CP / M 86 . Di gita l Research
50 .00
Knowled ge M an - MOBS
395.00
TX! Sol ver· Sollware Arts
225.00
when
you
are writing a single byte inB?~~C .C~rrtrg:61~ IB M
ProKe y . Rosesoll
Versa Fo r m . Applied
60 .00
298 .00
So ltware Tech.
285.00
Pascal MT 86 ( IBM PC) .
285
.00
to
a
2-byte
word . In this instance,
Hardware
Spreadsheets / Finane.
Fg~Frg~\fBi1 PC) . Su persoH 325 .00
595.00
Sup ercolc • Sorcim
Epson FX80
125.00
Okidata 92 ·A
575 .00
16t,1 .00
data
must
be
accessed and corrected,
~~rce6fgl~ ~1~lggrr~l m
Communicatio ns
189.00
C. lloh F·IO Starw riter
1250. 00
C. Itoh 8SIO Pro writer
399 .00
M u lti p lan - M icroso ft
195.00
Crossta l k· Mlcrost uf
145.00
Sma rl co m II . Hayes
NE C
19 15.00
Fi na n ci al Pla nner - Ashto n
85.00
the new byte merged into the word,
Hayes
'CA LL '
PC / I nt ercom· Ma rk oltha
a rt modem
220.00
Tat e
525.00
U nicorn
Hayes I
mart mo d em
Bottom Li n e St rategist .
75.00
Hayes 1
'CALL '
Emul1nk 32 70 emulation·
w / Smarl com
' CALL '
A sh to n Tate
and check bits generated. Finally, the
Mi cro Li n k
Quad board 64 X
695.00
325.00
Word Proeesslng
Coax Link· Mlc roli n k
l28K
'CALL'
Word st ar - Mlcropro
289.00
3278 emulation
1095.00
AST Boards
' CALL '
system must write the new data into
Word slar / M a ilmerge M l c r9 pr o
375 .00
memory. Added to this are any sysfR:l~p~g?~~ ;dL? xr!,Sci:i o ltha 295 .00
Fall Speclals from Datasource'"
Un leo r n
229.00
Easy Wr iter II - rus
239 .00
tem-timing skews. As a result, a
Vo lkswriter . Life tr ee
$12S.00
Vol ks w riter - LUetree
125. 00
Su perwr1ler - So rcim
179.00
$11 9.00
Supercal c . l BM Pe
Mult im a l e - Softw o rd Sy st ems 359.00
200-ns cycle time stretches to a 335-ns
$79.00
M emory Shift . North Ameri ca n
S
~~s~~g:~xt 56 bci C? ?e aChlree 'f8~~5~
Only from Data Source :
Th e Word Pl us - Oasis
12 5.00
system cycle time or an increase of 68
PC Utility Pak (Sort Directory 81 Disk Clean· up) .
Grammati k - A sp en
60 .00
PC Consulting
$39 .00
Punctuation Be Sty l e - Oasis
99 .00
percent. Therefore, using a CMOS
Ran d om Ho u se
with any purchase over $50.00 only ... . 14.95
Thesau rus - Diclro n l c s
115.00
dynamic RAM not only improves
FOR MORE INFORMATION C A LL TOLL-FREE
system
reliability but enhances sys1-800-328-2260
I N MINNESOTA. CALL 612 -544 -3 615
and simplicity of design .•
tem
speed
New hours : M -F 8 - 6. Sa t. 9 -3 CST

was due to soft errors. Obviously,
what is really required is the elimination of soft errors.
CMOS technology offers such a
solution. The CMOS dynamic RAM
cell is built on an n-well in a p-substrate, creating a p-n junction or
diode at the boundary. When alpha
particles create hole-electron pairs in
a CMOS device, something else occurs. First, the n-well is very shallow,
and the majority of hole-electron
pairs are created in the p-substrate.
Holes cannot transfer across the
reverse-biased p-n junction, which

10 reasons \\7hy y,pu should call DataSource'M
fOr micro software and hardware...

1.
2
3
4

6

7
8
9
10

5

Gr aphwril~ r

~

Sea tt leRAM ~

..

iJn·( f:' I"(/ lffl II ."/1}l'J crlsil diSf"IIlIlIllIIlIillrl' slI ilj ed /I, rhllllj!l· II"llh"IIII10t/rI'. i'lI 1"dlll .~t" 111"111" :; !lcntl l .-if Im lll lI{1fm'l" ,·d fUI1'1'I1i/1· lIl"nmllb
:Iff IInk rs IIr,· ." "{If/H/
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DATASOU RCE SYSTE MS MARKETI NG CORP.

Your source for micro software and hardware ",
1660 South Highway 100. Mirmeapolis. MN 55416
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Joe Allnether is technical marketing manager at
Intel Corp. (2111 N.E. 25th Ave., Hillsboro, OR
97123) .

Circ le 133 on inquiry card.

Circle 395 on inquiry card.
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or
isn't giving you all the
power YGU ne-e,d, it's. not- totten. It just need~ to De
jUiced uF>o With a Staml'e'¥'Wincnester hard disk
drive from Corona.

It leaves Apple DOS in'the dust.
For starters, the Starfire gives you all the
power inherent in a hard disk drive. Lightning speed
(up to 10 times faster than a floppy), enormous
storage capacity (5 and 10 megabytes), and
superb data reliability.
With none of the bottlenecks, headaches and
hassles of floppy drives .
But even better, it makes Apple DOS infinitely
friendlier, faster and more powerful. .

A lot more slices from the pie.
Our version 9f Agple DOS is so powerful and friendlv,it's like getting a Whole new
computer. You can work with files up to 400K.
Boot into any program from the hard diskAnd
run programs with a single keystroke.
We've added other features from the Corona
PC, our own 16-bit desktop and personal computers.
You can automatically; selectively b'ackup your volumes. Partition the disk and run up to 16 different
operating systems, including Apple DOS, Pascal and
CP/M~

And depend on our DataGuard"" and FailSafe'" data protection systems for the disk reliability
and data integrity you need.
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Your .saving grac~.
'
And if you're running programs
use a lot ofKs', you're still okay oe,catJse
we don't use any ,.,.<lu,.,.,',,",,,,,,
The Corona
• is sOftwarecompatible with industry-s taMard
packages IikeVisiCalc~
. ....
DBMaster,3 dBASE 114
and many others.
So if your Apple
is being squeezed.
juice it up with the Corona Starfire hard disk.
For the name of your nearest Corona dealer.
just call us toll-free at 800-621-6746. Or write
Corona Data Systems, 31324 Via Colinas, Westlake
Village. CA 91361. (213) 991-1144.

FEEL THE POWER.
Circle 116 on inquiry card.
Ie) Corona Data Systems 1983. 1: tm Digital Research. 2: tm Visicorp (needs
Transporter from Omega Microwave). 3: tm Stoneware. 4 : tm Ashton-Tate

Tea hyour
computer
""ho's BOSSI
Attend a dBase II or 1-2-3
Software8anc Seminar

Here are Just a few of SoftwareBanc Seminars' clients:
Arthur Anderson

Chase Manhattan Bank
Computerland
Cornell University
Digital Equipment Corp.

Digital Research
Dunn & Bradstreet
E.F. Hutton
Fox & Geller
IBM
Internal Revenue Service
Laventhol & Horvvath
Merrill Lynch
Osborne Computer Corp.
Polaroid Corp.

Price Waterhouse
RCA
Shell Oil
Smithsonian Institute
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Navy
U.S. Postal Service
Victor Business Products
Westinghouse
Xerox

1983 Schedule of Classes
Anchorage
August 11-12
Sheraton Anchorage

New York
September 19-23
New York Hilton

Dallas
November 14-18
AMFAC

Washington, D.C.
August 29-September 2
Marriott Crystal Gateway

Chicago
October 17-21
Hyatt Regency

San Diego
December 12-16
Hyatt Islandia

4 Days of Instruction
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
dBASE II Fundamentals
dBASE II Programming
Advanced dBASE II
Problem Solving with 1-2-3

State of the Art Presentation
• Video and sound system
• Buffet Lunch/Coffee Breaks
• Video tapes of program authors • Portfolio of Comprehensive
Seminar Notes

$175 Per Day of Instruction
Pre-payment may be made by:
MasterCard, VISA or Check.
Call or write to register

Software Bane Seminars
661 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA02174
(800) 451-2502
(617)641-1241 inMA
126
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Circle 407 on inquiry card.

The Challenge of Hard-Disk
Portability
How DMA Systems designed a removable hard-disk unit
for the transportable generation
by David A. Sutton
In the Old West, Winchesters were
designed to be portable. They could
survive weeks in dusty scabbards
and still function efficiently when the
need arose. These days, portable
Winchester disks operate under different constraints to perform different
tasks.
This is an account of the portability issues encountered by one harddisk-drive manufacturer, DMA Systems, and of the design decisions its
engineers reached.
Why does a transportable computer need a hard-disk drive? Because many of us need to transfer the
power of our desktop computers to
other loc'ations, and we don't want to
sacrifice software or hardware Capability in terms of speed and storage
capacity. Ideally, the capabilities of a
hard-disk unit sho1.lld be available
whether the system is transportable
(requires AC power) or portable (requires battery power).
A designer of a portable hard-disk
system confronts a difficult task if
reliability, speed, and capacity are to
be preserved . The most difficult challenge designers face is developing
truly portable hard-disk drives for
away-from-the-office data storage,
program loading, and backup storage.

Photo 1: The read/write head assembly
developed fo r DMA's fixed/removable hard
drives.

Quasi-Winchester
The challenge of combining both
removability and portability in a
single Winchester-type device means
that designers must grapple with the
fact that a removable-only cartridge
drive (or the removable portion of a
fixed /removable drive) is not a Winchester in the classic sense. In 1973,
IBM developed Winchester technology and dropped the flying height
of the head from 80 micro inches to
as low as 15 microinches above the
disk . This low flying height dictated
the characteristics we now consider
typical of a Winchester-heads and

disk in a sealed environment, heads
that land on the disk prior to flying,
lubricated media, and stringent airfiltration systems. These controls
enable the head to fly lower and the
drive to achieve Winchester flying
heights.
IBM's original 30-30 project (30
megabytes fixed, 30 megabytes removable) presumed that the only
way to guarantee a contaminationpropf disk surface for the low-flying
Winchester heads was to package
heads and disks together in a sealed
environment. The cost of a removable
Winchester "pack;' therefore, would
have to include the cost of a complete
set of heads and a head-carriage
mechanism. It was an impractical approach then and is even more
impractical for microcomputers.
In any situation in which a disk
drive may be moved, it's equally impractical to have the heads settle onto
the disk area during power-down.
Allowing the head to touch the
media risks damage to both the data
on the disk and the head itself.

Hazards of Portability
A portable hard-disk cartridge
drive faces a triple set of hazards : to
the cartridge, to the drive, and to the
combined cartridge and drive
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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(operating or not operating). Cartridge and drive are both part of an
electromechanical assembly that
must deliver years of reliable service
without requiring maintenance. It
would certainly be asking too much
of any user to seat the cartridge with
anywhere near the level of care used
in a factory clean room to align a
sealed Winchester disk-and-head assembly. Instead, a drive designer
must assume that both cartridge and
drive, of either fixed or removable
type, will be subject to every conceivable kind of abuse:

drive designer must overcome in this
ongoing quest for miniaturization.
Instead, the belief prevails that "If it's
smaller, it should be cheaper:' Maintaining reliability and enhancing performance means that a designer must
rethink every aspect of the drive
assembly and electronics:

.shock and vibration that can cause
head or disk-surface damage or
cause data to be lost because the
balance between aerodynamic lift
and head-loading force has been disturbed or because the heads have
been thrown off track by spurious
sideways movements
.contamination (dust, cigarette
smoke, moisture, or chemical fumes)
that enters the cartridge or collects on
the heads and actuator arm when the
cartridge has been removed from the
drive
.strong electrical or magnetic fields
that can make data and software unreadable
.unsophisticated or unauthorized
users who are convinced that their
principal mission in life is to enforce
Murphy's law personally

In designing its Micro-Magnum
fixed/removable and removable-only
drives, DMA Systems attempted to
address all of these needs. Charting
unknown waters, DMA engineers expected the worst (and have rarely
been disappointed).

Shrinking Size and Costs
As if these challenges were not
enough, cartridge-drive designers
must face the fact that the requirement for portability or transportability will only encourage the demand
for smaller drives (or greater capacity within the same drive envelope).
A designer's task is to maintain reliability and performance. As disk size
drops, data density steadily increases, making it all the more difficult to maintain repeatability (the
capability to read recorded data when
a cartridge is inserted in a drive) and
interchangeability (the capability to
record data on one drive and read it
when the cartridge is inserted into
another similar device) .
In a cost-conscious market, little allowance is given to the difficulties a
128
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.the
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• the
• the

read/write heads
disk media and motor
head-positioning servo system
data separator
drive enclosure
cartridge design

As disk size drops,
data density steadily
increases, which makes
it difficult to maintain
repeatability and
interchangeabi lity.
Contamination Control
One concern of designers has been
the control and removal of contaminants that could cause severe
head and media damage or destroy
the integrity of recorded data. DMXs
solution to this problem is the highcapacity, closed-loop, recirculating air
system for a "double half-height"
fixed /removable drive.
A preliminary purge cycle removes
all the contaminants that may have
entered the drive when a cartridge is
inserted. The impeller-drive system
then continues to move all air in the
drive through a recirculating filter at
least once per second. The filter unit
was designed to last for five years
with no filter changes.
Both the drive and the cartridge
have self-sealing doors to keep contaminants from entering their respective compartments and to ensure a
clean head-disk interface. Whenever

the spindle motor is turned off, the
head assembly is completely withdrawn into the drive and the door
seals the head-port opening. The cartridge also has a door to protect the
head opening and a clamp that
secures the hub against the cartridge
to prevent foreign substances from
entering the cartridge.
Most of the contaminants that enter
the system were already inside the
cartridge when it was inserted into
the drive. The purge cycle removes
most of these and also raises the
pressure in the cartridge so that any
air leaks vent outward and no further
contaminants may enter the cartridge. Any loss due to leakage is
made up by air pulled into the system
through a breather filter.

Head Design
A consistent head-to-media relationship is an absolute must for data
integrity and device reliability. The
head and disk must maintain their
critical distance, yet head and disk
surface must not physically touch.
This premise is overlooked in the design of most 5V4-inch Winchester disk
drives-a fact that becomes critical
when transporting the drive introduces the opportunity for violent
head-to-disk contact.
When the disk is in a cartridge
that is being pushed in and out of
several drives, or even in and out of
the same drive on a daily basis,
elimination of head-to-disk contact is
essential. Therefore DMA developed
the Cushion-Aire head assembly
(photo 1) to allow a Winchester air
bearing to be loaded dynamically
onto a spinning cartridge disk.
Because the head never starts or
stops touching the disk, there is no
head ringing on the disk, no
head-landing on top of contaminants
after purge cycles, no damage to
heads during transit, and no accidental jostling of the system during use.
Though nickel-zinc-ferrite and
manganese-zinc monolithic ferrite
heads are commonplace on larger
Winchester drives, both present
drawbacks when incorporated into a
5V4-inch design. At the data densities
required, the signal output of nickelzinc-ferrite heads is unacceptable,

How to make your Apple run
3 1/2 times faster.

Just plug in the Accelerator n®
and watch your Apple® n or n Plus take of[
Imagine running VisiCalc~ DB Mastet,!' Applesofi, Apple Fortran or Pascal without long delays.
With the Titan Accelerator IT, your Apple IT or IT Plus runs these programs a true 3 1/2 times faster. The
Accelerator IT also runs your Franklin, Basis and other Apple II compatibles 3 1/2 times faster. This
faster computer response time means less waiting for you and an increase in your productivity
This Titan exclusive has its own fast 6502 processor, 64K of high-speed memory, and built-in
fast language card. It is transparent to your software and is hardware compatible with most standard
peripherals. And you can tum if off from the keyboard to run your Apple at regular speed.
Find out how to run faster and increase your productivity without breathing hard. For information on the Accelerator II and other Titan microcomputer products, see your computer dealer or
contact: Titan Technologies, Inc., Po. Box 8050,3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48107; Telephone
(313) 973-8422 .
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TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

FORM ERLY SATURN SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN

Attention dealers. Ask us about our special demonstrator unit offer.
Sales and marketing by The MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP, Costa Mesa, CA.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle 390 on inquiry card .

VisiCa1c is a registered trademark of Vi 51 Corp, Inc.

DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware, Inc.
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and manganese-zinc heads are only
marginally acceptable. Furthermore,
monolithic heads have inherently
less signal output due to their
relatively long flux path. To remedy
the signal strength problem-and to
provide less parasitic inductanceDMA chose to develop a composite
head employing a discrete manganese-zinc core, glass-bonded into a
ceramic Winchester-type air-bearing
enclosure.

Embedded-Servo Head
Positioning
To overcome errors that might occur in head tracking due to thermal
expansion, cartridge interchange,
friction in the cartridge, offset due to
drive tilt, and disk runout, the DMA
engineering staff employed another
. proven large-disk technique: embedded-servo head positioning.
The embedded-servo technique
eliminates any requirement for head
alignment and is, in fact, a key to the
successful use of hard-disk cartridges. Servo codes embedded (i.e.,

recorded) on the disk guide the drive
heads to the proper position by sending signals to the mechanism controlling the read/write head as the
head passes over the disk. This technique enables the drive to actually
adjust the head position in the event
of errors due to heat expansion or
other factors.
Embedded-servo positioning requires two steps. First, course positioning allows the proper track to be
located. Embedded-servo data is prerecorded on the disk during the manufacturing process and is typically
contained in the first 26 bytes of each
sector on the disk. The servo code
contains data for each track number
on the disk. As the head crosses a
track, it reads the servo data and a
software routine calculates a demand
velocity based on the difference between current track location and target
track. Head speed is controlled, in effect, by a linear-motor servo that
receives continuous analog input
from the drive's control electronics.
In the second step, the fine-posi-

tioning servomechanism locates the
read/write head within a half-track
distance of the desired location. Prerecorded signal segments A and B
define the fine-positioning servo
bursts. The edges of signals A and B
are recorded along the center of the
tracks so that a head centered exactlyon a track will read equal amplitudes from both segments (see figure
1). If the head is off center, one amplitude will read higher, the other lower.
The difference is detected and used
as an error signal to drive a linearmotor positioner to seek and maintain the proper track center-line
. position.

Drive Electronics
Shrinking the control electronics to
the limited volume of a SIf4-inch drive
was no small task. This mission was
complicated by the circuitry for the
embedded servo and voice-coil head
positioner.
We developed a dual microprocessor-controlled system to conserve
space as well as to partition functions

lie Most Pf'OIIIising Duet
,For An Orellestra.

. Our due' Is perfect 'or a sing.e user syst;••,
. . . . duet perforllls even .etter in a .u.tl-user Or4rn•••r.

*

*80:
Single Board
_ Single

I

_ Promatter

_"".... 1.1-

slave ~electJ~n
_ Redundant procellor manipulation
_ 4MHz Z80A or

6MHz Z80B CPU _ ~~:-::~. .~~~;:;~~
64K RAM and 2K EPROM with monitor
_ 2 serial, 2 parallel, 4 timer
ports _ Bi-directional Inter·
processor channel _ Dual
mode serial ports Interface
Multi.layer PCB construction.

$495.

Circle 236 on inquiry card.

DCM 80: S-100 Disk Can,tral'
Module _ 8" and/or 6v.." I.GIIliIli'V
controller _ SASI (ANSI, SCSI)
host adapter _ Single and double
single and double side _
implementation on
2.2 and TurboDOS!
, TM of Digital I .... rch. Inc•
• TM of SoflwaN 2000. Inc.

•--

$345.

------ -

JC SYSTEMS
469 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
408·945·0318
TWX#910·381·7041

Come visit us 'In our
New York showroom.

* For IBM

.7'N,rS

Our Speciality: 68000, 6809 CPU, graphic, database, communication, word processing

J... MITSUBISHI

[3 cromemeo
Incorporated

Tomorrow's Computers Today

TELEVlOEO, VISUAL,' IDS, OKiOATA, EPSON, HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
DYSAN, C.ITOH, TANDON, SWTPC, AMDEK, NEC, IBM, DEC, ESPRIT, QUME, GTCO, SANYO

PC COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS
CROMEMCO
CS1D2E
CS1HD5E

Best Price
Anywhere
$

256K RAM, 68000 & Z80 .. 4,396
512K RAM, 68000 & Z80
20M8 hard disk, one 5 Y. "
floppy disk . . .. . . . .... . 7,596

WICAl

1 to 12 users, 68000 CPU, 256K to
4.5M8RAM , 10M8to474MBhard
disk. graphic ..... . . . 9,000 & up
68000 CPU . 80MB SMD hard
disk. intelligent I/O. UNIX, relational
CALL
database .... . . .. . . ... . CALL
North Star . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SWTPC. HELIX. DYNABYTE. TERAK ..... . CALL
YOUR OWN PERSONAL ROBOT .. .. . . . . 2.215

DUAL

I------------------t
MODEMS
D.C. Hayes

USR
UDS
Novation

Epson QX-1 0 Computer
Besl word processing system (For local customer
only)
Cromemco C- l OSP . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 1,490
Televideo. Morrow Design, LNW . . . . . .. . CALL

r
~

~ ZW·ll0·32
ZVM 135

i~l

I
~
I
~

Wyse
Viewpoint

Amdek

m

~

color I 13" . . . . . . . . .... . . 340
"color II RGB .. . . . ... . .... 699
color IV 720 x 400 .. . .... 1.070
300 green. . . . . . . . . .
. 149
12" green . .... . .... . .. . 170
1203 RGB .. ... .... . .... 725
color monitor . .. . . ... .. . . 330
Amber ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149

NEC
Taxan

t-------------------I
PLOTTER/DIGITIZER

~

21 2 LP . . . . . . . . . . ...... 400

il

Columbia

il

Sweet·P

~~:~cat .

~

IBM PC ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... CALL

~

Tandon Drive 100-2 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... 260

Portable Computer

il
~
il

~

Eag'le' ....... . . CALL ~

12" green . .. .. . . 115
12" Amber ..... . 139
medium resolution .. 305
640 x 480 .. . ' .' .. 550

1 28K RAM . t WO floppy disks. monitor, two
ser. & one par . ports , EagleWriter , EagleCalc ,
MS-DOS, and CP/M-86 .... . ...... CALL

~

~~~~c'a~ 300. '. '. '. '. '. '.. '. '. '. '. ~~~ ~ ~;~s~ ~~~~~~o fI.OPPi~S •. 2 . Ser ..&. .1C~~L ~
300/ 1200.. .. ..... . ..

~~~

" 300 baud modem W/SW . . . . 350

TERMINALS

Visual

Zenith

~

ill~
il

~

Corona
128KRAM 320Kfl
640 325
h'
,
oppy ,
x
grap IC,
green monitor ser. & par. port. DOS ,
GW BASIC , MultiMate word processing. PC

MONITORS
ZVM -123
ZVM -122
ZVM-131
"ZVM-135

~

Ashton-Tate.
. . .. . . .. .. 489
Grftalk business graphics .. .. 400
Async micro to mainframe. . . . 100
Alpaca micro to micro ... . .. . 450
Crosstalk Microstuf . . .. • . .. 160
Accounting software
• Accounting Plus. . . .
. .. 299
" Legal Timekeeping &
Accounting .. ... ... .... 699
"Peach pak (GL,AR,API . . . .. 390
M8SI .
. . . ... .. ... ... CALL
CPAid
" Master Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL
Microsoft
Multiplan .. . . . . . .. . . .. 220
Word processing
I.US.
Easy Writer II . . . . . . .. . . . 260
MultiMate
" Word Processing .. ... . .... 375
IBM Concurrent CP/M86 package. . . . . .. CALL

Televideo

•

~

.. . 985
.. 1,185
.. 2.150
.. 1.850
. . 1 ,400

Tutor . . ..

dBue II
Redding

Hazeltine

~

Dual drives , 128KRAM,
8/16 bit . color board,
225 x 640 graphics . .. CALL
with 11 MB hard disk .. . CALL
RGB I '
640 c~~~mOnitor
550
x
.. . . . . . . . .

Qume 11 +

620 . ..... .. . . . . . . .
F-10 Starwriter 40 cps ..
7710 , 7730 ... .. .. ..
3550 for IBM . . ... .. .
40 cps . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

Smartmodem
300 baud . ·. .. ..... . . ... 230
1200/300 baud . . . . . . . .. 520
" 1 200B modem & communication
SW . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 470
Auto Link 1200 .
. .. .. 450

SOFTWARE

Zenith

1

Zenith

~ Z·110

1----------------"1 il
Ven·Tel

IBM COM PA'TI BLE

<===J'

Diablo
CJTOH
NEC

Z-29 Smart terminal . . .. ... CALL
ZT -1 with modem . . . . . . . . . 488
Esprit II .. . . . ...... .. .. 588
Esprit III emulate Televideo 950.665
Esprit III color terminal . .... . 875
925 ... .... ... . . . .... . 740
970 ... ... . . . .. .. .... 1,099
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 625
55 green . . .
. .... . ... 725
300 . ..... . ..... . . . ... 948
550 graphic .. .. . . . .... 2,1 50
100 ... . . .. . ..... .. ... 795
ADDS color terminal .. .. . .. CALL

Circle 91 on inquiry card .

W

~

i~l

Corona

PPC -1 128K RAM, one 329K
floppy . monitor , and serial
port . .. . . . . . . . ... CALL
Columbia , Televideo ... .. . . .. . . . . CALL
AST, Quadram , LNW cards ... . ..... CALL

IilI
b,

Ii

~"' _Ii

1<==='1'

~

il

Iif·

Houston Instrument DMP-29 ..

Amdek

GTCO

'ti
q

til

o
. . .. ... . . .. . 215

BANANA

50 cps .

Microprism

110 cps , 84 x 84 graphic. pin &
friction feed . ser .ipar . . . ..... 459
200 cps. 132 col ..... . .. 1, 100
with graphic . . .. ... .... 1,180
with graphic , color, friction . . 1,590
100 cps . . ..
. . .. ..... 339
. . . .
. ... . .... . . . 525
FX-80 160 cps . . •. .. . . . . 560
FX- l00 ... . . . .. • ••.... CALL
ML 83A ..... . . .. . . .... 625
84 Par . . . . . . . • • . .. 960
92 ..... .. • . . .. . .. . 500
93 . .. .. .. . • . . . . ... 840
160 cps . ...... . . . • . .. . 620
200 cps.
. . . . . . 1,393
Prowriter I par . . . . . . . . . .. . 410
8600 two colors. . .
. .. 1,050
P1350 . . . . .
. . . .. 1.525

IDS
Prism 132
Gemini 10
15
Epson
Okidata

MT 160L
rVlT 1602
CJTOH
Toshiba
Dynax 15
Brother
Silver Reed
Transtar

* Letter Quality *

1 3 cps (Brother) .. . .. . ... 520
HR-l 12 cps . . ... . .. . . . .. 785

. .. . .

.. . .. . . .... ... M9

130 .... .. .. . ... . . .. .. 727

• Plotter . . . . . . . . . .

.. .. .. 610

:~~~~i~ii~e~nf~;si~~aCkage .. 2 .500

COMPUTER CHANNEL COMPUTER CHAN
8
:;;:

,§:;c

PRINTERS

. . . . . ... 1.795
DMP-40 . ... . . . . ... 795
DMP 41 & DMP 42
CALL
.. .... .
H' d D' '1'
CALL
xy ~j~tter.'~' ~:~ .' .' .' .' .' .- .' .- .' . 665
6 pens .. . .... 1.095

~

Monthly Special
$ 380
MITSUBISHI

~
~

Two M2894 drives. cabinet with power supply

:;c
~
:>-

8
8" Double Sided/Double Density Flexible disk :;;:
drive Qume & Shugart Compatible
'ti
M2894-63 1.2MB drive . . ... . . . . .. . 380 ~

§&

fan (unassembled) . ... .... . ... . 1.099
t;j 8" dual M2894 drives subsystem
~ (assembled) .. . . . ..... . . . . .... . 1.130

§

~ Technical manual. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 25 t;j
'ti Dual drives signal cable .... . . . . . . . . . . 50 t:'"

~

Slimline bare drive 8" .. . ... .. .. . . . . 4108

:;c

(compatible w/Cromemco 64FDC)

~

IDS

~

Micro~r~~I;'in~erVVeICo.m .e . . $459 ~

~ ::::~i~eo~;p~o~litor : : ::: ::: :::: .: ::~ ~
COMPUTER CHANNEL COMPUTER CHAN
Prices subject to change. American Express, Visa/Mastercard
add 3%. F.O .B. point of shipmant. 20% rastocking faa for
returned merchandise. Personal checks take 3 weeks to
clear. COO on certified check only . N.Y . residents add sales
ta x. Manufacturers' warranty only . International customers,
please confirm price before order. Accept P.O . from Fortune
500, schools and goV 't.

Computer Channel
21-55 44th Road
Long Island City, NY 11101

TELEX:
429418
CST NY

(212) 937-6363
1-800-331-3343

For InfOl'mlltion CALL
To order CALL
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NlICRC~PRES::
DISK DRIVES FOR

EMBEDDED
SERVO
DATA

IE¥[· apple!· TRS-8o..2!"*nw/HEATH®
AND OTHER PERSONAUMICROCOMPUTERS

---------1
8

TRACK 101

USER
TRACK
DATA

A
TRAC KI00

B
TRAC K 99

L....--

A
SECTOR
INDEX
AND
TIMING
FIELD

COARSE
POSITION
~ACK

FINE
POSITION

NUMBER

Figure 1: This diagram shows how the servo data is embedded on the disk to facilitate precise
8"

THINLINE FLEXIBLE DISK SUBSYSTEM
(SHOWN ABOVE) FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED WITH
COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION
1·8480" DUAL DRIVE . DOUBLE·SIDED , 2.4MB .. $1 ,495
1·8481" SINGLE DRIVE , DOUBLE·SIDED, 1.2MB;
INCL. FILLER PANEL - SECOND DRIVE
CAN BE ADDEO LATER ...... . ...... , 995
-a" FLEXIBLE DISK CONTROLLERS FOR IBM'
PC & Clppia NO CONTROLLER NEEDED
FOR ~ /HEATH " Z·100 .
Call

51/4" FULL HEIGHT INTERNAL MOUNTING FLEXIBLE DISK
DRIVES FOR IBM PC & XT, ~/HEATH"
AND OTHER SMALL COMPUTERS:

~~ ~~.,.\r\'$Z'
CDC 9409 DOUBLE·SIDED , 4STPI, 320 /360KB .

lando"

TM100·2 DOUBLE·SIDED , 4STPI , 320KB ..
TM101·4 DOUBLE·SIDED , 96TPI , 640KB .

245
235
295

51/4" Vl HEIGHT INTERNAL MOUNTING FLEXIBLE DISK

DRIVES (INCLUDES STRAP KITS TO MOUNT IN FULL
HEIGHT rOOTPRINT) 6 MS. STEP RATE
landon TM50·2
DOUBLE·SIDED , 48TPI
(2) DRIVES FOR 395
OUMETAAK 142
DOUBLE·SIDED,48TPI
(2) DRIVES FOR 425
TEACFD 55·B
00UBLE·SIDED , 4STPI
.. (2) DRIVES FOR 575
TEAC FD 55-F
DOUBLE·SIDED , 96TPI ....... (2) DRIVES FOR 750

~~~' 4 DRIVE ADAPTOR CABLE ............. Call
~~~. PC DOS SOFTWARE UTILITIES FROM TALL TREE
SYSTEMS
J FORMAT ENABLES USE OF 5V4", D/S, 96TPI
& S" FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES PLUS
OTHER FEATURES FOR IBM PC DOS
1.10 VERSION 17S .
J FORMAHSAME AS J FORMAT ABOVE FOR
IBM PC DOS 2.0
WINDRIVE ENABLES USE OF WINCHESTER
SUBSYSTEMS FOR IBM PC DOS 2.0
JETDRIVE ENABLES IMPLEMENTATION OF
ELECTRONIC DISK FOR IBM PC
DOS 2.0 .
J UTILITIES INCLUDES J FORMAT·2 , WINO RIVE
& JETORIVE .

50
35
35
35
95

~~~~~T:' DISKETTES
1242·00
1244·00

5V4" SINGLE·SIDED , SINGLE/DOUBLE
DENSITY, WRITE PROTECT NOTCH & HUB
RING .. . ... . . . , (Box of 10) Special 19.95
5V4" OOUBLE·SIDED , SINGlE/DOUBLE
DENSITY, WPN & HUB RING .. (Box of 10)
Special 29 .95
S" SINGLE OR DOUBLE·SIDED ,
SINGLE/DOUBLE DENSITY, WPN &
HUB RING, VARIOUS FORMATS .
Call

Clppicz DISK DRIVES
DATA DRIVE5V4" FLEXIBLE DISK EXTERNAL
SUBSYSTEM BY TAVA CORP .

275

NlICRQ~PRES~

~
~.

132

(714) 632-8512

305 S, ~tate College Blvd ,
Suite 135
[(~I
Anaheim , CA 92806
"-~
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positioning of the heads over the tracks,

and simplify the hardware. One
microprocessor is dedicated to 110
(input/output) status purposes including front-end function, safety
checks, and fault algorithms. This
microprocessor also preformats all
SEEK commands into the form required by the second microprocessor,
which controls all the internal command lines of the embedded-servo
system.
The second microprocessor also receives embedded-servo information
from a servo decoding unit-a
custom, large-scale integrated circuit
(LSI)-which gives the microprocessor the information required to
perform the basic disk-drive servo
functions: track following and seeking, rezeroing, and loading and retracting of the heads.
Partitioning these operations between two microprocessors helps
achieve faster overall system
response. For example, the second
microprocessor may perform a SEEK
while the first continues to handle all
interface and safety functions; two
microprocessors can handle emergency situations faster than a single
processor.
Two custom LSI gate-array chips
were also developed to achieve the
needed packing density and to manage the servo data while protecting it
from any accidental overwriting.
The first gate-array chip is committed to servo control of the spindle

and is a 200-gate array that includes
spindle-motor commutation circuits,
a spindle-speed control servo, a
speed-safety function, and a lO-MHz
crystal oscillator. The second, an
800-gate array Ie, decodes the digital
information within the embeddedservo fields. Erase-gap detection, sector decoding, the location of index
marks, track timing checks, and sample pulses for fine positioning of the
heads are all controlled by this chip.
If the drive were ever to overwrite
the embedded-servo fields, data
could be irretrievably lost. To prevent
this, a series of hardware and software safety checks works to protect
both the embedded-servo fields and
the data on the disks. The decoding
gate-array chip checks hardware
before clearing the way for a WRITE
operation. The heads can respond
within microseconds to any unsafe
condition spotted by the gate-array
chip. Software checks are also written into the drive firmware to enable
the WRITE functions . The software
will not proceed with a WRITE
operation until two successive embedded-servo sectors have decoded
the same track identification and no
fault conditions have been found in
the drive.

Packaging and Power Drain
In almost every respect, currently
available hard-disk Winchester drives
can meet the requirements imposed

Don't take
no for all answer!
WINCHESTER CARTRIDGE DISK DRIVES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

DMA Systems
51,14" Drives

Feature

Now in production
Data interchange
Contamination control
Retractable heads
Standard cartridge
40 ms access time
5 Mb capacity (formatted)
Capacity growth capability
Removable-only drive
Fixed/Removable drive
A comparison of Winchester
cartridge disk drives shows there's
really no comparison.
Only DMA Systems allows you to
interchange data between drives.
Only DMA Systems has a unique
retractable head that ensures data
integrity by never touching the disk.
Only DMA Systems has a selfsealing clean air system that prevents
contaminants from reaching the data
- even after thousands of insertions.
And only DMA Systems gives
you a choice of fixed/removable or
removable-only drives. Both models match mini-floppy front panel
dimensions and adapt to existing
51.:\" Winchester drive controllers.
What's more, DMA Systems is
the only manufacturer delivering

Circle 153 on inquiry card .

3.9"Drives

Other

5y,; " Drives

yes no no
yes no no
yes no no
yes no no
yes no yes
yes no no
yes yes yes
yes no no
yes yes yes
yes no no

m icrocomputer Winchester cartridge
disk drives.
But DMA Systems drives don't
just outperform other cartridge systems. They outperform all other
types of microcomputer backup.
Consider the alternatives . . .
Floppies have low capacity, poor
reliability and slow access time.
Streamers are unreliable and
can't provide random access.
There's only one drive manufacturer who can answer "yes" to all of
your needs: DMA Systems.
For more information write
DMA Systems, 601 Pine Avenue, Goleta, CA 93117 Or
call (805) 683-3811,
Telex 658341.

CMa

SYSTEMS

Just what the industry needs.

,
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~IIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ by portability or transportability.

,

r~:

II

LOWER PRICES!

~

They are reliable devices with builtin safety features and a high tolerNO HIDDEN CHARGES • DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
ance for abuse. But two issues still
~
Visa/MasterCard-NO CHARGE. Free UPS Shipping
..... need to be addressed: packaging and
power.
IIIII
...:.; It is too early to say how the drives
Prowrrter. l0: - '20CPS. SER
145
515
,.,.
will ultimately be integrated into
.. teIlo.on
~:l ~~ ~nl=~r II
~:: EA~ ~~:;~::~: ~r g~ ~~: ~=
:~~: ~
~~~i~:::m~~,*
275 11.
FuoctlOnSltrp
79
51
Slarwrrterf· l0. 4QCPS. PARorSER
1895 1170
portable or transportable systems.
150 115
Vidrotermw,Sotlswrtch
375 231
PIIn!mnler F·ID. 55 cps, PAR SER
1995
1515
~~~:::: ~'~la7~~\1ri82)SI
~ Color.
~.
Now, they are packaged as separate
. 1
2'
"
UltralermManual
19
15
C. ITON Aeel ••CHU..
~
1YPIl'IO
utO!
Starwriler F- tC Traclor
325
25G
8 . I .. fI .. OM.U'"
l .. aT aiM SOPTWAfll
OO,ULLI.
accessories that connect with a short
Screenwriter II
130
15
Wridurd lle, II + . franklin
140 115
Banana Ptinter. 50 CPS. PIS
Its
Screenwriter Prot
200 IlCI
Ramvlew , 80 lIe
195 115
Hroh.ResolutlOO.
12"
II
PltOIMIl[
.TA..
~
cable to the back of the computer.
~~~~<l1
2~~
Zoom
H
g:~:~: :~~~i ~~·. :.\2£CC~(t+eWI
!::
Z1
CPS. Thern~1
17D
This means that, for the first time, de24
IB
....
H.RDW.RE
hne 01
~
2'
ITI®....
signers of small hard-disk drives will
~~::~kef
~~ ~! TQ ",ODUCTS
DISKEmS
27
45
ILIPHAMT
be concerned with appearance and
lh",ho··
'0
2t
4t
22
~
21
UIM\3 II
WORHWOfIITM (",IMI, o.,MtyI
with an exterior that can withstand
VIDU
SOFTWARE
IV,, ' 55 '00
,.
~~taj~~6e~:!.P~BooI
~~ ~
5~~~'F~I~~~~e
~~ ~ scratches, heavy weights, and an ocw'Mem
It ~~~~::;"
~)
HARDWARE
17'
A..... COIIPAnaLI D'UVI.
~
casional drop off a desk. ManufacIIII
IIIC"O.O"
turers
will also be pressured to fur~~C~~dM(C~~t
3~~ 2~: .I..... A OM·LlM.
MODEMS
24
AMCHO..
TQ ",oove"
27
1.
ther decrease size and weight, antiL'l[ICOM
~
~~~::: ~~!e~les
~6 ;;
CIII
t~~ :::5~ ~:~: ~~~~~:~
~:;
cipating the day when hard disks are
~ AT'''''''Se'et''PO" ; .... ~7
~ SYSTEMSAV,RfAN,."LE}
75
~ the standard storage medium for
,..
iiII""IJ"
TO ORDER:....
ORDERS ONLY
,..
portable and transportable com.....
lIY PIfOIIE: 0nIe1' toll free. we hooor M-t <m Visa
TOLL FREE
,.. _EAGLE SOFTWARE Residents
(No extra charge). NO HIDDEN CHARGES. TJ(
1-800-231-0616
~
puters and have moved inside the
no tax on software (5% all oIhers).
Sorry. no COO.
TEXAS RESIDENTS
"box" to take the place of fading
BY MAIL: We will accept Cashiers Check <m 1Ml.
INFORMATION
~
PeffionaI checks allow 2 weeks. Please ,ootJle
floppy disks.
telephone number. Write for your free caIaiaJ <m
713/692-7100
.....
ORDER DEPT'
price list.
ALL BRANDS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
Most hard-disk drives were de,..
••
RETUIIIS: All sales final for 1J'WllOS. 10% restock* REQUIRES Z-SO SOFTCARO /
6121 Stuebner Airline Houston, Texas 7709t iog lee on returns.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
signed for integration into a desktop
We'll Match Any Advertised Price In this Magazlnel"
or console cabinet, with no real
limitation on the power required for
driving the high-speed spindle.
Drives now draw more than an
ampere of current and dissipate up
to 30 watts of power. This would
quickly drain any battery pack that a
user would be willing to carry. ThereDAISYWHEEL
fore, despite any designer's best efforts to reduce power requirements,
PRINTER
true portability is still unobtainable.
Computers with hard-disk storage
are still restricted to locations with external
power sources, including the
• Full Olivetti
type writer
12-volt
cigarette-lighter jack available
warranty
on most automobiles.
• u.L.
Despite this reservation, however,
Listed
there is no question that the harddisk cartridge will soon be a feasible
~
storage medium for every class of
plus shipping
small computer. In terms of conveFEATURES
nience, capacity, and removability, it
• T y p e write r opera tion w ith n o thin g to disco nnec t. 10. 12 o r 15 c l1a racte rs pe r
may soon be the only viable
inc h switch selectable . portable witll ca rry ing case . Entire inte rface m o unte d
inte rnall y in the Olivetti Praxis 30 ty p e write r. Un derlining . Cables ava ila ble fo r
alternative .•

~

I' _,,~":'

~,~~.~~

~

~
~

~

~

~
~

~

~

Ot'

100

75

Ultralerm (New)

379

275

PMter 'Plotter .

10:' PARI$ER

695

Gr!en

The Dlchonary

H)(I

7D

Mar\aQl!f
Cannonball Blitz
Peoa suslI
Crossllre

,:

GraphiCS

35

STX·80. 60

30
30

We carry a lull
disks. prlnlwhet!IS and much
mOle call or wrlle l Specify needs

Marauder

35

IBM- PC Joystick
IBM·PCTrOJek·Ball

65
70

5V,, ' SSIDD 1101
5Vt '" DSIDD

IU

60

V·CaIC 80 Pre· BooI

41

89

Muniplan (MS· DOS)
Mullilool BudQel Planning
Mun~OOI FiNontlal Anal

Board)

Apple II JoystICk

65

Prlnler

45

=Closslne
Frower
Mouskallack
SO..

50
275
150
100

31

115
75

30
35
35

27

51,1, " (50 Disk CaP 1
Disk Fllp·flle 8'" (50 Disk

31

Conlroller Cal(I

75

Signalman Mark

300 Baud. Duect. AS23 2

12'

WIBal

~

, I I I

I I

.

NOW
$495

most compute rs. Se rvice from Olive lti d ea le rs . Ce nlronics compa ti ble p a ra lle l
input. Built in se lf test. Ca rtridge ribbon. 2nd k eyboa rcl switc h se lecta ble .

125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA. N .Y. 14850
(607) 272 - 1 132
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Circle 58 on inquiry card .

David A. Sutton is the engineering vice-president
of DMA Systems (601 Pine Ave., Goleta, CA
93117). Prior to working at DMA, he worked at
General Electric and helped found Infonnation
Magnetics Corporation.

cause•••
If you're buying a small busi-

ness computer, there are a few
things you ought to lmow.A
lot of things.
You can spend several
thousand dollars and still have
a system that won't expand
with your business growth. So
we took this ad to point
out the facts about

at the same time. Single
processors bog down with
simultaneous use. Plus, the
Zej1S 4 gives you total flexibility
in computing with true sharing of data (not just passing
from one to the next) in a
complete multi-user environment. The operating features

Zej1S 4 ...

... because multi-user is
better than multiple single
users.
Once you grow
•
beyond your own
P;~
personal computing
needs for business, it no
longer makes sense to buy
a single user computer.
The cost alone-aside from
the inefficiency of not being
able to share data and to compute interdependently
in an office environment-makes this
option obsolete.
The Zej1S 4 allows up to
eight users to work from one
system at the same time. Each
can have his own terminal,
CPU, and active memory Each
shares ample file storage including floppy backup. And
each has a second port for his
own printer or telephone
modem.
... because multi-processor
is better than single
processor.
With the Zej1S 4 multiprocessor there is no loss in
power or speed of operation
when several users compute

and speed of the Zej1S 4 leave
single-processor units in the
dust. (We have documented
benchmark data to support
this-write us and we'll send it
to you.)
... because standard
programs are better than
non-standard programs.
You can use your Zej1S 4 .
right away because OSM provides you with industry standard word processing software,
electronic spread sheet, and
a powerful data base management system. In fact, there
are over 5,000 standard
CP1M" and MP 1M'" programs

available to Zej1S 4 users. Write
us for a free software directory
... because you can buy
the Zeps 4 for less than
$1,300 per user including
Winchester.
When you think of
what you'd have to
put out for eight personal computers, the
Zej1S 4 Computer looks
pretty good. Even when you
add the cost of terminals and
other peripherals, you can't
beat the Zej1S 4's cost
effectiveness. Plus
if your Zej1S 4 ever
needs maintenance,
covers you on its
Limited Warranty and Replacement Plan through nearly
200 nationwide locations of
RCA Service Corporation.
If these reasons
sound compelling to
you, act now to see
a Zej1S 4 in action at your
local OSM dealer. To find the
dealer nearest you please call
1-800-538-5120 or in California, 415-961-8680. Or write
to OSM at the address below.
We want you to learn more
about Zej1S 4. Because.
aSIA Your power to expand.
C6M Computer Corp., 665 Clyde Ave., Mountai n View,
CA94043 USA
ZeJ1S 4 isa trademark of OSM Computer Corporation.CP/M is
a registered tradema rk a nd MP/M is a trade mark of Digital

Research, Incorporated. © 1983 OSM Computer Corp. S&H

r------------------Yes. I want to know more about the Zel's 4 because ...

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Circle one: Dealer Distributor OEM Retailer End-user

Send To: OSM Computer Corp., 665 Clyde Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA
Circ le 340 on inquiry card .

THE VICTORY FACTOR. MICROCOMPUTER
ARCHITECTURE WITH NO END IN SIGHT.
Real UNIX '" Power. Real-Time Speed.
Victory Computer Systems announces
the FACTOR-the first 16-bit multi-CPU
computer that gives you pure UNIX programming power with real-time response.
We did it with a system architecture that
simultaneously implements an entire array
of 16 -bit single board computers. Each
SBC has its own MC68000 '" CPU , 256
kilobytes of dual-ported RAM, and
VRTX'"- a rugged, real-time software-onsilicon operating system that switches

tasks in as little as 100 f.LSec. So now you
can run several UNIX programs at once.
Or use your FACTOR to monitor automated equipment while simultaneously
processing words and data for up to 24
fully supported users.

The VMEbus. Faster by a factor of 10.
The FACTOR's CPUs communicate
over the VMEbus-an advanced new
backplane design with 6 card slots, 4
bus arbitration levels and 32 -bit address
and data paths. At 20 megabytes per

second, the non-multiplexed VMEbus is
an order of magnitude faster than the bus
implemented in today's most popular
microcomputer systems. Even if you
don't run a factory, the FACTOR 's speed
will mean faster throughput as your
computing needs grow. And growth is
what the Victory FACTOR is all about.

Exponential Growth. FACTORED-In.
The FACTOR 's expansion-oriented
architecture will take you far beyond
today's performance horizons. In pro-

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. VRTX is a trad emark of Hunter & Ready Inc . Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporati on. MC68000 is a trademark of Motorola
Inc . UNIPLU S is a trademark of Unisoft . Inc. l 80 is a trademark of l ilog , Inc. CPt M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc . ' The VMEbus is supported by Philips / Signetics.
Mos tek, Motorola and Thompson-CSF.

System Hardware:

o Each single board compu ter with : 16-bit

cessor power. In multi-channel industrial
1/ 0 flexibility. In on-board memory. In
built-in mass storage options. In the
number of fully supported users. And
there's no end in sight.
In designing a multi-user system with
real-time speed, you've always had many
factors to consider.
Now there's just one.
We've got more to tel/ you about the
Victory FACTOR. To get the whole story,
give us a call today.

MC68000 CPU , 256 Kb dual ported RAM, VRTX
real-time executive in PROM , 8 RS-232C serial
ports, and a Cen tron ics-compa tible parallel port .
o New international standard 20 Mb / sec VM Ebus.'
o Optional 1 Mb RAM expansion board.
o Mass storage: Hard disk, floppy disk, and removable
ca rtridge hard disk built -in . (29- 104 Mb UF)
o Fully supports Motorola 2 MHz I/ O bus and
industrial co ntrol interf ace ca rd s.
o Alphanumeric terminals in green, intern at iona l
amber, or color.
o Graphics terminals in monochrome or color.
o Optional coprocessor board for concurrent execution
of CP/ M'" on fou r Z80's, each with its own 64Kb RAM.

Outside CA: 1-800-221-2419
Inside CA: 408-295-4600
Or TELEX 176 -431 ANS; VICTORY SNJ
OEM QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

System Software:

o UNIX (UNIPLUS'") operating system (includes .. c ..
language).
o VRTX real-time operating system standard in PROM.
o Available languages: SMC Basic ; Fortran '77; Pascal
(IEEE Standard); RMCOBOL ANSI '74 Standard
(Ryan-McFarland).
local area network interface.
03780, and 3270 data communica tions protocols.

o Ethernet'"

THE ARCHITECTURE OF INTELLIGENT COMPUTING.
©Copyright 1983 Victory Computer Systems. Inc.

2055 GATEWAY PLACE SUITE 300
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95110
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Sotne people drive
rUle Gertnan tnachines to work.
Sotne people drive thetn once they arrive.
The tradition of high quality, high performance German
craftsmanship and engineering is legend. And while we most
often see that tradition in action on America's streets and
highways, it is in America's business offices that its future
holds the most promise.
The BASIS 108 is the proof.
This powerful small business computer passes higherpriced competitors with ease. Its dual
processors - for CP/M®and Apple II®
compatibility - open up the largest
library of microcomputer software
and plug-in peripherals available today
This unique combination also provides
compatibility with other popular languages, including
Pascal™ and LOGO.
The detached keyboard is a work of art and practicality
lightWeight and low profile, it features a full one-meter cord
for comfortable operation on your desk - or your lap. There's
a full 128-key ASCII character set. Fifteen user-definable
function keys that can provide access to 60 distinct functions.
A nine-key cursor control block. And a convenient eighteenkey numeric pad. For special applications, you can also
custom map the keyboard with a simple exchange of ROMs.
And there's more. RGB and composite NTSC or PAL
video. Keyboard-selectable 80-or 40-column display

High resolution color graphics. Parallel and serial printer
interfaces. Easily accessible outboard I/O connectors. Six
Apple II-compatible card slots for peripherals expansion.
Even a two-inch alarm or music speaker.
The BASIS chassis is cast aluminum, eliminating heat
and RFI interference problems. And there's plenty of room
for internal expansion to include hard disk drives and
other peripherals.
The BASIS 108. Microcomputing's "Best Of Both Worlds~'
German craftsmanship and American business savvy
CP/M-based business computing and Apple II-based personal
computing. High performance and surprisingly low cost.
The BASIS 108. A computing machine finely tuned to handle
the fast tracks of business today Call your BASIS dealer for
a test drive. Or call toll free in the U.S. (800) 222-0626.

I y\sIS
INCORPORATED
5435 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-5804 TWX: 910·598-4 512

Circle 48 on inquiry card.
CP/ M'" is a registered trademark of Digita l Resea rc h , Inc. Apple II " is a registe re d tradem ark o f Apple Compute r, Inc . Pasca l ,. is a trademark o f the Regents o f the
University of Califo rnia at San Diego. Perfect Write r, ,. Perfec t Spe lle r, ,. Perfect Fil e r, '" a nd Pe rfect Calc '" are Trade marks o f Perfecl Softw are Inc.

The Radio Shack TRS-80
Model 100
The power of this machine resides in the strong integration
among the built-in software packages
by Mahlon G. Kelly
I first laid my hands on a TRS-80
Model I back in 1978, and I was
amazed at what it could do. It

seemed obvious to me (and to many
others) that the microcomputers that
were then appearing-TRS-80, PET,

Photo 1: The Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100.

Apple, and their ilk-would revolutionize how many of us do our work.
Five years later, it's hard for me to
remember what it was like not to
have a microcomputer in my office.
I have used more than 20 brands of
microcomputers. All had their advantages and disadvantages and
most did what was expected of them,
but none excited me like that first
generation-until now. The excitement is back: the TRS-80 Model 100
is the precursor of another revolution.
The Model 100 is very different
from its prede.cessors: the portable
and pocket computers. The portables, all more than 20 pounds in
weight and with delicate disk drives,
aren't suited to go wherever you
want. The pocket machines can be
easily carried around but are
inadequate for large jobs because of
their limited keyboards, displays,
memory, and speed. I have often
dreamed of a computer-one that
had a typewriter keyboard and a useful screen display-that I could hold
in my lap, carry from office to office,
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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and use for jobs I would otherwise field data, or you can simply use it
do on my desktop machine.
as an excellent stand-alone machine.
The Model 100 is just what I
wanted, a fine stand-alone machine Physical Description
that is also ideally suited for hooking
The Model 100 is a little under 2
up to other computers, either directly inches thick and about the size of a
or over the phone. With its excellent typical sheet of typing paper (see
text editor, you can use it as an elec- photo 1) . The top surface has a fulltronic scratch pad and then exchange size keyboard and an LCD (liquidits contents with machines that have crystal display) showing 8 lines of 40
more storage, you can use it to characters each that can be adjusted
transfer data between incompatible for clarity at various viewing angles.
machines, you can use it as a remote Around the edges are several sockets
terminal, you can use it to gather and switches, which should give you
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-..,

The D8120 Terminal Controller makes your LA36
perform like a DECwriter®III.
The Datasouth DS120 gives your DECwriter®II the high speed printing
and versatile performance features of the DECwriter®III at only a fraction of the cost. The DS120 is a plug compatible replacement for your
LA36 logic board which can be installed in minutes. Standard features
include:
• 165 cps bidirectional printing
• RS232 interface
• Horizontal & Vertical Tabs
• 20 rnA Current Loop interface
• Page Length Selection
• Top of Form
• 110-4800 baud operation
• Adjustable Margins
• 1000 character print buffer
• Double wide characters
• X-on, X-off protocol
• Parity selection
• Self Test
• Optional APL character set
Over 5,000 DSl20 units are now being used by customers ranging from
the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous installations, entire networks of terminals have been upgraded to take advantage of today's higher speed data
communications services. LSI
microprocessor electronics
and strict quality control ensure dependable performance
for years to come. When service is required, we will
respond promptly and effectively. Best of all, we can deliver immediately through
our nationwide network of
distributors. Just give us a
call for all the details.
data@@(!i]~GD

computer corporation

4216 Stuart Andrew Blvd .• Charlotte, North Carolina 28210· 704/523-8500
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an idea of the power of this computer. There's an on/off switch, two
switches for the modern (one for
choosing originate or answer mode
and another for choosing between a
direct connection and an acoustic
coupler), and a push button for reset.
It also has sockets for a power transformer, a bar-code reader, a tape
recorder, a DB-25 connector for
RS-232C communication, a modern
connection to a phone line, and one
for a cable to a Centronics-compatible
printer. The transformer and cables
aren't included, but they're inexpensive. On the bottom are sockets
for additional ROM (read-only
memory) and a bus connector, both
of which hint at things to come.
Power can come either from an AC
outlet or from four AA alkaline batteries. Either source continually
charges nickel-cadmium (nicad) cells
that maintain the memory. The four
AA cells will last about 20 hours; a
light on the top warns when they're
low. If they run down, the nicads will
maintain the information already in
the computer for many days. A
switch on the back disconnects the
nicads when the machine is going to
be stored, but that will delete all the
information in the memory.
The Model 100 is available with 8K
bytes of RAM (random-access readl
write memory) for $799 or with 24K
bytes for $999; more can be added for
a total of 32K bytes. Files and
programs remain in memory until
they are deliberately killed. This sharing of memory makes the 8K-byte
version of the machine virtually
unusable for anything serious.

Keyboard
The keyboard is as good as any I
have used on a microcomputer or
terminal. It's of standard size and the
feel is excellent. There's nice audible
feedback on each key, and the autorepeat feature has a natural feel to it .
A touch-typist will be right at home.
Besides the normal typewriter keys
(including a Caps-Lock), it has six
special keys. Control and Escape keys
are available mainly for use with the
telecommunications program. The
Model 100 itself also responds to control characters-for example, Con-

Modern,
sc odern.
If you're thinking about getting a
modem , you're thinking about getting
information.
Dow Jones. THE SOURCpM
CompuServe™ You want to access a
computerized data base, and you think
you need a computer to do it.
Wrong.
What you really need is a simple,
economical way to get at the answers
in the computers. But by the time you've
bought a modem, software and the
right connections for your personal
computer, you've spent a fair amount
of money on a fairly awkward arrangement. On the other hand , you're 213
of the way to the price of a better idea.
Give yourself a break.
Get Scanset X L ~ the Personal
Infor mation Terminal.
For a few more dollars, you'll get
a lot more utility. At $895, Scanset XL
takes the tedium out of passwords
and answerbacks, and it will even speed
you directly through to frequentlyused files.
But best of all,
it leaves your

personal computer free to comp ute.
Scanset XL is as easy to use as
an autodialer. Because in addition to
a modem, there's a 36-n umber programmable autodialer built right in. So
instead of the 30 or so keystrokes it
can take to access a data base, you press
one button. Scanset XL takes care
of the rest.
And once yo u're on-line , Scanset
XL lets you save information directly
to your personal comp uter or printer.
No need to waste va lu ab le access
time for data manipulation. Who
knows 7 With the money you save, you
may decide to explore some of the
other 1200 available data bases.
Or, use Scanset XL for sim ultaneous voice and data communications. It's an extraord in ary new way
to exchange verba l and visual ideas
when the facts, alone, don't speak
for themselves.

At $895, Scanset XL comes with
the telephone built right in. But at
$649, you also have the option of a
phoneless Scanset~ Whichever you
choose, both models come complete
with valuable subscription offers to
Dow Jones News/RetrievaI,MTHE
SOURCE, and the Comp;'U;'Store™
discount buying service. So you can
start getting information moments after
you get your Scanset out of the box.
Find o ut how simple it can be to
get answers from computers. Call us
at the toll-free number below, and we'll
send you what you need to know.
The whole schmear.
1-(800) 228-2028 EXT 61

THE PERSONAL INFORMATION TERMINAL FROM TYM SHARE

TYMSHARE. INC.
20705 VALLEY GREEN DRIvE
CUPER1JNO CA 95014
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Scanset and Scanset XL are trademarks of
Tymshare. Inc.
SOURCE is a mark 01 Source Telecom·
puting Corporalion. a subsidiary of The
Readers Digest Association. Inc.
Dow Jones News/Relrieval ls a Irademark
01 Dow Jones & Company. Inc.
CompuServe is a trademark of
CompuServe. Inc .
Comp' U'Store is a trademark of
Comp·U·Card of Amenca. Inc.

trol-H sends a backspace and Control-I does a tab. There's also a Tab
key, although you cannot define the
settings.
The Num key latches in the down
position and redefines a cluster of
keys on the right half of the keyboard
as a keypad for data entry. In some
ways this is nicer than a separate keypad, because your fingers are always
near the Enter, Backspace, and other
keys. Code and Grph sit to the right
and left of the space bar. They let you
type in special graphics and
alphabetic (foreign-language) symbols that are represented by ASCII
(American National Standard Code
for Information Interchange) numbers higher than 127. The keyboard
has different characters for both
shifted and lowercase Code and
Grph modes. Unfortunately, because
these are not standard characters,
they won't be recognized by most
printers.
Above the main keyboard are 16
special-function keys, eight of which
are definable. The right-hand four are
arrow keys for moving the cursor. I
find them awkward to use; a cluster
would be much better. To their left
are four permanently defined keys :
a Pause/Break key that makes a program pause or stop, a key for sending material to the printer, a Label key
that causes the definition of the
software-controlled keys to be displayed on the bottom of the screen,
and a Paste key that's used with the
text editor. The eight left-hand keys
are definable, serving different
purposes with different software.
The only problem I have found
with the keyboard is that, when it's
sitting on top of a desk, your thumb
is likely to hit the lower edge of the
case before it actuates the space bar.
It's better if you put something under
the back of the case to tilt the keyboard, but it would have been nice
if the lower edge of the case had been
slightly cut away. Others have complained about the popping noise the
keys make when they're pressed.
Some people, however, don't mind
the sound the keys make: when I
loaned the machine to a student to
use during an exam, none of his
neighbors complained.
142
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Software
The way that the programs in ROM
are integrated with each other and
the machine makes the Model 100
revolutionary. Contained in 32K bytes
of ROM are the BASIC interpreter, a
versatile text editor, a telecommunications package with advanced features that supports both RS-232C
hook-up and 300-bps (bits per second) modem communication, a
schedule book, and an address book.
The address book also contains the
phone numbers for the auto-dial
modem.
When you first turn on the machine, you see a menu with the files
and programs, the time, day, date,
and the available memory. Five programs (BASIC, TEXT, TELCOM,
ADDRSS, and SCHEDL) are in
ROM. Two RAM files, ADDRS.DO

The way that the
programs in ROM are
integrated with each
other and the machine
makes the Model 100
revolutionary_
and NOTE. DO, are needed if the
address and schedule books are to be
used . Files are designated by three
suffixes: .DO(cument), .BA(sic), and
.CO(mmand) . A brqad reverse-video
cursor covers the file names and is
moved by the arrow keys. Pressing
Enter either executes the program
pointed to by the cursor or, for a .DO
file, enters the text editor and loads
that file into it.
Microsoft is selling the operating
system and BASIC to others, and this
system may become a de facto
standard. The NEC notebook computer that has recently been introduced is very similar, partly because
it uses much of ~he same software.

Text Editor
The text editor is the most commonly used program. It's used to
create and edit documents (including
the files for the address and schedule
books), and it also serves as the

BASIC editor. It's simple but very versatile; it is not a word processor, however. When a document is printed, it
is presented exactly as it occurs in the
memory; no provision is made for
page control, variable margins, and
the other things that a word
processor should do. But a simple
BASIC program can be used to
format a file (see listing 1).
The text editor is simplicity itself in
concept. Only eight things can be
done: text can be inserted, marked,
deleted, copied, or searched for; the
cursor can be moved; and files can be
saved to or read from tape. No typeover mode is available. To replace
text, it must first be deleted, by either
backspacing over it or by marking it
and then cutting it out. Being
permanently in an insertion mode
may be confusing if you're used to
more typical text editors, but the
strangeness soon goes away. When
pressed by themselves, the arrow
keys either move the cursor up or
down or one character to the right or
left. They can also be used to scroll
through the text. Pressing Shift and
an arrow key either moves to the top
or bottom of the screen or one word
to the right or left. Pressing the Control key and either horizontal arrow
moves the cursor to the beginning or
end of a line; with the vertical arrows,
Control moves to the top or bottom
of the document. When supplemented by the Find function, the
arrow keys make it easy to position
the cursor anywhere in the text.
Cut-and-paste operations are just
as easy. Pressing the key marked Sel
(for select-function key F7) and then
moving the cursor makes everything
that the cursor passes over appear in
reverse video. Text can be "unmarked" by pressing the Break key,
moving the cursor back over the text,
or pressing the Sel key again. Pressing Cut (key P6) removes the marked
text, saving it in the paste buffer. If
you press Copy (key PS), the text
goes to the buffer but isn't removed
from the document . At any time,
pressing the Paste key puts the contents of the paste buffer into the
document in front of the cursor.
I do have some criticisms of the
editor. It's easy to find a string, but

UNBELIEVABLEI

Other quality pro~ucts available from XCOMP.

CONTROLLERS HARD DISK
SUB-SYSTEMS

XCOMP manufactures a
complete line of controllers
for all popular drives. The
X/ R Series is a controller for
3 to 300 megabyte drives.
We also produce a S100
controller package . A
microprogrammable data
board is common to each
package and operates with
a second drive interface
board. Buffer size is 256
bytes, with disk data rate
up to 10MHz.

10 megabyte and 16
megabyte hard disk
sub-systems for the IBM PC,
Apple II and III and nearly
all popula r personal
computers.
XCOMP sub-systems are 2
to 3 times faster than many
of the competition 's and
come complete w ith our
extensive software .

PACKAGE
DEALS

Exceptional prices on 10 and
16 megabyte formatted
drives and controllers. The
5TI5 for 5100 computers and
the STIR for single board
computers. An optional Z-80
adapter allows for simple
plug-i n convenience.
Optional equipment
includes software, cables
and cabinetry.

THE TOASTER

THE TOASTER is a hard disk
sub-system containing TWO
REMOVABLE 3.9", 5
megabyte cartridges. THE
TOASTER provides unlirr '
storage and conver> ;
back-up with tC'·
portability. v GO~ ....\~6
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Listing 1: A Model 100 BASIC program to format text output. This program was placed in
the public domain by Ed luge of Tandy.

1 'NEWPRT.l00 Ed Juge 04/19/83
2 ' <GRPH>p causes forced end of page
3 'Defaults for Margins (L,R), print
4' title on page 1 (HO$) and line
5' spacing (LS) e>:ist in line 20.
6 '

7'
10 CLS:CLEARZOOO:S=O:FILES
20 L=10:R=6S:HO$="Y":LS=1
30 C$=STRING$(60,32):LN=0:F~=1
40 GDSlJB100:INPUT".OO file to print ";N$
50 GOSUB100:INPUT"Margins (L,R) ";L,R:IFL=OTHENL=l
60 L$=STRING$(L-1,32) :GOSUB100:INPUT"Line Spacing (1/2) ";LS
70 GOSUB100:INPUT"Enter page title";H$
80 GOSLJB100:INPUT"Title on Pg.l <YIN) ";HO$
85 OPENN$FORINPUTASl
90 GOrollO
100 PRINT@20S,C$:PRINT@205,"";:RETURN
110 CLS:IFH$=""THEN PH$=L$+DATEi:GOT0140
120 PH$=STRINGi(R-B,32)+OATE$
130 IFHK:> ""THENMIDf<PH$,L, (LEN(Hi)) )=H$
140 IFHO$="Y"DRHOi="';j"THENGOSUB 360 :PRi=L$
160 PR$=L$
170 IFLN>=50TI£NGOT0330
180 FORJ=LEN(PR$)TOR
190 PR$=PR$+INPUT$(l,l)
200 IFEOF(1)THENCLOSE:EN=1:GOT0280
210 IFRIGHT$(PR$,1)=CHR$(10)THENPF=1:GOT0270
220 IFRIGHT$ (PR$ , 1)=CHR$ (128 lTH8f'R$=LEFH( PR$, ,J-l ):GOT0330
230 I£XTJ
2'10 IFMIO$(F'Ri,J,l)=" "THEN260
250 J=J-l:GOTOZ40
260 NX$=MIO$(PR$,J+l,R):PR$=MIO$(F'R$,l,J):GOT0280
270 PR$=LEFT$(PRi,LEN(PR$)-2)
280 IFMIO$(PR$,L,3)=" "THEN300
290 IFMIO$(PR$,L,1)=" "THEN PR$=MID$(F'Ri,2,LEN(PRi)) :GOTOZ90
300 LPRINTPR$:LN=LN+1 :IFEN=1THEN330
310 IFLS=2THENLPRINT:LN=LN+l
320 PR$=L$+NX$:NX$="" :GOro 170
330 FOR Jl=LNT065:LPRINT:NEXT,J1:PG=PG+l
340 IFEN=lTHENMENU
350 IFXi<>'"'THEN360 ELSEPRINT@160,"";:INPUT" <ENTER> = next page, <N> = nonstop";X$
360 CLS:LF'RINTPHi:LPRINTLi;"Page ";PG
370 LPRINT:LPRINT:LN='1:GOT01BO
there is no provision to find a string
and replace it with another. Second,
it's awkward to add text from other
files ("boiler plate" paragraphs and so
on) . The easiest way is to leave the
document, enter the other file, and
mark and copy the text to the paste
buffer. You can then reenter the
original document and paste in the
text (that's not as hard as it sounds).
You can also add text from tape, but
that's really awkward and slow. It
would be nice to have a command to
insert or append text from other files.
144
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Another problem is that when you
add text to the middle of a fairly long
file (2000 to 3000 characters) it's easy
to type faster than the characters
appear on the screen. Because there's
a type-ahead buffer, your input won't
be lost. Nevertheless, the delay is disconcerting, and long segments of inserted text must be proofread after
the screen catches up. However, if
you're typing at the end of the file,
you can't type faster than the screen
will display. In order to insert text
into the middle of a very large file, I
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One machine solutions to every
application. Prices starting at $698.
Meet the leading family in multifunctional micro printers. The
80-column Tally MT 160 for a
small footprint; the 132-column
Tally MT 180 for accounting and
spreadsheet packages. (Print at
20 cpi and get 264 columns!)
A Word Processing package
gives you letter quality text,
proportional spacing, margin
justification, auto centering. A
resident Graphics package offers
tnct versatility of two different dot
densiti~s And you get high
aped report printing at 160 cps

bi-directionally. Plus eight
different resident character
widths for condensed or doublewide printing.
There's more. 3-way paper
handling lets you use fanfold
forms, letterhead or roll stock.
The control panel has a
conversational program menu for
easy "answer a question" pushbutton set-up. The dual interface
has both a serial and parallel port
for direct plug compatibility with
your micro (no hidden interface
costsl) And one look at the solid
machine construction lets you

know that Tally builds printers to
last!
Tally has the printers for today
that you won't outgrow tomorrow.
Mannesmann Tally, 8301 S.
180th Street, Kent, Washington
98032. Phone (206) 251-5524.
Mannesmann Tally Canada, 703
Petrolia Road, Downsview,
Ontario M3J 2N6. Phone (416)
661-9783.
For the name of the sales
outlet nearest you, call ·...ftlil .......,-

1·800·447·4700.
(In II//nols 1-800-322-4400)

Listing 2: A Model lOa BASIC program that
determines the length of a Model 100 text file;
it will not work on program files.

COMPUTERS
Kaypro . .. ........ . ... .. .... .. ....... CALL
Superbrain aD 64K OS DO . ...... . . . . . $2250
Franklin Ace 1000 ...... . .... ..... . ..... $929
NEC APC 128K. 1 drive . ............ .. . $2130
Columbia PC . .. . .... .... . .. .......... CALL
C olumbia portable ... .. ... . .... .. .. .. . CALL
DEC Rainbow ...... . .. . . . ... . . . ... . . . CALL
Eagle 11 64K SI S a I D w/ software . . .. .. $1795

5 a..EM 1000 :A=0:B=0:PRINT :ffiES:OO ERRtJ! GOIO 200
10 ThWT "lIlal' s the file" ;Ff
20 a.S
30 (fEN Ff Fill ThWT AS 1
10 IF EOF (lI GOIO 100
50 PRINT@O," "
60 LIHEIlf'UTtt ,Af
70 A=A+L£JHAf )
80 g.e+1:PRINT@O,B
90 GOIO 10
100 PRINT "File ";DRf<271+"p"+Ff+Of!f (271+"q conta ins";A:"b'jles"
110 PRIHT"or"; OO(Al b>; uwortJs al)'j" iS;"recor ds, "
120 CUlSE:GOIO 5
zoo PRINT "Error no ,";ERR
210 GOIO 5

PRINTERS
Cabl es made to y our order .. . . ... . .. . .. CALL
Gemini· 1Ox .. . ....... .. ... . .. .. .. ....... $329
Gemini 15x ........... .... .. .... ... . .... $535
Okidata 92 . . ..•..... .. .... • . . . ... ... .. $529
Diablo 620 . ... . ... .. . ..... . . •• • .. .. ... $952
Mannesmann Talley 160L
10" carri age wl tractor .... . . • • . . .. .. . . $659
Mannesman Tall ey 180L
15" carriage wlt racto r . . ..... • • • ..... . $861
Daiseywriter
17cps leiter quality 48K .... .. ........ $1 149
IDS Prism 80 ................. . . . ..... $1015
Micro buHer 64K stand alone ..... . ...... $290
IDS Prism 132 Sprint. 3.4K Buffer ....... $1179
IDS Prism 80 .. .. ...... .. ..... .. .. .. .. $101 5
Microb uffer 64K stand alone . .. .. ...... . $290

MODEMS
Hay es 300 bau d ... .. .... .. .. ........
Hayes 1200 baud .. .. .. ... .. ..........
Novation J Ca t ......... .. .... .. .....
N ovati on Smart Cat .... .... .. .. .. . ...

$219
$509
$1 25
$190

MONITORS
Princeton Graph ics RGB . . . .... ... .. ... $599
BMC Green ..... . . .. . . . .. ...... . . • ... . . $85
Amdek Amber ....... .. .. ...... .... . . .. $179
Amdek Green . .. ...... .. .... .. . . . . .... $139
Amdek Color Composite .....••........ $319
Taxan Am ber ........... . .... . . .. ... . . . $149
Tax an Green ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .... $143
Taxan 111 RGB 630H
........ $549

APPLE PERIPHERALS
ALS CP1M ...... .. .. ..
.. .. .. $299
ALS Z Card .. .... .... .
.. .... $139
Taxan III Inte rface ..... . . . . . ... . . • ...... $89
Davong Hard Disk 5MB .. .. ....• . .... . $1599
Appl e Dumpling . .. .. ................... $95
Grappler Plus ......................... $125
Grappler 16K BuHer Board . . .. ... •• .... $125
Modemcard. internal. 300 ba ud ... . • •. . .. $245
Rana Drives . . ... . .... ..... . ... ... . .... $295
Micro Sci Drives . . .
. •. ... $259
Shugart Drives . . . . . ... . .. . . . ..... ..... $239
The Filler w/ DOS & Copy Utility .... . .. . .. $20
PFS Filler ... ........
. . . .. . ..... $89
PFS Report ..
. ........... $69
VIP Card p.s.
.. .......... $11 3
Microbuffer 16K
... $212
More than 1000 prog rams
CALL
Apple Time Card . . . .. .. . .. ... ... . . . . .... $75

IBM PERIPHERALS
AST lI D (no ram) w/ l s. lp .c.g . . .. ... . . . . $219
AST Meg a Plus 64K. 1s. c .
. . ..... $359
Tandon TM100-2 drive
. ...... $259
Davong 5M B Hard Disk
Inte rn al .......... .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... $1345
Monte Carl o Card new pri cing ......... $335
Herc ules Boar d

w/ monoc hro me & Qraoh ics . .. . . . . .... $549
Peachtext 5000 .. .......... .. .. . . .... .. $275
Lotus 123 .
. . .... .... .. CALL
Multiplan ............... .. .... .. ...... $210
Flight Simulator . . .......... . ... ........ $39
Copy 11 .. .. ....... >' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $40
Smart com Communicatio ns, Hayes . . , .... $45
Hayes internal modem .. . ... . ... . . .... .. $459
More! l00's of programs available .. .... CALL

TO PLACE ORDER CALL COLLECT

Information: (206) 641-7233
Prices reflect 3% Cash Discount
Bank Cards
Sorry, no COD's

PACIFIC COMPUTERS
13256 Northup Way #7
Bellevue, WA 98005
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find it easier to insert text at the end
of the file, mark it to be cut, and then
paste it in where it belongs.
A further problem, and one that
doesn't apply to just the text editor,
is that there's no way of knowing how
much memory is occupied by each
file. Listing 2 is a BASIC program that
will tell you how long a text file is,
although it won't work with BASIC
programs.
Finally, when you edit a file you're
working directly with the text stored
in memory. With disk-based editors,
if you make a mistake you can reload
the original file. If you do so while
editing a file in the Model 100, the
mistake is permanent. It's a good idea
to save the file to tape or to another
file before you edit it. (This rather
important point is not mentioned in
the documentation.)
The small LCD screen isn't as nice
for editing as a 24-line by 80-character
video display, but when you get used
to it it's not inconvenient. I wrote this
article on the Model 100 and then
sent it to my LNW-80 computer for
final editing and printing (using the
Newscript word-processing program) . By embedding the proper
Newscript formatting commands in
the text itself, the file was ready for
printing as it left the Model 100.

Address and Schedule Books
These two programs, ADDRSS and
SCHEDL, are virtually identical in
what they do, and presumably they
share the same ROM. They both
simply find a block of text that contains a certain string of characters.
The block, which can be someone's

address and phone number or a description of an appointment, is a long
string that ends with a carriage
return. The address function accesses
a file named ADDRS.DO (which also
contains the numbers accessed by the
automatic dialing procedure in the
communications software) while the
schedule program looks at one called
NOTE. DO. But the similarity and
simplicity of these two programs
don't negate their usefulness. You
can, for example, create a list of items
that have been flagged with special
characters; when you search for the
special characters, all flagged items
will be displayed. The items could be
appointments with your boss or the
addresses and phone numbers of
your field representatives. The files
are created with the text editor and
can be sorted and rearranged with
fairly simple BASIC programs. It's
also possible to send the found items
to a printer.

Telecommunications
If the address and schedule programs are simple, the communications software (TELCOM) is the
opposite. It's not hard to use, it just
does so many things that it's hard to
describe. When you move the menu
cursor to TELCOM and press Enter,
you go to mode 1 of the telecommunications package. Four possibilities
are then offered by function keys F1
through F4: Find a name and phone
number in the address file, Call the
number to log on to a host, Stat,
which lets you define the RS-232C
parameters, and Tenn, which goes
into mode 2, the terminal mode.
Let's look first at how you might
sign on to a bulletin board system at
300 bps, with the number already in
the directory. To use the modem you
need a special cable. One end plugs
into the Model 100, another into a
wall jack, and the third is a socket for
your phone. Although the manual is
a bit confusing about this, telling you
to plug the cable into your phone, the
connections are obvious. The modem
cable package is a great bargain. At
less than $20, it includes an hour
each on the Dow Jones and Compuserve information utilities.
The RS-232C parameters must first

~(Q)~&l(b[J={]
-------------------------------mlCROSYSTei i .S

The Universal Operating SysteD1:
Finally, once and for all.
The UCSD p-System* from SofTech Microsystems
isn't like any other operating system you've ever used.
Why?
Because the p-System is the only truly portable,
universal operating system ever developed, that's why.
It's equally at home with all popular pers0nal computers.
Such as an IBM PC or Displaywriter, an Apple, a
DEC, an HP, an Osborne, a Philips, a Sage, a Tandy,
a TI, you name it. It lets you develop applications
that are portable to 8-bit as well as 16-bit micros.

And we don't mean portable just at the
source code level, either.

We mean you can develop your pro~am on virtually
any micro, compile to object code, and its totally transportable. So you can design programs once, and you've
designed for the entire market.
The p-System then actually broadens your
potential customer base. With no significant
reinvestment in programming time.
You can reuse program components

from one application to another, and even create your
own library of utilities. What's more, the p-System's
universality allows you to get your software up and
running on new hardware as soon as it hits the market.

It's about time.
At SoITech Microsystems, we saw an industry-wide
need for an efficient OS that could honestly call itself
universal. So, in 1979, we delivered just that. The UCSD
p-System. And we've been delivering ever since.
As an applications developer, we think you owe
yourself an OS that lets you broaden your market base
and develop higher quality applications faster, less
expensively, more dependably and more efficiently than
ever before.
All at the same time. All on one micro.
Thanks to the p-System, finally, once is enough.
For product information or information o~
how to get a. copy of the p-Systen: ApphcatIOn Catalog, ~all or wrIte to us
'
at SoITech MIcrosystems.

F.Ina11y
Once and for All.

.

SoITech Microsystems ·16885 West Bernardo Drive· San Diego, Calif. 92127· (619) 451-1230
· Unive rs al Operating System is a tra de mark of SofTech Mic rosyste ms Inc.. UCS D p-Syste m is a tra de m a rk of the R egen ts of the University o f California
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Data Rate
M
Modem (internal)-operates at 300
bps
1
75 bps
110 bps
2
300 bps
3
600 bps
4
1200 bps
5
2400 bps
6
4800 bps
7
9600 bps
8
19,200 bps
9
Word Length
6
6 bits
7
7 bits
8
8 bits
Parity
o Odd parity
Even parity
E
No parity
N
I
Ignore parity
Stop Bit
1
1 stop bit
2
2 stop bits
Line Status
E
Enable XON/XOFF
D
Disable XON/XOFF
Pulse Rate
10 pulses per second
10
20
20 pulses per second

Table 1: RS-232C parameters that can be
specified hi) using the Stat key from within

the TELCOM communications program.

be defined (if that hasn't been done) .
If you hit the Stat key and enter
M8I1E,10, you tell the UART
(universal asynchronous receiver/
transmitter) that the modem will be
used (M), a word will be 8 bits (8),
parity will be ignored (I), there's 1
stop bit (1), XON and XOFF protocols
are enabled (E), and the phone will
be dialed at 10 pulses per second
(,10).
Table 1 shows other possibilities.
Suppose the name of the bulletin
board is "mousenet". Press the Find
key, type "mousenet': and the name
and phone number will be displayed
from the address file. If it's wrong,
you can hit M (for more) to see if
there's another mousenet; if you
change your mind, you can press Q
to quit. If you press Call, the number
will be dialed; when the modem tone
is received, you'll be switched into
mode 2, the terminal mode, connected to the host. Only pulse dialing
is supported. Most tone-dialing systems will also support pulse dialing,
but if you're using a ROLM or PBX
system that requires tones, then the

number must be dialed manually.
While in terminal mode, you receive whatever comes from the host
and you are presented with four possibilities on the function keys. Pressing the Prev key will display the previous eight lines of input, in case
what you want has scrolled off the
screen. Pressing Full will change between full and half duplex. Pressing
Echo will send everything to the
printer as well as the screen. The last
two keys, Down and Up, let you send
and receive files. Press Down and
you'll be asked for a file name. After
you enter it the word "Down" will
appear in reverse video, and everything you receive will be stored in the
file. When you press Down again,
the file will be closed and its contents
saved. That's much simpler than
downloading a file with a disk-based
system.
Uploading a file to a host is just as
easy. Press the Up key and you're
again asked for a file name. When
you enter it, you're asked for a width;
when you answer that, everything in
the file is sent to the host, with car-

256K Byte Ram Board
for IBM: PC or XT
Dip switch address selectable
on any 64K boundaries
Available installed with:
64K-$299.95-PartNo.11011
128K-$438.95-PartNo.11012
192K - $577.95 - Part No. 11013
256K-$699.95-PartNo.11014

PC
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Dept. B

4883 Tonino Dr.
San Jose, CA 95136
(408) 978-8626
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In USA shipping paid by us for orders pre·paid. We
accept C.O.D. orders (U.S . only). For VISA or
MASTERCARD shipping charges will be added. CA
residents add 6.5% for tax. Outside USA add 15% for
shipping and handling. Payment must be in U .S.
currency. Dealer inquiries invited.
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Designed with your office In mind.
The new second-generation PRINTEK 930 is quiet,
fast and versatile. From word processing at 100 cps
to data processing at 200 cps, plus graphics, the
930 does it all. The perfect printer for today 's office.
Word Processing with Added Performance
• Dual Speeds: 200 cps for drafts, memos, reports,
up to 100 cps for letters, presentations.
• Single Pass: Complete characters in one pass for
higher throughput.
• Near-Letter Quality: A staggered 18-wire print
head produces it.
• Resident Fonts for Near Letter Quality and Data
Processing plus three more optionally.
• 10, 12, 13.3 16.7 Pitches plus double widths. And
proportional spacing.
• Friction and 'lractor Feed: Handles sheets and
4-part forms.
• Integrated Software Compatibility: Diablo
emulation for plug and play.
Data Processing with Flexibility.
• Fast: 200 cps make short work out of data.
• Multilingual: 96 ASCII characters, 8 standard
languages.
• 16" Paper Width: up to 227 columns for largest
spread sheets.
Graphla with Versatility.
• Dot addressable: and raster scan plus up to
19,200 dots/sec . speed.
• Dual densities: 144x144 for fine detail,
72x72 for speed.

Easy To Uve With.
• Office-quiet: less than 60 dBA .• Cartridge
ribbons: quick-n-clean .• Small foot print:
typewriter size .• Front controls and indicators.
• Serial and Parallel interfaces standard.
• Self-testing.• Bidirectional, logic-seeking
design .• Versatile paper handling .• Multi-voltage
power supply.• Color styled for offices •

The PRINTEK Printer Line Grows. The new 930
model joins the 910 and 920 models to present
printers suitable for a wide variety of applications in
offices, laboratories, Data Processing rooms and
factories the world over.
The 930 means business-for complete
information call or write .

1-800-368-4636
PRINTEK. Inc .• 1517 Townline Rd.
Benton Harbor. Mich. 49022
616/925-3200 TWX-810-270-3112
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Key
7

Meaning
Waits for a specified character to be received by the Model 100
Pauses for 2 seconds
Immediately precedes a " 7" or " =" when those characters are to be transmitted
to the remote computer
Sends the following character as a control character (e.g., K sends a Control-K)
A

Table 2: Codes for use when automatically logging onto remote computers.

riage returns entered at the nearest
space to the width you defined so
that words will not be broken in the
middle. That's all there is to it. When
you're done, just press the Bye key
and the Model 100 will hang up.
There are several other possibilities
in the way TELCOM can dial the
phone. First, if you want to call a
number that's not in your directory,
just press Call while in mode 1 and
type in the number. If you're calling
a computer, you must put the symbols " < >" after the number to tell
the Model 100 to wait for a modem
tone. If there's no answer, hitting
Break will hang up. You can also call
people instead of computers using
the address directory and TELCOM:
just don't put" < > " after the phone
number in the address file. You must
pick up the phone before dialing is
finished, or the Model 100 will
immediately hang up when it's done
dialing. The Model 100 can act as an
auto-dialer with many, many numbers.
The Model 100 will also log on to
the computer for you if there's a
coded message ' between the angle
brackets ( < > ) at the end of the number. Because the code is a bit complicated I won't describe it here (see
table 2), but it's fairly easy to use with
almost any host.
Making a connection to phone
lines can be done in two ways : with
an audio coupler or by direct connection. Both work via the same socket,
but a switch on the left side of the
Model 100 chooses between a direct
connection and an acoustic connection. Auto-dialing is possible only in
direct-connect mode. The audio
coupler lets you use the modem if
you're someplace that doesn't have
modular jacks on its phones.
The telephone communications
capability of the Model 100 is better
150
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than I have seen for any dedicated
terminal . It lacks a few of the things
available in the more sophisticated
terminal programs available for larger
microcomputers (translation tables
and macro transmission, for
example), but the deficiencies are
slight.
Although not well described in the
manual, one of the most important
abilities of the Model 100 is that it can
transmit data directly from memory
into another microcomputer at rates
up to 19,200 bps, Direct transmission
to another computer is much needed
because the small memory space of
the Model 100 forces you to transfer
files elsewhere to make more space
available in the machine. Although
programs and data can be stored on
tape, it's quicker, more convenient,
and more reliable to transfer them to
another machine. The ability of the
Model 100 to combine its power with
that of a desktop machine is one of
this computer's greatest assets.
Exchanging data by direct connection to another computer is similar to
doing it over the phone except you
must connect the Model 100 to the
other computer through the RS-232C
port. Because both machines try to
send data on pin 2 and receive it on
pin 3, you must use a "null modem"
(a cable with the wires to pins 2 and
3 reversed on one connector) to connect the computers. You can buy one
from Radio Shack for about $30, or
you can make one from two DB-25
plugs and an eight-conductor cable.
Solder it together so that pins 2 and
3 are crossed over while pins 1, 4
through 7, and 20 are connected
directly.
Once the two computers are
hooked together, you just have to
specify the right data rate via the Stat
key. For example, the "5" in the Stat
parameter "57E1E" would set the

data-transfer rate to 1200 bps (see
table 2). Then when you press the
Term key, you can upload and download data just as for telephone communications, but much more quickly.
Of course you need the proper software for the larger machine, but a
wide variety of programs are available for most microcomputers. You
can use the Model 100 as a terminal,
either by direct connection or via a
300-bps modem connection, for any
computer that supports an RS-232C
port. I have used the Model 100 with
mainframes, minicomputers, and
several microcomputers (CP/M systems as well as my own LNW-80) at
rates up to 19,200 bps. You can also
transfer data using BASIC programs.
Using the Model 100 as a terminal
has one problem. Data can come in
faster than it can be scrolled by the
screen. That's usually not a problem
at 300 bps or when you're typing, but
at faster rates the input can actually
overflow the input buffer. When that
happens characters are lost. The best
way to avoid this is to be sure the
host doesn't send linefeeds after a
carriage return, thus preventing the
scrolling of the screen. The information will be hard to read because it
all appears on one line, but it will all
go into the file that's being saved.
Because of this problem, the Model
100 cannot completely replace a highspeed data terminal .

Some Applications
For me, the TELCOM communications software is the most useful part
of the Model 100, and I suspect it will
be for many others. In fact, although
I can use four TRS-80s, several CP/M
machines, and an LNW-80, since I
bought the Model 100 I have used it
more than any of the other machines.
Maybe my experiences will show you
how useful this machine can be.
One of the best uses for the Model
100 is in transporting data. I have
always suffered when transferring
data from a CP/M machine in my
office to my LNW-80 at home. Now
I can just dump a data file from the
office machine to the Model 100, take
the Model 100 home, and upload the
data to the LNW. At 4800 bps, it takes
about 2 minutes at each end, inc1ud-

Realize day-in and day-out solid performance
from a quiet and capable desktop plotter. It's
true. For only $2295* the Houston Instrument
HIPL0T™DMP-29 will provide you with worldclass multi-color hard copy graphics, and
deliver a level of quality and performance that
you would expect in a plotter costing three
times as much.
It's a hard worker. The DMP-29 goes about its
job with amazing speed and precision. Unbeatable
resolution and repeatability are yours in both
81f2" x 11" and 11" x 17" formats, and 8-pen
capability assures you of fast attention-free
flexibility when multi-color output is required.
High pen speed combined with an addressable
resolution of 0.001" assures fast, accurate
and stepless traces.
It's friendly. You can call 21 different
functions directly from the front-panel membrane
keyboard. It's tolerant too. The DMP-29 will
modestly protect itself from user errors, as
when attempting to place a pen in an already
occupied stall.

And it's smart. An extensive set of firmware
routines makes life easier for the user. A
small sampling of the built-in talent inherent
in the DMP-29 includes character generation,
circle, arc and ellipse synthesis, line type
variations, viewport Iwindowing, clipping and
scaling.
For the name, address and phone number of your
nearest distributor I dealer, write Houston
Instrument 8500 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas
78753. Phone 512-835-0900, or 1-800-531-5205
if outside Texas. In Europe contact Bausch &
Lomb Belgium NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 GisteL
Belgium. Tel 059-27-74-45. Tlx 846-81399.

BAUSCH & LOMB ~
houston instrument
Circle 49 on inquiry card.

U.S. Domes tic p rice only
TM Trademark o f Ho usto n Instrument
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D.E.C. PC
DISKETTE AVAILABLE
RAINBOW, DECMA TE II, PRO 300
TDK Elearonics Corporation has stood for the highest quality. perfo rmance and reliablity in audio
and video magnetic type products for nearly fifty years. Now TDK has applied its expertise to the
manufaaure of 8-inch floppy disks and S'll-inch mini-floppy disks.
Unlike other floppy disks, all TDK disks are certified 100% error-free and capable of do uble-density
encoding and meet or exceed all standards set by IBM, Shugart, A N SI. ECMA, ISO, and JI S.
TDK is so confident of its quality floppy disk line that it offers a li fe time warranty.

ing hookup, to transfer any file (Visicalc file, text file, or any other kind
of ASCII data) that fills a 32K-byte
Model 100. And of course it works
with any microcomputer that has an
RS-232C port.
Another application is shown by
the way I did this article. I wrote a lot
of it on the Model 100 while traveling.
At my destination, I simply sent the
text to our university's mainframe
computer. When I got home, I downloaded the text to my LNW-80 and
printed it using the Newscript
word-processing program.
The Model 100 seems almost ideally suited to engineers, foresters, and
anyone else who works in the field.
In my own research, I regularly fill
out data forms while in the field. I
have a little program in the Model 100
that asks me for the data, stores it in
an array, and sends it to disk on my
office computer, which then prints
the form, including the data, that I

1516) 488-4200 - (8001 645-8461 -1212) 347-3200
IMMEDIATE DEUVERY

~TDI< ®

FORMATS UNLIMITED ~ INC.
36 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, N.Y. 11 00 1

For me, the TELCOM
communications
software is the most
useful part of the
Model 100.
used to fill out in the field. I no longer
have to key the data in by hand at the
office, and the Model 100 takes care
of a lot of the tedious calculator work
that I used to do in the field.
By itself, the powerful combination
of the text editor and the telecommunications package makes the Model
100 worth its price. But the software
I have described so far is only the tip
of the iceberg. The Model 100 has
what may be the most powerful
BASIC interpreter yet written for a
microcomputer.

BASIC Interpreter
The Model 100's BASIC, like the
BASIC for all other IRS-80s and like
the rest of the operating system on
this machine, was written by Microsoft . It is as complete and extensive
a version of Microsoft BASIC as is
available for any machine, and it has
a number of enhancements specifically for the Model 100. Its execution
152
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speed (as judged by a number of
benchmark programs) seems to be as
fast as or faster than that of the Model
III. And this BASIC does all its calculations, including transcendental
functions such as sin and log, in
double precision (14 digits) . You may
be confused if you're used to other
TRS-80 BASIC or Microsoft interpreters; several statements have different
syntax, especially those for opening
files, and you must set the number
of 110 (input/output) files and the top
of memory using MAXFILES and
HIMEM statements-the Model 100
does not ask any questions about
files and memory when you enter the
interpreter.
I cannot review all aspects of the
BASIC dialect here. Table 3 summarizes all the statements. A rough
count gives 5 operators and 39 statements that are not included in the
v~ry powerful Model III extended
disk BASIC.
The added arithmetic operators are
and MOD, both of which pertain to integer division. The MOD
operator gives the remainder (5 MOD
3 = 2) while
gives the truncated
quotient (9 \ 2 = 4). Surprisingly,
is not on the keyboard-you
have to use the Grph key and a
minus sign. The added logical operators are XOR, EQV, and IMP. XOR
does an exclusive or-when one bit
is 0 and the other is 1, the result is
1. With EQV, when either both bits
are 0 or both are 1, the result is 1.
With IMP, the result is 1 unless the
first bit is 1 and the second is O. These
new operators can often replace
several awkward comparison statements.
Three new numeric functions are
CRSLIN, which returns the line
where the cursor is located; POS,
which returns the column position of
the cursor; and MAXRAM, which returns the amount of RAM installed
in the computer.
One of the most significant additions to Model 100 BASIC is the use
of extended-interrupt commands.
Older versions of BASIC had only
one-ON ERROR GOTO would
make a branch when an error
occurred. This BASIC adds four new
ones: ON COM GOSUB branches
/I

\

\

\
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ONE YEAR WARRANTY
NO ONE HAS OUR WARRANTY!
Compare the One-year warranty on the Dual
68000/UNIX™System-it's unprecedented in the
industry. This is nothing new at Dual-we have
always given a one-year warranty because of our
confidence in the quality and reliability in our
products. We believe they are the most reliable
ones available.
So, if you want a full UNIX, 68000 system with
512KB to 3.25MB of parity RAM for 4-6 users,
and you want it to just keep on running, give us
a call today.

::»UAL

"

/I

/I
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'UNIX is a trademark
of Bell Laboratories

DUAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
2530 San Pablo Avenue _ Berkeley _ CA 94702 _ (415)549-3854 _ 172029 SPX
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Numeric Functions

Simple Control Commands

ABS-Returns absolute value
ASC-Returns ASCII code of a string
ATN-Computes arctangent
CDBL-Converts to double precision
CINT -Converts to integer
COS-Computes cosine
CRSLIN-Returns vertical line position of cursor
CSNG-Converts to single precision
EOF-Returns end-of-file status
ERL-Returns the line number of latest error
ERR-Returns the error code of latest error
EXP-Computes natural exponential
FIX-Truncates to a whole number
FRE-Returns current amount of available memory
INSTR-Searches a string for a substring
INT-Converts to integer
LEN-Computes length of a string
LOG-Computes natural logarithm
LPOS-Returns column position of print head within the printer
buffer
MAXRAM-Returns Model 100 RAM size
PEEK-Returns value at a memory address
PaS-Returns column position of cursor
RND-Returns pseudorandom number
SGN-Returns algebraic sign
SIN-Computes trigonometric sine
SQR-Computes square root
TAN-Computes tangent
VAL-Converts string to numeric value
VARPTR-Returns memory address of a variable

CALL-CALL is used to execute a machine-language subroutine
from BASIC ; allows more parameters than USR
IF . . .THEN .. .ELSE-Tests relational expression , then performs
THEN clause if the expression is true or performs ELSE clause (if
present) if expression is false
FOR ... NEXT-This command gives BASIC a looping structure;
an optional STEP value may be included
GOSUB-Causes the Bf',SIC program to execute the subroutine
beginning at the line indicated, and then returns to the statement
following the GOSUB when a RETURN statement is encountered
GOTO-Causes the BASIC program to branch to the line
number indicated
ON ... GOSUB-Branches to appropriate subroutine
ON ... GOTO-Branches to appropriate line
Interrupt Commands
ON COM GOSUB-Calls a subroutine when the computer
receives data over the RS·232C line
ON ERROR GOTO-Branches to an error· handling routine if
some error occurs while the program is executing
ON KEY GOSUB-Calls a subroutine if you press one of the
eight definable function keys
ON MDM GOSUB-Calls a subroutine when the computer
receives data over the modem
ON TIME$ GOSUB-Calls a subroutine when the real·time clock
reaches a certain time
RESUME-Resumes program execution after an error; RESUME
ends the error· handling routine
Graphics/Sound Commands

String Functions
CHR$-Returns ASCII character
LEFT$-Returns left portion of a string
MID$-Returns middle portion of a string; may also be used on
the left side of the equal sign to replace the middle characters in
a string
RIGHT$-Returns right portion of a string
SPACE$-Returns a string of spaces
STR$-Converts a numeric value to a string
STRING$-Returns a string of characters

BEEP-Causes the sound generator to emit a tone for about '/2
second
LINE-Draws a line on the screen; optionally may draw a box
(outline or filled)
PRESET-Turns off an LCD pixel
PSET -Turns on an LCD pixel
SCREEN ON/OFF-Locks or unlocks the screen label line
SOUND-Outputs a tone of specified pitch and duration
SOUND ON/OFF-Enables or disables sound during cassette
loads and while the Model 100 is waiting for a carrier signal from
the telephone modem lines

Table 3: A summary of TRS-80 Model 100 BASIC statements.

Listing 3: A BASIC program demonstrating
the use of the ON TIME$ extended-interrupt
command. This program sounds an alarm
when the Model 100's internal clock reaches
15:37 (3:37 p.m.).
10 ON 111'i1="IS:37: 00" GUSlIl 100
20 1lI'i1 ON
30 u.s
10 PRINT 1!96,C\mm)+"p "+TIl'E:I+" "+OflII27l+"q"
SO COTO 10
100 PRDH ll press enter to stop alar".u : BEEP
11 0 AI=I1f(EY1
120 IF AI="" COTO 100
130 U.S : R£TUl!t

when something comes in over the
RS-232C interface, ON MOM
GOSUB does it when the modem receives something, ON KEY GOSUB
branches when a function key is
pressed, and ON TIME$ GOTO
154
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makes a branch at a specified time.
The potential usefulness of these
commands should be obvious; listing
3 gives an example. The various
interrupts can be enabled and disabled by commands such as MOM
followed by ON, OFF, or STOP.
All the graphics and sound commands are new. Sounds of varying
tone and duration as well as beeps
can be produced, individual pixels or
points on the LCD can be turned on
and off, and lines and boxes can be
drawn between any two sets of x,y
coordinates; the box can be either an
outline or filled . The LCD screen has
a resolution of 260 by 64 pixels.
Perhaps the most radical new fea-

ture is the use of the OPEN statement. We usually think of OPEN and
CLOSE statements being associated
with disk files. What's OPEN doing
in a machine that doesn't use disks?
Any RAM file and any peripheral
device can be declared as a file for
output and input. You can write to
a file in memory just as you would
write to a disk file. RS-232C and
modem 110 are handled by declaring
the device to be a file. Even the screen
can be treated as a file for output, as
can the printer. For example:
OPEN "LPT:" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
sends all output for file number 1 to

Other Commands
CLEAR-Clears all variable values, closes all open files , and optionally reserves string and high memory space
CLS-Clears the screen
CLOAD-Loads a BASIC program from tape
CLOAD?-Verifies a cassette load of a BASIC program
CLOADM-Loads a machine-language file from tape
CLOSE-Closes open files by number, or all files
COM ON/OFF/STOP-Enables or disables communications
interrupt
CONT -Continues program execution after a STOP command or
press of Break key
CSAVE-Saves a BASIC program on tape; program may be
saved in compressed or ASCII formats
CSAVEM-Saves a machine-language program on tape, using
start, end , and entry addresses
DATA-Defines a data set within a BASIC program
DATE$-Prints or sets current date in MM/DDIYY form
DAY$-Prints or sets current day of the week
DIM-Defines array size
EDIT-Edits a BASIC program
END-Ends BASIC program execution
ERROR-Simulates an error in a program
FILES-Prints the names of data and program files stored in
RAM
FRE-Returns the amount of memory available to BASIC
HIMEM-Returns highest memory address available to BASIC
INKEY$-Returns any keyboard key currently pressed
INP-Returns a value from a CPU port
INPUT-Inputs data from keyboard
INPUT #-Inputs data from a file
INPUT$-Inputs a number of characters from keyboard or from
a file
IPL-Defines a BASIC program to run whenever the Model 100
is powered up
KEY-Defines function keys
KEY LIST-Lists function key definitions
KEY ON/OFF/STOP-Enables or disables function key interrupts
KILL-Erases a RAM file
LCOPY -Copies the screen text to the printer
LET-Optional assignment statement
LINE INPUT-Inputs a string from the keyboard
LINE INPUT #-Inputs a string from a file
LIST-Lists the current program to the screen
LLiST -Lists the current program to the printer
LOAD-Loads a BASIC program from RAM, cassette, communications port, or modem for execution

the printer. This type of file routing
is usually available only in the most
powerful operating systems for the
most expensive microcomputers and
minicomputers_
Several other useful new commands are available. KEY is used to
define the function keys_ KEY LIST
puts the definitions of the functions
onto the screen. FILES shows the
available files. Two new tape commands, LOADM and SAVEM, are for
loading and saving machine-language programs. A particularly
important command, one that will be
used mostly in direct mode, is
NAME, which lets you rename a file_
Three commands start with POWER.

LOADM-Loads a machine-language file from RAM or cassette
LPRINT -Prints data to the printer
LPRINT USING-Prints formatted data to printer
MAXFILES-Specifies the maximum number of files your program can have open at one time
MDM ON/OFF/STOP-Enables or disables modem interrupt
MENU-Returns to the Model 100 menu
MERGE-Combines two BASIC programs; one of the programs
will be in current memory, the other will come from RAM, CAS,
COM, or MOM
MOTOR ON/OFF-Turns the cassette motor on or off
NAME .. .AS-Renames a RAM file
NEW-Erases the current program
OPEN-Opens a RAM, CAS, COM, LCD, LPT, or MOM file for
I/O

OUT-Outputs a byte to a port .
POKE-Loads a value into memory
POWER-Controls the automatic power-off feature
POWER CO NT-Prevents automatic power-down
POWER OFF-Turns power off; if optional RESUME is added,
execution continues where it stopped before power was turned
off
PRINT-Prints data to the screen (abbreviated as "7")
PRINT @-Prints at specified position on screen
PRINT #-Prints data to a file
PRINT USING-Prints formatted data to screen or file
PRINT # USING-Prints formatted data to a file
READ-Reads a data set within a BASIC program
REM-Indicates an unexecutable comment
RESTORE-Allows DATA items to be reused; the optional line
number specifies which line the DATA pointer is to be set to
RUN-Runs a BASIC program. May include loading the program
from RAM, cassette, communications port, or modem. The ,R
option tells BASIC to leave open files open.
RUNM-Loads and executes a machine-language program from
RAM or CAS
SAVE-Saves the current program to RAM, cassette, communications port, LCD, printer, or modem. Optional " ,A" may be
used to store an ASCII file to RAM or cassette. Other devices
automatically save in ASCII.
SAVEM-Saves a machine-language file to CAS or RAM
STOP-Stops program execution
TAB-Skips to specified column with PRINT or LPRINT
TIME$-Displays or sets the current time
TIME$ ON/OFF/STOP-Enables or disables the time interrupt

They specify how soon the power
should be turned off (if at all) if the
computer isn't used or if it shouldn't
be turned off; one turns it off from
within a BASIC program and gives
you the option of resuming the program when the machine is turned
back on. MAXFILES, normally
placed at the beginning of a program,
specifies how many files will be used_
TIME$, DATE$, and DAY$ contain the
time, date, and day of the week respectively.
An especially useful BASIC command (normally used as a direct
command) is IPL. It lets you specify
that a particular BASIC program
should be run when the Model 100

is turned on. It allows a form of customization. As such, it can be used
to turn the Model 100 into a turnkey
computer that automatically runs a
given program.
Although BASIC programs can be
directly typed in, they are edited
using the text editor. If you type EDIT
lOa, you enter the text editor with line
100 as the text. Any range of line
numbers can be specified, although
because it takes some time to convert
the tokenized program to ASCII, programs should be edited in small
pieces_ If you try to return to BASIC
and there is an error in the format of
the edited program, you'll be given
the error message "Text III Formed"
September 19B3 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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and you will have to correct the problem before you can reenter BASIC. A
danger exists here: it's possible to
make the edited program so screwed
up that you can't find the error and
you can't even get out by hitting the
Reset button. (On the Model 100,
reset is really a forced break, not a
hardware reset.)
If you're used to Microsoft's usual
interpreted BASIC editor, this one
takes some getting used to. It's easy
to use and very powerful, but it lacks
some things a programmer would
want. For example, there's no way to
renumber a whole program. And if
you renumber a statement with the
editor, it will be moved in the listing,
but other statements that refer to it
will not be changed. That's a very
quick way to create hard-to-find
errors. It also has no cross-reference
utility that will show you where variable and line references occur. In
other words, the editor remains a text
editor and not a program editor
tailored to BASIC programs. A nice
feature is that you don't have to
explicitly save programs: they remain
in memory even when you return to
the main menu unless you type
"NEW. Also, if power is turned off
while a program is running, the
Model 100 will resume running it
when the power comes back on.

Technical Details
The manual says absolutely
nothing about the system operation
of the Model lOa-not even a memory map. By the time you read this,
however, you'll be able to order a
service manual from any Radio Shack

ELF

store through its national parts division, and a users technical manual is
forthcoming. Anyone who wants to
understand how the Model 100
works must have either the service or
technical manual.
The following has been gleaned
from a preliminary draft of the Model
lOa's service manual, which I recommend to anyone who wants to know
about the machine's inner workings.
The Model 100 has five main integrated circuits. The microprocessor is
an Intel 80C85, which is a CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) chip that uses the same
instruction set as an 8080. A parallel

The powerful
combination of the
text editor and the
telecommunications
package makes the
Model 100 worth
its price.
I/O chip, an Intel 81C55, connects the
microprocessor to the outside world;
it handles the printer, keyboard,
clock, buzzer, UART, and modem.
The tape deck connects directly to the
8085, as does the bar-code reader.
The UART is an Intersil IM6402,
which can be programmed in BASIC
by OUT statements. The modem chip
is a Motorola MCl4412, also easily
programmed. The clock chip is an
NEC j.tPD1990AC, and it also can be
accessed with machine language.
The Model 100 uses many more I/O

ports than do the other TRS-80 computers. The display, keyboard, clock,
UART, modem, and buzzer are all
controlled by I/O calls. The service
manual gives the proper port
addresses.
The system has a 40-line bus, with
three of the lines not used. The bus
includes all the 8085's address, data,
and control lines plus optional controllines for an I/O unit and separate
RAM.
The 80C85 can directly address 64K
bytes of memory; 32K bytes are in
low memory as ROM, the ROM that
contains the operating system. The
ROM in the extra socket can be bankselected (i.e., it replaces the 32K-byte
hard-wired ROM) using an OUT call.
RAM can be installed in four DIP
(dual-inline pin) sockets; each socket
holds a custom-made DIP package
that contains four 2K-byte chips
wired together (see the lower left
corner of photo 2 on page 158). Thus,
even with only four sockets for the
RAM, 16 address lines are needed.
You'll never be able to install standard
RAM chips in the Model lOa-they
aren't what the computer expects to
see in the sockets.

Documentation
By now it should be obvious that
I think the Model 100 is one of the
best microcomputers ever made. The
documentation is its only major flaw.
It's clear that a lot of work went into
producing the manual, which is
intended for the first-time user, and
clear explanations are given for each
software module. Unfortunately, the
most elementary points are explained

The Statistical Package™

Factor Analysis • Stepwise Regression • Interfaces VisiCalc, dbMaster, Apple Plot, mainframes, dBase II, SuperCalc, etc. • Stepwise Discriminant Analysis • Analysis of Variance (1 and 2-way) • Probabilities • Mean, Standard Deviation, etc. • T- Test on Means • Crosstabs • Frequencies • Histograms • Create, Correct and Update a
Database • Simple Transformation language (Basic or Pascal) • Report Writer • Numeric Software Keypad
• more ...
Apple II, Apple 11+, Apple lie, CP/M, ($200); CP/M 86 and IBM PC ($300). Ask about our version for the 8087 NDP.

The Winchendon Group

PO Box 10339, Alexandria, Virginia 22310

(703) 960-2587 MCNisa

Trademarks: VisiCalc: VisiCorp, dbMaster: Stone Software, dBase II: Ashton-Tate, SuperCalc: Sorcim, ELF-The statistical Package:
The Winchendon Group.
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The new NCI implementation of the
p-System. For mM personal computers
and compatibles.
NCI now makes the UCSD p-System run IY2
to 5 times faster on the IBM Personal Computer,
including the new XT model and compatibles
like Corona, Columbia, Compaq, Colby, Dot,
Hyperion and Victor 9000. This speed is possible
only with our new interpreter.
NCI includes more features for your Pc.
NCI offers a wide range of software and
hardware support that lets you tailor the
p-System to your needs, including:
o HARD DISK SUPPORT compatible with most
hard disk suppliers, including IBM Personal
Computer XT, Corona, Davong, Corvus-Systems

and TaUgrass Technologies.

o AUTOMATIC RAMdisk SUPPORT (up to
512 K) stores files for much faster access.
o PRINT BUFFER (up to 64K) eliminates
printing bottlenecks.
o 8087 SUPPORT speeds numeric and graphics
applications.

o GRAPHICS SUPPORT with much faster
Turtlegraphics software or Tektronix emulation
for business and scientific applications.
o COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT LIBRARY
links computers across continents.
o NCI CUSTOMER SERVICE - we're there
when you need us to support the most reliable
p-System ever developed for the IBM Pc.

I F07aiUhe advantages of the NCI ;-rsio~ B9 I
I
I of the UCSD p-System call or write:
I Network Consulting Inc.
I

I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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I
COM PANY
I
I
ADDRESS
I
CITY
SlATE
I
~p
I
-:::..;:~== I
=~==
I
l' orla bUlty. Re Hablllty. Speed . . : .
~-.:. I
Discovery Park, Suite 110- 3700 Gilmore Way
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5G 4Ml. (604) 430- 3466

-=

1 ______________ _

IBM and IBM XT are trademarks of Inte rn ati onal Business Machines Corp ora tion.

UCSD p-Sys tem is a trademark of the Regents of the Universi ty o f Californi a.

over and over again, while some
important points are either left out or
hidden in the repeated explanations.
The manual's index is inadequate-I
wasn't familiar with the MOD operator in BASIC and it's not in the
index. It took me 10 minutes to find
it in the text. Many other things are
left out. Another problem is that the
manual doesn't encourage the user to
understand why he or she is doing
something. Anyone can learn to
make good use of the Model 100 in
an hour or two by using the manual,
but it is poor at helping you to use
the full capabilities of the machine.
Even the page numbering is messed
up: pages 134 and 135 are reversed.
Finally, the manual does a poor job
of showing what the Model 100 can
really do. Although an experienced
computer user would know that you
can easily manipulate text files with
BASIC programs, the manual doesn't
mention it. The method for inserting
boiler plate that I described earlier
isn't even mentioned, although it's an
almost essential feature of the editor.
No mention is made of using the machine to transport data between two
other machines, and RS-232C hookup information is relegated to the
appendix, where one is led to believe
that the Model 100 can be connected
only to a Radio Shack Model II, III,
or 16.
Some of the following points are
either omitted from the manual or
are so obscurely buried that they'll be
missed by most users. This is probably not a complete list:

eEscape sequences work with -mal) arithmetic, which allows many
strings in BASIC programs. Escape more decimal places but not such
and "p" forces output to be in reverse large numbers. Personally, I prefer
video while Escape and "q" puts it the present system.
back. Other escape sequences apAnother deficiency is the lack of
parently do other things, but I've not any indication of file size or status. It
been able to find out what.
would also be nice to have files dated
eThe buzzing noise during a tape when created and marked when
save or input can be turned off (or updated.
Although much mention is made
on) by typing SOUND OFF or
SOUND ON while in BASIC.
of the use of machine-language proelt's possible to force a cold restart of grams and there's even a nice CALL
the Model 100 by simultaneously command in BASIC, there's no way
pressing the Ctrl, Pause, and Reset to write a machine-language program
switches. This wipes out every file other than by poking it into memsaved in memory and is equivalent to ory-a process that is tedious for
moving the memory switch on the short programs and impossible for
back of the machine.
long ones. Although an assembler is
e When setting up telecommunica- in the works, independent software
tions parameters with the Stat key, vendors will be handicapped in their
the dialing pulse rate must be set to ability to create Model 100 software
either 10 or 20 pulses per second- until it becomes available.
no other values work.
Finally, a few things are just missing. Although almost every use of the
function keys is shown on the bottom
Other Complaints
"label" line of the LCD, function key
The Model 100 is a well-thought- F5 in the terminal mode, which
out machine, but it's not perfect sends all terminal interaction to a
(although most of its problems are printer, is not labeled. A worse probtrivial) .
lem is the inability of the terminal
Some enhancements are provided program to send a true "break"
in other BASICs that are not included signal. Luckily, most newer host
here. Perhaps the most glaring computers use a Control-C instead.
deficiency is the lack of any attempt
But the few deficiencies are neglito provide for structured program- gible compared to the machine's
ming. The simple addition of a tremendous ability. I was unable to
WHILE .. WEND statement and the find any real bugs, and I understand
ability to call named subroutines that the software has been more
would have been appreciated by thoroughly tested than anything else
many programmers. Some have Radio Shack has released.
asked for BCD (binary-coded deci-

The Future

Photo 2: Inside the Model 100. The main circuit board is on the left, while the keyboard and
liquid-crystal-display boards are on the right. Notice the four slots for additional RAM in
the lower left corner of the main circuit board.
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The Model 100 just begs for
additions and enhancements, both
by Radio Shack and by independent
suppliers. The existence of a ROM
socket, the bus connector, and a
socket for a bar-code reader all speak
of things to come. A Tandy executive
was reluctant to tell me exactly what
to expect, but it's not hard to make
some guesses.
Because of the machine's limited
memory, the most obvious addition
would be a mass-storage device. A
good candidate would be one or two
microfloppy-disk drives. Even better
would be some sort of bubble-memory device. It should be possible to
Circle 244 on Inquiry card . ~

package 1 or 2 megabytes of bubble ter than anything else produced,
memory in about half the volume oc- even units in the above-$20,OOO price
cupied by the machine itself. But the range.
The Model 100 presents trementurmoil in standardizing microfloppies and the cost of bubble memory dous possibilities for use by the diswill probably prevent those options. abled. If Baudot codes could be sent
I'll bet something's coming along, with the terminal program, it could
however, and I expect that serve as an inexpensive terminal for
independent suppliers will get into the various phone communication
services available for the deaf. And
the act as well.
Another obvious addition would its size makes it ideal for use with a
be some sort of compact printer. AI- head-stick by a quadriplegic. I was
though the Model 100 now provides disappointed to see that some key
for printer output, it's a bit hard to combinations require two hands; the
carry any satisfactory printer around keyboard could have been designed
in your briefcase. Present technology for use by an amputee. Perhaps the
should allow design of a unit no most far-out fantasy would be a
larger than the computer itself-and microcomputer for use by the blind.
Tandy is one of the larger printer The keys could have braille caps, and
manufacturers around.
it should be possible to design a flat
An accessory that I would really plate like the LCD with tactile
like to see is a multichannel, 12-bit "bumps" that present a braille veranalog-to-digital converter. The sion of the visual display.
As for software, a book/software
Model 100 is ideally suited for data
acquisition in industrial and field ap- , product called the Model 100 BASIC
plications. This market is smaller Language Lab should be available from
than for a printer or disk drive, but Radio Shack by the time you read
the Model 100 could be used as a this, and I understand that
remote data logger that would be bet- personal-productivity and personal-
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finance programs are in the works,
with business-application software
following. And, of course, it doesn't
take much insight to guess that
there'll be some games available.
Whatever Tandy chooses to sell as
accessories for the Model 100, it is
certain that programmers and hardware suppliers will recognize the tremendous market presented by this
machine. I expect to see a proliferation of hardware and software addons that make those available for
most other microcomputers seem
sparse. As all those Apple ads tell
you (and the TRS-80 ads should as
well), it's the available body of hardware and software that really makes
a microcomputer useful.

Conclusions
I first saw a Model 100 sitting next
to a radio-controlled toy car at a Radio
Shack store; I quickly passed it off as
a toy as well. It was only after reading
about it and playing with one for
about an hour that I realized how
powerful a machine this is. Sadly, it
is probably true that a lot of people

Circle 414 on Inquiry card.

CompuPro products are backed by a one year limited warranty (two years for
boards qualified under the Certified System Component high-reliability program).

A GODBOUT COMPANY

3506 Breakwater Cu rt, Hayward , CA 94545
Circle B7 on inquiry card.

Circle 146 on inquiry card.

who could make excellent use of the
ModellOO's abilities still think of it as
a toy. It's too bad that Radio Shack is
associated with toys and CB radioits computers, especially the Model
five printers siniultaneously. Only this
Add MultiSpool- the
100, are as good as or better than anyhardware spooler
degree of flexibility can meet the
thing available at much higher prices.
eve r-changing port-expansion needs
that's truly flexible. ~.1
of today's multiuser environment.
I am told that it took a little more
Now, thanks to MultiSpool, -.
there's no more need to
Note, too, that MultiSpool mixes
than
a year from the time the Model
buy individual spoolers, no
four serial and two Centronics100
was
conceived until the first units
more wasted computer time or
compatible ports. It also
memory. With its enormous memoryhandles X-on , X-off protocols
were on the market. I'm amazed by
and DTR. So, with the unit's.
sharing power, this dynamic six-port
that. The Model 100 shows tremenswitching device not only lets you network
dipswitch, you can configure
each port to accommodate either
any combination of computers and
dous planning and foresight. It can
printers; it also provides the spooling
acomputer or printer; and you can
do things that desktop microcomfunction within that network.
define the discipline of that port.
puters of several times its price canWith its 60K of buffer memory, conBest of all, MultiSpool sells for
trolled by 4K of memory management
just $995.00 - even less if you don't
not. The software is extremely well
firmware, MultiSpool can orchesneed all six ports. And that, we're
designed and innovative. It has the
trate up to five computers or
sure, is music to your ears.
best features of a disk-based system
while using only RAM storage, and
the software is so well integrated that
it is practically effortless to use the
machine for a variety of applications.
The Model 100 has a few faults, such
as the documentation, but they are
minor when one looks at the system
as a whole.
[=DIgital LaboratOries Inc.
Perhaps the most telling test of the
Model 100 is that since I bought one
600 Pleasant Street: Watertown, MA 02172. (617) 924-1680
I have cut my use of larger machines
=:~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:=;;;;:;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ by about half. I actually prefer to use
the Model 100 instead of either an
LNW-80 or a TRS-80 Model III for
text editing. Even more telling is that
at least one executive at Tandy said
he uses the Model 100 more than his
TM
TRS-80 Model 12 and Model 16 combined.
• one of the most comprehensive and versatile ~/O programs available with
The Model 100 microcomputer is
power and performance to match that of the IBM·PC.®
the
first of a generation of really por• uses sophisticated and easy command language that allows flexible and
table
machines. Undoubtedly, a host
efficient storage of information.
of
imitators
will appear, and some of
• meets the challenge of today's complex system and application needs while
them may be on the market by the
saving time and money in development.
time you read this (the NEC noteSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: IBM·PCT. , DOS, 64K RAM, ONE DISK
book
computer, using a very similar
DRIVE.5W', SO COLUMN DISPLAY, OPTIONAL PRINTER
Microsoft operating system, was
INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $155.00
announced while I was writing this
(Offer good through Sept . 30, 1983)
article). But the combination of hardIn order to enable us to market the most economically prices software we use
T
ware
and software in the Model 100
functionally.inexpensive packaging •. Thus, passing the savings on to you.
will be hard to beat. I doubt that,
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALlSTS,TM INC.
even several years from now; I will
regret having bought one of the earliP.O. Box 026005
est Model 100s on the market .•
Miami, Florida 33102-6005

Make your spooling network sing
in six-port .bannony.

r

INTRODUCES: PC- VSAM™

Call Collect (305) 545·7077
For Information and Specifications.
Method of Payment: Check, Money Order.
Terms : All Handling and Shipping are Included In Scftware price. Allow 2·4 weeks delivery.
Trademark: IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Corp.
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS, FUNCTIONALLY·INEXPENSIVE PACKAGING, PC·
VSAM , PBS are Trademarks Pending of PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS, INC.
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Mahlon G. Kelly (268 Turkey Ridge Rd., Charlottesville, VA 22901) is Associate Professor of
Environmental Sciences at the University of
Virginia, where he studies the environments of lakes
and rivers. His other interests include freelance writing and the application of computers to environmental research .

How to avoid becoming a casualty
of the computer revolution.
The computer revolution is eliminating lots of work for everybody. Unfortunately, it's often work you
wanted to keep.
Because of inconsistent or weak magnetic properties, some flexible disks can "forget" some or all of your
information. But not if you're using Datalife® flexible disks. They're certified 100%error free and backed by a
5-year warranty. This means what you put on them stays, ready for instant retrieval.
So enjoy all the benefits of the computer revolution without suffering the painful loss of your information.
Use Datalife by Verbatim, the world's leading producer of flexible disks.
For your nearest Verbatim dealer, call toll-free 800-538-1793; in California or outside the US., call collect (408) 737-7771.
Circle 470 on inquiry card .
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~f~~E ~OFTWARE CONSULTATION
call

"The Portable Office"

fREE

$4,000 Worth
of software
COLUMBIA VP Portable Computer
Fully compatible with IBM-PC: 128K ROM standard . 8088
CPU . socket for 8087 num eric pro cessor . 2 Floppie s 640 KB.
seria l & parallel ports . DMA . 1 IBM-PC compatible expansi on
slot . Keyboard . 9" screen w / full graphicS built - in . AND ,

$4,000 WORTH SOFTWARE INCLUDED FREE:

MS-DOS , CP / M-86, BASICA . MS-BASIC , Perfect Writer. Perfe ct Speller. Perfect Filer . Perfect Calc . Fast Graphs . Home
Accountant Plus ,. Macro Assembler, Asynchron ous Com munications support. Columbia Tutor, Diagnostics Package.
and Space Command ers! and SELECTOR V demol

Nationwide Service [BELL & HOWELL)
Whether you need a portable computer or not. this package
represents OUTSTANDING VALUE for

LIST . . ....... . . $2,999 ..... . ... ,

$ CALL

PIED PIPER Portable Computer
First truly portable computer which comes with a built-in
quad- density Floppy (1 MB unformatted , 5'/." ) . 64K RAM ,
full-size keyboard , includes CP / M . PerfectWrit er. PerfectSpeller, PerfectCalc and PerfectFiler. Serial & parallel outputs. No monitor , but can use external monito r OR co nnect to
your own TV (RF modulato r built-in) o r use optional built-in
modem (300 Baud auto-dialtanswer) . WEIGHS ONLY 12.5 Ib ,
and small enough to carry daily from your h ome to the office
(4"x20"x11")

LIST . .. $1,296

$ CALL

RITEMAN Dot-Matrix Printer
Small enough to fit in your briefcase
(2 '/B"x 14" x10 9/ 16" , 11 lb.), yet prints
80/ 132 co\. AND full dot graphics (9 x 9
printhead) at 120 CPS on standard,
untreated paper! Adjustable tractor
and friction feed standard . Emphasized characters . double-strike, italics ,
superscript & subscript , continuous . . . .un derline and , of course , co mpressed
/ex panded characters . 1 line buffer,
parallel interface standard , serial optIOna\. LIST . . $499

$ CALL

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Buy a Columbia VP portable computer at list, and get a RITEMAN printer for only $1.00 more!

Why risk your data by using "animal" diskettes or private-label when you can buy the
genuine articte for less?' We carry ONLY maior brands but if you compare ,tem for Item you
will find our prices on these NAME BRANDS to be as low as those charged for most pnvate
labels'" ALL prices below for first-quality diskettes. reinforced hub . individual envelopes .
boxes of 10 (lower price for bulk-packs .... $ C~LLI
LI ST
LI ST SPECIAL
3- M 5'1. s.s.. d.d. 6.00
$ 3.55 $ 1.49
NASHUA 5'/.'· s.s.. d.d.
3- M 8" s.s.. d.d
5.55
4.00
1.84
NASHUA 8" s.s .. dd
3-M 8" d.s .. d.d. • 7.10
1.89
CONTRO L DATA 5'1. s.s .. d.d. 3.98
4.20
1.99
3-M 5'1. s.s.. d.d.
NEW' LIfELONG WARRANTY on all diSKettes purchased - add 1 % MINIMUM ORDER 5 boxes
Ildd '20% for 1-4 boxes. add 5% lor credtt Clrds. purchase orders from approved organilltiuns).

L-.----------.

(~~~ / ~:;~31~3:e' ll tell you where to get it! Simply

To order from list below call our toll f

.

10rders under S100 add service ;harge 510 N - ree hne 1800) 845-5555.
. 0 service charge on orders over 51001)

IBM PC (MS-DOS)
Your
List
Price
ATI Power for PC DOS 75
54
ATI Power (WordStar) 75
54
54
Supercalc
75
MBASIC
75
54
Mul tipl an
75
54
V,s,calc
75
54
dB Power
75 .
54
Easy Filer
75
54
EasyWrit er,1I
75
54
Ve rsa Form
389
288
BSTAM
200
144
Targel Fin . Model
325
253
Condo r I Database
295
212
Condor III Database
650
468
Home Accou nt. Plus 150
104
1st Class Mail
124
89
Property Management 495
345
Write on
129
89
Real Estate Invest.
129
94
Random House Thes. 150
f09
Money Decisions
199
144
36
l ORK I. II. III
39
Dead line
39
36
Star Cross
39
36
PC Text
100
70
Window
150
109
Wordtrix
34
25
Joysticks (Kraft Sys .) 69
49
Spellbinder
495
274
Min ce
175
f60
Final Word
300
215
SCrIbble
175
159
Cross Talk
195
f49
Stat Pack
495
359
The Word Plus
150
108
The Personal Inves tor 145
99
RM tCOBOL
950
684
RM I COBOL Runtime 250
179
Job Cost System
495
359
File Manager Plus
149
f09
Advanced Visicalc
400
309
VlslWord
375
293
V,s,Spell
225
176
V, s,ca lc
250
189
Desktop Pt an
300
229
V,s,Dex
250
219
VlslTrend/Plot
300
229
Bus . Forecast. Model s 100
79
Move-It
150
99
Multipl an
275
219
Rootsl M
195
137
CP/ M 86
Random Hou se Thes
Spellbi nder
.
SP/Law
Benchmark
BSTAM 86
Move-It
DBASE II
Level II COBOL
APPLE
Games
Cannon Ball Blitz
Eggs It
Frogger
Kamikaze
Master Type
Olympic Decathelon
Robot Wars
lork I. II & III
Wizardry
Serious Stuff:
PFS: Pers File System
PFS : Pers . Rep. Sys.
Eduware (a ll)
Visicalc 3.3
Desktop Plan 3.3
Adva nced Visicalc
(A pple III)
Mod ifiable Dl base
DB Master

150
495
125
499
200
150
700
1600

35
30
35
35

40
29

40
39
50
125
125
250
250
400

109
269

90
359
149
99

469
1059
25
2f
25
27
27
23
24
36
35
95
95
Call
189
189
315

Word Processors'
Wordstar (reg. GP/ MO 495
Spellstar
295
Maitmerge
295
Super Sort
195
BONUS PACK
990
(Includes : Wordstar
& M/ merge)
Word Handler
199
CP/ M (Most Formats)
CP+
150
Random House Thes 150
dPATCH .
. 195 '
MlcroLlb File Lib.
295
ATI-Pwr. for CPIM
75
dB POWER
75
Wordstar Power
75
SuperCalc Power
75
MBASIC Power
75
MultiPl an Power
75
dBASEIl
700
Financial Planner
700
BotlOm Line Strat.
400
BSTAM
200
Cardbox
245
Roots l M
195
PlannerCalc
99
TargetFIn. Modeling 325
Palantlr Word Proc.
425
FMS-80
995
Cltat,on card fil e
250
Supervyz
150
M,cro B+ flBASIC
260
M,cro B+ f/ MBASIC I 260
COBOL
Smart Key
Smart Print
QuickScreen flB ASIC 149
MBASIC. dBASEIl
FMS80
dGRAPH
295
dUm
99
Quickcode
295
Agri-bus. Software 3500
Prof. Ti me Acct.
595
SuperFile
lORK I. II. III
195
Deadline
49
Star Cross
Mathemagic
99
Pascal l
450
Pascal Bl (bus. ver) 450
Spellbinder
495
Final Word
300
Benchmark
499
Benchmark mai list
250
CIS Cobo t
850
FORMS 2
FORTH 79
200
CROSSTALK
139
195
liP (C or M-BAStC)
160
liP for both C- and
225
M-BAS tC
StatPack
The Word Plus
Textwriter III
125
Datebook
Milestone
295
295
Job Fi tes (Pro j. Cost) 500
Pear l 1
49
Pearl 2
295
Pearl 3
495
Personal Pearl
295
The Quad
495
Quick N Easy Pro
395
Mai tM an
125
Quick 'N Easy Gen.
295
CRT FORM
400
EncodeiDecode
10
Diagnostic II
0
125
Term II
Disk Doctor
200
Disk Edit
100
Scratch Pad
100
Move- It
295
125

~~

~~

~;~

300
f80
180
180
455
139
f09
109
129
195
54
54
54
54
54
54

Cail
499
289
144
174
f37
74
254
309
599
169
90
209
209
46
28
f 23

217
84
214

1995
439
117
36
42
36
74
378
378
274
219
359

179
612
144
109
f53

104
142
357
108

108
229
229

360
32

179
297
179

419
284

94
214
289
74

89
144
72
74

209
94

SANYO STC 550

The first IBM-compatiblecomputerunder$1,OOOI

(Includes CPU, 1 Floppy, keyboard & Software) Now taking advance orders:

To assure

delivery by Christmas place your order immediately!!!

--------------------IBM-PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
EAGLE

C"1Iih'lI:"4

NEW LOW PRICESI
AT OUR PRICE .
NO COMPUTER
SHOULD BE
'SON Fl piuS backspace con
WITHOUT ONE!
All :he lealUlCS 01 EP 99
ONLY $ CALLI!!
nterfacc, all COlll- \ \lnuOllSIIIldellllle 1151S4
.
lJalsy-Wller.1 Ie \lei quahllY I dels at same low
special' New prices
l
puters Sella ~ ~~~~Ie 1~1l0pn~1_whCels-;:-~~
TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE!
pnce No leo_
ONLY ~"'
56 95 each Ust S849
I b 1 15 ' calliage Even bener bU~1
tor TP·1
GEMtNI-1S simi al u
.. ONLY SCALL
NEW Trac tor
•
$129 lIS1S649 . '
.. '

easy retro-l i t ·

:;;~~::'.f::~::::~-:"':5!:

:l~

Advanced color graphics.
16 18 bit . 128K RAM
11 MByte Hard Disk
Li st 55495 .......... $ CALI.

j~~~!~~~!~
COLUMBIA 1600 accepts all
IBM boards. reads all IBM
software. 128K. 8 expan·
sion slots! NEW: 53.000
FREE SOFTWARE: SCAll

RI
E

LIST $599 $CAll

COl~OR~P~R~
'N~
T ~.~::...:..-::.:....---~~
o Mannesmann-TallV
II these features: serial AN
NO other printer can match a 160 cps standard . plus
MT -160l

TRANSTAR

The quality you expect from Corona - at a
price you can afford! 128K RAM standard .
2 Floppies (320 KB each) or 1 Floppy and
10 MB internal hard disk . 4 expansion
slots . 83-key keyboard . serial & parallel
ports . High-resolution graphics standard
(640x325 pixels)1 Both MS-DOS and CP/ M
86 included . GW-BASIC . GSX graphics
software and word processor standard .
LIST .......... $2 .999 ..
SCALL

parallel inputs standard.
at 50 cps. dot g r a p h i C S "
LETTER-QUALITY pnnltng . g standard. heavy-duty
_., -::::~standard. front panel pr~~r~~~~~ ........... $ CALL
_
construction TRACTOR f MT 1601 piuS LETTER-QUALITY
MT 160 L: all features 0
: onal buy _____ __ __ $ CALLI II
printing at 50 cps . Exceptt
264 columns! .. . $ CALL
MT-180 L NEW up to

BUY OF THE MONTH
EAGLE II 64K RAM . superb display. dedicated
Word Processrng keys. Spell-Binder. Ultra\::...-::::;:::::;;;;0;0;;;;;;;" Calc . CBASIC . CP/ M . 2 Floppies 390KByte

LIST .. .. $1,999 .. . $

CALL

EAGLE 10 MByte Hard Disk
List $2495 .. . . $ CALL for SPECIAL PACK.. SCAll
1AGE
F DEAL
. .~. .- - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . TAXAN COLO R MON ITOR ................. $CAll

~II

Year Warranty,

Displayed and sold at our Showroom.

•~::=~~~~N~a~"~o:n~w~i;de~s;e~rv~ic;e:.:(~B~ei"i&~H~O~Wiei"i)i~--iI 12210 Michigan Ave'. MICRO-DECISION
.• Grand Terrace. CA:
NEW :

JU KI 6100

Letter quality dai SY wheel printer . all word
processi ng (unctions/ graphics. 18 CPS
Li sl $699 . . .. .......... . .. SCAll

' by
~;;=~~~~~

I!

__I

SOFTWARE SPECIAL
SELECTOR V 2nd GENERATION
DATA- BASE
More Powerful More Flexible
• Buill -II' capablill y to extract Inl ormal lon
from up to 6 Oata-liles simullaneously
to genera te a Single report I
•

Full-Screen Editor Integra l. allOWing Free
creation 01 Data. Entry Screens wllh no
addili onal software' (No need lor QUlckcode
or s lmll~ 1 soltware)

•

LOWER PRI CED . list 5900 Only $649
(Compare wllil DB ase plus
QUlck code)

SPECIAL OFFER : Selector V Demo.

Newer version of the well-known TeleVideo
802 . All the features 01 the 802 (RS422
communication interface optional) PLUS :
Larger screen . nearly double the standard
12" display: adjustable posl\lonlOg . no fan
lor qUiet operation l High resolution graphics
under CP/ M (64 ' x 240 pixel) : graphics software Included : 16 programmable lunction
keys. AND THE BEST OF ALL : Priced at
$1000 under the 802 ! With al l these features. the TeleVideo B03 is an exceplional
buyl L,s/ 52495 ..
. ...... $ CALL
TeleV ideo 1603 . B06 . 816 ..
... $ CAll

Morrow

Designs

Perfect
desk-top computer:
• 2-80 . 1 Floppy standard . 2nd optional. Oplional
terminal . or use your own . • CPIM with user friendly
"shell." • WordStar. SpeliChecker. SpreadSheel.
Microsoft 8asic-80 & 8ASIC. List $1195 to 51790.
lImlled Quantity CAll For Availability.
NEW: Now with double-sided double-density Floppies (800 KB storage) . and with Data Base Management Soilware . .. ... . . .CAll For Avallabilityl

NEe
APe

Extremely sophisticated .
graphics and color display
(1024xl024 pixel) 16-bil
(8086!). 128K standard . expandable 10 256K. 1-28"
Floppies 1 MEG each (run any CPIM program available on 8") . Detachable keyboard . Integral monilor
fmonochrome/color) . Extensive sollware.
HOI Monochrome. 1 Floppy .... . ...... List $3298
H02 Monochrome. 2 Floppies ... .... . . List$399B
H03 Color monitor. 2 Floppies .
. . . list $4998
CAll for appOintment

. AMDEK 12" Amber ................ SI59
AMDEKRGB
COLOR
III RGB ............
Zenith
hi-resolution
RGB .. ... S382
S524
PGS hi-res. 12" RGB ............... S645
NEC 12" RGB hi-res ...... _...... SCAll
INTERFACES & MODEMS. ETC.
HaCes Modems ................. $ CAll '
M,I ROFAZfR prinler buH~ . . , !I]l9
ALL OUAORAM BOARDS ; .
. SCALl
TYMAC ~rinter-adaPter f I APPLE . . . SB9
GRAPPL R
SI29
.. ................... ..
DOT-MATRIX PRINTERS:
Epson FX ·BO ..
. ................... $ CALL
Epson RHO ...
........................... $ CALL
Okidata 83A 132 col. (siP) . ...... _S649
Okidata 84-P 200 cps. & 50 cps .. . _$994
Okidata 92 . just released ... _. .. - $ CAll
NEW: Cut Sheet Feeder for
Okidata 84 .... .... ..... ...... . SCAll
lOS Microprism: serial and paraliel inputs.
two printing sp'eeds and printinQ
qrades: Draft/Correspondence ... S519
letter-Quality Printers:
: FU~itsu 80 CPS (1) •.•••• : ••••••••• $2289
:NE 3510 33cps sellal ...... _.... $1449
'DIABLO '620 25cps . ser ... _....... S1D94
'DaisyWriter 200. 48K buffer l •. .... $1023
TRANSTAR. emUlates Diablo.
parallel .. ................ " ..... 5699
TOSHIBA ' 1350. heavy-duty. . . $t549
au ME NEW SPRINT II 40 cps
LIST S1681 .... " ...... .. .... .. . 5 CALL
OLYMPIA ES100KRO Electronic
Tvpewriter /Printer 17.5 CPS . si p $1150

The New Microfloppy
Standards
Only media specifications are settled at this point, but de facto
standards for disk drives are already emerging
by Thomas Jarrett

.~-- .-.- -

...:::;:;::::;;
-- -Photo 1: The Shugart SA300 31f2-inch microfloppy-disk drive (on the right) next to a 5%-inch disk drive.
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Reductions in the size and/or cost
One of your next computers will
of
silicon chips, displays, and disk
probably have a microfloppy-disk
1
drives
lead to many new applications
drive that uses a 3 h-inch hard-shell
computer systems. The
for
small
cartridge with an automatic shutter.
new
semiconductor
chips, cheaper
It will also be compatible with the
memory,
flat-panel
displays, and
standard interface for SIf4-inch disk
sub-S
If4
-inch
floppy-disk
drives can
drives. More than 30 companies are
enough
help
make
for
a
system
small
now supporting this emerging stanto
be
carried
in
a
briefcase
. As a
dard in the sub-SIf4-inch disk, or
usher
in a
result,
microfloppies
may
" microfloppy," market as a resuJt of
an agreement on disk media between new era of freedom from the workthe Microfloppy Industry CoIlUI).ittee place .
(MIC) and Sony Corporation earlier
this year. While the disk drive and The Advantages of Microfloppies
One of the most crucial factors that
media specifications have been
presented to the American National determines the cost and size of
Standards Institute (ANSI) X3B8 microcomputers is peripheral storcommittee on microfloppies, they age . In some cases, disk drives acwill probably become a de facto stan- count for 60 percent of the cost of a
dard in the marketplace before they microcomputer system. Today's
most popular and powerful microgain official a~ceptance .
Already, many portable computer computers have two floppy-disk
manufacturers have adopted the drives, which increase a system's
31f2-inch disk drive as a standard. volume and weight considerably.
The sales of SIf4 -inch disk drives are Microfloppy-disk drives, which are
still increasing, particularly now that one-quarter the size and one-half the
half-height drives are appearing in weight of conventionaIS 1f4 -inch disk
products, but experts predict that drives, consume SO percent less
31f2-inch disk drives will soon outsell power .
The microfloppy drives now on the
any other size.
market store from 3S8K bytes to 1
megabyte per disk; SOOK bytes is
Microfloppy Applications
Microfloppy-disk drives are small, typical. This is raw, unformatted
light, inexpensive, and powerful, storage capacity that is typically rerepresenting the newest wave of duced to a 320K- or 360K-byte format
miniaturization in computer compatible with the IBM Personal
mass-storage peripherals. Their Computer disk format . This capacity
range of applications includes is less than some of the new high-camemory typewriters, new office pacity SIf4-inch disks now appearing
equipment, scientific and engineer- on the market, but it is equivalent to
ing instruments, the next generation most standard S1f4-inch disks .
As microfloppy drives are inteof smaller portable computers, and
other uses still on the drawing grated into consumer products, systems designers and OEMs (original
boards.
Because of strong market demand equipment manufacturers) will take
for smaller, more powerful com- advantage of the 31f2-inch disk's size,
ponents and systems, the greatest price, and performance to create new
potential for microfloppies is in por- uses beyond those of S1f4-inch drives.
Another advantage microfloppies
table computers. They offer better
performance and the same capacity offer is carrying convenience. Early
as SIf4-inch floppy disks in a smaller market research revealed that people
and less expensive package. While want disks that can be carried in a
today's " portable computers" are pocket or purse. But because micromore easily transportable than desk- floppy disks are easy to transtop models, drives and media will port-and therefore easy for inexcontribute to the development of perienced users to damage-the disk
truly portable computers. Microflop- and drive manufacttl.ring companies
pies are also suitable for any applica- are supporting a hard-shell cartridge.
tion in which SIf4-inch disks are used. Further, most disks have an auto-

matic shutter that closes over the
media surface when the disk is removed from the drive . Thus the
" floppy" in microfloppy is no longer
accurate. Such protective measures
help ensure that beginners who
don't know the meaning of computer messages such as "BOOS
Error-bad sector" will not have to
learn about them the hard way.

Industry Standards
Standards are essential to the efficiency and growth of every segment
of the computer and electronics industry, and microfloppy drives and
media are no exception. Standardization lowers costs to manufacturers,
OEMs, and consumers alike by
allowing the mass production of interchangeable parts. Standards also
eliminate the need for expensive
redesigns.
Disk and drive manufacturers can
compete within the framework of an
established standard . That way,
OEMs and systems houses won't fail
to support a customer if their main
source does not have parts available.
They can fall bCl.ck on second sources
of standard parts .
When microfloppies were first announced, the market was flooded
with incompatible products. Hitachi,
Matsushita, and Maxell introduced a
3-inch disk drive and media; Tabor
and Dysan presented a 3If4-inch
drive with soft-jacketed disks that
Seagate Technology later supported;
Sony introduced a 31f2-inch drive that
both transferred information and
rotated twice as fast as the standard
SIf4-inch drive; Canon had a 3.8-inch
drive; and more recently, IBM introduced a 4-inch drive . Disk-media
manufacturers were endorsing several disk sizes, but most of the support was behind the 31f2-inch format.

The Microfloppy Industry
Committee
The Microfloppy Industry Committee (formerly called the Microfloppy Standards Committee) was
formed in May of 1982 to establish a
microfloppy media standard. The
committee announced its activities at
the National Computer Conference
in June 1982 and opened its memberSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc .
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Figure 1: The 31fz-inch disk cartridge endorsed by the Microfloppy Industry Committee has

a hard plastic case and an automatic shutter.

ship to any interested party . Shugart specified 40 to 50 micro inches . The
Corporation was among the original thinner oxide layer and higher coerfour members of the committee, civity allow higher recording densiwhich by April of 1983 included 22 ties to be used without sacrificing
leading disk-drive, media, and per- reliability.
sonal computer manufacturers.
Sony's first shutter on the disk was
In September 1982 the MIC pro- a simple metal slide that the user had
posed the adoption of a 31h-inch to manually open before inserting
hard-cartridge disk standard to the the disk into the drive then manualANSI X3B8 committee on microflop- ly close after the cartridge was repies. By then Sony had begun to ship moved. That procedure required
its own version of a 31h-inth drive touching the area around the head
and hard cartridge . The Sony media access window and possibly ruining
and the MIC's proposed standard for the disk. Also, the shutter could slide
31h-inch media, while similar, dif- open accidentally, exposing the head
fered on four main points: the num- access window to contaminants.
The MIC design, in contrast, inber of tracks (concentric circles) on
the disk, coercivity, thickness of the cludes a spring-loaded autoshutter
iron-oxide coating, and the type of that automatically opens upon insershutter used to protect the head ac- tion of a cartridge into the drive and
cess window, where the disk drive automatically closes when the carreads and writes information on the tridge is ejected . An actuator inside
the drive controls the opening of the
disk.
The Sony drive had 70 tracks of in- shutter and loads the read/write
formation, while the MIC proposed head(s) onto the media. This system
80 tracks as standard. Both used reduces the possibility of putting the
metal hubs in their disks to improve disk into the drive incorrectly and the
centering tolerance. The coercivity of chances of media damage due to the
the Sony medium was 580 oersteds disk shutter being open when out of
(a unit of magnetic resistence), while the drive . The MIC hard cartridge
the MIC had suggested 650 oersteds. also has a sliding mechanical writeSony's oxide layer was 100 micro- protect tab instead of a detachable
inches thick, and the MIC's proposal plastic write-protect tab, which can
168
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get lost. See figure 1 for an illustration of the MIC 31h-inch hardcartridge standard.
The most Significant development
in the microfloppy media standards
issue was the compromise agreement Sony and the MIC reached in
January 1983. The two groups agreed
on 80 tracks per side of a disk, a coercivity of 625 oersteds, and an oxide
thickness of approximately 60 microinches. Thus, important progress
was made toward solving the thorny issue of microfloppy media standardization. Sony will be manufacturing a second-generation product
compatible with the MIC cartridge
and will continue to support its
original drive and media. Sony will
also use an autoshutter on its new
media.
The agreement between the first
company to ship production quantities of microfloppies and a committee of leading U.S. , European, and
Japanese manufacturers adds weight
and momentum to the effort to establish a single microfloppy configuration as the standard. Table 1 lists the
members of the Microfloppy Industry Committee and the supporters of
the various disk sizes.

The Microfloppy Competitors
From the beginning, size has been
the most basic bone of contention
among the microfloppy-drive manufacturers . Four disk sizes ranging
from 3 to 4 inches have been proposed, and each one has its supporters.
The 3-inch disk drive : The
Hitachi/Matsushita/Maxell 3-inch
drive has a 51f4 -inch interface and an
automatic shutter on its rigid-case
disk. Hitachi has not announced any
volume agreements with American
computer makers yet, although
many Japanese manufacturers are
lined up behind this proposed standard. Gavilan Computer Corporation introduced its new portable
computer with Hitachi's 3-inch drive
but has since decided to use the
31f2-inch microfloppy. Maxell is
owned by Hitachi and is therefore
associated with this group. Matsushita is supporting the 31f2-inch
drive as well as the 3-inch drive .

RBA 1000

The Ultimate Porta Ie: omputer

Circle 417 on inquiry card .

~~'ake O~
Sundex

'YES' Test

$19.95
Easy-to-use computer software? YESI
It's our Certified Personal Accountant™
program, a personal finance manager,
with on-line tutorial and on-line
help .. . a clearly written, illustrated
manual easy to follow instructions and
examples.

3V4- inch

Canon
Fuji
Hitachi
Jicoh
Matsushita
Maxell
Micro Peripherals Inc,
Mitsumi
Nihon
Sankyo
Sanyo
Teijin
Tokyo Denki

Brown Disc Al ps
Dysan
Citizen
Seagate
Control Data Corp.
So roc
Epson
Tabor
Formmaster
Fuji
Gavilan Computer
Sankyo
Sony
Sord
Tandon
TEAC
Toshiba

Will It help me wlthTAXES?
YESI
Tax categories match those on IRS form .
Organize your records now and relax
April 15thl
FINANCIAL INFORMATION?
YESI
Cash flow, net worth, and budget
reports ... and you'll think of morel
BILL PAYING?
YESI
Remembers amounts, due dates for
regular payments. Handles credit cards,
checking and saving accounts, cash,
money market funds. Easily splits transactions into multiple budget and tax
categories. Prints any type of checkpers.onal or continuous form-with
addresses.
ONLY $19.95 TO TRY IT?
YESI
Send $19.95 and we'll send ~ou our Certified Personal Accountant M program
on a trial basis. Use it. Try all aspects
of the program. When you decide to
buy, just call us toll free. Now put us to
the test .. . say 'YES' to easy-to-use
softwarel

r---------------

I
I

0 Yeu, I want to take advantage
o. your TRIAL OFFER-$19.95
, 0 I'm convlnccad, send me your
CcartlPlcad Pcarsonal Accountant™
Program
-$99.95 'or computcars In catcagory 1
-$149.95 'or computcars In catcagory 2
Sped'y: Cat.gary 1 0 Olbarn. 0 Appl. 11 / 11.
Cat.gary I 0 IBM 118K 0 IBM 64K
COMPAQ 0 Eagl.
TI Pra,... lanal 118K
Payment: 0 Ch.ck
0 VISA
0 Malt.rCard

o
o

Colo.
Card'

r.~ld.ntl

odd 3% lalas tax

_ _ _ __ _ _ Exp. Oat.

Signatur. _ _ _ _ __

__

_ _ _ __

Addr... _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

_

City _ _ _ Stat. _ _ _ Zlp, _ __

Mall to: Sundex Software Corp.
-. '- - ., Dept BY093
3000 "-arl .St.
- Boulder, CO 80301
- Phone orders: 1·800-835-3243
In Colorado call: 1-303-440-3600

~

-

..5undex
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31f2-inch with
Shugart interface

3-inch

Microfloppy
Industry
Committee

31f2-inch with
Sony interface
Computer
Devices Inc.
Hewlelt- Packard
Jonos
RCA
SKS
Sony
Sord
Tandon
Universal Data
Systems

4-inch
IBM

Apple Computer
Ata ri
Athana
BAS F
Cii Honeywell Bull
Dennison Kybe
Dobbelin Boeder
Matshusita
Media Systems Technology
Memorex
Mitsubishi
Nashua Corporation
Oli vetti
Otrona
Phillips
Remex
Shugart
Spin Ph ysics

TDK
Verbatim
Wabash
Xidex
YE Data

Table 1: The various companies supporting the different microfloppy-disk sizes. Note

that some manufacturers are offering more than one type of microfloppy.

The 3-inch drive has two potential
problems. First, because the disk is
so small, botH sides of it must be
used to achieve a capacity of SOOK
bytes . Because the drive has only one
readlwrite head, this is currently accomplished by reading one side
(2S0K bytes) and then flipping the
disk over. The company recently announced a double-sided drive that
will access both sides of a disk (SOOK
bytes) at the same time. Second, in
order for 3-inch drives to achieve a
I -megabyte capacity, a track density
of 200 tracks per inch would have to
be used. This would significantly reduce the reliability of an open-loop
drive. See Table 2 for more technical
comparisons between the different
microfloppy drives .
3V4 -inch disk drive: The Taborl

DysanlSeagate 31f4 -inch disk also has
slightly less recording area than the
31f2-inch disk. This is the only group
that does not offer a hard-shell cartridge because its 31f4 -inch disk is
covered by a more traditional soft
envelope . These companies feel that
the price of their disks will be more
competitive because of the less expensive soft jacket (which uses existing S1f4-inch disk technology and has
fewer parts). Dysan owns portions of
Tabor and Seagate and has financial
ties to Brown Disc, so it is not
unusual to see these companies
together. They have not announced
any volume deals on their drives .
The 31f2-inch disk drive: The 31f2-inch
disk format has twice the available
recording area of the 3-inch disk .
Higher-capacity drives are already

LOOK WHO BUYS
SOFTWARE
FROM US!
GENE

I

f you order software from
us, you're in good company. You see, some of
our best customers are
America's biggest corporations.
Maybe they're attracted
by our low, low prices (big
companies are price-conscious
too!)
Or maybe when you're
an "IBM," you're looking
for something extra. Like the
personal service, giant inventory, and in-depth technical

support you'll find at
8{)()-SOFTW ARE.
You see, when you call
us, we'll take care of you like
our business depends on it.
Because it does. Which means
when you place an order, you
can be sure we'll fill it the
same day. And that our unique Order Tracking System™
is keeping tabs on your order
every step of the way.
Most important, we'll be
there if you need us after
your software arrives. We'll

make sure that you'll receive
the finest post-delivery service
in the industry. And that's a
promise.
Next time you're looking
for low price and great service, do what IBM, General
Electric, and a lot of other
big companies do. Pick up
the phone and give us a call.
We'll show you why
some hard-headed companies
buy their software from us .

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES
WordStar" $269

dBASE II ' $459

Super(alc 2 - $139

Multiplan ' $199

WordS!ar'" /
MaiIMerge"

InfoStar - $299

VisiCalc - $189

PerfectWriter"' $289

u .s."

$369

<lG , ~ ph

$1 29
5359
5149

Z·BO Car d

cpm Card
Smart erm

ALPHA SOFTWARE "
Apple -18M Connection
5150
Executive Pa c kai~e
5115
Other Product s
CALL
APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY "
Versalorm
$289
ASHTON ·TATE'·
dBas:! II
$459
ASPEN SOFTWARE "
Gl ammatlk
S 60
Random Hou se Proofreader
5 39
Random Hou se Th esauru s
$119
C. M.B. III ENTERPRISES "
WS·Patch and WS·Keys
$ 45
COMPUTING' "
Power I
SI1 9
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE "
Home Accountan t
CALL
DIGITAL RESEARCH"
CBASIC
1109
CB ·80 Compiler
1379
PASCAl / MT -+
$259
srI'
11 55
Acc ess M an~Eer
$225
Display Manaj;ef
5299
CBASIC 86
$149
PASCAl / MT -+ 86
$299
Concurrent CPI M 86
5259
CPI M B6
$49
FOX AND GELLER "
QuiCkcode
$229

z

, ( "fl' r ' ~hl

SllliHt Modern

5549

HOWARO SOFT"
All Pr ud ucts

CALL

IUS"

Easywnter II
Easyspeller II
Easywrrterl Speller

CALL
CALI
CALL
CALL

Easyilier
f ina ncia l Man age ment Series CALL

LE.XISO FT'·
Spellbilld er

CALL

WEIRH SYSTEMS"
Volkswrlter
l o [ u s '~

112/3

CALL
1399

METASOF T"'
Benchma rk

ReDoII SIa!
Olher Produ cts and

$149
$229

Perfect WilIer/Speller
Perfect C(li e

Perfect rller

Specials
MICRO SOfT '"
RAM Card' ~

CA LL

All FoUl Pedect Product s

$ 89

So ttcard' ~

$259

Vrdeoterm !Vld e x' ~ )
All Thr ee Abov e

PLCKLE S AND TROUT"
CP1M lo( I RS Model II
CP IM tor TRS Moclel 16

1269
5509
$275
$295
$549
$349
$199
$ 45
$119
CALL

MBASIC 80
BASIC Complier
COBOL Compiler

FOR I RAN 80
Mul1lplan
fhghtS lnrula tor
Ellhancenl (V l dex' ~ )
OHler Pro(1ircts .

MICROSTUF"
Crosstalk

CALL

OASIS "

$179

lhe Word Plu s
Pun ctuat ion ane! Sty le

MICROLAB "
Tax Manager

SrteltSIM

MICROPRO'

ORGA NIC "

Wordstal
S269
wOI dsrill / Mall Merl'.c
$369
Wordsla r/ MallMerl(e/S peltSta r $509
$549
WW (!sliH / lnloStal
MilIIMer ;;c
5149
tnloSlal
S299
$ 89
CacStal
$179
OataStar
$149
Supcl Surl

Milestone

1119
$1 29
$109
$269

PBL CORPORATION ,.
Per sonal tnvestol

$105

PEACHTRH"

$409
1169
5279
$799

Hard Disk

5169
5189
$225

SOfTWARE PUBLI SHER S"
PFS File

$ 95

PfS Report
PFS Graph

$ 95
$ 95

SORC IM "
SupcrCa tc
SuperCa lc'
Super Wrlter
SpellGuard

SI29
$139
$1 79
$139

VISICORP .,
Vl slCalc
\lrsrh!rm
VrslDex
VrSIF lle
VlslSchedule
VISITrend / Ptol
VIS1WOHI
Busmess Forecasler
Desktop Planner

SI89
$ B5
$189
$249
5249
$249
$299
1100
$249

HOPPY DISKETTES {Boxes 01 Ten}
Accountin g PeachText - Olher s CAl l
Series 4 Acco untrng Modutes $36gea. 8"
$ 25
PERFECT SOFTWARE "
Perfec t Wll ter
Perl ect Speller

15"

ISS)

$289
$ 169

5·' (OS)
Laq(c QUiln tltles

$ 25
$ 35
CALL

Purc hase nrdcrs acce ptcd

Please call LI S in :.Jd vancc .
o Prompt UPS J day Blue Laocl.

o
o

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-227-4587

o

IN CAI.IFOR N IA : 800-6Z2-0678 or 415-644-3611

o

~II(J · ", ' II"~,,· 1"Ili l
\11."",, 11 ,. ~ "'1',, 1<',,·01 !r .. J c ru.u~ . ,Ind ~"fl,' .lId . I( A ,\!
C.Ho..I . ,m.! !!.I lllllflldll ,'H' 11.llkm" I." " I the \1. <"",,11 ('''r''r~ I '''1\

Circle 4 on inquiry card .

HAYES "

(ioO-SOFTWARE)

~ 940 Dwight Way. Ste. 14

~ Berkeley. CA 94710

III

$219
S 69

dUtd

o

WRITE:
SOO-SOFTWARE, INC.
CA res id ent s
add sa les Lax .

.

Call for shipping charges. {ret'
{ ·(J~alf}M. arllJ o ther low ~oft wan.'
p ncc~.

Now open Mon . Sat:

Internati o nal and nat ional dealer
rCljlJl,:s ls welcome.
D Quan r:iY disco unt s ava ilabk .

Pr ices may change .
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Unformatted Single or
DoubleMedia Size Capacity
(bytes)
-sided
Company (inches)
Hitachi
Tabor
Shugart
Tandon
Sony
IBM

3
31/4
3112
3112
31/2
4

500K
500K
500K
1000K
1000K
358K

Dimensions
(inches)

Double 1.62 by 3.6 by 6.0
1.62 by 4.0 by 5.5
Single
1.62 by 4.0 by 6.0
Single
Double 1.62 by 4.0 by 6.0
Double 2.0 by 4.0 by 5.1
Single 2.62 by 4.5 by 6.6

Track-to-Track
Transfer Rate
Tracks
Access Time
Bits
Tracks
Media
Covering (kilobits/sec.) per Surface (milliseconds) per Inch per Inch
Hard
Soft
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard

250
250
250
250
500
333.3

80
80
80
80
80
46

3
10
6
3
12
40

8946
9250
8204
8776
8717
6865

100
140
135
135
135

Table 2: Specifications for some of the different microfloppy-disk drives.

being announced as improved media
and head-positioning technologies
become available. Most 31h-inch disk
drives use only one side of the disk
to store 500K bytes. Adding a second
head, a simple redesign of the present drive, will create a 1-megabyte
double-sided drive. Sony and Tandon have already announced this
upgrade as well as versions of their
drives with both the 5%-inch interface and the Sony interface. Tandon
has announced a $310 million agreement with a major microcomputer
manufacturer (rumored to be IBM)
for its disk drives (probably the

The

3 1h-inch disk drive with the 5%-inch
interface) .
Sony started delivering the first
microfloppies in 1980 in one of its
word processors. The company has
since offered the microfloppy in its
SMC-70 microcomputer. HewlettPackard placed a $30-million order for
Sony microfloppy drives and recently announced that it had sold 25,000
drives in its various products, among
them the Series 200 Model 16 microcomputer, which accounts for half of
the estimated 50,000 microfloppy
drives that have been sold so far.
Computer Devices uses Sony drives

in its Dot microcomputer; RCA uses
them in development systems; Sord,
Jonos, and Universal Data Systems all
use Sony Drives in their portable
computers.
Sony will continue to manufacture
and support its older drives, but now
that the company is offering the new
31h-inch drives with the MIC media
and Shugart interfaces, it is debatable how many manufacturers will
stay with the older Sony disk format
or the Sony interface.
IBM's 4-inch disk drive: While the
4-inch IBM disk has more recording
area than the 31h-inch disk, it is too

intelligent keyboard for relaxed
programming and handling

Your AMERICAN .~ppIa, ~::F~1:,needs an adequate partner get him

-

The
Best
Just a crosscut of ALPHA's abilities
32

Functionkeys lor storing up to 310 characters. F. e. a
complete commandfile under one button with or
without breakpoints or handshake
character - sets directly creatable in the keyboard
like WordS tar, PASCAL, CP/M or whatever you use .
Select your set by pushing bulton Zl, Z2 or 23.
MSB key for selling 8th bit (graphic)
2
Hardware keys for RESET
Key switch : Keyboard/ computer communication on/ off
The intelligence inside helps you :
- it stores and lists out everything you programmed
in the ALPHA
- it protects you from making mistakes
- it interfacesyourcomputerlo your~LPHA whether
you commu'riicate parallel or seriell

More to come with your inquiry

ALPHA key
;ffNabe in ~erman!,

Quality is our business

AFC Computer P.B. 90 31 69, 5000 Kllln 90, Phone (221) 83 80 00, Telex 8873254, West-Germany. - We accept VISA and Master Charge
CP/M-a6 is a tradt!mark of Digital Research, Inc . . Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBMe> is a trademark of IBM Corporation . Pascal™ is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California at San Diego
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Circle 560 on inquiry card.

The collection of data at the source provides you
with faster turn-around time, no retranscription
cost better seNice to your customer and possible
improved cash flow The UDI-l 00 is your means of capitaizing

on these advantages-at a costjustified

investment.
Offers all these features:
• CMOS Memory

• Two-Way Communications

• LCD Matrix Display

• Real Time Clock

• Heavy-Duty Case

• Alpha Numeric Keyboard

• Powered by Four M Batteries

• Bar Code Wand Readers Code 39,

• Custom Design Available

UPC-A & E

• 1O.7S x 4.5 x 1.5 Inches

• Easy to Use Program Generator

• 276K 8 Bit Byte Memory

• Custom Program Available

• Two Lines of 32 Char Display

• 21 Ounces Light

THE CARRY-ALONG COMPUTER
~~SAl

.A

~.
~

For more Information, write or call
UNIVERSAL DATA, INC.

~ I ~ . I. &~ A DiviSion of Phyle Industnes Limited
~ . IJ( 1fJ 3960 OrtonVille Road (M-1S)· Clarkston, Michigan 48016
'C'ORpo~
(313) 625-0158 • 1-800-521-1056

Circle 469 on Inquiry card.
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big to fit easily in a shirt pocket and
doesn't offer systems integrators
enough of a size incentive to replace
S l /t -inch disks . The IBM drive
presently stores only 3S8K bytesless storage capacity in a larger package than a 31h-inch drive . It has a
slow (40-millisecond) track-to-track
access time, and both the data-transfer rate and the interface are nonstandard. Until this drive is used in
an ruM product, it probably won't go
far .

The most popular interface for
microfloppy-disk drives is the standard S1f4-inch Shugart interface used
on most S1f4 -inch floppy-disk drives .
This standard defines the data and
control lines and specifies a disk rotation of 300 revolutions per minute
(rpm) and an information transfer
rate of 2S0K bits per second. Disk
drives that use the SlIt -inch interface
can be easily interchanged . Systems
integrators can then use the new
microfloppies directly in place of the

DECADES OF SERVICE
Washington Computer Services
97 Sp ring Street
New York, New York 10012

..

an affiliate 01

TO OROER : CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER: (800)221-5416
In N.Y. State and lor technical inlormation: (212) 226-2121
HOURS : 9:30 AM-5:30 PM (EST) Monday·Friday

FULLY CONFIGURED BUSINESS SYSTEMS

,,(WASHINGTON),\)

\\ ELECT~IC: ~,?""PA"Y zest. 1912

CUSTOM COMPUTER ROOM WIRING SINCE 1960
TELEX: 12·5606

CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK

Where Do You Turn To Solve Your Computer Puzzle?

The fOllowing are some examples of the fully assembled and lested business and
scientific computer systems which we offer:
CAll
.fi\ Jj1~ The Premier Mulli-User Computer System
FOR
I~Ml§. 8000 SX . muill-processor. turbo DOS
~ CPM 2.2. FUll 2 YEAR WARRANTY'
CONFIGURATION
IN T(ANATIONAL 5000 IS. S- 100 desk top mainlrame
8000 S up to 16 user
3270 Soltware Available. On -Sile Service Contracts AV31\bte .
1S
IM S on GSA Conl" , 1 HG500 KB..:.:
e,: 30:..c
,-,;
60
",3",S:;-:c;;-;-;-; - - --;------;;c;;--

....'EC APe

8086. 16 M processor; Two 8"
DSDD disk drives; 128K RAM (to
\640K) ; green or RGB color screen.

r~ .

PERFECT FOR:
oWord Processing
0CAD/CAM graphics
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"'C~ (1024 x 1024 resolution)
DataBase Management
_ _ _ _. ._ _ _ o
oAccounting
oChan~

Lab's Microplan olBM emulations oCP/ M-86,
MSDD , UCSD P.
NEC on NY.S. Conlracl HP-07220

f'IIEC PC-8800 ON GSA CONTRACT #G500KR30156035
aX·l0
EPSON VALDOCS
NEW

Micro with
soHware : S2995 .

6800016 bit multi-user. 5-100. UNIX V. 7
!) ~T"WTER

&
=- ~~~~:[;:~~Il~:
~Y\ I l'nH

$ CAL L

BOB6 16 bil. 12BK RAM. S-l00. Gazelle

IbJn<1-"I1"~~

(Q\@ID@@OO~

lBJ •.

oro"-"; !M

NorthSIof

MDRROW

DESIGNS
On GSA Contract

B & 16 BIT BOARDS
& SY STEMS
$CALL
SCtON MicroAngeto Hi Res Graphics Systems
Simita r savings on SS M. DELTA, OYNABYTE, TElEVIDEO , ALTO S. DEC . DATA
GEN . • AlARI. TEC HM AR. ZENITH , ITHACA SYSTEM GRP., and many o/hers.'

TURN TO US!
We 'll show you
the easiest way
to put the
pieces togeth er.
Matched , Comp atible, ProvenEngineering to Supplement Yours .

SOFTWARE
Over 2000 business scientific, professional applications & educational packages are
available. Call with your requirements lor our advice or a Quola!ion. 'We feature ~Base
II & Fox & Geller.

TERMINALS

AMPEX
ADDS
ANN ARBOR
VISUAL

TELETYPE
TELEVIDED
LEAR SIEGLER

QUME
IBM 3101
DIGITAL EQUIP. CORP.
HAZELTINE

NEW TELETYPE 5410
132 col.. ANSI . VT-l00 compatible.

ONLY $895
PRINTERS

'"H"' ~tl:~:c~.4~hls3~~a~I~~~~r:7~~il:~a~~~rl~Yin many
conligurations including forms access, Quieltzed case. elc.
Teletyp843 from S995

ANAOEX
CENTRON ICS
C. ITOH
DATA PRODUCTS
DIGITAL EQU IP. CORP.

Do not confuse us with mail order dealers. We are a
PLEASE '• full
service distributor serving the data processing &
installation needs of business & industry from micros to mainframes.
. System houses, educational institution s & governmental agencies given
special consideration . Leasing available.

DIABLO
EPSON
OKIDATA
QANTEX

MANNESMANN TALLY
NEC AM ERICA
QU ME
TOSHI BA
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INTERGRAL OATA SYS.

N. Y. State agencies, municipalities, and schools - call us for
information on our O.G .S. term
contracts 011 hardware & software.

_":M.§i'i,illlai§mMiulm"I~[Hlilill:tI\'l@'ijnl'll _

For lasl delivery. sena certified check, money order or call to arrange direct bank wire transfer. Personal or c~mpany checks require two t ~ three weeks to
clear. Prices subject to change without nolice: call lor laiesl prices. Prices include 3% C~Sh discount . N.Y. reSidents ad.~ sales ta~ . Oantex IS a trademark of
NOrlh Atlantic Industries. Inc. CPI M~ is a trademark of Digital Research . All sales subject to our standard sale condi tions (available on requesl) . Call lor
shipping charges . Above prices do not inctude customization or installation . DBa se II is a trademark of Ashton Tate. P.O. 's accepted upon our credi t approval : ca ll for prices and terms.
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Circle 482 on inqu iry card.

older SIf4-inch drives. Computer
manufacturers in turn can take advantage of tried-and-true technology
(their existing computers and the
proven reliability of SIf4 -inch interfaces) while getting to the market
first with smaller, faster computer
systems.
The new microfloppy-disk drives
access information on the disk quickly. Transferring that information out
of the drive and into the computer,
however, can be a slow process . Systems designers may feel limited by
the Shugart interface transfer speed
of 2S0K bits per second when they
want to use the new, faster microprocessors and memory that microfloppy-disk performance can' t keep
up with. That's one of the major
reasons why Sony is offering its
600-rpm 31f2-inch disk drive with a
Sony interface that can transfer information at SOOK bits per second, effectively twice the speed of the
Shugart interface and the same as
double-density 8-inch disk drives .

Case Study of a Microfloppy
Shugart Corporation's entry in the
microfloppy field is the SA300, a
single-sided drive that stores SOOK
bytes on a 31f2-inch disk (see photo
1). The SA300 measures 1.6 inches
high, 4 inches wide, and 6 inches
deep and weighs only 1.3 pounds.
The drive is extremely quiet and has
only nine moving parts because of its
efficient, brushless direct-drive DC
motor, which eliminates the need for
belts and pulleys. It records with the
MFM (modified-frequency modulation) method at a density of 8204 bits
per inch and 13S tracks per inch,
w ith 80 tracks per side . Track-totrack access time is 6 milliseconds.
The SA300 uses + 12 volts when the
disk is being accessed, dissipating
less than 8 watts . In a standby mode
it uses + S volts and dissipates less
than 4 watts, producing about onethird less heat than standard S l /t-inch
disks. In portable computer systems
this translates to less draw on a battery pack and thus longer operation
w ithout recharging batteries. The
lower heat dissipation also means
that parts last longer.
In terms of its interface and the
Circle 372 on inquiry card .

--+

[Gmpupri]
SYSTEMS CENTER
Sylltem 8/16A
$4495
SYRem 8/168
$5395
Sy.tem 8/16C
$6895
Syatem 8/16 68K
$6895
Ful~ Assembled and Burned-in
All Systems irclude SORCIM'S SUPERWRITER,
SPELL CHECKER, MAIL LIST & FORM LmER
PROGRAMS.

*

*

INTERFACER 3-5 Serial A&T
INTER FACER 3-8 Serial A& T
RAM-16 64K 8/16 A&T
RAM-21128K 8/ 16 A&T
CPU 68K W/CP/M &4th A&T
CPU 8086/87 A&T

$445
$515
$415
$825
$790
$567

MORROW.
MD2 W/LIBERTY FREEDOM 100
TERMINAL [10 FUNCTION KEYS) AND
TALLY MT160L PRINTER [16DCPS
OR 40CPS CORRESPOND.
$2295 .00
QUAL.)
MD3 W/ALL OF THE ABOVE PLUS QUEST
BOOKKEEPING
$2595 .00
16MEG. WINCHESTER DRIVE
SUBSYSTEM W/S ,W. FOR THE
MICRODECISION
$2195 .00
DISK JOCKEY - DMA
CONTROLLER W /CP/M & MBASIC $480
DISK JOCKEY-2 0/8 @F800
W/CP/M & MBASIC
$360
ADD- ON 8 " DRIVES
CALL

eaGLE"

with SW. $1595
BEAUTIFUL DARK MATRIX
GREEN SCREEN - DUAL DRIVES CP/M - BASIC - WORD PROC . RN . SPREAD SHEET - 2 SERIAL +
CENTRONICS PORTS

t')ACceSSTM

$2495
COMPLETE PORTABLE W /64 K RAM ,
7 " AMBER. 2 DRV .. 2 MODEMS. M X80
PRNTR. Sep. K.B .. GRAPHICS W / Lots of
S.W . & Tutorials. US112 " AM8ER MON .
+ MANY Options available.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
842 8 " DSDD $460
242 8 " DSDD $445
1425 " DSDD $190
IBM has recently selected the QUME Drive for
their PC .

Qume.

landiiii

100- 2 5 Y4 in. DSDD
$239

S·100 MAINFRAMES
PARA

DYNAMICS

3820S PRONTO W /SEQUENCER
HEAVY DUTY PWR. & COOLING FOR
20 BOARDS AND ANY MIX OF DRIVES
AND BACK-UP DEVICES
$1235
3020 R
2200 R
2018 D
2018 R

RACK MOUNT 20 SLOT
RACK DUAL 8 " DRV. CAB .
18 SLOT DESKTOP
18 SLOT RACKMOUNT

$ 715
$525
$599
$63 7

IN1EGRAND
SOO DB2F W /OPTIONS
$497
SPEC . PAINT. FILTERS . 5-100
CONNECTORS. AC CBLS , TERM. M.B.

i

PCMATE' bVi ~~ ~ ~ I:~ r;?~
1st MATE 64 K + SERIAL
2nd MATE 2 SERIAU2 PARA.

$295
$229

Lab Quality D/ A & AID BD .S for IBM-PC
& S-100 BUS

FOLLOW THE STAR

)~

.NorthStar""';'.'"__
8/16 UPGRADE FOR THE
ADVANTAGE W /64 K RAM
GMSDOS W /CP/M
~

~
~~

, A......

~~

FULCRUM

$639

OMNIRAM 100 ns.
W/ADDRESSABLE

BANKS 8/16 BIT

64 K STATIC RAM $395

---IIi

VB 1C MEMORY MAPPED
GAZELLE-W/BOB6 CPU. 128K
RAM DUAL 8 " DSDD FLOPPIES
MSDOS. MICROSOFT BASIC
INTERPRETER- A LIGHTNING
FAST 16 BIT MICRO WITH
ULTIMATE IN DATA INTEGRITY
$4895
8087 CPU UPGRADE
DISK MASTER 5 Y4 & 8 in.

$316
$340

PRINTERS:

c.

itoh 1550 SERIAL
TALLY MT 160L
EPBON
OKIDATA82A

$750
CALL
CALL
$439

VIDEO BOARD
TRANBMODEM 1200
BY RACAL VADIC

$206
$495

EASIER TO USE THAN ANY OTHER
1200 BAND MODEM ON THE MAJRKET

static memory systems
r.rii'r.I THE LAST MEMORyTM
~ W ID RAM

$140

W/64K HI-SPD. STATIC RAM
$269
OR MIX EPROM & RAM-WILL WORK
WELL IN NORTH STAR HORIZON

$285
Personal Speech System

configuration of the disk track density and layout, the Shugart SA300
is compatible with computer systems
that use standard S1f4-inch disks.
Consequently, it can be plugged into
any system that has previously used
standard SIf4-inch disks. Plug compatibility enable$ systems designers
and OEMs to use the latest technology in data storage while preserving their investment in their existing
hardware and software . And
alleviating drastic redesigns helps
keep costs to the end user to a
minimum.

Standards for the Future
Of the four competing disks, the
3 Ih -inch hard-shell cartridge is becoming the de facto standard . Its
media is safer and more reliable due
to the hard case and automatic shutter . At the outset, consumers will
have to pay up to $7 per disk for this
added safety, but with mass production the prices will quickly be competitive with SIf4-inch disk prices.
The 31f2-inch disk is small enough to
fit into il shirt pocket and large
enough to hold a megabyte of storage without taxing present disk technologies. Just as the audiocassette replaced reel-to-reel tapes, the 31f2-inch
disk could become a mass-marketing
phenomenon .
The compatibility and portability of
the 3I h-inch disk drive with the
Shugart interface also bodes well for
its success. The SIf4 -inch-compatible
interface, it should be added, protects investments in existing software
and disk controllers.
Marketplace acceptance will ultimately determine the standard for
the next generation of sub-S 1f4 -inch
drives and media . But the compromise agreement between Sony and
the MIC, along with hard-shell
media protection, a plug-compatible
standard interface, and a potential
for enhancements, make the 3Ih-inch
Shugart-interface disk drive the leading contender for the title of industry standard .•

FULL DEALER SUPPORT
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Hrs. 9:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. M-F
Subject to Available Quantities
Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts
Shipping & Insurance Extra
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14425 North 79th Street
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
TELEX 16 5025 FTCC SEC PHX
TECHNICAL 602-991-7870
SALES 800-528-3138

Circle 386' on Inquiry card .

Thomas Ja rrett is the microfloppy marketing
manager at Shugart Associates (475 Oakmead
Pkwy., Sunnyvale, CA 94086).

High resolution, low cost graphics
should be more than a retrothought.

Why settle for a low resolution retrofit graphics terminal
when you can have a VISUAL high reso lution terminal
with quality and reliabi lity built in . And at a cost
that makes retrofits overpriced .
The VISUAL 500 and VISUAL 550 emulate the
Tektronix' 4010/4014 but cost on ly about half as
much . And they provide 585(V) x 768(H) resolution
for sharp text and graphic display on a large 14"
screen without the need to add boards or change
the CRT. This superior resolution offers the ideal
vertical to horizontal dot density ratio of 1:1 for
balanced images and reduces the " stairstep"
effect you get with most retrothoughts .
The VISUAL 500 provides selectable emulations ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..",

VISUAL 500/550

of the DEC VT52 ; Data General 0200, Lear Siegler
ADM3A;' and Hazeltine 1500 terminals. The
VISUAL 550 is DEC VT100' protocol-compatible
as well as a character or block mode terminal
which complies to the ANSI X3.64 standard.
Call or write for a free comprehensive referVertical Resolution
ence booklet on graphics terminals including
Horizontal Resolution
Dol Density Ratio
a glossary of graphics buzzwords.

See for yourself
Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951 -539
Circle 474 on inquiry card.

VISUAL
- '- ,

Screen Size
Tektronix 4014 Compalible
Data Tablet Support
Multi-Vendor Printer Support
8 Dir. Cross Hair Cursor
Programmable Functio n Keys
TiltlSwivel Enclosure
Compatibility

500
585
768
1:1
14"

550
585
768
1:1
14"

STO
STO
STO
STO
STO

STO
STO
STO
STU
STO
STO

STU
VT52

VT100

AOM3A VT52
H1500 ANSI
0200 X3.64
PRICE(suggested list' )

-

$2,495

-

2.695

--

RETROTHOUGHlS
DIGITAL ENGINEERING
SGlOO
VT640S VT640 DQ650S DQ650M PWS
240
480
240
240
480
800
1225
640
640
800
1,2
1:3
1:1
1:1
1:4
12"
12"
12"
12"
12"
NO
NO
NO
NO
STD
NO
NO
NO
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
NO
NO
NO
OPT
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
VT100 VT100 VT100

VT100
VT52 f VT52OVT52
3.025 .

3.~55_.L... 3.025
__ ____

+Retmthoughts price Includes DEC vTloa" te,mlnal ba sed on publIShed infOlmalion as of 4/1/83.

VT5 2

_

VT52

3.5 10.- 2,890

SELANAR

-

SG200_~
240
480
1225 780
1:4
1:1
12"
12"
STD
STD
NO
NO
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
NO
NO
NO
NO

VT100 VT100
VT52 VT52
3,390

3.190

System Review

The HP-75 Portable Computer

This briefcase computer from Hewlett-Packard has
powerful real-time scheduling capabilities
by Rowland Archer Jr.
The HP-75 marks Hewlett-Packard's entry into the midpriced portable computer fray. Truly a portable computer, the HP-75 includes a full-featured BASIC interpreter, a text editor, a real-time clock/calendar, and an
appointment scheduler (see photo above).
Low-power CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) memory (16K bytes, upgradable to 24K) retains files, programs, and the appointment calendar
when the machine is switched off (only the display actually powers down). A rechargeable battery pack keeps
the HP-75 running for about 20 hours of active use before
it needs to be recharged.
Magnetic cards are used to save and restore programs
and data files. Each card holds about 1300 bytes. Op178
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tional peripherals, such as a video-display driver, a
digital cassette recorder, and a thermal printer, can be
connected through the HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop) port on the back of the HP-75.

Display
The HP-75 has a I-line, 32-character liquid-crystal display (LCD) . System software provides automatic horizontal scrolling through a 32-character window, up to
a maximum line length of 96 characters. All visible ASCII
(American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters (uppercase and lowercase letters,
numbers, and punctuation) can be displayed by the
HP-75, with or without underlining. It also contains a

set of special characters: graphics symbols, a partial
Greek alphabet, and several characters needed to support foreign languages, such as the umlaut over the o.
Using a computer with a I-line display takes some getting used to, though the software makes it more
tolerable. Commands such as LIST (list a text file or a
BASIC program) cause the text to pause automatically
after displaying each successive line. The duration of this
pause can be set by a command.

Keyboard
The keyboard contains 65 keys in a standard QWERTY layout. All of the 256 possible 8-bit character codes
can be generated from the keyboard. Each key repeats
automatically when held down. Three special keys
marked TIME, APPT, and EDIT can be pressed at any
time to switch into the clock/calendar display, the appointment-scheduling program, or the text editor,
respectively. The FET key can be u sed to fetch the
message associated with the most recent error. DEL
deletes single characters; CLR clears entire lines. Four
arrow keys are used to move the cursor within the current line or to the next or previous line.
The keys give tactile feedback and an audible click
when they are pressed, but they have a very short travel.
I did not find the keyboard suitable for fast touch-typing;
the calculator-like buttons are too small and require too
much pressure. However, I would guess that they will
remain highly reliable, based on their similarity to HP
calculator keys.
A very flexible keyboard reprogramming feature lets
you assign a string of characters to anyone of 194 valid
key codes and key combinations. For example, you could
assign a set of BASIC keywords to all the ASCII control
characters, so that pressing CTL (control) plus a key
would enter an entire keyword . The current set of
keyboard definitions is drawn from a file called keys. You
can maintain keyboard redefinition files on magnetic
cards or in-memory files .

At a Glance
Name
Hewlett-Packard HP-75C Portable Computer
DIstrIbutor
Hewlett-Packa rd
Corva llis Division
1000 North east Circle Blvd.
CON allis, OR 9733 0
DImensIons
11 Ye by 6 by I Ye inch es; I pound, 10 ounces
Features
Rec hargeable ba ttery pack; AC adapter; 16K bytes of memory; HP
proprietary microprocessor; 65 keys; HP Interface Loop; full A SCII
plus graphics, some Greek letters, some European-accented roman
letters; I line of 32 characters on liquid-crystal display
Other perIpherals
Built-in magnetic card reader
ExpansIon features
User memory to 24K by tes tota l; three plug-in ROM sockets; HP
Interface Loop peripherals including video display, digital cassette.
and therm al printer
Software
BASIC interpreter, text editor, file manager, clock/calenda r, and
appointment scheduler
PrIce
$99 5
DocumentatIon
360-page, softcover, 3-hole pun ched O w ner's Manual w ith complete opera ting instructions, tutorial. table of co ntents, and index;
quick-referen ce manual not received for review
AudIence
For programmers and professionals in need of a portable
compu ter w ith appointment scheduling, editi ng, and BASIC
programming capa bilities

Magnetic Cards
As many multiple program and data files as memory
permits can be stored in the HP-75. If you need to store
additional files, you can use the built-in magnetic card
reader. Magnetic cards are also used to transfer software
between machines. Several sample programs come with
the HP-75 on prerecorded cards.
The magnetic cards store 650 bytes on each of two
tracks for a total of 1300 bytes. You can read or write cards
by pulling them manually through a slot in the lower
right-hand corner of the machine, as prompted by the
system software. It took a while to find the right speed
to pull the cards through the reader. Warning messages
tell you if you pulled too slowly or too quickly, but only
within a limited range of the correct speed. Outside this
range, you get a warning of bad read/write. My machine
may have had some problems with the card reader, as
it would sometimes give an error as soon as I pushed
the RTN (return) button; according to the manual, there

is supposed to be about a 5-second delay before it
presents an error message.
The HP-75 automatically computes the number of
cards needed to save a file and prompts you to insert
them one by one. When you read a file back from cards,
you do not need to read the tracks back in the order you
wrote them, as long as you read all the tracks at least
once.

Hardware Expansion
The HP-75C comes with 16K bytes of RAM (randomaccess read/write memory) in addition to 48K bytes of
ROM (read-only memory) . I ,tested an HP-75D, which includes an additional 8K bytes of RAM, for a total of 24K.
Most of this is available for user programs and data; my
machine showed 22,463 bytes free after a system reset.
If you buy an HP-75C, you can purchase the 8K bytes
September 1983 © BYTE Publicat ions In c.
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of RAM later and simply plug the module in behind the
battery compartment.
Three slots on the front of the HP-75 accommodate
ROM modules, which can add new functions to the
system. There were no details supplied with the review
machine on these functions, but reference is made in the
owner's manual to expanding BASIC with new features.
The rear of the HP-75 contains an HP-IL port (see "The
Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop:' by Robert Katz, April
1982 BYTE, pages 76-92). This is a two-wire expansion
bus used by HP for connecting peripherals such as a
digital cassette recorder, a thermal printer, and a video
interface. The same peripherals used by the HP-41C
hand-held computer can be used by the HP-75.

File System
An in-memory file system is the basis for storage of
text files (or documents) and BASIG programs. Files can
be created and modified, renamed, deleted, and copied
to magnetic card or any other device on the HP-IL. File
names can have as many as eight characters. Files can
be protected in two ways: First, a BASIC program can
be made private, in which case it can be run and deleted,
but not listed or edited. Second, a password can be supplied for any file when you copy it to a card; that card
cannot be read unless you supply the correct password.
The system knows about five types of files : BASIC programs, text files, appointment files, LEX files, and interchange files. Appointment files are managed by the
appointment-scheduler program. LEX files are language-extension files. They add new commands to
BASIC or the operating system. Interchange files are
standard-format (not specified) files used to exchange
information with other computers. A command is provided to transform files between BASIC, text, and interchange formats.

DAT~

Text Editor'
The HP-75's text-editing capabilities are used by all the
other software (BASIC, appointment scheduler, clockl
calendar program, and filer). This line editor is both
powerful and easy to use.
You can move a blinking block cursor across the line
with the left and right arrow keys. Characters can be
changed by typing over them. One key deletes the
character under the cursor, and another key toggles the
editor in and out of insert mode, which lets you insert
characters between existing characters.
The two modes of text editing are for BASIC programs
and documents. BASIC program statements are checked
for valid syntax as they are entered. Both file types require line numbers before every line of text. These line
numbers are used to specify a line or range of lines to
be listed, printed, moved, deleted, and renumbered .

Appointment Scheduler
The appointment-scheduling program makes extensive use of the clock/calendar system. The. HP-75 software is set up so you can switch between editing a
BASIC program or text file, running the appointment
scheduler, and checking or setting the time, all without
losing any work in progress in another mode. By pressing the APPT key, you switch to the appointment-scheduling program. If an appointment is due, it will appear
in the display with the time and date underlined for emphasis. If no appointment is due, you are given a
template to use to create a new appointment:
Day MolDy/Yr Hr:Mn AM #1N !Note
You fill in the day, date, and time fields to indicate when
your appointment comes due. There is a lot of flexibil-

TRANSFER PROBLEMS?

OU(-lhtBPlaJiiOIUllion is REFORMATTER® Diskette Conversion Software
• Avoids serial commun ication protocols ,
• Needs only one system to transfer data.
Converts source code and data files.
• All ows 2·way transfer ,
• Quick , reliable , and inexpensive.

t----_VER_SION_S- - - - I
Run s On

Read s/Write s

CP/ M
~IBM 3740
CP/ M
~DEC RT-11
CP/ M-86'
~ IBM 3740
CROMIX
~DEC RT- 11
DEC RT-11 ' ~CP/ M
MS-DOS'
~ I BM 3740
TRSDOS II ~CP / M
TRSDOS II ~DEC RT-11
PRICE

$249

' $350

/3equlres 8" floppy drive.

(415) 324·9114 TWX: 91()'370~7457
467 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 2. Palo Alto, Calif. 94301
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Circle 304 on inquiry card .

·

IIMore documentation?
Go to a book store."
HTraining? Call a
computer school.'~
"Technical support?
Call the publisher."

Interested in dBASE //TM or 1_2_3™?
Beware The Dreaded finger Pointers!
Sound familiar? Does your,
dealer turn into a "finger
pointer" when you need help?
At SoftwareBanc we offer a
complete system that doesn 't
stop when your software is
delivered.

Careful Product Selection
Do you get bewildered by
the endless lists of soTt, ware you find in most ads?
Let us be your quality co'ntrol
department.
We only sell the best programs on the market. After a
thorough evaluation we chose
dBASE lin. for data processing, and 1_2_3™for financial
management.
Our com plete line of add-on
products help you to continue
to get the most from your
software.

Expert Technical Support
When you buy software from
us, you can rest assured that
help is only a phone call
away. Just call us at (617)
641-1235 for all the free
support you need.

Circle 408 on inquiry card .

Money Back Guarantee

Prices You Can Afford

, We are offering a 60 day money tl- 2-3'·. ;M' . ...•.... ... .... . . $399
back guarantee on the following t dBASE 1,1• . ... . ............ .. $479
t ABSTAT ..... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. $379
software: 1-2-3 , dBASE II an d
dBAS~ II'" User's Gu ide .. ...... $29
ABSTAT. Call for details.
DBPlus" ... . .... ..... . . . .. . . .. $95
IM

Free dBASE II'" User's Guide
Order dBASE II'M from us and
'II
.
f
. ... 'f
you receive a ree copy 0
our dBASE II'MUser's Guide.
You can also buy the User's
Guide first for only $29, and
then rece ive a fu II credit when
you buy dBASE II :
M

1_2_3™& dBASE Ir Classes

dGHAPH
$199
dUJ IL'M . . .... ..... .. .. . .... . . $69
dNAMES r~ . 'r,: .. .... . . . . . ... .$109
QUICKCODE . . ...... .... ... $199
TEXTRA '· . ... .. . .. .. . . . .... .$60*
.

.. .. .. . . . . . .

.. ..

.

t No-risk 6 0 day money back guarantee
' Onlyavailabl efor IBM PC wit h MS-DOS .

Free Catalog
If you want to learn more about
SoftwareBanc, call or write for our
free product catalog.

SoftwareBanc

661 Massachusetts Avenue

Want more in-depth informa- . Arlington, Mass. 02174
tion about dBASE !I'Mor 1-273Tt., ? For technical support call:
(617) 641"1235
Attend a SoftwareBanc Seminar near you. Each session runs Dealer InCjuiries Invited.
,. Manufacturer's trademark
from 9 to 5, and costs $175 .
Payme nt may be made by: Mast erCard, Visa, check,
C.O. D., money order. Mass. reside nts please add '
Seminars are in lecture
5% sales tax. Add $5 .00 for sn i pping and handli ng.
Prices subject to change .
format with a custom sou nd &
video system which is used to
display taped interviews with
prominent software personal SoftwareBanc
ities and sessions with various
Order Toll Free
I
software programs.
1-800-451-2502 ,.
Los Ange/es
July 18-22

Anchorage
August 11-12

Washington, D.C.
Aug , 29-Sept. 2

New York City
September 19-23

(617) 641 ~ 124r in Mass.
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~$ro.
SINGLE DENSITY
W/HUB RING

100% CE RTI FIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

$1

[;Ii

99 *

SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE DENSITY

SOFT,
10 OR 16
SECTORS

100% CERTI FIE D
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

~$r9.
OOUBLE DENSITY
W/ HUB RING
100(\0 CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

OOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT,
10 or 16
SECTORS

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

~$299. ~""~309.
DOUBLE DENSITY
W/HUB RING

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

*
"

DOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT,
10 OR 16
SECTORS

100% CERTIFIED
2 Yf.AR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

• Minimum order 10
• Packed 10 boxes 01 10 diskettes with sleeves and labels
• Quanilly discounls - 100 deducl 5%,
1,000 deducl 7%. 5.000 deducl 10%

DISK DRIVE HEAD

_ _-::::-::-:::-::::~=~"";';;;";;';:"--1 CLEANING KITS
Prevent head

~
. -l~'
~ 'j

~

~:I~~~:Se~r~~-hce ~ ~.;.
~

opmalion

5'14" or 8" . .

. .. ,. S19.50

ity and ease of use here; you can fill in the day and time
only, and the program will automatically supply the date
of the next occurrence of that day. Similarly, the day will
be supplied if you fill in the date and time.
The #1 field specifies the alarm type. Nine different
types of alarms are provided, from quick beeps to urgentsounding sirens. The alpha character is the appointment
type: N stands for normal; R specifies a repeating appointment, in which case a new appointment will be
automatically rescheduled at a given interval in the
future as soon as this one comes due. A is like R, but
you must acknowledge the due appointment before a
new one will be scheduled. !Note can be anything you
want. Typically it will describe the appointment or
reminder, such as "phone home:' You can also schedule
a BASIC command (including RUN program) to be executed when the given time arrives.
When an appointment comes due, the HP-75 will take
one or more actions depending on what it is doing at
the time. If you are using the machine for something
else, the alarm will sound and the letters APPT will show
at the bottom of the display. When you are finished using the machine, the action associated with that appointment will be done (either the Note displayed or the
BASIC command executed). If the display is turned off
when the appointment comes due, the alarm sounds
and the action is immediately performed .
I don't think average executives will forgo their
secretarial support and carry an HP-75 around all day
to keep their schedules. On the other hand, I think that
this facility could form the basis for a powerful real-time
control system. The relative immunity to power failures
and the ability to schedule the execution of BASIC programs provides a great deal of flexibility for a home control system.

SFO C- 10 CASSEnES . . 10/S7
IAlIcmelleslnclude boxandlab els.1

Reinforcing rings
of laugh mylar
edge fr omdamagc.

51/,'

8"

Get 8 cassettes. C'I O,
~- -if,-=.i
S.onic. and Cassette/fl
~-1'::" ll

Applicators .

83
86

S4
88

loron ly ..

protecldiskhole

Hardholc Rings (50)

lI8RARY CASES
8" Kas-setle/ l 0 .
5%" Mini Kas·seHe/tO

S2.99
S2.49

;~D~~~~~~~~J~~l.

~

~

=

i~

S8

--

Wc3)SOSUlCk011 FANTASI!CIoO'l~1CCS

MAXEll 3M OISAN
BASF OPUS
FlOPPies. Ta~e . Data Cartndges
Data Casscllcs.and Disk Packs

• Written purchase orders accepled Irom 90vernmenl
agencies and well raled lirms lor nel 30 day billing . • Inlernalional orders
accepled with a 15.00 surcharge lor handling, plus shipping charges. • C.O.D.
requires a 10% deposit. • We accepl Visa. Maslercharge. Money Orders. and
Cerlilied checks. • Checks require bank clearances . • All shipmenls F.O.B. San
Diego . • Minimum shipping and handling 2.00. minimum order I 0.00 . • Caillornia
residenls add 6% sales III Prices and lerms subjecllo change wlthoul nollce . •
All sales subjecllo availablllly, acceplance. and "rlilcation .• All sales are IInat. •
Sallslacllon guaranleed or lull relund.

We also offer printer ribbons , printwilee ls, type eleme nt s,
equipm ent covers, power consoles, paper supplies , storage and
filing equipment, lurniture and many other accessories lor word
and da ta processing systems . Wrile for our free ca talog.
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Circle 8 on inquiry card.

Immediate Mode and BASIC
When the HP-75 is in EDIT mode, you can enter arithmetic expressions to be evaluated. This is referred to as
calculator mode and is like the immediate execution mode
supported by most BASIC interpreters. The RES (result)
function is always equal to the result of the last expression evaluated, handy for long calculations. You can
assign values to variables in this mode, and the variables
so defined will be kept separate from program variables.
I found this concept a bit strange and prefer having one
pool of variables shared between programs and
calculator mode.
All arithmetic is carried out in decimal format, meaning no precision is lost in conversion between an internal binary format and an external decimal display format. You can enter numbers as long as 13 digits; all
values are rounded to 12 places before storage. The range
of legal value is - 9. 99999999999E499 to
+ 9.99999999999E499. The smallest positive number is
+ IE - 499; the smallest negative number is -IE - 499.
Variable names can be one letter or a letter followed
by a single digit. Four types of simple variables are
allowed: REAL, SHORT, INTEGER, and STRING. REAL

You can count on 3M diskettes. Day after day.
Just like the sun, you can rely on 3M diskettes every day. At 3M,
reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the computer
media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled in.
We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line, from
computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.
3M diskettes are made at 3M . That way, we have complete control
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for
the 3M distributor nearest you . In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London , Ontario. If it's worth remembering , it's worth 3M diskettes.
3M hears you ...

Circle 447 on inquiry card .

3NI

Listing 1: This sample program in HP-75 BASIC illustrates the userdefinable function (DEF FN) .
10 DEF FNA$
20 H$ =TIME$
30 H = VAL(H$[ 1,2))
40 IF H> 11 THEN FNA$ = 'PM' ELSE FNA$ = ~M'
50 END DEF

numbers have the full precision given above. SHORT
numbers take up less space, having five digits plus a twodigit exponent, giving a range of - 9.9999E99 to
+9.9999E99. An INTEGER can have five digits, ranging
from -99999 to +99999. A STRING can be of any length
up to the amount of memory in the machine, One- and
two-dimensional arrays of each numeric type are
allowed, but there are no string arrays.
A very complete set of numeric- and string-manipulation functions is included with the HP-75. Logical
operators include AND, OR, EXOR (Exclusive OR), and
NOT; HP's scientific bent shows up in its selection of
trigonometrk functions, which goes beyond the usual
sine, cosine, and tangent functions to include arc sine,
arc cosine, arc tangent, cosecant, secant, and cotangent.
Arguments can be in degrees or radians, and functions
to convert between degrees and radians are provided.
A built-in constant approximates pi to 12 places. String

• 300/1200 Baud
•
•
•
•

Auto Dial, Telpac™ software available
Full or Half Duplex
Audio Phone Line Monitor
Two-Year Limited Warranty

Password™ is the new U5RTM friendly modem , designed for use with any small
computer on the market tociay. We have
compressed into its miniature (shown actual size) case every operating feature for
unattended high speed telecomputing. With
auto dial / answer and auto mode / speed select there is little to do but turn it on. 50 com pact it mounts on the computer with
Velcro®; when you carry your computer you
can pocket your Password. 50 brilliantly
conceived it achieves all this with just 12
tiny integrated circuits (a presage of long
trouble-free service) . If your dealer doesn 't
know the Password yet. write or call for com plete specifications .
• Suggested list {or Password co mplete w ith p o w er, p h one,
RS2.32I nter{ace ca bles. Telp acTM so{t wa reoptlo n a l ext ra ,
$79.
Passwor d , Te lpac, USR logo and t he U.S. Robot ics corpo r ate nam e
ar e a ll tra dem arks of U.S. Ro boti cs In c .

l~!r

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.TM
1123 WEST WASHINGTON
CH ICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607
(312) 733-0497
Circle 461 on inquiry card.

functions can find the length of a string, search one
string for another, convert lowercase to uppercase, and
convert numbers to strings and vice versa.
There isn't enough space here to describe the BASIC
in detail. I can say in general that it has many features,
and I found nothing that did not work as advertised .
Most HP-75 features can be controlled from within a
BASIC program, giving the system a lot of flexibility and
power.
For example, the user-defined-function capability (including multiline functions) lets you define a function
that returns the string AM if the time is before 12:00
noon, or PM if it is 12:00 noon or late'r (see listing 1).
TIME$ is a built-in function that returns a string containing the current time (based on the 24-hour clock),
such as 10:07:42. Line 30 converts the first two characters
(10 in this case) to a number representing the hour of
the day. Line 40 sets the value of the function to PM or
AM based on a comparison to 11 a.m. If your BASIC program contains a call to FNA$, AM or PM will be supplied according to the time of day.

More BASIC Features
A BASIC program can contain as many as 1001 timers.
Each timer can be individually set to delay an event for
anything from fractions of a second to centuries. The ON
TIMER # < n >, < delay> < statement> statement will set
the < delay> for timer number < n >, and execute

A Little Bug Can Do A Lot Of Damage.

It looks so little, but it eats so much
-just like the contamination on your
computer's disk drive head. It may
not seem like much, but all it takes
is a micro-sized particle if dirt to
wipe out a lot if data, and once it's
gone, it's gone forever.
That's why you need PerJectData.
The PerJectData Disk Drive Head
Cleaning Kit eliminates problemcausing dirt so you can keep your
computer and your data the way you
want it-peifect.
The PeifectData Disk Dn've Head
Cleaning Kit cleans single or dualsided drives simply and if.fectively.

PeifectData's patented wet/dry
method is the cleaning method
recommended by most leading
computer and disk drive
manuJacturers.
The Disk Drive Head Cleaning
Kit is just part if a ~iJhol eJamily if
PeifectData Computer Care
Products-all designed to keep your
computer and your data in peifect
shape. So don't let a bug eat holes in
your rose (or data). Visit your
Computer Dealer today for
PeifectData products. PeifectData
Corporation, 9174 Deering Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.

~MPUTER

CARE PROOUCTS

~fectData

is the new name if Inn·ovative Computer Products-the leader in computer care since 1976.

Circle 356 on inquiry card.

Keep It Perfect.

< statement> every < delay> seconds. It is possible to
write a program that runs, establishes some timers, and
turns the machine off, but keeps the timers active. When
a timer runs out, the specified action will occur.
A single program can access up to 9999 files; in practice, the actual limit will be determined by available
memory. Data is stored in a file by a succession of BASIC
DATA statements. Each data statement has a line number,
and you can specify a line number in a READ statement
to start reading data from any line in the file. Entire arrays can be written and read using a single statement.
For example, to write the two-dimensional array A(,) to
file number I, just type "PRINT #1; A(,)".
Programs can call other programs, which in turn can
call others up to the limit of available memory. Variable
values are passed between programs by writing them
to a file.
Hewlett-Packard has provided good debugging capabilities. The TRACE statement can display the line
number of the executing statement and (optionally) the
value of any simple numeric variables changed in that
statement. Programs can be stepped through one line
at a time; each line is displayed before it is executed. You
can use ON ERROR GOTO and ON ERROR GOSUB
statements in your program to take action when an error occurs. The ERRN and ERRL functions return the
error number and line number in which the error
occurred.

Documentation
The HP-75 comes with a hefty manual (larger and
heavier than the HP-75 itself) packed with 360 pages of
information about the machine. The manual is well written and organized. The first three chapters provide an
overview of the system, with hands-on examples that
familiarize you with the editor, clock/calendar, appointment scheduler, and file system. This is an introduction
for the beginner, yet it has you doing useful things fairly quickly.
The second part of the manual contains seven chapters
that cover every part of the HP-75 in detail, except BASIC,
which is covered later. Keyboard redefinition, connec-

tion of HP-IL peripherals, immediate mode numeric calculations, use of the card reader, and all the details of
the clock/calendar and appointment scheduler are
discussed.
The third part of the manual contains seven chapters
describing HP-75 BASIC. Numerous examples are provided to facilitate learning. Some examples are on prerecorded magnetic cards; others give you practice typing in a program.
Eight appendixes cover accessories, warranties, a summary of keyboard and display usage, the HP-75 character set, memory requirements of various system functions, machine defaults, a table of legal abbreviations for
keywords, error conditions, listings of prerecorded programs, a glossary, and a syntax summary. The manual
. ends with a detailed subject index and instruction-set
index.
According to the preface, there is a smaller, more portable reference manual that summarizes the HP-75's commands; this would certainly be a useful adjunct to the
machine.

Conclusion
This is a well-integrated and powerful machine. I did
get an opportunity to use it with the optional digitalcassette and thermal-printer devices, and they work
smoothly and effectively. The HP-IL loop works well and
enables the computer to communicate with other HP
peripherals. However, it does tie you to HP's devices,
rather than letting you use devices that interface to standard serial or parallel ports such as modems.
Overall, I am very impressed with the quality of construction and programmability of this machine. If you
are interested in a single-vendor solution to your needs
for a very portable computer with powerful real-time
scheduling capabilities, you should look closely at the
HP-75 .•
Rowland Archer Jr. (5420 Loyal Place, Durham, NC 27713) earned a master's
degree in computer science from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
is software development manager for a major computer manufacturer. He has
written several articles and reviews for BYTE.
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Ccompilers
HOST

6809
TARGET

FLE X· / UN IFLEX·

$200.00

\\" ::~t:: " 1

0 5-9·

$350.00

111 ' <)

• UNIX· Ver. 7 COMPATABIUTV

PDp· W / LSI·! !·
TARGET

8080/ (280)
TARGET

8088/ 8086
TARG ET

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

\\ Hl I

200.00
350.00

\' i :: :~:

RT· II · / RSX· ! !·
PDP· 11·

500.00

CP/ M"
8080/ (280)

500.00

500.00

200.00 ",';:i~:
1\1 '"
350.00 lIt
Ho

PCDOS "/ CP/ M86·
8088/ 8086

500.00

500.00

500.00

\\1100
n tH I

I

I

500.00
200.00 ....,';:;'0': I
350.00 IItl\'
"'"'

"PCDOS i. a tradema rk 0/ IBM CORP. MSDOS i. a tra demark 0/ MICROSOFT. UN/X i.
a trademark 0/ Be/l Lab• . RT· lI/ RSX· lI /PDP· /I i. a tradema rk 0/ Digital Equipment
Corporation. FLEX/ UN/FLEX i. a trademark 0/ Technical Sy.tem. consultant •. CP/ M
& CP/ M86 a re trademarks 0/ Digital Re.earch. OS·9 i. a trademark of Microware &
Motorola.
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• NO ROYAL TIES ON GENERATED CODE
• GENERATED CODE IS REENTRANT
• C AND ASSEMBLY SOURCE MAY BE
INTERMIXED
• UPGRADES & SUPPORT FOR 1 YEAR
C SOURCE AVAILABLE FOR $2500 00

408·275·1659
TELECON SYSTEMS
1155 Meridian Avenue , Suite 218
San Jose , California 95125
Circle 440 on Inquiry card .

True MAIL ORDER Prices
With so many so-called Mail Order establishments using "toll free" lines, and grandiose advertising , how can you , the customer, expect to
receive true mail order savings? We have done away with these expenses to offer comparable service passing on the savings to you . Our
reputation for low prices and satisfaction is outstanding .

5V.. SSIOO . .•... .. .. . .. . . .. . . . • $21 .35
5'/4" 08100 . ... . . . . . . . . ... .•. . .. $28.95
Now avallable: The '6-pak'
5'14" SSIDD . .... . .. ... ........ . . $14.45
5'14" DSlDD ... . .... .. . . . .... . . . . $19.45
- 10 yr. Warranty -

llef-hant:

5 Vo" SSIDD . ... . . ............... $21 .95
5'/4" DSIDD ... • .•. • •••.•.•••• • . '2~95

Verbatim:

5'/4" SS/DD .. .. •.. • .. . . ........• $22.95
5Vo" 08100 . . ..... . . . ...•. . .... • $38.95
Cy. .n:

6'1." SSIOD .... ... ..•.. .• .•• • .. . $29.95

5W 08100 . . .. . .• . . . . . . • •... • .• $38.95
Library Case 5W . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... $ 1.75

MODEMS

Hay..:
MlcroModem 11
with Terminal Program . .. .• .. . $285.00
without Terminal Program .. . , •. 5255.00
Hayes Smartmodem:
300 Baud • ..... ... . .... •.••.. • $199.g0
1200 Baud ...... ........ . ..... $505. 0
Hayes Chronograph . • • . . . . . .....• $179.00

Novation:

-

J-eat . . . .... . ..... . ... . ..... .. $104.00

Applecat 11 ....... ... . ..... .. ... $285.00
Smartcat 1200 Baud ..... .. .....• $440.00
U.S.

MONITORS

PRINTERS

'KanQaroo: (w/library caae,

Robotics:

300 Baud .. .... .... . .. ... . . ... S16500
1200 Baud . . ......... .... . .. .. $459.00

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
FOR IBM
The Ultimate Peripheral
MONTE CARLO'· OT'· CARD
64K ........ .. .... . ....... $CALL
$45 per 64K upgrade
Ask about the Quatro TO Card
T' G Products:
Joysticks ..... ...... .. ..... $42.00
Trakball .. ... . . . ... . .. . .. . .... $49.00
BUSINESS
Vlslcorp:
Visidex . . . . . ..... . . . .•..•.. $180.00
Visifiles .. ... . . ... ... ...... $180.00
256K Visicalc ...... . .. . ..•. $180.00
Visitrend/Plot . .. .. .. . ...... $225.00
ENTERTAINMENT:
Inlocom:
Zork I . . .. . .. . . . . . .... . • .. . . $27.00
Zork " ....... .. ..... . •. . . . . $27 00
Zork
$27 00

"I ..... ..... ........ ..

OKIDATA:
Mlerollne 92 . . . ... . . . .. ..
Mlcrollne 93 .. ... ... .. . . .
Paoemark 2350:
Parallel • . .. . ... . .... . . . .
Serfal • .. . ..... . .. . . . .. . .
Pacem""k 2410:

$ 499.00
$ 869.00
$1999.00
$2099.00

Par.aIl,1 . . .. _.. .. ... . ... $229$.00
Serial ..... . .•....... .• .. 52399.00
Jukl Printer:
• LlQ. 18CPS ... . •. .. .. ... . . . . , . SCALL

C.ITOH:
Prowrlter I Parall&1 .. ... .. . $ 369.00
Prowrfter II Parallel ... .. ... $ 629.00
F·10 Starwrfter ... .. ...... $1150.00
F·10 Prlntmaster • . . . . . . . . . . . $CALL
Brother HAl: ... .. . ... .. . . . $ 775.00
Smith COrol'la TPI: .. . ........ $ 539.00
Star Mlc::ronlc;s:
Call for low

SPECIAL
t;:olumbla Data Products
Perlonal Computer
Featurtng:
• IBM PC Compatibility
• 18-bil8088 Processor
• 8 ElcpanBion Slots
• Two RS2S2 Sertal Porta
• Centronics Printer Port
• Double Density Floppy Disk Controller
• 128K RAM Standard Memory
SCALI,.

TANDDN DISK DRIVE
SPECIAL

TM-l0Q.2 OS/DD 320K Bytes
TM-56 320K Bytes Hall Height

12.48.00

1239.00

QuadRam Quadboard
64K . . ... .. .. ..
.
.$28500
128K .. .................... $3$D.Q()
192K ...... ....... .
.. . .$375.00
2561< ..... ... ....... . . $415.00
Kraft Productl:
JoystIcks . . • . . • . • . • • .• • . .•• • • $55.00
Game Paddle .. . .. .. .. .... • • $29 00

Davong Hard Disks
5 Megabyte ....... .. , .. $1859.00
10 Megabyte .. .. .. .
$1759.00
15 Megabyte ....... .
.$2159.00
Maynard .Iectronlcs
Floppy ~ontrollers w Parallel . $209 00
Floppy Controllers wlSerial ... $239 00

Send orders and inquiries to :

Computer Apparatus™
P.O. Box 32063' Aurora , Colorado 80012
Telephone Inquiries :
Monday thru Friday -

(303) 759-9251

900 a.m to 5:00 p.m . (Moun tain Standard Time )

We built our reputation on low prices
for the informed computer user.
Circle 90 on inq uiry card.

Amdek:
Color I .. . . . . .. .. . . . .•.. • . • .• $295.00
Color II . .. .. ..... . .. . .. . ... .$489.00
300G Green .. ... . ..... . . . . .• $145.00
300A Amber .. . .... . ... • . $1 65.00.
310A Amber .... . .. .. . .. ..•. $17500
Zenith: 12" Green . . . .. ......••$ 9900
USI: 12" Amber .. . . . .. . •• . • .$15900
12" Green ................ $155.00
*Taxan: Amber . .. .. .. . . .. .. .... $139.()O
PGS: RGB Monitor .... .. ....... $ CALL
BMC: 12" Green . .. .. ... .. .... & ess.od
NEC 1203 Hi Res RGB . ....... $589;()O

DISK DRIVES
For Apple:
Fourth Dimension:
w/o controller . . • . • • . . • •• S219J)Qwi controller . ... . . .. ... .. $3I79;QO
Rana Elite I:
wlo control/er ... . . •.•• ••• • mOt~
wi controller . ............ . $339 ~
For IBM:
Shugart Half·Height .. . ... . . $239 00

Mj:ll:
vtP GraphlCfl Card • •
Appletlme Cloak Card . •
$Jlloon Valley Systl;tms:
Fioal Analysis . • . • . . .. •
Word HElndler , •..• . • . •
Continental:
Home Acct. ....... . ... . . ..
On-Line:
Sereenwrlter II Pro .. . • • • . • •. ,1!of~R!i''lI1ttJ\I
Vl8lcorp:
Visldex . . • • . • . •• •..•• • •• • • 'tHin 1II1l'1!'JI
Vlslflles ..•.•...••••• • ••••
\f,lsi~lc .......... . . . ..
VlaltrendlP.lot . • • •. .•• '"
Stoneware:
DB Master . .....
.. ....
DB Utility Pak ... .. .. .. •

T , G ProC/uc:te;

Joystlcka .. ......
..
Select-a·Port . • , • • • • , •
Game Paddles .•..•.•
Davong Hard Dilks
5 Megabytes ....
10 Megabytes . .
15 Megabytes
Ram Cards
Microsoft 16K . ... ... .
Generic 16K . .. .
Microsoft CPIM ZeD Card
80 Column Card:
DE LI VER IES ' 2 - 4 weeks average
PE RSO NAL C H EC KS' Cashier's check and
money o rd er will rece ive shippi ng pre lerence
VISA & MASTERCARD Add 4% 10 lOla I
CA TALOG Send lor lul l pricing details
Pri ces subject 10 change wllhou l nOlice
SHIPPIN G : UPS add $2. 00 plus
3% 01 order tolal . or we calculale
exacl frelqhl
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System Review

The Access Portable Computer
.

This portable offers all the hardware a computer user could want zn
a small package
by Terry Kepner
Would you buy a computer primarily because it comes
with almost all the hardware you'll ever need? The
Access Matrix Corporation is betting you would. The
Access portable computer includes all the components
most users find necessary: a full-sized detachable

keyboard, a 7-inch (diagonal) amber display, two doubledensity disk drives; an 80-column dot-matrix printer;
acoustic and direct connect moderns; two RS-232C ports;
one IEEE-488 port; one 8-bit parallel port; a composite
video output jack, and an 8-inch disk driver interface.
All this hardware comes in a package that weighs just
33 pounds (see photo 1).
Also included with each Access computer is a complete set of software: Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller,
Perfect Calc, Perfect Filer, PFONT, CP/M 2.2, Microsoft's
MBASIC, and Digital Research's CBASIC.
Setting up the Access is easy: open the shipping box,
lift out the computer, and plug in the power cord. If
you're familiar with CP/M, you can start using the computer and its software right away. The users manual includes a short tutorial on CP/M but if you're unfamiliar
with the program you'll need another source of information to learn CP/M's intricacies.

The Hardware
The Access features a 4-MHz Z80A microprocessor and
64K bytes of dynamic RAM (random-access read/write

Photo 1: The Access portable computer system with its ketJboard

Photo 2: The Access printer mechanism with its plastic cover

detached.

removed .
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memory). A separate Z80A controls the video display,
the real-time clock, and the keyboard interface. The
printer uses two other microprocessors (an 8741 and an
8749), and an 8749 controls keyboard scanning. An additional 4K-byte RAM is used for the system monitor,
two 4K-byte system EPROMs (erasable programmable
read-only memory) hold the bootstrap firm, and one
256-character EPROM is used as the display generator.
The 7-inch amber screen has 24 lines of 80 characters
featuring the full 96 ASCII (American National Standard
Code for Information Interchange) character set, both
uppercase and lowercase. The characters on the review
unit were made up of 5- by 7-dot patterns within an 8
by 11 matrix (the specifications sheet incorrectly stated
that the characters are 7 by 9 in a 9 by 11 block). The
characters are difficult to read on a 7-inch screen, but,
according to Access Matrix, the production units will
have 6- by 8-dot characters (a 25 percent size increase),
making the characters much easier to identify. A twentyfifth line on the screen is reserved by the system as a
status information line.
The separate processor for the video display makes it
possible to assign attributes to the screen. These include
inverse video; blinking characters; underlined and
double-underlined characters; and half-intensity and
full-intensity display characters. It is also possible to
define the cursor as either a line or a block, blinking or
not blinking. Even special features, such as protected and
unprotected fields; insert/delete characters or lines, and
erase and other useful functions, can be assigned to the
screen.
The Access's video display was designed to emulate
the Soroc 120 video terminal and will respond to the control codes used by the Soroe.

and equals signs) or as a set of 15 special-function keys.
The keyboard also has cursor-control keys, Caps Lock,
Tab, Backspace, Escape, Control, Control Lock, Clear
Screen, Print Screen on Printer, Delete, and Video/
Printer On/Off-line keys.
When moving the computer, you can fold the
keyboard up over the screen. When the computer is in
use, the keyboard can be attached or detached from the
main unit. When detached, the cord between the
keyboard and the terminal stretches 4 feet. The cord's
reach allows the user ample room to situate himself comfortably when an auxiliary monitor is attached to the
computer.
A tilt stand is built into the two front feet of the computer to lift the video display to a comfortable reading
height and angle.

Printer Unit
The printer mechanism is an Epson MX-80, one of the
most popular dot-matrix printers (see photo 2). Friction
feed moves the paper, and the unit prints bidirectionally at 80 characters per second. Four column widths are
available: 80 (normal mode), 40 (expanded mode), 132
(compressed mode), and 66 (compressed-expanded
mode). The printer mechanism can print standard ASCII
characters (both uppercase and lowercase alpha) as well
as 73 graphic characters and special characters in a 9 by
9 dot matrix. For charts and diagrams, it can print dotaddressable graphics.
The platen control knob, located below the printer dust
cover, is a geared wheel that you turn. Controlling the
printer off line (linefeeding, formfeeding, and setting
top of form) is done through software commands from
the keyboard. A $40 tractor feed is available as an optional extra.

Keyboard
The keyboard is full-size and low-profile. In addition
to regular typewriter keys, a block of 15 keys does double duty as either a numeric keypad (with plus, minus,

i~'\

_~_,

Mass Storage
The disk drives, mounted to the immediate right of
the video-display terminal (see photo 3), are 51f4-inch,

__
A.c_c_e_ss____________________________

Photo 3: The front of the Access-note the 7-inch screen, two halfheight drives, and the disk compartment.

Photo 4: A telephone handset in the acoustic modem cups.
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At a Glance

••

Name
Access Portable Computer

Use
General-purpose computing. word processing. programming.
spreadsheet. and file management

Manufacturer
Access Matrix Corporation
2159 Bering Dr.
San Jose. CA 95 131
(408) 263 -3660

Size
16 Ye by 10 by

10 ' ~ b

inches

Weight
33 pounds

Standard Features
Hardwa re: 7-inch (diagona l) amber display (80 characters. 25
lines). dual 184K-byte disk drives. dot-matrix printer. acoustic and
direct connect modems. 64K-byte RAM. two RS-232C ports. one
parallel port. one IEEE-4BB port. composite video output. B-inch
disk-d rive interface. and detachable keyboard.
Software: Perfec t W riter. Perfect Speller. Perfect Calc. Perfect Filer.
MBASIC. CBASIC. PFON T. TELCOMU (communications program).
Systems Utilities. CPIM 2.2

Documentation
Manuals for the Perfect programs. Access Manual (th ree-ring
binder)

Price
$2495

Options
Uninterruptible power supply. 5239; tractor feed fo r printer. $40;
double-sided disk drives. 5100 each; ca rry ing case (not yet
available): softcover ($30). hardcover ($130) . Shipping case (5250)

Photo 5: Th e rear panel of the Access showing (left to right, top):
pmver co rd storage compartment, on/off switch, and fan. Bottom panel
(left to right): bidirectional parallel port, two RS-232C serial ports,
external video monitor jack, and 1EEE-488 port.

coupler. The modem can be operated from 0 to 300 bits
per second (bps), full or half duplex.
The Access computer has two RS-232C ports that support any data rate from 61 to 9600 bps. The two ports,
labeled port A and port B, are terminated with OB-25
connectors. Port A is electronically connected to the
direct-connect phone jack, so that any information arriving over the phone appears at port A. Incoming
phone information can be monitored on a terminal
and/or an RS-232C printer attached to port A. Port B is
a general-purpose serial port.
The 8-bit parallel port can be configured as a Centronics-compatible printer port for external printers or as a
bidirectional port for connecting to outside peripherals.

Power Option
half-height units_ Each Single-sided double-density drive
has a formatted capacity of 184K bytes, organized as forty
IS-sector tracks with 256 bytes per sector. To the right
of the two drives is a recess in which you can store about
10 floppy disks. At the front of the recess is a lip that
prevents the disks from falling out. Additional doublesided double-density drives with more than 700K bytes
of storage on line can be added if more storage space
is needed.

Communications
The acoustic modem is mounted behind the printer
and is designed to accept a standard Bell telephone
handset (see photo 4) . On the back of the Access computer, behind and below the acoustic modem, are the
two modular jacks for direct connection to the phone
line. By placing the Access in line betyveen the telephone
and the wall jack, you can use your phone normally or
use the computer to auto-dial and connect to another
computer. Of course, the auto-dial and auto-answer
features will not work if you're using the acoustic
190
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An optional combination battery pack and uninterruptible power supply (UPS) affords both convenience and
true portability. Not only does the UPS provide 1 hour
of emergency battery-power backup, it also incorporates
a line filter to eliminate power surges and voltage spikes.
The UPS can be recharged from standard 115, 220, and
12-volt supplies (your car's electrical system can power
the Access) .

Hardware Hassles
I have a few complaints about the review unit. First,
the latch that holds the keyboard closed is an invitation
to broken fingernails . To open the keyboard, the user
must press down on its edge and bend the plastic case
while simultaneously pulling the keyboard forward and
outward to release the metal retaining pin . In terms of
engineering, this latch is not only inelegant, it is inept!
I was not the only one who found this inexctisableAccess Matrix has informed me the latch mount has been
redesigned to ' eliminate this problem.
My second gripe concerns the carrying handle, which
is not mounted over the computer's center of gravity.
When you move the computer, it tilts forward instead

IEXTRA I

IEXTRA I

S-tOO World News

MACROTECH International Corporation

20630 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, California· 213-700-1501

NOW 1 MEGABY'!'E MAX FOR ALPHA MICRO
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-Mike Pelkey, Macrotech International President, announced today that a special version of .MAX is now running in Alpha Micro
Systems.
This special version is available only through. Soft Machines of Champaign, IL. (217)
351-7199. Howard Ogle of Soft
Machines stated, "The new
AM-MAXI runs full speed with
all three Alpha SI00 machines:'
Ogle also said, "The AM-MAXI
is not only the most economical
memory for Alpha, but the most
versatile as well. The system is
even faster with Soft Machines'
'GO FAST' disk cache utilities:' HO~ARD OGLE
Bob Rubendunst of Soft Machines reports, "Every
MAX is shipped with software that greatly simplifies implementation on bank switched systems. Also included are detailed installation instructions and diagnostic programs:'
Dealer inquiries and orders should be directed to Bob
at Soft Machines. M

~SEruESGAJNS~EACCE~CE
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-S100 systems manufacturers, integrators and users
have been ordering and implementing MAX
for a wide variety of environments and applications. These environments would include
both 8- and 16-bit processors. Typical examples would include graphics and virtual disk
implementations.
These environments include 16 bit systems
such as those manufactured by Empirical
~esearch Group, Dual Systems, Compupro,
Cromemco, Lomas and Seattle . .MAXhas
been used in non IEEE/ 696 systems such as
Alpha Micro.
These MAX users have taken advantage of
the density, high speed and low cost per bit to
bring large system memories to S100 buyers.

MACROTECH Moves
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-Macrotech has moved to larger facilities located
at 20630 Lassen St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
The new phone number is (213) 700-1501.
"Due to a healthier marketplace and a
ph:':lu,",':llal dc.nand for the MAXseries,
larger facilitie~ were necessary. This permits additional staffing, increased produc.;UI1, alld :;uslOlner support levels~' said
1viik~ Fdk":j, Fi.::~iJI;;'h of Ma", olech. M
C 1983 Macrotech International Corporation.

Ralph Ring of Compatible Systems Engineering of Annandale , VA, (703) 941-0917 has
used 4 MAX boards in a dual system UNIX*
environment. Mr. Ring stated , "My application required a 4 megabyte system memory.
Quarter meg boards were impractical, the
MAXis ideal for this system:'
Systems builders are using the MJ option to
utilize large memories in 8-bit environments.
Using the MAX board in this environment
means using a single board for all memory
needs. This includes functioning as system
memory, virtual disk or cache memory. Some
of these 8-bit environments include 'Compupro, CCS, Tarbell, IMS & Ithaca Intersystems.
MJ translates the 16 logic bits from an 8-bit
processor into 24 physical address bits. This

Virtual Disk for CP/M 86*
Dan West, Westcom Systems
BURBANK-June 3D, 1983-Most of the
CP/ M 86* application programs available today fail to take advantage of the possible one
megabyte address space. Virtual Disk for
CP/ M 86* will convert this unused space into
RAM resident disk capacity for greatly improved disk access processing. The easily installed Virtual Disk 86 software module has
been added to Macrotech's applications software available to owners of MAX series and
I28ST memory boards. M
Circle 270 on Inquiry card.

opens up the system to a 16 meg address
space. Using software provided in the manual , virtual disk can be implemented using
CP/ M 2.2~ CP/ M 3.0~ or MP/ M 2* operating
system.
If you think about it-quality, price, performance , and the reputation of Macrotech International-it's no wonder so many demanding systems builders have used .MAX series
dynamic memory. The S100 world 's only full
function one megabyte IEEE/ 696 memory.

Virtual Disk Gives
LMAX Split Personality
BURBANK -June 30, 1983- "Many current
operating systems permit MAXto double as
both virtual disk and system memory," stated
Dan West of Westcom Systems. As an example,
an MP/ M 2.1 * system using MAX-M could be
configured as a 512K system memory and a
512K Vdisk. A typical CP/ M 3.0* configuration could be 256K of system memory and up
to 768K Vdisk. CP/ M 2.2~ of course, only permits a 64K system memory, leaving the balance for a virtual disk. With MAX, or the
I28ST, both functions can run simultaneously in a single memory board . M
' CP/ M 2.2. CP/ M J.O. CP/ M Mound MP/ M 2.1 are registered
trad c mark."i o f Digital Research In c. UNIX is a rC.L1istcrcd trade·
mark of Bt!11 La hs .

of hanging level. When set down, the keyboard edge
strikes the surface before the rubber feet. Not only is this
disconcerting, the unit could receive quite a jolt if the
carrier misjudges the surface clearance.
Third, the folks at Access must design a more secure
cover for the printer mechanism. The present plastic
cover pops off whenever brushed against. And, finally,
the entire unit should have some sort of carrying case
because the backplate is a perforated metal panel and
the external connectors (RS-232C, parallel port, etc.) are
exposed (see photo 5).

Software
In addition to CP/M 2.2, Access Matrix includes the
following software with the computer: Perfect Writer, a
word processor; Perfect Speller, a spelling checker;
Perfect Filer, a file manager; and Perfect Calc, an electronic spreadsheet. Two high-level languages are also included: Microsoft's MBASIC and CBASIC from Digital
Research. The manuals for these programs are softcover,
perfect-bound books, with complete descriptions, examples, and indexes. They also contain summary cards
of the commands.
Along with these "canned" programs, Access Matrix
includes some "custom" software-programs expressly
tailored to the Access portable. The two most important
are a telecommunications program and a print control
program.
The telecommunications program (TELCOMU) gives
you control over the RS-232C ports and the modems.
It lets you select the operating modes, ports, and UART
settings. The main failing of TELCOMU is that it isn't
complete. Several features listed in the menu aren~t explained in the manual, and several features mentioned
in the manual cannot be implemented. In fairness, the
manual is stamped preliminary and the final version may
correct these failings.

PFONT, the print control program, is a subset of the
text formatter, Fancy Font, and could be used instead of
the formatter built into Perfect Writer. PFONT lets you
control the usual functions: margins, headers and
footers, vertical and horizontal page centering, line
centering, page length, tabs, and page numbering.
PFONT is important because it offers a number of print
fonts: Roman (8, 10, 12, 18, and 40 point), bold Roman
(10, 12, and 18 point), italics Roman (10, 12, and 18 point),
script (12, 18, and 20 point), sans serif (8, 10, 12, and 18
point), italic sans serif (12 point), and Old English (18,
20, and 40 point). These are in addition to the 10 fonts
available on the standard Epson printer. PFONTs can be
combined on a single line (as can Epson fonts) . However,
you cannot mix PFONTs and Epson fonts on one line.

CP/M Utilities
Other programs supplied with the Access include a
configuration program to change the defaults of the
video monitor, printer, RS-232C ports and parallel port;
a program to set the correct time and date on the system
clock; a program to format and copy disks; and a program to display a disk file on the monitor.

Summary
The Access is a complete, portable, hardware/software
system designed for the average user. Its main drawback
is that its TELCOMU program and accompanying
documentation are not complete.
In spite of this and its hardware problems, which are
being corrected, the Access is a system I can recommend
to anyone needing full computer support in a
(trans }portable package .•
Terry Kepner is a full-time programmer and writer who has had articles
published in BYTE and other periodicals. He can be reached at POB 481, Peterborough, NH 03458.

There are 130 computer books
in our September issue.
Don 't miss the 20-page B. Dalton catalogue of books o n computersa ready reference to personal, business and advanced computers, software,
programs, languages, word processing and games. It's at the
centerfold of the September SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
a single-topic issue devoted to The Dynamic
Earth. Recognition of continental drift
two decades ago brought on a revolution
in geology that has given us a deep new
understanding of the dynamics of our planet.
That's the story we unfold in this issue.
On sale September l.

People who know books know(t?@~
BOOKSELLER
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Its really two \I
system!
Powerful, automatic formatting plus simple on-screen manual editing.
Only Perfect Writer'" gives you r-b~otlh~.~~L
SOME

OTHERS

It does the work so you

don't have to.
You probably don't want
Dedicated Prlnt·Tlme
Simple, Edit-Time
papers. Personalized mass
Formatting Systems:
Formatting Software:
to know how a word processor
IBM
Displaywriter"
Wordstar"
mailings. Even books.
works.
Wangwriter"
EasyWriter"
Advanced formatting
In fact, even setting
features
like automatic
margins, tabs, chapter headindexing,
table o f contents
ings, and other format details,
and
footnotes
are built in.
is something you shouldn't
have to worry about.That's why
Simple on-screen editing.
we developed automatic formatting
If yo u have a special form at in mind? A
for Perfect Writer.™It's powerful
quick
note or document design yo u may want
enough to do much of the work for
to
use
on ly once? No problem. Perfect
On
ly
Perfect
Writer
'·
you, so you don't have to think about it.
BOTH
Writer'" also includes simple on-screen editing
Simple. on-sc reen forma tting
Professional word processing
Au tomatic print-time formatt ing. and formatting- just like the sys tem you're
in minutes.
probably most familiar with. Your printed
You don't have to be an expert to produce prodocum ent wi ll look exactly like the document yo u
fessional word processing in minutes. Perfec t Writer'M
design as yo u write. What you see is what yo u get.
supplies over 100 commands for instant results forSome expensive dedicated word process ing
matting your document. Set tabs, align margins, adjust
sys tems offer automatic formatting features. Others
spacing or indent and number lists - all automatically
offer simple manual screen formatting. On ly Perfect
For business letters. Memos. Reports.Technical
Writer!" gives you both.

Document Formatting
Print time formattin g

AUTOMATIC:
Just write. Perfect Writer'" does the rest
for :'lou. Document design formats such as
foo tn otes, indexing, tables o f contents, and
report formats- they're all automatic.
Screen formatting

MANUAL:
What you see is what you get.
Manually control the screen and print exactly
what's there.

Only Perfect Writer'" does both!

Full-power function keys.
All Perfect Software"" programs can be con figured
to take bes t advantage of the sophisticated fea tures
offered with today's computers and smart printers.
You can use all o f your fun ction keys - including
th e more than 50 function keys on the IBM-PC.
Perfect Writer!" fully utilizes printers with proportional
spacing, too. Print with a choice of up to six typefaces.

•
~rd processing

none.

Finally A word processing program
for any computer in your office.
SMART
PR INTERS

Perfect Writer"'is the
most compatible
word processing
program.

DISK
FORM ATS

DATA
COMM UNICATI ONS

Check your spelling
as you write with
Perfect Speller.""

,.....L------,

Everything you
compose w ith Perfec t
Writer'M - every chart,
every table, every doc- '--_-----....----'
ument- even,thin g
ca n be used by virtually
any oth er word proces sin g
prog ram or dedica ted word
process ing sys tem.
That's beca use Perfec t Writer™uses true ASCII
data files to store your doc uments. ASCII is the
computer industry standard . It's read and recog nized
by computer systems worldwid e, regardl ess of disk
form at or size, wh ether it's used locally or sent over
telephone lines.

Spreadsheets can be included.
Want to illustrate your Perfect Writer'M document
with a financial table or graph that' s stored in a
Perfec t Calc'Mspreadshee t? You can - eas ily. In fac t,
you can even edit the numbers for your Perfect Writer!M
doc ument with out disturbing the original Perfect
Calc!M spreadshee t. That's Perfect Software's !Mfully
integrated progra ms at work.

CO MPUTERS/
MA INFRAMES

Perfect Speller's""
in-text spelling checker
finds spelling errors
and typos at a rate of
4,000 words per minute.
(That's 20 pages every
three minutes!) Then, at a
single command from
you, Perfect Speller"" lists
the misspelled words or
marks errors in the text of your document.

Self-teaching software makes it easy.
Perfect Writer'sTM doc ument design tutorials are
matched to the easy-to-read user guide. Eight lessons are included. Learn how to handle form letters,
how to write business correspondence, and how to
create your own special spelling dictionary. On-line
reference and English RromRts provide assistance
anytime you've got a command question. All tutorials
are software-based, interactive programs to make
learning easy and fun.

Available for all IBM PC-DOS®and MS-DOS®
CP/M®computers.
When you upgrade to new hardware, Perfect
Writer keeps right on working. All text files are transferable. No other software works with a wider range
of personal computers. In fact, Perfect Software"" will
soon be available for all o f the most popular 8-, 16-,
and 32-bit computers.
Only Perfect Writer"" offers you this much
flexibility. Write your own success story today. With
Perfec t Writer""
T
•

Split screen editing.
You ca n view and edit two documents on th e
scree n at the same tim e with Perfect Writer's'" uniq ue
split screen fea ture. One simple command m oves
yo u eas ily between documents. And yo u can eve n
revie w a spreadshee t while editing up to six oth er
docu ments! It makes the preparation o f complex
documents easier than ever before.

Perfect Software, Inc.

Up to seven asso(
plus multiple,
For successful solutions in financial planning.
How Perfect Calc'sTM multiple
file association really pays off.

Perfect Calc™
makes it easy.
Perfect Calc™gives you
the financial planning and
analysis tools for success.
Automatic associated
spreadsheets. Built-in accounting and financial tools.
Easy commands.
And only Perfect Calc
features on-line associated
~Rreads hee ts Rlus SRlit-window
disRlay.
With Perfect Calc's'"
multiple wind ow display, you can see two
different spreadsheets at the same time.
Change your figures and see how the resulting variations affect each spreadsheet. Up
.to seven spreadsheets on-line at once.
Thl

Multiple Spreadsheets
Associated Spreadsheets

AUTOMATIC:
No double work- use any information you
choose simply by referring to other
spreadsheets. Move information, formulas or
whole spreadsheets freely between multiple
spreadsheets. Permits fill-in-the-blanks
automatic forecasting and planning. 16 built-in
application programs are included.
Spreadsheet Consolidation

MANUAL:
Simple cut-and-paste spreadsheet
entries. Line, column, or whole spreadsheet
additions from anyone of seven on-line
spreadsheets are also easy with Perfect Calc~

Only Perfect Calc'" does both.

A good example is the
built-in Income Statement
Program.The income spreadsheet automatically reads from
three other spreadsheets: Cost
of Goods Statement, General and
Administrative Expenses Statement, and Sa les Expenses. All
four are on-line simultaneously.
All you do is fill in the blanks.
Then use all that in formation to perform an instant
analysis and illustrate the results o f potential budget cuts
or increases. You change just
one spread sheet using the
fill-in-the-blanks style. Perfect
Calc'· automatically takes care of the rest.

Setting up the Perfect™spreadsheet!
Entering titles , labels, and additi onal informati on
on your spreadsheet is easy with Perfec t Ca l c'~ It
recogn izes words automatically and handles them
correctly w ithout any special com mands. If yo u want
to use numbers- like dates - for item labels, that's
easy, too.
Individually variable column widths add flexibility in setting up your Perfect Calc spreadsheet.
And once you've developed one spreadsheet, you can
use it as a template for other applications. Simply
refer to it.
Thl

Self-teaching software.
Easy, so ftware-based lessons are included to
make learning spreadsheet techniques simple. The
lessons are matched to guides in the ,!ser man uals so

lted spreadsheets
ndow display. .
Sixteen applications built in. And that's only the beginning.
you can follow along
in the text. Because
you learn on the computer at your own
pace, there's no pressure to perform.Try
new applica tions
when you are ready

The most complete
applications.

Perfect Calc's' built-in programs:
(Add custom applica tions as you like.)

== == =

• Income Statement Program . Cost of Goods Statemen t
• Sa les Expense Statement . General and Adm inistrative 1...-,----1 -_- -_Expenses . Cas hflow Assessmen t Progra m. Acco unts
Receivilble Wo rks heet . Acco unts Payable Work sheet
• Payroll Analys is Program . Stock Portfolio Eva luation
Prog ram . Real Estate Analysis . Chi· square Ana lysis
• Professional Fee Anal",is • Family Budget . Financ ial
Net Worth Progra m. Check Register Program
• Individual Tax Return Analys is Program

Perfect Calc'M is
the only spreadsheet
you can buy with 16
applications built in.
Standard paper and
pencil financial tools are ready to use, All you do is
fi ll in the blanks.
Just a simple command is all you need to start
working. And on-screen tutorials and English prompts
give yo u assistance whenever you need it.

Handy cursor commands.
You can move the cursor easily to the top of a
column, beginning or end of a line, to the page before
or after - with a single command.
And you can go back and forth between two
spreadsheets on split-screen display with just as
much ease. That makes multiple spreadsheet handling easier than ever before.

The most compatible spreadsheets.
Perfect Calc'" data is stored in true ASCII filesthe files read and recogn ized by every computer
system. So, it's simple to use a Perfect Calc'Mspreadsheet in a Perfect Writer'M report or letter. Or, build
graphic displays using the information in one of
your spreadsheets.

=

==
==

All the functions you needand more.

You get standard functions for
financial, scientific, and eng ineering
applica ti ons Rlus an expandable functions library
which allows you to add new formulas as you like.
You can write your own complex applications programs by writing it on a Perfect Calc'" spreadsheet and
taking advantage of
the powerful associated files feature.

Put the solutions
for success to work
for you.
Using simple
plain-English
RromRts and on- line
references, you can do sophis ticated forecasting
and planning in minutes.
Automatic associated spreadsheet information
management. Standard spreadsheet calculation and
consolidation. Only Perfect Calc™ gives yo u both.
Start planning for success today with Perfect Calc~

Perfect Software; Inc.

Success in

manaj,

The powerful records management solution
for the personal computer user.
Put information to work for you.

assistance when you have
questions. Tutorials are included for improving your skills
with Perfect Filer.'"

Most information management
systems are either too small or too
difficult to use. Now there's Perfect
Filer."" It's an executive management
information system that's easy to
use. You can keep track of mailing lists, clients, sales, merchandise, names and addresses, and
much more.

Personalized form letters.

Use Perfect Filer'" together
with Perfect Writer's'" powerful
word processing features to
add a personal touch to mass
mailing letters. You can even tag
Easy to get started.
different groups within one
mailing list so that their letters
Two ready-to-use data
include special paragraphs,
entry forms are provided so that
subsections or operator-typed
you can begin using Perfect
comments.
Filer"" immediately. One is for
And Perfect Filer'· rememindividuals, the other for combers nicknames, titles- even
panies and organizations. You
your special salutation for
only type important information
INSTANT DATABASES AND REPORTS
clients or friends.
once. Perfect Filer"" does the
Generate mailing lists.
rest for you. No special training
Form letters. Specialized record-keeping forms and
is required, and your entire staff can use it.
sorted lists. You can choose from the two data entry
On-line references and English RromRts provide
forms provided or from seven data entry groups.
Information Management
Data entry forms

AUTOMATIC:
Use Perfect Filer's"" built-in data entry forms
to create your own records file. All of the
parameters have been pre-defined. Just enter
information on the convenient entry form.
Information management

MANUAL:
Create custom data bases with ease.
You can build an entirely new structure or
use data entry groups from existing
formats to construct a customized data
base with exactly the information
you want to manage.

Only Perfect Filer™ offers you both.

~
/'

Creating custom data bases
has never been this automatic.

Single-keystroke data entry menus do the work
for you. You enter your data just once on a blank
Perfect Filer'" data entry form - whether it be client
addresses, direct mail sorting codes, payment records,
inventory, or standing orders.
Perfect Filer'" makes successful information
management simple.

•
lformation
~ment.

The integrated software solution.
When you learn one program,
you've learned them all.

PERFECT WRITER"

Perfect So ftware~ All of the
most- asked-for business and personal computer applications in one complete
package. Word processing. Financial planning.
Mail management.
Records keeping. Solutions to all those everyday problems in one
simple, integ rated
so ftware package.
PERFECT CALC'
Each Perfect Software"" program works efficiently
with the others. All share common file struc tures.
They all use the same command stru cture, so when

manual operations for
the ultimate in flexibili ty
and performance.

Available for
IBM-PC DOS: CP/M:
and MS-DOS ~ Perfect
Software"" runs on most
8-, 16-, and 32-bit computers available today.

Self-teaching
software. Learn at your
PERFECT FILER'

own pace without
pressure to perform.

Solutions for success.
You get more performance, more flexibility and
more automatic fun ctions with Perfect Software'·
than with conventional so ftware packages. Best o f
all, you get solutions that save you time and effort. Easy
to learn - all Perfec t So ftware programs work alike
and are fully interac tive for greater productivity and
ease o f use.
Perfect Writer'· is rated # 1by Personal Computing,
and call ed " the mos t comprehensive w ord processing package" by Esquire magazine. It was given the
highes t marks of any so ftware on the market in the
latest InfoWorid review of word processing programs.
Perfec t Calc'" has been unmatched for spreadsheet
performance. And all Perfect Software"" offers the
added prod uctivity o f fully integrated so ftware.
Our advanced prog ramming design o ffers you
the highes t level of software compatibility and " intelligent" automatic fea tures. It's Perfect So ftware for
today's problem s. And tomorrow's solutions.
lM

you learn one program you can use them all. And
all w ith so ftware-based self-teaching prog rams.
Perfect Writer Perfect Calc'."And Perfec t Filer""
Eac h a powerful program wi th dozens o f extra valuepacked features included. Together, they' re the top
performing so ftware solution available on the market:
Common control commands. Learn one
Perfect Software program and you've learned them all.
Manual/Automatic functions. Every Perfect
Software"" prog ram incl udes automatic " smart" fun ctions. Intelligent software performance. Also powerful
lM

lM

lM

Perfect Software; Inc.

The Rebate

Get up to $160 back on four Perfect SoftwarEf'packages
The first so ftware
company to o ffer personal
computer owners a fully
integrated easy-to- use
so ftware library, offers you
an excellent reason to
buy now.
Ac t today! Offer good
on all retail purchases
from September 1 thro ugh
October 31, 1983.
Simply clip the
co upon and visit yo ur
local participating
computer dealer.

The Rebate
Get up to $160 back by mail when you
buy all fou r Perfect Softwa re" packages.
I have enclosed the sa les slips on the
purchased prod ucts as indica ted.

o Perfect Wri ter"

$50

o Perfect Fi ler"

$30

o Perfect Spellet $30
o Perfec t Ca lc" $50

Please send Illy reba te to:

I
I

NAME _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

I

AD DRESS_ _ __ __
CITY-

-

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __ __ _ _

STATE, _ _

_ ___ ZIP _ _

STORE NAME WH ERE PURCHASED _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
DfSK SER IAL NUMBER(S) _ __ __ __ _ _ __

_ __

_ _ __

_ __ _ _ __

This oHer is va lid only all retail purchases of Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller. Perfect Filer, and Perfect Ca lc
made from September liD Oc tober 31, 1983. Mail yo ur coupon 10: Perfect Software Rebate. 214 West Erie
Street, Chicago, lL 606 10.
Purchases made dS pa ri of com puter ma nufdcture r's o l lg mdl equipm ent are no t e ligibl e

I

L

I
I
I
I
I

I

Offer IS IlInlted to one $160 rebclle per persoll or household ThIS form may not be mechalllca lly
reproduced. Offer forms 1I0 t ava ilable by mail. I~eq uests must be pos tmarked no later than November 15,
I
983 . Allow /l -6 weeks for shipment. Void wllere prohibited, taxed, or reslrk led by law. _ _ _ _ ------1

Perfect Software;Inc.
Solutions for success.
702 Harrison Street, Berkeley, CA 947 10
Perfect Softwa re, Perfect Ca tc, Perfec t Writer, Perfect Fi ler, and Perfec t Speller are trademarks of Perfec t Software, Inc. C P/ M is a registered tradema rk o f
Digi tat Research, In c. MS -DOS is a reg iste red tradema rk of Microso fl.l BM PC-DOS is a reg istered Irade m ark of Internationat Business Mach ines.

System Review

Epson's HX-20 and Texas
Instruments' CC-40
Portable notebook computers hold more promise than performance
by David Ramsey
The microcomputer revolution caught everyone by surprise. When the first Altairs became available, no one
had any inkling that personal computing would be more
than an expensive hobby for eccentrics. Things didn't
work out that way, of course. And now we're on the
verge of a submovement: the portable computer revolution .
In this article we'll take a look at two of the many portables available today: the Epson HX-20 and the Texas
Instruments Compact Computer 40.

The Epson HX-20
The Epson HX-20 is the Japanese computer that was
going to set America on its ear. It didn't, although its
brisk early sales were encouraging. After an initial spurt
of interest, people began to note that no accessories or
software were available for the machine. 111 an unusual
case of Japanese marketing failure, Epson had the lap
computer market to itself for almost a year and did
nothing with it .
Fortunately, it looks as if a tru~kload of new software
and peripherals for the HX-20 is just around the corner.
Epson has recently upgraded the standard $795 machine,
which now includes the formerly optional (at $160)
microcassette drive and a simple word processor called
Skiwriter. Disk drives for the machine are due out before
the end of the year, and a telecommunications RQM
(read-only memory) should be available by September.
The basic machine contains two 6301 processors,
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) implementations of the 6800 architecture th~t run at 614
kHz. One processor handles computing chores while the
other handles 110 (input/output). Included in the stan-

dard machine are 16K bytes of RAM that can be expanded to 32K with the addition of the $150 expansion unit.
The standard 40K-byte ROM includes BASIC, the
routines to drive the printer and microcassette drive, and
the small word processor. BASIC and the word processor
share the same addresses-the application not in use at
the time is bank-switched out. (See the "At a Glance"
box.)
Epson's goal with the HX-20 was to provide a complete
portable computer system that includes a printer and
mass storage. The HX-20 has a 60-key, full typewriter
keyboard, a 4-line by 20-<;haracter LCD (liquid-crystal display), and a 20-column impact dot-matrix printer (which
is, incidentally, the smallest impact dot-matrix printer in
the world). It is also equipped with RS-232C (albeit
through a DIN connector) 'and serial ports and a computer-controlled microcassette mechanism for program
and data storage.
The display has an important capability not found in
competing machines: the ability to act as a window on
a "virtual screen" of arbitrary size. Theoretically, a screen
of up to 255 rows of 255 columns can be supplied;
realistically, however, the 64K bytes of memory that
would require don't exist in the machine. Still, allocating
an 80 by 24 screen is as simple as typing WIDTH 80,24
in BASIC. You can use the cursor keys to move around
the virtual screen with scrolling in all directions, and
various control keys provide larger (more than a single
character) jumps in any direction. The display is also dotaddressable as a 120 by 32 array, and commands to plot
points and draw lines are included in the BASIC.
Along with the standard typewriter keyboard, the
HX-20 has three dedicated keys (Break, Pause, and
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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PLATO COURSEWARE MAKES
SERIOUS EDUCATION FUN.
Control Data PLATO®courseware brings new excitement to
education. Through such action
concepts as darts, pinball, hangman
and highly interactive graphics
and texts, PLATO challenges kids
to reach their learning goals.
PLATO coaxes and guides students. PLATO rewards them with
the feeling of accomplishment.

There are lessons in Math, including Basic Number Facts, Whole
Numbers, Decimals and Fractions;
Foreign Language vocabulary
builders in French, German and
Spanish; a Physics lesson in elementary mechanics; Computer

PLATO courseware is being used
in classrooms across the nation.
Now you can bring this quality
education home. You'll find PLATO
lessons at selected retail outlets
where quality software is sold.

All PLATO micro courseware
is available for the Apple II
Plus and Apple lIe. Lessons
are also available for the
TI 99/4A and the Atari 800.

Literacy that introduces kids and
novices to the computer age;
i.'Computer Concepts that provide a springboard to more
advanced computer lessons; and a
>:'*Keyboarding lesson that uses
the famous Gregg typewriting
approach to teach keyboarding
techniques.

Widen your child's world.
See the entire growing library of
PLATO quality courseware at
selected retail outlets. Or for information and a free PLATO catalog,
call toll-free : 800-233-3784. Or
write: Control Data Publishing Co.,
PO. Box 261127, San Diego, CA
92126. In California call
800-233-3785.
Warra nty available free from Control Data Publishing Co .•
4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, C A 92 121.
0:
D eveloped with Continuo us Learning Corporatio n
•• Developed with Gregg/ McGraw-Hili.
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COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION
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At a Glance
Name
Epson HX-20 No tebook Computer
Manufacturer
Epson America Inc.
3415 Kashiw a St.
Torrance. CA 90505
(213) 539-9140
Price
S795
Dimensions
11.3 by 8.5 by I. 7 inches
Display
20-character by 4-line liquid-c rystal display
Keyboard
Ty pew riter style
Software
BASIC Skiw riter (a w ord processor)
Memory
16K bytes of RAM
Included Interfaces and Peripherals
Microprinter. microca ssette. RS-232C interface. bar-code interfa ce. external cassette interface. system bu s connecto r

TANDON 100-200
aUADRAMCARDS
16K RAM CHIPS
SET OF 9 - $15.75
64K MEM/UPGRADE
SOFTWARE

580-10
586-10
586-14
8600-12

ATARI
SAVE $ CAll
NORTHSTAR
ADVANTAGE
W/15MB

U1~

$4310

TELEVIDEO
802
802H
803
1603

$2515
$4449
$1845
CALL

$80
CALL

TERMINALS
ADDS
VI EWPOINY A 1
VIEWPOINT A2

$485
$550

HAZELTINE
ESPRIT I
ESPRIT"

$498
$540

TELEVIDEO

Documentation
Tw o-volume BASIC Tutorial and Reference Manual. A Guide to Operations. Skiw riter and micro ca ssette manuals.

Menu) and five user-definable keys that shift to provide
10 functions . System assignments to the function keys
allow manual control of the microcassette drive and
printer. Interfaces for an external cassette recorder and
bar-code reader are also provided, although the former
will probably not be used much now that the microcassette drive is standard.

F1040
F1055
1550P
8510P

AMDEK

SILVEREED
SAVE $ CALL
DATASOUTH
DS120
DS180

Built-in Software
The HX-20 comes with BASIC in ROM and a small
word-processing editor called Skiwriter. Also in ROM
are a small machine-language monitor and routines to
drive the microcassette, printer, external cassette (including motor control), and serial and RS-232C interfaces. The BASIC, which is supplied by Microsoft, is a
fairly standard implementation that supports both
single- and double-precision real numbers as well as integers. Epson adaptations include specifying the position of the cursor anywhere on the virtual screen, commands to control the microcassette, and commands to
set and read the time-of-day clock/calendar incorporated
into the machine. A IDNE statement allows precise control of the duration and pitch of notes through the
HX-20's piezoelectric speaker.
A notable extension to the BASIC is its ability to load,
save, and merge programs to and from the microcassette,
external cassette, RS-232C port, or serial port. If you have
a larger computer with a serial port, you can edit BASIC

$ 595
$1169

DIABLO
620
630RO

$ 895
$1725

NEe
$1365
$1705
$1900
$ 399

3510
3550
7710
8023

OKI DATA
SAVE $ CALL
1-------------1
TH IS MONTH'S
SPECIAL
DAISYWRITER 2000
CALL

300 GREEN
300 AMBER
310 AMBER (IBM)
COLOR I

$129
$145
$199
$275

BMC
GREEN
COLOR

$ 88
$299

DISKDRIVES
FOR APPLE
MICRO SCI A2
RANA ELITE I
RAN A ELITE"
FOR ATARI
RANA 1000

$255
$260
$540
$299

APPLECARDS
1610 RAM
Z80
VIDEX80COLUMN
VIEWMAX 80
MICROSOFT PREM . PK

$ 69
$235
$227
$175
$465

DISKETTES
ELEPHANT SS/SD $18.00 BX
SCOTCH SS/DD
$22.00 BX
DUSAN SS/SD
$33.00 BX
(100 MIN. ON DISKS)

ALL PRICES SUJBECT TO CHANGE
CUSTOMER SERVICE (602) 863-0759

Circle 179 on Inquiry card.
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code for the HX-20 on it, connect the two machines, and
easily download the text of the program.
The BASIC editor is impressive. Just move the cursor
anywhere on the virtual screen, type your changes
(using INSERT and DELETE if necessary), and press
RElURN to resubmit the line. Why don't we have editors
like this on our Apple and Radio Shack machines?
When the HX-20 is turned on, the screen displays a
menu of up to 10 options. The standard machine displays three choices: Monitor, BASIC, and Skiwriter. At
this point you also have the option of pressing Control-@
to initialize the machine (i.e., clear memory and reset
the clock) . BASIC programs may be given titles, which
will appear as part of the menu until the title is removed
or the program is erased. Pressing a menu number immediately executes the desired application.
The HX-20 has an in-memory program and data file
system. Five program partitions-PI through P5-exist,
and you can switch between them by entering LOGIN
(partition). The memory allocation among the partitions
is completely dynamic: any program can expand to fill
available memory. In addition, a user-controllable area
known as the RAM File, an area of memory whose size
is chosen by the user, serves as a random-access data
file. The command DEFFIL (record size), (offset) defines
the behavior of the special GET and PUT statements. The
first parameter defines the size of the record, while the
second defines how many bytes into the RAM file record
obegins. Several files of differing record lengths can be
kept in memory at one time.
Built-in Peripherals
The HX-20 is alone in the lap computer market in providing both a printer and mass storage as parts of a standard unit. The little printer is nothing short of amazing :
it prints 20 columns on plain paper and consists of four
print wires spaced equidistantly across the 20-character

width of the platen. As the printer prints, the head wobbles back and forth until one horizontal line of dots is
printed. The paper then advances one dot, and the process is repeated . The procedure sounds slow, but the
printer finishes a little more than one line per second .
The printer is controlled by BASIC LPRINT and LLIST
commands. For those cases in which you need more
than a micro printer, any printer with a standard serial
port can be connected to the HX-20 and used for listings
and printouts.
The HX-20 supports the microcassette drive with a
minimal set of commands. LOAD and SAVE take care
of program storage; WIND winds the tape until the (software) tape counter reaches a specified value, and serial
data files can be written by opening the cassette as a file
and using the INPUT# and PRINT# statements. A random-access file could theoretically be implemented by
determining the amount of tape each record took and
using the WIND statement to position the tape before
reading and writing, but the procedure would probably
be too slow to be useful.
I admit to ambivalence about the microcassette drive.
On one hand, it's very handy to have integrated mass
storage. On the other hand, it's a pretty minimal implementation. My principal objection to the microcassette
implementation, however, is that it's basically just the
standard audio recorder moved onto the machine. Convenient, yes . .. but how about keeping directories on
the tape? How about a real operating system so I can
catalog the tape?
In Epson's defense, the company does provide a set
of BASIC programs for manipulating a simple directory
on the tape. The program builds a directory by scanning
an entire tape at the normal read speed (which takes 15
or 30 minutes, depending on the tape length) and then
placing a directory at the start of the tape. The same program then lets you select a directory entry for loading
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TOOROER ' CALL800-222.0618 . IN NEW JERSEY , CALL 800·222·0617 .
MASTERCARD , VISA . AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED .
ALLOW 2.3 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY . SPECIAL RATES AVAILABLE FOR LARGE ORDERS .
N.J . RESIDENTS MUST ADD 6% SALES TAX .

Circ le 350 on inquiry card.

THE HIGH CO

QUADRAM CORPORATION
aUADBOARD Multifunction Board
Full expandabihly from 64K to 256K
Parallel Printer Port
Asynchronous RS232 Serial Modem Pert
Programmable Clock/Calendar
RAM D!sk Dnve (software)
64K starts al
S 299.00
MICROFAZER Printer Spooler
Print Buffenng from 8K 10 5' 2K
Any PrinleriCompuler Combination
Why wait on your printer?
Prices (w/power supply) slart at .
S 139.00

$ 259.00

TANDON " SLIM-LINE" TM50·2

STB SYSTEMS "S UPER RIO " CARD
The Truly Ullimate IBM add-on
Eight + Functions on one card .
• 64·256K (7e6K w/opt "PlggyBack ~ card)
• Two RS232 ports. one parallel
• Clock/calendar
• Game Port
• Printer Buffer
• RAM disk
~imply ! he ~est
S CALL

******
** The Hi~~~0199;0~'~I~y'?u~!r.2~00% IBM $489.00 **
***********************
APPLE/FRANKLIN HARDWARE
FRANKLIN ACES-THE APPLE II+IIIE ALTERNATIVES

MICAO ~SCI

A2 Disk Drive.
$ 249.00
RANA SYSTEMS - ELITE SERIES
300% Faster than Disc II
$ 289.00
Elll_ I (up 10 163K) .
$ CALL
E1iIs II & III .
$ 55.00
Com patible Controller Card
VISTA COMPUTER CO . INC.
PRESENTS THE V1200:
Removable mass storage for your Applel
6 meg (formatted) per 5 disc cartridge. Comes
complete w/drlve, cable, controlier, software
and one 6 meg Vislapak cartridge.
$129B.00
All for only
RAM EXPANSION
49 .95
Davong (1 6K)
$ 75.00
Mic rosoft (16K)
$ 73.00
Mlcrotek (BAM 16K)
80 COLUMN CARDS
5 129.00
ALS, Smarterm II
S CALL
Videx. UltraTerm
$ 271.00
UltraTerm ComboPkg .
$ 239 .00
Vi sta, Vison BO
PRINTER INTERFACES/BUFFERS
Mlcrotek, RV611C par
$ 63.00
Apple Dumphng 16K
$ 160.00

KEY TRONIC, INC.
Enhanced Word Processing Keyboard
Model KB-S1S0
Familiar key placement for tOUCh-typists. Key
legends instead of obscure symbols
$ 204.50

IBM-PC SOFTWARE
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
$

$

· S

PC TUTOR . . .
WORDSTAR
HOME ACCOUNT ANT PLUS
MULTIPLAN
LOTUS " 2. 3
PFS GRAPH
DEADLINE
FACEMAKER .
STOREY MACHINE

29.00
185.00
457.00
234.75
93.95
83.75
182.95
29.00
23.50

43 .95
301 .95
91.50
185.50
CALL
.. S 93.95
· $ 33.50
· S 24.95
.. S 24.95

·
. ..
·
..

.

S
S
S
S

** COLUMBIA DATA SYSTEMS **

**
**
*

QUAD RAM QUADCHROME

co mpatibl e, in cludes cable . 690 x 480 Resolution : 16 colors.

QUADLINK RUN APPLE SOFTWARE ON
YOUR IBM SWITCH BACK & FORTH
BETWEEN APPLE & IBM PROGRAMS
AT WILL USE YOUR IBM DRIVES
WR ITE TO DISC
DOS3.3
S CALL

TEMPLE OF APSHAI
MULTIPLAN
dBASE II
EASY WRITER II .
PFS FILE ..
PFS REPORT
VI SICALC . .
COPY II PC .
FROGG ER

MILE-HIGH SAVER

*

ACE 1000 (64K )
Upper & Lower Case
Automatic Key Repeat
WITH COLOR!
Numeric Keypad
Largl3:r power supply with fan
Call for Sp eCial package price

aUAOCOLOR I color card .
S 229.00
S CA LL
QUADCOLOR II 640 by 200
QUADCOLOR III 640 by 400
S CALL
HAYES 1200 Internal Modem on a Card S 469.00
TANDON TM 100-2 320K Drive
S 242 .00

THE ENHANCED IBM ALTERNATIVE

TRULY IBM COMPATIBLE!

IBM Hardware & Software compatability in a Multi-user 16 Bit computer. 12BK two
serial ports, one parallel port and B expansion slots . Runs MS-DOS, CPIM 86 or MPIM
86, OASIS-16. MS-DOS "Super-Pak" includes Macro-Assembler, DIagnostics, Basica wi
colorgraphics PLUS Perfect Writer. SpeJler, Calc and File. Fast Graph, Space
. S

Commande rs & Home Acco untant

CALL

Y

or:~I~:r:I"c;~~p~~:;~I .r +

ACE 1200 (128K)
Move over \\E·.
Has everything Ihe 1000 has plus:
ZBO Card (CP/M) + BO columns
Built·in drive. bullt-in color
Serial & Parallel Interfaces .

$ 209 .00

$ 176 .00

MISCELLANEOUS
ALF PRODUCTS, INC. 8088 Processor:
Powerful MIBM" chip on a card:
ANTI-STATIC TOUCH MATS
KENSINGTON, System Saver
KRAFT, Joystick .
Paddles .
M & R ENTERPRISES
Sup'r Mod Universal .
Sup'r Fan
MICROSOFT
Softcard W/CP/M ZBO .
Softcard Premium Pack
Softcard Plus (Franklin)
T & G PRODUCTS
Jo ·~Ick
Gd,.le Paddles.
Select-a-port.
Trak-Ball
VIDEX, Enhancer II .
Fu nction St rip

~ ~ ~; ~~ WI~~aJn~:;;iC~·V6

CA LL

$

MICRO BUFFER II 16K
VIDEX PSIO Dua l Funct!on Card
Mode m and Printe r Ports

CALL
68.00
72.00
48.00
35.00

$ 55.00
S 38.00
S 245.00

S 495.00
$ 445.00

$ 43.00
$ 28.50
$ 43.00
$ 47.00
$ 119.00
$ 62.00

~ ~~~~

** * WHAT'S NEW FOR IBM-PC WORLD
** **

***

COLUMBIA DATA SYSTEMS PORTABLE
COLUMBIA 1600-VP

*

256K. 2 320K Slim Line Drives, 9" Monitor, comes w/MS- DOS Super Pak (as described in
Columbia Data Systems section). 18" x 16" x B" with cover. Weig hs 32 Ibs. Centronics

S CALL

compatible.

**********************************************
PRINTERS -

C·ITOH
Prownter r - par
Prowriter 1\ - par . .
EPSON
FX·80
IDS, Prism
Microprlsm

NEC APC

MONITORS

DOT MATRIX

· . . S CALL

OKIDATA
82A.
83A.
B4 par
92 par
93 par
STAR MI CRONICS
Gemini 10
Gemini lOX
aUANTEX
7030 (Dot Letter Quality)

$

CALL

$
$
· .. $

CALL
CALL
CALL
GORILLA,
NEC,

$ 419.00
· $ 706.00
· $1055.00
· . $ 539.00
$ 927.00
$
5

TAXAN
USI
ZENITH

CALL
CALL

300 Amber _
300 Green
310, A, G·IBM including cable ..
Color I composite
Color II AGB (IBM compatible)
Green Hi- Res
1201 Hi-Res. Green
1203 AGB (IBM compatible)
Amber
Green
Amber Hi-Res
Green Med Res

5
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

10 each 5 1/ 4 SSfDD
10 each 5 V4 DS/DD
ELEPHANT
10 each 5'1. SSIDD
10 each 5v.. DS/DD
VERBATIM
10 each 5V. SS/DD
10 each 5% OS/DD
ZIMAG
12 each 51f. SSfDD
LIBRARY CASE. 51,,~
DISK BANK, 5% Interlock & swivel
DISK FILE. 5% Elephant "Trunk"

CALL
CALL
19.95
26.95
25.95
36.95
19.95
2.50
5.50
21.95

DYSAN

· . $ 884.00
· $ 599.00
· $1195.00
· 52 161 ,00
$1936 .00
· . $ 635.00

159.00
145.00
179.00
CALL
459.00
89.00
161.00
635.00
129.00
119.00
149.00
11B.OO

DISKETTES & STORAGE

· . . $1695.00

LETTER QUALITY
BROTHER HR-l
BYTEWRITER (W/KEYBOARD') .
C-ITOH
Starwriler F-10-40 par.
NEC
7710, 7730 .
3550 IBM plug-in
COLOR INK JET
CANON A1210 7 color 30 shades.

AMDEK ,

Rocky Mountain Micro, Inc.
MAIL ORDERS: 10890 E. 47th Ave.
Denver, Colorado 80239

.
.
.
.
.
.

g~~~~AL

Color A Pe, 128K Bytes of user memory, dual 1MB FDO's,
communications contro1fer, printer controller, auto power off, banery
back-up , 4K CMOS RAM & hardware. clock calender, progra mmable
character set, detached keyboard wlprogra mmable function keys &
numeric pad .
Mod_I H03
$ CALL

MODEMS
ANCHOR AUTOMATION
Signalman Mark 1
HAYES
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Micromodem II .
NOVATION
CAT (Acoustic) .
D·CAT
J·CAT
Auto Cat
Apple Cal li
212 Module (1200 baud opt. for Apple Cat II)
212 Apple Cat II (1200 baud)

· $

83.00

. . . S 211.00
· $ CALL
S 275.00
· S
$
S
S
S
S
S

. . .
·
. .. .
. .
·

153.00
168.00
"5.00
219.00
284.00
345.00
626.00

VISIT OUR
WAREHOUSE OUTLET STORE

1-800-862-7819

IN COLORADO CALL: 303-371-2430

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
• NO CREDIT CARD FEE
• Personal checks (allow 10 days to clear), Visa, Master Card, wire transfers, include telephone number
• COD orders accepted - $300 maximum - $10 nonrefundable surcharge - All products factory sealed with manufacturer's wa rranty
• PO's accepted from qualified customers - Approval needed on all returns - 10% restocking charge unless defective plus shipping
• All Colorado residents add 3.5% sales tax. City & County of Denver residents additional 3.6% sales tax
• Shipping, Handling & Insurance $5.00 mini mum" 4% UPS ground; UPS Blue Label rate quoted at time o f order
• All prices subject to change without notice
• Export orders accepted from foreign dealers. Contact F. L Kleinberg & Co. TWX 910-940·2517
• Telephone Order Desk Hours; B AM to 6 PM , Monday through Friday, 10 AM to 4 PM Saturday, Mountain Standard n me

TECH ASSIST. & CUSTOMER SERVICE
CALL 303-371-2430

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR
BEST ADVERTISING!
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

and winds directly to it. But the slow scanning process
must be repeated every time you want to update the
directory, and there's no protection against a program
growing to overwrite its immediate neighbor. In my opinion, what the HX-20 needs most is an enhanced operating system for its tape drive. Hewlett-Packard does far
better with the HP-7S, and it doesn't even have the advantage of working with a capstan drive.
The RS-232C port implements lines 1 through 8 of the
RS-232C standard on a DIN connector. Espon supplies
as options two cables with DB-2S connectors; one has
pins 2 and 3 reversed for use with a modem. Although
Epson offers a fine CX-20 acoustic modem, no terminal
program is commercially available for the HX-20 at present. I've written a terminal program that drives a Hayes
Smartmodem through the serial port. The serial port
supports a variety of data formats-the user can set the
bit-per-second (bps) rate (110 to 4800), the number of
bits, parity, and type of handshake, although the very
standard XON/XOFF software handshake protocol is
curiously absent and must be handled in software. Programs using the port with systems that expect this protocol must query the buffer status to determine the number of characters and transmit XON and XOFF where
appropriate.
The serial port obeys the signal level standards for
RS-232C but implements only pins 1 through S. The bps
rate goes to 38,400. In Japan, this connection is used for

the TF-120, a dual S 14 -inch floppy-disk drive. Epson is
working on a drive for the American market that is due
to appear before the end of the year. It is rumored to
contain its own Z80 processor and a fair amount of
CMOS memory. The TF-120 requires AC power, but Epson has said that new peripherals for the HX-20 will be
battery powered, which almost certainly means subS-inch drives. Rumor also has it that a larger LCD will
be a plug-in option.

Skiwriter
Skiwriter, a small word-processing program on a 2764
ROM, was written by Kenneth Skier, who also wrote all
of the HX-20 manuals and was one of the programmers
for Wang's word processor. Now standard on the
machine, Skiwriter is also available as a separate product for those who bought earlier versions of the HX-20.
Skiwriter is well designed and easy to use. A simple
program, it offers only three output formatting commands : line spacing and left and right margins (defaults
are 1, 10, and 70, respectively). The user enters text in
free format, and words wrap at the boundary of the 20column screen. Horizontal scrolling is not used, presumably because it would make reading a document on the
screen more difficult.
Skiwriter lets the user mark, copy, and delete blocks
of text, find (although not replace) strings, and reset the
format (line spacing and margins) at any point in the

Now You Can Afford Another 64K ...
COEX 64K S-100 CMOS STATIC RAM BOARD
Specifications
• Fully Static Operation
• Supports 5-100 IEEE-696 Standa rds
• Uses Popu lar 2716 Pinout Type
static RAMS·s
• Board Access Ti me Under 200nS
• 150nS RAMS Standard
• No Wait States Needed at 6.000MHz
• High Qua lity FR-4 Type PC Board

• Go ld Plated Contact Fingers for Low
Contact Resistance and Long Li fe
• Switch Selectable Extended Address
Lines for Up To 16 M-bytes

FOR
YOUR

• Extreme Low Power Dissapation
«500mA Typical)
• Top 8K May Be Switched Disabled
anellor Interchangeable with 2716
Type EPROM 's

• Al l Data, Status and Address Li nes
Fully Buffered
• Switch Selectable Phanto m Line

only

Especially when it's less than
a half cent per bit!

5299 00 Assembled & Tested

APPLE lIe
COEX 64 K Me mory with built-in 80
Column x 24 Lines Upper and Lower Case.
Fully compatible with all Apple lIe Software.
Uses Auxiliary Slot O. Gold edge fingers. Jumper
Set- up for eXlended high resolution. Full 90 day warranty.

only S

14900 Assembled & tested

"Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately"

ContpOnents Express, Inc.
1380 E. Edinger. Santa Ana , Calif. 92705 • 714/558-3972
TWX 910-595-1565. ADVACON SNA. International Orders Welcome
Terms of Sale: Cash , Checks, Credit Cards , M.a., C.O.D. FOB Santa Ana . Calif. residents add 6% sales tax .
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Circle 83 on inquiry card .

More micro software is II//IIIA written for Hayes than for any other modems!
Because Hayes. the telecomputing leader. continues to lead the
way! With popular-selling modems
that make telecomputing a breeze
for beginners or professionals. And
with sophisticated engineering that
appeals to software developers.
Send for our free Communications
Software Directory. It lists more than

a hundred software programs written
for Hayes modems by independent
programmers. For diverse communication functions, from the practical
to the fun. But all maximizing the
advanced telecomputing capabilities
of Hayes modems.
Whether you're collaborating on
competitive strategies with offices

in the field. DOing your gift shopping
via computer Orcollectingandanalyzing commodity or stock information.
Let Hayes provide the superior communications link!
Mail the coupon today for your
free copy of the Hayes Communications Directory. (Or pick one up at
your local computer store.)

TELE·G,\ MM ON

THE FLIGHT PLANNER

Provides a comprehensive
'Aviation software
Allows users to play
' '4-- - portfolio management- - - simplifies planning- - - backgammon with
system for active trader.
and increases safety.
players at distant
money manager or
Automatically lOgS-OIl
locations.
investor.
to networks. answers
Protects sensitive
phone. saves incoming
Mail To: Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
information sent over- - data. and allows it to be
Attention: Marketing Services. 5923 Peachtree
telephone lines so that
stored on disk. edited.
Industrial Blvd .. Norcross. Georgia 30092.
no unauthorized person
and printed.
Name
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
can decode files.
Transfers files between
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- - - Permits use of normal- - various micros. minis or
mainframes.
telephone lines for
City _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _
accessing international
Automatically answers
Telex network.
please send additional information on:
phone in your name:
o Smart modem 300' ,.
-':-- - - - - - - - receives. delivers
o Smartmodem 1200' ••
messages.
o Smartmodem 12008'
(plug-in board for IBM PC)
o Micromodem lIe' (for Apple computers)
NOTE: More and more
software is being written
BYI
for Hayes modems everyday. please let us know if
you would like to have
'FCC approved in U.S.A.
your program included in
"DOC approved in Canada.
©1983
Hay es Microcomputer Products. Inc.
our next software directory.
Circle 203 on inquiry card.

r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(l)Hayes

THEH"
. Adisk is built with certain
safeguards. The technology
is widely known. That's
why most disk makers
offer guarantees that
the product you receive
comes to you error free.
We at Memtek Products
·are concerned that the
mtnidisk remains
.
error free, once put
into rise. EvetY.. titile you use'it. After
exposure to'dust, cigarette smoke,
~letPlinf$, ev4~n wear caused by
COltlpqt~@ .Alla. ~lOi we have
.~_dS; atl()una the disk,

liD PART IS MAKING SURE

rHEY STAY THAT WAY. .
Rigid. Durable. Reinforced. To

also lowers head abrasion.

maximize disk life and

The lubrication system. Acon-

improve alignment.

Memtek Products'
latest innovation ....
acknowledgment of a
real world beyond
the laboratory.

stant lubricant protects both the disk
surface and the drive head from
wear.
The sleeve. Comes with a soft liner
that protects the disk while gently
cleaning the surface of dust and debris that can damage drive heads.

The guarantee. Memtek Prod-

ucts will replace any rninidisk if it
The coating. Acriticallyfails to accurately store and retrieve
datakm
due to a defect in materials or
controlled coating of high-energy
magnetic oxide particl~s that covers wor anship for up to 5 years from
tile disk's surface, which is then . . <1Iate of purchase. Sitnply mall the
micro-polislied to improve head
. disk back and we'll replace it, free.
to disk contact. This process not
The Memlek Ifneue_Includes
only helps prevent dropouts, it
premium double and quad density

minidisks as well as 10- andJ,~
minute
cassettes ana-a

MEMTEKPAODUCTB

Introducing the powerful, multi-processing
HORIION®8/16 from North Star.
The turbo-charged
system with outstanding
performance.
The new North Star HORIZON
8/16 microcomputer can handle
up to eight individual users,
supporting both 8-bit and 16-bit
applications simultaneously.
Its advanced, multi-processor
architecture makes this powerful
performance possible. Unlike
other multi-user systems, the
HORIZON .8/16 doesn't load up
its users on a single processor;
instead, it provides a dedicated
processor for each individual
user-at a cost no greater than
that of conventional multi-user
systems.
The result? No degradation
in processing performance, even
when there are eight users on
the system.

Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zi1 09, Inc.
TurboDOS is a registered trademark of Softwa re

2000, Inc. CP/M-BO, CP/M-B6, MP/M and CP/M are
either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital
Research Inc.

Systems serviced nationwide by MAI / Sorbus Service Division.

Circle 325 on inquiry card .

And North Star's industry
standard S- 100 bus gives you the
flexibility to choose your options
and tailor the system to meet
your specific requirements.
Whafs more, the new North
Star TurboDOS® is many times
faster than standard, multiuser operating systems-and is
compatible with CP/M-80;W
CP/M-86 ® and MP/M!M
As for reliability, over 30,000
first generation HORIZONs are
still in use. And each of these
can be easily upgraded to the
new 8/16 architecture.
The HORIZON 8/16 outperforms everything in its class.
Costs no more. And is the only
multi-user micro designed to

meet your needs for today, and
tomorrow - simply by plugging
in the options you select.
You can discover North Star's
HORIZON 8/16 at more than
1,000 computer stores and system
houses nationwide. Call 800722-STAR for the location
nearest you. Or write North Star
Computers, Inc., 14440 Catalina
Street, San Leandro, CA 94577.

NorthSlclf
Simply powerful solutions.

document. This last feature is useful for setting off sections of documents. You can also insert formfeeds into
the document at any time. Skiwriter has two 16-byte buffers whose contents are sent to the printer before printing (for the preprint buffer) and after printing (the postprint buffer). That way, the user can put control and
escape sequences in these buffers (which are normally
filled with nulls) to get the printer to a particular state.
I think Skiwriter would be much more useful if it let you
insert control and escape sequence commands directly
in the text.
When you make an error, Skiwriter beeps. You can
continue, but pressing the Help key displays a help
screen detailing the error. This is a nice touch, especially for people who have little previous computer experience.
You can save and restore documents to either the
microcassette or an external cassette, and documents can
be printed on the internal micro printer or through the
RS-232C port. Documents can be read in from either cassette and appended to the document in memory, a useful
feature.
You can't use Skiwriter to edit BASIC text, but the standard HX-20 BASIC editor is so good that you don't really
mind.
(Editor's note: Skiwriter may be available for other microcomputers in January 1984. ... R. M.J

UNIX

SPOKEN

HERE

and MS-DOS, and VMS too!
UniPress, your UNIX source.
We have a line of software for a range of hardware,
including VAX, MC68000 and IBM Pc.
Source code, as well as binary.
Quantity and OEM terms.
Maintenance available.
MC68000 binary packaged for LISA, Sun, Callan,
Masscomp, Cyb, Plexus, Dual. Perq too.

UniPress Software
The Monitor
The machine-code monitor comes as a pleasant surprise, especially for those who enjoy digging into the
(undocumented) workings of a machine. The monitor
uses the physical screen only-you're limited to the 20
by 4 display-and normally displays the contents of the
A and B accumulators in the index register, stack pointer,
condition code register, and program counter. The following single-keystroke commands are available:
B
K

D
G
S
X
R
V
W
A

Return to BASIC
Set the "keystack sequence;' a group of keystrokes
that is automatically executed whenever the HX-20
is turned on
Dump memory (in hexadecimal)
Execute a routine in memory with optional breakpoints
Set new memory values-used for entering data in
hexadecimal
Display and (optionally) change register contents
Read a file from external cassette, microcassette,
serial port, or ROM
Verify file saved on device
Write file to device
Return starting and ending addresses of file as well
as the entry point

Priced

from
UNIX SOFTWARE
• Full UniPlus + UNIX for Apple LISA .. ... .. ... $ 495
• EMACS-Multi-window text editor
(Gosling version) . . . . ... ... . .... .. . ... .. ... . .. 395
• LEX-Powerful word processor .. . .. .. . ... .. .... 500
• PHACT -Isam file manager .. ......... . . .. ..... 250
• I ROB-Relational database tools .... . ..... . ..... 250
• MENU SYSTEM-Menu generation . . . . . ........ 495
• UniCalc-Powerful spreadsheet . .... . ..... . . . ... 350
• MIMIX-CP / M emulator .. ... ......... . ... . .. .495
MS-DOS SOFTWARE
• Software tools-Unix-like facilities adds power to
MS-DOS: includes ed, grep, sort, diff, uniq, etc .... 200
• PHACT -Isam file manager ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . 250
• C compiler-Full C language . . .. .... . .... ... .. . . 395
VMS SOFTWARE
• EMACS-Mu lti-window text editor
(Gosling version) ...... . .. .. .... .. ... . . .. ... . 2500

Call or write for more information.

UniPress Software, Inc.
Dept. B9
1164 Raritan Avenue, Highland Park, NJ 08904
201-985-8000 Toll Free: 800-222-0550 (outside NJ)
Mastercard and Visa

Documentation
Four manuals are supplied with the HX-20: a twovolume BASIC Tutorial and Reference Manual, a Guide to
Operations, and Skiwriter and microcassette manuals. All

Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
MS -DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
UniCalc is a trademark of Lattice, Inc.

Circle 467 on Inquiry card.
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are complete and well written. The Guide to Operations
is a profusely illustrated work that gently guides the neophyte. Topics such as the virtual screen and the concepts
of "programs" and "data" are handled very well. Overall, I'd have to rate the documentation high.

Summary
The HX-20 has a lot of potential. The introduction of
the Radio Shack Model 100 has given the HX-20 very
stiff competition, and compared to Radio Shack's 40 by
8 display, the HX-20 looks primitive. But Epson's new
wave of peripherals and software, if introduced in a timely manner, will probably save the machine. Currently,
its big selling points are the integrated microcassette and
printer, features no other portable offers yet.

The Texas Instruments Compact Computer 40
I tried to be unbiased and objective about this
machine, I really did. I kept reminding myself what a
notebook-sized BASIC computer would have meant to
me just a few years ago. And the price of the TI CC 40
is only $250.
But there's no clock. No file system. Only one BASIC
program at a time can reside in memory, and the user
can work with only about 5200 bytes of that. And the
keyboard is vile.
There's also no cassette interface. If you want to store
programs or data, you have to buy the TI wafertape
drive. The CC 40 offers neither built-in storage nor a standard audiocassette interface. It could be argued, however, that you can buy a CC 40, the optional wafertape
for mass storage, and another 16K bytes of memory, and
still have an inexpensive computer. Unfortunately, none
of these accessories was available at the time this review
was written.
The CC 40 has a 31-character display, a sort-of-type-

writer keyboard, and a separate numeric/cursor keypad.
The keyboard spacing is so small that it's essentially impossible to touch-type on it. The Shift and Control keys
lock for one keystroke-to type an uppercase character,
you press and release the Shift key, then press the character key. There's only one Shift key; the space normally occupied by the right-hand Shift key is taken up by
the Return key.
The CC 40 does make a dandy scientific calculator, and
perhaps that's the market it should be aimed at. Good
scientific programmable calculators cost about as much
and are not nearly as powerful as the CC 40. Up to 10
user-definable key sequences can be entered, and the
Playback feature recalls the line last entered on the display for editing and resubmission . All BASIC keywords
can be entered with a two-keystroke sequence (FUNC
followed by another key), which is handy considering
how difficult it is to type on this machine. There is a slot
for ROM or RAM cartridges in the upper-left corner of
the machine. None were available at the time of this
writing.

Built-in Software
The TI BASIC included is a good extended BASIC with
several interesting features, among them a subprogram
capability (with local variables); an ACCEPT statement
that combines the functions of the normal INPUT statement with automatic positioning of input and length and
type checking; a PRINT USING and IMAGE capability
that allows some elaborate output formatting; and some
real oddities such as SETLANG, which sets the output
language for system messages. The standard computer
includes English and German, so you can set your error
messages to be displayed in German if you wish. Some
ROM cartridges presumably offer the option of other
languages.

Make your Color Computer an intelligent printing terminal with off·line storage!
• Talk to a timeshare system or information service • Print out what is rece ived as it is rece ived · Save
received text to cassette tape • Re-display the received text eve n wh ile on-line . Communicate with
other computers • Using your computer as a general- pu rpose 300-baud term inal • Downloading
programs from other computers
The Microtext module is a prog rampack containing not
only firmware but a second se rial port sothat both your
printer and modemcan be connected at the same time.
Mi crotext can be configured for any serial prin ter that
will work with the Color Computer, eve n if it requ ires
line feed s! But even if you don't have a printer, you can
keep a permanent copy of your data by stori ng to
cassette tape. Also, any Radio Shack/Centronicscompatible parallel printer may be used by adding the
Micro Works' P180C parallel inte rface .

~"*7'
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For those of you with special terminal applications,
Microtext has se lectable parity; it sends odd , even,
mark or space. With mark pari ty (w hich is default) you
ca n send to computers requiring either seven or eight
bits. All 128 ASC II codes can be sent. Exchange
programs with other Color Compute r users' Bas ic programs may be downl oaded from other computers or
times hari ng systems.
You' ll fin d many uses for this versatile moduleI Available in ROM PACK , ready-to-use, for $59.95

First-rate Programming Tools. Books. Games. Memory Upgrade Kits
Hardware· Keyboards· Parts

Circle 293 on inquiry card .

COMPUTER HUTTM
MODEMS IBM-PC & XT
CALL FOR
PRICE

I

HA YES

Micromodem /I for Apple /I
Micromodem /I wlTerm Prog
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200

$275
$319
$225
$535

MONITORS

HARDWARE FOR IBM-PC
DISK DRIVES
landon TM100-2DSIDD
TEAC FD-55B Slim line
SHUGART SA-455 half-high

$239
$269
$259

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Disk Controller
FDC wlPar. Port
FDC wiSer Port

$159
$219
$239

MK RESEARCH
CALL
Ram 64K to 512K + SP
PRICES
Multifunction + Ram
TOO LOW TO
Color Graphics for IBM-PC PUBLISH

QUADAAM

Quadboard-PP,SP,CIC,Mem + slw
64K ...... $295
256K ...... $439
Quad 512+SP,Mem with slw
64K . .. . . . $249
512K ... . .. $659
MICROFAZER (print buffers)
$129
ME8 Snap-on EpsonllBM
$229
ME64 Snap-on EpsonllBM
MP8 pop wlpauselcopy
$139
MP64 Pop wlpauselcopy
$229

~ RESEARCH
MegaPlus II 4-Funct 512K + slw $989
Combo Plus /I 4-Funct 256K + slw $589
HERCULES
Hi Res Graphics 720 x 384,
PP, + slw
$529
FREDRICKS ELECTRONICS
COLORPLUS 640 x 200,
16-Color + slw
$369
MBI
Monte Carlo 5-Funct 64K-1 M
$349
QCS
Big Blue 4-Funct + Z80 for CPIM
& hard disk IIF with slw
$479

AMDEK
Video 300G . .. $135 300A .. . . $149
Video 310A
$165
Color I . ..... . $299 Color /I .. $449
Color /II
$379
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEM
HX12 Hi Res RGB monitor . ... $519
SANYO, NEC
CALL

PRINTERS
EPSON wlGraftrax
RX-80 . .. .... . $379 FX-80 .... $599
MX-80 FIT . ... $449 MX-100 . .. $649

brother®

HR1 A Par . . .. $759 Ser . .. ... $859
C·ITOH
STARWRITER F:1OPorS
$1195
PROWRITER 8510 P
$399
$579
PROWRITER 8510S
PROWRITER2 1550 P
$690
$749
PROWRITER2 1550S
IL
,,;..,{
STAR MICRONICS ~E@lf-Gemini 1OX. $329
Gemini 15. $499
OKIDATA
83A . .. .. $689
82A . . . .. $419
84S . . . . .. $1199
84P . ..... $1099
92S ..... . $609
92P .. .... $525
93S ...... $1049
93P . ..... $949
NEC, COMREX, IDS, DIABLO . . CALL

COMPARE
OUR
SERVICE & PRICE!
SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

WORD PROCESSING
WordStar . . $299 Word Perfect $329
MailMerge. $159 EasyWriter .. $129
Spe/lStar . . $159 Volkswriter .. $129
$159
EasySpe/ler /I
Select
$339
SPREADSHEEYGRAPH
Lotus 1-2-3. $355 Multiplan ... $189
T!{f Solver CALL Fast Graph . . $189
SuperCalc /1$199 VisiCalc .... $189
$229
Visi TrendlPlot
ACCTIFINANCIAL
Home Accountant Plus
$99
Eagle Money Decision
$129
Tax Manager
$179
Peach Pack (GLIARIAP)
$369
DATA BASE MGT.
dBase 1/ . .. $429 EasyFiler ... $279
TIM /II . .... $349 Quick Code. $219
Visi Dex ... $189 Visi File . ... $239

ANY S/W NOT LISTED? . CALL
tlClppk!®

Apple lie
128K 80 col,
disk, monitor
CALL

I

HARDWARE FOR APPLE

MICROTEK
Dumpling-GX$99 DMP-16 ..... $179
BAM-16 . ... $99 BAM-128 .... $349
RV611-C
$89
RH ELECTRONIC· Super Fan 1/ . . $59
.~GE MICRO Grappler+ .. $129
CPMICARD $319 Z-CARD .... $135
SATURN
Ram -32K $169 Ram 64K .... $299
Ram 128K
$429
PROMETHEUS
Versa card
$149
Graphitti Graphics
$99

ACCESSORIES
Tractor feed, Ribbons, Printheads
Daisywheels, Diskettes . ..... CALL

I DISKS DRIVES FOR APPLE I
•

RANA
TAVA

Elite
Data Drive
or Applette

FULL LINE APPLE S/W

CALL
$249

CALL

I HARD DISK - IBM & APPLE I

Apple II + Compatible system CALL

DAVONG, MOUNTAIN

DEC Rainbow 100

CALL

ANY PRODUCT NOT LISTED? CALL

ASK ABOUT OUR REPAIR SERVICES

COMPUTER HUT

ORDERS & INFORMA TION

OF NEW ENGLAND INC.

(603}889-0666

101 Elm St., Nashua, NH 03060

CALL

ORDER·LINE ONL Y
(800) 525·5012

All products usually in stock for immediate shipment and carry full manufacturers' warranty. Pri ce subject to c hange - this ad prepared two months in advance: You
get the lowes t price. We honor personal c hecks - allow 10 days to clear. COD up to $300 add 3%. Visa, MasterCard add 3%. For shipping, insurance and handling
add 3% or $5.00 min. APO & FPO ord ers add 15%. In c lud e phone number. Ca ll (603) 889-0666 for a return authorization number prior to returning any material.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers In c.
IBM is a t rad emark of IBM Corp.
;,

MITSUBISHI®
DRIVES A
M2894

At a Glance
Name
Texas Instruments Compact Computer 40
Manufacturer
Texas Instruments Inc.
POB 53
Lu bbock. TX 79408
1800) 858-45 65
Price
524 9.9 5

1.6 MB, DS/DD

8" FULL HEIGHT
Floppy Disk Drive

Dimensions
9.2 by 5.7 by I inch
Display
31-chara cter by I-line liqUid-crystal display
Keyboard
Miniature typewriter style

M2896
1.6 MB, DS/DD

8" HALF HEIGHT
Floppy Disk Drive

Language
BASIC
Memory
6. 2K bytes of RAM
PerIpherals
Printer/plotter. RS-232C interface. w afertape digital tape drive. Hex-bus
interface. socket for ROM cartridges

M4854
1.6 MB, DS/DD

DocumentatIon
One 280-page manual

5!4"HALF HEIGHT
Floppy Disk Drive

Peripherals
M4851

,M4853

500 KB. DS/DD
48 TPI

1.0 MB. DS/ DD
96 TPI

5W' HALF

5~"

HEIGHT

HALF
HEIGHT

Floppy
Disk Drive

Floppy
Disk Drive

M4852

M4855

1.0 MB. DS/DD
96 TPI

2.0 MB. DS/ DD
96 TPI

5~"

5~" HALF

FULL

HEIGHT

HEIGHT

Floppy
Disk Drive

Floppy
Disk Drive

The CC 40 includes an integral Hex-bus interface,
which TI describes as "a medium speed (6000 bytes/second) 4-bit interface." The Hex-bus is used to connect
peripherals such as the wafertape drive (which oldtimers may remember as the Exatron stringy floppy) and
printer.

Documentation
The CC 40 is accompanied by a single manual describing the computer and explaining BASIC. About twothirds of the bulk of the manual is BASIC reference.
Several appendixes describe the ASCII code, error
messages, the internal structure of the machine (including memory maps), and warranty and service
information.

Summary

AVAILABILITY: NOW
RELIABILITY: PROVEN
z;

SERVICE: FACTORY AUTHORIZED
5

N:LC4TA~

.-

.The redeeming feature of this machine is its low price.
Virtually all of its competition vastly outstrips it in power
and features. If you don't need portability, TI's own 99/4A
home computer will give you much more memory, colar graphics, sound, and lots of expansion capability for
a mere $99. The CC40's true utility cannot be judged until
at least some of the peripherals and software become
available .•

PHONE (408) 247-3450

1333 Lawrence Expressway, Suite 330
Santa Clara, California 95051
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David Ramsey is a programmer in the Concept group at Corvus Systems
Inc. (2029 O'Toole Ave., San Jose~ CA 95131) .

System Review

The Pied Piper Portable Computer
Briefcase styling and low cost in a Z80 machine
by Seth P. Bates
Resembling a small, thin attache case, the Pied Piper
packs 64K bytes of RAM (random-access read/write
memory), a single disk drive, and the Perfect Software
package into a 12-pound portable computer system for
$1299 . Because it lacks an internal display device, this
lightweight system will cause less muscle strain. To see
your work, you must use an external monitor or television set. So although this computer won't do you much
good while you're on the road, it delivers a low-cost
Z80A system that is easy to move from one location to
another.

General Observations
The Semi-Tech Micro (STM) Electronics Corporation
designers intended the Pied Piper to be truly portable
and immediately usable. The exclusion of the monitor
was a decision the machine's designers expected to appeal to those who don't like the thought of carrying the
added weight of a video display and its power supply.
Even the smaller mo'nit6rs in the Otrona and the

Photo 1: A prototype Pied Piper portable computer with optional

second disk drive, monitor, and printer.
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Osborne systems add considerably to the bulk and
weight of a computer system. Possibly because of a recent drop in prices of LCDs (liquid-crystal displays), the
company plans to offer a 2-line by 80-column display
in the near future. Until then, however, an RF
modulator provides an inexpensive way to use your television with the computer. You can also plug an
80-column monitor in directly.
To furthet reduce the weight of the system, its designers eliminated a second drive. Instead, a Mitsubishi
drive with 784K bytes of formatted capacity is inCluded. With this high density, a single 51f4-inch floppy disk
holds Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller, and the Perfect Formatter/Printer software as well as the CP/M command
library, with over 40bK bytes remaining for user program storage. The single drive increases the time required to transfer files between disks . For example, making a backup copy of the system disk took 8 minutes .
One method of avoiding this lengthy procedure is to use
the TRANSFER utility when you back up a recently updated text or data file. With this shortcut, a single-disk
system works well at home and on the road, but for extended use in the office, a second floppy-disk drive or
a hard disk soon becomes a necessity. An additional
784K-byte drive conveniently plugs into a connector on
the back panel to provide extra disk capacity.
The company wisely planned for user expansion by
including interfaces for both this drive and a hard-disk
drive on the motherboard. Two expansion slots will also
eventually house serial interfaces and modems. STM offers a serial board and plans to introduce several others,
including an integral auto-dial/auto-answer 300-bps
modem and dual serial ports on a single board.
Th~ Pied Piper is easier to use than any other computer I know of. Its simple operation, bundled software,
and clear documentation make it an ideal first system
for business users. The 78-page users manual isn't
indexed but includes a thorough table of contents and
is logically organized, which makes locating informa-

Photo 2: The production version of the Pied Piper computer. The indicator lights for power and disk drives were last-minute additions.

tion a simple task. By writing clearly and from a novice's
point of view, the authors present a document particularly suited to the needs of a first-time computer
user. The manual contains instructions for starting the
Pied Piper and connecting it to a television set or a
monitor as well as descriptions of all the major CP/M
commands. Guidelines for basic disk usage and file
management are also included.
For novices, the Perfect Software Primer provides a
well-written guide to Perfect Writer, Speller, Filer, and
Calc. The primer and its accompanying files not only
help you learn about the software but also tell you which
of the many lesson files you can safely delete from your
working disk . This manual, however, suffers from one
fault not shared with the rest of the documentation-it's
hard to read. Apparently, the company produced it with
a dot-matrix printer on 8112- by l1-inch paper then reduced it to 7 by 9 inches to conform to the dimensions
of the other documentation. It's nice to have everything
the same size, but I'd rather be able to read the manual.

Problem Solving
The Pied Piper is manufactured for STM in Hong
Kong and tested at several points during manufacture
and shipping. One test includes dropping the system
from nine feet while it's in the carton and dropping it
from three feet without the carton. I didn't notice any
problems that might have resulted from the testing. But
after three hours with a prerelease version of the Pied
Piper, I noted several potential problems with the documentation and the system's case. However, in the release version of the machinE;:, every item on my list had
been fixed, including a revision of the documentation.
The only other problem was some interference with a
wireless telephone . After locating the problem in the
radio unit, I concluded that the shielding for the Pied
Piper may not'be adequate for use near those phones .
Although the company believes its testing will

eliminate any problem units, it does offer an extended
warranty through Xerox Service Centers at $199 per year
for those who like a little extra insurance. The service
centers promise a 16-hour or two-business-day turnaround on all repair work.

The Perfect Software Package
The four bundled software programs leave me with
favorable impressions . Especially impressive were the
ease of use, carry-over command structures, and the
thorough implementation of the program's features.
Only Perfect Filer seemed scant in its features, but it
doesn't claim to be a true database system. With its
selection of this package of software, STM appears to
have correctly addressed the needs of the Pied Piper's
intended user. This factor should figure strongly in the
machine's success.
Perfect Writer. After two hours I felt comfortable with
this package. During that time Jerry Pournelle's comments about word processors that are continuously
"nattering" at you seemed appropriate. Perfect Writer
uses two lines at the bottom of the screen (called the
Mode Line and the Echo Line) to inform you of the
status of the system. At least half of this information
isn't necessary, the rest of it is essential, and none of
it can be altered to fit your particular needs. Most
troublesome, however, is that each time you press a key,
the cursor appears momentarily at the end of the Mode
Line. This is very irritating, and the reason for it escapes
me. I have learned largely to ignore it, but some users
may not adjust to it well at all.
Other aspects of Perfect Writer are more noteworthy.
The designers did an excellent job of thinking out the
command structure ahead of time. An example is the
set of commands for cursor movement. In general,
where a Control code is used for local and small-scale
movement, equivalent Escape codes are used for largerscale movements. For example, where Control-P and
September 1983 © BYTE Publica tions Inc.
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Keyboard
Full-sized-61 keys; 94 printable characters; Escape, Control. '
Delete, Backspace, and cursor-control keys .

will " Go back" to before the last unexecuted command
(a command in progress); take care not to confuse it with
the letter G (Go), which starts an operation selected
from a system menu.
Perfect Speller. Proofing with Perfect Speller is fantastic.
Words you use frequently can be added to the dictionary, and special dictionaries can be constructed for different projects . Once the program locates misspelled
words, it asks you to provide a one-key code indicating
whether to mark it for correction, add it to the dictionary, or ignore it. When this is done, you exit directly
to Perfect Writer and move through your text to each
marked word, correcting your spelling as you go . As
yet, Perfect Speller hasn't failed to find a misspelled
word.
Perfect Filer, It takes longer to learn Perfect Filer, and
some of its advanced features, like reformatting an existing database, require a two-disk system. Still, the program comes with several built-in systems that business
users will find immediately useful. As an added bonu s
the tutorials on modifying existing field and record formats make it simple to develop new databases from the
existing ones .
Perfect Calc. While I didn' t spend as much time with
this program, Perfect Calc appears to include all the
major features offered by other spreadsheet packages .
The control and command structure remains consistent
with the other Perfect programs, reducing learning time .
Tutorials in the software manuals assist novices in grasping the basics needed to start using the system. In addition, as with Perfect Writer and Filer, the program disk
includes sample files to modify, so you can learn to use
the system with a minimum of lost time and effort .
Several useful sample spreadsheets are the Family
Budget program, the Financial Net Worth program, the
Check Register program, and the Individual Tax Return
Analysis program .

Dimensions
20 .2 by 10.8 by 4 inches

Conclusion

Control-N get the previous and next lines, respectively, Escape-P and Escape-N access the beginning of the
previous and next paragraphs. An implementation such
as this makes it easy to remember most commands .
Perfect Writer, like all of the Perfect packages, is menu
driven. If you want to get back to the previous level of
menu at any time, the Escape key does the job. ControlY will "Yank back" the last text alteration. Control-G

At a Glance
Name
The Pied Piper I
Manufacturer
STM (Semi·Tech Micro) Electronics Corporation
525 Middlefi eld Rd., Suite 130
M enlo Park, CA 94025
(4 15) 326-622 6
Price
5 1299 (includes softw are)
Processor
Z80A
Memory
64K bytes of RAM
Storage
5 V. -inch floppy-disk drive, 784K by tes
Input/Output
Centronics-sty le parallel printer port, software-selectable 40- or
80-column display output. video modulator output plug (an external modulator is required) , removable power cord

Weight
12 Ibs.
Software
Perfect Softwa re paCkage including Perfect W riter, Perfect Speller,
. Perfect Filer, and Perfect Calc; CP/M 2.2; Pied Piper utilities
Documentation
Pied Piper I users manual. 78 pages; Perfect Software Primer, 17
pa ges; Perfect W riter/Speller manual. 380 pages; Perfect Calc
manual, 346 pages; Perfect Filer manual, 188 pa ges
Accessories
External second disk drive (including software):
10-megabyte hard-disk drive:
Carrying case:
Printer interface ca ble:
M onitor stand:
Serial interface:
RF M odulator (Astec)
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5550.00
to be announced
549.95
539 .95
539.95
5120 .00
559.95

The Pied Piper offers real business features at toy
prices . Although a few of its features might have been
designed differently, as with any machine, STM offers
a good system for the money. Models II and III are
already in the works, and one of them is a 16-bit
machine. These additions to the line, along with the
promise of the 2-line LCD option, make the Pied Piper's
future look bright .•
Seth P. Bates is assistant professor in the Division of Technology at Sail
Jose State University (San Jose, CA 95192) and president of Teknos, a small
firm that does systems integration .

The Pied Piper uses its own disk format . Software in this format is available from selected distributors. Currently available are
MBASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, dBASE II, FPL, Bottom-line
Strategist, Words tar, Condor, T-Maker III, Supercalc, and the
American Training Institute training packages.

NEVADA

NEVADA

FORTRAN'" COBOL
" If you want to lea rn or teac h someone FO RTR AN, th is is the
pac kag e to buy." ACCESS , March /April 1983.

Nevada COBO L is b ased upon the ANSI-74 stand ards with
many advanced features . It 's fie ld-proven wi th th ousands
of use rs world-wide in Bu siness, Gove rn ment and Education .
Th e exce ll ent doc ument ation (165 pages) is used as a c lassroom text at a number of coll eges.

Pe rf ect fo r teach ing FORTRAN . Perf ec t for learnin g FORTR AN. Perf e.ct for Scient ists and Enginee rs. Based upon
the ANSI-66 standards (FORTRAN IV), adva nced features
inc lude IF ... THEN .. ELSE constructs, CO py statement,
CHAINing wi th CO MMON, TR AC E style debug g in g and
150 verbal error messages. Wh at's more, you can intermix
in-line FORTRAN and Assemb ly Language statements for
those special Mi c ro need s l Get yours today. Dis kette comes
with 214-page manu al.

Because of Nevada COBOL's superi or design , it req ui res
about half th e memory of co mpetiti ve CO BOL co mp il ers.
Thi s major adva ntage is ju st one reason ma ny business
prog ramme rs are switc hin g to Nevad a COBOL.
And , lots of students are usin g Nevada CO BOL because it's
th e afford able, easy-to-u se COBOL I Ord er yours now l
Also avai lable COBO L Application Packages , Book 1, $9 .95.

NEVADA

Nevada FO RTR AN and Nevad a CO BOL are now avail able for th e Commodore-64 fro m Commodore Busin ess
Mac hi nes , Inc .

PILOT"

To make our softwa re available to even more micro use rs,
we 've slas hed our pri ces. What's more, we're offering a
money bac k guarantee. If for any reason you're not completely sa ti sfied , ju st return the pac kage - in good cond ition
with the sealed d iskette unopened - within 30 days and
we' ll refund your money.

Why has Nevada PILOT become so popular? It 's defin itely
easie r to learn than BAS IC. The documentation (114 pages)
by Professor Starkwea ther is exce ptional I And , it mee ts all
the PILOT-73 stand ard s wit h many new features. inc lu di ng
a built in full-sc reen text editor.

This is a limited time offer, so order yours today!

Perfect for traini ng , testi ng , vi rtual ly all prog rammed inst ru c tion and wo rd pu zz le g ame s. Ord er yours nowl Dis kettes
and manua l come with 10 FREE prog rams .

NEVADA

EDIT'"
" A wel/- th ought -ou t prod uct with exce l/ent docum ent ation
and an astoun d in gly low pri ce." Microcomputing, May 1983 .
Now, high quality text edi ting for mic ros. Neva da ED IT is
great for prog ram editing , as it was designed spec ifica lly
to c reale CO BOL, BAS IC, and FORTRAN prog rams. It 's a
character-orie nted full -sc ree n vid eo di spl ay tex t ed itor.
Simple to config ure. You can cus tomize ta b stops, default
file type . keyboard con trol key layout, and CRT by menu
se lect ion.
CP M 1$ a reOI Slo red trademark 01 Digital Flc sea rc tl . Inc -J RS- 30 IS a legl slarecl trade
ma rk 0 1 Ta ndy Corp Apple Ills a trademark 01 App le Computer Inc O sbo rne 1$ a reg Istered lra clellla rk o f Osborne Computer eDlp Xe rox 8?O IS a [radcll1 r'l fk 0 1 Xf!fOX Co 'I)
Kaypr o I S a tradernark of Non· IH1ccH Sys Heath Zen ith 1$ a Ir(i clerna rk of He.::! '" Corp
IBM IS a [r(Je/crnark of Intern a ti o nal BUS iness Mach ines . CO q1 Ncvarja COBOL Neva cla

FORI RAN Nevarla PILOT Nevala ED I1 alld I'll,s Compu llllg iHe lralicl11a1ks 01 Ell, s
CampIJllng Inc c 1983 Elli S Compu ting Inc

each
------

I

MAIL TODAY!

To : Ellis Computing, Inc.
3917 Noriega Streel
San Francisco, CA 941 22
(415) 753-0186

The CP/M'" Operating System, an 8080/8085/Z80 microprocessor, and
32K RAM are required .

Software Packages; 0 COBOL

0

FO RTRAN

0

PILOT

0

EDIT

Diskette Format: 8" 0 SSSD (Standard IBM 3740 format)
5'/.' 0 Apple CP/M 0 Xerox 820 (Kaypro) 0 Osborne
Televideo 0 Mic ropolis Mod II 0 North Slar DO 0 Norlh Star SO
o TRS-80 Mod I with CP/M (iI ' 4200 hex 0 TRS-80 Mod I/Mapper
Heath Hard (Z-89) 0 Heath Soft (Z-90)
Superbrain DO DOS 3.X (512 Byte sectors)

o
o
o

ShIpping/Hand ling Fees. Add $4.00 lor the li rs! package and $2.00 for each additiona l
package OVERSEAS ad d $ 15 00 lor the first paC kage and $5.00 for each additional package
C hec ks must be in U S fund s and dr awn on a U .S bank !

Send my order for _ _ _ packges @ $29.95 each Total _ _ _ _ _
COBOL Applications package (iv $9 .95 each Total _ _ _ _
In CA add sales tax _ _ __
Shipping/handling _ _ __
Check enclosed \
Total _ _ _ __
o MasterCard 0 Visa

o

#,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Exp. Date _ _ _ _ __

Signature' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
Ship to:
Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Streel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

ELLIS COMPUTING'M

City/State/Zip _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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The Kaypro II
Dependable hardware and extensive software make this affordable
portable a winning package
by Roger Fager and John Bohr
One industry pundit insists that for a microcomputer
system to be successful, it need only be adequate-which
is to say complete, reliable, standard, and inexpensive.
The Kaypro II from Non-Linear Systems epitomizes
these homely virtues.

Photo 1: The Kaypro II portable computer.
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A complete system encased in aluminum, the Kaypro
II contains a single-board computer, two 5V4-inch
floppy disks, and a 9-inch (diagonal) green-phosphor
video screen that displays 24 lines of 80 characters. A
6-foot coiled cord hooks a high-quality, 76-key detach-

able keyboard to the Kaypro's chassis. It uses a Z80
microprocessor running at 2.5 MHz and has 64K bytes
of RAM (random-access read/write memory) plus an
RS-232C serial port and a Centronics-compatible parallel
printer interface .
The Kaypro II comes bundled with extensive software,
including CP/M 2.2 and the Perfect Software series: Perfect Writer (a word processor), Perfect Filer (a database
program), Perfect Calc (an electronic spreadsheet), and
Perfect Speller (a spelling checker). In addition, the
manufacturer supplies Profit Plan (a simplified spreadsheet) and two forms of BASIC: S-BASIC, which is
structured, compiled BASIC, and MBASIC, the de facto standard, interpreted BASIC. To round out the software package, Kaypro II includes The Word Plus (a
powerful spelling checker) and several game programs.

Hardware
On examining the machine we immediately noticed
that the Kaypro II's hardware is solid and obviously designed for transport. When you want to move the
Kaypro II, the keyboard snaps onto the case to form an
18- by 15%- by 8-inch suitcase that weighs 261bs . Heavygauge aluminum surrounds and shields the keyboard
and the main chassis.
Inside the case, Non-Linear Systems' test-equipment
expertise is readily apparent. The major subsections are

firmly mounted to the case, far apart from each other.
Not only does isolating components provide space for
air circulation and heat removal, it also makes all the
major components readily accessible for examination
and repair.
The layout of the main circuit board (see photo 2), suggests that the system was designed as four subsections.
The main computer subsection consists of the Z80 microprocessor, the ROM (read-only memory) chips, and 64K
bytes of dynamic memory. The floppy-disk-control subsection consists of a 1791 disk controller and TTL
(transistor-transistor logic) support chips . The I/O
(input-output) subsection includes two Z80 PIOs
(parallel input/output devices), a Z80 SIO /O (serial input/output device), TTL buffers, and connectors. The
final subsection is the digital part of the video generation system: 2K bytes of static RAM for screen memory
and a character-generator ROM. The chips are socketed
and easy to get at.
Surprisingly, the system clock rate is only 2.5 MHz
(a rate of 4 or 6 MHz is possible with a Z80A or Z80B
and corresponding support chips). At least one other
potential hasn't been tapped: each of the PIO chips can
support an additional 8-bit parallel port. This means that
with existing hardware the Kaypro II could easily drive
an IEEE-488 port to supplement the parallel and serial
ports already available. The IEEE port could be im-

Photo 2: The main printed-circuit board of the Kaypro II.
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At a Glance
Name: Kaypro /I
Manufacturer
Kaypro Division
Non-Linear System s Inc.
533 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach. CA 920 75
(619) 755- JJ 34
Dimensions
Folds to an 18- by 8- by 15 V2-inch suitcase-like metal box w ith a
ha ndle; weighs 26 pounds
Components
A Zilog Z80 microprocessor running at 2.5 MHz; 64K by tes of
dynamic RAM and 2K by tes of screen memory; an 80-column by
24-line green-phosphor display w ith brightness control; a selectricstyle keyboa rd w ith numeric keypa d; tw o Single-sided. doubledensity 5 V. -inch drives. each w ith a capacity of 193K by tes (formatted); RS-232 C serial and Cen tronics-compatible pa rallel ports
Software
CP/M 2.2; the Perfect Softwa re family: Perfect W riter (word processor) . Perfect Files (database). Perfect Calc (spreadsheet). Perfect
Speller (spelling checker) . tutorial disks; The Word Plu s (Spelling
checker) ; Profitplan (spreadsheet) ; MBASIC (Interpreted BASIC w ith
Games); S-BASIC (structured. co mpiled BASIC); system utilities:
Documentation
System manual; standard CP/M manual; Perfec t Software manuals;
The Word Plu s and Profitplan manuals; S-BASIC and MBASIC
manuals (language description s)
Price
S1595
Options
V inyl and nylon cases

plemented by software routines to do the timing for the
various control lines. This would enable the Kaypro II
to interface directly with intelligent test equipment.
Despite those two missed opportunities, the computer
is dependable and well laid out and runs coolly even
over long periods of use .

The Kaypro II comes with two double-density singlesided disk drives, each of which provides 193K bytes of
storage (see the text box on "The Kaypro 4 and the
Kaypro 10" for other configurations) . The floppy-disk
drives can read and write disks in Xerox 820 format;
therefore most CP/M software is available to the Kaypro
owner. Software is now available from Kaypro to read
other 5%-inch disk formats (including those of the
Osborne 1 and Radio Shack Model I) .

Hardware Hardships
A machine of this weight needs a comfortable handle;
however, the Kaypro's handle will cut two parallel
grooves into your hand if you carry the system for more
than a short time. A well-designed, padded handle
would be a considerable improvement.

Perfect Writer's mu.tibuffer
memory architecture arrows you to
edit as many as seven documents
at one time, transferring sentences
or paragraphs between them.

The Kaypro II's lack of environmental seals is also a
problem. There are no covers for the interface jacks, and
the air circulation holes at the top can serve all too well
as inlet ports for rain when the system is moved. The
unsealed junction of the keyboard and case also invites
contaminants into the keyboard circuitry and floppy
disks. (The manufacturer offers a protective vinyl cover
as an extra-cost option.)
Unfortunately, the Kaypro II provides no means to
carry its software treasure. For convenience, some other
portable computers have integral disk holders.

Software
Human Interface
The detached keyboard has contoured keys and a
standard IBM Selectric layout supplemented by these
special keys : ESC, CTRL, Line Feed, Tab, Caps Lock,
Backspace, DEL, and four cursor keys . The numeric keypad has its own period, comma, and Return keys . An
LSI (large-scale integration) chip within the keyboard
generates serial signals, which are communicated
through a 6-foot coiled cord with modular telephone-handset-style RJl2 connectors on both ends .
The 9-inch green-phosphor display gives a sharp,
stable image in an 80-character by 24-line format. In addition to the ordinary ASCII (American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) charactersupper- and lowercase, numerals, and punctuation-the
Kaypro II displays the Greek alphabet. The only graphics available are simple character graphics.
214
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Non-Linear Systems, aware that the typical user is not
a computer professional or hobbyist, has wisely selected
a package of user-friendly software. Purchased separately, Perfect Writer, Perfect Filer, Perfect Calc, Perfect
Speller, Profitplan, MBASIC, S-BASIC, Word Plus, and
CP/M 2.2 would cost much more than the Kaypro II
package.

Perfect Writer
Perfect Writer uses a distinctive command structure for
inserting, editing, deleting, and replacing text. The program is similar to the text editor MINCE, which in turn
is based upon a mainframe editor called EMACS. As
with these forebears, not all of your document needs to
be in memory; the virtual memory technique uses a disk
swap file to extend the size of a document up to or
beyond 64K bytes' worth of characters. Another im-

How can your microcomputer talk
to an IBM mainframe?

CLEO.

The communications features ofthe CLEO-3270 Software
package allows your microprocessor to emulate a cluster
of IBM terminal devices.
You don't even need to change software on your mainframe computer. because for all it knows. it's communicating with a 3271-12.3275-12. or 3276-XX cluster. And
the program will accommodate up to 8 terminals.
The CLEO software provides the cluster emulation and
makes the ASCII devices look like an IBM 3278 CRT and
3287 printer.
If your IBM mainframe doesn't support remote 3270 clusters. you need remote batch communications. CLEO-3780
Software is your answer.
For full details contact Phone 1. Inc.. 461 North Mulford
Road, Rockford. IL 61107; phone (815) 397-8110.

Standard Features ... CLEO 3270
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bisynchronous 3276 -2 protocol to 9600 baud
SDLC 3271 - 12 and 3275-12 protocol
Up to eight line cluster activity
Selectable control unit address
User install program for various CRTs
3278 emulation for ASCII CRTs
Available for CP 1M'". MP 1M'". MsDOS"' . TurboDOS"'. Unix"'.
and Xenix"' .
• Coded in C language
• 3276-12 protocol . coming soon

Standard Features ... CLEO 3780
• Point-to- point and multipoint communications
• Available for CP 1M". MP 1M". MsDOS'·. TurboDOS"' . Unix".
and Xeni x'· .
• Supports transparent mode
• Coded in C language

Circle 368 on Inquiry card.

CP I M Is a Trad emark of Oigital Research . Inc.
M~~ M is a Trad e mar~ of Digital Research. Inc.

TurboOOS is a Trademark of Software 2000. Inc.
Unix is a Trademark of 8el\ Labs

The Kaypro 4
and the Kaypro 10
by Arthur A. Little
Time waits for no man and certainly for no microcomputer
reviewer. Since this review was completed, Non-Linear Systems
has revamped its product line for 1983 with two new system configurations (the Kaypro 4 and Kaypro 10), new software offerings,
and a different pricing structure. The now "venerable" Kaypro II
is quite a bargain because NLS recently dropped its suggested retail
price to $1595, a $200 reduction.
The Kaypro 4 is essentially an upgrade of the earlier model. Like
its forebear, the Kaypro II, the I<;aypro 4 is a portable, CP/M-based
system with 64K bijtes of RAM and two double-density floppy
disk drives. The three major differences are that (1) it has doublesided disk drives (each offers 380K bytes of storage), (2) it is packaged in a dark gray case, and (3) it costs $1995. A minor, if inexplicable difference, is in the product name. NLS has shifted from
using roman numerals (e.g., II) to arabic numerals (e.g., 4)-a
change not without historic precedent.
The big news is the Kaypro 10, which incorporates an internal
10-megabijte hard disk as well as one double-sided, double-density,
half-height floppy-disk drive (380K bytes of storage). The Kaypro
10 itself is an upgrade of the Kaypro 5, a 5-megabyte hard-disk
portable shawn in 1982 but never produced in quantihj. The Kaypro
10, including software, will put you back only $2795.
First, let's look at the hard disk. The physical10-megabyte disk
is divided into two logical devices of 5 megabijtes each, called drives
A and B. The 5V4-inch flopptj-disk drive is drive C. Drives A and
B are each subdivided into 16 user areas (i .e., AO, AI, .. . A15
and BO, B1, ... BI5). As delivered from Kaypro, the unit has the
following files recorded on the hard disk:
User 0: Kaypro and CP/M utility programs
User 1: Perfect Writer word-processing program
User 2: Profitplan electronic spreadsheet
User 3: Perfect Calc electronic spreadsheet
User 4: Perfect Filer/Individual Member Data Base
User 5: Perfect Filer/Organizational Member Data Base
User 6: S-BASIC
User 7: MBASIC and Games
You can add or delete files to suit your needs as long as you
stay within the 5-megabijte limit per logical drive. Note that user
areas do not have predefined storage limits-each user area takes
from the 5-megalnjte common pool.
One file, SAFETY.COM, is hard-disk-specific. Before ending a

pressive feature is multibuffer memory architecture,
which allows you to edit as many as seven documents
at a time, transferring sentences or paragraphs between
them. A split-screen feature allows any two documents
to be viewed simultaneously.
The documentation for Perfect Writer is excellent. The
manual leads you through the program's capabilities one
step at a time, always building on previous knowledge.
The editing routines are presented in tutorial form with
illustrations of the commands (such as CTRL and ESC
key sequences), and there are abundant examples of
edited documents.
Although the documentation is helpful, the program
216
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session with the Kaypro 10, run the SAFETY program. This utility
moves the hard disk's read/write heads to an unused area of the
hard disk prior to powerdown . Therefore, even if the heads were
to hit the surface of the hard disk, no damage would occur to an
area on which data was stored. Running this program is a must
for those who will be taking the Kaypro 10 out into the real world
and a should for the rest of us. (It would have been nice if this
procedure had been incorporated into an automatic shutdown
process.)
Aside from the single drive, the exterior of the Kaypro 10 looks
much like its predecessors, especially the Kaypro 4. Both systems
share the same no-nonsense, gunmetal-gray cabinet and all-black
keyboard. One welcome addition is an integral wire stand for the
front of the unit that tilts the display up to a comfortable viewing
angle. Also, the carrying handle has been redesigned to be more
compact. Because of the hard disk, the designers included a fan
for cooling the interior components. The whole system weighs 31
pounds, as compared with 26 pounds for the Kaypro 4.
Th e back panel shows evidence of some changes also: the power
cord is removable, there are connectors for one parallel port and
two serial ports (one printer and one modem), there is a jack for
a light pen, the brightness control has been moved to the back,
and the Reset button has been moved to a more accessible location .
In addition to the 80- bij 25-character display, the Kaypro 10
has these gra phics capabilities: draw/erase a line, draw/erase a
pixel, inverse video, half-intensity, blinking, graphics characters
(2- bij 4-pixel matrix), cursor positioning, and cursor on/off. The
display is treated as a matrix 100 pixels high by 160 pixels wide.
S-BASIC has special commands that draw geometric figu res such
as circles, rectangles, squares, and bars.
Non-Linear Systems includes a prodigious amount of applications software with each system. In addition to all of the programs
supplied with the Kaypro II, the firm is offering Wordstar as an
option to the Perfect Writer program . There is also a new utility
that will read and write disks ih the fonnats of several other popular
computer systems-at the moment, it can transfer data to and from
the Osborne 1, the Xerox 8201lI, and the TRS-80 Model I. There
is reason to believe that another 10 or more fonnats are on the
horizon.
Arthur A. Little is a technical editor for BYTE.

itself is annoyingly unforgiving of mistakes. Perfect
Writer may terminate suddenly if you type in a wrong
control code, wiping out your newly created document.
The "delete sentence" command will hang up the system if there are no more periods in the file, which could
occur when you edit toward the end of your document.
Perfect Software is aware of the problem, and later revisions should eliminate this problem-an example of
practice making perfect, no doubt.

Perfect Filer
Perfect Filer enables you to create a database record
as long as 1024 characters, enter data under cursor-key

The TTX-I014 Desktop Daisywheel.

Professional Printing.
Personal Price.
Just $649 buys
a letter-quality,
daisywheel printer.

..

You don't need a big-business budget to
make your microcomputer's hard copy
look like a million dollars. The TTX-1014
Desktop Daisywheel delivers true letterquality, professional printing for just $649.
$649. Complete. The TTX-I014
comes complete with features that most
printers offer only as expensive, extra-cost
options. Like a pinfeed-forms guide. Plus
built-in RS232C serial and Centronicstype parallel interfaces - both standard.
Performance. Not Problems. The
compact TTX-I014 is built to handle all
your letter-quality printing needs. Pinfeed forms? No problem. The TTX-I014
lets you use forms from 2 1/2 to 14 1/2
inches wide. Want a different typeface?
No problem here, either. The 100character ASCII printwheel can be
changed in seconds ...
and extra

daisywheels are available in computer
stores and major retail outlets
everywhere. And you can quickly select
pitch (10, 12, or 15 characters/inch) and
linespacing (3, 4, or 6 lines/inch) by program control or built-in switches. All that
plus logic-seeking, bidirectional printing
at up to 14 cps. And all for $649.
Built Business Tough. In business,
dependability counts. And the TTX-I014
is built to stand up to the rigors of
business applications. At a typical 25 %
duty cycle, business users can look to
a full 3000 hours of printing before
servicing is required. And in home use
and other light applications, the
TTX-I014 can deliver many years of
trouble-free operation.
Professional printing. Personal price.
The TTX 1014-Desktop Daisywheel.
Professional performance for just $649.
Try one at your dealer's today .

~

TTX™
Teletex Communication Corporation

$649 is manufacturer's suggested relai l price.

Circle 442 on inquiry card.
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\t)U'1i nENeI' have a better reason
to begin shopping by mail:

IBMlfAM

:

OS

K

WITH AN RS-232C INTERFACE

$349
512K
$519
$507 WITH SUPERCALC 2

WITH AN RS-232C INTERFACE

$727 WITH SUPERCALC 2

Ou r fully' populated memory
boards include parity checking
and a standard RS'232C interface .
They are compatible with all IBM
software.
Thi s is a rare opportunity to
save a great deal of money
with out sacrificing quality. Th ese
board s meet the highest standards
of design, materials and manufac'
turin g available - at any price.
They are completely guaranteed
for two years.
Alpha Byte also carries the finest
in IBM software, such as :
Lotus 1,2,3 D BASE II
Multiplan TK Solver
CP/M 86

Please call for our low prices.

To order or for

information call

From Chicago:
(312)454-1236
From New\t)rk:
(212) 509-1923
In Los Angeles: *
(213) 706-0333
From Dallas:

(214) 744-4251
By Modem:

(213) 991-1604

rC;LC"~;~D~;L~~

I FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS..J

L __ - - - - - -

31304 VIA COLINAS
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362

• For all your computer product
needs , come visit us at our
new California store.

We accept VISA. Mas terCard or C.O.D. (add S3 tor C.O.D.). Add a S3 ShIpping charge to prepaid orders:
actual shipping charges wiJr be added [0 non-prepaids. California reside nts . add appropriate sales tax .

control, use up to five sort keys, and print out any subset
of your stored records in form letters, mailing lists, or
specialized forms . You can also change the format of a
database without losing your data. Because Perfect Filer
is fully menu-driven, you don't have to be a programmer to handle these rather sophisticated tasks.
As examples of how to construct your ow n file
managers, two predefined database templates accompany Perfect Filer: an individual member mailing list
(name/address/phone/busphone/organization) and an
organizational mailing list (org/address/phone/contact/comment) .
Another uncomplicated menu-driven subprogram
enables you to define a subset for search (for example :
all New York names entered after November 1982). The
results of the search can be output to the display, printer,
or disk file for use in Perfect Writer.

The Perfect Software programs
share commands, facilitating
crossover learning from one
application to the next.
Perfect Calc
The electronic spreadsheet, Perfect Calc, displays an
entry window of 8 columns by 24 rows on a 52- column
by 255-row worksheet. Perfect Calc features cursor-key
directed movement, instant recalculation of formulas,
and a Help menu.
The master disk supplies 29 formatted spreadsheet
templates with applications varying from checkbook
balancing to income-tax calculation. The users guide sugg~ sts that they "may require modification to meet your
particular needs:' This is an understatement because
many of the templates contain bugs. For example, the
accounts-receivable worksheet formulas call for variables
from accounts-payable entry sheets, and the Payroll
analysis set depends on a spreadsheet, "payfacts. pc,"
which Perfect Software has not included.
Still, Perfect Calc itself is comfortably bug free . It has
the same split-screen, virtual-memory, multibuffer editing features as Perfect Writer. The control commands are
identical, except that there are extensions for the editing
of columns. You can pass entries or blocks of entries between any number of spreadsheets, and a powerful
"associate files" option links the formula calculation and
calling into memory of separate sheets. Although the
Kaypro II does not do graphics, Perfect Calc allows you
to format a bar graph as varying strings of asterisks. The
user manual is written in jargon-free English and is well
illustrated .
The biggest disappointment is the lack of communication between the Calc and Filer programs. If you need
totals in Perfect Filer, which does not perform arithmetic,
you have to transfer the numbers individually to a Calc
file using split-screen editing, then key the totals back
by hand .
The Perfect programs in the Kaypro II package were
. - Circle 19 on inquiry card .

We ."er You Moref

Thai 's right. II yo u co mpa re th e benefit s o f o rderin g fro m Natio nal Computer to all our competitors. you ' ll see wh y more
smart shoppers bu y from us everyday . We save yo u mo ney even bef ore yo u o rder with o ur to ll free 800 line, and then if yo u
find a lower adverti sed price we' ll mee t i t. Since we stock what we adv ert ise yo u can res t as sured your o rder w ill be ship·
ped promptly . In additi on. il fo r an y reason yo u are not sat is fied with any merchandi se you purc hase from National Com·
put e r you may return it for ex actly wh at you want or a !ul1 ref und. Check us out! We've been in business fo r over 4 years.
and o ne glance at our ca t alog wi l' demons tr ate th e commi tm ent we have to direct marketing and 10 o ur fine customers.

Call l or s peciAl price

RX·SO

Special Price

AMDEK 300 12" Hr ·res green
14501
AMD EK 300A 12·· Amber
. 159"
AMDEK Co to r I PI uS I ) " COlor 329"
AMDEK COlo r II hi ·res AGB
439"
AMDEK 3 10G Green
179"
AMDEK 310 A Amber
.
179"
COMAEX 5600 12" hl·res am ber . 169"
NEC 1201M 12·' Hi ·res (lr oen ... 159"
PrInce ton PGS H X· 12 .
. .. 499"
T AXAN Vi sIon I 12" med·r es RG8 329"
TAXAN Vision 3 12" hi·res RGB 499"\
TA XAN 12·· hl·res amber .
. 149"
ZEN ITH 12" hr-res gr een _
. 11 0"

EPSON FX-100
GEM INI lOX
GEM INI 15
CJTOH 8510

~.~~OB~d;:O

Wo rdS tar by MiCfo Pro
Rando m Ho u se Thesauru s .
MailM erge by MicroPro
SuperSo rt by Mlc ro Pro
.
Spc llStar by Mic roPro
429"
d Base tIIMS· DOS o r CPIM86
LOTUS ,·2·3
Ploase ca ll l or dotai ls
PC Tulor by Compret1enSlVe
69"
Home Acc ountant PIu S
11500
Cros stalk by Mlc roStul
129"
Peac tltree GLJARIA P <1 pak
399'1
SupelCa lc b y SorClm
1390\
VolksWn l er by lI fetr ee
139"
M lc,osoll M ul ll·Plan
179"
Mic roso ft FlIght SImulato r
VlslCal c ..
Vl si File ..... .
Vl s iTrend/Pt o l
Vl siSc hedule
ViSI Word(,eQ. 128K, .

S339 95

PleAse
call
lor

~

;~

~""5:;~"

"'<,;'\~:~ ~

BROTHER HR. l prices
CA NON A210 IN K JET
TRANSTAR

CALL FOR PRICE
CO MM ODO RE 1541 Di sk Oli ve
CO MM ODORE 1525 Prlnler
Da t asc1t o program recordcl
OAT A 20 Z SO & SO column pac
C ARDCO CentronICS Interfa ce
M ic ro System RS·232 mt erl ace
We c,1rry ,1 c omplew Im e 01 ac
ces so"es li nd so l/waIf' /CII /he Com
m odore Plea se Call

128K, dual 320K disk dflv es. 9··
d Isplay, se ri al & parallel port s. ami
MS·DOS

~ HAYES IBM PC
~
MODEM
Onl y

S449 95

APPLE DIS K DRIVES
..
HALF·HEIGHT
5'1," DRIVES

~ SLlMLINE
160 cps. 10" ca m age, 80 colu mns

59"
B69"
. 459"
999"

High Resol ul lon 12·' RG8 co lor
moni to r
- SO character x 25 lines
- 690H x 240V dOl resol utron
- 16 COlors. hIgh & low rn l enslt y
- Inc ludes IBM PC cable
- Vory allord able

Fealurmq 113 M PC ,1Il11 CO MPAO
comparlllrhty tearn(>(1 :.'1 111 the most
cornpr,'llf'IlSIW' SOil'.....IIL· pack.agf"! m
Ihe Hl(lustr" to dt>trv(>r all !tie tunc
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9
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Overdllvc witho ut cont roller
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249"
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Fo ur In Dlfnon Slon
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M lcroSCI A2
249"
Mlc ro SCI A2 With contr oller
329"\
Rana ElIte t
289"

QUADRAM QUADBOARD

TR ANSTAR 315
CO LOR PRINTER

256K only S3999 5

Prlll l s 7 co tor s plu s mo ro Ihan 30
shades, all In a smgle pass 01 th e
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800 - 854- 6654

DEA LERS , WE BUY EXCESS STO CK, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE
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designed as an integrated package and share command
structures, format, and an overall functionality. This
means that there is considerable crossover learning from
one program to the next-a boon to users. Perfect Software is not perfect, but considering the price, portability, and commitment to improvement, it is very good
indeed.

Profitpian
Kaypro also includes Profitplan from Chang Laboratories. This spreadsheet program is appropriate for simple applications: data and formula entry are fairly
straightforward, but once you make a "what if" projection, you can't restore your original spreadsheet.

It also assists in solving crossword puzzles and playing
Scrabble. These word-puzzle routines are so intriguing
and so much fun that The Word Plus may interfere with
your time management; sooner or later you will lose a
whole morning playing with them.
The 45,000 words of the main dictionary were selected
on the basis of frequency of occurrence and frequency
of misspelling and were checked for accuracy by proofreaders and by existing lexical programs. In addition, you
can create specialized dictionaries (e.g., legal, medical
or scientific terminology) and specify them at run time.

Because the S-BASIC manual lacks
illustrations of actual code, it takes
some trial and error to type certain
S-BASIC statements in a way that
pleases the compiler.

The Word Plus
Although Perfect Speller is still included in the Kaypro
II software package, it has been largely superseded by
The Word Plus from Oasis Systems. The Word Plus lists
words it doesn't recognize and asks whether they need
correction. It can display the words in context and will
generate a list of likely corrections at your request. Next,
it automatically makes the corrections in your text and
writes an updated file to disk. The program will even
"learn" new words and add them to its dictionary for
future use.
Furthermore, The Word Plus displays total word count,
frequency of occurrence, homonyms (such as colonel and
kernel), anagrams (debug and budge), and lists of rhymes.

Down to BASICs
MBASIC from Microsoft is so widespread within the
microcomputer world that we need only say that this
interpreted BASIC works as expected and makes a huge
software base available to the Kaypro owner.
The S-BASIC compiler is an interesting mixture of
BASIC syntax and Pascal control structures. BASIC programmers may find little need to change their programming methods except that variables must be declared.
(However, if they want to write more readable, debug-

Mierorubble
How long could your business survive if your computer were
suddenly reduced to a smoldering pile of microrubble? If it were
stolen? Or tampered with?
For as little as $35/yr SAFEWARE provides for full
replacement of all hardware, media and purchased software after
a low $50 deductible.
You're covered against fue , theft, accidental damage,
earthquakes, and damage in transit. SAFEWARE even covers
power surges, the second leading destroyer of microsystems. And,
in the event of a claim, you'll get fast replacement. So you can
be back in business almost before the smoke clears.
To find out more, or to obtain immediate coverage, call
the toll free number. Or write: Columbia National General
Agency, 88 E. Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43215.

1-800-848-3469
(In Ohio cat! tollfree 1-800-848-2112)

Circle 387 on inquiry card .
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For Line Surge Suppression
SYSTEM SAVER provides essential protection to hardware and data from dangerous power surges and spikes.
Dangerous voltage spikes are clipped off at a safe 130
Volts RMS/175 Volts dc
level. High frequency noise
is smoothed out before
reaching the Apple II.
For Cooling
Today's advanced peripheral cards generate more heat.
In addition, the cards block any natural air flow through
the Apple II creating high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life
of the cards and computer
itself. SYSTEM SAVER 's
fan exhausts 15 cubic feet
of air per minute.
For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two switched
power outlets. SYSTEM SAVER efficiently
organizes your system so that one convenient, front mounted power switch controls
SYSTEM SAVER, Apple II,
monitor and printer. The heavy
duty switch has a pilot light to
alert when system is on. You'll
never use the Apple power switch
again. Also available in 220/ 240 Volt. 50/ 60 Hz.

.QI

Easy Installation
Just clips on. Color
matChedto ~
Apple II.
- :;

liif

I®LlSTED I

Fits on Apple Stand

W4KENSINGIDN

I~MICROWARE
919 Third Avenue· New York, NY 10022 • (212) 486-7707
Telex: 236200 KEN UR
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INPUTI "DO YOU WANT DOUBLE WIDTH
PRINTING"; FLAG
IF FLAG THEN DOUBLE.wIDTH
S-BASIC aims to be a tool for the experienced programmer of structured languages, improving on Pascal by
adding string variables and random-access file I/O and
dispensing with its tedious punctuation (a = b replaces
a : = b;). It does not have Pascal's power in describing
data types, however. There are no pointer variables, sets,
records, or scalar subrange variables.
Parameters in a procedure are used somewhat differently. First, all parameters are of the pass-by-value
type. In other words, none of the arguments of a function or procedure can be altered by it. While this may
not meet the approval of Pascal purists, I feel that the
resulting independence of modules is an aid to program
structure. S-BASIC handles the problem of a multivalue
function by using global variables. Remember that
microcomputer programming is not a likely environment
for a major team software project. The clarity of a program that will take up only 60K bytes of memory is not
going to suffer from a few extra global variables. Furthermore, arrays are not allowed as parameters. Also,
a parameter declaration is not pennitted to have the same
name as a global variable or as a variable local to another
procedure.

Software Problems

~. ~ ~

$89.95 at dealers everywhere or order direct by phone or mail.
For phone or mail orders include $2.50 for handling. New York State
residents add sales tax. VISA and MASTERC ARD accep ted.
Dealer inquiries invited.
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gable, and maintainable code, the means are there.)
S-BASIC offers good internal documentation with its
variety of commenting structures. Variables can be
declared and documented on the same line, and COMMENT. . .END allows a whole block of comment lines
to be entered. S-BASIC supports interactive programming with an assortment of INPUT statements, and a
single instruction outputs an entire block of display lines.
Its "advanced structured techniques" show a strong
similarity to Pascal: WHILE ... 00; REPEAT. ..
UNTIL. .. ; CASE .. .oF. .. END; as well as procedures
and functions which allow parameter passing and
recursion.
Boolean variables are fully implemented although
there is not a separate boolean type. A statement such
as FLAG = (X < Y) will work whether FLAG is declared
as integer, real number, or string. In the latter case, a
string that begins with "Y;' "y;' "T;' or "t" is evaluated
as true. You might use the variable in a routine similar
to the following:

Circle 249 on inquiry card .

The current S-BASIC manual, although an improvement over the original, does not have sufficient illustrations of actual code, so it takes a certain amount of trial
and error to type some of the statements in a way that
pleases the compiler. The following statement, which is
meant to call up the execution of a separately compiled
program, is an example:
chain "b:program com"

INI'RODUCING I'HE SAFI'
SI'ANDBY POWER SYSI'EM. II' KEEPS
YOU FROM LOSING YOUR MEMORY
WHEN I'HE LIGHI'S GO OU'I'.
If the power fails while you're reading this ad,
everything your computer knows could be lost.
In an instant, information crucial to the smooth
operation of your business can vanish without a trace.
Memories can be flushed , disks can be damaged.
That's why you need a Saft Standby Power
System. In the event of a blackout or brownout, it
takes over instantly-before the computer can tell
there is anything wrong. There are two systems
available. The 200 VA, which provides power up

to 20 minutes. And the 400 VA, with power up
to 10 minutes. Which gives you plenty of time to get
off the machine safely, without missing a
single byte .
And during normal operation it acts as a line filter,
protecting against damaging voltage spikes.
Ask your dealer about the Saft Standby Power
System. It's the first standby system designed specifically for small business computers. And offered at a
small business price.

.-

-.i~
{)

More power to you.
Circle 388 on inquiry card.

SAFTAmcrica Inc. Portable Batte ry Division, 931N. Vandalia St., St. Paul. MN 5511461 2-645-853 1

--

.....
mu

SAFT Batteries Ltd .• 200 Middlefield Road. Scarborough. Ont. Can. MIS-4M6 416-298-7322

Circle 115 on inquiry card.

This statement produces run-time errors until you discover that the file name must be typed in uppercase letters. The manual does not make this clear.
Another problem is a statement with more than 65
characters. The compiler uses a linefeed as the delimiter
of a program statement, and neither the manual nor the
Kaypro II us.e rs guide hints that specifying Perfect
Writer's "normal" mode is the way to tum off word wrap.
Compiler error messages are noticeably weak. For example, "$$$$$$$ Cannot process this / Statement error"
is the only message covering a large class of syntactical
errors in REPEPJ, WHILE, ELSE, and CASE statements.
Incredibly, S-BASIC has no test for an end-of-file condition. Thus, a program will crash unless you take the trouble to define a counter field that you increment when
you write a new record. 'Modulo' and 'odd' functions
have been omitted for the sake of economy, leaving the
programmer to grapple with integer-division expressions.
Aside from these rough edges, writing structured code
was easy and natural. With improvements, S-BASIC
could be highly suitable for introducing microcomputer
users to the advantages of structured programming.

The Company
When you are buying a computer, your scrutiny
should not end with the hardware, software, and documentation . The company matters, too. Non-Linear Systems has been around for a long time. In the 1950s the
company president, Andrew Kay, invented the digital
voltmeter, and Non-Linear has been a major supplier of
portable test equipment for the last 30 years. His son,
David Kay, is product manager for the Kaypro line. They
seem genuinely committed to customer service and are
well organized for it. As part of this customer support,
Non-Linear Systems publishers Pro-Files, a Kaypro users
magazine. Pro-Files is available free for one year to Kaypro
owners.

Conclusion
If Kaypro II is the answer, then the question might be,
"What is the best value in a practical portable computer?"
Though it has some limitations, the Kaypro II is both
good and affordable. For $1595 you get an extensive software package with high-quality documentation, standard hardware that works all the time, a fine keyboard,
an 80-character display, standard interfaces, and good
floppy-disk drives. That's what we call "best value.".

Editor's Note: Shortly after this review was written, Non-Linear Systems
announced that it has changed its corporate name to Kaypro Corporation .
Non -Linear Systems will become a division of the parent company.
Roger Fager is associate professor in the Physiology Department at the
University of Virginia School of Medicine in Charlottesville.
John Bah r has a degree in mathematics and is a part-time computer science
student.
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Weve got a hit on the charts.
One picture is worth a
thousand words. Or numbers.
Now there's a simple way to
transform pages and pages of
business data into a single,
dramatic format.
Introducing DR GraphlM-high
quality business graphics software from Digital Research~ It
lets you create impressive
business charts, graphs, or any
cqmbination of both-quickly
and easily. You can even build
graphs from electronic spreadsheets such as VisiCalc®and

Multiple graphs

011

a sil1g le page

Mix words with your pictures.
DR Graph lets you write
comments on your graphs, too.
You not only control the size
and color of the type, but also
have four different typestyles to
choose from . Write your own
legends and titles. Or add additional text right onto the graphexactly where you want it.
Plus, its 8 color and 6 pattern fills
provide customized highlighting.
So, your presentation graphs
will be as professional as you are.

SuperCalc~

See what you're creating,
instantly.
Think of it as painting by
numbers. Because DR Graph actually lets you create your graph
step-by-step.
First, enter the data you wish
illustrated. Then just choose from
the menu, hit c!. ke~ and take a
quick look at what you've created
-instantly.
Make your axes thick, your
border lines thin. Go with solid,
or broken grid lines. Add color
when and wherever you please
for all yow special reports. It's
easy to experiment until the
graph format is perfect. Then DR
Graph can print it, plot it, or
store it for future use.

Pie cha ,-Is with _explodil1g s 'ices add impact.

/1\1 ."
Wi-::;TI~I~i'i

,
Hl<\;!~':~

tl~jjt

.......,,_... ._,,-

Create clustered bar grap hs.

You get the versatility
you need.
DR Graph lets you convert
business data into dozens of

personalized choices. Do you like
your bars vertical or horizontal,
stacked or clustered? How about
adding line curves to your bar
graph? Or special labels on the
axis? With DR Graph, you've
got it. All with the simple stroke
of a key. DR Graph even displays
up to four different graphs on a
single page.

Tap a key and vertical bars tu r n horizon ta l.

[Q]

All the business graphics
you'll ever need, ready to roll.
DR Graph works with today's
leading microcomputers, as well
as with a wide range of printers
and plotters. All you need is
Digital Research's GSX lM graphics
enhancement for your computer's
operating system. Contact your
computer manufacturer, or stop
by the CP/M LibrarylM at your
computer shop for an eyeopening demonstration. Call
800-227-1617, ext. 400 (in California 800-772-3545, ext. 400)
for a free, full-color brochure.
Coming Soon! CP/M '83 East in Boston,
September 29-0dober 1.

DIGITAL

RESEARCH'·
The best of everything in business graphics.
VisiCa lc is a registered tradm1ark of VisiCorp. Sup erCa lc is a trad ema rk of SORCIM Corpora tion .
Til e logo, tagline, DR Grap h, GSX and CP/ M Library are either trad emarks o r registered trademarks of Digita l Research Inc. 10 1983 Digi ta l Research Inc.
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Product Description

The Corona Portable PC
A new portable IBM PC-compatible computer with an eye-catching
display
by Rich Malloy
If you've attended any of the recent computer trade
shows, you've probably seen a reasonably priced portable computer that rapidly flashes a series of eye-catching pictures across a very high contrast green display
screen. This machine, the Corona Portabl~ PC (photo
1), along with its sister desktop version, the Corona PC,
offers stiff competition to the numerous machines compatible with the IBM Personal Computer.
Corona Data Systems, the manufacturer of the new
systems, is one of the several start-up companies
spawned by the IBM Pc. It was founded two years ago
by Dr. Robert Harp, who a few years earlier had been
the founding wizard of Vector Graphic. Before announcing its new line of IBM-compatible systems, the new
company was known primarily for its hard-disk drives.
The two Corona machines are very similar. The portable has an 8088 microprocessor, 128K bytes of memory, one or two half-height double-density double-sided
floppy-disk drives (storing 320K bytes each), a 9-inch
high-contrast green monochrome display screen with
graphics capabilities, a serial port, a parallel printer port,
four IBM-compatible expansion slots, and a fairly sizable bundle of software: Microsoft's MS-DOS operat-

Photo 1: The Corona Portable PC, a portable IBM PC clone with
a high-contrast display.
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ing system and GW-BASIC language, Softword Systems ' Multimate (a word-processing program), and PC
Tutor, a program to teach you how the system works.
The price for all this is $2945 for the two-disk-drive
model (the one-disk-drive model is $400 less). The computer weighs 28 pounds and measures 9.6 inches high
by 18.8 inches wide by 19.8 inches long.
The desktop machine (photo 2) has everything the
portable has except that it has a 12-inch screen instead
of a 9-inch screen. It will use standard-height disk drives
until more half-height drives become available. The twodrive desktop model sells for $2995 . The one-drive unit
is $400 less .
Because the machines are so similar, it is hard to talk
about one without discussing the other. But in keeping
with the theme of this issue of BYTE, I'll restrict my
observations to the portable version. Bear in mind,
though, that most comments apply equally to both
models.

Compatibility
The first thing to think about when considering an
IBM-compatible computer is, "How compatible is it?"
Despite many manufacturers' claims, it is very difficult,
and illegal, to produce an exact copy of the IBM Personal Computer. For the machine to be legal, at least
some of its parts have to be different (for instance, the
copyright notice). It is essential to find out that the software (or expansion hardware) you need will run on the
machine you are interested in.
The Corona portable comes with the MS-DOS operating system (essentially the same as IBM's PC-DOS), and
Digital Research's CP/M-86 is offered as an option. Any
program that is written for MS-DOS or CP/M-86 should
run on the Corona. Any program, however, that accesses IBM's proprietary ROM (read-only memory)
routines to drive the display and keyboard may not run
on the Corona or most of the other IBM Personal Computer clones. The best way to test this, of course, is to
try to run your favorite IBM Personal Computer program on the Corona.

For this Product Description I did not have time to do
an exhaustive test of the software written for the IBM
Personal Computer, but I was able to test one of my
favorites, Peachtree Software's Peachtext, configured for
the IBM PC, at the spring Comdex show in Atlanta.
After watching an MS-DOS program called PC Tutor
running on the Corona, I discreetly asked if I could try
to run a Peachtext disk that was in my pocket. The people at the Corona booth hemmed and hawed a bit, but
they finally led me to a desktop version of the machine
off in the comer where no one would see it should it fail.
Their hesitancy was unnecessary. The disk booted up
without a problem, and a few keystrokes later Peachtext
was processing a text file.
This was, of course, far from an acid test of compatibility, which will have to wait for a future issue of
BYTE. But it is a test I highly recommend: take a progIam you like and see if it actually works before you
buy.

Video Display
As mentioned earlier, the most eye-catching feature
of the Corona is its green monochrome video display .
It has an extremely high contrast, which seems to reduce
eyestrain. Photographs may not capture its clarity, so
I recommend you visit your local computer store to have
a look.
The screen, which also has graphics capabilities, can
display 25 lines of 80 characters. According to Corona
Data Systems, each character is formed on a 16- by
13-pixel (picture element) grid. That's 16 pixels wide,
not high! The horizontal size of the pixels is presumably
half that of the vertical size. If you consider that there
are 80 characters per line and 16 horizontal pixels per
character, the effective horizontal resolution is an incredible 1280 pixels!
Like the IBM Personal Computer, the Corona Portable
PC supports two levels of intensity for each character.
It also supports reverse-video characters, underlining,
and blinking.

to run it.
Two other nice features of the Corona are that graphic
images can be placed anywhere on the screen, regardless of text-character placement. And graphics information can be placed anywhere in memory. This allows
for the quickly changing pictures I mentioned at the
beginning of this article.

Keyboard
The Corona Portable PC, like many of the new personal computers, uses an IBM-like keyboard from Key
Tronic (see reference 1) . This keyboard has a layout
similar to that of the IBM Personal Computer, but has
an indicator light for the Caps Lock and Num (numeric)
Lock keys. It also has a much lighter "feel" for each keystroke and it does not make a loud click as the IBM unit
does.
Key Tronic makes two versions of its keyboard. On
one, the layout of the keys is exactly the same as that
of the IBM. On the other, the keys are arranged in a
more traditional layout; that is, the left Shift key is to
the immediate left of Z, and the Return (or Enter) key
is just to the right of the quotation marks key. These
positions are more in line with other keyboards used
in the United States.
Corona Data Systems originally offered the exact IBM
key layout, but recently it decided to offer the more
traditional keyboard because many users had requested
it. This is a prime example of the adaptability of smaller
companies. I wish IBM could display similar flexibility
in its choice of components.

Durability
A prime factor in the selection of a portable computer

Graphics
The aforementioned high-contrast screen is coupled
with high-resolution graphics capabilities (640 by 325
pixels). Unfortunately, this is not the same format as the
IBM color/graphics display-adapter board (640 by 200
pixels) . But the IBM color/graphics board can be plugged
into one of the expansion slots, thus giving the Corona
more compatibility with programs such as Lotus Development's 1-2-3.
The Corona graphics format is supported by an extra
set of BASIC commands in its GW-BASIC interpreter.
It should also be supported by the GSX graphics interpreter that can be attached to CP/M-86. GSX (Digital
Research's Graphics System Extension) promises to give
its users a layer of compatibility in graphics, the same
way CP/M gave us a layer of compatibility for general
8-bit software (see reference 2). When CP/M-86/GSX
software becomes available, the Corona should be able

Photo 2: The Corona PC, the desktop version of the Corona por-

table. The unit shown here has half-height floppy-disk drives, but
most units will be shipped with regular-height drives.
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is its ability to survive travel. The unit used at the Comdex show offered evidence of the Corona's ruggedness.
The Corona prototype I saw had been subjected to
some rough handling on an airplane flight, enough to
break off the front panel. Another prototype was not
available, so the broken one had to be used. During the
show, the front panel had to be propped up against the
machine. But despite what must have been a fairly
severe blow, the prototype still worked. Let's hope the
mass-produced versions fare as well.

Multimate
Multimate, the word-processing program that comes
with the machine, is somewhat similar to the software
Wang Laboratories uses on its dedicated word processors. Developed by Softword Systems of East Hartford, Connecticut, Multimate is fairly powerful and has
the ability to merge letter files with address files.

Options
One of the options for the Corona Portable PC is Cor-

At a Glance
Name
The Corona Portable PC
Manufacturer
Corona Data Systems
31324 Via Colinas. Suite I 10
Westlake Vii/age. CA 91361
[SOO) 621-6746
Size
19.5 inches long by IS.8 inches wide by 9.6 inches high
Weight
2S pounds
Hardware
SOS8. 16-bit processor; 128K bytes to 512K bytes of memory;
9-inch green phosphor display. SO by 25 characters. reverse
video. underline. blinking. high-intensity. 640 by 325 pixels; Key
Tronic keyboard with modified IBM-PC key layout; mass storage:
I or 2 half-height floppy-disk drives. 320K bytes each; interfaces:
RS-232C serial port. Centronics parallel printer port; expansion:
four IBM-PC compatible expansiGn slots
Software
MS-DOS operating system. GW BASIC interpreter. Multimate word
processor. PC Tutor
Options
Extra memory. 12SK-byte modules. $295 each; second floppy-disk
drive. $450; hard-disk drive. 10 megabytes. $2695
Documentation
Four 3-ring binders. SY2 - by 5Y2-inch pages. User's Guide. MSDOS Reference Manual. Microsoft BASIC Manual. and Multimate
Manual
Price
PPC-I [one floppy diSk). $2545
PPC-2 [two floppy disks). $2945

ona's hard-disk drive, which was developed for the ffiM
Personal Computer. A 10-megabyte hard disk in its own
case will sell for $2695.
Up to 512K bytes of memory can be placed on the
main circuit board. The standard unit contains 128K
bytes, with each additional 128K bytes costing $295.
The four expansion slots on the Corona are not needed
to produce a minimal working configuration. The main
board of the Corona already includes the video-display
interface, the disk-drive interface, serial and parallel
ports, and a large amount of memory. Thus, the four
slots are left open for cards that will actually expand the
system. According to Corona, any ffiM Personal Computer card should work. Again, a thorough test of this
will have to wait.

Possible Shortcomings
One possible shortcoming of the Corona is its lack of
a spreadsheet calculator program in its bundle of software. Such programs have proven to be very popular,
and some potential customers may be put off by the requirement of having to buy a spreadsheet separately.
Also, some popular programs such as Lotus's 1-2-3 may
not be compatible with the Corona's graphics format.
You will have to purchase ffiM's color/graphics adapter
board and a monitor, or wait for a Corona-graphicscompatible version to come out.

Comparisons
Simply speaking, the Corona is an ffiM Personal Computer clone, and it is very tempting to compare the copy
with the original. If we make the assumption that the
quality is equivalent (which mayor may not be valid),
the pricing offers an interesting comparison. The twodisk-drive version of the Corona costs $2945. An
equivalent ffiM configuration costs $3800-$2100 for
the basic one-drive unit plus $500 for the second drive,
$250 for the graphics board, $200 for a monochrome
monitor, $120 for the printer port, $120 for the serial
port, $170 for an extra 64K bytes of memory, $300 for
a word-processing program, and $40 for the operating
systems. Even the Compaq portable ffiM clone, with a
similar configuration, would run about $3900.

Summary
The biggest selling point of the Corona is its fine display. It's a good machine with an attractive price. If you
need a general word-processing machine with a keyboard that's easy to get used to and a screen that's easy
on your eyes, then the Corona may be for you .•
References
1. Glasco, David B. and Murray Sargent III. " Using IBM 's Marvelous
Keyboard." BYTE, May 1983, page 402.
2. Langhorst, Fred E. and Thomas B. Clarkson III. " Realizing Graphics
Standards for Microcomputers." BYTE , February 1983, page 256.

Rich Mal/oy is a senior technical editor of BYTE.
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Never before has anyone put so much
into something so good looking. Or so
compact. It took revolutionary design
to do it. Design a lot of people couldn' t
accomplish for the price. But we did.
In fact, the birth of the WY-50 introduces a new standard for low cost terminals . It was conceived to give you
30% more viewing area . Developed
to meet the most advanced European
ergonomic standards. And best of all,
delivered for a surprisingly low price.
The WY-50 sells for only $695.00.

BORN WITH ADVANCED
FEATURES:
• 14" screen.
• 80/132 column format.
• Soft-set up mode.
• High resolution characters.
• Low-profile keyboard.
• Industry compatible.
• Only $695 .00.
For more information on the revolutionary design, outstanding features
and unique good looks of our Pretty
Baby, contact WYSE TECHNOLOGY

and we'll send you a
brochure filled with everything
you need to know.
The WY-50. It's a real beauty.
Circle 492 on Inquiry card.

WY/E

Make the Wyse Decision.

WYSE TECHNOLOGY, 3040 N. First St ., Sail Jose,
CA 95134, 408/946-3075, TLX 910-338-2251,
in the east, call 516/293-5563, call toll-free,
800/538-8157, ext . 932, in CA 800/672-3470, ext. 932,
in the midwest, 313/227-5011, in So. CA , 213/340-2013.

port on the Consumer
Electronics
Show

A bird's-eye view of the latest offerings
by Phil Lemmons
A single event dominated the Con- tional daisy-wheel printer included
sumer Electronics Show held in with the Adam is less than 15 charChicago: the introduction of the acters per second (cps), but that
Adam, Coleco's personal computer doesn't detract from the sharp quali(see the photo above). Just as the ty of the characters. The standard
Osborne computer once revolution- Adam lacks a monitor but can use a
ized the personal-computing market- television screen as a 40-column displace by bundling applications soft- play and offers an optional
ware, languages, and all the basic 80-column card for those who buy a
hardware except a printer for $1795, monitor. The Adam is CP/M-comColeco now offers a computer system patible, and Coleco promises to make
with more standard features than the most popular CP/M programs
seem possible for $599.
available on digital data packs .. The
The Adam personal computer con- company also claims its BASIC is
tains a Zilog Z80 microprocessor with source-code compatible with Apple80K bytes of RAM and a word pro- soft. And if the computer features
cessor in ROM. A full-sized keyboard aren't impressive enough, don't
has a diamond-shaped cursor pad, forget the Adam's ability to run
function keys, and built-in numeric games written for Coleca's line of
pads on the two standard game con- game machines.
troller units. According to Coleco, a
The Adam wasn't the only impor512K-byte digital data pack system tant machine introduced at CES.
will rival the transfer rate of a flop- Atari presented four new machines
py disk. The speed of the bidirec- based on a 6502C microprocessor
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running at 1.79 MHz . The least expensive of these was the $199 600XL
featuring 16K bytes of RAM expandable to 64K bytes and 24K bytes of
ROM. In addition, a CP/M module is
available as an accessory. Atari also
introduced the 1027 letter-quality
daisy-wheel printer for the low price
of $349.95. The 1027 prints at 20 cps,
faster than Coleca's printer by 5 cps.
The 1027, the Atariwriter word-processing cartridge, and the 600XL
computer are bundled as a word-processing system for $599.95. But keep
in mind that the keyboards of all the
new Atari machines have only 62
keys, no cursor-control keys, and only four function keys. That's understandable, for the price, but for word
processing the Atari can't compare
with the Coleco Adam keyboard or
the Video Technology Laser 3000,
which I'll describe shortly. Atari's
800XL has 64K bytes of RAM and

produces output to drive a monitor,
whereas the 600XL has output for a
television only. Both the 1400XL and
1450XLD contain a built-in 300-bitper-second modem ~nd a speech
synthesizer but the 1450XLD adds a
buUt-in disk drive to the package.

More Machines
Spectravideo improved its 318-a
Z80 running at 3.6 MHz-and introduced the more powerful 328 (see
photo 2). Although the 328 lacks the
earlier model's built-in joystick, it
provides cursor-control keys, a
numeric pad, and five programmable
function keys. The 328 has 48K bytes
of ROM expandable to 96K bytes and
80K bytes of RAM expandable to
256K. The standard ROM contains Photo 2: The new 328 from Spectravideo.
BASIC, a word processor, a termin!ll
program, and on-line documentation.
Tomy introduced its 16-bit, $129.95
Tutor, a microcomputer that is based
on the TMS 9905 microprocessor (see
photo 3). Tomy's promotional effort
stressed that the Tutor can instruct
children without parental supervision. The machine features a rubber
keyboard, and a disk drive is available.
The fastest 6502 machiI).e on view
was the Video Technology Laser 3000
(see photo 4), which runs at 2 MHz.
The machine's keyboard features cursor-control keys, a numeric pad, and
eight programmable function keys. A
plug-in Z80A cartridge enables the
machine to run CP/M software, and
its 64K bytes of RAM are expandable
to 192K bytes. The Laser 3000 has an Photo 3: The Tutor from Tomy.
Apple-compatible mode, and Video
Technology says that · two custom
large-scale integration chips replace
more than 100 discrete integrated circuits that would otherwise be
necessary. The chips also perform
video processing, memory management, and system control. The Laser
3000 displays 80 columns of text and .
has 560 by 192 pixels (picture
elements) in the color-graphics
mode. Standard items include fourchannel sound generation, a Centronics parallel-printer port, and a
cassette interface. Although the
machine can support as many as four Photo 4: Th e Laser 3000 from Video Technology, which runs at 2 MHz, was the fastest 6502
disk drives with 164K bytes, neith~r machine at the CES Show.
Se ptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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was announced at the winter CES in
January, has been discontinued.
Commodore demonstrated Magic
Desk, a desktop manager for the
Commodore 64 horne computet
dropped prices, and once again introduced its Executive 64 portable
computer, "Yhich looks just !'is good
nqw as it did at the winter CES and
at the National Computer Conference. The Executive 64 is a portable Commodore 64 with a 6-inch
color monitor and one or two disk
drives 'in a compact 27-pound package. It does not corne equipped with
a printer. The price for a one-drive
system with 64K bytes of RAM is
$995. An optional Z80 cartridge permits running CP/M programs.

Standard Miracles
As of sumfller CES 1983, the only
low aspect about the low end pf the
personal computer market is the
price of the systems. The one possible exceptiqn concerns the speed of
mass storage. Depending on how fast
the wafer drives and digital data
packs prove to be in normal use, people may demand the speed of random-access storage dl;vices as standard equipment in their horne computers. The company to be the first
to introduce a $600 system that includes' both a floppy-disk drive and
a letter-quality printer may be the
next market leader.•

Photo 5: The Unisonic Wafer-Driven Home Comp~ ter System is based on the wafer drive

from Entrepo.

.

game system. GCE also demonstrated programs that used the light
pen to compose and edit music and
to generate animated graphics. The
software helped produce animation
by interpolating lines between those
drawn with the light pen. The light
pen sells for about $40, and the basic
systems price has dropped to $100
without a keyboard.
Texas Instruments displayed a cosmetically improved version of the TI
99/4A but declined to announce the
forthcoming 99/8.. The 99/2, which

the disk controller nor a serialcommunications port is included as
part of the standard equipment.
Unisonic displayed a Wafer-Driven
Horne Computer System (see photo
5), one of the many machines that
uses the wafer drive from Entrepo.
The wafer (:!.rive evolved from continuous-loop recording tape, formerly called a stringy floppy.
General Consumer Electronics introduced a keyboard and light pen
for use with the Vectrex Graphic
Computer System, its 6809-based

~IS108
U.S. #1 DEALER FOR
AUTHORIZED SALES & SERVICE
"COLOSSUSTM BASIS"
128K RAM; BAS RAM 256K CARD ;
CPIM 3.0; APPLE DOS 3.3
DR#1 ; RANA ELITE THREE 680K
DR#2; SEAGATE 10MG HARD DISK
METACARD · THE 1&BIT BOARD FOR MS-DOS;
CP/M·86 , UCSD PASCAL VER . IV
COMPATABILITY

*

CUSTOM BASIS CONFIGURA TlON AVAILABLE

"

Phil Lemmons, West Coast Bureau Chief of BYTE,
can be contacted at BYTE/McGraw-Hill, 4th Floor,
425 Battery St., San Francisco, eA 94111, (415)
398-7990.

*

CALL FOR CONSULTATION & WRITIEN PRICE QUOTE
48 HR. CONTINENTAL U.S. WARRANTY SERVICE
REPLACEMENT. FREE 24 HR . SIGN ON TO OUR
BASIS BULLETIN BOARD.

STATE OF THE ART MICROS

EQ50~~UNIEQ5f::L
1400 GRANT AVE., NOVATO, CALIFORNIA 94947
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·421'($594
IN CALIFORNIA CALL COLLECT 415·892·7139
CLIENT TECH SUPPORT 415·897·1414

"BASIC BASIS"

BUY COMPUTERS FROM PEOPLE WHO KNOW HOW TO USE THEM.

128K RAM ON BOARD
2 SIEMANS 40 TRACK DRIVES
BASIS SYSTEM AUTO DIAGNOSTICS
WI CONTROLLER; CPIM 3.0; APPLE DOS 3.3

SER VICES AVA IL ABLE: SOFTWA RE APPLI CA TION S · HAROWA RE PERIPHERALS
COMPUTER SECURITY • TELECOMMUNICA TIONS • BUSINESS • SCHOOLS
CORPOR ATION S · CONSULTATION SERVICES · 24 ·HR. AIR EXPRESS AVA ILABLE
Ask about our clien ts. All equipment tested prior to shipment.
If yo u don'l 5ee it, please ask us.
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'

COLUMBIA
CP/M & IBM PC COMPATABILITY
.
128K RAM, 8 SLOTS
DUAL 320K DRIVES

EPSON PRINTERS. COMPUTERS
HAYI;S MODEMS· THUN'oER CLOC K
NEe PRINTERS· MONITORS
, " SOFTWARE BY MICROSOFT,
MICRO PRO, SORCIM , PERFECT & MORE

.

'

' C£

Minimum ord er $100 . Cashiers checks and money orders
accepted. Add 3% for Visa or Me. Add'\ 3% lor shippingl
insura nce/ handling. UPS. No COO. 'Prices subject to change.
Call to ve rify. Order hours 10·7POT, Mon. -Fri. Personal
checks allow 20 'days to clear. All products with full
manufac turer's w~rra nty, fac tory seated. Calif. reside nts
add 6% sales tax. Bank wires and P.D.s accepted.
~efa il prices may

vary.

ALL BRANO NAMES AR E REGISTEREO TRAOEMARKS.

Circle 77 on Inquiry card .

The Next Five Years
in Microcomputers
Our uSer unlocks his crystal ball and becomes a seer
by Jerry Pournelle
I've told this story before; out it's
worth repeating. In 1954 I was invited
to the University of illinois to see the
ILIAC, which at that time was the
world's most powerful computer.
Housed in a gymnasium" it was supported by the world's largest air-con.
ditioning system.
ILIAC was a vacuum-tube machin~. Two undergraduates had the
singular job of rushing about inside
ILIAC with shopping carts full of
tubes; when one burned out, they'd
rephlce it. It did all its calculations
three times anti took a majority vote
on the answer, because a tube might
burn out while it was making a
calculation.
For all that, time was scheduled on
ILIAC months in advance; it really
was the world's most powerful
machine.
The TI-59 programmable scientific
calculator is considerably more
powerful than ILIAC was.
That development took 30 years,
but technology always accelerates.
Barring nuclear war, there should be
nearly as much change in computers
in the next 10 years as there was In
the preceding 30.
When you, try to predict trends,
you're usually too far out over the
short run and too conservative over
the long haul. Still, we can see where
the computer revolution is,taking us:
by the year 2000, anyone in the West
who seriously wants to will be able
to get the answer to any question, the
"

'

answer to which is known or
calculable.
That's a pretty strange world, but
it's nearly inevitable. Microcomputers
will conttibute to that world: they'll
be the link between the big machines
and the ordinary citizen. Having
stepped that far out, let's get closer
to home and look ahead five years.
When the micro world first started,
it was all one community: hobbyists.
The last time NCC was held in
Anaheim, everything-all the microcomputers, software, hardware, support people, the whole works-was
hidden away in one back room at the
Disneyland Hotel.
Like pariahs. As if AFIPS (American Federation of Information Processing Societies, which sponsors
NCC) was ashamed of us.
This year's NCC is dominated by
microcomputers. The old high priests
of the computer industry may still
dislike us, but they can't ignore us.
In those days, hobbyists dominated
the micro world. If you weren't a
hobbyist, if you were just a user like
me, you were not only rare, you had
no choice but to team up with one of
the wizards. You didn't just walk into
a store and buy a computer system.
Good equipment was put together,
often from kits.
That's all changed now. One of the
people who changed it was Adam
Osborne, who packaged a working
system with enough software to
make it useful and sold the whole

works-machine, software, and allfor about half what anybody else
charged for a comparable package.
That's one of the currents in the
micro stream. Another is represented
by Bill Godbout and his Compupro
team. They sell advanced equipment.
Compupro machines are widely
used for software development, but
you still have to know something
about microcomputers, or have consultants who do, in order to take full
advantage of the Compupro line.
Another trend is represented by
Apple's LIsa: not really all that advanced, maybe 'even overpriced
when you consider what's inside the
machine, but sold to a market that's
interested in the convenience. Lisa
doesn't really compete with Osborne
or Compupro; as far as I can see, Lisa
is cutting into a market that's used to
paying a lot more than $10,000 for
machinery. This is the computer as
executive perk.
Clearly then, trends will affect the
Godbouts and the Osbornes quite
differently, and those two won't be
the whole story either. Microprocessors are going to appear in all sorts
of ways that won't be recognizable as
computers. Home appliances, cars,
television sets, home security systems, games, and a lot more-all
those industries will be affected.
In other words, there's no such
This article is based on a presentation given at
the 1983 National Computer Conference. Dr. Adam
Osborne was the other speaker at the presentation.
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc,
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Topor
TBI

LIII

When it comes to computer
furniture, CF&A is head and
shoulders above the rest.
How did we get there? By
offering a top line of desks,
workstations, enclosures, and
printer stands priced to make
your bottom line look good.
With attractive styling and
durable construction plus
personal service and prompt
delivery. It all adds up to a top
line of products from a top of
the line company. Computer
Furniture and Accessories ...
our name says it all.

CPA
Computer Furniture and
Accessories, Inc.
515 West 132nd Street
Gardena, CA 90248
(213) 327·7710
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thing as "the" future of the microcomputer industry; it's a bit like asking someone in 1950 to talk about the
future of the transistor. We can look
only at broad trends.
Adam Osborne is interested in the
mass market and predicts that most
micros will, in the next few years, be
sold to people who don't want computers at all. They only want
machines that do things.
He may be right, although-given
the trends toward making "computer
literacy" the new buzzwords and requiring an understanding of computers for graduation from college
and perhaps even high school-one
could argue that Osborne has misread the trend. In any event, I'll stay
mostly with things that look and act
like computers.

Hardware
We can sum up the hardware trend
in one sentence: more capability for
less money. That trend will accelerate.
Memory: the price of memory has
fallen every year. When I first bought
Ezekial, my late friend who happened to be a Z80, 16K bytes of highquality (Industrial Micro) static memory cost more than $500. That's
$31.25/K. Today, top-quality static
memory (Compupro) costs $995 for
128K bytes, or $7.771K. Dynamic
memory has become more reliable,
and it's a lot cheaper. This month's
BYTE advertises deals such as 256K
bytes for $795, or $3.101K.
I can do even better than that. I
have a Macrotec dynamic board: a
full megabyte for $1983 list. That
works out to $1.94/K. These are advertised retail prices for single
quantities.
The next generation in memory requires some new technology; it won't
be enough to simply glue a batch of
the 64K-byte chips together. However, there's absolutely no reason to
suppose the new technology won't
be forthcoming, either from here or
from Japan. Thus we can in confidence say that five years from now
memory will cost no more than 15
percent of what it does now. The
smallest machines will have a full
megabyte; most will have a lot more.

Ten-megabyte microcomputers will
be common.
ROMs: ROMs will be cheaper, too,
so that it will be easy to have ROM
software as part of a computer package. Instead of programs on disks,
machines will have their operating
system, text editor, and other commonly used stuff built in, the way
BASIC was built in on the old TRS-80
Modell.
Use of ROMs as a means for distributing software may cut down a lot
on piracy.
EROMs (erasable r~ad~only memory) will let you do things like reconfigure the keyboard and otherwise
customize the system. You do that
once and forget it . .
Mass storage: I've titled this section
mass storage rather than disk drives.
I think floppy disks will be with us
in five years, but they may largely be
relegated to their original purpose of
transferring information from one
machine to another, rather than as a
mass-storage devIce.
Incidentally, my engineering advisers prediCt that in five years both
the 8- and SIf4-inch floppy disks will
be a dying breed; they'll be replaced
by some kind of hard disk, possibly
the cartridge Winchesters, and one of
the vest-pocket disk systems. The
vest-pocket (3If4- to 31h-inch) disks
would already have made great inroads into the SIf4-inch market if the
industry could agree on some kind
of standard.
Note the trend in disks. Ezekial's
disk system-two drives, controller,
interface, and cables-cost $2000 for
241 x 2 = 482K bytes of storage, or
$4.15/K. This month's BYTE advertises Compupro double-sided quaddensity disks with controller at $1595;
for that you get 2.2 megabytes,
2200K, or $O.73/K.
The trend in hard disks is just as
dramatic. Five years ago, you couldn't
afford hard disks. Now, George Morrow will sell you 16 megabytes formatted, with controller, for $1595;
that's $0.099, less than a dime per K!
Of course other mass-storage
devices are available. We have bubble memory, battery-backed memory,
streaming tapes, disk cartridges, and
such like. We don't need to know pre-

Today, Columbia offers you the
highest level of IBM -PC hardware
and software compatibility.
Each Columbia microcomputer
is delivered with software worth thousands of dollars for word processing,
financial planning, communications,
and more.

Stay ahead with Columbia's
economic multi-user capabilities and
quality expansion products.
Choose the very practical
Columbia VP Portable, $2,995. Or,
the flexible Columbia MPC, $3,395.
The Columbia MPC with hard disk is

World Headquarters:
9150 Rumsey Road
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 992-3400
TWX 710·862·1891

West Coast:
3901 MacArthur Blvd .
Suite 211
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 752-5245
Telex 277778

$4,995. All prices include CRT controller with graphics and keyboard.
Call (301) 992 -3400 for the
name of the dealer or distributor
nearest you. Serviced and supported
worldwide. National service by Bell
& Howell Service Company.

Europe:
Limitenstr. 94
4050 Moenchengladbach 2
West Germany
02166-47097
Telex 852452

Distributors in Australia, Belgium , Colombia, Denmark, Hong Kong, Is rael, italy, Mala ysia, Netherlands·Antilles, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland , Uni ted Kingd om, Venezuela.
Circle 563 on inquiry card.
IB M and IB M PC are registe red tradem arks of Inte rn ational Busin ess Machines.

Circle 228 on inquiry card.

Main/Frames
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cis ely what we'll be using five years it's the phone company.
Other stuff: Pournelle's Law: Iron is
from now. We can, however, be sure
that it won't cost more than a nickel expensive, but silicon is cheap.
Modem hardware, memory-mana K, and will probably be a lot less;
agement units, system support, math
and it will be fast.
Five years from now it won't be chips, voice-recognition units, and all
worthwhile building a micro with that paraphernalia will get cheaper
less than 10 megabytes of mass and more plentiful.
The trend in printer equipment
storage.
CPU: an interesting race is going isn't quite as dramatic. In 1978 I paid
on: which chip will dominate the about $3000 for a good letter-quality
next few years? The leading con- printer. I'd have to pay about $2000
tenders are the 8086 and its suc- today, and I'd be surprised if I didn't
cessors versus the 68000. The Z8000 have to pay at least $1000, possibly
seems to have dropped out of conten- $1500, in 1988.
Impact printers require a good bit
tion. The 16032 is a dark horse, with
of machined metal, and that gets
very interesting chip architecture.
Most analysts believe that the 8086, more, not less, expensive. The cost of
followed by the upward-compatible chips has dropped enough that
2-86, possibly followed by more printers can be smarter and still be
upward-compatible successors, and less expensive, but there's a minithe 68000 are the chips to watch. mum that mechanical equipment
Which one you ought to go with is isn't likely to fall below.
However: machines that are a coma financially important decision, but
it's not crucial to our analysis.
bination of laser printer and copy
We're pushing out to the limits of machine are available this year for
VLSI (very-large-scale integration) about $15,000 in quantity one and
technology, but there are bound to be about $7000 in quantity 1000. The
breakthroughs. If we assume CPU usual trend is for this year's quantity
complexities will go up by only a fac- 1000 price to be next year's quantity
tor of two while the price is cut in one price. Within five years, laser
half, we get a fourfold increase in printers that will also be your office
bang for the buck.
copy machine will be available for no
Linking: the main problem with more than letter-quality printers cost
Ethernet is that it's expensive. That today. This will give us amazing
won't last. I don't mean that the hard- capabilities for producing cameraware for Ethernet itself will necessari- ready copy, complete with variable
ly fall in price, although that's very typefaces and excellent graphics.
likely; I do mean that hardware for
Bottom line on hardware: hardware
linking computers together into net- costs less for more capability. Total
works will be made steadily more systems costs are coming down .
available.
In 1977 Ezekial, my first zao maSome engineers think the RS-232C chine, cost about $12,000, including
system, carried to its full potential, software, systems integration, letterwill be more than sufficient. Others quality printer, modem, cables, and
reject that. Few, however, believe we a maintenance contract. He was a
won't have reliable, fast, and lo:w-cost very advanced machine for his time.
intersystem communications hardIn 1983 Zeke II cost about $8500. In
speed and other capabilities, Zeke II
ware well before 1988.
For example, I fully expect one day is at least twice as powerful as Zeke
to talk to my editor in New York I was. He's three times as fast, has a
while we both have text on our 1200-bps modem, twice as much
screens. 111 use a light pen, or some- memory, and almost 10 times as
thing similar, to mark my text, and much disk storage. He has more and
my editor will see the same thing better software. Yet he costs only 75
happen on her screen, but we won't percent as much.
have to give up our voice communiIf all I wanted was enough equipcations to do that. The limiting fac- ment for word processing, I could
tor here isn't computer technology, save even more by getting an

Anadex SILENTf 'SC::FllaETM Printers:

Shhhi

From needle-shy
children to computerized test
labs, potential noise sources
can play havoc with the tranquil
atmosphere of a medical facility.
And although there may be no easy way to quiet
panicky children, Coulter E.lectronic s - a leading
manufacturer of blood analyzing systems - significantly reduced their system noise levels by installing our Silent/Scribe matrix impact printers.
Operating at less than 55dBA, they run almost unnoticed while recording test data .
But besides being among the quietest printers
available , there are a number of excellent reasons
for buying Anadex printers.
Here are reasons people give us .
• The ultimate in printing flexibility ... high speed
for drafts and letter quality for finished copy .
• High resolution graphics capability standard
with all printers ... and simple software.
• Ribbons are quick-in, quick-out long lasting
cartridges ; no messy, difficult spool-threading.
• Both RS232C serial , and parallel interfaces are
standard, so interfacing to your computer is
usually a matter of plug-it-in and start print i ng .
• Anadex printers are among the most reliable
you can buy. The basic print mechanism has been

•

in production for well over two years with
'proven reliability. Field data verifies that
Anadex printers have over 99% reliability.
So call us today at the toll-free numbers listed
below for complete details and to set up a demonstration .
You may not need the quiet atmosphere of a
hospital in your home or office , but isn't it nice to
know that it's available?

CALL (800) 792-7779

'RnaClex
A
I

In California Call (800) 792-9992

.'"""<"' "". '".,<'. '"'

u:~

FOR THE WORLD

Model
Dr-9000A

Silent/Scribe Printers. Quietly going about your business.
ANADEX, INC. • 9825 De Soto Avenue • Chatsworth , California 91311, U.S.A. • Telephone: (213) 998-8010 • TWX 910-494-2761
U.S. Sales Offices: San Jose, CA (408) 247-3933· Irvine , CA (714) 557-0457· Schiller Park, I L(312) 671-1717· Wakefield , MA (617) 245-9160
Hauppauge , New York , Phone: (516) 435-0222. Atlanta , Georgia , Phone: (404) 255-8006. Austin, Te xas , Phone : (512) 327-5250
ANADEX, LTD . • Weaver House, Station Road. Ho ok, Basing sto ke , Hant s RG 27 9JY, England· Tel: Ho6k (025672) 3401 • Telex: 858762 ANADE X G
ANADEX GmbH· Behringstrasse 5·8752 Mainasc haf f • Frankfurt , W. German y· Tel: 011·49-06021·7225· Tele x: 4188347
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Osborne, the communications pack, headed in the right direction. You
and a tolerable printer. I'd still end up turn on the machine and it comes up
w ith as much system as Zeke ever in the text editor. If you want to call
was, all for $3500 or so. That's 30 per- a friend, you push a couple of keys
cent of what I paid for Zeke, but the and you're in communications, either
by voice (by picking up your phone)
same capability.
That trend will obviously continue. or computer-to-computer. If you
In five years you should be able to get want to see today's schedule, you
a full business-quality system for push another button. You can get a
what home computers cost now; printout of your next week's appointwhile microcomputers that will do ments. Another button uses your
nearly all that the $100,000 minicom- computer as a desk calculator.
In theory, you don't have to refer
puters can do will be available for less
than $10,000. Notice that I'm using to the documentation; you find out
real dollars, with no adjustments for how to use Valdocs with online help.
That's where software is going. It
inflation.
isn't there yet, because (in my judgment) the Z80 isn't fast or powerful
Software
The general statement is simple: enough to support all that work with
software is going to be cheaper, more tolerable speeds. No matter. The
hardware exists. I think it would be
universal, and easier to use.
For instance, right here at this show easy to get Valdocs working like a
Epson America is showing some striped ape on a machine like the
pretty radical software: it's Chris Eagle 1600, for example, with its hard
Rutkowski's Valdocs system, which in disk and fast screen.
Other trend-setting programs are
effect uses the text editor as an operon display out there. Lotus 1-2-3 is
ating system.
The Valdocs concept is certainly moving in the right direction. So is

Monitor
Computing
Incorporated

(213) 885-5715
Mail orders:

Monitor Computing Inc.
8608 Wilbur Ave.
Northridge Ca. 91324

Availab ility on some items lim ited-Prices subjec t to change.
All items in factory sealed cartons. covered by factory warranties.
We acce pt cash , cash iers check.
Shipping added to all orders.
Californi a residents ad d sales
tax.

APPLE PRODUCTS

MORE MODEMS

16K Memory Card .... . .. . .... . $55.00
Mi c rotek Magnum80 .. ... . . ... $179.00
Vid ex 80 Col .. . ... .. .... . ..... $249.00
Microsoft Z-80 .............. '. $249.00
Microsoft Premium System . .. . $469.00
Add-On Drive ................ $240.00
Kraft Jo ys t ick .. .. . .... . . . . .... $48.00
Grappler+ . ......... . .. . . . . . . $119.00
System Saver .. . . .... .. . . . . ... $74.00

Hayes Micromodem 2 ... . . .... $279.00
w/ term . program ....... .. . . $315.00

PRINTERS
Okidata 82 . . . .... . . . .. . .. . ... $399.00
Oki da ta 83 ....... . ... .. .. . ... $639.00
Okidata 84p .. . ... .. .......... $949.00
Okidata 84s . . . ..... .... .. . ... $999.00
Okidata 92 . . ..... ... . . ....... $490.00
Okidata 93 ................... $810.00
C.ltoh 8510ap ....... .. . . .... . $379.00
C.ltoh 8510bd ... ..... . .. . .... $499.00
C.ltoh 1550p .. . ... .. ... . ..... $675.00
C.ltoh 1550s ................. $735 .00
C.ltoh Fl0-40 ......... . ..... $1199.00
C.lto h FlO-55 . . ...... .. .... . $1489.00
Nec 8023 .............. ... .... $399.00
Nec 7710 ... . .. . ... .... ...... $1965.00
Nec 7730 ... . ..... ... . .. . . ... $1965.00
Toshiba P1350 . ..... . ....... $1495.00

MODEMS
Ha yes Smartmod em 300 . .. ... $211.00
Ha yes Smartmodem1200 .. . . .. $499.00
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Visi On. Richard Frank's people at
Sordm haven't yet integrated Superwriter and Supercalc, but that's only
a matter of time.
Voice-controlled systems are available, and of course there's Apple's
Lisa.
They're all headed in the same
direction: making very complex programs easy to use. They integrate the
computer directly into people's lives
and make it accessible to people who
aren't interested in learning CP/M
and BASIC; this trend will accelerate.
Prices will inevitably fall: as the
market base expands, it will be possible to make large profits from
moderately priced software. Books,
after all, sell for less than $25, but
there's no shortage of people willing
to write them, and some of us make
a fair living writing books. Software
development will be the same.
As software prices fall, support
levels will fall : documents will be better, there will be more and better
online help features, and the need for
expensive people to answer tele-
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SPECIALS
New Videx Ultraterm . . $295.00
Head Cleaning Kit ..... $17.00
8m ith-Corona TP1 . . .. $499.00
Comrex Cr-1 8 .. . ..... $699.00
Diablo 630 ... . ... .. . $1670.00
Cool Time w/clock .. .. . $69.00
( Like System Saver but with rea l time clock)

Axlon 320K Ramdisk . . $579.00
TDK 8" 88/8D (b ox of 10) • $23.00
TDK 8" D8/DD (bo x of 10). $25.00

EPD Surge Protectors
Lemon ...... . .... . .. ..
Peach. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Li me . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Orange ...... . ... .. ...

$48.00
$69.00
$78.00
$95.00

IBM PRODUCTS
AST Combo Board ... .. . . .... $345.00
Quad ram 4 Fu nct ion Boa rd ... $270.00
Tandon 100-2 Disk Drive ... . .. $268.00
Datamac Hard Disk Drives
6 Megabyte ............. . $1195 .00
12 Meg abyte . ......... .. .. $1595.00
18 Megab yte . . .. ......... . $1995 .00

MONITORS
Taxan Gree n ..... ... . . .... . . . $139.00
Taxan Amber . . . .. .. .. . ..•... . $149.00
Taxan RGB Med - Res ....•. .. . $329.00
Taxan RGB Hi -Res ......•.... $499.00
Apple Interface . . ...... . ...... . . CALL
Amdek Color 1 . . .. . ... • . . ... . $299.00
Amdek Col or 2 .. .. ... .. ...... $399.00
Amdek 300G ......... .. ..... . $139.00
Amdek 300A ........ . ........ $159 .00
Nec 1201 Green .... .. .. . . . ... $169.00
Nec 1205 Amber . .... . .. .... . :- $189.00
Nec Composite Color ..... .. .. $299 .00

TERMINALS
Televideo 925 . . ... . . . .. . ..... $695 .00 Televideo 950 ..... . ... • ... . . . $895.00
Axlon Datalin k ...•.. . .•.. . .. . $289 .00

Circle 496 on inquiry card.

How Dow Jones NewslRetrieval

Makes Learning Fun For The Oertells
The Oertell's have discovered there's something enjoyable for
every member of the family in Dow Jones NewslRetrieval®.
This unique computerized information service is changing
the way this family learns, shops and gathers information.

about the way the kids are learning to become computer
literate, which will be so important later on in their lives."

"The Whole Family Enjoys It"

As for Harold, his initial enthusiasm for News/ Retrieval
hasn't changed a bit. " As far as my investments are concerned, it's already paid for itself for life. I have more
control over my investment decisions than ever before. "

" I started the News/Retrieval service primarily for my
personal investment decision-making," explains Harold
Oertel!. "But since the service was installed, the whole
family is enjoying it in ways I never imagined."
There are 20 data bases in all, including sports, weather,
general news, a shop-at-home service and movie reviews.
Even a complete 20-volume encyclopedia, plus business
and fmancial information.
"NewslRetrieval puts an incredible amount of information
at our fingertips, " says Harold's wife, Elinor. " It' s really
broadening all our minds and is especially good for the
kids. When you have something that's both fun and educational, you have something very special."

"It Makes Learning Fun"
The fun part is accessing the information. There's a natural
love affair between kids and computers. Seventh-grader
Ronald and his IS-year-old sister, Ingrid, are proof of this.
" It really makes learning fun, " Ronald explains. " I've already used the electronic encyclopedia more in just a few
weeks than I have our printed encyclopedia in my whole life."
Both Ronald and Ingrid have found the easy-to-use encyclopedia and the various news-oriented data bases invaluable for a variety of school projects, from special
reports to biographical data.
But the sports data base for Ronald and the movie
reviews for Ingrid are the real passion. " Some
times I'll go into the encyclopedia," confesses
Ronald, "just for an excuse to go into sports
later. They've got everything."
For Elinor, the News/Retrieval shop-at-home
service " makes it easy to comparative shop.
But I'm most excited

"It's Paid For Itself For Life"

But there is one problem. As Ronald puts it, " Sometimes I
think we need more than one computer. "

Call For Free Booklet
For learning that's fun, all you need is a personal computer,
a telephone and a modem. Ask for a demonstration at a
computer store or call for a free 12-page booklet.

Call Toll Free
1-800-345-8500, Ext. 5
(Canada, Alaska & Foreign call 1-215-789-7008, Ext. 5)

.

DOVVIONES

~r-~ ~VVS/t-tF·I·t-tI~:~~~HEr

~

(\

Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a registered trademark
of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

Circle 396 on inquiry card .

You have an apple II
an IBM PC
a TRS·80 / III
Use it.
Intensive college b=rd exam procilce from

5 EI espeCially designed for SAT I GRE dnll.

for pre-college or college students 0 1 all ages

Get instant answers
for tough questions.
SEITM verbal skills pak
vocobulorybuliderdlsk - l600words . . . . 525
word ana logy dlsk-1200 analogies
... 525
sentence completion dlsk -300 enlnes
. 525
all three packed disks
. . $60

SEITM math skills pak

moth 1-300 problems wllh hints ..
. 525
moth 11- 150 problems with displays and
hlnls (reqUires math I) .
. 535
both packed dlsks- . . . . . . . . . . . . $50

Enjoy it.
Educationa l fun from

SEI

for everyone who likes language O r wants 10

Get smart with words.
foreign words in English
Join the literati. amigo 900 screens . . . . $30

acronyms
One full disk for your Pc. USPS. PDQ

. $25

"i want to add ·questions."
"I want to use my own words."
"I hdve another hint."
So change ours:

Eosy-to-use-editor
on every SEITM disk.
Learn a language.
Beginning vocabulary and phrases from

5 EI

In a fleXible format
With Ihol. eosy-to-use editor on evelY d isk

Get the basics fast.
French Frenchchorocters
German Germonchorocters
Spanish Sponlshchoroclers

. $30
. $30
. $30

We're SEI. Try us.
Send your order to:
SEI
p. o. Box 7266-CC
Hampton. VA 23666

804/826-3m
Visa and MasterCard welcome Please add
52 lor shipping and handling. and 4"10 In Virginia
apple II. IBM Pc. TRS-80 are Irademarks
Copyright 1983 SEI Sliwa Enterprr ses. Inc
P.S.SEt™ school pok aliollheabovedlsks
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phones will disappear. Companies puters hasn't even been touched. In
that can't do it right the first time my judgment, it's better that kids
program . computers than that the
won't survive.
Programming languages are get" computer programs the kids; I've
ting more accessible, and a lot of peo- never been wildly fond of so-called
ple willieam to program. A few years programmed learning. On the other
ago, hardware was available, and hand, the use of computer games to
some people took advantage of it to teach valuable lessons has hardly
start new companies. The result was been exploited at all. There's potenAltos, and Apple, and some other tial for a billion-dollar industry in
educational software, but first it has
dutfits you've heard of.
A number of well-known software to be created.
houses started the same way.
That will happen again and again Will Micros Really Rival Minis?
over the next five years as developAnswer: yes.
ment-quality systems become availThere are some definite hardware
able at popular prices. languages are limits to microcomputers. You can do
falling in price: I've recently been told only so much with a single chip
of a BASIC compiler for less than before you run into fundamental
$100. JRT Pascal isn't likely to be the problems. Those limits won't matter,
only high-level language for less than though, because of parallel process$50.
ing. Concurrent CP/M-86 is just now
As micros become more powerful, catching on; when people realize just
imagination and program design gets what you can do with concurrent
more important than the ability to processing, it will really take off.
write efficient code. If you can make
Example: the Valdocs program I
your program easy to use, who cares mentioned earlier tries to do everyhow elegant it is? Not very long ago, thing by overlays. When you call the
what was important was the ability scheduler, or address book, it saves
to do fantastic tricks in assembly lan- dff your text automatically, It effecguage. When memory gets cheap, tively logs you out of the editor, and
however, it's not worth paying com- you're limited by the speed of your
puter wizards to write memory- disk drives.
efficient code.
With concurrent processing you
Even now, what's really important won't have to do that, arid programs
is the ability to describe needed to accomplish all that Valdocs does,
programs-to write what my mad and more, won't be hard to write,
friend Maclean called a metalanguage especially with a language like
description of a program. Coding Modula-2 to write them in.
Visicalc so that it would run on an
A few years ago, those of us who
Apple was really brilliant work; like peering into the future said that
writing the same program in Pascal the trend was toward "one user, one
to run on the Sage 68000 is a student CPU:' We believed that multiuser sysexercise.
tems were swimming against the
Some other discontinuities are just current.
Now I think it's clear: we're headaround the corner. For example,
within the next five years, probably ed not just for "one user, one CPu;'
a lot sooner than that, someone is go- but several CPUs for each user. We
ing to build what amounts to a LISP haven't even begun to wring out the
machine for micro prices. A lot of potential of parallel processing.
The kind of multiuser system I see
software is being written in LISP: text
editors, spelling programs, that sort coming gives each user several CPU
of thing, and also a lot of teaching chips connected through a bus and
programs. A lot of artificial intelli- capable of doing concurrent processgence people will suddenly be able ing; quite a lot of memory; a terto write programs with a potential minal; and some kind of disk drive,
market of tens of thousands of quite possibly a small Winchester.
His operating system will allow concopies.
The educational potential of com- current processing, so that he can ap-

Looking Good!
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pear to be several "virtual terminals"; higher-level languages will be more
one of those terminals has his text widely available and cheaper.
That's significant, because the
editor, another his scheduler and
card-file box, another is connected to trend will be toward portability and
modularity. It won't be necessary to
an electronic-mail network .
Locally he'll be connected to other start over when writing a new prousers through a network that lets him gram. Programmers can bring over a
share use of a laser printer and a real- number of modules intact and just
ly big hard disk with tape backup. write new stuff. They'll also be able
The only difference between what to understand their programs.
I've described and a VAX is that the
Meanwhile, we'll see a trend
micro system will be a lot easier to toward making graphics available to
use, and it will be cheap.
a wider and wider group of programThe trend, then, is clear: micros mers. You won't have to be a wizard
will get more like minis at the same in order to write decent graphics.
time their prices are falling, while Languageslike Modula-2 really lend
-----------------------------..,

themselves to this, and I expect in the
next couple of years to see Modula
graphics modules offered for sale to
programmers. Graphics statements
in many BASIC languages are available right now. The Otrona has them,
and the Zenith Z-100 even has color
statements in its BASIC.
All this will make graphics available to the business and educational
programmer as well as to the gamer.

Games
Speaking of games: Larry Niven
and I are at this moment writing a
game around our book Inferno. I
notice that Infocom, the company
that markets Zork and various other
script-driven interactive games, has
sufficient cash flow to take out really
big ads now.
We can expect to see a lot more of
this, and gaming rights will become
as important to authors as their
foreign rights. If you couple video
disks to interactive games, you get a
possibility of a whole new entertainment form, a story in which the
reader can participate. I notice that's
already happening in certain comic
books, where you're instructed to
turn to different pages depending on
your decision at various points in the
story.
Videodiscs, languages like PILOT,
and new cheap, fast processors can
create a new entertainment field. I'm
not sure when it will happen, but it
can't be too long before you can buy
a videodisc and game cartridge that
lets you be the central character in a
Star Wars adventure, and when it
comes time to fly your ship, or shoot
the bad guys, you actually control the
ship and the gun turrets: combining
interactive fiction with an arcade-type
game.

Miscellaneous
So far I haven't even said anything
about new languages or trends
toward programs like PEARL and
The Last One, so-called programwriting programs. Both trends will
continue, of course. Computerassisted programming is one of the
goals of the artificial intelligence community. This too will contribute to the
software explosion, driving it to the
242
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Circle 272 on inquiry card.

LOW-COST15-232 NETWORKING.

THE JUIY-PORT-TO-MY-PORJ'
SMAIl' SWITCH. $895.

CPU

PRINTER

port, determine status, and log -off.
Here's an affordable way to
switch up to eight RS-232 ports If the selected port is busy, it's
in any interconnection. Any port smart enough to let you know
can select any other port, WIth up when that port is available.
to four pairs of ports communiWhat's more, it can optionally timecating at the same time. Pushout connected ports not in use.
buttons define each port as either
Use the Smart Switch to create your own low-cost network
DTE or DCE, for quick and
linking a number of terminals,
easy installation.
The Smart Switch is controlled printers or computers. Use it
to give as
by simple usermany as
friendly com- I
---._-seven users
mands. A
2-character
sequence lets I
- - - . -....
you select a
~

i l-·'~"__

Circle 484 on inquiry card .
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CPU
access to a single I/O port on your
computer, or SIX users access to
two different computer systems.
Or use it with any distributed
computer environment.
To learn more about the SS-8
Smart Switch, call David Shumway toll-free at (800) 854-7226.
In California call (714) 979-0363.
Or write Western Telematic,
Inc., 2435 South Anne Street,
Santa Ana, California 92704.
Or telex 467741.

I nn n f::J 0 western
b D telematic inc.
BYrE September 1983
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logical limit: if you can describe what
a program does, you can write the
program.
I do not think we will reach that
limit in five years; but we will have
moved a surprisingly long way
toward it.

the AI community, and predicting
the state of AI is a risky business.
They're always going to have a breakthrough Real Soon Now.
Then they get one, and things
change rapidly.

Specifics
Talking Computers
I've seen some spectacular things
done in this field, but I don't really
have a good feel for how quickly it
will develop. Certainly the hardware
will be available. It already is. The difficulty is in devising crashproof software. That's going to depend a lot on

I'll make a few guesses based on
the above analysis.
I'll make a guess that there's a 50
percent probability that by 1988 Dr.
Osporne's company will be selling
machines that talk and listen. The
odds are 4 to 1 that Compupro will
have such machines.

Camden County, New .Jersey led the way.
In the development of tile chip of the century.
The nation's corporate giants have always been here. Vibrant industrial leaders and
renowned universities-Rutgers, Penn, Drexel. Temple-have encouraged an excit·
ing high· tech environment. Enterprising computer pioneers settled here to take advantage of the vast pool of software and hardware experts in Camden County.
Join us. Finan cing expertise, coupled with immediate occupancy in superb industrial parks or high rise office buildings , will help you make a smooth move. Super
highways, river and rail facilities and an industrial airport are ready for your use.
Don't hesitate. Camden County's fine housing , excellent schools and diverse
recreational and cultural facilities provide a quality life style.
Make a wise decision. Join the blue chips leaders in Camden County, New
Jersey.
IN THE MIDDLE OF IT ALL

·Make the RIGHT DECISION

600 Market Street. Camden, New
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08101 .6091757-8289
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Interactive fiction and script-driven
games will be a significant part of the
entertainment industry. Old-line
firms like Doubleday and Ballantine
and Random House will publish and
distribute these games, and they'll be
sold in B. Dalton bookstores.
Word-processing systems will outsell typewriters.
The telephone company will offer
an information utility service.
Information utilities will be a lot
easier to access and will make available a lot more data. We won't quite
be to the point where anyone who
wants to can get the answer to any
question, but well be approaching it.
Someone will begin to worry about
the kinds of information available
and will want. to restrict such things
as the forrtmla for mustard gas and
how to make botulin toxin. A lot of
lawyers will get rich arguing about
this.
The ability to ask questions and
know where to find information will
be at least as important as memorizing facts, and some educational
theorists will notice that. Lord knows
what kind of crazy fad that will start.
There's no predicting what a PhD in
education can dream up.
Within five years we'll see computers included as part of television
sets. When you buy a Tv, you'll get
the computer.
There will be a noticeable trend
toward "The Electronic Cottage":
more people working at home with
communications by computer. They'll
go to the office perhaps one day a
week.
Finally: about five years ago, John
McCarthy of Stanford bought a
Heathkit color television. The intention was to have a robot build the
television set.
As of this year, the robot hasn't
even been able to open the box.
Within five years, John's robot will
certainly have opened the box and
removed the components. I doubt
that it will have built the set-but I
won't give long odds .•
Jerry Pournelle is a fonner aerospace engineer and
current science-fiction writer who loves to play with
computers.

Apple 1I1®owners will crave the Model A3. t offers all
the features and capabilities of the DIsk 11/- at a fr: on of
the price. Ideal as a second drivel
At 286K. Micro-Sci's Model A73 provides Apple III
users with twice the capacit;y of the Disk III, and it plugs
right in to the bUilt-in controller-no extra board or
power cordi
The king of all Apple compatible drives is the Micro-Sci
Model A143, the largest 5v.." floppy disk storage system
available for the Apple III. 572K storage capacity and the
5 msec access time make the A143 a powetful back-up
device for hard disk systems.
One option you'll never see on a Micrd-Sci drive is a
princely price rag-we control your costs as ~fu"y as
we control our quality. So drive 'caref!..ll(y' to ~91.:1r nearest
computer center for a demonstratlo'1 of Mfc~i craFtSmanship and quality. Do it todayl

DRIVE
CAREFULLY.
Apple II. Apple lie. Apple III and Disk III are registered
trademarks of Apple Computers Inc.

j1-SCI
MICRO-SCI

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.
Pasca l is a registered trademark of the Board of
Regents. University of California.

Circle 292 on inquiry card .

Micro·Sci is a Division of Standun Controls. Inc.

2158 SOUTH HATHAWAY STREET • SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92705 • 7141662·2801 • TELEX: 910·346·6739
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The Small S~teml Joumo/

Here they are- the
winners of the Second
BYTE Games Contest.
The gOOd news is
tha t all the games
are outstanding. The
bad news is that
almost all ,of them
were written in
assem bly-language
cOde, which means
their listings are
too long to include
in BYTE: Fortunately, however,
most of the
authors are making the games
a vaila ble on
disk (see the
text box for
details) . We've
compiled a
brief dOSsier
on each winner.
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JUdges' CODlDlenta: Tony
Ray distinguished himself
last year with an abstract
target game called Charge.
This year, he's given us a
maze-and-dots game, but
with a twist-maze walls
are replaced by radioactive
pits into which you fall if
you don't move Your
player (called a Grimpet)
Just right. You can also
lose Your player if a
Wirlybird Picks it up. As in
most games, however, you

Game:

IT'S THE

PITS (fourth prize)

Author: C. Anthony

Ray Urbana, IL
,

are not totally defense_
less-if YOU Pick up the hat
in the maze and get
through the maze successfUlly, you'll get a candle in
the next one. The oandle,
Whioh goes on top of the
hat, spells instant death to
any Wirlybird that tries to
piok up Your player.
It's the Pits is madden_
ingly frustrating (although
in Video games, that's not
neoeSSarHy bad) and
demands unwavering atof variety. Nevertheless,
tention. One of the JUdges
the game is a prOfessional
found that it became
one, and its animation is
tedious beca.use of its lack
sUperior to this year's
other
Winners.

GaDle:

RESCUE (fifth prize)

Author: W1lliam HUbbard, Tucson, .AZ

~:i8~

Photo 1: The Akihabara quarter in Tokyo.
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Update on Personal
Computing in Japan
Battery-powered systems, optional communications, and attractive
packaging highlighted the Japan Microcomputer Show '83
by Phil Lemmons
The Japan Microcomputer Show
'83, held May 25-28 at Ryutsu Center
in Tokyo, showed more low-end
home computers, notebook-sized
and hand-held computers than the
more expensive desktop machines.
All but a few of the machines at the
show were on display and on sale in
Akihabara-Tokyds electronics quarter-before the show opened. Nevertheless, the thousands of Japanese
who packed Ryutsu Center each day
were just as intensely interested as
those who attended the larger Japan
Data Show last October.

cards;' which resemble credit cards
and fit into a slot in the bottom of the
computer. These cards contain ROM,
battery-backed CMOS RAM, or a
combination of the two. A 4K-byte
RAM card costs about $42, while a
card containing 8K bytes of software
in ROM and 4K bytes of RAM costs
about $64. The keyboard is not quite
large enough for adult touch-typists.
Indeed, the X-07 measures only
about 8 by 5 by 1 inch and weighs just
over 1 pound.
The X-721 optical coupler plugs into
the machine at left rear and costs $42.

New Personal Computers
The most striking new machine,
the Canon X-07 Handy Personal
Computer, combines battery power,
attractive packaging, and intermachine communication through inexpensive optical couplers (see photo
2). For a base price of $445 (104,800
yen at 235 yen per dollar, but prices
in the United States are generally
higher than the exchange-rate
equivalent), Canon provides a
Z80-compatible NSC800 CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) microprocessor, 20K bytes
of ROM (read-only memory) containing an interpretive BASIC, and a
4-line by 20-character display. A compact dot-matrix printer costs about
$192. The X-OTs RAM (random-access read/write memory) is
expandable to 24K bytes and ROM to
42K bytes. Further memory expansion comes in the form of "memory

Photo 2: The Canon X-07.

Photo 3: The Casio-FP 200.

Machines using the optical (infrared)
couplers can communicate directly
through the air, using BASIC statements to send data between
machines. A printer attached to one
machine prints data transmitted from
another. One exhibit at the show
depicted students in a classroom
transmitting answers during an exam
to a teacher's X-07. Indeed, the classroom seems to be one of the major
targets of this machine: Shared software cards would reduce the cost per
user to reasonable levels, perhaps
making a room full of X-07s the least
expensive intercomputer communications system available.
Usually, software availability is a
problem for new computers, but a
software house called dB-SOFT was
promoting a series of five cassettes of
business programs for the X-07 and
another five of games. The business
cassettes covered credit calculations,
other financial calculations, sales
management, inventory management, and marketing management.
The business cassettes cost about $16
each, while the game cassettes cost
about $12.
Two other attention grabbers are
the Casio-FP 200 (see photo 3) and
the National (Panasonic) JR-800. With
a few changes, the FP-200 could challenge the NEC PC-8201 among
Japan's full-keyboard, batterypowered portables. The FP-200 keyboard is large enough for touch-typing but seems to have a rollover problem. The 8-line by 20-character disSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Photo 4: The National JR-BOO.

play is only half as large as the
PC-8201's but much larger than the
Epson HC-20's display.
When introduced, the FP-200 had
only two pieces of software, a BASIC
in ROM and another programming
language called CETL (Casio Easy
Table Language) . CETL seems more
like Visicalc than a traditional programming language.
Although an FP-200 with BK bytes
of RAM and 32K bytes of ROM costs
' only about $300 (as against the
PC-B201's $590), without additional
software, specifically a text editor, the
FP-200 cannot offer serious competition for the PC-B201 or the Radio
Shack Model 100 as an electronic
notebook. The omission of a text
editor and the presence of a keyboard
rollover problem are hard for some
visitors to Japan to understand
because they frustrate a major application of the machine (namely, text
editing), but an American computer
scientist living in Tokyo was not surprised. He pointed out that most
Japanese have never used a typewriter. Most business correspondence in Japan is still handwritten. The Japanese are moving directly from handwriting to computing,
and their language's large character
set has prevented the emergence of
a standard keyboard. A typewriter
keyboard, for the present, may not
252
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sell any more machines in Japan than
the smaller keyboards on hand-held
machines.
Another interesting batterypowered machine present both at the
show and in Akihabara is the National JR-BOO (see photo 4), called the
Panasonic JR-BOOU in English promotional literature. At a list price of
12B,OOO yen (roughly $550), the JR-BOO
is an impressive concentration of
computing power. The processor is a
63A01Y, an B-bit CMOS microprocessor compatible with the Motorola
6B01. The system has a full QWERTY keyboard, a numeric pad, and 10

programmable function keys. Each
programmable key can hold two
values; the second set is accessed
with the shift key. Unfortunately, you
must also use the shift key to move
the cursor left or down because the
keyboard has only two cursor control
keys. The keyboard is a little too small
for touch-typing and has only a tiny
space bar, which is placed awkwardly at the lower right where a second
shift key might be expected.
The JR-BOO's liquid-crystal display
(LCD) can show B lines by 32 columns. While a little smaller than the
PC-B201's display, the JR-BOO's is
almost as easy to read and ranks
among the largest hand-held-computer displays. The JR-BOO's other features include a built-in calendar/clock, 16K bytes of user RAM expandable to 24K, 20K bytes of ROM
containing BASIC, 1552 bytes of
video RAM, and a five-octave music
function with a dynamic speaker.
The JR-BOO will run for 25 hours on
batteries, weighs only 1% pounds,
and measures 10~ by 5% by 1%
inches. Options include a graphics
printer, an 110 (input/output) interface unit, and expansion cartridges.
The only software on view at the
show or in Akihabara was the builtin BASIC language. The BASIC does
calculations up to 20 digits with an
exponent of ± 153. The optional
printer costs about $150 and weighs
a little over 1 pound.

Photo 6: The Seikomap.

A Portable Network?
A unique portable was introduced
by a smaller Japanese firm named
Logitec, which is related to Kanto
Denshi, a trading company. Called
the AT-lOOO (see photo 5), the
machine uses the 6301, a CMOS 6801
microprocessor, and has 32K bytes of
ROM and 32K bytes of CMOS RAM
expandable to 576K bytes. The AT in
AT-IOOO stands for "active terminal;'
but the system really differs from
both computers and terminals as we
know them. Although it contains its
own microprocessor, the AT-IOOO cannot do any processing until you insert an AT-IOO, a hand-held terminal
with 32K to 64K bytes of CMOS
RAM. The AT-IOOO can hold six of
these. The AT-IOO includes a 2-line by
16-character LCD and from 32 to 64K
bytes of CMOS RAM. AT-IOOs can be
inserted into one of the two slots in
the front of the AT-IOOO or one of the
four slots in back. Once the AT-lOOs
are inserted, the host machine can
function as a multitasking, multiprocessing portable under the control of
the AT-IOO processor located in its first
slot of the AT-lOOO. AT-IOOs can serve
as microprocessors or simply pass
data to the AT-IOOO for transmission
through its RS-232C serial port. An
AT-IOOO packed with AT-lOOs is like a
local area network in a lunch pail.
Logitec promotional literature uses
the metaphor of the kangaroo and its
. young to explain the physical relationships among the parts of the system. Because there is no such thing

as an applied kangaroo, however, the
metaphor does not enlighten us
about the intended applications of
the AT-lOOO. Kanto Denshi
spokesmen mentioned insurance as
a possibility.
While the current AT-IOO is based
on the 6301 microprocessor (CMOS
6801), future models may be based on
CMOS versions of the Z80 or the
6502. That opens the possibility of
turning the AT-lOOO into a CP/M or
Apple-compatible machine.
Unlike most of today's batterypowered portables, the AT-lOOO uses
a cathode-ray-tube display rather
than an LCD. As a result, the AT-lOOO
runs for just three hours on a single
charge. The display measures only ·
Ph inches (diagonally) but tilts up
and is legible through its viewing
glass. Amazingly enough, the tiny
screen will display 20 lines of 64 columns or 10 lines of 32 columns. The
system has video output to drive a
larger monitor when AC power is
available.
The ROM contains an interpretive
BASIC that resembles Microsoft
BASIC.
Some of the AT-IOOO's features seem
well designed for American use. The

detached keyboard has a coiled connector that permits a wide range of
motion, a full QWERTY set of keys,
plus six programmable keys, four
cursor keys, and Menu, Insert,
Delete, and Break keys. The Logitec
machine has interesting possibilities
but needs a microprocessor capable
of running existing American software if the machine is to sell in the
United States.

Home and School Computers
Several new computers targeted for
home or school use drew crowds at
the show. Seiko showed its Seikomap
(see photo 6), which would look
equally at home in the classroom or
the living room. The basis of the system is the MAP-IOlO, a Z80A computer with 24K bytes of ROM containing BASIC and 32K bytes of
RAM . TV interface and color
graphics are standard, as is a builtin cassette drive for mass storage. The
keyboard has four programmable
function keys, four cursor keys, and
a numeric pad. The system unit has
a switch to select between two
monitors and a knob to set the
volume of the speaker. Disk drives,
a printer, a graphics tablet, and a joy-

Photo 7: Toshiba's Pasopia 5 and Pasopia 7.
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Photo 8: The Fijitsu FM-7.

stick are available. The Seikomap-1030 110 unit provides interfaces
for all these devices.
Six CAl (computer-aided instruction) cassette packages for elementary school children were prominently displayed in the Seiko booth . The
price of the system unit and keyboard, about $417, seems appropriate
for both home and school. The industrial design, much like that of
stereo components, would look good
alongside the family television.
NEC displayed its new PC-8000
Mark II, its recently introduced portable PC-8200, and the rest of its

Photo 9: The Fijitsu FM-ll.
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line-from the PC-2000 hand-held
computer to the PC-9800 and N5200
16-bit machines. In the United States,
the N5200 is called the Advanced Personal Computer. There has been
speculation that NEC would either
sell both the APC and the 9800 in the
United States or replace the APC
with the 9800. Shunzo Hamada,
assistant general manager of NEC's
EDP Small Systems Division, dismissed those rumors in an interview
at NEC headquarters in Morinaga
Plaza, Tokyo. "We will not sell the
PC-9800 in the West;' he said. "The
next 16-bit computer that we intro-

duce in the United States will be an
entirely new machine that responds
to the challenge of the IBM 'PC
recently introduced here in Japan:'
That version of the IBM PC the 5550,
has very high resolution graphics
and greater mass storage than its
American cousin .
Toshiba showed its new Pasopia 5
and Pasopia 7 (see photo 7), both
Z80A-based machines that support
color graphics. The main difference
between the two systems is that the
Pasopia 7 also generates music over
a range of six octaves. The Pasopia 7
has 64K bytes of user RAM, 56K
bytes of video RAM, 16K bytes of
operating system in ROM, and
another 32K bytes of ROM containing T-BASIC 7. The system can display 25 lines by 80 columns or 20
lines by 40 columns. The highest
graphics resolution is 640 by 200 pixels. With two disk drives and a
monochrome monitor, the Pasopia 7
costs about $1350 in Japan. A 14-inch
color monitor adds about $300 to the
cost.
Fujitsu's major entrant in the low
end of the market is the FM-7 (see
photo 8). According to some sources
in Japan, this machine is already the
second-best-selling system in the
domestic market. Fujitsu is fond of
the 6809, the 8-bit processor with internal operations done in 16 bits. Like
most Fujitsu microcomputers, this
one contains a 68B09, but it also has
a Z80A processor. A 44K-byte ROM
contains BASIC. The FM-7 has lots of
RAM-l17K bytes plus 64K for BASIC
and 64K for video. The base price is
about $540. A 640- by 200-pixel color
monitor costs $430. A floppy-disk
drive adds another $420. For about
$1800, you come away with a powerful two-drive system, color graphics,
and ample memory.
Fujitsu also displayed the impressive FM-ll (see photo 9), with a
2-MHz 68B09E, an 8-MHz 8088, and
a 4-MHz ZSOA as microprocessors.
The FM-ll also has 128K bytes of
RAM expandable to 1 megabyte, 76K
bytes of RAM set aside for BASIC,
and 192K bytes of video RAM. When
the 8088 is playirg central processing
unit, the 6809 manages the graphics.
That and the abundance of memory

make the color graphics run like
lightning, even at a resolution of 640
by 400 pixels. Fujitsu sells MS-DOS
and CP/M-86 for the 8088, CP/M for
the Z80, and three operating systems
for the 6809: 05-9 (a multitasking
system with window management)
and the more familiar FLEX and
UCSD Pascal. Prices are attractive,
but Fujitsu probably will not sell the
FM-11 in the United States.

The
club's
sixth
annual
"Micro-Contest" had the theme "Intelligent Micro-Robot and Microcomputer Art" and awarded 13 prizes.
The technical prizes were for a colorand sound-sensing robot made by
Naotaka Yokoyama and a shapeselecting robot made by Tadashi
Hino. Yokoyama's robot, NAO'D\ 3,
can recognize, interpret, and act
upon traffic signals-red, yellow, and
green.

The Japan Microcomputer Club
With its Information Center on the
top floor of the 10-story Ornron personal comptl.ter store in Tokyo's Ginza, the Japan Microcomputer Club
has 28 branches in Japan and a membership of 8000. The Information
Center has meeting rooms, seminar
classrooms, and a library of software,
books, manuals, and magazines. The
dub has 11 different microcomputers.
Its avowed goals are promoting
popularization of microcomputers
and technical advancement among
members. The method of achieving
technical advancement is somewhat

Photo 10: The Sharp PC-SOOO.

Market Trends

more formal than American practice.
The Japan Microcomputer Club gives
a qualification test, issues licenses,
and assigns members to one of four
grades. Grade 1 is top level and requires more than five years of experience. Grade 4 is the lowest, and
it requires "efficient manipulation of
a personal computer:' Grade 3 requires "highly experienced operating
and programming;' and grade 2 requires "wider and higher experience
in hardware and software:'

In general, the emphasis continues
to be on more functional batterypowered machines, greater integration with video and home-entertainment equipment, attractive consumer
packaging of systems and accessories, and a surprising degree of interest in optical communications.
The allocation of the crowded shelfspace in Akihabara's personal computer stores suggests that NEC is still
leading the sales race. The most
popular 16-bit personal computer, the
PC-9801, seems to be the focal point

Photo 11: The Sharp Xl in a store display .
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Photo 12: The Sanyo MBC-5S.

of domestic 16-bit software development. Photo 1 on page 250 shows a
stack of boxed PC-9801s waiting for
customers on a street in Akihabara.
NEC's PC-820l dominates the portable market, attracting much more attention than the pioneering Epson
HC-20. Tomihiro Matsumura, associate senior vice-president of NEC, said
the company will develop smaller
and more powerful battery-powered
portables and may market those
models, rather than the 8200, in the
United States. Asked whether these
would have microfloppy-disk drives,
Matsumura said that NEC's advanced CMOS technology would
render that unnecessary. But he
added, "Compactness is very important in home computers." The
PC-8000 Mark II and PC-8801 8-bit
systems are seen everywhere.
Sharp's position appears to have
256
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improved over the past six months.
Its battery-powered portable, the
PC-5000, with 8-line by 80-character
LCD and bubble-memory cartridges
appeared at the Microcomputer Show
'83 (see photo 10) and enhanced
Sharp's position in the office market.
The Sharp Xl, introduced last October and seen in photo 11 in an
Akihabara store display, enjoys great
popularity among 8-bit customers.
Expect to see further integration of
video and home computing equipment with slick consumer packaging.
Making a color television that turns
into an RGB (red-green-blue) monitor
at the flick of a switch gives Sharp a
clever way to let its home computer
marketing benefit from existing channels for consumer electronics. The
idea also saves consumers the expense of buying a redundant color
CRT. Sony's SMC-70, also an impres-

sive machine, could challenge the
Sharp X 1 by reducing its price and
widening its marketing to include the
home as well as the office.
The Sanyo MBC-55, an 8088-based
machine with attractive consumerelectronics styling (see photo 12) does
not appear to have been widely distributed since its introduction in October. The Toshiba Pasopia 16, the
Hitachi Basic Master 16000, and the
National Mybrain 3000-three attractive 16-bit systems introduced in
October-appear in many stores in
Akihabara but not in numbers to rival
the NEC PC-9801. The Mitsubishi
Multi-16 seems to be somewhat
popular.
Published survey results confirm
the apparent trends in Akihabara.
The Nihon Keizai Shimbun Market
Share Survey for 1982 shows NEC's
share of the personal computer market growing to 45%. Sharp ranks second with 17%, and Fujitsu finishes
third with 12%, almost double its
1981 percentage. (These figures are in
terms of production from April 1981
through March 1982).
Nikkei Personal Computing (April!
May 1983) reports that as of December 1982, NEC had 34.3% of the market for business microcomputers, followed by Fujitsu's 11.8%, Sord's 9.6%,
and Sharp's 7.8%. (These percentages
reflect installed systems rather than
annual production). The NEC
PC-800l and PC-880l were by far the
most popular machines in December
1982.
The magazine also explains that the
most commonly reported operational
and organizational problems with
microcomputers in Japan were the
time-consuming nature of input
(reported by 42.2% of those surveyed), difficulty in programming
(also 42.2%), and insufficient corporate understanding of microcomputers (37%). While the problem of
input may be worse in Japan because
of the size and complexity of the
character set, the latter two problems
are probably just as common in the
United States .•
Phil Lemmons, West Coast Bureau ChiefofHYTE,
can be reached at BYTE/McGraw-Hill, 4th Floor,
425 Battery St. , San Francisco, CA 94111.

ENTER A FANTASTIC WORLD OF FUN
AND LEARNING!
WITH

WHATINTHEWORLD
• IS A "MICROZINE?"

1

Microzine is an interactive magazine on a
computer disk, and it can open up the world of
computer learning to your children more effectively
than any other children's software available today.
Microzine comes to you from Scholastic. We've
been trendsetters in children's publishing for
over 60 years . Now that traditional teaching
methods are being enhanced by computer-taught
materials, Scholastic is ready with the innovation
that creates an ongoing "dialogue" of fun and
learning between your children and your computer. Like a magazine, but unlike other software
for children, Microzine is constantly current and
topical. Your children receive a new four-program
Microzine disk every other month and build
their own Microzine Library!

2

WHATCANYOUR
• CHILDREN DOWITH
MICROZINE?

Microzine can help your 9-13-year-olds take
advantage of one of the most important uses your
computer can have: exploring new and more efficient ways of learning and thinking. Clfyou don't
own a computer, your children may be able to use
one at school or a friend's home, or borrow one
from your local public library. )
Microzine was created with the recognition that
today's children take naturally to computers and
that tomorrow's adults will need to be computer
literate-no matter what their careers.

WHAT IS "COMPUTER LITERACY" AND HOW
• DOES MICROZINE HELP ACCOMPLISH IT?

3

At Scholastic, we believe that learning how to utilize a computer's wide-ranging capabilities should be
an important part of every child's education. This kind of computer literacy is no longer an option, but
a necessity, if our children are to take their places in the computer age. To this end, Microzine is designed
to spark enthusiasm and teach these essential skills:

* following directions * learning to use a computer * everyday applications
* vocabulary
* the nature of programming * word processing
* what
a computer
* data handling
can do
* using the keyboard

* graphics
** logic
parts of a computer
* problem solving

4.WHAT WILL THE FIRST YEAR OF MICROZINE BRING;
An ever-expanding library of fun and learning!
Every eight weeks there are four full-length programs and the variety is incredible:
Who's that trying to solve
the Mystery at Pinecrest
Manor, lost in
the Northwoods
Adventure and
challenging the
far reaches of
space on Mission
to Planet XII?
Could it be someone we know?
(With Microzine,
anything is possible. ) All set for
take off on the
Space Shuttleor maybe a hot air
balloon race? Wow!
(Will Microzine
ever get down
to Earth?)

Too wild? Gift Store
offers practical
suggestions for
everyone from
Great Uncle
Oscar to your
16 - year - old
twin sisters.
Or explore your
creative options
by composing a
song, writing
and illustrating
a book, or inventing your own
game.
Microzine is
always full
of questions.
If you've ever
dreamed of
talking to a
computer game
designer, Ask
Me gives you
the chance. You
won't believe
all the current
big stars waiting to ask you
questions, too.

Back safe on
Planet Earth,
visit the Pet
Store. "Aflamingo for your
bathtub? Or
maybe a rare
three-humped
camel?"

JUST TURN
THE PAGE TO
FILL OUT YOUR
MICROZINE
REPLYCARD
NOW!

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 2316 HICKSVILLE. N.Y.
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

MitMJ IfI&M
SCholastic,~nc.

P.O. Box 947
Education Plaza
Hicksville, NY 11802

5

BECOME A CHARTER SUBSCRIBER TODAY
• AND YOUR FIRST MICROZINE IS JUST $7.95.
(A $39.95 VALUE: YOU SAVE $32.00!)
Thereafter, pay only $24.95, plus shipping and handling, for each Microzine you accept.
You save nearly 40 % off the retail price by subscribing!

Each bimonthly Microzine Package contains;
a Microzine Floppy Disk with Four Complete Programs.
On your first disk, discover:
1. POSTER. What's two spaces wide, slow, green and
silent-and changes to three spaces wide, fast, pink
and squeaky? It's an imaginary paintbrush that
lets you create as many colorful posters
as you want!
2. SECRET FILES. If your children want to
remember who starred in their favorite horse
movie of 1982, they need Microzine's electronic fIling system. It works just like the
electronic filing systems adults use.
3. ASK ME. Robert Macnaughton of "ET"
fame is standing by to accept questions-and
ask a few of your children in return!
4. HAUNTED HOUSE. There's never been
a haunted house so funny-or one so willing
to let you plan your own visit! Like all
Twistaplots~ this one ends differently every
time you venture inside.
NOTE: The first Microzine Package also
contains a bonus: a separate data disk that
can be used to save original posters and other
personal creations! (A $4.95 value.)

The Microzine Handbook
After consulting this monthly step-by-step guide written in
plain English for users 9-13, your children will be able
to show you how Microzine activities work. Easy-to-follow
instructions encourage independent work habits,
creative thinking and follow-through.

THE SCHOLASTIC
CHILDREN'S
MAGAZINE ON A MICROCOMPUTER DISK.

O.K., Scholastic.
We're ready to enter a fantastic world
of fun and learning.
Start our Microzines coming!
o Please send us Microzine # I (fealUring Poster, Secre t Files, Ask Me and H aunted House) and elller a

Charter Subscription to Microzine for the child named below. Bill me the special introductory price of just
$7.95 (plus shipping, handling and any applicable sales tax). We will be billed $24.95 (plus delivery) for
every Microzine we keep. After purchasing Microzine # I , we are never obligated to buy even one additional Microzine , and we may cancel our subscription at any time . If we are not delighted with the introductory Microzine, we may return it within 10 days and pay nothing.

o I've already purchased Microzine # I. Please start our subscription with Microzine # 2, for which I will
be charged just $7 .95 (plus shipping, handling and any applicable sales tax).

61010
07

Child's Name'_ _ _ _ _ _---;--:-_-;-.,--_ _ _ _ _ _ Age'_ _ _ _ Grade' _ _ __
(please print)
Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ Apl. _ __ _
Cit y,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Zip, _ _ _ _ __ _
Telephone N o. (_ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Parent's Signatl1re'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

SEND NO
MONEY;
JUST FILL OUT
AND MAIL THIS
MICROZINE
REPLY CARD
NOW!

The Unix Tutorial
Part 2: Unix as an Applications-Programs Base
A look at the availability of applications programs for the Unix
operating system and customizing Unix for individual users
by David Fiedler
Last month, we examined the birth and growth of the
Unix operating system from Bell Laboratories and looked
at some Unix commands and how they fit together in
simple and consistent ways. This article presents commercially available applications programs for Unix systems and illustrates some ways to make Unix more useful to you from both a user-interface and an applications
perspective.
Almost as soon as Unix started becoming popular,
people lined up on either side-for it or against it. Many
self-proclaimed authorities felt that Unix would never
make it in the commercial marketplace because it was
unfriendly, too slow, lacked commercial features, and
had no applications software.
In many respects, they were right, although perhaps
they had their own reasons for implying these conditions would always hold. The people who have been
around Unix for years know that besides being an ideal
program development environment for computer professionals, it is also a powerful and flexible operating system for using applications programs.
Unix offers multiuser and multitasking capabilities, a
hierarchical file system, 110 (input/output) redirection,
and hundreds of utilities, such as electronic mail and
typesetting. The appearance of Unix to the user and the
structure of its commands can be customized to suit the
sophistication of each user. The availability of Unix on
microcomputers like the Apple Lisa, IBM Personal Computer, and TRS-80 Model 16 is directly related to its portability. This is due in large part to the C programming
language used to write the Unix operating system. Most

applications programs and utilities for Unix also tend
to be written in C.
.

The Change in Languages
Some of us remember when advocating structured
programming, writing readable documentation, and
using a computer terminal instead of a card punch were
considered revolutionary or at least seditious acts. Then
a few years ago, almost every software engineer was frantically studying Pascal, which was then clearly the wave
of the future, or so it seemed. Pascal would be the
universal structured language, suitable for any project;
school children would learn it instead of BASIC; Pascal
programs would be the same everywhere; be able to
write Pascal and you would always have a programming
job. If I didn't know that the same had been claimed for
PLlI, I might have been fooled .· Today, of course, we
know ''better'': we have Ada. But I digress.
Pascal does have its virtues, but not enough of them.
The C programming language, however, has just the
right extra features needed to make it a viable candidate
for widespread acceptance: the ability to manipulate
pointers to information, the de facto standard system interface provided with Unix, and fast-running and compact code. The biggest plus for C is the instant portability
of programs not only between separate Unix systems
running on different processors, but also between other
operating systems and Unix. Admittedly, the expectation of a huge market for Unix applications is the biggest push behind C. In contrast, the chief operating system associated with Pascal has been the UCSD p-SysSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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COMPETITIVE EDGE
Featuring for September .. .. . .... . .
ADVANCED DIGITAL CORPORATION
SUPERSIX 6MHz zeD SBC 64K .. . . .... . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . $679
SUPERQUAO 4MHz zeD SBC 64K ... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . 599
HOC-10D1 HARD DISK CONTROLLER . . . .... .. .... .. . . . . 399
SUPERS LAVE 6MHz ZBO 64K . .. ... .. . . .. . .. .... . . . . ... 514
SUPERSLA VE 4MHz Z80 64K .... .. .. . .. ..... . . .. . .. .. . 439
SYSTEM W/SUPERSIX (2)8" 10 SLOT . .. . ... . . ... . .... . 2495
TELETEK SYSTEMASTER Z80 SBC 64K . . . . ... . ... . .. . .. . 671
SYSTEM W/SYSTEMASTER (2)8" 10 SLT ... .. . . . . . ..... 2495

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS INC .............. .

LOMAS 286 CPU BOARD . .. . . .. . ............... . .... CALL
8-100 PC 8088 WITH 128K f2) 5" .. . . . .. . . . . . . .... .... 2495
LIGHTING 1 8MHz $420 .
10 MHz L1 .......... . . . . . . .. 520
HAZITALL
260.
RAM 67 ... . .... . . . . . .. . .... 875
256K DRAM
636 .
128K DRAM ...... . ...... . .. 396
2 USER MPM86 [TM) SYSTEM 256K (2) 8" ............. 3575

GODBOUT ELECTRONICS COMPUPRO DIVISION

81 6C A&T SYSTEM FULLY ASSEMBLED . .. . .. .. ... . .. . . 6566
816C A&T W/20 MEGABYTE HARD DISK . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. 8995
DISK 1 W/CPM
$445.
CPU 286 .... ....... . .... .. 1164
CPU 68000 CSC $621.
RAM 21 128K .. .. .. . .. . .. . $799
QUME 102 TERMINAL $539. QUME 103 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 825
TELEVIOEO 925
$699. TV 950 ........ ... . . . . . ... 899

SEATTLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS . .......... .

SEATILE GAZELLE .... . ... .. .. . .. . .... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 4695
SEATILE RAM + 1 92K FOR IBM PC .... .. ... . . . . . . .. . .. . 299
CP/M IS A REGISTERED TM OF DIGITAL RESEARC H
COMPUPRO IS A REGISTERED TM OF GO DBOUT ELECTRONICS
ALL PRICES SUBJEC T TO CHANG E

COMPETITIVE EDGE
BOX 556 PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
ORDER LINE 1-800-336-1410 LOCAL & INFO 313-451-0665

tem, with no special attributes other than portability and
a lackluster history in the commercial market.
I don't claim that C will be the universal language. C
is too cryptic for many people, too close to assembly language for others. It's not as terse as APL, but it's not the
gothic novel that COBOL is, either. C is just a very good
language for what it was designed for, namely, systems
programming-writing operating systems, device
drivers, compilers, high-speed utility programs, and the
like. For writing quick and easy general-purpose programs, BASIC is the popular choice. Engineers and
scientists will continue to crunch numbers with FORTRAN, and Big Business will probably use COBOL until the end of the century. For those are the stated purposes of these languages; like an athlete, each excels in
its own special area.
Assembly language will continue to be necessary for
those things that cannot be done in C, which raises the
question, why doesn't someone just make a computer
that uses C as its assembly language? In 1981, BBN Computer Company did just that. The BBN C Machine was
billed as lithe first computer optimized to execute the C
language:' It uses 17 addressing modes while implementing often-used C constructs in microcode. An implementation of a similar machine as a single silicon integrated circuit is not far off; possibly the Bellrriac-32 processor from Western Electric will be the closest to this.
In fact, now that AT&T has announced that the central
kernel of Unix will not be changed, Unix on a chip is
not far off, either.
With the Unix kernel on a chip, a reasonable implementation of Unix could be built with about two dozen
main integrated circuits, such as eighteen 256K-byte
RAM chips giving a full half-megabyte of parity-protected memory, a microprocessor, a memory-management device (if not included on the microprocessor), the kernel chip, a Winchester disk controller,
and serial port controller. Bearing in mind the dropping
prices of Winchester disks, this could mean an end-user
price of $2500 to $5000 for Unix-based computers-just
about the range I've predicted for AT&T's systems.

Where Are the Programs?
Some industry watchers are still leery of Unix, waiting
for the promised applications programs, friendlier and
more capable than those available on current 8-bit computer systems.
Patience, say I. We have to remember the classic sequence of events that goes along with any major new
phenomenon in the computer field.
First, the hard-core computer people discover the product.
From 1975 to 1979, Unix and C were known to comparatively few students, computer scientists, and advanced users.
Next, a few entrepreneurs notice the product's potential. Between 1979 and 1982, firms such as Whitesmiths Ltd.,
Interactive Systems, and Onyx Systems began selling
Unix-related hardware and software. The computer press
started to print articles discussing Unix and why pro258
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grammers liked to use it.
Then, marketing panic develops around the product as it
gains mass appeal. The market begins to be saturated with
similar products whose differences can hardly be distinguished by the untrained observer. Beginning in 1982,
dozens of companies, ranging in size from one-man
firms to the IBM Corporation, have offered Unix, Unixbased computers, Unix look-alike software, and a smattering of applications.
Finally, the shakeout occurs. By this time, the largest
companies have split up the lion's share of the hardware
market by dint of service, advertising, and cut-throat
competition. The best software has emerged from rough
beginnings or has been written recently in response to
the cries of the end users. For Unix, this period is only
now beginning and will most likely continue for a number of years.
As I've said, this series of actions is not new. It happened in the S-100 industry a few years ago, it is happening in the portable computer market now, and it happened in the mainframe and minicomputer business a
decade or so ago. Notice how stable the applications software market is in the minicomputer and mainframe industry and how few different operating systems are
widely used on the 8080/Z80 class of processors. These
markets have now settled down, and the needs and
wants of hobbyists have been superseded by those of
the folks in three-piece suits. This is generally better for
the average businessperson wanting to use computers.

Unix, however, is still basically in the stage of market
panic. Until software firms with a great deal of capital
invest their people's time in creating the kind of software
the mar.ket desires, the only software available will be
that which programmers want to write. Because many
C programmers- typically systems programmers by
nature-often feel that applications code is beneath their
dignity, they will not write it willingly; they have no personal interest in it. And frankly, C is a lousy language

For Unix, the shakeout period is
only now beginning and will most
likely continue for a few years.
for writing accounts-receivable programs. Therein lies
the reason for the general lack of applications software
in C, and therefore for Unix. But good old portability,
along with AT&T, saves the day again.
I mention AT&T because it has planted a small army
of programmers (2500 or so) in and around Lisle, illinois,
for the express purpose of creating supportable, marketable programs for use on Unix machines. Expect a small
mountain of code from that source! Generally, however,
many of the classic applications programs now available
on Unix systems are written in classic applications
languages: COBOL and BASIC. Companies such as
Ryan-McFarland, Silicon Valley Software, and Science
Management Corporation have simply ported compilers

Operating System;
Processor

Description
Business Accounting Control System: accounts
payable, accounts receivable, general ledger, payroll,
order and inventory management, financial modeling
program, report writer

Company
American Business Systems Inc.
3 Littleton Rd .
Westford, MA 01886
(617) 692-2600

Price
$1000 to
$1500
each

Language
RM/COBOL

BIS Software Ltd .
York House
199 Westminster Bridge Rd .
London, SE1 7JT
England (01) 928-3551

$20,000

RM/COBOL,
C

Unix System III ;
Onyx, 68000,
Plexus,
Perkin-Elmer

BONDAID: written for international bond market, gives
information on history, parity, floaters, yields position
and pricing in international bond market

Computer Masters
25 West 39 St.
New York, NY 10018
(212) 221-3016

$8000

RM/COBOL

Uni x, Oasis,
CP/M, MP/M

Marker: garment industry vertical market package:
accounting and inventory programs

Cyma Corp.
2160 East Brown Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85203
(602) 835-8880

$1095 to
$2795

C-BASIC

Cromix, Uni x

general ledger, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll, inventory, Time Billing for
Professionals, other vertical market packages

IRIS Systems Inc.
225 West 30th St.
National City, CA 92050
(619) 474-2010

$500 to
$650
each

COBOL

Uniplus +: Uni x V7;
68000, PDP-11 , VAX

AC UITY: general ledger, payroll, accounts payb/e,
accounts receivable, order entry, inventory management, customer order processing, fixed assets

Lime Tree Computer Systems
1 Penn Plaza
New York, NY 10001
(212) 594-6172

$700

RSTS, RSX-11 ,
RT-11 , Unix,
PDP-11

labor and job tracking for manufacturing support

MBSI
Dover Rd.
Willow Hill Building
Chichester, NH 03263
(603) 798-5700

$1000
each

RM/COBOL

CP/M, MSIDOS,
Uni x; 68000, 8080,
Z80, 8088

accounts payable, accounts receivable, general
ledger, payroll , sales analysis, order entry/inventory

Open Systems Inc.
430 Oak Grove
Minneapolis, MN 55403
(612) 870' 3515

$595
each

COBOL,
BASIC

Xenix for Lisa or
Altos, CP/M, MP/M ,
MS-DOS, RMCOS,
Oasis; 8080,
8086, 68000

accounts payable, accounts receivable, general
ledger, sales order processing , payroll, inventory,
job cost control, global report writer

Quadratron Systems
14542 Venture Blvd.
Suite 205
Sherman Oaks, CA 91430
(213) 789-8588

$295 to
$495

C

Unix; 68000

Vertical Market Packages for Ad Agencies: estimating,
cost tracking, billing , bookkeeping. Electronic
Calendar emulates Day-Timer scheduling reminder

Scientia Computer Applications
5001 Beach Rd. -06-25
Golden Mile Complex
Singapore 0719

not
available

C

Uni x

shareholder register, accounting, DBMS with report
generator, mailing list/membership program

Unisoft Inc.
303 West 42nd St.
New York, NY 10036
(212) 327-6800

$400 to
$800

Urban Software Corp.
330 West 42 St.
New York, NY 10036
(212) 736-4030

$385

Xenix, Unix; Z80,
Z8000, 68000,
TI990

Uni x, Venix, Xenix;
Viewcomp: spreadsheet designed specifically for
PDP-11, VAX ,
Uni x, has macros, bar graphs, choice of absolute,
Z8000, 68000, 8086 relative, or computed coordinates.

C

Uni x, Xeni x; PDP-11 , Leverage: mailing list/information manager, can print
68000, Z8000,
letters or labels, on-screen search capability
8086, VAX

Table 1: A sample of business applications programs available for the Unix operating system_

for their languages (RM/COBOL, SVS Basic-Plus, and
SMC BASIC) to Unix- based computers, Then, programs
that have been available on various minicomputers for
several years are moved to the new machine and recom-

piled-and almost magically, you can buy applications
on Unvc
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show some of these programs and
their sources. Keep in mind that, in the rush to be the
Text continued on page 267
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Buy the Pe'op'le
for the people.

The following names are trademark s of the following companies. CP/M-86 '" and CCP/M-8.6 '" - Digital Research, MS DOS '" -Microsoft, WordStar '" - MicroPro,
SuperCalc'" - Sorcim , dBase U'" - Ashton -Tate. -16-bit microprocessor with 16 - bit databus
M

Introducing the People personal
and dBase II:
microcomputer from Olympia. EngiFor more reasons why you should buy
the People for your people, send for our
neered to be powerful. Engineered to
be people-friendly. Engineered for
free brochure: Olympia USA Inc,
office performance.
Dept. BY9, Box 22, Somerville, NJ 08876.
In fact, chances are you can 't buy a
Or call the Olympia Sales Office in:
personal microcomputer that gives
New Jersey-(201) 722-7000;
you more for your money. Because
NYC- (212) 697-9051 ;
the People has all the ".---.-----_ Chicago-(312) 640-0300;
features that ensure the
Sealy, TX-(713) 885-7473;
system will be just as
EI Monte, CA- (213) 350-4173;
viable tomorrow as it is
Burlingame, CA-(415) 692-2880.
today. And it's compatible with major software
packages, such as
WordStar T~ SuperCalc
~

r,

-

n® OLYMPI~

Engineered
for office performance.

Circle 334 on inquiry card.
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Company
Touchstone Software Corp.
909 Electric Ave., Suite 308
Seal Beach , CA 90742
(213) 594-9266

Price
$495

Virtual Microsystems Inc.
2150 Shattuck Ave. , Suite 720
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 841-9594

$3500

Operating System;
Processor
Unix; 8086, VAX,
PDP-11, Z8000, 68000

Unix, R"]:11 , lAS, RSX-11 ,
RSTS, VMS, AOS,
RDOS

Description
MIMIX: lets you run CP/M operating system with special help tor
new users

The Bridge: lets you run CP/M binary code

Table 2: Operating-system emulators for Unix.

Operating System;
Processor
Unix;
68000, PDP-11

Description
Uniword : spelling, global substitutions, customized form letters,
Undo key, menu driven

Company
Applied Technology .ventures Inc.
610 National City-E 6th Bldg .
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 589-0525

Price
$500

Computer Methods Ltd.
POB 709
Chatsworth , CA 91311
(213) 998-7979

$2000 to Unix V7, System III or V,
$7500
Berkeley 4.2, Xenix,
Uniplus + ; VAX,
PDP-11 , 68000, Z8000,
8086

XED: has spelling checker, math, spreadsheet and mailing list
capabilities, works over 1200 bps modem
XPR : formatter processes output of XED for precision line printers

Handle Corp.
140 Mackinaw Rd.
POB 7018
Tahoe City, CA 95730
(916) 583-7283

$200 to
$500
each

Unix, Xenix;
Hewlett-Packard, 68000
(8086 underway)

Handle Writer: with modules for word processing, mail merge,
spelling checker, graphics capability, document writer,
table of contents and indexing, calculations, document management, security function key driver

HCR
10 St. Mary St.
Toronto, ON M4Y 1P9
Canada
(416) 922-1937

$750

Unix V7 or System III ;
PDP-11

HCR/EDIT upwards compatible with ed (the standard Unix
editor), uses standard control keys, term cap library

Horizon Software Systems
185 Barry St. , Suite 4821
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 543·1199

$750

Unix System III and
look-ali kes

Horizon Word Processor: editor, formatter, document manager,
embedded format commands including : headers and footers,
pagination, super- and subscripts, typesetting, menus, window
into file for text editi ng, report, document, cut and paste, Engli sh
language commands.

Information Nexus Ltd.
6272 West North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60639
(312) 637·7995

$450 to
$750

Unix; PDp·11 , 68000

NEX: horizontal scroll, dynamic window size
changing, error recovery

Info Sciences Dept.
The Rand Corp.
1700 Main SI.
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(213) 393·0411

$200

Unix V6, V7, and 32V;
PDp·11, VAX

"e": enhancement of ned (new Unix editor), can edit multiple files
at once, recovery from system crashes; on·screen justify, fill . Can
manipulate files whi le in editor

The Santa Cruz Operation
500 Chestnut SI.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 425-7222

$750

Uni x, Xenix; Z8000,
Altos, PDP-1 1, Lisa

Uniplex: menu driven, cut and paste, file locking ,
user·configurable

Softest Inc.

$500 to
$750

U niplus + , Xeni x,
MS·DOS;
68000, 8086/8088

LEX: menu·driven , proportional spacing, mass mailing document
merge, calculator, spelli ng dictionary

555 GoHle Rd.

Ridgewood, NJ 07450
(201) 447·3901

Table 3: Word processors and full-screen text editors.
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MULTIUSER SYSTEMS MADE POWERFUL ...
Multi Micro Computer raises
expectations for multiuser systems.
In fact, our new system is so good
we call it the MicroMainframe"
And we can prove it.
Each user gets their own processor.
Each processor has 64 K of RAM. The
MicroMainframe has over I megabyte
of system memory and up to 450
megabytes of hard disk memory.
That's right, 450 megabytes.
There's more.
An 8" double sided, double density floppy drive, RS-232,
RS-422 or Centronics'· parallel interfaces, 20 slot chassis,
real time clock, true record locking and quiet operation are
standard. Streaming tape backup and 6 MHz operation
are available.
It's also simple.
Up to 16 users can be accommodated easily. The power
supply and cooling system have been designed for straightforward, plug-in expansion.
... AND FAST ...
Best of all, ThrboDOS'· takes full advantage of the

MicroMainframe's direct memory
access, memory management, and slave
level memory architecture. That
makes our system fast.
Very fast.
It can also run any CP/M'·
program.
The best MicroMainframe
around?
The only MicroMainframe around.
. .. AND INEXPENSIVE.
Our Base, 4 user system with 320 K of system memory,
16 megabytes of hard disk storage and a 1.2 megabyte floppy
disk drive retails for only $9950.00.
That's a fully expandable, 20 slot system. Additional users
can be added for under $750.00.
CALL.
Call today. We'd like to help you solve your multiuser
problems.
Dealer inquiries invited.
MuitiMicro Computer,
9631 Netherway, Huntington
Beach, CA 92646,714/963-8954

CP/M'· Digital Research . • TurboDOS'· Software 2000 Inc. • Centronics'· Centronics, Inc.
Circle 312 on inquiry card.
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A decepti~ely simple solution
to your word processing dilemm,a.
If you're serious about word processing on
your Apple*lIe, you may be bewildered by the
sheer number of programs available. And a
tad perplexed by their claims and promises.
After all, a glamorous package that says "easy
to use," may not even be easy to open.
The dilemma is real. And Quark is happy to
provide the solution.

A proven program for serious
word processing.
Quark's new Word Juggler lie turns your
computer into a dedicated word processor.
You get the extraordinary ease of use, sophisticated capabilities and straightforward documentation that make our original Word Juggler
a best seller on the Apple III.
For example, there's virtually nothing to
memorize. Because principal editing functions
are identified on a unique keyboard template

- and nineteen, easy-to-install, replacement
keycaps.
Changing keys is quick and simple, too. Just
slide our special keycap remover over the key
- twist - and pull. Your new keycaps can be
in place in less than two minutes.

A flexible tool to increase your
productivity.
But don't be deceived by Word Juggler lie's
disarming simplicity. The program packs the
powerful features you need to quickly perform
the most complex editing tasks.
Characters, words, even entire paragraphs
can be deleted with a single keystroke. There
are search and replace keys. Block move and
copy keys. And you always have instant control over page length, margins and any other
formatting parameters.
Document display and print out are easy,
also. One keystroke displays your document
on the screen. Another prints it. And whether

~

.

ord

t

I

Juggler~J-lle

you need to print only specific pages, multiple
copies, or even documents too large to fit in
memory, Word Juggler lIe 'can easily accommodate you.

A clever way to foil Mr. Murphy.
Even the best of us occasionally forgets
when " i" does not come before "e" - and
even the most agile fingers can press the wrong
key. So you should also give serious consideration to Quark's new Lexicheck(ffi, lie - a spelling checker with a highly compressed, 50,000
word dictionary.
Accessed from within the word processor,
this program lets you virtually eliminate typographical errors and common misspellings.
Lexicheck lie will scan your document at up to
8,000 wpm - then highlight, in context, the
first occurrence of any word it does not
recognize.
If the word is correct, as in the case of industry jargon or abbreviations, you can simply
add it to your personal dictionary. If the word is
actually misspelled, you can swiftly correct it.
•Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Quark, Word Juggler and Lexicheck are trademarks of Quark, Incorporated. Denver. Colorado.

A lot more.
These are only some of the ways Word
Juggler lie and Lexicheck lie can help solve
your word processing dilemma. Your Quark
dealer has even more details, as well as complete information on our line of office automation tools for the Apple III.
Ask for a demonstration today.

2525 West Evans Avenue
Suite 220
Denver, CO 80219
Word J(,Jggler lie $239, sug. U.S. retail price
Lexicheck lie
$129. sug. U.S. retail price
Circle 376 on Inquiry card,

While new printers with impressive specifications are introduced on an almost daily basis, only
time will tell the true quality of the product. Over the past 2 years our customers have continued
to buy the OS180 printer, not only because of its impressive performance and competitive price,
but also because of our outstanding track record for product reliability and customer support.
We have continually improved on the performance of the OS180 by incorporating such
enhancements as dot addressable graphics, 6 user-selectable print sizes and a 2000 character
buffer. These features coupled with 180 cps printing, parallel and serial interfaces, adjustable
tractor feed and over 40 other programmable features, make the OS 180 one of the most versatile matrix printers available today.
Before you select your next printer, why not take a look at a time-proven performer-the
Oatasouth OS180.
The OS180 printer is available nationwide through our network of sales/service distributors.

data§@MliGD c;:~:;~;:~;~oration
P.o. Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 • 704/523-8500
Telex: 6843018 DASOU UW

Company
Computer Software Design Inc.
1911 Wright Circle
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 634-9012

Price
$850 to
$2500

Operating System;
Processor
Xeni x; TRS-80
Model 16

International Software Enterprises
85 West Algonquin Rd ., Suite 400
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(800) 323-3629

$2200 to
$20,000

Uni x, Xenix; PDP-11 ,
8086, Z8000

MOBS: English-language queries, report writer can physically
cluster related records, encryption capabilities, password access
code facilities, data validation, written in C

Logical Software Inc.
1218 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 864-01 37

$5000

Unix, Xeni x,
UNOS

Logix: interacti ve programming , database management, report
and form generation, educational license available, database
for engineering

Rod Manis
1300A Space Park Way
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 967-7778

$250

Unix, Uniplus + ; 68000

Irdb: uses Unix utilities; accounting and manufacturing
packages available, written with the database

Pacific Software Mfg. Co.
2608 Eighth SI.
Berkeley, CA 92710
(415) 540-0616

$1395 to
$12 ,000

Unix System III ,

CP/M , COOS, Isis,

Sequitur: relational DBMS, integrated word processing, can
recover earlier versions of changed records, report generator,
built-in screen editor, written in C

PHACT Associates Ltd.
231 East 11th SI.
New York, NY 10003
(212) 420-1512

$250 to
$950

Unix and
look-alikes, Idris,
MS-DOS; 68000, Z8000,
8086, VAX, PDP-11,
Perkin-Elmer

PHACT-dbrms: relational database manager, data dictionary,
ISAM and relative record access, written in C

Relational Database Systems Inc.
1208 Apollo Way, Suite 503
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 746-0982

$4000

Unix and
look-alikes

Informix: relational database, audit trail and recovery, report
writer, other packages to go with it

RHODNIUS Inc.
POB 1, Station D
Scarborough , Ontario
Canada M1 R 4Y7
(416) 922-1743

$5000

Unix V6, V7, and 32V,
PWB, Zeus, Xeni x; VAX,
Onyx, ZILOG System
8000, Perkin-Elmer

Mistress: educational license, relational database, with report
generator, user-friendly query language, Unix shell interface,
two C language interfaces, report writer, interactive interface,
small-to-medium database

Science Management Corp.
Proprietary Systems Oiv.
POB 6800
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
(201) 685-9000 I (800) 526-3968

$595

Unix; Onyx, IBD
Series/1, T19900,
Mercator 8086, Basic 4,
Rexon Pertec

Idol : interactive, menu driven , can have passwords, audits,
documentation control , statistics report

Unify Corporation
9570 Southwest Barbur Blvd.
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 245-6585

$3000

Unix; VAX,
PDP-11 , 68000, 8086

Unify: menu-driven, interactive, applications and development
tools include menu handler, automatic data entry, query by
forms, report generator, and SQL-a structured query language
based on IBM 's Sequel 2 relational language.

A.I . Wasserman
Room A16
University of California
Medical Info Science
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 666-2951

$200
Unix; VAX, PDP-11
(educational
licensees of
Unix only)

Description
Data Ace: relational database, English query commands,
demonstration disk $20

North Star DOS

Troll: relational DBMS with screen editor

Table 4: Database management systems for the Unix operating system.

first with Unix-based applications, some of the software
bmught from larger and faster computers may not have
been redone so as to make the best use of Unix features,
or it may tend to use system resources more heavily on
a smaller system. As always, it pays to investigate software carefully before betting your business on it.

The tables should not be viewed as all-encompassing
but rather as a guide to general availability.

Database Management Systems
Except for ported applications, the first business programs to appear on a new system such as Unix are
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AGS Computers Inc.
111 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
(212) 962-4646
American Institute for Professional Education
Carnegie Bldg.
100 Kings Rd.
Madison, NJ 07940
(201) 377-7400
Computer Technology Group Inc.
Telemedia Inc.
310 S Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 987-4000 I (800) 621-3155
Institute for Advanced Professional Studies
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 497-2075
Integrated Computer Systems
3304 Pico Blvd.
POB 5339
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 450-2060 I (800) 352-8251
International Technical Seminars
520 Waller St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 621 -6415
RLG Corp.
1760 Reston Ave., Suite 508
Reston , VA 22090
(703) 471-6860
Structured Methods Inc.
7 West 18th St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 741 -7720
Technical Education Research Centers
8 Eliot St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 547-3890
User Training Corp.
POB 970
Soquel, CA 95073
(408) 354-6433 I (415) 321-0889

Table 5: Companies that give training or courses on Unix, its
utilities, and applications programs.

generally database management systems (DBMSs). This
is partly because they are more interesting to write than
accounting packages and partly because they are used
as building blocks for general applications. A DBMS is
a system of programs that can be thought of as a highspeed interface between data stored on a computer
system and applications code. With a DBMS, a skilled
programmer can create, fairly quickly, a set of applications programs in a fraction of the time it would take to
write them otherwise. The programmer is freed from the
necessity of maintaining the data files and just has to
worry about the relationships among the data items
268
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themselves. The true DBMS is not a predefined program
for managing data, therefore, but a base for creating
applications.
While a complete guide to selecting a DBMS would
be out of place here, your first step should be to decide
how much programming you wish to do and how flexible your needs are. A simpler data management system,
often implemented as a mailing list package, may be all
you require. This type of application may be found in
table I, while table 4 summarizes information about
some of the true DBMS systems available for Unix-based
computers.
.

Using Applications on the Unix System
If you're the type of person who learns to use a new
computer by plugging it in and trying it out, you probably don't have to enroll in any sort of formal training
course to use Unix. Many other people will be exposed
to Unix in the next few years who have never used a
computer before. This fact is responsible for the sudden
appearance of quite a few organizations that will teach
you or your staff how to use Unix more effectively (see
table 5) _ Most of these firms do their instruction in
seminars and will do in-house courses; a few, such as
International Technical Seminars, the Institute for Advanced Professional Studies, and Structured Methods
Inc., specialize in actual hands-on work with a Unixbased computer. User Training Corporation's courses are
self-taught using audiodigital technology, which combines an instructor's voice with an actual session shown
on your display screen, while the Computer Technology
Group features video-tape-based training.
My experience in training people with a wide range
of expertise how to administer Unix systems, however,
leads me to point out the following: It is not always a
good idea to teach everyone how to use the system all
at once.
Many businesses that will be buying Unix computers,
especially small businesses, will have little or no experience with multiuser systems. With single-user microcomputers such as Apple or CP/M systems, it is fairly
easy to control system use. Just limit computer access
to those who must perform the work. When you begin
putting terminals around the office connected to a central Unix facility, more people will get a chance to use
the new machine, passwords will be passed around, and
some people will experiment more than others. At this
point, those who have some knowledge of the system
are the most dangerous in terms of system integrity and
security (i.e. not having your sensitive files looked at,
changed subtly, or even removed). Deliberate malicious
acts are not the worry here-it's mistakes made while
experimenting that can be dangerous (naturally, this
doesn't apply to software development environments
where the highest priority is that your programmers
learn the system) . We have found that in many organizations this is also the critical time when backup procedures are still not totally worked out.
Is this a plea for a return to the days of keeping or-

We hereby certify that your purchase from Discount Software represents
the lowest price sold anywhere. If you find a lower price on what you purchased
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Operating System;
Processor
Unix; Onyx, VAX

Company
Logical Software Inc.
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 864-0137

Price
$10,000

Description
Softshell : menu/full-screen or Shell-like operation. Source code only,
for OEMs primarily

Quadratron Systems Inc.
14542 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
(213) 789-8588

$295 to
$495

Unix; 68000

Configurable Menu System: screen development package: can act
like Fortune menu system with window extensions

Schmidt Associates
7 Mt. Lasser Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-8001

$400

Unix: 68000

/menus : configurable menu system , to make Unix easier for novice:
good for administration and maintenance

Softest Inc.
555 GoHle Rod.
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
(201) 447-3901

$250

Menu Creation/lnterpretation System (MCIS): error recovery, user
Unix: PDP-11 ,
68000, Perkin-Elmer profiles, inter-menu linking: easy to reconfigure

Table 6: Menu systems or Unix Shell replacements that present a simple view of Unix for the novice user.

dinary people away from the all-powerful computer?
Hardly; just a cautionary note to those who are just
beginning to administer a system of their own. Skeptics
would do well to note that there are various ways of totally incapacitating a Unix system by a single command line.
The point is that people who only have to do word processing might be better served, especially at the beginning, by a system set up so they can only do word
processing.
This is fairly easy to do. On any standard Unix or lookalike system, it is possible to force a particular person's
log-in account to execute a given program rather than
the Unix Shell program itself, as is normal. Thus,
secretaries could be restricted to a word processor and
data-entry personnel to an appropriate portion of the
database system. Or users could be given an account that
lets them choose among several different applications
programs by means of a Shell program that they cannot
exit without logging off the system. Users of Unix System
III and later versions can also be assigned a restricted
Shell, known as rsh, which prevents them from using
someone else's directory, redirecting output of commands, or using commands other than those permitted
by the system administrator.
As people learn more about the system, their access
to other commands can be expanded as necessary. Properly handled, this expanding access technique is useful
in exposing people gradually to the power of Unix,
without overwhelming them with the sheer number of
commands and options or opening the system to many
novice users all at once. Some Unix-based systems are
using this technique already; for example, the Fortune
32:16 computer implements the entire user interface as
one large menu system that allows even a novice to
follow logical steps in performing tasks previously
reserved for "experts," such as adding new users, back-

ing Up the system, and installing new software. Meanwhile, expert users can bypass the menu entirely.
This type of menu facility can be created on any Unix
machine by a competent programmer, but it may be
easier to start from an established base. Table 6 lists a
number of commercially available menu systems for a
range of computers. While these are most useful to an
OEM (original equipment manufacturer) or system
house wishing to create a better working environment
for clients, they might well come in handy for end-user
organizations as well.
Aside from adding menus, you can customize your
Unix environment in many different ways. For instance,
one of the biggest complaints some people make about
Unix is the way the commands are named. The terseness
that characterizes Unix is certainly most apparent in command names like cp, mv, cat, and Ipr. If you don't like
them, it's perfectly possible to change them. By becoming a super-user, you can just go into the Ibin directory
where most commands reside:
$ su
Password:
# cd Ibin
# mv cp copy
# mv mv rename
# mv cat type
my: not found
# rename cat type
# rename Ipr print
#

(you forgot that you renamed the mv command)

This will work, but imagine the confusion that would
result when someone else attempted to use the normal
terse command names. A more reasonable solution is
to create new links to the command names, which essentially allows the same file (a command is, after all, just
an executable file) to be called by more than one name.
Text continued on page 274
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Nine Thousalld
Nine Hun
d&
Nin Do
3 users. 21 Mbytes
Winchester. 320K RAM.
And you can only get it
from Gifford.
Look at that price again. We
were a little skeptical at first, too.
But after checking out totals we
knew we'd finally done it: developed a multiuser, 8 -16 bit high
performance, obsolescence-proof
computer. Complete with dBase IIJM
SuperCalc-86JM and MP/M-86 lM_
for under $10,000. Expandability's
a breakthrough, too. You can
add four additional users for just
$600 each, plus terminal.

Is it 8 bit or 16 bit? Yes.
Like you would expect of
a Gifford computer system, it
can run any combination of 8 and
16 bit CP/M®programs simultaneously. So, on top of all the
thousands of 8 bit CP/M programs
available, you'll also be able to
take advantage
of any of the
faster 16 bit
programs .. . and
run them at the
same time. And

when we say it works, it works.
After all, we were the folks who
invented 8-16 operating systems.

Stop looking. And start
cutting.
Send us the coupon and we'll
send you a brochure detailing
all the advantages of going with
Gifford. Such as the Gifford disk
emulator (which Byte magazine
called "One of the best things that
happened to microcomputers in
1982:'), our exclusive networking
and multi-tasking telecommunications packages, and our twoyear warranty. Plus the benefits of
selecting an IEEE 696/S-100
bus-based system .
There's lots more to tell, but
if you're a business or technical
professional looking for a high
performance, multiuser computer
that features expandability and
dependability; plus complete
service and support at an
incredibly low price, stop
looking and cut the coupon.
And by all means, wait for
our brochure before you
make any investment. r" -

Gifford Computer System
321 Includes:
320K Static RAM Memory
Two 8" DS/DD Floppies 2.4Mb
Formatted
Gifford FS-21 Winchester Drive
21 Mb Formatted (27 Mb
Unformatted)
CornpuPro®Enclosure 2 With:
IEEE 696/S-100 bus
9 I/O Ports
20 bus Slots
dBASE II
SuperCalc-86
MP/M-86

Tenninals not included. Compatible
with all standard RS-232 terminals
and printers.
Gifford Computer Systems is a Full
Service CompuPr~ Systems Center.

-----------,

1922 Republ ic Avenue. San Leand ro, CA 9 4577
(415) 895 -0798 A d ivisio n of G &G Eng ineering
)'0 LIKE T H E W HOLE STORY.
Please send me yo ur brochure.

~

~==
~lllllllIlIImlUlI IIIlIlnll

N a me
T itle
Orga n iza tio n
MIS
Address _ _ __ _-::--_ _ _-::-_
' C ity
Sta te _ _ Zip _

_
_

I
I
I
I
I
II

I

l:::::====-=_--=-_--_~~
=....,..=BY-N
Terminals not included. L _____________ J
GIFFORD COMPUTER SYSTEMS 0 SAN LEANDRO, CA (415 ) 895 -07980 SAN FRANCISCO , CA (415) 391-45 700 LOS ANGELES, CA (213) 477-3921
o MIAMI. FL (305 ) 665-9212 0 HOUSTON, TX (71 3) 877-1212 0 AMHERST, NY (716 ) 833-47580
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Make your 212A modem
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for half the cost.
Your Design Problems are Over
Now available to you are the LSI
circuits and software know-how needed
for your own design and implementation of an operational Bell 212A
compatible modem - all from one
experienced source, Exar.

Exar Delivers the Solution
First, you get high technology,
quality lC's that form the heart of a
212A modem. The XR2123 CMOS
Modular/Demodulator provides the
1200 BPS PSK function, the XRl4412
modem system performs the 300
BPS FSK modulation/ demodulation
function required for 212A compatibility and the XR2120 switched capacitor
filter, also CMOS technology provides
the 1200 and 300 BPS filtering
requirements for the modem.
But, Exar does not stop there. In
order to implement these devices into
a compatible Bell 212A modem, we
have devised a simple and cost effective trouble-free way to evaluate them
in a system. Exar can provide you with
a modem evaluation kit including
these three devices, along with all the
necessary supporting components, PC
board, schematic and operating instructions to minimize your design task.

Cut Costs, Reduce Space, Improve
Reliability
By getting our lC's along with our
know-how you make sure your
modem will be right.
With our LSI
components, you get
a modem for about
half the
money you
would normallyspend
for a finished
board and
reliability is
improved
because our
LSI circuits reduce the
number of necessary
parts and the space to
house them.

More Modem Solutions
Exar provides modem solutions
for a wide variety of applications, from
telephone communications compatible
with Bell and ((ITT standards to high
speed transmission over twisted-pair
wires. Modem types available included
are Bell Standard 103 (300 BPS FSK),
202 (1200 BPS FSK) , and 212A
circuits as well as ((ITT compatible
V21 (300 BPS FSK) ,V22 (1200 BPS

PSK),Y.23 (1200175 BPS FSK) and
Y.26 (2400 BPS PSK).
To round out a complete design
Exar provides RS-232 line drivers and
receivers for interfacing and a wide
range of op amps to perform amplification and signal conditioning
functions.

212A Compatible Modem

The Solution is Available Now
Just send the coupon below or
give us a call. You'll get everything you
need, including our compilation of
modem design and technical data,
called the Modem Data Book
So let Exargetyour modem
design going. Send us the coupon
today.

Help me make
my modem!

o Send me the Exar
Modem Data Book
o Also, send me more information about
the Modem Design Kit
Name ______________________
Title ______________________
Company __________________
Dept/Div. __________________
Address _____________________
City _______________________
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip __________
Phone{_____ ) ______ Ext. _____
Application ___________________

750 Palomar Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Tel. (408) 732-7970 TWX 910-339-9233
XR-14412 300 BPS FSK
MOD/ DEMOD
XR-2120 FILTER

Circle 178 on inquiry card .

For telecommunications, industrial,
medical and military IC applications
..• EXAR Goes One Step Further.
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The difference between an extra link and a copy of a file
is that creating a link creates a new directory entry that
points to an existing file and doesn't take up extra space
in the file system. This is especially handy when creating
links to large files like multimegabyte databases.
However, this prevents ordinary users from creating
their own programs with these names. So the easiest
way is to change the order in which the Shell searches
directories for your commands. This affects no one else,
requires no special permissions, and can be changed at
any time, but you must set up a new directory :
# mkdir lalias
# chmod +rwx lalias

(create special directory for links to system files)
(allow users to create their own alias files)
(chmod 777 for those with older systems)
# In Ibin/mv lalias/rename (create some new names for system utilities)
# In Ibin/cp lalias/copy
# In Ibin/ed lalias/edit
$
(become a regular user again)
$ echo $PATH
(show current execution search path)
:/bin:/usr/bin
$ ed .profile
(create file to be executed at log-in time)
?profile

Why must you be a super-user to do this? The Ibin
directory is generally on a different logical file system
than the users' personal directories. Due to the way the
link command works, you can't link across different file
systems, so it is impossible for a regular user to create
a set of links under that user's home directory to system
files.
What about the $PATH we used? Like the other variables beginning with a dollar sign ($), this is interpreted
by the Shell. The $PATH may be shown (with the echo
command) or changed at any time, much .like an ordinary variable in C or BASIC. And .profile is simply a
file that the Shell executes if the file is found in your
home directory when you log in; it's expected to hold
a number of Shell commands and is typically used to
set up your terminal characteristics and default execution path . It can be changed easily and so is ideal for
starting novice users off with certain programs. Another
popular Shell variable to modify is the prompt, which
you can change to whatever you want in the following
manner:

a
PATH=:/alias:/bin:/usr/bin

$ PS1 ="Yes, master: "
Yes, master:

(search lalias directory before system default)

w
27
q
$

The .profile is called .Iogin on systems using code developed at the University of California at Berkeley (UCB)
or derivations from that code. UCB systems will also
have a Shell command called alias that performs the
same function as this $PATH modification. Otherwise, if
you wish to accomplish aliasing (rename commands) on
an individual basis without being the super-user, it is
necessary instead to make each new command simply
a one-line shell program:

$ cd
$ mkdir bin
$ cd bin
$ echo 'my $" > rename

(go to your home directory)
(create a personal command directory)
(go to it!)
(put the system commands in your selected
file names)

$ echo 'cat $" > type
$ echo 'grep $" > search
$ echo 'pr ·w132 $' Ilpr &' >Ip
(refer to last month's article)
(make these files executable, or chmod 744)
$ chmod +x •
$ cd ..
(go back "up" one level to home directory)
$ ed .profile
(modify your .profile to include the new directory)
27

c
PATH=:$HOME/bin:/alias:/bin:/usr/bin
w
38
q
$

Because this is something any user can do, variations
of this technique are usually discovered eventually by
anyone who wishes a customized environment. Naturally, these short shell programs can be made longer; perhaps setting up particular files or directories to be used,
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wabasH

diskettes I:~

$1.2geach!
Now get Wabash Quality at a CE Price
For over 17 years, Wabash has been making high quality
and dependable computer products. Wabash diskettes
are made to provide error-free performance on your computer system because every diskette has been totally and
hypercritically tested. Since you can now buy Wabash
computer products directly from CE, the world's largest
distributor of magnetic media, you can now get maximum
savings on every order. You can even order toll-free.

New Wabash Six Year Warranty
The quality of Wabash diskettes is stressed throughout
the entire manufacturing process. After coating, all Wabash
diskettes go through a unique burnishing process that
gives each diskette a mirror-smooth appearance. Wabash
then carefully applies a lubricant that is specially formulated to increase diskette life. Then, to keep out foreign
particles, a unique heat seal bonds the jacket and liner
together to help prevent contamination. After 1 00% hypercritical testing and certification, Wabash then packages
each diskette, (except bulk pack) in a super strong and
tear resistant Tyvek®eve lope. The final Wabash product is
then shrink-wrapped to insure cleanliness and reduce
contamination during shipment. Wabash diskettes are so
very reliable that Wabash now offers a six year warranty in
case of defects in materials orworkmanship on all diskettes
purchased directly from Communications Electronics.

New... Wabash Diskette Duplication Services
Communications Electronics has teamed up with Wabash to
provide a single-source solution for the diskette duplication
requirements of software developers, OEM's and distributors.
All service is in-house, to give you fast, dependable service. In
most cases, delivery can be completed in five days. Whether
you require 100, 1,000, or 10,000 copies per week, call CE
first for a no obligation price quote. For additional information,
please write us on your letterhead with your requirements.
CE quant.

SAVE ON WABASH DISKETTES
Product Description

Part #

p~~~r.r~(;)

SSSD IBM Compatible (128 BIS, 26 Sectors)
SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector
SSDD IBM Compatible (128 BIS, 26 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted)
DSDD Soft Sector (256 BIS, 26 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (512 BIS, 15 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (1024 BIS, 8 Sectors)
5V4" SSSO Soft Sector w/ Hub Ring
5V, ' Same as above, but bulk pack w/o enve lope
5'/4" SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5V4" SSSO 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5%" SSDO Soft Sector w/ Hub Ring
5'/4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/ o envelope
5'/4" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/ Hub Ring
5'/4" SSDO 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5'/4" OSDO Soft Sector w/Hub Ring
5'/4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/ o envelope
5V4" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/ Hub Ring
5%" OSDO 16 Hard Sector w/ Hub Ring
5'/4" SSQO Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)
5'/4" OSQO Soft Sector w/ Hub Ring (96 TPI)
5V4" TyvekDiskelte Envelopes - Price per 100 Pack

F111
F31A
F131
F14A
F144
F145
F147
M11A
M11AB
M41A
M51A
M13A
M13AB
M43A
M53A
M14A
M14AB
M44A
M54A
M15A
M16A
TE5

1.89
1.89
2.39
2.99
2.99
2.99
2.99
1.49
1.29
1.49
1.49
1.79
1.59
1.79
1.79
2.69
2.49
2.69
2.69
2.59
3.69
12.00

8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density;
DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSQD = Single Sided Quad Density;
DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; TPI = Tracks per inch.
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Quantity Discounts Available
Wabash diskettes are packed 10
disks to a carton and 10 cartons
to a case. The economy bulk
pack is packaged 100 disks to a
case without envelopes or labels.
Please order only in increments
of 100 units for quantity 100
pricing. With the exception of
bulk pack, we are also willing to
accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities less than 100
units are available in increments .
of 10 units at a 20% surcharge
above our 100 unit price. Quantity discounts are also available.
Order 500 or more disks at the same time and deduct 1%; 1 ,000 or
more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves 3%; 5,000 or more saves
4%; 10,000 or more saves 5%; 25,000 or more saves 6%; 50,000
or more saves 7%, 100,000 or more saves 8%, 500,000 or more
saves 9% and 1,000,000 or more disks earns you a 10% discount
off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Wabash diskettes
are immediately available from CE. Our efficient warehouse
facilities are equipped to help us get you the quality product you
need, when you need it. If you need further assistance to find the
flexible disk that's right for you, call the Wabash compatibility
hotline. Dial toll-free 800-323-9868 and ask for your compatibility
representative. In Illinois or outside the U.S. dial 312-593-6363
between 9 AM to 4 PM Central time.
Buy Wabash Diskettes with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Wabash computer
products, we recommend you phone your order directly to our
Computer Products Division and charge it to your credit card. Be
sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad. Written
purchase orders are accepted from approved government agencies and most well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30
billing. For maximum savings, your order should be prepaid. All
sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification. All
sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Out of stock
items will be be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is
instructed differently. Minimum prepaid order is $50.00. Minimum purchase order$200.00. All shipments are F.O. B. Ann Arbor,
Michigan U.S.A. No COD's please. Non-certified and foreign
checks require bank clearance.
For shipping charges add $8.00 per case or partial
case of 100 8-inch flexible disks or $6.00 per case or
partial case of 100 5%-inch mini-diskettes for U.P.S.
ground shipping and handling in the continental U.S.A.
Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1 002,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Visa
or Master Card, you may call and place a credit card order.
Order toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. In Canada,
order toll-free by calling 800-265-4828. If you are outside
the U.S. or in Michigan dial 313-994-4444. Telex anytime
810-223-2422 . Order your Wabash diskettes today.
Copyright " 1983 Communications Electronics

~ C!C
VISA

MasterCard

N

Ad #U12483
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~ ,~
MEMBER

MARKETING ASSOCIATION

Order Toll-Free!

wabash

800-521-4414

error-free

In Michigan 313-994-4444

diskettes

TM

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS™
Computer Products Division
818 Phoenix 0 Box 1 002 0 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A.
Order TOLL-FREE 800-521-4414 or outside U_S.A_ 313-994-4444
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Ishell: A Unix Information-Retrieval System
Ishell is a simple data-retrieval system comprising a data fiie
of logical records and the associated Unix Shell command files that
process the data file and produce a formatted report. Implemented
with selected system utilities found on Unix, [shell may be used
to keep track of almost any kind of data, from a project development team's ideas-and-documents file to a writer's drafts of different articles and their.reference documents.
Each record in the data file consists of a series of physical records.
The first physical record contains up to four fields: the logical record
identification number, a capital N (standing for name or title), the
record title, and an optional locator field. Subsequent physical
records contain three fields: the logical record ID, a capital K (for
keyword), and a freeform content line. For example:
000199:N:Spectragraphics: work file cabinet
000199:K:System 1250-a 16-color raster or graphics display
000199:K:system that emulates the IBM 3250 graphics display
000199:K:system. Local or remote configuration, supports
000199:K:up to 4 workstations per controller or up to 64
000199:K:workstations per channel controller.

The logical record ID-000199, in the example-is a sequentially assigned number that links together the physical records into
one logical record. It has meaning only to the Shell programs and
never appears in the output. The record title and locator fieldSpectragraphics and work file cabinet in the example-are context dependent and may be used to describe the data entry and
a particular physical (i.e., noncomputer) location where the source
data may be found . The locator field, in particular, permits anyone
who may access the data file to find further information on the data.

Using Ishell
The data file is called ishell,data, and it may be edited with any
standard text editor available. You must assign a new logical record
number for each product or project to be entered into the system.
Following the format of the previous example, a short article may
be entered, and keywords may be input on lines of their own. This

or sending a series of control sequences to a terminal
or printer. Once you learn how easy it is to set up things
the way you want, you are likely to be more interested
in creating your own small applications programs.

Some Real Examples
The classic example of a "home-built" application on
Unix is that of the personal phone directory. I'll show
you how this can be done and suggest some methods
of improving it as we go along. Then we'll explore some
more elaborate applications that can be constructed
using standard Unix utilities.
A phone directory can be as complex or as simple as
you wish. I've seen some people go to the trouble of writing a program that would format names, addresses, and
276
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will facilitate later retrieval by use of the dictionary file ishell,dict,
which may be created by running the program create.diet.
You search the data file by following three steps. First, find the
appropriate terms to search for by looking in the dictionary file.
Next, edit the file awk.search to contain the string to look for by
using a proper Boolean equation. Then run the ishell program,
which will automatically display the information thus found. The
output file ishell,out contains this information and may be printed
or edited further.

Program Logic Flow
The commands used in the Ishell information and retrieval
system are shown in listing 1. The ishell file contains all the commands necessary to perform the search. The awk.long program
creates one long physical record for each set of logical records with
the same record ID in the data file. The output is directed both
to the ishell.long file and to the search program awk.search. This
program creates a sorted list of record ID numbers matching the
search criteria called ishell,list, which is then joined to the
ishell.long file and piped to sort to create the ishell,sort file. Finally,
the awk.short and awk.out programs are used to format the selected
output file ishell,out and direct it to the terminal.
Improvements
Ishell is not a fast or particularly user-friendly system, but it
does illustrate the concept of developing a useful tool with Unix
utilities. Much faster searches, if quality of output is not important, may of course be done by searching the data file for a particular keyword using grep, finding the matching record ID
numbers, and using grep again for those ID numbers, thereby finding all associated entries.
A Shell or C program could easily be constructed to accept and
prompt for user input, automatically assigning record ID numbers
and adding the Nand K fields. Menus and prompts for keywords
to search on could be added. But as it stands, Ishell will run on
virtually any Unix or Unix-like system as is; just type in the programs given in listing 1 and your data .

phone numbers and provide menus for selection by
category. Most people will just want something simple
to understand and use. The simplest directory is merely a file of names and phone numbers:
Joe Blow
Ella Fitz

(201) 666·1913
(415) 339·9001

Ada Lovelace

(800) 543·7895

Rosanne Rosannadanna
Anna Stasia
Tricia McMillan

(212) 986·1717

(201) 310·4697
44(01) 276·709

After creating your file, which I'll assume is named
phonelist or something similar, the simplest way to retrieve

data from it is to use the string-and-pattern finding pro-

$ echo 'grep $1 phonelist' > phone

Listing 1: Command files for [shell, a simple data retrieval system.
Programs copyright © 1983 Access Technology Inc.

$ chmod +x phone
$ phone Anna
Anna Stasia

(create a Shell program)
(make it executable (or use chmod 744))
(and try it out)

(201) 310·4697

Ishell,

rill iahell . liat i.hell.long iahell. out iShell.Bort
awk -t awk . long iahell.data I tee iahell ,long I awl(. -t .....k ... arc:h ) uh.n.l1n
Join -jl 1 -)2 1 -t I ishell.liat ishell,long I sort -it I +2 -3 , i,hell .• art
.",.Ie -t awk.ahort !ahell.sort I awk -f awk.out r tee ishell.out I cat

create.dietl

awt - l awk.der.ate ishell.data I sort -u >dlct.tmp
cat iehell.naN dlct.tmp ) !ehell . diet
reD dict.tmp

awk. dar.ate

I

( PS _ " )H )

~'EGIN

{if ($2 - - ". ")

(print

noxt

J
{print

"3 ) "uhell.name "

$

This is easier to type, and you don't have to remember
the name of the phone file. But suppose you're in a different directory when you want to look up someone's
number? We have to build the fully qualified name of
the file into the phone command, so that it should now
read:

.,3

grep $1 $HOME/phonelist

J
awk..long l
BEGIN (PS - "I" I DPS - " , " )
{it (NR -- »
(printf ("'8," "\81" "'81" "'8,",
prey - .51

"I, "2,

•
.s3, .$4)

next
)

el •• (whUe (31 1- pre,,)
(printf ("'n")
printl ("'81" "\8' " "\81" "\81". $1, .$2, '3, "4)

prey naxt

"1

J
(print! ( .. ,., " .

"3 )

J
.vk . outl
BEGIN (
PS .. ","
OPS .. ","

print "ISBELL Data pila Salections"
printf ('"'n")
pdntf ("'n")
prev .. 0000)
(it (U 1- pre..,)
(pdntf ("'n")
print S2
prey .. 51)
aln print 52)

(or chmod 600 phone list)

$ chmod go= phonelist

$ Is -I phonelist

·rw-····- 1 dave

184 Apr 14 16:25 phonelist

$

a..,k.ehort ,
BEGIH (PS" "," I

Using the Shell variable $HOME (which is equivalent
to spelling out the entire name of your actual home directory) not only saves typing but lets the system do the
thinking, keeping the program as general as possible.
You can substitute your home directory for the $HOME
used here, but that's not recommended because system
administrators have been known to move things around
over the weekend. Besides, this keeps even your Shell
programs portable: you can use them as is on another
system or allow your friends to copy them without having to do a lot of editing. Speaking of your friends,
maybe you don't want anyone else to see your personal
phone list:

ors - " , " )

li-3
record .. oS1
..,hila
(i c- HP)
(print! ( "' n " )
print! ( .. , . I "

",.:".

record. oS1)

++i

J
&wk . •• arch:
BEGIH (pa .. " , " l OPS" " :"
(if (SO - / (Gq]raphic/)

I print "0000 , ")

{print! ("U , 'n", oSl)}

gram, grep :
$ grep Joe phonelist

Joe Blow

(201) 666-1913

$

You can find all the New Jersey listings just as easily :
$ grep 201 phonelist

Now nobody but you (and the super-user) can read
your phonelist. But the super-user can't read what he
doesn't know about! Renaming your file to .phonelist will
work on most systems so that listing your files won't
reveal it exists (don't forget to change your phone program
too) because files and directories whose names begin
with a period are not shown by Is unless a special option is used.
It must be noted at this point that the grep program
is sensitive to upper- and lowercase; in particular, you
can't type phone anna and expect to get Ms. Stasia. Care
must therefore be taken when entering the command
line. If you don't want to continually press the shift key,
you can convert the entire phonelist file to lowercase:
$ tr "[A-Z]" "[a·z]" < .phonelist >temp
$ mv temp .phonelist

Joe Blow

(201) 666-1913

$ phone joe

Anna Stasia

(201) 310·4697

joe blow

$

(201) 666-1913

$ phone anna

rosanne rosannadanna

The first improvement to be made is to make a command that knows the name of the phone number file:

(translate all letters found,
in order)

anna stasia

(212) 986·1717

(201) 310·4697

$
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The second example above shows that this conversion
also means less precision in interpreting your requests.
But sometimes "too much" output can be helpful. If you
add the name of each person's company or job title to
their entry in your "phone book;' you can search by this
information as well as name. Or adding the address
(make sure you keep one entry to a line) allows you to
search by city or state. This extra information comes in
handy when you forget the exact name of the person you
were looking for but know some other information about
her or him:
ioe blow
ella fill

(201) 666·1913

ada lovelace
rosanne rosannadanna
anna stasi a
tricia mcmillan

(800) 543-7895

kokomo travel agency
audiotape testing
structured programming group

(415) 339·9001

snl news break
salty czardine company
mouse computer inc.

(212) 986-1717
(201) 310-4697
44(01) 276·709

If you wish to develop this idea further, look at the
options available to you using some more Unix utilities,
such as awk, sort, cut, and paste. These, along with the
programming constructs available as part of the Shell,
can provide you with all sorts of fancy formatting fun .
Data entry may be controlled by another Shell program
or a C program especially written for this purpose.
Such usefulness has not gone totally unnoticed by the
commercial community. For instance, a mailing list/form

AT LAST!
an easy to use, easy to learn
applications generator for
CPfM* users
Introducing The BAG"'. With
this new software, you will

develop business applications in
minutes and hours as o~f.0sed to weeks
and months . The BAG is to software
as the microprocessor is to hardware .
Why waste time and money dev.elo~,ing~.
app lications that may not satis~
future requir ements. The BAG t
is the Q!!!y viable answe r.
Take this ad to you r local
co mputer dealer for a free
demonstration and

$ 100.00 off the

letter package called Leverage (see table I) implements
data entry and screen formatting with C programs and
. uses grep for searches, nroff for creating form letters, and
awk programs for printing formatted lists and labels.
Other firms have similar products, some of which use
fewer system utilities and more proprietary programs;
these tend to be more expensive but have better perfQrmance. If you don't mind a bit of typing, a simple yet
complete data retrieval system can be built using standard Unix utilities (see the text box "Ishell: A Unix Information Retrieval System") .

A Few More Programs
A word or two should be written about awk. This is
a C-like string-handling language that is used for
manipulation of data files; in particular, it is good for
writing quick programs that scan for strings, rearrange
data fields, and take action based on the contents of a
file. Again, see the Ishell text box for some examples of
awk programs.
Mentioned earlier, the programs developed at Berkeley
(usually referred to as UCB) have been a major addition
to the world of Unix software. One of the most useful
UCB programs is the screen editor vi, which has spread
throughout the Unix community so quickly that AT&T
is now distributing it with Unix System V. The UCB CShell was created as an alternative to the standard Unix
Bourne Shell developed by Steve Bourne at Bell Labs.
The C-Shell has several unique features, such as the
ability to repeat or edit previous commands, the aliasing mechanism described before, and expansion of
various special characters to save typing. Other UCB programs include more, which lets you read a file a screenful at a time; finger, which displays detailed information
about each user on the system; and apropos, which helps
you search the online programming manuals for information by keyword. Most UCB programs have been
created specifically for the purpose of making people's
work with Unix easier.
We've examined some more Unix commands and facilities and some of the diverse applications available on
Unix-based machines, seen how to customize the environment, and tasted the flavor of home-built applications. Next month's article will examine some of the currently available computers running Unix, the different
software implementations of Unix, and what can be expected in the next few years .•

price.

Thanks to Rosemary Simpson, director of educational systems at Access
Technology Inc. for the ISHELL material, to Rob Coben at Polymorphic Systems Inc: for the use of its Pixel computer, and to my wife Susan for digging
'through back issues of Unique and compiling the tables.

Remember: If it's not in the can, it's in The

CANNED SOFTWARE CORP.
800·64[·2034
4 [ 7·78[·0298
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David Fiedler (Infopro Systems, POB 33, East Hanover, NJ 07936) is th e
editor of the monthly newsletter Unique: Your Independent UNIX and
C Advisor and the magazine UNIX Review. He is also an analyst for Th e
Perchwell Corporation, a consulting finn assisting management of companies
using Unix.
Circle 111 on inquiry card .
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It took
hundreds of years
to build the world's
most advanced

spreadsheet.
you felt like it. Because all you had
to do was change one figure, and the
computer would refigure everything
else for you. Automatically.
Like most breakthrough ideas
though, this original spreadsheet
program had a few things that definitely needed improvement. For instance, all the columns had to be the
same width . And the entire system
took about 20 hours to learn.
So we developed SuperCalc ~
which was such a giant step in the

Way back in 1534, a Venetian scholar
wrote a text that standardized the
techniques of modern bookkeeping .
And up till 1979, there weren 't a lot
of real improvements in the way
people did spreadsheets. You still
had to enter all your figures by hand.
Run all the totals yourself. And when
you had to make a few changes, you
had to run the totals all over again .
Then along came a program that
let you create spreadsheets on a
personal com puter. Without touch ing
a pencil. Or adding anything by hand.
Best of all , this new program gave
you the freedom to look at your balance sheet a dozen different ways if

right direction that it became a bestseller. Over 250,000 copies in only
18 months.
Today, we've gone even farthe r.
After talking with thousands of customers, we've found a lot of important new features you 'd like to have.
And we've built them into the world's
most advanced spreadsheet.
SuperCalc 2.
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It'lltpke
you 10 minutes to
learn it.

;1 10 minutes to
"'
3:

SuperCalc2..

~~{

With SuperCalc~ you
get all kinds of features that have never
if
.~
been possible before.
.~
Like custom formatting capabilities. Automatic consolidation. Sorting. And
more. Take a look at the spreadsheet
below, and you 'll see just how much
we're giving you.
Best of all, we made it just as easy
to use as the original SuperCalc .
There's a self-paced starter guide
that shows you exactly what to do,
.,'
.

1983

•.
;

•

step by step. And an AnswerKey TM
that gives you instant help right on
the screen . Because of these features, you can actually create your
first spreadsheet in 10 minutes flat.
Even if you 've never used a computer before.
SuperCalc 2 is available for the
IBM PC and XT Where it can run in
full color. With full memory. Even on
hard disk. It's also available for CP/M,
CP/M-86, MS DOS and other operating systems, so you can use it with
most popular personal computers.

Create
your first
spreadsheet
model in
10 minutes
f/at.

5

Combines
any number of spreadsheets
-automatically!
/

But with all its advanced features,
SuperCalc 2 is the same price as the
original SuperCalc. Only $295, suggested retail. We're also offering
SuperCalc for only $195. And an upgrade to SuperCalc 2 whenever
you 're ready.
So. If you 've always thought there
had to be a better way to do your
spreadsheets, stop by your closest
computer store. And take a good
look at SuperCalc~ After just 10 minutes, you won't want to do one more
spreadsheet the old way.

Calendar Idate
capabilities .

Percentages.

COMPANY CONSOLIDATED MONTHLY PAYROLL
1
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Days this period
Recalculate YTD YIN?
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41 1183
15

2 •

Deduction Percentages
Fica
6 71210%

3
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Emp# Employee name
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Status

Salary

Deduct

Pay

Gross

1, lfll(2).m0
$75!1!.rl)!1l

$82.5!1)
$56.25)
$63.75)
$67.5!(1)
$42. !1!!1)
$48.75)
$52.5r1!)

$1,m17.5!11
$693.75
$786.25
$832.5!1I
$518.mlZ)
$61111.25
$647.5rl!

$6, 2!lHl). rlHZ!
$5, 25Q). Q!rZ)
$5, 95!1I. !1I(1!
$6, 3m!!!. !1!12)
$3, 9211). 011)
$4, 5511!. 11!m
$4, 9 rlHZ!. rlllZ)

=======================================================================
34
49
84
92
12
19
45

Total

Adams
Beckette
Johnson
Jones
Samson
Santos
Smith

M
S
S
M
S
M
S

$85Q). !M!

$9!1!r2!. !1I!1I
$56121. !1I(2)
$651Z!.!Z!r2!
$71Z!rl).m!1)

===============--================= -----
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Insert pictures, graphics or spread·sheef data Into
form letters-automatically changing addresses on
your programs can work together to produce printed output.
For the first time ever, here is a buffer that not only frees your fast com·
puter from your slow printer but also allows you to rearrange, compose
and copy your data on Its way to the printer.
• Random Access Printing-stores paragraphs or pictures for printing
in any order-any number of times.
• FIFO Printing-conventional first-in first-out operation .
• Compression of data for efficient utilization of memory space.
• Ability to interrupt long-term buffer operations for stralght-thru shortterm printing.
• Simple Erase feature to clear buffer.
• Automatic duplication capability.
• Easily expandable, by you, from 8K Bytes to 128K Bytes.
The IS Pipeline is Universal-it works with any parallel (Centronics'style) computer/printer combination . A special version is available for
PKASO't.j Printer interfaces.
The is Pipeline is a self-contained unit with operating manual, cables
and power supply included .
For more information on the truly revolutionary IS Pipeline Random
Access Printing Buffer, call us today.

Interactive Structures Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bola Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667·1713
Circle 229 on inquiry card.

• Centronics IS 0 trademark 01 Centronics Data Computtlf COfP

The is Pipeline™ Random Access Printing Buffer is RQtent endln
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Just Rewards for Programmers
In the microcomputer industry, it's not always obvious
how to divide up the profits
by Barbara Robertson
To paraphrase Gilbert and Sullivan, the programmer's lot is not a
simple one. Some have superstar
status, and others crank out code for
a weekly paycheck. Some work for
equity, others earn royalties based on
retail prices that range from a few
dollars to hundreds of dollars.
Dividing up the profits is done in
many ways. But the issues that burn
in programmers' and publishers'
minds are the same: who gets the
money, and who handles pricing,
distribution, and marketing?
The corollary, "Who ought to get
the money?" depends on the originality of the idea, who developed it
and whether it changed, the difficulty of the coding and who did it, and
the breadth of distribution and marketing and who manages and funds
it: Arrangements vary enormously
within the industry. Let's look at a
few examples drawn from actual
events.
Eagles Nevelstorm shut
CA E down the computer and
began locking up. Once
1
again, he was the last
one to leave the office.
The company had sure changed since he
and a few others put old Dynamodata on
the market a couple of years before. Some
things were good-for one, the company's
newly hired product manager seemed to
like the idea the design team had conceived. A fully integrated multiwindow,
artificially-intelligent, mouseltouchpad/voice-driven, omnitasking, full-color
graphic videotext communications program was finished. That should satisfy
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the marketing guys, thought Eagles. And
it looked as if the team could actually produce the product, what with all the
money available for people and machines
from Dynamodata's profits. Of course,
the programming team wouldn't be seeing any royalties on this one, but the programmers' salaries and benefits were
good, and the product's success might
mean the company would go public.
Eagles wondered if the new programmers
had been offered stock options when they
were hired. He'd heard they had to work
a year first, but there didn't seem to be
any hard-and-fast rules yet.
In this case, the idea is a marketing
department decision that has been
refined by a design team and product
manager and will be programmed,
documented, marketed, and distributed by other members of the company. The product clearly belongs to
the company. The programmer can
negotiate for rewards within the
range of traditional corporate benefits: salary and stock options. Here
the programmers are not stars but
part of a team. In this environment,
programmers and designers are in
the same position as most inventors
working for large corporations. The
corporation owns the copyrights.
Inside an ivy-covered
CA E garage in East Suburbia,
California, Joe Machinecode debugs the last
routine for Superprogram. Superprogram Manuals line the
hallways of his house, proof sheets for the
first ad are on the bulletin board, and a
carton of blank disks sits in the corner

~
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ready for the orders to start rolling in. It's
been a long, hard year. The house is mortgaged to the hilt, but the program is done,
and it's all his-every last dollar that rolls
in. That is, if anyone sees the little ads
he has placed in the back pages of several
magazines.
Joe Machinecode's case is easy. The
program is his idea, and as long as
he does all the work and invests only
his own money, he determines the'
price and reaps 100 percent of the
profits. While this may seem an ideal
arrangement, it's becoming more difficult for such "garage" software producers to compete, and Joe may find
that he doesn't have the same talent
for business, marketing, and customer service that he does for programming. Let's look at two ways Joe
might get help and what will happen
to his 100 percent in each case.
First, let's assume that Joe decides
the documentation needs to be improved, so he hires Chris, a writer.
Chris makes suggestions about the
user interface that Joe incorporates
into the program and also introduces
Joe to a product manager at the General Enormous Software house. General Enormous Software decides to
buy exclusive rights to the products.
Joe pays Chris a flat fee, takes the rest
of the money, and moves to a tropical
island.
Meanwhile, General Enormous
Software does market research
studies, modifies the program to
meet those studies and fit in its product line, mounts a massive advertising campaign, puts the product and
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc,
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Circle 99 on inquiry card.

Apple
Assembly Language

w. Douglas Maurer

By far the most complete, most
professional and best written of the
many books available today on the
assembly language of the APPLE
computer. The LISA assembler for the
APPLE II is completely described, and
there is an extensive section on
debugging methods. The book
contains 300 exercises (with solutions
to half of them), making it an excel lent
selection for a college or high school
text, or for independent study. A
knowledge of BASIC (or FORTRAN
or PASCAL) is assumed, but no
hardware knowledge is required.
A diskette, which requires a LISA
assembler, is available for use with the
book. September, 1983. $17.95.
0-914894-82-X. Diskette, $15.00.
0-914894-85-4.

Computational
Aspects of VLSI
Jeffrey D. Ullman
This excellent, comprehensive new
book on algorithms and the VLSI
revolution introduces the NMOS
circuit design and describes a number
of design systems, including CHISEL
(a preprocessor of C), LAVA (a sticks
language) ; Igen (a logic language,
and SLIM (a controller design
language) . Algorithms for compiling
such languages into layouts are
discussed , as well as algorithms for
implementing design tools like circuit
extractors, design rule checkers,
simulators, and automatic routers. The
book covers many other areas of
VLSI . Order your copy today .
September, 1983. $32.95. 0-91489495-1.
All prices subject to change
notice. Residents of Maryland
add 5% sa les ta x. Postage
and handli ng for the first
book is $2.00. 75¢ for
each additi onal
book.

Write for a free catalog .

its documentation in a box, and ships
it to distributors who have no trouble putting it into'shelf space already
set aside for General Enormous in
the retail stores. The product, which
sells for twice the price Joe had in
mind, is a great success. It's named
Program of the Year in Computer Trade
Weekly, and after two years its gross
sales reach several million dollars.
The software house makes a profit of
40 percent.
Would Joe have been better off on
his own? How much more would he
have made if he had negotiated for
a share of royalties or kept some distributionrights rather than agreeing
to sell the exclusive rights to his program? And what about the writer
who improved the user interface and
introduced Joe to General Enormous?
Did she deserve a share in the profits, too? Or did the contributions
made by General Enormous far exceed those of Joe and Chris?
Let's forget about General
Enormous for a moment and follow
Joe on an alternate route as he
decides to sell his program to a software publisher. After making a number of phone calls, Joe learns that
before publishers will consider buying his product, they want a onepage proposal that describes the
product, outlines the market for it,
details what compensation Joe expects to receive, and gives his background and qualifications. The publisher notes that only one out of every
200 programs submitted is usually accepted. Joe's proposal makes it
through the first round at a publisher.
He submits the documentation for
the second round, and finally he gets
to show his program. On acceptance,
the publisher draws up a contract for
exclusive rights that entitles Joe to a
10 percent royalty based on
wholesale revenue.
Next, the publisher's documentation department rewrites and packages the manuals, the marketing department makes design changes that
Joe implements with the help of the
in-house programming staff, and Joe
adds several changes of his own with
the consent of the marketing department. The publisher signs an OEM
(original equipment manufacturer)

agreement with a major hardware
vendor, giving the vendor exclusive
rights. The product's success seems
guaranteed. The hardware vendor
determines a retail price that is considerably higher than the publisher's
wholesale cost.
Did Joe get his fair share? What if
his royalty had been based on the
retail price? Could he have retained
some rights? After all, the product
was his original idea, and he did
most of the programming. The software publisher, on the other hand,
contributed to the design, and the
company's marketing expertise resulted in the OEM contract that ensured a large sales volume.

~

Mary came up with the
idea for Spelldata
Dumptruck in the middie of rush-hour traffic
on the way to work one
morning. Because she didn't know the
first thing about programming, she talked
the idea over with Rob, and he agreed to
write the code in his spare time. As soon
as Rob had a good working demo of the
program, he and Mary realized they had
some decisions to make. It looked as if it
might take years to complete the program
on a spare-time schedule.
Starting a company didn't sound like
much fun. Neither Rob nor Mary knew
the first thing about marketing, distribution, or attracting venture capital, but
they knew that they wanted to continue
working on the product. They decided
that even a modest royalty on a lot of sales
would be preferable to 100 percent of a few
sales and a lot of headaches. So they took
their demo to a publisher. The publisher,
well-funded and full of sparkling
show-business ideas, agreed to give them
an advance against royalties to complete
Spelldata Dumptruck and introduced
them to a programmer who could help
them get it finished quickly. The
publisher agreed to give Rob and Mary
full credit, use their names in the promotion, package the product, determine pricing and marketing strategies, and provide
distribution.

CASE

#3

How are the profits divided in this
case? The idea is Mary's, but without
Rob's programming expertise, it
would never have become a reality.
And because the code is the product,
Rob might argue that he deserves

PRINTERS

Okidata Microline 92
$524.88 UPS DELIVERED

C.ITOH

Prowriter

120 cps, 4 fonts (includes
proportional), 8 sizes, 160 x 144
dpi, friction & tractor feed. A
worthy rival of Epson.
Prowriter .. . .... . ..... $300.88
Prowri!er 2 .. . .. .. .. . . $710.88

An exceptional printer(even Creative
Computing thought so). The Microline 92 has
80 columns, a 160 cps draft mode & a 40 cps
correspondance mode, 10, 12 & 17 cpi, all with
double widths, enhanced print (at 80 cps),
subscripts, superscripts & backspacing. Full
dot addressable graphic capability (72 X 72
dpi) included. Pin & friction feed standard,
adjustable tractor optional ($59.88). RS-232C
version has a 2 K buffer & costs $634.88.

~~~~~

OKIDATA

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12
690 x 240 resolution. 80
columns x 24 lines, 16 colors&
exceptional performance. Cable
included.
PGS H X- 12 (RGB) .... $520.88

: OMREX

QUADRAM

ComRiter

Parallel . ..
RS-232C

QuadChrome

JIABLO

620&630

620 .................. $000.88
330..
. $1020.88

DTC

Same spec's as the H X-12.
Same price too.
QuadChrome(RGB) ... $5211.88

Microline80 .. ..
. $3311.88
Microline 82A ........ $4111.88
82A192 Tractor
... $50.88
82A192 Roll Holder .... $411.88
82AOki9raph ROM ... . $40.88
82A RS-232C Hi-speed
Interface. . . . .
. .. $120.88
Microline83A ........ $870.88
83AOkigraph ROM .... $411.88
83A RS-2 32C Hi-speed
Interface . ....
. .... $1211. 88
Microline 92 . .
$524.88
w/RS-232C . . . ..... $834.88
Microline93 .
. .... $884.88
w/RS-232C .
. .. $004.88
Microline84
Parallel ...... .
RS-232C

MODEMS
US ROBOTICS

,

Password

MANNESMANN TALLY

'lX-80 ..... .

'-iX-SO FIT .
'-iX-IOO .. .

"X-80 .. .
:X-l00 .. . .

... $300.88
... $480.88
.. $884.88
.... $5114.88
.... . . ... $CALL

Pi 2 (12" green).
Pi 3 (12" amber)
Pi 4 (9" amber).

$159.88
.. $189.88
.. .. $159.88

RG B-1 (Med-Res) ..... $319.88
RGB-III (Hi-Res) .
.. $519.88
KG-12N (Green) ... . $1211.88
KG-12NUY(Amber). $129.88

.. $340.88

NEC

SpinWriter

3510 ..... . . .... .... $1020.88
3530 .. .... • ..... ... $1720.88
3550 . . .
. .. $2010.88
1710 ..
. .. $2300.88
1730 ......•.... .... $2300.88

Monitors
TP-l

.... $CALL

300A ................. $159.88
300G ................ $149.88
310G/A
....... $199.88
Color 1 . .
. $339.88
Col " r 2 .
. ... $849.88
Color 3 .
. .... $370.88

We also carry numerous Apple
II/ II+/ Ile peripherals, including
Pkaso Printer Cards, M icrosoft's Z80 Cards, RamCards
& Premium Packs, Videx's
VideoTerm & Enhancer II.
Rana Elit.. 1 Disk Drives.
Saturn Systems Accelerator II
& Memory Boards, Quadram's
eRAM 80 Column Card. &
Kensin9ton's System Saver &
Format II. We also carry the
Ace 1000 from Franklin
Computers.
Call {BOO} 343-07211 for
prices & orders.

Accessories
We also carry cables. diskettes.
diskette boxes, switch boxes.
surge protectors & printer paper.

Information/Orders:

(603) BB 1-9B55

300/1200 baud modem with
auto dial/answer, full & half
duplex, LSI technology, for the
Osborne computers. Includes
cable and Telepac software.
.... $479.88
Courier.

(BOO) 343-0726

Smartmodem
300 or 300/1200 baud direct
connect modems with auto dial
Comes complete with power
supply& modular cable (RS232C cab le optional).
(300 baud) ........... $219.88
(1200 baud) .
. .... $539.88
NOVATION

SmartCat

AMDEK

Apple Peripherals

Courier

& answer, full/half duplex .

Monitors

Wecarry a variety of IBM PC
periph erals, including Quadram's Quadboards, Quadlink
& the single-function boards,
ASTs MegaPlus, MegaPak,
1/0+ and related com munications boards, Tandon TM·
100-2 double-sided drives.
QCS's Big Blue & Hard Disk
subsystems, plus Maynard Disk
Controllers in a variety of
configurations.
Call {BOO} 343-07211 for
prices & orders.

US ROBOTICS

DC HAYES

TA XAN

TP-1

Riteman
Parallel..

160 cps, 8 fonts (including a
correspondance font), parallel &
serial interfaces, friction/ tractor
feed, plus a menu-driven installation for easy set-up from the
control panel. This year';
sleeper. The MT·180 L is the
136 column version
. .. $889.88
MT-16 ) L. ..
MT·180L •••••••••••••• $CALL

300/1200 baud modem with
auto-dial/answer full & half
duplex, LSI technology. Cable
included.
. . $379.88
Password .. . .

SMITH CORONA

IN FORUNNER

<MERICAN
ElG!RESS

IBM Peripherals

Microline 93 (Parallel) . . .. .... ...... . $884.88
Microline 93 (RS-232C) . .. .......... $994.88

Starwriter

The Starwrlter has 40 cps,
true Diablo emulation, on 136
columns. Prlntmaater is the 55
cps version. Serial or parallel
interface.
Starwriter . . . . ....... $1210.88
Printmaster . . ..... .. $1870.88

AutoCat
(300 baud) .. . .•.... $220.88
(1200 baud) .
. . • 8 .....
Apple Cat II
(300 baud) .. . . . .... $310.88
(1200 baud). .. ..... $880.78
Cat
D-Cat (300 baud) . . . .. '180.88
J-Cst (300 baud) ...... '.".88

Lates LSI technology. 0-300
or 1200 baud, auto-dial & auto
answer, full/h alf duplex. Cable &
power supply included. RS232C cable optional.
(300 baud) .. .
. $1119.88
(1200 baud) .......... $4911.88

Orders Only:

No Hidden Charges:
We pay UPS ground shipping
on all our orders, and we never
charge extra for credit cards. We
accept COOs up to $1 000 & add
a $1 0 fee per order. We have a
$50 minimum order. Personal
checks are cleared in 3 weeks.
All our equipment is shipped
with full manufacturer's warranty. We sell only what we are
authorized to se ll to insure full
warranty support, & we're authorized for warranty work on a
number of printers. We also offer
extended warranty plans fo r
many printers.
Sor~,wecannotacceptopen

POs or extend credit/terms at
these prices. APO and foreign
orders are not accepted.
We prepared this ad in June, &
prices do c hange, so call to
verify them.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE ·BOTTOM LINE
MILFORD, NH 03055-0423 0 TELEPHONE (603) 881-9855
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half or more of the royalty money.
Some people argue, however, that
unless the programming is especially creative, Rob occupies essentially
the same role as a ghostwriter and
deserves pay but no royalties. And
what about the programmer brought
in by the publisher-should she get
credit in the promotion? Who pays
for her time?
Rob and Mary have further complicated the question of how to apportion profits (and perhaps increased
their potential profits at the same
time) by taking the product to a software publisher interested in promoting the product beyond the traditional marketing channels. Rob and
Mary's names are used in the promotions, and if the product is a success
they'll soon see Spelldata T-shirts and
little stuffed Dumptrucks in the
stores. How much of the profits do
they deserve for each T-shirt and
stuffed Dumptruck that's sold? And
if Rob and Mary's names become
household words as a result of the
product promotion, how will superstardom affect the royalties they can

demand on their next product?
Walt Wizard, masterful
CA E money handler, and Tom
Brightman,
wellknown program designer, met at one of
those cocktail parties that make big computer shows almost worth attending. It
didn't take them long to realize that they
had the same idea in mind for a new product and that they were a potentially great
team. Th e Wizard knew what had to be
on the screen and in the reports, and Tom
could write the system design specs. The
Wizard would attract the financiers, and
together they could build a company that
would skyrocket if they could move fast
enough. They knew the product's success
depended largely on getting it into the
market very quickly, and the one person
who could do the job was Sam Supercoder, a programming genius at implementing complex ideas in assembly
language. Sam looked at Tom's design
specs, suggested some improvements to
which Tom and the Wizard agreed, and
finished coding in three days, which gave
them the edge they needed. The Wizard
took the finish ed product to a group of
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DECADES OF SERVICE
Washington Computer Services

97 Spring St. , New York , NY10012

",";""01

«(~~~.\'J.~~."~ »)

0$1.1912

TO ORDER : Call our toll-free number (800) 221-5416. In NY Stateand
for technical information: (212) 226-2121 . Hours: 9 AM -5:30 PM (EST)
Monday- Friday TELEX: 12-5606 CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK

NEe

The Professional's Workstation

INCLUDES:
- CP/M
-N-BAS IC-80. 88
- WOR DSTAR
- MULTIPLAN
-H IGH RES. (640 x400)
CAD/CAM GRAPHICS
-MONOC HROME & RGB COLOR
- 5'1." & 8" DISK DRIVES

PLEASE

. serving the data processing & installation needs of business & industry
from micros to mainframes. System houses . educational institutions & governmentat agen·
cies given special consideration. Leasing availabte . N.Y. State agencies . municipalities.
and schools-call us for information on our O.G .S. term contracts on hardware & software .

DEALER and INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES WELCOME
Please ca ll to make an appointment for demonstration of this extraordinary computer at our showroom .
Prices subject to change without notice : call for latest prices . Prices include 3% cash discount. N.Y.
residenls add sales lax . CP/ M· is a Irademark of Digilal Research . All sales subjecllo our slandard
sale conditions (available on request). Above prices do not include customizal ion or installation .
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RacflOShack I RS 80's
Full Line

PC·ssoo

We feel that this uniquely
flexible graphics work station
OPTIONAL
offers a most cost effective
- 8 Mhz 8086 . 16 BIT
microcomputer solution.
-HARD DI SK DRIVE
Please call for prices and a
- SPEEC H SYNTH. & RECOG .
demonstration.
-U GHT PEN
NEC on GSA Contract #G500K830156035
I Do not confuse us with mail order dealers. We area full service distri butor
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venture capitalists who gave the threesome start-up money in return for 49 percent of the company.
In this case, all three will share in
the profits and help determine pricing by virtue of their equity ownership in the company they're building.
But how should the 51 percent share
be split among them? The original
idea came from Tom and the Wizard.
Tom wrote the design specs, but all
of them contributed to the design.
How much is the Supercoder's contribution worth? After all, he got the
product to market within the time
frame.
Susan Smart had been
CA E working as a computer
programmer and systems analyst for a
management consulting
firm during the day and spending all her
spare time designing a microcomputer
software system. When she had a reasonably good plan down on paper, she approached Clyde Dealmaker with her idea.
Clyde convinced a management team to
invest its time and enough money for
Susan's salary and start-up costs on his

Circle 483 on inquiry card .

YOU CAN SAVE money when ~o u buy Radio Shack TRS-80 Com·

puters from Pan American Electronics. Pan American Electronics went into business in 1976 and led the way in bringing consumers original Radio Shack TRS-80 Computers at red uced prices .
NO oth er company has done it longer.
NO other company has done il better and
NO o ther company sell s them for less .

Pan American
Electronics
TOLL FREE NUMBER 800/531-7466
1117 Conway Avenue • Department B
MiSSion , Texas 78572
Phone : 512/ 581-2766
Telex Number 767339
TM - Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Circle 348 on Inquiry card .

assurance that the venture capitalists
would soon be eating out of their hands.
The management team liked Susan's concept but soon came up with an entirely
new user interface for the program that
they felt had a better chance of success.
Susan impraved the design and began
writing code.
As it turned out, Clyde was wrong
about the venture capitalists. The management team, desperate to recoup its investment of time and money, sold the program idea to a hardware vendor, who
would use an in-house software team to
develop it.

research and development. This factor is bound to have some effect on
the price.
Traditional software publishers
such as Ashton-Tate, Digital Marketing, Software Publishing, and Information Unlimited Software offer independent software vendors a variety of choices, among them buy-out
agreements, licensing agreements,
stock offerings, and royalty arrangements. The amount of money publishers are willing to pay depends on
the amount of work done by the
author, anticipated market share, and
In this case, the idea for the pro- . pricing. However, there is no cleargram was Susan's, but the program cut formula. Some software pubchanged considerably after she lishers may be willing to help develop
brought it to Clyde. No coding was a program if the idea has market
done beyond what was needed for a potential, but most prefer to take on
demo, and because Susan was paid a product that's near completion. All
a salary, she assumed little risk. will assume documentation, marketClyde invested time, but no money. ing, distribution, and pricing responThe management team, which con- sibilities.
tributed to the design, invested its
New software producers like Elecown money and time without com- tronic Arts and International Micropensation. Was the vendor's decision computer Software Inc. offer proto buy the program based on the grammers another choice. Some will
management team's interface design promote the authors and give them
or Susan's original concept? Who status and possibly even some conshould profit from the sale?
trol. Electronic Arts calls itself an
"association of electronic artists" and
puts the software authors' names on
Alternate Arrangements
There are probably as many stories the cover of the software package.
as there are programs. Programmers IMSI, for example, lets authors hire
are faced with several complex alter- and fire their product managers.
natives from which to choose, and
Software producers tend to pay
they don't have much help in choos- higher royalties than software pubing. Going to work for a major soft- lishers, but tQe amount of royalties
ware house for a salary and stock op- and advances varies widely. It might
tions is one. This option means a seem that with a software producer
lower risk for the programmer and the programmer can become a
potentially lower gain. Working for a superstar. But what happens when a
start-up company for a salary and producer comes up with the idea or
equity usually translates to higher if he asks a famous mystery writer,
risk and potentially greater gain. Em- sports car driver, or tax analyst to
ployment agents may be able to of- design a product? Will the programmer share equally in the royalties and
fer some help in negotiations.
If, however, a programmer decides fame?
to develop a product, the issues get
muddy. How much is the idea worth? Changing Rules
Clearly, it's not always obvious how
How much are the coding, documentation, marketing, and distribution to divide up the dollars. In the comworth? George Tate of Ashton-Tate, a plex, undefined microcomputer softsoftware publisher that also develops ware industry, the rules change as
in-house software, notes that adver- fast as the technology. Both the
tising and marketing are now by far amount of the royalty and the basis
the biggest costs in bringing a prod- on which royalties are paid vary from
uct to market, exceeding the costs of one publisher to another. Royalties
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can be based on wholesale revenues,
gross profits, or retail prices, and it
takes ~n expert to assess the best arrangement. Unfortunately, however,
a programmer whose expertise lies in
software development cannot become an overnight expert in contract
law, marketing research, and
distribution.
Peter Sinclair of Software Publishing, a company that develops inhouse software and markets software
from independent vendors, says that
the independent software producers
he sees are often naive not because
they haven't done enough background work but because no clearinghouse for information exists. The
book hasn't been written yet. And
while many standards of excellence
exist as guides for programmersproposed graphics standards, communications standards, and even
operating system standards-there
are no established algorithms for the
business and marketing sides that
will guarantee programmers a fair
share of the profits. Many programmers learn the hard way that it's not
unusual for someone else to make a
fortune from their genius.
The book publishing, recording,
and movie industries have agents
and standard contracts. Now agents
are emerging for software authors,
but standards for determining the
value of ideas and programming remain undefined. Programmers as a
group need to exchange information,
perhaps through electronic bulletin
boards and networks as a means of "'
establishing those standards. It might
be worth some programmer's time to
set up a database and begin collecting
information.
Until programmers themselves
begin to address these issues, they
can never be sure of getting just rewards for their work. But programmers would not be the only ones to
benefit from standard business practices. Software houses would have a
more stable basis for determining
prices, and greater price stability
would benefit consumers .•
Barbara Robertson is a technical editor in BYTE's
West Coast Bureau (BYTEIMcGmw-Hi/l, 4th Floor,
425 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111).

If you are an engineer or designer,
film producer or cartographer,
imagery analyst or medical
researcher, or employed in
aerospace, architecture, energy,
education, manufacturing or
medicine ...

enhancement, computer graphics
is making your work more
efficient, your decisions more
cost-effective and your
communications more dynamic
and meaningful.

,

Whatever your profession or
specialty, whatever your current
challenge or ultimate goals,
computer graphics - although
still in its infancy - is already
exerting a profound effect on your
working world.

For all these reasons, and more,
you need Computer GraRhics
World . It's the only mont Iy
magazine that deals exclusively
with computer graphics
applications across a broad
spectrum of interests.
And it's clearly written - from the
user's perspective. For total
reader comprehension . Total
communication. Total impact.

In applications from CAD/CAM
and image processing to
business graphics and mapping

Whether you are a technical or
manufacturing manager, financial
or communications professional,
purchasing agent or company
president or if you are employed
in engineering , exploration,
business systems,
microprocessors, training or
transportation ...
Then computer graphics is vital
to your future. From management
reporting, financial forecasting
and data analysis, to sales,
training and advertising,
computer graphics is
revolutionizing business
information management.

significant savings in cost for art
preparation .. . enormous savings
in time through design flexibility
and productivity.

III

With visual dynamism ...

All these benefits - plus every
technological and commercial
trend - is covered in full by
com~uter GraphiCS World .
Cleary. Succinctly. Memorably.
Every month.
This unique, dynamic magazine
- written from the user's
perspective - provides the
information you need to expand
your industry knowledge, refine
your professional judgment and
target your management
decisions.
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designing, manufacturing or communicating with computer-generated images, then Computer Graphics World
is intended for you.
Because it's unique: the only monthly magazine devoted exclusively to computer graphics
applications in their every possible aspect.
Comprehensive, timely and objective, it covers the who, what,
where, when and why of this burgeoning technology and
exploding industry. The people and products, applications
and insights, trends and events. All the information you
need to maintain your perspective and sharpen your vision
in this brave new world where the only constant appears to
be change.
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A C Language Primer
Part '2: Tool Building in C
by James Joyce
It is difficult to say whether C has become so popular
because it is the major language Unix is written in or
because it is in its own right a clean, small, highly
expressive language. C allows programmers to write programs that package assignment expressions inside a
logical test, as in this example:
/ ..... copy.c Use preprocessor variable for EOF ... " /
#define EOF -1
main ()
{
in! byte;
while ((byte = ge!char()) != EOF)
pu!char (byte);

In this case the while statement makes the program one
executable statement in length. It copies characters until EOF (end of file) is reached. Such economy does have
its disadvantages in that obscure C code is fairly easy
to write. A programming language purist can rightly accuse C of inviting side effects in coding. But to the C
language veteran, the side effects are desirable and
should be treated with proper respect .
The proper C program is organized into functions, one
of w hich must be named main. When a C program executes, control is given to main first . As we saw in Part
I, it is common practice in C to organize particular
aspects of processing into functions called by main.
In this second and final part, we shift our emphasis
from language fundamentals to the important concept
of tool building in C. As we write programs we will be
alert to code that could be packaged into a generalpurpose function and employed in solving more than
one problem.

Arrays of Characters
Because C contains no built-in function to read an

entire line of input, it could be called a rather primitive
language. Yet part of C's elegance and appeal is due to
its encouragement of tool building. You can build a
routine to read a line of input and package it as a function named getline that you can then use whenever the
need arises. The next two examples develop a slightly
modified version of the getline function found on page
26 of Kernighan and Ritchie's book The C Programming
Language (Prentice-Hall, 1978). The first example focuses
on character arrays, and the important work is done in
main.
/ ..... ge!line.c
#define EOF
#define NL
#define EOS
#define LIMIT

To illustrate character arrays - * /
-1

' \fl'

'\0'

/* A * /

1024

main ()
{
int byte, index;
char line[LlMIT];

/* B * /

for ( ;; ) {
/* C * /
for (index = 0; index < LIMIT - 1; index++) { /* 0 * /
if ((byte = getchar()) == EOF) break;
/* E * /
else if (byte == NL) break;
else line[index] = byte;
}
if (byte = = EOF) break;
else if (byte == NL) line(index++] = byte;
line[index] = EOS;
/* F */
printf("%s", line);
}

This example begins by defining several preprocessor
variables; the backslash-zero combination inside single
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc,
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quotes in lin!;! A is C notation for a byte of all zeros, by
convention the en4-of-string ~aker in C. In C, any single
byte of data inside single quotes tells the compiler to use
the value of the byte an int~ger. Character strings are
enclosed in double quotes, as they are in the pri!1tf statements used in earlier examp~es.
In line F the end-of-string' marker is assigned following the last character in the array just before it is printed.
The %s format code indicates that the line is a character
string. To verify that the zero byte is needed, run this
example withoq.t lines A and F. Be sure ~o enter more
than one line in assessing the effect of not having the
end-of-string marker.
Line B shows how arrays are 4eclared in C. The
brackets distinguish arrays from functions. As mentioned
in Part I, a preprocessor variable is used to specify the
array bounds; thus you can easily c):lange the value
throughout the program simply by changing the preprocessor command. '
Line C shows a for loop that, undisturbed, will run
forever. You can exit the loop using the break command
if the end-of-file character is reached. Note that break
on end-af-file occurs twice here, once to exit the for loop
in line 0, and once to exit the for loop in line C.
The for loop peginning with line 0 gets one character
at a time and puts it into th~ array. The value of index
starts at zero' because arrays in C start at zero. The limit
of the array must be adj~sted down by one to compensate. The expre!lsion LIMIT-1 is calculated only once,
at compile time.
There are three conditions for exiting this inner loop:
if the array is full, as tested for in line D; upon reaching
end-of-file, as in line E; ap.d upon reading a newline character. If these conditiqns do not exist, the byte is added
to the array.
.
The next example illustrates the use of arrays as function arguments. The code in the inner loop of the
previous example ' is the heart of the next version of
getline. Preprocessor variables are defined in getline
because they are u~ed there, although they could have
been defined with ttte others at the beginning of the code
'
for main.

"S

/* - getline2.c To package getline as a ~unction - * /

#define ALLDONE 0
#define LIMIT 1024
main()
{
char string[LlMIT];
while (getline(string, LIMIT) 1= ALLDONE)
prin!f("%s", string);

getline(line, toobig) /* - To read a line into an array - * /
#define NL '\[1'
290
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Autocode:
The easiest way
to get dBASE II
to work for youguaranteed

This powerful
program g e nerator for
dBASEII TM is availabl e
for all CP/ M 80, 86 or CP/ M
operating systems d erivatives
suc h as MS/DOS or PC/DOS, as well
as any Z80 or 8080/ 8085 systems, a s in:
APPLE, IBM/ Pc' KAYPRO, NORTHSTAR, OSBORNE,
SUPERBRAIN, TELEVIDEO, VICTOR 9000, ETC; 8" STANDARD.

• No prior knowledge of dBASE II TM required
• CP/MTM& MS DOSTM operating systems
• Very easy to learn. Autocode asks you what
._-------1 you want to do in menu form .
• The code produced
FordBASE II
impresses the most experienced
.-....._ ....... programmer.
M ANUAL

Automatic menu &. sub m4:1onl~ ~
Automatic data entr,y
Automatic data entry
String. numeric.
&.
calculated fields
• Automatic
re p orts
• Automatic programs in dBASE IFM
cod e with interactive screens
•
•
•
•

ONLY $195.

AXEL JOHNSON CORPORATION

STEMMOS DIVISION
666 Howard Street, San Franc isco, CA 94105 / Tel: (41 5) 777- 3800

Just send the following to address above today.
• Your d iskette format & hardware
• How many Autocodes you want
at $195 each '
• Your name & complete address
• A check or money order.

•

Credn card buyers may substitute
thetr card number and expiration
date for the check. Or ca ll us toll free
and save the trip to Ihemail box.

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
Try AUTOCODE Risk Free
The AUTOCODE 1 Program Gene ra tor you receive will
be complete and unabridged. Use it for 30 days. If
for any reason whatsoever you decide it's not for you.
re turn it to us and we w ill g ladly refund your money
(less shipping). No q uestions asked.

'In CA odd 6% sales tax.

FOR ORDERS, TECH SUPPORT OR INQUIRIES: 800- 262-8800

Dealer inquiries invited.

Or order to ll free 800-227 -1617 (Ext. 417)/ ln CA call 800-772-3545 (Ext. 417)
tBM IS a registered trademark of Internationot Business Machines, tnc.
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dBASE II'" Ashton Tote.

CPIM is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

Autocode 1'" Stemmos Lid.
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#define EOS '\0' .
#define EOF -1
char line[ ];
int toobig;

/* G * /

int byte, i;
for (toobig-- , i=O;
i < toobig &&
(byte = getchar()) != EOF &&
(byte != NL);
++i) {
liner i] = byte;
}
if (byte == NL) liner i++ ] = byte;
line[ i] = EOS;
return( i);

/* H * /

/* I */

The parameters of getline are defined in line G and the
subsequent line. Note that these declarations are made
before the brace that contains the body of the function .
The declaration for line as a character array lacks a
number in the brackets because the true array will be
handed to getiine, and its length will have been determined in main .
Parameters in C are passed not as addresses of locations in the calling routine, as in many languages, but
as their values. Consequently, values given to getline may
be changed by code in getline without affecting their
counterparts in main . If we pass simple arguments, such
as the constant 1024 or a variable such as byte, a copy of
the value is given to the function . If we pass an array,
however, the address of the array is passed to the function rather than the contents of the array.
One consequence of this approach is that we can write
getline as we did, but if we wrote a similar functionsay, getbyte(byte)-we would hand the function the current
value of byte as a parameter and, upon return, the value
would be unchanged. To programmers this means that
functions return only one value, and that is through the
return statement. All values passed as parameters become
copied into areas local to the function. If you pass an
array as a parameter, you will actually be passing a
pointer to the array (that is, its address) . We'll return to
this in the section introducing pointers in C.
Now let's look at what the user would see as the program code is being compiled.
$ cc -v

-0 getline getline2.c
getline 2.c;
Preprocessing
Compiling
Assembling
Loading
$

PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER AGAINST
GLITCHES, SPIKES,
TRANSIENTS, AND DIPS.

Who knows what evil lurks inside
the typical AC power outlet?
We do.

Voltages that fluctuate, sine
waves that distort, and a wide variety of electronic noise caused by
disturbances on the line.
For a computer memory, any
one of those problems could be
the end of the line. And foryou perhaps the end of several hours of
programming, calculations, or
word processi ng .
That's why you need the Gould
Personal Conditioner.'M It's a compact, inexpensive version of the
line conditioners we sell to large

computer users.
The Personal Conditioner'M eliminates voltage surges and dips,
and filters out power line noise. Yet
it's only 7% inches wide, 3% inches
high, and costs just $150.
A small price to pay for such important protection.
For the name of your local computer dealer who carries the Personal Conditioner,'M call Toll Free
800-854-2658. In California, (619)
291-4211. Gould Inc., Power Conversion Division.

GOULD
Electronics
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The first line asks that cc (the C Compiler) be run, with
the option -v indicating that each stage of the compilation process is to be reported as it is entered. The -0 option tells cc that the executable version of the program
is to be stored in a file named gelline. When the processing is complete, the shell returns with its prompt: $.
To execute the program you need only type its name
and press the Return key. Then give it some data:

$ gelline
This is some normal data.
This is some normal data.
$
Here a line of data was typed, followed by a Return and
then the end-of-file signal Control-D. Two lines appear
because the first line is the Unix shell's transcript of what
you typed and the second line is getline's output.
In the example that follows, a line is typed, but instead
of pressing Return, Control-D is typed at the end of the
line:

of what you typed runs on the first >, getline's output
continues on the same line until the second >, and the
shell's prompt appears at the end of the line. On a video
terminal, the cursor would be waiting at the end of the
line for you to type another command line.

The Switch and System Statements
The last control structure we'll discuss is switch, which
allows a multi-way decision via an elegant construct. We
introduce switch with the system statement, which enables
you to issue commands to the host operating system
from your C program. Our example issues Unix commands, but that's because the system on which the pro·
gram runs is Unix. Properly implemented, the system
function simply hands the host operating system a
pointer to a character string containing a command, then
returns control to the user's program. The example that
follows is a simple but suggestive help program for C
programmers.
/* ... switch.c Demonstrate switch command and system call ... */

#define
#define
#define
#define

$ getline

Here I type Control·D > Here I type Control·D >$
Everything seems run together, but that is because we
typed Control-D instead of Return. The shell's transcript

BLANK' ,
EOF

-1

NL
TAB

, \n'

, \1'

main()

IBM PC-B0875UPPOHTFROM MICROWARE
87 FORTRAN/RTOS'" is a full ANSI77 subset with 8087 extensions. It generates
in line 8087 code allowing use of all 8087
data types, including 32, 64 and 80 bit reals
and 64 bit integers. The complete subset I/ O
is supported including Internal and External
Files and List Directed I/O. Exceptions allow
the generation of recursive subroutines,
interrupt handlers and can cause interrupts
from FORTRAN. 87FORTRAN/ RTOS uses
the Intel large memory model, allowing datal
code structures which utilize the full megabyte. The compiler provides direct access to
8088 ports and supports logical operations
on 8 and 16 bit operands normally treated in
assembly language. 87FORTRAN/ RTOS is
ideal for applications which are number intensive or control hardware. 95% of all "main
frame" size programs compile and run without extensive editing. The price includes
support for one year and RTOS .. ..... $1350
RTOS'· -

87PASCAL/RTOS'"

is th e most
powerful compiler available to PC users at
this time. II is an ISO-Standard Pasca( with
8087-8088 exceptions. These make it possible to use all the 8087 data types directly,
while generating modules in one of the three
Intel Memory Models. Modules produced
using different memory models can be interfaced and linked This gives the user complete control of the memory model/speed
trade off characteristic of iAPX cpu's. All
exceptions to the ISO definition are clearly
marked with a grey background in a manual
which is a standard of the industry, and more
readable than many tutorials. The compiler
makes it possible to cause or handle interrupts. It also reads ports and performs all the
tasks necessary to control iAPX-86 hardware.
Use of 87PASCAL guarantees you upward
co mpatibility with future Intel processors and
languages. Includes RTOS. . . .
. $1350

Real Time Operating System

RTOS is a MicroWare configured version of iRM X-86, Intel's legendary real time operating
system. This DOS is entirely re-entrant and provides many features found only on mainframes. It
includes the Intel Assembler, ASM-86, which supports the 8086, 8087, 8088 and 80186. All
modules produced by the compilers or ASM-86 are combined, loaded and managed with the
Utilities LlNK-86, LOC-86 and LlB-86. These products make it possible to load modules
anywhere in RAM, and resolve external references between runtime modules. Overlays with a
single root job are supported by the linker. Binding of modules is accomplished at link or load
time. RTOS/ ASM-86/LlNK-86/ LOC-86/ LlB-86. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... ... . $600
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MicroWare 8081Products
87MACRO'" .

the key to writing 8087
assembly language routines using the IBM
assembler. It contains a complete library of
standard 8087 routines . .. .............. $150

87BASIC'" -

includes patches for
BASCOM.COM, BASCOM.LlB and
BASRUN.EXE and the MicroWare 8087
runtirne routines . .. . . . . .. .. .. .
. .. .. $1 50

87PASCAL"'/87 FORTRAN'" 8087 libraries and IBM compiler patches,
either for .. . .. .. ... .. ..... . ........ .... $1 50
MATRIXPAK - assembly language
matrix routines callable from any 8087
compatible IBM compiler. Allows userspecified very large matrices. Size is limited
by available ram . . . .
. ...... $1 50

87FASTPAK'" - includes your choice
of one MicroWare runtime )ibrary, the 87/88
Guide, an 8087, and installation instructions..... ... ... .. ....... . ....
. . $375
8087 CHIp· in stock ..
.. $223
87/88GUIDE - an excellent tutorial on
writing 87/ 88 code and interfaCing it with
compilers-full of code that runs!. ...... . . $30
SuperSoft Fortran.
. .. 340
SuperSoft 87 drivers . . . .
. ...... 50
STSC APL *PLUS/ PC ..... .. .... . ...... 595
Microsoft Fortran 3.4 .. . ....
. . . . 340
Microsoft Pascal 3.4 ..................... 340
Microsoft Business Basic Compiler ..... 495
Microsoft C Compiler . .
. ... . ... 450
CI/ C86 ...............
. ... 345
64K Ram sets ........ . ..
. .... 64
Sandstar Expansion Boards
. ....... call
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Incubation Complete

A Third Generation is Born-

.
sac .
sao

A zao based microcomputer board with memory and I/O functions
Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard

.4/618 MHz Z80 A/8 / H*

(Pictured above)

• Supports CP/M® Plus
• operates as bus master Islave for multi-user, multi-processor architecture.
64K on board memory, dual ported, parity checked
• 2 serial ports, 1 full SASI port
• Alii 10 drivers on board
• Memory management
• Full 24 bit address capability
• 3-16 bit CTC's

ExpandoRAM IV - Random access memory board
utilizing 64K or 256K NMOS RAM chips
• Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard
• 256K capacity with 64K chips
• 1024K capacity with 256K chips
• Error checking and correction (2 bit detection, 1 bit correction)
• On board refresh
• supports both 8 and 16 bit data transfers
• 24 bit addressing

SD300- A new series of compact vet expandable 5-100
microcomputers.
• compact size approximately 4" x 14" x 17"
• 6 Slot motherboard
• Rugged metal enclosure
• Supports up to 5 users
OEM Version: Designed for ease of Integration and maximum flexibility
• Z80 CPU
• 256KRAM
• versafloppy II with free CP/M Plus™
Dlscless Version: An Ideal high performance system for disk Intensive
applications. Eliminates disk walt states for spread sheets, spelling checkers,
and network operation. Utilizes SDsystems RAM Disc and ROMOlsc modules.

VFW-J: A single board controller for flOPPY and
Winchester diSk drives:
• Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard. Free copy of
CP/M Plus™ Included' Up to 4 floppies and three Winchester drives may be controlled by VFW-3 • Data
transfers to and from board under DMA or programmed 110 control' supports 24 bit address space.
CP/M PIUS- :hlgh performance single user
operating system .
• CP/M® 2.2. compatible-no modlflcatlonl • When
used with sDSystems 256K memory board speeds are
up to 7 times faster than CP/M® 2.2. ' High performance file system· MP/M® II file password protection • Time and date stamps on flies· Support for 1 to
16 banks of RAM. support for 1 to 16 drives of up to
512 MB each' Easy to use system utilities with HELP
facility. Powerful batch facility. Sophisticated programmer utilities.

RAM DiSC 256: A solid state disk emulator that
greatly Increases system performance by eliminating
disk walts In disk Intensive applications. Excellent for
spreadsheets, spelling checkers and software
development.
• 256K capacity. 1 mb total bus capacity' CP/M® 2.2,
PLUSTM compatible' 1/0 port addresses user selectable' storage locations addressed by on board 20 bit
counter. On board refresh.

_

ROM Disc 128: An EPROM board that replaces a
floppy disk drive for the purposes of booting CP I M®
and loading application programs.
• Provides non VOlatile, permanent storage of programs and data' Utilizes 2732 or 2764 EPROMS, (16
max) • 128K capacity per board. 512K system capacity
• Use with SDSystems RAMDlsc to configure a stand
alone or network dlscless system' CPIM Plus™
available In eproms • Serial port provided .

CPI MOO 2.2 and CPI M PlusTM are registered t rademarkes of Digital Research. Inc.

S DS Y STEMS
A Syntech Company

• Z80 product of Zilog Corp.

I

10111 Miller Road • Dallas, Texas • (214) 340-0303 • TLX·682 9016
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greet( )
int byte

=

0;

greet( );
if ((byte

= getresp()) == EOF) system ("exit");

pri ntf(" \ nil);
switch (byte) {
case' c ': system
case ' b ': system
case' I': system
case ' m ':system
default: system
break
}

printf(" \n");
printf("Online help for C programmers: \n \n");
printf("Type For help about \n");
pn.ntf(" ----------------------------------------------------------------------- \ n,,).,
printf(" b the C beautifier program \n");
printf(" c the C compiler \n");
printf(" I the lint program to help portability \n");
printf(" m the make program to maintain code \n");
printf(" \n Your request? ");

("man cc"); break;
("man cb"); break;
("man lint"); break;
("man make"); break;
("echo Uh - please rerun the program");

getresp () 1*--- Get nonwhite character from input --- * I
{
int byte;
for (;;) {
if ((byte = getchar()) == EOF) break;
else if ((byte != BLANK) &&
(byte != TAB) &&
(byte != NL)) break;
}
return (byte);

The function greet is just what its name implies and
need not be discussed in further detail here. The packaging of getresp into a function may seem unnecessary,
but it was done primarily to make a point about the
human engineering of software. Some users of interactive programs type a space or even press Return before
entering a response, just as someone about to give a talk
in front of a group may blow into the microphone before
speaking. Good human engineering of software allows
for such responses. While we're on the subject of human
engineering of software, note, too, the space after the
question mark inviting a request. The space not only
makes the message more readable but makes it more inviting to answer than if the space were not there.
Upon return from getresp the value of byte is tested and,

ALF COpy SERVICE
1315F Nelson Street

Denver, CO 80215

(303) 234-0871

FAST • RELIABLE • . LOW COST
If you produce software, ALF's disk copying service Is the 'Quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Most orders are shipped in
less than a week. Every disk we copy is verified bit by bit and guaranteed
100% flawless.
We can copy virtually
formats: Apple II (Including
Apple III, Atarl, IBM PC, ...... vnrror
Zenith Z-90 and Z-100, a
formats.
Our "no frills" pricing
need-set-up charges star
side. (See blank disk prlc s
counts available for large 0
r.
Of course, we have the fri ll tao. la el...-application, 3·hole vinyl pages,
printing of labels and sleeves, shrink packaging, heat sealing, and much
more. We can put your product In G stomlzed package-vinyl folder or
IBM-style binder/slip case-for a ow pr ce in smali or large quantities.
ALF Is one of the oldest and most rusted names In the duplication
business. ALF designs and ma ufactu es copying machines that other
copying services and software p blishe s around the world rely on every
day. Our complete understand in! of du lication technology assures you
of the finest reproduction avalla Ie.
We're eager to solve your uplica on and packaging problemswhether you want one service r
total package. Give us a cali
today I
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BLANK DISKS
ALF buys large quantities of
disks for our disk copying serviceand we can pass our savings on to
you. If you 're buying hundreds of
disks, ALF is your ideal source for
top quality disks at a reasonable
price. We buy our disks in bulk
packages, avoiding the expense of
fancy printing and labeling.
The disks listed below are 51/4 ",
si ngle sided, double density (except
as noted), unlabeled, with hub reinforcement ring. Other disks are
available, call for details.

3M
MEMOREX
NASHUA
NASHUA

$165
$165
$160
$140

VERBATIM

$190 per 100

(singl e density)

per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

Without sleeves: add $2.50
shipping per 100.
With tyvek sleeves: add $7 plus
$2.50 shipping per 100.
Packed in boxes of 10 with tyvek
sleeves: add $15 plus $3.00
shipping per 100.

TE K

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

2213/2215/2235
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

Now 60 MHz or 100 MHz Tek quality
is just a free phone call away!

Tek has expanded its
best-selling 2200 scope line
up to 100 MHz. And brought
it all as close as your
phone. Te k's revolutionary,
reduced-component architecture brings unprecedented
quality, reliability and affordability to the 60 MHz 2213
and 2215, and now, the
100 MHz 2235 .
All three of these lightweight
(13.5 lb.) scopes feature 2 mV/
di v vertical sensitivity and
5 ns/div sweep speeds , plus a
complete trigger system for
stable triggering on digital,
analog or vi deo waveforms.
Scopes with a comprehensive 3-year warranty· ...
probes ... and expert advice.
One free call gets it all! You
can order, or obtain literature ,
through the Tek National

2213

2215

Bandwidth

60 MHz

60 MHz

100 MHz

No. of Channels

2

2
Yes

2

Alternate Sweep
VertlTrig B/W Limit

2235

Yes-20 MHz
Yes

Single Sweep
Accuracy: VertlHorz

+ Trigger View

Yes

Delay Jitler
Trigger'g Sensitivity

3%
1:5,000

3%
1:10,000

2%
1:20,000

0.4 div at 2 MHz

0.4 div at 2 MHz

0.3 div at 10 MHz

Input R-C

1MO-30pf

1MO - 30pf

1MO-20pf

Vari able HoldoH

4: 1
$ 1200 t

4:1

10:1

$1450 t

$1950t

Price

Marketing Center, Technical
personnel , expert in scope
applications , will answer your
questions and expedite delivery. Direct orders include
operating and service manuals, two 10X probes , 15-day
return policy, and worldwide
service back-up.

Order toll-free:
1-800-426-2200
Ext. 28
In Oregon call collect:
(503) 627-9000 Ext. 28
t Price fO.B . Beaverton, OR.
-3-year warranty includes CRT and applies to 2000
family oscilloscopes purchased aHer 1/1/83 .
Scopes are UL Listed. CSA and VDE approved.
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Business at BundtweiHer Brass Beds is booming!
And now that Friday!'s here
to help out, I've got everything
under control.
Friday!'s the revolutionary new microcomputer
information management system from Ashton-Tate, the
people who invented dBA5E II\lil
It came in Tuesday, and
it took me almost no time at
all to get the hang of it because
Friday! works with me, not
against me. I've already turned
stacks and stacks of paper files
into much more efficient "electronic files:' And
it's so easy to use that even Mr. BundtweiHer
can do it.
50 now, no matter what Mr. Bundtweiller
needs to know-no matter when he needs it- he
or I can find it in seconds.
The names and commissions earned by
our top 25 salesrersons since January 1st.
The tota number of #3455 Brass Beds
sold year-to-date, by region.
,
A quick report on our cash receivables.
Or the special report for the Board of
.
Directors meeting this afternoon. Mr. Bundtweiller forgot to tell me about it until just before
lunch, btit Friday! and I got it done in no time at
all. It looks gorgeous!
Friday! even knows how to keep private
or confidential information to itself unless I ask
for it using a special password.
Friday! 's helped me say goodbye to paper
shuffling forever. It's terrific for inventory and
invoices and paychecks and input screens and
reports. It works with dBA5E II®and 1-2-31 and
Word5taf files. And the way it handles mailing
lists and labels is just fantastic.
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All for just $295 (suggested retail price).
It's worth it for the mailing lists alone.
50 if you need some good, reliable help
to handle just about everything that needs
handling around your office, for my money it's
Friday! any day of the week.
For the name and location of the Friday!
dealer nearest you, contact Ashton-Tate,
10150 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230.
Or better yet, just call (213) 204-5570 ,
today a!ld find out why so many ~~~e~,
are saymg: T.G.I.F.
r ~_
™

ASHTON .TA1E
©Ashton·Tate 1983.
Friday! run s under CP/MJ·80, CP/M-86, PC-DOS' and MS-DOS?
Friday! is a trademark and dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate
1-TM Lotus Corp. 2-TM Micropro. 3-Registered TM Digi ta) Resea rch.
4-TM IBM Corp. 5-TM Microsoft.
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if it is an end-of-file character, the function system executes the Unix command, given as a character string,
"exit" . The exit system call to Unix is the usual way of terminating a process. The other system calls are to print
pages from the Unix Programmer's Manual or to use echo
to print a message to the user. Though printf could have
been used instead of a system call to echo, the point was
to illustrate system . Of particular note is that the shell
scans the command it is given for metacharacters, except character-delete and line-kill, just as if the command
had been keyed at your terminal.
The switch statement evaluates the expression in
parentheses-which must evaluate to an int-and transfers control to the case matching the value, resuming execution with the statement following the case keyword.
For example, if byte contains a c, it will match the first
case, and the system call will be to print the manual pages
for cc, the C compiler. The break statement afterwards
keeps execution from continuing with the next system call
to print the pages for cb, the C beautifier program.
You might think of switch as switching you to a matching case, where execution resumes. The case values mark
places in the code, like labels, to which control is transferred. By pairing a break with each case, you isolate each
case's treatment. The default keyword in a switch catches
all other instances beyond the ones matched earlier. If
default is not in the switch, unmatched cases cause no action, as if the switch were not there. As Kernighan and
Ritchie note in their discussion of switch, it is best always
to put a break after the last case, so that if a new case is
added later execution will not accidentally "fall through"
to the newly added case .

the message to be printed.
Line C gives us some insight into how printf works as
a function . The control string we give to printf is stored
away by the C compiler, and its address is given as the
first argument to printf. As a result, printf sees just what
any function in C sees-a list of values; here, the list contains a pointer to character string. We can take this point
one step further:
/* --- point2.c More on pointer variables --- */
#define NL ' \n'
main()
{
char *message;
message = "Hello, world!%c";
printf(message, NL);

/* 0 * /
/* E */

In this example, we use the control string pointed to
by message to print the newline character. The %c is replaced by ' \n', just as if the character string had appeared in the call to printf. So you've already seen
pointers in C several times so far without knowing it!
Pointers are common in C programs that manipulate
strings or arrays. Here is an adaptation of the function
that copies a string, from Kernighan and Ritchie's book.
/* --- strcopy.c Pointers used to copy a string --- */
#define BIG 1024

Pointers
To some people, an aura of mystery surrounds
pointers, as though there were some trick to them.
Pointers are variables that have addresses as their values,
just as an integer variable has integers as its legal values
or a character variable has characters as its legal values.
The following example is a version of hello.c that has been
rewritten to introduce pointers.

main()
{
char *original, copy[BIG];

I*A*/

original = "This will repeat once. \n";
strcopy(copy, original);
printf(original);
pri ntf( copy);

/* --- pOint.c To introduce pointer variables --- */
main()
{
char *message;
message = "Hello, world! \n";
printf(message);

strcopy(tostr, fromstr)
/* A * /
/*

B */

char *tostr, *fromstr;
{
while ( *tostr+ +

/ * use: fromstr is copied to tostr */

*fromstr++)

/* C * /

The declaration in line A places an asterisk before
message, indicating that message is a pointer to a character
variable. In line B, what looks to be the assignment of
a character string to message is the assignment of the address of the literal "Hello, world! \n" to message. There are
no operations on entire arrays or strings in C. In line C
the only argument is message, indicating the address of

Line A draws attention to the close relationship between arrays and pointers. Here original is a pointer to
a character string and copy is a declared array. Yet in the
call to strcopy the names appear side by side, and in the
definition of strcopy both are declared as pointers to characters. Array references in C translate to pointers to the
array plus the appropriate offset.
September 1983 © BYTE Publicati ons Inc.
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The work in strcopy is done in the condition for the
while-yet another instance of the terse code often found
in C programs. We will read it from the inside outward.
The character pointed to by fromstr (think of the asterisk
as representing the phrase "pointed to by") is copied to
a location pointed to by tostr. After this copy is done, the
two pointers, tostr and fromstr, are incremented. The value
assigned also becomes the value of the expression in
parentheses. When the end-of-string marker is copied
to tostr, its value, 0, becomes the value of the expression
for the while. In C this means "false;' and the while loop
ends. The semicolon marking the body of the while is
lined up under the w to tell a human reader that the
body of the while is empty.
You might want to alter this program to see what happens when both copy and original are declared as pointers.
The run-time errors are amusing enough to encourage
several tries. If copy is declared as a pointer rather than
as an array, the value it contains is undefined; where
it will store the characters assigned in the function is
anyone's guess. You might run this version through lint,
which checks the style of programs, to see what it thinks
of the code.
Next, let's look at how a function can return a pointer
to a character string. The function in the next example
is a model for functions that, given an integer, might
return· the corresponding month or part-name or job
title-the uses are many, and the present example is
perhaps one of the simplest. As indicated in line A, the

In Texas Orders
Questions & Answers
1-713-392-0747

function's type must be declared in main if it returns noninteger values.
/* --- weekday.c Introduce static variables and? : construct --- */
main()

/* A * /

char *weekday();
printf("1 was born on a %s \n", weekday(4));

char *weekday(number) /* --- return pOinter to name of weekday ---*/
int number;

{
static char *day[] =
"Oopsday",
"Monday",
"Tuesday",
"Wednesday",
''Thursday'',
"Friday",
"Saturday",
"Sunday",
};
return( (number < 1 II number
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/* B * /

> 7) ? day[O] : day[number]);
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The function weekday returns a pointer to character
data, and it must be declared as such. Until now, our
functions that returned anything returned integers, the
default in C. The strategy behind weekday is that the integer will be the index into an array of pointers pointing
to character strings containing the names of weekdays.
That is, the value of day[4] is the address of the character
string Thursday.
The declaration of day as an array of pointers to
character data has several aspects worth noting. First is
the word static, which refers to the storage class for the
array of pointers. Normally in C, local variables in functions are allocated each time the function is called and
deallocated when the function is exited. These are
automatic variables. If you want the variables in a function to remain allocated after the function is exited, you
must specify that the variables be static.
We certainly want the names of the weekdays and their
pointers to stay around. If they disappeared after the
return from the first call, subsequent calls would not
have them or would have to reinitialize the array. C circumvents this by prohibiting aggregate initialization of
automatic variables. If you omit the static declaration, the
C compiler will complain, and compilation will not be
successful.
The number of elements in the array is not specified
within the brackets. Because the array is initialized in
its declaration, the compiler will count the number of
elements and allocate that much space. Again, you
should note that pointers to the names are the values being stored in the array day rather than the names
themselves.
The return statement contains a rarity in programming
languages, a ternary (three-item) operation. Parts one
and two are separated by a question mark, and parts two
and three by a colon. The expression in parentheses is
evaluated, and if its value is true, part two is executed.
If the expression is not true, part three is executed. This
is similar to an if-else construct, but it is working at the
level of an expression rather than as a full-fledged control structure. The condition tests whether number is outside the range of a valid weekday number (between 1
and 7), and, if so, returns a pointer to the string Oopsday. Otherwise it returns a pointer to the name of the
weekday. The ? : construct is both powerful and compact. You might rewrite weekday without it to see how
much less readable the code becomes.

Structures
Structures did not enter the language until 1973, but
they cap the major developments of C. A structure is
like a record in Pascal or levels in COBOL Data Division
entries. These next examples show a transcript of part
of a Unix session using Mark Horton's script utility to
record what appeared on the video display. Here a program using structures is listed using the cat command
(think of cat as being short for "copy all text"), then compiled, and finally run to produce the output of three

names and telephone numbers.

'* struct.c

Show an array of structures ---

*,

main()

{
static struct list {
char *name;
char * number;
} phones[3] = {
':Jim Joyce" , "415-621-6415",
"Time"
, "415-767-2676",
"Story"
, "415-626-6516"
};
int i;

I*A*'

1*8*'

for (i=O; i<3; itt)
printf("%12s %12s \n",
phones[ i ].name, phones[ i ].number);

The program listing starts with the by-now-familiar
comment line having as its first word the name of the
file-the absolute minimum that good documentation
practice requires. Line A begins the structure's definition. The keyword struct announces that a structure is being defined. It is a static variable, and the structure will
be initialized at compile time. We recently saw a variable
declared static; now we can state a generality about initializing arrays and structures: automatic structures and
arrays cannot be initialized. If you try to compile this
example without the keyword static, the C compiler will
complain:
"struct.c", line 9: no automatic aggregate initialization

The name list at first looks like a variable but is really
a structure tag. Using a structure tag, you can declare
other variables as being a structure having the form
described in the structure tagged list, without having to
enumerate the members. The structure has two
members, both pointers to characters: name and number.
Line B names the structure as phones, and we note that
phones is an array. What we have created is an array of
structures. Others might simply call phones a table.
The assignment operator here, as in the previous example, indicates that the variable phones is to be initialized. The three lines following are pairs of strings; the
C compiler will store them somewhere safe and then put
their addresses in the structure members, the first corresponding to name and the second to number. The
elements are separated by commas, with each "line" of
the structure on its own line; this format helps readability.
In the printf statement we see how to access the
members of the structure. The name of the structure is
given first, then a period to separate the two tokens, and
then the member name. This example is admittedly contrived to show a simple example of a structure and how
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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NEW!

to access members_ We could have written the print! as

M-ftSOOO

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

printf("%12s, %12s \n", phones[i]);
with the same result.
Quite apart from the topic of structures is the control
string for the print!. The %12s specifies that the output
string is to be 12 characters long. Surprisingly, the strings
are justified at the right margin in the field, as we see
in the resulting output:

16 bit Motorola 68000 CPU operating at 5 MHz or \0 MHz. 20K of on
board fast static RAM. 16K bytes of on board EPROM space. 7
autovectored interrupts, 3 memory / device expansion buses, 2 serial
communication ports (RS-232 C). 16 bit bidirectional parallel port.
5-16 bit counter / timers with vectored interrupt and time of the day
clock. On board monitor allows to download and debug programs
generated on APPLE II . TRS-80 and CP 1M using our M68000 Cross
Assembler.

PRICE:
M68K Bare board with documentation ................... _....... ..... $ 99.95
M68MON monitor & mapping PROM·s ................................ S 135.00
M68000-6 CPU .... ........... ......... _..... .... .. .......... ..... .. ... ......... S 95.00
M68K Parts Kit. ............................ .... ........................ ... .. ... S249.00
M68000 Cross Assembler ..................... .......... ...... _.... .... .... S 125.00
M68K Documentation only ...... . _.............. .............. ............ $ 15.00
Shipping & handling (Domestic) .... S 3.50
(foreign) .... S 15.00
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 % TAX

EMS ~~::::!:;!ter

P.o . BOX 16 11 5.

IHVJNE. CA()27 1 :~ 6 11 5
(7 14 ) S[): ~ (ll :n

Systems

....-i5l)-----,
comilutc~;:cCl-ni-(

68000-CPU for APPLEBUS
Now waiting has an end. For all computers with
APPLEBUS a 68000 system is available.
Using UNIX is possible. Through
a universal memory expansion
and multi interface
you get a multi
user systems
for a low price.
• 68000 CPU with 7 Mhz clock frequency
• 128 KB RAM you can also use as a pseudodisk
• memory expansion to 1 MB obtainable
• Interrupthandling 6502 - 68000
• 14 bit timer from 20 fols to 163ms
• comfortable fullscreen Editor Assembler
Available software: Editor Assembler DOS 3.3
Forth for 68000 (with DOS 3_3)
Pascal-, Basic-, Fortran (with UCSD-operating system)
Compiler for 68000
CP/M-68K with C-Compiler
AP 20 Intemex with 68000 CPU and 128K RAM
650$
AP 26 Memory expansion for AP 20 256K RAM
extendable tolMb RAM
720$
Prices for Software for inquiry
i3)COlil~;:i:~~nH
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$ cc -0 struct struct.c
$ struct
Jim Joyce 415-621-6415
Time 415-767-2676
Story 415-626-6516
$

This format conversion is simply part of print!. To have
the string output justified at the left margin, we would
write %-12s. Page 147 of Kernighan and Ritchie's book
details the options.

Going Further in C
By now you have seen quite a bit of the programming
language C, but not all of it by any means. As you may
have noticed, the examples have gradually increased in
complexity and sophistication. By now you should have
enough experience with the language to write useful programs and to learn more of the language from Kernighan
and Ritchie_ Among the topics you will want to read
more about are preprocessor facilities, structures, and
the Unix system interface. You might consider adopting
the approach that has guided the examples you have
seen here; that is, write programs for yourself that focus
on the language feature you are learning. Then, once
your example is working, modify it to introduce
deliberate errors so you will recognize them later.
Another valuable tool for learning C is Alan Feuer's
The C Puzzle Book: Puzzles for the C Programming Language
(Prentice-Hall, 1982). When you get a copy, be sure to
add the missing right brace at the end of the program
on page 53_ Then key in each example and run it, taking care to include spaces, tabs, and blank lines where
Feuer puts them.
The puzzles in Feuer's book are working programs that
illustrate the major aspects of the language: operators,
basic types, included files, control flow, programming
style, storage classes, pointers and arrays, structures, and
the preprocessor. The second half of the book offers a
step-by-step discussion of just what the programs do,
with helpful diagrams for the puzzles about pointers_
Do let me know about other simple examples of C constructs that should be shared, and there may be a followup article in the future .•
James Joyce is president of International Technical Seminars Inc. (520 Waller
St ., San Francisco, CA 94117) and founder of the Unix Bookstore.
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-;:-No requirement to define
formats or data before entry

-::-Fast data access through special indexing
~~ Oata structune accessible in BASIC
-: ~ Quick and easy field neorganization
-::-Space saving compression utility
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~~ Virtual information facility
~:-I ndex on any list of fields

Base1 ™is a database fo r
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We do.
And now you can too: The most powerful
multi-processing CPU board you can buy. The
world's first 256K static RAM memory board .
And the most sophisticated hard disk controller
board available.

Run 8 .. bit CP/M 80* and 16 .. bit CP/M 86*
simultaneously in a single or multi .. user
environment. $895.
Now you can upgrade to 16-bit without forsaking your investment in 8-bit software . Octagon's
plug-and-play CPU Board 8/16™ is a complete
computer-on-a-board with all this :
• Dual processors: 4MHz NSC-800 (executes full
Z80* instruction set) and 8MHz 8088.
• Intel 8272 floppy disk controller with 24-bit DMA.
Runs up to four 5%" or 8" floppies in any combi nation at the same time.
• 8K PROM monitor. Boots operating system and
also contains all the disk interface software you
need for almost any operating system . Plus many
useful debugging features, such as memory test,
memory dump and memory search .
• Two serial ports (baud rate software selectable
up to 19.2 Kbauds.)
• Interrupt controller with eight vectored
interrupts.

• Fi xed frequency real-time clock interrupt for
multi-user dispatching.
• IEEE-696 S-100 compatible .
Add the optional 8087 math co-processor
for just $300.
And save $155 when you buy the
operating system from Octagon , whether you
take Concurrent CP/M 86 at $195, CP/ M 86 at
$150 or MP/ M 86* at $495.
CPU Board 8/ 16 is completely ready to run
with no additional software . And both operating
systems automatically include your CP/ M 80
emulator, so you can run any 8-bit CP/ M program - as well as auto-select bios that let you
transfer files back and forth between 5%" and
8" floppies .

World's first 256K Static RAM Memory
Board. $1850
Memory may be configured as either four
totally independent 64K software-selectable
blocks or as a single 256K block which responds
to IEEE-696 extended addressing lines. Will accept either 8-bit or 16-bit bus requests.
And each 64K block can be one of 256
addresses - so theoretically you could address

gutstota
•
•

IDlCrOm
up to 16MB of these boards in your system .
A partially populated 128K board with the
same characteristics is just $1095.

Sophisticated, reliable Hard Disk
Controller. $550.
Designed around LSI technology for greater
reliability. With its sophisticated Western Digital

ECC generation and correction on data fields is
user selectable.
And its phase lock loop lets you forget about
critical timing adjustments. In fact, you never need
to adjust it at all. There's no pot.
Octagon's Hard Disk Controller Board also
gives you data rates up to 5MBits/sec., and CRC
generation and verification on 10 fields. Complete
subsystem including board and 19.2 MB hard
disk packaged with power supply: $2195.
1~408~262~7777

1010 hard disk controller chip to control up to four
5%" drives, this unique board gives you automatic seek, automatic retries after error; comes
with both CP/M 80 and CP/M 86 bios ; and
includes two serial ports and one Centronicscompatible parallel port.
Using the WD 1014, it detects and corrects
single-bit errors and detects double-bit errors.

Call us now for more details. And take advantage of these introductory offers: Buy CPU Board
8/16 plus the Memory Board and get Concurrent
CP/M 86 or CP/M 86 free. (Includes CP/M 80 emulator.) Or buy all three boards and get MP/Mplus
new Personal BASIC from Digital Research free.
You 'll never need any other S-100 boards. It
takes guts to say that, but try us out and you'll
know : Octagon has what it takes.

MICROHOUSE
MONITORS
Hitachi I. . .... $299
Hitachi II . . . . . . . . . . . 499

GRAPHICS
Fastgraphs . ... .. . ...... ... . . ... . . ... . $189
DGraph . . ... . ... ..... . .... . . .......•....... 199

PRINTERS
Prowrlter Parallel .. .. . . .... . . $429
Prowriter Serial .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 629
Smith Corona Tp·1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 529

Smith Corona Tractor .. . . ... . $139
Banana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 239
Grappler Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 134

LANGUAGES
Basic 80 Complier . . . .... . . . .. . .. ........... $289
Basic 80 Interpreter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 259
Msort. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 149
Fortran 80 Compiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289

DATABASE
Dbase II ....... $439
Dbase II/Dutll ... 499
Dutil .. .. .. .... 68
Qulckcode ... . . 219

Microsoft Cobol 80 .. .. . . ....... . •... . .. ..... $539
mullsp/muStar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144
mullsp/muMath . ... . . . . . . . . ... , .... . . . . ... .... . .. 189
C Compiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 189

COMMUNICATIONS

Tim III . ... ..... $275
Datastar . . . . . . . 169
Infostar.. .. .... 279
Supersort I . . . .. 149

US Autodlal. ......... $479
Password . ... . .. .. . . 379
Autolink 300 .. .. .. ... 179
Hayes 1200 Baud ..... 569

Hayes Smart Modem . . $239
Mlcromodem II. . . ... . . 309
Hayes Chronograph . . 219
Crosstalk ... ... . ... . 117

FINANCIAL

WORDPROCESSING

IBM HARDWARE

Supercalc . .. . .... . .. . .. $125
Supercalc II .. .. .. .. .. .. 179
Vlslcalc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 189
Vlsltrend/Plot . . . . . . . . . .. 228
Multiplan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194
Calcstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Home Accountant for IBM 99
Planstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 395
Scratch pad .. .... .. .. . . 199
Money Decisions . . . . . . . . 79

VVordstar . .. .. . . .. . ... . $279
VVS/MM ...... ... ....... 349
VVS/MM/SS ..... ... .. . . . 444
Starindex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
Final VVord . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199
Superwrlter .. . . . . • . . . .. 175
Spellguard . . . . . . . • . . . .. 119
Spellstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149
Mathstar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
TMaker III . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 189

Quadboard 64K . .... . .. $ 295
Quadboard 256K . . . . . .. 479
Quadboard II 64K. . . . . . . 295
Quadboard II 256K. . . . . . 479
Quadcolor I . . . . . . . . . . . 235
Microsoft 64K . . . . . . . . . 259
Microsoft 128K . . .. ... . 379
Microsoft 192K . . . . . . .. 519
Microsoft 256K . . . . . . .. 624
Datamac 12 Meg Int .. .. . 1899

- - - - - -- - - We offer savings on the finest in software including Micropro, Sorcim, Ashton Tate, Fox and Geller, Microsoft, Supersoft . ..
and excellent buys in hardware peripherals, printers memory boards, modems, diskettes and supplies.

MICROHOUSE
A WISE CHOICE FOR
ALL MICRO PURCHASES!
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

TOLL FREE PHONES:

1

11
BOX 499, BETHLEHEM, PA 18016

O R - -- - - Maxell FD·1 . .. $40
Maxell FD·2 . .. $49
Maxell MD·1 . .. $31
Maxell MD·2 .. . $44
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RE
P.O. BOX 4380, SPARKS, NV 89432
Prices subject to change without notice

It's easy to
do business with
MICROHOUSE
Full tech support
Lower prices
We accept
MasterCard, Visa
American Express
and purchase orders
Circle 297 on inquiry card.
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User's Coilimn

Eagles, Text Editors, New
Compilers, and Much More
Important items of information from our ingenious insider
by Jerry Pournelle
I surrender. Next week I'm going well as, naturally, our Compupro
out to buy an IBM Personal Com- 8085 /8088 dual processor.
We also have the Zenith Z-100,
puter, rotten keyboard and all. (Of
which
has a number of features in
course I'lI use Jim Baen's Magic Keyboard on it; I haven't gone complete- common with the Pc. Some PC-type
software runs fine with the Z-100.
ly mad .)
Alas, a lot of stuff doesn't run with
Obviously there's a reason: software compatibility. Over in one cor- Eagle, Z-100, Compupro, or anything
ner there's four cubic feet of else we have around here. Some of
unevaluated software, much of which that software looks pretty nifty. Then
won't run on anything but an IBM too, my contract for the Inferno game
based on Inferno (Larry Niven and
Pc.
Although a lot of machines claim Jerry Pournelle, Pocket Books) calls
to be 100 percent IBM PC compatible, for it to run on an IBM Pc. Finally,
I've yet to have one arrive at Chaos I keep getting letters from readers
Manor. Now true: some of the ma- concerning the genuine IBM PC:
chines we have, such as the Eagle "Try it, you'll like it."
So I'm going to try it. While I'm at
1600 with hard disk and the Eagle
PC, have some awfully strong points it, I'll try to buy the absolute minicompared to the genuine IBM. In mum from IBM itself and get my
fact, compared a feature at a time, I disks and memory and such like
think I'd prefer the Eagle, which is from less expensive sources; that
faster and has a much nicer key- should give me something to write
board. A lot of our PC-type software about and justify the expense.
runs quite well with the Eagle.
There's the Compupro 10-MHz
8086; Tony Pietsch has just dreamed The Eagle 1600
We've had the Eagle 1600 for about
up a new method whereby we can
boot PC-DOS (the disk operating sys- a month and it runs fine. Eagle justitem for the IBM PC) off 51f4-inch fiably brags about how easy it is to
disks even though the primary disk get this machine out of the box and
system for the Compupro machines ,up and running . It took us about 5
is 8-inch. A fair amount of PC soft- minutes.
The 1600 has a 20-megabyte hard
ware will run with that machine, as

disk that contains all the operating
system and applications programs :
the machine boots off that disk .
When it comes up, you have a choice
of Eagle'writer, which is Lexisoft's
Spellbinder text editor; Eaglecalc,
which is a general-purpose spreadsheet; backing up the hard disk; exiting to the PC-DOS operating system;
or shutting down the system.
Incidentally, that last choice retracts
the hard-disk head and protects the
system. The Eagle documents insist
that you use that method whenever
you turn off the system, and they
warn you that if you shut down
without going through the regular
shutdown command sequence, you
can damage things. The documents
don't say what will happen if you
have a power failure and can't use
Eagle's orderly procedure. In my case
what happened was nothing; the
system worked fine after two
blackouts.
Spellbinder is a more than adequate text editor with all the usual
text-editing commands . I have
friends who work for the U.S. Congress; they've been using Lexisoft's
Spellbinder editor for a couple of
years and are well pleased with it. A
lot of special-function keys are on the
Eagle's keyboard, and this version of
September 1983 © BYfE Publications Inc.
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Spellbinder has been tailored to use
them, making Eagle with Eaglewriter
at least as easy to use as most
dedicated word processors. I still prefer Zeke II and WRITE, but I'm pretty set in my ways.
I can recommend the Eagle
1600-with reservations.
On the positive side, the Eagle's
keyboard is much nicer than the ruM
PC keyboard. It has a better feel, and
the key layout is standard Selectric.
It's also capable of doing everything
the PC keyboard can do. Alas, Logitech's ruM PC Mouse won't work
with the Eagle; I understand that
both Eagle and Logitech are working
on that problem.
Also very much to the Eagle's
credit, it's fast, much faster than the
ruM PC, and that makes up for a lot.
Sorts and spreadsheet recalculations
take about half as much time. If
you're looking for a PC-like machine
that runs much (but alas not, by a
long shot, all) of the ruM PC software, check out the Eagles. They're
well made, quiet, and likable machines, and they sure are fast.
There are a couple of drawbacks.

First, the Eagle 1600 is big, I mean
really massive; the machine itself,
without keyboard, measures 19 by 19
by 6 inches. The detached keyboard
is also large, 19 by 9 inches, so that
the Eagle plus keyboard barely sits on
a desk 28 inches deep, and even then
things are jammed together. You'll
want to think about where to put the
Eagle before you buy one; ideally,
you'd want one of those workstation
tables that has a separate (and lower)
shelf for the keyboard. Given that,
the Eagle's size won't matter.
Second, the screen's scrolling is not
very pretty. When you scroll text, it
sort of ripples up and down on the
screen. Once it has scrolled, it's rock
steady, and the character set is attractive enough . It all depends on what
you're used to: some won't find this
a problem at all. I do, but recall that
my primary machine uses memorymapped video for superfast scrolling
and text movement.
Now to my reservations.
First: there's a fatal error in the
Eaglewriter I have. The hard disk is
disk A:, and a single floppy disk is
designated C:. Disk B: does not exist.

However, you can, from within
Eaglewriter, try to accessall kinds of
nonexistent disks. With most, such as
E: or M:, nothing happens. However,
if you try to access B: for reading or
writing, the machine hangs, and you
must reset to get back in control. Any
text you had in the text editor is lost .
Text editors that lose text are not
acceptable.
Second, PC-DOS 1.0 and 1.1 have
no provision for user numbers or any
other kind of structured directory;
neither does the Eagle 1600. This
means that the hard disk soon fills
with programs, directories take a
long time to list out, and finding anything becomes impossible.
Third, a lot of programs will run
with the Eagle. You can boot Lotus
1-2-3, for example: you hold down
the F key while the 1600 is booting
up, and it will boot from a floppy disk
rather than from the hard disk.
Once you have Lotus 1-2-3 running, the program complains that the
Numlock key is depressed and
urges you to fix that condition. There
is no Numlock key. However, Control-Shift-N will have the same effect
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Will This Happen

to You?
~

NOT IF YOU BUY YOUR PRINTER
FROM.:.:.:_--~:::--;;;iiiiiiiiiii~ij

!.....-!~;........-~- STORES
After readi ng this issue of BYTE Magazine, you are now fully aware of
the many outstanding printers on the ma rket today . But what you
might not be awa re of is that the printer YOll like best, might not be
compatibl e with your c omputer and software. (Th e pi cture above is
good exampl e of printer incompatibility) . At th e Printer Store,we
specialize in printers, so our ex peri enced professional staff can help
you choos e th e right printer for your pe rsonal and business needs. If
you want the Best Value , Low Price, Product Availability, and
Support, c all Th e Printer Store and ask us abo ut:

• FREE TECHNICAL CONSULTATION
• FULL AFTER SALE SUPPORT
• FULL FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE

DOT MATRIX

PRINTERS

EPSON SERIES
FX 80 .. ...
FX 100 ..

.. .. ..$ CAll
. $ CAll

OKIOATA SERIES
82A ..
$
83A ............................ ... .................. S
92A ..
S
93A ....
$
84 (para llel) ....
S

CAll
CAll
CAll
CAll
CAll

C. ITOH SERIES
8510 Prowriter
Prowriter II ..
New l Banana ·

$ 395
$ CAll

lOS SERIES
Microprism 48 0
Prism 80 .. .
Prism 132 .. .

S CAll

8239

$ CAll

$ CAll

GEMINI SERIES
Gem ini l OX ..
S CAll
Gemini 15 ..
S CAll
NEC 8023 .. .......................... ............ ... .. $ 419
Toshiba P 1350 ...... ............ .. ... ..... ...... $ 1750

LETTER QUALITY

PRINTERS

BROTHER SERIES
HR -l (parallel) .
............ $ CAll
HR-l (seria l) ....... ......... .. ............. $ CAll
HR -15 ......
........... $ CAll
COMREX SERIES
CR-l (para llel)
.. $ 795
CR-l (serial) ..... ........ ............... S 865
CR-2 ........ ............
.. ... .... S CAll
C.ITOH SERIES
F-10 40 CPS
....... $ CAll
F1 0 55 CPS ............. ..... .. .. . ... $ CAll
Oaisywriler
NEC SERIES
35 10
3530
3550
77 10
7720
7730

48K .... .... .. ...... .. .. .... .$ CAll

... $ CAll
.. $ CAll
..... ..... $ CAll
..
.. S 2425
....... ....... $ 2900
............. ... ......... $2400

PHONE REBATE

Pr.-nter
.

We are so co nfiden t of our LOW PRfC ES and SUPPORT that we
.
k
k th . T I '
t
tb
II'
are gOing to as you to ma e e Inl la Inves men y ca Ing
us. In retu rn. when you buy your printer from LIS . we wi ll re bate
the cos t of your ca ll and deduct it from your inVOice.
STORE -

-

[~n:R--

• 120 CPS - 1.3K Buffer - 144x60 dots 1 nc h
Nx9 dot matr ix - Proporti onal Spac ing - 8 Character
sizes - 5 uni q ue alphabets - Greek character set G ra ph ie symbo ls - bi-d irectio nal, logic-seeki ng Adjustabl e tracto rs - Sing le-sheet fri cti o n feed Vertical & ho rizontal tabbing.
C. ITOH 85 10 Prowriter ... .. List $795

BROTHER

~------------4

HR-1
• 16 CPS - Bi-directi onal - Super and Subsc ript
• IBM Selectric type ribbo n - Prints up to 6 copi es
• Ideal for wo rd process inp
Para llel ........ .. ...... List 1100
Serial . .. . . .... . " ..... List 1200

$ Call
$ Call

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
Apple Dumpling . . ... $145
Grappler Plus . . .. S CAll
Complete stock of
Epson Accessories $ CAll
Custom Printer Cabl es for
Apple, Alari. IBM
TR S-80
$ CAll

Printer Stands: large .. $95
Printers Stands: small . $25
Printer Ribbons . .. S CAll
Printer Sound EnclosureS CAll
Vic 20 /Comm .
64 Interface . .. $ CAll

In order to serve you beller. The Printer Store will
be moving to larger facilities. The move should be
completed by Aug 25 ,

NEC Accessories .... ....... .. ......... .... .. .. .... S CAll

We carry a full line of Cables and Accessories
Call (714) 241-0701 and ask us about. .
THE

C. ITOH 851
Prowriter

1)
2)
3)
4)

lOW PRICES
SAME DAY SHIPPING
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
FUll SERVICE OPTION

HOW TO ORDER: Our phone lines are open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. PST. MondayFriday. We accept VISA. MASTERCHARGE (at ,1 0 extra charge). personal
checks take two weeks to clear. COD's accepted. Same-day shipment on
orders placed before 1 p.m. Manufacturer's warranty applicableon all equipmen!. prrces. subject to change.
Circle 364 on inquiry card.

2720 S. Harbor Blvd., Suite E , Santa Ana, CA 92704

,0
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as the NumIock key on the IBM Pc.
Alas, those latter two features (how
to boot from a floppy and how to
numlock) are not documented; indeed, while the documents for Eaglewriter and Eaglecalc are really very
nice, the system documentation for
the machine itself is plain lousy.
Finally, I can't get Concurrent
CP/M-86 to run on the Eagle 1600.
That can be serious: see below.
I've told the Eagle people all this,
and they claim that by the time you
read this all will be fixed, with the
possible exception of running Concurrent CP/M-86, and they'll work on
that.
Certainly the fatal text-losing error
will be fixed now that they're aware
of it.
PC-DOS 2.0 has a structured directory system, and one assumes that by
the time you read this the Eagle 1600
will have DOS 2.0 or later, making it
a lot easier to find files.
Finally, it can't be that hard to write
adequate documents for the machine, and they swear they're work-

ible. I can write a lot of words in a big
hurry with WRITE.
For programming, I continue to use
Wordmaster, but that's in large part
due to sloth; it's not really the best
programming editor available.
Two very good programming
Recommended Editors
Ian Morton of St. Paul writes, ''As editors are Superwriter, by Sorcim,
respects CP/M, consider ED. No, and Vedit, by Compuview. Vedit is by
don't consider it-wipe it out. Bury it all odds the most flexible programin the Love Canal.
ming editor I've ever seen. It is also
"Surely ED is the most prepos- one of the most complex. The version
terous piece of software ever written:' I've got isn't easy to install, and the
He's very nearly right. ED is the instructions for learning to use it
text editor you get free with CP/M. aren't at all clear. Ted Green of ComIt's overpriced. No one could do any puview swears he's fixing all those
serious writing, whether creative text problems as a result of my grouches.
writing or programming, with ED.
A lot of good programmers swear by
Mr. Morton asks what editors I Vedit; one of its best features is multirecommend.
ple buffers; that is, you can store
I have a lot of text editors and have chunks of programs in various places
used most of them. The following are and pull them out into your main file
my personal preferences.
when needed.
For text creation, we continue to
Vedit also has excellent macro capause WRITE, which is for 8080, 8085, bilities; that is, you can go through
and Z80 machines only. Its strong a long program and make complipoints are that it is transparent to the cated changes with conditions: such
point of invisibility and it's very flex- things as "If a GOTO statement is
ing on them.
Before you buy an Eagle 1600,
check the above points. Otherwise, I
can recommend this machine.

StarLogicAnnounces Savings on
IBM PC Compatible Disk Drives
5%" Winchester Disk Subsystems from
Interface Inc
Includes Winchester disk drive, cabinet , power supply, cable , controller, I/O adapter, and software (JEL)
for 1.1 DOS.
5 megabyte Winchester disk drive
$1375.00
10 megabyte Winchester disk drive
$1575.00
15 megabyte Winchester disk drive
$1775.00

Tandon Internal 5%" floppy drives
Standard sized drive plug-compatible with IBM PC
Single-sided drive-160K bytes
$165.00
$235.00
Double-sided drive-320K bytes
Double-sided drive-650K bytes
$315.00
(includes software patch to 1.1 DOS

Telephone Orders Only
MasterCard, VISA or
Cashier's Check COD

(213) 883-0587
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IBM PC XT Disk Drives
from Interface Inc
Dual floppy disk drives each with 362K bytes storage ; both drives mount in "A" position
$ 450.00
10 Megabyte Winchester Subsystem Slave compatible with IBM DOS 2.0
$1095.00

Add-on external drives from Interface
Inc
Includes 5'/4' floppy disk drive, cabinet, power supply and cable .
Standard sized 5 1/4" drives
Single-sided drive-160K bytes
$235.00
Double-sided drive-320K bytes
$305.00
Double-sided drive-650K bytes
$385.00
(Includes software patch to 1.1 DOS)
Half-height ThinLine 5 '/4" drives
Double-sided drive-320K bytes
$285.00
Double-sided drive-650K bytes
$365.00
(Includes software patch to 1.1 DOS)

St~Logic
Canoga Park, CA 91301

All storage capacities are IBM Format
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation
ThinLine is a trademark of Tandon Corporation
JEL is a product of Tall Tree Systems
Prices are subject to change without notice

Circle 410 on Inquiry card .

Chart·Master™turns
volumes of complex data into
easy-to-understand graphics.
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"A picture is worth a thousand words." With this simple
concept as a building block, Chart-Master is changing the
way busy executives, analysts and secretaries look at,
interpret and present information. In a fraction of the time
required to wade through volumes of printouts, you can
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Values printed at data points; both left and right Y·axis scales; floating
legends & bars; both horizontal & vertical formats; exploded pie sections .

produce easy-to-understand bar charts, pie charts and
scatter diagrams quickly and dramatically. Chart-Master
makes it easy to customize reports and presentations with
six different fonts , label placement, proportional pie charts
and more.
Menu-driven Chart-Master allows you to enter data and
select a chart format at the press of a button . You then
preview your selection on your personal computer screen
as it would appear in final form . Or, you can review the
various Chart-Master grapntc-eptions to make sure you
have selected the most effective forma . Vv:ben satisfied ,

you can transfel your selection to paper!or acetate transparencies for a colorful , ' Rresentation-quality chart in
seconds.
Chart-Master presents a clear picture o,f Hie "bottom
line," which conveyors of information understand and decision makers appreciate. That's why major corporations like
GE , Eastman Kodak, Exxon, Union Carbide, GM, AT&T,
DuPont, 3M , Citibank, Motorola.£ rocter & Gamble, and
GTE rely on Chart-Master to translate "volumes of complex data into meaningful information ~"
Chart-Master supports the IBM Instruments XY750,
Panasonic VP Series, Houston Instruments DMP29,
Yokogawa PL 1000 and Strobe plotters, in addition to the
Hewlett-Packard family of plotfers, for use with IBM PC
and other compatible computers.
The retail price of Chart-Master is $375. For a complete
information kit and name of your nearest dealer, contact
Decision Resources, Inc., 25 Sylvan Road S., Westport,
CT 06880. (203) 222-1974.

Decision ..........

Software Designed for Decision

Circle 172 on Inquiry card.

SAVE AT ELEK"TEK

HEWLETI-PACKARO

e

HP-75C

16K PORTABLE COMPUTER

$

719 OOMf~;~99

The battery powered portable computer
which includes a built-in HP-IL interface,
card reader, and time and appointment
modes. Typewriter keyboard.

HP-IL Products also available:
Mfr
Digital Cassette Drive
Thermal Printer/ Plotter
Video Interface
Solution Books

Sugg
450
450
225
35

Elek-Tek

$335
335
169

29

,

CALCULATOR SAVINGS
Mfr Sugg
HP-41C
HP-41CV
Optical Wand
Card Reader
Printer
Quad R.A.M .[for HP41C]
Ext. M emory Module
Ext. Funct ion Module
Time Module

Elek-Tek

5145

195
275
125
195
385
75
75
75
75

200
95
145
283

60
60
60
60

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SLIMLINE Programmable

LCD CALCULATORS
HP-10C
HP-11C
HP-15C
HP-12C
HP-16C

Scientific ........ 554
Scientific .......... 70
Scientific .... .. ... 90
Financial .......... 90
Programmer ....... 90

L1MITEO TIME OFFER!
HP-11C, 12C, 15C

Solution Books

8.50

purchased with calculator.
50 %~ 60 %

HP-32E
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP·3BC

off arlg. mfr. sugg. reta il price

SCIentIfIc
SCIentIfIc
FInancIal
F,"anclal

.

32 .50
50.00
32.50
65 .00

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii
Corp. Acct •. Invited. Mastercard or Visa by mall or phone. M alt
Cashler'sCheck . Mon. Ord. Pers Check 12wks to clr.) Add $ 4 .00
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followed by 456 then change it to
GOSUB, and at the end of the line
add the following REMARK:'
Superwriter, though not as flexible,
is much better documented and a lot
easier to get running. It too has many
positive features and a number of
passionate supporters .
I intend a full review of both Vedit
and Superwriter as soon as I have
stable installations: both are somewhat dependent on what terminal
you use, and around here that has
changed several times in the past few
weeks. By the time you read this, we
will almost undoubtedly have converted to either Superwriter or Vedit
as our programming editor.
Either Vedit or Superwriter would
be adequate for text creation, although I'd hate to have to write this
article with either.
Wordstar remains ·adequate. Used
with a machine that's been tailored
to it-as an example, the special-function keys for the Otrona have been
geared to Wordstar-the editor goes
well beyond adequate. Used with a
silicon disk, or something like Microcache, Wordstar really wails. If I
didn't prefer WRITE, I'd be tempted
by Words tar because there's so much
auxiliary software, such as Footnote,
and Index, and the like. As it is, I
sometimes translate WRITE files into Words tar so that we can use the
auxiliary programs.
Magic Wand, which has become
Peachwriter now that it's owned by
Peachtree, and Palantir, which was
written by the author of Magic Wand,
are also more than adequate. Both
have very good documentation, including tutorials. They have extensive
"auto typer" features, so that you can
use them to send "personalized"
computer-generated letters to a large
mailing list. Each also has "features"
I find annoying.
As mentioned above, Spellbinder is
much above the average, and a lot of
professionals swear by it. You want
to get a version configured for the terminal you like, because a good part
of Spellbinder's convenience comes
from special-function keys; given
that, it's quite a good editor, and very
possibly what I'd adopt if I didn't
have WRITE.

Mark of the Unicorn's MINCE and
Final Word editors are quite nice if
you're used to MIT's EMACS; if
you're not, you might not -like them.
The commands tend to be complicated, and I don't care for the
"philosophy"; that is, Control-f
means "forward a space" while
Escape-f means "forward a word ."
This is a mnemonic for some, but a
pain for me. MINCE has a million
commands; Control-meta-CokeBottle
probably means something. Everything else does.

Lobo Users Group
Carl Rankin of Chelsea, Michigan,
informs me there's a Lobo users
group, Maximul, for those interested
in the Lobo Max-80 computer. Barry
Workman tends to rely on Ralph, his
Lobo Max-80, for a great deal of production work, and he's never had a
glitch. As I write this, there's not
much software included with the
Lobo; otherwise, it would be a strong
contender for the best deal in
microcomputerland. As it is, it's a lot
of machine for the money.
A users group ought to make the
Lobo even more valuable. An issue
of Maximul's newsletter informs me
that for $30 Lobo owners can upgrade
their machines to run CP/M Plus.
Maximul (POB 19525, Orlando, FL
32814) sells disks of utilities considered especially valuable for the
Lobo.

CP/M Source Code
The darndest thing I ever did see
is a program called M/PC. Distributed by C. C. Software, M/PC will
disassemble your CP/M 2.2x, add
comments, and give you a commented source file. You no longer
need MOVCPM to change your
system, because you can reassemble
the source code after making any
changes (such as system size) that
you like.
Naturally this is mostly useful to
the hackers among my readership.
For those who can use it, however, it's
really neat.
The version I got was sold as an
.INT file for CBASIC, along with a
whole raft of data files that contain
Circle 374 on inquiry card .
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the comments. M/PC disassembles
the CCP (console command processor) and the BDOS (basic disk
operating system) of your CP/M. It
doesn't attempt to disassemble the
CBIOS (customized basic input/output system). However, if you have
your BIOS source-and you
should-you now have everything
you need to really customize heck out
of your system.
Clark Calkins of C. C. Software
says this is a goofy way to distribute
a disassembly of CP/M, but he has no
choice; else he'd be violating Digital
Research's copyright.
You must run the program; it took
about an hour with a 2.5-MHz ZBO
and regular disks. With a 5-MHz BOBS
and M-Drive pseudo disks (memory
that your computer thinks is a disk
drive; it's wonderful) the disassembly
is a lot faster. I found this sufficiently interesting that I was willing to
help Mr. Calkins and compiled his
program with CB-BO; it now runs in
about 11 minutes on his system. I
presume it would go in half that time
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on mine. I presume he now supplies
the compiled .COM file as well as the
.INT file.
M/PC sells for $35, and if you're at
all interested in what's going on in
your system, it's worth it.

Hacking Up Your Kaypro
If you like customizing your keyboard, it turns out to be simple with
the Kaypro II. Daniel Wiener of Simi
Valley, California, writes :
The Kaypro allows you to redefine the
cursor (arrow) keys and the 14-key numeric
pad by assigning any hexadecimal codes
you want to them . ...
I took advantage of this by simply setting the eighth bit: the ke1)pad 0 was
changed from 30 to BO; Enter was changed
from OD to BD; etc. Normal operation is
not affected, since the eighth bit is usually ignored. But now the Enter key is potentially distinguishable from the Return key.
Next I bought a neat little program called
Smartkey ($60 from Heritage Software
Inc.). It intercepts keyboard calls to the
CP/M BIOS, and allows you to redefine
any key as a string of commands and/or
characters.

He uses this to redefine various
keys for use with text editors. I'm trying to see if we can do that to redefine
escape sequences sent by terminals
like the Telewidget; that would really
be useful. So far we haven't been able
to do it. Even so, Smartkey is a good
value for those who like customizing
their systems.

Appli-card for Apple
The PCPI 6-MHz Appli-card is a
one-card solution to running CP/M
on the Apple. Being very fast, you
notice the speed improvement over
the Microsoft Softcard. The Applicard has a one-disk copier program,
letting you copy any CP/M Apple
disk. My boys installed it, and they
use it a lot.
The Appli-card converts the Apple
to 70-column video, with uppercase
and lowercase. (These work only
when the Apple is under CP/M.)
Running it is simple: put in the CP/M
master disk, and it boots as CP/M;
put in any other disk, and it boots as
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128K

an Apple. Because the Appli-card
has its own onboard mem0ry, you
can have up to a 64K-byte CP/M
system.
In fact, this is in essence a one-card
computer that turns your regular Apple into a kind of terminal. You can
think of it as a computer that happens to use parts of the Apple.
Incidentally, when running under
Appli-card, Reset forces a CP/M cold
boot, giving you a way out of some
programs. Under regular Apple
DOS, Reset may not do anything at
all, and sometimes the only escape
is to turn the machine off . . .

starts with 16 colonists, while Spain
has only 2.
"The game is rather slow.
Sometimes if you hit Return when
you are not supposed to, it stops the
game and you cannot restart it. Also,
at one time, for no reason at all, it
took away my chance to go on an
expedition.
"The graphics are very nice, also
the way the letters are written is very
nice. I don't like it much when you
have to play against the computer,
but if you playa three-person game
it is fun . It is sort of a family-type
game. On a rating of 1 to 10 I would
give it as."

Epyx's New World
Reviewed by Richard Pournelle, age
12, a user.
"New World is about the conquest
and colonization of the New World.
There are three countries: Spain,
France, and England. You may play
a one- , two- , or three-person game.
"The main flaw is that Spain is the
weakest country, but when you play
a one-player game you always get
Spain. The computer gets France and
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Book Learning
When I first got involved with
microcomputers, there weren't a lot
of choices about programming languages; you used BASIC, which was
cumbersome and slow, or you used
assembly language, which was fast
but hard to learn .
Assembly language is one (fairly
large) step up from what the computer itself knows. That is: in BASIC

Circle 426 on Inquiry card ;

if you want to add two variables, you
say something like

LETA=A+B
while in assembly language you must
find the address of A, move the
number into the accumulator, find
the address of B, add what's at that
address into the accumulator, th en
take the result and store it where you
found A. Of course that's what the
BASIC statement did, but higherlevel languages spare you the gory
details.
It's now possible for computer
users to get along without ever learning assembly language, which is just
as well, because assembly-language
programs are by definition not transportable. (In the example above we
assume there is an accumulator,
which isn't true of all systems; even
where the instructions are similar, an
assembly program written for one
kind of machine is highly unlikely to
run on another.)
However: if you're after fast and efficient programs that don't waste
memory, there's nothing like assembly language. Fortunately, some fairly good books on the different assembly languages are available. I'm not
competent to judge the merits of
most of them. However, I have done
some 8080 and Z80 assembly-language programming, and for those I
found the best reference works to be
the Osborne/McGraw-Hill books by
Lance Leventhal.
Leventhal's books have an introductory section explaining what assembly languages are and why
they're important. Even so, they
wouldn't be my first choice as
elementary texts-but I would be
sure to get the proper Leventhal book
at the same time I bought the
elementary textbook, because his examples are clear and his books are
very complete.
Leventhal has written a whole
series of these works covering just
about every microcomputer chip. As
it happens, I've known Lance Leventhal since I served as his unofficial
high school adviser in Seattle in the
early 60s. I therefore have some confidence that all his books will be as
good as the ones I can read.

Now your computer can say anything and say it well.
Introducing the Votrax Personal Speech System.
Quite articulate.

Friendly to humans.

The unlimited vocabulary Votrax
Personal Speech System is the most
sophi sticated, low cost voice synthes ize r ava ilable toda y. Its hi g hly
arti culate text-to-speech translator lets
yo ur co mputer properly pronounce
co nversati o nal words at least 95%
of the time .
F or all th ose
unus ual wo rds and
•
proper names, you
ca n define an exception wo rd table and
store yo ur own translation s.
A nd remember, th e entirely
sel f- co ntai ned Votrax PS System
gets yo ur computer talking
w ith out using a ny valuable
co mputer memor y.

Desig ned to look like a printer to
yo ur computer , the Votrax PS System
is extremel y easy to use. It ca n be used
in tandem with your printer without an
additional interface ca rd . Both serial
and parallel ports co me standard,
allowi ng yo u to co nnect the Votrax PS
System to v irtuall y a ny co mputer.
Speech, music and sound effects are
onl y a PRINT statement away.

computer instruction with voice textbooks as well as spoken drills and
testi ng. And then, late at ni g ht, you can
make those adventure games explode.

A quick list.
D
D
D
D

o

Built-in versatility.

Much more than just a voice output
device, the Votrax PS System lets
you mix either speech and sound effects or speech and music. A programmable master clock and 255
programmable frequencies give you
unmatched control of speech and
sound effects.
The Votrax PS System offers user
expandable ROM for custom applications, user downloadable software
capability and sound effects
subroutines for easy user programming. Its programmable speech rate
provides more natural rhythm, while
16 programmable amplitude levels
give you greater control of word
emphasis.
Act ual size : 12.2" x 4.S"x2.fi"

What to say after "Hello".

Busi nesses will appreciate spoken
data transm ission, narrati on of graphic
di splays a nd unmanned, ora l product
demonstrations. Spoken ve rification of
data input will make computers much
easier for the blind to use. School children can recei ve comprehensive

D

D
D
D
D

Highly articulate Votrax text-tospeech translator.
255 programmable frequencies for
speech/ sound effects.
16 amplitude levels.
Simultaneous speech and sound effects
or speech and music.
8 octave , 3 note music synthesis.
D Serial and parallel interface standard.
D User programmable master clock.
D User defined exception
word table.
D User programmable speech
rate, amplitude and inflection.
D User expandable ROM
for custom applications .
D User downloadable
software capability.
D 3,500 character
.
input buffer: subdivisible for a printer
buffer .
D Internal speaker and external
"
speaker jack.
D Real time cloc k and
8 user defined alarms.
D Oral power up and error prompting.
X-on/X-off and RTS-CTS handshaking.
Programmable Baud settings (75-9600).
Interrupt driven 2-80 microprocessor.
Parallel/Serial interconnect modes.
Proper number string translation : the
number" 154" is pro,nounced "one
hundred fifty four".

To order, see your local computer
retailer or call toll-free

1-800-521-1350
Michigan residents, please call
The Votrax Personal Speech System
is covered by a limited warranty .
Write Votrax for a free copy.
500 Stephenson Highway, Troy, MI 48084

(313) 588-0341. MasterCard, VISA or
personal check accepted . The price is
$395 plus $4 for deliver y. Educational
discount available. Add sales tax in
Mi chigan and California.
© VOTRAX
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He has also produced a book of Z80
assembly-language subroutines.
These can be copied out of the book
and used as part of larger programs.
They all look useful. For some
strange reason, the subroutines given
in the book aren't listed until page
163. The listing there is complete
enough, once you find it.
There's a good section on programming practices and another on common errors. Both would be better for
an analytical table of contents. The
other books in the series have excellent analytical contents tables; I
can't think why this one doesn't.
Don't let that stop you from getting
the book, though; if you're writing in
Z80 assembler, it's just about
guaranteed to save time and frustration.

Floods of Programs
We get a lot of programs. For some
reason, a lot of them come packaged
in a rather odd way.
Typically, in these cases, the
documents are printed on cheap
paper offset from a Spinwriter. We
read the documents two or three
times, and sometimes we figure out
what the program does. Sometimes,
though, we're just out of luck. We're
fairly sure it does something, but we
can't quite puzzle out what.
The documents are generally written by a programmer. Typically they
say, "Here's this program. I use it a
lot, so it's easy to use. I like it, and
you will too. It's set up to run on a
TzQ-820 terminal running off the Z-79
chip; it might not run on your
system, but just use DDT to patch it
in the usual way, and I'm sure you'll
love it:'
Needless to say, every office has
suitable receptacles for stuff like
that ...

More Licensing Agreements
Ralph McElroy of ZXY Controls
sends his candidate for the Most Absurd Licensing Agreement of 1983. It
looks to be a leading contender.
It's from Avocet Systems Inc., apparently for an 8048 cross-assembler.
Under this agreement, you promise
to destroy all the software within five
days if Avocet cancels your license.
318
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Avocet explicitly warrants absolutely nothing if you use its program with
any non-Avocet software (such as
CP/M). If the disk is no good and you
respond quickly enough, Avocet
might replace it, although it doesn't
have to.
The agreement also incorporates a
"Statute of Limitations" as follows:
"7.6 Statute of Limitations. No suit
shall be brought on an alleged breach
of this Avocet Warranty more than
Twelve (12) months following
delivery of the SOFTWARE to
LICENSEE."
Apparently, no one has told its
lawyer that a statute is an act of a
legislature, not a term in a contract.
Ah, well.
It also says that if you open the
package and don't sign, you'll be
deemed to have signed the warranty
anyway. If you do sign, you're to
send the company the make, model,
and serial number of your computer;
naturally you've agreed to use its
product on one and only one machine . The agreement doesn't say
you can take the output of the crossassembler and use it on another
machine; one presumes Avocet will
allow this because otherwise the
product is useless .
There's enough of this sort of thing
that I'm contemplating an award each
year in the April issue of BYTE for
Most Absurd Licensing Agreement
Silliest Documentation
Most Obscure Document
Readers are encouraged to send me
candidates. The award is guaranteed
to be valueless and in bad taste. It
should be much coveted .

Happy Endings
Some time ago I got a copy of a letter to Bill Godbout from an information systems company in Quebec. It
was written in much better English
than my French.
The problem was that the company
had bought a Compupro system and
it wouldn't boot. The Canadian company it had bought the system
through was either unwilling or
unable to help. Godbout's people
tried, but over the phone they

couldn't figure out what was wrong
(I don't know if Chris or Peggy
speaks French; if not, they must
have really had a time of it) . . .
The company sent another letter to
Godbout. "Because we found it so
difficult to proceed only by phone
and mail, we decided to find somebody who wanted to receive us. We
contacted Micro-Computer Technology Corp. in Florida and they
accepted."
The consultants soon discovered
that the ROM (read-only memory)
chip sent with the Disk 1 controller
was for software version E, while the
CP/M system received was version F.
The letter continues, "As our
system was now working, we bought
an M-20 hard disk from Pragmatic
Design with a Disk 2 controller and
an extra RAM16 board . . . . it is important to have centers that are
responsible and friendly like MicroComputer Technology.
"We are now running our system
with CP/M-86 and Pascal MT + 86 for
nearly one month and we are very
happy. The system is the fastest
microcomputer we ever saw. I want
to let you know how happy we are
to arrive at the end of problems with
our system."
When ordering equipment across
international boundaries it's especially important to work with systems
integration people who know what
they're doing. Many of the problem
stories I hear-and all of those concerning Compupro equipmentinvolve international transactions. If
you intend to mix equipment, be
especially careful you're dealing with
people who know what they're
doing.
Not long ago I read in 1I1foworld the
sad story of a lawyer who decided
what equipment she wanted (it
wasn't what I'd have recommended)
and proceeded to purchase it by
ordering parts from three different
places, each of which had a special
price. She saved a few hundred
dollars that way, but the result was
horrible.
What did she expect? As someone
later commented about her case, if
you decided you wanted a Harvester
engine, Fisher body, Bendix brake

system, Saginaw steering, and
shopped by mail for all these by price
alone-would you expect to have a
working car when you got done?
5-100 bus systems have nearly
become standardized; but it's just not
true that randomly selected 5-100
systems are certain to work together,
unless they're really and truly
IEEE-696 standard (and not just "696
compatible"). Even then you want to
know what you're doing.
Know what you're doing, or deal
with those who do, and you can
assure yourself of a happy ending, at
ultimately lower costs.

Zenith Z-lOOIIBM PC Compatible
This is going to get a little technical.
Sorry, it's important.
Victor Wright of Louisville, Kentucky, has a Zenith Z-100 and has
done considerable research on which
IBM PC programs will run on it .
. In CP/M and Zenith ZOOS, the
BIOS is a program on the so-called
system tracks of your master disk. It
is read into the machine when you
first turn it on (or reset) . The 8088
chip allows a total of 256 different interrupts. ZOOS uses interrupt 21 to
make BIOS calls: such things as
"Read a character from the keyboard;' or "Close file;' or "Rename
file," or "Print a character to the console;' etc. This is all explained in
some detail in the BIOS source code,
which is furnished with ZOOS.
Alas, IBM built the CBIOS for the
IBM PC into ROMs. That has its good
points, but it also causes some problems because you can't make
changes.
Here's where the incompatibilities
come in: although PC-DOS uses interrupt 21 just as ZOOS does, it also
uses a number of other interrupts
that call the BIOS directly-and those
are not implemented in the Z-100.
The result is that programs for the
IBM PC that use interrupts below 20
hexadecimal will blow the Z-100 skyhigh.
The upshot, according to Mr.
Wright, is that if you're contemplating PC software for the Z-100,
test it before you buy it or else be certain that it doesn't use interrupts
below 20 hexadecimal. I'm not enCircle 501 on Inquiry card .
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Congratulations. We published your program.
The envelope, please .
There's an acceptance letter inside. And a
check that could have your name on it. (If we
select your program, that is.)
But remember.
We pick our winners carefully.
Because the software we publish for
the IBM Personal Computer has to be
good enough to complement
IBM Personal Computer hardware.
(See the box at right.)
Like our hardware, this software
should be simple to use. Friendly.
Fast. And written to help satisfy the
needs of the individual.
Our Personal Editor is a perfect
example. A versatile text file editor,
it not only helps the user save time ,
but lets him easily self-tailor a task
with definable function keys . And
it sets a standard of excellence .
Of course, every person will use the
IBM Personal Computer differently.
That's why we plan on publishing
many different prog rams.
Entertainment programs.
And educational programs. And
business programs. And
personal productivity

programs. And graphics. And games .
And more.
We'll also consider software written by
programmers for programmers . For example ,
the BASIC Program Development System ,
Professional Editor and Diskette Librarian

,---------------------,
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are high-quality, full-function tools that
were submitted by authors like you and
subsequently published by us.
Now you might have the chance to win.
Who knows? You could open the mailbox
and find one of the env_elopes shown here.
For information on how to submit your
program, if completed and running, write:
IBM Personal Computer External Submissions,
Dept. 765 PC , Armonk ,
New York 10504. = __
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Items Reviewed
Appli-card

$295

Personal Computer Products Inc.
16776 Bernardo Center Dr.
San Diego, CA 92128
(619) 485-8411

CB-86

$600

Digital Research
POB 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 649-3896

Compilable Business BASIC

$600

Eagle

M/PC

Epyx Automated Simulations Inc.
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-0700

tirely certain how you can make sure
it doesn't use those, short of asking
the program's author; few dealers
would know.
We've found that some PC programs run on the Z-100 and some
don't. Lotus 1-2-3 doesn't, although
by the time you read this there may
be a Z-100 version of it. IBM PC Pascal
runs fine. CBASIC and CB-86 for the
PC work.
A sufficiently clever programmer
could probably rewrite the ZDOS
BIOS to make the machine entirely
compatible. I've heard rumors of a
ROM for the Z-100 that would do the
same job, but I don't yet know where
to get one. Incidentally, Mr. Wright
concludes, "I certainly won't trade
my Z-100 for any other computer:'
While we're on the subject of the
Z-100, one of my major complaints
about it is that the big color monitor
is both too big and has no controls
322
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$295

Vedit

$150

$175

WRITE

$395

Workman and Associates
112 Marion St.
Pasadena, CA 91106
(213) 796-4401
1620 $4495
1630 $6995
1640 $8995

Zenith Z-lOO Computer

$2899

Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 391-8865

$35

C. C. Software
2564 Walnut Blvd . #106
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

New World

Superwriter

Compuview Products Inc.
Suite 200
1955 Pauline Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(313) 996-1299

USS Enterprises
6708 Landerwood Lane
San Jose, CA 95120
(408) 997-0264
Eagle Computers
983 University Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-5005

$60

Sorcim
2310 Lundy Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 942-1727

Microsoft Corporation
10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 828-8080

Critical Connection

Smartkey
Heritage Software Inc.
2130 South Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90007
(213) 737-7252

Books Reviewed
$29.95

Lance Leventhal series on assembly language. For further information, contact Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth St., Berkeley,
CA 94710, (415) 548-2805.

whatever. At NCC I saw a new color
monitor working with the Z-100. It's
smaller, sharper in image, and has
full controls. Anyone contemplating
a Z-100 ought to insist on seeing the
new screen.
There's also a persistent rumor that
next year Zenith will bring out a version of the Z-100 with a detachable
keyboard. I sure hope so; the Z-100
keyboard is much nicer than the IBM
PC keyboard, but it's attached to that
really big machine; it would be a lot
easier to use if the keyboard were
detachable.

One Way to Tame a Telewidget
I've made no secret of my difficulties with the Back Tab key on my
Televideo 950; because it is placed
outboard of the Shift key and just
below Control, it's very easy to hit by
mistake.
Several readers took pity on me

and sent little plastic gizmos called
"keylocks:' They look like little plastic
horseshoes. It's not at all obvious
how they go on-one must have faith
that they will go on before you can
put them on-but they sure do the
job. It's now impossible to depress
the Back Tab key on both our Telewidgets. This greatly improves my
temperament.
Incidentally, we're probably going
to abandon the Televideo for the
Zenith Z-29 terminal. I'd probably
have done that already except that
NCC and other stuff interfered with
getting my favorite text editor installed on it properly. We like the Z-29
a lot, and anyone contemplating purchase of a terminal really ought to
look at one.

Creeb File
I like the new manual sizes used by
IBM and Digital Research, really I

SuperSoft BASIC Compiler
for CP/M-S6;MS DOS, and PC DOS
Compatible with Microsoft BASIC
The SuperSoft BASIC compiler, available under
CP/ M-86 and MS DOS, is compatible with
Microsoft* BASIC and follows the ANSII standard .
If you want to compile BASIC programs under
CP/ M-86 , PC DOS, and MS DOS , SuperSoft's
BASIC compiler is the answer.

Greater accuracy with BCD math routines
If you have used other languages without BCD
math , you know how disconcerting decimal round
off errors can be . For example :
With IBM PC*
BASIC

10 A=.99
20 PRINT A
30 END
Output: .9899999

With SuperSoft
BASIC with
BCD math
10 A =.99
20 PRINT A
30 END
Output: .99

SuperSoft BASIC lets me run compiled BASIC
programs under either CP/ M-86 or MS ~OS .

As you can see , SuperSoft BASIC with BCD
provides greater assurance in applications where
accuracy is critical.
SuperSoft's BASIC is a true native code compiler,
not an intermediate code interpreter. It is a
superset of standard BASIC, supporting numerous
extensions to the language. Important features
include:
• Four variable types : Integer, String, and Single
and Double Precision Floating Point (13 digit)
• Full PRINT USING for formatted output
• Long variable names
• Error trapping
• Matrices with up to 32 dimensions
• Boolean operators OR , AND , NOT, XOR ,
EQV, IMP
• Supports random and sequential disk files with a
complete set of file manipulation statements
• IEEE floating point available soon as an option

*SuperSoft BASIC is compatible with Microsoft
BASIC interpreter and IBM PC BASIC. Due to
version differences and inherent differences in
compilers and interpreters some minor variations
may be found . Machine dependent commands
may not be supported. The vast majority of programs will run with no changes .
Japanese Distributor: ASR Corporation
International , 3-23-8 , Nishi-Shimbashi ,
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan . TEL. (03)-4375371 .
Telex: 0242-2723 .
European Agent: Su perSoft I nternational Ltd .,
51 The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England
TN2 5TE. TEL. 0892-45433 . Telex: 95441 Micro-G.

In addition, SuperSoft BASIC has no run time
license fee. SuperSoft's line of fine language
compilers includes FORTRAN, BASIC. C, and
Ada .
Requires:
128K memory
BASIC compiler: $300 .00

SUPERSOFT LANGUAGES: THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.
Ci rcle 420 on inquiry card .

Microsoft is a trade mark of Mi c roso ft Co rporati on
IBM PC is a trad emark 01 Intern ati onal Bu sin ess Mac hin es Co rporatio n.
CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research .
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do-but why couldn't they have
given us some blank paper properly
punched? I have discovered that stationery stores have several not-quite
8112 by 11 sizes of notebook paper, and
only one is the proper size for adding
to the new manuals. Alas, whichever
one I buy is not the right one.
Meanwhile, I have got some review
software that is bundled in a notebook that is yet another size, neither
full 8% by 11 nor the smaller size
favored by DR, nor even 9% by 6
w hich I brought home by
mistake .. .
Please, fellows?

Language War
The war between Digital Research
and Microsoft is heating up, now that
Digital Research is heavily into languages and Microsoft is marketing
the MS-DOS operating system. It's
hard to say whds winning, although
it is clear that Digital Research made
some terrible mistakes in the marketing of its CP/M-86.
The IBM PC can run the Microsoft
MS-DOS (called PC-DOS) or Digital
Research's CP/M-86. Neither actually
comes with the machine, but nearly
everyone buys PC-DOS. You could
buy CP/M-86 at extra cost, but that

Collector 'Edition

BYTE COVERS
The 1I~'le covers shown below are available as beautiful Collector Edition Prints.
Each full color print is 11ill. x 14 in ., including a 1 1/2 in. border, and is pan of an
edition strict ly limited to 500 prints. Each print is fa ithfully reproduced from Ihe
origina l painting on museum quality acid-free paper, and is personally insp,ec\cd.
si)1,l1t!d and numbered b), the artist, Roben Tinney. ACertificate of Authenticity
accompan ies each print :lItesling [0 its quali!)' and limited number.
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Co iJC1:\or Edition Pri nlS are carefully packaged nat 10 avoid bending. and arc
shipped fi rst class. The priceuf each print is $25, plus S3 persh ipmem fo r postage
and handlin g (S8overseas) . The prints are also avail ab le as 4-print sets: SeI9- 12,
Set 13-16, and Set 17-20. Each set costs $80, plus postage and handling.
To order your OWIl favo rite H)·te cover as a beauti ful Collettor Edition Print, use
the convenient coupon l>elow. Visa or MasterCard orders mar call 1-504-272-7266.
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cost was high; consequently, fewer
than 5 percent of PCs were sold with
CP/M-86, and Digital Research found
itself squeezed out of the fastestgrowing microcomputer market.
Like The Empire, DR has struck
back: first, it's dropped the price of
CP/M-86 for the PC to something less
unreasonable. Second, it put out
CB-86, its CBASIC Compiler, to run
with MS-DOS. Third, it developed
Concurrent CP/M-86, which is the
most exciting new operating system
I've yet seen. Note: I've recently
learned that all DR languages will
now run with PC-DOS.
Concurrent CP/M-86 is a way of
making your IBM PC get instant
schizophrenia: you can make it run
up to four jobs at once. As an example, you can write a text file and start
it printing; then, leaving that run,
you can bring back the editor and
edit another file. Unlike "spooler"
programs, this method works
without distracting you.
You can compile a long program
while simultaneously editing
another; look up data in one file
while editing something else entirely; and in general be up to four
separate users without having
separate terminals or equipment. I
expect Concurrent CP/M-86 to
become very popular with PC users.
That was Digital Research's move.
Microsoft, meanwhile, has challenged DR's popular CB-86 CBASIC
Compiler: it's brought out Microsoft
Business BASIC
Business BASIC is a recognizable
outgrowth of regular Microsoft
BASIC, but it has a number of
features obviously derived from
CBASIC It even comes with a program suggestively named CTOMB
that will convert CBASIC source files
into MS Business BASIC
Business BASIC is both interpretive
and compilable. Like CBASIC, it requires no line numbers; referenced
lines must be identified, but that can
be by a label rather than a number.
However, that's for the compiled program only; if you want to run the
program interpretively, you still must
use numerical line numbers for every
line.
A number of features formerly in

SuperSoft FORTRAN
For CP/M-S6: MS DOS, IBM PC DOS: and CP/M-SO®
SuperSoft FORTRAN is the answer to the
growing need for a high quality FORTRAN
compiler running under CP/M-86 and IBM PC
DOS. It has major advantages over other
FORTRAN compilers for the 8086. For example,
consider the benchmark program used to test
the IBM FORTRAN in InfoWorld, p. 44, Oct. 25,
1982. (While the differential listed will not be the
same for all benchmark programs, we feel it is a
good indication of the quality of our compiler.)
Results are as follows:

IBM FORTRAN:
SuperSoft FORTRAN:

38.0 Seconds
2.8 Seconds
I

/ /

In its first release SuperSoft FORTRAN
offers the following outstanding features:

"At last, a FORTRAN compiler that works great on
my 8086, 8087, and 8088 and Z-80 based systems!"

1. Full ANSI 66 standard FORTRAN with

SuperSoft FORTRAN: available
NOW and working great!

important extensions
2. Standard data types, double precision,
varying string length, complex numbers
3. Free format input and free format string
output
4. Compact object code and run time support
5. Special functions include string functions,
dynamic allocation, time/date, and video
access
6. Debug support: subscript checking, good
runtime messages
7. Full IEEE floating point
8. Full 8087 support-available as option
($50.00).
Program developers:
SuperSoft's family of FORTRAN compilers
means you can write your programs once and
they will run under CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and
MS DOS. This lets you get your applications
running fast no matter what the environment.

Requires:
Price:

128K with CP/M-86 or MS DOS,
32K with CP/M-80
$425 (in each environment)

In conjunction with SuperSoft, SuperSoft FORTRAN
was developed by Small Systems Services, Urbana, IL, a
leader in FORTRAN development.
CP/M-80 and CP/ M-86 are registered trademarks of
Digital Research. IBM PC is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corp.
Japanese Distributor: ASR Corporation International ,
3-23-8, Ni shi-Shimbashi , Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan.
Tel. (03)-4375371 . Telex: 0242-2723.
European Agent: SuperSoft International Ltd., 51 The
Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England TN2 5TE.
Tel. 0892-45433. Telex : 95441. Micro-G .

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY P.O.Box 1628 Champaign. IL 61820 (217) 359-2112 Telex 270365

The current compiler allows 64K code space
and 64K data space with expansion anticipated
in future releases.
Circle 422 on inquiry card.
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CBASIC have been added to the
Compilable version of Business
BASIC. The language has been made
modular, meaning that you can compile chunks of it and link them
together at a later time; this is a great
boon for developing large programs.
Business BASIC allows multiple-line
functions. Another new feature is external subroutines called "subprograms"; they're similar to Pascal
procedures. Both functions and subprograms can be called by name; you
don't have to "GOSUB."
Enough differences exist between
MS Compilable Business BASIC and
DR Compiled CBASIC to make impossible any simple comparison. MS
Business BASIC allows compact
random-access files that take up considerably less disk space than
CBASIC's; but you pay for that by
having to learn the dreaded FIELD
statement, and LSET, and other
horrors. CBASIC's documentation is
much better than Microsoft's for
Business BASIC; Digital Research has
made enormous improvements in its
documentation.
Neither language has a noticeable
speed advantage. The Microsoft system has some advantages: you can
test out various tricks in the interpretive mode, thus finding out quickly whether or not something will
work. On the other hand, to do that
you have to use line numbers, and

some of the tests you want to perform
won't work in the interpretive mode,
which can be confusing. Both compilers allow separate compilation and
modular program construction.
I have a mild preference for Compiled CBASIC's method of libraries
from program modules, and CBASIC
does have one very large advantage.
The new Compilable Business BASIC
lets you chain programs together and
create overlay programs. If you're
writing programs for sale, however,
you must pay Microsoft a royalty for
using its run-time library. There is a
"free" library module for Compilable
Business BASIC, but it does not support chaining programs and putting
variables in common. Thus, if you're
thinking of creating large programs
for sale, you should look into Microsoft's royalty pricing before making a
decision.
Both compilers are priced far too
high. We can hope that continued
competition will remedy this situation: in fact, next month I hope to
report on a BASIC compiler that will
sell for less than $100.
The Atari Connection
Vincent Cate continues to improve
his Critical Connection . This gadget
makes an Atari think a CP/M computer system is a set of disks. The
only requirement is that your CP/M
system have an RS-232C serial port

r·"~
~!.,•,

, \\d
The~j.'RL~~
$45000

'AUTO DIAL 300/1200 BPS
2I2A COMPATIBLE MODEM
*BUILT·IN SPEAKER

operating at 19,200 bps. Given that,
you needn't buy disks for an Atari;
by using the Critical Connection, you
can make the Atari believe you have
four disks. The really nice part is that
you can use 8-inch as well as 5 14-inch
disks.
Cate's new software package has
automatic installation for a number of
CP/M systems, including Kaypro,
North Star, Sanyo, CCS, Heath!
Zenith, and Morrow. He also explains how to use DDT to install it for
other systems; you'd need to know
something of what you're doing to do
that. Cate's documentation is improved, but it's not what I'd call good.
Still, you can puzzle it out, and if you
don't want to invest a lot in an Atari
system but still want to use disks
with it, Cate's Critical Connection is
the way to go .•

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please put your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply.

Jerry Fou melle is a fanner aerospace engineer and
current science-fiction writer who loves to play with
computers.

NV~fto~{ACT

'~EXCLUSIVE TWO YEAR WARRANTY

*COMPLETE COMM SORWARE AVAILABLE

TheOSCOM

$52000

' The STARCOM Is our latest compact, most technologically advanced, 300/ 1200 BPS, SUPER INTELLIGENT AUTO DIAL MODEM. The STAR
COM ;s our second generation product, utilizing only 3 LSI Chips, packaged in a custom designed reinforced plastic case . With the STARCOM,
all you need is a modular wall plug: it requires NO TELEPHONE , simply key in the phone numbers from your Terminal or Microcomputer
keyboard and the Modem will do the rest.
"The OSCOM is another New Product designed for the OSBORNE" Computer User. To simplify its use by providing the necessary communication software integrated in the Mcdem, no more guessing as to which Software to use .
" The SOFTCOM is a Communications Software Package for PC Microcomputer Users.

We Offer Very Generous Discounts To Our Dealers
Call and Place Your Order Today
ORDERS ONLY 1·800·323·2666
For Information Call 312-459-8881

INCOMM

Division of Interbusiness Corporation
115 N. Wolf Road
Wheelin , IL 60090
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more can
I do?"

Your computer can
probably do more for
you than you originally
thought. And learning
to expand its capabilities
is as easy as reading a
good book .
SYBEX is the pioneer
of comp uter book publishing, offering over 60
titles developed for
beginners through advanced . They are so well written and easy to
understand that virtually anyone ca n learn
to operate a computer in a matter of hours.
DOing Business with
Pascal by Douglas
Hergert and Richard
Hergert ($1795) The
first of its kind , thi s
book uses examples
and explains how to :
design business systems in Pascal, write
practical business pro-

grams and use powerful Pascal language.
Your First BASIC Program by Rodnay Zaks
($9 .95) Write yo ur first BASIC program in
one hour! At last, a " how-to-program " book
for the first-time computer user, aged 8 to 88.
Colorful illustrations and simple diagrams
make this book both easy and entertaining .
Mastering CP/M' by Alan R. Miller ($ 16 95)
Now yo u can use CP/M ' to do more than
just co py files. With this book you will learn
how to incorporate additional peripherals
with your system , use console I/ O , use the
file control block and much more. Also
included is a library of useful mac ros .
The Apple ' Connection by James W.
Coffron ($ 12.95) Now
you can learn th e
simple techniques for
putting your computer to work con trolling external noncomputer devices in
your home or office.
Design a computercontrolled burglar

alarm system and control
lights , electricity, and other
non-computer devices in your
home or office . And all are
explained in simple, nontechnical terms .
SYBEX books are available
at bookstores and computer
stores everywhere . For a free
catalog , mail the coupon or call
TOLL-FREE 800/227-2346
Prices subject to change without notice.
I-Se-;;-d-m-; OAI;e-;;ala~g- - - - - - - - - - - - l
00 -09 1 Doing Business with Pascal $17.95
I
0 0-092 Your Fi, st BASIC Progldm $9 .95
0 0-068 Mastering CP/M' $16.95
0-085 The Apple'" Connection $12 95
Add : 0 $2.00/Book UPS
06» % Sales Tax CA Res
o $ 12 ~O/Book Overseas Mail
Charge my:
VISA 0 MaslerCard 0 Am erican Express
Ca rd '#
Exp. Dale _ __
Tolal Amounl Enclosed $ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Sig nalure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ___

o

I
I
I
I

o

Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
Cily/Slale/Zip _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __
Mail to: SYBEX Inc., 2344 Sixth St .. Berkeley,CA 94710
L _~2.?~3_~'0:~~n.9.:0~

_ __ __ _____ _ _ _

S
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This Programming professional deserves a
lot more from his personal computer.
He's earned it. As a seasoned professional,
he's learn ed to master some of the world 's
most advanced programming tools. Tools
specially designed to meet the everyday
demands of programming experts.
But as the owner of a personal computer, he's come to expect less. Less
performance. Less sophistication. And less
fl exibility.

standard SPF software, micro/SPF'M
provides all the sophisticated utilities programming professionals expect.

Programming experts can take
advantage of skiJls they've spent
years perfecting.

Now, for the first time, mainframe software is available for personal co mputers.
SPF screens are full y reprodu ced in logi cal
Why should programming a
and each screen is formatted
personal computer be any different? sequence
identical to those found in the SPF system.
Prior to the announcement of micro/
In addition, micro/SPF™comes equipped
SPF™development software, experienced
with the same primary and line commands,
programmers felt programming a personal tutorial messages and program editor
computer was a lot like playing with a toy. (With program fun ction keys) expetienced
You couldn 't take it seriously.
programmers are used to.
But today, there's micro/SPF;M a solution
Programming professionals who've
to elementary program editing tools now
spent years perfecting the art of writing
offered with most micro-computers.
sophisticated code deserve to work with
state-of-the-art tools, not toys. Find out
With micro/SPF™ you get the same
how micro/SPF'M can help you do workprocedures and commands experienced
compatible programming on your
programmers are accustomed to using at
personal computer today!
work. By mimicking features found in
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The IBM PC and the
Intel 8087 Coprocessor
Part 2: Interfacing to IBM Pascal
Using the 8087, you can speed up most Pascal programs
by at least a factor of three
by Tim Field
Last month we looked at the Intel
BOB7 Numeric Data Processor (NDP)
and saw how to provide software
support (MBOB7.MAC) for the assembly-language programmer using the
IBM Macro Assembler. This month
we build on the support provided by
MBOB7 to develop a higher level of
support for the Pascal programmer
using the IBM Pascal Compiler.
This software support package consists of two basic components: PASB7
(listing 1) and PB7_INT (listing 2) .
PASB7 is an assembly-language file
that, through the extensive use of the
macro-processing capability of the
IBM Macro Assembler, builds a set of
assembly-language subroutines that
are Pascal-callable as standard procedures and functions and provide
complete access to the full BOB7 NDP
instruction set.
PB7~NT is a file of Pascal procedure declarations that define all
routines found in PASB7 in such a
manner that the Pascal compiler can
readily access those routines. The

PB7~NT file is to be included in any

Pascal program that uses a PASB7
operation.

PAS87 Overview
The best method of providing
Pascal support for the BOB7 would be
to make that support invisible to the
programmer. In this approach, if the

The PAS87 software
support lets you
execute 129 individual
8087 instructions.
program executed a "y : = x + z" instruction, the concern whether this
was executed using software routines
or the BOB7 would be immaterial to
the user-the compiler would automatically emit the code for the BOB7
use. Under this scheme, any standard Pascal program would show
some level of performance improvement by a simple recompilation of

the program using a revised compiler. The problem with this approach is that it requires rewriting
portions of the compiler. This nontrivial task is beyond the scope of this
article.
The PASB7 software support presented here does not provide this "invisible" support. Rather, it lets you
execute 129 individual BOB7 instructions, each of which is callable as an
external Pascal procedure. Because
individual BOB7 instructions are fairly powerful, you can get a lot of work
done with only a few BOB7 calls-the
biggest drawback is that the user
must be conscious of the inner workings and current state of the BOB7. As
a bonus, direct use of the BOB7lets the
Pascal programmer "cheat" the Pascal
type-checking mechanism by manipulating data types that the IBM Pascal
Compiler does not allow.

The Pascal Frame
When a Pascal procedure or function is compiled, the code produced
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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is a typical machine-language subroutine. A standard mechanism (defined in the IBM Pascal User's Manual)
specifies how parameters are passed
to the procedure or function and
how, in the case of a function, a result
is returned to the caller. Any time the
compiler finds an invocation of a pro- .
cedure or function, it emits the
machine-language code that causes
the parameters to be set up properly, calls the subroutine for the pro. cedure or function, and handles the
result returned by a function.
The IBM Pascal Compiler provides
the means by which we can write our
own procedures or functions in assembly language. As long as we meet
the parameter-passing requirements
established by the compiler, our
routine can find and use the parameters passed to it by Pascal; if necessary, it can also return results to
Pascal.
A knowledge of frames is needed
to modify but not to use the PAS87
file in Pascal programs. If you want
to know more about frames, look at
the "Internal Calling Conventions"
section of the IBM Pascal User's
Manual.

PAS87-8087 Support for the
Pascal Programmer
The most important initial question
in deciding how to support the Pascal
compiler to access the 8087 is "How
do we want to trade off performance
versus code size?" The constant battle in software development is deciding whether to sacrifice some performance to gain in the compactness of
the resulting code or to instead
sacrifice the code length for maximum speed of execution . The final
verdict almost always lies at some
happy medium within the boundaries of the two extremes.
For PAS87 the two extremes were
these : first, we could develop a single
assembly-language subroutine that
would receive as parameters the 8087
operation to be performed and any
parameters needed for that operation; second, we could develop a
separate subroutine for each and
every 8087 operation. In the former
case, w~ would have no repetition of
332
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Listing 1: The PAS87 assembly-language file, when compiled and linked to a Pascal program
object file, lets the program use the 8087 Numeric Data Processor through procedure calls.
To save space, the functions CHK87, EXAM87, GETST, and SI4TUS have been omitted. Their
full definitions, starting with the word PUBLIC and ending with the word END?, should
be copied into this file from listing 3 of last month's article.
PAGE 64,132
TITLE LISTING I - PAS87 Pascal support for 8i87
j • HHHH HUH fI.HUH. flU UUfflHfHlttHUIHttlHHHtfHlffUH i

PAS87 - This is an asse~bly language file that produces the
full librar y of routines callable froJ IBH Pascal to
iJplelent every 8987 NDP operation. This file, once
it is asse.bl ed, can be linked Mi th any Pascal progr al
which contains the cOlland ( UNCLUDE P87 INT ).
j •• I H f If' f f fl •• Ii. fl.' Ifl f f f f H ft f H I Iff I I HI f ftl IHftH ffHHltt tiff •• ;

;
j

MEMOP - Macro to emit code for lemory based operands in 898; operations.
The address to the operand is expected to be a pass-by-reference
parameter frOB Pascal.

MEMOP MACRO PI, P2
PUSH
MeV
NOV
PI P2
POP

BP
BP,SP
BP,(BP+61
(BPI
BP

RET
ENDN

; PASS TACK - Hacro that emi ts code to use pass-b y-va lue para.eter
as register Ivalue ~ to 71 val ue for 8~87 register operation
!Uses seli-Iodii ying code to Mork) .
PASSTACK MACRO RI , R2, R3
LO CAL FLAG
PUSH
NOV
NOV
MOV
AND
OR
NOV
JNP

BP
BP, SP
BX, OFFSET FLAG+2
AL. CS: [BX I
AL,0F8h
AL, [BP+61
CS : [B XI,AL
FLAG

FLAG:
RI R2 R3
POP
BP
RET
ENDM
PAGE

; .ove to next page on listing

; PAS87 - Hacro to produce code for all of the 8887 operat ions . Each
call to PAS87 sets up a separate subroutine Mhich is callable
fro. Pascal.
PAS87 HACRO PI,P2,P 3
IFB (P2}
j IF P2 BLANK, MEANS NO PARAMETERS FOR PROC CALL
PUBLIC FJP!
F_~PI PROC FAR
PI

RET
F_ ~PI ENDP
ELSE
IFIDN (P2), (SHORT>
PUBLIC FSHORUPI
FSHORUP I PROC FAR
MEKOP PI P2
FSHORUPI ENDP

Listing 1 contin ued on page 334

TIMES
FASTER THAN
dBASE Ir
M

If you bought your computer to save time , then you
need SUPER, the most powerfu l database system you
can use. Power is a combination of speed , ease of use
and versatility . SUPER has them all.

FAST - To demonstrate SUPER's speed , ISA retained a
professional dBASE programmer to benchmark SUPER
vs . the acknowledged leader. A simple mailing list
application was chosen to minimize dBASE
programming cost. The results :
Task
Set up/ Program
Input 100 records
Sort & Print Labels

SUPER Time
5:20 min .
50:29 min .
6:41 min .

Totals

1 :02 :30 hrs.

dBASE II
12:18:00
1:27 :50
4:18

Time
hrs.
hrs.
min.

13:50:08 hrs.

Notice that SUPER was faster at every task where your
time is involved-and saving your t ime is probably the
whole reason you bought a computer .

EASY TO USE - SUPER won because of its ease of
use. Since it is menu-driven , office personnel can easily
learn to use SUPER to set up their own applications ,
speeding and simplifying dozens of tasks without the
need of programmer support.

it takes a six-page product description to cover them all.
Write or call and we'll send you one .
SUPER is available for TRS-80'" Models I & III under
NEWDOS'", LDOS'", and DOSPLUS; for TRS-80 Models
II , III and 16 under TRSDOS'"; and CP/ M'" systems.

NOW $199.00·
Manual (Price applicable to purchase)

$ 25 .00

Now available for the IBM PC
MasterCard and VISA accepted .

OTHER SOFTWARE
• ManageMint'": A PERT/ CPM project
management system compatible with SUPER. It
includes scheduling, resource and financial
management modules.
• Sales Planning and Data Extraction System :
Improves hit rates while cutting costs .
• Small , economica l program packages for
accounting , business and office applications as
well as utilities.
Write for Catalogue

VERSATILE - SUPER, unlike other business
programs, doesn't dictate how to run your business .
With SUPER the computer does what you want , when
you want, the way you want it . SUPER may be the only
business program you'll ever need. It can handle
customer files , payables , receivab les , depreCiation ,
appOintments, cost accounting, time charges ,
commissions , inventory, manufacturing control , and
even matr ix accounting systems!

SUPER PERFORMANCE AT A SUPER PRICE That SUPER beats the $700 dBASE program may
surprise you , but in terms of price vs . performance
SUPER has no competitors . Among its features are :
production input, data compression, multiple databases
on line, transaction posting , file reformating , stored
arithmetic files , flexible report formats, hierarchical sort
and multi-disk files for up to 131 , 068 records . It can
select by ranges, sub-strings, and field comparisons . It
interfaces to word processors such as WordStar'" ,
SuperSCRIPTSlr", Model 11 / 16 SCRIPTSlr", and
NEWSCRIPr". In fact SU PER has so many features that

In st i t u te Fo r Scien t ifi c An alys is, In c.

SOFTWARE FOR HARD USE

™

Dept B4 Institute for Scientific Analysis, Inc.
P.O . Bo x 7186 Wi lmington, DE 19803 (215) 358-3735

ORDERS ONLY
800·441· 7680 EXT. 501

Trade mark owners: dBAS EII - As hl o n-Tal e. SC RIPT SIT . SuperSC RI PTSIT. T RSDOS.
and T RS-80- T andy Co rp. NEWD OS / 80 - Ap paral . In c . WordSl ar - M ic ro Pro Inll . Corp .
NEWSCR IP T- PR OSOF T . LDO S - Logi ca l Sys lem s. Inc. CP/ M - Dig ilal Resea rch .

·Plu s $15.00 formatt i ng c harge for non·slandard CP/M versi o n.

Circle 225 on inquiry card.
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various sections of code, but the code
would be complex and would require
numerous tests to determine the
operation being requested. In the latter case, we would be able to maximize the performance of each interface to the 8087, but the large number
of definitions would add to the
length of the PAS87 file.
After realizing that the main reason
for using an 8087 chip is to decrease
program execution time, I found that
I could follow the latter objective
without prohibitively adding to the
size of the program that uses PAS87.
The PAS87 package we are about to
look at in detail increases the size of
a compiled Pascal program by some
5000 bytes, which will increase the
size of the "average" Pascal program
by about 12 percent. At the same
time, execution speed of a Pascal program making heavy use of the 8087
via PAS87 can be cut by 67 percent or
more. This is, in my opinion, an acceptable trade-off.

Dividing the Tasks
At first glance, it appears that we
will have to individually write every
one of the 129 routines to be included
in PAS87. This would be a repetitive
and error-prone job, definitely not a
task to look forward to. For example,
11 different 8087 operations use a
short-real memory operand. Each requires identical manipulation of the
operand and will differ only on the
actual 8087 instruction escape (ESC)
sequence.
Because PAS87 is written entirely in
assembly language, the power provided by the IBM Macro Assembler
as discussed last month indicates that
repetitive functions can be handled
easily and automatically through the
use of macro definitions. This approach works beautifully and greatly simplifies the building of PAS87.
Upon examination, the 8087 operations fall into two basic categories:
those that don't require parameters
and those that do. For example, the
classical stack operation FADD
doesn't require parameters. It always
operates on two values already in the
8087 system stack. On the other
hand, the 8087 operation FADD

Listing 1 continued:
ELSE
IFIDN (P2),(LONG)
PUBLIC FLONG_'PI
FLONG_'PI PROC FAR
HE HOP PI P2
FLONG_~PI ENDP
ELSE
IFIDN (P2>,mHP)
PUBLIC FTEHP _LP I
FTE"P _LPI PROC FAR
HE HOP PI P2
FTEMP _LP I ENDP
ELSE
IFIDN (P2 ),(WORD )
PUBLIC FWORD_LPI
FWORD_&PI PROC FAR
HE HOP PI P2
FWORD_lPI ENDP
ELSE
IFIDN (PZ>,(ST>
PUBLI C FSUP I
FST _&PI PROC FAR
PASSTACK P.I P2 Pl
FSUPI ENDP
ELSE
IFIDN (P2), (SPECIAL>
PUBLI C FSPEUP I
FSPEC_LPI PROC FAR
ME MOP PI
FSPEC_&PI ENDP
ELSE
PUBLIC FSTI_&PI
FSTUPI PRoe FAR
PASSTACK PI P2 Pl
FSTI_&PI ENDP
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
END IF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDM

j

NOM, lets pull in the

8~87

sofhare support .acros

ENDIF
ASSUME CS:CODE, DS:CODE
CODE SEGMENT
•SALL

; DEF INE PASCAL -8087 INTERFACE ROUTINES
PAS87
PASS7
PAS8l
PAS87
PAS87
PAS87
PAS87
PAS8l
PASS]
PAS87
PASSl
PASS7
PASSl
PAS87
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl

FABS
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FAnDP
FADDP
FBLD
FBSTP
FCHS
FCLEX
FCOM
FCDM
FCDM
FCOM
FCOMP

ST ,ST Ii)
ST Ii), ST
SHORT
LONG
ST Ii). ST
SPECIAL
SPECI AL

ST Ii)
SHORT
LONG

Listing 1 continued on page 336
334
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For users of Appl.e, IBM, TRS/80, Atari , Commodore, Texas Instruments; and oth~r brand name computers:

Here's the easiest way 1;0 buy quali1iy

diskettes at discoum prices
Now you ca n get error- free dou bl e or sing le-side diskettes
by IBM, Con tro l D ata, Maxell and Ve rbatim del ivered to
your door . For some of the lo west prices around.
You save because we sh ip h uge volumes of magnetic
media in boxes of 10.

To order, use the form at right:
• Select the manufa cturer
• Indicate the quant ity of boxes you need
• Fi ll in your name, add ress and credi t card num ber
For even laster service, call our toll-free number for your area.
In the co ntinen tal U .S.
1-( 800)-FLOPPYS o r 1-(800 )-52 1-5700
In Ca nada . 1-800-265-4824 .
In A laska/ H awaii . 1- 800-821-9029.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Shippi ng & handling F.O .B . Sout hfield
• ~1n.i(i
Tra nsac tion Stora ge System s In c., Sou thfield , MI
~

"I

EXPECT A MIRACLE
Circle 454 on inquiry card,

r---------------------~------~
Con tro l
Size l~~~~ Oty. '\erba1im®Oly. Dal a (52) Oly. maxell
~
5 - '/.," SS 24.90 r-5 _l/.t OS 39.90 I 8" SS 24.90 I 8" OS 39.90 I -

23.90
34.90
-

II--

II-

19.90
29. 90
19.90
29 .90

j--

t-j--

t=-

28 .90 f - 41.90 f - -

-

I--I---

Sub
$
To l als $
$
S
Name ___________________________ Till e _ _ _ _ __
Compa ny ________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
Cil y _ __ _ _ __ __ _ Slal e _ _ _ Zip _______

o

MASTERCAR D
D AMEX
D VISA
Card Numbe r
Exp irali on Dal e _ _ __
Shi pp ing and hand li ng 1-6 boxes add $4 .00 pe r o rder
7 o r more add $6.00 per o rd er.
Clip and mail today to: Transactio n Storage Sys tems, Inc.,
22255 Greenfield Road , Southfield, M I 48075

SHORT R_ VALUE requires a
parameter (~ VALUE in this case)
that specifies the real number to be
added from memory to the top element on the 8087 stack.
Of the 129 operation types that
PAS87 supports, 44 don't require
parameters. We can make these operations accessible from Pascal through
a procedure call that passes no
parameters. We can divide the 85 remaining PAS87 operations, all requiring parameters, into four subgroups :
24 operations requiring a real-memory operand, 24 requiring an integermemory operand, 24 needing register numbers (specifying the "i" in
ST(i)), and the remaining 13 that can
be grouped as needing a
special-memory operand type
(operations that use operands of 2,
14, and 94 bytes, as well as packed.
decimal) .
The real-memory, integer-memory,
and special-memory operands are
passed to and from the 8087 as part
of the operation. Because they come
in different sizes (including 16- , 32- ,
and 64-bit integers; 32- , 64-, and
80-bit real numbers; and from 16- to
80-bit special values), it at first appears that PAS87 will have to handle
each case in a separate manner.
However, if we treat all memory
operands as pass-by-reference
parameters (where operands,
regardless of length, are specified by
their 16-bit addresses), the routines
in PAS87 do not have to differentiate
between the various operand sizes.
The remaining type of parameter to
be considered is the registeroperation type. We would like to let
the user specify some register operation (such as the 8087 FADD ST,ST(i)
instruction} in the Pascal program
and pass as a parameter the register
number i to be used. The PAS87
operations supporting this type of
call would need to look at the register
specified and invoke the appropriate
8087 operation.
Because all 8087 register operations
are one-way (that is, they leave their
results on the 8087 stack and do not
return a result), we need not specify
the parameter passed to the PAS87
routines as pass-by-reference. Furthermore, because all register opera336
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Listing 1 continued:

PASa?
PASS7
PASa?
PASS?
PASa?
PAsa7
PASS?
PAsa7
PASS?
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASS7
PAsa7
PASa?
PAsa7
PASa?
PASS?
PASS7
PASS7
PASS7
PASS?
PASS7
PASS7
PASS7
PASS7
PASS7
PASS?
PAsa7
PASS?
PASS7
PASS?
PASS7
PASS?
PASS7
PASS?
PASS?
PASa?
PASa?
PASa?
PASa?
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASS?
PASS7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASS7
PASa?
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASa?
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASS7
PAsa7
PASa?
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PAsa7
PASS7
PASS7
PAsa7
PASa?
PASS7
PAsa7
PASS7
PASa?
PASS7
PAsa7
PASa?

FCO"P ST ! i )
FCOMP SHORT
FCO"P LONS
FCO"PP
FDECSTP
FDISI
FDIV
FDIV
ST!i),ST
FD I V
SHORT
FDIV
LONG
FDIVP STli),ST
FDIVR
FDIVR ST,ST!i)
FD I VR ST (i ) , ST
FDIVR SHORT
FDIVR LONG
FDIVRP ST Iii ,ST
FENI
FFREE ST (il
FlADD WORD
FlADD SHORT
FI CO" WORD
FICOM SHORT
FlCOMP WORD
FICO"P SHORT
FIDIV WORD
FlO I V SHORT
FIDIVR WORD
FlO I VR SHORT
FILD
WORD
FILD
SHORT
FILD
LONG
FI"UL WORD
FI"UL SHORT
FI NCSTP
FINlT
FIST
WORD
FIST
SHORT
FISTP WORD
FISTP SHORT
FI STP LONS
FlSUS WORD
FlSUB SHORT
FISUBR NORO
FI SUBR SHORT
ST Ii)
FLD
FLO
SHORT
FLD
LONG
FLD
TE"P
FLDCW SPECIAL
FLDENV SPECIAL
FLDLG2
FLDLN2
FLDL2E
FLDL2T
FLDPI
FLDl
FLD!
F"UL
ST (i) , ST
F"UL
ST ,ST Ii)
F"UL
SHORT
F"Ul
LONS
F"UL
F"ULP ST Ii), ST
FNCLEI
FNDISI
FNENI
FNIHIT
FNOP
FNSAVE SPECIAL
FNSTCW SPECIAL
FNSTENV SPECIAL
FNSTSW SPECIAL
FPATAN
FPRE"
FPTAN

tions restrict the register to a value
between 0 and 7, we know in advance
that the pass-by-value parameter of
any register operation can be contained within a single word (the
smallest parameter passed by Pascal).
To summarize, we have divided the
PAS87 operations into three main
types: those without parameters,
those with memory operands, and
those with register specifications. We
can thus handle all PAS87 operations
in one of three ways. This provides
a uniform approach that we will take
advantage of in developing the
macros used to generate the PAS87
code.

Listing 1 continued:
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASS7
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PASS7
PASSl
PASSl
PAS81
PAS81
PAS81
PAS81
PAS81
PAS87
PAS87
PASSl
PASSl
PASSl
PAS81
PAS87
PAS81
PAS87
PAS81
PAS87
PAS8l
PAS81
PAS81
PAS87

FRNDINT
FRSTOR
FSAYE
FSCALE
FSQRT
FST
FST
FST
FSTCW
FSTENV
FSTP
FSTP
FSTP
FSTP
FSTSW
FSU8
F5UB
FSU8
FSUB
FSUB
F5UBP
FSU8R
FSUBR
FSUBR
FSUBR
FSUBR
FSUBRP
FTST

SPECIAL
SPECIAL

ST Ii)
SHORT
LONG
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
ST Ii)
SHORT
LONG
TE"P
SPECIAL
ST, ST li)
ST Ii ), ST
SHORT
LONG
5Tli) ,5T
ST, ST (i)
ST Ii) ,ST
SHORT
LONG
ST Ii) ,ST

FNAIT
flAM
FICH
ST Ii)
FXCH
FXTRACT
FYL21
FYL2XPI
Fml

j tfffHffHfffffffftfff.fftf.Htffff.Hfff.fffffffffffHffffffftftftfftfj

Define sOle special purpose routines here.
callable by Pascal.

;

All lUSt be

;

j fffffffUffffUftHftHfHffUffftfttffftfttfffftffftfffttttttftftffftfj

PAGE
i Procedure UBltaeSl (VAR I : REALI j

Thi s routi ne converts a real number frol IB" forlat to 89Bl format

m8
8b88
8b89
868B
8b8E
8b91
9bH
8b9b
8b9A
8b9C

55
88
88
88
3D
75
83
74

mc

FE CC

EC
bE 8b
46 92

me
9b
7E '9 88
80

mE FE CC
ebA~

De De

06A2 D0 DC

IlbA4
ebAb
ebA9
06A9
8bM
ebAD

De 08
89 46 '2
50
CA em

C)B"_8e87
PUSH
"OY
"OV
"OV
C"P
JNE
C"P
JE
CONTIB":
DEC
DEC
RCL
RCR
RCR
"OY
ElIT1B":
POP

RET
C 18" S881

PROC
FAR
BP
BP,SP
BP, (BP+b)
AX,(DP+2)
AX,e
CONTlBM
WORO PTR [SP),8
EllTlB"

i
i
i
i
i

No difference between IB" L 8381 'zero"
Skip if not zero
Check second word
If zero, exit

AH
AH
AL,I
AH, I
Al, I
[BP+2),AX
BP
2
ENDP

Listing 1 continued on page 340

PAS87 Macro Generator
Take a moment to look at listing 1the assembly-language code that produces the PAS87 operations. It consists of three macros (PAS STACK,
MEMOp, and PAS87) followed by 129
macro calls to PAS87 (with various
parameters, of course) . Following
these are some assorted utility
routines (to be discussed later).
Now look at listing 2, the P87~
file. This is a file that any Pascal program wishing to access PAS87 operations will use $INCLUDE to incorporate it into the program (see the
IBM Pascal User's Manual for instructions on $INCLUDE). This listing
defines all EXTERN procedures that
access PAS87 routines and thus use
the 8087 from Pascal. P87~NT
establishes the interface to each
PAS87 routine for the Pascal compiler.
A side-by-side comparison of the
PAS87 macro calls in listing 1 and the
procedure declarations in listing 2
may help in your initial understanding of how the PAS87 macro will
work. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the two listings.
The macro expansion of the calls in
listing 1 builds subroutines that meet
the Pascal internal calling conventions. Let's now look at the PAS87
macro and see what happens at
assembly time.
The PAS87 macro builds complete
subroutines. Each of the 129 PAS87
macro calls in listing 1 results in a full
subroutine specification. Notice that
each macro call has from one to three
parameters. The first parameter is
September 1983 © _BYTE Publications Inc.
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THE
SECOND GENERATION
96 TPIDISK
NOOTHER
PRODUCT LINE
IS EXPRESSLY
DESIGNED FOR
PRECISION
96TPI
PERFORMANCE.
What makes one computer a better buy
than another?
How about a 96 tracks-per-inch drive?
It can pack more than a megabyte on a
single flexible disk.
Today, over 20 microcomputer manufacturers are marketing 96 TPI disk systems.
And thanks to a new diskette engineered
to standards previously unattainable, 96
TPI performance can now be as reliable as
48TPI.
The product that makes this possible is
the Xidex Precision'" Rexib/e Disk.

A TANGIBLY SUPERIOR DISK.
We had no choice. To turn out a highly
reliable 96 TPI product line in volume, Xidex
had to build the most automated and advanced disk manufacturing facility in the
world. And we had to find ways to enhance
current capabilities in materials, magnetic
formulations, manufacturing and quality
control.
The best substrate. We start with the
most stable polyester substrate commercially available. We can command the best
because we're the world's largest purchaser
of polyester substrate. Using a superior
substrate makes the disks less susceptible to distortions caused by temperature
and humidity.
And that's just the beginning.
Tighter hub hole specs. We reduced the
accepted tolerances on the center hole
diameter by 50% (from .001" to .0005") to
Circle 494 on inquiry card .

decrease the risk of head to track misalignment.
Improved signal strength.We coat with a
unique magnetic particle that has a signal
level almost 20% higher than average. (This
was accomplished without any sacrifice in
overwrite and peak shift properties.) The
resulting "hotter" signal means you 're less
likely to lose your data if head alignment is
less than perfect.
Better finishing . We use proprietary
binders and lubricants, and we polish the
disk to a higher luster than you 're used to
seeing. This significantly improves signal
performance and assures longer life for
the disk drive heads.
More protective jackeUacket construction is particularly critical to 96 TPI performance. Xidex has selected a 10 mil jacket
that is 33% thicker than the industry average . The jacket not only feels more substantial , it offers greater protection from
contaminants, extended handling and extremes in temperature and humidity. Its
superior squareness and flatness allow it
to slip more easily into the drive and improves double sided head compliance.The
all -polyester liner helps the disk to rotate
more quietly and with less torque.
Tighter quality control. Product testing
must also be a cut above accepted standards. Xidex disks not only go through the
most rigorous 100% test procedures, they
are also required to pass an additional outgoing quality check of 18 tests.
Xidex disks are 100% certified . .. to a
higher level than any other product. But
many users don't realize that "100% certified" simply means that the disks are certified against dropouts. Disks can fail for
other reasons, too. It's only because Xidex
cont rols al/ three critical areas - coating,
physical construction and testing - that we
can produce a reliable 96 TPI product.

Naturally, our disks also offer a lifetime
warranty against manufacturing defects.

HIGH VOLUME
PRODUCTION CAPACITY.
Xidex's monthly shipments of disks have
been soaring since mid -1982. And we're
just barely tapping our capability. Our new
coating facility will be able to turn out over
150 million disks a year.
Our product line also includes a full line
of 48 TPI disks that are superior to anything on the market. Available in 5W and 8"
sizes, they are made to the same exacting
standards as our 96TPI products.

A WORLD LEADER IN
PRECISION COATING.
As one of the largest manufacturers of
computer media products, we've been perfecting the art of preciSion , high speed,
volume coating onto polyester since 1969.
In fact, we currently coat more polyester
media products than all manufacturers of
flexible disks combined.
We're also the first vertically integrated
American manufacturer of flexible disks in
over five years.
If you 'd like more information on the
most reliable 48 and 96 TPI disks that
money can buy, give us a call. We also have
a technical paper on 96 TPI disks that's
yours for the asking.
Xidex MagnetiCS, P.O. Box 3418, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3418. (415) 964 -4652 .
In California call toll free (800) 672-1403.
Outside California call (800) 538-1584.

XiDEX

PRECISION'" FLEXIBLE DISKS
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always the basic 8087 operation that
the subroutine is to invoke. These are
the same 77 basic operations defined
last month in the M8087.MAC assembler software support. In fact, each
PAS87 macro expansion will in turn
invoke the M8087 macro specified by
the first parameter. This means that
the PAS87 file in listing 1 requires the
M8087.MAC program from last
month.
An assembly-language subroutine
has three parts: the initial declaration
of the routine (consisting of two
parts, a PUBLIC ROUTINE_ NAME
command that specifies the routine
to be made public to external
modules and a line of the format
ROUTINE--.NAME PROC FAR to
signify a subroutine of type FAR with
the name ROUTINE--.NAME), the
code that makes up the subroutine,
and the closing or delimiting portion
of the routine (which has the syntax
ROUTINE--.NAME ENDP) .
PASS7 Naming Conventions
If PAS87 is to produce 129 separate
subroutines, we have to come up
with 129 unique routine names. The
syntax that I use in PAS87 is the following: all PAS87 routine names
begin with an F, followed by the type
of operation to be performed, an
underscore _, and end with the 8087
mnemonic operation name.
The possible types of operations include SHORT, LONG, WORD,
TEMP, SPECIAL, ST, STI, and "no
op." The first four types refer to the
memory operand type used in the
operation (for example, the
FSHORT_ FADD operation in PAS87
uses a short-real memory operand to
execute the 8087 FADD operation).
The SPECIAL operation type
handles such special operands as the
94-byte control-word operand used in
the FLDCW operation.
The ST and STI operation types
refer to the register operations. Any
register operation of the type f-op ST,
ST(i) is considered to be of the ST
type. The f-op ST(i),ST and f-op ST(i)
8087 operations fall under the STI
classification. Thus, an FST_ FSUB
procedure executes an 8087 FSUB
ST,ST(i) instruction. An FSTIJSUB
procedure does the FSUB ST(i),ST
340
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Listing 1 continued:
Conl'ert real from 8887 to IBM forlat

8bAD
06AD
86AE
0688
8683
8686
8689
86BB
86BF
86CI
86CI
86C3
86C5
86C7
86C9
86CB
86CE
86CE
86CF
1602

U887J8~

55
88 EC
88 6E 86
88 46 82
3D 8888
75 86
83 7E 88 U
74 80

OJ
08
08
FE
FE
89

08
04
08
C4
C4
46 82

50
CA 8982

PUSH
~OV
~OV

"OV
C"P
JHE
C~P

JE
CONT3@87:
RCL
RCL
RCR
IHC
IHC
HOV
Em8eB7:
POP
RET
CJ887 JBN

PROC
FAR
8P
BP, SP
BP, [BP+61
AX, [8Pt21
AI,"
; Ho di Herence beheen IBH L 8887 'aro'
CONT8S87
; Skip if not ,ero
WORD PTR [BP1,8 ; Check second No~d
EX !T8S87
If zero, exit
AL, I
AH, I
AL, I
AH
AH
[BP+21,AX
BP

2
ENDP
;
;
;
;

FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION

CHK87 : INTEGER;
EIAH87 : INTEGER;
GETST : INTEGER;
STATUS: INTEGER;

These functions are not listed here but should
be included in the PAS87 file. Cop y their
definitions, starting Nith 'PUBLIC .•• • and
ending Nith • . • •ENDP · . fro. listing 3 of
last lonth's article.

0734

CODE ENDS
END

Listing 2: The P87~NT file. Any Pascal program wishing to use the 8087 should include
the statement { $INCLUDE P87~NT } and should also be linked to the object code version
of PAS87 in listing 1.
{ $LIST- }
{ PSl INT - This file interfaces any IBM-Pascal program to the S~S?
software support library (PASS?) of routines.
All 129
808? routines in PASS? are declared here as e x ternal
procedures.
By "$INCLUDE"ing this file with a Pascal
program, the Llser may access the S08? from Pascal.
Following the PASS? procedure declarations below are
s i x utility declarations for Lltilities also defined in
PAS8?
(See PAS8? listing for full explanation of these
utilities).
procedure
procedure
p rocedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

F_FABS;
F_FADD;
FST_FADD(reg : integer);
FSTI _ FADD(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FADD(var r : real);
FLONG_FADD(var r : real);
F_FADDP;
FSTI _ FADDP(reg : integer);
FSPEC_FBLD(var special: real);
FSPEC_FBSTP(var special: real);
F_FCHS;
F_FCLEX;
F_FCOM;
FSTI_FCOM(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FCOM(var r : real);
FLONG_FCOM(var r : real);
F_FCOMP;
FSTI_FCOMP(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FCOMP(var r : real);
FLONG FCOMP(var r : real);

EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;

Listing 2 continued on page 342

$ $

"LOWEST PRICES" $ $
ADVANCED DIGITAL
S-100 SUPER QUAD SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER Z-80 64K RS232 DISK
CONTROLLER FOR 5" OR 8". $474
SUPER SLAVE 128K + PS NET/ 1. 437
SUPER SIX / 128 6 MHZ 128K . . . . 555
TURBODOS SINGLE USER, .
250
SUPER SYSTEM-DD-8
2327
SUPER SYSTEM-8-HD-l0 . ... .. 3920

SMITH CORONA
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
SMITH CORONA TP1 June Special $514
Less June & July Mfg. Rebate ... .:2Q
ON LY $464
STARWRITER 40 CPS S or P .. $1274
PRINTMASTER 55 CPS S or P
1544
NEC 3510 33 CPS SERIAL ..... 1386
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
GORILLA BANANA Graphics . . .. $221
EPSON
MX-80 w/ Graphics Rom+, 80 cps " 427
FX-80 Friction & Tractor 160cps ,. 595
MX-l00 Friction & Tract. 100cps .. 653
STAR MICRONICS
GEMINI 10 2.3K Buffer 100 cps .. 329
GEMINI 15 15" Carriage ........ 494
OKIDATA
82A Serial & Parallel 120 cps ..... 404
84 Parallel 15" Fr& Tr 200 cps .... 960
92 Parallel 10" Fr& Tr 160 cps .... 501

ALTOS COMPUTERS
. ....... $2680
8000-2 64K RAM . .
8000-15 208 K RAM . .
. .. 3653
8000-10 208K RAM
5571
5-1503 USER 2 5 1/4" .
2201
5-503 USER HARD DISK. . . . 4379
8600-1216 BIT 20 MB HD ..... . 9104
COMMODORE 64
CALL
ATAR I 400 wlRebate Coupon .... $149
ATARI 800. . . .
. ....... 655
TRAXX 5 1/4" ADD ON DRIVES
Bare drive SSDD Quantity 2 Ea ... 215
SSDD wl cabinet & power sup ..... 312

COMPUSTARS FOR NETWORKING
VPU-l0
.... . . $1540
VPU-20
.. . ..... . ...... 2284
VPU-30 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2656
VPU-40 . . .
. . . .. 3029
DSS-l0
.... 3029
AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS is
organizing a World WidE< Association
of Computer Dealers. Open a Store or
Start Work Out of Your Homel We
Charge NO FRANCHISE FEE! (Our
Competitors charge a FRANCHISE FEE
ollrom $15,000,00 to $45,000.00.) Be a
Winner1 Let US help YOU get started
MAKING MONEY by HELPING
PEOPLE to put COMPUTERS to WORK.
Write or Phone today.
Which Computers are Best? .. . Free
Insured Shipping at Low Rates.

TELEVIDEO 910 OR 910+ ... . . . $538
TELEV IDEO 925 Detach Keybd .. 674
TELEV IDEO 950 Prog func keys .. 863
TELEVIDEO 970 VT-100 compal. .. 935
ADDS Viewpoint 3A+ Emulates
458
ADDS Viewpoint 60 Graphics. . . 620
ADDS Viewpoint 90 Prog. EPROM 820
ADDS Color Terminal NEW' . . . 998
Zenith Z-29 Z19&VnOO com pat
655
Zenith ZT-l Terminal+modem
460
Visual 50 Ergonomic. . . .
. ... $545
Visual 55 New! Enhanced #50 . . . 626
Visual 100 80/132 columns ...
890
Visual 200 Tilts&d etach keybd
761
Visual 330 VT52&Haz1500 comp 782
Visual 400 ANS I x3.64 compat .. 1074
Visual 500 Graphics 14" screen
1646
MONITORS
ZENITH
ZVM 121 Green Phosphor . . .. . . . $123
ZVM RGB Color Monitor. . . . . .
545
GDZ-13-14 Composite Color.
325
NEC
JC1201M 12" Composite Color
$378
JC1202DHA 12" RGB Color Mon. 810
JB1201M 12" Green phosphor
176
AMDEK
Color I Color monitor .
300G 12" Green.

Call for latest prices & availability

AMERICAN
919-889-4577
Circle 24 on inquiry card.

COMPUTERS

Micro Decision II

COMPUPRO
Compupro computers come as mainframe. boards, and drives. and you must
set the switches.

':4 DEAL YOU CAN'T REFUSE"

816A Computer 8085/8088 128K $3964
816B Computer 8085/8088 256K 5038
816C 8085/ 8088 384K 3 users ... 6470
8160 10 MHz 8086 512K ... , . .. 10052
816-08 CPUZ 208K Oasis .. , . ... 6471
816-01610 MHZ 8086 512K .... 10052

64K RAM Z80 4MHz 2 serial ports
51/4" disks Free Software - CPM 2.2
MicroSoft Basic. BaZic, WordStar
LogiCalc spreadsheet, Correct-it
ONLY
MD1 1 single sided 5 1/4" ...... $818
MOl +A DDS 3A+ Terminal ..... 1269
MOl +ADDS 3A+ +Smith Corona 1769

TARBELL with 2-8" disk drives
EMPIRE I sing le sided ....... . $3304
EMPIRE II double sided . .... .. 3775

TERMINALS

$1970
2376
.... 2684

MICROANGELO
MA 512 512x480 Monochrome .. $674
MA 520 512x480 + Sc reen Pak2 .. 890

RADIO SHACK TRS-80 SAVE' CALL

TELEVIDEO

SUPERBRAIN

VECTRIX
VX 1288 colors 322x560 Pix ..
$2245
VX 384 16.8 million colors ...... 3865
VXM Hi Res. 13" RGB Monitor.. 1430

SEATTLE Pure 16 bit computer is the
fast est microcomputer by actual test'
S-100, 128K Static Ram. 8 MHz 808618
slot. Mainframe. 3 serial & 1 parallel
ports.
$4346
Gazelle II computer . ..
5750
Hard Disk Gazelle II .

PROWRITER 8510 10"Par 120cps 404
8600-Near Letter Quality Par
1031
PRISM 80 , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 756

SUPERB RAIN II
DOUB LE DENSITY
QUAD DENSITY.
SUPER DENSITY

GRAPHICS & COLOR GRAPHICS

4167 Kivett

$321
165

MEDICAL SOFTWARE
MICROMED & M ICRODENT .. . 1656
STAR DOC
..........
350
THE DOCTOR 'S OFFICE NEW! CALL

MICRO DECISION

MD2 2-5" SS drYS + Per. Pearl ... 1148
MD2 +ADDS 3A+ Terminal ..... 1599
MD2 +ADDS 3A+ +Smith Corona 2099
MD3 2 sided drives & Bookkeeping
FANTAST IC BUY
& Personal Pearl.
MD32 Double sided drives ..... 1566
MD3 +ADDS 3A+ Terminal ... . .. 2019
MD3 +ADDS 3A+ +Smith Corona 2519
Above Packages include all Cables

DECISION 1
"IBM -360 on the Z-80 & S-100 Bus!"
Sixteen programs running simultaneously' FREE CPM. MicroSoft Basic.
S-100, IEEE 696, 14-slot. 4 MHz Z80
Rea l time c lock, Interrupts. 3 Serial
& 1 parallel port. 64K static RAM expandable to 1 Megabyte.
D1 Hardware&Softwa re as above$1712
02 Has 2 DSDD 5 1/ 4" drives. ,. 2485
D3A 1 DSDD 51 /4" +5 Mb Hard Disk
+Wordstar. Correct-It, LogiCal c.
BaZic. and Personal Pearl
D3A w/5 Mb Hard Disk
...... 3120
D3C w / 15 Mb Hard Disk ....... 3822
MOS Multi user upgrade 3-64K RAMS
+Micronix operating system . .
1432
MOS+ with above & Whitesmith's C
& Pascal . .
1783

NORTH STAR ADVANTAGE
North Star Advantage
Work Station.
2 Floppies 360K ea.
5 Mb Hard + 360K Floppy
15 Mb Hard + 360K Floppy

8/ 16
8 BIT
$1918 $2281
2252
2542
3362
3652
4385
4748

NORTH STAR HORIZON
HORIZON
1 User Multi
2 Floppies 360K ea . ... $2252
NIA
5 Mb Hard & Fl oppy
3362 $6095
15 Mb Hard + Floppy
6821
4385
18 Mb Hard + Floppy
8273
5837

.A

Factory Guarantees

MORROW DISK DRIVES
Complete systems include S-100 controller. power supply. cabinet. & fan.
CPM & Basic 80.
Add Drives include power supply. cabinet & fan.
Add
System Drive
51 /4" Winchester
5Mb $1572 $1151
5 1/4" Winchester
15Mb 2485
2064
8" Winches'er
10Mb 2625
2134
8" Winches'er
20Mb
3187
2766
t4" Winchester
26Mb
3187
2766
8" (w/ DMA controller)
One 1 sided
$870
$576
One 2 sided ...
1081
800
Two 1 sided
1418
1011
Two 2 sided
1432
1839

We Beat Prices

COMPUTERS
Dr. ~mestown
SQUARE

N.C. 27282

919-883-11 05
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operation. (Note the distinction between FSTJSB and FSTLYSUB.
The. results of these two procedures
are different. See last month's discussion for clarification.)
The "no op" type of operation
refers to all 8087 instructions that
don't have operands. These instructions are characterized by a name of
the syntax F_ followed by the 8087
mnemonic command. For example,
the FJLDPI procedure executes the
8087 FLDPI operation to load PI onto the 8087 stack.
Given this naming scheme for the
PAS87 operations, we can use the
MACRO ability to manipulate macro
parameter strings to build the name
of each procedure from the parameters passed in the PAS87 macro call.
In each PAS87 macro call, the first parameter, Pl, specifies the 8087 instruction to be executed and the 'second parameter (if there is one), P2,
specifies the "type" of that operation.

The MEMOP Macro
Examining the PAS87 macro now,
we see that the macro expansion immediately tests the second parameter
of the macro call. If there is no second parameter, then the 8087 needs
no operands and we simply establish
the procedure entry and exit and
issue a call to the M8087.MAC routine.
If P2 equals SHORT, LONG,
TEMP, WORD, or SPECIAL, then
PAS87 invokes the MEMOP macro.
MEMOP inserts the assembly-language code needed to properly pass the address of the operand to
the procedure. Listing 3 shows an example of this, the code generated by
the expansion of the macro call PAS87
FADD SHORT (here, Pl = FADD and
P2=SHORT).
The PASSTACK Sub macro
The three types of 8087 register
operations (f-op ST(i), f-op ST,ST(i),
and f-op ST(i),ST) cause PAS87 to invoke the PASSTACK macro. For these
register operations, we expect to
receive a call-by-value parameter that
specifies the register number (0 to 7)
to be used for the operation. As a
result of this parameter, the proper
8087 ESC sequence must be executed
342
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Listing 2 continued:
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedur e
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
pr.ocedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
proc edure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedur e

F_FCOMPP;
F_FDECSTP;
F_FDISI;
F_FDIV;
FSTI_FDIV(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FDIV(var r : real);
FLONG_FDIV(var r : real);
FSTI_FDIVP(reg : integer);
F_FDIVR;
FST_FDIVR(reg : integer);
FSTI_FDIVR(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FDIVR(var r : real);
FLONG_FDIVR(var r : real);
FSTI_FDIVRP(reg : integer);
F_FENI;
FSTI_FFREE(reg : integer);
FWORD_FIADD(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FIADD(var i : integer);
FWORD_FICOM(var i : integer);
FSHORT _ FICOM(var i : integer);
FWORD_FICOMP(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FICOMP(var i : integer);
FWORD_FIDlV(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FIDIV(var i : integer);
FWORD_FIDIVR(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FIDlVR(var i : integer);
FWORD_FILD(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FILD(var i : integer);
FLONG_FILD(var i : integer);
FWORD_FlMUL(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FIMUL(var i : integer);
F_FINCSTP;
F_FlNlT;
FWORD_FlST(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FlST(var i : integer);
FWORD_FlSTP(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FlSTP(var i : integer);
FLONG_FISTP(var i : integer);
FWORD_FlSUB(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FlSUB(var i : integer);
FWORD_FISUBR(var i : integer);
FSHORT_FlSUBR(var i : integer);
FSTl_FLD(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FLD(var r : real);
FLONG_FLD(var r : real);
FTEMP_FLD(var r : real);
FSPEC _ FLDCW( va r special : real);
FSPEC_FLDENV(var special: real);
F_FLDLG2;
F_FLDLN2;
F_FLDL2E;
F FLDL2T;
F_FLDPl;
F_FLDZ;
F_FLD1;
F_FMUL;
FSTl_FMUL(reg : integer);
FST _ FMUL(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FMUL(var r : real);
FLONG_FMUL(var r : real);
FSTl_FMULP(reg : integer);
F_FNCLEX;
F_FNDISI;
F_FNENl;
F_FNlNlT;
F_FNOP;
FSPEC_FNSAVE(var special: real);
FSPEC_FNSTCW(var special: real);
FSPEC_FNSTENV(var special: real);
FSPEC_FNSTSW(var special: real);
F_FPATAN;
F_FPREM;
F_FPTAN;
F_FRNDlNT;
FSPEC_FRSTOR(var special: real);
FSPEC_FSAVE(var special: real);
F_ FSCALE;
F_FSQRT;
FSTl_FST(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FST(var r : real);
FLONG_FST(var r : real);
FSPEC_FSTCW(var special: real);
FSPEC_FSTENV(var special: real);
FSTl_FSTP(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FSTP(var r : real);
FLONG_FSTP(var r
real);
FTEMP FSTP(var r : real>;

EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;

Listing 2 continued on page 347
Circle 327 on inquiry card .
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Anything else is
just a.lot of noise.
In a market where noisy superlatives such as
"incomparable'; "second-to-none'; and "the
epitome of excellence" are casually applied
to a wide variety of printers, Siemens has
taken a more quiet and purposeful approach.
The PT -88 is our new jet matrix printer. Upon
close inspection, you'll see that it is equipped
with all the features your business can benefit
from-consistent print quality in a variety of
type styles, high speed (150 cps), tractor or
single-sheet plain paper feed, full graphics
capability, universal interface with personal or
desk computers, and modular design for
simplified seNice, if it is ever required.
But in addition to this, the PT -88 offers you
something that many others simply can't ...
a QUIET working environment. Listen very
carefully. The super-silent PT-88 whispers
while it works, at less than 50 dBA. Compare
it to those that operate at more than twice
that sound level and clang, screech, rattle
and shriek. Then think of how nice it will be to
accept phone calls or conduct meetings while
the PT -88 .is hard at work ... right next to your
work place if you wish.

In short, the PT-88 puts it all togetherreliability, flexibility, performance, and lowcost operation-all in one compact, supersilent unit. The result is a: printer of exceptional
long-term value. Now the question remainsIs it incomparable? Second-to-none? The
epitome of excellence? We'd want you to
decide for yourself. One thing's for sure. It's
remarkably quiet. And in an increasingly
noisier business environment, we think that's
something you can appreciate.
For more information, contact:
Siemens Communication Systems, Inc.
Office Terminals Division
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830
(201) 321-3400 or
240 East Palais Road, Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 991 -9700.

Quietly impressive printers ...
from Siemens.

CCI302().(l20

SIQ 751

Repeat it once more... "No manual
tax preparation in '84"
Instead, save yourself
time and money and
satisfy your clients
with your personal
computer and ...

Micro-Tax' can turn your personal
computer into a profit center -you' ll
increase you r client volume and take
the drudgery out of tax preparation.
And since the returns never leave
your office , you have complete client
security.
MICRO-TAX' IS COMPREHENSI VE .
It offers three Federal tax packages
and 23 fu ll y integrated state packages , so you can select the programs
that best meet you r needs . Level"
has a tax depreciation module, and it
automatically computes underpayment penalties, self-emp loyment
taxes, minimum taxes, and
income averaging. For those who
prepare Federal partnership ,
1982 SCHEDULE AND FORMS INCLUDED
corporate, and Subchapter S
returns, Micro-Tax' has a FedFULL FEDERAL
MICRO-TAX '
eral Level III package. Each
PERSONAL
~.
tax season Micro-Tax' offers
COMPUTER
~ f'.i ~
SYSTEMS
you an update package.
-;v
MICRO-TAX' IS VERSATILE.
..
The program is compatible
Level 2, Prolessional l • .. .
... . . . . .
. .
with your IBM PC' or XT',
Ind ividual Package
DEC Rainbow', Radio Shack',
Level 3, Parlnership l
..
Corpora Ie Package
or any other personal com-

MICRO,TAX*

..

-

-

..

puter with CP/ M' , PC DOS' or MS
DOS' - from Apple' to Zenith '.
MICRO-TAX' IS FLEXIBLE . It's up
to you; you can input the client tax
information at the time of interview
and produce the forms immediately,
or enter data during the day and
batch print returns at night. MicroTax' prints your returns on IRS
forms, IRS approved substitute forms,
or with transparent overlays .
MICRO-TAX' IS FRIENDLY You
can organize data entry in a sequence very simi lar to that of manual
tax preparation , or you can compute
form s out of sequence . It's up to
you. So go ahead, repeat it once
more . .. "No manual
tax preparation in '84 ." No
PRINTS
need-once you 've got
Micro-Tax ' . Call Micro-Tax'
iL
direct for complete details,
°l ~
or call your local dealer.
~
<= ~'~E
Prove it to yourself: ord er
§~ ....
a demonstration package a comp lete 1982 Federal,
Corporate/ Partnership or State
system for only $58.00 eac h.
~~

o~

~

c~

. .. . . . . . ..
.. . .. . .. .

·23 Integrated Stale Returns Available • Ord ers laken lor yearly updale pac kages
• Forms subject 10 IRS changes lor 1983 lax year

MICRO-TAX' MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INC.

6203 Variel Avenue, Suite B Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Phone (213) 704-7800
'C / PM-Irademark at Digilal Re search. Inc.: DEC Rainbow - trademark of Digital
Equipment Corp .: MICRO-TAX-trademark of Microcomputer Taxsystems. Inc.:
MS DOS-trademark of Microsoft Corp .: PC DOS . IBM PC. and IBM XT -trademarks at IBM :
Apple-trademark at Apple Computers : Zenith-trademark of Heath Company and Zenith
Radio Corp .: Radio Shack - trad emark of Tandy Corp .

Circle 303 on inquiry card .

to accomplish the register operation.
Therefore, we can have anyone of
eight variations to the register operation executed.
The obvious method of approaching this would be to compare the
register parameter i with each possible value from 0 to 7 and execute the
appropriate 8087 command when a
match is found (i.e., "IF REG=O
THEN XXXX ELSE IF REG = 1 THEN
YYYY .. ."). But this requires up to
seven run-time comparisons for each
call. Because these comparisons slow
down the actual execution of registerbased PAS87 procedures, I looked for
another way around the problem.
Looking at the structure of the 8087
register operations, I made two observations:
1. All register-operation op codes require exactly 2 bytes.
2. The register selection for each of
these op codes is encoded in the
same manner for all such operations. The low 3 bits of the second
byte store the register number
(thus allowing for the eight registers that the 8087 contains).
Because all 8087 register operations
use the same 3 bits to specify the register in the ESC command, we can do
a naughty thing and set up some selfmodifying code. Self-modifying code
is tricky and somewhat risky because
it relies on changing the machinelanguage code during run time for
correct operation. This is dangerous
for numerous reasons, not the least
of which is that this code must never
be put into read-only memory
because it could not modify itself and
thus would not work correctly.
Let's look at PASSTACK as found in
listing 1 and see how it works. The
first six instructions make the actual
code modification. The line immediately following the FLAG: label
(containing Rl R2 R3) is the line of
code to be modified. Upon macro expansion of PAS STACK, Rl through
R3 will be replaced by the parameters
passed, which will in turn cause
some M8087 macro to be invoked,
resulting in a 2-byte ESC 8087
instruction.
As an example, look at the macro

Listing 2 continued:
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

FSPEC_FSTSW(var special : real);
F_FSUB;
FST_FSUB(reg : integer);
FSTI_FSUB(reg : integer);
FSHORT_FSUB
(var r : real);
FLONG_FSUB(var r : real);
FSTI_FSUBP(reg : integer);
F_FSUBR;
FST_FSUBR(reg : integer);
FSTI_FSUBR(reg : integer);
FSHORT _ FSUBR(var r : real);
FLONG_FSUBR(var r : real);
FSTI_FSUBRP(reg : integer);
F_FTST;
F_FWAIT;
F_FXAM;
F_FXCH;
FSTI_FXCH(reg
integer);
F_FXTRACT;
F_FYL2X;
F_F YL2XPl;

procedure F _F2XH 1;

EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN
EXTERN

procedure
procedure
procedure
function
functio n
f unction
functio n

EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN;
EXTERN:
EXTERN:

F_FS TP;
C_IBM_8087(var x : real);
C_8087 IBM( var M : real);
CHKS7
integer;
EXAMS7
integer;
GETST
integer;
STATUS
integer;

( $LIST+

Listing 3: The expanded assembly-language code resulting from the expansion of the macro
call PASS7 FADD SHORT
PU8LIC FSHURT FADD
FSHORT_FADD PROC FAR
PUSH 8P
MOV
8P,SP
MOV
BP,lBP+6l
FADD SHORT l BP]
POP
BP
RET
2
FSHORT_FADD ENDP

8egin subroutine FSHORT_FA DD
Save caller's frame pointer
up own frame pointer
Move addr to parameter into BP
Add short-real memory op to 8 0 87
Restore callers frame pointer
Return, discard VAR parameter
End subroutine FSHORT_FADD
~et

;

;

Listing 4: The expanded assembly-language code resulting from the expansion of the macro
call PASS7 FADD ST,ST(i).
~U8LIC
FST FIIDD
FST_FADD PROe FAR
PUSH BP
MOV
BP ,SP
MOV
BX ,O FFSET FLAG+2
MOV
AL ,eS ' l8X]
AND
AL , OF8h
OR
AL,l8P+6]
MOV
CS : l8Xl,AL
JMP
FLAG

;

;
;

Begin subroutine
Save caller's frame
Access own frame
Get address to second byte of op
Get byte to be changed
Clear out lowest three bits
Access parameter, set register
Save new operation, modify code
Clear 8 0 88 internal fetch queue

E'LAG.
F ADD ST, ST ( i )
POP
8P
RET
FST_FADD ENDP

expansion of the PAS87 FADD
ST,ST(i) macro call. PAS87 receives
PI = FADD, P2 = ST, and P3 =
ST(i). Checking P2, it matches ST and
invokes PASSTACK, passing to it PI,
P2, and P3. PASSTACK then has
Rl=Pl=FADD, R2=P2 =ST, and
R3=P3=ST(i). The result of this
expansion is given in listing 4. Notice

Execute 8087 operation
Restore caller's frame
Return, discard parameter
End subroutine

that the line after FLAG: is now
FADD ST,ST(i) . This invokes the
M8087 FADD macro and results in
the 8087 ESC OOH,AX command
(equivalent to FADD ST,ST(O)) being
assembled. This is then assembled
into the machine-language instruction D8 CO (hexadecimal). The lowest
3 bits of the CO byte specify the
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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register to be used. Thus, by changing the lower 3 bits of the second byte
before executing any register operation, we will change the register
used.
The code preceding the FLAG label
accesses the second byte of the 8087
operation, adds in the register value
passed as the parameter from Pascal
(using a logical OR operation), and
stores the byte back in memory
before executing it. This results in the
proper register value being used.
If the use of the JMP FLAG instruction in listing 4 puzzles you (the JMP
simply moves to the next instruction
because FLAG is immediately after
the JMP), look at it as the penalty for
using self-modifying code. I spent
several long and frustrating days trying to figure out why the PAS87 register operations were not working
quite right before I determined the
cause of my problem and its solution.
The problem, to make a long story
short, is that the 8088 CPU is too efficient. The Intel 8088 and 8086 CPUs
have internal instruction prefetch
queues that are used to fetch instructions for the CPU before they are actually needed. This greatly improves
the speed with which the CPU can
execute instructions.
The 8088's internal queue is 4 bytes
long-that is, the CPU loads the 4
bytes into the prefetch queue immediately following the one being executed. Look at the code expanded in
our example and mentally remove
the JMP operation momentarily. The
MOV CS:[BXj,AL instruction modifies the 8087 register operation (in the
example of listing 4, the instruction
FADD ST,ST(i)) and immediately executes that operation. However, this
MOV instruction modifies the FADD
instruction in program memory-an
unmodified copy of this instruction is
already in the prefetch queue, and it
is this copy that is about to be executed. Result: things don't work as
expected (a true understatement).
The solution to the problem is the
JMP instruction. The CPU will always
discard its internal queue and reload
it starting with the destination of the
jump instruction. Even though the
JMP in PASSTACK does not really
change the flow of the program, it

fools the CPU into flushing its internal queue. The CPU then fetches the
next instruction after the JMP, which
happens to be the correctly modified
8087 register operation.
This problem was almost enough
to convince me to change PAS87 to
the more straightforward approach of
comparing the parameter received
from the Pascal caller with the values
o to 7 and executing the appropriate
8087 instruction. But this would increase the execution time of the register-based procedures, so I stuck
with the self-modifying approach. If
you would rather not use selfmodifying code, simply rewrite the
PASSTACK macro and reassemble
PAS87.

PASS7 Design Conclusions
We have now looked at the
methods I used to construct the

PAS87 file shown in listing 1. When
assembled using the IBM Macro Assembler, this produces a library of
Pascal-callable procedures that access
the 8087 NDP. Listing 2 (P87~NT)
lists the corresponding Pascal procedure declarations for each PAS87
routine.
PAS87 is assembled one time by the
user, and the resulting object file is
linked with any compiled Pascal object files that need these routines. To
access any PAS87 routine, the Pascal
program need simply include the
statement { $INCLUDE P87_ INT }.
At this point, we have finished the
discussion of how PAS87 works.
When listing 1 is assembled, all 129
operations for the 8087 are set up as
callable procedures from Pascal. To
assemble PAS87, you need to have the
M8087.MAC file examined last month
on the disk. Due to the heavy use of

Listing 5: An IBM Pascal program to repeatedly perform a complicated arithmetic calculation described in the listing. The text describes the results of comparing this program with
a similar one that does not use the 8087 for its calculations.
JG IC Line.
0~
1

2~

PROGRAM FIGURE3 W1PUT, OUTPUT l ;

10
8

10

10
III
16
10
IS

16

11
12
12

Source Line
IB~ P~rsDnal COIPuter Pascal Compiler V1.88
{HITLE: "Figure 3 : Sample application of PASa?' }
( $PAGE5IZE:64 $LlNE5IZE: 132 mMTAB- $DEBU6- )

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

( $IHCLUDE : ' A:P87 JNT' }
{ $Ll5T+ }
{ NOTE: The aboye cOlland causes the Pascal co~piler to look out to the
{
A: disk drive for a file named pa7JHT. This file contains
all of the PAS97 procedure declarations
const
arrsize :

5~ee;

yar
: arra y [1. .arrs izeJ of real;
loop , size: integer;
resul t
: real;

):, y

{OBJECT OF THIS PROGRAM: to find the SUI of (pi
oyer all of the arrays x and V }

f

x·· A2) + (e ·x )) AA0.Slj
M

begin
repeat
write('Enter array size: ' l;
readln (si zelj

29
29

12

30
31

{ Initialize the x and y arrays with anything. These yalues haye no
{ special leaning to thel . Simply test yalues.
for loop := 1 to size do begin

Listing 5 continued on page 350
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Listing 5 continued:

nested macros in PAS87, its assembly
takes more than 25 minutes. But this
is a one-time cost. After the initial
assembly, you simply keep the
resulting object file around to be
linked with any Pascal program that
needs it.
The compilation time of a Pascal
program using PAS87 via the P87_
INT declaration file is not visibly affected. Listing 5 contains an imaginary Pascal application program that
uses the PAS87 package. This program takes two large arrays of real
numbers (x and y) and calculates

13

32

13
12

33

350
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endi

34
,r
,.IJ

12
12
13
13
12
12

writeln('Done with initialization')i

36
37
38
39

( Now, convert whole array fro.
for loop := 1 to size do begin
CJB~_8e87 (dl oop));
CJBMJ087 (,.[1 oop I) i
endi

4~

41
42
43
44

nu~eric

writelni'Done with

IB~

to 8i87

for~at

}

conversion'):

45
12
12
12
13
13

46
47

{Using the

48

FJINJT;
FJLDZi
for loop

49
58
51

8~87,

find SUII froll to

1~00i(pi t

XAA2

t

e y)'A0.Si;
AA

{ Initialize the 8987 }
{ Initialize running SUI of calculation}
:= 1 to size do begin
F_FLDPli
{ Move PI onto top of 8e87 stack}
FSHORT_FLD( x[loop)); { Move next value of x onto stack}

53

Pascal Type
Extensions via PAS87
I need to comment briefly on using
PAS87 and the 8087 capabilities to
support numeric data types not supported by IBM Pascal. PAS87 provides a way for Pascal programs to
bypass the type-checking protection
features of the Pascal compiler and
perform numeric calculations with a
higher degree of accuracy. For example, Pascal does not handle doubleprecision real numbers (64 bits long).
If you want to use numbers of this
precision, you can do so as long as
you are very careful.
Perhaps you have an application
that requires greater accuracy than
that offered by the IBM Pascal's
single-precision real numbers. You
would thus like to do all your
numeric calculations in double-precision arithmetic. Of course, the 8087
stack mechanism lets intermediate
results be left on the stack as 80-bit
temporary values. But if you have
hundreds or thousands of intermediate double-precision results, you
might want to keep them in a standard Pascal array or some other data
structure. You can sneak around the
Pascal single-precision limitation as
long as all input and output operations (using READ and WRITE) occur using standard single-precision
Pascal numbers.
For example, suppose you want to
set up an array of 100 double-precision real numbers in your Pascal
program. You cannot declare in

x[1 oop I : = f I oat! loop)j
y[loopl := IIfloaU!oop)j

( Now, we would like to square the current value of x (which
is on the stack). We can do this via an 8S87
' FMUL ST,ST iW operation (tells 8987 to lultiply
the top of stack by i tsel f and leave resul t on TOS)
FST JMUL ( j) i

54

13

55
56
57
58
59

( At this point, the top of 8097 stack contains XAA 2 and
second slot contains pi. We want to lultiply the tNO :'0
execute a siJlple "cla:.sical :.tacK" lultiply which lultiplies
the top ho ele~ents and leaves only result on stack top}
FJMULi

68
61
62
63

13

64

65
66
67
68
69

13
13
13

(NOM, lets find In(y). Since the 8987 ha:. no operation to
calculate this directly, we lUSt use the forlula
"In(y) = log(y)/Iogie)' with log in base 2.

7~

FJLDL2E; { Load log e (base 2) onto TOS }
FJLDli
(Let ' s calculate 1/(1og e) }
F_FDIVi
(ST(I)' TOS/ST(I) followed by POP}

71
72

73

13
13

74

FSfiORTJLDly[loopll; { Get y on TOS }
F FYUX;
( Find TOS=ST(I) t L06 (SJ(8))

75
76
77
78

( At this point, the a~87 stacK contains three values. The
TOS contains the result of In(y) while the second
eleaent contains pi * x' A2. Let':. add these together
and find square root. Then add result to current
running SUI which is the third elelent on the stacK }

79

13
13

12

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

FJADDi {Classical stack add}
FJSQRTi { Take square root of result }
FJADDi (Update running SUI using classical stack add }
endi ( repeat loop)

89

12
12
12
11

90
91
92
93

0~

94

{ Now, convert result to IBM
FSHORT JSTP (resul t) i

nu~ber

format}

writeln('Final value i:. ' ,result);
until false;
end.

95
Errors Warns
~

In Pass One

B
Circle 187 on inquiry card.

---+

13 Good Reasons to Buy
the
., • Apple ® II-compati"'e
2. CP/M®'compati"'e
3. 128K of RAM
4. 8uilt-in floppy disk drive
5. Disk controller
8. 80 column card
7. Serial interface
8. Parallel interface
9. Upper and lower case
., O. VisiCalc ® keys
.,. Cursor control pad
12. Numeric pad
b1
Auto repeat ke,.

Pascal DBL : array[l .. 100] of
double~eals;. You can, however,
declare DBL : array [1 .. 200] of real;.
This tells Pascal to set aside room for
200 32-bit single-precision real numbers. You can then turn around and
use this structure to store 100 64-bit
numbers on a temporary basis.
You begin to trick Pascal when you
call a PAS87 procedure such as
FLONGJST(DBL[O]). This operation will move a long-real value from
the top of the 8087 stack into the address that points to the zeroth slot in
DBL. The 8087 takes over, moves 64
bits of data from the stack to that address, and returns; note that it moves
64 bits of data, not the 32 bits that
Pascal itself associates with DBL(O).
Pascal has no idea that anything out
of the ordinary has happened. Of
course, what did happen is that slots
o and 1 of DBL have been filled to
store the 64-bit value.
As long as you, the programmer,
are aware of what has occurred,
everything is okay. You simply have
to remember that the first long-real
will be found at DBL[O], the second
at DBL[2], the third at DBL[6], and
so on. This technique can be expanded and refined as long as you
are very careful. Remember, you are
defeating the type-checking mechanisms that make Pascal so nice to use,
so beware.

PAS87 Utility Routines
We will now look at the supporting
procedures and functions in listing 1
starting with procedure C_IB~
8087. They should look familiar
because we used them last month.
(Actually, the last four, functions
CHK87, EXAM87, GETST, and
SlATUS, are listed only as comment
lines. Their full definitions, starting
with the word PUBLIC and ending
with the word ENDp, should be ·
copied into this file from listing 3 of
last month's article.) PAS87 users
need these routines to use the 8087
from Pascal.
Recall from last month the different
storage formats used to define IBMformat real · numbers versus
8087-format real ntj.mbers. In IBM
Pascal, any real number that is defined as a constant or is input (using
352
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a READ) or output (using a WRITE)
must be in the IBM real-number format. On the other hand, all real numbers sent to and received from the
8087 must be in 8087 format. The
C~B~8087 and C_8087~BM
proced ures convert short-real
numbers from IBM format to 8087
format and vice versa. These routines
convert the short-real number found
at the memory location specifiedthat is, they convert the value "in
place;' destroying the number in its
original format.
It is up to the user to ensure that
the values being used in a program
are always in the appropriate format.
If you move an IBM-format real num-

It is up to the user to
ensure that the values
being used in a
program are always in
the appropriate format.
ber into the 8087 or print an
8087-format real number, you will be
working with or printing incorrect
numbers; to make things worse, you
may not get any indications that you
are in error. As a general approach to
handling the format problem, you
can try to convert all IBM-format
values into 8087 format as early as
possible and leave them in the 8087
format until it is absolutely necessary
to convert them back to IBM format.
In several programs I have written
using PAS87, I was able to make a
single conversion from IBM format
for all my variables at the beginning
of the program and use a special
CONV_WRITELN procedure that
would automatically convert 8087
numbers into IBM format, print them
to the screen, and convert them right
back to 8087 format for additional
computation. The conversion routines are very efficient, but it is best
to avoid too many unnecessary conversions.
(Note that this number-format
problem does not affect the use of in. teger values. The 8087 word-integer
format is the same as the IBM integer
format.)
The last four functions perform

needed tests on the internal state of
the 8087. These are CHK87 (which
returns the results of an 8087 compare or test operation), EXAM87
(which determines the validity of the
number currently on top of the 8087
stack), GETST (which returns the
current stack-top pointer value), and
STATUS (which returns the value of
the 8087 status word). These were explained in greater detail in last
month's article.

Performance of PAS87
The big question is "How much
does my application benefit by using
PAS87?" In other words, will extensive use of the 8087 from Pascal really
be worth the trouble? If you are interested in high performance and you
have a number-crunching application, the answer is yes.
As a very simple test, I implemented the program of listing 5,
adding some additional commands
that let me accurately measure the
time needed to execute the program
for various sizes of arrays. I then
rewrote the program to accomplish
the same thing from standard Pascal.
Testing the running time (excluding
the time to initialize the arrays) for arrays from 500 to 5000 real numbers in
size gave an average execution time
for the PAS87 implementation that
was 65 times faster than the straight
Pascal execution time. For example,
with 5000 elements the PAS87 implementation took less than 4 seconds to run; the standard Pascal version, however, required more than
265 seconds.
Now this is an impressive improvement. But it is misleading, too,
because it emphasizes the very
operations that show the 8087 to its
best advantage. To be fair, I also
tested a long and fairly complex generallinear-equation solver library in
IBM Pascal, a program with an instruction mix much closer to an
average Pascal program you might
write.
It is beyond the scope of this article to go into much detail about this
program except to say that it uses
Gaussian elimination with partial
pivoting to factor and solve a set of
linear equations. The linear equations
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are entered in matrix form, factored
into their lower- and upper-triangular
matrix (LU) components, and then
solved.
The BOB7-Pascal and Pascal-only implementations of the program were
designed to record the times required
to factor and solve matrices from 5 by
5 up to 120 by 120 (an upper limit dictated by the 64K-byte data area allotted by IBM Pascal). The BOB7 version
of the program was written directly
from the straight Pascal version so
that they are as close to identical in
structure as possible.
After timing the programs and
analyzing the results, I came to the
following conclusions: the use of the
BOB7 consistently sped up the factorization of the different-sized
matrices by a factor of three, and the
BOB7-based program solved the factored matrix twice as fast as the
Pascal-only program. (It took the IBM
PC 461. 9 seconds to factor a 120 by
120 matrix and another 10.5 seconds
to solve the LU matrix. The BOB7 cut
this time to 154.5 seconds to factor
and 5.2 seconds to solve the same
matrix.)
This program shows the BOB7 contributing a less spectacular but still
significant improvement to the execution speed of Pascal programs. The
B087 caused a smaller improvement
in this case for two reasons : first, the
general-purpose overhead in this
program (similar to the overhead in
most Pascal programs) does not involve the kinds of functions the 8087
contributes; second, the standard
IBM Pascal is already able to do some
of the arithmetic in this program (addition and subtraction, for example)
quite competitively. As a general rule,
computation-intensive programs can
Software on Disk
Disks containing PAS87IP87.-JNT (this
month) and M8087 (last month) are
available on standard IBM single-density
format Sif4-inch floppy disks. For more
pricing and 8087 information, contact
Field Computer Products
909 North San Antonio Rd.
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 949-3457

expect an improvement of 3 to 10
times through the use of the BOB7.

Conclusions
The Pascal support package for the
8087 (PAS87) discussed in this article
provides access for the user to the full
8087 instruction set. The negative
side of PASB7 is that it does require
you to fully know the inner workings
of the 8087. Because you must understand and manipulate the current
state of the 8087, you will be working
at a programming level that is about
the same level as assembly-language

programming . The unarguable
positive side of using PASB7, though,
is that it provides a remarkable improvement in execution speed to the
Pascal programmer. Thus, PAS87
brings the power of the B087 to both
the experimenter and the programmer who needs extra performance in
Pascal programs .•
Tim Fie/d has a master's degree in computer
science from Purdue University. He is currently
involved in some freelance technical writing and
software development projects for the IBM Pc.
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RECORDS SORTED

If you are serious about dBASE II,TM
you need DBPlus.™This program
runs outside of dBASE II,TM and performs the following important
functions on dBASE IrM
data files:
• Sort
• Compress/Decompress
• Transform
DBPlus ™is designed to free you
from the chore of typing, or
memorizing a new language. In
most cases all you have to do is
move the cursor to the next menu
item and press return!

SORT
DBPlus ™can sort a data file up to
15 times faster than dBASE IrMon a
single field; 32 fields may be sorted
in a single pass, and each additional
field requires 1% more sorting time.
Circle 211 on inquiry card .

A copy of any dBASE IrM data file,
can be produced which is only
30% to 40% of the original size.
The compressed file will save
you transmission time and phone
costs, when you send a data file
over a modem.
Making backup copies of large
data files can use up many floppy
disks. Compressed files will save
you space in archival storage.

TRANSFORflf
You can now modify the structure
of any data file, by adding, deleting,
and modifying fields, without any
programming knowledge.
dBPlusT~ can also create a new
file which is compatible with
WordStariMaiiMerge.™
Now retailing for $125.
Manual and demo available.
Call for a dealer near you.

HumanSoft
661 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, Mass. 02174
(617) 641-1880
Dealer and distributor inquiries invited!
dBASE II is a registered trademark of AshtonTate, Inc.
WordStar/Mail Mcrge is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc.
DBPlus is a registered trademark of HumanSort
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Echonet
Part 1: A Flexible Programming System
This interactive system combines natural language and machinenative code to revolutionize the way we solve problems with
computers.
by C. Bradford Barber
Echonet is an interactive system that lets you manage
and create programs in much the same way that we
manage and expand our natural language. To do this,
Echonet has a dictionary of entries (useful functions) that
perform specific tasks. Instead of one programming instruction for a thousand different uses, Echonet has a
thousand entries, one for each different use. Echonet
entries are defined by other entries and compiled, from
those entries, into complete, executable programs .
(Note : Last year's version of Echonet used 8080 instructions to define some of the entries . The next version will
define all entries in terms of entries. I'll explain the process in part 2.)
Perhaps the most important concept employed by

Next manth's article and glossary will define in detail the following tenns as they apply to Echonet:
compile
entnj
indented program
object

356

data
entry definition
indicate
object name
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Echonet dictionary
entry name
instruction
relocatable code

Echonet, though, is the separation of an entry's meaning from its definition: the meaning of an entry is what
we understand it to do and what the computer does
when it executes the entry; an entry's definition is how

Blackboard
Commands
Compile
Do
Entries
Get
Go To
Help
Next
Previous
Steno
Stop
Test
Text
Work

go to blackboard entry
go to commands entry
compile relocatable code for the entry
compile and execute the current instruction
go to ... entries entry
get the contents of stored text
go to the entry indicated by the current instruction
go to . .. help entry
go to the next entry (usuall y the working entry)
go to the previous entry
insert the matching word
stop execution
go to test text for the entry
store an entry definition into stored text
define the current entry as the working entry

Table 1: The function keys available on the author's Echonet

system and used in this article.

the entry is described in terms of other entries.
To introduce the system, let us follow Carl, a
hypothetical Echonet user, as he develops a program
for controlling a robot vacuum cleaner. Then I'll show
how Carl creates an instruction (part of an entry) by adding an entry to the Echonet dictionary. Through these
examples, you will see that writing entries takes the
place of writing and maintaining programs. (Next
month I'll describe entry compiling and define how
Echonet works.)
The examples are based on an Echonet system that
runs on a Z80 microcomputer with 8-inch floppy disks.
The computer's terminal is a Heath WH19 with labeled
function keys (see table 1). All keys, except for Compile, complete their operation almost immediately.

A Scenario
Carl returns to his computer lab after a week's vacation in
the mountains. He turns on his computer and it starts humming. Text appears on the screen. "Gh yes, " earl remembers,
"[ was finishing my robot vacuum-cleaner program. Let's see
how far I've gotten. " Carl presses Compile, but the compiler
reports an unknown instruction in his program. Carl presses
Entries to find the correct wording for the unknown instruction, edits his program, and again presses Compile.
Let's go over Carl's actions in detail. Here is what he
saw after he turned on his computer:
Vacuum one room
repeat for 15 minutes
adjust floor brushes for Vacuum
check Vacuum nozzle
while Vacuum . .isStopped do
rotate Vacuum by 90 degrees
move Vacuum forward for 3 seconds

This block of information displays an entry in an
Echonet dictionary. It shows an entry name ("Vacuum
one room") and an entry definition: ("repeat for 15
minutes," etc.). The entry name lets you indicate the
entry with an instruction. For example, if an instruction
(one line of text) was "Vacuum one room, " Carl could
position the cursor to that instruction and press the Go
To key. The display would then show the entry Vacuum
one room.
The entry definition contains six instructions, one instruction per line . The second, third, fourth, and sixth
instructions form a sequence by starting at the same column. They also form a subprogram, or indented program,
of the first instruction. The indented program repeats
for 15 minutes. First, it directs the robot vacuum cleaner
to adjust the floor brushes for carpets or hard floor . Second, it checks the vacuum to see if the nozzle is blocked.
Third, it rotates the vacuum if the vacuum is stopped
by an obstruction. Fourth, it moves the vacuum forward
for three seconds .
When Carl pressed the Compile key, he could hear
whirring and clicking from the disk drive as Echonet

add TowerRing to HanoiTower
allocate Reference to Integer bytes of MemoryArray
clear the Console screen
clear Number bytes of Buffer
declare type ObjectName of Integer bytes
declare ObjectName a local TypeName
display Entry
for each Entry on EchoDisk do IndentedProgram
if ConditionalClause then IndentedProgram
load frequently used code
optimize CodeElementArray
wait for Number milliseconds
print EchoDisk
select Ram Bank
verify EchoDisk and check all TextEntry's
wait until User reads the Console

Table 2: A few of the more than 800 entries from the Echonet
dictionary circa October 1982, listed in alphabetical order.

read entries from a floppy disk. In about 20 seconds,
a message appeared on the screen: " unknown instruction: rotate Vacuum by Number degrees." Carl remembered an entry for rotating the vacuum cleaner, so he
positioned the cursor to the word ''Vacuum'' and pressed
the Entries key. Almost immediately, the entry
Vacuum one room moved to the bottom of the screen
and the following entry appeared at the top:
Vacuum entries
adjust floor brushes for Vacuum
check Vacuum nozzle
display room with Vacuum
display Vacuum statistics
lower floor brushes for Vacuum
move Vacuum backward for Number seconds
move Vacuum forward for Number seconds
raise floor brushes for Vacuum
rotate Vacuum clockwise by Number degrees
turn off Vacuum
turn on Vacuum
turn Vacuum left
Vacuum one room

Echonet took the word "Vacuum" and appended
"entries" to get "Vacuum entries." Then it found the
entry with a matching name in its dictionary. This entry lists other entries that use the Vacuum object. In
Echonet, objects serve the same role that variables, arrays, data types, and data structures serve in a programming language. Object names always startwith a capital
letter.

Entry Names
An entry definition contains instructions that indicate
entries with entry names. An entry name describes what
an entry does. This is important. It means you can read
Septe mber 1983 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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and understand an instruction without reading the corresponding entry definition. Table 2 shows a list of entry names as examples.
If you cannot figure out an entry from its name, you
have several options. First of all, many words and objects have Help entries that you can find by moving the
cursor to the word or object and pressing the Help key.
Here is the Help entry for HanoiTower (which will be
discussed further next month):
HanoiTower help
A HanoiTower is one of three towers for displaying the solution
of a Hanoi tower puzzle.
The rings on a HanoiTower are called TowerRings.
The first HanoiTower is number O.

With many keywords and objects you can press the
Entries key and see a list of related entries. Carl did this
when he wanted to look at the Vacuum entries. You can
also read the entry's definition by pressing Go To, or
write an instruction and press Do to see what it does.
Let's get back to Carl. His screen showed a list of entry names that use the Vacuum object. Carl scanned
down the list to find an entry that would rotate a
Vacuum. He found:
rotate Vacuum clockwise by Number degrees

He realized that in his robot program he had forgotten
the word "clockwise," so he pressed the key labeled
Previous and the entry Vacuum one room (the previous
entry) reappeared on his display.
With Echonet, you always work with a screen editor
on the current entry, so Carl could quickly change
"rotate Vacuum by 90 degrees" to "rotate Vacuum
clockwise by 90 degrees." Carl pressed Compile and the
compiler successfully generated relocatable code.

The Scenario Continued
Carl presses Test and finds the tests he developed a month
ago while working on an earlier version of the vacuum-cleaner
program. Now he presses Do. A top-view diagram of a room
appears on his screen with boxes showing furniture and a circle showing his robot vacuum cleaner. As the circle moves,
it leaves behind a crosshatched pattern. Carl observes that the
robot keeps following the same path. He thinks, "Must be
something wrong. It keeps turning at right angles. Let me
check my program. " earl presses Stop and then Previous. His
program reappears. "Oh yes, it shouldn't turn 90 degrees each
time. Let me try a prime number. " Carl picks 73 degrees; he
then presses Compile, Test, and Do. The display fills up with
cross-hatching.
When Carl pressed Test, the entry Vacuum one room
moved to the bottom of the screen and new text appeared at the top. Carl then saw the following:
test Vacuum one room
show Vacuum on Console during
358
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display room with Vacuum
Vacuum one room
display Vacuum statistics

The test screen is another page of text associated with
an entry. In this case, it consists of instructions for testing Vacuum one room. The first three instructions
model the vacuum cleaner using graphics. The last instruction, "display Vacuum statistics," displays
statistics collected while running the model.
Carl positioned the cursor to the instruction "show
Vacuum on Console during" and pressed Do . Echonet
compiled, loaded, and executed relocatable code for this
instruction. A diagram then appeared at the bottom of
the screen, showing the position of the robot vacuum
cleaner (marked by a circle) in relation to existing pieces
of furniture (shown by boxes).
As Carl watched the display, the circle started moving, leaving a trail of cross-hatching behind it. Carl
pressed Stop. The cursor returned to the test text at the
top of the screen. After pressing Previous, Carl saw:
Vacuum one room

(compiled)

repeat for 15 minutes
adjust floor brushes for Vacuum
check Vacuum nozzle
while Vacuum . .isStopped do
rotate Vacuum clockwise by 90 degrees
move Vacuum forward for 3 seconds

Carl reduced the amount of rotation to 73 degrees and
retested the entry.

Commands
Its last test completed successfully, Carl's robot vacuum
cleaner appears to work. Carl presses Previous and then Commands, finds the instruction "store code for Previous_
Entry into PROM;' loads a PROM into the PROM slot, and
presses Do. earl moves the new PROM to his robot and starts
the robot vacuuming. Finally, he has a clean room.
Carl pressed Previous to return to Vacuum one room;
then he pressed Commands, and a new entry appeared
at the top of the screen:
commands
edit backup text for PreviousJntry
edit archive text for PreviousJntry
list code for Previous---..Entry
print text for PreviousJntry
store code for PreviousJntry into PROM
load code optimizer

The entry commands is a list of useful instructions that
act on the previous entry. The third instruction lists
relocatable code for the previous entry; a listing helps
you fine-tune short entries. The last instruction loads
a code optimizer for generating more efficient code.
The entry commands is similar to a menu: You can
position the cursor to any instruction and press the Do
key. But unlike most menus, you can edit commands

For a small business system that's beer.IJudget priced. there's no beller buy today than the MIC·5oo
from Mullilech.
It's got the same sparkling performance features as other popular micros including: Z.aoA processor.
64K RAM. CP/M 2.2 operating system. and a full compliment of business software including packages for word
processing. an electronic spreadsheet. a sorting utility. a mass mailing system and a data base system. This
package is especially designed for the MIC·500 by the Structured Systems Group. one of the top soflWare
houses In /he U.S.

MULTITECH
ELECTRONICS

Beyond that. the MIC·SOO is difinitely not ordinaire. Dual 5*" floppy disk drives packing SOOK bytes 01
IOWilrofile disk storage give you the on·line storage power you need Unlike comparably priced business micros,
the MIC·5(X) also features wide expandabilily via two RS·232C ports and a parallel prinler port.

Outside North America Please
Contact:
MULTITECH INDUSTRIAL CORP.
9..77 MIN SHEN E. ROAD
TAIPEI, TAIWAN, ROC
Tel: (02) 769·1225
T.'x: 2375,6 MUL TIC 19162 SERVEX

The corker. thdugh. is price: the MIC·500 comes with the pricelag ot an unbelieveable $tI95. inclusive
of the powerful business software package.

Of course. dealers and OEMs can expect discounts when you buy them by the case. For full details
on the powerful MIC·SOO. write Multitech Electronics. 195 EI Camino Real. Sunnyvale. CA 94087 Or Phone
(fJ(X)) 538·1542; in California (408) 773-8400.
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BEST IN
PRICE & QUALITY

Call Now TOLL FREE

800·368·3404
(In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
AMPEXolNTERTECoTEXAS INSTRUMENTSoGENERAl DATA
COMM .oANDERSONJACOBSONoC. ITOHoQUME ° BEEHIVEo
DATASOUTHoDIABlO°CENTRONICS ° NEC ° PRENTICE

't"3;[lfl

INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN II
64K ~O" .... . . . ... ... $1874
64K 00" ... ..... .... . $2249
64K SO" (96TPI) ...... . $2689
'(Includes M/Soh BASIC)

DYNABYTE 8/ 16 BIT ..... Call
CALLAN 16/32 BIT ..... . Call

1;;l;oafhFI
NEC
7710 Ser.............. $1899
7715 ... . . ...... .... . $1949
7730 Par. ............. $1899
7720 . ............... $2449
7725 ......... . . ..... $2496
Std. Tractor 77xx . ... .. . $ 199
3510 ... .... .. . ...... $1364
3515 .. ........•..... $1394
3530 .............. .. $1390
3550 (IBM) ... . ..... .. . $1709
DATASOUTH OS180 . .. . . Call
DATASOUTH OS220 ..... Call
DIABLO
620-SPI ... . .......... $ 889
630-R-102/147 ...•.... $1949
630ECS .... . ..... .... $2389
630-R155" .. ... ....... $1709
'(for IBM PC, Apple II, TRS-aO)

630K104 (KSR) ..... . .. $2265
QUME
Sprint 9/45 FP .... . ... . $1794
Sprint 9/55 FP ......... $2080
Sprint 9/55 FP Ex. Mem $2186
Sprint 9/55 LP Ex. Mem . $2094
Sprint 11 /40-PLUS ... .. $1449
Bi-Oir Forms Tractor .. . . $ 199
CENTRONICS: 122 Par . $ 689
351 ..... .... .... .... $1673
BarCode ....... . . .... $ 98

IjAAi':·II:t'I"
AMPEX
080 .... ..... . ..... .. $ 689
PHAZE (3270 Ex. Mem) . $1589
BEEHIVE (SMART DISPLAY)
OM5 ........... ... .... Call
OM5A . . .. . . . ..... .. ... Call
OM83 (Burroughs) ..... .. Call
OM3270 (3270 Emulator) . . Call
Protocol Converter ....... Call
QUME
OVT-102 .... ... .. .... $ 549
OVT-108 .... .... . .. . ... Call
C.ITOH
CIT 101
....... $1289
CIT 161 (64 Colors) .. .... Call
CIT 201 (Graphics for
TEK 4010/4014) . . . .... Call

CIT 414 (Graphics
640 x 480 Res .) ....... . Call
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
745 Standard ......... $1172
745 Std. (Reconditioned) .. Call
765 Bbl M'my . . . ..... .. . Call
785/787 ... . .... . ... ... . Call
810 Basic .. . .. .... . .. $1249
810 Package .......... $1439
820 Package RO ....... $1610
. . . Call
820 KSR Package . .
703 Std .... . ........ .. $ 459
707 KSR ............. $ 549
850 Tractor Feed ....... $ 549
Prentice Star 300 Bd. $ 124
U.S. Rob
Password AD (212A) .. $ 347
US Rob Tel Pack ....... $ 69
Stat Muxes ..... . . . . .. Call
Ventel 212 + 3E .. . . .... . . Call
Prentice 24/9600 bd .... .. . Call

' t1 f1"·);h'f"'.
QUME
Data Trak 5 $ 289 or 2 for $
Data Trak 8 $ 519 or 2 for $
SOFTWARE
BISYNC-3780 . ........ $
WordStar .......... . . . $
OataStar .... . ... ..... $
Mail Merge ..... .. .. . .. $
SpeliStar .... ......... $
Plan 80 ......••... . .. $
d Base II ..... .. ...... $
CaleS tar ... . . .•••.... $
SuperSort ....••••. ... $
SuperCalc '.. .. ........ $
InfoStar . . . . . . . .
..$
InfoStar (8") .... Special $
CIS Cobol ......
.$
Forms II .. . . .. ........ $
MACRO 80 . . ...... . . . $
" C" Compiler .. .. ...... $
WordStar Professional
(WS, SS, MM, S1) .... $
.$
ReportStar ..
Starlndex ... . .... . ... $
PlanStar .. . .. . . . •......
StarBurst .
. .. • • •. ....
InfoStar Plus ....•. . .....

549
999
769
279
218
144
144
249
489
119
144
144
279
249
689
159
183
239
399
199
129
Call
Call
Call

place PROM in PROM slot and press any key

Carl did this; he put the new PROM into his robot and
started the robot vacuuming. Everything worked fine.

Creating an Entry
Working the Echonet involves writing and modifying
entries. To demonstrate this, I'll describe how Carl
would write an entry for "while ... do" instructions.
This entry repeats an indented program as long as a conditional clause remains true.
The "while" entry already occurs in the Echonet dictionary, but let us suppose that Carl wants to create it.
To do so, Carl first presses the Blackboard key, moves
the cursor to the bottom of the blackboard entry, and
types "while:' He then sees the following on the display:
blackboard
today is 10,18,82
Echonet message0310
benchmark
display solution for 5 TowerRings
while

This entry acts as a scratch pad for new and current
work. For example, the second instruction "Echonet
message0310" indicates an entry containing messages
displayed by Echonet.
Carl next presses the New key and the Go To key.
A new, empty entry appears at the top of his screen:

II:M':Z"
256K RAM Bd . ... . .... $
256K RAM Bd Full Parity . $
BabyBlue ........... . . $
BabyTex . . . .
...$
BabyTalk 3,270 BISYNC $
8" Disk Controller ..... . $

256
305
600
600
895
395

We elso make EIA RS 232 or RS 449 cables to your order, can supply you with
ribbons, printer stands, print wheels, thimbles for all printers listed. Plus
meny, many more Items. Most Items In stock. CALL NOW.
All items shipped freight collect either motor freight or UPS unless otherwise specified. All prices already include 3% cash discount. Purchase with credit card does not
include discount. Virg inia residents , add 4% Sales Tax. For fastest delivery send
certified check, money order or bank-wire transfer. Sorry, no C.O.D. orders. All
equipment is in factory cartons with manufacturers
-~
warranty (honored at our depot) . Prices subject to
V'SA
I~l
change without notice.
' ~~

I

h

_

_

TERfIllnSLS .111f.

Terminals Terrific , Inc., P.O . Box 216, Merrifield , VA 22116
Phone: 800-368-3404 (In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
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any way you want to. If you find that you seldom need
to list relocatable code, you can move the instruction
"list code for PreviousJntry" to a different entry.
Similarly, if there is an instruction that you frequently
execute, you can add it to commands. Smalltalk provides a similar facility (see the August 1981 BYTE for
information about the Smalltalk language).
Carl wanted the fifth instruction, "store code for PreviousJntry into PROM:' He positioned the cursor to
that instruction and pressed Do. Echonet displayed the
following message:
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while

Carl presses Work to make this his working entry. Carl
decides that while will use an indented program, so he
types "lndentedProgram" and presses Entries. The
entry while then moves to the bottom of his screen and
another entry appears on top:
IndentedProgram entries
do IndentedProgram
if ConditionalClause then IndentedProgram
if ConditionalClause then IndentedProgramA else IndentedPrograrnB
for Integer from IntegerA to IntegerB do IndentedPrograrn
program IndentedProgram
repeat IndentedProgram
repeat Integer times IndentedProgram

disk
most popurar ;'""."",1..,. ;,
cluding the Apple II.
"Cost effective on·line stOl'!Ule
"t43K byte storage
"35 track oompatlble
"Super slim profile
'Fast poSitioning time
'H Igh reliability
'Safe media protection

The AccuFeel keyboard offers you the comfort, convenience. and productivity you just can't
get wilh original keyboards.
'Models plug-compatible with the Apple 1\ and
IBM PC
'Positive tactile feedback
'Low profile, sculptured and detachable keyboard
'90 keys Including numeric keypad and 16 user
function keys
'Ergonomically designed with DIN specification
compliance
'Auto-repeat on all keys
'6 foot cable for portability
'High cost effectiveness
'Convenient key layout

MULTITECH INIlUSTAIAl CIlAI'IlAATUlN
977 MIN SHEN E. ROAD
TAIPEI. TAIWAN. ROC
Tel: (02) 769·1225
TIJI: 23756 MUL TIC 19162 SERVEX

Circle 565 on Inquiry card.

With the SSB-Apple Speech Synthesis Board
you too can program your Apple 1\ to talk to you.
'High performance Texas Instruments TMSS220
speech synthesis chip
'1.200 word English vocabulary
'Apple 1\ plug-compatible
'On-board audio amplifier and speaker
'Wlde application range

The MIC-40 thermal/dot matrix printer offers
hard copy at a very soft price, pac _ing features
such as:
'40 characters/280 dots per line
'120 CPS (150 to 180 LPM)
'Sx7 dot size alpha-numerical characters
'7x8 dot size graphic characters
'Full 96 ASCII character and 50 graphic
character display
'Centronic parallel interface
'Optional RS232C and current loop serial
1\\f:I 195 WEST EL CAMINO REAL SUNNVVALE, CA. interface
94087 U. S. A.
TEL: 408-7738400 TLX: 176004 MAC SUVL

®MULTITECH ELECTRONICS INC.
Appl. II. _ . " _ and Appl •• ,. ,II ,.gISI.,,,,,

"'dem,,"

01 Appl. Comput.,. Inc

IBM I•• tf'gislfUed Irldemlrk 01 19M Corpar.llo"
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VoiceDrive ...

C

SuperSoft, Inc., 1983

USING A COMPUTER HAS NEVER BEEN THIS EASY.

The Future of Microcomputing
First there were punch cards
and paper tape,
then the terminal,
light pen,
and mouse.
·
/~\
II
Now there IS "'~~ providing voice \control
computers - the next step in
making computers easier
to use. And at Super&Jft,
the future has arrived.
I

\

\

of

Imagine the freedom of using an electronic
spreadsheet without having to touch the keyboard. You just say "insert column;' or "show
me profits" '" What could be simpler? Voice
control is easier to learn, easier to remember,
and easier to use than the keyboard. This means
a faster leaming curve and greater productivity.

Vocal engineering for specific applications.
VoiceDrive is software which interfaces to
voice recognition hardware. It has taken the
critical step of tailoring voice recognition to
specific application programs. ScratchPadSuperSoft's state-of-the-art electronic
spreadsheet - is the first program to utilize the
VoiceDrive interface. Word processing,
graphics, and others are soon to come. All
VoiceDrive programs give you complete use of
voice entry while still allowing traditional
keyboard control.

IBM PC is a trademark of Intemational Business Machines.
Teemar is a tradem ark of Teemar, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

Circle 423 on inquiry card .

ScratchPad with VoiceDrive.
The spreadsheet you can talk to.
ScratchPad with VoiceDrive is the electronic
spreadsheet which allows complete voice
control of all commands and data entry. This
is the key to providing solutions - solutions for
secretaries and managers who don't have time
to learn cryptic keyboard commands - solutions
for those who want to use a computer while
doing other things like writing or looking
through papers - solutions for those giving
computer presentations who don't want to be
tied to a keyboard - and solutions for people
who just wish computers were easier to use.
ScratchPad with VoiceDrive is currently
compatible with the Tecmar voice recognition
card for the IBM PC, with compatibility in other
environments soon to come. Both software
and hardware can be purchased through
SuperSoft and its dealers worldwide.
ScratchPad with VoiceDrive: $495.00
ScratchPad with VoiceDrive
and Tecmar Voice Recognition
Board:
$995.00
Japanese Distributor: ASR Corporation
International, 3-23-8, Nishi-Shimbashi,
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan.
TEL. (03)-4375371. Telex: 0242-2723.
European Agent: SuperSoft International
Ltd., 51 The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent,
England, TN2 5TE. TEL. 0892-45433.
Telex: 95441 Micro-G.

Because the "while" instruction is similar to "repeat,"
Carl moves the cursor to "repeat IndentedProgram"
and presses Text. This key stores the entry definition
of repeat IndentedProgram into an entry named stored
text. Carl presses Next to return to while, deletes a line,
and presses Get to recover the contents of stored text.
He then sees:
while

When Carl pressed Get he inserted the entry definition for if ConditionalClause then IndentedProgram between the first and last line. Carl reverses the instructions "label Exit" and " go to Loop ." He positions the
cursor one space after the while and types " c." Then
he presses the Steno key. This key searches for a word
in the entry with the same prefix (in this case, "C") and
inserts the rest of that word. Carl types " do I" and again
presses the Steno key. Now he sees:

label Loop

while ConditionalClause do IndentedProgram

do IndentedProgram

label Loop

go to Loop

if not Conditional Clause goto Exit

The while entry now has the same definition as repeat
IndentedProgram. Carl returns to IndentedProgram entries by pressing Previous . He positions the cursor to
"if ConditionalClause then IndentedProgram" and
presses Text and then Next. He deletes the line reading
" do IndentedProgram" and presses Get. Now he sees:

do IndentedProgram
goto Loop
label Exit

He presses Compile . Echonet renames the while entry
to while ConditionalClause do IndentedProgram and
compiles the entry. The display now shows:

while

while ConditionalClause do IndentedProgram

label loop

label loop

if not Conditional Clause goto Exit

if not Conditional Clause goto Exit

do IndentedProgram
label Exit

do IndentedProgram
goto Loop

go to Loop

label Exit

(compiled)

BROTHER HR -'

tractor
FX · l 00, 1
132 Col., fri ction
& tractor feed, para lle l . . . . . Call
MX·80 , MX·80 FI T , MX· l00 ... Call

Iji.!;i33MiI§11
New Gem ini· l0X 120 CPS, 9x9 Hi
graphic, friction/t ractor fe ed,
colu mn , Pa ra llel interface .. $C ALL
Gemini ·15 15" carriage . . .

Lette r quality daisywheel pri nter
16 CPS , bi-djrec tional, fri c tion feed,
parallel interface. Super va lu e $749
. . . . . . . . $789
Tractor . .. . . . . . . . . . . .$119

* * * '* RGB CO LOR '* '* '* '*
BMC BM ·AU 9191MU, 13" R G8
color, 640-dot high reso lu tion.
Desig ned fo r IBM PC. Sole $ 51 9
Princeton HX.12. 12" RGB color,
690-dot hi resol ution. Sole $485
Am dek RGB Col or II , 13", 560-dot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sole $539

Ili·!~i1@;I'·4;fJ.uu.
The intelligent le t tcr-<\ual ity printer
wI 481( built·in buffer memory, 17
CPS, bi·directional , aut o marcin ius·
t ificat ion. universal in te rfaces $ 1.195

"'jri;liik4iri;lii~""j

'·]3··t·Si·'

Dynax GM·120, 12" green, 600 line.
20 MH z. Made byJVC. Excellen t l
Li st $200.00.
. $1 29 .00
USI PI·2, 12" green, 1,000 li ne, 20
MH z . . . . . . . . . . . . $159.00
Zenith ZVM121 . 12" green, 15M Hz
List $ 139.00 . . . . . . . $ 119 .00

ML ·82A, 120 CPS, 80 col., pin &
friction Iced, block graphics, seria l
& paralle l interfaces.
$ 385
ML ·83A, 120CPS, 136 col., trac'tor
& friction feed, parallel/serial .$699
ML-84P. 200 CPS. 136 co l., g.pin
head, dot addressable graphics, fric ·
tion & tractor feed, paral lel .. $999
ML·84S, above bu t serial .. $1,059
ML·92P. 160 CPS. 80 col. . friction
& tractor leed, g·pin head, 72x72
DP I dot add.graphics. parallel $499
ML -92S, above but ser ial . . .. $639
ML ·93P, 160 CPS, 136 co l. , tractor
& fri ction leed, 9·pin head, 721(72
DP I dot add . gaphics, parallel $849
ML·93S, above but seria l . . . .$969

'* *. AMBER

Amo u nt of memory ins t all ed on cllrd . ______________ ___64K
with all options (sNial, parall el ports & c lock) ---'$ 287

itiQfiSQtrN4#i

&l1

Six-function card with 64K-384K RAM memory, Parallel port, Serial port,
OPtional Game port, Clock-Calendar : Super Drive & Su pe rSPool Software.
Me mory installed on card ----··········64K 128K 192K 256K 320K 384K
wi Parallel, Serial ports & clock _.... $359 $409 $459 $509 $559 $609
Optional Game POri .-••-----•••••••••••••••.••• --.----••••• - ..•... •.•••••••••••••-.- add $35

MaIM"'"

Amount of memory install ed on ca rd ._···-··-··-64K
wI standard features of serial po rt No. I & cl oc k.. $289
wI either parall el or additional serial port No.2 · $324
wI both parallel and additional serial port No.2 · $359
MegaPa k - expends a fully popula ted MegaPlus card to

S u p er 5 ~~~--~/
Outstanding dot matrix printer wI
640 graphic dots/line instead of the
usual 480 graph ic dots/line found
on other printors. 80 CPS, 80 Col.,
fric tion & pin feed fo r 4" to 10"
. . . . $339
wide paper. Para llel

,

To order, please send money oreler

•

Mass Il1eILhandlslIIl/.)III(f.' 1969

CORONA Computers
Complete with 128K memory, key·
board, hi-res monitor, graphics,serinl
& parallel interfaces, M5 DOS, GW
Basic, PC Tutor, GSX Graphics,
Speadsheet & Word Processing Soft ·
wa re. Compatible w/most IBM PC
hardwa re & software.
Desk Modal w/2.J2 0K drives $2,549
Po n abla Modal w/2·320K dr ..$2,399

192K 256K

$339 $ 389 $439
$374 $4 24 $474
$4 09 $459 $509
5 12K
$335

Standard card w/one serial port (S l ) and clock/calendar. .
$ 129
Additional Parall el (PI , Gam e (GI , or Serial 2 (S2) port . . . . . add $3 5 oa.

EASTERN ENTERPRI SES INC
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128K

IfielijMj"Wd

2937 S. VAl L AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 90040
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'* '* '*

Amdek V310·A, 12" amber, 900·
dot , for IBM PC wlmonochrom e
display adapte r card ..... $ 175
Dynax AM121 . 12" umber, 600-dot
20 MHz.Made by J VC. Excellent I
List $250.00 . . . . . . $ 149 .00
Taxa n KA12N,12" ambe r, 800<lot,
List $205.00.
. .$150.00

~~~~~~~rvde ~;u~oo';'S~o~~) 11tffi'i1;:t1 MtmI IIlfim I

NEC 8023A, 100 CPS. 80 Col " Call

~
~

SCREEN

two 320K
drives, color graphics card ·· $Ca ll
B. 64 K IBM PC System, two 320K
drives, monochrome d isplay, display & prinler adapter ····_· $Ca l!
C. 128K IBM XT System. a 10MB
hard disk . a 360K floppy disk,
Async. card. monochrome display,
d isplay p rint er adap ter·· .. ··· $Ca li

Of

5%" DISK DRIVES

for Apple II and Fran klin A ce

for /8M PC
Ta ndon TM·100·1 SSOO 160K .$ 195
Ta ndon TM·100·2, 05 0 0 320K$245
Ta ndon half height OS OO 320K$255
Tea c 558 half ht . 0 50 0 320K .$275
Pa nasonic half hi. OSDO 3 20K .$249

Super 5
Su per 5
Su per 5
Co ntrol
Control

(A LPS) 40 - track, SS . .$239
{Teacl 40 t rack, 55 .. .$269
(Teac) double sided .. .$365
ca rd for SS d rive . . . . . $59
card lor OS drive . . . . $69

c.Lshll'r's checl( Personal o r company checks require 2-3 weeks to clear

~ PrtCt'S reflect 3", c.lsh cllSCOLlIl1 Vlstl/M,lstcr ccHrI accl'llt!'d SllIppmg , Insurance & handling charges a re 3% of
~ totd l order value by UPS Surfdce, 5 by UPS A ir or PLltcpl Pos t COD's reqUIres 20% depOSit Calif reS idents
add s,lles tdX

No s•• lt's tdX

011

o u t of stdle orders Pr ices & avai lability subject to change With out notice

Circle 164 on inquiry card.
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He's facing an uphill baHle unless you help.
This year, the U.S. Ski Team has given
They need yours. Our Alpine and Nordic teams
Americans a great deal to be proud of.
are not subsidized by the government. MemPhil Mahre posted his second consecutive
bers of the team dedicate years of their lives
overall World Cup title while Bill Koch pre- 1J/5 training to win. And they depend on you
sented the U.S. with its first ever Nordic ;KITEAM for support.
World Cup crown. The U.S. Women's team
Please send your tax-deductible donations to
the U.S. Ski Educational Foundation, Box
finished the season number one in the world.
100M, Park City, Utah 84060. Thanks.
It's hard to believe that these magnificent
athletes should need anyone's help, but they do.

'/111
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Language

Total
Run-Time
Execution
Size
Size
Time
(bytes)
(seconds) (bytes)

Compile and
Load Time
(seconds)

Echonet

13,0

243

763

22,0 (3,7)

Echonet

11.4

216

544

29,0 (4,1)

14,0

242

5977 *

15,2

240

3664*

(optimized)
Digital Research

112

PLlI-80
BD Software C

20,7

(version 1.46)
TSW RATFOR

16,5

203

2370*

Digital Research

22,7

344

3816

103
50,8

Pascai/MT + (v 5,5)

115.95
115:95

Coral

13,8

nla

nla*

nla

Interactive

18,5

292

897*

nla

239,0

282

Systems ZC

200,95
W);95
Add 10.00
Add 18.00
"

UCSD Pascal

8282

14

Table 3: Comparison of the Gilbreaths' prime-number benchmark

as performed under Echonet versus other languages. The
languages selected had the best times or sizes running on 4-MHz
Z80 systems . The Echonet compile and load times in parentheses
are for entries that have been recently compiled and so are still
in memory, rather than on disk. The run-time sizes marked with
an asterisk (*) indicate that CP/M must be present, which adds
3580 bytes to the run-time size.

Carl tests the new entry by pressing Test and typing a
small test program:
test while Conditional Clause do IndentedProgram
program
clear Count
while Count < 10 do
display Count
increment Count

Now get high
On
touch screen capabilities for Dealer Inquiries Welcome
your Apple®lIe or Apole®1I +
with CTA'S Soft-Touch™ bezel
and interface. It attaches easily to any Apple® Monitor III
and comes with all the hard- computer TeChnology
ware and software you need Associates
New Products Division
to install and operate it.
1704 Moon, N.E.
use CTA'S Soft-Touch™ as a
Albuquerque, New Mexico
training device or to replace 87112
(505)
298-0942
joysticks or keyboard game
commands, Use it for spread- TWX 910 989 1157
Apple' is a registered
sheet programs, too,
Ask your Apple® dealer for trademark of Apple '
Computer. Inc. Soft-TouCll is
CTA'S Soft-TouchTM - and put a tradem ark of Computer
the touch on your Apple®!
Technol ogy Associates,
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Circle 104 on inquiry card .

Carl now positions the cursor to "program" and
presses Do. Echonet displays a line of numbers, one
number for each repetition of the "while" instruction:
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. Carl replaces the 10 with 1 and
presses Do, and Echonet displays a single number: O.
Carl replaces the 1 with 0, presses Do, and Echonet displays nothing. The "while" instruction works well. Carl
is finished.

Benchmark of Echonet
Echonet outperforms programming systems currently in use: its programs execute faster, its code requires
less space, and its entries compile faster. I compared
Echonet to other programming systems with the benchmark program published by Jim and Gary Gilbreath in
"Eratosthenes Revisited: Once More through the Sieve"
(January 1983 BYTE, page 283) .
Text continued on page 372

You can't reach the top by being a pencil pusher.

It doesn 't take much to block the door
to success.
A flash of an idea that slips your mind.
A note that never gets written.
Now you can erase those
obstacles. With the Messenger'M
Thought Processor from Lanier.
Just touch a button on the unit on
your desk, and it activates one of
four microcassettes on your
secretary's desk.
Use each one for a different subject.
You can organize your thoughts as
you go along. And first things will get
done first.
MOVE AHEADATTHE SPEED

Plus, you can activate the Messenger
from just about any phone in the world.
The choice is simple. Be a pencil
pusher. Or get the Messenger. And
move ahead at the speed of sound.

,-----------------,

I
I

I
I
I

D I'd like more information on the Messenger.
Name _____________________________
Tille _____________________________
Company_ _ _ __

_ __ Phone' ___

_

_

_

Business Address _______________________
City'____________________________

_==:=:-:__"",;'"

County

Slale_

_ _ Zip, _ _ __

Mail to Lanier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Drive N.E., Atlanta, GA 30324
Ask your office manager about Thought Processors.
Or call (800) 241- 170S.ln Georg ia, (404) 321-1244 collect.

I

L4INIER
Aug. '83 Byte 1 76 G H3

~-----------------~

OFsoutANIER THOUGHT PROCESSINGTM

For a no-obligation demonstration of the Messenger, ® the Lanier Thought Processor@> that can help you reach the top faster, circle ~.

Circle 174 on Inquiry card.

CP/M
GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE
PLOTWARE-z

Listing 1: The prime-number sieve entry used for benchmark comparisons. Listing l a is the
Echonet entry itself, while listing Ib shows the disassembled relocatable code produced by
Echonet.
(1a)
benchmark
uses {{False True}}
Console line <- "10 iterations .", ConsoleBell
repeat 10 times
clear Count
PrimeSieveFlags_size bytes of PrimeSieveFlags < - True
for PrimeSieveFlags_size Index's starting at 0 do
if PrimeSieveFlags [Index] . true then
Prime < - Index + Index + 3
SieveIndex < - Prime + Index
while SieveIndex < PrimeSieveFlags_size do
PrimeSieveFlags [SieveIndex] < - False
bump SieveIndex by Prime

On ALTOS, APPLE,
OSBORNE, ZENITH,
and most others.

bump Count
;; Console line <- Prime " is a prime."
Console line < - Count" primes.", ConsoleBell

THE MOST COMPLETE:
Use TH REE ways
1. "MENU" GRAPHI CS (easy , friend ly)
2. "COMMAND FILES" (powerful, flexible)
3. "COMPILER LINKED" (Fortran, etc.)

(1b)
;;Listing for benchmark

Use on : most CRT's, dot matrix printers,
plotters , word processing printers

THE MOST PROVEN:
2 years in the fie ld

THE MOST IMPLEMENTED :
1. 8 bit and 16 bit mach ines
2. USER MOD IFIABLE
3. many applications programs

$399 compl ete
$35 manual only
VISA, MC, C.O.D., CHECK, M.O.

THE ENERCOMP
COMPANY
p.o. Box 28014
Colorado 80228
(303) 988-1648

Lal~ewood ,

Also Available Through

~VFSIICO

The Soft_re Expre •• Service
25 Van Zan! Slre':'l • Norwalk , Con neCIICU! 0685S

(203)853-6880 • Telex 643788
and selec ted dealers.

3 68
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II
CO
11
CD

OOOC

21 Ixi h,OOOA ;;repeat 10 times
'OOOF:
7C mova,h
B5 ora I
CA jz '0097
E5 pushh
21 lxi h,OOOO ;;/clear Count
22 shld ·0000
;;lPrimeSieveFlags_ size bytes of PrimeSieveFlags < - True
3E mvi a,FF
01 Ixi b, I FFF
I I Ixi d, ·0002
12 stax d
62 mov h,d
6B mov I,e
13 inx d
OB dcx b
ED z80 ldir
BO
;;/
21 Ixi h ,OOOO ;;/for PrimeSieveFlags_size Index's starting at 0 do
22 shld ·2001
21 Ixi h, IFFF
'0033:
7C mova ,h
B5 ora I
CA jz '0092
E5 pushh

OOOF
0010
0011
0014
00 15
0018
OOIB
OOlD
0020
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
002A
0020
0030
0033
0034
0035
0038

Ixi
call
Ixi
call

; ;uses {{False True}}
d,"OOI
;;Console line <- "10 iterations ." ,ConsoleBell
id- 0696
d ,"0000
id- 0696

0000
0003
0006
0009

Listing 1b continued on page 370

BASF QUALIMETRIC™ FLEXYDISKS®
BUILT FOR ETERNITY - WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.
BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer
you more ... an extraordinary new
lifetime warranty.* The BASF Qualimetric standard is a dramatic new
international standard of quality in
magnetic media ... insurance that
your most vital information will be
secure for tomorrow when you enter
it on BASF FlexyDisks today.
We can offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Qualimetric standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to perfection .. . a process which begins with
materials selection and inspection,
and continues through coating, polishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification. Built
into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two-piece liner. This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra
space in the head access area, insuring optimum media -to-head align ment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.
When your information must
be secure for the future, look for
the distinctive BASF package with
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-3434600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.
Circle 47 on inquiry card .

Listing Ib continued:

0039
003C
003F
0040
0041
0042
0045
0048
0049
004C
004D
0050
0051
0054
0055
0058
0059

2A
11
19
7E
B7
CA
2A
EB
2A
19

To find out where we're showing off
the P1350 printer, call one of these
Toshiba distributors:

;;//
Ihld '2001
;;//if PrimeSieveFlags [Index]. true then
Ixi d, *0002
dad d
mova /m

ora a
jz '0086
IhId '2001
xchg
IhId '2001
dad d
11 Ixi d,0003
19 dad d
22 shld '2004
EB xchg
2A Ihld '2001
19 dad d
22 shld *200A

;;///Prime <- Index + Index + 3

; ;/ / /SieveIndex < - Prime + Index

;;///

005C
005F
0062
0065
0068
006B
006E
006F
0071
0074
0075
0078
0079
007C

007F
0082
0083
0086
0089
008A
008D
008E
008F
0092
0093
0094
0097
G09A
009D
OOAD
00A3
OOM

'005C:
;;// /while Sieve Index < PrimeSieveFlags_size do
11 Ixi d,lFFF
2A Ihld '200A
CD call id- ODB3
D2 inc '007F
2A Ihld '200A
;;////PrimeSieveFlags [SieveIndex] < - Farse
11 Ixi d, '0002
19 dad d
36 mvi m,OO
2A Ihld '2004
;;////bump Sievelndex by Prime
EB xchg
2A Ihld '200A
19 dad d
22 shId '200A
C3 jmp '005C
'007F:
;;///
2A Ihld '0000
;;///bump Count
23 inx h
22 shld '0000
'0086:
;;///; ;Console line <- Prime " is a prime. "
2A Ihld *2001
23 inx h
22 shld '2001
El pop h
2B dcx h
C3 imp '0033
'0092:
El pop h
; ;/
2B dcx h
C3 imp 'OOOF
'0097:
2A Ihld '0000
;;Console line < - Count " primes.",ConsoleBell
CD call id- OE87
11 Ixi d, "0003
CD call id- 0696
11 Ixi d,"OOOO
CD call id- 0696

literals for code
0000 OD OA 96 20 70 72
0010 31 30 20 69 74 65
370

DIGITAL ENTRY SYSTEMS
27 Spruce Street
Waltham , MA 02154
(617) 899-6111
GENERAL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS, INC .
2 North Olney Avenue
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003
(609) 424-6500
INTECH GROUP
Royal Commerce Center
2025 Royal Lane
Dallas, TX 75229
(214) 241-1717
KALTRONICS DISTR IBUTORS, INC.
702 Landwehr Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 291-1220
MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING CO.
1377 Main Street
Waltham , MA 02154
(617) 647-9340
MICRO DISTRIBUTORS
11794 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 468-6450 or
(800) 638 -6621
MICROWARE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
20415 S.w Blanton Avenue
Aloha, OR 97007
(503) 642-7679
MONROE DISTRIBUTING CO
2999 Payne Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 781-4600
PARAGON SALES, INC
780 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 263-7955
PREMIER SOURCE DISTRIBUTING
1882 McGaw Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-2011
STAR DATA, INC.
4021 N. 30th Street,
Suite 4
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 955-9233
SYSPRI NT, INC.
7777 S. Central Expressway
Suite 2A
Richardson, TX 75080
(214) 669-3666
TRANSALASKA DATA SYSTEMS, INC .
200 Center Court
Anchorage, AK 99502
(907) 561-1776

69 6D 65
72 61 74
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73 2E 07 96 OD OA 96 --- primes. ----69 6F 6E 73 2E 07 96 10 iterations.--

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

Nothing shows off
our IBM PC'· .
like oshiba's P1350
P·rinter.
--:::.::-:'... ... .... ..... . ... .
"' ,

"""''''.'-''

ii~~~:

Now there's one three-way printer
that fully equals the word processing,
data and graphics capacity of your
IBM PC: Toshiba's P1350.
But the P1350 is more than compatible with PC hardware. It will
print programs like Lotus 1-2-3 data
processing and graphics output with
remarkable character definition:"
For even more flexibility, the
Toshiba P1350 with Qume SPRINT 5
emulation handles all popular word
processing programs. Under software
command, the P1350 will print highspeed drafts or switch to letter-quality
text and graphics.
The innovation behind this threein-one flexibility is Toshiba's print
head. Pin diameter has been reduced
to just eight mils. And the number of

pins in the print
has been increased to 24.
The result is a superior 360 by 180
dot-per-inch density pattern in the
text mode. Instead of spinning your
wheels at 40 cps, the P1350 produces
letter-quality printing at 100 cps. In
its draft mode, Toshiba's P1350 can
accelerate up to 192 cps.
When it comes to graphics, the
P1350 really shows its stuff.Whatever
your computer displays, Toshiba's
P1350 prints. With astonishingly
clear definition. And extra-fine reproduction that can only come from a
print head capable of 200 million
impressions and exclusive 180 by 180
dot-per -inch graphics density pattern.

Then, if that's not
enough to pique your
interest, the P1350 also
features three different fonts.Variable
pitch. Subscripts, superscripts and
underlining without the need of a
secondpass.Asuper-reliable optional
sheet feeder. And more.
So show off your IBM. Or any other
personal computer.With the superior
quality and flexibility of Toshiba's
spectacular P1350 printer.
Distributors on the adjacent list
make it easy to find the P1350. Or
get more information by calling toll free, 1-800-457-7777.
*IBM PC to PI3S0 graphics util izes PaperScreen and colorl
graphics adapter. IBM PC is a Trademark of Internationa l
Business Machines. Lotus and 1·2 ·3 are1rade marks ofLolus
Development Corporatio n.
© 1983 Tos hi ba America , Inc.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
For furth er information , contact : In formation Systems Divi sion. TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC., 244 1 Michelle Drive.Thstin, CA 92680. Telex 183·812.
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Text continued from page 366:

Table 3 compares Echonet with the best language for
each measuremertt. Optimized Echonet uses a code optimizer that removes superfluous load and store instructions. Listing 1a shows the benchmark entry, while listing 1b shows the disassembled 8080/Z80 code produced by the Echonet lister.
As of October 1982, the Echonet dictionary contained
870 compiled entries, 324 text-only entries, and 347 objects . Its capacity is 2000 entries and objects . .Its compiled entries include programs that can do the following:
• display solution for Towers of Hanoi puzzle
.generate prime numbers using Eratosthenes sieve
• optimize register usage for compiled code
.print the Echonet dictionary
.sort entry names using a bank of memory
.verify the Echonet dictionary for internal consistency
The benchmark and implemented programs confirm
that Echonet is a practical system. The scenarios for
Vacuum one room and while ConditionalClause do IndentedProgram show Echonet's flexibility, ease of use,
and quick interaction with the user.

Natural System
Underlying Echonet is a natural system, i.e., a system
that evolves. For example, the English language forms a
natural system, as does the common law-neither was
created as a complete unit. English uses many words
evolved from a variety of sources, while the common
law uses many "judicial decisions based on custom and
precedent" (Webster 's New Collegiate Dictionary, 8th edition. Springfield, MA: G. & c. Merriam Co ., 1981).
Let's look at English as represented by Webster 's New
Collegiate Dictionary. The 8th edition was published in
1981. It replaced the 7th edition that appeared in 1963.
The 8th edition has already sold over 12 million copies .
It contains 150,000 words and 191,000 definitions. Of
these, 22,000 words and definitions are new; that's over
10 percent more than the 7th edition.
In English, words are made up by users and then
come into common use. If a word becomes widely used,
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the editors of Webster's dictionary will probably notice
the word and include it in their next edition. The new
words are not made up by Webster's editors; Englishspeakers make up and use new words . Then the editors
decide if the words meet their criterion of usefulness .
In Echonet, entries are like words in a dictionary.
Echonet evolves as users write and modify entries; it
can evolve in any direction.

Separating Definition from Meaning
Echonet does not use a created language such as
BASIC or Pascal. Instead it builds entries out of entries .
This is possible because Echonet separates the definitions of entries from their meanings .
English dictionaries also separate definition from meaning. Let' s look at one definition of "entry" in Webster's
New Collegiate Dictionary: "a headword with its definition or identification:'
If definition and meaning were the same for English,
then substituting definitions for words should not
destroy the meaning of a sentence. This is not the case;
substitution produces gibberish. To illustrate that point,
here are two definitions of the word "entry:' The second
definition is made from the first by substituting a definition (from Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 8th edition)
for each word of the first:
entry: a headword with its definition or identification.
entry: used as a function word before singular nouns
when the referent is unspecified a word or term
placed at the beginning [as of an entry in an encyclopedia] used as a function word to indicate combination, accompaniment, presence, or addition of or
relating to it or itself a statement of the meaning of
a word or word group or a sign or symbol a function
word to indicate an alternative evidence of identity .
In natural language, the meaning of a word determines its definition. Behind every definition in a dictionary there is a set of sentences collected from books,
magazines, and newspapers . These sentences illustrate
the actual uses of words, and hence their meanings .

Circle 250 on Inquiry card .

In Echonet, the reverse is true: the definition of an
Echonet entry determines the entry's meaning. Its meaning is relocatable code that the computer can execute
along with data that the computer can access. This
relocatable code was compiled from text that defines the
entry .

FORTH and Macroinstructions
On first sight, Echonet looks like either FORTH or a
macroprocessor. Both define names in terms of other
names, but the system underlying each is different from
Echonet. In particular, FORTH and macroprocessors
equate meaning with definition.
The August 1980 BYTE covered the FORTH language.
A FORTH program consists of words in a dictionary.
Each word is defined by other words or by some combination of about one hundred primitive words. The
computer executes a FORTH word by executing its component words. The meaning of a word-the code that is
executed-is the group of words that define a word.
Macroprocessors are available with most assemblers
and as preprocessors to many compilers. A macroinstruction's definition consists of a name and text. When
an assembler or compiler sees a macroinstruction's
name, it replaces the name with the macroinstruction's
text. Instead of writing the same text over and over
again, the programmer just writes the name of a
macroinstruction. The meaning of a macroinstruction-the code that is assembled or compiled-is the text
that defines the macroinstruction.
The separation of definition and meaning in Echonet
may appear to be insignificant, but its consequences are
far-reaching. The separation allows every entry to be defined with entries and objects. This makes Echonet a
visible system; i.e., every part of Echonet is defined in
the Echonet system.
By separating definition from meaning, the Echonet
dictionary can contain many entries without affecting
performance. This is not true of FORTH and macro processors; as the number of FORTH words or macrodefinitions increases, performance slows down . In
Echonet, another entry only takes disk storage, so in-

Circle 251 on Inquiry card.

creasing the number of entries does not decrease the
performance of Echonet, even if Echonet contains hundreds of thousands of entries. This allows many people to add entries to Echonet over many years.

Summary
I've demonstrated Echonet's operation with scenarios
and a benchmark. The key ideas I've tried to convey are
(1) that Echonet is an interactive system for managing
and creating programs with a dictionary of entries and
objects, (2) that every entry in Echonet is defined by entries and objects in Echonet, (3) that the name of an entry is a phrase that describes the entry, and (4) that Echonet is a natural system that separates entry definition
from entry meaning.
In your mind, an entry's name should become a symbol for the entry's meaning. Programming becomes a
process of design in a symbolic language instead of encoding into a programming language. By separating
definition from meaning, Echonet lets you work with
symbolic text while the computer works with numeric
data.
Echonet is a programming system that responds to
the creativity and ingenuity of its users and user groups.
Like a natural language, Echonet can grow in elegance
and usefulness as the needs of its users develop and
change .•
Bmd Barber runs Echo Systems Company (POB 5192, Westport, cr 06881),
a one-person research firm. He recently joined lIT Programming as part of
a research group that works on coordination systems.

Echonet is a research project of Echo Systems Company. To receive the
next EchoNet Newsletter, please send a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Newsletter, Echo Systems Company, POB 5192. Westport, cr 06881.
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SpeIiSlar '·

$ 99
$469

S 995
5 995
S 180

ProfeSSional Billkeeper

$119
$269

WordSlar Protessional,4Pak.

$429
$345
$199
$ 75
$115
$ 89

$209
$169

5 695
5 495
$ 275
S 100
BodgeI. M u~ ilooIICPIM orOOS I 5 150
Sierra/On·Line. ScreenWrner n
S 130
The Oichonary
NEW' S 100
General Managerli NEW! S 230
Osborne/C.P. Soft, IDisk and Book)
Some Common Basic Progratns (75each)
SlatlsllCS and Malh Programs
S 100

5259

$199

Praclical Basic Programs (40 each)
S 100
Peachtree, Requires CP/M& MB3Sic. 40 columns.

S 49

$ 349

$259
$275
$ 59
$449
$169
$ 29
$ 45
$45
$44
$169
$ 61
$47

5375
5 75
5599
5225
5 40
5 60
5 60
5 65
5229
5 90
5 70

* Silcon Valley. WOfd Haooler
lSpe<r~

LIST
PRICE

$199

5296
5 65
Paddle lAp II II ·1
5 50
M&R.SupRtan l · ore)
5 50
5345
Microsof1 .Z80 SoNcard I ore )
Z80SoltcardPlus) ' ore ) 5 645
SoIlcard Premum Pack III .) S 695
SoIttaid PretTllumPack (lie) 5495
MicroTek ()Jmphng64. Butfer
5 349
Orange Micro, Grappler Plus
5 165

Diln Paymar.lowerCaseChlpll! · I

Sen ~ble. Sens. Speller. speci~80CoI.

LIST
PRICE
Brd. 5 t25

Sol./Sys.. Executive Secrelary
Executive Speller
SoftwarePublishing.PFS:Ftle

$139
$145
$229
S279
$25
$ 99
$ 59

S299
SI29
S1 39
$ 25
$99
$ 39
$SS
$99
$ 69

EIi1e3,652K, I60Trad<s
EIi1eControtler _~&Disk

*

3 above " Slar Inde.
SPECIAL
WordSlarw'Applicard &CP'MIspeeral)
Microsoft. Mulli·Plan (CPIM0< Apple DOS)
Flnaooal. MuMooIlCP MorDOSI

Senes40Gl&AR&AP.aIl3

Series 40 Inv. or Payroll, each
Senes9 Te~&SpeIl& Mail . aIl3

Pertect, PerfectWriter

PerlectSpelier
PerlectWmeriSpeller2Pak
Perlect Fller
Quark. Word Juggler lll'1

5 69
$155
$ 49

. o<el

PFS:Report
PFS: Graph

Stoneware , DB Master

DBUlililylor ll

Qu~et~DueIs Sidelr/ Side

or Standa,dCabffiel
Conlrol~r Card
DiskPakVI2tlO.6IotBBacIo.!>
System
*V1()OO Dual!!', Std. Formal

OU R
PRIC E
$ 65

$ 250
S 250
$ 75
S 125

$139
$169
$ 55
$ 85

5 125
5 125
S 229
S 99

$ SS
$ 85
$129
$ 69
$ 15
5 39
$ 69
$ 26

Videl ,Applewriler II prebootdisk
S 20
Vlslcalc 80 col. preboot disk
S 50
Vlslcalc 80 col.!o 176K disk
S 90
Vdeoterm Ulilihes Disk
S 37
VlsiCorplPersonal Software.
Vislcalc 3.3
S 250
Vislcalc Enhanced{lIe)
NEW! S 250
VlsIFi!eorVlsIDex ,each
S 250

$169
$169
$16 9

•

1329

$ 420
$ 715 5575
$ 89 I 7S

$1549 $1049
$2195 512S15
$ 20 $ 15

WHILE THEY LAST

•

OVERSTOCK SPECIALS
FOR APPLE 11.11 +me

i*AlS, Syr.efljzer +Supercalc +CondorIorOI +)
Anode" DPBOOO. 001Malri. pnnier
i*CCS. Senallnlerfa<e 771 OA
i*eomx. 16K RAM Card, 2 Yr.Warranty.lorll ,
MlcroCom. Micro Courier
MicroTelegram

Mlcrosoft, 16KRAMCardlorll +
Solum Syslems,32KRAM Card lor 11 +
Silicon Valley, Word Handl",
Videx. Vldeolerm,80columncard I04' U·

Beagle. U1ililyCily
DOS Boss
Apple MechaOic

S 3IJ
5 24
S 3IJ

$ 749
5995
$ ISO
5 179
$250
5 250
$ 100
$ 249
$250
$ 345

$399
$395

599

139
$99
$99
579
$169
$139
$229

Central Point. Filer. DOS 3.3and Ulthty

* Computer Appli..
Copy II PluS 1M OOpierl
NibblesAway 11
Epson . Graphics Dump
Insoft. GraFORTH by Paul Lulus
Microsoft . A.l.D.S.
BASIC Compiler

Cobol 80
Fortran 80
lASC Compiler

* Omega. Locksmi!h(bn copier)

Penguin .Comp. Grphcs. Sys.
GraphiCS Maglcran
Phoenil .Zoom Grafrx
Quality. Bag 01 Trrcks
Saturn Systems. VC·Expaoo
VC·Expand 80
Sensible Back II Up.lbtt copier)

5 20

5 40
5 70
$ 15
5 75
5 125
5395
5750
5 195
S 175
5 100
NEW! 5 70
NEW I 5 60

5 40
NEW! 5 40

5 100
5 125
5 60

$ 22
$18
$22

$15
$ 35
$ 59
$ 9
$ 59
$ 75
$299
$559
$149
$159
$75
$53
$41
$ 34
$29
$ 49
$69
$ 49

HOME & EDUCATION
Broderbund. Chopliher
BudgeCo. P,nbaliConstr Set
Continental. Home Accountant
Dalamos!. Aztec cr Zaxxon. each
Edu-Ware.ILarge Inventory)
Hayden. Sargon It (Chess)
Infocom.Zorkl,lI.odll.OISlarcross.each
Deadline

5
S
S
S

35

$ 26

<l0
75

S <lQ
S 50

$ 27
$ 49
$ 27
Call
$ 29
$ 27
$ l4

40

Call

S 35

$395

S 400

$275

5595
S 495
5 295
S 695
5595
5 239

$395

lighlnin9. Maslertype

5 40

$

$219

Micro Lab. Miner 20<lger
Muse. Castle Wollen stein
Sierra/On-line, Ultima 11

S 40
S 30
S 60

S 27
$ 23
$ 40

Sohporn IX Raledl
Sir-Tech. Wizardry

5 35
S 50

$ 22
$ 39

SubLogic , Flight simul.

S 34

$ 25

27

VSC-002

Apple II + Work-a-like, Look-a-like
Nole: Subslilulions and delell.ons same as System Bapply.
Syscom 2 is software and hardware compatible 10
"",App~II + .

VSC-002. 64K IAppie II ' Compatiblel
VS~2 , 64KSlarter SYSiem (same as
Apple II, Syslem Babove except
64K,40 ",'umns)
UmlledQuantity

THE WORLD ' S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

TM

CONROY-LA POINTE

Computer Exchan~e

ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 23068, Portland, OR 97223

$ 869 $ 595

$1810 $1195

.AXLON Tl1elolderlnAlariAdckJn.
~

Rarrj)OW1Irl28KSystem (800)

ATARI ~:=;;~~=tI4001
RamscanDiag nosl~ Disluine

S 475

$295

~:~ :'~
$ 15 $ 12

* Means a BEST buy.
AD #978

..

VISA

OTHER BRANDS AND PROGRAMS IN STOCK. CALl.

Formerly

S 300 5:!11

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT

5595

$129
$299
$259
$179

$549
I 9!1

$ 379 1279
5 89 I 6t

i*CENTRALPOtNT. Frier, Utiijly . ndOOS3.3

OUR
PRICE
$145
$39
$69
S79
$169
$319
$459
$795

5399
5 169
5 179
5 35
5 150
5 50
5 125
5 l3IJ
5 90

Z·Catdt , Ofe)
ColodH · OI el
ASTAR. RF Modulator, lO Use TV
CCS Senal lnterlace 7710A

1269
1429

w.conIrolle!. ~1orARlle

MISCELLANEOUS
AlS TheCPM CardV301' orel

$ 15

5379
$ 649
$ 849
$ 145

VISTA =.~,~==~He91

for A pp le II

LIST
PRICE

$ 20

E~e l . 1 63K. 44Tracks
E~e 2. 3261<.60 Tracks

tElectronics byComX

HARDWARE
.. •

5 479 S 249
$ 100 5 79

TEAC :::eaDr,t· II2 fi!t1

Game Paddles

..

fo2,5-1/4".loIJKDisk Drive
Con' oIlerCard lor fo2 Dn""
Frle<.Cisic.lJIl1y arO
OOS3.3So11w...

~:~~~~~SK

TOLL FREE

(800) 547-1289

I

All Other Orders Including Portland: 24~200
Oregon TOLL FREE
[8001451·5151

Hot Line For Inlonnation
On Your Order
[5031245-1030

SHO WR O OM AT 11 5070 SW PA C IFI C HW Y . PORTLAND . OR. O PEN M-S AT 10-5

Circle 567 for IBM Peripherals. Circle 568 for Apple. Circle 569 for all others.
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Data File Management
Methods
Organize your files to eliminate confusion
by Robert B. Johnson
Recently, after spending days work flow, is the ability of the system
straightening out the disk files for my to allow easy assimilation of one
personal computing system, I employee's duties by another. illness,
realized the results of improper data vacations, promotions, and terminafile management. At 'first, managing tions all require that employees be
files for two operating systems, two trained to perform new duties. When
versions of Visicalc, two versions of all employees are familiar with and
a word-processing program, three use a common system, this continuilanguage packages, and a few appli- ty of work flow is more easily
cations packages didn't seem dU;- realized.
ficult. But with the passage of a year,
The third objective, standardization
I no longer knew what data files went and software compatibility, is rewith what programs, what versions quired because of the enormous costs
of programs were the most current, associated with software developor what modifications were installed ment. To achieve the greatest degree
on what disks. I desperately needed of compatibility, the data file managea simple system of data file manage- ment system must provide a means
ment that would provide program of assuring that all programs develand data security, continuity of work oped by one user are compatible with
flow, maximum standardization and the rest of the system. Also, the syssoftware compatibility, and minimal tem must provide a means to
maintenance. To meet these objec- evaluate the total impact of contives, I designed the following sys- templated changes before they are
tem, which can also successfully han- made.
To meet the fourth objective the
dle the needs of a small business.
The system described can expand ideal system will provide an efficient
and grow to meet the changing needs way to make changes. All changes,
of the organization.
record keeping, and educational or
other activities associated with a proObjectives
gram or data file that is accessed by
There are two aspects to the first more than one user should be perobjective. Providing for program and formed by a single person (or group
data security means that a workable of persons) who has been given that
system must have backup copies of responsibility.
critical programs and data files so
that a minimum amount of time is System Overview
lost when the inevitable data loss ocThe system is based on the concept
curs. Security also refers to the need of control services residing at discrete
to restrict the dissemination of sen- control levels. Each level has its own
sitive or confidential information to standards of control that specify such
only those users who require access parameters as software and data
to this information to perform their change restrictions, required passjobs.
word protection, file backup requireThe second objective, continuity of ments, testing required to verify
376
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changes, etc. Whenever there are two
or more users of a given program,
data file, or related service, a control
entity is established at the next higher
level of control to provide and coordinate the required services. Whenever there is a single user of a program or data file,control services for
that program or data file are the responsibility of that user.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of
a generalized system with five levels
of control. The highest level is the
computer network, essentially a communication system linking a number
of computer systems. The next level
down is the computer system, which
is defined as a particular hardware
configuration. For data file management in an organization, all computers of the same make and model
are considered part of the same computer system. The next level contains
the operating system. For our purposes, an operating system is defined
as any control program that has more
than one application program dependent on it for proper operation of the
computer system. The next lower
level is for application programs. A
typical small business would have
application programs to perform
functions such as payroll, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, word
processing, etc. The lowest level is
the user level. When there is more
than one user on any level, control
resides at the next higher level. Programs and data files that have only
one user have the least number of
controls placed against them in terms
of change restrictions. There are procedures that require backup protection for files at the user level.
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Figure 1: Data file management system block diagram. The system is divided into five levels, each with its own procedures for control.
You must design your own specific and detailed procedures for maintaining the security of your data files and application programs.
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PREVENT THE DISASTER
OF HEAD CRASH AND
DROPOUT.
The war against dust and dir t
never ends. So before you bootup your equipment, and
everytime you replace a
cassette, disk or drive
filter, be sure to use Dust-Off' II ;
it counteracts dust, grit and lint.
Otherwise you' re flir ting with
costly dropouts, head crashes
and downtime.
Dust-OffII is most effective
when used with Stat-Off II . StatOff II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity w hile Dust-OffII
blasts loose dust away There 's
also the Dual Extender and MiniVac for vacuuming dust out of
ha rd-to-reach places .
Photographic professionals
have used Dust-Off brand
products consistently on
their delicate lenses and
expensive cameras for
over ten years. They
know it's the safe, dry,
efficient way to contaminant-free cleaning.

Cleaning not provided by liq uid
cleaners.
Dust-Off II 's rema rkable
pinpoint accuracy zeros in on the
precise area being dusted. And
you have total control-everything from a gentle breeze for

Stat-Off II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity from media and
machines.

delicate computer mechanisms
to a heavy blast for grimy dirt.
Don 't let con ta mination disrupt your computer operation.
Stock up on Dust-Off II-the advanced dry cleaning system ,
at your local computer or
office supply dealer.
Or send $1.00 (for
postage and ha ndling)
for a 3 oz. trial size a nd
literature today

The safe dry cleaning system
Falcon Safety Pr odu cts. Inc. , 1065 Busto l Roa d , M ountain sid e, NJ 07092
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Circle 182 on inquiry card.

It is important to mention that the
upper levels were not selected on the
basis of stringency of control but to
provide convenient control points
based on areas of expertise. By convenient control points I mean that it
is convenient to provide control at the
point where two or more persons are
using the same application program.
The levels are chosen on the basis of
expertise because in a small business
it is possible, and more efficient, to
have the control services provided by
those persons who know the most
about a particular area. For example,
in a small business the author of an
application program should assume
the control responsibilities for that
program because he or she is best
equipped to provide these services in
an efficient manner. If programs are
purchased from outside sources, it is
best to train one person to become
familiar enough with the program
and its internal usage to provide the
control services.
The value of standardization can be
easily seen by referring to figure 1.
Much control effort can be avoided
when only one computer and one
operating system are used. Also note
from figure 1 that details on file usage
are given for the user level only. This
is because the file management activities of the other levels are performed
by persons who are also users. Therefore, good generalized file management procedures for the user level
will automatically take care of the
other levels as well.

The User Level
The system presented here relies
heavily on the individual users for
success. This is consistent with the
small-business environment where
individual employees are aware of
the overall goals of the organization
and are familiar with the reasons
behind, and importance of, established procedures. Referring to figure
1, a typical user of a computer system
would have a filing system that consists of four major parts: a file with
one or more working copies of an application program, a current working
file, a user file library, and controlled
access to a permanent filing system
that is shared among all users.
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CALL FOR OTHER SOFTWARE
& HARDWARE PRICES FOR
IBM-PC & APPLE COMPUTERS
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MC-P APPLICATIONS
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INTRODUCES SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
~
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES
"WHY PAY MORE - COMPARE THESE PRICES"

,\0

LOTUS

1-2-3
$325

WORDSTAR

VISICALC

MULTIPLAN

dBase II

$267

$165

$168

$395

LIST OUR
APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
$389 $252
VersaForm
495 323
VersaForm (hard disk)

ASHTON TATE
dBase II
Financial Planner

700
700

395
452

BRODERBUND
Bank Street Writer

70

46

75
150
495

49
96
320

295

129
184

195
250

126
162

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant
APPLE
IBM
Property Management
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
Edi x I Wordi x (eith er )
FOX & GELLER Quick Cod e
HOWARDSOFT
Real Estate Analyzer II
APPLE
IBM
Creative Financing
APPLE
IBM
LOTUS 1-2-3
LlFETREE Volkswriter
MICROSTUFF Cross talk
MICROPRO
Word Star
APPLE
IBM
Spell Star
APPLE
IBM
Mail Merge
APPLE
IBM
Data Star
Super Sort
Calc Star
Info Star
Report Star
MICROSOFT
Multi Plan
APPLE
IBM
Flight Simulator

195 126
250 162
495 325
195 129
195 117
495
495

267
275

250
250

149
162

250
250
295
250
145
495
350

135
162
176
149
86
320
221

275
275
50

178
168
33

PBl CORPORATION
Personal Investor

145

94

PEACHTREE
General Ledger
APPLE
IBM

400
600

237
355

Account Payable

APPLE
IBM

liST OUR
400 237
600 355

Account Receivable
APPLE
IBM
Peach Pack

400
600
595

237
355
300

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
Pfs:File
APPLE
IBM
Pfs:Report

125
140
125

81
91
81

SORCIM
SuperCalc
Super Writer

195
295

130
195

150

97

250

165

250
300
300
300

165
198
198
198
375
210

SYNAPSE
File Manager
VISICORP
Visicalc
VisiFile
APPLE
IBM
VisiTrend/Plot
VisiSchedule
VisiWord
DeskTop Plan I

300

HARDWARE
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
Hayes Stack Chronograph (RS-232) 249 182
Hayes Stack Smart Modem
289 214
(RS-232)
Smart Modem 1200 (RS-232)
699 505
ADVANCED lOGIC SYSTEMS (APPLE II)
169 110
Z-Card
49
99
PrinterMate (Parallel)
CP/M Card (with CP/M 3.0)
399 300
MICROSOFT
Softcard (APPLE)
Ram Card (APPLE)
64-K Ram Card (IBM)

345 242
100
70
350 245

TERMS: All prices subject to change .
Cashier's check I MO I Bank Transfer.
Allow time for company or personal
checks to clear. Prices reflect cash
prepaid discount. VISA I MASTER
CARD I COD I PO's + 3%. California
residents add sales tax.
SHIPPING:
$2 per item for UPS
surface ($6 for Blue Label) within con tinental USA.

HOME
ACCOUNTANT

$49

MPC PERIPHERALS (APPLE)
Parallel Interface Card (w/cable)
NOVATION
Apple-Cat II
212 Auto Cat
J-Cat
Smart-Cat 103/121
Smart-Cat 103

LI T

UR

90

63

389 260
695 561
149 105
595 416
249 174

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Appli-Card: 6MHz
375 265
Applipac : 4Mhz Applicard &
Max . 80 col . Card
620 334
KRAFT Joystick
70
46
IBM
65
42
APPLE
Paddle
50
33
T G PRODUCT Joystick
42
IBM
65
APPLE
60
39
VERBATIM DISKETTES
24
49
5 '/4" si s di d
ELECTRONIC PROTECTION DEVICES
Lemon
60
39
Peach
98
63
AST RESEARCH
Megaplus 64K
395 330
aUADRAM
Quadboard 64K
Quad S12 + 64K
64K Chip Set (9 chip s)
TANDON
TM 100-2 Drive
PRINTERS
Mennesman Tally MT 160L
NEC 8023A
Lett er Qual .. Brother H-R 1
Okidata 92
Okidata 93
Pan asonic KPX1090
MONITORS
Amdek 12" 310A
Amdek 12" 300A
Amdek Color I
Amdek Color II RGB Hi-Res
Panasonic TR120 Green
Panasonic CT 160 Color
Prin ceton Graphics

395 285
325 240
55
95
395

225

798

550

645
395
725
490
875
435

230
199
399
529
220
399

169
155
291
425
165
305
485

MC-P APPLICATIONS, 111 W. St. John Street, Suite 230G, San Jose, CA 95113
HOURS: 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m Monday thru Saturday
(Phone Orders Only on Sat.)

Telephone (408) 293-3360

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES . 8"

PRICE QTY. ONE

QUME
242 - Half height DSDD 4BTPI
842 - Full size DSQD 48TPI

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
5.1
6.0
6.1
7.0
7.1
7.2
8.0

TANDON
TM-B48-2 - Half height DSDD 48TPI

MITSUBISHI
M-2894 - Full height DSDD 48TP I
M-2896 - Half height DSDD 48TPI

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES· 51/4"
QUME
142 - Half height DSDD 48TPI
542 - Full size DSDD 4BTPI
592 - Full size DSDD 96TPI
RFD-4BO - Two-thirds height DSDO
RFD-960 - Two-thirds height OSOO
(IBM compatible; full-height face pi
option available , N/C; 6-month

TANDON
TM -100-2 - Full si ze OSOO 48TPI
TM -100-4 - Full size OSOO
(For the IBM PC)

MITSUBISHI
335.00
395.00

WINCHESTER H
AMPEX
Pyxis 7 - 5V4" 7MB ca
Py xis 13 - 5V4" 13MB
Pyxis 27 - 5V4" 27MB
* * * 1 year warranty

650 .00
795.00
1225.00

WINCHE
MEDIA DIST
2695.00
3595.00

MO-1O - 11MB
MO-20 - 22MB
(For Z-BO , CP

TERMI
Call for prices

ADDS VI
AMPEX

499.00
610.00
625.00

0 -125 G
0 -150 G
0-175 G
(Amber

QUM
595.00
749.00
749.00

OVT-1
OVTOVT

P
1395.00

Call for prices

OKI
MONITORS
TAXAN
KG -12N-U 12" Green phosphor hi-res.
KG-12N-UY 12" Amber phosphor hi-res.
RGBVISION-I 12" RGB color medium-res.
RGBVISION-III 12 " RGB color hi-res.

.

149.00
159.00
359.00
629.00

~

MEDII>. DISTRIBUTING

••

P

(408) 438·5454
SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
TERMS: COD, CASH WITH ORDER, MASTERCARD, VISA
FREIGHT CHARGES WILL BE ADDED TO ALL ORDERS
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Control Matrix Code Definitions

RESPONSIBILITIES
Control Coordinator Job Description

USER RECORDS DOCUMENT
Format
Update Procedures

CENTRAL ARCHIVAL STORAGE

Table 1: An outline of the user procedures.
This outlines specific topics and should
describe your computer, the various levels
of control, who is responsible for each level,
how to access user records documents, and
how and where material is stored in the
central archival storage.

REMEX

M-4853 - Half height OSOO
M-4854 - Half height OSOO

SCOPE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
DEFINITION OF TERMS
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
CONTROL MATRIX

Circle 280 on inquiry card .

The working copies of an application program are files that contain
day-to-day copies of programs used
in the performance of the user's job.
A typical user might have working
copies of Visicalc, Pascal, and a
word-processing program, for example. There is no need for the user to
maintain backup copies of these files
because they are available from the
person designated control coordinator for each application program.
The current working file is a small
file that can contain any program or
data file that the user is currently using or developing. It is periodically
backed up (approximately once a
day) by the user to assure against
data loss. About once a week, the
current working files are transferred
to a user file library for more permanent storage.
The user file library is a collection
of files maintained by the user and
intended for long-term data storage.
The files in this library are arranged
in a logical sequence determined by
the user and designed to facilitate
retrieval of programs and data . The
file-naming conventions and volume
names used are to be documented in
a user records document. Backup
copies of the contents of the user file
library are maintained by the user.
The controlled access central archival storage is a permanent storage
area where critical files, backup
copies, and related documentation
are permanently stored. Files are
stored and removed from central
storage in accordance with estab-

lished procedures defined in a user
procedures document.
The user procedures document is
used to communicate to all users the
procedures that govern usage of the
computer system. The document
contains standard. operating procedures and methods, definitions required to promote common understanding of the procedures, listings of
those persons responsible for the
various control activities, and all
other information required to
enhance the orderly functioning of
the system. The user procedure
document is maintained at a central
location within the organization and
is used to communicate information
of a general nature to all system
users.
The user records document is
maintained by the user and communicates, in standard format, critical
information regarding the user's files.
This document contains file names
and descriptions, program names
and usage, storage volume directories, naming conventions, storage
locations, and other pertinent data
related to the user's employment of
the system. The user records document is maintained by the user as a
general index to his or her filing
system; it is also used by persons
who may need to access this information in the absence of the user.

The User Procedures Document
The user procedures document
communicates procedures required
to meet management's goals regarding the use of the computing facilities. It is a working document that
should be updated frequently and
used as a helpful source of information. The contents of this document
depend to a large extent on the
nature of the organization, but they
can be generalized.
Table 1 is an outline of the contents
of a generalized user procedures
document. Many of the topics outlined are self-explanatory, while
others require additional explanation.
Paragraph 4.0, system configuration,
should be a block diagram, similar to
figure I, that shows the details of the
specific computing facility. It should
clearly show the specific control

1.0
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

USER IDENTIFICATION
USER RESPONSIBILITY
Listing of Level 5 Files Under User Control
Listing of Level 4 Files Under User Control
Listing of Level 3 Files Under User Control
Listing of Level 2 Files Under User Control
USER VOLUME AND FILE-NAMING CONVENTIONS
Volume-Naming Conventions
File-Naming Conventions
File Extension-Naming Conventions
WORKING COPY VOLUME INDEX
Volume Names and Descriptions
Important File Names and Descriptions
Backup Copy Volume Names
Storage Locations
CURRENT WORKING FILE INDEX
Volume Names and Descriptions
Important File Names and Descriptions
Backup Copy Volume Names
Storage Locations
USER LIBRARY FILE INDEX
Volume Names and Descriptions
Important File Names and Descriptions
Backup Copy Volume Names
Storage Locations
PERMANENT STORAGE FILE INDEX
Volume Names and Descriptions
Important File Names and Descriptions
Backup Copy Volume Names
Storage Locations

Table 2: This outline of the user records document lists the records an emplayee or another
person needs to maintain an orderly set of programs and files for current use.

levels that will be used in the
organization as well as all computer
systems, operating systems, application programs, and other pertinent
features that require control. Include
on the diagram the names of the people who will act as control coordinators for each control point. The
user procedures document is the
place to define responsibilities crucial
to the success of the system.
Paragraph 5, control matrix, defines
specific procedures that govern control at each level. For example, your
procedures may require that each
user's current working file be backed
up once a week if it contains level 1
files and once a day if it contains level
2, or higher, files. Procedures should
be included here to govern such
things as: file backup frequency; file
backup methods; change restrictions,
including approval levels; password
protection for files; and verification
tests that must be performed after
changes or revisions. Procedures for
each of these and other relevant control areas must be specified for each
controlled area and control level. A
matrix of control procedures should
result. If the control procedures appear in coded form on a diagram, the

codes should be defined in this paragraph .
Paragraph 6 is a listing of those per- ·
sons responsible for each control
point with a description of the duties
to be performed by them.
Paragraph 7 contains the format,
update requirements, and other procedures that govern the user records
document to assure that all employees are familiar with the document and can use it effectively when
needed.
Paragraph 8 contains the procedures that are associated with the
storage and retrieval of files from central archival storage.

The User Records Document
The user records document has a
general format specified in the user
procedures document; it is maintained by the computer system user.
This document serves as an index to
the user's files and is helpful to both
the user and to other persons who
may need to access the files. Table 2
is an outline of the essential contents
of a user records document. Again,
the specifics of the document are
dependent on the particular
organization.
September 1983 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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THE BEST Bell 2-12A Modem
for the S·-100 Bus
PMMI & Racal Vadic joined forces to
bring y ou the first Bell 212A- compatible
modem for the 8-100 bus . The MM-212
is a top quality modem designed to meet
all ph ysica l , electrical & timing requirements of the IEEE 696 / 8-100 specification . FCC registered for direct connection to the telephone lin e.

TOTALLY SOFTWARE CONTROLLABLE, FEATURING:
•

Bell 212A (12 00 baud) or Bell 103 (45 .5 -300 baud) modes

•

Auto answer & auto dial (pulse or Touch-Tone®, perfect fo r accessing
M CI ®. Sprint®, etc,)

•

Complete call progress reporting (busy, ringing , voice detection, etc')

•

1200 baud synchronous and asynchronous
B-11 data bits

•
•

Full or half duplex
Software maskable interrupts

•

Self test modes (remote & loca ll

•

Access to PMMI 's 24 hour a day test center

•

F ive year limited warranty

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,

ca ll o r wr,te f OI' f ree brochu re or send

$10 00 (refundable w l purc h ase J for MM -2 1 2 O wne r 's M an u a l

~~ COMMUNICATIONS
\..(J-llJ~J--'

5201 L e esburg Pi ke. Suite 604

OEALER & O E M OPPORTUNITIES

Fall s Churc h . VA 22041

AVAI L ABLE

(703) 379 -9660

Paragraph 2, user responsibility,
contains specific information on files
the user is control coordinator for.
This section should contain volume
names, file names, backup volume
and file names, storage locations, and
the names and locations of historical
documents associated with the files
under his control.
Paragraph 3 contains the user's
volume and file-naming conventions.
This section is particularly useful in
assisting those unfamiliar with the
user's files in locating a particular file
or determining file usage. This section should, at minimum, contain:
volume-naming conventions, filenaming conventions, and file extension-naming conventions.
Paragraphs 4 through 7 contain the
indexes to the user's working copy
files, current working files, user
library files, and permanent storage
files. These indexes contain volume
names, important file names, and
storage location information.

PMMI modems performance proves

ALL MOOEMS ARE NOT CREATEO EOUAL

Conclusion
This outline for the data file management system is adaptable to
almost any small business environment. However, the only way to ensure that this system works is to carefully record the procedures that your
company's computer users must
follow. By clearly recording and presenting these procedures to your
employees, you will eliminate many
potential problems that could plague
your computer. You and your employees will be happier with a computer system that clearly defines the
lines of information access .•

Robert Johnson holds a BS in electrical engineering from the University of Vermont and is president of a computer consulting firm. He can be
reached at the Engineers Collaborative, Mears Rd. ,
Milton, VT 05468.

Readers who wish to obtain outline
copies of the user procedures document and
the user records document should send a
check for $15 and a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
The Engineers Collaborative
Mears Rd.
Milton, VT 05468
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We opened this quality disc to On the surface,flexible
discs look alike.
But if you inspect them
Memorex· sets
show how it stands up and performs. closely,
itself apart.
The cross-linked oxide coating is unique. It results in a coating that will hold a stronger signal
for greater recording and playback accuracy.Each disc is burnished to an ultra-smooth surface to reduce
head wear and extend media life. A protective hub ring on mini discs
eliminates edge damage to the drive access opening resulting in
better alignment and dependable performance.
For durability, we constructed a disc jacket from extra-stiff vinyl
that loads easier. Glue-sealed to prevent intermittent bonding and
stress-notched for added protection , discs withstand the rigors of
everyday usage better.
We added a self-cleaning jacket liner that cleans and removes
debris from the disc while in use. The result is top performance throughout
a long disc life.
You can trust Memorex flexible discs. You know they're reliable
because we individually certify everyone to be 100% error free.
For any application-5 ~ " or 8:' one side or two, single
or double density-look to Memorex Flexible discs. For more
information , call 1800) 222·1150: in California (408) 987-1893
A BurroughsCompany
or your local distributor today.

M

© 1982 Memorex Corporation Memorex is a registe red trademark of Me morex Corporation
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May we interrupt the hoopla
with a few facts?
Nothing in the noisy world of
multi-user micros fits the requirements of business system integrators like our new desktop
system - the MuSYS NET/work
8816™.
The MuSYS NET/work gives
you multiprocessor architecture,
extensive mass storage facilities
(much greater than 8MB) and
TurboDOS™, the high speed CP/M®
compatible operating system. Gone
are the bottlenecks that make
shared-processor multi-user systems too sluggish for real world
business applications. You'll also
appreciate the 128K RAM per user,
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We design the future.

No. users (minImax)

2/8

the local area networking capability (including Ethernet'M), log-on
security and other mainframe-like
features that make the NET/work
a truly professional, reliable
business solution. Dealer and OEM
customization programs available.
Get all the down-to-business
facts! Call or write, MuSYS
Corporation, 1752 Langley, Irvine,
California 92714. (714) 662-7387
(toll-free outside California 1-800852-5362). TWX: 910-595-1967.
Cable: MUSYSIRIN.

4/4

Winchester formatted Mbytes (minImax)

16/102

10/20

15/30

20/40

128K

48K

64K

64K

63.5K

48K

54K

62K

Total RAM per user
UserTPA
8- and lor 16-bit user processors

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Perfect Software'

YES

Telecommunications Software

YES

Operating system'
Turbo- MP/MII

'./1' /

_~

NO

:'

DOS

MmmOST

Use with any terminal

YES

YES

NO

YES

Price (2 user system)
$7,495 2 $7,490

, NET Iwork 8816 is a trademarked product of MuSYS Corporation. Perfect Software is a trademarked product of Pertect Software. Inc. TurboOOS is a trademarked product of Software 2000. Inc. CP/M® and
MP/ MII are trademarked products of Digital Research. Inc. Mmmost is a trademarked product of Televideo. MlNet is a trademarked product of Micromation. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corp. 28-User
network is $11.995. MuSYS prices include 16 MB forma" ed Winchester. ' Includes terminals.
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An Introduction to Layered
Protocols
Understanding layered protocols can help you evaluate network
architectures of data-communications products
by Michael Witt
Product announcements for
computers and peripherals increasingly include claims of some sort of
networking capability. To understand
the network architectures of these
products, it is essential to understand
the concept of layered protocols. In
this article, I'll discuss a reference 'architecture based on the International
Standards Organization's (ISO)
model for open-systems interconnection. This architecture provides a
framework within which protocol
layering can be explained. I will also
briefly investigate protocol design
issues within the different layers.

The Reference Architecture
Several years ago, the ISO, which
is made up of national standards
organizations from various countries,
recognized the need for a basic
framework in which computer networking standards could evolve. A
subcommittee (SC16) was appointed
to develop a model for "open systems
interconnection." The resulting
model is called the "ISO 051 model:'
The ISO model is intended to be a
vehicle for the development of
specific standard protocols, but I use
it here for its value as an architectural

reference model. A reference archi- network. Logically, these two layers
tecture sets forth a general framework communicate directly with one anand principles by which a system is other (the dotted line), but in reality
designed to operate. The model is all communication must take place at
presented here in a very simplified the lowest layer because the only acform, and I have taken some liberties tual physical link is there (the solid
with it to increase its value in this line).
particular discussion. References 1 '. Communication between hosts
and 2 provide a precise, detailed takes place when layer n on the
transmitting host formats a message
description of the ISO model.
and passes it down to its layer n-l.
(Communication between two layers
The physical link
in one host is called an interface. )..The
message continues to be transmitted
resides at the lowest
down until it reaches the bottom
protocol layer.
layer. It is then sent over the physical
link to the receiving host. After beLayering, Protocols and
ing accepted by the lowest layer, the
message works its way up to layer n
Interfaces
Figure 1 shows a layered network in the receiving host.
in two computers (hosts) connected
An analogy can be made here to
by a physical communications the type of communication that goes
channel.
on in an office environment. For exAt a given layer (layer n), a program ample, suppose the president of ABC
communicates with the correspond- Company decides that his softball
ing layer in another host. This is peer team should play a series of games
communication. Because communi- against the team sponsored by XYZ
cation in a computer network is Corporation. He calls the captain of
based on formalized communication the softball team into his office and
protocols, peer protocol is used to asks her to find out how XYZ Cordescribe the interaction of the corre- poration feels about this plan. The
sponding layers in a communications softball team captain asks her
September 1983 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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HOST A

HOST B

LAYER (n+l)

LAYER (n+l)
LAYER n
PEER PROTOCOL
LAYER n

n/(n -1)

INTERFACE '.
LAYER (n -1)
PEER PROTOCOL
LAYER (n -1)

LAYER In-I)

LAYER 3

LAYER 3

LAYER 2

LAYER 2

LAYER 1

PHYSICAL CHANNEL

LAYER 1

Figure 1: A layered networking implementation of two interconnected host computers. Although a given layer (layer n) in one computer should communicate with the corresponding
layer in the other computer, all communication actually takes place through the physical channel,
which employs layer-l protocol.

secretary to deliver the message to
the captain of the softball team at
XYZ Corporation to find out where
XYZ Corporation would prefer to
play if a series of games is scheduled.
The ABC secretary calls XYZ Corporation, relays the message and
adds some information regarding the
team's schedule.
When XYZ's softball team captain
arrives at the office, his secretary informs him of the challenge from ABC
Company, and he checks with the
president of XYZ to find out if he
may schedule the games. After receiving permission he asks his secretary to tell ABC Company that the
challenge is accepted and that the
games should take place in the park.
The two secretaries talk again, and
then ABC's softball captain reports to
her president that the offer has been
accepted and all arrangements have
been made.
In this example, the only physical
communication took place when the
secretaries talked on the phone.
However, there was a logical, or vir-

Less

for Your
Money
If you do word processing on
your personal computer, you
probably know that there are
many programs for sale to help
you with your spelling. But the
biggest spelling error you'll ever
make is paying too much for your
spelling correction software. The
Random House ProofReader
gives you less for your money less trouble, that is, and fewer
spelling errors. The Random
House ProofReader is based on
the world famous Random House
Dictionary. It contains up to
80,000 words, depending on
your disk capacity. You can add
new words with the touch of a
key. It shows you the error and
the sentence it's in. It instantly
suggests corrections. It even rechecks your corrections. And it
costs half as much as other
programs with far less power. The
Random House ProofReader is
compatible with all CP/M 2.2®,
MS-DOS® and IBM Personal
Computer® systems.

tual, communication between the
two company presidents (advancing
and accepting the challenge) and between the two softball team captains
(arranging the details of the game).

All of the network
architectures currently
being proposed as standards are based on the
layered-design
approach
The communication between the
layer ns in figure 1 is the same as the
communication between the company presidents in the example.
Peer protocols must follow the
specifications of the network architecture precisely if information exchange is to be successful, but the interface between layers may be implemented in any way because it does
not affect communication between
the two hosts.

For orders or information, see your
local dealer or call 505-281-3371.
Master card and VISA accepted . Or write
Random House ProofReader, Box 339- B,
Tijeras, NM 87059. Please enclose $50
and specify yo.ur computer model,
disk size and memory.
Random H ouse and [he House design are registered
trademarks of Random House, Inc. CP/M is a regis tered trademark of Digital Research , Inc . IBM and IBM
Personal Comp uter are registered trademarks of
Int e rnational Business Machines, Inc . MS-DOS is a
registered trademark of Microsoft , Inc.
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PRESENTATION
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SESSION
LAYER
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SESSION
LAYER

TRANSPORT
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TRANSPORT
LAYER

NETWORK
LAYER
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NETWORK
LAYER
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NETWORK
LAYER

DATA-LINK
LAYER

----

DATA - LINK
LAYER

DATA - LINK
LAYER

~---

DATA -LINK
LAYER

---

PHYSICAL
LAYER

r----

PHYSICAL
LAYER

r----

HOST COMPUTER

APPLICATION
LAYER

INTERMEDIATE NODE

PHYSICAL
LAYER

-

INTERMEDIATE NODE

PHYSICAL
LAYER
HOST COMPUTER

Figure 2: The seven layers of the ISO reference architecture.

Using a layered approach to design
computer networks is advantageous
because the layers are relatively independent of one another and can be
replaced without affecting the entire
design. For example, if you have a
layered network based on an underlying communication facility consisting of numerous point-to-point data
links and if a new local networking
technology is developed to allow the
network to be intraconnected via one
high-speed, coaxial cable bus, you
only have to redesign the lower,
transmission-oriented layers, which
deal directly with the specific transmission media and topology. All of
the network architectures currently
being propos~d by various standards
organizations and designed by commercial vendors are based on the
layered-design approach.

The Layers
The ISO reference architecture (see
figure 2) 'c ontains seven layers: the
physical, data-link, network, transport, session, presentation, and applications layer.
The lower three layers form the subnet. These layers route data through
the network from one host to another. The higher layers are concerned only with the dialogue between the communicating hosts
(end-to-end communication).
388
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The distinction between the subnet
protocols and the higher-level protocols is particularly important when
public data networks are involved
because it is this subnet that is supplied to the customer by the public
data network.

The layered approach is
advantageous because
the layers are relatively
independent and can
be replaced without
changing the entire
design.
The physical layer resides at the
level of the transmission medium
(referred to also as the link or channel) over which information is sent
between two or more nodes. in a
network.
The basic unit of information sent
and received at this level is the ''bit''
(one binary digit) . Bits can be encoded in a variety of ways depending
on the transmission medium employed. Transmission mediums include: a particular voltage signal on
a wire for a given time period (baseband signaling), a carrier signal
modulated at a certain frequency (frequency-shift keying or FSK), phase
changes in a modulated carrier
(phase-shift keying or PSK), and

coded pulsations of light transmitted
over an optical fiber.
One example of an established
physical-layer protocol is CCITT's
X.21 standard for the connection of
a customer's data-terminal equipment (DTE) to the public data network's data circuit-terminating equipment (DeE) .
The physical channel is imperfect;
not all information will be transmitted and received without error.
Therefore, the higher layers must
have error-detection and recovery
measures.
The data-link layer transfers
groups bf bits, called frames, between
adjacent nodes (machines) in a network. To complete this transfer, the
data-link layer has two checks to
perform.
First, because the data-link layer
may receive invalid data from the imperfect physical layer, a checksum (a
single calculated value based on a
numerical operation involving each
information unit in the frame) is
usually affixed to each frame as it is
sent by the data-link layer in the
transmitting node. When the frame
arrives at the receiving node, the appended checksum is compared with
a checksum generated locally, and if
the two don't match, the receiving
data-link layer knows that a transmission error has occurred.
Second, because not all nodes in
the network can send and receive
data at the same rate, the data-link
layer must take charge of flow control. Many different data-link-Ievel
protocols allow reliable transmission
and balanced flow control.
Two popular flow-control link protocols are "stop-and-wait" and "sliding window" protocols. The stopand-wait protocol uses the positive
acknowledgment method to control
data flow, in which an acknowledgment (Ack) signal sent back from the
receiving node to the transmitting
node indicates that the transmission
was successfully received and that
the receiver is ready for ·more data.
Sliding-window protocols assign
each frame a sequence number, and
both the sender and receiver maintain a "window" of valid sequence
numbers. This method is dependent

Can you tell the IBM
from the Transtar 1307
B

A

Letter quality
standard of
the industry

Letter qua 1; ty
standard of
the ; ndus try
5)11 magnlftca tlon

5x magni fe ca tlon

One of these two print samples was generated by an IBM
Selectric II: the letter quality standard of th e industry .
The other was generated by the new Transtar 130 letter·
quality printer.

A

nd print quality is just the beginning! The
new Transtar 130 daisy wheel printer is
also plug-and -go compatible with the best-selling
word processing packages! It features bidirectional printing, superscript, subscript, underlining and
a true boldface. Retai I price? Only $895.
Quietly producing copy at 18 cps Shannon text
speed, the Transtar 130 also features a unique
autoload button to make printing on letterheads
a breeze! Three new daisy wheels have just been
made available for the 130 from your dealer:
letter gothic (shown), script, and a 15-pitch
"gothic mini"-perfect for printing spreadsheets
to fit on one page!
Offering an end-user warranty period of a full
six months, the Transtar 130 is an extraordinarily reliable machine. Its minimal failure rate runs
less than 1%, but if your 130 should ever need
repair, a nationwide network of authorized
Transtar service centers stands ready.
Have you decided yet whose type is whose?
I f you picked A ... You picked Transtar. The
new standard for letter quality printing.

Transtar
P.O. Box C·96975, Bellevue, WA 98009
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on the receiver's ability to process
received data while receiving still
more data; thus, the transmitter may
send several frames (determined by
the window size and other factors)
without stopping to wait for an acknowledgment. Transmission of data
is held up only when the receiver is
incapable of further processing. This
method is suitable for full-duplex
situations (in contrast to the stopand-wait method, which is suitable
for half duplex).
In other schemes separate credit
frames are sent to the transmitter
when the receiver is ready to process
more data.
The network layer (the last layer of
the subnet) handles routing; it determines what path a message, or packet,
will take through the network to get
from the transmitting host to the
receiving host.
In a network environment, two
host computers generally are separated by an arbitrary number of other
nodes not directly involved in that
particular communication. Any given

node in the network layer must have
some way of determining which way
to forward data so that it reaches its
intended destination.
There are four states of routing protocols: centralized versus distributed
and static versus adaptive.

The network becomes
congested when the
hosts pump data into
the network faster
than it can be absorbed and delivered.
A centralized routing protocol
stores information regarding network
topology at one site. Information on
how to route packets resides in each
node. This routing protocol has the
advantage of centralized control and
ease of implementation, but it has
two disadvantages: the central site
becomes vulnerable because the network cannot function if the routing
capability is lost, and the higher level

Software of the
Month Club , Inc.
953 Mission St. , Mini Mall
San Francisco, CA 94103

Enclosed

390
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of communications activity around
the routing center can present a
throughput problem.
In distributed routing, much
depends on the sophistication of the
network nodes. Simple nodes can
only be supplied with a routing table
or an algorithm such as flooding. If the
nodes are more sophisticated, an
adaptive technique can be used.
With a static routing protocol the
routing tables are calculated in advance and no changes can be made
in network topology without bringing the network down; in adaptive
routing there is some provision for
recognizing topology changes and incorporating this information into
future routine decisions. Reference 8
provides more information on routing protocols.
The network layer must also deal
with congestion. The network becomes congested when the hosts
pump data into the network faster
than it can be absorbed and delivered. Congestion is similar in some
respects to the problem of flow control in the data-link layer, and some
methods of dealing with it are the
same (the issuing of credits, for example). For a discussion of network
congestion and techniques for dealing with it, see reference 4 (pages
215-225).
Because few network architectures
have implemented the higher-level
protocols, explanations tend to get
more abstract once you leave the
subnet.
The transport layer ensures an
error-free end-to-end connection between two or more communicating
hosts. This layer, and all of the higher
layers, need to exist only on network
hosts (machines that take part in endto-end communications over the
network).
Although the data-link layer ensures reliable communication over
the separate data links, it does not
guarantee reliable exchange of data
between hosts. Consider the network
depicted in figure 3. Hosts A and B
are engaged in an exchange of information over the shortest available
path (in this case, the solid line
through nodes 1 and 2). In the middle of the dialogue, node 2 becomes

cce-.....-t
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If you're looking to buy a
dBASE-like system, you'll really
like dBASE II~
dBASE II is the relational
database management system
(DBMS) we introduced to the
microcomputer world in 1980. It
was the best, most powerful and
easiest-to-use database management system available.
It still is.

Youll wonder how you
managed without it.
Because it's so powerful yet
so easy to use, dBASE II has become
the standard for managing data
with a microcomputer.
Doctors and lawyers, accountants and salespeople, stockbrokers and students, big businesses
and small are all managing their data better with
dBASE II. Books have been written about it. And
other microcomputer data handling programs
measure themselves against what dBASE II can do .

dBASE II turns data into a company resource.
dBASE II starts where file handling systems
(such as our own Friday!TM) leave off.
. You get a running start on your business solutions because dBASE II includes a complete handson tutorial. You can quickly and easily create a full
business information system because all of your data
is at your fingertips. Using English-like commands,
you add, delete, edit, display, print and manipulate
your information.
Once you've decided on what you want done,
you save the instructions so that even your least
experienced personnel can perform the most complex
business functions with two words: Do Invoices, Do
Payroll, Do anything that needs to be done.
Your data and your programs are independent,
so you can change one without changing the other;
in fact, change the way you do business without
destroying what you've done.
And dBASE II even simplifies conversion from
your present system, and can handle data from other
programs, or create files that other programs can use.
Circle 40 on inquiry card.

It's the most advanced information management tool available for your microcomputer. And it's
only $700 (suggested retail price).

The best selling DBMS known to man.
dBASE II struck a responsive chord in the business community when it was introduced and quickly
became the best selling database management
system made for any computer, micro or mainframe.
To see why, drop by your nearest computer or
software store and ask for a demonstration. Then
take a package home and use it for 30 days. If it's not
everything we said it was, return it and get your
money back.
But we think you'll keep it.
Can over 150,000 users be wrong?
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West
Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City,
CA 90230. (213) 204-5570.

ASHTON .TA1E
©Ashton-Tate 1983
dBASE II is a registered trademark and Friday! is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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COltnol!ttblle and more.
The Corona PC is a 16-bit microcomputer
based on the 8088 microprocessoG just like the
IBM PC. And like the IBM PC, it runs any software
that conforms to the IBM standard.
But unlike the IBM PC, the Corona PC comes
with 128K of memory. Supports up to 512K on the
main board. Includes· a 320K floppy drive, a communication port, a printer port and an improved
IBM PC keyboard.
Both the desktop and portable Corona PC's
include high-resolution monitors and built-~
graphics. Higher character definition makes both
models easier to read, and our 640 x 325 pixel highresolution graphics are over 60% better than the

You can take it with you.
And unlike IBM, we have a portable version.
Its high-resolution, high-contrast 9" display is
easy to read. It has alI the power and features of our
desktop, but lets you take it to the office next door,
across the country or just conveniently tuck it onto
a comer of your desk.
More expandabiIity.
You may never add a thing to your Corona PC
because we've built in so much capability.
But just in case, we've built all the important
components into the main system board, leaving
the four expansion slots free. And provided an extra
large power supply to support any capabilities you
may want to add in the future.

RAM-disk fotm credible speed.
Our RAM-disk software lets you treat an area of
your computer's memory as nit were a disk drive.
So you can copy your programs and data into
memory. then watch your work get done faster.
More software.
The Corona PC includes the MS-DOS operating
system and comes with GW-BASIC. the MultiMate1
word processor and the PC Tutor 2 training course.
So you can start being productive immediately.
And you can run Context MBA~ dBASE II~
LogiCalc 5 and LogiQuest~ the EasyFamil1,l Wordstar7
and the "Star" family. the SuperWare 8 series. II.M?
the VisiSeries 10 and Perfect Series11 of programs and
most other popular software.
And it improves your bottom line.
The Corona Portable PC is $2.545. the desktop

version is $2,595. Both about a thousand ......"...~"
less than the equivalent mM PC.
For more information, contact Corona Data
Systems, 31324 Via Colinas, Westlake Village,
CA 91361. (213) 991-1144. Call (BOO) 621-6746
toll-free.
Or better yet. just grab your hat and head to
the nearest Corona PC dealer for a very convincing
demonstration.

©Corona Data Systems 19B3 1, 1M Softword Systems. 2, 1M Comprehensive
Software Support. 3, 1M Context Management Systems. 4 , 1M Ashton-lilte.
5, 1M Software Products International. 6, 1M Information Unlimited Software.
7,1M Micropro. B, 1M Sorcim Corp. 9, 1M Innovative Software. 1O,1M Visicorp.
11 , 1M Perfect Software Inc.
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Figure 3: A network that could emplay adap-

tive routing to ensure continuing host-to-host
communication in the event of a node failure.

inoperable because of hardware difficulties. There are two ways to ensure the connection: the network
layer can incorporate some form of
adaptive routing and the connection
can be rerouted, or the conversation
can be restarted.
In either case, the hosts have a
problem. If the entire exchange is
started over, what does host B do
with the packets already received
from host A? According to the linklevel protocol the packets are valid,
but if they are accepted by host B,
there will be duplication when the
same data arrives again over the new

path, resulting in an incorrect
message.
The situation is as bad if an alternate path (the dotted line through
nodes 5, 4, and 3) is established. How
does host A know which packet to
begin sending over the new path?
Host A knows only that the last
packet sent reached node 1 without
error. There is no way for host A to
determine if the packet was received
by node 2 before it crashed, much
less if it was successfully forwarded
to host B.
The transport layer also must concern itself with end-to-end flow control. Many of the flow-control
measures in this layer are similar to
those in the data-link layer.
In some networks, the subnet provides a virtual-circuit service. This
means that when host A wishes to
communicate with host B, host A requests that a connection be set up to
host B. This connection is called a virtual circuit because once set up, it can
be used in much the same manner as
a circuit on a circuit-switched network.
In other networks, the subnet provides only a datagram service. Each
packet is considered a separate datagram, and each packet must contain
the entire destination address (instead of just a virtual-circuit number) .
When using the datagram service the
subnet does not guarantee the order

in which datagrarns will be delivered.
The transport layer must sequence
the data flow.
The session layer sets up, maintains, and closes down sessions
(specific periods of communication)
between specific layers on different
host computers.
The most important responsibility
of this level is that of remote log-on,
in which a user on one host logs on
to a second; that way, it appears to
the second host as if the user is local.
Another session-layer activity is
bracketing, which prevents execution
of a critical database update until all
fnformation needed for that update
is received, eliminating the chance of
a partial update when transmission
is interrrupted. An opening bracket
indicates to the session-layer protocol
that a critical transaction is starting.
When the closing bracket appears, it
is safe to allow ,t he transaction to be
recorded. If the network should crash
before the closing bracket is received,
no update takes place.
Current networking architectures
do not provide a good example of a
distinct session layer. In most of the
networks that implement the functions described here, those sessionlayer functions are subsumed in the
transport and/or presentation layers.
The presentation layer formats the
information being delivered. Some
presentation activities are data com-

The Modem that Delivers 3 Ways
1. Low $189 Price.

T

TNW's Operator-103 provides full auto-dial
and auto-answer capabilities for only $189. This is an attractively packaged 8ell-103 compatible 110 to 300 bit per second modem, delivered
complete with documentation and full one-year warranty.

2. Ease of Use.

Operator's commands are easy to remember, like
" Dial :' " Answer:' and Hangup:' And they're easy to enter - you type
only the first letter of the command , and Operator echoes the full command word . Type"?" and Operator lists your command options.

3. High LSI Perfonnance/Reliability.

Operator-103 is built
around the TI 99532 modem IC, which means fewer errors on marginal
telephone lines and reduced chance of modem failure.

~TNW
CORPORAllON
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Phone (619) 296-2115
Telex II 910-335-1194

Circle 450 on inquiry card ,

pression and compaction, data encryption, file translation, and virtualterminal protocols.
Data compression eliminates repeated characters, such as blanks at
the end of a line. This is usually done
by specifying what character is to be
compressed and inserting a count to
indicate how many repetitions occur
at a particular place in the text. Com-

paction removes data redundancy by
encoding the data in an alternate
form.
Data encryption is important because information traveling through
the public data networks (as a result
of satellite broadcasting, microwave
links, etc.) is so accessible (see text
box below).
Two types of encryption (which

Circle 144 on inquiry card.

OKIDATA

Encryption and Decryption Procedures
In traditional cryptography, plain text
(symbolized by the letter P) is passed
through an encryption process (E) to produce cypher text (C) . To recover the
original plain text, it is necessary to pass
the cypher text through a decryption process (0). This procedure is illustrated in
figure 4.
Encryption and decryption procedures
are generally parameterized with a key (K) .
Two correspondents wishing to engage in
a secret communication agree on a key.
Their dialogue will be secure (even when
encryption and decryption procedures are
public knowledge) because no one else
knows the key.
The functional notation generally used
to describe the encryption process is
C=E.(P), which means that the cypher
text C is produced by applying the encryption procedure E, parameterized by the key
K, to the plain text P. The decryption
process is notated as P=D.(C). For two
correspondents to be able to read each
other's messages, it must be true that
P=D.(E.(P».
An encryption method is considered
symmetric if P=E.(E.(P», meaning that
the encryption process and the decryption
process are equivalent. One example of
such a process is the exclusive OR of the
key value with that of the plain text.

There have been schemes proposed that
differ from traditional cnJptography; the
most prominent of these is public-key encryption. Public-key encryption constructs
the encryption and decryption procedures
so that it is possible to choose a pair of keys
Kl and K2 for which P=D.,(E.,(P» holds
true, but P=D.,(E., (P» does not. In other
words, text encrypted with Kl must be
decrypted with K2. K1 can then become the
public key, accessible to anyone who wishes
to send a private message to the owner of
K2.

Public-key encryption yields a promising
method of obtaining digital signatures.
Digital signatures will become important
as more and more business is transacted
via company networks. They can be implemented as follows: Kl and K2 are again
used, however; this time K2 is in a public
file while Kl is a user's private key. If the
user wants to send a digital signature to
his bank, for instance, he encrypts his
name (or some other predetermined text)
using his private key Kl. In other words,
he performs C=E., (signature). Upon
receiving the message, the bank performs
the decryption signature=D.,(C). If the
decrypted signature matches the expected
one, the message must have been sent by
the authorized user.
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Figure 4: An illustration of the encryption and decryption process.
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might be placed in a layer other than
the presentation layer) may be necessary in a computer network. One
is link encryption, in which data is encrypted by the link (or physical) layer
as it flows between two network
nodes. The other is end-to-end encryption, in which the encryption and
decryption take place between the
hosts involved and are performed at
the transport layer or above.
Link encryption is valuable as a
means of thwarting traffic-flow
analysis, where an eavesdropper on
the network attempts to gain information by reading the source and
destination addresses in the packets
to find out who is talking to whom,
even though he may not be able to
determine exactly what they are saying. If the link layer is to encrypt the
packet headers to prevent traffic-flow
analysis, each node in the network
must know the key to decrypt the
headers to determine the route of the
packet.
It is unlikely that many users
would trust their keys to every network node. Therefore, all networks
will probably support some form of
end-to-end encryption, and networks
in which traffic-flow analysis is an
issue will also use link encryption.
For an introduction to cryptology as
it applies to information systems, see
reference 9; also, see reference 10 for
an up-to-date look at security measures in a layered-network environment.
The presentation layer must also be
able to translate files from the format
of one machine to another so that
network users may take advantage of
files that exist on the various hosts.
Possible kinds of translations range
from easy to beyond what is now
state of the art.
Translation of a print format is relatively straightforward. However,
translations of a syntactic nature (for
example, moving floating-point numbers or more complicated data structures from one machine to another)
are a little more difficult .
The most difficult translations, in
which the actual semantics of the
data are involved, have only been addressed in limited research settings.
One example of this kind of transla-

tion would be to send an actual applications program from one computer host to another.
The presentation layer is also responsible for virtual terminal protocols. These protocols eliminate the
problem that occurs when some terminals in a computer center are unable to accept a program because they
use a different sequence of control
characters than the others do to position the cursor.
The virtual-terminal protocols define a hypothetical terminal (the network virtual terminal). Mappings are
then established between the virtual
terminal's defined functions and the
real terminal's functions. If the programmer follows the rules established by the virtual-terminal protocols, his program will run on all of
the supported network terminals.
See reference 11 for a summary of
virtual-terminal protocols currently in
use.
The applications layer is responsible for network-wide program applications. No currently existing network has a truly integrated applications layer, but the most important
research topics with regard to the applications layer are distributed databases, distributed computational
models, and distributed operating
systems. Designers of network-wide
applications must determine how to
distribute functions that traditionally existed within a single computer
to two or more network hosts (distributed control) .
There are several motivations for
having distributed databases. If different subsets of the database are accessed more frequently in different
geographic areas, a distributed database will help keep telecommunications costs down. Also, local control
of data may sometimes be appropriate for political or business reasons.
There are two basic models for distributed databases : the replicated
database, in which all information is
duplicated at each site, and a partitioned database, in which the information is divided up among the
various sites. Figure 5 shows how a
relational database might be distributed among three different sites
using these two methods. A parti-
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Figure 5: Two methods of distributing a database among three sites. In a replicated database,
all infonnation is duplicated at each site; in a partitioned database, the infonnation is divided
among the three sites.
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Figure 6: A distributed computational model (a) acting as a mainframe as it shares more than
one processor per task. Compare this to a single mainframe handling multiple .tasks (b).
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tioned database is useful when you
know that a certain part of the database (specific relations, for example)
will be updated only at a certain location. A replicated database is more
appropriate when each individual
site will be doing a lot of queries, but
updates are infrequent.
Usually, however, the choice is not
this simple, and a combination of
these models will be used. Many
technical problems must be overcome
before general-purpose distributed
database systems become commercially viable. Some problems will be
solved through services provided by
the applications layer (see reference
4, chapter 10.1) and some through improved database architecture (see
reference 12).
Research on distributed computational models is aimed at developing
a way to schedule more than one processor per task in the distributed network, just as more than one task per
processor can be scheduled in the
central mainframe (see figure 6). This
will make it possible to attain a high
degree of generality in task/processor
binding and will mean that network
designers will have the greatest
possible latitude in deciding how to
distribute applications.
The next step in generalizing the
networking environment will be to
distribute the operating system

among the computers in the network. It is difficult to determine
where distributed computational
facilities end and a distributed operating system begins, but the operating system would be more visible to
the person who is using the network.
See references 13 and 14 for descriptions of two research implementations in these two areas.
Conclusions
Today most network systems implement only a few of the seven layers
of communications protocols described here. The ISO OSI model was
designed to incorporate a lack of
standardization at lower levels, as
long as the differences remain hidden from the higher levels of protocol. Consequently, most implementation occurs at the subnet levels
where this variation is allowed. And,
until more work is done to establish
compatible higher-level protocols, the
use of networks will remain
limited .•
Michael Witt is a senior systems analyst at Micro
Five Corporation (17791 Sky Park Circle, Irvine, CA
92714.)
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Training Programs
Make Using Personal Computers Easy.
Cdex'· Training Programs
are available for:
The VisiCalc ® Program
The WordStar'· Program
The SuperCalc®/SuperCalc'®
Programs
The EasyWriter II'· Program
How to Use Your IBM® Personal
Computer with CP/ M-86® and
Concurrent CP/ M - 86'·
How to Use Your IBM® Personal
Computer with PC DOS
How to Use Your Apple ® lie
Personal Computer
How to Use Your Texas Instruments
Professional Computer with MS DOS
Managing Your Business with the
Lotus ,. 1- 2 - 3 Program
Managing Your Business with the
MULTIPLAN'· Program
Managing Your Business with the
VisiCalc ® or VisiCalc® Advanced
Version Program
Managing Your Business with the
SuperCalc'· or SuperCalc" · Program
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IBM® PC DOS 2.0
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MULTIPLAN'· Program
Making Business Decisions Using the
VisiCalc ® or VisiCalc ® Advanced
Version Program
Making Business Decisions Using the
SuperCalc'· or SuperCalc" · Program

Even the best application programs
and personal computers still take a
considerable amount of time to learn
how to use.
That is ... until now l
Cd ex Training Programs are
computer-assisted training programs
that make learning straight-forward
and efficient. In an hour, you can
master the material on the Cdex
disks and begin using the intended
product.

Circle 298 on inquiry card.

It's tough to learn about computers
from a book . That's why all Cdex
Training Programs are on disk and
are:

Usable Now and Later . ..
Clear and concise training and
reference programs for the first-time
or experienced user.

Highly Interactive . . .
Creating a dialogue with you and
serving as your personal tutor .

Cdex Training Programs run on the
IBM ® PC and XT Computers ,
COMPAQ® Portable Computer,
Apple® lie, II Plus and III
Computers, DEC Rainbow ® 100
Computer and Texas Instruments
Professional Computer. See how
effecti ve a Cdex Training Program
can be; ask your computer dealer for
a demonstration .

Completely Self-paced • ..
You set your own learning time.
Graphically Oriented . ..
Remember, a picture is worth a
thousand words.

Cd ex'" Training Programs
We make it easy.

Cdex Corporation
5050 EI Camino Real
Los Altos, CA 94022
415 964 7600
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technology
quality
manufacturing that's made Fujitsu Japan's number
one computer company.
You'll find the Micro 16s is a complete system.
Its price includes the CP/M~ 86 operating system,
SuperCalc 2TM spreadsheet, Wordstar®word · =~;'::=:;;'~2~~
processing program, a high resolution color ----=~-=-=::::=;~~
monitor, and both the Z80A 8--bit and the 8086
16-bit microprocessors.
With the Micro 16s, you can use over 3,000 8- and 16-bit CP/M
software programs available today. In addition, MSTM_ DOS and the
multi-tasking Concurrent CP/MTMare available as options.
Micro 16s performance results from its flexibility of design.The
Micro 16s features expansion slots that allow you to add up to one
megabyte of memory, hard disks, and local area networking.The
design flexibility will also give you the capability to add the advanced
16- and 32-bit microprocessors of tomorrow.

CP/M-and Conc urrent CP/M"'are trademarks o f Digital Research Corporation . SuperCalc 2'" isa trademark of Sorcim- Cor poralion. 'Nordslart' is a registered trademark of MicroPro International. MS"'js a trademark of Microsoft.
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If you're
looking for quality, l:':...==~~~~~~~~~~
value, and performance in a personal business computer,
ask for the Fujitsu Micro 16s. For more information, call toll free
I-S00-MICRO 16. Or write Fujitsu Microelectronics,
Inc. Professional Microsystems Division, 3320 Scott FUJITSU
Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
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Programming Quickies

Cipher via Computer
The One-Time Pad
by Theodore Hines, Lois Winkel, Rosann W.
Collins, and Francis A. Harvey
Much has been written about codes and ciphers and
their many computer applications. Obviously computers
can be used to decode messages and to create code books.
They can also encipher and decipher messages by means
of a previously agreed upon algorithm. In a sense, algorithms are what computing is all about.
A code is a system of symbols or words with meanings
previously determined by those exchanging messages .
For instance, a set of five-letter groups such as "ASDMN
HCTWL DZCHW" might mean "sell our current gold
holdings today," with each group standing for a word or
phrase in the appropriate code book. A cipher, on the
other hand, consists of transforming the original text in
accordance with an algorithm previously agreed upon by
the message exchangers.
Perhaps one of the most secure enciphering methods of
all is the one-time pad system . In this system, sender and
receiver have identical note pads, each page of which lists
a series of random numbers. The person sending the message sequentially transforms the characters in accordance
with the random numbers on the pad's top sheet. The
person receiving the message uses the duplicate of that
sheet for deciphering the message. The sheets are then
destroyed. Because the same random-number sequence is
never used twice, and because each character is encoded
randomly (making character-frequency analysis impossible), the system is quite secure.
The enciphering / deciphering program given in listing 1
uses a similar system. The message is encoded via a set of
random numbers derived by the programming language's
(here, Microsoft's MBASIC) random-number generator.
In this case, the random numbers are generated in a manner that uses the ASCII (American National Standard
Code for Information Interchange) character set above
decimal 32 as cipher characters.
Use of the random-number set for encoding prevents
decipherment by frequency analysis. But what about the
possibility of repeating the same number set used to encode a series of messages? The program presented here
uses a keyword or phrase to determine a number to be
used for "seeding" the random-number generator. In this
. - Circle 169 on inquiry card.

Programming Qulckles _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ALL COMPUTERS

Including Micro Cassettes

Listing 1: Enciphering/deciphering program for Microsoft BASIC. The program uses a
keyword or phrase as the seed for generating a random-number series; the series is then
used as the basis for encoding (or decoding) a message.
10 ,

CIPHER PROGRAM

20 '

EPSON, SHARP, ETC.

:310 ,

100% GUARANTEED

Call: 213/985-3136

(®.nl-C@

Albbey
Tape Duplica.ors
5358 Cartwright Ave., #8
No. Hollywood. CA 91601
Circle 7 on inquiry card.

PERIPHERALS FOR
APPLE II AND lIe
ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON All ITEMS

APPlE/SHUGART DRIVE (5 W·1
DISK CONTROLLER (DOS 3.2·3.31
80 CO LUMN CARD
(VIO EX EOUIVALENT)
132 CO LU MN CARD (11+ OR li e)
(ULTRATERM EOUIVA LENT) '
80 COLUMN WITH 64K RAM
(FOR li e ONLy)
PRINTER INTERFACE WITH 16K
TO 64K BUFFER AN D GRAPHICS
(APPLE DUMPLIN G EO UIVALENT)
MU LTI· FUNCTION CA RD
(PARALLE l SERIAl BSR, CLOC K)
(VE RSA CARD EQUIVALEN T)
APPLE li e BA RE BOARD
5V," FLOPPY DRIVE EN CLOSURE
180 SOFTCARO (11+ AND 11'1
(MICROSO FT EO UIVALE NT)

EAC H

BARE
BOARD

$199
59

$ 21

139

29

CALL

29

129

28

CALL

29

136

29
175

17

99

29

COLORADO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
RR 6, BOX 7- 0

GOLDEN, CO 80401

(3031278-7172
Circle 76 on inquiry card .

ESSJA~
CUT YOUR PAPERWORK
TO shreads with SIMPLEX
FORMS PROCESSORS
•• MULTI-P URPOSE CHECK WRITE R ••

~e~~~tl~~~t~~~er5~~~:~e~fY~h~~k~~C~~~t~
type followed by SESSION REPORT for furUler
bookkeeping procedures .

Specify Modell or III Tape or Disk

S39.95

•• MULTI·PURPOSE FORM PROCESSOR ••
Uses mos t mul ti -purpose printed B-Y.! X l1 forms or
PLAIN PAPE R. Your choice .
P rocesses : INVOICES, STATE MENTS, P URCHASE
ORDERS, ME MOS.
Specify as above.
only $49.95

··SPECIAL-COMBOPACKorBOTH ••
Specify as a bove .
only 179.97
, t..SO ma ny singleSlMPLEX P ROCESSORS
J'liEW programs - soon - CONTRACTOR CERTIFIED
PAYROLL, REG. P AYROLL. P AYABLES. RECE IVABLES
ADD $3.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Tenn. Residents add 6 :Y~ percent tax.

Circle 177 on inquiry card,

Copyt-ight (c)

419 '
50 '
6JiJ
71~

'

,

810 '
910 '
1100
110
1UJ
1 :30

'
'
'

1 '~:31

by Theodot-e C. Hines

This program uses an enciphering algorithm which
fa i r I y c I 0 s'e I y ap pro )( i mat est he 0 n e - tim epa d t e c h n i que.
It can be made more secure by using a personal
randomizing function .
However, even if the ke y word and the rand omizer
are known, the algorithm for determining the
randomizer number must be figured out.
Users may
devise their own algorithm for this purpose.

'

14JiJ

'

1510
1610
165
170
1:30
2:11;10
2119
22:10
230
2:40
250
2:61lj
270
2:30
290
:31lj0
:31JiJ
:3 20

INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ENCODE OR DECODE? (E OR D) ,A$
IF LEFT$(A$,l)="D" THEN 4110
IF LEFT$(A$,1) <>"E" THEN 1510
INPUT "FILE TO READ FROM ? ",A$
OPEN "I" r1 ,A$
INPUT "FILE TO WRITE TO? ",A$
OPEN "0",2,A$
GOSUB 62:19
RANDOM I ZE C
IF EOF(1) THEN 400
LINE INPUT#1, A$
PRINT A$
IF A$="" THEN GOTO 36(~
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$)
C=INT (RND ( .5 ) *95 ) +1
B=ASC(MID$ (A$,I , 1»
B=B - :32
D=B+C
IF D>95 THEN D=D-95

:3 :3 ~J

D=D+:32

l ·,)JiJ

:340 B$=B$+ CHR$(D)
3 5JiJ NE XT I
:36JiJ PR I NT #2:, B$
:3719 PRINT B$
:3:30 B$=""
3',)JiJ GOTO 23 10
400 CLO:3E: - PRINT "CLOSED I " : END
41JiJ ' DEC YPHER
4 2 0 INPUT "FILE TO READ FROM ? ",A$
4 3 (1) OPEN "1 " ,1., A$
4410 INPUT "FILE TO WRITE TO? ",A$
450 IF A$ <> "" THEN OPEN "0", 2 ,A$: S =1
46JiJ GO SUB 620
471iJ RANDOM I ZE C
4:30 IF EOF ( 1) THEN 6 10
490 LINE INPUT#1,A$
500 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$)
510 C =INT ( RND(.5)* 9 5)+1
520 A=ASC(MID$ (A$,I,1»
53(1) D=A-C
540 IF D( :32 THEN D=D+95
550 D$=D$+ CHR$(D)
56JiJ NEXT I
5719 PR I NT D$
5:30 IF S=1 THEN PRINT# 2 , D$
5'')llj D$= ' '''
6010 GOTO 48(~
(,,110 CLO:3E: PRINT "CU):3EDI": END
620 ' KEYWORD SUBROUTINE
631lj LINE INPUT " KEYWORD? ",A$
640 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$)
650 A=ASC(MID$(A$,I,l »
660 C=C+A
671lj NEXT I
6'~llj RETURN

TheABM-83
delivers a lot more
features for a

lot less
money

$30000
LESS

The ABM-83 is truly your best choice for
a versatile and highly productive business terminal that
costs $300_00 less than the competition.

Why pay more to get the code compatibility of a
TV) 920 or 925 when you have a better choice ...
the ABM-83!

with the ABM-83 are 24 user-programmable function keys (non-volatile memory optional).

Not only does the ABM-83 offer far more features
essential in day-to-day data entry and word processing tasks than the 920 or 925, but the ABM-83
provides designed-in end-user ergonomics better
suited for a highly productive business environment. Our crisper, high resolution display
dramatically reduces eye fatigue and our humanly
engineered keyboard with sculptured keys provides
for greater operator ease and productivity. Standard

In addition to the ABM-83 shown, ask about the
unique ABM-85H that offers user selectable embedded or non-embedded attributes, 93 graphics and 4
international character sets: all set-ups, 16 programmable function keys and programmable
answerback stored in non-volatile memory; up to
three pages of additional display (optional), as well
as all of the great advantages of the ABM-83.
(Third party service by RCA.)

(408) 727-1510
2225 I Martin Avenue • Santa Clara, CA 95050

Distributor and Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Circle 253 on inquiry card .

Circle 17 on Inquiry card.
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Buy ASCI Intelligent Port Expanders
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Reliability Port Expanders
Multiple Protocol Compatible
Remote Control Operation
Matrix Switching
Supports polling and Queing
Multiple Inputs/Multiple Outputs

INSTANT COMPATIBILITY with new computer devices and MAJOR OEM PRODUCTS:
Altos - Burroughs - Data General - DEC
H.P. - IBM - NCR - Northstar - Victor
and other key manufacturers.
Call 213-793-8979 for special discount schedule
for systems integrators.

k-

Advanced Systems Concepts Inc.
435 N. Lake Ave .. Dept. 89
Pasade na. CA 9 1 1 0 I
800-824-7080 Telex: 70 I 2 I 5

co"r 1l1E"

THE"SOFTWARE STORE
2549 Cleveland ..... . ... .... . .Granite City. IL 62040
~

CALL or WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

~~~~~»~ Phone Toll Free 1-800-851-8791
. v"

In Illinois Call (618) 876-2155
9 A.M.·9 P.M . WEEK DAYS - 9 A.M. ·S P.M. SATURDAYS

15 %-35 %DISCOU NTS
GAMES - BUSINESS and HOME/PERSONAL

SOFTWARE
Apple, Atari, Commodore, Vic 20, TI,
IRS, 18M, CP/M

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Extra 5% Off
Algebra I .... Type Attack .... Facemaker .. .. Rapid
Reader .... Typing Tutor II .... SAT English I .... Kinder
Comp .... Master Type .... Pre School 10 Builder I ....
Story Machine
(offer expires 9/ 30/83)

$2.00 SHIPPING CHARGE
See Catalog!!

program, the seed is very simply derived by adding
together the ASCII values of the characters in the keyword. Much more complex algorithms could be used.
The keyword could be varied with each message, or a
number from some predetermined sequence (such as pi)
could be added to the keyword figure to form the seed.
Other bewildering elements might be included, such as
starting with an agreed upon nth number in the random
series, omitting every nth number, or skipping n random
numbers in the table. You could insert a personal randomizing algorithm rather than use the one built into
BASIC. Most users could easily adapt the BASIC code
given here to their particular machines and applications.
Note that TRS-80 Level II BASIC's randomizer can be
given a known seed by poking the seed in the bytes
located at 16554 through 16556 (decimal).
Some versions of BASIC (Applesoft and TRS-80 Level
II, for example) do not have a LINE INPUT function.
This means that either you may not be able to key in
commas or colons in the data to be coded or that you'll
need to write a new input loop using the INKEY$ or GET
functions for inclusion of these punctuation marks in
your input string. Similarly, input from a file in these versions of BASIC may ignore information in a sequentialfile record that follows a colon or comma. In this case,
you'd need to convert these characters to the ASCII value
of some character not in the data or use some other
method. The encoding routine must not generate a
comma or a colon. (If this puzzles you, drop us a query.)
In away, the program given here is just a sample of
what could be done. Those who have to send their code
on paper (instead of in machine-readable form) to the
receiver might want to restrict the cipher alphabet to
capital letters and to print out the cipher text in five-letter
(or so) groups. The computer could simply produce a
pair of one-time pads, or the cipher as sent might consist
only of numbers-random plus ASCII-rather than being translated into ASCII as is done here .
The enormous effort of try,ing to crack such a cipher
would hardly be repaid by finding out from the local
CBBS (computer bulletin board system) or electronic
mail that George wants Matilda to meet him at Leon's
Lounge at 12:30 or that Al won't go any higher than $250
for the S-l00 board in question. On the other hand, the
program is easy to implement, reasonably secure, fun to
play with, and will cost you considerably less than commercial cipher programs.
As noted earlier, codes, ciphers, and computers seem
to go together. If you like this program, you may want to
get a copy of David Kahn's The Code breakers (Macmillan, 1967), an enormously entertaining and informative history. It will also give you lots of ideas for
programs .•

We accept MasterCard or VISA

Call 1-800-851·8791
406
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Illinois Res. Call 1·618·876·2155

Circle 561 on Inquiry card.

The authors can be reached c/ o Lois Winkel. 1113 Hill St.,
Greensboro . NC 27408.

Is your personal computer TOO personal?
Lets face it!
It's difficult to envision a business environment where only one
person needs access to the daily statistics of the business.
The Salesman wants to know if his customer's product shipped.
The Accountant wants to know if the bills are paid.
The Secretary has to get that letter out.
You can't afford to keep
them waiting.

The unique architecture of the IMS Multiprocessor System allows all functions to
be performed simultaneously!

Call or write today for the location of
your nearby IMS dealer.

Toll Free: 1-800-648-7979
In Nevada call: (702) 883·7611

IU<§
INTERNATIONAL

Choose from the IMS family of expandable computers
to fit your business:'

2800 Lockheed Way, Carson City, Nevada 89701 • Telex 910·395·6051

·4 user SOOOIS System shown. Other IMS systems expandable to 8 and 16 users.

We Build Computers As If Your Business Depended On Them

IMS INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS:

Circle 220 on inquiry card.

Argentina
Australia
Austria

British Virgin Islands
Canada
Chile

China
Ecuador
franc e

Greece
Hong Kong
India

Israel
Italy
Korea

Malaysia
Mexico
Netherla nds

New Zealand
Philippines
Puerto Rico

Saudia Arabia
Republic of South Mrica
Singapore

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom

U.SA
West Germany
West Indies
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Peach1ext 5000™

In a\Vord, a star is born.
PeachText 5000'Mhas arrived.
A complete personal productivity
system for word processing, financial
modeling, mailing lists and simple
data-base management. All at one
price-$395.00. And all from
Peachtree Software Incorporated.
The quality is unmistakably
Peachtree: proven, powerful applications with menu-driven features,
easy-to-use documentation and quick
access to "Help" prompts. And they're
fully interactive.
PeachText 5000 is available for the
IBM Personal Computer,'M the
COMPAQ Portable Computer,'M
the Texas Instruments Professional
Computer ™and the Zenith Z-100.

into PeachText documents. You can
even use the "Execute" command to
set up material from PeachText or
other files to be fed into Peach Calc.

3

Data management

.
List Manager. This module uses
Peachtree's state-of-the-art screen
manager and index file manager to
give you complete control over the
design and use of mailing lists , labels
and other files or reference aids .
Output can be used with the
PeachText word processor to individualize form letters or template
docum ents.

Limited Time Introductory Offer
The PeachText 5000 Personal
Productivity System includes:
Word processing

1

PeachText ™ word processor.
PeachText has long been recognized
as one of the best in the industry,
w ith sophisticated print capabilities
second to none and complete editing
capabilities for creating and manipulating a variety of documents. We've
made it even better for PeachText 5000.
We've even installed the Random
House Electronic Thesaurus™in
PeachText.
Spelling Proofreader. This highperformance package can check a
1O,000-word document for spelling
and t ypographical errors in less than
tw o minutes.*

2

Financial planning

Turn your computer's memory
into a worksheet for financial and
other mathematical analysis.
PeachCalc ™will address up to 256K
of RAM , so you don't have to worry
about your memory space outstripping
Peach C alc's capacity. Combine
spreadsheets with Peach Calc's merge
functions or insert Peach Calc reports

5000 applications. And you get file
converter programs to make
existing WordStar,®Easy Writer ™
and VisiCalc ™files usable with
PeachText 5000 - because you
shouldn't have to suffer because
you've waited this long for the complete personal productivity system.
Free 30-day support from Peachtrel
Software Incorporated, on return
of the registration card.
PeachText 5000 is here. The com-

plete personal productivity system .
And it's unmistakably Peachtree.
Circle 351 on inquiry card.
' In ac tu al trial s using an IB M Personal C omputer
and 320 K diskettes: Spell ing Proofread er checked a
1O ,024-word docum ent in one minute and 15 seconds,
using the standard 20.000-word dictionary sup pli ed
w it h the packa ge. Checking times may va ry depe nd ing
on yo u r hard wa re.

Now PeachText 5000 is available for
$395,00. That's right-just $395.00.
And that's not all. With
your PeachText 5000
package you will
receive:
A free box of 10
Peachtree/ Wabash 5Y<t "
diskettes to hold th e
fruits of your new
Peachtree productivity.
A coupon to get
Peachtree's "Access Pak"
for $10 ,00 , The Access
Pak, which has a retail
value of $525,00 , includes
Information Access , which
allows you to extract information
from Peachtree accounting
products for use with PeachText

WordStar is a trad emark of MicroPro International
C orporat ion.
Easy Writer is a trad emark of Informa tion Un limited
Soft wa re.
V isiCalc is a trademark of Visi C orp.
Random H ouse El ectronic Thesaurus is a trad emark
of Random House Inc.

-Unmistakably
-------Peachtree
J

~
~
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Who a re t he d ea lers in m y a rea?
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
C ompa ny: _ _ _ __
Address: _

_

_ _ __ __

_ __ _ _ _ Telephon<: _ __

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

C ity: _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

_

_

_

_ __

_ _ __

_ __ _ _ __ __ __

Sta tc _ __

_

_ __ _ Z ip: _

© 1983 Peacht ree Softwa re Incorpo ra t ed an M SA com pany
3445 Peachtree Road. N .E./ 8t h Floor / Atlan t a. G eorgia 30326/ 1-800-554-8900
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CUBIT. The only
game of Its kind for
the Apple Computer.
Innovative, new and
colorful. Cubit
offers an extra
dimension. It
transforms a
two-dimensional screen
to a 3-D arena.
Cubit offers
more than just
the hand/eye
coordination of
typical shoot' emup games . It offers fast-moving, action
filled, strategy based entertainment.
And you don't have to be a concert
pianist to handle the controls . Simple to
learn, yet enormously challenging to
master. Playable with both joystick and
keyboard.
For 48K Apple Computers with 3.3 ~OS.
Enjoyable in black and white, but
a whole lot more fun on color monitor.
Look for our next game, to be released
soon.
Dealer/Distributors - Please contact
us for details on Cubit and our Apple
and IBM PC line of products.

Micromax Systems, Inc.
6868 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, California 92121
(619) 457-3131
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

See us at forthcoming Applefest and
Comdex shows .

•
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INNOVATORS IN MICRO-COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Dealer Inquiries clrcle 518, all others circle 519

Does Your Printer Work
with Wordstar?
Overcome compatibility problems between
Wordstar and your printer
by Charles Stevenson
You might think it's reasonable to
assume that getting a popular wordprocessing program, an equally
popular personal computer, and a
printer to work together would be a
breeze-just plug everything in and
go.
Nothing is ever that simple.
Even with such widely used products as IBM's Personal Computer
and Micropro International's Wordstar program, compatibility can be a
problem . In this article, I will point
out some of the troubles you may
face when trying to combine these
two with a printer, and I will describe
ways to get around these problems .

Printer Pointers
First, you must make sure your
printer will work with Wordstar. Unfortunately, there is little standardization in the printer industry, which
means that not all printers will work
with all word-processing programs.
When you have determined that
your printer is compatible with
Wordstar, your next step is to connect the printer to the computer. This
task will be easier if you break it into
three parts : get your computer sys-

tem to work, get it to work right, and
get it to work at its best.
'):0 get your system to work, first
make sure the printer itself works.
Many new printers have a self-test
mode. Use this to find out if the
printer has survived its trip from the
factory to your computer. Be sure
that the ribbon and print wheel are
properly installed and that other adjustments required prior to first use
have been made .

Even slight variations
from printer standards
can wreak havoc with
software.
Next, check that the cable between
the printer and computer will work.
The IBM Personal Computer usually accepts printers with parallel interfaces . If the printer has a Centronicstype 36-pin male connector, it should
mate with the parallel printer cable
sold by IBM, but there are exceptions . There is at least one printer on
the market with a Centronics connec-

tor that requires a special cable
because the electrical signals are not
on the same pins. A connector with
the wrong gender (the Centronics
connector on the end of the IBM-supplied parallel printer cable is female)
will require a gender-changer cable .
Serially interfaced printers may
cause different problems . The asynchronous port on the IBM Personal
Computer is defined as a modem
port, rather than a printer port. A
modem port puts the remote computer in charge while the IBM Personal Computer acts as a terminal,
but a printer port assumes that the
Personal Computer is running the
show. To put your Personal Computer back " in charge," a number of
wires must be interchanged through
a special cable, not usually supplied
by either the printer manufacturer or
IBM. To wire your own cable, interchange pins as shown in figure 1.
If the cable still doesn' t work during the testing (described in a moment), consult the appropriate
manuals to determine what signals
are required at each end of the cable .
You may need to experiment a bit
before you get it right, but your
September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Figure 1: A cable must be specially wired to
connect the IBM Personal Computer to a
printer through an RS-232C serial link. Because both the computer and the printer are
set up as data-terminal equipment (DTE),
connections must be crossed so that each communicates with data circuit-terminating
equipment (DCE).

dealer or the printer manufacturer
should be able to help you if you
can't figure it out. (See reference 3.)
When the cable is wired and installed, check to make sure the
printer will work with it. You also
must make sure that all options that
can be selected with switches on the
printer are set according to the
documentation. Make note of the
settings as you may need this information later.

Trying It Out
The first test you should try with
your computer and printer is to print
a directory. Obviously, if what
shows up on the paper doesn't
match what shows up on the screen,
something is wrong, and you should
not proceed until you can print a
directory listing. If your printer is
connected through the parallel port,
typing a Control-P or Control-PrtSc
will establish a logical link to the
printer so that anything going to the
screen will also be printed. A serially connected printer must be activated by two MODE commands
from PC-DOS. The first is
MODE COMl:12,8,N,1,P
412

This means that the printer is set up
to run at 1200 bps (bits per second),
with 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit,
and the printer option. The second:

September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.

MODE LPT1: = COMI
switches the output from the parallel
port to the serial port. See the PCDOS manual for further details.
If the printed directory is unrecognizable or if nothing prints, then the
data rate is probably incorrect. If you
get gaps, misalignment of columns,
or other printing that is almost right,
there is probably a problem with
handshaking on the serial port, causing characters to be lost because of
buffer overflow. If this has happened,
check your cabling. If the cabling
seems all right, contact the printer
manufacturer or your dealer for help.
Note: printers that are connected
through the parallel port can also fail
to handshake properly if they are not
set to respond to the STROBE line
correctly. (This is a control line that
signals when data is valid.) The IBM
Personal Computer expects the
printer to accept data when
STROBE is low. In some cases, the
printer's strobe input may accept
data when high. There may be a
switch somewhere inside the printer
to invert this signal. If you suspect
this to be the problem, change the
switch position and try again.
At this point, your system is working and may be working correctly.
Next test: find (or create) a text file
that will fill at least two pages. After
turning the printer on with ControlP (or Control-PrtSc), use the TYPE
command from PC-DOS to print the
text file. Examine the printout carefully. If you find no errors, such as
missing characters or lines, you can
be sure the connection is correct.
Run one more test to make sure
your system is working right. Using
the Install program that comes with
Wordstar, select the nonspecific
(fixed-escapement) serial printer option for your first attempt at Wordstar (this will appear as the "Teletype-like printer" or "standard
printer" option; specify the backspacing capability that is appropriate
for your printer.) Run Wordstar and

print the test file on the Wordstar
distribution disk (EXAMPLE. TXT or
PRINT.TST, depending on the version of Wordstar you have). If this
output looks acceptable (don't worry
about vertical positioning of
subscripts and superscripts or about
the lines in the test output that mention character width and line height),
run Install once again. This time,
select the option appropriate for your
printer by name. Then, reenter
Wordstar and print the same text file .
If your printer can handle all the
Words tar output commands, you
will see a remarkable transformation
in the printout. Subscripts and
superscripts will be in the right
places (a little below or above the
printing line rather than a whole line
space apart). Boldface type will look
bold. The lines in the test files that
show the effects of changing
character width and line height will
do so.
If this happens, and if nothing was
misprinted or lost, your system is
working at its best. If the printout
doesn't look right, you may still have
a handshaking problem that can only
be resolved by the printer manufacturer or computer dealer.

Teletype versus
Microspaced Printing
You may wonder why Wordstar
prints the file correctly when the
printer operates as a Teletype-like
device but loses characters when the
printer is formatting output for a
microspaced specialty printer like a
Diablo, Qume, or NEC Spinwriter.
This happens because specialty
printers are sent a large number of
extra characters to tell it to set the
width of individual characters to
justify the text. The extra characters
cause the buffer in the printer to fill
much more quickly with formatted
output (occasionally causing the loss
of some characters) than it does
when the printer output is in the
nonspecific (Teletype) mode.
The problem of lost characters may
not be discovered when there are
only a few pages of text because
there may not be enough text to fill
the buffer. The larger the buffer, the
longer it takes to find out that some

Circle 321 on inquiry card .
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characters are being lost. (Incorrect
cabling is often the cause of this
problem.) On the other hand. the
faster the data transmission, the
sooner the problem will show up.
The quickest way to find buffering
problems is to reduce the buffer size
to the minimum and increase the
data rate to the maximum.
Some printers do not have the features the specialty printers have to
produce elegant Wordstar printing.
(See the sidebar "Necessary Printer
Functions for Wordstar:') The problem stems from the two mutually
exclusive printer-driver routines in
Wordstar. The POAIS routine requires that the printer understand a
small but necessary set of commands, and if the printer does not
understand even one of them,
POAIS cannot be used . The PITY
routine can be activated instead of
POAIS, but it has limited expandability. The Wordstar overlay structure prohibits PITY and POAIS from
being stored in memory at the same
time.

Patching Wordstar

ITM is for those people who want straight
talk about what software is available
in the marketplace and want to buy it at
the lowest prices.
Expertise and low prices are just two reasons
you should call ITM first.
For complete information on the 8 other
reasons call toll free today.

We make software buying simple.

800-334-3404
415-284-7540
IN CALI FORNIA CALL

ITMT
M

936 Dewing Ave .• Suite E
Lafayette. CA 94549

414
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Circle 213 on inquiry card .

Dot-matrix printing technology has
produced a great variety of relatively
low-cost printers suitable for mM's
Personal Computer. Each of these
printers has a number of enhanced
printing modes that people would
like to use, but there has been little
consistency in the implementation of
these features . Also, very few of
these printers can do all the things
required by POAIS .
Some users have sent program
patches (modifications) to Micropro
that open up many of these printing
modes for Wordstar use, and some
patching packages are being marketed by firms other than Micropro .
These patching techniques take one
of the user-print functions, such as
Control-PQ, and extend it to a threeletter control sequence. Doing this
requires that every character be intercepted as it is being sent to the
printer driver to see if it is, in this
case, Control-Po If so, the patch must
divert the next character to a new
piece of code that checks it for extended capability. These operations
make use of a memory area called

5·100 STATIC MEMORY
BREAKTHROUGH

FULL TWO·YEAR
WARRANTY.

Finally, you can buy state-of-the-art
S-1OO/IEEE 696 static memory for your
computer at ad unprecedented savings.
Memory Merchant's memory
boards provide the advanced features,
quality and reliability you need for the
kind of operational performance
demanded by new high-speed
processors.

The reliability of our boards,
through quality-controlled production and
proven performance, has enabled us to
extend our warranty to a full two years.
That's standard with us, not an option.
This includes a 6-month exchange
program for defective units.

Completely Assembled.
These memory boards are not kits,
nor skeletons - but top-quality, highperformance memories that are shipped
to you completely assembled, burned-in ,
socketed , tested and insured with one of
the industry's best warranties.

Superior Design & Quality.
Memory Merchant's boards are
created by a designer, well known for his
proven ability in advanced, cost-efficient
memory design. Innovative circuitry
provides you with highly desired features
and incredible versatility.
Only first-quality components are
used throughout, and each board is
rigorously tested to assure perfect and
dependable performance.

No Risk Trial.
We are so convinced that you will
be absolutely delighted with our boards
that we extend a no-risk trial offer. After
purchasing one of our boards, you may
return it (intact) for any reason within 15
days after shipment and we will refund
the purchase price (less shipping).
NEW S·100 PRODUCTS COMING
SOON:
• DUAL8/16BITCPU BOARD
• 128K 8/16 BIT STATIC RAM
• 256K 8/16 BIT DYNAMIC RAM

48K PARTIALLY POPULATED $519.
32K PARTIALLY POPULATED $409.

64K RAM, MODEL MM65K16S
•
•
•
•

64K x 8-bit
Speed in excess of 6 MHz
Uses 150ns 16K (2K x 8) static RAMS
Ultra-low power (435 Ma. max. loaded with 64K)
• Bank Select~Extended Addressing
• A 2K window which can be placed
anywhere in the 64K memory map
• Four independently add ressable 16K
blocks organized as:
- Two independent 32K banks or
- One 64K Extended Address Page or
- One 48K and one 16K bank for use
in MP/M ' (option)
• Each 32K bank responds
independently to phantom
• 2716 (5V) EPROMS may replace any or
all of the RAM
• Field-proven operation in CROMEMCO
CROMIX· and COOS· .
• Compatible with latest IEEE 696
systems such as Northstar, CompuPro,
Morrow, IMS, IMSAI front panel,-Altair
and many others .
OEM and DEALER inquiries invited.

I:Umczmor\]TM
iI/iImczrchant
14666 Doolittle Drive
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483·1008
Circl e 572 on inquiry card .

Shipped direct from stock.
All Memory Merchant's boards are
shipped direct from stock, normally
within 48 hours of receipt of your order.
Call us at (415) 483-1008 and we may be
able to ship the same day.

16K RAM, Model
MM16K14

16K STATIC RAM $169_
16K x 8 Bit
Bank Select &-Extended Addressing
Four independently addressable 4K
blocks
One 4K segment equipped with 1K
windows
Uses field-proven 2114 (1 K x 4) RAMS
Low Power (less than 1.2 Amps)
Runs on any S-100 8080,4 MHz l -80 or
5 MHz 8085 system.
Prices, terms, specifications subject to
change without notice .
'Cromix and COOS are trademark s of CROMEMCO.
, MP/M is a Irademark of Digilal Research

Circle 1 on Inquiry card.
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MORPAT, and code placed in that
area is not supported by Micropro.
Furthermore, Micropro cannot commit itself to leaving MORP AT in the
same place in future versions of
Wordstar, so new versions of Wordstar may require new versions of the
printer patch code. A worse problem
could be created if the user buys
another program that connects to
Words tar through MORPAT, resulting in a conflict that might mean that
neither enhancement would work.
Wordstar was designed for specialty printers. Low-cost matrix printers
can provide an inexpensive way of
obtaining output from Wordstar, but
will never be of the same quality as
the engraved-print daisy-wheel and
thimble printers. (Be aware, however, that not all daisy-wheel printers
can be used as specialty printers
under Wordstar. If in doubt, ask
your dealer.)

Future Compatibility
Many printer manufacturers are
now conferring with software manufacturers before their printers hit
the market. Software designers can
often detect and report hardware
problems, incompatibilities, and
design errors in printers in time to
get them fixed before distribution.
Printer manufacturers who disregard
these offers of cooperative assistance
run the risk of producing products
that never perform satisfactorily in
their intended roles.
Cooperative assistance between
printer and software manufacturers
should help alleviate future compatibility problems among programs,
printers, and computers .•

References
All eq uipm ent is in factory cartons with manufacturers ' wa rr ant y. Pri ces subject to change without
noti ce . M os t items in stock or shipped as re ce ive d .

J iUP;I/WXREHOUSE
P.O . BOX 373

WALLINGFORD. CONNECTICUT 06492

ORDER LINE

203-265-1223

ORDER HOURS
900 AM - 5:00 PM-EST
MONDA Y-FRIDA Y

PHONE ORDERS FREE
(ONE DOLLAR CREDIT FOR PHONE ORDERS)
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Charles Stevenson is chief programmer at
Micropro International Corporation (33 San Pablo
Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903).

Necessary Printer Functions
for Wordstar
In order to use all the features of Wordstar, your printer must accept all the commands Wordstar uses to position the
platen. If anyone of them is missing, your
printer will operate correctly in Teletype
mode only, a nonspecific mode that does
not include advanced features, such as proportional spacing and subscripts. The
user's manual for your printer should tell
if the following commands are available:
Set Horizontal Motion Index (HMl)
Set Vertical Motion Index (VMI)
These commands set the character width
and line height without Cilusing direct motion. HMI is given in 120ths of an inch,
VMI is given in 48ths of an inch. An increment of 1/60 inch is also allowed, but
results are not as satisfactory. The printer
must also have minimum and maximum
values for these commands. The command
must take effect immediately with no
restrictions on setting or resetting within
a line. For example:
Print left to right (LTR)
Print right to left (RTL)
There should be explicit commands for
each direction. Bidirectional printers
without these options may work, but you
should check with Micropro. Explicit commands include:
Space
Backspace
Carriage Return
These must operate in conjunction with
printing direction and the setting of HMI.
If RTL printing is in effect, a carriage
return should set the printing mode to
LTR; Some printing directions are:
Linefeed
Reverse [inefeed
Reset printer
If a software Reset is not available, a
command that returns the printer to the
power-on state must be supplied. Such a
command string must not exceed 16 bytes.
Your printer may recognize other commands, such as for shifting between ribbon colors or changing fonts, but these
must not conflict with the - required
commands.

Four Reasons

WhyThe
Dy.san

Difference
isWorth
Paying For

1

2

Only Dysan provides fully
usable diskette surfaces that
are truly 100% error-free
across the entire face of the
diskette. An exclusive onand-between the track testing procedure guarantees
error-free performance
regardless of temperature
and humidity distortions or
slight head misalignments.'

Dysan's advanced polishing
methods create a smoother,
more uniform diskette surface. This results in better
signal quality on each track,
less wear on drive heads and
reliable access to data after
millions of head passes.

100% Surface
• Tested

Advanced
Burnishing
• Techniques

3

DYlOTM

• Lubricant

Dysan's proprietary DYIO
lubricant complements the
advanced burnishing process. Both maximi ze errorfree performance while
minimizing headwear.
Optimal signal presence is
maintained between the
head and diskette surface
during millio ns of writeI
read interfaces.
DY'Ois a trademark of Dysan Co rpOratiOn

Select from a complete line of premium 8" and 5 W' diskettes ,
in single or do uble densities, certified on one or both sides.
Circle 160 on inquiry card.

4

Auto-Load
• Certification

Dysan's unique quality
control methods reflect
techno logical leadership in
designing, producing and
testing precision magnetiC
media. Each diskette is unerringly certified by Dysanbuilt, automated and
microprocessor controlled
certifiers. Your system and
data base will benefit from
Dysan's diskette reliability
and unsurpassed quality.

Corporate Headquarters:
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 551-9000
BYTE September 1983
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flow to make a smarter buy on
smart modem
.

SMARTER..CAT MODEMS

iNovationl

Novation, Inc., 20409 Prairie Street, Chatsworth, California 91311 • (800) 423-5419· In California: (213) 996-5060
ASC II Express "The Pro" is a trademark 01 Southwe.stern Data Systems ' Orosstalk 16 is a trademark of Microstuf Inc .' Transend is a trademark of
SSM Microcompute r Products. Inc. ' Smarl·Ca t is a trademark of Novation · Hayes is a tradename of Hayes Microcomputer Products, inc.

Circle 328 on inquiry card.

• Suggested retail

pric~s

In-Circuit Emulation
for the Apple II Computer
You can convert your Apple into a host for
testing a target system's hardware and software
by John D. Ferguson
Without doubt, the easiest method
of debugging any microprocessorbased computer system is to access
that system through its processor
socket. Using in-circuit-emulation
(ICE) techniques, the most powerful
diagnostic aids currently available,
the processor of the unit under test
(the target) is removed, and a second
microcomputer system (the host) is
linked to the target through the
target's processor socket.
Emulators are usually associated
with expensive microprocessor development systems or equally expensive
troubleshooting tools such as the
Fluke 9010A (manufactured by the
John Fluke Company of Everett,
Washington). However, with one
simple circuit you can turn your
Apple II into a host computer for
emulation purposes. This allows it to
test hardware and evaluate software
in a target system based on a 6502
microprocessor (or one compatible
with the 6502) .
The Apple II in-circuit emulator is
carried on one Apple card. A 40-conductor ribbon cable, terminated in a
dual-inline plug, connects the ICE to
the target microcomputer (see figure
1). The ICE card gives the Apple
limited emulation capability, allowing
it to relocate any 2K-byte block of address space in the target system into

the normally free memory area at
locations C800 through CFFF hexadecimal in the Apple (see figure 2).
The memory region observed in the
target system is software selected by
writing to an address-select latch.
Because this selection is under program control, you can write routines
in the host system to test the target
system's entire memory map.

and guides the user with recommendations if a fault is detected.
In this article I'll describe test
modules for exercising the system
buses and testing RAM and ROM. 111
conclude with a case study that illustrates how the Apple ICE can be
used to test Rockwell International's
AIM-65 single-board computer.

ICE Hardware

With one simple circuit
you can turn the Apple
" into a host computer
for emulation purposes.
Test software can be written in
either a high-level language, such as
BASIC, or in machine code, and it
can be directed at the main functional
blocks within the target system:
system buses, RAM (random-access
read/write memory), ROM (readonly memory), and I/O (input/output) devices.
Routines written in BASIC tend to
be inconveniently slow for even the
simplest tests. The more effective approach is to write standard test
modules in machine code and use a
BASIC program to form an overall
test strategy that sequences the tests

Figure 3 on page 422 shows a circuit diagram of the ICE card. Address
lines AO to Al0 together with control
lines R/W, 4>0, and RES pass directly from the Apple to the target system
via octal driver chips IC4 and IC5.
However, address lines All to A15 in
the target system are not obtained
from their Apple equivalents but are
instead generated by the block-select
latch IC3. For selection of the five
most significant lines in the target
system, a control word is first written to this latch, which is clocked by
the Apple I/O SELECT line. Hence,
if the ICE was in slot 5, the following
short program would set All to A15
in the target system to zero:
LOA #$00 \ sets All to A15 to zero
STA C500 \ activates the I/O SELECT
line in slot 5.
After the block-select latch is conSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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IIIII II
ICE CARD

II~I~:I::::::::::~:~~~I
APPLE COMPUTER (HOST)

TARGET SYSTEM

Figure 1: The processor is removed from the target system, which is then connected to the
host via a 40-conductor ribbon cable.

TARGET SYSTEM

APPLE II
(HOST)

0000
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
48K

RAM

6000
7000
8000
9000

ACOO
8000

COOO
0000

EOOO

{

------

""

CFFF

ICE CARD

ROM

FOOD

Figure 2: Any 2K-byte block of memory space in the target system can be mapped into the

normally empty memory slot from location CBOO to CFFF hexadecimal in the Apple.

figured, any read or write operations
to memory locations between C800
and CFFF hexadecimal in the Apple
activate the address decoder chip ICl
and enable the output of latch IC3,
establishing corresponding addresses
between 0000 and 07FF hexadecimal
in the target system.
The address decoder (IC1) also enables the octal transceiver (IC2),
allowing data to be either written to
or received from the target system.
The decoder ICl might seem unnecessary because I/O STROBE is active low for addresses between C800
and CFFF hexadecimal. However,
close examination of I/O STROBE's
timing shows that its low state appears too late in the timing cycle to
enable slow memory or I/O devices
in the target system (see figure 4 on
page 427).

Test Software
The software required for testing
falls into two categories: (1) routines
that exercise and test the various
functional areas of the target microcomputer-its system buses, RAM,
ROM, and I/O devices-and (2) the
overall test program, which guides
you through the test sequence, calling the functional tests and performing the tasks normally performed by
a fault-finding tree (i.e., pinpointing
the source of the fault and suggesting
a remedy-for instance, "replace
IC28'~or initiating a new test to
gather more information).
The following section describes the
functional tests, providing three
routines written in 6502 assembly
language. Each program operates on
the memory window at locations
C800 to CFFF hexadecimal between
the Apple and the target system.
Address and Data-Bus Toggle Test
Before launching into complex tests
of the system's ICs, test the integrity
of the system buses. With a toggle
test you can exercise the address and
data-bus lines by alternately driving
them high and low. Listing 1 on page
427 shows such a test program,
which starts by selecting addresses in
the binary pattern 10101 . . . in the
target system. A dummy read is then
made to address AAAA hexadeciText continued on page 427

420
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600 XL .. $199.00
800 XL. .. $CALL$
1200 XL. $499.00
1400 XL . $CALL$
1450 XL . $CALL$

Monkey Wrench 2 ....... $52.75
PARKER BROTHERS
Tutankham R ............ $33.75
Super Cobra R .......... $33.75
Astra Chase R ........... $33.75
Frogger R ............... $33.75
OBert R .. ..... .......... $33.75
Popeye R ................ $33.75
Risk R .... .... .. .. ....... $42 .75
Chess R ..... . .... ....... $42 .75

1025 Printer ........ $399.00
1020 Color Printer. $245.00
1027 Printer ........ $299.00

ANCHOR MARK 1/ .. 579.00
HAYES SMART ... 5239 .00
HAYES MICRO 1/ 5309 .00
Micro Bit
MPP'1 000 . . . .. . ... $159.00
NOVATION
CAT .
.. 5144.00
[)'CAT .
. 5155.00
J'CAT ............ 5115 .00
APPLE CAT 1/ .... 5279.00

l000 . .. .. $c./1
ALIEN GROUP
Voice Box 2 . .$99.75

~.~::. ~~~1.75

Sam
Abuse ...... . $15.95
Teleatri .. .... $27 .95
Poker Sam ., $24 .95 • • • •_

... $199.00*

1010 Recorder ....... $75 .00
410 Recorder ....... . $75.00
810 Disk Drive ...... $399 .00
1050 Disk Drive .... $335 .00
850 Interface ........ $CALL$

Bank Street Writer 0 .. .. .. 544.75
AE 0 ....................... 524 .75
Apple Panic 0 ............. 523 .75
ROM ..

• 8ft.r '100. rebllte from ATMI c:eah price '2M .

810 Disk .... $399.00

Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
TO ORDER

TOLL FREE

CALL US
BLANK DISK

In PA 1·717 ·

Amdek Color I ......... . $275 .00
Amdek 300 Green ...... $149 .CO
Amdek 300 Amber ..... $149.00
Gorilla Green ............ $99 .00

[~E~~()M 1

ppk!

RANA
DISK DRIVES

MONITORS

ELEPHANT SS ISO .... $18.25
ElEPHANT SS/ DD .... $21.75
KANGAROO 55/ 00 with
storage case ....... $24 .75
MAXElL MD I ......... $29 .75
MAXElL MD 1/ ........ $39.75
DISK CASE Iholds 10) . S4 .95
DISK CASE (ho ld s 501 519 . 75
ROM CASE (ho ld s 10) 519 .7 5

800-233-8760

Elite 1 .. .......... $295 .00
Elite 2 . . . . .. .. .... 5449 .00
Elite 3 ...... ...... 5559.00
SSI
Battle of Shilo . • ...... $26 .75
Tigers i n the Snow .... 526.75
Cosmic Balance ...... $26.75
Knights of the Desert . $26.75
Battle for Normandy .. 526 .75
Germany 1985 ........ $36 .75

APPLE DUMPLING GX .
. .. 599 .75
APPlE DUMPLJNG 64 ... 11 6 Buffe<l5179.75

INFOCOM

CONTINENTAL
Zork I, 1/, or 111. .. ........... $26. 75
HomeAccountant .. .. ... 551.75 Deadline .. . .. .. ............. 533.75
Ie Software. 516.75

SINGLE DRIVE AT88 51 ... $359.00
DUAL DRIVE AT88 S2 ...... $559.00 ...iiliiliIIiiiiiii..........- - - - - - - - - DRIVE with printer port ... $449.00
CARDCO
commodore
.
B
d
$1 3
Cardprlnter I LOl ... .. .. 5499 .00
HES
VIC· 20
T88 E xpanslon
oar . . . .
9.00 Cardprint DM1 .......... $109 .00 Tori! C .........
........... $14 .75
Games I C .......... $14 .75
UAL HEAD 4451 .......... $575 .00 ~4s~:i;ex~~~.~~ .~~ ::::: :~::~~ HES
HES Games II C ........ ·$14.75
INGLE DRIVE 4051
64MailNOW ...... . ...... $29.00
Fortlt Rom ........... $42 .75
SCA' LL 20 Write NOW.... . .. . . . . . 529.00 VIC
· . . . . .. $52900
HES MON Rom ....... . .. $28.75
DO O N DRIVE 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 Keypad ............... 529 .00
Turtle Graphics Rom .... $28 .75

HARD DISK DRIVES
SANYO

MBC 1000 .............. $1549 .00
(with micropro software package)
MBC 1250 . . ............ 52195 .00
MBC4050 ........ ...... 52749 .00
EFD 160 Disk ............ $499 .oo
5500 Letter O . Printer ... $649 .00

$CALLS

HES64
Turtle Graphics R .. . . .. 549 .75
Heswriter R . . .. ....... . $38 .75
Attack of Mut Cam R ... $34 .75
Turtle Tutor R ......... . $29.75
Turtle Trainer R ........ $29 .75
Paint Brush R .......... $23 .75
Benji Space Rescue 0 . $29 .75
Home Ma
r C/ O ...

PROWRITER 2P ..... $699 .00
GEMINI 15 .......... $449 .00
PRINTMASTER .... $1589.00
SMITH CORONA TP1 ... $549.00
CITOH 8600B . . . . . .. . ..... $1 025.00
STARWRITER .......... .. . $1 099 .00
OKIDATA 82 . .... SAVE
OKIDATA 83 ..... LOWEST
PRICE
OKIDATA 84P .... AVAILABLE
OKIDATA 93 . ... . SAVE

TRACTOR .... .. . .. $49 .75
OKIDATA 92 ...... .. .. ... . $SAVE

Universal Cass o Int ..... . . $29 .75
Printer Utility ............. 519.75
6 Slot Expansion . . .... . .. $79 .95
3 Slot Expansion . .... .... $24 .95
Vic 20 /64 Pri nter int ..... $59 .95
SPINNAKER 64

Kindercomp ....... . .... .. .. $21 . 75
Story Machine ............. $23 .75
FRce Maker ....... ......... $23.75
Snooper Trooper .. . ........ $29 .75
Delta Drawing ... ........... $34. 75

SAVE~n~s\::~e

800-233-8760

PRINTER

GORILLA GX-1 00 .............. $199.00

EPSON ............. $CALL
GEM I N I 1 0 ....... $ 299.00
PROWRITER ...... $365.00
NEC 8023 .................... .

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

HES Writer Rom .. .. ... . . $28.75
Shamus Rom . . ........... $28.75
Protector Rom .......... $31.75
Robot Panic Rom .... . .. $28 .75
BRODERBUND 64
Serpentine R .... .. .. . .... $26 .75
Choplifter R .............. $32 .75
Seatox R ........ . ........ $26.75
PARKER 20
Frogger (ROM) .. . ..... .. . 533 .75
OBert (ROM) ............. $33 .75
Tutankham
75

or send order to
Lyco Computer
P.O . Bo)( 5088
Jersey Shore. PA 17740

POLICY
In·stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal
checks require four weeks clearance before shipping . No
deposit on C.O.D . orders . Free shipping on prepaid cash orders
within the continental U.S. PA residents add sales tax . All
products subject to availability and price change . Advertised
prices show 4 % discount offered for cash , add 4% for Master
Card or Visa . DEALER IN
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Telegram

TO: ~LL IBM PC USERS
fROM: TOM YUENJ VP Mf\RKE11~Gj ~~111'

I\E~Ef\Rt"

J

me.

COMBOPLUS V01ED NUMBER O~E lBl'\ Pt to
SUPERDRIVE V01ED NUMBER O~E lBl'\ Pt n~O BOfl.Rl) f\ND
BY READERS OF pc YlORlll. SEE I"E ~ ~~ EMllv\10R
COMPUTER DEALER.
l""ERS fl.1 ,(OUR

:. The IBM Instruments Computer System:

Unique combination of features
Unusual flexibility
Attractive price
A new dilllension in slllall cOlllputers.
In its price range, the IBM Instruments
Computer System offers higher
levels of function and performance
than other computers.
For scientific, engineering and general
computing applications, including instrument
control and data acquisition, data analysis and
communications, no other computer is like it.
The IBM Instruments Computer System
is based on the highest performance general
purpose processor available. Modular design
permits you to select a configuration to meet your
present needs exactly. Provision for continuing
enhancement and upgrading is built in.

The inside story
Basic working memOlY
is exceptionally large. When
expanded fully, the IBM
Instruments Computer System
has up to 5 megabytes of
working memOly.
You'll find more standard
communications ports and more
connection modes than on other computers at or
near the price. The optional integrated Analog I/O
can:!. further enhances connectability.
You'll also find a priority intenupt driven
system with 32 levels of intenupt and 4 direct
memory access channels.

menu or by simple direct command.
The system provides integrated high
resolution graphics on a CRT. Hard copy is
supplied by an optional high resolution 4-color
printer/plotter using plain paper. These high
levels of resolution are standard from IBM
Instruments, extra on others.
Optional diskette and disk drives provide
up to 44 megabytes of on-line storage.
A real-time, multitasking operating system
and a wide range of programming SUppOlt
enhance the usability of the system.

The value story
The IBM Instruments Computer System
can grow easily; you can add options yourself.
Your initial investment is protected.
Starting at $5,695, this system gives you
outstanding power, capacity and performance for
the money.
SPECIfi CATIO NS, IBM INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER SYSTEM
I)nu : css~)r

• 68000 B-MHz
\Vorkillg 1" lcmory
• Up Iu 128K bytes of
HOM
• 128K byles of RAM

ex pa ndable in 256K
i rH.: l' e lll ~ nI 5 lip (0 S
megabytes
Disks and Uiskell cs

• Up 104 Diskell£-'s,
Slj,',"-:322K bytes or
8 " - 1 megabyt e ear-h

• Up tn fuur 51j.,"
Win chester type
di sks. Sur 10
1l14 'gabyt e:o; c<u·h

The outside story
This is a computer that people find simple
,to understand and easy to use. Up to three
interface modes (two programmable keypads and
a keyboard) provide a wide range of choices for
interacting with the system. Operation is from

COlll llluni cnf ioll!'i
• RS232C-:3 p0l1 s

• 768 x 480 dolS

• IEEE-488 bu,
• PamilelIlO

Kc\'bollrd lind
k.(·~' IU,d~

• System bus
based on

• Fu ll a lphanullI e ric
keyboard plus 10

VEHSAbus'
• Ana log 1/0 L'anl

Prillh'r/Plot'«'r
•

4- (;0101"5

• Up 10200 cps
• 200 x 336 dOIs/inch
• Full dot patt clll
control fol' graphi,'s
plotting

Display

Scr(,t~n

• 12/1 adjustabl e
• 80 characters x 30
lines

prograllunable k ~ys
• Uplu57
progn.unl1labl ~

soft

keys on pro C (~ss or
• 10 prob'lUmmable soft
keys UII CHT
Pro~rnll1millg

• BASIClF'OHTRANI

PASCALI Assemblers
• Utiljti,'~Di<lgnusti cs
• Chromatugraph y.
FTJR and oth er
appli catiun pnlgTallls

We'd like to tell you more about it.
Simply call 800-243-7054. In Connecticut,
call 800-952-1073. IBM Instruments, Inc.,
Orchard Park, Box 332, Danbury, CT 06810.
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Instruments
Inc .

No computer can go t'ister than Its
memory.
Even the lightning-fast 68000 processor can be slowed to a srtait's pace by a
sluggl$h main memory design.
For that reason, we (lesigned the
memory for 16-b1t SAGE computers to
keep pace with the 6BCXlO. It's a closecoupled, straightforward design that
lets the processor run fUll bore at 2
million Instructions a second.
Anything less Simply wouldn't be
state of the art.

To make a memory simple is simple.
But to make
simple memory
~sdlfflcult.

And to Incorporate it into a
computer that doesn't c:;ost a foltUne Is
next to ImpoSSible. That.is, u.nless some
highly-creative cltcuit solutions can be
found.
And that's preciSelY how the totally
unique SAGE memory was born.

One MlYTE Of 64K8YTE DevIces.
In keeping with the no-comproml~e
spirit of SAGE memory qeslgn, we

naturally use only 64K. dynamic I So.
Sage Computer Technology. Corponanosecond memories. SAGE IV ™com- rate Office, 4905 Energy Way. Reno,
puters can be equipped With a
Nevada 89502. Phone (702) 322-6868.
megabyte of this type of memory.
TWx: 9Io.395-6073{SAGE RNO
And you can specify as few as one
Eastern United States
or as many as four built-In Winch esters.
Sage Computer Technology.
plus floppy drive.
15 New England Executive Park
What's more. thanks to its eXClusive
Suite 120. Burlington. MA OJ 803
memory design. your SAGE computer
(617) 229-6868
can take data as fast as its floppy disk
In UK
.
TOI LTO. 29 Alma Vale Road.
Clifton, Bristol BSS-2Hl
Tel': (0272) 742796
Tx: 444653 AdviceG
In Germany
MMComputer.
Hal/wanger Str.
8210 Prien
0805113074
can dish It out. In fact.
Tx: 525 400 mmco-d
no need for skewing or interleaving, the SAGE Computer actup-System standard. supporting Pascal.
ally lets its floppy run as fast as
FORTRAN 77, BASIC and 68000 Micro Assembler.
Wlnchesters do Or;) some machines.
CPIM-68K. Hyper,Forth. Modula 2 optional.
S@ when you select a computer for
SAGE a.nd SAGE IV are trademarks of
SAGE Computer Technology.
serious development or se(ious busi© 1983 SAGE Computer Technology all rights
ness. remember the importance of
reserved.
memory.
Circle 389 on
For more information and the name
of your nearest SAGE dealer. call us
tOday_

Text continued from page 420

mal, placing the high, low, high, low
pattern on the target-system bus. The
select latch is again accessed and addresses in the binary pattern
01010 . . . are selected, followed by a
dummy read to location 5555 hexadecimal, thus complementing the
previous address-bus pattern. This
procedure is repeated 256 times
before a similar test pattern is started
on the target system's data bus.
Exercising the system buses with
this pattern allows the operator to
determine, using an oscilloscope or
logic probe, whether each line in the
target system is drivable (i.e., no lines
are stuck high or low) and whether
each line is continuous from its
source (the processor socket) to its
destination on each chip.
A more complex test could also

check for shorts between lines by injecting a characteristic frequency or
pattern onto each line. You could
then use a frequency meter or oscilloscope to check for corruption between lines.
Toggling the system buses 256
times does not allow enough time for
checking even one circuit node. The
short routine below illustrates how
the bus test (BTEST) is used. in the
test sequencing program:

By placing the test within a loop that
also checks the keyboard, the test
repeats until you press the space bar,
signaling that further testing isn't
needed.
<l>OCLOCK~

X'-____

ADDRESS

~,-_ _ _ _

I/O STROBE

LJ

180 PRINT "BUS TESTING-

PROBE TARGET SYSTEM
BUSES"
190 PRINT "(PRESS SPACE FOR
NEXT TEST)"
200 CALL BTEST
210 IF PEEK ( -16384) < = 127
THEN 200

Cs

FROM ICI ---.
/
(74LSI38)
\L._ _- - - ' .

Figure 4: Relative timing of the Apple slot
signal I/O STROBE and the CS signal from
Ie1. Note that the I/O STROBE signal occurs
too late for use in selecting the target address bus.

Listing 1: Toggling all address and data-bus lines.
SOURCE FILE: APPTOG
1 ,.*.**************************************************************************************
0000:
0000:
2 ;ADDRESS AND DATA BUS TEST
0000:
3 ; TOGGLE ADDRESS BUS AAAA-5555
0000:
4 ; 256 TIMES
0000:
5 ; TOGGLE DATA BUS AA-55
6 ; 256 TIMES
0000:
7 ****************************************************** ••
0000:
0000:
8
EQU
;2K SELECT LATCH
C500:
9 SELECT
$C500
- - - - NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS APPTOG.OBJO
2100:
$2100
10
ORG
;SET COUNTER TO ZERO
2100:A200
II
LDX
#00
2102:
12 ;EXERCISE ADDRESS BUS
;SELECT ADDRESSES 1010lXXX
2102:A9 AA
13 ABUS
LDA
#$AA
14
STA
SELECT
2104:80 00 C5
;IE AAAA ON TARGET BUS
2107:AD AA CA
15
LDA
$CAAA
;SELECT ADDRESSES 01010XXX
21OA:A955
16
LDA
#$55
STA
SELECT
21OC:80 00 C5
17
$CD55
;IE 5555 ON TARGET BUS
210F:AO 55 CO
18
LDA
2112:CA
19
DEX
;REPEAT 256 TIMES
2113:00 ED
20
BNE
ABUS
2115:
21 ;EXERCISE DATA BUS
;SELECT ADDRESSES OOOOOXXX
211 5:A900
22 DBUS
LDA
#$00
2117:8D 00 C5
23
STA
SELECT
;01010101 ON DATA BUS
211A:A955
24
LDA
#$55
;0100 IN TARGET SYSTEM
211C:80 00 C9
25
STA
$C900
LDA
; 10101010 ON DATA BUS
211F:A9 AA
26
#$AA
2121:8D 00 C9
27
STA
$C900
;0100 IN TARGET SYSTEM
2124 :CA
28
DEX
;REPEAT 256 TIMES
2125:DO EE
29
BNE
DB US
2127:60
;TOGGLING COMPLETE
RTS
30

*._._--_ ... _.. __ .. _... _._ ....... .

••• SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS

2102 ABUS
2115 DBUS

2115 DBUS
C500 SELECT

C500 SELECT

2102 ABUS
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RAM Checkerboard Test
The basic strategy for testing RAM
requires writing a test pattern into
memory, reading it back, and checking that both the write and read
operations were successful. Many
different test patterns can be used;
each is sensitive to particular failure
modes of the memory. One popular
pattern that provides in a reasonable
amount of time a test of the read/
write capability of every bit in the
RAM is the checkboard test pattern
(see figure 5).
Listing 2 shows this RAM test program. In it, a RAM location is
selected and 55 hexadecimal (01010101
binary) is stored in the location and
then read back and compared. If the
comparison fails, the test terminates
with the Apple displaying a RAM
failure message. If the comparison
passes, the location is then tested
with the complementary pattern AA
hexadecimal (10101010 binary). The
test then moves on to the next location and continues until all locations
within the window (C800 to CFFF

00

00

01

10

11

a

1

a

1

01

1

a

1

a

10

x

x

x

x

11

x

x

x

x

Figure 5: Checkerboard-testing RAM. Alternate bits are set to 1 and a and checked. The
pattern is then reversed and checked before
moving off to the next row of cells.

hexadecimal) have been exercised
and tested.
Before the RAM test in the main
test program is called, the memoryselect latch should be written to,
moving the RAM to be exercised into the ICE test window. For example,
the following program would test

Bible -study aids from Bible Research
Systems Include the com"
plete KN Bible text on '
disks. THE WORD pro'
cessor can search the
Scriptures for any word or
phrase. Any portion of the
Bible can be printed or
displayed. Create your own
library of research materials
or use ours, called TOPICS.
TOPICS contains cross'reference indexes on over 200
of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture.
Bible Research Systems applies computer technology
to personal study of the Scriptures.

TOPICS
$49.95

Bible Research Systems
9415 Burner, Suire 208
Ausrin, TX 78758
(512) 835-7981

THE WORD
processor

$199.95
Pl us $3 postage/ handl ing

Requires APPLE Il+. IBM-PC, TRS80-III, OSBORNE, KAYPRO, or CP/M 8"

RAM from 0800 to OFFF hexadecimal
in the target system:
250 PRINT "RAM TESTING
0800-0FFF"
260 POKE SELECT, 08:CALL
RAMTEST

ROM Signatures
The usual method for testing
ROMs involves forming a checksum
byte based on a sum of all the data
within the ROM. However, faults
could be concealed by several errors
that cancel each other out. A technique that is more sensitive and less
likely to mask errors involves performing a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) on the ROM contents. It originated in data communications, but
more recently it's been used in
signature analysis, a relatively new
troubleshooting tool pioneered by
Hewlett-Packard. Like most jobs in
computing, the cyclic redundancy
check can be evaluated by either
hardware or software. The hardware
model proves the simplest to
illustrate.
Figure 6 on page 435 shows a typical CRC evaluation circuit using a
16-bit linear shift register with feedback. Each bit of data is fed serially
into the register. When the data
stream ends, the final binary pattern
remaining in the register forms the
4-digit cyclic redundancy check. The
feedback paths effectively form a sum
to the base 2 between the data fed
back and the new data entering and
ensure that every bit entering the
register contributes toward the final
CRC or signature.
An equivalent software routine is
presented in listing 3. In this scheme,
each byte from the ROM under test
is fed serially (bit a to bit 7) to the
subroutine FEEDBACK, which performs a sum to the base 2 of bits 15,
11, 8, and 6 within the register and
the incoming bit. When 16,384 (2K x
8) bits of data have entered the feedback algorithm, the pattern remaining in locations SIGH and SIGL
forms the final signature.
To enable checks to be made on
ROMs containing more than 2K
Text continued on page 435
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WQr <!Inmvutrr Wimrs
* * * *

section

o

business

FOUR STAR EDITION

VR DATA CORPORATION
ANNOUNCES:

THE PRICE WAR IS OVER !!

t~:1:::::11*995

NEW

5+5 Meg System
1590.00
15 Meg System
1449.00
10 Meg System
1249.00
15+15 Meg System 2299.00
10+10 Meg System 1999.00

Compact, High Density, Low Profile,
Low Power, Sub-Mini Disk System

*Hard Disk III includes up to 2 full height Winchester disk
drives, heavy duty enclosure, disk controller, field proven
power supply, I/ O adaptor, and applicable cabling.

SAVE $90 on 5+5 Meg
(Fixed/Removable) Package

*Hard Disk III is available directly from the factory only.

Packages includes:
HD-505F (Master) Fixed 5 meg
HD-505R (Slave) Removable 5 meg
Adaptor Module
Disk Cartridge for HO-505R

HARD DISK III & HD-505
ADAPTOR MODULES:
IBM-XT*

IBM-PC

APPLE 11*
XEROX
820*
FRANKLIN*
TRS-80 MOD I
TRS-80 MOD III

APPLE
XEROX lIe*
820-11*
LNW-80
LNW-IJ
TRS-80 MOD 4

150
•

OTHERS TO BE ANNOUNCED
*AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 1983

Call Toll Free • 800-345-8102
f..

x~

\~~

Rdata
Circle 477 on inquiry card.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

,,:."' .~ "'"

HD-505 WINCHESTER

1395.00
1095.00
150.00
FREE!!!

TOTAL

2490.00

The NEW HD-SOS Winchester Systems are available through
quality Computer Stores everywhere. If yours doesn't have
the HD-SOS from VR DATA, tell them to get it.
MASTER unit includes: enclosure, switching power supply,
disk drive, controller, host adaptor, applicable cabling.
SLAVE unit includes: enclosure, switching power supply,
disk drive, applicable cabling.
Pu blished prices reflect cash discount. All prices are subject to change without
notice. TRS -80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. Disk III and
HD-505 are trademarks of VR DATA CORP.
8:3 0 a m-7pm EST M a n-Fri. , Sat IOam-3pm
CA BL E " VRDATA" TELEX 845-124
All VR DATA produ cts arc tested, burned-in, and re-tes ted. We'reso proud of
our quality control that we offer an optional unconditional extended warranty
cove ring full costs o f parts and labor on all VR DATA products.

(215) 461-5300
777 Henderson Blvd.,
Folcroft, PA 19032

VR DATA-WEST
Watonga, OK
1-405-623-8664
BYTE September 19B3
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Listing 2: A program to checkerboard-test RAM.
/'

SOURCE FILE: APPRAM
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _--_ •• _ ••••••••••••• _ ••••••• _._-_ •• -***********.****************.*.*****
1 ,
0000:
2 ;PROGRAM TO CHECKERBOARD TEST RAM
0000:
3 ; (C800-CFFF)
0000:
. * ••••••• _._ •• _-_._._ •• __ • __ •••• _ •••••••• _-_. __ •• _ •••• *.*************.*.*** •• *************
4
0000:
5
0000:
;CHARACTER TO SCREEN
$FDED
EQU
6 COUT
FDED:
;C-RETURN TO SCREEN
$FD8E
EQU
7 CROUT
FD8E:
;OUTPUT HEX DIGIT
$FDE3
' EQU
8 PRHEX
FDE3:
;POINTER
08
EQU
9 POINT
0008:
10
0000:
----- NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS APPRAM.OBJO
ORG
$2090
11
2090:
12
2090:
LOA
;POINT TO C800
13
2090:A900
#00
STA
POINT
14
2092:8508
15
TAY
2094:A8
LOA
#$C8
2095:A9 C8
16
17
STA
POINT + 1
2097:8509
18 START
LOA
;START TEST WITH 55
#$55
2099:A955
(POINT),Y
19
STA
;STORE
209B:91 08
(POINT),Y
20
CMP
;READ BACK AND COMPARE
2090 :01 08
209F:FO 03
21
BEQ
OK
20Al:4C BC 20
22
JMP
ERROR
;DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE AND END
20A4:A9 AA
23 OK
LOA
;NOW TRY AA
#$AA
(POINT),Y
;STORE
20A6:9108
24
STA
(POINT),Y
20A8:01 08
25
CMP
;READ BACK AND COMPARE
20AA: FO 03
26
BEQ
OKI
20AC:4C BC 20
27
JMP
ERROR
;DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE AND END
20AF:E608
28 OKI
INC
POINT
;NEXT LOCATION
20Bl:DO E6
29
BNE
START
20B3:E609
30
INC
POINT + 1
20B5:A509
31
LOA
POINT + 1
20B7:C9 DO
32
CMP
#$00
20B9:DO DE
33
BNE
START
;END OF BLOCK?(CFFF)
\
20BB:60
34
RTS
;TEST COMPLETE
20BC:
35
20BC:
36 ;ERROR DISPLAY ROUTINE
20BC:
37
20BC:A200
38 ERROR
LOX
;POINTER FOR MESSAGE
#00
20BE:BD 05 20
39 NEXTl
LOA
MESS, X
20Cl:20 ED FD
40
JSR
COUT
;MESSAGE TO SCREEN
20C4:E8
41
INX
;NEXT CHARACTER
20C5:EO OF
42
CPX
;MESSAGE COMPLETE?
#$OF
43
20C7: DO F5
BNE
NEXTl
20C9:A509
44
LOA
09
;FAIL ADDRESS TO SCREEN
20CB:38
45
SEC
20CC:E9 C8
46
SBC
#$C8
20CE:20 E3 FD
47
PRHEX
JSR
20DI:20 8E FD
48
JSR
CROUT
;C-RETURN TO SCREEN
2004:60
49
RTS
; AND FINISHED
2005:
50 ;ERROR MESSAGE
20D5:AO C5 D2
51 MESS
ASC
ERROR ON PAGE"
2008:02 CF 02
20DB:AO CF CE
20DE:AO DO Cl
20El:C7 C5 AO

••• SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS
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It's as simple as ABC ...
Converse offers you a very
versatile, packed-with-features,
communications package for CP/M,
MS-DOS and Apple DOS systems.

ConVerSe"

Gets Thern
~A~J. !=: : : :T=-'Jl~
~~I~~Together
Tele· 0some
b
Ze0 1eth
AppIe Video

Converse is a unique file transfer and
telecommunications program for the
non-technical as well as the professional user.
Converse features include:

• Compatible with auto-answer and auto-dial modems
• Terminal Mode operation with data capture option
• Error detection with automatic retransmission
• Remote operation mode
• Multiple file transfer with wild card option
• Status display
• Display of transmitted data stream in ASCII or HEX
• Completely menu driven for non-technical user
Pro
• Flexible software interface
• Multi-CPU licensing agreement
Ideal for multi-computer environments: dealers, software developers, clubs and ~chools_ Whether you own Apple, IBM,
Osborne or any other personal computer, Converse is the vital communications link that gets them together.
Disk and manual configured for Apple Dos, CP/M or MS-DOS $145.00.
For any two of the above operating systems $195.00. Order your Converse today.

Radio North- DEC
Shack

Star

Kay

Vector

IBM Compaq Xerox

Order Desk: (609) 854-5228

Technical Information: (609) 854·5234

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Sentry Plaza Office Bldg. /216 Haddon Ave. Suite 503/ Westmont, NJ 08108
Clr::le 368 on inquiry card.

Advanced Digital's new SUPER
STAR™ is the first of a family of
S-100-based computer systems to be
equipped with a 5-1/4" 5-MB Fixed/
5-MB Removable Cartridge Winchester disk drive (10 MB on-line
storage capacity) as standard. Now
you can have the capacity of up to
50 floppy diskettes and the speed
and convenience of 100% backup
using the industry-standard Dysan
5-MB cartridge.
SUPER STAR is the ideal system
for business. professional, and educational applications. Its CP/M*
operating system (standard) gives
you access to a vast library of readily
available software programs. The sixslot motherboard allows plenty of
room for expansion.
And as your business grows,
SUPER STAR can grow with you. If
you need more memory, just plug it
in. SUPER $T AR is based on the
S-100 IEEE standard. To add more
users, simply add Advanced Digital's
SUPER SLAVE™ processor boards
·CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.
TurboDOS is a trademark of Software 2000 Inc.
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• Switch-selectable 1l0/220V Power
• Up to 4 Users With SUPER
SLAVES And TurboDOS
• CP/M Operating System Standard
• One Year W arran~y

and TurboDOS* operating system.
N ow you've got an extremely powerful, multi-user, multi-tasking, multiprocessing SUPER STAR computer
system for up to four users.
SUPER STAR is truely a Super
computer system. Look at these
outstanding features:
• New Slim-Line Profile
• 5-1/4", 10-MB Winchester Disk
Drive, 5-MB Fixed, 5-MB
Removable Cartridge
• 5-1/4", Half-High, 48TPI Floppy
Disk Drive (Osborne Format
Compatable)
• Six Slot Motherboard
SUPER STAR, SUPER SIX, SUPER SLA VE are

SUPER STAR is the perfect system for applications requiring large
data storage capacity, speed. performance. reliability, and dependable.
convenient back-up capability. And
at a suggested retail price of $5,000.
SUPER STAR is a SUPER VALUE.
See the entire Advanced Digital
product line, including the new
SUPER STAR, at your local, quality
computer dealer or contact:

5432 Production Dr.,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Phone: (714) 891-4004
Telex: 4722065 ITTSCSMA
For European Distributor, contact: (714) 891-4004

trademarks of Advanced Digital Corp.
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3M introduces the
Purrrrrrrsonal Printers.
Quiet, high-quality printers at prices that won't
scratch holes in your pocketbook.
$299, manufacturer's
suggested retail price, for a
printer that puts 80 columns
of full-size text, 136 columns
of compressed print, and
computer-generated graphics
on crisp white paper. Or $249
for the 40/80-column model.
Price is about the only way
that our new 3M Silent PC
Printers draw attention to
themselves. At home or in the
office, they're virtually
inaudible since their nonimpact electronic printing
elements skim across the
paper with none of the
monkeylike chatter that you
hear from ordinary matrix
printers. Result Less
distraction for you, and less
disturbance to others.

Our Silent PC Printers differ
from most other sensiblypriced printers in another way,
too. They print sharp, black
characters from one end of
the paper ro ll to the other,
since there's no ribbon to
wear out.
Maintenance is kept to a
minimum since 3M Silent PC
Printers have only two moving
parts: the pinless printhead
and the DC stepper-motor
paper drive. They come with a
one-year warranty (90 days
on Printhead), and they're
made in the U.SAby 3M, a
company whose name is
synonymous with quality.
Both serial and parallel
interfaces are available. For
literature on 3M Silent PC

3M Business Communication Products Division
Circle 3 on inquiry card.
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Mail to:
BYT 91B3
3M Business Communication
Products Division
Attn.: G. Collins
3M Center-Building 216-2N
St. Paul, MN 55144

o Please send literature on the
new 3M Silent PC Printers and
tell me where I can buy them.

o I'd like a demonstration soon.
Name
40lBO-column Silent PC Printer

Printers, and for the name of
a dealer who can give you
a demonstration, call
800-328-1684 toll-free.
(In Minnesota, call
800-792-172.) In Canada,
call 1-800-268-9055 and ask
for operator #11. Or, if the
eat's got your tongue, mail
the coupon instead.

Title
Phone (
Company
Address
City
Zip
IL State
_________

~

3M hears you . ..

3IVI

Text continued from page 428
(6a)

bytes, three routines are used. The
NSIG (new signature) routine resets
the shift register pair SIGH, SIGL to
zero and forms a signature on 2K
bytes of ROM. In CSIG (continue
signature), the shift register is not
reset to zero at the start, thus allowing a continuation of a signature for
ROMs greater than 2K bytes. The
DISPLAY routine shows the contents
of the shift register pair SIGH, SIGL
in hexadecimal form .
The following listing shows how all
three routines can be used to evaluate
the signature of a 4K-byte ROM
located at BOOO to BFFF hexadecimal
in the target system:
320 REM BO HEX IS 176
DECIMAL
330 POKE SELECT,176
340 CALL NSIG :REM FIRST 2K BYTES
350 REM B8 HEX IS 184
DECIMAL
360 POKE SELECT,184
370 CALL CSIG:REM CONTINUE
WITH NEXT 2 BYTES
380 CALL DISPLAY:REM
DISPLAY FINAL SIGNATURE

Implementing a Test Program
The Apple ICE described here can
be used with a wide range of 6500
microcomputers designed to run at 1
MHz if all the onboard circuitry is
controlled by the processor's <P2 clock.
The AIM-65, for example, provides
an ideal target system, containing as
much as 4K bytes of RAM, 20K bytes
of ROM, and a wide range of I/O
devices-two 6522 VIAs (versatile interface adapters), a 6520 PIA (peripheral interface adapter), and a 6532
RIOT (RAM input/output timer) .
Figure 7 provides an overview and a
memory map of the AIM-65, and a
test sequence is shown in listing 4 on
page 443. The program begins by
testing the system buses, followed by
a RAM test on the 4K bytes of RAM
and a ROM test that forms signatures
for each of the five system ROMs.
The test sequence concludes with a
check on the user 6522 VIA . For this
test, the ports are linked together

SIGNATURE
DISPLAY

I I I I I_I I_I

I I I I / / I /

/- T

\ -

~

,------,

(6b)

lsi BYTE

LOGIC 1

2nd BYTE

.-------~

3rd BYTE

41h BYTE

51h BYTE

ETC .

~~~~~

LOGIC 0 -

Figure 6: A feedback shift register can be used to form a cyclic redundancy check of ROM

(6a) . Data fro m ROM is fed in bit-serial (bit a to bit 7) byte-serial form into the shift register (6b).
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INTEX-TALK ERcan speak or spell any ASC II
text including punctuation .
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memo!), are provided. Use INTEXTALKER as a dedica ted contro ller-or
store up to 1000 special words or
phrases. A 2.7 K character buffer can be
used for downloading user pragram s.
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For More Information
W rite or ca ll us at 13131 540-7601 to
order or request our product brochure.
Visa o r M aster Charge accepted.
Intex Micro Systems Corporation
725 S Adams Rd. - Suite L-8
Birm ingham. Michigan 48011
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Listing 3: A program to evaluate ROM signatures.

.•.•••••.....•.......•......•...•..•..••. ........

....... _.....•.•.• _.•.•.•..........••.

SOURCE FILE: APPSIG
_
_
1 ;
0000:
;
PROGRAM
TO
EVALUATE
SIGNATURE
2
0000:
3 ;OF 2KBYTE BLOCK (C800-CFFF)
0000:
BITO-BIT7
4 ;EACH BYTE
0000:
__ IS SERIALIZED
_ _._--_
_ _
__
5
0000:
6
0000:
7
0000:
8 ;
0000:
- - - - - NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS APPSIG.OBJO
$2000
ORG
9
2000:
$1900
EQU
10 COUNT
1900:
$1901
EQU
11 SIGL
1901:
$1902
EQU
12 SIGH
1902:
$0008
EQU
13 POINT
0008:
SIGH+l
EQU
14 TEMP
1903:
$FDDA
EQU
15 PRBYTE
FDDA:
$FD8E
EQU
16 CROUT
FD8E:
17
2000:
LDA
18 START
#00
2000:A900
STA
SIGL
19
2002:8D 01 19
SIGH
STA
20
2005:8D 02 19
LDA
21 WSTART
#00
2008:A900
STA
POINT
22
200A:8508
TAY
23
200C:A8
LDA
24
#$C8
200D:A9 C8
STA
POINT + I
200F:85 09
25
(POINT),Y
26 NBYTE
LDA
2011:BI08
STA
TEMP
2013:8D 03 19
27
28
LDX
2016:A208
#08
LDA
29 NBIT
TEMP
2018:AD 03 19
AND
201B:2901
30
#01
201O:8D 00 19
31
STA
COUNT
JSR
FEEDBACK
2020:20 36 20
32
ROR
2023:6E 03 19
33
TEMP
2026:CA
34
DEX
2027:DO EF
35
BNE
NBIT
2029:E608
INC
36
POINT
202B:DO E4
37
BNE
NBYTE
38
INC
POINT + 1
2020:E609
202F:A509
39
LDA
POINT + 1
2031:C9 DO
40
CMP
#$DO
2033:DO DC
41
BNE
NBYTE
2035:60
42
RTS
2036:
43
2036:
44
2036:
45 ;FEEDBACK ALGORITHM-SUMS BITS
2036:
46 ;15,11,8 AND 6 WITH INCOMING BIT
2036:
47 ;ON ENTRY 'COUNT' CONTAINS INPUT BIT
2036:
48
2036:AD 02 19
49 FEEDBACK
LDA
SIGH
2039:10 03
50
BPL
NEXI
203B:EE 00 19
51
INC
COUNT
203E:6A
52 NEXI
ROR
A
203F:90 03
53
BCC
NEX2
2041:EE 00 19
54
INC
COUNT
2044:6A
ROR
55 NEX2
A
2045:6A
56
ROR
A
2046:6A
57
ROR
A
2047:90 03
58
BCC
NEX3
2049:EE 00 19
59
INC
COUNT
204C:AD 01 19
60 NEX3
LDA
SIGL
204F:2A
61
ROL
A
2050:2A
62
ROL
A
205 1:9003
63
BCC
NEX4
2053:EE 00 19
64
INC
COUNT
2056:6E 00 19
65 NEX4
ROR
COUNT
2059:2E 01 19
66
ROL
SIGL

........ .... ..

.......•••••• ..

...

._-_ ..... _._ ...... _...... _... _. __ ...... _....

;STORE FOR SUM
;CURRENT SIGNATURE LOW BYTE
;CURRENT SIGNATURE HIGH BYTE
;BYTE COUNTER
;TEMPORARY STORE
;PRINT A HEX BYTE
;GENERATE C-RETURN
;ZERO SHIFT REGISTER

;WARM START

;START OF BLOCK C800
;GET BYTE
;FOR 8 BITS
;BITO INTO COUNT
;APPLY FEEDBACK
;READY FOR NEXT BIT
;BACK FOR NEXT BIT
;NEXT BYTE

;END OF BLOCK? CFFF

;TOP HALF OF SIG
;TEST BITl5

;TE ST BIT 8

;TEST BIT II
;BOTTOM HALF OF SIG

;TEST BIT 6
;SUM INTO CARRY
;CARRY INTO BITO LBYTE

Listing 3 continued on page 443
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The Assembly language Programming Series from Osborne/McGraw-Hili.

1) 6502 Assembly language Programming
Levenlhal Order #2Hi S18.95
"The book Ihal will probably gellhe
repulalion as being Ihe 6502 Bible:'
INTERFACE AGE

2) 6502 Assembly Language Subroutines
Leventhal, Saville Order #59-4 S17.95
Over 50 ready·to-use subroutines.

3) Assembly language Programming for
the Apple II.
MaHala Order #51-9 S15.95
Run programs hundreds of times faster
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programs wriHen in BASIC.

4) 6809 Assembly Language Programming
Leventhal Order #35-7 S18.95
"Leventhal appears to havea formulafor
producing programming manuals. If so, irs
agood formula ... he has produced
another clear and thorough manual forthe
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY
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How two pens can become
your best presentation tools.
NEW LOW PRICE
ONLY $1,095
I

Count on it.

Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett - Packard.

The 7470A is built the HewlettPackard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reliability.

Now you can use your personal
computer to generate your own presentation charts, graphs, and pie charts.
How? Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Co mputer
Plotter.
'",The 7470A helps you
'"
save time and save money, and
~
lets you communicate quickly, accurately and effectively.

Pen pals.
The HP 7470A has
two single-pen stables.
Simple pen changes give you
multi-color plots in your choice of ten
coordinated colors. Pens are automatically capped and stored .
~

An option you'll want, too.

Quicker understanding.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transparencies for overhead projectors. For "1 need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.M .!" meeti ngs , it's a necessity.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information
fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation
clearer and more readily understood. But aski ng your staff
to produce the graphics man- . "II::C::::=:::::=::ually for your next presentation doesn't ensure accuracy
or artistic talent. And going
to outside graphics suppliers
can be costly. Combined with
your personal computer, the
new HP 7470A plotter does
the communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off-the-shelf software available from most HP dealers .

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Ma il the coupon below and we'll send you - absolutely
free - a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sample overhead transparency.
The n ... stop in at your neares t Hewl ett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in act ion . Once you see it
demonstrated you 'll find a hundred ways to make your
own app lau se-w inning presentations.

Fast and pretty.

When performance must be measured by results

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality . .. faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,095, (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

Ir------------------------~
Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information .
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My computer is
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Listing 3 continued:
205C:2E 02
205F:60
2060:AD 02
2063:20 DA
2066:AD 01
2069:20 DA
206C:20 8E
206F:60

19
19
FD
19
FD
FD

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

DISPLAY

ROL
RTS
LDA
JSR
LDA
JSR
JSR
RTS

SIGH

;CARRY INTO BITO HBYTE

SIGH
PRBYTE
SIGL
PRBYTE
CROUT

;MSB TO DISPLAY
;ONTO APPLE DISPLAY
;LSB TO DISPLAY
;ONTO APPLE DISPLAY
;C-RETURN

••• SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY; NO ERRORS

Listing 4: Applesoft BASIC program sequencing tests.
listing 4

50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
405
410
415
420
430
440
450
460
465
470
480
490
500
510
520

REM AIM65 TEST ROUTINE
HOME
REM DEFINE SYSTEM ADDRESSES
SELECT = - 15100
DISPLAY = 8288
NSIG = 8192
CSIG = 8200
BTEST = 8448
RAMTEST = 8336
PRINT" "
PRINT "LOADING MACHINE CODE TESTS"
PRINT "BLOAD APPTESTS"
PRINT" "
PRINT "BUS TESTING-PROBE TARGET SYSTEM BUSES"
PRINT "(PRESS SPACE FOR NEXT TEST)"
CALL BTEST
IF PEEK (- 16384) < = 127 THEN 200
PRINT" "
PRINT "RAM TESTING 0000-07FF"
POKE SELECT,O: CALL RAMTEST
PRINT "RAM TESTING 0800-0FFF"
POKE SELECT,08: CALL RAMTEST
PRINT" ": PRINT" RAM TESTS COMPLETE"
PRINT" "
PRINT "ROM SIGNATURES BLOCKS B,C,D,E,F "
PRINT" "
FOR N = 176 TO 240 STEP 16
POKE SELECT,N: CALL NSIG
POKE SELECT,(N + 8): CALL CSIG
CALL DISPLAY
NEXT N
PRINT " ": PRINT" ROM SIGNATURES COMPLETE"
PRINT" "
PRINT " VIA TEST"
POKE SELECT,160: REM SELECT BLOCK AXXX
APRT = 51201:BPRT = 51200
ADIR = 51203:BDIR = 51202
POKE ADIR,O: POKE BDIR,255
REM A INPUT - B OUTPUT
FOR N = 0 TO 255
POKE BPRT,N
IF PEEK(APRT) < > N THEN PRINT "VIA ERROR"
NEXT .N
POKE BDIR,O: POKE ADIR,255
REM BINPUT - A OUTPUT
FOR N = 0 TO 255
POKE APRT,N
IF PEEK (BPRT) < > N THEN PRINT "VIA ERROR"
NEXT N
PRINT" ": PRINT" TEST COMPLETE"
END

Listing 4 continued on page 444
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Text continued from page 435:

Listing 4 continued:

JRUN
LOADING MACHINE CODE TESTS
BUS TESTING-PROBE TARGET SYSTEM BUSES

(PRESS SPACE FOR NEXT TEST)

RAM TESTING 0000-07FF
RAM TESTING 0800-0FFF
, RAM TESTS COMPLETE
ROM SIGNATURES BLOCKS B,C,D,E,F
B89C
AI81
F727
B072
8A9E
ROM SIGNATURES COMPLETE
VIA TEST

with a hard-wired fixture connecting
PAD to PBO, PAl to PBl, and so on.
The routine starts by configuring port
A as an input and port B as an output. A test pattern is then written out
port B and read and checked at port
A. The role of the ports is then
reversed, and the test is repeated.
This example illustrates some techniques that can be used with the
Apple ICE. A more detailed program
for the AIM-65 would test the remaining I/O devices, such as the display, printer and keyboard, and more
thoroughly guide the user. However,
the ideas presented here illustrate the
principles behind the techniques and
mirror those found in commercial instruments. The Apple ICE is therefore not only a practical fault-finding
tool but also an ideal, low-cost, educational aid .•

TEST COMPLETE

John D. Ferguson is a lecturer with the Microelectronics Educational Development Centre at Paisley
College, High St" Paisley PAl 2BE, Scotland,
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Add Multiple Tasks to Your
Communication and Control
Program
A special kernel lets your 8080 run multiple tasks concurrently
by Jerry Holter
Robotics, data communications,
measurement and control, and computer music are only a few of the
microcomputer programming applications that must respond to external
real-time stimuli. Handling these
stimuli is no problem if only one
event occurs at a time and there is
enough time between each event to
do all the required computing for that
task. But real-time problems are
seldom so obliging. Often, the computer must handle several events concurrently.
This article describes one way to
include concurrency in your programs, so that each simultaneous
function can be written as a separate,
straightforward task. You achieve
concurrency by using a compact set
of routines called a multitask kernel,
to which each task speaks in a welldefined way. To demonstrate, I will
present an 8080 kernel that supports
multiple concurrent tasks in programs running under typical singleuser operating systems.

A Split-Screen Display
First, let's explore some multitasking concepts by taking a look at an
example program. Suppose you
would like to use your computer as a
smart terminal for a remote system,
but you have a tendency to forget the
passage of time, thereby running up a

gigantic bill for computer and telephone services. A possible solution is
to display the current time in a large
banner format on the upper one-third
of the console screen and show the
usual dialogue with the remote system on the lower two-thirds. Because
you can assume that the processor
and the console screen run much
faster than the telephone modem, this
goal appears reasonable.
Five tasks are chosen to run at the
same time; these tasks send keyboard
characters to the modem, receive
modem input, periodically get the
time of day, and display the two parts
of the screen. The keyboard task can
be written in pseudocode as:
KEYBOARD_TASK:
begin
repeat
while no key hit
SWAPOUT;
get character from keyboard;
while modem not ready for character
SWAPOUT;
send character to modem;
until forever;
end;

The routine that enables you to
write this task as though it had exclusive use of the processor is called
SWAPOUT. This kernel routine
takes control from the calling task

and gives it to another task. Thus,
one way that the processor can be
shared among concurrent tasks is by
having them voluntarily relinquish
control, with the understanding that
they will soon get it back. Of course,
the best time for a task to do this is
when it is in a waiting mode.
The SWAPOUT routine demonstrates how multiple tasks are made
to behave as concurrently executing
processes. Each task is assigned its
own data area, or stack frame. When
SWAPOUT is called, the complete
state of the calling task is saved; the
state of the task includes the condition of its program counter, machine
registers and flags, and everything
already on its stack. Then, by
switching the stack pointer to another
stack frame, the next ready task is
restored to the state in which it was
preserVed, and returned to execution.
Unlike the keyboard task, the other
sample tasks (modern receive, time,
and display) are not truly independent of each other. They need to communicate somehow; in particular, the
display task needs to receive characters for display from the remaining
two tasks. Moreover, it needs to
know when characters are available.
The other two tasks need to know
when to send characters. I will explore these two closely related issues
of task communication and synSeptember 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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No hvo businesses
are alike either.
Your business is unique.
And your problems are unique.
So, if you want to buy a small computer,
where can you go to get some understanding and help?
IBM.
We have a range of small computers
starting at under $4,000. There's one that
can be tailored to fit your unique needs
and grow as your business grows.
Thousands of software programs are
written for IBM. So whether your business
is agriculture or zoology, you can find the
right software, right away.
If you ever need help, IBM has the most
experienced and widely skilled service organization in the business.
If you didn't think IBM offered so much
to solve your unique problems, think of it
this way:
We're unique too.
For a free brochure or demonstration of
IBM's small computers call your local IBM
sales office or our toll-free number below.

---- ---- - ----_
- --.-

--

Call IBM Direct 1800 631-5582 Ext. 104. In Hawaii/Alaska 1800 526-2484 Ext. 104.
(Or write IBM, DRM, Dept. 1K3106, 400 Parson's Pond Drive, Franklin Lakes, N..I. 07417)
Circle 215 on inquiry card.
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chronization further, but, for now,
assume the existence of some kind of
buffer mechanism between tasks. The
remaining four tasks can then be
sketched as follows:
MODEMJECEIVLTASK:
begin
repeat
while the modem has no character

SWAPOUT;
get character from modem;
put character in bottom-buffer;
until forever;
end;

TIMLTASK:
begin
repeat
get time in banner form;
put time string in top_buffer;
DELAY(one minute);
until the end of time;
end;

2,000 new programs for your
TRS·80 ® 12.
C P/ M is the run away
leader in disk operating
systems, bu t until now owners
of Rad io Shac k computers
have been locked o ut o f the
th o usands of useful programs
that o perate on CP/ M.
Now yo u can put th e power
of CP/ M into yo ur Rad io
Shack TR S-80 II , 12, o r 16,
and be a ble to use all the
popular and use ful softwareand hardware- that has been
previo usly o ut of your reac h.

Use any printer.
Instead of being cha in ed to
Radi o Shack hardwa re, yo u'll
be able to add a video terminal,
any printer (serial o r parallel)
and several Wincheste r
hard d isk drives with storage
up to 80 megabytes.

TOP_DISPLAY_TASK:

Uses only 8.5K of memory.

begin
repeat
while top_buffer empty

Sin ce o ur first ve rsio n '
we nt on the market in 1980,
we've condensed and refin ed it
into a compac t, easy-to-use
system enj oyed by tho usands
of users.
Besides the standard Digita l
Researc h C P/ M manua l,
yo u'll get the 250-page ma nua l
we've deve loped thro ugh o ur
lo ng ex perience in ad ap tin g
C P/ M to Rad io Shack compute rs. Our manu al has lo ts
o f examples a nd an index
and glossa ry.
You'll have your first working
d isk in ten minu tes .

SWAPOUT;
get character from top_buffer;
show character on top screen;
until forever;
end;
BOTTO~DISPLA Y_TASK:

begin
repeat
while bottom-buffer empty

SWAPOUT;
get character from bottom-buffer;
show character on bottom screen;
until forever;
end;

Only $200.
T he floppy d isk versio n of
Pic kl es & Tro ut CP/ M is 5200.
Th e hard disk versio ns (fo r
Tand y, Corvus, and Cameo) are
5250, except for the multi-user
Cameo , which is 5400.

----------

Yes! Send me free information

I
I
I
I

about CP/M for Radio Shack.

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City __________ Sta te _ _ Zip _ __
Phone _________________________
o r send us yo ur business card .

I
I
I
I

.. _--------_ ..
Pi c kl es & Tro ut®, P.O. Box 1206 , Goleta,
CA 93116 (805) 685-4641

TRS-R011I Rad io Shack / Tandy Cor po ration. C P/ M " Digita l Rcscan:h.
Pickle s & T roll I II Pic kles & Tro ut. O IYH.1 Pickles & Trout
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A new kernel routine, DELAY, is
introduced in TIME-TASK. This
routine allows you to postpone a task
for a specified time, giving control of
the microprocessor to the remaining
tasks. Here, it triggers a new time display about once per minute. To implement the DELAY routine, the existence of some type of real-time
clock is assumed, perhaps the same
one used to handle the time of day.
The clock handler calls the kernel
routine TICK each time a tick (cycle)
occurs. When the time specified to
DELAY has elapsed, the delayed task
is readied to continue execution.
The availability of a periodic clock
interrupt that cycles every few milliseconds also raises the possibility of
calling SWAPOUT from the interrupt

LAST NIGHT, 39 MUSICIANS HAD A
COMPUSERVE CONFERENCE, So DID 31 M.D.s,
49 SPORTS FANS AND 640 APPLE POLISHERS,
AND NO ONE HAD TO LEAVE HOME.
The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and MU'c h More Rewarding.
Every night on the CompuServe
Information Service, professional
and social groups discuss a wide
range of subjects. From what's new
in medical technology to what's
nouvelle in continental cuisine.
And every day more computer
owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting
new way to exchange ideas and
even transfer hard copy data.

And besides electronic forums,
they leave messages for each other
on our national bulletin board,
"talk" informally on our CB simulator,
and communicate via CompuServe's
electronic maiL
But best of all, in most cases,
CompuServe subscribers get all of
these state of the art communications
options, plus a world of on-line
information and entertainment for
the cost of a local phone call plus
connect time.
To become part of this flexible
communications network, all you

need is a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any personal computer,
terminal, or communicating word
processor.
To receive an illustrated
guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

ColDpuServe
Consumer Inlormalion Service. PO Box 202t 2
5000 Arlington Cenlre Blvd .. Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio ca ll 614·457·0802
An H&R Block Company
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Circle 88 on inquiry card .

handler. This technique (called timeslicing) would eliminate the need for
each task to call SWAPOUT itself.
Some new problems would be introduced, however, because the order of
task execution is harder to control.
What's more, all parts of the system
must now be reentrant; that is, they
must not use memory cells that are
accessible to other parts of the
system, except explicitly for intertask
communication. An important consequence of this situation is that runtime libraries and operating system
calls must be reentrant, which they
not always are. A more direct way to
eliminate multiple calls to
SWAPOUT involves the use of semaphores.

COUNT
LINK

Figure 1: The semaphore data structure
consists of a count of the number of times
the semaphore has been signaled with no
tasks waiting and a link to a list of tasks
waiting for signals.

DATA
DATA
DATA

Semaphores
You might notice that in the sample
keyboard task, the keyboard is
checked many times before a character is finally typed. Calling
COUNT
PUT_IN {
SWAPOUT prevents getting hung up
SEMAPHORE ~-L-I-NK--t
in a loop, but it seems a waste of
~====l
microprocessor time to keep swapt--_C_OU_N_T--I} TA KEN _ 0 UT
LINK
SEMAPHORE
ping KEYBOARD_TASK in and out
of execution with nothing accomplished. A better method would Figure 2: The FIFO buffer. Characters are
forgo execution until a certain event put into the buffer where TAIL points and
occurs (a key is hit). This facility can removed at HEAD. After each access , the
be provided by a:semaphore, a simple appropriate pointer is advanced; at the
data structure used to signal the oc- end of the buffer, the pointers are
wrapped around to point to the first slot.
currence of events and to wait for
them. The event associated with a
semaphore is agreed upon by the
tasks involved; the routines for using the counter is incremented. When a
it are provided by the multi task task finally gets around to checking
the semaphore, the counter is
kernel.
A semaphore is based on the idea decremented, and the task doesn't
of using a Boolean variable to com- need to wait at all .
municate an event (for example, the
Using the new semaphore strucreal-time clock flip-flop). A way to ture, you can rewrite the keyboard
suspend a task's execution has been - task:
added by the inclusion of a link field,
which the kernel routines can use to
:
build a list of tasks waiting for the KEYBOARD_TASK
begin
event (see figure 1). This field takes
repeat
care of one or more tasks that are anW AIT(keyboarcLj)it);
get character from keyboard;
ticipating an event. But what if lots of
WAIT(modeIIL-out~eady);
events are signaled before they can all
send character to modem;
be handled? Within reasonable limits,
until forever;
these events can be handled by a
end;
counting semaphore, a semaphore
The modem-receive task could
whose Boolean variable is replaced
undergo
similar changes, with both
by a counter. Each time an event is
signaled with nothing waiting for it, tasks using the new kernel routine

WAIT(semaphore). The address of
the semaphore is passed to the kernel.
If at least one event has occurred,
WAIT returns immediately; otherwise, it postpones the task until a
routine such as SIGNAL(semaphore)
is called to signal the event. In the
above example, an interrupt handler
could do the signaling, or one task
could be dedicated to checking all the
devices and signaling the appropriate
semaphores.

Intertask Communication
Now that you have semaphores to
handle the synchronizing of tasks,
you can build ways of moving data
between tasks as well. Focusing on
the passing of a single character, I will
use a circular first-in / first-out (FIFO)
buffer of the form shown in figure 2;
in this buffer, characters are put in at
TAIL and removed at HEAD,
advancing these pointers with each
access . What's needed is a way to indicate when the buffer is full and
when it is empty; you will also want
to suspend a task that can't access the
buffer at these times.
Both of these needs are met by using a pair of counting semaphores,
one to guard the input and one to
guard the output. The count fields
correspond to the count of characters
put in and taken out, respectively.
Initially, the input count is 0, the output count is set to the buffer size, and
the buffer is empty. The following
complementary routines can now be
written to access the top and bottom
screen buffers:
GET_ONE(buffer):
begin
with the buffer specified, do
WAIT(PUT~N) ;

get character at HEAD;
advance HEAD;
SIGNAL(TAKEN_OUT);
return character to caller;
end;
end;
PUT_ONE(character, buffer):
begin
with the buffer specified, do
WAIT(T AKEN_OUT) ;
put character at TAIL;
advance TAIL;
SIGNAL(PUT~N) ;

end;
end;
September 1983 © BYTE Pu blications In c.
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The effect of these routines is to
enable tasks to pass characters to
other tasks without concern for
whether they can be accepted at the
moment; likewise, the accepting tasks
need not worry about whether
characters are available (SWAPOUT
is unnecessary). Buffer-space
housekeeping is done by the
semaphore counts, and through the
semaphore links, tasks are postponed
if their requests cannot be honored.

QUALITY

SDSVSTEMS

PERFORMANCE

RELIABILITY

The Choice of Systems Integrators Worldwide!
The features you need, the quality you demand, and
field proven with over 50,000 5-100 boards sold since
1977. 5D5ystems quality board products now backed by
a one year warran(y.

Mutual Exclusion
"

"

IEEE 696/5-100 BU5

v

1(

lr

11>

SBC 200
$315

ExpandoRAM III
$650

Versa Floppy II
$450

CPU Board
• Z80A Processor, 4
MHZ.
• Serial Port
• Parallel Port
• Includes Monitor
Prom

Memory Board
• 256K Dram
• 4 MHZ Operation
• Software Selectable
Bank Switch
• Ideal for use with
Banked CP/M Plus™

v

Disk Controller
• Control up to 4 Drives
Simultaneously
• Single or Double Side
• Single or Double
Density
• Includes CP/M Plus™
(V3.0) and BIOS

r---------------,

I

Buy the Complete SDSystems
Three Board Set with CP/M Plus™
And SAVE

I
I Price if Purchased Separately $1415
L

YOUR I
COST I

$1295 00 I

---------------~

SDSystems State-Of-The-Art
S-100 Mainframe Enclosure
• 6 Slot Motherboard with folded
bus architecture
• Power supply, reset, and on/off
are integral to the motherboard
• Dual cooling fans
• Compact size approximately
4"X14 "Xl 7"

CP/M PlusTM-High Performance
Single User Operating System
• CP/M 2.2TM compatible-no
modification
• Wh en used with SDSystems
256K memory board speeds are
up to 7 tim es faste r than CP/M
2.2TM
• Support for 1 to 16 banks of RAM
• High pe rformance fil e system

Obtain These and Other Fine SDSystems Products From:

9100

O,V . of 696 Gorp

14425 North 79th Street, Suite B
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
TELEX 165025
Technical 602-991-7870
Sales 800-528-3138
FULL DEALER SUPPORT

Visit our Showroom, Hours Monday-Friday 9:00 am-5:00 pm
C P/M 2.2 and CP/M Plu s Trad e mark s o f Di g ita l Researc h, In c.
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The possibility of tasks interfering
with each other may be important not
only in conjunction with memory
cells used by simultaneous tasks but
also with any resource. In fact, the
console screen is itself a single
resource shared by two display tasks.
What makes this condition a problem
is that screen operations are divisible;
that is, a single console function (such
as positioning the cursor) might require several accesses (escape sequences). Each of these accesses
might take enough time so that the
microprocessor could be executing
other tasks while waiting. Thus, the
console-screen accesses constitute a
critical region of the program-one
that needs protection from use by
more than one task at a time.
The mutual exclusion of tasks from
a critical region can be handily accomplished using a semaphore . The
count field of this semaphore takes on
only two values: available (1) and
reserved (0). A calling task waits at
the entrance to the region if it is
reserved; upon exit, the region is
made available again. The semaphore
is initially set to available (1). The
following routine is passed either a
displayable character or a special
code requesting a control function,
such as erase line or inverse video
on / off:

SHOW_CHARACTER(character ,subscreen} :
begin
WAIT (available);
if necessary, move cursor to new subscreen;
send character or special sequence to screen;
record new cursor position ;
SIGNAL(available};
end;

Step up to a 16·BIT Powerhouse!

The "SLICER" is a HIGH PERFORMANCE single board computer based on the
new, highly advanced Intel 80186 CPU. The board has these advanced features:
•

Full 8MHz 16-bit microprocessor having complete software compatibility
with the 8086 and 8088

•

Two full function RS232C serial ports
with baud rates individually controlled
by software.

• Baud rate for console port is acquired
automatically.
• Floppy disk controller allows the combination of 5 1/4 and 8" disk drives,
single or double sided, single or double
density.
• SASI port for hard disk controller with
data transfer rate of up to 2Mb per
second.
• Memory capacity of 256KB ram on
board plus up to 32KB of EPROM.

• A high performance ROM monitor is included with all systems.
•

BIOS for CPIM86 * operating system included.

•

Power requirements:
+ 5 volt, ± 5% at 3 ampere max.
+ 12 volt, ± 10% at 60 milliampere
max.
- 12 volt, ± 10% at 50 milliampere
max.

• All this on a board the width of a 5114 "
drive and only 111f2 inches long.
• Sold in various kit forms from
$140-$895. Assembled and tested
$1,075. Qpantity discounts available.
Prices valid through July.
• Complete documentation included.

• 90 line expansion interface with 20 bit
latched address bus, 16 bit data bus
and all important 80186 control signals.

Available Now!
~~~~~~ This system is marketed and supported exclusively by:
::::
Note: New name, address and telephone number.

COMPUTER INC. 2543 Marshall St. N.E.
SLICER SLICER
Minneapolis, MN 55418 phone (612) 788·9481
Mastercard, Vis., check, money order or C.O.D. orders accepted. Please .IIow 4·6 weeks for delivery.
·CP/M. trademark of DlglI.1 Research Inc.

Circle 402 on inquiry card.

can be described from three perspectives: the states that tasks enter, the
underlying data structure, and the
function calls used.

The routine calls WAIT or SWAPOUT between sending characters to
the console device. Therefore, other
tasks run but cannot enter the critical
region until the first calling task is
finished.

Task States

An 8080 Multitask Kernel
Listing 1 (page 458) shows a set of
routines, called MTK80, written in
8080 code for the Digital Research
MAC assembler. You can insert the
routines into a program along with
the included macroinstructions for
convenient calling sequences (see listing 2, page 466). Except for the user
macroinstructions, all labels include a
nonalphanumeric character to reduce
conflicts with user symbols. If you
use the DELAY call, a real-time
(periodic) clock is also required.
If the conditional assembly control
symbol INTS7 is true, interrupts are
disabled on entry and enabled on exit
from each kernel routine. This setup
ensures that the kernel data structures
cannot be accessed by more than one
routine at a time (a simple form of

INITMT

Figure 3: The MTKBO task state diagram.

mutual exclusion). If STAK7CK is
true, the stack pointer is checked to
see if it is inside the current frame. If
it intrudes upon a neighboring frame
at the time it is checked, crucial data
has likely been destroyed, so the
kernel is abandoned.
The operation of the MTK80 kernel

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

P-----.

ERROR

GTEK MODEL 7128 EPROM PROGRAMMER
~~~~~

The state diagram in figure 3 shows
the possible states a task can be in
{circles} and the routines used to
make transitions {arrows} to other
states. You would need one such
diagram for each task to describe the
condition of all tasks in a program.
Only one task can be in the running
state at a time, and, of course, it
makes the function calls to change its
own state or the state of another task.
The dormant state applies to tasks
that might be in program memory but
have no assigned stack frame. When
a task initially starts, it is associated
with a frame and given control. As
. the diagram shows, only a running
task can stop its own execution
altogether and become dormant
again. It is not possible to terminate
other tasks directly.
Text continued on page 467

MOVE UP TO TARBELL
/Jj

•

Microprocessor based intelligence for ease of
use and interface. You send the data, the
7128 takes care of the rest .
AS-232 interface and ASCII data formats
make the 7128 compatible with virtually
any computer with an R5 ·232 serial Interface port .
Auto-select baud rate .
Use with or without handshaking.

•

•
•

•
•

Verily erasure and compare commands.
Busy light indicates when power is being applies to program socket .
Complete with TEXTOOL zero insenion
force socket and integral 120 VAC power
supply. (240 VAC/50HZ available also)
High Performance/Cost ratio.
••• Model7128 PRICE 5389.00 •••

•

•

Bidirectional XonfXoff supported.

CTS/DTA suppo r1ed ,
Devices suPPOrted as of OEC 82 .
NMOS NMOS CMOS EEPROM

•

•
•

•
•
•

2508

2716
2732
2732A
2764
27128
27256

2516
27C32 5213H
2532
C6716 X2616
2564
27C64 48016
68766
1261BA
6755

27C16

5213

MPU'S
8748

6746H
6749
6741
6742
6751

MODEL 511 allows programm ing the 8751,
Intel's high powered single chip processor.
Price 5174.00

MODEL 755 allows programming the
6755 EPROM/IO chip

Price 5135.00

Read pin compatible ROMS also.
Automatic use of proper program voltage
based on type selected.
Menu driven eprom type selection, no personality modules rAquired.
(40 pin devices requi re adapter)
INTEL, Motorola and MeS·B6, Hex lormats.

•

•

2758

MODEL 7128 SOCKET ADAPTERS
MODEL 481 allows programming of 8748,
8749. 8741. 8742 single chip p rocessors.
Price 598.00

MODEL 7128/24 • budget version of the
7128. Supports 24 pin parts thru 32K only.
Upgradable to full 7128 capacity.
Price $289.00

~~~~~~~I~ltro:~a~~e~ItII~~~a~~~~Sria~e;~t.ro.

Non·el<pandeble. very low cost models available for specific devices.
MODE L 7128·Ll for 2716 only $179.00
MODEL 7128 ·L2 for 2732 only $209.00

Interupt driven type ahead, program and
verify rea l time wh ile sending data.
Program single byte, block , or who le eprom .
Intell igent diagnostics discern between
eprom which is bad and one which merely
needs eras ing.

Also BVailable from stock :
Eprom Erasers UVP model DE · 4 .. $78.00
Avocet Systems Cross Assemblers $200.00
AS-232 Cab le Assemblies . . .. . . $25.00
Programmable Devices. . . . . . • . . . cell
Complete development systems . $3240 .00
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INC.

Post Office Box 289
Waveland , Mississippi 39576
(601 I 467·8048
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Tarbell starts where small
systems leave off , providing
storage from 1 to 20
megabytes. This means
Tarbell is capable of growing
with your needs .
Here's what you get in the
system: Z80 4Mhz CPU with
memory management , timer
and full interrupt capability, 2
RS-232 serial ports with
handshaking, 64 K bytes of
random-access memory,
double density floppy disk
interface, 2 double density

floppy disk drives, cabinet,
power supply , cables and
software including CP IM 2.2,
CBASIC, Tarbell BASIC and
Tarbell DataBase .
Tarbell makes available
word processing , inventory
control with bill of materials ,
mailing lists and other
business software .
The Tarbell Empire Series is
delivered assembled , tested,
and with a FULL six-month
warranty on parts and labo r.

The One-Stop Shopping Service
950 Dovlen Place, Suite B
Carson, CA 90746
(213) 538-4251

Circle 431 on inquiry card.

More than a
personal computer.

It's an accountant, word
processor and financial
planner. Now for only
$3,390 per user.*
No matter what business or profession you 're in, ALTOS®
has a desktop business computer system that can improve
your efficiency-at a price that won't put you out of business.
For example, a typical Altos business solution includes
integrated software applications for accounting (including a
self-paced, step-by-step, built-in tutorial), word processing and
financial planning . They' re all easy to learn and use.
You can also choose from hundreds of other applications for
attorneys, dentists, doctors, insurance agents, manufacturers,
pharmacists, realtors and many more.
Altos systems are designed to grow as your business grows .
You can start with a single user and add more users on the same
system , Plus you can link hundreds together with a network.
And when you 're ready, built-in features let you add more
storage capacity, peripherals and communications-even electronic mail and appOintment scheduling.
All of our systems are backed by responsive, nationwide
service and support through the Customer Service Division of
TRW, Inc.
So if your business or profession demands more than a
personal computer can deliver, talk to Altos. Call. write or clip
the coupon today for a free brochure and the name of your
local Altos representative.

Packed with more
value for business
o

Please tell me more about the hundreds of uses for an Altos
desktop business computer system.

o My application is

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Please have an Altos representative contact me.
Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
City I State I Zip _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
Mail to: Altos Computer Systems, Attn: Marketing Services,
2641 Orchard Park Way, San Jose, CA 95134

800-538-7872

8T·9

(In Calif.• 800-662-6265)
In Canada. (416) 864·0740 .

· Complete five user Altos system for $3.390 per user or $16,950. Price approximate and may vary In your area. Packaged system Includes an Altos 586 - 10 hard disk computer with the XEN1X '"' UNIX ,.
operating system with the Altos " Bu siness Command Menu Interface," five t erminals . and the ALTOS ACCOUNTANT {with the built-in ALTOS COMPUTER TUTOA) ,ALTOS EXECUTIVE WOAD

PROCESSOR. and ALTOS EXECUTIVE FIN ANCIAL PLANNER applications . Price does not include printer. cables. Installatton. taxes. add itional training and maintenance.
ALTOS is a registered trademark of Altos Computer Systems . XENIX Is a trademark of Microsoft and Is a microcomputer Implementation of the UNI X operating system. UNI X is a trademark of
Bell laboratories.
®1983 Altos Computer Systems
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Thanks to Smartcom II companion
software, telecomputing is a
You'll be creating files
n ....- .... sending data in no time.

"'t ,,"I 1"'1"" Your computer's telephone.
IIA

I I ;///pl' t""""h ~ ~'~
1,, 1 "'h Ill(IIP 1,,1' '-- Luu/)

Hayes is still leading the way with
new telecomputing products. And
now combining every bit of soprusti·
cated technology into one communi·
cations package for your IBM* Pc.
Smart modem 1200Band Smartcom
II software. Everything you need.
And more.
Whether you're receiving updates
from the field, placing orders with
suppliers a thousand miles away. or
taking advantage of the diverse re·
sources offered by networks and infor·
mation services. Let Hayes proVide
the communications link. With our
popular 1200 bps Smartmodem. Now
available as a convenient plug-in
board for the IBM Pc. And packaged
with our own communications software.
Smartmodem 1200B. Your computer's telephone. That's really what
it is. A telephone that allows your
computer to communicate over ordi'
nary phone lines at up to 1200 bits per

~

1200 baud modems. Smartmodem
1200B operates at full or half duplex.
for compatibility with most timesecond. For speedy. economical trans- sharing systems.
mission of data to any Bell 212A or Bell For those who enjoy designing their
103 type modem. And it's the bne
own programs. Smartrnodem 1200B is
peripheral that vastly expands the use- controllable using any programming
fulness of your computer.
language. But none of that is necessary.
Our single board Smartmodem 1200B Thanks to Smartcom II. The communications program designed by Hayes.
can be installed by your computer
dealer in minutes. It connects directly specifically for Smartmodem!
to your phone jack. operating with
Smartcom II companion software.
Maximizes Smartmodem's capabilirotary dial. Touch-Tone** and key-set
systems. Smartrnodem 1200B will dial. ties. Minimizes your effort. The first
time out. you'll be creating messages.
answer and disconnect all of your
calls automatically It will even redial sending. printing and storing them to
disk. Simultaneously.
your last number upon command.
Smartmodem 1200B
And when you're on the receiving
Ha~es® end. your IBM PC will
also features an automatic speed selector.
do all the work. comthat detects incoming
pletely unattended!
transmission speeds. Along with
But that's just part of Smartcom II's
screen displays to show you its current innovative story. For instance. before
operating status. And. unlike some
you communicate with another system.

IIl1lh
1I1111t.

CD

Imagine. Your computer can receive.
print and store data. concurrently.
Without your even ~
being therel
'

A complete plug-in communications package for the IBM PC.
Requires an IBM PC with minimum 96K bytes of memory;
IBM DOS 1.10 or 1.00; one disk
drive; and gO-column display.
No serial card or separate
power source is needed.

Smartcom II
communications software.

you need to "set up" your computer to
match the way the remote system
transmits data. With Smartcom II. you
do this only once. After that. parameters are stored in a directory on
Smartcom II. Calling or answering a
system listed in the directory requires
just a few qUick keystrokes.
You can store lengthy log-on sequences
the same way. Press one key, and
Smartcom II automatically connects
you to a utility or information service.
And if you need it. there's always
"help:' One of several special functions
assigned to your IBM function keys, this
feature explains prompts, messages, etc.
to make communicating even easier.
Smartcom II also proVides a directory
of the files stored on your disk. Letting
you create, display, list. name, re-name
or erase any file right from the screen,
Like all our prodUcts, Smartcom II
and Smartmodem 1200B are backed
by excellent documentation, a limited
two-year warranty, and full support.
From us to your dealer to you.
So, see your dealer today. Link up to
the exciting world of telecomputing.
With Hayes complete plug-in communications package for your IBM Pc.
Hayes Microcomputer Products.

Inc .. 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd ..
Norcross, Georgia 30092. 4041449-8791.
Smartcom II is a (egistered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer

Products. Inc.
· IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
"TM of American Telephone and Telegraph.
©1983 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
Sold only in the U.S.A.

NOTE: The Smartmodem 1200B
may also be installed in the
IBM Personal Computer XT or
the Expansion Unit.
In those units. another board
installed in the slot to the immediate right of the Smart modem
1200B may not dear the modem;
also. the brackets may not fit
properly. If this occurs. the slot
to the right of the modem
should be left empty.

Circle 204 on inquiry card .

Smartmodem 1200B.
(Includes telephone cable.)
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CD

linked

for use when a

stack

frame

overflow is de-

frame

EGU
EGU

mtkBO

; Include ·'mtkBO . lib " macros on fir s t

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

, Head of list of available f r ames
i Heoad of list of ready frames
i Head of list of delayed frames
, Saved frame size minus 2 -- for o v erflow chec k
, Fatal error Jump address
iRelative tick counter

; Pointer to current frame

in ROM

DSX

D

A=number of frames (must be at least 2),
DE=Fatal error Jump address .
M? INIT : INT " OFF
PUSH
H
H,-2
LXI
DAD
B
? SIZE
;SaVR frame size-2
SHLD
XCHG
ERR?JMP , Set fatal error Jump addre5s
SHLD
D
POP
D
DCX

Initialize Multi-task kernel data structures .
THE STACK POINTER
IS CHANGED IN THIS ROUTINE .
On return, the caller has a new frame .
Not a trace remains of the old stack or registers .
Enter with :
HL=addr of first byte of stack (lowRst) ,
nC=frame size .

Code area -- may be

j----------------------------

? CUR '
DS
?AVAIL : DS
? RDY :
DS
D? LAYED : DS
? SI ZE :
DS
ERR ? JMP : DS
T?COUNT : DS

pass

Interrupts are in system (used by mtkBO. lib )

, Stack overflow will be checked

i

Data Area -- Must be in RAM

MACLIB

TRUE
TRUE

not FALSE

o

If the assembly condition INTS? is true, interrupts are disabled upon
entry to all routines, and re-enabled upon exit and in the idle loop .
Approx . memory re~uirements : code 750 bytes, data 14 bytes .

which no exit is possible unless an interrupt creates the missing

INTS? :
EGU
STAK ? CK : EGU

j

frames are

When a new task re~uest fails for lack of available frames ,
or ther!' are no ready tasks to execute, an idle loop is entered, from

initialization routine,

tected.

FALSE :
TRUE :

,

Lists of equally sized contiguous stack

by the previous byte pair, and the two bytes before that are used
to save the stack pointer for that frame when the task is suspended .
Lists are maintained for ready and waiting tasks/frames , and available
frames, as well as a pointer to the current task/frame .
Semaphores consist of a signal count byte followed by a two-byte ~ueue
link (list pointer).
A fatal error exit address is passed to the

routines .

Tasks are dynamically associated with a stack frame when created.
The highest 2 bytes of each frame are used by the ?DELAY and ?TICK

8080.

Listing 1: MTK80, the multitasking kernel written in MAC assembly language for the

D

iGet caller ' s return

,Return to caller (now a task)

i Get return address

,Give caller the current frame
,Reserve SP-save field

addr~ss

,Set ?CUR to remaining frame

? CUR

,Set hRad of available frame list

iLast frame?

,Set link field to "previous"

,Form linked list backward . . .
~Qet ptr to " previous"
frame
,Advance to next frame

,Set DE to pt to first link field when BC is added
,End link will be NIL
,Init ready ~ueue empty
,Init delayed ~ueue empty

D

H

? AVAIL

FR?LNK

A

D
B
M,E
H
M,D
H
H

D
H,O
?RDY
D?LAYED
H

D

CALL
CALL
NEW ?C UR
LHLD
DC X
DCX
DCX
POP
MOV
DCX
MOV
POP
POP
POP

~' SAVE

-' SHELVE
AP ? RDY
? AVAIL
? CUR
H
H
H
D
M,D
H
M,E
D
B
PSW

' Bring all r egs but HL along to new task

i Place new task address on new stack

,Save (~ check) SP, get ?CUR in BC
, Add current frame to end of ready list
iGet new current frame from top of available list.

task , get new frame , and start new task.
Use "CALL " SPAWN " with new task address in HL.
? SPAWN : INT ? OFF
PUSH
PSW
Suspend old

Use "JMP NEW? TSK" to kill old task ~ start new, address passed in HL
NEW?TSK : INT ? OFF
PUSH
D
XCHG
? CUR
LHLD
DCX
H
M,D
;S~ve task address in SP-save slot
MOV
DCX
H
M,E
MOV
POP
D
, Set SP to top of frame
SPHL
, Get new task address back into HL
XTHL
INT"ON
,Start new task in old frame .
PCHL

FR?LNK:

DCX
DCX
LXI
SHLD
SHLD
PUSH
XCHG
POP
DAD
MOV
INX
MOV
DCX
PUSH
DCR
JNZ
XCHG
SHLD
POP
SHLD
POP
SPHL
PUSH
XCHG
INT " ON
PCHL

~
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; 5et SP to new frame

If

else suspend the current

Save regs ,

find next task,

50 .

resume it .

acknowledge if

queue

If

"Flag" a semaphore pointer to bV HL .
it's been signaled already - return,
SIG?F :
INT ? OFF

If its count is non-zero,
else signal it normally .

there was only one ready task (the active one). it will be continued
SUS? PND : INr' OFF
PSW
PUSH
" SAVE
c'SHELVE ;Save • check SP . get ? CUR in BC
CALL
Ap ? RD Y ;Add current task to end of ready list
CALL
NEW?CUR ? RDY
?NEXT :
;Get new frame from top of ready list
LHLD
?CUR
H
DCX
A, M
MOV
H
DCX
MOV
L. M
; Get saved SP
~lOV
H.A
SPHL
i 8witch SP to new frame
RE~' STOR
iRetrieve registers
RE ~' SUME
iResume previously suspended task

Suspend cLlrrent task .

Check if a semaphore at HL has been signaled ;
Returns non-lero if signaled .
WA I T?C : 1 Nr'OFF
MOV
A. M
ORA
A
;Signaled?
PUSH
PSW
; (Save status)
JZ
NO? ACK
"ACK :
DCR
M
; Yes. ac knowledge
NO ? ACK : RE ? SUME
; Return to caller

;Point to queue link
;Add current frame pointer to sem .
; Activate next ready task

;Save • check SP. get ?CUR in BC
i Restore semaphore ptr

; Signaled ?

' s queue and go to the next ready task .

acknowledge and return,

task on the semaphore
WAIT? S : INT?OFF
PUSH
PSW
MOV
A.M
ORA
A
JNZ
? ACK
?SAVE
? SHELVE
CALL
POP
H
PUSH
H
INX
H
CALL
A" PEND
? NEXT
JMP

signaled ,

Check for signals at the semaphore pointed to by HL .

Terminate current task. forget all registers and stack .
Put stack frame on the available list. go to next ready task .
INT?OFF
?TERM :
?AVAIL ; Get ptr to available list
LHLD
XCHG
?CUR
LHLD
i Get current frame ptr
SHLD
?AVAIL ;put it at top of available list. for convenience .
MOV
M.E
INX
H
MOV
M. D
; Link to the rest of the list
? NEXT
JMP
iGet next read~ task and resume it

SPHL
INT ? ON
RET

Listing 1 continued:

SIG?Q

A

PSW
A. M
signal

else return to caller

If cQunt=Q,
i.

M. B
H
M.C
C.E
B. D
AP?RDY

C.M
H
B.M
H

H
E.M
H
D.M
get

first

frame ptr in queue

iReturn to caller

;Add waiting task to ready

;Get first waiter in BC
~ueue

iMake that new first in Q.ueue

; Use it to get next ptr in list

; NO,

time is up .
" TICK :
INT?OFF
PUSH
? SAVE
LHLD
INX
SHLD
XCHG
TICK ? LP ' LHLD
MOV
ORA
JZ
PUSH
INX
INX
MOV

Listing 1 continued on page 462

T?C OUNT
H
;Bump tick count
T?COUNT
iGet current count in DE
D?LAYED ;Get fi rst in delayed list
A.H
L
; Emp ty list?
TICK ? X
H
; No ..
H
H
A. M
;Get target time for delayed task

PSW

Real-time clock handler .
Can be called . or use a Jump at end of
interrupt handler .
Preserves all registers, and enables interrupts
before returning (if INTS? is TRUE) .
Increments the relative tick
count. and takes tasks off the top of the delayed list when their

SIG?RDY : ?SAVE
INX
MOV
INX
MOV
XCHG
MOV
INX
MOV
DCX
XCHG
MOV
DCX
MOV
MOV
MOV
CALL
RE?STOR
RE?SUME

Signal a semaphore pointed to by HL .
If nothing in Q.ueue, increment
count and return , else activate first task in semaphore queue.
S I G? S :
I NT?OFF
PUSH
PSW
SIG?Q :
INX
H
;Point to semaphore link field
MOV
A.M
INX
H
ORA
M
;Queue ptr
NIL?
DCX
H
DCX
; (restore HL)
H
JNZ
SIG?RDY
INR
M
; YES, increment count (no waiters)
RE?SUME
i . . return to caller .

PUSH
MOV
ORA
JZ
RE?SUME

dBASE IIIIVI
The most widely sold DMBS for micros, dBASE
II defines the state of the art. An inexperienced
user can create a dBASE file, begin data entry,
and print out a report in minutes; the experienced programmer can create complex program
systems using dBASE's unique programming
language. Both can use automatic program
generators and other programming tools to
create applications quickly and easily.

• • • • • • •

$398

THE DATABASE ACCELERATOR: Automatically creates menus and
"intelligent" data entry screens which check input for correctness.
Eliminates 80-100% of dBASE programming time!
aUICKCODE: Fox & Geller's popular generator .

..$195

.. . .. .$185

dGRAPH: Allows you to see your dBASE file in graphic form-a real
aid to understanding.
. ..... $195
ABSTAT: Allows you to analyze your data using a wide variety of
statistical tests. Can be used with dBASE files or by itself. Also does
. .. .. . $359
bar graphs and plots .

EDIX & WORDIX
EDIX is a full-screen editor specifically designed
to take advantage of the advanced features of
the IBM PC; WORDIX is the best text formatter
on the market. Together, they are an unbeatable
combination, the finest word processor available
on a micro-at an unbeatable price!

$279

EDIX alone . . ... .. .... . .. .. . . .. . .. .... .. .. .... . .. .. ..... $149
WORDIX . .. . . . ... .. .... . .. . . . .. .. .... ... . .. . . . ... . _. _ .

MULTIPLAN™
The world's hottest-selling spreadsheet ,
Multiplan'" is now setting the standard for ease
of use and quality of documentation. Each of the
Multiplan'" series comes complete with
sophisticated training programs.

• •

• • • • •

$149

$189

Multi-Tool Budget 'expert system': used with Multiplan', enables new
users to get budgets out in minutes .
. . . . .. $69
Multi-Tool Financial Statement: Expert help in getting out financials.

.. .... $109

SMARTMODEM 300 $209
These Hayes Stack Modems link your computer's RS232 serial port directly to a modular
phone jack. They will dial the phone for you, and
answer it as well. The Smartmodem 300 runs
at 0-300 baud ; for those needing higher speed,
the Smartmodem 1200 can run at 1200 baud.

NEW! NEW! NEW!

1200
12008

Smartmodem 1200B: for the IBM PC only ... . . . . . .... $469

460
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$509
$479

IBM PC SOFTWARE
(!'C/MS DOS)

Wordstar ..
Microsoft .!)
Multiplant~ ' .

Business
American TraTn/nf)
Inlernalfonal
Power lor PC ~DS . ..•
Aplek

LIST
75

125

Rainbow Writer
Ashton·Tale
Financial Planner
Aspen Software

700

4B9

50

56
38
38
38

195

160

Grammalik

75

Proofreader 32K

50

Proofleader 501(

50

Proofreader SOK .
BPI Systems Inc.
Personal Accountant .
8eaman Porter

SALE
56

399

369

Personal Financial Pgm
95
COmprehensive Software Support
PC Tutor
80
Comshare
Financial Modeling .
325
Conlinental Software
FCM (First Class Mail)
125
Home Accountan t Plus . .
150
OaJamost
Real Estate lnves. Prg .
130
Eaale Software Publishing
Money Decisions Vot. 1 .
199
Money Decisions Vo!. 2
230
Money Pack Vol. 1 & 2
400
EmeTa/ng Technology
Edl,
195
Edix + Wordix
390
Howard Software

66

Powcrtexl
Best Products

Real Estate Analyzer .

250

Information Unlimited Software
AP
595
AR
595
Easy Planner
250
Easy Speller 1. 1 (Dead)
Easy Speller 2
225
Easy Speller 2JLegal .
350
Easy Speller 2JMedicai
350
EasyWliter II
350
Financial Mgmt.
(ARIAPIGL)
1495
GL
595
INV
595
Older Entry
595
Payroll .
595
Intellect Associates
PC Text.
100
Window .
150
Lexlsoft
Spellbinder .
495
LIfBtree
Volkswriter ..
t95
Metasoft
Benchmark Mall List .
250
Benchmark
Word Processor
500
Micro Pro
Mailmerge .
250
SpeUsta, .
250
Word/Mail . .
695
Word/Spell ,
695
Word/Spell/Mail
845

60
264
79

99
95
129
169
299
149
279
185

495
275

Oasis
Punctuation & Style
The Word Plus ..
150
PBL COrporation
Personal Investor
145
SER IES 4 PAK
(GL .AR.AP)
595
Pro·Tem
Notebook
150
ScrIpps Data Systems Inc..
Job Cost System
495
Select Information Systems
Select Word Processor .
595
Softward
Wordmate
500
Software Arts
TK!Solver
Software Products International
logicalc
190
Procalc .
350
Sorclm
Supercalc .
195
Supercalc 2 .
295
Superspellguard .
195
Superwriter .
295
Supersoll
Optimizer .
200
Texasoft
Thinker (Spreadsheet) .
75
VersalCx t .
200
Vlslcorp
Business Forecasting
Mod i .
100
Desktop Plan .
300
Visicalc .
250
Visispell ..
225
Visiwork
375

327
lB9

109
112
98
349

371
339

340
224
142
262
129
185
129
179
149
56

172
7B
229
169
183
298

Database
389
389
lBB
135
229
229
229
1019
389
389
389
389
73
113
259
129
184
367
165
165
426
426
558

Alpha Software
lJST
Database Manager .
245
Mail Ust .
95
Applied Software Technology
OBASE .
lB9
Versaform . .
389
Ashton·Tate
dBASE II
700
dBASE II w/user's guide .
729
COnceptual Instruments
Desk Organizer .
COndor COmputer COrporation
Condor 1 .
295
Condor 3 .
650
Fox & Gelfer
Quickcode .
295
dG RAPH .
295
dUTIL ..
99
Information Unlimited Sottware
Easy Filer
400
tnnovatlve Software
TIM III
495
link Systems
299
Data Fax .
Micro Pro
Infostar .
495
Reportslar
350
North American BusIness Systems
< <Answer> > .
250
PC Software
75
Crealabase

SALE
169
67
143
259
39B
429
245
lB9
398
185
195

59
279
279
224
327
231
159
67

Orders must be PAID by October 31
to qualify for these special prices

TELEPHONE ORDERS
Outside Calif.:
Inside Calif.:

(800) 222-8811
(415) 324-3730

Order lines are manned 6:30-6 Monday thru Friday and 95 Saturday. Other lines are open 9-5 Monday thru Friday.

Technical Support
Order Status
Sales Manager

(415) 324-0311
(415) 324-0306
(415) 324-0305

Software Products International
Logiquest II .
250
Logiquest III .•
550
Software Publishers
PfS: file .
140
PFS: Report .
125
Supersoft
Personal Data Base
125
Synapse VIdeo
File Manager .
150
Synergistic SoftwarB
Data Reporter .
250
Vlslcorp
Visidex
250
Visifile
300

SHIPPING: 53 per Item for UPS surface ($6 for Blue Label) within Continental USA,
except where shipping cost is speclfied in square brackets. UPS does not go to Canada,
Alaska , APO 's, FPO's; call for Ship charge or add 15%-we will refund/credit difference.
RETURNS: Must have authorization number, obtained at 415-324-0305. Unauthorized
returns will be refused; damaged goods will be refused. All returns subject to 15%
restocking fee. No return after.30 days.

Circle 371 on inquiry card.

105
94
93

Hayes Microcomputer
Products
Smartmodem 1200B
Microsoft
Mouse'·

LIST

Alpha Software
Apple-IBM Connection
Typefaces
Aptek
Epson to Prism .
Byrom Software
BSTAM .
BSTMS
cavalier
Championship Blackjack .
Central Point
Copy II PC
Hayes
Smartcom 2 . .
Hercules
Graphics CARD
Innovative Software
Fast Graphs .
Insoft
Data Design
ISM
Graphmagic .
Graphmagic Combo .
M/crostu(
CrosstalkiSmartmodem .
Peter Norton
Utilities ..
Southeastern
Data Capture
Versa Computing
Graphics Hardcopy
Vcrsawriter Graphics

169
189
219

SALE
479

599
195

149

Home/Education/Games
LIST

Acorn Suftware
Lost Colony
Lost Colony

SALE
22
22

30
30

Apl.k

PC Ticker Tape
Alltomated SlmulationsJEpyx
Curse 01 Ra .
Temple 01 Apshai
Upper Reaches
of Apshai .
Avalon Hili
Andromeda Conquest .
Computer
Stocks & Bonds .
Draw Poker .
Galaxy
Midway Campaign
Voyager .
Bible Research
THE WORD Processor ..

22

20
40

15
30

20

15

23

17

25
21
25

19
16
19
16
19

21
25

lark I ..
lork II .

lark III
Information Solutions. Inc..
25:01 The 25th Hour
ISM
Mathemaglc
LIghtning
Master Type .
Microsofl lll
Flight Simulator'·
Dmrlc
8!ingsplals
Championship Draughts .
Space Guardian
Sierra On Line
Crossfire ..
Frogger
Ulysses & Golden Fleece
Sirius
Conquest (CalJ To Arms) .
Strategic Simulations
Warp FaClor .

75

30

22
22
22

50

3B

50
40
50
40
40
40

37

74

90

65

50

3B

50

3B

35
35
30

26
26
22

30
35
40

22
26
29

30

22

40

30

Howard Sams
LIST
Programmer
200
Lifeboat
C·Food Smorgasborg
Lattice C Compiler .
500
,. = Manufacturer's trademark

SALE
150

195
125

SALE
135
87

200
200

149
149

40

30

40

35

119

90

499

399

295

159

225

169

90
150

65
119

195

135

BO

60

120

90

25

19

299

249

300

215

150

99

111>011

IBM PC HARDWARE

595
595

PRo

LIST
325

SALE
264

150

113

250

184

500

367

1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250

790
790
790
790
790
790

Database
LIST

AshtrJn·Tate
dBASE II .
Fox & Geller
Quickcode .
dGRAPH .
dUTIL . .
Organic
Datebook

700
295
295

SALE
398

99

195
195
59

395

331

DigItal Research
CB86 (avail soon!) .
CBASIC B6 .
CIS COBOL 86 ..
CPIM ·B6 .
Concurrent CP/M-86
Level 2 COBOL 86 .
Pascal MT+ 86
Pascal MT+86
Wilh SPP·B6 .
SID B6 .
Micro Focus
CIS Cobol 8086 .
Ryan·McFarland
RMICobol
Full Oev System .
RM/Cobol Runtime Only .

LIST

SALE

200
BOO
60
350
1600
400

150
600
45
264
1200
300

600
150

450
94

850

637

950
250

713
188

LIST

239

70

52

525
700
B75
350
175

379
499
624
249
139

35

29

595

449

595
395
110
295

435
2B9
75
90
220

150

126

65
65

49
49

650

249

95

OS) .

200

SALE
149

150

99

~oJf

Move 11 .

HARDWARE,
NOT MACHINE SPECIFIC

300

Big Blue .
Quadrum
256K OUAOBOARO .
64K Ouadboard .
64K RAM Chip SCI .
Asynch AdaptQ(, RS232
Ouadcolor I .
Symtec
Light Pen .
TG Products
Joystick .
Trackball
Tandon
TM100·2 Drive
(5V. ~

SALE
429
429

2295
1795

aes

415

Comshare
Financia l Modeling
Dlctronlcs
Random House
Thesaurus .
Metasoft
Benchmark Mail Ust ..
Benchmark
Word Processor ..
Structured Systems
AP . .
AR
GL .
INV .
Order Entry .

Byrom
BSTAM

.LlST

AST Research
Combo + 64K ..
MEGA + 64K .
Corona
10 MB Hard Disk .
5MB Hard Disk
Corvus
PC Interface, Cable.
Man . . ,
Krall
Joystick .
MIcrosoft ~
128K RAM " .
192K RAM Card" .
256 RAM Card'· .
64K RAM '· .
64K RAM Chip SCI'·
ProgrammIng Internal/onal
PC-Hayes Cable .

Language

Business

Utility/Comm/Graphics

Hardware

30
38
30
30
30

100

713
188

PC SOFTWARE - CP/M-a6

Language

Move It .

30
30

950
250

38

Vis/corp
Visitrend/Plot ..

\46

100

400
225
400
18B

LIST

Tabl .

Blu. ehlp

Millionaire
Broderbund Software
Apple Panic .
Dalamost
Pig Pen
Space Strike .
Friendly Software
Friendlyware .
Infocom
Deadline
Starcross
Suspended

500
300
500
250

Utility/Comm/Graphics

112

Hardware

LIST
SALE
Amdek
300 (12" green) .
175
142
Color 11 (R&G)
899
645
Corona Data Systems
11MB Hard Disk . . .
3295
2695
20l;1B Hard Disk
4295
3495
6MB Hard Disk
2295
lB95
PC Interface.Cable,Man.
300
239
Corvus Systems
11MB Hard Disk . .
3295
2695
20MB Hard Disk .
4295
3495
6MB Hard Disk .
2295
1895
Hayes MIcrocomputer Products
Chronograph .
249
199
Smartmodem 1200
699
509
Smartmodcm 300 . .
279
209
NEe
Monitor 12~ Green
Hi-Res
167
285
Novation
119
J Cat. .
149
Smarl Cat 103 .
259
207
476
Smarl Cat 103/212
595
Duadrum Corp.
Microfazer . .
189
160
Microfazer, in·line serial .
330
270
Microfazcr inline paralle
225
185
® = Microsoll is a registered trademark

PROGRAMMING
I ~ II =fj] ;

r·., •

(e]

hr·,

505 Hamilton Avenue Suite 301
Palo A lto, Ca lifornia 94301

More CP/M'" , APPLE , IBM PC '-, UCSD p-System '·
software, hardware, etc.: call for quote.
TERMS: All prices subject to change without notice and avialabllity. Cashier's
check/MO/bank transfer. Allow time for company or personal checks to clear. Prices
reflect cash prepaid discount. VISAlMASTERCARD/COD/PO 's + 3%. CA reside nts
add sales tax. All sales final for games & special orders.

Mlcrosoft <!l
C Compiler'· .
Mumath/Musimp'· .
Pascalt~ .
muUsp/MuStar '~ .
Ryan-McFarland
AM/Cobol
Full Dev System .
RM/Cobol Runtime Only

18B
412

A Iso available at

Software
\.0 q,0
Call (800) 222·8811, (415) 324-1099, or local
information for Software to go location nearest
you . Software to go prices may differ slightly.
Local sales tax applies.

OPENING SOON
California
• Los Angeles
• Orange County
• San Diego
• Palo Alto

Illinois
• Chicago

New York
• Manhattan

New Jersey
• Camden
• North Jersey

Texas
• Dallas-FI. Worth
• Houston

to serve you better!
BYTE September 1983
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(save tick count)
Yes, get next in list

time is now?

; (restore tick count)

~ueu"

TICK?LP ;Check for any more whos" time is up '

D

D?LAYED ;Make it first
B.D
C.E
AP?RDY ;App"nd ready task to ready

H

D.M

H

i

E.M

i

D

TlCK?X

H

H.M
L.A
DBL?CP

H

CALL
POP
PUSH
LXI
DELAY?L : PUSH
MO V
INX
MOV
MOV
ORA
JZ
PUSH
INX
INX
MOV
INX
MOV
LHLD
MOV
SUB
MOV
MOV
SBB
MOV
CALL
POP
JC
POP
JMP
DELAY?I . MOV
MOV
LHLD
DAD
XTHL
XCHG
LHLD
XCHG

~'SAVE

insert

i

j

GT.

re~uested

delay.

throwaway previous pointer

(restore link pointer)

; If

;Subtract it from target

?CUR

get pointer to previous frame

;Get pointer to calling frame

; Save targetl

DELAY?L ;Continue down the list
B.H
; Save pointer
C. L
T?COUNT
;Calculate target tick count
D

B

DELAY?I

H

H.A
DBL"CP

H

A. B

L.A

L

go insert

;Get delayed task target time

B.M
T?COUNT ;Get current tick count
A.C

H

C.M

H

H

; Save link pointer

go

j

H

If none,

; Get link to next frame in list

; Save pointer

DELAY?I

H

H. M
L.A

H

A.M

H

"SHELVE ;Save & check SP
D
D
;Get delay re~u"st
H.D"LAYED ; point to delayed list

Put caller to sleep for the number of ticks passed in HL ~ by
inserting the current frame in the D?LAYED list in order of
Maximum delay is 65.536 ticks (when HL=Ol.
target times.
"DELAY : INT"OFF
PSOl
PUSH

INX
MOV
MOV
CALL
POP
JNZ
PUSH
MOV
INX
MOV
DCX
XCHG
SHLD
MOV
MOV
CALL
POP
JMP
TlCK?X : RE ? STOR
RE"SUME

Listing 1 continued:

M.C
H
M. B
H
M.E
H
M.D
"NEXT

M.E
H
M.D
H

iResume execution

Or

for overflow,

and return with BC=?CUR .

;Save Stack pointer

;Get SP (plus 2 for return addrl
;. into DE
iGet current frame pointer
; Save it in BC

check

iReturn if ?CUR is less than SP+frame size

Listing 1 continued on page 466

A')PEND an item (frame linkl to the end of a list. HL=ptr to the
head of the list .
BC=item address.
HL. DE and A destroyed.
Call AP?RDY to append
AP ? LP is entry point if item is also a list.
a frame to the ready list.
AP')RDY : LXI
H.?RDY
~?PEND
XRA
A
STAX
8
INX
B
STAX
B
; item points to NIL
DCX
B
AP ? LP .
MOV
A.M
; end of list?
INX
H
ORA
M

ERR ')J MP

L

A. C

?ERROR

H

M.E
STAK"CK
;Get frame size (less 2 for return address)
?SIZE
;C alculate saved SP + frame size
D
A.B

H

M. D

H

?CUR
B.H
C.L

H.2
SP

Save stack pointer,

?SHELVE . LXI
DAD
XCHG
LHLD
MOV
MOV
DCX
MOV
DCX
MOV
if
LHLD
DAD
MOV
CMP
RC
JNZ
MOV
CMP
RC
endif
" ERROR . INT':'ON
LHLD
PCHL

task

and s"t link to NIL .

read~

in current frame

next

;Set target time field

;Link new frame to next in list

; G"t back targ"t

; Set previous link to new frame

Initialize semaphore at HL to value in A.
HL destroyed. A pr"served.
S?INIT
INT~'OFF
MOV
M.A
INX
H
MVI
M.O
INX
H
MVI
M.O
INT')ON
RET

MOV
INX
MOV
POP
XCHG
MOV
INX
MOV
INX
MOV
INX
MOV
JMP

Microsoft, the
people who set the
standard for software,
have done it again with the
Microsoft®Mouse.
Our expertise in both hardware and
software has gone into the development of the Microsoft Mouse. Now
you can plug in the most exciting
computer product of the year and
put it to work.
The Mouse lets you move the
cursor freely and naturally, then
execute commands at
the push of a button .
The Microsoft Mouse is a
complete system . It comes
with an on-screen tutorial , a
practice application , and the
Multi-Tool,. Notepad , a mouse-based
text editor, so you can begin
using the Mouse right away. And
for application developers, the
Mouse includes a programmable

interface
driver to give
your application
program complete
control over the Mouse's
operation .
That's the kind of support you 'd expect
from Microsoft. After all, we were the
world 's first microcomputer software
company. Today, more thar' a m!lIion
microcomputers are running Microsoft languages , operating systems,
application programs, and hardwaresoftware combinations.
You can get the Microsoft Mouse in dedicated versions for the
IBM®-PC, PC XT, and
in a version for MSlMDOS machines with
serial interfaces,
including the IBMPC. The Mouse
supports all
versions of
MS-DOS,
including version 2.0 . Ask your
Microsoft dealer
for a demonstration
of the Microsoft Mouse
- a whole new standard .
BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICR- ,-SOFTM

L----_

Microsoft is a registered trademark,
and MS and the Microsoft logo are
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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If you write anything from
a leu er a day to a book a month.
readlllg thIs could change your life.

The

Word
Processing
Book '

A Short Course
In Computer,Literacy

"Oasis Systems' software - unquestionably the
best" . .. Peter McWilliams, author of
the #1 best-selling book on word processing.

The WORD Plus is the standard by which other
spelling checkers are measured. Here's why:
• Real 45,000 word dictionary.

• Shows errors "in-context."
• Interactive word look-up finds correct spelling
for you and corrects at the push of a button.
• Hyphenates words automatically.
• Solves crosswords, puzzles, and anagrams.
• Works with almost any CP/M®, CP/M-86®
or MS/DOS (1.0, 1.1 and 2.0) compatible
word processing program (WordStar, Magic
Wand (PeachText), Spellbinder, Perfect
Writer, Select, Final Word, Volkswriter,
and more!).

Call or write for
complete information:

Punctuation & Style takes the worry out of writing
by automatically catching dozens of different
punctuation errors, both common and obscure. In
addition, P&S catches unpaired format commands
(underline, boldface, etc.), doubled words, and
more.

P&S gives you a "critique" of your writing,
suggesting alternatives for commonly misused or
over-worked phrases. It also shows where active
voice can replace passive voice to add clarity and
precision.
Punctuation & Style is the perfect companion to
The WORD Plus. It works easily with most CP/M
word processors. (Available soon for CP/M-86 and
MS/ DOS.)

619-222-1153

OASIS
SYSTEMS

2765 Reynard Way
San Diego, CA 92103
Circle 331 on inquiry card .

CP/M and CP/M·BS are registered trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.

Dealers contact :

SOFTWAI. DISTlIBUrOIS
1-800-252-4024 (in Ca li fornia)
1-800-421-0814 (outside California)
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a-

....
a-

M.C

H

M. B

AP?LP

E. M

H

AP?X
D.M

no,

; yes.

i

set end link to point to item

get link as new ptr

specifing the

(empt~

list).

MACRO
LXI
JMP
ENDM

new@task~addr

H.new@task@addr
NEW?TSK

Kill the current task entirely .
STOP :
MACRO
JMP
? TERM
ENDM

TASK :

(except HL) .

Control goes to the next ready task .

The current registers are preserved

killing the old task .

The current task is placed on the ready list .
new@task@addr
H.new@task@addr
"SPAWN

Assign the current stack frame to a new task.

(except HL).
START :
MACRO
LXI
CALL
ENDM

Create a stack frame for a new task, and place it into
execution .
The new task will get a copy of the current registers

and set its link to NIL

stack. frames. frame@size. error@Jump
H. stack
S . frame@size
A. frames
D. error@Jump
M?INIT

the number of equal sized stack frames
and the fatal error Jump address .

Initialize a semaphore/s count,
semaphore,value
INITSEM : MACRO
H , semaphore
LXI
MVI
A.value
S?INIT
CALL
ENDM

INITMT : MACRO
LXI
LXI
MVI
LXI
CALL
ENDM

beginning of the stack area,
to be allocated , their size,

Initialize the multi-task kernel data structures.

Listing 2: This program sets up initial conditions for multitasking.

RET

Double precision compare (lb-bit unsigned) .
HL compared to DE .
Accumulator destro~ed .
Carry set if HL is greater than DE.
Z set if equal .
A. D
DSL? CP : MOV
CMP
H
RC
; HL GT . DE
RNZ
; HL . LT . DE
MOV
A. E
CMP
L

AP"X :

JZ
MOV
DCX
MOV
XCHG
JMP
MOV
DCX
MOV
RET

Listing 1 continued

MACRO
LXI
CALL
ENDM

with maximum count of 1 .

semaphore
H.semaphore
SIG?F

MACRO
LXI
CALL
ENDM

semaphore
H. semaphore
WAIT?S
acknowledge and return non-zero .

Macros for internal kernel use .

RE?STOR : MACRO
POP H
POP D
POP B
ENDM

MACRO
PUSH B
PUSH D
PUSH H
ENDM

--------------------------------?SAVE :

;

Listing 2 continued on page 467

Wake up tasks when it is time .

j ---------------------------------

Real-time clock tick handler .
TICK :
MACRO
CALL
?TICK
ENDM

Suspend caller for the number of ticks specified .
DELAY :
MACRO
tic k s
LXI
H. ticks
CALL
? DELAY
ENDM

Set condition codes to non-zero if semaphore has been signaled.
semaphore
MACRO
CKSEM :
semaphore
LDA
ORA
A
ENDM

If semaphore has been signaled.
semaphore
CWAIT :
MACRO
H, semaphore
LXI
WAIT?C
CALL
ENDM

WAIT :

Suspend task execution if and until semaphore has been signaled.

FLAG :

Signal a semaphore.

Place first waiter for a semaphore on the ready list .
If none. increment the signal count .
SIGNAL : MACRO
semaphore
LXI
H.semaphore
CALL
SIG?S
ENDM

ENDM

Swap current task out of execution, placing it on
the ready list .
Control goes to the next ready task .
SWAPOUT : MACRO
CALL
SUS " PND

Listing 2 continued:
INT? OFF : MA CR O
if
01
endif
ENOM

CP/M CROSS
SOFTWARE
for the NS16000

INTS?

INT?ON : MACRO
if 1NTS?
EI
endif
ENOM
RE ? SUME : MACRO
POP
INT?ON
RET
ENOM

INCLUDES:
* Cross Assembler *
* Cross Linker *
* Debugger *
* Librarian *
* Pascal Cross Compiler *
Prices start at
$500 for Assembler only.

PSW

Get new CURrent task from the list pointed to .
NEW? CUR . MACRO
pointer
LOCAL
IDLE. OK
IDLE :
LHLO
pointer ;;Get head of list
SHLO
?CUR
;;Make it new CURrent
MOV
A.H
;; Head of list NIL ?
ORA
L

OK :

if

INTS? ;

.JNZ
EI
.JMP
01
else

OK

.JZ

endif
MOV
INX
MOV
MOV
SHLD
ENDM

j

If so,

wait for

CORPORATION
1283 Mt. View-Alviso Rd.
Suite B
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408/745-7818

interrupt,

IDLE
? ERROR

~ULUTIUNWA~

Circle 409 on inquiry card .
ii . . .

or use fatal error exit .

A.M
; ;Get next in list
H
H.M
L. A
pointer ; ; . . make it new head of l i st .

Text continued from page 454

A task is in the blocked state when
it is waiting for either a semaphore
signal or a delay time-out. Only a
running task can become blocked; the
task is then out of contention for
microprocessor time until the specified event occurs.
Tasks in the ready state are in contention for the microprocessor
simultaneously (but are not running).
Only one task can execute at a time;
the remaining tasks are in line to run
when given a chance. Tasks are made
ready when an event is signaled, a
delay times out, or the running task
gives up control voluntarily. When
more than one task is ready, the task
that was presented to the kernel first
will be executed.

Data Structure
The 8080 kernel is based on the
data structure in figure 4; in this
figure the RAM (random-access
read/write memory) area pointed to
by STACK is divided into frames of
equal size. Several bytes in each
frame are used to save the stack
pointer for that frame (SP), link to
other frames to form lists (LINK), and

save the start-up time during delays
(TIME). The remainder of each frame
is used as a stack in the normal 8080
manner.
In figure 4, the queue heads shown
are pointers to (possibly empty) lists
of frames, strung together by their
LINK fields . Lists are maintained of
ready, available, and delayed frames
(and thus of their associated tasks).
There is also a pointer to the current
frame (the running task) . Frames not
presently allocated to tasks are available for use by dormant tasks being
initiated. In the ready list, the newest
arrival is placed at the end of the list.
The frame at the head of the list (the
one that has been ready the longest) is
the one to go when the microprocessor becomes free. All tasks have
equal priority.
A semaphore is a 3-byte structure
in memory; 1 byte contains the signal
count and the other 2 point to a
(possibly empty) list of tasks waiting
for signals. Two representative semaphores are shown in figure 4 . One of
them has no waiters (a nil LINK) but
can have a nonzero count; the other
has a single frame on its wait list.
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SEND FOR OUR FREE
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1983 PARTS CATALOG
THOUSANDS OF SURPLUS
ELECTRONIC PARTS,
SUPPLIES AND DEVICES.

ALL ELECTROniCS CORP.
905 S. Vermont Ave .
P.O. Box 20406
Los Angeles, Cal . 90006
III" III" "III "III

"III

Circle 18 on inquiry card.

DISK DRIVES

(For PC, Mod I, III & IV)
Tandon TM 55-2. .
. ........ .. . $239
. ......... $189
Tandon TM1 00-1 .
Tandon TM 100-2 .. .... ... .. ...... $239
Tandon TM 100-4 .
. . . $339
CDC 9409 .. ........ ..
ca ll.
Case and PS .
.. ...... $ 45

PC EXPANSIONS
MAYNARD

DI SK CONTRO LL ER .. ........... $155
PP add $50 SP add $70
QUADRAM

Ouad bd. or Ouad II (64 KI .

.. ... $289

AST

Combo Plus: 64 K& SPC
Mega Plus: 64 K& SC .
I/O Plus (SCI ... .. .

2nd S o r P o r Game ..

... $269
.. .. $269
$114

. ........ $ 35

64KCHIPS
Se t of nine .. .. . . . ..

EPSON

Print ers.

. .. . . . . . . . . $ 55

. call

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place . Morris10wn. NJ 07960
(20 11 267-3268 Visa, MC, Check or CO D.

APPLE HARDWARE'·

Silicon Valley
Word Handler

199

145

501/5""

APPLE 11111- DDS

®

Business
Arlsel
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

Mailer .
Pack Combo .
Window . .
Window II .
Words

Magicalc

LIST
70
225
100
150
70

a

SALE
49
156
7S
109
49
0

BPI

AlP .
AlA .
General Ledger
Inventory
Job Cost . .
PayrolJ
Broderbund

395
395
395
395
395

320
320
320
320
320
320

General ledger w/AP .

495

305

Payroll
Business Solullons
Incredible Jack .
COntJnBntaf
CPA '1.2.3.4 (ALL 4) .
CPA ' l·GL .
CPA ' 2·AA . .
CPA 13·AP .
CPA 14·PAYAOLL
CPA 15·
Properlv Management. .
fCM (firsl Class Mail) .
Home Accounlanl
DakIn 5
BSNS Bookkeeping
System
Budget Planner .
Depreciation Planner
Dalarnasl
Aeal (Aeal Es~te) .
Tax Bealer .
Write On . .
Decision Support
Accountan t With
DBCALC
Accountant .
Business Accounting .
DBCALC .
Delta Software

395

275

179

139

1000
250
250
250
250

609
159
159
159
159

Piew riterl
Mulli 80 Column
PiewrilerlSlandard .
HIghlands
EZ Ledger .
HOWlrd
Creative Financing 1983 .
Real Estate Analyzer .
Insoft
Transforth II
KensIngton
Formal II •
UK
Edil 6502 .

495
100
75

352
75
52

395
150
395

299
112
299

130'
130
130

90
90
99

149
129
255
0

112
97
179
20

40
90

29
68

150
150

108
108

60

J1

195
195

149
146

125

94

150

113

100

7B

SupcrlcxlllO/80
(DEAD)
SUPCrlCXI Home Office .
Supertcxl Professional
PBt
Personal Investor
Sensible
Sens.Speller
Word Handler
Sensible Speller . .
Sensible Speller Pascal . .
Dictionary
Screenwriter II
Screenwriter
Professional

468

150
200
200
300
50
75
300

112
144
144
216
'g

54
216

275
150

198
116

175

126

125
99

94
74

145

99

125
125
125
100
130

94
94
94
70
85

75

56

395
395
395

289
289
289

395

289

395
395 .
395
395

289
289
289
289

65
40

49
30

70
40
40

53
30
30

100
250
250
200

78
184
169
156

LIST
389
245

SALE
269
180

495

360

70

53

150
300

108
216

Database
Vcrsalorm . .
Versaform-PascaJ .

Versaforml
Corvus Hrd DiSk .
8roderbund
Bank Street Writer . .
/US
Daladex .
DaladexlHard Disk . .
UK
Data Perfect .

100

78

199

149

tint
Data Fax .
Micro Lab

leUr Percl
W/Mail Merge
Micro Lab
Asset Manager .
Invoice Factorv
Payroll Manager .
Visiblend
Visifactory .
Wall Slreeler
Mlcrosoll .
Multiplan"
Time Manager"
Muse

Accoun ting + II
Payroll
Accounting + II SOE .
Accounting + II POE .
Accounting + II pas .
Syn81QIstic
Global PGM
Line Editor .
Program line Editor .
ttol3a Compullng
Axe-Apple Extended
Editor .
Versawriter Exp, Pak 1 .
Vc rsawriter Exp. Pak 2 .
Vis /corp
Business Forecasting
Model
Desklop Plan
Visicalc.
Visiplot

AST

Bookkeeper
Check Writer ..
Bookkeeper Master .
Haydl1n

Executive Speller
Software DimensIons
Accounting + II GA ..
Accounting + II AR .
Accounting + II AP
Accounting + II
Inventory .

Data Factory .
Muse
Address Book
Slsrra On Line
General Manager II
Silicon Valley
List Handler .
Software Publishers
PfS: file .
PfS: Graph .
PfS: Aeporl .
Stoneware
OBMaster . .
OBMaster/Hard Disk .
Ulilily Pak 1 .
UHlily Pak 2 .
Synergistic
Data Reporter
Data Reporterl
Hard Disk .
MAILING LIST
DATABASE .
MODIfiABLE DATABASE .
Vlslcorp
Visidex .
Visifile ..

300

216

50

36

230

168

90

68

125
125
125

94
94
9'

229
499
99
99

148
359
65
65

220

158

220

158

50
80
250

250

38
59
194

169

Hardware
Hayes
Micromodem II
WlTerm Pgm .
PenguIn
Additional Fonts
Char Set.
Personal Compuler
AppJicard 6 MHl .
80 Col Prebool
Applewrite .
80 Cot Preboot Visicalc .

LIST
409

SALE
289

20

15

595

449

19
49

15
37

Home/Education/Games

200

BYTE September 1983

149

Beagle Brothers
Alpha Pial
Broderbund
Choplifter
David's Midnighl Magic
Serpentine ..
Star Blazer .
Creative Curriculum. Inc.
Speed Reading
Courseware .

LIST
40

SALE
28

35
35
35
32

26
26
25
24

99

75

Oalamost
Snack. Allack.
Oalasoft
lilxxon .
Eduware
Algebra 1 .
Algebra 2
Algebra 3 .
Algebra 4 ..
Aloebra 5 & 6 .
Compu-Malhl
Arithmetic Ski
Compu-Read .
Compu-SpeUI
Data Disk 4 .
Compu-Spelll
Data Disk. 5 .
Compu·Spelll
Data Disk 6 .
Compu·Spelll
Data Disk 7 .
Compu-Spelll
Data Disk 8 .
Compu-SpeIl/System .
Counting Bee ..
DeCimals
Fractions .
MetriNert .
PSAT Word Attack .
Perception .
Rendezvous .
SAT Word Attack
Spell Bee
W/Read. Primer ..
Statistics .
Uni-Solve .
Infocom
Deadline .
Starcross
Suspended
Zark I
Zark II
lork II I
ISM
Mathemagic
Llghtnlna Softwaf'8
Master Type ..
Link Systems
link Sampler I .
Micro l.3b
English SAT 11
leaming System .
US Conslitulion Tutor .
Mlcrosoft -!'
Typing Tutor 11'.
Muse
Castle Wollenstein .
Elementary Malh .
Optfmlzed
Speed Read Plus . .
SIerra On Line
Cannonball Blilz
Jaw Breaker .
Time lone .
Ullima ..
Sir-TeCh
Wizardry .
Sirius
Kabul Spy .
Spinnaker
Face Maker .
StrategIc Simulations
Cytron Masters .
Syneralstlc
Atlanlis .
Stargazer's Guide ..
Ultrasoft
Mask of the Sun .

30

23

35

30

'0

30
30
30
30
3B

40
40
40
50
50
30

J1
22

20

15

20

15

20

15

20

15

20
30
30
49
49
16
49
25
40
49

15
22
22
J1
J1
12
J1
19
30
J1

'0

30
22
19

30
25
50
40
50
40

'0
40

J1
30
38
30
30
30

90

65

40

30

60

45

30
150
30

22
108
22

25

19

30
40

23
29

60

43

35
30
100
60

26
23
69
45

50

35

35

26

35

25

40

30

40
30

30
23

40

30

LIST
100
125

SALE
75
9'

Language
Oatasoft
Basic Compiler .
lisplnlerprctcr .
IUS
Fourth Development
System .
Insoft
AlD Syslen 11
Microsoft ~...
Applesofl Compiler
(TASC)'· .
Mumath/Musirnp
(ADIOS)'· .
Sensible
Applesofl +
Struc. Basic
Sierra On Line
EPF IV .
Softech
Basic Compiler
& Runtime
UCSD P-System set .

140

101

75

56

175

119

250

194

40

30

BO

56

225
625

169
469

Syn8rolsl/c
INTEGEA
BASIC COMPILER

Hardware
150

108

23
56

H,yes
Micromodem II .
KensIngton
System Saver Fan .
KI1IN
Joystick .
UK
lower Case Char Gen
Mlcro·Scl
A2 35T Disk Drive .
Mlcrosoft {O..
16K AAM Card'· .
Premium System'"
Soflcard '· . _.
New Premium Card'"
TG
Joystick .
SelectapOrl . .
TrackbaU .
Vldex
Enhancer II
Function Slrip .
Inverse Character Set
lower Case Chip
(AEV 0·6) .
lower Case ChIp .
Micromodem Firmware .
Soft Video Switch .
Videotermwith
Soflswitch .
Videoterm Swilchplate .
Ullraterm .

65

Utillty/CommlGraphics

Utltlly/Comm/Graphlcs
Avant Garde
LIST
Ultra PlollOlFlDatagraph .
99
Beagle Brothers
Apple Mechanic .
30
Beagle Bag ..
30
DOS Boss "
24
Double Take
35
Double Take
35
fAAME UP
30
Flex Test .
30
Pronlo DOS . .
30
Utility City
30
Computer Station
Combined Enhanced
Graphics.
55
Crane
Menu Generator .
40
Oatasoft
Micropainlcr ..
35
Hayes
Terminal Program .
100
HIghlands
CAAE
40
Ius
Easy Mover .
100
Insoft
Eleclric Duet .
30
Graforth II .
75
Internatlonat Software Marketing
Graphmagic
90
Link Systems
Dala link .
100
link Disk
70
Unk Index .
195
link Video
55
LDtus
Executive Brleling
System .
_ 199
Micro Lab
Painter Power . .
40
Muse
Datap]o! .
60
Omega MlcrowaVfl
Inspector .
60
locksmith ..
100
PenguIn
Camp GraphicsJ
Apple Table .
120
Complete Graphics
System .
70
Graphics Magician . .
60
SpeCial Effects .
40
Special Effects
Apple TAB .
70
Phoenix
ZOOM Graphics . .
50
Sensible
Bug. The .
50
Build Using .
30
DOS Plus
25
Disk Organizer .
30
Disk Recovery .
30
Multi Disk Catalog .
25
Duickloader .
25
Super Disk Copy .
35
SirIus
Pascal Graphics Editor .
lOa
Softech
Xenolile .
50
Southeastern
Data Capture .
65
Data Capture/Superlerm
90
Data Capture/Smarlerm .
90
Data Capture}
Super Serial
90
Data Capture Videx .
90
Southwestern Dala
ASCII Express
Professionl .
130
Printographer .
50
Stoneware
Graphics Proc. Sys.
(STD) .
69
Graphics Proc. Sys.
(Prol) ..
179
Synergistic
Higher Graphics II
30
Vdlex
Videoterm Utilities Disk .
37
Visicalc Mem Ex
W/Preboot .
89
Vis/corp
Visitink
250
Visiterm .
100
Visitrend/Plot .
300
Winners Circle
Disk Encryption
60

SALE
71
22
23

17
27
27
23
23
23
22
40
29
25
75
30
75

75
51
149
42

Eastside
Wildcard ..

LIST
379

SALE
259

90

69

65

49

25

19

,)9

329

100
695
345
495

69
489
219
369

60
60
65

'5

'5
49

149

29

119
65
24

35
29
29
35

29
24
24
29

J15
19
379

239
16
289

LIST
130

SALE
109

)9

APPLE III'·
Business

149
30
43
49
75

86
50
45
30
50
38

Dammast
Write On ..
Insoft
TranslOrlh III .
Vlslcorp
Business Forecasling
Model .
Desktop Plan
Visicalc Advanced

LIST
130

SALE
99

125

94

100
300
400

78
234
312

LIST
495

SALE
371

Database
AST
Versaform ..
Link Systems
Data Fax .
Software Publls h~rs
PfS: file ..
PfS: Graph .
PFS; Report

249

187

175
175
125

129
129

LIST
60

SALE
45

LIST
75

SALE
56

LIST
195

SALE
149
42

94

Home/Education/Games
32
23
19
23
23
19
19
26
75
39
49
65
65
65
65

89
38
52
129
26
28
67

194
)9

234
45

lint Syslems
link Sampler I.

Language
InsoN
ALD System III

Utlilty/Comm/Graphics
lint Sysrems
link Index .
link Video .

55

APPLE lie'·
Most Apple II products run on the lie (call
for details) . Products below are specially
designed for the lie.

Business
Sierra On Une
Screenwriter II .
Software DimensIons
Accounting + tiE Gl .
Accounting + Jl E AR .
Accounting + liE AP .
Accounting + liE
tnventor ..
Accounting + liE
Payroll .
Accounting + liE SOE
Accounting + li E POE
Accounting + 1IE POS .
Vis/corp
Visica!c .

LIST

SALE
0

395
395
395

289
289
289

o

395

289

395
395
395
395

289
2B9
289
289

250

189

LIST
125
125
125

SALE
94
94
94

Database
Software Publishers
PFS: File .
PfS: Graph
PFS: Report

aa-

CP/M·86 (8")
Oalabase
Ashton·Tale
dBASE II
dBASE II w/user's
guide

LIST
700

SALE

429
729

<119

Languag.
Dlgl18/ Research

LIST

SALE

Pascal MT+86 With
SPP·86
XLT 86

800
150

600
132

Ulilily/Comm/Graphics
lI.bolf

LIST

Movc It ..

150

SALE
99

CP/M·80
8~ standard SSSD and Apple 51j.~.
Please call 10 confirm price & availabili ty lor
other formals. available as special orders.

Business
ATI
Power lor CP/M

LIST
75

Artlflc/sl lnlelllgence
Den ", (PAS-3) .
Medical IPAS-3) ..
Ashton·TlJte

995
995

749
749

400

279

75
50

56
38

2495

1496

Saltorn line Strategist
Aspen
Grammatik
Proofreader .
Bslcones
BOSS f in. Acctg . Sys
Comshare
Combo Pak .
MaSlerplanner
Planner Calc
Target Application
Guide
Designer Software
Palantir .
D/elTOn/cs
Random House
Thesaurus

SALE
54

125
325

99

94
253
74

50

38

425

319

150

319

Digital Research
Display Manager .
Epic
Supervyz .•
f.sx/soft
Spellbinder .
MfJlasoft
Benchmark Mall List .
Benchmark Word

Processor .

400

295

150

94

495

281

250

184

500

367

145
250
250
695
695
845
150
495

96
165
165
426
426
558

120
275
120

9'
198
94

150

112

Micro Pro

Ca lcsrar .
Mailmerge .
Spellstar .
Word/Mail ..
Word/SpeJi .
Word/Spell/Mail .
Wordmaster .
Wordstar ..
Mlcrosofl ®
Edi1 80"
Multiplan'"
Tex l Editor-"
OasIs
The Word Plus .
Peachtree
Inventory .
. ... t
PEACH PAK SERIES 9 .
Payroll .............. t
SERIES 4- GL .
SERIES 4 PAK
(GL,AR,AP) .
SERIES 40 PAK
(GL,AR,AP)
..... 1
SE RIES 40 GL .
.1
SE RIES 40 AR .
.1
SERIES 40 AP . . ... 1
SERIES 9·
PEACHTEXT
SERIES 9 PROOf READER
Series 4· AR .
Series 4· AP .
Se ries 4· Inven tory.
Series 8· GL ..
Series 8 - AR
Series
Inventory .
Series
Payroll .

a.
a.

99
327

400
500
400
600

275
345
275
398

595

398

595
400
400
400

398
275
275
275

500

345

300
600
600
600
750
750
750
750

206
398
398
398
515
515
515
515

Series
Sales Inv.
Series
PAK
(AR,AP.GL) .
Series 80 PAK
(GL,AR,AP)
Series 80 Gl
Videolerm ..
.1
Series 80 AR
Videolerm .
. ..... t
Series 80 AP
Videoterm ..
Series 80 Inv.
Videoterm ..
Series 9· Mailing list
Series 9· Peachcalc
Select
Select Word Processor .
SensIble
Sensible Speller ..
.t
SOftware DimensIons
Accounting + Gl .
Accounting + AR .
Accounting + AP
Accounting +
Inven tory
Accounting + Payroll .
Accounting + SOE .
Accounting + POE .
Accounting + POS
Sorclm
Supercalc .
Supercalc 2 .
Superspellguard
Superwriler .

750

515

595

398

400

275

400

275

400

275

400
375
375

275
258
258

595

356

125
645
645
645
6'5
645
645
645

645
195
285
195
295

398
398
398
398
398
398
398
398
129
179
185

Database
Anderson·Bell
Abstat .
Ashton-lill.
dBASE II
d8ASE II
w/user's guide
Gaxlon
Cardbox
COmputer COntrol
Fabs·BTREE File Access .
Ultrasortll .
COndor
Condor 1
Condor 3

LIST
395

SALE
359

700

429

729

449

245

177

195
195

146

295
650

189
398

395
250
145

275
299
179

300

225

146

OJR

Orders must be PAID by October 31
to qualify for these special prices

TELEPHONE ORDERS
Outs id e Calif_:
In si d e C alif,:

(800) 222-8811
(415) 324-3730

Orde r li nes are mann ed 6:30 - 6 Mond ay thru Friday and 95 Sat urday. Othe r tines are open 9- 5 Monday thru Friday.

Technical Support
Order Status
Sales Manager

fMS 80
fMS 80-1
fMS 80·2
D/Ullal Research
Access Manager .

FYI
Superlile .
Falrcom
Micro B+ (CBASIC) .
MiclO B+ (OTHER) .
Fox & Geller
Quickcode
Ouickscreen/dBASE II .

195

129

260
260

211
211

295
149

195
125

(415) 324-0311
(415) 324-0306
(415) 324-0305

SHIPPING : $3 per item for UPS surface (56 lor Blu e La be l) within Conti nental USA,
except where shipping cost is specified in square brackets. UPS does not go to canada,
Alaska , APO 's, FPO 's; call for ship charge or add 15%- we will refund/credit diHerence.
RETUR NS: Must have authorization number, obtai ned at 415·324·030 5. Unauthorized
return s will be refu sed ; dam aged g o o~iII be refused . All return s subject to 15%
restocking fee. No return aNer. 30 days.

149
149
149
295
99

125
125
125
195
59

125

95

295
495
350

195
327
231

195

151
195

295

229

295

229

275

215

Home/Educatlon/Games
LIST

Intocom
Deadline .
Starc ross
Suspended
Zork I .
lork II .
lork III .
ISM
Ma themagic .
Supersoft
Dungeon Master .
Nemesis .

60
50
50
50
50
50

SALE
43
38
38
38
38
38

100

72

40
45

30
34

LIST
500
150
800
90
500
350
500
75
200
100

SALE
395
94
595
75
375
262
395
63
150
88

450
450
650

375
375
542

125
350
395
750
500
195
200
250
200

94
252
296
562
360
146
150
194
156

175

126

Language
OIgltal Research
C880 ...
CBASIC .
CIS COBOl.
MAC .
Plil 80 .
Pascal MT+ .
Pascal MT+ with SPP ..
SID
SPP
ZSID .
IIhaca
Pasca l Bl .
Pascal Z
Pascal Z & BZ .
Microsoft ®
AL DS·
... 1
Basic 80 ..
Basic Compiler
Cobol 80 .
Fortran 80 .
Forlran 80 .......... t
MACRO 80 .
Mumath/Musimp .
mulisplmuStar
Sorclm
ACT 65 .

ACT 68 .
ACT 69 .
ACT 80 .
ACT 86/88 ..
PascaI/M -80 . .
PascaI/M·B6/88 .
Supersoft
ADA Compiler .
C Compiler .

175
175
175
175
395
495

126
126
126
126
284
356

300
250

225
188

LI ST

SALE
149
149

Utillty/Comm/Graphlcs
Byrom
BASTAM ..
BST MS . .
DIgital Rese8fch
Despool .
Micro Pro
Supersort .
Mlcrosluf
CrosstalklSmartmodem . .
Peachtree
Series 9 . Telecom .
Southwestern
Z·Term .............. t
Z·Term Professional . .. t
Supersoft
Oi s '~ Doctor

lI.boll
MO'/e II.

200
200
50

38

250

165

195

135

375

258

100
150

75
109

100

75

125

83

HARDWARE,
NOT MACHINE SPECIFIC
Amdek
LIST
200
300 (12" green) ..
899
Color 11 (R&G) .
COronB Dam Systems
3295
11 MB Hard Disk ...
4295
20MB Hard Disk .
2295
6MB Hard Oisk ..
300
PC Interlace,Cable,Man.
Corvus Systems
3295
11MB Hard Disk , ..
20MB Hard Disk .
4295
2295
6M8 Hard Disk .
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Chronograph .
249
Smarlmodem 1200 .
699
Smart modem 300 .
279
NEC
Monilor 12" Green
Hi- Res ...
285
Novation
J Cal. .
149
Smarl Cal 103 .
259
Smart Cal 1031212 .
595
OUBdrum COrpMicro/azer .
189
Micro/azer, in·line serial .
330
Microlazer inline paralle .
225

SALE
157
645
2695
3495
1895
239
2695
3495
1895

A Iso available at

O PENING SOON

Software
~O

California
• Los Angeles
• Orange Count y
• San Diego
• Palo Allo

q,O

Call (BOO) 222-BB 11 . (4 15) 324-1099, or local
informatio n lor Solt wa re to go locat ion nea rest
you . Softwa re to go prices may differ slig htly.
Local sales tax applies.

Circl e 370 on inquiry card.

---

199
509
209

167
119
2(//
476
ISO
270
185

t" = Manu facturer's trademark
o!I = Microsol! is a registered uademark
T A p~e CP/M only

505 Ham ilton Avenu e Suite 30 1
Palo Alto, Ca lifornia 94 301

More CP/ M® , APPLE® , IBM PC", UCSO p· Systern'·
software, hardware, etc.: call for quote.
TERMS: All prices subject to change without notice and aviala bitity. Cashier 'S
checkiMO/ba nk transfer. Allow time for company or personal checks to clear. Prices
reflect cash prepaid discount. VISA/MASTERCARD/COD/PO 's + 3%. CA residen ts
add sales tax. All sales fi nal for gam es & specia l orders.

Quickscreen/CBASIC
Quickscreen/M8ASIC.
Quickscreen/FMS·80 ..
dGRAPH .
dUTI L .. ,
Human Soft
DBPlus .
Micro Pro
Datasta r ..
Infostar ..
Reportstar .
Microsoft <!l
Sorting Facili ty
(MSORT)"
Opl/mal
Accelerator .
Organic
Datebook .
Pear I 5011
Personal Pear I .
TIMaker Cll
T/Maker III

I1l1 nols
• Chicago

New York
• Manh atta n

New Jersey
• Camd en
• North Jersey

Texas
• Dal1as· Ft. Worth
• Houston

to serve you better!

September SPECIALS
LIST

SALE

275 199

MULTIPLAN
PERFECT
WRITER/SPELLER
ORCAIM ASSEMBLER
TIME ZONE
MICRO MODEM II
W/TERMINAL PROG .
GEMINI10X
GEMINI 15
OISKETIES 5 X. " SSOD

695 375
100 79
100 79

TIME
HIGHE R
ADDR ESSES

LINK
SP

I

I
I
I

•

TIME
LINK
SP

409 319
399 339
599 499
22

I
I

I
I

•

NIL ...

P.O. BOX 64B44
INC. DALLAS , TX 75206
1-BOO-527-7127
IN TEXAS 1-214-5 25-3230

Circle 126 on Inquiry card.

I

READY

I
QUEUE HEADS
(LIST POINTERS)

TIME
LINK

AVAILABLE

I

DELAYED

I

SP

II] I] :::j

PRICES GOOD THROUGH 09/30/83
Please Include 3% for Shipping [minimum $2. 00) .
or 5% for 81ue Label [minimum $3 .0 0) .
In Texas Add 5 % Sales Tax
MASTERCARD . VISA.
CH ECK [Allow 10 Days), or COD [Add . $ 2.00)

l

CURRENT

I
I
I

t
TIME
NIL ...

LINK
SP

.-f

I

COUNT

I
LINK

I

I

I
I

SEMAPHORES

I

.....

•

TIME
LINK

.... NIL

SP

I

I

COUNT
LINK

~NIL

I
I
I

6809

•

NIL ...

TIME
LINK
SP
I
I
I

STACK ....

t

Figure 4: The MTKBO data structures. A sample state is shown , inv olv ing six stack
frames and two semaphores. NIL represents the end of a list.

Circle 488 on Inquiry card .

P UBLISHABLE QUALITY GRAPHS
on EPSON PRINTERS
Requires !lQ Graphics Terminal
Line Graphs and Scat terplots
Easy to Use, Excellent Manual
48K CP / M 80, 86, many formats.
Also IBM PC DOS, DEC Rainbow
P rice: $50. Manua.l Alone: $10.
DataPlotter from La.rk Soft",are
7 Cad . rs Rd. Caldwell. N.J . 07006
(201) 226-755Z

120
100
80
00
40
20

~NTH

Circle 256 on Inquiry card.

Function Calls
You establish the data structure
and error exit by using the macroinstruction INITMT (listing 2) . The
macroinstruction sets the ready and
delayed lists empty, puts all frames
but one on the available list, and
makes the remaining frame the currently running one. When INITMT is
called, the (hardware) stack pointer
must be valid. The default operating
system stack is valid and can serve as
the stack pointer. On the return from
INITMT, however, the state of the
machine has been completely altered,
and the calling task has become a task
with a fresh stack.
Semaphores are initialized by the
INITSEM macroinstruction, which
sets the count field to the specified initial value and sets the wait queue to
empty.
The START macroinstruction gets
a frame from the available list and
makes that frame the new running
task, beginning its execution at the

address supplied. The calling task is
put on the ready list. An interesting
result of the dynamic connection between executable code and stack
frames is that, as long as there are
available frames, the same piece of
(reentrant) code can be alive in
several incarnations at the same timel
Because the task started gets a copy of
the creator's registers, it might be
handy to have more than one identical task active, each with different
initial register contents. In this way,
you could pass parameters to new
tasks on start-up; you could also use
this method in the split-screen example to reduce the two nearly identical
subscreen tasks to one routine.
A special case of the START
macroinstruction is the TASK macroinstruction, which terminates the calling task and starts the new one. It is
equivalent to resetting the stack
pointer to the top of the current frame
and jumping to the new starting address.

Satisfying Over
With Innovation

For Apples and Printers
The Original Apple® graphics printer interface.
Since its introduction three years ago, the
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side
by side reproductions and Mixed
Mode screen dumping, the Grappler +
remains the most
intelligent interface
available. Over twodozen commands
give Apple users full control over any graphics or
text on the Apple screen, including a new 80
column text dump. Performance, reliability and
support have made the Grappler + the #1 selling
intelligent Apple interface.
472
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The economical way to add printer buffering. The
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It
fits neatly inside your Apple, " docking" onto your
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or
cables, no external power supplies ... just convenience and
economy. With
the Bufferboard,
you might never
wait for you r
printer again.
' Versions fo r standard Grappler+ , Epson APL and Apple
Paraliellnterfaces .

90,000 AppJe® Owners
And Excellence.

The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer
interface available. The New Buttered Grappler +
combines the industry leading features of the
Grappler + with the time saving economies of the
Butterboard. ' ,

Over 90,000 Apple computers are using Orange
Micro products. Innovation and excellence have
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer
interfaces. The top selling Grappler + has
become an industry standard, recommended by
more software houses and Apple dealers. To
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro will
continue to introduce new products. Recent innovations include the Grappler + for IDS color
printers and the new Orang~ Interface, with text
screen dumps and formatting at a low price.
There is an Orange Micro product designed for
your application.
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple
dealer today.

With this much interface power, you'll never need
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too,

• Orange micro

" Not available for IDS printers .
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers , Inc.
Circle 337 on inquiry card .

-

tnc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA
© Orange Micro, Inc ., 1983
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The STOP macroinstruction ter- the end of the semaphore queue list
minates a task by returning the task's using its LINK field, and the next
frame to the available list. The first ready task begins execution.
frame on the ready list is removed
Two special cases of WAIT are
CWAIT and CKSEM, both of which
and is run.
SWAPOUT puts the currently run- return the status of the semaphore in
ning task at the end of the ready list, the Z flag (nonzero if signaled).
swapping it for the one at the top of CWAIT acknowledges a signal by
the ready list. As with other functions decrementing the count; CKSEM
that take the current task out of ex- leaves the count unchanged. Control
ecution, SWAPOUT first pushes the returns immediately to the caller in
return address and registers onto the either case.
The complement of WAIT is the
stack, saves the stack pointer (at SP),
and performs the optional stack over- SIGNAL macroinstruction, which
flow check. When a new current task uses a semaphore to signal an event.
is selected, its stack pointer is If any tasks are waiting for the event,
restored, followed by its register con- the first one is moved to the end of
tents. It is then allowed to resume ex- the ready list. Otherwise, the semaecution where it left off.
phore's count of unacknowledged
Using a semaphore, the WAIT signals is incremented. No check for
macroinstruction enables a task to overflow of this count is made (the
synchronize itself with an event. If maximum is 255). Another version of
the semaphore count is nonzero, it SIGNAL is FLAG, which works in exhas been signaled (the event has oc- actly the same way except that it
curred), and the count is never increments the count past 1.
decremented, acknowledging the sig- This behavior is appropriate for
nal. If the count is 0, the task becomes mutual exclusion semaphores and for
blocked; the current frame is added to preventing count overflow. Neither

Apple compatibles ., .... 450 & up
Columbia 1600-1 . .. . . . ..... 2295
Kaypro" or 10.... . ..... .... Salel
Pled Piper by STM . . . • . . • . . • 1049
SKS PIC Port.bl.. . . . " • . . NEWt
Corona . ..... . ..... . .... .. .. 1995
Zorol! ...... . ...... .. ....... 1895
Eagle PC-XL . ••...• . . . .••.. 339.5
DEC RalnboY( 100 ....... . ... Call

474
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SIGNAL nor TICK takes the calling
task out of execution.
The DELAY macroinstruction puts
the calling task on the delayed list,
thereby blocking it until the specified
number of system clock ticks have
passed. The delayed list is ordered according to the length of time requested, with the shortest time first.
The proper placement of the calling
task in the list is handled by DELAY,
because this somewhat complex insertion needs to be done only once . The
next ready task is then placed into execution.
DELAY uses a 2-byte counter
register. Because this counter rolls
over at 65,536, that value is the maximum number of cycles supported in
one DELAY call. The register contains only a relative count that is incremented once by each call to TICK .
Because the task with the shortest
delay is at the top of the delayed list,
TICK then compares the target wakeup time of that task with the current
tick count. Any and all tasks whose
time is up are appended to the ready

COLUMBIAVP
$2359.00
APPLE ACCESS.
AND SOFTWARE
M.S. PremoSoftcard ....•.•... 359
Ultraterm by Vldex •......... . 289
6'1<' COlllpatibl. Drlv• •.....• 1"
GRAPPLER (Buffered)
Call
Z-80 card .. .................. 99

+....

Circle 107 on inquiry card .

Circle 9 on Inquiry card.

CALL TOLL FREE
PRINTERS

1.800.528.1054
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

C-Itoh
F-1 O-Parallel or Serial
55 CPS Serial or Parallel
8510 Parallel (Prowriter) .

Computer International
Daisywriter 2000 w/ 48K

Comrex

.... 51049
. . ... 51555
.... 5339

.. .. . Call

CR-1-S .
. ... .. ... ... . . .. . . . . 5665
CR-1-P ..... . ..... .. .. . .... .. . 5755
CR-2 .......... ... .
. ...... Call

Datasouth

DS180 .... . . . .. .

Diablo

.. 51155

620RO ..... ... ... . . . . ... .
.. 5875
630 RO
...... 51710

IDS

Microprism 480 . . .. .. . ... ...... 5480
Pri sm 80 ......... ...... . . . ... . 51160
Prism 80 Color ................. 51345
Prism 132 .
. ...... . ... . .. . 51310
Prism 132 Color ... .. .... . . .. . . . 51500

Juki
6100 . . ....... . . . .. . ........... . 5475

Epson

All models ........ .. . ... . . .. .....

NEC

Call

PC-8023A .
. . .. 5385
3510 ....... ........ ... . . .... 51365
3550
... . .. 51710
7710 .. ...... ... . . .. . .. . .. .. . 51900
2010 .......... . ........ .. .
. 5785
2015 ...... ... . . . .. . . . ......... 5785

.. 5910

2~0 .

Okidata

..... . ... . ... . ..... 5385
~A
... 5630
84P ... .. .. ... .. . . ... . . . . . .
5975
84S
. . 51060
92 ...... . • . ........
. . . . . 5490
93
.......... .. . . .. 5835
82A

Olivetti
PRAXIS 41 (w/ interface)
2300 INK JET

...
.. .

5725
5399

Silver Reed
EXP550P ..... . .............. .
EXP550S ......... .. . . .. . ... . . .

Star Micronics

5675
5690

. . Call
. . Call

Gemini-10X .. .. . .. .. .. . . .
Gemini-15X ........ . ... .

Tally

1805/ 1802 .......... ... ...
51455
MT 160L w/ Tractors
..... . .. . ... Call
MT 180L w/ Tractors ..... ... ...... . Call

Texas Instruments
810 Basic
850

Toshiba
P1350

... 51245

.... 5650

.. .. . ... . ........... 51445

Transtar

130P ...... . .. ................. . 5675
120 .
. .... .. ... . 5450
T315 ..
. ......... . .. . 5450

MODEMS
Hayes

Smartmodem
.... . ..........
Smartmodem 1200
.

Novation
CAT. ..... . . . . .
. ...
D-CAT ....... . ........ . . . . .. ...
J-CAT ...
. ..... . . . .... .

5199
5485
5140
5155
5110

DISK DRIVES
Rana

UNBELIEVABLE SYSTEM!
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE!

Elite 1 . . ..........
. . 5245
Elite 2 .
. . . . . . . . .. 5380
Elite 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 5490
Controller (w/Drive only) . . . . . .
. . 575
1000 (For Atari) . . .
. .. Call

$1399
PIED PIPER • GEMINI 10X
TAXAN 12" AMBER MONITOR
5 SOFTWARE PACKAGES
System includes: Pied Piper Portable (features below) • Gemini 10X
• Taxan KG-12N. CPM. Perfect Writer. Perfect Speller. Perfect Calc
• Perfect Filer. All necessary cabling.

VIDEO TERMINALS

DISKETTES
Maxell

ADDS
A-1
.. .. .. ......... . . .
VIEWPOINT 60 .
. ..

Hazeltine
Esprit I
.. .. .. .... .. ..... . .
Esprit II
... . .
Esprit III ......... . .............

Qume
QVT 102 Green

Q~1~Am~r .

5445
5685
5485
5445
5525

5550
.5560

... . .

Televideo

910 or 910 Plus ................. 5560
~5 ..
. ............ 5730
950 ... . . . .. . ............ .
5905
970 . . ............ .... . .. .. 51015

Wyse

Wyse 100 .......... . ... . ... . . 5680
Wyse 300 ......... .. .. .... . .. 51020

Visual
Visual 50 .

..... .. . . .. ... 5610

Zenith
Z-29
.... .... . . ....
ZT-1 Keyboard Only ... .. .... . ...

5635
5350

MONITORS
Zenith

12" Green Screen . .. .... . . .. .. . .. $95
12" Amber Screen
. . .. 5120

Amdek

Video 300 ....... ..... . .. ... ... .
Video 300A
..
Color I .
. ......... .... . ....
Color I Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..
Color II
..
Color III
.........
. ..

NEC
JB 1201
JB 1260

Taxan

$130
$145
$270
5275
$450
$360

........ 5155
........ .... . . . $115

12" Amber .... . . . ........... . ..

$125

USI
12" Amber .

.. 5150

~PUl'ER
WAREHOUSE

. ..........

5230

744-0 (Qly. 100) . .. ..............

5200

MD-1 (Oty. 100)

Scotch
Elephant
SI S SID (Qly. 100)

. . . . ....... ... 5155

COMPUTERS
Altos
Series 5-150 ..... . . . . .
. ...
5-80-10W/ MPM ... ... . . .. . ...

52100
54200

Atari

5149
5219
.. Call

600XL .. .
. ... .. .. .. .
800XL... ..... ......... ... ..

Corona

... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NEe

APC H01
....... . ...• . ....
APC H02 .. .... .. ..... . .. ....
APC H03 . . ..... . .
..

Northstar
Advantage ........... .. . . . ...
Advantage w/5MB ... .. . . ... ...
Advantage W/15MB
...
Horizon 1164K QD .
.

51875
52375
52875
52160
53345
54315
52625

Pied Piper
Communicator I Portable. Z-80. 64K Ram. Full
sized keyboard. Slimline 5X Disk Drive with 1M
Byte of storage. RF Modulator for use with T.V..
Monitor output. Perfect Word . Perfect Calc. Perfect Speller. Perfect Filer. CPM. 90-day nationwide warranty ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 5995

Sanyo 2-Drive System
$1850
System includes: wordstar. clacstar. mailmerge.
spellstar. infostar. Sanyo basic. CPM .

$1450 with 1-Drive

Televideo Systems

TS-802 .. . .... ... . . . . ... . .. . . $2525
TS-802H.
.. .. . .. .. .. .. .
54450
TS-803
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . Call

2222 E.lndian School Rd.
Phoenix. Arizona 85016

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054 Other Information: 602-954-6109
Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 MST Saturday 9-1 MST
Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty.
Please add $8.00 per order for shipping . Prices & availability subject to change without notice.
Send cashier's check or money order.. . all other checks will delay shipping two weeks .
9/83

maxell.

Listing 3: This program illustrates how you can use MTKBO macroinstruction calls. This
example, for use with a North Star Horizon , simply runs four tasks, each of which
merely identifies itself when it runs.

DISKETTES

The Diskettes With
The Lifetime Guarantee

ORG

100H

JMP

MAIN

j======================Z==Z========================
INSERT THE KERNEL FILE mtkBO. asm HERE .
j==================================================

; J-----»

516·543·6100
212·843·5775
(COLLECT CALLS ACCEPTED)

y

Kernel stack
FRAMES : EGU
FRSIZ :
EGU
ERR@JMP : EGU

structure parameters .
; Specify the number of stack frames
64
; Specify the size of each, in bytes
OEBOOH
;Choose a place to Jump on fatal error
6

PRODUCTS IMe.

110 Parkway Dr. S.
Hauppauge, N.Y.
11787
VISA, MasterCard
C. O .D. Accepted
OEM & Dealer

tes ordered,
receive one FRE
Diskette Head
Cleaning Kit. A
$30,00 Value

Inquiries Invited

;
North Star Horizon real-time clock equates.
RST2 :
EGU
;Choose clock interrupt at RST vector 2
2*8
ARM:
EGU
OCOH
;Clock interrupt arm code
DISARM : EGU
40H
; Clock interrupt disarm code
CLK$RST : EGU
:;OH
;Clock flip/flop reset code
CLK$PRT : EGU
6
; Clock I/O port

; CP/M equates .
BOOS :
EGU
CONST :
EGU
COUT :
EGU
EXIT :
EGU

Circle 124 on Inquiry card .

:;
11
2
0

; BOOS call address
;Keyboard status check code
;Console output code
;CP/M restart address

; . Kerne l stack and semaphore data area .
FRAMES*FRSIZ
STACK :
OS
SEMA :
OS
3

Dealer Inquiries Invited

1 /." Specify Soft

5 /4
744D
745
746
747

8"
740
741
743

prices / 10
10 or 16 Sector
1 side / dbl dens ............ $22.30
2 sides / dbl dens
...... $31 .00
1 side / quad 96 tpi ......... $33 .80
2 sides / quad 96 tpi
.. $45 .50
Specify Soft or 32 Sector
1 side sgl / dens ...... . ..... $23 .60
1 side / dbl dens .
, $29 .00
2 sldes/dbl dens . . . . ....... $37.80

Checks·VISA·MC,C,O.D.I Add S2 Shipping
Call or write for our complete list.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave ., St. Clair Shores , MI 48041
Phone: (3131 777·7780
Authorized Distributor
Information Processing Products

3M

,

Circle 265 on Inquiry card.

j
Example main program .
MAIN :
INITMT STACK,FRAMES,FRSIZ,ERR@JMP
;Set up kernel
MVI
A, JMP
STA
RST2
LXI
H,CLK$INT
; Set clock interrupt handle r Jump vector
SHLD
RST2+1
MVI
A,ARM
;Enable clock interrupts
OUT
CLK$PRT
INITSEM SEMA , O
; Initialize the sample semaphore
START
TASKl
START
TASK2
;Start the simultaneous tasks
START
TASK3
START
TASK4
SWAP OUT
;While polling, let other tasks run
TASKO :
MVI
C,CONST
CALL
BOOS
; Check the console keyboard
ORA
A
JZ
TASKO
SIGNAL SEMA
; When a key is hit, signal TASK4
STOP
then quit this task -- the Jab is done .

This tnsk has
TASK4 '
WAIT
MVI
OUT
JMP

Task s 1-3 i dentify themselves by number at different inter v als .
TASKl :
DELAY
700
~1V!
E, ' 1 '
CALL
CONOUT
JMP
TASKl

V

TASK2 :

VISICORP '
I'f I\S( li\/\I

~(lfTl \AKt

not hing ta do but wait to die .
SEMA
;Sleep until signaled
A,DISARM
CL K$PRT
j Disable
clock interrupts
EX IT
iTerminate the program

"

WORD PROCESSING
SAVE $335 .00 when you buy
the VlslWord and VlslSpell
Programs for the IBM PC. We
will give you a free VlslSpell
Program when you buy VlslWord
at our low price of $264.50.
Offer good only while supplies
last. Visa & Master Cards
accepted. Call (800)2354137 to
order. In CA call (800)592·5935 .

TASK3 :

DELAY
MV!
CA LL
J ~1P

900
E, '2'
CONOUT
TASK2

DELA Y
MV!
CALL
JMP

1100
E, ' 3 '
CONOUT
TASK3

Clack interrupt handler .
CLK$!NT : PUS H
PSW
MV!
A, CLK$RST
OUT
CLK$PRT
PSW
POP
JMP
? TICK

; De I a y 900 clock ticks
; Send identifing number to screen
; Loop IIforever ll

iClear the interrupt
iActivate delayed tasks whose

Send character in register E to the console
CONOUT ' MVI
C,C OUT
JMP
!lDOS

END

scr~en .

tim~

is up

list. The current task then resumes ex- pans ion to allow monitoring of multiecution, whether it called TICK or ple communication channels (VHF,
HF, telephone, packet radio, and
was interrupted.
satellite) is a natural application of
multiple concurrent tasks .•

Applications

Listing 3 contains a skeletal example of the declaration of data structures and the use of kernel
macroinstruction calls. Refer also to
the comments in listing 2 for details of
ways to use the routines. If you have
no macroinstruction facilities, use the
macroinstruction definitions as a set
of instructions for calling the kernel
routines explicitly.
I used a Z80 version of this kernel
for more than three years in my ham
radio teletype (RTTY) communications program. The kernel made it
easier for me to include features such
as a split-screen display, continuous
time and modem-frequency monitoring, and the reading and writing of a
circular disk log file while transmitting and receiving .
I have written a related kernel in
BOS C (B.D. Software C) for inclusion in a CP/M RTTY program. Ex-
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1. Agoston, M. K. "A Microprocessor
Operating System: The Kernel." Dr.
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real-time operating system that includes
message passing between tasks.
2. Chein, Y. P. "Multi-tasking .Executive
Simplifies Real-time Microprocessor System Design ." Computer Design, January
1980, pages 109-117. Description of a
commercial product for the 8080 family .
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3. Dahmke , Mark . "Introduction to
Multiprogramming. " September 1979
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structures.
4. Kinzer, Don . " A Time-Sharing/Multi-User
Subsystem for Microprocessors." June

1980 BYTE, pages 122-134. A hardware
approach to accommodating multiple
users on a small system, each with a
bank-selected memory segment. Includes
an introduction to time-sliced processor
sharing .
5. Knies. Wilfred, et al. "Industrial Real-Time
FORTRAN Draft Standard ." ACM
SIGPLAN Notices. vol. 16, number 7, July
1981 , pages 45-60. A proposed definition
of procedures to handle multitasking functions, bit manipulations, process 110, and
shared files in FORTRAN programs.
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and transition diagram .
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Operating Systems. New York: Academic
Press, 1974. A textbook that focuses on
large operating-system issues. Discussions of concurrent processes, interprocess communication and synchronization ,
and resource allocation.
Jerry Holter (2329-B Hilgard A ve., Berkeley ,
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with real-time microprocessor sero om echanism
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In this era of "user-friendly" computers and
software, the needs of the dealer often
are overlooked.
Not so with CMC.
We have been in the wholesale
computer/peripheral business for over 4 years and
fully understand the importance of responding
quickly to dealers. CMC knows that in order for
you to thrive, we must bust our fannies to make
sure there is distributor support .
We make every effort to ship immediately from
stock such noted products as:

e're
.,....er

COMPUTERS
CMC SuperSystems
PMC MicroMate
Intertec

SOFTWARE
Accounting Plus
Ashton Tate
Champion
Chang Labs
MicroPro
Microstulf
Perfect Software
Sorcim
TERMINALSI
MONITORS
Panasonic
Teletex

HARD DISKS
Corvus
CMC Targa™
PRINTERS
Datasouth
Panasonic
Star Micronics
Teletex
MISC.
MicroBulfer
Datec Modems
Dysan Diskettes
Smart Cable

CMC
International
Distributed Products Division
Call 800-426-2963
(206) 885-1600
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CMC INTERNATIONAL BUILDING

1720-130th Ave. N.E. BELLEVUE, WASH 98005
Circle 74 on inquiry card.

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
'Dedicated to Your
Satisfaction!'

~
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What more can you ask for!

CV
V

PERIPHERALS FOR ALL COMPUTERS
PRINTERS:

DISKS:

STAR MICRONICS:
Gemini prices too low to print! ... . . . . . $CALL
GEMINI10X:
The improved & updated 10 . ..•. . . . $CALL
GEMINI15X . . . . ... .. ....... . . . . . . $CALL
SMITH CORONA:
.. . ... . ...... . .. . . .
TPI
C.lTOH :
Prowriter I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 369.00
Prowriter II . . . . . . ... . . . $ 689.00
F-10 Starwriter ..... . . $1150.00
F-10 Printmaster ... . . . . $CALL
JUKI:
The New! UQ Printer
18CPS .. .. . . ... . . $ 539.00
OKIDATA:
Microline 92 .. ... .. $ 499.00
Mlcroline 93 .. .. . . . . $ 849.00
CALL FOR PACEMARK PRICES!

NEW! Kangaroo: With library case
and 10 year warranty!
5'14" SS/DD (Box of 10) · . .. . . . . .. .. . .
5'14" DS/DD (Box of 10) · . . . .. . . . . . . ..
5'14" SS/DD (Box of 6) · ... • . .. . . .. . .
5'1.' DS/DD (Box of 6) ... .. .. . .... .. .

DISK DRIVES:

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR IBM-PC®:
T&G Products:
Joysticks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trakball
...
Kraft Products:
Joysticks . .
...
Game Paddles .. . . . ... . .

SOFTWARE:

$39.00
$49.00
$55.00
$33.00

Amdek:
Color I . . .. . .. .... . . • . ... $299.00
Color II . .. . . . ..... . . . .. $499.00
310G Grf'en . .. . . ... . . $179.00
300A Amber ..... . . . . $179.00
300G Green ....... . . $144.00
Taxan: Amber 12" .. . .. $144.00
Princeton Graphics System:
RGB Hi-Res . $Prlced too lowl

V
V
rv;

n:;~~~;;~~

ZVM

Hayes:
Micromodem II
with terminal program ... $CALL
without terminal program
$CALL
Smartmodem
300 Baud . . . ....... . . .. . $209.00
1200 Baud . ... . ....• . .. . . $509.00
Novation:
J-Cat ... . . ..... . ...... . ..... $119.00
AppleCat II .. ... ........ . .. . . . . $279.00
SmartCat 1200 Baud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $CALL
NEWI U.S. Robotics:
Password . ... . .. .. . . ... . • .. . .. . .. $CALL

for your Apple Computer
Fourth Dimension :
Rana Series:
With Controller ...... $270.00
Elite I . . . .
. .. SCALL
Without Controller .... $220.00
Elite II . . ...... . .
$CALL
Elite III . .......... . .. $CALL

. . . $CALL

Quadram Corporation :
Quad Board : 64K
.. .. $CAL L
Microfazer ... . . ........ . $CALL
Maynard Electronics:
Floppy Disk Controller:
Parallel
.. . .. S209.00
Serial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $239.00
Continental :

Home Accountant Plus .... $CALL
Infocom:
Zork I . . . .. . . . ••... . $27.00 Visicorp :
Visidex . . . . . ....... .. . $179.00
Zork II
... . . .. . . . . $27.00
Zork III ..
.. ... $27.00
Visifiles
. $179.00
Deadline ....
.. $CALL
Visitrend/Plot . . . .
. . $225.00
Llfetree Systems:
256K Visicalc ........ . . $179.00
. . $CALL
Volkswriter

M
V
M
V

~

Zenith:

DAVONG:
(IBM , Apple)
5MB . . ..... .
10MB ..... . .. .. ......... $1739.00
15MB ... . .. .. . .. . .... .. .
PERCOM:
(IBM, Apple, TRS-80)
5MB
10MB
15MB
.... $CALL for lowest prices
20MB

V
V
V

~"()'NiTO~~~

5'14" DSIDD (Box of 10)

HARD DISK
DRIVES:

MBI :
I-C-MAGIC: Programmable Graphics Screen Dump Prom Chip

$19.50
$28.50
$14.50
$22.50

Verbatim:
5W' SS/DD (Box of 10)
.. . . .. ...... $20.95
5%" DS/DD (Box of 10) ..
. .... . $29.95
Dysan:
5%" SS/DD (Box of 10) . .. . . .... . . . . . $30.95

V
V

V
M
V

V
V

g

V
rv;

V
rv;
V
rv;
V

V

M
V
M

~

V
~~od~h~~an~!i~~o~: V

OTHER COMPUTERS
Franklin ACE 1000/1200

V

Call for IBM PC and Apple lie Prices

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR APPLE ®:
SOFTWARE:

MBI :
VIP Graphics Card . .. . ... $119.00
Appletime Clock Card .... $ 85.00

------------04
EXPANSION
CARDS :

Microsoft:
16K C d
$ 79.00
ar ....... . • . . ..
CP/M Z80 Card
$259.00
Generic :

Vi~~~: Card . .... ..... .. . $CALL
80 Column Card
with Softswitch ....... $269.00
Advanced Logic Systems . . $CALL

Continental :
Home Accountant . . . . . . . $ 53.00
On-Line:
Screenwriter II .. . ... . . .
Silicon Valley Systems:
Final Analysis . .........
Word Handler . . . . . . . . . .
VlsiCorp:
Visidex .... . . . ..... .. .
Visifiles . . . . .. .
Visicalc ..
.........
T&G Products:
Joysticks . . . . .
....
Game Paddles . ..... . .
Kraft:
Joysticks . . .
...
Game Paddles . . . . . .. . .

$ 85.00
$134.00
$125.00
$180.00
$180.00
$180.00
$ 42.00
$ 28.00
$ 49.00
$ 33.00

For a Great Time, Call: 1·800·533·8987
P.o. Box 22573 • Minneapolis, MN 55422 • 1-612-535-4544
Circle 176 on inquiry card .
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Payment: Personal checks are accepted although cashier's checks and money orders will be shipped first. VISA and Mastercard
accepted-add 4% to total. Shipping : We calculate exact freight- for mail-in orders add 3% UPS GRD , 4% UPS BLUE - Monitors minimum $8.00. Delivery:
ASAP with 2-4 weeks on average. Price List: Features all of ou r up-to· date priCing . General: We replace or repair faulty goods at our discretion- refunds only at
our discretion- no returns on software.

V

V

V
V
rv:

rv;
V
V
M
V

V
rv:
V

rv:
V
rv:

V
V
V

V

V
V

V
V
V
V
V
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User to User
Conducted by Jerry Pournelle
Jerry Pournelle's User's Column
generates a lot of mail. In this space, Jerry
will answer readers' questions on a
regular monthly basis.

The MULTICS Operating
System
Dear Jerry,
In your March column ('~ User's
View of Comdex;' page 44) you mentioned the concept of an Executive
Secretary program that would allow
interruption of an editing task in
order to run another program without destroying the file being edited.
I, too, have wished for such a facility. Though I have not seen it on a
micro, I can vouch for the fact that
this facility is every bit the pleasure
you anticipate. The Honeywell
MULTICS operating system is so designed. In fact, it is possible to interrupt any program being run and
return to it later (providing, of course,
that you have altered none of the files
being used by the interrupted program).
The MULTICS solution is quite
elegant. When a command is typed
into the terminal, it is interpreted by
the command processor not as a program to execute but as a call to a
(usually PLlI) procedure. Using predefined search rules, the procedure is
located in the file system hierarchy
and then actually called. (The syntax
of commands even provides for the
interpreter to pass text typed after the
"command" or procedure name to be
passed to the procedure as actual
parameters.) Moreover, the entire
system is constructed to allow
unlimited recursion. Thus, no matter
where you are, the command processor (also a PLII procedure) may be
called-hence, so can any procedure.
This method is not without cost. It
is because of this feature that
MUITICS is an incredible money and
resource sink. Large amounts of virtual memory can be consumed when
480
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multiple users have a large call stack.
But it is arguably the single best
feature of MULTICS. It is interesting
to note that although many features
of Unix come from MULTICS, this
one is not part of the Unix system.
It is a shame that a cost-effective way
to implement this feature could not
have been found during the design
of Unix.
James E. Densmore Jr.
503 Timber Lane
Falls Church, VA 22046

Instead of looking to Unix, I predict
that concurrent CPIM-86 will enable us
to write Executive Secretary for 8086
machines. . . . Jerry

Valdocs Revisited
Dear Jerry,
In Response to "Epilogue: A Look
at Valdocs" (August, page 442), most
of your requests are valid. However,
numbers 4,5, and 7 are already implemented (version 1.16 as of June 1,
1983). In fact, #4 exists in every copy
of the editor that you have ever seen,
and it is documented. Also, top and
bottom margins are changeable and
always have been. However, only
one set of top and bottom margins
may be used in anyone document
(until version 2.0). If one needs to
leave space on page 1 for a company
logo, carriage returns work very
nicely-after all, the editor is truly
what you see . ...
Most of your other requests will
have been implemented by version
2.0 of the editor. Of those listed,
numbers 1, 2, and 3 will certainly be
included . I'm not at liberty to reveal
the release date of this product, but
I can say soon .
Additionally, as you know, the
perceived slowness of the editor is
primarily a by-product of using a bitmapped display. The benefits are
obvious-multiple fonts, underlin-

ing, and eventually merged graphics
and text can only be done bitmapped. The cost is speed. Compared to Lisa's editor, it's fast. Compared to most editors, it's adequate .
Compared to the fastest, it's slow.
But we have made some rather interesting breakthroughs that will speed
up most of the editor's functions to
among the best by version 2.0. I suspect that even you will be pleased.
Chris Rutkowski
President
Rising Star Industries
24050 Madison St., Suite 113
Torrance, CA 90505

Valdocs is the closest thing I've seen
to the Executive Secretary program I
described in a previous column. Because
I like the concept a lot, I wish Valdocs
all success, but alas, so far I have no version that my people find acceptable. I first
tried the Epson out on John Carr, my
long-suffering editorial associate. After he
gave up and reclaimed his Selectric, the
Epson sat in lonely exile over in one corner of our living room. Finally, Roberta
and our son Richard (13) set up the Epson with a new version of Valdocs that
fixed some silly bugs in the earlier
distribution versions. The new version
was a little better, but the Valdocs program is so painfully slow that it will
eventually drive you mad. Also, there are
ways to lock up the system. I don't know
all of them because Roberta didn't keep
notes, but it happened to her. The
bottom-line result is that she's not interested in returning to the Epson . I've
previously concluded that the Epson
Valdocs software is a noble try that
pushes the 280 chip beyond its limits. I
have no reason to change that
view . . . . Jerry

JRT Version 3.0
Dear Jerry,
I thought you might be interested
in my experience with JRT Pascal. I

\nnouncingtbeEocore diskette.

lbewayitperfonns,youH never
guess itcosts only $1.59:
-

ENcor.-£

Encore diskettes are
designed for most
popular systems,
including Apple,
IBM,and
Radio Shad?

E-~g~ ..-~~

Important savings; reliable performance

0-

F

rom Inmac , the world 's leading source
of computer su pplies and accessories,
comes Encore - your best value in
1iskettes today.
New Encore meets the same high
;tandards that big-name b rands meet 00% error-free performance, ANSI certifi :ation. In many cases it actually exceeds
.ystem req uirements. There's even a 1-year
3placement guarantee.
Encore Pri ce/Compatibility Table
No

OeSCflpllon

System Compatibility

Yet the cost is as low as $1.59 for
single-sided, single-density 5 V4" Encore
diskettes (when you purchase four or more
boxes, ten diskettes per box).
And only $2.99 for double-sided,
double-density 5%" Enc ore d iskettes.

Pr'ce Per Box (Units 0110)
1
2·3
4+

IBMPC (single-side) . S25.90 519.90 S15.90
Single-density; soli Apple II . ItPlus, li e. III; (2.59 ea) (1.99 ca) (1.59 ca)
seclor
Rad iOShack TA S-BO:
Osborne PC

With low-cos t, highly reliable Encore
diskettes, you can easi ly afford th e secu rity o f
back-up disk storage.You can make the job
of organ izing data faster and easier by dedicating one diskette to a file.
You can perform any number of applications,on most popular systems: App le II ,
II Plus, li e, III ; IBM PC ; Radio Shack TR S-80;
DEC ; HP ; Wangw riter and many others.
So why store your data on more ex-

pensive diskettes that don't do more for the
mo ney? From now on get accurate, rel iable
performance without the high cost. Get Encore.

Send coupon today. Or call

1(800) 547·5444.
In California 1(800) 547·5447.
Use th e accompanying tabl e to find the
typ e and price of the Encore diskettes compatible with your system. Call toll-free if your
system is not listed .
To ensure your complete satisfaction, Encore diskettes are covered by a 45-day ri sk-free
trial as we ll as a 1-year repl acement guarantee.
Th is offer good only in the Continental U.S.
Allow one to two weeks for delivery.

Get an Inmac Floppy Library Case absolutely free!
\

~~CORE _

_

\

ENCORE

l

~L.._="=="=="""'~

For every box of Encore diskelles yo u order wi thin the next 30 days. you'lI receive a free
Floppy library Case. O rder two boxes. get two cases. Order more. get more
(Llm1 14 per order).
Bu t act now, as supplies are limited.
You 'lI lind the Floppy library Case a conven rent way to organize and protect your
data Each case sits right on you r bookshelf. protec ting up to ten Ilexrble disks
from cupping,curling,and co ntaminan ts th at can harm thei r performance
and rUin your data,
,
'\\
High-impacl polypropylene insets and fan tab s combine With a handy
....~..., \
pop-up lea ture to give yo u fas t. easy retrieval of the d isks you need. And
•

\"':.a."i •

t\\~~~

ID labels on the spine help you keep you r floppies In order.

7970 5\'4" Single-side,

7971 51f4" double-side,
double-d ensity:
so !t sectof

7960 8"smgte-slde.
double-density:

CromemcoZ2H ; HP85,543.90 535 .90

Selles 98 26A. 9836:
IB M PC (dual side)

RanlQShack l AS-SO
Model II: AlIOS 2

solt seclor
7961

S"smgle-side,
smgledenslty:
solt seclOr; IBM
FOI mat 2305830

529.90
10.39 ea) 13.S9 eo) 12.99 ea)

DEC(all systems

except AX02 , RX50,
WS80. POP11 ):
HP-300

:ncore diskettes:
nportant savings
n the one hand ccurate, reliable
erformance on the
ther. Available
nly from lnmac.

539.90 529.90 S26 .90
13.99 ea)( 2.99ea) (2 .69ea)

--------.,

•
Inmall
World's leading source of computer
supplies and accessories.

ORDER NOW

Mail to: Inmac. Encore tnt roductory
Offer. 2465 Augustine Drive. Santa Clara. CA 95051.

Yes. I Ihink Encore so unds like a great deal. Please send me:
No.of Order
Price per box
Muttiply
boxes No.
Description
of 10 diskettes No. of boxes
(see table) by box pri ce
_
_
_

7970 5 /, " SSSDsoft sector _ _ _ _ _ __
'
7971 5'1,"DSDDsoftseclor _ _ _ - - - 7960 8"SSD D soft sector _________

_ . 7961 8" 5550 soft sector
IBM format 2305830

Subtotal

• Customers in CA . CO. DC . NJ. NY. Sales Tax '
TX. IL . GA add applicable tax .
Total Order

o Check enclosed 0

Bill company P.O. No. ______

D Visa 0 Ma sterCard Account No. _ _ _ _ _ __

N a~
me ------------~Phone----

'ice for one SSSD5'/," En core
skette when pur chasing 40 or
ore di skettes.

Firm
Address
City

rcle 223 on inquiry card .

o Please send me a Iree Inmac catalog.

State

Zip
107129

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I

U.ertoU.er ____________________________________________________________
had a lot of trouble with version 2.x
and was about to give up on the language entirely until I had occasion to
use a friend's version 3.0. What a difference! I have no trouble compiling
"standard" Pascal programs with the
new version.
For example: I compiled and ran
your matrix multiplication program
flawlessly (it executed in 87 seconds);
the same is true with Jim and Gary
Gilbreath's Erastosthenes Sieve program (472 seconds) on my Osborne
1. What I am leading up to is this:
why don't you and Alex give JRT version 3.0 a shot? I'd really like to see
Alex's introductory package come out
for JRT Pascal.
Enclosed are the results when running your "Silly" program on version
3.0 (see listing 1). I think the error
message in version 3.0 is just as
meaningful as those of Pascal/M and
Pascal MT/ + . And once you get used
to it, you know the error occurred on
the line after the last one it tried to
compile-so it's just as easy to find.
O. H. (Jack) Adams
33 Briarwood Court
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

JRT version 3.0 does seem considerably
improved over the earlier version. We'll
have to examine it again. However, it is
still nothing like standard, so programs
written in JRT aren't likely to work with
any other compiler. . . . Jerry

Transferring Files
to Otrona Disks
Dear Jerry,
In your January column ("Burnouts, Bargains, and Two Sleek Portables," page 438) you state that the
''Attache has simple ways for getting
stuff to and from your 8-inch disks"
and that transferring files is easy, as
attested by your column's existence,
written on the Attache in Europe (in
part) and transferred on your return.
In the documentation for my Attache
I cannot find a way to transfer files.
482
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Listing 1:

Program Silly (output)
BEGIN
Writeln( 'Hello, World' );
Writeln( 'Foo' );
Writeln( too );
Writeln( 'Hello againl' );
END {silly}.

A>JRTPAS3 B:SILLYtP
JRT Pascal ver 3.0
Copyright 1983 JRT Systems
0000
0001:
Program Silly (output);
0000
0002:
0006
0003 :
BEGIN
Writeln( 'Hello, World ' );
001A
0004:
Writeln( 'Foo' );
0025
0005:

%Warning: Invalid variable or data type declaration
%Error: Syntax error - unrecoverable

My dealer says (and one manual confirms) that I must buy Softcom to do
this. Personally, I would much prefer
to use Modem7 or some other utility, but at the moment I do not have
a way to get a public-domain program into the Otrona format.
Is it necessary to have a modemtype utility (or Softcom by Otrona, at
$150) to transfer files to Otrona disks?
Tom Flagg
547 Tilden Ave.
Teaneck, NJ 07666

budget reviews-to determine what
we buy. Before then I'd like my boys
to get some "hands-on" education.
The local high school offers computer courses, but there's a catch. I
hesitate to have my sons learn some
fundamental aspects which, as you
quoted Professor Dijkstra, would
later have to be painfully "unlearned:' Should my sons, for example, learn BASIC and FORTRAN as
their first languages? I want to encourage their enthusiasm for handson training, but I hesitate about the
high school's curriculum. What are
your views?
David E. Goode
6454 Dryden Dr.
Mclean, VA 22101

We use the File Transporter from Workman and Associates. Modeml is in the
public domain; Workman has obtained
permission to include it with the Transporter.
You could probably get Modeml for the
Otrona from a club or users group, but
I don't see how anyone is harmed by
I don't know of one at the moment . . .
learning BASIC, and your school's
courses sound like a very good start. And
Jerry
although limited in scope, a Sinclair is
a good machine to begin on . ... Jerry

Toward Computer "Literacy"
Dear Jerry,
I'm considering buying our family's
first personal computer, and I want
to read about the latest applications
and available products.
One question of particular importance concerns my two sons (ages 15
and 13) and their computer '1iteracy:'
We have read enough of your articles
and other primers (e.g., Adam Osborne and Peter McWilliams) to
realize how computer dumb we are.
It will take some more research-and

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, clo
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please p~t your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply.

Anyone who pays
$2395 for a terminal ought to
have his head examined.
Some people think our prices
are mind-blowing . Until they learn
more about our terminals, and how
much sense they make for professional users.
Take the Ann Arbor Guru™, for
example . It's simply a well-considered investment in your own talent.
To help you get ahead in your
work, the Guru features an unprecedented 28K of memory. Imagine.
Enough memory to fill 15 pages
of an 80x24 display. Or six full

pages of 81/2X11 text. All locally
resident for editing , printing, transmission, or just for context.
The Guru display also shows
a lot of thought for your needs. You
can display up to 66 lines of up to
170 characters. Then zoom and
scroll-horizontally and verticallyto view any portion of the memory,
displaying as much or as little data
as you like.
Of course, all this is in addition
to Ann Arbor's standard 15-inch
screen , portrait or landscape. Dozens of programmable keys. ANSI-

standard coding. Pause and Meta
functions. And incomparable data
line monitoring.
Now, we'd be the last people
to say that an Ann Arbor Guru is
for just anyone.
But if you think you're worth
it, it would be crazy to settle for
anything less.
For more information, write to
Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc. at 6175
Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48103. Or call 313/663-8000.
Circle 28 on inquiry card .

RnnRRBOR
TERMINALS
Once you've worked with them, you won't work without them.

Meta key
Pause key
pOlUer\u\ data
line moni\otin~

ORYX

SYSTEMS.~

QUALITY DISCOUNTS
APPLE/
FRANKLIN
ASHTON·TATE
d·Base II . . . . . . . . . $ 399
ASPEN SOFTWARE
Grammatik . . . . . . . $ 60
Proofreader . . . . . ..
42
BEAGLE BROS.
Apple Mechanic •... $ 22
DOS Boss. . . . . . . .
17
Utiliity City. . . . . . ..
22
BRODERBUND
Bank Street Writer . . . $ 55
General Ledger w/AP . 305
Payroll . . . . . . . . .. 275
CDEX
• Visicalc Training . ... $ 45
CHARLES MANN
Basic Teacher .. .... $ 30
Teacher Plus .. . . ..
32
Medicalll .... . . .. 879
Class Scheduling . . . 299

OMEGA
Locksmith . . . • . . . . $ 75
Inspector . . . . . . . .
47
Watson. . . . . . . . ..
44

PENGUIN SOFTWARE
Complete Graphics , ,$
Graphics Magician, , .
Complete Graphicsl
Apple Tablet , , , ,.
Special Effects , . , ..

HAYDEN
Piewriter ... , .. , . ,$ 108
HOWARD SOFTWARE
Creative Financing. , , $ 145
Real Estate Analyzer"
145
LINK SYSTEMS
Datafax . , . , . , . , .. $Call
79
Datalink , . , .. , . "
MICROPRO
Wordstar (Special) . , . $ 375
(w/CP/M Card , 70 col.
& 64K
Infostar (Includes
CP·M/70 co1/64K) .. 375
Pro Pak
(WS/MM/SS/index) . 399
MICRO LAB
Asset Manager . . . . ,$ 144
Invoice Factory . . . . , 144
Payroll Manager , . ,. 216
Tax Manager
129
Wall Streeter .. , . .. 216
MICROSOFT
Cobol-BO •• , .. , ... $ 499
Fortran-BO , . , . . , "
145
TASC Compiler .. , "
125
A,L.D,S, " " " ' "
99
Multiplan (DOS) ... "
189
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D·Base II ,
.•. , • , . . . • .. • , , . $ Call
Bottom Line Strategisl
.... . . . . .. '"
299
FPL .
475
Friday, . , , , , , , , , , .. , . , . ,
" .. " ....
225

Human Soft
dB Plus "

$ 99

Fox & Geller
Quick Code, , ' , , , , , • . , •. . • . , • ' •. , • •. • ' "
$225
DUtil, , . , , . , , .
. , , •. , • , . , , • , . • , . .
60

Software Banc
53
45

d·Base II User's Guide:
wi d·Base II Purchase . , , , • , •. , • ' . • ' . • , • , ,. $ t5
w/o d·BaseII Purchase, , . • • ' , • , • . • • . • •. • , , ,
20

86
50

Anderson·Bell

SOFTECH
Basic Compilers'
Runtime, , , , , , , ,$ 169
Softeach , , . , '
94
UCSD p·system set
469
Xeno file ' , , , , , , .,
39

Abstat , , . , , .. , , , , , • ' . , . , . , • ' , . , . , , • , , , $349

Tylog Systems
d·Base Window " ,
• All above available on PC· DOS
'Zork I. II , III (eac h), , ,.

32

LEXISOFT
'Spellbinder , , . , , . ,$ 275

Krell Logo , .. , , , . , , , , , . , . , , , .. ' , , • , , , , , , $ 75
Abelson Book. " " . "
.. ... " , .. " " "
15
Terrapin Logo wlfull documentation , . , , , . , ' .
115

DOW JONES
Market Analyzer , , , . $ 279
Market Manager , . "
240
Microscope . , . , , "
569

Ashton·Tate

PEACHTREE (CP/M)
Peachpak 40 GI L + AIR
+ AlP (Special) ... $ 259
Series 40
GIL, AIR, AlP ea,
195
Inventory, , ,
225
Series 9
Peachcalc , , , ,
279
Telecommunications
279

LOGO CORNER

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant . , . $ 55

d·BASE II CORNER

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS: File, , . , , . , , . $ 94
Graph , , . , .. ,
94
Report.
94
SUPERSOFT
Basic Tutor , , , . , . ,$ 79
Fortran, , . , , . , . ,. 325
SYSTEMS PLUS (Z80 req.)
375
Landlord . , . , .. , "
VISICORP
Visicalc(llorIIE) " . ,$179
Visischedule , , , , ., 225

CP/M
SOFTWARE
BYROM SOFTWARE
• BST AM , . , . , ... , . $ 149
'BSTMS. , . , . , , , ., 149
COMPUVIEW
'V·Edit 8080 Z80, IBM PC$130
'V·Edit CP/M86, MS DOS 160
DIGITAL RESEARCH
'Pascal Mt + WISP .,. $389
MAC . , . , , , . , . "
85
SID (8080 Debugger) . ,
68
ZSID (Z80 Debugger) ..
90
CP/M 2,2 . " " . '"
140
C Basic 2, .. , , . , .. 110
PU1 ·80 .. , . , • , . .. 425
INFOCOM
'Dead line, . , . , . , . ,$ 39
'Starcross , . , " ' "
32
'Suspended " , . , "
39

MARK OF UNICORN
'Final Word. ,
. , ,$239

$206

NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL
'Statpak, . , . , .. ' , . $ 379
OASIS
'The Word Plu s " . , ' $120
'Punctuation and Style,
99

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
MICROPRO
• Datebook " " " "
'WordSlar "
, . $Call
• Milestone . . . . . . . .
'InloStar ., "
, , 275
• Pro· Pack (WS/MM/SS
PICKLES & TROUT
Index) , , .. , , , , . $Call
CP/M lor TRS·II . . , . . $ 170 -,
r>~~ ____________________________________________

U

259

399
160
195
95
90
399

• Client Posting & Accounting. . . • . . • . . . . . • . • . .

399

'. Graphics Language . , . , . , ,
, , , . , , ,.
'. Business Grahic System. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

275
199

MICROSOFT
Basic 80 , . , .. ,
Basic Compiler ..
Fortran 80
Cobol 80 . , , , , ,
Macro 80 . , , , , ,
MuMath/MuSimp,
MuLisp/MuStar , ,
'M ultiplan. , , . , ,

.. ,$ 249
, ,. 289
330
, "
499
, "
150
. ,. 194
156
. "
198

MICROSTUF
'Cross talk " ' , . , " $ 135

SUPERSOFT
'Diagnos tic II , . . . ,
Disk Doctor .. . . ,
'Fortran 4 . , . , .• ,
Basic·8086, . , •. ,
Lisp . . , , , . . . . ,
Z8000 Assembler, ,
C Cross Assembler
'ScratchPad . , .. ,

, . $ 90
.,
75
., 305
., 225
,. 120
"
400
' . 400
,. 219

IBM/PC
Please Sell CP/M
listing. All products
with a " ... in front
will also run on
PCDOS and are
priced the same.
ALPHA SOFTWARE
Data Base Manager II , $ 169
Mailing Li st , , ,
72
Executive Package, ., 105
Type Faces . , , . , "
99
Ouest ion . , .
35
Apple - IBM
Connection, , . ' . , 130
CENTRAL POINT
Copy II PC ' , , , , . , ,$ 34
CONDOR III , .

. . , $365

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant , , ,$ 99

PEACHTREE CORNER
'. Peach Pak 4 (G L, AP, AR) , . , , , , . , . , , .. , , , . , ,$
• General Ledger I Accounls Payable I Accounts
Receivable I Sales Invoicing I Inventory Contrai l
Peach Pay Payroll , . . . . . ' , , . , , . , , . , , .. Each
• Peachtext , . , , , , , , . , ,' .,. ,., .. , ', .. ,'
• Peachtext w/Random House Th esaurus. , , . , , , , "
• Spelling Proofreader, , ,
, , , .. , , .. , • , ..
• PeachCalc , , , . ' , , , , . , , , , , , , . , ..• , , . • ' ,
• Job Cosl System . , . , . , , . , , . , . • •. , •. , ' .. ,

STAR COMPUTER SYSTEM
GIL, AIR, AlP or Pay .. $ 350
'Legal Time, Billing . "
845
Property Management . 845

PROITEM SOFTWARE
'Footnote, . , , . , .. ,$ 105
REVASCO
Z80 Disassembler , , ,$ 85
SORCIM
• Supercal c II . , . , , , . $ 199
Superwriter
(W/Spelier & Mailer), 179
SELECT
Select Word Processor $ 356

Formats Available"
8" std, Altos Apple 11/111 , Cromenco, CP/M 86, Dec VT·80, Eagle,
Heath/Zenith, Hewlett Packard 125, MicropolislVector Graphic,
Northstar, Osborne, Otrona, Superbrain, Televideo, Xerox 820,
'Some Format Subject to "Download" fee

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Concurrent CP/M 86 ' , $ 225
CP/M·86 . , . , .. , .
50
Cobol 86 . , . , , . , ., 499
Pascal MT + 86 w/SPP 375
SPP 86 ' , , , , , . , ., 150
SID 86 " , '
113
C Basic 86 " " "
135
DOW JONES
Market Ana lyzer .,

,$ 279

ECO·SOFT
Microstat , .. " , . , $230
GRAPHIC SOFTWARE
Super Chartman II . ' , $ 299
Super Chartman IV , "
199
Both " " " , , , "
350
LEXISOFT
Spell Binder,

.•. ,' $ 259

LlFETREE
Volkswriter

,,$135

LOTUS 123

, . $Call

PEACHTREE
Please see listi ng
under CP/M,
Peachtext 5000 (Word pro·
cessor, dictionary. spelling
proofreader, PeachCalc elec'
tronic spreadsheet. list

Circle 338 on inquiry card.

Vida. Ultraterm . ___ .
WaBper 16K Ram Card

manager). FREE box of 5'/."
diskettes and $10 coupon for
AccumPak (retail $525).
All of the above . . . . . $ 247

299
69

IBM/PC
BOARDS

SUPERSOFT
C Compiler-8OB6 ... . $ 350
Star Edi t . . . . . . . .. 180
Di sk Edit . .. . __ .. _ 80
Basic Compiler. . . . . 325
Fort ran IV PC/DOS
325
or8086 .. _ .
8087 Support . . . . ..
40
Diagnostics II _ . . . _. 100
Optimizer .. _ . _ . _ . 149
Personal Data Base . _ 99
In ves tment Tax Pac _ _ 160
Scratch Pad .... __ . 219

AST RESEARCH
ComboPlus 64K
Clock/Calendar, Serial &
Parallel, I/F, Expa ndable
to 256K . _ _ .. _ .. _ $287
MegaPlu s 64K, Clock/
Calendar, Serial Port ,
Expandable to 512K
w/Megapak _ . _ .. _ 287
Extra ports available for
Megaplus and I/O Plus II
inc ludes Game, Parall el
& Serial .... _ . .
35
Megapak 256K upgrade
for Megaplu s _ .. _$Call
I/O Plu s II Clock/Calen·
dar and Seri al Port _ _ 118

SYSTEMS PLUS
Landlord (prop. mgmt.) $ 375
Runtime Basic
(req'd for above) . _.
45
· .. and many more!

APPLE/
FRANI(lIN
BOARDS

BYAD DS·II
(64K, Z80, CP/M) ... $599

ALS CP/M Card _ .. _ . $ 299
ALS Smart erm _ . . _. 249
ALS Z-Card II
142
ABT Keypad. __ . . ..
99
Axlon Ramdisk 128K.. 299
Bit 3 Dual Comm-plu s _ 209
CCS 7710 Asynch Serial 11 9
East Side Wild Card . . 110
M & R Sup'r terminal
80coi. _ . . . . . . .. 249
Microsoft 16K Ramcard
72
Microsoft Softcard . _ . 245
Microsoft Softcard +
429
Microsoft Premi um
Softcard (lie)
397
Microtek Printer I/F ..
75
Microtek Dumpling·16. 195
Microtek Dumpling·GX 119
Mountain A·DID-A _ . _ 279
Mountain Music
System w/Software. 299
PCP 4 MHZ Appli·Card
+ 88Card
599
PCP 88 Card 16 Bit +
64K ... . . .. _ .
475
Prometheu s Versaca rd 159
Prometheu s Graphit ti
Card.
99
SSM ASIO Serial IIF
129
w/cable
SSM A10·2 4 Serial/
179
Parallel
Street Echo II Speech
Synth. IIF
129
Tymac Parallel IIF
79
w/cab le
Videx Display Enhancer 109
Videx Display
129
Enhancer II . .
Vide x Funclion Strip.
69
Videx Video term VT·600 235

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Dri ve Controller $185
Floppy Dri ve Controller
w/Parallel or Serial
Port _ .. _ .. _ .. _ 249
Sandstar Memory Card
194
- 3 modules cap.
Sands tar Multifunct ion
Card - 6 modules
cap. ... . .
93
Sandstar Modules _ .. $Call
OUADRAM
Quadboard 64K, Clock/
Calendar, Serial &
Parallel Ports,
Software . . _ .. _ . $296
Microfazer Stack Printer
Buffer (expandable to 512K)
• Parallel/Parallel 8K .. 145
• Parallel/Parallel64K _. 188
• Serial/Parall el8K .. _ . 170
• Serial/Serial8K . . . . . 189
Quadli nk 64K Memory,
Game port allows Apple
Software to run
on IBM/PC . __ . $ Call
TECMAR Products . . . . $ Call
XEDEXIMICROLOG
Baby Blue

. $475

TALL TREE
512K JRAM Mem.
Board.

. . $699

MONITORS
Amdek Video 300A
Amber .. _ .... __ $180
Amdek RGB _ .
520
NEC 12" Hi-Res Green _ 187
Sanyo 12" Hi-Res Green 199
USI Hi- Re s 12" Amber.
169
NECJB-1260Gree n _.
99
PGS RGB Color .. _ . _ $ Call
NEC JC·1203 RGB . _ .
725
Ouadram Ouadc hrome $ Call
Taxan 12" Amber
Monitor . __ . . _ . _ 149
Taxan 12" Green , .. _ 136
Ta xan 12" Medium RGB 323
Taxan 12" High RGB . . 512
Ta xan RGB Cable
for PC ... _ .. _ . .
17

MODEMS
Novation Apple·Cat II .
Hayes Micromodem II _ 299
Anchor Mark I .. _ . _ .
84
Anchor Mark VII. .
129
Hayes Smartmodem
300 ... _ . . . . . . _ $205
Hayes Smartmodem
509
1200 . ... _ . . . . .
Hayes Chronog raph ..
189
Novation 212 Auto·Cat _ 585
US Robotics Auto-Dial
(full auto 300/ 1200) _ .
459
US Robotics Auto· Lin k
(au to answer
300/1200) . _ . _ . _ .
379
US Robotics Password
395

Corona 5 MG Hard Disk 1,560
Corona 10 MG Hard __ 1,995
CDC 1800 _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 270
Corvus _ . _ .. _ _ __ _ $ Call
Tall Grass . _ . __ . __ $ Call
Vista Solo 143K _ . _ __ $ 259
Vista Solo & Cntrlr __ . 329
Want Slim Line & Cntrlr
299
Want Dual Slim Line &
Cntrlr _ __ . . . . _ _ _ 529

• Franklin 1000 & 1200
• Corona
• NEC APC & 8800
• Columbia
• Televideo .
. __ please call.

PRINTERS

PLOTTERS

C. Itoh Startwriter __ _ . 1,350
C.noh Prowriter 8510 _ 425
C. ltoh Prowriter 1550 .
725
NEC 3550 . . . . . ___ $ Call
475
NEC 8023A . . . . . . _.
Okldata Microline 82A.
450
Okldata Microline 83A . 675
Okldata Microline 92 _ _ 525
fDS Pri sm 80
(w/4 opt ions) .. __ . 1,399
fDS Pri sm 132
(w/4 options) . . . . . 1,547
IDS MicroPrism ____ .
565
Silver-Reed
Daisy Wheel __ ... $ Call
Star Mlcronics
Gemini 10X __ . . ..
325
Star Mlcronics
Gem in i 15 . ... .. _ 489
GE Print ers . ___ . .. $ Call
Epson FX·80 .. ___ ..
599
Transtar T·130-P ... _.
725
Transtar T·3 15P Color.
519
Mannesman Tally
549
MT160 . __ _ . . . ..

___ and much more_

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORNER
•• 'SPECIAL'"
Hayes Smart modem 1200/Hayes Smartcom II So ftware
AST I/O Plus II Clock Ca lendar and Serial Pan ... ___ . $695
Above wlSmartmodem 300 __ .. __ ... _ .. . ... . . . _ 415
579
Hayes Smart modem 1200 & Smartcom II Soft wa re __ . .

DISK DRIVES
Tandon TM·55-2 . . . ..
Tandon TM·l00·2 .
Davong DSI·501 Hard .
Davong DSI -5 12 Hard .
Davong DSI·519 Hard .

$275
240
$ Call
$ Call
$ Call

DISPLAY CARDS CORNER
Hercules Graphics Board .
Orchid Monochrome Graphic Adapter ....... ___ _..
Pfantronfcs Colorplus .................. .
USf Display Card (color/monochrome).
Amdek MAl Card ..
Tecmar Grap hic Master ....

$369
432
389
$ Call
$ Call
$ Call

DISI(ETTES
3M 5" OS DO Bo x .... $ 31
BASF 5" OS DO Box ..
37
Maxe ll 5" OS DO
MD2 Box . ___ _ ..
40
Verbatim 5" OS DO Box
35
Ultra Magnetics 5" OS,
DO, Bonus Box
(12 d iskettes) . _ ...
35

Enter Ploo Sweet P
Apple/Franklin,
IBM/PC _. __ . _ . . $ 599
Strobe Mloo Plotter
499
wll/ F Apple/Franklin.
Strobe M 100 Plotter
539
(RS 232) . _ _ . . . _.
Panasonlc Digital
Pl ott er . .. . _ .. _ . $ Call

Miscellaneous
Symtec Light Pen
IBM/PC _. _ . . . . . $ 140
Symtec High Pen
Apple/Franklin _ .. _.
200
TG Joys tick Apple/
49
Franklin .. ___ . . _
TG Joystick IBM/PC
54
Versa VersaWr iter

Tablet IBM/PC,
App le/Franklin _ . .
259
Mouse Systems PC
Mouse . . . . . _ .
269
Wico Analog Joystick.
59
Wico Apple Adapter _ .
18
Wico IBM/PC I/F Card
52
Keytronic Keyboa rd
IBM/PC _.
209
Keytronic Keyboard
Apple/Franklin _ .
249
Curtis PC Products .. . $ Call
Electronic Protection
Series . . . .
. SCali

CP/M is a registered
trademark of Digital
Research _IBM and the IBM
logo are registered
trademarks of International
Business Machines. Apple
and the Apple logo are
registered trademarks of the
Apple Computer Company.
Franklin and the Franklin
logo are trademarks of the
Franklin Computer Company.

We offer the following complete systems
w/full support on our
technical line __ _

We welcome:

Please:
• Wisconsin residents -

add 5% for sales tax.

• Add 53.50 for shipping per software and light items.
For multiple and other items, ca ll.
• Foreign - add 15% handling & shipping for prepayment.
Ilnrl money order)

• Visa, Mastercharge & Ame rican Exp ress - (Add 4% )
• Checks (Allow 1·2 weeks for c learing)
• COD (Add $2.00 per sh ipm ent - Cash or certified check
requ ir ed)

Working Hours:

Mon .' Th . 8:30 - 5:30 • Fr!. 8:30 . 6:30 •
Sat. 10:00 · 2:00 • Central Time

• Prices subject to change without notice.

For technical information & in Wisconsin:
715-848-2322

• All items subject to availability.

Store prices are strictly retail.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
205 Scott st. • P.O. Bo x 1961
Wausau , WI 54401

Int'l. Telex -

260181

ORYX SYS WAU

Circle 338 on inquiry card _
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Book Reviews
The Handbook
of Artificial
Intelligence,
Volume 2
Avron Barr and Edward
Feigenbaum, eds.
William Kaufman Inc.
Los Altos, CA, 1982
428 pages, $35
Reviewed by
Henry W. Davis

The Handbook of Artificial
Intelligence, a three-volume
overview of artificial intelligence (AI), presents basic AI
accomplishments and techniques so that people need
not be specialists in the field
to understand them. Volume
2 (discussed here) covers AI
programming languages, AI
applications to science,
medicine, and education,
and automatic programming.

(For a review of volume 1, see
the July issue, page 450. Volume 3 will be reviewed at a
later date.)
Volume 2's extensive bibliography (through early
1981) provides direction to
basic material as well as
research papers and is useful
for novices and experts alike.
The articles are carefully
edited and work together
quite well. Elaborate crossreferencing lets you skip to a
specific topic of interest.

Languages
AI programming lan guages, the first topic in
volume 2, have been heavily
influenced by LISP, the
dominant AI programming
language today. It is therefore
appropriate that the authors
devote considerable effort to
explaining the useful features
of this language. Other in-
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fluential languages covered
are PLANNER, CONNIVER,
QLISP, SAIL, POP-2, and
FUZZY. PROLOG and LISPmachines are not discussed.
Early programming languages dealt mainly with
useful ways to process numerical data. In contrast,
LISP was developed to
manipulate symbolic expressions, making it more suitable for the needs of AI programming.
LISP has endured as an
important tool over the years
for a number of reasons.
First, its main data structure
consists of multilevel lists,
providing LISP with a powerful and flexible way to represent complicated knowledge, and LISP allows lists to
change in structure and size
during program execution.
Furthermore, LISP's emphasis on recursion allows it
to simplify the handling of
many problems.
The control structure of
LISP consists primarily of
function composition. One
effect is to encourage interactive development of complicated programs. Functions
are easily replaced or enhanced on the spot.
LISP programs and data
have the same syntax. Programs may pass other programs as data or read programs from a database. Such
data may be executed by the
receiving program because
LISP supports a primitive
function that is itself a LISP
interpreter. Programs may
construct other programs
(and run them) and analyze
other programs, or themselves.
In PLANNER, a program's
statements consist of
"theorems" that describe
strategies for achieving certain goals given a set of preconditions. Theorems also
give contingency plans if specified situations arise. When
a program is run, PLANNER

searches through its database
of assertions and theorems,
attempting to solve a userspecified goal.
CONNIVER and QLISP
extend this to give the user
more control over the search
process. QLISP's capabilities
include resolution-based
theorem proving, a powerful
inference technique.
FUZZY allows the user to
associate certainty values to
assertions in the database.
These numbers are manipulated as goals are sought
from the database. Final conclusions also have measures
of certainty associated with
them.

Expert Systems
Expert systems (ESs) are
programs that help solve
complex, real-world problems in such areas as science,
engineering, and medicine,
thus minimizing the need for
expensive human help. They
work with large amounts of
domain knawledge (facts and
procedures, gleaned from
human experts, that have
proved useful in certain
specialties) and several of
these systems have a level of
expertise comparable to or
exceeding that of a good
human professional.
The Handbook devotes a
chapter each to ESs in
science, medicine, and education. In no other single
source can you find such a
comprehenSive overview of
ES technology. Articles in
these chapters cover noteworthy systems in each domain. Each article attempts to
describe the problem, the
knowledge used to solve it,
the AI methods that were
used to represent and manipulate that knowledge, the
level of expertise obtained,
and future prospects for the
program and those methods.
A large variety of systems are
described, usually with great
clarity. (You may find it help-
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in disk backup.
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ful to read the material on
search and knowledge representation in volume 1 before
reading the ES articles.)

Science and Engineering
Science and engineering
have historically been a
favorite application domain
for expert systems. The Handbook describes systems in
chemistry, geology, mathematics, and database management. To give the flavor of
the text, I1l discuss two of the
chemical applications.
Current ES technology
evolved from the DENDRAL
project, started at Stanford
University in 1965. The project was intended to show
that algorithmic procedures
that produce results exhaustively and at enormous
expense could be augmented
by the heuristic knowledge of
experts to produce similar
results at a fraction of the
cost. From this highly successful project scientists
isolated some key questions
for what soon became ES
technology: How does one
obtain from human experts
the large amounts of knowledge needed to simulate their
expertise? How does one
represent this knowledge?
What are effective ways to
manipulate and control the
use of this knowledge?
Input to DENDRAL consists of the atomic constituents of a molecule along with
mass spectrometric data .This information describes
how molecules of a particular
substance fragment when
they are subject to intense
heat. DENDRA~s output is a
ranked list of possible structures for the molecule. Such
information is extremely
useful in many chemical applications but typically requires many man-hours of
effort by experienced chemists.
In DENDRAL, expert
knowledge about interpreting mass spectrums is repre488

sented in rules, which are
statements in the form "if a
is true then take action b:'
Rules are used to build constraints on the set of molecular structures that might
have produced the mass
spectrum data . After a candidate list of molecular structures is generated, more
rules are used to simulate or
test the mass spectrum of
each candidate so the list
may be pruned and properly
ranke.d. Many aspects of the
DENDRAL program became
common ingredients in later
ESs: especially the "generate
and test" paradigm and the
use of rules to represent sophisticated human knowledge.
Another faSCinating program that uses rules to represent complicated knowledge
is Gelernter's SYNCHEM,
developed at State University of New York at Stony
Brook. The input to SYNCHEM is the structure of an
organic molecule. The program seeks a sequence of reactions useful to the laboratory or industrial chemist for
synthesizing the input molecule. A typical synthesis
route consists of a chain of 3
to 20 reactions beginning
with readily available compounds. Reactions are represented as rules. Starting with
the goal molecule, rules are
applied backwards in a
heuristic search for shelf
compounds. Finding workable synthesis routes is complicated for humans. Gelernter has had some success in
automating it and his work
looks very promising.

Medicine
Nearly a score of medical
AI systems have been built
since the mid-1970s; the
Handbook surveys seven .
Most of these systems focus
on medical diagnosis. Typically the physician enters a
patient's symptoms, laboratory data, and other findings
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in a dialogue with the computer. The ES infers a likely
disease or combination of
diseases, often explaining its
reasoning. In some cases
therapy is recommended. Today's systems operate in narrow areas of medicine such
as bacterial infection or
aspects of internal medicine.
Some of them have received
very favorable ratings compared with human experts.
In addition to diagnostic
systems, ESs have been built
for other medical purposes,
such as drug-regimen determination .
The design techniques of
AI medical systems vary conSiderably. Most of the knowledge-representation schemes
described in volume 1 of the
Handbook occur in one system
or another. Search procedures are exhaustive rather
than heuristic because of the
small size of the databases
and the potentially serious
consequences of missing
applicable information.
The items of knowledge
used in medical reasoning
are often, in fact, judgments. There may be competing evidence for and
against a certain hypothesis.
AI systems deal with this by
attaching "weights" or "certainty factors" to information.
For example, weights may be
numbers between -1 and
+ 1 where -1 means ''known
to be false" and + 1 means
"known to be true:' Rules for
combining weights are applied when the system must
reason with uncertain knowledge. A hypotheSiS will be
viewed as true when its
weight exceeds some specified threshold .
Only one AI diagnostic
system is reported to be in
routine clinical use. However,
several appear to be close to
this stage. To account for this
lack of use, many observers
claim that physicians will not
use computer diagnostic aids
when they feel they are al-

ready performing adequately.

Education
Programs that interact
directly with students in an
effort to promote and contr<1l
learning in a particular subject are called computer
aided instruction (CAl) and
have their roots in the 1960s.
In the first such programs,
the student was typically
given some instructional text
(possibly on line) and then
asked brief questions about
it. The student's answers determined what further questions and text would be
presented. The courseware
author attempted to anticipate all patterns of wrong
responses and use them to
specify branches to appropriate remedial material. Some
very sophisticated systems
use this technique.
AI ideas of the 1970s have
led to work on much more
ambitious systems called
knowledge-based or intelligent CAl (ICAI) programs.
Such systems have three
main components. The expertise module generates problems and evaluates the correctness of the student's solutions. In some cases this
module reasons much like a
conventional noneducational
ES. The student model module
maintains a representation of
how well the student understands the skills being
taught, plus related information (for example, student
goals or what he or she tends
to forget). The tutoring module
integrates information from
the other modules with
teaching strategies to affect
the learning process.
The Handbook describes
eight ICAI systems in such
varied areas as geography,
medicine, electronics, programming, arithmetic, and
university-Ievellogic.~ In addition to their potential usefulness, these systems provide
striking insight into the
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teaching-learning processes.

Automatic Programming
Automatic programming
(AP) refers to a program or
system of programs that enable users to specify a programming task to the computer on a very high level.
This may mean that only the
desired effect of the program
is described (or partially
described), or the intended
effect and some of the methodology is specified. AP aims
to allow the programmer to
specify the task much the
same way a manager specifies a task to a programmer.
At the foundation of AP is
the idea that the program
should know both the problem domain and the principles of programming so
well that it can fill in the
details. An ideru. AP sY$tem
should provide an efficient,
correct program. Because

490

much of today's software is
costly and unreliable, the
benefits of such goals are unquestionable.
Some impressive AP systems have been written within restricted problem domains. For example, George
Heidorn's NLPQ program
determines the specifications
for queuing problem simulations via an English dialogue
with the user. It outputs programs written in GPSS. Systems with larger problem domains (for example, nonnumeric programming) are
much less understood. In today's technology such systems work on only short programs in a few subclasses of
their intended domain. We
are a long way from being
able to write an operating
system via AP.
AP research falls into two
major areas. One covers the
specification problem, which is
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Circle 25 on inquiry card.

concerned with translating
partial or ambiguous user inPlIt into complete and unambiguous specifications. A major obstacle to applying AP
concepts to complex problems is determining a specification language that is easy
to work with but forces users
to be complete, consistent,
and unambiguous. Such formal methods do not seem to
reflect the way humans
usually understand and describe programs. Some experimental systems have
dealt with this by allowing
users to describe their programs via some or all of the
following: sample inputoutput pairs, traces (descriptions of how certain data
structures change when certain decisions are made),
English, and mixed-initiative
English dialogue with the
system. These are called informal specification methods. Systems using them
must have knowledge of the
problem domain and of programming concepts in order
to make the transformation
into complete specifications.
The other major area of AP
research, the synthesis problem, is concerned, with generating the target program
once a complete and unambiguous description of the
specifications has been obtained . Several approaches
have been undertaken. One
of these is illustrated by the
PECOS and LIBRA modules
within Cordell Green's PSI
system at Stanford University. PECOS contains hundreds of rules that may be
applied to a program specification . Each rule alters the
program, to varying extents,
producing. a refinement.
Rules applied to refinements
produce further refinements.
By successive application of
rules, PECOS attempts to
move the original program
specification into a targetlanguage implementation. A
rule may be applied only if its

"if condition" matches some
part of the current refinement. Of course, sometimes
several rules apply. This
method generates a tree of
refinements rooted in the
original
specifications .
PECOS expands leaf nodes
'in that tree in its searach for
an implementation.
LIBRA, whose knowledge
is also based on rules,
analyzes and guides the
development of the refinement tree to achieve an efficient implementation. Plausible implementation rules teU
what type of data structures
to use. Cost analysis rules
estimate (with certainty factors) the expected efficiency
of an implementation obtained by successive refinements of a given node. Other
rules describe when to shift
attention to different nodes
in the tree.
The PSI system has been
successful with a number of
short programs in certain
areas of nonnumeric computing.

Conclusion
No book is perfect, and
volume 2 of the Handbook
does have a few problems.
Some articles on overlapping
topics do not mesh well, and
sometimes examples are not
clear. I found five references
in the text whose entries are
missing from the bibliography. (The bibliography contains nearly 400 items.)
Overall, these problems
are trivial and may be corrected when the Handbook is
updated. Like Volume 1, this
, volume succeeds in explaining AI in a way that is useful
to both novice and expert.
Doubtless the Handbook will
become a basic AI reference .•

Henry W Davis is a professor of
computer science at Wright State
University, Dayton, OH 45435,
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"THE COMPUTER-LINE"

"Committed to bringing computers within the reach of all Americans"

1-800-525-7877
'·303·279·2848
Colorado

1-800-255-4659
1-213-716-1812
California

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. / Sat.-Sun. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Products for the IBM® PERSONAL COMPUTER
Hardware
NEW
Columbia Portable Computer
'The very personal computer'
Featuring:
IBM PC compatible
• 128K RAM
• 2, 5 'I,' half height drives
• 9" green or amber screen
• Thousands of dollars worth of free
software ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , SCALL

Also Available:
HARD DISK VERSION
With Floppy and internal
10 Megabytes Hard Drive , SCALL

IBM® Personal Computer
Features :
• 64K Memory
• 2 Tandon TM- 100-2,
320K Byte Drives
• 1 floppy disk controller
• 1 color graphics card
Slimline drives and hard disk drives
configuratior)s are available upon request,
Call for priCing
on all IBM® Systems.

Accessories
T & G Products:
Trak Ball
.. .... , . , .
Joysticks .
.
MBI:
Monte Carlo Joysticks
'
Joystick Adapter ,
,,
Gibson :
Light Pen

S 45.00
S 45.00
S 39.00
S 14.95
S259.00

Columbia
Data Products
Personal Computer
Featurinei
• IBM P Compatibility
• 16-Bit 8088 Processor
• 8 Expansion Slots
• Two RS232 Serial Ports
• Centronics Printer Port
• Double Density Floppy Disk
Controller
• 128K RAM Standard Memory
• 2 320K DSIDD Disk Drives
SUPER 3000 SOFlWARE PACK INCLUDES:
Home Accountant Plus
Perfect Writer (Word Processing)
Perfect Speller (Spelling Checker)
Perfect Calc (Electronic Spreadsheet)
Perfect Filer (Data 8ase Manager)
Perfect So It ware Customer Support Hotline
Fast Graphs (Color Graphics Report
Generator)
Space Commanders (Color Graphics Game)
AND MUCH MORE!
CALL FOR PRICING AND
INFORMATION ON THE
EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE
STANDARD WITH THE
COMPUTER!

M.B.I.
The Ultimate Peripheral for your IBM PC
MONTE CARLO™ GT™ CARD
Five Functions-Memory/Serial/Parallel/ClocklJoystick
• up to 'I Megabyte Expanqable Memory
• One IBM Compatible Centronics Parallel Port
• One IBM Compatible Asynchronous Communication Port
• ClockiCalendar (Battery-backed) with Alarm
• Dual Port Joystick Interface
• Future Upgrade Options: Direct Connect Modem
..... . ............ . . .. .. . ......... . .. ...........

Floppy Disk Controller for IBM PC
With Parallel Port
, , S179.00
With Serial Port
S209.00

SEIMANS DISK DRIVE
Double Sidedl Double Density ,
320K Bytes of Storage
ONL Y $245.00

Same features as the Gr" , but without the Joystick ports ,

I·C -

Zork III

SCA

SCA

MAGIC

Prom Chip
Programmable Graphics Screen Dump
Print Spooling up to 64K Terminal Emulation ..

. . .. , .. SCA

QUADRAM CORPORATION
Quadboard: The memory board for the
IBM featuring:
• Fully expandable from 64 K to 256K
• Parallel Port
• Asynchronous (RS232) Serial Port
• Clock/Calendar
• RAM Disk Drive .
SCALL

SHUGART HALF
HEIGHT DRIVE
Shugart Quality
Now available for your IBM

$235.00

T ANDON Drive Special
Double Sided Double DenSity .
320K Bytes of Storage
TM - tOO-2
ONL Y $245.00

Software
ENTERTAINMENT:
Frogger
Zork I
Deadline
Temple of Apshai
Zork II

.

Monte Carlo ™ Quatro 'M

Disk Drives
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS

,

BUSINESS:
1-2-3 Lotus
PFS : File
The Home Acountant
PFS : Report
Vis icalc
Multi Plan
Wordstar

Microfazer:
• Buffering from 8K to 64K
(4-32 pages of text)
• Printer and Computer Independent
• Parallel/Parallel : Parallel/Serial ;
Serial/Serial available
• Compute while you print!
SCA

PERCOM HARD DRIVES :
5 Megabytes
SCALI
10 Megabytes
SCALI
15 Megabytes
SCALI
20 Megabytes
SCALI

DAVONG HARD DRIVES :
INTERNAL or EXTERNAL
5 Megabytes
SCALI
to Megabytes
SCALI
1 5 Megabytes
$CALI
20 Megabytes
$CALI

EDUCATION:
The Most AmaZing Thing
Story Machine
Kindercomp
Face Maker
CALL FOR THE BEST PRICES
ON THIS MONTHS
HOTTEST SOFTWARE .

us at Computer-Line of Los Angele!
,-,When in CALIFORNIA, visit (Warner
Center)

~,

2 1054 Sherman Way I Canoga Park 91303

When in COLORADO, visit us at Computer-Line of Denver
1136 South Colorado Blvd .

Denver 80222
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: .Itoh Printers :
Prownter I Parallel
$ 379.00
Prownter I Senal ........... .
$ 499.00
Prowri ter II Parallel
.. . . . . . . . .
$ 649.00
Prowriter II Serial
$ 699.00
Okidata:
Microline 92 : 160 CPS bidirectional with 40 CPS
correspondence, 80 colum n
$499.00
iIIic roline 93 : 160 CPS bidirectional wi th 40 CPS
correspondence, 132 column
$850.00
' acema rk 2350: 350 CPS bidirectional12 color
printing , 136 column ,
Parallel ............. . .
$2099.00
$2199.00
Serial
' acemark 2410:
Parallel
$2399.00
$2499.00
Serial .

Call for prices on all
Okidata Printers
IDS Prism :
132 Color
$1495.00
Smith Corona :
TP-I Parallel or Serial .
$ 549.00
Star Micronics :
New Gemini lOX, improved throughout!
120 CPS, Parallel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$CALL
~ EW ! Juki :
U Q, 18 CPS , Parallel . ........ . .. . .... $CALL

This is only a partial listing
of our product line.
For all your
microcomputer needs,
give us a call.
MONITORS
Amdek :
Color I ....... . . . _.
$299.00
Color II
.. . .. . . ... . . ........ ... . $499.99
300G Green .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
$1 45.00
. 300A Amber .... . ... .. .
$159.00
BMC :
La Res Green .
$ 89.00
Hi Res Green .... . . . .. . ...... . . .. . . $149.00
NEC :
1201 Green
.... . ... .
$159.00
1212 Color Composite . .. . . .. . .
$299.00
1203 RG B Hi-Res Color ............. . $599.00
Zenith :
ZVM-12 1 17M HZ
$109.00
Ta xan :
Amber . ..
$145.00
Princeton Graphics:
Outstanding color for IBM
..... $CALL

,

D.C. Hayes:
Mlcrom odem II (Appl e) ..
$259.00
Smartm odem 300 Baud
$209.00
Smartmodem 1200 Baud ... ........ . $525.00
Smartm odem 1200B ..... ... . .
$475.00
Smartcom II . .
$ 85.00
Novation:
J-Cat RS232 Direct Connect
$119.00
Smart Cat 1200 Baud .
$455.00
Applecat II (Appl e)
$149.00
""U.S. Robotics :
2 year warranty
300 Baud
$179.00
1200 Baud
. . . ... ... . .
$479.00
Password
..... .......... $CALL

DISKETTES
"" Kangaroo :
The disks with the 'jump' on the competition. Outstanding va lue with library case and a ten year warranty.
5%" SS/DD (Box of 10) ........ . .. . .. . $21 .95
5% " DSIDD (Box of 10) . .. . . . . . . .. .... $30.95 ~
" NEW!! The '6-pak' :
Same 10 year warranty & Library Case
5'/4' SS/DD (Box of 6) ...
$14.95
5'/4' DS/DD (Box of 6) ...........
$19.95
Verbati m :
5%" SS/DD (Box of 10) . .. . . . .. .. . ... . $23.95
5'/4' DS/ DD (Box of 10)
$43.95
Elephant Diskettes:
5%" SS/DD (Box of 10) .. ....... .
$22.95
5'/4' DS/DD (Box of 10)
$29.95

Products for the APPLE® COMPUTER

iardware

Accessories

MBI

I crosci:
A-40 : High reliability wi th
40 data storage tracks .. $CALL
A-70 : OHers exactly twice the
storage capacity of the
.... $CALL
Apple Disk II
l urth Dimension :
Wi th Controller Card ..... . $CALL
Without Controller Card ... $CALL
ana Disk Drives :
Elite I: 40 track .......... $CALL
Elite II : 80 track
. SCALL
Elite II : 160 track
.... $CALL

Ram Cards :
Microsoft 16K
$ 79.00
Mlcrotek 16K Card
... $CALL
Davong 16K Card .
. ... SCALL
CP/M for APPLE :
Microsoft Z80 Card
. . . $269.00
Advanced Logic ......... $CALL
80 Column Cards:
Videx with Softswitch .... $279.00
Wesper Wi zard 80 ........ $C ALL
Kensington System Save r :
. . . . . . . .. . .. . S 69.00
T & G:
Joysticks ......... . . . . S 44.00
Select-A-Port
. $ 44.00
Game Paddles ......... $ 29.00
Kraft :
Joysticks . . .
$ 49.00
Game Paddles ......... $ 33.00

MBI APPLETIME CARD
Works with DB Master and Visidex
Mountain Computer mode . Basic
and pascal operation complete 'wi th
datebook software ...... S 79 .00
MBI VIP CARD :
Dual Port Parallel/Serial
Graphics Card ..... . .. S 79.00
Use ASCII Express The Professional 4.0 to simultaneously
transfer data from modem to
printer using the VIP Card.
Mountain Computer:
CPS Multi -Function Card .. $CALL
Orange Micro :
Grappler Plus
.. $CALL

ERCOM HARD DRIVES :
5, 10, 15, 20 Megaby1es .. $CALL

AVONG HARD DRIVES:
5, 10. 15, 20 Megaby1es .. $CALL

;oftware
all for pricing on all software.

DUCATION:
Master Type
The Most Amazing Thing
Typing Tutor
Story Machine
Type Attack
Face Maker

ENTERTAINMENT:
laxxon
Frogger
lark I
Choplifter
Ultima II
Deadline
Temple of Apshai
lark II
Wizardry

Microbuffers :
for Epson , IDS , NEC , & Ok idata.
16K .................. $219.00
32K
.......... $249.00

BUSINESS :
The Bank Street Writer
PFS : File
PFS : Report
PFS : Graph
The Home Accountant
Vis icalc
Multi Plan
Wordstar
dBase II

Apple lie""
Provides these standard featu res :
• Typewriter-style, full ASCII keyboard ,
upper and lower case, and auto-repeat feature.
6502A microprocessor (8- bit CPU )
64K bytes RAM memory
16K bytes ROM, which includes
built-in Apple-soft BASI C language
• Color graphics and sou nd capabilities
• Seven 1/0 expansion slots
• Back panel designed for quick
connecVdisconnect, using D-style
connectors .
. ..... .. . $CALL

Franklin Ace 1000
OHers :
64K Memory
40 column upper/lower case display
Appl e li e compatibility
more space between expansion slots
and intern al fan aid coo ling . $CALL
Call for prices on
Franklin Ace 1200
Now Available!
WORDPROCESSING
On Line : Screenwriter
The Pro fessional
Silicon Valley :
Format II
Southwest Data Systems :
ASC II Express , The Professional

NEC APC
NEC's finest bu siness computer
only available at our retail stores.

" THE COMPUTER-LINE"
Product Information & Order Lines:
California
1-800-255-4659
1-213-716-1812

Colorado
1-800-525-7877
1-303-279-2848

QUick anendance 10 faully goods We reserve Ihe flghl to repa ir or relurn 10 the manufactuler for repai r all goods becoming faulty wi thin the specified warranty perIOd Any gOOdS (hardware or soft ware) returned lor restocking are subject
150 0 restocking fee at our discretion The charge for cancellation of orders IS 20 0 0 at our discretion No returns on softwa re We accept no responSibility lor any fat se claims made by manufacturers Prices Quoted for Slack on hanD ~
subject to Change WlthOll1 notice SpeCIa li sts In APO and International deliveries Please add 3% (m inimum 53 00) lor shiPPing APO add to all prtces 5% for shipping (minimum $5 OOJ We Will calculate ex act frelgnt P,ease allow a
Imum at 2 weeks plus mail lime (II an order IS mailed In lor receipt 01 all UPS delivered goods All goods (other than APO or Internal1Onal) delivered UPS ground

Circle 36 on inquiry card .

Book Reviews
Starting FORTH
Leo Brodie
Prentice-Hall Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
1981
348 pages
softcover, $17.95
hardcover, s22.95
Review ed by
Thomas Clune

IBM® P.C. Compatible Products
DlVong 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495 /12 MB - $1995
Ouadram - Quadboard with Parallel
Port. Serial Port. Clock/Calendar. Expa ndable 10 256K
64K on brd - $340 1 128K on brd- $3115/192K on brd-$4311/256K on brd - $GII

OUldchrama Monitor - $575 - AST & Persysl Exp Prod. $ CIII
- Amdek Monitors Mod 300 Phosphor - $150
IBM RGB Compatible Color II

Composile Color 111- $395
$450 / Color 1- $325

- IBM/TRS 80 Disk DriYII/Clblnall TM 100 Single 40 Track Drive - $1111 TM 100·2 Double 40 Track Drive - $HO

Apple II®Computer Products
Apple Compatible Disk Conlroller $85
Apple Compatible Disk Drive w/Cabinel & Cable $2DD
w/Controller $260
nAC Slim Una 5'14" Drive $285 - DUll Slim L1na $525
Grappler Printer Interface $139 - w/t6K Buffer $210
Davong 5 MB Hard Di sk Syslem - $1495 - 12 MB - $1995

-Epson/Smlth-Corona Printers RX80 $425 FX80 $550 FX100 $885
TRS 80 I Parallel Prinler Cable $ 20
IBM Parallel Prinler Cable $ 35
. nAR MICRONICS GEMINI lOX $ CAlL
GEMINI 15 $ CAlL
Smilh Corona WI Leller Quailly DaiSY Wheel $5110

DATA-MAIL
POBox 818 Reseda
Calif 91335

V1SA. MASTERCARD ($100 Min " Add 2%) Or
Cert~ied C heck. Ninety Day Warranty
(Pam & Laba) ms is a Registered Trademark.
Tandy COIP. Prices ;3ubject to Change
Without Notice. FREE SHIPPING IN
CONTINENTAL U.S. (IRS MOD II EXCEPTED)

(213) 993-4804

1 -800-635-5555
494
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Any examination of
FORTH quickly leads to
Starting FORTH, written by
Leo Brodie, a technical writer
for FORTH Inc. (the PolyFORTH people) and editor of
FORTH Dimensions, the
FORTH Interest Group publication. Starting FORTH is
the only widely recommended book specifically on the
language for two reasons.
First, the book is authoritative and comprehensive; second, it has no real competition .
This is a serious and substantial work, but the first
thing you notice is Brodie's
cartoon illustrations throughout. What are they doing
there? Alas, the answer is
"Nothing:' The line drawings
do not help the reader at all.
In fact, they are merely distractions. Similarly, Brodie
suffers from the apparently
universal characteristic of
FORTH programmers, a propensity toward obvious
puns.
Despite these irritations,
the book is impressive. Encyclopedic in scope, it lists
and illustrates the use 6f
every standard FORTH word
and catalogs differences between FORTH dialects. As
you'd expect from the
author's background, the
unique features of PolyFORTH are especially well
documented. Brodie clearly
explains the reasons for
deviations from and additions to the FORTH-79 standard . I particularly appreciated this featUre; such explana-

tions are unfortunately rare.
Further, the book is loaded
with excellent hints and advice on working with
FORTH. It also includes
clear, brief expositions of
such key FORTH concepts as
factOring.
It includes much more, but
that's the problem. By doing
a bit of everything, Starting
FORTH fails to do anything
properly. It could be unbundled into two or three
very good books on FORTH,
but as a combination operator's manual, tutorial introduction, and programmer's
handbook, it has no focus.
The book's tone is predominantly tutorial, but it is too
comprehensive to be a good
FORTH tutorial. Yet as a
reference book, it suffers
from the tutorial motif . And
it is indexed in the manner of
a FORTH reference manual-by FORTH words only.
As a result, if you're trying to
track down that handy hint
on loading a stubborn block,
you won't get any help from
the index.
Brodie appears to have
tried to fill the void of
published material on
FORTH with this one book.
The result is that the reader
is more impressed with
Brodie's understanding of
FORTH than educated by his
book. Not that the book is
poorly written-in general,
each subject is explained
clearly and well. The problem is with the organization
of the whole. The book
needs a major editing job to
give it focus, and it desperately needs a real index .
Nonetheless, if you want to
learn FORTH, you will need
this book .•
Thomas Clune is physicalchemistry laboratory coordinator for
the Chemistry Department of
Brandeis University, Waltham , MA
02154.
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Its got all the bases covered.
HP-16C. DECREASE YOUR
PROGRAMMING TIME. INCREASE
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY. Now software
engineers and logic designers can spend less
time on bit-manipulation, Boolean and baseconversion functions and more time on
more productive tasks. Like expanding your
own creative potential.
How? Easy.
The HP-16C programmable calculator is

capable of converting across four number
bases, not only hexidecimal, octal, and decimal
but binary as well. And it has the most powerful combination of bit manipulation, variable
word size, and programming capabilities of any
pocket calculator in the marketplace to date.
For the authorized HP dealer or HP sales
office nearest you, call TOLL-FREE 800547-3400 and ask for operator #70 M-F,
6 a.m.-6 p.m. PST.

Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.
PG023 15 2765
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Boolls Received
American National Standard
Pascal Computer Programming
Language. New York: Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Inc., 1983; 128
pages, 18 by 26 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-471-88944-X,
$17.95.

An Apple for the Teacher,
Fundamentals of Instructional
Computing, George Culp and
Herbert Nickles. Monterey,
CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing
Co., 1983; 256 pages, 18.5 by
23.3 em, softcover, ISBN
0-534-01378-3, $15.95.

Apple Machine Language,
Robert D. Rosen . New York :
Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1983; 256 pages, 18.8 by 23.3
em, softcover, ISBN 0-03063336-2, $19.95.

Atari Programming with 55
Programs, Linda M. Schreiber.
Blue Ridge Summit, PA: Tab
Books, 1982; 254 pages, 19.5
by 23.3 em, softcover, ISBN
0-8306-1485-0, $13.95.

BASIC for Business for the
VAX and the PDP-ll, 2nd ed.,
Val Silbey and Alan J. Parker.
Reston, VA : Reston Publishing Co., 1983; 272 pages, 18
by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-8359-0358-3, $21.95.

BASIC Exercises for the Atari,
J. P. Lamoitier. Berkeley, CA:
Sybex, 1983; 272 pages, 17.8
by 22.8 em, softcover, ISBN
0-89588-101-2, $12.95.

BASIC Programming Primer,
2nd ed ., Mitchell Waite and
Michael Pardee. Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams &
Co., 1982; 378 pages, 14.8 by
22.8 em, spiral-bound, ISBN
0-672-22014-8, $17.95.

Before You Buy a Computer,
Dona Z . Meilaeh. New York:
Crown Publishers Inc. (One
Park Ave.), 1983; 224 pages,
18.5 by 22.8 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-517-54733-3, $8.95.

CDP Review Manual: Data
Processing Handbook, 3rd ed .,
Kenniston W. Lord Jr. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1983; 512 pages, 21 by
27.8 em, softcover, ISBN
0-442-26087-3, $29.95.
496

Choosing a Word Processor,
Phillip 1. Good . Reston, VA :
Reston Publishing Co., 1982;
209 pages, 15.5 by 23.8 em,
hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-07619, $18.95.
COMAL Handbook, Len
Lindsay. Reston, VA: Reston
Publishing Co., 1983; 336
pages, 17 by 23.5 em, spiralbound, ISBN 0-8359-0878-X,
$18.95.

3rd ed. Engineering Systems
Group. Marlboro, MA: Digital Equipment Corp., 1983; 96
pages, softcover, 21 by 27 em,
ISBN-none, $5.

How to Choose Your Small
Business Computer, Mark Birnbaum and John Sickman.
Reading, MA: AddisonWesley, 1982; 158 pages, 18.8
by 23.3 em, softcover, ISBN
0-201-10187-4, $9.95.

Computer Network Architectures, Anton Meijer and Paul

How to Select Your Small
Computer, Hillel Segal and

Peeters. Rockville, MD: Computer Science Press Inc. ,
1983; 418 pages, 15 by 23.5
em,
hardcover,
ISBN
0-914894-41-2, $27.95.

Jesse Berst. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 208
pages, 21.5 by 27.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13-431320-8,
$14.95.

Concise Encyclopedia of Information Technology, Adrian V.

The Icon Programming
Language, Ralph E. Griswold

Stokes. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1983; 288
pages, 22.8 by 15.3 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13-167205-3,
$9.95.

and Madge T. Griswold .
Englewood Cliffs, NJ :
Prentice-Hall, 1983; 333
pages, 15.5 by 22.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13-449777-5,
$19.95.

Design and Analysis of Software Systems, Alan Daniels
and Don Yeates, eds. Princeton, NJ : Petrocelli Books,
1983; 270 pages, 13.8 by 21 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-89433-2120, $15.

Doing Business with Pascal,
Richard Hergert and Douglas
Hergert . Berkeley, CA :
Sybex, 1983; 384 pages, 17.8
by 22.8 em, softcover, ISBN
0-89588-091-1, $16,95.
The Elements of CAL, David
Godfrey and Sharon Sterling. Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co., 1982; 296 pages,
15.3 by 22.8 em, softeover,
ISBN 0-8359-1700-2, $16.95.

From Baker Street to Binary,
Henry Ledgard, E. Patrick
McQuaid , and Andrew
Singer. New York: McGrawHill, 1983; 296 pages, 13.8 by
21.3 em, softcover, ISBN
0-07-036983-6, $10.95.

Fundamentals of Computers
and Data Processing with
BASIC, Wilson T. Price. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1983; 448 pages, 19
by 22.5 em, softcover, ISBN
0-03-063231-5, $21.95.
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Graphics Referral Catalog,

The Ins and Outs of the Timex
TS 1000 & ZX 81, Don

Microcomputers In Small
Business, Robert D. Randall.
Englew ood Cliffs, NJ :
Prentice-Hall, 1982; 144
pages, 17.3 by 23.3 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13-580746-8,
$8.95.

Microprocessors for Managers, Ronald L. Krutz.
Boston, MA: CBI Publishing
Co. (286 Congress St.), 1983;
148 pages, 16 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-8436-16105, $24.95.

. Microprocessors : Principles,
Programming & Interfacing,
Kenneth Muchow and Bill R.
Deem. Reston, VA: Reston
Publishing Co., 1983; 512
pages, 18 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-4383-6,
$23.95.
Pascal Under Unix, J.N .P.
Hume and R.c. Holt. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co. ,
1983; 402 pages, 18 by 24 em,
hardcover, ISBN 0-83595446-3, $22.95.

Pilgrim in the Micro World,

Thomasson. Nashville, TN:
Melbourne House Software
Inc., 1983; 104 pages, 14 by 21
em, softcover, ISBN-none,
$12.95.
Inside Atari BASIC, Bill
Carris. Reston, VA: Reston
Publishing Co., 1983; 192
pages, 17.5 by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-8359-3082-3,
$12.95.

David Sudnow. New York :
Warner Books, 1983; 239
pages, 14.5 by 22.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-446-51261-3,
$15.50.

Introduction to Arithmetic for
Digital Systems Designers,

Professional Programming
Techniques-Starting with the
BASICs, Richard Galbraith .

Shlomo Waser and Michael J.
Flynn . New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1982;
336 pages, 18 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-03-060571-7,
$35.95.

Introduction to Computers,
Elias M. Awad. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall,
1983; 512 pages, 17 by 23 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-13-479444-3,
$19.95.

Kids and Computers, The
Parents' Microcomputer Handbook, Eugene Galanter. New
York: Perigee Books, 1983;
192 pages, 17.8 by 23.5 em,
ISBN 0-399-50749-3, $7.95.

Problem Solving with BASIC,
Richard Dillman. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1983; 336 pages, 17.8 by 23.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-03061981-5, $19.95.

Blue Ridge Summit, PA : Tab
Books, 1982; 308 pages, 12.8
by 20.8 em, softcover, ISBN
0-8306-0128-7, $10.95.

Robot Motion: Planning and
Control, Michael Brady, John
M. Hollerbach, Timothy L.
Johnson, Tomas LozanoPerez , and Matthew T.
Mason, eds. Cambridge,
MA : MIT Press, 1982; 608
pages, 16 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-262-02182-X,
$37.50.
Scripsit Made Clear, J. S.
Wilson. Felton, CA: Delegate
Press (3 Kelldon Dr.), 1982; 96

PRESENTING TIll

SIOO_PC™ I'OR $2999.
The SlOO-PC by Lomas Data Products:
Offering high performance at a "low" price ...
and it's IBM-PC diskette compatible.
The SIOO-PC is a cost effective high performance
floppy based system ideally suited to business
and scientific applications.
The system offers the following standard features :
• Two 5 Y4" double sided disk drives
(640 Kbytes of storage)
• Two serial ports, Two parallel ports
• Battery protected clock calendar
• MS-DOS** operating system (others optional)
. 128KRAM .
• 8 MHZ 808S processor (80S7 optional)
• 15 slot S 100 mother board
• Attractive desktop enclosure
And, the SIOO-PC is diskette compatible with the IBM-PC and
most programs will operate without any changes. Plus, with its
S 100 bus expansion capability ... your system will never be
outdated.

LDP also offers a complete line of 8100 bus board
products & support for the system integrator. . .
• LIGHTNING ONE*** 8086/80SS CPU
SOS6 or 808S, with S087 and SOS9 coprocessors. Up
to 10MHZ operation ...... PRICES start at $425.00
• HAZITALL SYSTEM SUPPORT BOARD
2 serial, 2 parallel ports, battery protected clock
calendar, Hard disk controller host interface .. . .. .

Two additional boards are available for JULY
delivery

• LIGHTNING 286 - 80286 CPU BOARD
Offers 4 times the performance of a 5MHZ 8086
CPU while maintaining software compatibility. ..
· .......... . .............. .PRICE . . ... CALL

PRICE $325.00

• LDP128/256K DYNAMIC RAM
Advanced dynamic RAM with LSI controller
for failsafe operation, parity. . . . .
. ........ . .
Price 12SK - $495.00, 256K - $795.00
• RAM67 HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATIC RAM High speed (lOOns) low power CMOS
static RAM. l2SK bytes, extended addressing..
PRICE $1200.00

• LDP72 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
Single/double density, single/double sided disks,
both 8" and 5 Y4" inch drives simultaneously. ..
PRICE $275.00

• LDPSS 80SS SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER 8088 CPU, l K RAM, S KEPROM,
Monitor RS232 serial port, S vectored interrupts. . .................... . ... PRICE $349.00

*CPIM-86, MPIM-86 and CONCURRENT CPIM-86 are trademarks of Digital Research.
**MS·DOS is trademark of Microsoft.
***Lightning One is trademark of Lomas Data Products. Inc.

Circle 263 on inquiry card .

• OCTAPORT 8 PORT SERIAL BOARD
8 serial ports 0 to 19200 baud operation real time
clock interrupt. Ideal for multi-user systems such as
MP/ M-86.* ......... .. . . ... PRICE . .... CALL
All of LDP boards are fully tested to exacting
standards and carry a one year warranty. We
specialize in 16-bit products & support the four
major operating systems for 16-bit processors:
CP/M-86*, MP/M-86, CONCURRENT CP/M-86*,
and MS-DOS (PC-DOS) .

If your application requires 16-bit computing
power and
versatility, call
Lomas Data
Products today.
Dealer inquiries invited.
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC. 0 66 Hopkinton
Road, Westboro, MA 01581 0 Tel: (617) 366-6434
BYTE September 1983
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BooksRecelved----------------------------------------------------___
softcover, ISBN 0-03-0601533, $19.95.
Talking Computers and Telecommunications, John A .
Kuecken . New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1983; 256
pages, 15.5 by 23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-442-24721-4,
$26.50.
Tutorials in Modern Communications (IEEE Communications Society), Victor
B. Lawrence, Joseph L.
loCicero, and Laurence B.
Milstein, eds. Rockville, MD:
Computer Science Press,
1983; 360 pages, 22 by 28.5
em ,
hardcover,
ISBN
0-914894-48-X, $33.95.
VAX Basic, David Weinman
and Barbara L. Kurshan .
Reston ,
VA :
Reston
Publishing Co., 1983; 286
pages, 17.8 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-8239-4,
$21.95.
Vic Revealed, Nick Hampshire. Rochelle Park, NJ:
Hayden Book Co., 1981; 284

pages with cassette, 21.5 by
28 em, softcover, ISBN-none,
$16.95.
The Software Catalog: Microcomputers, Spring 1983. New
York : Elsevier Science
Publishing Co. (52 Vanderbilt
Ave.), 1983; 808 pages, 21.3
by 27.8 em, softcover, ISBN
0-444-00745-8, $69.
Standard Pascal User
Reference Manual, Doug
Cooper. New York: W. W.
Norton & Co. Inc., 1983; 192
pages, 19.8 by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-393-30121-4,
$12.95.
Structured Cobol for
Microcomputers, Keith Carver.
Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole
Publishing Co., 1983; 424
pages, 21.5 by 27.8 em, softcover, ISBN 534-01421-6,
$17.95.
Structured Problem Solving
with Pascal, Lawrence
Mazlack. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1983;
400 pages, 17.5 by 23.5 em,

L.," ~~
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MicroEd™$49

Customizable Full Screen Editor
lull cursor con trol by character. word, or line
position to lOp or bottom of window or fil e
scroll by lin e. half wi ndow. or lull window
global or selective find and replace
del ete by cha racter, word . line. or block
read exte rnal li les into cur re nt fil e
co py, move, and write blocks of tex t
insert, overlay, or wordwrap text
all cursor ad dressable VOTs

Ill..

Postpalll within U.S. & Canadil.. oUlSide U.S. add SID. CA residents add 6%.

MClVISA OK. So SSiSO CP/M·SO'. and CP/M·S6'. 5.25° SSiDO PC·DOS.

MicroTypeT

M

6531 Crown Blvd., Suite 3A, San Jose, CA 95120
(406) 997·5026
, CP/M·SO. CP/M ·86 afe trademarks of Digital Research. PC·OOS
is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Word has reached us that
a bug may be lurking in listing 1 of James Folts's article
" Cross-Reference Utility for
IBM PC BASIC Programs"
(August 1983 BYTE, page
378). In this program, line
numbers are stored in integer
variables to speed up processing. This, however, limits

SAL E

~::r

•

Phrase Finder Proyr am " SS VALUE FREE
Speech Synthesis M .1OU.11 ·· S10 . VALUE FREE

ORDER NOW SALE ENDS 9/30/83
•

:1

Commodore 64, VIC 20
ZX80 / 81 and TS1000
Regularly $89.95
Now Only $59,95 . $4 .00
Complete or Starter Kits Available
••• 10 Day Money·Back Guarantee' ••
Send check or M 0 , COD add $1 50to R 1ST Inc
Dept BY98 3, POBox 499 Ft Hamilton Station ,
Bro oklyn NY 11209 212·259·493 ..
NY S RESIDENT S ADD 8'1.% TAX

Circle 382 on inquiry card .

the line numbers to values no
greater than 32767. To handle
larger lines with this utility,
drop the percent sign (%)
from the variables LINE.
NO% and LINE.REF%. In
line 6050 on page 382, change
SPACE$(5) to SPACE$(6) .
Our thanks to James Folts
for pointing out this potential problem .•

A Word of Caution
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\-~:~

r- -1
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•
•
•
•

BYTE's Bugs

SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER

extensible gene ri c markup
multiline heade rs, footers . and footnotes
automa tic widow and orp han suppression
automatic section numbering
automatic bu ll et . number, and definition li sts
floating and in line figures
lelt. center. right. or justify text alignmen t
lelt and righ t mdention with delay and duration
bold, underscore, and proportional spacing
macros and symbols
multiple Inpu t file s of unlimited size
direct printer con trol
forma l preview
IDS, Dum e. Diablo, NEe. C.ITOH. and all TTY
table of contents, index (16 bit on ly)

Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co., 1983; 224 pages, 16
by 23.8 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-8359-8417-6, $19.95.•

This is a list of books received at BYTE Publications during this
past month. Although the list is not meant to be exhaustive, its
purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recently published titles
in computer science and related fields . We regret that we cannot
review or comment on all the books we receive; instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these books and the
publishf'rs who sent them.

R.I.S.T, Inc. ANNOUNCES

MicroScriDt™ $99

State of the Art rext Formatter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pages, 14.8 by 20.8 em, softcover, ISBN-none, $12.95.
Voice Technology, Edward R.
Teja and Gary W. Gonnella.

APPlE«80 Col. /64K

VIC 20

I

24K mem exp o

BARE BOARDS

29.00
• Includes printed PCB
• Pictorial layout
• You add parts and labor
Assembled .... 129.95 1Assembled ...

109.95

Gemini lO X printer ... . . . ...
. . . 315.95
Parallel card w/ ca bl e ... . . . .... .. . . ... 69.95
l80 Plus . ........ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129.95

"THE OPERATOR"

300 band modem
doesn't require serial card . Software and full
documentation included . Interfaces with most
communications so ftware including AE PRO .
Auto answer w/disconnect.

I
149.95

I

DATA-AITE

CorporatIon
3086 Wheeling St.
Aurora, CO 800 \ \
( 303) 366-5267

Circle 132 on inquiry card .

Introducing a sensible solution
to the problems of dBASE II
dBASE II

The Sensible Solution

Records Per File

65,535

999,999

Maximum Record Size

1,024 bytes

1,536 bytes

Fields Per Record

32

384

Key Fields Per File

7

10

2
Limited by
system memory

10
Limited only by
system storage

No

Yes

Number of Files
Simultanes:>usly Accessible
Number of Screens Per Program
Data Dictionary

We don't mean to debase dBASE II, but if
you're looking for a data base manager that's long
on features, dBASE II can come up a little short
For instance, a single dBASE II record can only
contain 32 fields. And when you need to share
information between one file and another, you can
only access two at a time.
So, as good as dBASE II is, its limitations can
quickly paint you into an electronic corner
And that's why we created The SenSible Solution.

Finally.
A sensational relational.
Along with all the usual things you expect
from a data base manager, The Sensible Solution lets
you handle the kind of tough assignments that
dBASE II can't:
You can design data files with more than 300
variables. You can create reports using 10 different
files at once. You can even set up file locking for
multi-user computers.

Ready to get down to business.
A data base manager without ready-to-run
application programs is hardly worth the disk it's
copied on.
So, along with The Sensible Solution, you can
also add The Sensible Solution BookkeeperTM or
Sensible Management,TM our complete one-entry
accounting and management system
They're both affordable. Business-tested. And
supplied with source code so you can make your
own modifications.

A sensible trial offer.
When you purchase The Sensible Solution,
we'll send along a special trial disk that lets you create
forms and enter a limited number of records.
If, after 30 days, you're not satisfied, just return the
unopened master system disk for a full refund.
So why not take us up on our trial offer? You've
got nothing to lose
Except the problems of dBASE II.

The Sensible Solution

To order. write or call OHanlon Computer Systems, 11058 Main Street, Bellevue, WA 98004 USA,
Phone (206) 454-2261. Prices The Sensible Solution-$695, Sensible Solution Bookkeeper-$495, SenSible
Management-$895 In Washington, add 6.5% state tax. VISA, Mastercard and dealer inquiries welcome.
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate. Sensible Solution, Sensib!e Solution Bookkeeper and Sensible Solution Management are trademarks of Q'Hanlon Computer Systems, Inc.

Circle 330 on inquiry card .
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Clubs and Newsletters
For Occupational
Therapists Only
The Occupational Therapy
Microcomputer Club is designed for computer users in
occupational therapy administration, clinical practice, education, and research to share
software and information.
Members receive a subscription to the bimonthly Occupational Therapy Microcomputer Club Journal. Dues are
$5; a sustaining membership is
$20. For further information,
write to Michael Weber,
Occupational Therapy Microcomputer Club, 206 North
Green St., Tuckerton, NJ
08087, or call (609) 296-3056.

IBM PC Users
In Boca Raton
A computerized bulletin
board is available for meetings
and business at the College of
Boca Raton's South Florida
IBM Personal Computer Users
Group. Interested parties can
contact Wyatt Bell, College of
Boca Raton, 3601 North
Military Trail, Boca Raton, FL
33431, (305) 994-0770, ext. 83
or ext. 14.

Tidewater of
Virginia Beach
The Tidewater Commodore
Users Group (TCUG) invites
anyone interested in Commodore computers or in computing to inquire further .
Contact Tidewater Commodore Users Group, 4917
Westgrove Rd., Virginia
Beach, VA 23455 .

napolis, Indiana . Members
have access to a library of
disks, books, and magazines
as well as the information
from monthly newsletters. Individual membership is $15;
family memberships are $20.
For more information, contact
Davie Reed, IBM PC Users
Group, POB 68271, Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Computers
In the Legal Mode
The Law School Computer
Group (LSCG) of Dallas,
Texas, keeps members informed about computer usage
and advancement in the legal
profession through articles in
its quarterly newsletter ,
Dataline. A network is supported. All people in the legal
community, including students, alumni, and lawyers,
are invited to join. Membership costs $5. Contact the Law
School Computer Group ,
Southern Methodist University School of Law, Dallas,
TX 75275.

California. For further details,
contact SMARTUG, 1433
11th St. #3, Santa Monica,
CA 90401, or call (213)
394-5997.

Long Live Folkllfe
The Folklife Terminal Club,
a Commodore users group,
maintains a software library
of more than 5000 publicdomain programs. Any interested Commodore owners and
users can contact the Folklife
Terminal Club by writing to
POB 2222, Mount Vernon,
NY 10551.

Focus on Basis
A national users group has
been formed for the Basis
computer. Participants will
share knowledge and skills.
For information, contact Ms .
Barbara Thomas, Suite 320,
100 Almeria Ave ., Coconut
Grove, FL 33134.

Transportation
Communication
NCR Users Form
Global Cooperative
NCR World is an independent cooperative of NCR
users . The organization provides such services as technical and software exchanges,
product reviews, and a journal called the NCR Monthly.
Membership is $92 in the
U.S.; foreign rates vary . For
further details, contact NCR
World Inc ., POB 399, Cedar
Park, TX 78613, or call (512)
250-9023.

Users of Personal Computers in Transportation
(UPCIT) is a group that explores the use of computers in
analyzing, graphing, or
transmitting data related to
transportation operations ,
rates, costs, or markets. For
further details, contact Arthur
Todd, Lincoln Electric Co .,
22801 St. Clair Ave .,
Cleveland, OH 44117, or call
(216) 481-8100.

Midwestern Chronicle
IndianapOlis Group
for the IBM PC
The IBM PC Users Group,
a nonprofit organization,
meets on the fourth Monday
of each month at 7 p .m. at the
Computerland store in India500

Smart Users Group
The Santa Monica Area
TRS-80 Users Group (SMARTUG) meets on the third
Wednesday of each month at
7 p.m. at the Senior Citizens
Center in Santa Monica,
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The Greater Cleveland PC
Users Group produces a newsletter, PC Chronicles, and
meets the first Saturday of
every month at 2 p.m . at the
Beachwood Public Library in
Beachwood, Ohio. Anyone
interested is invited to attend

meetings designed to educate
members in the capabilities of
the IBM PC and similar
microcomputers. Membership
dues are $15 a year and include access to a book and
magazine library and publicdomain software . Newsletter
exchanges with other groups
are welcome. An online
bulletin board is planned . For
information, contact Roy McCartney, 30704 Royalview
Dr., Willowick, OH 44094, or
call (216) 944-5173 .

For Users
of the TI PPX-59
Users of the Texas Instruments TI-58/ 59 can join an
independent club dedicated to
the use of TI-manufactured
hand-held computers and calculators. The club produces a .
newsletter, TI PPC Notes , and
welcomes all former members
of the TI-supported PPX-59
club. Membership is $25 a
year and includes the newsletter . Contact PPC Publications, POB 1421, Largo, FL
34294.

North Star Notes
Via Polaris
The North Star Computer
Society (NSCS) produces a
monthly newsletter, Polaris,
that is dedicated to exchanging information about North
Star computers, software, and
peripherals. The group of professionals and hobbyists meets
on the third Wednesday of
each month at 7:30 p.m . Dues
are $24 a year . For details,
write to NSCS, POB 311,
Seattle, WA 98111 .

Computers In Schools
The Timex / Sinclair Educators' Users Group of Texas
Wesleyan College, in cooperation with Timex Computer

O'u r products are
compatible with Apple
Franklin and other Apple
compatibles.
T
;

T
;

Cooling System /
power Monitor
Fits computer or monitor stand, 2
surge suppressed grounded power
outlets & single illuminated switch
control of system
Half-high, contemporary slim line
styling, qUick disconnect cable,
whisper quiet operation, fast 12 MS
step rate.
Drive only, w / cable &
documentation (#0416)

Portable
Graphics Tablet
Arm mounts on any desk, table or
graphics board , uses color or B/ W
graphics, menu driven
software.

$299 95

Drive, wi controller,
cable & DOS (#0419)

Cooling system I
power monitor (#0414)

Arcade Quality
Joystick

High
Res
Monitors

Steel case for durability and weight
stability, self centering control , 2
micro switch buttons, variable rate
response

Amber phosper
monitor & cable (#0433)

$179 95
$189 95

$199 95

80 Column Card

Stylish, 12 inch anti-fatigue screen,
1000 line resolution, low power
consumption , composite video.
Green phosper
monitor & cable (#0432)

Graphics tablet, cable &
software (#0429)

Features inverse video, softswitch &
composite video cable.
80 column card &
manual (#04201
Professional joystick &
cable (#0431)

$69
' 95

$159 95

Apple. is a trademark o f Apple Com p ute rs. Inc.
Franklin is the trademark Of th e Frankli n
Computer corp .

Send coupon and prOOf of purchase from your dealer to WTI - Allow 4 weeks for delivery
• • • • • I COUPON I • • • • • • • • • • ICOUPON I • • • • •

•
•
•
•
•

•

Purchase any disk drive or • • Purchase two disk drives •
monitor and get the
• • or drive/monitor and get.
professional joystick
• • the 80 column card
•
(#0431) for $
••
(#0420) for $
00 •
00 ••
A
only
•A
only

39

Offer good for a limited time only.

59

••

Offer good fo r a limited tim e only.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Circle 478 on inquiry card .

Call for the name Of your newest
authorized dealer

,
ti[if

COMPUTER AND
PERIPHERALS
PRODUCTS

1530 S. Sinclair
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 978-9820
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Clubs and Newsletters - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Corporation, produces a
quarterly newsletter, The TEC
News, dedicated to the application of low<ost computers to educational settings.
Each edition wiIl contain a
theme section, a teacherreport section, and an applications section that provides
lesson plans, programming
tips, and ideas. The newsletter
is free to educators. For information, write to M. Mark
Wasicsko, School of Education, Texas Wesleyan College,
Fort Worth, TX 76105.

A Free HUG
Membership
The Schenectady HUG
(Heath Users Group) meets on
the third Wednesday of each
month at 7:30 p.m. to promote familiarity with hardware and software relating to
the Heath H-89, H-8, HDOS,
and the CP /M operating

systems. Membership is free
as no newsletter is produced,
although the group is available via a bulletin-board service, for which there is a $10
user's fee. Further information
is available from Walter
Whipple at (518) 385-5660, or
write to Schenectady HUG ,
c/ o T . Budge, 715 Sanders
St., Scotia, NY 12302.

Clubs and
News Notes
The Silicon Valley Color
Computer Club (SVC3) for
users of the TRS-80 Color
Computer now meets on the
first Tuesday of each month at
7:30 p.m. in the Dysan
Auditorium at 5201 Patrick
Henry Drive in Santa Clara,
California. Write to Silicon
Valley Color Computer Club,
POB 61593, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. (For the first mention

In Less Than 3 Minutes

of this club, see February 1983
BYTE, page 444).
Subscribers to Interactive
Video Technology , a newsletter produced by Heartland
Communications (233 Sunrise
Dr., Shreve, OH 44676), can
now access all back and future
issues via Newsnet, an electronic information and retrieval service (March 1983
BYTE, page 491).
Article submissions are
welcome to Th e I/O Connec-

tor, the newsletter pr~duced
by the San Diego Atari Computer Enthusiasts (SD-ACE),
5353 Baltimore Dr. #39, La
Mesa, CA 92041 Oanuary
1983 BYTE, page 469).
The Connecticut IBM Personal Computer Users Group
meets on the fourth Tuesday
of each month at 6 p.m. Contact Davis or Sherry Foulger,
POB 291, New Canaan, CT
06840, (203) 744-4002 .•

BYTE's Bugs
Bug In Board
A bug popped up in
William Barden's article "A
General-Purpose I/O Board
for the Color Computer"
Oune 1982 BYTE, page 260).
Substitute pin 32 (CTS.) for
pin 36 (SCS.) on the Color
Computer I/O bus. The board
is now addressed with hexa-

decimal COCO, 1, 2, and 3 in
place of the addresses hexadecimal 3FFO, 1, 2, and 3.
Using the SCS. signal for
the device selection does not
enable the 8255 at the proper
time because the SCS. signal
is not developed from the E
clock. The E clock should be
used together with an I/O device address for proper 110
device operation .•

Eco -C~r-\--\-\

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65, 75, or 85
Electronic Typewriter
can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

Compiler
Since November of last year, we 've been testing our new
Eco-C Compiler and now it's ready for your Z80'· CP / M'·
system. Some of the features include:
• All data types, including float, double and long.
• Fast, efficient code. For example: Our versions of
" seive" in January. 1983, BYTE; 15.8 seconds
(standard) and 11 .7 seconds (optimized).
• Uses Microsoft's MACRO 80'· for REL file output.
• Standard (K&R) file I/ O and library (most in source)
included.
• Ea sy assembly language interface.
• No royalty fees on generated code.
The price for Eco-C is $350.00 and includes MACRO 80 (a
$200.00 value by itself). We'll also include a free copy of
C Programming Guide while supplies last.

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER Models 5060 and
5061 can be installed easiiy and require NO modifications
to the typewriter.
For additional information contact:
CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
17791 Jamestown Lane Huntington Beach, CA
92647 (714) 847-4141
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For further information, call or write:

•

~l
~Y.i Indianapolis,
P.O. Box 68602
~ .:;;;-,;.
IN 46268
.CCBCFT

INC .

(317) 255-6476

Registered trademarks are: Zilog (Z80), Digital Research
(CP / M), Microsoft (MACRO 80) and Ecosoft (Eco-C).

Circle 165 on inquiry card.

Years of research, development, and
field tes ting have resulted in the
most ex tensive statistics and gra phics database program specifically
designed for the personal computing
environ ment. STATPRO 'Mprovides
the data analysis capabilities and
flexibility previously available only
on a large computer. Researchers,
business professionals, and other
data analysts will welcome the
breadth ye t simplicity of this progra m! STATPRO requires no previous computer experience, no
special command language. Single
keystrokes access all of the data manipulation, statistics, and gra phics
power of STATPRO.
STATPRO allows easy access to its
extensive numerical data
capabilities.
The strength of STATPRO is found
in the functions of its user friendl y,
menu-driven database. You can
easily learn to enter and edit,
manipulate, transform, and print
out data. STATPRO's searchmg
capabilities allow these functions to
be performed on all your data or a
user defined subset of your data .
Statistics Modules Menu
A)
8)
C)
D)
E)

DESCRIPTION
REGRESSION
ANOVA
TIME SERIES
MULTIVAR

(ESC») Exit to Master Menu
Choice- )[

]

Transformations and over 400
conversions are available. You can
place the results of these transformations into the same field or any
other field in STATPRO's database.

STATPRO offers a comprehensive
collection of statistical procedures.
The statistics component of
STATPRO contains a multitude of
procedures, grouped into the following modules:
Descriptive: Contin gency analysis,
cross tabulation, normality tes ts;
descriptive, comparative, range and
non-parametric statistics.
Regression: Linear, non-linear,
stepwise, and multiple regressions;
residual analysis and sta tistical
matrices.
Analysis of Variance: Single and
nested classifications, two and three
way equal and unequal sample size
and non-parametric ANOVA.
Time Series : Moving averages,
multi-stage leas t squares, fitted
polynomials and trig functions,
ad ditive and multipfy forecasting.
Multivariate: Principal components,
factor, orthogonal factor, oblique
factor, pair-weigh ted cluster, discriminant function, multiple contingency, and canonical correlation
analysis.
STATPRO provides graphic
representation of your data in
minutes.
STATPRO graphics plot all the
results of your STATPRO statistical
analyses including scatter, triangle
regression, and box plots; pie-

charts, histograms, and den dograms . Furtner, with STATPRO you
can custom edit with any of four
character sets from the keyboard.
You can also edit using paddles,
joystick or special graphics commands. Mix text wIth data fields .
Place multiple plots on each screen.
Define your aXIS limits .
You can save your graphics on a
disk for a multiple color "slide
show" presentation, or print them
out through a variety of compatible
printers.
STATPRO documentation wraps
up the package.
A1though STATPRO software is
essentially self-documenting, complete print documentation is providea. This includes a walk-tnrough
Introductory Tutorial, a Menu
Chart, and a comprehensive
User's Guide for each STATPRO
component.
STATPRO currently runs on all
versions of the Af'ple®II personal
comf uters . It wil be available for the
IBM PC in September.
To find out more about Statp-ro:
The Statistics and Grap-hics Database Workstation, contact your
local dealer, or
.
Call us toll-free at

800-322-2208
In Massachusetts call (617) 423-0420.
You can also call us toll-free for
information on corporate purchase
through our National Account
Program .

iiJwadSWOrth Electronic
Publishing Company

Statler Office Building
20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116

STATPRO is a trademark of Wadsworth Electro nic Pu bli shing Compa ny. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark
oflnternational13usiness Machines, Corp.
Circle 479 on inquiry card .
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Sof.are Received
Apple
Accounts Receivable, an
open-item , accounts-receivable system for small-business accounting. It includes
customer maintenance, transaction processing, reports
and printouts, utilities, and
end-of-period processing. For
the Apple II; floppy disk,
$395. Broderbund Software
Inc. , 1938 Fourth St., San
Rafael , CA 94901 .
Bop-a-Bet, an educational
game for children ages 5 to 8.
By moving around a high-resolution maze and selecting
letters in sequence, children
develop the alphabetizing
skills needed in effectively using libraries, dictionaries,
and encyclopedias. For the
Apple II , II Plus, and IIe ;
floppy disk , $27 .95. Sierra /
On-Line Inc., Sierra / On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA
93614.
Computer SAT, a software / textbook package that
leads the student step by step
through the complete Scholastic Aptitude Test preparation process. The package
pinpoints student strengths
and weaknesses, gives immediate feedback , and prepares a study plan to improve
scores. No previous computer experience needed . For
the Apple II, II Plus, and lIe;
Hoppy disk, $79.95. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovi.ch, 1250 Sixth
Ave ., San Diego, CA 92101.
Crypto-Cube, an educational
word puzzle for children ages
8 and up . Spark an interest in
spelling and word recognition
as players try to identify the
missing letters of words in a
variety of graphic formats.
For the Apple II Plus and lie ;
floppy
disk ,
$39.95.
Designware Inc., 185 Berry
St. , San Francisco, CA
94107.
504

Diskinvoice System, an invoicing / accoun ts-recei vable
program that can handle the
billing for the small businessperson who sends fewer than
300 invoices per month . It
allows easy customizing and
back-up; also available in
Spanish . For the Apple II , II
Plus, and IIe; floppy disk,
$55. Broadway Software,
Suite 136, 642 Amsterdam
Ave., New York, NY 10025.
Disk Protection Program, a
locking program for software
developers . This inexpensive,
easy-to-use program disables
list, reset, catalog, and save
from pirates. For the
Apple II Plus; floppy disk,
$45. The Zivv Co., MPO Box
#1616, Niagara Falls, NY
14302 .
Double Trouble , five arcadetype games. Play two games
simultaneously on a splitscreen with varying consequences. Requires a joystick.
For the Apple II Plus and IIe;
floppy disk, $15. BEZ, Suite
108B, 4790 Irvine Blvd., Irvine, CA 92714 .
Dragon's Keep , an educational adventure game for
children ages 7 and up. Children develop reading comprehension as they rescue 16
animals through reading
maps, identifying details ,
making inferences, and drawing conclusions . For the Apple II, II Plus, and lIe; floppy
disk, $29 .95 . Sierra / On-Line
Inc. (see address above).
Early Games for Young Children , nine educational games
for children ages 21/ 2 to 6.
Children can learn to match
numbers and letters , count
blocks, add and subtract
stacks of blocks, work with
the alphabet, type names,
compare shapes, and draw
pictures in color without supervision. For the Apple II ;
floppy disk, $29.95 . Counter-
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point Software Inc. , Suite
140, Shelard Plaza North,
Minneapolis, MN 55426.
Early Games Music , four
educational music games for
children ages 4 to 12 that
teach basic music skills and
music notation in colorful
high-resolution displays. For
the Apple II Plus and lIe;
floppy disk , $29.95. Counterpoint Software Inc. (see address above).
Easel Ease, a full-screen,
high-resolution graphics
package that lets you create
pictures using colors, patterns, and brushstrokes. It
includes menu-driven features , save options, and
single-keystroke controls. For
the Apple II Plus; floppy
disk , $24 .95 . Watermark
Inc ., Department PC, POB
481 , Melbourne Beach, FL
32951.
Fontrix, an extended-screen
graphics system . This multipurpose graphics package includes a font editor, graphic
writer, character generator,
and a graphics dump . You
can design , create, typeset,
and print in a variety of for mats . For the Apple; floppy
disk , $75. Data Transforms,
Suite 106, 616 Washington
St., Denver, CO 80203.
Function Plotter, an educational mathematical tool.
This tamper-proof program
will graph a user-specified
function over any chosen domain. You can change either
the domain or the displayed
range and overlay any number of functions on the same
set of axes . For the Apple II
Plus and lIe ; floppy disk,
$29.95. J.L. Hammett Co .
Inc ., Microcomputer Division, Hammett Place, Braintree, MA 02184.
Hi-Res Versatile Calculator
(HVC) , an RPN (reverse Po-

lish notation) calculator that
combines the functions of a
scientific calculator with a
programmer's calculator. It
operates in four bases, contains over 50 functions , and
features standard ASCII
tables. For the Apple II, II
Plus, IIe, and III ; floppy disk,
$59 .95. Tackaberry Software, POB 2857, Ormond
Beach, FL 32074 .
Learning with Leeper, four
educational games for preschoolers. Dog Count is a
counting game; Balloon Pop
is a shape-matching game ;
Screen Painting is creative
play; and Leap Frog develops
eye-hand coordination. For
the Apple II , II Plus, and lIe;
floppy disk, $34.95. Sierra /
On-Line Inc . (see address
above) .
Master Math , an educational
math program for high
school students that covers
algebra, trigonometry , geometry , statistics, and basic
accounting. For the Apple II,
II Plus, and lie; six floppy
disks at $30 each or the set for
$150. PMI Inc ., High St. ,
POB 87, Buckfield , ME
04220 .
Pascal Source, nine game and
utility programs that include
Art, Tower, Splitfile, Art 2,
Formatter, Graftools, Testgt,
Shape, and Trek . Includes all
source code. For the Apple II;
floppy disk, $15. Mark Watson, 535 Mar Vista Dr .,
Solana Beach, CA 92075.
Police Artist, a program of
three games for children ages
7 and up that draws over
1 million faces . You pick a
culprit's face from a police
lineup and reconstruct it
piece by piece, or create your
own faces . For the Apple II ,
II Plus, and lie; floppy disk ,
$34.95. Sir-Tech Software
Inc. , 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669 .

SORRY CHARLIE!
If you just bought a 16-bit PC with a 160K drive . 128K RAM. MS-DOS. a
Ward Processor ond on Electronic Spreadsheet you're going to be sorry
you reod this ad. Why? !lecouse in October. ScotTsdale Systems (with
considerable help from Sanyo) will give you all this and more with the
introduction of the Sanyo PC Plus at ~995!
In addition . we will pretest your PC Plus system. make user copies of your
soft ware ond include your choice of an Amber or Green monitor.

The best deal in a 64K. Z-80 system just got better. Our new Sonya Plu s
system now includes dual half-height. built-in acral drives for a total
formatted floppy disk capacity of 1.28 Megabytes.

Not only is the San yo PC Plus priced less than one-third that of a
comparably equipped IDM-PC®. it is also less expensive than most 8-bit
computer packages. The PC Plus will run most software developed far the
IIlM-PC®. features expansion slots and is backed by over 50 Sanyo
service centers nationwide.

A new feathe r-touch keyboard features 15 special -function keys which
are enabled under both Wordstar and Sonya !lasic. a built-in palm rest
and a keypad with math functions and an enter key.
Of course you still receive over ~2400 worth of e xtras including CP/ M®.
Sonya Dasic . Word star. Mailmerge. Spellstar. Calcstar. and Infostar
(including Datastar and Reportstar). Plus a games disk. a 300 baud d irect
connect modem . modem software . a free burn and test . and more.
Yet the price
remains the same .

Plus - Thanks to its brushed. stainless-steel finish. the Sanyo PC Plus looks
more expensive. yet takes up less space.
If you haven't made your computer decision yet. give us a call. We are
now taking reservations for the Sanyo PC Plus. !letrer safe than sorry!

$1995

Sonya Plus with GraphiCS
~2495 .

$995

PC Plus
PC Deluxe

No dealers pl ease . F.O .D. 5corrsdole. ca ll for oddltional informatio n on )99 business
pock. ~99 extended warra nty. a nd hard disks .

call

Add terminals. printers. a nd software
and we can full y teST and configure your
SyST em 01 low prices .

580-10 ....
8000-10 ..
8000-12 .. ..
586-10 ..... .

\ I /

:*~
I \

Scottsdale SystemSLtd.
Adds Viewpoint3A+ .. Emulor.,
the ADM·:3A detaChed keyboard. keypad.
12" green display. naTionwide Adds
service.

Wyse 100 ..................... ~694
Wyse 200 ................... ~1049

~r~~i~gg 9Td
Televideo 925
Televideo 950
Tele video 970
Zenith Z-29
Zenith ZTX
Zenith ZT-1 ...
Espirit II
Ampex D175
Amber ._.
Qume 102 ....
Houston Instruments

' S~¥~

617 N_Scottsdale Road. Suite (3, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

:=: (602) 941-5856
Call 8-5 Mon.-Fri.

We porTicl pa, e In arbitra Tion for business a nd CUSTomers thro ugh The Defier
Dusiness Dure ou of Maricopa CounTy.

$735
~927
~1044
~659
~349
~446
~544

~699
~544

... Call

INTEGRATION:

Prices liSTed are for new equipment in faCTOry sealed baxes with manufacturer's
warranTy. We will preteST your equipment. Integrole your SySTem . configure your sohw ore. provide
special cables. ete.. fOI on additional charge. Call for prices.

ORDERING : MAIL ORDER ONLY. Pdc., Ii".d or. for co,h. No C.O.O: ,. w. ,.11 on 0 Ne r JO
basis 10 Fortu ne 1 OOOcampanies and Universilies wlrh good credit . P.O : s. charge cards odd 2 %. Az.
residen ts add 6%. Prices su bjecr 10 change . producr subjecr to availabiliTY. Personal checks take :3
w eeks TO clear. 0 ·20-.' re slocking fee for reT urned merchandise. 5hipping eXira · prodUCTS are F.O .D.
point of shipmenl . CP/ M and MP/ M are regi slered Trademarks of Digital Research . Wordstar Is a
regiSTered Trademark of MicroPro In ternaTional. 10M and 10M PC are regi STered lIademarks of
InTernaTional Dusiness Machines CorporaTion.

SOFTWARE:

Sold only w/sYSTems. nOI warranTied for su itability.

Replace s 'he DaisywriTer 2000. Uses the
some prinTwheel. ribbons . ond IraCTor feed.
Will run serio l. parallel . or IEEE 486. 48K
buHer STandard . uses Diablo codes.

Gemini 10X
Gemini 15
NEC8023A .
Tally 160L/ trac
Tally 180L/ trac
Infarunner Ritemon
IDS Microprism

~288
~444
~398
~584
~799
~339
~509

HIGH SPEED
Anadex 9620A
Qantex 7030
TI-810 ...
Prism 132
" loaded "
Prism 80
"loaded "

~1399
~1562
~1285

~1469

$1369

LETTER QUALITY
Sanyo PR5500 .
Silver Reed 550
550-Serial
NEC 3510
NEC 7710 .......
Silver Reed 500

APPtEHAoDWARE
** • • ** ~~ I ~"

_
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~***** •••

""~=== 40 % TO 70 % OFF!! ! :...~

APlOl
APl02
APl04
APlOS
API06

...
...."..

%
RETAIL NOW
PRICE ONLY OFF

STOCK
NUMBER

. ... $149
16K RAM CARD .....
80 COLUMN CARD ........... . . 295
ClOCK/ CALENDAR CARD .. .. 195
DISK·1t DRIVE WO/ CTRL .. ..... 498
. . 150
DlSK·II CONTROLLER ..

API01 JOY·STICK DELUX. . . . ....

APl08 u.NGUAGE CARD ONLY ..
API09 LOWER CASE . . . , . .
MI lO PRJN1CR CARD ... .

.....
..

••

2.5
.5
ISO
195
3.
298
588

.
APt ll RS-232 CARD .. . .
APIll SUP-R-MO D . .
M Il4 Z..so CARD . .............. .. ...
AP115 DISK-II DRIVE WO /CTRL .. . ...
(SU M LINE)
AP116 INTEGER CARD ......... .. " .. . ISO
.. 279
APll1 EPROM WRITER CARD ..
APU8 12l1K RAM CARD ......... ... .. . 498

APZOI APPLE·Il+ CQMPAT 48KI<IT .... 599
AP202 HARDCASE FOR AP201 (PLASTIC) 115
AP203 KEYBOARD FOR AP201 . . . . . . . . .. 139

AP204 POWER SUPPLY FOR AP201 . . . . .. 120
AP401 IBM PC COMPlITER W12 DRIVE .. 3550

$4 •
159
8.

21.
89
LS
15•
LS
5•
89
LS
139
lS9

,""

5. "
56 "

"""
,""
5.%
,. %
,, %
56%

320

., %
SO%
.. %
., %

119
78
'5
24.5

.. %
38%
"' %

59
139
219

32 "

* *** * * * ****************** ** * * *
WE ACCEPT C.O.D ., I'USOHAl CH£CXS

AU PM:n COOD THaU THE OlD OF THIS MONTH

K &< R COMPlITER CO •• LTO.
1440 PACIFIC COAST HWY .• 1104
HARBOR CITY. CA 90110
1213 I 530-2511

Circle 246 on Inquiry ca'rd.

SAVE UP TO 50% ON

Floppy Disks
& Computer
Supplies
We Discount the TOp Brands
3M"Scotch'" • V4Brbatlm'" • Dysan
Memorex • BASF • Maxell'"
We also stock

Ribbons • Paper • Labels
Cleaning Kits • Prlntwheels
storage Products
Call, write, or utilize Reader
Service for our FREE new
DISCOUNT catalog

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
(313) 777-7780
Offering Reliability and same Day Service

Professional Unit, a set of
utilities for professional Pascal programming that includes Date, Dollar, Phone,
Zip-code, Tax Rates, and
special facilities for defining
fields on the screen . You can
double or triple your
programming speed . For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $39. D
& L Computing, 1201 Lincoln
Ave., New Castle, IN 47362 .
Suspended, an interactive
game. After a 500-year sleep,
you awake and must strategically manipulate six robots
acting as your senses . One
even helps you access information from memory banks
as you solve an intertwined
myriad of graphicall y
realistic and original problems. Several levels of play .
For the Apple II ; floppy disk,
$49.95. Infocom, 55 Wheeler
St., Cambridge, MA 02138 .
Troll's Tale , an educational
adventure game for children
ages 8 and up . Children develop reading comprehension
as they make maps, identify
details , make inferences ,
predict outcomes, and draw
conclusions in order to locate
16 treasures . For the Apple II,
II Plus, and lIe ; floppy disk,
$29.95 . Sierra IOn-line Inc .
(see address above) .

Circle 267 on Inquiry card.

FOR 68000 SYSTEMS
WITH CP/M-68K
RELATIONAL
DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(DBMS)
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
FOR BUSINESS SYSTEMS

•
•
•
•
•

Unique Features
Easy to use - Powerful
Menu Driven
English Subset Query Language
68000 Code Efficiency

Wizplus, a utility program
for the W izardry adventures
that lets y ou quickly change,
restore, add to, modify, recover, edit, or move any of
your characters, their equipment, spells, or treasures . No
more frustrating games where
the wizard always wins . Now
you have a chance . For the
Apple II Plus; floppy disk,
$39.95 . Datamost Inc ., 8943
Fullbright Ave. , Chatsworth,
CA 91311 .

PRICE $495

Send For Catalog.
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
211 N. EL CAMINO REAL. 10lC
ENCINITAS. CA 92024

or Phone: (619) 942-0744
CP I M-68 is a trademark of Dill

Circle 130 on Inquiry card.

Atari
Matchboxes, a skill and concentration game . One or two
players must match identical

squares from a 6 by 6 grid
and solve a hidden word puzzle. Each colorful character,
creature, or object has its
own catchy musical signature . For the Atari 400 / 8001
1200; floppy disk, $29 .95 .
Broderbund Software Inc .,
1938 Fourth St. , San Rafael,
CA 94901.
Suspended, an interactive
game (see description under
Apple) . For the Atari 4001
800; floppy disk, $49.95. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St. , Cambridge , MA 02138.
Ultra Disassembler , a utility
package that lets you recreate
source code . This labeling
disassembler handles DOS
files and code . Output code
may be written to video display, printer, or disk file . For
the Atari 400 / 800 / 1200; floppy disk, $49.95 . Adventure
International , POB 3435,
Longwood, FL 32750.

CP/M
ACNAP, an AC networkanalysis program. This electronic-circuit program can
handle circuits as large as 70
components. It is optimized
for speed and can analyze a
five-node , ten-component
circuit in less than one second . For CP 1M-based systems; floppy disk, $39.95. BV
Engineering, POB 3351 ,
Riverside, CA 92519.
Access Manager, a generalpurpose, keyed, file-accessing
package designed for programmers creating application programs that must access data records on the basis
of identifying such key values
as name or number. For
CP I M-2 .2-based systems ;
floppy disk, $300. Digital
Research, 160 Central Ave .,
POB 579, Pacific Grove, CA
93950.
CP IM Workshop , a nontechnical CP 1M learning pro-

The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler
Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed
a new method of tuning , you had to
change instruments practically every time
yo u wanted to change keys.very difficult.
Before Avocet introduced its family of
cross-assemblers, developing micro-pro cessor software was much the same. You
needed a separate development system
for practically every type of processor .
Very difficult and very expensive.
But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a
single computer can develop software for
virtually any microprocessor! Does that
put us in a league with Bach? You decide

Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast , reliable
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM , XEROX orthe hundreds of other organizations that use them.
Every time you see a new microprocessorbased product, there's a good · chance it
was developed with Avocet crossassemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.
They run on any computer with CP/ M'
and process assembly language for the
most popular microprocessor families.
XASM05 ....
XASM09
.
XASM18
XASM48 ..
XASM5 1
.
XASM65 ... .
XASM68 ....
XASMF8 .. ..
XASMZ8 ....
XASM400 .. .
XASM75 ...

6805
6809
1802
8048 / 804 1
8051
6502
6800 / 01
F8 / 3870
Z8
COP400
NEC 7500

Of course , there's more. Avocet has the
tools you need from start to finish to enter,
assemble and test your software and finally
cast it in EPROM:
tor by CompuView. Makes source code
entry a snap . Full-screen text editing , plus
TECO-Iike macro facility for repetitive
tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals
and personal computers as well as in userconfigurable form .
CP / M-80 version ............... . ... $150
CP / M- 86 or MDOS version
$195
(when ordered with any Avocet product)

ROM Simulator -- ROMSIM by Inner Access eliminates need to erase and
reprogram EPROM. Installed in an S-100
host , ROMSIM substitutes RAM for
EPROM in external target system . 16K
memory can be configured to simulate the
2708 , 2758 , 2716, 2516 , 2732 , 2532 ,
2764, 2564 in either byte or word
organization . Avocet's configurable driver
makes loading of HEX or COM files fast
and easy. ·

EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128
$200
each

$500

PROM types supported: 2508 , 2758 ,
2516 , 2716, 2532, 2732 , 2732A ,
27C32 , MCM8766 , 2564, 2764, 27C64 ,
27128, 8748 , 8741 , 8749, 8742, 8751 ,
8755 , plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS .
(Upgrade kits will be available for new
PROM types as they are introduced .)

Text Editor VEDIT -- full -screen text edi-

From $495 depending on cabling and
RAM installed.

(Coming soon: XASM68K. . 68000)
Circle 44 on inquiry card.

Turn Your Computer Into A
Complete Development System

EPROM Programmer by GTek programs
most EPROMS without the need for personality modules. Self-contained power
supply .. . accepts ASCII commands and
data from any comp uter through RS 232
serial interface . Cross-assembler hex object files can be down-loaded directly .
Co mmands include verify and read, as
well as partial programming.

Programmer ................. .. ... .
Options include:
Software Driver Package .. .. .
RS 232 Cable . ....... ... ... . .. .
8748 family socket adaptor ..
8751 family socket adaptor ... .

$389

$ 30
$ 30
$ 98
$174

Call Us
If you're thinking about development systems, call us for some straight talk. If we
don't have what you need, we'\! help you
find out who does . If yo u like, we'll even
talk about Bach .

VISA and Mastercard accepted . All popular disc formalS now
available .. please speCify . Prices do nol include shipping and

handling .. call lor exact quotes . OEM INQUIRIES INVITED .
• T rademark of Digital Research .

AVOCET~

SYSTEMS ~NC~'

DEPT. 983·8

804 SOl)TH STATE · STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE
19901
302-734-0151 TLX 467210
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QUILL
ADVANCED DOCUMENT PREPARATION

QUill·

is a soph i s tic~l t ("d l e x t (Of ma ilin g 1001.
Sprinkl p co mm and s in wi th your It'xl fo r:
• C omplp{(.> lJo cUIlH'n t SC' ction ing
• Foolnotp s & Bih liograp h y Crp<1 t ion

• Multi-F ilt:> Pron' ssing
• AutOllldti( Indt-'xing
• Tah lp of Lontl'n t s Gpl1Prc1(ion
• BlI lIp\ and Enlillwra l pd Lbb

QUILL hd ~ rohu st r( ',llU((l ~ for dlJ 1 0p a ra~rap h ·
ing, proport iOlhll !'Ipa( in g. Ill uh iph' p rinti ng fo nt s,
pagp l H' a ding ~ an d foo t ing ~. pl ll ~ 1ll0rt'!
offl ' r ~ fll'x ih l{' dCHlI llll' IlL ~ I y l {'!- for 1('(r(' port s, Ilhlllllcl l ~, <lnd ~I)(>rid l u :o. pr ch 'fi rwd
s t y l(' ~. Ex p loit 111(' pr intin g ( d l hlhili ti (' ~ of I lw

QUILL

t('r~ ,

Ep ~O Il ,

Lltoh. tllle l ol lwf

prilll('r~ .

For Ilw IB M· PC lI nd!'r PC· DO S or CP/M .
QUill rl' l d ii:-. for S2-llJ .
N t ,\\, Jt " 'I' ~' (I ·,j lll · IlI " ,1( 111 /I ': .. .. ,III '" I,\x .

· QU lll

j .. . j " ,lI lt' Ill,lIk 0 1 ~'II' ;.. I , 1Il1 ~ y ... II ' m :-,

tnl .

SEXTANT SYSTEMS

P.O . Box 2S 1.Depl. B
Hol mdel NJ 07733
(20 ) ) 671-7670

Circle 399 on inquiry card.

DISKETTES

BV

RIBBONS
EPBDN _ 40•• · .
MEG!

- BYTE INC .

4 699 S .W. 4 5 t n St.
Ft. Lo u ce r ce le . F lo r,Ce 3331 4

:10111· 111.7 . .,., :lC
NOW QP.N .AT.

1C ICO " .. :lICC • • T .

1 -BOO-387- 1 01 3
ASK FOR F REE CATALOGU E

4 ,_eSA.

01

C.rt r ldg..

Min. 3

C. ITO H - ~:::~, 7.· e
C.rtrldg..

DIABlL.D

Il A .

Mln . 3

4 ."

C.rerlde..

Data VU, a database-management system. Four features include an automatic
form generator, a relational
database manager, a reportgenerator program, and an
automatic menu generator. It
can be used for personal or
small-business purposes. For
CP 1M-based systems; floppy
disk, $149. Thinkers Soft
Inc ., POB 221, Garden City,
NY 11530.
Personal Pearl. an information-management system.
This relational database and
form l report program generator is designed for the novice
end user. Create input and
output forms and reports and
define simple or complex relationships. For CP 1M-based
systems, floppy disk, $295.
Pearlsoft, POB 13850, Salem,
OR 97309 .

SA .

Min 3

Circle 281 on Inquiry card.

smllh·Corona®TP-"·
Daisy Wheel
Printer

•
•
•
•
•

Print Speed : 12 CPS
Fully-Formed Characters
Choice of 10 or 12 CPI Models
Drop-in Ribbon Cassettes
Standard Serial or Parallel Data
Interface
• Compatible With Most
MicroComputers

.Z

gram . Your computer can become a self-paced seminar
complete with diagrams, exercises, reviews, demonstrations, helpful hints, and
evaluation sessions . For
CP I M-2.2-based systems ;
floppy disk, $115. Datascan
Inc. , 2716 Ocean Park Blvd.,
Santa Monica, CA 90405.

Suspended, an interactive
game (see description under
Apple) . For CP / M-based systems; floppy disk, $59.95 .
Infocom, 55 Wheeler St. ,
Cambridge, MA 02138 .
XREF, a cross-reference program for Microsoft BASIC
that is written in Pascal
MT + . You en ter certain
headings to the command
taiL For CP 1M-based systems; floppy disk, $50 (preferably converted to South
African' Rands) . Barxact
Computer Systems (Pty . )
Ltd. , POB 785150, Sandton,
2146, South Africa.

Commodore

MICRO MART

8764 Complex Dr. . San Diego . CA 92123

(61!iI268·0169

Circle 289 on inquiry card.

•

Check Ease, a professional-

quality check-register system
that lets you maintain multiple checking accounts with
full checkbook reconciliation
and budget categories. Automatically updates balance
figures and can print by
check number or category .
For the Commodore VIC-20;
cassette, $24.95 . Talcove &
Familian Co ., 10902 Riverside Dr., North Hollywood,
CA 91602 .
Disk Support, a 1K-byte machine-language ex tension
program that adds 12 new
commands to the computer.
The user can save, save with
replace, load, verify, delete,
and rename disk files with
just two keystrokes . For the
Commodore 64 and VIC-20;
floppy disk, $14.95 . H & H
Enterprises, 5056 North 41st
St., Milwaukee, WI 53209.
Info-Manager, an information-management system designed to keep records of any
nature in the home or small
business . You can store and
selectively print address lists,
expense records, bills due,
mailing labels, and many
other files. For the Commodore 64 ; floppy disk,
$39.95 . Pyramid Software International, Suite A, Department 300, 30 Fairfax St. , San
Rafael, CA 94901 .
Space Sentinel, an arcadetype game . As an orbiting
Space Sentinel you must protect Earth from aliens' heat
missiles before the polar ice
caps melt and cause floods .
Joystick required. For the
Commodore 64; floppy disk,
$29.95. Talcove & Familian
Co . (see address above) .
Suspended, an interactive
game (see description under
Apple). For the Commodore
64; floppy disk, $49.95. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138 .
Utility File, an energyconsumption data-processing

Yesterday's most
up-to-date
source·of career,t.: :'lb!~' '
op~ortunities

looked like this.
Today's technical career market changes fast .
But now there's a way to keep up with it.
This new key to career opportunity is your
personal computer. And the cost is nothing but
a phone call.
Just call CLEO . That stands for Computer
Listings of Employment Opportunities.
Unlike a newspaper, CLEO responds to your
commands. You specify what job categories,
companies, or geographic locations interest you .
CLEO calls up the appropriate ads right on your
screen . At every step, you're guided by explicit
online instructions.
Daily updates keep CLEO job listings current.
You can even apply for positions right from your
own terminal. For a detailed job search, or just
an idea of what's available, CLEO is waiting for
your call today. With today's opportunities .
CLEO access: (415) 482-1550 (408) 294-2000
(213) 618-8800 (714) 476-8800 (619) 224-8800
300 BAUD, full duplex, standard ASCII code .
Access assistance: (213) 618-1525. An electronic
publishing activity of The Copley Press, Inc.

Toda~,

it looks like this.
Recruitment advertisers - call (213) 618-0200 collect
to find out how you can place your ad on CLEO.
Circle 72 on inquiry card.

SoftvvareRecelved ________________________________________________________
program that calculates, displays, files, and prints a
variety of data for designated
units in such resources as
electric, water, gas, oil and
propane . For the Commodore 64 and VIC-20; cassette,
$29.95. Fabtronics, 51
Quarry St. , Brockport, NY
14420.
The Wizard & The Princess, a
graphics adventure game in
which you must storm into
the evil wizard's castle, defeat
the dragon guarding the gate,
find your way through the
passage, and rescue the
princess. On your way out
you must slay the troll before
your mission is a success . For
the Commodore VIC-20; cassette, $14.95 . Melbourne
House Software Inc., Department CS, 347 Reedwood Dr .,
Nashville, TN 37217.

IBM
Personal Computer
Crypto-Cube, a word-puzzle
game (see description under
Apple). For the IBM Personal
Computer; floppy disk ,
$39.95 . Designware Inc ., 185
Berry St. , San Francisco, CA
94107.

points. It supports several
file-transfer protocols that
facilitate the transmission of
binary and ASCII data. For
the IBM Personal Computer;
floppy disk, $49.95 . Computer Toolbox, 1325 East
Main St. , Waterbury , CT
06705 .
Mailcom, an E-COM mailing
program . With a personal
computer, modem, and this
package, you can send out
more than 2000 letters for 26
cents each from home or office via the Postal Service's
E-COM System. The Post
Office will print, fold , stuff,
and seal computer-originated
mail and guarantees delivery
within 48 hours . For the IBM
Personal Computer; floppy
disk, $195 . Digisoft Computers, 1501 Third Ave .,
New York, NY 10028 .
Media Magician, a diskediting utility for binary and
ASCII codes. You can modify disks by byte , string, or
sector. The program brings
you to any sector on a disk
and displays up to 256 bytes
of that sector at a time . It also
provides ASCII code and updates representations of each
byte . For the IBM Personal
Computer; floppy disk ,
$48.50. Photon Software, 636
120th Ave . NE, Bellevue,
WA 98005.

Financial Management TK
Solver Pack. This program
includes such topics as compound interest, net present
value, level debt service, cost
of equity capital, analysis of
financial statements, stockoption pricing, bond swaps,
convertible debt, and bondrefunding decisions . To be
used in conjunction with TK
Solver ($299) . For the IBM
Personal Computer; floppy
disk , $100. Software Arts
Inc., 27 Mica Lane ,
Wellesley, MA 02181 .

Mystery Message , an interactive-game program . You
must guess answers to 500
items as quickly as possible.
This program stimulates concentration, recall, and retention skills for all ages . For the
IBM Personal Computer ;
floppy disk, $34.95 . Social
Systems Corp., Suite 28,
1621 Fulton Ave ., Sacramento, CA 95825.

Intellicom, an intelligent
communications processor.
This package provides computer-to-computer communications from terminal-emulation and file-transfer stand-

PC-Link, a terminal-emulation package that lets an IBM
Personal Computer function
like a Digital Equipment Corporation VT100 terminal. It
allows transfer of ASCII pro-
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gram and data files between
IBM PC and DEC computers.
For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk, $40.
Screenware Corp ., POB
3662, Nashua; NH 03061.
Personal Investment Analy.sis, an investment-decision
program. All the information
you need to perform accurate
analyses for such investments
as convertible bonds, mortgage loans, interest rates,
retirement funding, and taxfree securities. Requires no
prior computing experience.
For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk , $60.
Wiley Professional Software,
John Wiley & Sons, 605
Third Ave., New York, NY
10158.
Personal Pearl, an information-management system (see
description under CP / M) .
For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk, $295.
Pearlsoft, POB 13850, Salem,
OR 97309.
Plot , a mathematical-graphing program. You can plot
and process data and / or
curves described by mathematical functions. This program allows switching back
and forth between linear,
semi-log, and double-log
scales; calculating and plotting
inverse relationships, power,
and linear functions of data
points . Color-graphics
adapter required. For the IBM
Personal Computer; floppy
disk , $29 .95 . Non-Linear
Products, POB 14755, Minneapolis, MN 55414.
SSPLOT, a data-plotting program that generates plots on
screen and can print pie
charts, bar graphs, histograms, line plots, and scatter
plots using files created by
Visicalc and saved in DIF
(Data Interchange Format) .
For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk, $45. Stanford Software, 585 Singley
Dr. , Milpitas, CA 95035 .

Shoebox, a time- and moneymanagement program with a
multiple-user capability .
Three basic commodities are
offered that assist management : appointments, reminders, and expenses . You can
update schedules and record
expenses. For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk,
$195. Techland Systems Inc. ,
39 Carwall Ave. , Mount Vernon, NY 10552.
Suspended, an interactive
game (see description under
Apple) . For the IBM Personal
Computer ; floppy disk ,
$49.95 . Infocom, 55 Wheeler
St., Cambridge , MA 02138 .
VIS / Bridge / SORT , a program that lets you sort rows
or columns of a Visicalc
spreadsheet. Up to five rows
or columns may be used as
sort keys; they can be sorted
alphabetically or numerically
in either ascending or descending order. For the IBM
Personal Computer ; floppy
disk, $89 . Solutions Inc ., POB
989, Montpelier, VT 05602.

Heath / Zenith
Games #1 , a collection of five
games that includes Gomoku ,
Concentration, Maze-Dash,
Solitary, and Barricade . For
the Heath / Zenith Z-89 ; floppy disk, $19.95 . Interactive
Micro Systems, POB 21007,
Columbus, OH 43221.
Quizzer, an educational program ' that asks a student a
series of practice questions in
such formats as true / false , fill
in the blank, or multiple
choice . It can talk when used
with the Votrax Type 'n
Talk . For the Heath / Zenith
Z-89 ; floppy disk, $19.95 . Interactive Micro Systems (see
address above).

TRS-80
ACNAP , an AC network-

Add CAD to your PC
For less than you might think!

s

~~IIII TM

by
GTCO Corporation

Vector Sketch is a 2D graphics package that runs on
your IBM PC. Included is an electromagnetic digitizer
(sizes range from 11" x 11" to 42" x6D") for fast, efficient,
data entry. Drawings are stored on disk, and can be recorded
on a matrix printer or drawn by a pen plotter.
Business Applications

Technical Applications

Functions (Partial List)

Space Planning
Flow Charts
Graphic Design
Illustrations
Forms Design
Product Design

Architectural Design
Mechanical Design
Electrical Design
Drafting
Mapping
Seismic Digitizing

Rubberbanding
Symbol file
Figure generation
Labeling
Zoom , Pan & Scale
Exact, Grid & Join
Select line style
Plot , Print & Store
Erase line or symbol
Display X-V
Point or continuous
Help

For more information on the Vector Sketch or
electromagnetic digitizers, contact:

r;i1l
~ !~~~re~~~~~~~
(301) 279-9550

Circle 198 on inquiry card .

Telex: 898471

Dealer Inquires Invited
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DISKETTES

Top Quality Diskettes
Guaranteed and Tested
Error Free. Rely on 3M

516·543·6100
212·843·5775
(COLLECT CALLS ACCEPTED)

y

Inquiries !nvited

Circle 125 on Inquiry card .

CP/M® FOR YOUR LSI-ll AND PDP-ll
RT-I1
TSX +
RSX-ll M
Enter a New Software World
With our plug·in Z80 processor card you
can run CP/M, the popular personal and
business computer operating system. You
can run thousa nds of low cost software
packages available for CP/ M. We include
a powerful word processing package
free! Everyt hing you need is included
starting at $ 1,250.00.

n

d...-J

DECMATION
3375 Scoll Blvd .. Suite 422
Santa Clara. CA 9505t 408 /980 -1678

II CP/M is a regis tered trademark 01 Dlglta! Research . Inc

Circle 138 on Inquiry card.

t. §ID\
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
BEl
SALES &SERVICE
Wide choice of lease & lease/purchase plans

GmeUp~~
Rebel $78fmo., Rebel 16megSI03Imo., AebeI16megmulti·userSI24Imo.

Payments are example. Ask about other systems. boards, etc.

analysis program (see description under CP/ M). For
the TRS-80 Models I and III;
floppy disk, $39.95. BV Engineering, POB 3351, Riverside, CA 92519 .

the speed or ability of your
programs. For the TRS-80
Color Computer; cassette,
$19.95 . Spectrum Projects,
93-15 86 Dr., Woodhaven,
NY 11421.

Cards, an instructional program that enables you to program your own card games
and gives hints on the
graphics you'll require. For
the TRS-80 Color Computer;
cassette, $8. William Noggle,
2413 Kenwood Ave ., San
Jose, CA 95128 .

Rainbow-Writer, a generalpurpose screen formatter that
lets you write text in highresolution graphics. It also
features underline, subscript,
superscript, scroll protect,
and more. For the TRS-80
Color Computer; cassette,
$29.95 . Rainbow Connection
Software (see address above) .

Clean Slate, a word-processing package . This documented software contains a
text editor, terminal communications capabilities, a formletter generator, and handles
assembly source code . For the
TRS-80 Models I and III;
floppy disk, $79.95 . Howard
W . Sams & Co ., ' 4300 West
62nd St. , Indianapolis, IN
46268 .
Conquest of Kzirgla, a highresolution graphics game . As
a warrior in the mythical
kingdom of Kzirgla, you are
faced with the challenge of
conquering the evil wizard
Kolobarr in his dangerous
dungeon. For the TRS-80
Color Computer; cassette,
$21.95 . Rainbow Connection
Software, 3514 6th Place
NW, Rochester, MN 55901.
Exams, a word-processing
system designed to prepare
examinations efficiently. It
allows fast creation, modification, and storage of multiple-choice or true / false
questions. Neatly formatted
tests with answer keys are the
final product . For the TRS-80
Model III ; floppy disk,
$69.95 . Microsoftware Services, POB 776, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 .

Ask about bonus software. Accounting , games. utilities .

PRINTERS. TERMINALS. SOFlWARE-CAll

CostPIUS

We caler 10 experienced users, go'o"I. agencies, and corp. customers.
TERMS: Cash WIth order.
VoupayaJlhighl.MdS%
1012%
10INel30 AMI 01'

F.d.IS"" P.O.
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~~~AM"'0PM COMPUTERS
205879-5976 P.o . Box 6114'Blnnlngham, Al3525~114
205 879-4735 .....n'.,"N"'o."'ol~""_.I205I32..S1"
Circle 118

on Inquiry card.

Hidden BASIC 1.0, a utility
program designed to protect
BASIC programs. Several
commands will cease to
execute without affecting

Suspended, an interactive
game (see description under
Apple) . For the TRS-80
Model III ; flopp y disk ,
$49.95 . Infocom, 55 Wheeler
St. , Cambridge, MA 02138 .
Zaxxon , an arcade-type
game . Unique color graphics
surround you as you pilot
your aircraft through a
simulated battlefield with
enemy aircraft, fuel tanks,
concealed missiles , anti aircraft tanks, and nerveshattering sound effects . The
final showdown is a confrontation with the deadly robot
Zaxxon. For the TRS-80 Color Computer, floppy disk,
$39.95 . Datasoft Inc ., 9421
Winnetka Ave. , Chatsworth,
CA 91311 .

Timex/Sinclair
Arcade Games Package. Two
BASIC program listings, Tic
Tac Toe and Tank Zap , each
with varying levels of difficulty . For the ZX81 and
TS1000 computers; two listings, $3. Florida Creations,
Department P, POB 16422,
Jacksonville, FL 32245 .
Music / Sounds Package . Five
BASIC program listings and
directions for broadcasting
music and spaceship noises to
a nearby radio . It controls the
radio-frequency interference
generated by the computer.
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OUR PC FLYS

IBM Compatible
Simply a better PC All models
availa ble for immediate delivery

Mannesmann Tally

•

• Standard _ 7 x 9 160 CPS

IDS

•

•

Proportional Spacing

Novation
J-cAT

8 Character Styles

• NLO - 40 x 1840 CPS
• 2K 8uffer and Tractor Standard
160 L 80 col. Call ... . . Best Seller

• 200 CPS 8i Directional
• Color Optional
• Sheet Feed • Graphics
• 3.4K Buffer
Prism 80

180 L 132 col. Call . . ... Best Seller

Prism 132 and Micro Prism

~

~

~~.;j

~
~

• 300 BPS Modem
• Originate/ Auto Answer
S Call

Sizzling . . . .. . ........ .

58495

~

~
~

For Price Ouotes and Ordering Call:

1-800 -328 -8905
LIBERJY

For Technical Information and
Arizona Orders, Call:
602-949-8218

For Shipping and Order Status Information,
Call: 602-990-7556

I

GROUP.' INCORPORATED
4221 Winfield Scott Plaza' Scottsdale, Az 85251

Everything in
computer related
products:
• Computers
• Modems
• Printers

:~~~r~
•
•

.

Terminals
Accessories
Paper

: ~i~~~~~S
• Office Furniture

Pnces I.sted re flea a cash dIscount and are Subject [0 change without flOuce. We welcome Certified and Cashiers Checks, Bank Wires and Money O rders. COD.s afe shipped WIth a minimum C.O.D.
charge. Allow 3- 7 days for persomll checks to clear. Product is Subject to a'Viurabrlity. EqUIpment is In factory sealed bOxes with manufacturer's w.?Irrcmry. There will be a fe-stocking charge for returned
merchandIse. Call first for an RMA number. SOftware not warranteed for suitabIlity. N o return of SOftware whICh has been opened. Add 2% for shipping & handhng charges (minimum S2.50). All eqUIpment

~
~S
S
~

~

Circle 59 on inquiry card.

Software Recelved _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·PROGRAMMERS
"e" the extras we offer

For the ZX81 and TS1000;
five listings, $3. Florida Creations (see address above).

More than just a co'mpiler ... we address
the total programming environment
C Compller-

Other Computers

• Complete non-float .implementation (float
avail 3Q) per Kernighan and Ritchie.
• Small. and medium models supported. Medium
mogel illlows greater than 64k of code and
greater than 64kof data.
.
• Complete standard I/O package~

K-Fix v. 2.1, a program that
modifies the Kaypro II to
shut off the disk drives when
not in use, extinguish the
drive lights when not being
accessed, and allows you to
set the default serial data
rate . For the Kaypro II
CP 1M ; floppy disk, $29.95.
Maplesoft Inc ., Suite 100, 49
Ascot Dr., Fredericton, NB
E3B 6G1, Canada .

.
'~ Source level debU~ger
c_wlndow
.
bolic debugging.
• Fully interactl~e s~~luation during
• Full C expression
debugging.
. n breakpoints.
Statement and expredsslporovide multi•
f comman S
• Autom.a IC d' lay per single step
pIe vanable ISP
or breakpoint.

Ask for a demonstration package you'll immediately "c" the difference!
Available for Victor 9000,
IBM PC, Zenith Z100, other
MSDOS systems. Inquire
about CP/M-86 version.

C Compiler . . . . . . . . $195.90
c-window . . . . . . . . . $195.00
c-window demo package
(w/manual and diskette) $45.00

. Price,"subject to chinge w;thou{noll~e.
c-window 1m c-systems, IBM 1m IBM Corp.' MSDOS 1m
Microsoft; TI Professional tm TI; CP/M.86 tm Digital Research.

c-sy.terns

P.O. Box 3253 • (714)637-5362
Fullerton, CA 92634

And then
there

were none.
The list of already extinct anima ls
grows ... the great auk, the T exas gray
wolf, the Badlan'ds bighorn, the sea mink,
th e passenger pigeon ...
What happens if civilization
continues to slowly choke out wi ldlife
species by species?
Man ca nnot live on a planet unfit for
animals.
Join an organization that' s doing
something about preserving our
endangered species. Get involved . Write
the National Wildlife Federation,
Department 105, 1412 16th
Street, NW. Wa shington,
DC 20036.
It's not too late.
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Manykey, a utility package
that lets you define 10
control-number keys and
CP 1M or Words tar arrow
keys for each disk . This
package allows each . COM
file to define its own arrow
and control-number keys.

For the Osborne 1; floppy
disk, $20. Compumagic Inc .,
POB 780, Severn, MD 21144.
Swords & Serpents, an
arcade-type game. You're the
White Knight exploring a
maze-like dungeon. Avoid
danger and protect a friendly
wizard until he can learn the
spells to save you both. For
the MatteI Intellivision; cartridge, $39.95 . Imagic, 981
University Ave ., Los Gatos,
CA 95030.
Text Formatter, an easy-touse, plug-in accessory. You
can quickly generate memos,
form or personal letters, and
10-page reports . Includes
keyboard overlay and reference card. For the Hewlett
Packard HP-75C Portable
Computer ; ROM-module
cartridge, $95. Hewlett Packard, 1000 Northeast Circle
Blvd. , Corvallis, OR 97330 .•

This is a list of software packages that have been received by
BYTE Publications during the past month. The list is correct to the
best of our knowledge, but it is not meant to be a full description
of the product or the forms in which the product is available. In
particular, some packages may be sold for several machines or in
both cassette and floppy-disk format; the product listed here is
the version received by BYTE Publications.
This is an all-inclusive list that makes no comment on the quality
or usefulness of the software listed . We regret that we cannot
review every software package we receive. Instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these packages and
the companies that sent them. All software received is considered
to be on loan to BYTE and is returned to the manufacturer after a
set period of time. Companies sending software packages should
be sure to include the list price of the packages and (where appropriate/ the alternate forms in which they are available.

BYTE's Bits
Software for Schools
Silicon Valley Systems is
giving away more than
$100,000 worth of its wordprocessing and educational
software to public schools.
For further information on

how schools can obtain some
of this software, contact
Peggy Johnson, Assistant to
the President, Silicon Valley
Systems, 1625 EI Camino
Real, Belmont, CA 94002 .•

He said the co
mpu rcr would

be it

to Our family.

great addilioll

A Colorful Introduction to
Computers
Here's a fun and educational coloring book
to introduce your home computer to the
youngest members of your family. The
Magic Machine explores the excitement and
wonder of computers from a young child's
point of view. Theodore Cohen's story, written for beginning readers, answers many of
the basic questions children ask about the
magic machines that are coming into our
homes in ever-growing numbers, and
Jacqueline Bray's line drawings capture the
vivid and often funny images that arise from
the inquisitive minds of children as they
seek to understand the world around them.
Packaged complete with its own set of
crayons, The Magic Machine will help
children appreciate computers even before
they are old enough ~? begin using them.
Order Now Directly from BYTE

The Magic Machin e $2 .00
Prepayment Requ ired

A COLORING
BOOK
By Theodore J. Cohen and Jacqueline H. Bray

BYTE/McGraw Hill
70 Main St
Peterborough , N.H. 03458

Chances are, we have just what you want right in our warehouse.
So we can ship it out right now. At the right price.
16K RAM KITS ...... 15.95
For IBM·PC.
Sel 01 9 NEC 4164 lor PC ...

. .... 80 .00

DISKETTES
SCOTCH 3M
S.S. D.DEN 40 TRK . 10. 16 SECTORS ... 23 .50
D.S .D.DEN 40 TRK. 10. 16 SECTORS ... 36 .50
8" DI SKS IN STOCK ..
. .... CALL

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MD 525·01.
MD 550·01.
MD 557·01 .
MD 577 ·01.

10.
10.
10.
10.

16 ..
16
16..
16 ..

. ................. 26 .50
................ 44.50
.. .. .45 .60
. ... 34 .80

DISK ETTE STORAGE
5'/. PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE..
. .... 2.50
8" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE....
.. ..... 3.50
PLASTI C STORAGE BINDER wi Inserts ... 9.95
PROTECTOR 5'1,, ' (50 Disk Capacily) ... 21.95
PROTE CTOR 8" (50 Disk Capacily) ...... 24 .95
DISK BANK 5'1.. ·..
.. .... 5.95
DI SK BANK 8.. ..
.. ..6.95

ATARI
See Apple & Alari Sollware .
BANK STREET WRITER ....
.. ....... 55.50
CENTIPEDE ................................ 32.00
DEF ENDER ..
. .. 32 .00
DONKEY KONG...
.. .. $CALL
EPSON CABLE TO 850 INT ................ 30.00
FILE MANAGER 800 ..
.. .... 79 . 16
GALA XIAN..
.. .............. 32 .00
HOME ACCOUN TANT..
.. 59.00
IN HOME KEYBOARD..
.. .............. 67 .00
PACMAN ..
.. ..... 32 .00
PADDLE CONTROLLERS. limiled qly..... 10.00
OI L..
... 35.00
SIGNALMAN MODEM ... .. .. .. ........ .. .85.00
STAR RAIDERS .....
. ...... 32 .00
TAX ADVANTAGE.. ................. ....... 38 .97
VISICALC ..
.. ........ ... . 179.00
WICO TRACKBALL ..
.. .. 59 .00

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RA M MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400..
... 145.00
12K FOR ATARI 800 ....................... 67.00
MOSAIC 64K 400 / 800 ..
... 169 .68

PRINTERS
ST AR MICRDNICS GEMINI 10... . . .... $CALL
STAR MICRONICS GEMINI 15..
.. .... $CALL
RI BBONS FOR MX· 80..
. .......... 8.95
RIBBONS FOR MX· l00 ...
.. ...... 24 .00
C' ITOH HO 40 CPS PARALLEL .. ... 1250.00
C' ITOH HO 40 CPS SERIAL . .. ... 1250.00
C'ITOH F·l 0 55 CPS PARALLEL ...... 1639.00
C' ITOH H O 55 CPS SERIAL ... ...... 1639.00
C·ITOH PROWRITER PARALLEL ........ 410 .00
C·ITOH PROWRITER SERIAL ..
.. .. 550.00
C·ITOH PROWRITER II PARALLEL ....... 699 .00
C' ITOH PROWRITER II SERIAL ...... .... 767 .00
EPSON MX· 80 W/ GRAFTRAX PLUS ..... $CALL
NEW! EPSON FX· 80..
.. .. $CALL

EPSON MX·l00 W/ GRAFTRAX PLUS.... $CALL
EPSON GRAFTRA X PLU S..
..60.00
EPSON RHO ............................. $CALL
BMC PBIOI PAR or SER .
. .... 730.00
COM RE X CR· I SERIAL ................... 829.00
COMREX TRACTOR FEED .................. 109.00
NEC 80 23A..
.. .. 425.00
NEC SPINWRfTER 3530 P. RO ......... 1995.00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A...
.. .... .4 60 .00
OKIOATA MICROLINE 83A ..
.. 700 .00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 84 ..
. .. ..... 1170.00
OKIOATA 92....
. .................... $CALL
OKIOATA 93 .................................. SCALL
OKIGRAPH 82 ............................... 49 .95
OKIGRAPH 83 ...
.. .... 49 .95
MICROBUFFER IN·L1NE 32K ............. 299 .00
MICROBUFFER IN · LINE 64K.. . ........ 349 .00
MICRO BUFFER 64K EXPANSION MOD .. 179.00

BOOKS
BASIC BETTER & FASTER DEMO DI SK .. 18.00
CUSTOM I/O MACHINE LANGUAGE ...... 24 .95
HOW TO DO 1T.. .TRS·80 .................. 24.00
MICROSOFT BASIC FASTER & BETTER .24 .95
MICROSOFT BASIC & DECODED .......... 24.95
THE CU STOM APPLE..
.. ......... 24.95
THE CUSTOM TRS ' 80 ...................... 24.95
TRS·BO DISK & MYSTERIES ............... 16.95
Tab Books in Slock. Ca ll Fo r Til les.

APPLE HARDWARE
ABT APPLE KEYPAD ..
.. ......... 11 9.00
MICROSOFT PREM IUM PAK ................ 469.00
MICROSOFT Z·80 SOFTCARD ............. 249.00
M & R SUPERTERM BOx24 VI DEO BD .... 31 5.00
M & R COOLING FAN .. .
.. ... 44.95
M & R UNIVERSAL MOD .... .. ............ .. 54 .95
PROMETHEUS VERSACARD ......
. .... 165.00
OUENTIN APPLEMATE DRIVE .............. 258.00
SUPER CLOCK II .. .
.. ............. 129.00
TIG JOYSTICK ..
.. .... . 44 .95
TIG PADDLE .. .. .................... ....... 29.95
TIG SELECT·A·PORT.. ..
.. .. 54 .95
TIG TRACKBALL .... ..... ...... .. ...... .. .. .47.50
THE MILL·PASCAL SPEED UP..
.. .. 270 .00
VERSA E·Z PORT..
........... 21.95
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER ..
. .. 259.00
VIDEX ULTRATERM .... ......... .. ......... $CALL
VIDEX BOx24 VIDEO CARD ................. 260.00
VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II ........... 129.00
VIDEX FUNCTION STRIP...... ...... ......... 71 .50
KRAFT JOYSTICK
......... .48.00
MICROBUFFER lit 16K W/ GRAPHICS ..... 259.00
MICROBUFFER lit 32K W/ GRAPHICS ..... 299.00
SUPERFAN II. .
.. ................... 62.00
SUPERFAN II W/ZENER ...................... 84.50
RANA CONTROLLER ..
.. .. 104.00
SNAPSHOT .. .. ........................... 119.00
GRAPPLER + ..
.. ......... 145.00
7710A ASYNCHRON . SER. INTERFACE ... 149.00
771 2A SYNCHRON . SER. INTERFACE ..... 159.00
7742A CALENDAR CLOCK ................ .. .99.00
7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE ........... 105.00
VISTA VISION BO·BO COL CARD..
... 259.00
VISTA 8" DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER ..... 549.00

MONITORS
USI AMBER 9.. ...
. .................... . 145.00
USI AMBER 12 .. ............................ 160.00
NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR ..
.. ... 159.00

CPI M is.a re9 Jrademark 01 Digital Research .
'Requires Z·80 Softcard.
MICROSOFT IS reg. trademark.
ttTrademark 01 Microsoft Corp.

NEC 12" COLOR MONITOR .... ............ 399.00
BMC GREEN MONITOR ..
.. ....... .89.00
AMDEK COLOR I .... .. .......... .. .......... 350.00
AMDEK RGB COLOR II .......... .. ......... 669 .00
AMDEK RGB INTERFACE ..
.. ..... 169.00
AMDEK 310A IBM AMBER ................ . 179.00
TAXAN RGB I ................................ 359.00

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD ........... 145.00
ROMPLUS WI KEYBOARD FILTER .... .. 165 .00
ROM PLUS WID KEYBOARD FI LTER .... 125.00
KEYBOARD FILTER ROM ................ .. .49 .00
COPYROM
... 49 .00
MU SIC SYSTEM .. .. ..................... .369 .00
ROMWRITER .................... .. ........ . 149.00
EXPANSION CHASSIS ...
.. 5BO.00
RAMPLUS 32K
.... ...... ... 160.00
SUPERTALKER ... .. .. ...... .... .. .. .. . 169.00

S·100 HARDWARE
CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM ... . .
.. 539 .00
24 22 DISK CONT . & CP/ M'" ............ 359 .00
27 10 4 SERIAL I/O ..
.. 279 .00
2719 2 SERIAL 1 2 PARALLEL lI D ..... 289 .00
2720 4 PARLLEL lID ..
.. ...... .. 219 .00
2810 Z· 80 CPU .. .. ...................... 259 .00
CALSTAR COMPUTER
wI PERFECT SPELLER, WR ITER ...... .3020 .00

MODEMS
New! IBM INTERNA L 300 / 1200 8AUD
DIRECT CONNECT MODEM .. . ........... 399 .00
HAYES MICROMODEM II .. .... ........... 289 .00
MICROMODEM WI TERM INAL PKG .... .309.00
HAYES 100 MODEM (S· 100). .
.. 325 .00
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH ..
.. 199 .00
HAYES SMART MODEM (300 Baud) .. . 227 .00
HAYE S SMART MODEM (1200 Baud) .. 540 .00
IBM SIGNALMAN ......................... 229 .00
NOVATION J·CAT.. ..
.. .... .. 125.00
NOVATION SMARTCAT 212 .. .. .... .. .. .. 499.00
NOVATION SMARTCAT.. ...
.. 209 .00
NOVATION AUTO· CAT (1200 Baud) .... .619 .00
NOVATION APPLE·CAT (300 Baud) .... .310 .00
NOVATION APPLE·CAT (1200 Baud) .. .. 605 .00
SIGNALM AN MODEM W I RS·232C.... .. 85.00

TERMINALS
HAZELTINE ESPRIT I
HAZELTINE ESPRIT"
VISUAL·50 GREEN .. .
TELEVIDEO 91 0..

...... ..500.00
...... ... 580 .00
.. .... .690 .00
.. ............... 630 .00

TRS·80 MOD I
HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR
.... 27.00
PERCOM DOUBLER II W 1005 3.4 .. ... 159 .00
4 DRIVE CONTROLLER PI S.. ..
.. ... 259.00
TAN DON 40 TRK DISK DRIVE W/ P.S.. 289 .00
LNW 5/ B DOUBLER W/ DDSPLUS 3.4 .. IBI.OO
LNW EXPANSION INTERFACE ........... 350 .00
LNW 80 MOD II wI CP/ M.. .. ......... $CALL

j Reg. trademark 01 Micro Pro International Corp.

IBM HARDWARE
OUAOBOARD 64K .... .................... 338.00
64K MEMORY UPGRADE ........ ....... 80 .00
APPARAT COMBO BOARD...
.. .. 154 .00
AST .... .. ................................ .... CALL
MICROSOFT 64K ... ........... .............. 278 .00
PLANTRONICS COLORPLUS GRAPHICS BOARD
wI DRAFTSMAN ..
.. .... 475.00
TlG JOYSTICK ............................. 47.95
TIG TRACKBALL .. ........................ 47.95
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD ... . .... .4 29.00
KRAFT JOYSTICK..
. .. 48.00
Davong Syslems, Inc . Call lor prices and slock .

ALPHA BYTE IBM MEMORY
EXPANSION BOARDS
256K
256K
512K
512K

W I RS·232C ........ .. .. .. .......... 349 .00
W I RS· 232C & SUPERCALC 2 ... 507 .00
W IRS·232C ......... ............. 579.00
W I RS·232C & SUPERCALC 2 .. .727.00

IBM DISK DRIVES
Alpha Byte's add·on drive ki ts lor the IBM ·PC each kit includes installation instructions.
Tandon TM100' 1 Single head 40 Irk .... 195.00
Tandon TM 100·2 Double head 40 trk .. .262.50
TEAC HALF HEIGHT D.S. Disk Drives... 269 .00
BRACKETS & CABLE: lor half heighl drive ... 25.95
PANASDNIC ';' ·HEIGHT DISK DRIVES .. 249 .00

ISOLATORS
150· 1 3·S0CKET..
.. 49 .95
150·2 6·S0CKET .
.. ... 49 .95
6 SOCKET SWITCHED ..................... 34.95

BARE DRIVES
TAN DON 51/4 INCH
100·1
100·2
100·3
100·4

SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK .... ........ 195.00
DUAL HEAD 40 TRK
.. 262.50
SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK ............ 250 .00
DUAL HEAD 80 TRK
.... 369 .00

TANDON THINLI N E 8 INCH
B48· 1 SINGLE SIDE ....................... 379 .00
B4B·2 DUAL SIDE ..
.. .. 490 .00

MICRO PRO
APPLE CP/M ®
WORDSTAR ' j
...... 279 .00
SUPERSDRT·j ...
. .. ............. 179.00
MAILM ERGE · j .
.. .... 174.00
DATASTAR ' j
.... 207.00
SPELLSTAR ' j ........................... 174.00
CALCSTAA"j .... .. ....... ................ 109.00

MICROSOFT®
APPLE
ALDStt
................ 95.00
BASIC COMPI LER'
................. 299 .00
COBOL ' ............ . .......... .. ....... 525 .00
FORTRAN ' ................................ 150.00
OLYMPIC DECATHLON ..
..24 .95
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER ............ 125.00
TYPING TUTOR II ........................... 16.50
Z· 80 SOFTCARD ......................... 249.00

trrademark 01 Praclical Peripherals. Inc.

• ' Trademark 01 Software Dimensions. Inc.

IBM SOFTWARE

CP/M® SOFTWARE

TRS·80 SOFTWARE

LOTUS 1.2.3 ............................... 380 .00
INFOSTAR ..
.. .. ... 279.00
VOLKSWRI TER V 1.2
.. 14500
WRITE ON
...... 90 00
BENCHM ARK
........ 388 .70
d BASE II ..
. ................. .419 .00
EAS YWRITER II. . .
. .. 247 .00
EASY SPELLER
.. 149.00
EASY FIL E .
.. .......... 285 .00
FIRST CLASS MAIL .
.. .. 85.00
HOME ACCOUNTANT +
..... 10500
JFORMAT..
................... 39 .00
MAILMERGE .. .
. .. 174.00
MOVE IT
........ 109 .00
SPE LLSTAR ..
.. ................ 174 .00
SUPERCALC 2 .............................. 168.00
THE WORD PLUS ....
. ... 117.00
T.I. M. III
................ 379 .00
VISICALC I 256K .. .
.. .... 189.00
VI SITREND I VISIPlOT . .....
... 235 .00
VISIOEX
................... 192 .00
VISIFI LE..
.. ..................... 249 .00
VISI SCHEDULE ..
.. ..................... 22900
VERSA WR ITER GRAPHICS TA8LETS ... 27000
WORDSTAR .
.. .. ....... 279.00
CONCURRENT CP/ M' 86 ............... 315.00
CP/ M 86 DIGITAL RESEARCH ............ 6000
GRAPHICS HARD COPY SySTEM ......... 19 50
PFS ' FILE ..
.. .................... 97 .50
PFS : GRAPH ..
. .. 97 .50
PFS REPORT.. .
.. ...................... 97 50
Call lor addilional IBM solll'lare prices

We carry CP/ M$ solll'lare in all popular disk
lormals - Northslar. Televideo. and Heath / Zenilh
lor mailed programs in stock! Call lor avallabilily
and price . Mosl soil ware also available on IBM .

NEWDOS/ 80 2.0 MOD 1.111..
. .. . 122.50
LAZY WRITER MOD 1.11 .................... 135.00
PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD 1.111 wliabelsl09 .00
SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD 1.111 .. . ..... 119.00
X· TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD 1.111 .... t79 .00
TRACKCESS MOD I..
. .. .. 24 .95
OMNITERM SMART TERM .MOD 1.11 1. ... 89 .95

IBM GAME SOFTWARE
DEADLINE ..
. ......................... 35 .00
GALAX Y ... ................... .. .
.. ...... 19.50
LOST COLONY
................ 23.36
MIDWAY CAMPAIGN ..
. ..... .. ...... 17.00
MILLIONAIRE ........................ ........ 48 .50
CONOUEST..
............... 23 .36
GALACTIC ATTACK ......................... 25 .00
APPLE PANIC
........ 23 .61
CROSSFIRE .
.. .......... 24 .95
STARCROSS ..
. .. 28 .00
THE WARP FACTOR ......................... 31 .16
WITNESS ...
.. 35 .00
ZORK 1. II . 111 ............................... . 28 .00

11 you don 'l see Ihe soillvare you wanl. call. Our
sollware SIOck IS conslanliy expanding .

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW II. .
.. ..... 117.00
MAGIC MAILER ............................. 59.00
MULTIPLAN ................................ 199.00
MULTITOOL BUOGET
........ 111.50
MUL TlTOOL FINANCE ..................... .74 .25
DB MASTER .
.. ..... 169.00
DB MASTER UTILITY PACK I OR II ...... B9.00
DATA CAPTURE 4.0/ 80 COLUMN ....... 59 .95
OOSS BOSS ..
.. .... ............... 18. 72
DOUBLE TAKE ..
. ................... 27 .68
OICTIONARY .................................. 79.00
PFS ' GRAPH ..
... 89.95
PFS (NEW) PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM.85.00
PFS REPORT..
..... 79.00
z.TERM · .....
.. ....... 89.95
Z·TERM PRO ' ................ ..
... 129.95
ASCII EXPRESS PRO..
.. ...... 98.00
BANK STREET WRITER ..
.. .. 55.50
EASY WRITER·PRO ......................... 136.00
EASY MAILER· PRO ...... ........... .. 117.00
BEAGLE BROTHERS UTILITY CITY ........ 23.00
APPLE MECHANIC ......................... 23.00
TIP DESK #1 ..
.. .. ... 15.95
BEAGLE BAG .......... ......
.. ........ 23.00
SU PER TE XT PRO
...................... 97.50
LISA 2.5... .. .................. . ........... 59.95
TRANSCEND II .................... ......... 115.00
SCREENWRITER II .
.. .. 99.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
G/L.Al R.A/ P.PAYROLL ............ Each 165.00
PROPERT Y MGMT.. ..
.. ........ 325 .00
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT..
..... 59 .95
F C.M. Vl / iorm leller ..
........ 75 .00

THE WORD PLUS ....
.. .. 117 .00
d BASE 11 .................................. 4t9 .00

SIRIUS SOFTWARE

This Months Specials:
APPLE 11 + AND lie COMPATIBLE
MICROSOFT t6K RAM CARD..
.. ....................... 72.50
DATASTAR REO 'S CP/ M. ..............
.. ...... 177.00
DATAFAX . EASY TO USE DATA8ASE ... .. .
.. .. 139.50
FRANKLIN ACE WRITER (MAGIC WINDOW).
.. .............. . ................. 40.00
o 8ASE VERSAFORM . IBM . APPLE .................................................... 123.50
TEAC HALF HEIGHT DISK ORIVES . FAST SEEK TIME ..
.. .289.00
IBM
J FORMAT . 4 UTILITIES FOR IBM dos I I .
.. ....... 35.00
JET DRIVE ELECTRONIC OISK FOR dos 2.0. .... ... .... . ..
.. .............. 35.00
MONTE CARLO CARD. PARALLEL. CLOCK. SERIAL..
.. ...................... 399.00
TRS·80
L. DOS VERS o 5.1 Specily MOD I or III ..
.. ....... 98.50
S·1OO
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS S·100 MAINFRAME
... 399 .00
HAZELTINE ESPIRIT 1.
........................................ 500 .00
HAZELTINE ESPIRIT II..
.. .......... 580 .00

'i:!

* SOFTWARE BLOWOUT * 'i:!

APPLE
IBM
BANDITS ...
... 22.97 APPLE PANIC ...
.. ..... 19.97
CROSSFIRE ..
.. ..... t9.97 D 8ASE II ..
. ....... .4 19.00
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN ................ 19.87 FLIGHT SIMULATOR ........ ..... .......... 38.95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR.
. .... 23.78 FROGGER .................................. 22.97
GALAXY WARS ..
.. ... 16.97 TEMPLE OF APSHAI ..
.. ...... 27.97
LUNAR LEEPER ..
.. 19.97 ULYSSES & GOLDEN FLEECE ....
...22.97
SARGON II
....... 22 97 TRS
STAR 8LAZER ......................... 2t . t 7 ARMOR EO PATROL (Mod I or III) ........ 16.97
SUSPENDED..
. .... 35.00 LUNAR LANDER ... . .
.. ......... 16.50
SWASHBUCKLER
............ 21.97 MORTON 'S FORK ..
.. ..... 17.97
THRESHOLD ..
.. ........ 25.97 RE~ R GUARD .................... .. ....... 17.50
WITNESS ...
. 35.00 STAR FIGHTER .. .
.. ............... 16.97
'EACH MONTH WE WILL OFFER SPECIALS
LIMITED TO QUANTITIES ON HAND.
PLEASE WATCH THIS BOX FOR NEW & EXCITING PRODUCTS

QU ICKCODE
..... 230 .00
DUTIL .. ...............
.. ........... 91.00
SUPERCALC 2
............. 21 7.00
SPELLGUARD .............................. 230.00
P & T CP/M'" MOD 2 & 16 TRS ·80 ... 193.50
PASCAL Z .................................. 349 .00
PASCALIM Z·80 OR 8080
..... 295 .00

APPLE & ATARI GAMES
A.E..
.. ..... 23.72
ARCADE MACHINE ...
.. .. .. .... 44 .38
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN .................... 23.50
SEA FOX .................... ........
..24 .00
ZAXXDN ..
.. .... ... 31 . 16

BRODERBUND
DIGITAL RESEARCH
MAC .. .
. .. . ................. .... 82 .00
ZSID ...... ................................. 92. 00
PASCAL MT + WI SSP
.. 429.00
PL I 1·80 ..
.. ... ... .................... 439 .00
C BASIC ................................... 109.00

SUPERSOFT
DIAGNOSTIC II .. ........... .......
. ... 89 .00
'C'COMPILER .............................. 179.00
RATFOR ..
.. ........ 89 .00
FORTRAN ................................. 239 .00
DISK DOCTOR ..
.. ............ 78 .00

MICROPRO
WORDSTAR 3.3 .......... .. ..
.. ... 279 .00
SUPERSORT ................................ 179.00
MAILMERGE
..... 174 .00
DATASTAR
................ 207 .00
SPELLSTAR ...
.. ....... 174 .00
INFOSTAR
......... 279 .00

MICROSOFT®
MUL TIPLAN tt ..
BASIC 80 ..
BASIC COMPILER ..
FORTRAN 80 ......
COBOL 80 ..
MACRO 80 ...... .
mu MATH/mu SIMP ..
mu LlSP/ mu STAR ...

.... 199 .00
........ 249 .00
........ 299 .00
............ 359.00
.. 550 .00
........... . 156.00
........ 200 .00
.. ......... 165.00

VISICORP
DESKTOP PLAN II. .
.. .... 189.00
VISIPLOT
.......................... 158.00
VISITREND/ VISIPLOT
.. 229.00
VISI DEX
.. 189.00
VISITERM..
.. ................. 79.00
VISICALC
...... 189.00
VISIFILES ..
. ................. 189.00
VISISCHEOULE.
................. 229.00

MASK OF THE SUN
........... 31 16
PINBALL SUBLOGIC ........................ 24 .50
SNACK ATTACK ............................ 23 .36
BUDGECO PINBALL CONS T. SE T.. ....... 31.61
TH IEF ........................................ 24 95
THE WARP FACTOR ..
. ............... 31.16
WIZARDRY ...
. ... 37.95
NIGHT OF DIAMONDS
..... 27 .26
CRISIS MOUNTAIN .......................... 26.32
EVOLUTION .... .
.33 80

TRS·80 GAMES
Specily MOD I or III
DEADLINE .. .
. ..... 38 .00
FROGGER .. ..
.. t6 .45
STARCRO SS .. ..
. ........ 31 .16
Call lor more TRS ' 80 games .

APPLE PANIC ........................... ..... 23 .61
CHDPLIFTER..
. ... .. .. 27 .20
MION IGHT MAGIC ..
.. ........... 27 .26

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION ORION ..
. .... .. ..20.95
STAR WARRIOR ............................. 31 .35
CRUSH.CRUMBLE AND CHOMP ... ... ...24 .95
TEMPLE OF APSHAI. . .. ............... 31.35
HE LLFIRE WARRIOR ....
.. ....... 31.35
RESCUE AT RIGEL ..
.. ..23 .36

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
FROGGER ..
. .................. .... 24 .50
JAW BREAKER ..
.. ........... 23.36
ULYSSES & GOLDEN FLEECE ..
.. 25 .95
ULTIMA II ..
. ................. 42 .00
WIZARD AND PRINCESS .. . .. .. ...... 27 .26

INFOCOM
DEADLIN E.. . . ..................
. .... 35 .00
STARCROSS
.. ..... 28.00
SUSPENDED
... ........ 35 .00
WITNESS ... .......... ..... ..
.. .. 35 .00
ZORK 1.11 .111. .
.. ............... 28 .00

GORGON ..
PHANTOMS FIVE ..
SNEAKERS ..
SPACE EGGS ..

.. ... 31. 16
. ........ 2200
.. 23.36
.. ......... 23 .36

EDU-WARE
COMPU·MATH : ARITHMETIC ............. 39.95
COMPU·SPELL (REO . DATA DISK)....... 24.95
COMPU·SPELL DATA DISKS 4-8. ea ..... 17.95
PERCEPTION PKG .......................... 19.95
RENDE ZVOUS ................................ 28.50

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
CANNON BALL BLITZ ....
. ........ .... 25 .95
CRANSTON MANOR ..
.. .. 25.95
TIME ZONE ................................... 77. 96

MUSE SOFTWARE
A.B.M..
.. .. 19.46
ROBOT WARS. .
. .. 32.95
THREE MILE ISLAND ...................... 31. 61

To order or for
information call
From Chicago:
(312)454-1236
FromNeYl~:

(212) 509-1923
In Los Angeles:
(213) 706-0333
From Dallas:

(214) 744-4251
ByIVlodem:

(213) 991-1604
--------:1
rCALL OUR MODEM UNE I
I FOR WEEKLY SPECtALSj

L--------

'EDU-WARE
COMPU·READ ................................ 24 .95
COMPU·MATH FRACTIONS
.34 .95
COMPU·MATH DECIMALS ................. 34.95

MORE GREAT APPLE
GAMES
DARK CRYSTAL ..
.. 31 .61
TUBEWAY ..
.. ................... 27 .26
TUES . MORNING OUARTERBACK .... .. ... 25.95
THE SPACE VIKI NGS..
..... .. 38.50
COMPUTER OUARTERBACK ...
.. .. 31 .16
THE SHATTERED AL LIANCE ....
. ...... 49 .95
POOL 1.5..
.. ..... 27 .26
ULTIMA .. .
. ................... 31.16
RASTER BLASTER ..
. .............. 23 .36
FLIGHT SIMULATOR ..
. .............. 26 .61
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX ..
. .. 25 .95

31304 VIA GOLINAS
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
* For all your computer pro·
duct needs, come visil us at
our new California store.
Circl e 20 on inquiry ca rd .

S'lislacl~n Assurance - Your satislaclion is assured by our 30 day moneyback guarantee on all hardware products we sell. No relunds after 30 days. All manulacturers ' warranlies are honored by manulaclurer,. Delective
software Will be replaced Ir.. during the lirst 30 days. however. no relunds or exchanges on software. Prool 01 purchase required. All returns must be authorized in advance. How To Order - All orders mUSI be paid prior
10 shipmen!. Order by phone or by mai!. Use Visa. M/C. check or COD. COD limit S300. Shipping Charges: Visa. MIC orders = actual shipping cosls. Prepaid orders add $3 (under 25Ibs.) or S6 (over 25Ibs.) COD 's use
prepaid rales and add S4 surcharge. Foreign. FPO and APO orders add 15% 01 order lotal. Calil. orders add 6% sales tax. L.A. County add 6'/' % sales tax. Prices quoted are subject to product avai"bility and fTlilycllaJJge lIi1houl nolice.

SAVE MONEY.
SOLVE PROBLEMS.

~8(Ja~--_

Apple

Commodore 64

NEW! ' Data Bose Management for" the
Apple ™ (Wadsworth) #6282, $12.95 .
NEW! Pascal Program s for Business
(Swan) #6270, $15.95.
NEW! Pascal Programs for Gomes and
Graphics (Swan) #6271, $15.95 .
Basic Apple ™ BASIC (Coon) #5626,
$12.95.
The BASIC Conversions Handbook for
Apple ™ TRS-80™, and PET® Users (Brain
Bonk) #5534, $8.95.
I Speak BASIC to My Appl e™ (Jones)
teacher's manual #6165, $17.45; student
text #6175, $8.45.
Graphics Cookbook for the Apple ™
(Wadsworth) #6278, $9.95.
6502 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook (Findley) #6277', $12 .95.
Atari

NEW! Atari'" in Wonderland (D' ignazio)
#5771, $9.95.
NEW! I Speak BASIC to My Atari '"
(Jones) teacher's manual #6168, $17.45;
student text #6178, $8.45.
Stimulating Simulations for the Atari <!l
(Engel) # 5197, $6.50.
6502 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook (Findley) #6277, $12 .95.
NEW! V
$12.95.
VI(TM Graphics (Hampshire) # 1057,
$12.95.
V/(TM Revealed (Hampshire) #1058,
$12.95.
I Speak BASIC to My VIC ™ (Jones)
teacher's manual #6169, $17.45; student
text #6179, $8.45.
Stimulating Simulations for the V/CT M
(Engel) #5173, $6.50.
6502 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook (Findley) #6277, $12.95 .

COMING SOON! IBM'" BASIC From the
Ground Up (Simon) #6350 , $15.95.
COMING SOON! IBM ~ User 's Guide
(Held) #6262, $19.95.
COMING SOON! IBM ~ Programs for
Business (Sternberg) #5196, $15 .95.
COMING SOON! Business Programs for
Your IBM PC (H ildebrand) #6351 , $15 .95.
The 8086 ' 8088 Primer , 2nd Edition
(Morse) #6255, $11.95 .

COMING SOON! I Speak BASIC to My
Commodore 64 ™(Jones) teacher's manual
#6172, $17.45; student text #6182,
$8.45.
COMING SOON! Commodore 64 ™
Graphics (Hampshire) #1069, $12 .95.
COMING SOON! Commodore 64™ Programs for the Home (Sternberg) #5176,
$14.95.

Timex/Sinclair

The BASIC Conversions Handbook for
Apple ™, TRS-80™, and PET'" Users (Brain
Bonk) #5534, $8.95.
I Speak BASIC to My TRS-80 ™ (Jones)
teacher's manual #6164, $17 .45; student
te xt #6174, $8.45.
The Softside Sampler : TRS-80 ™ Entertainment Programs (Witham) #5496, $9.95.
Programs for Beginners on the TRS-80 ™
(Blechman) #5182, $9.95.
Z80 Instruction Handbook (Wadsworth)
#6275, $5.95.
Z80 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook
(Wadsworth) #6276, $15.95.

NEW! Time x', Sinclai r ™ Color Graphic s
(Hampshire) #1064, $12.95 .
COMING SOON! Management Decision
Tool s for t he Timex' Sinclair ™ (McNitt)
#2101, $12.95.
COMING SOON! Time x' Sin clair ™
BASIC (Charles) #2102, $10.95.
COMING SOON !Time x' Sinclair ™
Color Gomes (Hampshire) #1065, $12.95.
COMING SOON! Time x' Sinclair ™ Picture Book (Nadler) #2103, $9.95.
BASIC Conversions Handbook for Apple TM,
TRS-80™, and PEP ' Users (Brain Bonk)
#5534, $8.95.
I Speak BASIC to My PET i (Jones ) t eacher's
manual #6166, $17.45; student te xt
#6176, $8.45.
PET " Graphics (Hamp shire ) #1051,
$18.75.
Library of PEFiJ Subroutines (Hampshire)
#1050 , $16.50.
Pri ce s sub,ecr

10

TRs·ao

Languages
COMING SOON! Introduction to C Pra~
gramming (Kochan) #6261, $18.95.
Secret s of Better BASIC (Mau) #6254,
$14.95.
Pascal With Style : Programming Proverbs
(Ledgard , Hueras , Nagin) #5124, $9.50.
Problem Solving Principles for Ado Programmers : Applied Logic , Psychology, and
Grit (Lewis) #5211, $10.95.

General

change

A vai labl e at your local comput e r sto r e
and b o ok sto re o r call

1-800-631-0856

o perat o r BY93
In NJ cal l (20 1) 368 - 2202, ext. 19

CP ' M'" Revealed (Dennon) #5204;
$13.95.
NEW! Robotics Age : In the Beginning
(Helmers) #6325, $16.95.
Apple , Commodore 6.4,
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Ask BYTE
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Electronically
Measuring Fish
Dear Steve,
I have been trying to locate
technical information that
will assist me in developing
some electronic-measuring
devices. I am a fisheries
biologist and amateur engineer and machinist. I want to
design and build equipment
that will allow me to measure
small fish automatically and
record the lengths with my
computer. I also want to fit
au tomatic measuring capabilities to some machine tools
so that I can have real-time
measurements as I work and
know precise tool positions.
Once I have this capability, I
want to move into numerical
control and some robotic applications.
I would like to try using
magnetic strips coded with
distance information attached to the machines'
ways, then use a reading
head attached to the moving
element of the machine. The
reading head would feed into
a processing unit with a
digital readout. I have seen a
picture of an electronic vernier caliper that operates on
this principle but have not
been able to get any details of
the actual working elements.
Your assistance in locating
technical information or people to contact is greatly
appreciated.
Greg L. Young
Juneau, AK

One of the simplest yet most
sophisticated techniques devised
for electronic measuring is the
use of a TV camera . By digitizing a video image of a part or
su rface, measurements to thousandths of an inch are possible.
I have seen units that can inspect complex mechanical parts
in seconds, and give a list of all

dimensions measured, the allowable range for each dimension,
and a flag against any dimension
that is not within the spec. Here
are some companies that make
such products . ... Steve
Interactive Video Systems
358 Baker Ave.
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 371-0104
Stocker & Yale
Rte. 128 and Brimbal Ave.
Beverly, MA 01915
(617) 927-3940
Electro-Optical Information
Systems
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 501
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 451-8566
EG & G Reticon
345 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4266

Vestigial-Sideband
Filter
Dear Steve,
r am constructing a microcomputer system using
Motorola's 6847 VDG
(video-display generator) and
1372
TV
Modulator.
Motorola's documentation on
the VDG 6847 interface is
quite clear; however, I found
the information provided for
the 1372 and TV interface is
too general. Specifically, the
1372's output is fed into the
TV set (probably to the
antenna) with a vestigial-sideband filter. Can you
tell me what this filter is? I
would greatly appreciate it.
Richard F. Man
Medford, MA

A television signal is generated in a manner similar to that
of a standard AM (amplitude

modulation) sound broadcast,
and the video signal consists of
two sidebands and a carrier. To
conserve spectrum bandwidth
and to reduce the problems associated with wide bandwidth
transmissions, one sideband is
removed. However, filters to
completely remove this sideband
(for single-sideband transmission) must have a very sharp
cutoff frequency and not change
the phase or amplitude of the remaining sideband. Such filters
are difficult to construct and expensive. As a compromise, most,
but not all, of one sideband is removed. This method is known as
vestigial-sideband operation.
A vestigial-sideband filter also
removes second harmonic effects
and other spurious noise. The
output of the MC1372 is essentially a double-sideband signal,
and the vestigial filter is used to
"trim" the signal to fit the bandwidth of the television receiver. . . . Steve

High-Resolution
Storage
Dear Steve,
We would like to know if
anyone makes a video
camera with interface that
will let you copy records
and files to be recorded on
the computer disk for later
recall and reproduction
through a printer or plotter.
We wish to reduce our
records to a computer library
with indexing capabilities.
Eugene Manzo
Miami, FL

Many video camera systems
on the market allow image
storage, but it is important to
choose one with high resolution
in order to store a complete page
of text. The higher the resolution, the sharper the image and
the greater demands on memory.

For example, 1024 by 1024 pixels would be the minimum resolution, and higher Vi/lues are
preferred; but one frame at this
size requires 128K bytes.
Some companies making such
equipment include
Datacopy
1070 East Meadow Circle
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-3420
Imaging Technology Inc.
400 West Cummings Park,
Suite 4350
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 938-8444
Eikonix Corporation
23 Crosby Dr.
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-5070
Quantex Corporation
252 North Wolfe Rd.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-6730
You might also want to consider using a laser-type videodisc
with a personal computer to provide random access. The major
problem here is getting the information onto the laser disc.
Refer to the June 1982 BYTE for
more information . ... Steve

VIC-20 Expansion
Dear Steve,
I have a Commodore
VIC-20. Is there a company
that manufactures an expansion module that would provide a 40- or 80-column video
output?
Robert J. Kakoczki
Wl).ite Cloud, MI

Quantum Data Inc. makes a
series of cartridges for the
VIC-20, among which is a card
that will display 80 columns of
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text. The card oph'oYUllly features
16K bytes of memory and a programmable ROM socket. It
comes set for 40 columns that
can be displayed on a TV set. For
80 columns, a change inside the
cartridge is made. A video
monitor must be used with any
80-column display because the
bandwidth of an ordinary TV is
not adequate. Contact Quantum
Data Inc. , 3001 Redhill Bldg.,
Suite lOS, Costa Mesa, CA
92626, (714) 966-6553.
Data 20 Corporation also

makes a set of cards for the VIC
that includes a Video Pak
80-column expansion card with
additional memory and free
word-processing software. Contact Data 20 Corporation, 23011
Moulton Parkway, Suite Bl0,
Laguna Hills, CA 92653, (714)
770-2366 . . .. Steve

Voiceprints
Dear Steve,
I am writing in reference to

your articles in BYTE on
voiceprints. I have been
thinking along these lines in
an attempt to build a system
to help deaf people learn to
speak. I think if you could
display correct voiceprints on
a monitor for the deaf person
to duplicate, it would facilitate their efforts to speak.
I have an Apple II system
and some experience in programming in BASIC. I have
heard some rumors about
systems that have already
been designed, but I have not
been able to get any real information. Do you know of
anyone I could contact about
this subject? Any information
or advice on how to proceed
would be greatly appreciated. It seems your work
with voiceprinting could
form the basis of a good system .
Thank you for your consideration.
Dale Sarver
Ridgefield, WA

Many companies are actively
pursuing speech recognih'on, but
I am not sure how many are
using the voiceprint concept.
Most are concentrating on the
recognition of specific words by
an unlimited number of users. I
am listing below some companies
engaged in speech recognition.
Write them for further information. . . . Steve

Woodbury, NY 11797
(516) 921-7200

Ben Franklin Industries
Casey Creek, KY 42723
(606) 787-5002

Votan
26046 Eden Landing Rd.
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 785-8060

Interstate Electronics
POB 3117
Anaheim, CA 92803
(714) 635-7210
NEC America
532 Broad Hollow Rd .
Melville, NY 11747
(516) 752-9700

Covox Company
675-D Conger St.
Eugene, OR 97402
(503) 342-127i

IMSAI Repair

Excalibur Technologies
800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW,
Suite 21
Albuquerque, NM 87104
(505) 242-3333
Hitachi
175 Crossways Park West

Dear Steve,
I have an IMSAI VDP-44 in
need of repair. To have this
done locally, I need schematics and possibly an
equipment manual. What is
the address of the company
that bought out IMSAI?

8 and/or 16 Bits.
A CompuPro Systems Center is much more than a computer store: It is the first place to look for
business, scientific, and industrial computing solutions. When you're ready for professional level,
state-of-the-art microcomputing, turn to the professionals listed below ... they're ready for you.

ARIZONA

Carmichael

Mountain View

Scottsdale

S.100

Logic Systems
(916) 971·3133

(415) 969·4969

(800) 528·3138

Chatsworth

Oakland

CALIFORNIA

Priority One Electronics
(213) 709·5464

Track Computer Center
(415) 444·8725

Bakersfield

Creative Computing Services
(805) 325·9877
Berkeley

Track Computer Center
(415) 845·6366
Burlingame

Mentzer Computer Systems
(415) 340·9363
Canyon Country

Creative Computing Services
(805) 251·9877
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Hayward

Byte Shop of Hayward
(415) 886·4732
Irvine

Priority One Electronics
(714) 660·1411

ACC

Pacific Palisades
System Interface Consultants
(213) 454·2100
Pasadena

Omni Unlimited
(213) 795·6664

American Computers & Engineers

Petaluma
Advanced Information Mgmt.
(707) 763·7283

(213) 477-6751

Pleasanton

Gifford Computer Systems
(213) 477-3921

(415) 463·2233

Los Angel.s

Best Computer Stores

Is it worth the trouble to
fool with this machine? After
numerous phone calls, the
closest repair available seems
to be Computerland in
Chicago.
J. R. Weistart
Rochester, IL

happy, here is the excuse that
you need to buy a new one.
Good luck. . . . Steve

Microsystems magazine features advertisements by a company that has taken over the line
of IMSAI computers. Perhaps
they have a repair facility to service your unit. Write or call
them at

Dear Steve,
I've had a Sinclair ZX81
computer for about six
months and have written a
lot of my own programs. Is
there any way to prevent
someone from being able to
display the listing of a program? That is, is there any
way you can make a program
on tape "run-only"? Any
help you can give me on my
problem would be greatly appreciated.
Greg E. Sed brook
Del Rio, TX

IMSAI Computer Division
Fischer-Freitas Corporation
910 81st Ave., Bldg. 14
Oakland, CA 94621
(415) 635-7615

As to whether it is worth fixing, that is a question you must
answer. Weigh the cost of repair
to your total investment. If you
were happy with the unit before
it malfunctioned, then repair it
and keep going. If you were un-

Protecting ZX81
Programs

The easy way to protect programs from being listed in
BASIC is to have the program
disable the LIST command. This

is easy for computers that have
the BASIC in RAM but very difficult if it is in ROM (like your
ZX81). I am not aware of a simple way to defeat this command.
Writing your program in machine language will certainly
solve the problem. A BASIC program can be written to give title
and credits. Then call a USR
command to run your machine-language program. This
will make it more difficult to
copy. ... Steve

Getting Ready
for April 15
Dear Steve,
I have a Timex/Sinclair 1000
computer and would like to
know if anyone has written
a program for it to prepare income tax returns. I know it's
been done for other computers.
Also, do you know if anyone has written about con-

verting Sinclair BASIC to
BASICs used in computers
such as the Atari and Apple
II?

Thank you for your help.
Timothy Bartlett
New York, NY

I am not aware of a book written specifically to convert
Sinclair BASIC to other
BASICs. There is a book to convert between Apple, PET, and
Radio Shack; but it does not
mention your computer. A
general reference for converting
between BASIC versions is The
BASIC Handbook by David
A. Lien, published by Compusoft Publishing. It describes the
similarities and differences between versions of BASIC, gives
sample programs, and tells you
what to do if your BASIC lacks
a particular feature. It should be
of great heIp to you.
I have not seen an income tax
program for the Timex/Sinclair
1000. There have been many articles written for such programs,
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so it should be an easy matter to
convert one for your computer.
One such article appeared in the
March 1980 issue of Micro computing magazine on pages
42-47. "Income Tax Consultant"
by William P. Van Hom describes a tax preparation program that can serve as a model
for your computer. . .. Steve

Apple Equipment
and the
Commodore 64
Dear Steve,
Commodore says that the
6510 processor in its 64 is an
improved version of the 6502.
If this is true, can I interface
the 64 to an Apple II expansion bus? If I do so, can I use
Apple-compatible peripheral
devices with it? If so, how? Is
there any way I could use
Apple II software?
Joshua Putnam
Burton, WA

The 6510 microprocessor used
in the Commodore 64 is an improved version of the 6502. It
features additional input/output
lines and shares the same instruction set as the 6502.
Apple-compatible peripheral
devices, in theory, should work
with the Commodore, but some
significant differences must be
addressed.
1. Many Apple peripheral
cards have an onboard ROM
that contains software to drive
the hardware. These ROMs contain calls to Apple routines in
the monitor and other areas not
common to the 64. Hence the
ROMs may have to be changed.
2. The Apple bus has some
built-in decoding known as Device Select signals, which activate the card when a particular
area in memory is addressed. No
separate address decoding is on
the card (usually), and you must
add this to work with the 64.
3. Apple uses a different
phase of the system clock than

the 64 (tjJ 1 instead of tjJ 2) . This
may create some timing problems on some cards.
Each card must be considered
separately for compatibility. It

may be possible to create a
universal Apple interface for the
64, but an in-depth study of the
software and hardware differences is required . ... Steve_

In "Ask BYTE," Steve Ciarcia answers questions on any ared of
microcomputing. The most representative questions received each
month will be answered and published. Do you have a nagging
problem7 Send your inquiry to:
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury CT 06033
If you are a subscriber to The Source, chat with Steve ITEC317)
directly. Due to the high volume of inquiries, personal replies cannot be given. Be sure to include " Ask BYTE" in the address.

...And Here.
Chestnut Hili
Key Micro Systems
(617) 738·7306

NEW YORK
Deer Park
Datapro Systems, Inc.
(516) 595·1311
Staten Island
John D. Owens Associates, Inc.
(212) 448-6283

NORTH CAROLINA
Oreensboro
General Semantics, Inc.
(919) 288-1117

OREGON
Portland
Mlcrowest Computer Products
(503) 238·6274

RHODE ISLAND
Coventry
Key Micro Systems
(401) 828.7270
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TEXAS
Houston
Gifford Computer Systems
(713) 877-1212

WISCONSIN
Greenfield
Byte Shop of Milwaukee
(414) 281·7004
Madison
Beam International
(608) 255·2325

Coqultlam, B.C.
CSC System Center Ltd.
(604) 941·0622

THE PHILIPPINES
Quezon City
Corona International Inc.
78·34-71

UNITED KINGDOM
Swansea
Comcen Technology Ltd.
(0792) 796000

CANADA
Burnaby, B.C.
Dynacomp Business
Computers Ltd.
(604) 299-3747

®
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MODEL 12 and MODEL 16
1 DRIVE in Cabinet
40 Irack si ngle sided
80 Irack (dual sided 40 tra c k )
160 track (dual si ded 80 Irack

. S199
5299
$399

1 DRIVE Double Cabinet
40 Irack si ngle .,ded .
$259
80 Irack (d ual sided 40 track )
$349
t60 tra ck (d ual si ded 80 tra ck) . S449

BARE DRIVES ONLY
40 track sing le sided . .
. $165
80 track (dual SI\led 40 track) SCALL

M O DEL 12, 1 d r ive
MO DEL 12, 2 drives .,.. . . , . , ..... , ' . , . , ' , . ,
12 ve r sion . 2 l andon drives (like th e o rigmal )

" " . $CA LL
. $CALL
, $2995

2 DRIVE Double Cabinet

res MODEL

40 tra c k single sided .
S399
80 track (dual sided 40 tracks) . $599
160 tra c k (dual sided 80 tracks) $799

MODEL 16B ... Support up to 6 users. Run your whole office with
hard disk capabilities for about $1000 per user!

Drives In c abinet s co me assembled
and tested with power supply Order
c abl e separat ely.

160 track (dua l sided 80 track) SCALL
8 inch Sllm llne sg l/ dbl sided . SCALL
Winchester Hard Droves 5 M eg .. S399

CALL IF YOU FIND A LOWER PRICE ON DRIVES

M O DEL 16B, 1 dri ve ,
MO DEL 16B, 2 drives

, $CA LL
... $CALL

Model 12 and Model 16 Accessories
128K memory b oard (25 6K Max ,) .
128 K ex tra me mo ry c hips (RS ) ,
128K extra memory chips (TCS ) .
Xeni x Microso ft Multi - user Basic .

$629
" $269
$189
.. $269
. $CALL
" " $263
. $1339
, $629

Xenix Accounling So ftware
Xe nix Mult iplan Spread Sheet So ftware
MII / 12 to M1 6 multi-us e r upgrade kit ..
oT l l Video Term inal

MODEL IV
MO DEL IV, 16K Casselle
MODEL IV, 64K , 2 drives, RS-2 32

Hard Drives supporting both DOSPLUS and LOOS
5 Megabytes o f storage .
10 Megabytes o f storage .

. . $1390
. . $1690

15 Megab y te s o f sto rage ...... S1990
20 Megabytes o f storage .
. S2490

PRINTERS
IL

~I

[IA\I

:::I\::~II
100 - 120 - 160 CPS

~
"'

PRINTER CABLES AND

~~~~~~~~r~:n~~~~~n~BLE

PRINTERS

Bidirectional Logic Seeki ng
Friction and Tractor
9X9 Dot Matrix
True Oecenders
High Res-Bit Image Block Graphics

Super Script -Su b script
Underlining
Backspacing Ooublestrik e
5,6,81 /2, 10,12 and 17 Pitch
Programmable line Spacing
S IX (6) MONTH WARRANTY

GEMINI10X (9 Inch Carriage, 120cps) Friction and Tractor
. $CALL
GEMINI 15 (15 Inch Carriage, 100cps) Friction and Tractor " " , $CALL
GEMINI15X (15 Inc h Carriage, 120cps) Friction and Tractor "" $CALL
DELTA 10 (10 In c h Carriage, 160cps) Fric tion and Trac to r . , .. $CAL L
ST AR Printers ca n be interfaced with most computers on th e market to da y . such as:
Apple Il.I le,III / IBM PC 1 Osborne 1 Heath Kit H89 1 TRS-80 M odell. 11.111.4. 12. 16 ,100
lenith l89 .l90 .l100 1 TI99/ 4A 1 Kay pro 1 Atari 400.800 1 Commod ore 64 .Vic 20
CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICE S

Smith-Corona®

TP-I

LOW COST LETTER QUALITY DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
Your choice PARALLEL or SERIAL Interface
List Price $895 ..... $~ ..... $CALL
TCS h.. the LOWEST PRICES on IN-STOCK PRINTERSI
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
EPSON RX/ FX
C tTOH 8510fTEC / F't.4C
DMP 100
DMP 200
DMP ~
DMP 500
DMP 2100
ANADEX 9501 -A
CENTRONICS 352/ 353
OKIDATA

StLVER REED /BMC (16cps)
BROTHER/ COMREX / BMC 116cps)
DMP 2100 I 160/ wpl00cps)
RS DAISYWHEEL II l.acps)
DWP 410 125cps)
C ITOH F-l0 (40 CPS)
NEC 352013530/ 3550
NEe 771017730

320K Bytes Tand on DiSk Drrves '
SCALL
OUADBOARD 64k .. 256k memory . c lOCk, seroal , parallel
S279
BMC RGB Ultra HI Res Co lor Mo nitor ,
$449
HARD' DISKS

Model III

.. $825
. $CALL

Color Computer

All Radio Shack equipment is shipped from our store
in Bra
Texas

TCS Model IV, 64K, 2 Disks
Systems come with 180 Day Warranty

~EE\

$1499

$1699

With standard 40 t rack
s_'2.3'2. f
With 2 dual headed 40
double denSity drives.
~
tra ck double density drives
Over 340,000 bytes .
Over 730.000 bytes
Enh anced Model IV Operating System
Enh anc ed Model IV Operating Sys tem
Full y assemb led and tested systems that are so ftware compatible and fun ctionally
ide nt ica l 10 Radio Shack units sold at computer stores for $hundreds more.

CON TR O LLER BOARDS are high quality double sided epoxy boards with gold
plated co nlacts.
POWER SUPPLY is the finest switching type available.
MOUNTING HARDWARE includes powe r and data cables .
DISK DRIVES are Tandon , th e same ones used by Radio Shack ...
40 track , double density . with a 5 milli second stepping rate .

TCS MODEL III DISK EXPANSION KITS
, Contro ll er, Power Supply. Mounting Hardware & Instructions
2 Contrr. 1le r. Power Supply. Hardware & o ne 40 track Tandon Drive
3 C u ntrolle~ Power Suppl y. Hardware , two 40 track Tandon Drives
3a ~ It 3 but with two 80 track drives (d ual sided 40s) .
3b Kit thr f e but with two 160 track drives (dua l sided 80s) .

.,.,
....
....
...
...

$249
$429
$598
$791
$989

TCS MODEL IV DISK EXPANSION KITS
, 1 Controller. Power Supply . Mounting Hardware, one 40 Track Tand on Drive
12 Co ntroller , Power Supply, Mounling Hardware, two 40 Track Tand o n Drives
12A Ki t 12 but with two 80 Tra c k Tandon Drives
..
,
12B Kit 12 but with two 160 Tra ck Tandon Drives ,

DAVONG HARD DRIVES
5 Megabytes 0 1 storage .
10 Meg aby tes of sto rage

from $1295
SCALL

15 Megab y tes 0 1 storage .
$CALL
Netw o r king system s for multiuser hard
disks Tape and ca rtrrdge back up systems
a re also available (or IBM PC . APPLE II . and
APPLE III.

TES

$479
$649
$629
$849

APPLE DISK DRIVES
H igh qualit y sllm llne drives
, 51 drive w / controller
2nd drive . . .,' .. , .
on ly $229
Totall y co mpatible with all apple so ftware

$CALL

TEXAS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Heart of

P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327
Toll Free 1-800-433-5184
Texas 1-817-274-5625

===-~
==-= =-_-= I . II
.:...:..:.:':':.

---_. -

f8SANVO

-- ~

..~ ,

"

~

~

NEC355CPRINTER . .• $1799

TERMINALS
...... $559 .00
.. $689 .00
.... . .... . • ..•..••. . • .... $739 .00
..... $719 .00
........... $929.00
... CALL

COMPUTERS
.. ..... ......
.......... . ...

. $1099 .00
. . . . $2699 .00
... $1949 .00
.. . $4695.00
.. $4999 .00
. $9199 .00
.. $3399 .00
...... CALL

MOOEMS
HAYES
Smart .
. ..... $219 .00
Smart 1200 (1200 Baud) ... $519 .00
Chronograph ................ S 199 .00
Micromodem 100.
, 5309.00
Micromodem II ............. $279 .00
Micromodem II (with terml . . 5299 .00
Smart Com II .. . ............ 599 .00
Smart 1200B .
.. $469 .00

......... . $1369 .00
....... $1649 .00
...... $2399 .00
... $3199 .00
...... 51579 .00
. 52399.00
.. 52799 .00
PC· XL
............... 53599 .00
1620 . . . . . .•. . •. . ••....... 53599 .00
1630 .
. .......... S5499 .00
. .... $6499 .00
1640 .
Cyma Software ................ CALL

300G
300A
310A
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

... 5119 .00
. ..................... $144 .00

O-Cat .

. .......... .... ..... $159 .00

103 Smart Cal .
. . $189 .00
Apple Cal II .....
. $279. 00
103 / 212 Smart Cal
. $439 .00
212 Apple Calli .
. $609 .00
AppieCal1l212 Up9rade . . $309 .00

ANCHOR
Mark I (RS · 232) .
.. $79 .00
Mark II (Alari) ...
. .... $79 .00
Mark III (T .. I. 99) ............ $109 . 00
Mark IV (CBM · PET) .
. .. $125 .00
Mark V (Osborne) ...
. ... $95.00
Mark VI (IBM·PC) .
. $179.00
Mali<. VII (Auto Ans/ Auto Dial) ... $119 .00
Mark VIII .
.
.... $269 .00
TRs -aO Color Computer ..... $99 .00
9 Volt Power Supply .......... $9 .00

UBI
Po 1 . 9 " G .
. .... $99 .00
Pi 2 . 12" G .
. .. 5119 .00
Pi 3 . 12 " A .
. .. 5159 .00
Pi 4 . 9 " A .................... $139 .00
1400 Color
.. $299 . 00

ZENITH
ZVM 121 ...................... $95 .00
ZT1 Terminal ..
. 5369.00

Circle 96 on Inquiry card .

::!E
.

. ....... CALL
. ....... CALL
. ...... CALL
. ..... CALL

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk .

. .. 5139 .00

MICROSOFT
Multiplan .

. .... 5199 .00

ASHTON-TATE
D· Base II .

. ........... 5419 .00

EasyWriter II
.......... 5209 .00
EasySpeiler ........ .... . .... 5129 .00
Ea s yFiler .................... 5129 .00

CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

TAXAN

SYNAPSE
File Manager ... . ....... . ... $119 .00

GORILLA
. ........... S89 .00

COMPUTER

$219
TIMEX
SINCLAIR
1000

11139 S5

16K Memory .
.. .. $44 .95
2040 Printer ...
. ... 599 , 95
VU'Calc .
. . ... . .... $17.95
Check Book Manager
... $13 .95
Organizer .
.. $14 .95
Budgeter .
, .. $13 . 95
Stock Option .
, $14 . 95
Loan & Mortage Amortizer . . , $12 .95
Mindware Printer .
$99.00

CO",

STAR
Six 80.
Gemini 10. .
Gemini 15 .
Serial Board

. ......... $169 .00
. ...... S299 .00
.. ........ $479 .00
.... $75 .00

SMITH CORONA
TP'1 .. ... . .......
.. $469 .00
Tp·2 .
. ....................... CALL
Tractor Feed .
. ...... $129 .00

. .... 5369 .00

PFS
APPLE

File
Report
Graph
Write

589 .00
589 .00
$89 .00

nl a
KRAFT

IBM Joystick .
IBM Paddles .

C.ITOH
Gorilla.
. .. 5209 .00
Prowriter 851 OP . .......... . 5379 .00
Prowriter 1550P .
. 5689 .00
Slarwriler Fl0·40P .. . ..... $1149 .00
Printmaster Fl 0-5SP ...... $1569 .00
Tractor Feed ..
. ... S109 .00

DIABYWRITER

LOTUS
123 ..

TR 120 Hi -res . Green ....... 5159 .00
CT 160 Dual Mode Color . . $299 .00
1260 .
. .... $119 .00 ·
1201
. $149.00
1212 .......•..•..•.
. $299 .00
12·202
. 5299.00
1203 .
. .. 5469 .00

.. CALL
.. CALL

82 . 83 . B4 .
92 . 93 .

IUS

12 N Green ................. 5129 .00
12 A Amber .
. 5139.00

JB
JB
JC
JC
JC

.. CALL
........ CALL
.... CALL

OKIOATA

lstClassMail / Form Letter ... 589 .00
The HomeAccountantPlus ... 5109 .00

NEC

EPSON

MICRO PRO

. .... $85 .00
. $299 .00

PANABDNIC

PRINTERS
MXBO FT. MXl 00 ...
RX80 .
FX80 . FX100 .

Word Star/ Ma i l Merge ....... 5319.00
InfoStar .
. ; . $299.00
Spell Slar. .
.. $159 .00
C a liSlar .
. .. 5159 . 00

SMC
12 " Green ..
9191 13" Color .

[h~
.. . ....... $146 .00
. . . . . ... $52 .00
...... $69 .00
.... $92 .00
................. $92 .00
............ $92 .00
For HP41 / 41 CV
HPIL Module .
. ......... $99 .00
HPIL Cassette or Printer .... $359 .00
Card Reader. .
. ..... $144 .00
Extended Functions Module .. $64 .00
Time Module .
. ... . ....... 564 .00

AST
Combo Plus .
Mega Plus .
Mega Pack ..
1/ 0 Plus .

PC Plu s Word Processing ... $319 .00

. ........ $149 .00
.... .. ............ $159.00
. 5169 .00
. ... 5279 .00
I.
. $299 .00
I plu s.
II .
. 5399 .00
III .
. ............ $349 .00
. ........ $999 .00
IV .

MBC· S55 .
. .. $795 .00
MBC ' 1000 ........ ....... .. 51599 .00
MBC·160 Drive .
. .. $539 .00
PR5500 LetterOuality Printer .. 5699 .00

310A Amber Monitor .
. . $169 .00
DXY 100 Plolter ............. $599 .00
Color II .
. ................. 5399 .00

AMDEK

TI-40

HP41C
HP10C .
HPl1C
HP12C
HP15C
HP 16C

. ....... 51495 .00

AMDEK

MONITORS
.
.

12 " Green .

HP 75 .... ... .... . 1II74S.00

10 Me9 Hard .

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

NOVATION
J ' Cal
Cal. .

PERCOM/TANDOM
DRIVE
5 '1," 320K Floppy ...... . .... $279 .00

oeM
599 .00
589 .00
599 .00
599 .00

. ... 555 .00
. . ..... 539 .00

-

2000 Leiter Qual i ly . . . . . . 51 149 .00
2500 . .... NEW .. . . . . . ....... .. . CALL
Tractor Feed ....
. ... $1 09 .00

DIASLO
620 ..
630 . .

. . $949 .00
. ............. 51769 .00

IDS
Call for ALL Configurations on
IDS PRISM PRINTERS .

NEC
80~3 .

7710 / 7730
3510 / 3530

. ............. 5399 .00
. $2149 .00
. $1549 .00

GUAD RAM .. . ...... CALL

S HARP

PC-1500A
POCKET
COMPUTER
$169.00
PC-1250A ..... .. . IIISS.OO
125 Printer/ Micro Cassette ... 5129.00
150 Printer/ Plotter/ Cassette .. . 5172 .00
151 4K RAM .
.. $55 .00
152 Cassette Recorder
. $62 .00
155 8K RAM .................. $94 .00
15B 8K RAM Baltery ........ $129 .00
161 16K RAM ............... $139.00

CABLES &

CONNECTIONS

PRINTER CASLES
Atari to Parallel. .... . ...... ... $29 .00
Atari to Serial.
.. 529 .00
Apple to Parallel .
. .... S69 .00
Apple to Paralle l/Graphi cs ... 599 .00
Apple to Serial .
. . ..... 589 .00
IBM to Parallel .
. 535 .00
IBM to Se(ial ................ $29 .00
Parallel to Parallel. .
. .... 529 .00
Serial to Serial
..... 529 .00
Grappler Plus .
, $129 ,00
PKASO .
. .. $ 13 9 .00
Alari to Modem C a ble , .... , . . S29 .00
CBM 64 to IEEE Board ...... S7 9 . 00
Apple 80 Column Card ..... S159 .00
CBM Pet to Parallel , . .
.. $99 .00
CBM Pet to Serial ........ ,.,' 589 .00

REAOY FORMS
1 or2 " Address labels(Trac1.Feed) .. 59 .95
15 " Report Paper(Tract Feed) ... $24.95
8'h" Blnk Wht Paper{Tract. Feed) ,,519 ,95

puter ",a i I order west

Boo-ef4B-331 1

In NV call (702)5SS-5854
Order Status Number: 5SS-5854
Oept.901 • P~O. Box 88S9. Stateline. NV S9449

No fisk , no deposit on C . C:> . D. orders. Pre ' pald orders receive free shipPing within the UPS Continental United States with no waiting period for certified checks or
mo~ey orders . Add 3%(ml".u mum $3.00) shipping and handling on all C ,O . D . orders and credit card orders . Larger shipments may require charges . NV and PA
~=~::~t~:~d 8al •• tax. All Items subject to availability and price change, NOTE: We stock manufacturer's and third party software for most all computers on the

(I: commodore

ACE 1000 Color Computer
E 11 00 Drive & Cover lor ACE 1000
E 1200 Computer wllh Disk Drive
E PRO PACK:
ACE 1000, Dllk Drive,
80 Column Card, ACECalc &
ACEWrllerll

MICRO-SCI
Apple & Franklin
... $249.00
........ $349 .00
........... $459 .00

:ontroller

....... $79.00

Controller .

. . . S89 .00

RANA
, I (Apple/ Franklin) ..... $279 .00
I II (Apple/ Franklin)
... CALL
. III (Apple / Franklin) ...... CALL

VISICORP
OR APPLE . ISM & FRANK L IN
l e x .... . .. ..
. .. $ 189.00
if e ..
. ...... . . $189 .00
,la t.. ..
. ... $159 .00
. rm. ... ..... . .
. ... $89 .00
rend/ Pial .... .
. ...... $229 .00
.chedule .. ............. $229 .00
:top Plan
..... $189 .00
,al c (Apple . CSM . IBM) ... $179 .00
orp prices for IBM may vary slightly.

L.JK
Perfect Apple
. $1 09 .00
Perfect Apple ........ . . . 575 .00

!f

AXLON
e/Franklin 128K Ram ... $299.00
a / Franklin Ram Oisk ... S729 . 00

MPC
lisk (128K Non Volitare) ... $649.00

.JOYSTICKS
WICO
lick . .....
. . . ....... $21 .95
ouo Red Ball ...
.. $ 23 .95
" Grip. ..
. $2 1. 95
e- Way Deluxe ........... $22.95
/V IC Trackball .... .. .. .. $34.95
o Trackball
... $59 .95

•.:~~

CBMS4 ••.. $229
VIC 20 ......• $99
CALL ON
Execut i ve 84 Portable

1520Color Pri nter/ Plolter ... $ 169 .00
152580 Column Printer . ... S219 .00
1526 ...... ....... . . .......... $319 .00
1530 Dataselte ............... 569 .00
1541 Single Oi sk Dri ve .. .. . 5249.00
1600 VIC Modem ..
. .. $59 .00
1650 AD / AA Modem ......... 589 .00
1701 14 " Color Monitor .
5249 .00
Pet 64
.. $569 .00
Pet 4032 ...... .. . ... .
.. 5599 .00
CBM 8032.
.. 5599 .00
Super Pet
..... 5999 .00
BI28·S0 .. ...
. . .. $769 .00
BX256·S0
.... $969.00
2031. .. :
. . $299.00
4040.
. ..... 5699 .00
S050.
. ...... $949 .00
S250 .... . . .. ... .. .. . ..... $ 1199.00
9060 ....... . .............. $ 1999.00
9090 ..
. ......... .. ... 5 2199 .00
4023 ... ..... . .
. ..... 5379 .00
6400 . . . .
. ...... $1399 .00
64K UP9rade
. .. . $269 .00
Spell Master
... . .. $ 149 .00
Z· Ram .. . .
. .. $549 .00
Silicon Off ice ...
. ,.,. $749 .00
Tho M.nager ...... .. . . . . . .. $209 .00
Soli Rom ........
. ... $129 .00
Jinsam
..... . . .. .. ... ...... CALL

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

ATARI HOME COMPUTER,S
ATARI400

$29::;

.'.

·'·YourFINALPRICEalterREBATE
when pu r chased with
package as shown .

ATARI 400 & 410 Recorder Package
YOU PAY

CAROCO

KRAFT

YOUR TOTAL COST $129.00
Retail Value of ATARI 410 $100.00

Net Cost of ATARI 400 $29.00
CALL FOR PRICING ON
THE ENTIRE ATARI XL LINE!
1010 Program Recorder ... .. 574 .00
102040 Col . Pri nter/ Plolter .. '. $249.00
1025 SO Col. Printer ....... . 5449 .00
1027 LetterQuality Printer ... 5299 .00
1050 Di sk Drive . . ...... ... .. 5379 .00
S50 Interface ......... .... .. $169 .00
1030 Di rect Connect Modem ... CALL
CX30 Paddles . ............... $12 .00
CX40 Joystic k ................. $8 .00
CX42 Remote Joys ti ck ......... CALL
CX77 Touch Tablet
. $69 .00
CX80 Tra k B.II ............... $49 .00
CXS5 Keypad . . . . . ....... .. . $105 .00
CX418 Home Manager ....... 569 .00
CX488 Communicator II " .. 5229 .00
KX709S At.ri Account.nt . . . $209.ob
KX7101 Entertainer ......... 569 .00
KX71 02 Arcade Ch.mp .... . $75 .00

(~EfHl()M )
DISK DRIVES FOR ATARI
ATS8'SI ..................... 5369 .00
ATBS·Al ........
. 5299 .00
ATS8·S2 . .. . .... . ..
. ... $569.QO
ATSS·Sl PO ........ . ... . .... $489 .00
AT8S'S2 PO ................. $669 .00
AT8S· DDA .... .... .. ... . .. .. . $139.00
AT44' SI ............. ..... ... $579 .00
AT44·S2 . ...... .............. $969 .00
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DRIVE
TX 99·S1 ...... . .... " ... .... $349.00

FLOPPY DISKS
MAXELL
MD· l .. . ....................... $32.00
MD· 2 .......... ................ $44 .00
FD· I (S " ) ........ . . ........ .... $40.00
FD· 2(S " DO) ................ . . $50.00

MEMORY
A xlon 32K Ram
..... $59 .00
Axlon 48K R.m ... ............ $99 .00
A xlon 12BK R.m ........... $ 299 .00
Intec 32K Bo.rd ..
. .. $59 .po
Intec 48K Board ..... .... ..... $ 85 .00
Intec 64K Board (400 only) ... $ 99 .00
Intec Real T ime Cloc k . .... . . 539 .00

;; II
•• I ,

•••••

ELEPHANT
5 " 'SS SO ....... . ........... $IS .95
5 " . SS DO ...
. ... $24 .95
5 " . OS DO ......... .... .. . ... $29 .95

VERaATUM
5". SS DO . .......... .
. . . $26 .00
5", " OS DO ................... $36.00

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Flip·n · File 10 . . ... ... .... .. ... . $4.00
Flip·n·File 50 ...... ... . . ... ... $19.00
File 400/ S00 Cart ..... $19 .00

caMS4

III'
III'

RANA
1000 Atari Disk Drive ... .... $119 .00

A t ari Vo i ce Bo x ............ 5119 .00
Apple Voice Box .. ...
.. 5149 .00

C.IVI.O. TOP

lopIi1ter ...... " .......... 527 .00
n k Street Writer ... . .... $55 .00
'S : File ................... $89 .00
liealc .................. 5179 .00
Ime Accountant ......... 555 .00
xx on ... . ..... . ........... $29.00
, st Amaz ing Th i ng ...... 528.00
. ilile .................... $IS9.00
t hom s 40 . .. .. . .......... $19 .00
18 adline .. ..... ... .... .. . . $35 .00
'FS : Report .............. $S9 .00
ark III ......... .......... $29 .00
rogger..
. ...... $24.00
acemaker ......... .. . ... $24 .00
nooper Troop s #1 . .. .. . 532.00
lelta Drawing . . . . . ....... $35 .00
:astle Wolfenat lne ....... $24 .00
l ayout .............. ..... 529 .00
anyon Climb.r . . ... . .... S19.00
,andits ... , ...... . ... ..... 526 .00

$179.00

You Get ATARI REBATE $50.00

ALIEN

Word Pro 2 Plus ............ $ 159.00
Word Pro 3 Plus ......... ... 5189 .00
Word Pro 4 Plu s ............ 5279 .00
Word Pro 5 Plus ............ . 5279 .00
InloPro ... ..... ....
. .. $179 .00
Administrator ............... 5399 .00
Power .......... .......... ... .. $79 .00
Word Pro 64 Pl us ........... . . $65 .00

Si ngle Fire .... . .. .. . .. . $13.00
Switch Hitter .... , ...... $16 .00
o Joyst ick
.... $44 .00
I

APPLE/ FRAN KLI N

.

HEAO
Disk Head Cle.ner ..... . . . .. $14 .95

BO
ATARI

1 . Word Pro 84 ...... . ..... .. . $65 .00
2 . Jumpman ................. . $29 .00
3 . Gar! (20/64) .............. . $14 .95
4 . Micro.pec Data Base 64 . . . $69.00
5 . Logo 84 .................... $39 .00
6 . Mlcrospec Gen. Ledger54 ... $79.00
7 . Zork 111 ............ ......... $29.00
8 . Frogger (64) .. ...... ..•••.. $23 .00
9 . Quick Brown Fox (20/ 64) . .. $49.00
10. Shamus . ............ . .... $29 .00
11. Deadline ....... ..... . •. .. . '29 .00
12. Assembler 84 . .. ...... ... $14 .95
13. Zork II .................... $29 .00
14. 3·0 Man ...... .. ......... . $14 .00
15. Protector ...... ......... . . $32 .00
16. Starcro ••. . , •... . .. .. . . .. . $29 .00
17. Easy Mall 64 ......... .... $14 .95
18. Grave Robber .......... . . 511 .00
19. Wall Streat ..... .. ........ $19 .00
20 . Trash Man .. ........ ..... . $32 .00

1. Donkey Kong ..... .. ....... $39 .00
2 . Zauon ......... .. . . ........ $29 .00
3 . E.T . Phone Home . ..... .. . $39 .00
4 . Miner 204ger . .. .. ......... $35.00
5 . Dig Dug .................... $33 .00
6 . Choplllt.r .... ............ .. $29 .00
7 . Donk.y Kong , J r .. ... . .... $39 .00
B. Canyon Climber ........... $25.00
9. Snooper Troops # 2 .. .... . $34 .00
10. Word Wiza rd ........... .. $59 .00
11 . Picn i C Paranol . ... ...... . $34 .00
12. Jumpman . ...... ....... . . $29.00
13. Shamus ........ ... ....... $34 .00
14. leiter p.rI8ct .. .. ....... $109 .00
15. File Manag.r SOO ... . . .. . $69 .00
18. prepple ....... . .......... . $24 .00
17. Astro Cha ••.. . ... ........ $25 .00
IS. Blade / Black Hole ........ $27 .00
19. Pac Man . . .. . .... . ..... . .. $33.00
20. Baja Buggies ........... .. $25.00

21. CrUSh . Crumble& Chomp ... 524 .00
22 . Wayout .
. .... $27 .00
23 . Zork II .....
. ..... $29 .00
24 . Visicalc . . . .....
. .... $159 .00
25 . Atari Writer .... .. . . ...... 519 .00
26 . Three Little Pig . ....... . . $ 25 .00
27. Upper Reachesof Apshai. .. $16.00
2S. St.rbowl Football ....... . $24 .95
29 . Drelbs . . ...
. .... . $26 .00
30 . Protector .... . ... ....... . . $34 .00
31 . Frogger .. . .. .... ..... ..... $25.00
32 . Lun.r Leeper . ........... . $24.00
33 . Wizard of Wor . . .......... $34 .00
34 . Kindercomp
......... $21.00
35. Moon Shuttle ..... . ...... $22 .00
36 . Home Accoun tant ....... $55.00
37 . Temple of Aps hai
... $29 .00
38 . Spell Wiz.rd
... $39.00
39 . Naut ilu s .. ...... , ..... . . $26 .00
40. O ' Riley' s M i ne ........... $22 .00

co""puter "" a i lor d ere a s t

Circle 96 on inquiry card .

OROERS ONLY

In PA~' gg:s§l! 3

B

~=r~t§JJ;ig27-9S7B

Dept. 901,477 E. 3rd St., Williamsport, PA 17701

INTERNATIONAL ORC.R. , All shipment. outside the Cont i nen tal Un i ted State. mu.t be pre -paid by certified check only. Include 3% (m i numum $3 OO).hlpping ~
and handling . I!DUCATIONAL DI.COUNT. , Additional dlscounls are available from both Computer Mall Order locations to qualified Educational Institutions .
APC II. FPC , Add m lnumum 55.00 shipping and
~
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September

Continuing Engineering Education, Washington, DC.
Two of the courses offered
this month are "Programming in the C and Unix Environment" and "Graphical
Data Analysis. " Fees range
from $625 to $855. For a full
schedule, contact Douglas
Green, Continuing Engineering Education, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052, (800) 4249773; in the District of Columbia, (202) 676-8512 .
September-October

Computer-assisted Manual
Writing, various sites
throughout the U.S. This
one-day seminar is designed
to teach attendees how to
produce good software manuals . The sponsor will demonstrate a software package
for automated documentation development called
Manual · Maker. The fee is
$195. For further information, contact Promptdoc, 833
West Colorado Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80905,
(303) 471-9875.
Septe mber-November

Computer Showcase Expos,
various sites throughout the
U.S. This popular show will
bring together hardware and
software manufacturers,
dealers, and consumers of
small computer systems. For
further details, contact the
Interface Group, 160 Speen
St., POB 927, Framingham,
MA 01701, (800) 225-4620; in
Massachusetts, (617) 8794502 .
September-November

Courses from Integrated
Computer Systems, various
sites throughout the U.s.
Course titles include "HandsOn Pascal Workshop,"
526

"Structured Design and Programming," "Software Project Management," and "Defining Software Requirements, Specifications, and
Tests." Fees range from $695
to $845. For information,
contact Ruth Dordick,' Integrated Computer Systems,
3304 Pico Blvd. , POB 5339,
Santa Monica, CA 90405,
(213) 450-2060.
September-December

Intensive Seminars for Professionals, various sites
throughout the U.S. Electronics magazine, a McGrawHill publication, offers seminars in management and such
technical areas as speech recognition and synthesis, controlling electromagnetic interference, fundamentals of
computer graphics, and microprocessor interfacing. Inhouse presentations can be
arranged . For a descriptive
catalog outlining seminars,
locations, and fees, contact
Irene Parker, McGraw-Hill
Seminar Center, Suite 603,
331 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10017, (212)
687-0243 .
September-December

James Martin Seminars and
Seminars of Excellence ,
various sites throughout the
U.S . and Canada. For a
brochure describing these
data-processing and computer-related seminars, contact Technology Transfer Institute, 741 lOth St., Santa
Monica, CA 90402, (213)
394-8305.
September-December

Seminars for Professional Development , various sites
throughout the U.S. Datapro
Research Corporation offers
more than 35 professional development seminars in such
areas as personal computers,
data communications, systems and software, and office
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automation. Complete outlines and schedules are available from Datapro Research
Corp ., 1805 Underwood
Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075,
(800) 257-9406 ; in New
Jersey, (609) 764-0100.
September-December

Software Workshops in
MMSFORTH, Boston metropolitan area. These workshops are public versions of
the professional training
Miller Microcomputer Services (MMS) offers to client
companies in support of the
MMSFORTH product line . A
variety of topics and skill
levels are covered. Full details
are available from Miller
Microcomputer Services, 61
Lake Shore Rd. , Natick, MA
01760, (617) 653-6136.
September-January 1984

Technology Opportunity
Conference, various sites
throughout the U.S. This
conference series focuses on
the convergence of opticalstorage, videodisc, and computer technologies . For full
details, contact Technology
Opportunity Conference,
POB 14817, San Francisco,
CA 94114, (415) 626-1133.

vances in computer technology that combine special education and vocational rehabilitation. Papers, workshops, demonstrations, and
product exhibits will be featured. Further information is
available from the Office of
Continuing Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout,
Menomonie, WI 54751, (715)
232-1167.
September 13-15

AUTOFACT Europe Conference and Exhibition ,
Palexpo Exhibition Center,
Geneva, Switzerland. This
conference, cosponsored by
the SOciety of Manufacturing
Engineers (SME) and the Institution of Production Engineers of London, England,
will focus on the technologies
of automated and computerintegrated manufacturing for
European production . Technical sessions will explore
both theory and applications
strategies. A complementary
products display will be featured . .contact the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers ,
Public Relations Department,
One SME Dr., POB 930,
Dearborn, MI 48121, (313)
271-0777.

September 11-14

September 13-15

The American Data Services
(ADS) Users Seminar, Marriott Resort, Lincolnshire, IL.
This seminar focuses on the
ADS inventory-management
system. A procedural cost
system for hospital departments will be introduced .
Contact Sharon Spencer,
American Data Services,
Suite 210, 900 North Shore
Dr. , Lake Bluff, IL 60044,
(312) 295-6850.

Midcon/ 83 and Mini / MicroMidwest/83 , Chicago, IL.
Topics on the professional
program include computer
simulation, energy management, laser applications, and
printed-circuit-board technology . An exhibit area is
planned. For further information, contact Electronic Conventions Inc ., 8110 Airport
Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA
90045, (213) 772-2965 .

September 12-14

September 13-15

Discovery '83: Computers for
the Disabled, Leamington
Hotel, Minneapolis, MN.
This conference provides a
forum for learning about ad-

Peripherals '83 , Moscone
Center, San Francisco, CA.
Full details are available from
Cahners Exposition Group,
Cahners Plaza, 1350 East

MAIL-COM'"Software
Eliminates the 6
Costliest Steps of
Business Mail Preparation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Presenting E-Com.

last year the U.S.
Postal Service quietly
announced E-Com,
~. enabling specially
equipped personal
computer users to
bypass costly manual
===---- -- mail preparation, by
electronically submitting their messages and mailing lists directly to the
Postal Service via modem.
This high speed computer originated
mail arrives at its destination within 48
hours-often less-in an attentiongrabbing blue E-Com envelope.

ii•••

No More Addressing
No More Folding .
No More Inserting
No More Affixing
No More Sealing
No More Drop Offs
use upon purchase of MAil-COM
CP/M, Apple CP/M and other formats.
software.
Order today. Call 212-734-3875,
MAil-COM is the easiest and most
or mail the coupon below.
economical way to do your mailings.
And MAil-COM is compatible
~~~il!!!!!!!~L
with Database II ™ and Word/MAII:COM/
star ™ if you are equipped with
Digisoft Computers, Inc.
these programs. If you aren 't,
MAil-COM includes a complete
Retail Dealer
letter editor and address mainteInquiries Invited
,
nance program of its own .
Each letter in your mailing can
be identical or all can contain variable
Digisoft Computers Inc.
insertions. MAil-COM operates all the
Attn: MAil-COM Marketing
1501 Third Avenue
features offered by E-Com.

•

New York, NY 10028

o Yes! I want to eliminate the 6 costliest

Thousands of Uses.

If you have need for fast, economical
Announcing MAIL-COM.
mass mailing capabilities, MAil-COM
Only from Digisoft Computers.
puts you and E-Com together.
MAll-COM is powerful software you
Use it for
can use with your personal computer to
new product
access E-Com. With your personal
announcements,
computer, a modem and MAll-COM
•
invitations to
you can send from 200 to 2000 letters
press events,
per hour for just 26~ each. Typed,
. . .. . .---~ invoicing, fund
addressed, folded, inserted, sealed
raising, collection, bulletins to
and delivered. Complete.
your sales force, new business prospectMAil-COM even eliminates the
ing, reactivation of customers and much,
need to use your expensive letterheads
much more. Every department in your
and envelopes.
company will have use for MAil-COM.
MAil-COM is the only interactive software available for E-Com operation. It's
Don't Delay
easy to use. No special training is necessary. And since Digisoft Computers
With MAil-COM you could be saving
developed MAil-COM in accordance
time and money on fast, efficient E-Com
with U.S. Postal Service specifications,
letters. MAll-COM software is available
users are guaranteed certification for
for the IBM PC, Victor, Alpha Micro,
Circle 142 on inquiry card .

Digisoft

steps in preparing my organization's business
mail. Please RUSH my MAll-COM software to
me immediately.
I'll need software for:
IBM PC ($195)
0 CP/M ($195)
Victor ($195)
(specify disk format)
Alpha Micro ($495) 0 Other (specify) .
D Apple CP/Mj $235)
My check or money order is enclosed
(residents of New York State add sales tax).
Charge my 0 Visa or 0 MasterCard:

o
o
o
o
o

I

Account No . _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Telephone( _ _ )' _ _ _ _ _ _ __
© 1983, Digisoft Computers, Inc.

---------------------------~
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Software / Expo , McCormick
Place, Chicago, IL. Contact
Professional Exposition Management Co. Inc., Suite 205,
2400 East Devon Ave., Des
Plaines, IL 60018, (800)
323-5155; in Illinois, (312)
299-3131.

gram will bring together
manufacturers and users of
local-network schemes to exchange information in an informal setting. The format includes presentations, panel
discussions, and a technological summary. The fee is
$395. For further information, contact the Architecture
Technology Corp ., POB
24344, Minneapolis , MN
55424, (612) 935-2035 .

September 13-16

September 15-16

Understanding Microprocessor-based Equipment and
Troubleshooting Seminar,
Washington , DC. Topic
areas include TTL and
CMOS logic devices, architecture of microcomputer
systems, test equipment , and
digital troubleshooting . Tuition is $595. For more information, contact Micro Systems Institute, Garnett, KS
66032, (913) 898-6152.

The Second Annual Indiana
Computer Expo , Convention
Center, Indianapolis, IN .
This exposition is designed
for business end users interested in mini- and microcomputers, software, word processing, graphics, services,
and peripherals. Contact
Ernie Kerns & Associates,
Trade Show Department,
Suite 201, 2555 East 55th
Place, Indianapolis, IN
46220, (317) 259-8111.

Touhy Ave ., POB 5060, Des
Plaines , IL 60018, (312)
299-9311.
September 13-15

September 14-16

Euromicro '83 , Madrid,
Spain. The ninth annual
Euromicro symposium will
cover microprocessing and
programming . Speeches will
address economic and social
aspects of microprocessors
and trends in VLSI (verylarge-scale integration) technology. Tutorials, seminars,
and an exhibition are planned.
The highlight of this event
is the Euromouse contest, in
which mechanical mice from
around the world race
around a maze. A complete
program is available from
Euromicro, TH Twente, POB
217, Department INF, Room
A312, 7500 AE Enschede,
The Netherlands; tel : (31)
(53) 338799; Telex: 44200
Thes.
September 15-16

Ethernet-type Local Networks, San Francisco, CA .
This is the third program in
the four-part Architecture
Technology Corporation
1983 Forum Series. This pro528

September 15-18

The Second Annual Twin
Cities Computer Show and
Software Exposition, Minneapolis Auditorium, Minneapolis, MN . This show features more than 350 displays
of microcomputers, accessories, peripherals, publications, services, and software.
General admission is $5 for
adults and $3 for children.
Contact Northeast Expositions, 822 Boylston St. ,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(800) 841-7000; in Massachusetts, (617) 739-2000.

Inc ., Suite 302, 909 Northeast
43rd St. , POB 45218, Seattle,
WA 98105, (206) 633-3247.
September 16-18

September 19-21

The First Annual Heart of
Texas Computer Show , Convention Center, San Antonio , TX. This show will
emphasize small-business systems for financial and inventory control, agri-business,
education , and personal computing needs . More than 200
hardware , software, and
peripheral vendors will display their wares . Show
details are available from
Robin G. Mann , Heart of
Texas, POB 12094, San Antonio , TX 78212, (512)
226-4636.

The Third Annual Videodisc
Conference , New York Hilton Hotel, New York, NY .
For details, contact Meckler
Publishing, 520 Riv~ifSide
Ave., Westport , CT 06880,
(203) 226-6967.

September 16-18

Great Southern Computer &
Electronics Show '83 , Memorial Coliseum, Jacksonville,
FL. Computers, electronics,
and information services will
be featured. Contact Great
Southern Computer & Electronics Shows, POB 655,
Jacksonville , FL 32201 , (904)
384-6440.
Sep tember 17-18

September 16-18

Carleton University Computer Fair '83 , Carleton University campus, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada . Exhibits, lectures, and an auction of used
and hard-to-find electronic
materials will be featured.
Admission to all events is
free. Information is available
from the IEEE Student Branch,
Faculty of Engineering ,
Carleton University, Ottawa,
Ontario K1S 5B6, Canada.

Compufair, Seattle Center
Exhibition Hall, Seattle, WA .
This show will feature personal computer hardware,
software, and services available for a variety of applications. Presentations and
seminars on how to buy a
personal computer and computers' effectiveness with
children will be offered. Contact Tom Ikeda, Compufair

Computer Swap Meet, Exhibition Hall, Sarasota, FL.
This event is sponsored by
the Institute of Computer
Management (ICM), a nonprofit corporation designed
to enhance the mental skills
of the physically disabled .
Items relating to computers
will be sold. Admission is
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free. Contact the ICM, 3803
Prairie Dunes Dr., Sarasota,
FL 33583, (813) 924-7105 .

Sep tember 18

September 19-22

Computer Literacy Week,
New York City Hilton . More
than 35 sessions on such
strategies and techniques as
how to help managers grow
accustomed to computers
and how to use microcomputers as a training
medium highlight this conference. Workshops, hands-on
seminars, and an exhibition
hall will be featured . For a
brochure , contact Susan
Jones, Conference Management Corp ., 17 Washington
St. , POB 4990, Norwalk, CT
06856, (203) 852-0500.
September 19-23

The Ninth World Computer
Congress-IFIP '83, Paris,
France. This event, sponsored by the International
Federation for Information
Processing (IFIP), is held in
conjunction with SICOB , the
major French computer exposition . Formal papers and
panel sessions will cover such
areas as computer hardware
and software, theoretical
foundations of information
processing, networks, and
communications. For full
program details, contact the
U.S. Committee for IFIP '83 ,
Dorn Computer Consultants ,
25 East 86th St., New York,
NY 10028, (212) 427-7460 .
Sep tember 20-21

Data Storage 83 , Marriott
Hotel, Santa Clara, CA . This
international forum covers
industry issues and areas of
change in data-storage equipment and applications. The

I I Th~rnJlUI(Jr Illlll~ [Jlul'l®
,

Your source for software and books
at substantial savings!

More programs, more projects,
more ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, and bUSiness!

3 36
List $1 5.95

. 1295

1468
Li sl $ 10.95

List $16.95

Select any 6 books
$125.70)
for only $2.95 when you join
(values to

MAKING

MONEY
MICROCOMPUTER

1506
List $ t 3 .95

List $15 .95

7 very good reasons to try
-Yiff l > , '

,

The,l Computer Book Club ®
Blue Ridge Summit, P A 17214
• Red uced Member P rices. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to
inc rease your computer know- how
• Satisfactio n Guara nteed . A ll books return able w ithin 10
days wi th out obli gat ion
• Clu b News Bulleti ns. All about current se lection s -mains.
alte rn ates , ex tr as -plus bonus offe rs. Com es 13 tim es a year
with doze ns of up-to-t he-min ut e titl es you ca n pi c k from
• "Aut om ati c Or der." Do no thing, and th e Ma in selec tion
will be shi p ped automaticall y ! But .. . if you w a nt a n
Alte rn a te Selec tion-or no books at all - we 'll fo ll ow the
instr uc tion s you give on the re p ly form pro vided wi th eve ry
Ne ws Bu lletin
• Co ntinu ing Benefits . Get a Di vidend Ce rt ifi ca te w ith eve ry
book purch ased aft e r ful fill ing membe rs hip obli gation , and
qu alify fo r dis coun ts on man y other vo lum es
• Ex Ira Bonuses, T a ke advantage of add ed-va lu e promotions, p lus s pec ial discounts; on softwa re, g am es, and more
• Excep ti o na l Qua lity, All books a re first -r ate p ublishe r's
editions, fi lled w ith useful. u p-to- th e-minute informat ion

:Ir-------------------~
K1n1j1onlluflr Illlll'- []I1Jr.®
(
I

I
I

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Ple ase acce pt my mem bers hi p in The Compu ter Book Clu b®
a nd se nd the 6 volu mes circled below, bi ll in g me $2 .95 p lus
shipping a nd handli ng c h a rges. If not sati sfi ed, I ma y return the books wi th in ten days w ithout oblig ation and have
my members h ip cancell ed . I agree to purc h ase 4 or more
books at redu ced Clu b prices (p lus sh ipp ing/hand ling)
during the next 12 months, and may res ign an y ti me thereaft e r.
33 6 1050 1062 1141 1160 1195 1205 122 8
125 1 127 1 1277 1295 133 2 1369 1394 1398
1406 1414 1423 144 2 1455 1468 1473
1485 1491 1496 1506 153 3 1535 1620
Phone _ __
Na me
Add ress
City
State

Zip _ _

Va lid for n ew me mbe rs o nl y. (Ord e rs o ut s ide U.S. o r Ca n ada mu st be p re p aid in
Int e rn nti o n a i Mo ney O rd e rs in U.S . d o ll ars. Can ad a nHist re m it in U.S. d o ll a rs.)
Thi s o rd e r s lIbj ecl 10 accfJ p la nr:e by Th e Co mput e r Boo k Club®.
13 '1'-98 3

I
I
II

1 ______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
Ci rcl e 429 on inquiry card .
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fee is $850. Contact Cartlidge
& Associates Inc., Suite 205,
4030 Moorpark Ave. , San
Jose, CA 95117, (408)
554-6644 .

contact Northeast Expositions, 822 Boylston St.,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(800) 841-7000; in Massachusetts, (617) 739-2000 .

September 20-22

Septem ber 26-28

Caribbean Informatics '83,
San Juan, Puerto Rico. This is
the first major international
exhibition and conference to
be held in the Caribbean
area . For further details, contact Informatics '83, Suite
219, 3421 M St. NW, Washington, DC 20007, (703)
920-9595.

Maecon / 83, Kansas City ,
MO. This electronic show
and conver-tion explores such
topics as aerospace electronics, computer peripherals,
laser technology, and personal computing. Contact
Electronic Conventions Inc.,
8110 Airport Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90045, (213)
772-2965.

September 20-23

Understanding Microcomputer-based Equipment and
Troubleshooting Seminar,
Boston, MA . For details, see
September 13-16.
September 21-22

Business-Expo, Boston, MA.
This exposition serves as a
showcase for office equipment ranging from computers
to coffee machines. More
than 20 seminars are planned.
Address inquiries to Business-Expo, 702 East Northland Towers, 15565 Northland Dr., Southfield, MI
48075, (313) 569-8280.

Septem ber 26-29

The World of CAD / CAM,
Boca Raton Resort Hotel, FL.
This seminar provides an
overview of how manufac-turing will change as the
automated factory becomes a
reality . It will consist of four
one-day presentations in
computer-aided engineering,
design, manufacturing, and
computer-integrated manufacturing. For a brochure,
write or call the Center for
Manufacturing Technology ,
4170 Crossgate Dr. , Cincinnati, OH 45236, (513) 7918801 .

September 22-23

September 26-30

Computers in Construction,
San Francisco, CA . This
seminar is designed to assist
construction management
firms and contractors in -a cquiring computer systems .
The fee is $425. Contilct ClP
Information Services Inc .,
1l0S-F Spring St., Silver
Spring, MD 20910, (301)
589-7933.

Compcon Fall '83 , Marriott
Crystal Gateway Hotel, Arlington, VA. The theme of
this show is "Delivering
Computer Power to End
Users ." It features technical
papers and panel sessions
that address a variety of computer and computer-network
issues. It is sponsored by the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Computer Society. For more
information, contact Compcon Fall '83, POB 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901 , (301)
589-8142.

September 22-24

The Second Annual Rocky
Mountain Computer Show
and Software Exposition,
Merchandise Mart, Denver,
CO. This show features displays of computers, video
games, software, accessories,
publications, services, and
peripherals. For information,
530

tion / development exposition
and conference after eight
years of civil war. Topics to
be covered include construction, transportation, communications, agriculture, computer hardware and software,
metallurgy, textiles, and
automated equipment. Further details are available from
Show-Tech International
Inc. , 950 Third Ave ., New
York, NY 10022.
September 26-30

International Conference on
Networks and Electronic Office Systems, University of
Reading, Berkshire, England.
The conference program
comprises formal lectures and
discussions. For additional
information , contact the
Conference Secretariat, Institution of Electronic and
Radio Engineers, 99 Gower
St., London WOE 6AZ,
England; tel: 013883071.
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September 29-0ctober 2

Computers in Health Care
'83: A Symposium and Exhibition, Sacramento, CA.
This symposium and exhibition explores the role of computers in hospitals, physician
and dental offices, rehabilitation centers, long-term care
facilities, home-health agencies, pharmacies, and mentalhealth settings. Contact
Eskaton Health Corp., Community Services Division,
1501 El Camino Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 95815, (916)
927-5722.

October 1983
September 28-29

Ottawa Computer and Office
Automation Show, Civic
Centre, Ottawa , Ontario,
Canada. For details, contact
Industrial Trade Shows of
Canada, 20 Butterick Rd.,
Toronto, Ontario M8W 3Z8,
Canada, (416) 252-7791.
September 28-0ctober 2

The Sixth Personal Computer
World Show, Barbican Centre, London, England . This
show, one of the largest computer shows in Great Britain,
is sponsored by Personal
Computer World magazine .
Business, scientific, technical,
and educational uses of microcomputing will be featured as well as hobbyist and
home-based systems. For information , contact Tim Collins, Montbuild Ltd., 11
Manchester Square, London
W1M 5AB, England ; tel:
01 486 1951; Telex : 24591.

Septem ber 26-30

Expo Beirut '83 , Beirut,
Lebanon. This is Lebanon's
first international reconstruc-

formation on this conference
and exposition of CP / Mbased software , contact
Northeast Expositions Inc .,
826 Boylston St., Chestnut
Hill, MA 02167, (800)
343-2222; in Massachusetts,
(617) 739-2000.

Sep tember 29-0ctober 1

CP 1M '83 East, Hynes Auditorium , Boston, MA. For in-

October 1

The Third Annual Microcomputers in Education Conference, Dutchess County
Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY . pr o Delores
Shanahan, an innovator in
the field of special education
anc:~ computers, will speak at
this event sponsored by the
Microcomputer Educator
Group. Details are available
from Dr. Florence Staats, Office of Community Services,
Dutchess County Community College, Pendell Rd .,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601,
(914) 471-4500, ext. 240 .
October 2-5

Computer Systems Exposition, MGM Grand Hotel, Las
Vegas, NV. This exposition
will be held in conjunction
with the annual meeting of
the National Association of
Convenience Stores. Hardware and software will be displayed, and computer consultants will be on hand to

YOUR BANKER WANTS THE LATEST MONTHLY INCOME STATEMENTS,
BUT THE BEST YOU CAN GET HIM IS TWO MONTHS OLD.
Today, even the greatest entrepreneur can feel
hat he works for everybody but himself-the IRS,
he landlord, the banker, even the janitor.

NITH THE BOSS, YOU'RE THE BOSS AGAIN.
Business and computer experts agree the key
o solving your business problems is the choice of
;oftware. Hardware equipment selection is second.
To be competitive today means handling large
Imounts of information quickly. To be on top
:omorrow means managing much, much more.
The Boss Business Software Products are comxehensive business software programs which get
IOU information you need, as you need it, when you
1eed it and the way you need it. You know your
iinancial picture at every moment. You don't have to
wait to close out the books at the end of every month .
The Boss takes care of all your business needs,
{our financial accounting, payroll, inventory and
:ime billing.

WITH THE BOSS, YOU'RE THE BOSS AGAIN.
The Boss Business Software Products are compatible with most hardware systems. Call Balcones
Computer Corporation to learn more about making
yourself the Boss again.
Circle 46 on inquiry card .

,-DYEs.- Se nd~~ore ~formation on The Bo~ -

- , NAME ________________________________

-

, COM PANY
, ADD RESS
, CITY _______ STATE ______ Z IP _______
PH O NE
, TYP E O F BU S INESS _______________________

,,
,
,
,
,

For m o re information call toll free: 1·8()(}.531·5483

Balcones Computer Corporation
5910 Courtyard
Austin, Texas 78731

THE BOSS BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

-,
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answer questions. For details,
contact the National Association of Convenience Stores,
Suite 809, 5201 Leesburg
Pik e, Falls Church , VA
22041, (703) 578-1800.
October 2-<5

The Annual Meeting of the
American Society for Information Science - ASIS-83,
Crystal City Hyatt Regency,
Arlington, V A. The theme
for this meeting is "Productivity in the Information
Age." Papers, special-interest
sessions, information briefings, an information-science
theater, and demonstrations
will be featured . Further information is available from
Edmond Sawyer, ASIS Headquarters, 1010 Sixteenth St.
NW, Washington, DC 20036,
(202) 659-3644 .
October 2-7

HP 3000 lUG International
Conference, George Hotel,
Edinburgh, Scotland. This
conference, sponsored by the
HP 3000 International Users
Group (lUG), is made up of
technical sessions and tutorials on data-processing management, data communications, and applications in
business, manufacturing, and
engineering for users of
Hewlett-Packard 3000 business computers. Contact the
Conference Manager, HP
3000 lUG, 289 South San Antonio Rd ., Los Altos, CA
94022, (415) 941-9960. In
Europe, contact The Secretariat, HP 3000 IUG, 10 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1
2AE, Scotland; tel : (031)
229-7366; Telex: 727136.
October 3-5

SNA Architecture and Implementation, Holiday Inn, Park
Center Plaza , San Jose, CA.
This seminar provides the
working knowiedge needed
to design SNA (system-network architecture) networks
and evaluate SNA-compatible products . Examples of
532

how various protocols are
used to control communications will be provided . Other
topics include SNA functional layering and network elements . The fee is $650. Full
details are available from
Communications Solutions
Inc. , 992 Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Rd ., San Jose, CA 95129,
(408) 725-1568.
October 4-6

The Southwest Computer
Conference, Tulsa, OK. The
theme for this conference is
"Managing Informat ion
Technology in the 80s." Computer hardware and software
will be exhibited. Contact the
Southwest Computer Conference, POB 950, Norman, OK
73070, (405) 329-3660.
October 5-6

Compusource '83, Red Lion
Inn and Convention Center,
San Jose, CA. Original equipment manufacturers and sophisticated end users are offered a look at products and
technologies reflecting the
latest advances in the computer industry . This conference will feature technical
sessions and more than 100
exhibits'. Details are available
from Norm DeNardi Enterprises, Suite 204, 289 South
San Antonio Rd ., Los Altos,
CA 94022, (415) 941-8440.
October 6-7

Computers in Construction,
Atlanta, GA . For details, see
September 22-23 .
October 6-8

The Second New Jersey Business Computer Show, Holiday Inn (North), exit 14 of
the New Jersey Turnpike .
This business show features
small busines s sy stem s,
desktop computers , word
processors, software, and accessories . For further information, contact the Kengore
Corp ., POB 13, Franklin
Park , NJ 08823 , (201)
297-2526.
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October 6-11

Japan Electronics Show '83,
Osaka International Trade
Fair Grounds, Osaka, Japan.
This show will cover a range
of consumer and industrial
electronic products and components . For information,
contact the Japan Electronics
Show Association, 24 Mori
Building 11F, 3-23-5, NishiShinbashi , Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan; tel: (03)
433-7751.
October 7

Computer Graphic Networks
and Standards, Washington,
DC. New directions in integrated voice, data, text ,
graphics, and image networking for information imaging
and market trends for the
next five years are some of
the topics to be explored at
this seminar. The fee is $250.
Contact Mike Nolan, Computer Technologies Department, Printing Industries of
America Inc ., 1730 North
Lynn St. , Arlington, VA
22209 .
Octo ber 7-9

Great Southern Computer &
Electronics Show '83, Centroplex Expo , Orlando, FL . For
details, see September 16-18.
October 8-9

The Tidewater Eighth Annual Computer Convention,
Hamfest, Electronic Flea
Market , Pavilion, Virginia
Beach, VA. Dealers, an electronics flea market, displays,
and forums highlight this
event. Admission is $4 for
both days. For tickets and
general information, call or
write Jim Harrison, 1234 little Bay , Norfolk, VA 23503,
(804) 587-1695.
October 8-10

PC '83, Bayside Exposition
Center, Boston, MA . This
conference and exposition
features IBM Personal Computers and compatible equipment . A seminar program

will explore applications ,
provide technical information, and offer general sessions designed to show users
how to get the most from
their IBM Pc. For details,
contact Northeast Expositions , 822 Boylston St. ,
Chestnut Hill , MA 02167,
(BOO) 841-7000; in Massachusetts, (617) 739-2000.
October 10-12

Online '83, Palmer House ,
Chicago, IL. The fifth annual
Online conference and exposition features introductory
and advanced technical sessions, panel discussions,
workshops, seminars, and
addresses . The role of microcomputers and software for
database searching, storage ,
creation, and communications will be emphasized .
Registration information is
available from Online Inc .,
11 Tannery Lane , Weston,
CT 06883, (203) 227-8466 .
October 10-13

Information Management
Exposition and Conference:
Info 83, New York City Coliseum. Hardware and software exhibits and conference
sessions will revolve around
the theme " Tying the Information System to the Business Plan ." A number of the
conference sessions will deal
with decision support systems . For complete details,
contact the Market i ng
Manager, Info 83, 708 Third
Ave. , New York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-8410.
October 10-14

Defense Computers-Graphics-DCG '83 , Convention
Center, Washington , DC.
Sessions and tutorials will
complement this c(lnference
and exposition about computers and graphics for the
defense community . For
more information, contact
DCG '83, Suite 333, 2033 M
St. NW, Washington, DC
20036, (202) 775-9556.

MicroAge francnisees Jonn Moiser and George McLawnol' snown witn IBM products.

Circle 284 on inquiry card.
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Octo ber 11-12

Computer-aided Design Conference -CADCON East '83,
Boston, MA. This conference
consists of technical programs and exhibitions organized exclusively for computer-aided -design engineering. More information is
available from MorganGrampian
Expositions
Group, 2 Park Ave., New
York, NY 10016, (212)
340-9780.
October 11-13

Southwest Semiconductor &
Electronics ExpositionSSE '83, Civic Plaza Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ.
Approximately 200 suppliers
of equipment, materials, and
services used in the electronics industry will attend
this show. A technical conference will be held. Contact
Cartlidge & Associates Inc.,
Suite 205, 4030 Moorpark
Ave., San Jose, CA 95117,
(408) 554-6644.
October 12-21

The Sixth International Trade
Exhibition on Office Organizational Systems, Office Furniture, and Office Aids - Systemotechnika '83, Vassilievsky Ostrov Exhibition Centre, Leningrad, Union of the
Soviet Socialist Republics.
On display will be communications systems, microfilming
equipment and systems, dataprocessing equipment, and
computers. Contact DUsseldorfer Messegesellschaft
mbH-NOWEA-Central Division - Foreign Fairs, DUsseldorf Exhibition Centre, 4000
DUsseldorf 30, Federal Republic of Germany; tel: (02
11) 4560-1.
October 13-14

Computers in Construction,
Chicago, IL. For details, see
September 22-23.
October 13-15

Edutech/East '83, Civic Center, Philadelphia, PA. For534

merly called Ed Com, this
conference and exposition is
designed for educators at all
levels. Presentations will address such topics as computer-aided instruction, administrative uses of computers, classroom management, programming, research
applications, authoring languages, and literacy. The format includes workshops,
seminars, demonstrations,
hands-on sessions, discussions, and micro courses.
Hardware, software, and
publishing companies will exhibit their wares. Contact
Carol Houts, Judco Computer Expos Inc., Suite 201,
2629 North Scottsdale Rd .,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257, (800)
528-2355; in Arizona, (602)
990-1715.
October 14-15

Computers and Reading /
Learning Difficulties, Dallas,
TX. Workshops, hands-on
exhibits, and speakers will explore such topics as using
computers in learning disability classrooms and evaluating
software. This program is designed for all education
levels . For information, contact Frost Conference Management, Department I, 1070
Crows Nest Way, Richmond,
CA 94803, (415) 222-1249.
October 14-15

The Fifth Annual FORTH
Convention, Hyatt Hotel,
Palo Alto, CA. Hands-on tutorials, exhibits, lectures, and
discussions highlight this
event. The theme is "FORTHbased Systems - A Look Into
the Future ." , Registration is
$5. Full details are available
from the FORTH Interest
Group (FIG), POB 1105, San
Carlos, CA 94070, (415)
962-8653 (FIG hot line) .
OCtober 14-16

The UCSD Pascal System
Users Society (USUS) Fall
Meeting, Hyatt Regency
Crystal City, Washington,
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DC. Contact the Secretary,
USUS, POB 1148, La Jolla,
CA 92038.

Computer Society, POB 639,
Silver Spring, MD 20901.

October 15-16

Systems 83, Munich , West
Germany . Computers, peripherals, and software will be
displayed by more than 600
firms from 35 nations, For
additional information, co~
tact Kallman Associates, 5
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ
07450, (201) 652-7070.

October 17-21

The Seventh New Jersey
Microcomputer Show and
Flea Market, Meadowlands
Hilton Hotel, Secaucus, NJ.
Featured will be home, hobby , and small business computers, software, supplies,
books, and accessories. Admission is $5 for adults; $2
for children. Contact Kengore Corp ., POB 13, Franklin
Park, NJ 08823, (201) 2972526.
October 16-18

The Fifth Annual Hong Kong
Consumer Electronics Show,
New World Hotel and Regent
Hotel, Hong Kong. For details, contact IBS Trade Fair
Ltd., 17th Floor, Tung Sun
Commercial Centre, 200
Lockhart Rd., Hong Kong;
tel: 5-732388-9; Telex: 63037
HKIBS HX .
October 16-18

Texas Association for Educational Data Systems 1983
Convention, Austin Hilton
Hotel, Austin, TX. The
theme for this year's convention is "Computer Literacy."
The keynote speaker will be
Captain Grace Hopper of the
U,S, Navy. Information may
be obtained from Tom Hopper, Northside lSD, 5900
Evers Rd. , San Antonio, TX
78238, (512) 618-8330, ext.
212.
October 17-19

The Eighth Conference on
Local Computer Networks,
Minneapolis, MN. The theme
for this conference is "Practical Applications and Issues
in Local Computer Networks ." Papers and tutorials
will address such issues as
users' versus manufacturers'
needs, public versus private
networks, software, and
VLSI (very-large-scale integration), Contact the IEEE

October 18-20

The Fourteenth Annual international Test Conference,
Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia, PA. For information, contact the Conference
Registrar, POB 371, Cedar
Knolls, NJ 07927, (201) 2677120.
October 18-21

HP 1000 lUG 1983 international Conference, Hyatt Regency Hotel , Fort Worth,
TX . This conference features
technical sessions and tutorials for users of the HewlettPackard 1000 family of realtime engineering and scientific computers, Contact the
Conference Manager, HP
1000 lUG, 289 South San Antonio Rd., Los Altos, CA
94022, (415) 941-1943.
October 18-21

The Third Symposium on
Microcomputer and Microprocessor Applications-JLP
'83, Hotel Duna intercontinental and the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary . The conference language will be English.
Full details are available from
Mrs. I. Baba, Scientific Society for Telecommunication,
POB 451, H-1372 Budapest,
Hungary; tel : (36) 1 113-027;
Telex: MTESZ 22-5792 .
October 19-20

Calgary Computer & Office
Automation Show and Conference, Roundup Centre,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
For details, contact Industrial

DISCOUNT
PRICES

g[t'lce 1978
• REPUTA nON BACKED BY YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ,
• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO CONSUMER SALES
OF MICRO COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS
• MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SALES OVER THE
YEARS

Micro Management
Systems, Inc.

• TENS OF THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS
• HONEST
• RElIABLE

BUY
DIRECT

2803 Thomasville Road East
Cairo , Georgia 3 1728
191 2) 377-7120

• LARGE INVENTORY
• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS

It's simple ___ _
CALL & SAVE MONEY
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Circle 288 on inquiry card .

AND COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURER 'S
SP ECIFIC WARRANTIES,

COPIES AVAILABLE
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PRINTER
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$CALL
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-S3A
-S4P
·92P
-93P
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NEW
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DATALIFE
DISKETTES
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WHERE IS IT?
Wherever it is, we want it. Maybe, just maybe, we're
searching for your program, but we'll never find it
unless you call us.
It has to be good, though. Because we 're the
Software Guild'·, an organization devoted to finding
the very best microcomputer programs for packaging
and distribution under the Softsmith'· label. Hundreds
of titles have already been licensed to the Softsmith
library. But they're only the beginning. Our goal is to
have the best program in major categories on evety
536
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popular machine. Of course, we can't do it without you.
If you ' re a program author or publisher, The
Software Guild offers some distinct professional and
monetary advantages.
First, you devote your time to what you do best:
programming. You can leave the manufacturing,
packaging, documentation, distribution and customer
service to us .
Second , our revolutionary retail merchandising
system will put your program before the public through
the normal computer and software stores, plus record
outlets, department stores, book shops, and more
places where software has never before been available.

Third , is royalties . Wider distributio n m eans m ore
substantial royalties. And, your So ftware Guild
roya lties start to accrue when the dealer mak es his purchase in quantity, so you aren 't left waiting w hile
m oney trickles in .
Fourth is fl exibility. W e d o no t insist o n the
exclusive rights to your program. You can deal w ith
o ther publishers and distributors, o r m arket your p rogram yourself, while it is in Softsmith distributio n .
W e kn ow you ' re out there, working and dreaming, and we want to help make your dream com e true.
O ur full staff o f professional evaluators are wa iting to
review your best-seller.

So call us, wherever you are.
Contact Regina Roberts at(415) 487-5200.
Or write:
/, -,
The Software Guild .
t & \'
.
2935 Whipple Rd.
Union City, CA 94587
0

~

The Soft\Vare Guild'·
(415)487-5200
BYTE September 1983
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SINGLE·CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
BOARDS & KITS
•
•
•
•
•

8048/8049/8050/8748
8035/8039/8040/8749
8031/8061/8751
6611 Q/6600/11/12/13
6611Q/6541Q

Boards from $24.95
Kits from $55.95
TECH STAR LABORATORY
Suite 504, R&B Corp. Park
1701 N Greenville Ave.
Richardson, TX 75081

PeachText
5000™

PeachText 5000 has arrived. A complete
personal productivity system for word
processing, financial modeling and simple
data-management. All at one price.
Peach Text 5000 is available for a select
list of· microcomputers: The IBM Personal
Computer~ , the COMPAQ Portable Computer~ , the Texas Instruments Professional Computer"', and the Zenith Z-100~ .

only $319 95
~---,.

Trade Shows of Canada, 20
Butterick Rd., Toronto, Ontario M8W 328, Canada,
(416) 252-7791.
October 19-21

The Fourth Canadian Symposium on Instructional
Technology, Westin Hotel,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada . This symposium, designed for education and
training professionals and
those interested in computeraided learning, will explore
the theme "Computer Technologies for Productive
Learning ." Topics on the
agenda include computer
awareness and literacy in
schools and society, systems
technology, and computeraided training and retraining
for business, industry, and
government. A products exhibition will be held. Contact
Ken Charbonneau, Conference Services Office, National Research Council of
Canada , Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OR6, Canada, (613)
993-9009; Telex: 053-3145 .

Plus 10 FREE Diskettes
• Terms - Visa, M.e. or C.O.D .
• Deale r Inquiries Invited

COMPU-MEDIA
SOFTWARE, INC .
159 Main SI. S.I.N.Y. 10307

CALL TOLL FREE

1 . 800·248·2418
1m

in N.Y. Stot. 212·967·1700

Circle 489 on inquiry card.

2-Disks, Keybd., 64K, C/ Graph, CRT

-IBM COMPATIBLE PC2 Disks, Keybd., 128K . .... . .. . . Fr. $1480

PC SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
8088 PC/Bd., 64K, DOS, I/ O, A&T. . $488

-PC PERIPHERALSWinchester Disk, 10 MB & controller $1,490
PC-Disks, DS/ DD, V, HGT .. .... .. . 239
Memory, 110, Software . .. . . ....... 20070
Hi res, C. Graphics to 1024' . . . .... CALL
CPU 's, Z-80, 8086, 68000 or 80286 . . CALL

IBM PC/ XT
10 MB, Disk & Floppy, 128K .. $4,785
PORT ABLE/PC
2-Disks, 9" CRT, Keybd., 110 . $1995
( 313/779-8700 26401 Harper Ave.
)
St. Claire Sh., MI 48081
Circle 103 on Inquiry card.

October 19-21

ID ATE-The Fifth International Conference, Montpellier, France. The theme for
this conference, sponsored by
the International Telecommunication Union, is "Picture
Networks." Topics of interest
include network functioning
and areas of applications,
economics and law relating to
the visual media, network
languages, and languages on
the networks. The conference
language is French. For further details, contact Francois
Rabate, Responsable Scientifique , Journees Internationales 1983, IDATEBureaux du Polygone, 34000
Montpellier, France; tel:
(33-67) 65 48 48; Telex:
IDATE 490 290.

tails are available from Raging Bear Productions Inc .,
Suite 175, 21 Tarnal Vista
Dr ., Corte Madera, CA
94925, (BOO) 732-2300; in
California, (415) 924-1194.
October 19-21

SIBEC - Info Expo, Palais des
Congres, Montreal, Canada.
Exhibits related to the
computer and office automation industries will be
held. An international lineup
of speakers has been invited .
Contact Informatique Quebec (Info Expo) Ltee, 1057
Aven ue Laurier Ouest,
Outremont, Quebec H2V
2L2, Canada, (514) 270-5481;
in the Toronto area , call (416)
281-3459.
October 19-22

Management Executives Conference, The . Breakers, Palm
Beach, FL. The 'Third Industrial Revolution" is the theme
for this conference sponsored
by the American Society of
Mechanical
Engineers
(ASME). Management experts will speak on such
topics as executive effectiveness and management for international competition .
Complete conference details
are available from Wendy
Morris, ASME, 345 East 47th
St., New York, NY 10017,
(212) 705-7788.
October 19-22

Percompasia 83-The Second
South East Asian Personal
Computer Hardware & Software Show & Conference,
World Trade Centre, Singapore, Republic of Singapore.
This show is devoted to all
aspects of personal computing. Further details are
available from Overseas Exhibition Services Ltd., 11
Manchester Square, London
WIM 5AB, England; tel: 01
4861951; Telex: 24591.

October 19-21

The National Software
Show, Trade Show Center,
San Francisco , CA. Full de-

October 23-26

The Seventh Annual Symposium on Computer Appli-

Diablo 620
Diablo 620
NEC 8023A
Transtar
Okidata 82A
Okidata 83A
Okidata 92P
Okidata 93P
Zenith

Commodore 1701 Color Monitor
14" screen -big screen, high quality direct connect to 64 & VI C-20
Your LOW Cost:$269_95
Commodore 1525E Printer
Quality dot matri x, direct
connect to Com. 64 & VIC -20.
No interface necessary.
Your LOW Cost:S269 .95
Commodore 1541 Oisk Drive
High quality at low cost, direct
connect to Com. 64 & VIC -20 .
Your LOW Cost: S299.95

ATARI
1200XL

.,....,

"""-

16K

NET alter $50 rebate from TI
You pay us $149.951

Peripheral expansion box
5 99 .95
RS-232 card
139.95
Disk controller card
199.95
Expansion 5ys. disk drive
3t 9.95
Memory expan. card (32K) 229.95
P Code card (req . expocardl 199.95
Telephone modem
159.95
Color monitor
339.95
Extended Basic
79.95
LOGO
89.95

AlARI"JSDD'" ATARrllOO-

$19995 '
,

$6995 '

.

~
."

lD" '.

-. ' --

A

8

----=-B

(Requires no interface)

379.95

1050 Disk Drive

PSON

MX-80FT
call for price
FX-80 160 cps
STAR GEMINI PRINTERS RX-80 100 cps call for price
100 cps-Epson pin & plug compatible-180 day warrantyl....-M--yX_
-1_0_0_ _ _ _ _c_a_lI_f_D_r_pr_ic_e--i!
9 x 9 dot matrix -friction & tractor feed-proportional
r/~ HEWLETT
spacing font-bit image graphics-bi-directional logic
a!!~ PACKARD
seeking -2.3K BUFFER BUILT IN!
HP-75C Computer 699_95
Gemini lOX 120 cps-has everything!
$349.95
8K module
164.95
Gemini 15 132 col., 100 cps
$479.95
7470A opt 003 print/plotter 1199.00

*"

Call for math pac, surveying pac, text

CASIO'

30 Programs for less than S30!

Commodore Software Package $29 .95

formatter & VisiCalc for HP-75C

CASIO LANGUAGE
TRANSLATOR
WRIST
.. . English to Span ish and WATCH

DATA 20 ACCB\sorl es

• Z·80 ca rd
For Commodor e 64
$169 .95
• 80 column clrd For Comm odor! 64
169 .95
• 40 column card For VIC ·20
99 .95
.40 co lumn card w/8K rnern bUlh ·in for VIC ·20 139 .95

HP·l0C
HP·l1C
HP·12C
HP·15C
HP·16C

Scientif ic calc
Scientific calc
Financial calc
Scientif ic calc
Prog . see seieR. calc
HP ·97
Prog . scie n. wfprint
HP-41t P'fog . calcul.tol
HP-41 tv P,og . u!cul.tol
OPtlul Wind
Print" for 41CV

Unbel ievable but TRUE
Span ish to English. 1711 commonl y uwn! words.
Also , 5·llngu.ge mode thit del ivers 36 helpful
words for th e internat io nal tr l veler. C.l endilt,
daily alarm, nop watch & more! Model TE 2500
World time mode for 24 countr ies! R. :S195.00

• Vid eo Pa ck 64 K For VI C·20

329 .95
-FREE wrt h the pur chase at each of the abo ve ( e )
products- Word Mast er /word pr oc es sing softwlH e,
Mi ihng List so h war e & Teleco mmuni catio ns so ftwar e.

APPLE BUYERS _ LOOK!
Franklin ACE 1000 - 64K Apple compatible
ACE 10 Disk Drive w/controller
80 Column Card
ACE Calc-spread sheet software
ACE Writer software
12 " Green mon itor
Epson or Star Gemini printer (current model)
Add'i $100.00 worth of Apple II software.

L",,, q",I;~
.~
~

t:.,d ,"der '01 .IC/CV

Commodore EXECUTIVE 64 PORTABLE 64K Computer!
Detachable keyboard, 5-inch color monitor & built-in
floppy disk drivels)' COMPATIBLE with the software
desiqned for the popular Commodore 64, this machine
is ready to go when you are & WHER E you are!
Call for special package prices!
S
k
$89 00
ingle Dis Drive5.
Dual Disk Drives-$1095.00

ASA

NOW!'~

EX 43

10 &12 pitch ; daisy wheel ;
buffer & more!
/ ::"'l1lI
YIC $369 95
:
Optional M44 Memorymatic 6,000

$24995'

FREE MATTEll AQUARIUS
COMPUTER w/Oata Recorder,
Extender & 80 cps printer with
purchase of 13" COLOR TV
at $379,95!

COMMOOORE 4040 Dual Disk Drive
Dual Disk Drive for the 64 & other models
340KB each -total storage 640KB
Come & try them-they're GREAT!
Retail: $1295 .00 Y/ C~$589 . 95

Compact electronic typewriter

::!'tIl -

'NET after S50.00 rebate &
FREE Software offer.
(You pay us SI69.95)
~--~----~
'NET after St 00.00 rebate from Atari
___ ~_ ,
ATARI PROGRAMMER'S KIT
(You pay us S349.95) - NOW BELOW COST!
'NET after $100.00 rebate
INCLUDES FREE "PROGRAMMER'S KIT"I
Includes ATARI BASIC
from Atari. (pay us S299.
& 2 Manuals
5 84.95
Atari rebates expire 9/15/83. tOlO Program Recorder
159.95
830 Acoustic Modem
Call for pirces after this date, 1025
80 Column Impact Printer
429.95
(Requires no interfacel
1027 Letter Duality Printer (Not Daisy Wheell 299.95

$7495 '

11,,,,1,,,,,,.'1

$99 95 * *':0:

e Computer

IiMHrJ,I "ll'.

COMMODORE VIC -20
· with the purchase of
"
Datasette program recorder
S69 .95
Gortek educational software S24.95
All for
$169 .85

~ SiUlER-REEO

TI -9 9 / -4 A .
._

Most advanced portable, fits in your briefcase!
Will perform as well as the $1000 unit!
One set of A batteries = 200 hours of operation
HX .tOOO Printer/plotter
5179.95
HX -2000 Wafertape (digital tape drive) 5124.95
RS.232 Interface
89.95
HX .3000 R5·232 int. w/paraliellfC
109.95
Solid state software/wafertape software·call us!

Commodore Software Pack age (30 programs I
only $12.95 with the purchase of one of t hese pack ages:

ALLTHISFORONLY$1699.00
LIMITED OFFER - CALL or COME BY

Horne Computer

letter quality, 25 cps
$ 999.95
Letter quality, 40 cps
1799.95
100 cps with tractor
499.95
Color printer, 30 shades, 50 cps
499.95
Graphics 120 cps bi·directional
424.95
Par/Ser., 120 cps, friction /tractor
664.95
160 cps, graphics, bi·directional
539.95
160 cps, graphics, friet/tract, letter quality 889.
12" green
resolution
15" b/w
cost!

TI-CC

COMMODORE 64
S189 .95
with the purchase of
1541
Disk Drive $299 .95
1525 E Printer
$289.95
All FOR
$779.85
COMMODORE 64
with the purchase of
1541
Disk Drive
$299.95
1701
14 " color monitor
$269 .95
All FOR
S769 .85
COMMODORE 64
S189 .95
with the purcha se of
1541
Disk Drive
$299 .95
1526
Fast printer -includes S349.95
IFC /cable direct connect to 64
All FOR
$839.85

ITelcaS Instruments

COMPUTER PRINTERS & MON ITORS

COMMODORE6li

HP 82163A Vidlo intlrf.CI
HP Il tyl1.mlon h.nd
Il inter1K.module
Oigit.lc:uSlned,;vl!
Thumll plonlf/prinn,
ElIllnd.dfunclionmem . mod
ElIlendedmemory modul.
Time module
Memory modulI lor 41 C/CV
Qu.d mlmory modulI! tor 4fC

59 .95
76.90
99 .95
99 .95
99 .95
595 .00
169.95
219.95
104.95
299.95
151.95
259 .95
104.95
371.95
J)9 ,95
64.95
64.95
64.95
14.95
65.00

"'0
N .'

IBM Personal Computer "CLONE"
The Sanyo high Quality Model MBC 550
"128K (8088) cpu exp to 256K
~1 0\11£-1\-\11'\0

TIMEX

'"' ,.,CE'
"M5/DOS - will use almost all IBM software _
:l!~::~:''';"'''''''' ""

" Low·profile keyboar~
_ " FREE software & m.ny more features
" " " , . 1 1 th is for only S995.00
Option.l:
" 8087 Number Cruncher
of material in memory- Y/C:$169.95

cllh~ar~a~ct~e~r~m~e~m~O~rY~bU;ff~e~r~c~a~n~st~o~re~~~~~=r.ao-~~:";rH~ar~d;d~is~k,dr:iv_e_&_m_o_re_
--,
~a

TS-1000

$3995

$99500 ~r.~~lIiusr.f~0f.r~Ti~mre~x~s0r.ft;w~ar.re~-~bu.y~4~~:fW
t6K RAM
Printer by Timex

:.

89.95

1 software free!

Goods sub/eel to iJlfiJ,lilb, /i , y: th is ad supercedes 1111 pre vio us ads: FOB OUf wareflouse; prices subject to ch ange w ith ou t no t ic*! ; no r respon sible f or t ypograp hical errors. all o rd ers subj ect
t o verdiCiJ (lon : mm i mum shipp i ng & hl1ndling:$S.95. Send for Our ca ralog - $ 2 domestic . $ 5.95 (oreign . Some of the goads no t available all stores ·Cali first to be su re!
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cations in Medical Care
(SCAMC), Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore,
MD . Some of the topics to be
covered include medical applications and solutions to
problems of computers and
technology in health care . For
details , contact SCAMC,
George Washington University Medical Center, Office of
Continuing Medical Education, 2300 K St. NW, Washington , DC 20037, (202)
676-8928 .
October 24-26

The Annual Conference of
the Association for Computing Machinery-ACM '83,
Sheraton Centre Hotel, New
York, NY. Exhibits of computer hardware and software
and paper sessions will focus
on the conference theme,
"Extending the Human Resource. " The emphasis will be
on theory and practices of
personal computing . Highlighting the conference will be
the Fourth International Computer Chess Championships.
For details, contact Thomas
A. D'Auria, Assistant Commissioner, City of New York,
Computer Service Center,
11th Floor, 1118th Ave., New
York, NY 10011, (212) 620-

5055.
October 25-27

Andean Informatics '83 ,
Bogota, Colombia , South
America. This is the first major international exhibition
and conference to be held in
the Andean region. For
details, contact Informatics
'83, Suite 219, 3421 M St.
NW, Washington, DC 20007,
(703) 920-9595 .

is part of the George Washington University Executive
Systems Forum series . Contact the Conference Manager,
U.S. Professional Development Institute, 1805 Powder
Mill Dr ., Silver Spring, MD
20903, (301) 445-4400.
October 27-28

Computers in Construction,
Washington , DC. For details,
see September 22-23.

October 25-28

October 28-30

Working Conference on Proto typing, Brussels, Belgium.
This conference will focus on
the user-oriented development of information systems
supported by prototyping .
Research and technical
papers will be presented . The
sponsor is the Commission of
the European Communities .
For information , contact
Reinhard Budde or Heinz
Zuellighoven , GMD-IST
Postfach 1240, Schloss BirIinghoven , D-5 205 , St.
Augustin 1, West Germany;
tel : 02241114-2440; Telex: 8
89469 gmd d .

Applefest, Moscone Center,
San Francisco , CA . More
than 300 displays and booths
of Apple computer equipment and accessories will be
featured . Seminars, panel discussions, conferences, and
workshops will be held .
Details are available from
Northeast Expositions Inc .,
822 Boylston St. , Chestnut
Hill , MA 02167 , (800)
343-2222; in Massachusetts,
(617) 739-2000.

October 26-28

Developing Long-Range Systems Strategies, Sheraton
Hotel, Washington , DC. This

Qpc"~IPeLlrl~
Low, direct prices · Fast, direct service

2532-450 ............ $.4 2 &
2716-450 ............ 3 20
2732-450 .......... . . 3 88
2764-250 .... . ....... 71&
2764-350 ..... . ... . .. 4 79
4164-200 .......... . . 4 50
6116-P3 . . ........... 4 30
6116-lP-3 ........... 4 50
Add 52,95 shipping 10 all orders

OEM ' Quantity discaunts available ' P,O,s an
appraval • C, 0. D, o.K' Credit cards ' FL residents
add 5% tax ' 1111 new. na surplus. na secands
(.Prices subject to change. )

October 3D-Novem ber 2

DPMA Baltimore '83, Convention Center and Hyatt Regency Hotel, Baltimore, MD .
The theme for this conference, sponsored by the Data
Processing Management Association (DPMA), is '1nfor-

FINAL OFFER

BEFORE PRICE INCREASE!
An Accounts Payabte System for the small
business with an Apple II' Computer, at the
unbelievable low price of
Special Features Include :
tfII *",1

'* 1:0

- One lime input of repetitive pymls ,
- Multiple General Ledger distributions per invoice. both debits &
credits
-Checking balance mai ntenance. allows manual and/ or void ch ks
-High speed machine language programs & random access tiles
. Payroll & expense check pymts .
· Cash requirements projection
. Opt ional remote work sta tion input & processi ng at no extra cost
This progrlm will be In stores In iI lew months It a much higher
price.

ACT NOW & SAVE!!
OHer expires Sept. 30. 1983
We oller a 15 day money back !rial period for you to review our
doc umentation & decide to keep or return the sealed disk & Ihe
documents . Send check to:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE RESEARCH & DEVELO PMENT CO ,

4920. Cypress St. , Suite 100, Tampa, FL 33607
In FL, and far infa" call 8 13-875-0299

8306 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 50
Beverly Hills . Ca . 902t t
(2 13)655-0765 or (2 13) 553-0371

FOR ORDERS ONLY, 800-237-8910

Include $2.00 for Shipping & Handling . Allow 4 weeks fOf delivery.
Calif . residents, add sales lax lor your county .
The sys tem requi res an Apple 11· 48K computer wi th Applesolt · in
ROM , 1 disk drive (ODS 3.3·) & a prinler.
·Trademarks or copyrighted programs of Apple Computer Co . Inc.

, . , : V/S4 :

Circle 512 on inquiry card .

8AM-5PM EDT

mation on the Firing Line ."
Seminars, workshops, general sessions, and product displays will be featured . For details, contact Jim Osowski,
DPMA International Headquarters, 505 Busse Highway,
Park Ridge, IL 60068, (312)
825-8124.

Circle 513 on inquiry card.

October 31-November 2

The Ninth International Conference on Very Large Databases, Palazzo dei Congressi,
Florence, Italy. This conference seeks to identify and encourage the. research , development , and applications
of database technology. Subjects of interest include database control, modeling and
managing unformatted data,
and novel environments and
applications of database technolog y. Contact Mario
Schkolnick, K 55-281, IBM
Research Labs, 5600 Cottle
Rd ., San Jose, CA 95193,
(408) 256-1648 . In Italy, Renzo Pinzani , Istituto di Matematica U. Dini, Viale Morgagni, 67/ A, 50134 Florence,
Italy.
October 31-November 3

International Conference on
Computer Design-VLSI in
Computers, Rye Town Hil-

Vlabasli
Flexible Diskettes

6 Year Warranty-1 00% Certified

DELIVERED PRICES

5114" $175

SINGLE SlOE
SINGLE DENSITY
48 TPI W/Hua RING
Pa~hd 10 f)fI' SOli

eac h
P.c~

5114" $210
SINGLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY
48 TPI W/HUB RING
Pack"d laP'" &III

each

PIJC~

5114" $310
OOUBLESIDE
OOUBlE DENSITY
48 TPI W/tlUB RING
P.ck"d 'a po, So Il

each
PIJ~~

BULK

SSSD

loo/ Cue
Wl'liloEnvelope
WI HUBRING

BULK

SSDD

l OO/CUO
WhiluEnvelope
W/HUBRING

BULK

DSDD

loo/C aso
WhlloEnvfllope
W/HUB RIN G

$1!~

$l~a~h

$2~~h

Free shipping in continental USA Call for
quantity discounts. We accept money oldels.
cert ified checks. VISA and MasterCard Personal
checks accepted, bu t take two weeks to clear bank
N,D, add 496.

Software Services'·

~
-- N

1326Fargo.
-25thNO51. 55"8103
Sui1e 0
1-800-MEGA-BIT

Circle 514 an inquiry card .

We Know How You Felt, Columbus!
In 1492 most people were saying the world was flat. They
said, " You ' ll falloff the edge if you go too far. " But that didn't
stop you Columbus . You went ahead and discovered Ame rica.
Today, most people are saying, "file service ... is just not
feasible. '" They ' re even saying, " operations like record locking
are not available." "
But that hasn't stopped Nove ll , either.
Because we've gone ahead and discovered , designed, yes . . .
even built and shipped file servers that the less adven turous said
couldn't be built. And our file servers are up and running all aver
America , (not to mention the rest of the world.)
Our Versatile Applied Server Technology (VAST) le ts multiple operating systems on multiple types of personal computers
share the same disk space and directories simultaneously .
And yes, all you other guys, record locking is available
... on the Sha re Net / VAST system, anyway.

that hardware function . Just like Columbus, Novell is the ONLY
company that can offer you a VAST networking difference . We're
thinking round, you see.

Does choosing a network have you "on edge"?
Don ' t fall off the edge! If networking-we mean real local
area networking of numerous PC's, running multiple operating
system s without modification to "off the shelf" software, having
concurrent file sharing, default file locking, extensive data security and more-sounds exciting to you, call us for a demonstration so you can discover your options. ShareNet / VAST will take
you out of the "flat" bounded network world and into the boundle ss universe of networks that work .

Explore Novell's world!
Discover the vast ShareNet difference. You ' ll find out-of-

Discover the vast ShareNet Difference.
The trouble with the " civilized" world of networking offered by our competitors is that they are still
thinking flAT! They're still concentrating on the hard ware connection instead of the software that makes
• Jeom Corp . in March Systems & Software, pg. 118
•• Jeam Corp . in Morch Systems & Softwore , pg. 11 9
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ton , Port Chester, NY. This
conference will cover the
VLSI (very-large-scale integration) aspects of the interaction between fabricators
and systems designers in
hardware, software, and reliability in computers. Contact
the IEEE Computer Society,
POB 639, Silver Spring, MD
20901.
October 31-November 4

Welcome to the World of
Personal Computing, Washington, DC. This is a comprehensive introduction on how
to use microcomputer technology in business, industry,
and government. The workshop agenda offers six
modules ranging from user
productivity to software reliability . For details, contact
Keston Associates, 11317 Old
Club Rd ., Rockville, MD
20852, (301) 881-7666.

November 1983

dress the integration of information technologies and applications. Contact Mary
Beth Gouled, National Trade
Productions Inc., 9418 Annapolis Rd. , Lanham, MD
20706, (800) 638-8510; in
Maryland, (301) 459-8383 .
November 1-3

The 1983 Federal Office
Automation Conference,
Convention Center, Washington , DC. The theme for
this conference and exposition is "Making It Work ."
The conference program will
consist of seminars, workshops, technology briefings,
and major addresses. The exposition segment will provide
displays of the latest office
automation equipment, systems, and services. Further
details are available from the
National Council for Education on Information Strategies, POB N , Wayland, MA
01778, (800) 343-6944; in
Massachusetts, call (617)
358-5356, collect.

November 1-2

November 1-3

The Annual Fall Conference
of the Iowa Association for
Educational Data Systems,
Des Moines, IA. "Quality
Software for the 80s: Development, Selection, and
Usage" will be the focus of
more than 40 sessions presented during this conference . Three preconference
workshops will be held on
October 31. For details, contact Phillip J. Berrie, Educational Services Division ,
Heartland AEA 11, 1932
Southwest Third St., Ankeny, IA 50021 .

Western Design Engineering
Conference, Convention
Center, Los Angeles, CA.
Short courses on the agenda
include "Principles of Robotics for Engineers," "Effective Project Management,"
and "Programming Personal
Computers. " Many of the 12
short courses will provide
hands-on experience. An exhibition area will be featured.
Contact the Marketing Director, Western Design Engineering Show, 708 Third
Ave ., New York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-8410 .

November 1-3

November 2-4

INTECH '83-The Integrated
Office Technology Conference and Exposition, McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. This
conference and exposition is
designed to provide top management with high-level seminars, workshops, and equipment demonstrations that ad-

Edmonton Computer and Office Automation Show, Convention Centre, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada. For full details, contact Industrial Trade
Shows of Canada, 20 Butterick Rd ., Toronto, Ontario
M8W 3Z8, Canada, (416)
252-7791.
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November 2-4

The First Annual Computer
Vertical Market Conference,
Meadowlands Hilton, East
Rutherford , NJ . This conference, sponsored by Frost and
Sullivan, will explore the impact of the new integrated
software approaches and the
importance of maintenance
and support functions.
Speakers will address vertical
marketing issues from the
perspective of the user, vendor, and industry analyst.
Full particulars are available
from Carol Sapchin, Frost
and Sullivan Inc ., 106 Fulton
St., New York, NY 10038,
(212) 233-1080.
Novembe r 3-4

Computers in Construction,
Scottsdale, AZ . For details,
see September 22-23 .
November 3-6

The 1983 National Home
Electronics Show, Arlington
Park Exposition Hall, Arlington Heights, IL. This show
covers electronic equipment
and technology ranging from
home computers to telecommunications security systems . It's produced by Lincoln Merchandising Co. Inc.,
1417 Milwaukee Ave ., Chicago , IL 60622, (312) 276-2819 .
November 5-6

The Fourth Annual San
Diego Computer Fair, Scottish Rite Center, San Diego,
CA. This fair features short
technical sessions, programming and computer games
contests, commercial displays, and user group displays . For additional information, contact the San
Diego Computer Society,
POB 81537, San Diego, CA
92138, (619) 565-8720.

nars, and workshops will explore the theme "Higher Instructional Techniques in Education ." For more information, contact the National Educational Computer Library,
POB 293, New Milford , CT
06776, (203) 354-7760.
November 7-11

International Conference on
Industrial ElectronicsIECON '83 , Hyatt Regency
Hotel, San Francisco, CA.
For information, contact
Frank A . Jur, Bechtel Corp.,
45 Fremont St., MS-45 / 17A26,
San Francisco, CA 94109 .
November 8-10

The Third Annual Software / Expo, Wembley Conference Centre, London, England . Conference topics range
from computer-aided design
to database management.
Contact Software / Expo ,
Suite 400, 222 West Adams
St. , Chicago, IL 60606, (312)
263-3131.
November 8-11

Wescon and MinilMicroWest 83, San Francisco, CA .
A conference and exposition,
Wescon covers a broad range
of topics, including artificial
intelligence, computer peripherals and simulation, and
robotics. Mini/Micro serves
the original equipment manufacturer community by exploring peripherals, processors, data communications,
and software . Contact Electronic Conventions Inc ., 8110
Airport Blvd ., Los Angeles,
CA 90045, (213) 772-2965 .
November 9-10

Business-Expo, Philadelphia,
P A . For details, see September 21-22.
Novembe r 9-15

November 5-7

Midwestern Educational
Computer & Technology
Conference, McCormick Inn,
Chicago, IL. Exhibits, software demonstrations, semi-

Interkama 83, Dusseldorf
West Germany . This exhibition is designed for the instrumentation and automation
industries . It's expected to attract more than 1000 exhibi-

Our new multimode:
Correspondence quaUty. High-speed drafts.
Graphics. Attractive pricing.
And up to 500 cps.

Anadex rapidly moves a head.
High quality correspondence .
High-speed drafts.
High-resolution graphics.
Whatever your application, they're all built into the exciting new multimode printer: Rapid/Scribe™ Model DP-6500 from Anadex.
But the built-in feature that's got everybody talking is Rapid/Scribe's speed
... 500 characters per second at to Pitch in the hlgh speed draft mode; and
110 cps in the proportionally spaced, Dual Pass Correspondence Mode.
The accompanying chart summarizes the speeds. (Notice that at 10 Pitch
and 80 Columns, Speed is 275 Lines per Minute).

Printing speeds (cps)
10 Pitch ................ 500 cps
12 Pitch ............. .. . 540 cps
E.nhanced
Proportional ... . . ... .. . . 275 cps
10 Pitch .. ....... . ...... 250 cps
12 Pitch . . ....... . ...... 300 cps
Condensed
15 Pitch .. . ..... . .. .. .. . 375 cps
16.4 Pitch .. ............ 410 cps
Dual Pass Correspondence Quality
Proportional ... ...... . .. 1 10 cps
10Pitch . .... . ... . . . . . .. l00cps
12 Pitch . ............... 120 cps
10 Pitch Printing Speed (lines/minute)
40 Columns .......... .. . 430 Ipm
80 Columns ............. 275 Ipm
13 2 Columns . . ...... . ... 180 Ipm

Equally exciting are the impressive array of features that have
become the Anadex hallmarks .. . friction and tractor feed ,
sophisticated communications capability, emulation packages,
character font downloading, alternate character fonts , bar
codes, and of course, a reputation for reliability .
Couple those features with Rapid/Scribe' s interfaces - Parallel ,
Centronics compatible and RS-232-C Serial - and you have a
solid, high-speed printer that fits virtually any computer and
computer application ... including yours.

a

I

Call (800) 792-7779

AnRr;~(d~;

MADEIN

I.f-.~

FOR THE WORLD

© Copyright 1983 . Anad ex . Inc.

ANADEX, iNC. • 9825 De Soto Avenue· Chatsworth , California 91311, U.S.A. • Telephone: (213) 998-8010 • TWX 910-494-2761
U.S. Sales Offices: San Jose , CA (408) 247-3933· Irvine, CA (714) 557-0457· Schiller Park, I L(312) 671-1717· Wakefield, MA (617) 245·9160
Hauppauge , New York , Phone : (516) 435-0222 • Atlanta , Georgia , Phone : (404) 255-8006· Austin , Texas , Phone : (512) 327-5250
ANAOEX, LTO . • Weaver Ho use, Station Road. Ho ok, Basingstoke, Hant s RG27 9JY, England' Tel : Hoo"k (025672) 3401 • Telex: 858762 ANADE X G
ANAOEX GmbH' Behringstrasse 5' 8752 Mainaschaff. Frankfurt, W. Germany. Tel: 011-49-06021 -7225' Telex : 4188347
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tors from over 25 countries.
For complete details, contact
Dusseldorf Trade Shows, 500
Fifth Ave. , New York, NY
10110, (212) 840-7744.
Novembe r 14-17

AUTOFACT 5 Conference
and Exposition, Cobo Hall,
Detroit, MI. The focus of this
event will be on CAD / CAM
(computer -aided design /
manufacturing) and the expanding technologies of computer-integrated manufacturing and the automated factory. More than 90 companies will exhibit CAD /
CAM systems, computer
graphics, software, industrial
robots, and computer-based
test and measurement systems. Concurrent technical
sessions and tutorials will be
held . Contact Gregg Balko,
Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr., POB
930, Dearborn, MI 48121,
(313) 271-1080.

tario M8W 3Z8, Canada,
(416) 252-7791.
November 15-17

SNA Architecture and Implementation, Sheraton Rolling
Green Inn and Conference
Center, Boston, MA. For details, see October 3-5.

Canadian Computer Show &
Conference , International
Centre, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. Further information
is available from Industrial
Trade Shows of Canada, 20
Butterick Rd ., Toronto, On-

November 28-Decem ber 2

Welcome to the World
of Personal Computing,
Fort Lauderdale, FL. For
details, see October 31November 4 . •

BYTE's Bits

November 17-19

Ed-Com/ Fall '83 , Los Angeles, CA . This conference and
exposition offers demonstrations, seminars, hands-on
sessions, panels, and micro
courses that address, evaluate, and analyze the development of computers in education . Hardware, software,
and publishing companies
will display items of interest.
Contact Carol Houts, Judco
Computer Expos Inc., Suite
201, 2629 North Scottsdale
Rd ., Scottsdale, AZ 85257,
(800) 528-2355; in Arizona,
(602) 990-1715.
November 17-19

Novembe r 14-17

information is available from
Northeast Expositions, 822
Boylston St. , Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167, (800) 841-7000; in
Massachusetts, (617) 7392000.

The Fifth Annual Northeast
Computer Show and Software Exposition, Hynes
Auditorium, Boston, MA.
This end user computer show
offers nearly 500 displays of
computers, peripherals, accessories, and software . More

Coast Guard Finds
IBM PC Shipshape
The U.S . Coast Guard has
enlisted the IBM Personal
Computer in a move to cut
costs . Three PCs were recently installed on the 378-foot
cutter Rush, which makes its
home port in Alameda, California . Many of the 378-foot
class of cutters are outfitted
with Convergent Technologies' C3 Data Systems, but

these machines are highpriced and require a great
deal of training . The IBM PC
was selected as an inexpensive alternative to the C3.
"At many units, there is a
need for small computers but
not necessarily with as much
power as the C3 . After looking at a number of small computer systems, we decided
that the IBM PC was the best
choice ," a Coast Guard
spokesman said . •

In order to gain optimal coverage of your organization's computer conferences, seminars, workshops, courses, etc, notice
should reach our office at least three months in advance of the
date of the event. Entries should be sent to: Event Queue, BYTE
Publications, POB 372, Hancock NH 03449 . Each month we
publish the current contents of the queue for the month of the
cover date and the two following calendar months. Thus a given
event may appear as many as three times in this section if it is sent
to us far enough in advance.
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MAKES BACK-UP COPIES OF PROTECTED SOFTWARE
QUICKLY, EASILY, WITH JUST A PUSH OF A BUTTON.
New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest generation of
copy programs virtually unusable. Locksmith TM, Nibbles AwayTM and other
"Nibble copiers" require complicated parameter settings, much patience and
great effort to use. More often than not, the results are disappointing. WILDCARD is different. Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD
ignores the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. I nstead, WI LDCARD
takes a snapshot of memory in your Apple ® II.
Now you can make back-up copies
of protected software with
the push of a button.
FEATURES
D
D
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D
D
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D

D
D
D
Software is not copy protected.
System req ui remen ts: App le II
Plus w ith 64K and DOS 3.3 or
Apple lie. Franklin Ace also
sUp' po rted .
'Wrl dcard does not operate with
CP/M<1t o r othe r microp rocessor
based softwa re.
Circle 163 on inquiry card.

Hardware copying device .. .
push button operation.
Copies 48K memory resident
software , most 64K software .
No programming experience or
parameters necessary.
Backs up DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3
disks.
.
Creates DOS 3.3 unprotected
and autobooting disks .
WILDCARD lives in an y slot.
Undetectable by software.
Produces autobooting disk in
2 minutes.
Copies are DO S 3. 3 compatible.
Copies become accessi ble for
alterations .
Simple, easy-to-u se software
included .

WILDCARD Utility Disk 1 al so included , featurin g:
D Automati c program compression and BRLJN f il e maker.
D Multiple program s can be
placed on the same dis k.
D Recreates basi c f iles to load and
save.
D Fil es can be placed on a hard
disk ...and· more.

- . -........_ __
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$139.95
WILDCARD
Order direct from East Side Software Co., 344 E. 63 St., Suite 14-A,
New York City 10021,212-355-2860.
Please include $3.00 for shipping
and handling. Orders outside
continental U.S. please add $10.00
for shipping and handling. Mail
and phone orders may be charged
to MasterCard and VISA.
N.Y. State residents add sales tax.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Th e WI LDCARD is offe red
fo r the p urpose of enabling yo u to make archival
copies o nly. Under the Copyri ght Law you, as th e
owne r of a copy of a co mputer p rog ram , are
entitled to make a new copy for archival purposes o nly and the WILDCARD wi ll enable you
to do so. Th e WI LDCARD is offe red fo r no other
p urpose and yo u are not permitted to utilize it
fo r any oth er use, other than th at specified.
Apple and the App le logo are registered
trademarks of Apple Co mputer, In c.-CP/M trad emark of Digital Resea rch, Inc. l oc ksmi thtrademark of O mega M icrowave , Inc. Nibbl es
Away-trademark of Computer : appl icatio ns.
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The next step in highpowered processing is
here-Cadmus 9000,
the most powerful distributed UNIX system
in the world.
For starters,
it runs under our
unique, highly efficient
UNISON"· transparent
networking software.
And the whole system has been designed
from the ground up, with advanced 68000-

based Q-Bus
architecture and
MULTIBUS compatibility. Architecture
that gives you local
area networking via
Ethernet or fiber optics.
You also get an
~J;J!--,
outstanding
h
,~
selection of
<~
third-party,soft- ~\[U
.....
ware, ranging '~:__ '
from integrated deci- .~
sion support packages to such powerful
graphics programs as 3-D Solids Modeling.
'"

T

'"

Cadmus. Cadmus 9000 and UNISON are Irademarks of Cadmus Computer Systems. Inc . Thunderbolt is a servicemark of Cadmus Computer Systems. Inc. Unix is a trademark and s
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But most of all, you get unprecedented
developed by Cadmus to keep
power. Because when you add terminals to a
customers satisfied. The program also
Cadmus 9000, it doesn't get weaker, it gets ......al:llfl
, (tf'1!I~ includes complete on-site customer
stronger. Its open-ended architecture gives
r.· training.
you configuration flexibility thafs simply
! ~~ , MAKE YOUR POWER PLAY NOW.
impossible with any other system because
\.
Call Cadmus for complete information on the most powerful distributed UNIX
each terminal supplies its own computer
power to the network.
system in the world. The Cadmus 9000. Now
THUNDERBOLTSM 24-HOUR GUARANTEED
you can have raw computing power. Cadmus
NATIONWIDE SERVICE.
Computer Systems, Inc., 600 Suffolk Street,
Every Cadmus 9000 is protected by
Lowell, MA 01854, 617/453-2899.
our unique Thunderbolt seNice agreement. It
, . A ftA A
guarantees seNice anywhere in the country
'-I ~I Y ~
within 24 hours. Thunderbolt seNice is part
COMPU TER SYS TEM S
Cad mus products are available in Europe through
of a complete product support program
PCS GmbH Munich, West Germany (089) 678040.

U)

Bell Laboratories. O-Bus is a trademark of Digitat Equipment Corporation. Etherne t IS a trademark 01 Xe rox Corporation. MULTIBUS is a tr ademark ol lnlel Corporation.
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8"
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An Operations Research
Scheduling Program
A microcomputer-based scheduling algorithm can be an aid
in managerial decision making
by Walter A. Stark Jr. and Richard A. Reid
In the field of operations research
(OR), practitioners develop analytical
procedures that can help managers
improve their dec{sion-making
capabilities. Many OR techniques
provide assistance in solving day-today operational problems, such as
establishing collection routes, designing nutritional menus, scheduling
aircraft and crews, locating offshore
oil-drilling platforms, and determin- '
ing the number of toll operators
needed. Some of the more common
OR models that have been recently
discussed in the microcomputer
trade press include linear programming, network analysis, queuing,
and routing solutions (see references
1, 4, 8, and 9).
Sequencing and scheduling problems illustrate the short-term planning concerns for which OR techniques have been developed. These
techniques have been used for a
variety of scheduling problems, including the determination of the processing order for jobs by various
machines in a facility and the resultant schedule for each machine, the
sequence by which customer orders

are picked in an electronics distribution center, and the establishment of
a sequence by which customer audits
are completed in an accounting firm.
Many of these OR methods contain
recipes, or algorithms, for solving
problems. Although not difficult conceptually, these algorithms often require extensive calculations that,
when performed manually, are
tedious and subject to error.
However, these algorithms appeared
to be well within the capabilities of
a modest-sized microcomputer, and
we were intrigued by the challenge
of executing and applying some of
these algorithms using an Apple
computer. Various job-sequence
algorithms or heuristics have been
implemented on large computer
systems (see reference 5). However,
it seemed appropriate to consider implementing a flow-shop scheduling
problem on a microcomputer for two
main reasons. First, a microprocessing system at the scene of management action is more likely to be used
than a terminal connected to a firm's
mainframe because the practiceoriented manager feels less threat-

ened and more in control relative to
the smaller system. Second, the total
investment in a microcomputer
system is commensurate with the job
required; extensive number-crunching, graphical displays (such as that
required in PERT charting), and
database management should be left
to the larger centralized systems.
In this article, we will describe and
illustrate an efficient method for
determining a good sequence for processing a set of jobs or customers,
each of which has different characteristics or makes different demands on
the various organizational resources.

The Problem
At this point, a simple example will
clarify terminology to be introduced
later and show how proper scheduling can save time and, presumably,
money. Suppose you operate a successful specialty car-painting shop
whose reputation for attention to
detail and superb paint jobs is
spreading. The following are general
operations in the normal sequence of
your special paint job: removal of
September 1983 © BYTE Publica tions Inc.
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The Silver-Reed EXP 550
Electronic Bi-directional Daisy Wheel Printer.
This superbly built computer compatible printer from Silver-Reed (one of the world's leading
typewriter manufacturers) offers a 17/1 paper capacity with carrier feed in units of 11120 in. and
forward / reverse paper feed in units of 1/48 in . The EXP 550 provides letter quality hard copy,
quiet operation and total dependability .. . at a very affordable price.
The EXP 550 emulates the Diablo 1610:For more information, call (800)421-4191 . In CA, (800) 252-7760. Ask for the Printer
Sales Division .

~ Si~ER-REEO
SILVER-REED AMERICA,INC.

8665 Hayden Place, Culver City. California 90230

'Diablo is a tradernark of XEROX Corporation.
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Process-Time Estimates (in hours)
for Specialty Paint Shop

Job
Corvette
Daytona
Turbo-ZX
Rabbit
Cobra

Major
Body Work

Trim
Removal

Paint
Strip

Body
Finish

Paint

Reassembly

0
0
16
0
0

4

3
2
1
1

6
4
2
0
5

12
20
10
6
16

2
4
3
1
4

2
2
2
1
1

Table 1: As an example of how a scheduling algorithm works, we'll use a specialty carpainting shop where five cars have to be painted. An entire paint job is made up of six

processes. Here are estimates of how long each process will take for each car.

trim parts, stripping (to the bare
metal) of all paint, finishing body
work, painting and buffing, and final
reassembly after touch-up operations. Normally, your shop does no
major body work, although occasionally such work is done for special
customers. There are thus six possible operations including major body
work. The elapsed time, in hours, for
completion of each of these operations is the process time. What's more,
zero process time is allowable; for example, most jobs require no major
body work. Also, on occasion, a lowbudget job comes through in which
the paint is not stripped. In this case,
the sanding is done during the bodyfinishing operation.
Now, imagine that five cars arrive
for painting. Each is a job. Based on
years of experience, the shop foreman estimates the times for each job,
as shown in table 1. Given these
times and a desire to complete all
jobs in the shortest possible time, the
objective is to determine the best sequence in which to complete all the
jobs.
At first glance, it is not immediately obvious that any job sequence is
the most efficient. In order to manage
this situation, you need to present a
schedule that shows the start and
finish times for each job at each work
station. Such a schedule is shown in
table 2 for the sequence of jobs given
in table 1.
The cumulative elapsed time for all
five jobs is 79 hours. Because we
assume you don't fire workers in between operations, the total number
of hours paid equals the number of
workers (at all operations) multiplied

by the total elapsed time. For one
worker per operation, you pay for 6
x 79 = 474 hours total operations
time. Summing the actual hours
worked (16 in major body work, 11 in
trim removal, 17 in stripping, 64 in
finishing, 14 in painting, and 8 in
reassembly) yields a total of 130
hours. Thus, the idle time of workers
(and/or machines) is 474 - 130 = 344
hours. Indeed, most of the time the
workers are idle! This situation
assumes that an idle worker at one
operation cannot be used to reduce

the time required on another operation; that is, you have a union shop.
Moreover, technological specifications require that each job have the
same sequence of machine operations.
Using techniques that are described later, a suitable reordering of
the jobs reduces the total elapsed
time by 54 hours, or 6 x (79 - 70), for
a new total operations time of 420
hours; idle time now becomes. 420 130 = 290 hours. Not only are labor
costs reduced by 11 percent, but also
the overall fraction of idle time is
lowered. Furthermore, in searching
for a better sequence, you have identified two sequences having the same
low total operations time. Having two
or more good job sequences allows
the foreman some discretion in granting job priorities, arranging machine
maintenance, or workers' vacations,
and the like, while at the same time
maintaining the best possible
schedule.
How do you begin to approach the
search for an optimum job sequence?
Considerable effort has been expend-

ADS.
Create a productive AOS-like environment for your Data General
NOVA® or ECLlPSE® with Wild
Hare's TSS. This state-of-the-art
Time Sharing System accommodates up to 26 users and is
satisfaction guaranteed. Each
user may run all standard Data
General utilities and

languages such as COBOL, BASIC,
FORTRAN,ALGOL,Assembler,
etc., as well as independent
software like SUPERCOMP'"
word processors and a host
of other applications. Also,
each terminal is independent
and can control multiple
jobs.

wil

COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.
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Just think of it: everything you want in a
letter-quality printer ... anywhere you want it.
Only $599.
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P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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Schedule of Operations

Job

Corvette
Daytona
Turbo-ZX
Rabbit
Cobra

Major
Body Work
In
Out

Trim
Removal
In
Out

In

Out

0
0
0
16
16

0
4
16
18
19

4
10
18
20
20

10
14
20
20
25

0
0
16
16
16

4
7
18
19
20

Paint
Strip

Body
Finish
In
Out

In

Out

10
22
42
52
58

22
42
52
58
74

24
46
55
59
78

22
42
52
58
74

Paint

Reassembly
In
Out

24
46
55
59
78

26
48
57
60
79

Table 2: A sample schedule of operations_ The numbers listed show at which hours a given car enters or leaves a particular process_

First, the Corvette enters the trim-removal process and the Turbo-ZX enters the major body work process. After four hours, the Corvette
leaves trim removal and enters the paint strip process while the Daytona enters trim removal. The process continues until after 79 hours
the last car, the Cobra, leaves the reassembly process.

ed to develop an understanding of
the scheduling problem, which is at
best frustrating and at worst totally
intractable_ Under certain conditions,
however, the problem can be solved,
or at least a nearly optimal solution
can be obtained_ It is noteworthy that
these special solutions can be implemented on a microcomputer (in
this case, a 48K-byte Apple II Plus).

Some Definitions
To understand the problem and the
programmatic approach to the solution more clearly, a few definitions
are helpful (see also reference 6):
Sequencing is the order in which objects are placed for processing by an
organization _Job sequencing involves
the time ordering of jobs through one
or more processing centers so that
specific performance measures, such
as minimal idle times or timely deliveries, are achieved. Variation in job
sequence can produce significant differences in costs and productivity.
The sequential arrangement of start
and finish times of various jobs on
machines is termed a machine loading schedule_ A schedule can be
generated for a given machine only
after the job processing sequence has
been determined. In preparing the
schedule, note that a machine cannot
be used until it is free and that a
given operation of some job cannot
be started until the prior operation
for that job is completed_
Jobs represent customer orders, and
machines involve processes that must
be performed on customer orders. In
other words, a job represents a total
effort, the result of which is used to

satisfy a customer's need_ A machine
provides processing capability for the
job effort and can perform one or
more operations, but only one at a
time_ Acts performed by machines
are needed to complete the job. In
this sense, machines are not necessarily always mechanical devices;
they can be human beings performing a strictly manual operation such
as visual inspection _ The order in
which a job must proceed through
various machines is referred to as

technological ordering. And, as mentioned previously, the time spent on
a machine to perform a given operation is called the process time for that
operation_
In the most general case, without
any job technological order specified,
for N jobs and M machines, there are
(M!)N possible sequences_ (For a
given job with M machines, there are
M ways to choose the first machine
operation, M - 1 ways to choose the
second, etc., so that the total number

U

WITH
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"There's no magic to using your
personal computer for data acquisition:'
Fred Molinari, President

There's no trick to it.
It's as easy as calling Data Translation.
Just take your choice of our new single
board plug-ins and bring complete analog and digitalllO capabilities to your personal computer.
Whether you're working in laboratory
research or industrial process control, our single
boards can give you measurement and control
capabilities without having to spend big bucks.
That's a promise you can bank on from the
leading supplier of low cost data acquisition
boards, systems, and software.
Our boards include multi-channel AID with
programmable gain, DIA, digital 110, a programmable clock and many have direct memory
access capabilities. With power and performance
to match your PC, our analog interfaces provide
12,14, or 16-bit AID resolution and direct connection for high or low level signal inputs.
And these boards are easy to use. They
plug into the PC's backplane. No messy external
boxes or cables. User input connections are simple with our.compatible line of screw terminal
panels for all of the 110 capabilities.
Plus comprehensive USer manuals with
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many programming examples get you up and running fast.
These easy to use, and easy to program boards are
highly reliable at a very low cost, and of course fully backed
by Data Translation's service and support team.
So why look any further? No other analog 110 systems
can offer PC users such quality,
power, and performance for such
a reasonable price.
But you probably expected
that. After all, making data acquisition easy is what we're all about.
And that's no illusion.
Call (617)481-3700.
Data Translation is the leading supplier
of personal computer hardware and software
for data acquisition and control.

See our 192 pg. new product
supplement in Gold Book
1984, Vol. III, and our 336 pg.
cataloglhandbook in Gold
Book 1983.

DATA
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IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM , Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corp, TI Professional is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc.
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of possible sequences for machine machine-operating time plus total the next-shortest time either as early
ordering is M(M -l)(M - 2) . . . =
machine-idle time. Because total as possible or as late as possible acM!. The combination of job se- machine-operating time is fixed for a cording to the next-shortest time on
quences is an exponential function given set of jobs, minimizing total Machine A or Machine B, respectiveresulting in (M!)N possible job- facility processing time also mini- ly. This job is then removed from
machine sequences.) The number of mizes total machine-idle time.
consideration, and the process is conpossible job sequences, therefore,
The approach for solving this prob- tinued for the remaining jobs until all
quickly becomes very large. For ex- lem was first developed by S. M . jobs are scheduled .
To illustrate, suppose we have five
ample, if M = N = 4, the number of Johnson (reference 7), extensivelyexpossibilities is about 3.3 x 105; for M plored by R. A . Dudek and R. M. jobs with the following process times
= N = 5, the possible sequences total Ghare (reference 3), and popularized (in hours):
nearly 2.5 x 1010. Thus, complete by R. E. D. Woolsey and H. S. Swanenumeration and evaluation of all job son (reference 10). The procedure Job
Machine
Machine
sequences becomes impractical for coded here is based on the heuristic Name
A
B
most real problems, and operations presented by R. Hesse and R. E. D.
researchers seek cost-effective limits Woolsey (reference 5).
2
5
Job 1
Simply described, for N jobs pro- Job 2
in searching for good job ordering.
1
6
Although the general problem re- cessed first on Machine A and then Job 3
3
6
2
5
maintains intractable, operations re- on Machine B, the Johnson algorithm Job 4
7
4
searchers have developed efficient requires finding the shortest process- Job 5
procedures for certain special cases, ing time in the set of times for both
which result from adding simplifying machines. If that time is for Machine The optimal sequence is Job 1-3-5-4-2.
assumptions to the general problem A, then that associated job is sched- The shortest time on any machine is
in order to create a more limited uled first; if for machine B, the asso- 1 hour (Job 2, Machine B). Hence, acperspective. You can then solve the ciated job is processed last. The as- cording to the algorithm, Job 2 is
subproblem mathematically. For the sociated job is then removed from scheduled last. Job 2 is then elimispecial problem treated here, the consideration . Next, the selection nated from further consideration.
crucial assumption made is that the process is repeated, but this time the The next-shortest time is 2 hours for
technological ordering for all jobs algorithm schedules the job having both Jobs 1 and 4. Job 1 is scheduled
considered is the same. In other , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - words, each job goes through exactly the same ordered sequence of
machine operations (remember that
some operations can have zero process time). This enabling assumption
results in what is known as the flowshop scheduling problem in contrast
to job-shop scheduling, in which each
job might have different technological
ordering (see reference 6) . With the
same sequence of operations for each
of N jobs, the number of possible
orderings of jobs becomes N!. Now,
if N = 5, for example, 120 (or 5 x 4
x 3 x 2 x 1) job sequences have to
be examined to find the optimum sequence.

WITH

Method
The flow-shop scheduling problem
assumes that you know or can determine processing times for each of N
jobs on M machines (these times
could represent average values) .
Moreover, the best job sequence is
assumed to require the least total
facility processing time to complete
all jobs. By definition, total facility
processing time is equal to total

COMPUTER
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as the first job (the 2-hour time is on
Machine A); Job 4 is scheduled next
to last because its 2-hour time is on
Machine B. After removal of these
two jobs from consideration, Jobs 3
and 5 remain to be scheduled. The
next-shortest time is 3 hours (Job 3,
Machine A). Thus, Job 3 is scheduled
as early as possible, after Job 1. Job
5 remains to be scheduled between
Job 3 and Job 4.
This algorithm forms the heart of
the machine-scheduling program
presented in listing 1. A formal proof
of the algorithm can be found in S.
M. Johnson's original paper (see
reference 7). However, intuitively,
you can see that the last job (N) cannot be finished earlier than the time
required to process each job on
Machine A, plus the time necessary
to complete the second operation of
the last job. Similarly, the last job cannot be completed sooner than the
time to process each job on Machine
B, plus any time delay before
Machine B can begin processing.
Moreover, the minimum delay is just
the time required to process the first
job (1) on Machine A . The minimum
total time, Tmin, is thus bounded by
the larger of the following two inequalities:

Tmin ~

1:

t Aj

+

tBN

jobs

or

jobs

where t Aj and t Bj are the process times
on Machine A and Machine B, respectively, for job j; tBN thus represents the operation time on Machine
B for the last job N, and tAl represents
the operation time on Machine A for
the first job.
The sums are fixed values, independent of job sequence; therefore,
the only way to influence the overall
time is by choosing tAl or tBN to be as
small as possible. Thus, the job with
the smallest tAj is scheduled first, and
the job with the smallest tBj is
scheduled last. The remaining jobs
are scheduled by extending the application of this logic.
The rationale underlying this procedure is to place jobs having short
556
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Listing 1: An Applesoft BASIC program using a scheduling algorithm . The program can
be used for an operation using any number M of processes or machines.

"ACHINE SCHEDULE
1000 RE"
1010 RE" COPYRISHT 1981, WASTARK
t020 RE"
1030 RE" "-"ACHINE SCHEDULINS
1040 RE" USINS QUICK l CLEAN JOHNSON
1050 RE" ALSORITH"
1060 RE"
1070 DI" "(20t20)LJt(20)l"t(20)
lOBO DI" A(20) B(~O) C(2u)
1090 DI" S(20,~0)tSEd(20,20),"T(20)
1100 DI" Tl(20 20) T2(20 20)
1110 DI" SI(20f,S2120),If(20)
1120 DI" KL(20)
1130 RE"
1140 SOTO 1730
1150 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1160 RE" SUBROUTINE PAUSE
1170 RE"
1190 PRINT: PRINT 'HIT SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE'
1190 CV = PEEK (37)
1200 SET Wt
1210 VTAB (CV)
1220 PRINT SPC( 3B);"
1230 RETURN
1240 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1250 RE" SUBROUTINE ENABLE PRINTER
1260 RE"
1270 RE"
USES DRIVER IN
12BO RE"
SUBROUTINE AT 7150
1290 RE"
1300 CALL (768)
1310 PRINT CHRt (17)
1320 RE"
1330 RE" DEFEAT 40 COLU"N WINDOW
1340 POKE 33,33
1350 RETURN
1360 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1370 RE" SUBROUTINE TO END PRINTINS
13BO RE" DISABLES THE AIO BOARD, SLOT 2
1390 RE"
1400 PRI 0
1410 RE" RESTORE 40 COL TV WINDOW
1420 POKE 33,40
1430 RETURN
1440 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1450 RE" SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE
1460 RE"
CALCULATES IN lOUT
1470 RE"
SCHEDULES FOR "ACHINES
1480 RE"
1490 RE"
1500 Tl(l,l) = 0.0
1510 FOR" = 1 TO N"
1520 T2(IJ ") = T1 (l ") + "(CO) ,")
1530 IF" = N" SOT d 1550
1540 T1(lJ " + 1) = T2(1,")
1550 NEXt"
1560 TI = T2 (1 J 1)
1570 FOR J = ~ TO NJ
1580 T1 (J, 1) = T2(J - 1,1)
1590 T2(J Lll = T1(J,I) + IHe(J),I)
1600 NEXt J
1610 RE"
1620 FOR J = 2 TO NJ
1630 FOR" = 2 TO N"
1640 Tl(J ") = T2(J " - 1)
1650 IF f2(J - 1,"f > T2(J L" - 1) THEN Tl(J,") = T2(J - 1,")
1660 T2(J ") = T1(J,") + "h;(J),")
1670 NEX f "
1680 NEXT J
1690 RETURN
1700 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1710 RE" •••••• "AIN ••••••
1720 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
1730 HO"E: PRINT: PRINT
1740 RE"
Listing 1 continued on

page 558

WHY DEC AND INTEL
CHOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
DEC and INTEL wanted the best C technology available, with excellent code density, supporting the full C
language and their specific operating environmentsall at a competitive price.
They found it all at Mark Williams.

WHY YOU SHOULD
CHOOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
Our C-compiler supports the dominant 16-bit microcomputers-68000, PDP-ll~ Z8000, 8086-with a proven
reliable, high-technology product. We are shipping
versions of C for a large number of environments including CPIM* and PC DOS:" Both cross and native compilers
are available.
Call us for the distributor nearest you. OEM's should
contact us directly about their specific requirements.
Mark Williams Company
1430 West Wrightwood , Chicago, Illinois 60614,

312/ 472-6659

Mark
_

Williams
Company

*P D P- I I is a trademark of D igit a l Eq uipm e nt Co r po ra ti o n .

·CP/ M is a trade ma rk o f Dig it a l Resea rc h Corpo ra ti o n.
' PC-DOS j" lIrad e mar k o f IB M.

Circle 486 on inquiry card .

processing times on the first machine
early in the sequence so that the second machine can be put to use as
soon as possible. At the end of the
sequence, the situation is reversed. In
particular, those jobs with short processing times on later machines are
placed at the end of the sequence so
that all machines finish all job processing at approximately the same
time.
The Johnson algorithm provides an
optimum schedule for the twomachine problem and for special
three-machine situations. Extending
the algorithm to M-machine situations produces a good, but not necessarily optimal, solution. However, experience shows that of the N! possible job sequences, some of the M-1
sequences uncovered using the extended algorithm are optimal or near
optimal.
You extend the algorithm to M
machines by first applying the
Johnson two-machine algorithm to
the first (1) and last (M) machine
operations in order to obtain a feasible job sequence. Next, by using the
sum of the job processing times for
the first two (1 + 2) and the last two
[(M - 1) + M] machine operations,
you can determine another sequence.
The process is continued M - 1
times, applying the Johnson algorithm successively to the sum of the
first j processing times and to the
sum of the last j processing times,
where j runs from 1 to M - 1.
This procedure yields M - 1 joborder sequences. The sequence having the least total facility processing
time may be selected as best. An advantage of the Johnson algorithm
over other flow-shop techniques,
such as the Gupta algorithm (see
reference 5), is that several sequences
are determined for consideration.
Having these alternative sequences
allows the scheduling manager some
viable options if such factors as
priority jobs, machine maintenance,
or workers' vacations need to be
considered.

Listing 1 continued:

1750 PRINT TAB( 10)'·KACHINE SCHEDULE"
l'b~ PRINT TAS( 7)1~COPYRISHT 1981, WASTARK"
1770 FOR T = 1 TO 2uOO
1780 NEXT T
1790 PASS = 0
1800 HOKE I PRINT I PRINT
1810 REK
1820 REK I DESCRIPTION
1830 PRINT ·K-KACHINE SCHEDULING "
1840 PRINT ·USING THE JOHNSON QUICK ~.
1850 PRINT ·CLEAN ALGORITHK,·: PRINT
1860 PRINT "PROGRAK CAN BE USED FOR·
1870 PRINT ·UP TO 15 JOBS AND 20·
1880 PRINT ·KACHINE OPERATIONS, "I PRINT
1890 PRINT: FLASH I PRINT ·NOTE!": NORKAL
1900 PRINT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1910 PRINT ·COKPLETE ALL DATA ENTRIES·
1920 PRINT ·BY HITTING THE RETURN KEY·
1930 PRINT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1940 GOSUB 19601 REK - PRINT CHOICE
1950 SOTO 2070
1960 PRINT: PRINT I PRINT

i~~~ ~~\~~ :~~~ ~~~~C~~~N~~1P~1'Rl~~~)~;·

1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390

~1~~ ~~\~~ :~~~ ~~~SNi~~~S~N~~~T1H~N1~~~·

2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
The Program
Listing 1 shows the implementa- 2480
2490
tion of the Johnson scheduling 2500
algorithm on an Apple II Plus 48K- 2510
Text continued on page 574
558
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PRINT ·OTHERWISE, TYPE AN N·
INPUT Tn
IF TT. = ·N· THEN TTY = 0: RETURN
IF TT. = .p. THEN TTY = I: GOTO 2050
PRINT: PRINT ·TYPE P OR N, PLEASE·
PRINT I GOTO 2000
GOSUB 71501 REK - PRINTER DRIVER
RETURN
HOKE: VTAB 5
DISPLAY = 0
INPUT ·TYPE NUKBER OF JOBS ";NJ
YTAB 10
INPUT ·TYPE NUKBER OF ·KACHINES ";NK
REK
REK INPUT JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND
REK KACHINE OPERATIONS
HOKE
PRINT ·BESIN BY DESCRIBINS KACHINE"
PRINT ·OPERATIONS, THESE OPERATIONS ARE •
PRINT ·ASSUKED TO BE SEQUENTIAL,"
PRINT
FOR K= I TO NK
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT ·TYPE ADESCRIPTION OF OPERATION. ·;K
PRINT • (USE UP TO 7 CHARACTERS)·
INPUT K.(K)
IF LEN (K.(K)) < = 7 SOTO 2290
PRINT
PRINT ·USE ONLY 7 CHARACTERS, PLEASE"
PRINT: SOTO 2220
NEXT K
HOKE
PRINT ·NOW BRIEFLY (6 CHARACTERS OR LESS)·
PRINT ·DESCRIBE EACH JOB AND THE TIKE·
PRINT ·IN EACH OPERATION'FOR THAT JOB,·
PRINT
FOR J = 1 TO NJ
PRINT ·TYPE ADESCRIPTION OF JOB •• ,J
INPUT JS
J.(J) = LEFT. (J.,6)
PRINT

PRINT ·REQ'D FOR EACH OF THE •
PRINT "OPERATIONS LISTED BELOW,·
PRINT
PRINT ·(USE THE SAKE TIKE UNITS·
PRINT ·FOR ALL OPERATIONS,)
PRINT
FOR K= I TO NK
SAP • 8 - LEN (K.(K))
CY· PEEK (37) + I
IF CV = > 23 THEN CY = Cy - 1
I

Listing 1 continued on page 560

HOWTOCONTROLYOUR
CP/M® MICRO-AT ONLY 51.
InfoWorId
PER COMMAND.
Software Report Ca~

A Remarkable Program For CP/M
Users.
Of course, CPI M is a wonderful operating system. That's why so much serious
business software has been created for it.
BUT, CPI M is not easy to work with.
That's why you need to take the POWER!
trip.
POWER! is a super-power-packed,
user-friendly program that lets you take
immediate and complete control of CP/ M.
And at a cost of only $3 . per command, it's
the software buy of the year.
Over 55 Housekeeping Utilities.
POWER! is over 55 prompted, userfriendly CP I M utility programs all rolled
into one 15k package. It takes care of all of
these frustrations and more:
-BDOS errors? POWER! ends BOOS
errors and gives you a way out.
-Accidentally erased a file? If you
accidentally erase a program or disk file,
POWER! restores the erased files.
-Can't remeniber file names?
POWER! assigns a number to each file on
your disk. So , to copy files from disk to
disk, you don't have to fiddle with PIP anymore . You just pick the file from a numbered menu and POWER! copies it for
you . No more typing errors! POWER!
also marks original files and their copies for
you ; and you can compare files to find
identical copies regardless of name.
-Lose data on glitched disk? If a
glitched disk makes it impossible to call up
a long word processing text, POWER!
can fix the glitch. This means you may
have to retype only a couple of sentences
instead of losing 20 pages of text.
-Trouble with "bargain" disks?
POWER!'s disk testing function gathers
any bad sectors of the disk into a special
file so that CP I M thinks those parts
of the disk are already used and
never attempts to write to
them . The rest of the
disk is then safe to use.
-CP/M scrolls
too fast through
text files?
POWER!s
through fil
for you ,

a

page by page, file by file, or line by line with
instant halt by touching the space bar.
-Need to reorganize files?
POWER! sorts and formats the directory
in 4 different ways. And you can easily
copy or move files from user area to user
area. POWER! creates 32 user areas '
instead of CPIM's 16.
-Need to change memory?
POWER! searches, displays and lets you
change memory wherever you want. You
can even automatically run software anywhere in memory. And you can inter-mix
your search with as many wild card jokers
as you need to find , for instance, all occurrences of " Sam Jones" and "Sid James"
just by typing " S??J??". And POWER!
also lets you read or write to any sector
or track very simply.
-Changing disks? You can forget the
ubiquitous Control C to change disks .
POWER! can do it for you automaticully.
And POWER! doesn't require a system
disk in any drive, so Drive A is open for
use, when POWER! is in control of CP/ M.
-Afraid of HEX numbers? POWER!
automatically converts Hex to Decimal,
Binary or ASCII.
.
Special Password Protection, Too.
POWER! now includes a special program that lets you lock sensitive files , so
that only you can access them. Without
the secret PASSWORD which you can
create and change at will, no prying eyes
will ever know your secret file even exists.
A great way to protect finan cial or scien tific data from unauthorized eyes. Just this
single program alone would be worth the
price of POWER!, but there are over 55
more just as valuable programs in this
power-packed-package.
At $169., It's A 8argain.
pace doesn't permit
describing all

the wonderful ways
POWER!
can put you
in complete
control of
yourCpj M
micro. But
see for yourself. There's a
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powerful com mand costs you less than $3 .
A true bargain!
POWER! 15 Better Than Everl
Eventhough "lnforWorld ", "Microsystems"
and "Interface Age' call ~R! great, we
have improved POWER!-inclLJding a completely rewritten 120-page easy-to-read documentation. (Previous purchasers of POWER!
may exchange their original disk for an
updated version with the new commands
and a brand new manual-for only $35 .)
Take The POWER! Trip Today!
POWER! will operate in any standard
CPIM or MPI M system, including CP/ M-86,
IBM PC, Apple (Z80 card), Osborne, Kaypro, HP,
TeleVideo, TRS-80 conversions, S1oo's including NorthStar, Vector, Morrow, CompuPro, etc.
Up and running immediately, no configuration
necessary-for hard disks and floppies.
Atonly $3. per command, you can
afford to Take the POWER! Trip. Call
or send in your order today.
NOW AVAILABLE FORMS-DOS, TOO.
ONLY $169. Money Back Guarantee.
Charge & COD Orders Welcome.
TOLL FREE (800) 428-7825 Ext. 96AK
IN CA: (800) 428-7824 Ext. 96AK
DEALERS AND OEM'S (415)
567-16J4 Ext. 96AK
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When it comes to scientific software
for microsyste ms. DYNACOMP delivers:

Th e S y stems ... Apple

lRS-BD PET/ CBM NEG Alan
Osborne Super8ram No rth Sl ar CPIM

Th e Soft"ware ...
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Paper Tape 1/0 Is This Easy
01011010001010: .:.:.: .::.::.:.: . ::.: .
0101010010100.:.:.:.:.::.: .. : .::.: .
minute you 're without, the next you '
and running! Just plug into your
PLUS. A neat and complete package.
Model 600·1 Punch - 50cps, rugged
Model 605 Reader - 150cps
Parallel Interface Board/Cable
Data Handling Program
conversion available. TRS·80 pack·
soon . ADDMASTER CORP. 416 Juni·
Serra Dr., San Gabriel , CA 91776 •
Circle 10 on Inquiry card.

SHIELDED DATA CABLES
Help PlolCel Your SIgnals W,th Shielded Oala Cable . EtA RS23 2
Interconnects. up 10 9
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S I1 .00· .40/h .
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u SI
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Listing 1 continued:

2520 PRINT 'TIKE IN OPERATION', SPC( SAP)jK.I"';' ='
2530 VTAB (CV)I HTAB (28)
2540 INPUT' ',K(J,K)
2550 PRINT
2560 REK -LIKIT DATA TO 1 DECIKAL
2570 P = 10:Q = 0.5
2580 K(JtK) = INT IK(J,K) • P + Q) / P
2590 NEAT K
2600 PRINT: PRINT I HOKE
2610 NEXT J
2620 REK INPUT COKPLETE
2630 PRINT 'INPUT COKPLETE'
2&40 PRINT I PRINT
2650 PRINT 'TVPE IN THE UNITS OF TIKE'
2660 PRINT '(E.S., KINUTES,HOURS,ETC.)'
2670 INPUT UNIT.
2690 REK OUTPUT THE INPUT
2690 REK
2700 REK DETERKINE I COLS.
2710 SP = INT (19 INK)
2720 IF NK > 3 THEN SP = 4
2730 IF NK > 4 THEN SOSUB 7730
2740 NS = 1
2750 NF = NS + 3
2760 IF NF > NK THEN NF = NK
2770 REK OUTPUT FOR APPLE II
2780 HOKE: PRINT
2790 IF NS = 1 SOTO 2820
2800 PRINT TAB( 11);'KACHINE OPERATIONS (CONT.)N
2810 SOTO 2840
2820 PRINT TAB ( 15) i.'KACHINE OPERATIONS"
2830 REK SET TIKE UNITS
~~~~ ~~~~1 5i~~: ~~kIJ~B~~sLt'~E15)j'(TIKES IN 'jUNITSjl )"
2860 VTAB 51 HTAB 1: PRINT III
2870 FOR K= NS TO NF
2880 CH = 4 + (1 + 2. (K - NS)) • SP + INT ((7 - LEN (KS(K))) / 2)
2890 VTAB S: HTAB CH
2900 PRINT K.(K)
2910 NEXT K
2920 SOSUB 5130: REK - DASHLINE
2930 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
2940 K2 = 5:K3 = 2
2950 IF NJ > 6 THEN K2 = 6:K3 = 1
2960 FOR K= NS TO NF
2970 K= K2 + K3 • J
2980 VTAB K
2990 ·PRINT Jjl.A; TAB( 4)jJS(J)
3000 L = 9 + (I + 2 * (K - NS)) • SP - LEN (STR$ ( INT (K(J,M))))
3010 VTAB K: HTAB L
3020 PRINT K(J,K)
3030 NEXT K
3040 NEXT J
3050 VTAB 23
3060 PRINT '~O YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANV DATA?"
3070 PRINT' V=VES N=NO', SOTO 3090
3080 PRINT: PRINT'·V=VES, N=NO ,PLEASE I: PRINT
3090 INPUT ANt
3100 IF LEFT. (AN. 1) = 'V· THEN SOSUB 5180
3110 IF LEFT. (ANt:l) = 'V' SOTO 2770
3120 IF LEFT. (AN. l) < > 'N' GO TO 3080
3130 IF NF = NK SOT b 3160
3140 NS = NF + 1
3150 SOTO 2750
3160 FOR J = 1 TO NJ:C(J) = J: NEXT J
3170 SOSUB 5710: REM - CALCULATES KACHINE TIKE
3180 SOSUB 1450: REK - CALCULATE SCHEDULE
3190 HOKE
3200 IF TTV = 1 THEN SOSUB 1250:. REK - PRINT ENABLE
3210 PRINT: PRINT IINITIAL SEQUENCE'
3220 PRINT: PRINT 'ORDER JOB NAKE FINISH TIKEI
3230 PRINT
3240 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
3250 SAP = 3
3260 IF J >·9 THEN SAP = 2
3270 Ll = LEN (J.(J))
3280 L2 = 18 - Ll - LEN ( STR$ ( INT (T2(J,NK))))

Listing 1 continued on page 562
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This up-to-date Second Edition contains:
• Over 1,670 pages of revis~d, expanded, and updated text
• 550 articles on virtually every aspect of the computer sciences

8750 VALUE
4 Good Reasons to Join

I. The Finest Books. Ot the hundreds ot books sub-

mitted to us each year, only the very tinest are
selected and ottered . Moreover, our books are
always ot equal. quality to publishers ' editions ,
• Written by 301 distinguished authorities
never economy editions.
• Profusely illustrated with over 500 photos, and over 250
2. Big Savings. In addition to getting the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
diagrams, graphs and charts
tor $'2'.95 . when you join , you keep saving
substantially-up to 30% and occasionally even
more. (For example , your total savings as a trial
member-including this introductory otte r-can
merical tables, the mainstay of applied technolo- easily be over 50%. That's like getting every other
he new ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER
gies. A complete 5,OOO-term index contains ref- book tree!) .
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING is an indiserences to sub-categories, doubles as a 3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become
pensable reference for consultants, busicomputer science dictionary, and is an invalu- eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan , with
ness people, data processing professionals,
savings up to 70% ott the publishers ' prices.
able tool for locating specific information.
and enthusiasts. It is a veritable data base of
information on:
4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times
Praise For the First Edition:
Called " Impressive . .. comprehensive ... well per year) you will receive the Book Club News,
• Hardware
done" by Datamation, and " ... a real treasure describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selec• Software
cache" by Business Management, the new Sec- tions , together with a dated reply card . It you want
ond Edition promises to eclipse Computer Man- the Main Selection do nothing and it will be sent to
· Programming languages
agement's statement on the original of "There you automatically. It you prefer another selection . or
isn't another book like it." Send for your free no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the
• Artificial intelligence
10-day trial.
card , and return it by the date specified . You will
• Computer applications
The Library of Computer and Information have at least 10 days to decide. If , because of late
• Personal computing
Sciences is the oldest and largest book club mail delivery of the News , you should receive a book
and much more!
especially designed for the computer profes- you do not want , we guarantee return postage.
The Encyclopedia is organized to make find sional. In the incredibly fast-moving world of
data processing, where up-to -date knowledge If the reply card has been removed, please write to:
ing and using its wealth of information an ease.
Articles are alphabetically arranged and are
is essential, we make it easy for you to keep
The Library of Computer
cross-referenced to related articles and to spetotally informed on all areas of.the information
cific subject matter. The clear and expanded
sciences. In addition, books are offered at dis- and Information Sciences
counts up to 30% off the publishers' prices. Dept. 7-BZ3 Riverside, N.J. 08075 to obtain
appendices include abbreviations, acronyms,
membership information and an application.
Begin enjoying the club's benefits today!
special notation and terminology, as well as nu-

T
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Listing 1 continued:
The Independent UNIX Bookstore provides the most complete selection of
UNIX and C materials available
anywhere. 40 titles, reference cards,
posters and T-shirts In stock!

NEW NEW NEW
Responses from UNIX Commands, by
Henry McGilton and Rachel Morgan,
explaining cryptic UNIX messages to
Its usersl $25.00 plus $2.50 shipping
and handling.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
No Purchase Orders under $100.

Write or call
The Independent UNIX Bookstore,
International Technical Seminars, Inc.,
520 Waller St., SF, CA 94117
{415} 621 -6415
'International Technical Seminars Is not
a880clated with Bell Labs
'UNIX Is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories

Circle 227 on Inquiry card.

Verbatim@
D'skettes

Top-quality Verbatim® Diskettes
from Tech.Data, your complete
supply and peripheral wholesaler.

Dealers only,
Call Toll Free

1-800-237-8931.
In Florida, call

813-577-2794.
Tech· Data Corporation
32 51 Tech Drive North
St. Petersburg, FL 337 0 2
Circle 437 on Inquiry card ,

Moxell Floppy Disks
The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Dealer 'inqu iries
invited. e.O.D's
acce pted. Ca ll
FREE (800) 235-41 37.

-0......

t:
o

{

C!>

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

100 Foothill Blvd .. San Luis
San Luis Obispo. CA 9340 1.
In Ca l. call (800) 592·5935 or
(805)543 ·1 037 .

Circle 341 on Inquiry card.

PRINT TAB( SAP);J; SPC( 6);J.(J); SPC( L2);T2(J,N"1
NEXT J
IF TTV = 1 THEN SOSUB 1370: RE" - PRINT INHIBIT
PRINT: PRINT: SOSUB 1160: RE" -PAUSE
HO"E: PRINT TAB( 17)t"INITIAL":KK = 0
SOSUB 5990: RE" - PRINT SCHEDULE
HO"E: PRINT : PRINT
BT = N" * T2(NJ,N")
DISPLAV = 0
FLAS 1
SOSUB 6510: RE" - IDLE TI"E CALC
BOSUB 1160: RE" - PAUSE
IF N" = 2 BOTO 3590
HO"E: PRINT I PRINT
IF N" = 2 BOTO 3590
PRINT "TO VIEN ALL LOADINB SCHEDULES AS"
PRINT "SEQUENCES ARE DETER"INED,"
PRINT "TVPE AN Al"
PRINT "TO VIEN ONLY THE BEST SCHEDULE(S),"
PRINT "TYPE A B,"
3490 PRINT "(ONE "AV RETURN LATER TO REVIEN "
3500 PRINT "ALL SCHEDULES)"
3510 PRINT: PRINT "A OR B?"
3520 INPUT OS.
3530 IF DS. = "B" THEN DISPLAV = 1: GO TO 3580
3540 IF DS. = "A" BOTO 3590
3550 PRINT: PRINT "TVPE AOR B, PLEASE~'
3560 INPUT "iDS.
3570 BOTO 3530
3590 FOR KK = 1 TO NK - 1
3590 RPT = 0
3600 SOSUB 4070: RE" - SET UP FOR 2-"ACHINE
3610 BOSUB 4240: RE" - 2 KACHINE ORDERING
3620 IF RPT < > 1 THEN BOSUB 4910: RE" - FILTER
3630 BOSUB 1450: REK -CALCULATE SCHEDULE
3640 IF FLAG = 0 BOTO 3720
3650 IF N" < > 2 BOTO 3700
3660 IF TTV = 0 BOTO 3700
3670 BOSUB 1250: RE" -PRINT ENABLE
3690 SOSUB 5130: BOSUB 5130: RE" DASHLINE
3690 SOSUB 1370: RE" -PRINT INHIBIT
3700 BOSUB 46701 RE" -PRINT OPTI"AL ORDER
3710 BOSUB 5980: REK - PRINT SCHEDULE
3720 SOSUB 6510: RE" - IDLE TI"E CALC
3730 IF FLAG = 0 BOTO 3760
.
3740 GOSUB 1160: RE" - PAUSE ROUTINE
3750 IF RPT = 1 SOTO 3960
3760 NEXT KK
3770 IF N" = 2 90TO 3970
3780 SOSUB 6900: RE" - FIND SKALL IDLE TI"E
3790 IF TTV = 0 GOTO 3840
3900 BOSUB 1250: RE" -PRINT ENABLE
3910 BOSUB 5130: BOSUB 5130: RE" -DASHLINE
3920 PRINT
3930 BOSUB 1370: RE" -PRINT INHIBIT
3940 FOR LL = 0 TO L"
3850 KK = KL(LLI
3860 DISPLAV = 0
3970 IF TTV = 1 THEN BOSUB 1250
3990 IF TTV = 1 THEN POKE 33,40: HOKE: POKE 33,33
3990 HO"E: PRINT : PRINT
3900 PRINT "A SOOD JOB SEQUENCE IS:"
3910 PRINT
3920 PRINT "ORDER JOB NA"E FINISH TIKE"
3930 PRINT
3940 IF N" • 2 THEN RETURN
3950 RPT = 1: BOTO 3600
3960 NEXT LL
3970 BOSUB 54901 RE" - REPEAT?
3980 ON FLAB BOTO 4010 4030
3990 PRINT: PRINT "TH~N BOODBVE~": PRINT
4000 SOTO 4050
4010 FLAB = 0: HO"E
4020 SOSUB 19601 BOTO 2690
4030 FLAS = 0: HO"E
4040 SOTO 1940
4050 END

3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3390
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3490

II

I

Listing 1 continued on page 564

LSI 11/23 PLUS COMPUTERS
WITH UP TO 4 MEGABYTES RAM MEMORY

CI-I03

CI-ll/23 AC
CI-II/03 LK
CI-520

DESKTOP COMPUTER - Complete computer system enclosed within a VTl03 video terminal with
LSI 11/2 and 64KB Memory .. .. ... . . .. ..... . .. . .. . .. . ...... ... . .. . .. .. ...... . ... .. .. .. .
With LSI 11/ 23 and 256KB Memory . ... . .. .... ...... . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . . . ...... ... . .. .. . .. .
With LSI 11/ 23 PLUS and 1 Megabyte Memory .... . .......... ....... .. . . ......... . ...... .
LSI 11/ 23 CPU with MMU, 256K byte RAM Memory. Power supply, 8x4 backplane, in a rack
mountable chassis ... . .... . ..... . . . . . ... . . .... ....... .... .. .. .. ............ . ..... . . . . . .
Same with LSI 11/ 23 PLUS and 1 Megabyte Memory . .... . .. ..... . . ... ... .. . .... . .. .. .... .
LSI 11/2 CPU with 64K byte RAM Memory. Power supply, fixed and floating point instruction set
(KEVIl) and 8x4 backplane in a rack mountable chassis .. ... .. . . .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. . ...... . .
10 Megabyte Winchester with 2 Megabyte 5 y''' floppy RX02/ RL02 or RX50/ WD50 emulation . .. .

$3100.00
$4100.00
$5395.00
$2675.00
$4395.00
$1845.00
$3995.00

256KB TO 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY ON A DUAL WIDTH CARD
• On board parity generator with CSR
• Addressable as a contiguous block in 256KB increments
• Battery back·up mode
SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 256KB . .. ... . .. . ... . ...... ... ... .. ... . .......... . ..... . ..... . . .

CI-1240-WF 42 Megabyte Winchester disk system with controller
and 2MB floppy backup .. .. ....... $6995.00

$ 595.00

CI-1220-TF Dual drive, double density, double sided, 2MB
capacity floppy plus DMA LSI 11 controller
occupying 3 Y2" of vertical space ... $2695.000

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

Chris/in Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362
Telephone: 213-991-2254 • TWX 910-494-1253 CHRISLIN WKVG
LSI and DEC 's are trademarks of Digital Equipme nt Corporation

Circle 69 on Inquiry card.
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Serial • 11111111 I . Parallel

Convert What You Have
To What You Want I
• RS232 Serial
· 8 Baud Rates
• latched Outputs

• Centronics Parallel
• Handshake Signals
• Compact 3Y, )( 4~ )( 1)1;

~fO~~~ge~:~~~~U:la1,~~r:{~~~~~C::~~1~!~gr~a~ce8~gg
Series tanvartere provide the

mlallln~

link. Baaed on the

~:~:II:a\~C~~~I~ ~;~:~.o~mh!~~~~aUk~ ~J~:I~~~ ~~~I':I~~

transfer elliciency. Oetal/ed documentation allows
~~~:f~a7~ l~:;~~a~r¥~:;~d8r the Modal no (Ser/Par) or

89.1i15

only S

,..,........ b z
Buller Prodl,lcla

Coming Soon!

II

aq Jp,e._,..

Connector Opllon 110.00

••

CA A'IId'llt, a% ,..

HIOl-8Pln,SttHt
Pot'! 0tfQ 8011 1233
Oxn.rd,Calilomil93000

UPS Shipping 13.00

CALL (805) 487·1665 or 487·1666
For FAST Delivery

aiC

Circle 175 on Inquiry card.

&TDK
flexible disks
Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.
Dealer inquiries invited.
C.O.D. and charge cards

-

VISA'

Circle 341 on Inquiry card.

PConnection

Three functions In one card sIotModem. Calendar clock. SerIal portl
The PConnectlon IS a premium telecom·
munlca tions card for the IBM PC with a
direct connec t Bell 1031113 modem. a real
time clock. and a serial I/O port for ex·
panded communications capabilities. The
PConnection gives you all three functiOns
In a Single card slotl
The PConnection has autod,al ITouch Ton e
or pulse) and autoanswer. plus a bu,lt·,n
speaker for line status monitoring . Soft·
ware selectable protocol and modes.
The real time clock can be used to auto·
dial predetermined phone numbers at pre·
set times. Excellent for polling and remote
monitoring applica tion s.
PConnection Iplug·,n modeml . S250. En·
hanced PConnection With real time clock
and additional RS·232 . S300. Another
quality modem from
the m!Croper!pher~! COrpO!~t!o!,!
2565 152nd Avenue N .E.
Redmond. WA 98052

(206) 88)-7544
IBM I\..l '('4' ~ I ('rC(l /I ~dem(l tk 0 1
In!ern"Hlon,ll BU \II1{'\\ MClchlne COIf)QllIllon

Circle 300 on Inquiry card.

Listing 1 continued:

4060 RE" ••••••••••••••••••
4070 RE" SUBROUTINE CO"BINE
4080 RE"
4090 RE"
CO"BINES DATA FOR INPUT
4100 RE"
TO JOHNSON TNO-"ACHINE
4110 RE"
QUICK AND CLEAN ALGORITH"
4120 RE"
4130 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
4140 AIJ) = OIBIJ) = 0
4150 NEXT J
4160 FOR". 1 TO KK
4170 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
4180 AIJ) • AIJ) + "IJ ")
4190 BIJ) = BIJ) + "IJ;N" - " + 1)
4200 NEXT J
4210 NEXT"
4220 RETURN
4230 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
4240 RE" SUBROUTINE FOR JOHNSON
4250 RE" TNO "ACHINE QUICK , CLEAN
4260 RE"
4270 NF s O:NL NJ:L = 0
4280 SOSUB 45501 RE" -FIND KAX ELE"ENT
4290 FOR J • 1 TO NJ
4300 CIJ) s NJ + 1
4310 NEXT J
4320 S" • LA
4330 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
4340 FL • 0
4350 RE": ELI"INATE DONE JOBS
4360 FOR JI = 1 TO NJ
4370 IF J s CIJ1) THEN FL = 1
4380 NEXT Jl
4390 IF FL = 1 SOTO 4420
4400 IF BIJ) < = SK THEN SK : B(J)IIL = J:L = 2
4410 IF AIJ) < = SK THEN S" = AIJ):IL = J:L = 0
4420 NEXT J
4430 IF L a 2 SOTO 4460
4440 CINF) II IL
4450 NF NF + 1: SOTO 4490
4460 CINLl s IL
4470 NL = NL - 1
4490 IF NL > = NF SO TO 4320
4490 REM SENERATE ARRAY FOR FILTER
4500 FOR J • 1 TO NJ
4510 SEQIKK~J) = CIJ)
4520 NEXT ~
4530 RETURN
4540 RE" ••••••••••••••••••
4550 RE" SUBROUTINE "AXIKU"
4560 RE"
4570 RE"
DETER"INES "AXIKU" ELEKENT
4580 RE"
OF TNO ARRAYS A,B
4590 RE"
4600 LA II A(1)
4610 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
4620 IF IAIJ) > LA) THEN LA • AIJ)
4630 IF IBIJ) > LA) THEN LA = BIJ)
4640 NEXT J
4650 RETURN
4660 RE" ••••••••••••••••••
4670 RE" SUBROUTINE OUTPUT ORDER
4690 REK
4690 REK
PRINTS JOB SEQUENCE
4700 RE"
4710 IF TTY = 1 THEN SOSUB 1250
4720 IF RPT = 1 SOTO 4800
4730 HOKE: PRINT I PRINT
4740 IF N" ( > 2 SO TO 4760
4750 PRINT IAN OPTI"AL SEQUENCE IS:": SOTO 4770
4760 PRINT IA POSSIBLE SEQUENCE ISII
4770 PRINT
4780 PRINT IORDER JOB NAKE FINISH TI"E I
4790 PRINT
4800 ·FOR J = 1 TO NJ
4810 GAP = 3
4820 IF J > 9 THEN SAP = 2
II

II

Listing 1 continued on page 566
Circle 106 on Inquiry card.- +

64K ~01t VIC 20'"

·A·RAM"
SELECT·A·RAM. ~n:Dl:
~~!~~s~~~Tfs~~A!~~~S ~~ :n ' .~I

KfYlO AIIO 011" SOFT WA RE CO ....... ND
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~FC~=p~·:~~:~~,~~~U~E~"'ATAJOQ£S
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""ClABOR
•

IS D " ~ MON EY 'ACK GU ARANTEE

6411 flPA N$IO N

-

'ilYlml'fflllUlIIm

APS .. 52A

• EXPA NOABLE 10 '9211 WITH IoOOIIIOH

52K MEMORY FOR ATARI

400/800 •...... ... .. $119 .00
, ....

~J>5 ~2

...

~

.. . ~ _ _ ""
.....,.lIO"'v

C""",~_~ IlIeII....aleS l ea

.. ...

''''''Y <0....<>9 ""'1"'oM~ ""' W
OO""""Y>fl
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IRAO£'I $ "CCEPIEO
Bo(SI O
1M 1 20

J .. S:.

'.'C ;'OI$ 1. 1fU,[)( ~ ,t.Il0(

or C OMMOOOII~

ELlCTfIQI. CS l .... Ul D

512-441-3202

AUMl400 I<N0600 ARE
Of" ilUlIlWC

PO BOX 43006

tA"OE~"RI\S

Austin, Ix . 78745-0001

Circle 16 on Inquiry card .

$$ Printers $$
$$ WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD $$
EPSON
Axeo , MXeOFT, MX 100FT, FX80& newest
FX 100 "lowest prices In the USA"
. ......•. $329
GemlnI10X .........
Gemini 15 . ... .... ............ ... ........ 494
385
Prowrlter8610(P) ...........
All other printers discounted

Mlacellaneoua Hardwar.
MlcrOBoft Premium Pack.... .............
Mlcro.soft Sottcard . . " . . .................
., ",.
Microsoft Softcard Plus .
(Includes vldex 80 Col.)
Smartterm 80 Col. .............. "... .. . .
Wizard eo Col.. .. ..... ...................
Vldex BO Col. Combo ... .. ... .. ..........

479
239
489
146
179
267

Printer Carda
Parallel ." ........ , ...... , .. ".,... .... . . . 89
Wizard Suttered SPO, .. . ......... ... .... . 149
Grappler +, .......................... ,.... 126
Suffered Grappler + .. , ... ..... ........ , .. 209

THE COMPUTER STORE
3941-B S. Bristol Street
Dept. 345
Santa Ana, CA 92704

714-281-1383
ORDERS ONLY: 1800) 824·2227

Circle 101 on Inquiry card.

CB80*

t

Language Utilities
t
t
t

t
t

Directory display function ,
accepts CP/M- ambiguous
file references
Drive select error recovery
Disk read/write error recovery
Default drive finder function
All for only $99
These professional utilities are
powerful yet easy to use. Com·
plete documentation with many
examples on how to use them is
included . Call or send for
complete description. Visa ,
MasterCharge, C.O.D. accepted .
t

Elite Cioftware
421 Hwy 30, Suite 121
College Station, Texas 77840409·696·3328
'CP/M & CBBO TM of Digital Res.arch

Listing 1 continued:

4830 Ll = LEN (Jt(C(JIII
4840 L2 = 18 - Ll - LEN ( STRt ( INT (T2(J N"IIII
4850 PRINT TAB( GAPI;J; SPC( 61;Jt(C(JII;' SPC( L21;T2(J,N"1
4860 NEXT J
4870 IF TTY = 1 THEN GOSUB 1370: RE" END PRINT
4880 PRINT: GOSUB 1160: RE" - PAUSE
4890 RETURN
4900 RE" · ••••••••••••••••••••
4910 RE" SUBROUTINE FILTER
4920 RE"
4930 RE"
CHECKS FOR DUPLICATE
4940 RE"
POSSIBLE SEQUENCES
4950 RE"
4960 FLAG = 1
4970 IF N" = 2 THEN RETURN
4980 IF KK ( 2 THEN RETURN
4990 FOR K= 1 TO KK - 1
5000 IF NFLAG = 0 GOTO 5070
5010 NF = 0
5020 FOR J = 1 TO NJ
5030 IF NF = 1 GOTO 5050
5040 IF C(JI ( > SEQ(K,JI THEN NF = 1
5050 NEXT J
5060 IF NF = 0 THEN FLAG = 0
5070 NEXT K
5080 RE" FLAG-I IF SEQUENCE
5090 RE" DIFFERS FRO" PREVIOUS SEQUENCES
5100 RE"
5110 RETURN
5120 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
5130 RE" I SUBROUTINE DASHLINE
5150
5140 PRINT
RE" , ______________________________________ 1
5160 RETURN
5170 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
5180 RE": SUBROUTINE CORRECT
5190 RE"
5200 RE"
PROVIDES FOR CORRECTIONS
5210 RE"
TO INPUT DATA
5220 RE"
5230 PRINT
5240 PRINT 'ENTER JOB II: INPUT J
5250 PRINT
5260 PRINT 'NOW ENTER NEW JOB DESCRIPTION AND'
5270 PRINT 'TI"ES FOR ALL "ACHINE OPERATIONS, I
5280 PRINT 'SEPARATE NA"E AND TIKES WITH SLASHES·
5290 PRINT '(/1'
5300 PRINT
5310 INPUT w$
5320 I • 1
5330 IF "IDS (W'LI~II < > "/" THEN I = I + 1: GOTO 5330
5340 IL = I - I: I~ lL > 6 THEN IL = 6
5350 Jt(J) = LEFTS (WS,ILI
5360 WS = "ID' (WS,I + 1)
5370 " = NS
5380 I = 1
5390 IF "IDS (WS,I,11 = " GO TO 5450
5400 IF "IDt (WS,I,l) < > '/' THEN I = I + 1: GO TO 5390
5410 "tJ,"1 = VAL ( LEFTS (WS,I - 1))
5420 WS = "IDS (WS,I + II
5430
= " +5380
1
5440 "GoTo
5450 IF LEN ( LEFTS (Wt,I - 1)) = 0 GOTO 5470
5460 "(JJ") = VAL ( LEFTt (WS,I - l)1
5470 RE,URN
5480 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
5490 RE" SUBROUTINE REPEAT
5500 RE"
5510 FLAG = 0
5520 PRINT
5530 PRINT 'DO YOU WISH TO SCHEDULE "ORE?"
5540 PRINT 'Y OR Nil GO TO 5560
5550 PRINT Iy OR N, PLEASE5560 INPUT ANS
5570 IF ANt = 'N' THEN RETURN
5580 IF ANt ( > IY' THEN SO TO 5550
5590 PRINT: PRINT : PRINT 'DO YOU WISH TO "ODIFY EXISTING DATA?'
Listing 1 continued on page 568

Circle 173 on Inquiry card.

Listing 1 continued:

1/OUf"'"

SoM
pmbIema. buv lOOl1O ....t1lCe
. - I OJ.un .---. All ..... ohIpped
from Itodo. wIIhm 24 ......... c.D toll FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prima ..... ..........-.
VIM and M.t. Card .c:apted.

Circle 341 on Inquiry card.

5 - 100 COLOR GRAPHICS!

tKl8@ill@~~ill8'i]\3
THE ORIGINAL TMS9918A GRAPHICS BOARD
• Field·proven board meels IEEE·696 slandard: fu lly sockeled
wilh solder masks. silkscreen and gold cOnlacl lingers.
• Prioritized display wilh backdrop and panern planes plus 32
sprile planes: each pixel in a plane can becolored or transparent
• Three graphics and one lexl display mode: (naxlmum graphics
resolulion is 256H x 192V in 16 colors.
• Composile video oulpul.
• On·board 16K RAM is separale from syslem memory.
• Vertical retrace inierrUpllor real lime clock capabililj.
• 0·4 wail slales for use wilh fasl MPUs.
• All board oplions are DIP switch seleclable.
• Professional Qualily documenlation wilh BASIC demonstralion
programs and 1I's TM S991BA manual.
• Exclusive Graphics Editor

~~)~b:~~~a~;~I~Sdr~eue

SUMMER SPECIAl'

$179.95"

"lcroDynamlcl
Corporation

IA & TI
ORDER DESK:
1·800·237-6400 exl 440
Technical InQuiries:
1901)·662 ·4054

6363 Poplar Ave • Suile 105
Memphis. TN 3B119
'Price Includes MICROSPAITE wilh documenlalion. Graphics
Edil'" diskeue - S9.95. Manual -SI9.95. Bare board - S59.95.
UPS ground - 52.0D. UPS air-54.00. COD-Sl .50. Foreign
add 515.00. VISA & MC welcome, TN add 6%.

DEALER AND OEM IN UlRIES INVITED

Circle 296 on Inquiry card .

Smlth-Corona Tr· . Daisy Wheel Printer

o(\\~

$44900

UNBELIEVABLE!

• fully -fo rm ed Ch,u" , lC!' !o
• compMlbte w it h malol

• se d ". 01 p.u"IIt'1 inlerf" ct'
• (hoiCl~ of 10 Of I Z crl

Also for your TP· f lei te r quality printer-

the Smlth·Corona Tractor Feed

$13495

• Adjust,,!)le (' ''CIO I w,c1tr1S
• fo r cominuo u 5 forms

CAli Collect
(2 14) 826-6521

nGURl-LOGIC BUSINESS EQUIPMENT,INC.
6408 Gaston Avenue I Dall as, Texas 75214

Circle 184 on inquiry card .

5600 PRINT "V DR NI
5610 INPUT AN. I
5620 IF AN. z IV THEN FLAS = 1: RETURN
5630 IF AN. = INI SOTO 5660
5640 PRINT IV DR N, PLEASE!I
5650 SO TO 5610
5660 PRINT: PRINT I PRINT "THEN, ANEW PROBLE~ IS ASSU~ED"
5670 FOR T = 1 TO 2500: NEXT T
5680 FLAS = 2
5690 RETURN
5700 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
5710 RE" SUBROUTINE "ACHINE TI"E
5720 RE"
5730 RE"
CALCULATES CU"ULATIVE
5740 RE"
TI"E ON EACH "ACHINE
5750 RE"
AS WELL AS TOTAL "ACHINE
5760 RE"
TI"E.
5770 RE"
5780 FOR N= 0 TO N" + 1
5790 "T(N) = 01 NEXT N
5800 FOR" = 1 TO N"
5810 FOR J z 1 TO NJ
5820 "T(") = "T(") + "(J,")
5830 NEXT J
5840 "T(N" + 1) = "T(N" + 1) + ~T(")
5850 NEXT"
5860 RETURN
5870 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
5880 RE": SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE OUTPUT
5890 RE"
5900 RE"
ARRANSES DISPLAV OF
5910 RE"
"ACHINE ·SCHEDULE
5920 REK
5930 IF DISPLAV • 1 THEN RETURN
5940 NS = 1
5950 IF KK < > 0 THEN HO"E
5960 IF NS = 1 SOTO 6000
5970 HOKE
5980 PRINT TAB( 12)iISCHEDULE(CONT.)1
5990 BOTO 6010
6000 PRINT TAB( 16)i ISCHEDULE I
6010 BOSUB 5130
6020 CV. PEEK (37) + 1
6030 CS • CV
6040 YTAB CY: PRINT IJOB I
6050 NF • NS + 3
6060 IF NF > N" THEN NF = N"
6070 FOR N= NS TO NF
6080 YTAB CV
6090 CH • 3 + (1 + 2 • (N - NS)) • SP + INT ((7 - LEN (~$(N))) / 2)
6100 HTAB CHI PRINT "SIN)
6110 NEXT N
6120 CY = CY + 2: VTAB CV: PRINT • ,"
6130 FOR N= NS TO NF
6140 VTAB CV
6150 CH = 3 + (2 • (N - NS) + 1) • SP: HTAB CH
6160 SAP = SP - 3
6170 IF N" > = 5 THEN GAP = SP - 2
6180 PRINT "IN"' SPC( SAP)'"OUT"
6190 NEXT N '
,
6200 VTAB (CV + I)
6210 SOSUB 5130: RE~ -DASHLINE
6220 FOR N= CS TO CV
6230 HTAB 5: VTAS N
6240 PRINT 1,1
6250 NEXT N
6260 VTAB (CV + 2)
6270 FOR J = I TO NJ
6280 FOR N= NS TO NF
6290 SI(N) = SP - LEN ( STRS ( INT (TI(J,N))))
6300 S2(N) = SP - LEN ( STRS ( INT (T2(J,N))))
6310 NEXT N
6320 H= 1
6330 K2 = 4: IF NJ > 6 THEN K2 = 2
6340 IF C(J) ( 10 THEN H= 2
6350 CV = PEEK (37)
Listing 1 continued on page 570

McGraw-Hill Boo

tore

The Professionals' Information Center

From Basics to Matrixing ... From
Children to Professionals ...

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE IS FOR EVERYONE
1. Science & Engineering Programs for the Timex/Sinclair 1000 by Cass Lewart.
25 of the most frequently encountered programs. 120 pp. $13.95
2. A Guide to the IBM Personal Computer by Walter Sikoniwiz. A comprehensive
guide featuring DOS 2.0 and BASIC 2.0 for the XT 312 pp. $19.95
3. Learn Basic: A Guide to Programming the Texas Instruments Compact Computer
40 by David Thomas. 28 short, easy-to-follow lessons. 224 pp. $9.95
4. Micro-Processors An Introduction by Paul Kimberley. Principles and jargon of
modern microelectronics and computer systems. 280 pp. $6.95
5. Your First Personal Computer How to Buy and Use It by Charles Buffington.
What to look for and what to look out for ... informal , nontechnical. $8.95
6. BASICS A Guide to the Timex/Sinclair 1000 (2K) by H. Mullish . Teaches you to
program for personal finance , household, graphics, games. 160 pp. $9.95
7. Hands-On BASIC for the Apple II by Herbert Peckham . A guided approach with
emphasis on programming for practical tasks. 320 pp. $19.95
a. Hands-On BASIC for the IBM Personal Computer by H. D. Peckham. Learn the
machine; master BASIC; use applications including graphics. 352 pp. $19.95
9. Apple PASCAL A Hands-On Approach by Luerhmann & Peckham. Every step is
clearly and understandably presented. 384 pp. $19.95
10. Learning with LOGO by D. H. Watt. The computer language for children; covers
programming and activities; pictures and examples. 256 pp. $19.95
11 . Top-Down BASIC for the TRS-aO Color Computer by K. Skier. Advanced
programming skills ; 11 color BASIC programs. 256 pp. $14.95
12. Top-Down Assembly Language Programming For Your 6502 Personal
Computer by K. Skier. For first-time users. 434 pp. $16.95
13. Introduction to Visicalc Matrixing for Apple & IBM by H. Anbarlian. Designed
for software Spreadsheet users. 252 pp. $22.95
All above titles published by McGraw-Hili, inc.
Please print clearly. This coupon is your shipping label.
...................................................................
: McGraw-Hili Bookstore

1221 Ave. of the Americas. N.Y. N.Y 10020
Send me book # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
No. copies _

_

_

_

_

_

_

8

9

_

_

10 11

Check. money order or credit card only
Visa
Amer Exp.
Master Chg. _ __

12 13

B934

Acc!' No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·

: City
State
Zip _ _ _ __
: Add applicable sales tax. plus $2.50 each postage and handling for the first book. $1.00 for •
•
• each additional book.

· ...................................................................
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IMMEDIATE S\ 1200 bPS~
S- DELIVERY .......
\

'\00
...'
v,,"
'oil: .;,.

-,

J

I;

"''./\.AI'"'

MODEMS- MODEMS- MODEMS
'UDS 103·0 / ALP, 300 bps, full duplex,
manual originate or answer modem

'UDS 212LP, 1200 bps, full duplex , manual
originate or answer Modem

'Other models are

ilable uRon request

ORDER TODAY: 1·800·323·2666
or 312·459-8866

, I.C.
Circle 230 on inquiry card.

PROGRAMMABLE
COMMUNICATIONS
TRANSLATOR
THE PCT -100 I S A CONF IGURABLE I N- L I NE
RS-232 PROTOCOL AND DATA TRANSLATOR,
THE PCT- I!!!! CAN PROV IDE :
• TERMINAL OR PRINTER EMULATION
• DEC OR IBM SYSTEM COM PAT IB ILiTY
• MACRO-FUNCTION KEYS
• "TYPE-AHEAD" AND DATA BUFFERING
• BAUD RATE CONVERSION
• HANDSHAKE PROTOCOL TRANSLATION
(E,G, CTS/RTS , XON/XOFF)
THE PCT-l!!!! IS CONFIGURED USING A
BUILT-IN COMMUNICATIONS TRANSLATION
LANGUAGE , PROGRAMS CAN BE EASILY
ENTERED & EDITED FROM ANY ASCI I DEVIC~
PCT-l00-PCB (PCB ONLY) "", $ 289
PCT -1!!0-A$M (PCB '141 CASE)" $ 339
PCT-512-ft'OO (POWER SUPPLY),$ 59

ffi

d/I1 S

[f

I~I

METHOD SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
19751 SOUTH LAKESHORE BOULEVARD
EUCLID, OHIO 44119
(216) 531-0404

Circle 282 on inquiry card.

maxelt
Floppy Discs

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE
1-800-328-DISC
Dealer inquiries invited. C .O.D.'s and
charge cards accepted.

All orders shipped from stock,
within 24 hours. Call toll FREE.

~N{
"North Hills Corporation
3564 Roiling V,ew Dr.
Whi le Beo r Loke, MN 55110

1 · 800 · 328·DISC
MN Call Collect 1·612·770-0485

Circle 323 on inquiry card.

Listing 1 continued:

6360 PRINT TAB( H);C(J)
6370 FOR N= NS TO NF
6380 VTAB (CV + 1)
6390 CH = 5 + 2 • (N - NS) • SP
6400 HTAB CH
6410 PRINT SPC( Sl(N)); INT (T1(J,N) + 0.5)j SPC( S2(N))j INT !T2(J,N) + 0.5)
6420 NEXT N
6430 CV ~ CV + K2: VTAB CV
6440 NEXT J
6450 GOSUB 11601 RE" - PAUSE ROUTINE
6460 If NF. = N" SOTO 6490
6470 NS = NF + 1
6480 SOTO 5950
6490 RETURN
6500 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
6510 RE" SUBROUTINE IDLE TI"E
6520 RE"
6530 RE"
CALCULATES CU"ULATIVE
6540 RE"
TOTAL OF TI"E "ACHINES
6550 RE"
ARE IDLE.
6560 RE"
6570 P = 10.:Q = 0.5
t~:8 °lF =Or"> 'BF~~~~N:~ = OT
6600 TL = LEN ( STRS ( INT (OT)))
6610 IT (KK) ~ ( INT ((OT - "T (N" + 1)) • P + Q)) / P
6620 IF FLAS = 0 THEN RETURN
6630 HO"E
6640 IF TTY = 1 THEN SOSUB 1250: RE" -PRINT ENABLE
6650 PRINT
6660 PRINT TAB( 3)b·IPERFOR"ANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR"
6670 IF KK ( ) 0 S TO 6700
6680 PRINT TAB( 10)j"INITIAL SEQUENCE"
6690 SOTO 6740
6700 IF N" ( > 2 SOTO 6730
6710 PRINT TAB( 10)j"OPTI"AL SEQUENCE I
6720 SOTO 6740
6730 PRINT TAB( 12)j"THIS SEQUENCE"
6740 SOSUB 5130: RE" - DASHLINE
6750 PRINT: PRINT
6760 PRINT "TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME •
6770 PRINT "= ";OTj" I UNITS
6780 S1 = TL - LEN ( SiRS ( INT ("T(N" + 1) I))
6790 PRINT
6800 PRINT "TOTAL "ACHINE PROCESSING TI"E •
6810 PRINT "= "; SPC( S1)j"T(N" + I); SPC( l);UNIT.
6820 PRINT
6S30 Sl " TL - LEN ( STRS ( INT (IT(KK))))
6840 PRINT "IDLE "ACHINE TI"E I
6850 PRINT "= "j SPC( SI)jIT(KK)j SPC( l)jUNITS
6860 PRINT
6870 IF TTY = 1 THEN SOSUB 1370: REM - PRINT INHIBIT
6880 RETURN
6890 RE" ••••••••••••••••••••
6900 RE" SUBROUTINE SHORTEST SEQUENCE
6910 RE"
6920 REM
SELECTS SHORTEST SEQUENCES
OF THOSE SEQUENCES
6930 RE"
SUSSES TED BY JOHNSON
6940 RE"
6950 RE"
ALSORITH".
6960 RE"
6970 FOR N= 0 TO NM - 1
6980 IF IT(N) ( BT THEN BT = IT(N)
6990 NEXT N
7000 IS = - I
7010 KK = 0
7020 IF IT(KK) = BT THEN IS = KK
7030 IF KK > • (N" - I) SOTO 7050
7040 KK • KK + 1: SOTO 7020
7050 KL(O) " IS
7060 L z 1
7070 FOR N" 0 TO IS - 1
7080 IF IT(N) ( > BT SOTO 7110
7090 KL!Ll " N
7100 L • L + 1
7110 NEXT N
7120 L" • L - 1
Listing 1 continued on page 572

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
ALL RETURNED MERCHANDISE SUBIECT TO A 20% RESTOCKING FEE.
TM

ADD 10% FOR NET TERMS
PRICES GOOD IN U.S. ONLY.
PRICES
SECTION ARE LOWER THAN

""'''''''<'T',.,n

Special
of the
Month.
IBM

pc-

COMPLETE LINE

IBM
PC System includes 64K IBM-PC witt>
320KB Floppy Disk Drive, Controller,
Color Graphics Card ,
Monitor. All for only ,
S2599.00
LOTUS 1-2-3 SOFTWARE •• 1459
AST RESEARCH
10 Plus-Parallel & Serial Port. Clock
Calendar W/Bar. back-up. Superdrive.
SuperspoOI
$199.00
Combo Plus- 2S6K. Parallel & Serial
Port. Clock Calendar W/Bar. back-up.
Superdnve. Superspool
1499.00
Mega Plus- SI2K. Parallel & Serial Port.
Clock Calendar W/Bar. back-up 1999.00
OUADRAM
Ouad Board - 2S6K. Parallel Port. Serial
I/O. Clock Calendar with barrery backup
1599.00
SI2K Ram with Serial I/O .
1799.00
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
This card gives you 720 x 350
graphics
1499.00
BIG BLUE __ •• •••• • • • • 1479.00
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
Multifunction Card ••••• 195.00
Floppy Disk Controller .
S225.00
Memory Card ,
$189.00
Add-On Memory Module .
199.00
Parallel Port Module
175.00
Serial Port Module ,
195.00
Clock Calendar Module ..... 175.00
Games Adapter Module ..... 159.00

DIRECT-CONNECT MODEM
I/O MODULE. Features answer/dial in
tone or pulse for low cost long distance
seNices. Program listing allows for smart
modem under BASIC. Speed dialer
program included .
. I 149.95
AID I/O MODULE. 16 independent
multiplexed analog input channels w/8 bits
of resolution per channel .. , . 1109.95
8 BIT 1/0 MODULE. Both latched 8 bits
output and input with interrupt capability
fully supported. User programmable port
addressing for up to 8 modules per
Busboard
.. 159.95
PROTOTYPING 1/0 MODULE.
Utilizes 3M Scotchflex Breadboa rd
prototyping system . Complete with 40
conductor I/O BUS connector and an
assortment of prototyping pins S29.95
WORD PLUS-PC
Word Processing Software

S299

HARD DISK SYSTEMS FOR IBM
AND APPLE
DAVONG FOR IBM
Internal
5MB ,
.. 11495
10MB ,
.. $1795
15MB ,
. S2295
21MB ,
. S2595
S2995
32MB ..

CALL
CALL
CALL

$169.00
S239.00
1365.00
1459.00

TAN DON
TM- I 00- 1 SS/DD .
TM- I 00- 2 DSiDD
TM-100-4 DSiDD
TM-848- 1 SS/DD .
TM-848-2 DS/DD

CALL
CALL
1359.00
1425.00
1499.00

SIEMENS
FDD 100-5
FDD 200-5

$159.00
$199.00

DISK DRIVES
For IBM PC
Tandon 100-2
Teac 55-B Slim line 320KB
Shugart SA-4S5 Slimiine 320KB

CALL
1260
S250

THE BUSINESS MANAGER
Integrated Accounting System
The best and most complete business program package on the marker. Providing
all the software and storage you ever
wanted . All softwa re pre-installed on 10
or 15MB hard disk and ready to run, No
more diskerres and tedious paper work ,
High speed. All programs self-prompting
and menu driven . Fully guaranteed and
supported. Includes: General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts
Payable
BIlling
Inventory
Payroll Word Processor Spelling
Checker
File Management
Spreadsheet Database Management System •••• • ••••••• CALL

Circle 566 on inquiry card .

OTHER PRODUCTS
FOR APPLE

.,.

Special of the Month.
CALL

$259

CALL
CALL

CALL

NEC
SPINWRITER

TAVA CORP.
DATA ORNE
100% Compa tible Di sk drive for
APPLE II + and APPLE lie . Runs DOS,
CPM'". Pascal software.
SLlMLlNE DRIVE .••• .• ••.• S269.oo

Cooling System and
Power Monitor
159
Joystick
149
BO Column Card . , .... . . , , . $149

NEe
7710- 1
$1995 35 10
7715-1
S2195 3515
.
7730-1
$1995 3530
7720- 1
S2595 3550
7725- 1
S2595 PC8023A
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10
Gemini 15
""

11395
S1395
S1595
$1895
I 495
CALL
CALL

fll/J

SMITH CORONA
TP-I parallel
, 1579.00
TP-I serial . , . ... , . , ... .. , 1579.00
C-ITOH
GX- IOO 150 CPS Dot Matrixl . 1249.00
85 10 .
. 1469.00
1550115 ")
1699.00
F-IO 140 CPS. Letter Qua!.1 S1395.00
F-IO 155 CPS. Letter Qua!. 1 $1695.00
OKIDATA
1429.00
82A .
1699.00
83A , .... .. .. .. . . ,
1999.00
84AP parallel
$1099.00
B4AS serial . , .. , . , . , . .
. 1525.00
92A ,
1999.00
93A ,
IDS PRISM
11395.00
Prism 132 IB & W) .
. I CALL
Color .
BROTHER
b«)thet
HR-I A parallel
1769.00
HR-I A seria l
" . 1869.00
HR- 15
, , . , , , , , ... 1599.00
Tractor feed option
S135.00

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Micromodem II 300 baud .
S299.95
Smartmodem 1200 baud
1529.95
PERSONAL ,ACCOUNTANT
Software for your Apple lie and Apple II +
$199.00
EPD PRODUCTS
Lemon Surge Protector ..
lime Surge Protector .
Peach Surge Protector
Orange Surge Protector
Plum Surge Protector

DEC R.lnbow 100
Keybaord. CPU. Z-80/80BB. 64K. Serral
Monitor. CP/M86'"/80 Software. CALL

C.pdlUlCK
COMPUSHACK FRANCHISES
AVAILABLE
Callfomla

AVAILABLE IAII Models! ... CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
His Re s. Color .
CALL

appk! ®

APPLE lie
Computer System. Controller. Two Disk
Drives. Monitor
$1890
TAVA PLUS COMPUTER SYSTEM
(APPLE II + COMPATIBLEI
64K CPU Expandable to 128K 2 Disk
Drives Controller Card Monitor. Para llel
Port. Serial Port. 2 Game 1I0·s. CP/M"' on
board. DOS 3 5
.... 11299

ALL FLOPPIES REPAIRED OUICKLY AT LOW COST

149.95
$79.95
189.95
1129.95
148.95

RS232 Port, Two ' X- 400KB Disk Drives,

MONITORS

-18M I~ a It"gl~It"lta Ilaacmark 01 IS\1 CorporallOn
• ... PPlE I ~ a f cgl~lef ed IIademark 01 "'pple Compultr~. rnc
· CP/M and CP/MBb afe ItglSftrtd rtadtmalks of 01911.11
Rt~arCh . Inc

1"'1 ARMSTRONG. IRV/Nt:. CA 9nl4
Ht:ADOUARURSIULEX, 111667-ANSWER BACK, COMPDSHACK IRIN

Apple II + Compatible Computer
System W/48K of memory, One " Data
Drive" disk drive. Controller card. 12"
green screen Hi-Resolution Monitor. All
Cables are included for a Compushack
price o f ,
S999.00
Additional Drive
With purchase of above
System
... SlOO.OO

TAVA PRODUCTS FOR APPLE
External
$1695
$1995
S2495
S2795
13195

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR IBM
THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO
THE PC EXPANSION DILEMMA
FROM LNW COMPUTERS FOR
YOUR IBMPC AND PCXT
BUSBOARD " MOTHERBOARD" .
Allows for addition of eleven (I II different
modules and additional processing power
through coprocessor BUS .,' 1349.95
LNW80 CPIM PLUS@
COPROCESSOR MODULE. Z80A
module runs CP/M'" and CP/M PLUS@as
well as CP/M 2.2 programs. For use in
both 5" and B" disk drives .. S249.95
ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 1/0. Allows each Busboard to
conlaln up to 8 separate serial asynchronous channels with a total of 15 different channels
.... , . , . 179.95
5 " OR 8 ' FLOPPY DISK I/O
MODULE. Replaces disk controller in
PC and IS compatible w ith diskerres
from other CP/M 86@and CP/M'" systems
. , . , Sl69.95
PARALLEL PRINTER I/O
MODULE. Multi- use r Printer port
addressing. or general purpose 8-bit I/O
port
. 149.95
CLOCK CALENDAR I/O MODULE.
Operates both CP/M 86@ and MSDOSS.
Also Includes back-up battery and Alarm
function .
. , , 169.95
GAME I/O MODULE. Compatible
With IBM PC Game I/O card , Allows for
connection of either 2 joysticks. or 4
paddles . .
. . . 149.95

.Y

TAVA PRINT.RI •
DIA.LO
'"
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Model 11
80 Columnll 00 CPS .
Model 31
132 ColumnllOO CPS
Model J2
132 Columnll50 CPS
Model 38
132 Column/400 CPS
DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Model 620
132 Column/20CPS
Model 630
API/40 CPS Lerrer Ouality
Model 630
ECS/API-40CPS
Multi-lingual

Dalsywrlter Daisywheel
Printer .. .. . .. . . . .. .... $999.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SHUGART
SA400 SSiSD , .
SA450 DSiDD .
SABOO/BO I SSiSD
SA850/B51 DSiDD

PRINTERS

Concord

1714,261 -1000
(213) 947-9505

San Fernando VaJley

1213) 906· 7000

San Ramon
Tustin

(4151 838·22)3

WalnUI

Idaho

/4151828-4752

lrvj~

La Mirada

Cr~k

/714 1130-7227

/4151945-8011

Twin Faits

illinois

ChicClgO

1312) 964-4612

New York

New York

18001228-5525

RocheMer

1716) 924-2544

Rome

1315) 336-0266

Texas

"'uslin

1512) 258-1062

Washington

Ricnland
Spokane

Vtrona

1608) 845-7110

Canada

Toronto

(416) 249-8601

U.K.

london

01-935-0480

WIsconsIn

PRODUCTS AND PRICES NOT AVAILABLE AT
ALL STORES .

'CALL FOR NUMBER
BYTE September 1983
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Listing 1 continued:

7130
7140
7150
7160

RETURN
REI'! ••••••••••••••••••••••••
REI'! PARALLEL DRIVER ROUTINE
REI'!

7190
7200
7210
7220
7230
7240
7250
7260
7270
7280
7290
7300
7310
7320
7330
7340
7350
7360
7370
7380
7390
7400
7410
7420
7430
7440
7450
7460
7470
74BO
7490
7500
7510
7520
7530
7540
7550
7560
7570
75BO
7590
7600
7610
7620
7630
7640
7650
7660
7670
7680

REI'! IN APPLE SLOT 12.
REI'!
REI'! TO INITIALIZE THE DRIVER,
REI'! RUN THIS SUBROUTINEI
REI'!
CALL (76Bl
RE"
REI'! TO ENABLE THE PRINTER:
REI'!
PRINT CHRt (171
REI'!
POkE 33,33
REI'!
REI'! THE POkE COI'!I'!AND ALLOWS LINE
REI'! LENGTHS GREATER THAN 40. IT
REI'! IS NOT REQUIRED FOR SHORTER
REI'! LINES.
REI'!
REI'! TO DISABLE THE PRINTER:
REI'!
PRINT CHRt(191
REI'!
POKE 33,40
REI'!
REI'! THE POKE RETURNS THE APPLE
REI'! TO AFULL SCREEN.
REI'!
REI'! TO EXIT THE PRINTER DRIVER:
REI'!
PRIO
REI'!
RESTORE
FOR Nz 0 TO 89
NP = 768 + N
READ P
POKE NP,P
NEXT N
DATA 169,255,141,162,192,169
DATA 128 141,160 192 169 60
DATA 141:161,192:141:163:192
DATA 169, 27,133, 54,169, 3
DATA 133 55 96 141 BB 3
DATA 32' 240',253' 173' BB' 3
DATA 201:141,208: 12:173: B7
DATA 3,141, B9, 3,169, 13
DATA 32 61 3 96 32 61
DATA 3~206', 89~ 3',240',236
DATA 96 73 0 141 162 192
DATA 169', 60: 141',163: 192', 73
DATA 8 141 163 192 173 163
DATA 192~ 41~128:240~249~173
DATA 162,192, 96,132,141, 8
REI'!
REI'! DRIVER IS SET UP FOR A
REI'! 132 CHARACTER LINE.
REI'! FOR ADIFFERENT LENGTH LINE

~\1~ ~i~ ~~~ ~\~/~\1HB~i~NI~~~~It~b

Circle 108 on Inquiry card.

Apple II/lIe®
Robotic Development
Package

2 Axis
Stepper Motor System
•
•
•
•

$365

A6 TI D Plug-In Interface
R2 023 Dual Axis Driver
(2) Size 23 Motors
Positioning Comm and with Ramping
from Applesoft® BASIC

ROGERS LABS (714) 751-0442
2710 S, Graddy Way, Santa Ana, GA 92704

Circle 384 on Inquiry card.

Apple 11/11e®
Industrial Control
Plug-In Boards
(SOFTWARE INCLUDED)

"'.,., . ..
.

.
~

'!..l . '

Opto-Isolated 16/32 I/O Board
• Individua ll y Configurable
• Com patible wi th SSR Modules
• Opto·lso lated Interrupt Inputs

$295

2 Axis Stepper Motor Interface
• Positioning Control
• Pu lse CountinglTiming
• Freq uency Measurements

$1 95

ROGERS LABS (714)751-0442
2710 S, Groddy Way, Santa An a, GA 92704

Circle 385 on Inquiry card.

?t6~ :f~ rCKfH~5~~:tRr~E~fN~LLJ~GTH.

7710 RETURN
7720 REI'!
••••••••••••••••••••
7730 REI'!
SUBROUTINE DISPLAY
7740 REP!
7750 HOI'!E I PRINT : PRINT
7760 PRINT TAB( 31· BECAUSE THERE ARE I'!ORE THAN"
7770 PRINT TAB( 31;"FOUR I'!ACHINES SEVERAL SCREENS"
7780 PRINT TAB( 311"OF INFORI'!ATION WILL BE PRESENTED"
7790 PRINT TAB( 3Ij"FOR EACH OF THE VARIOUS DISPLAYS."
7800 PRINT TAB( 311"PLEASE FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS"
7810 PRINT TAB( 311"AT THE BOTTOK OF EACH DISPLAY"
7820 PRINT TAB( 31j"TO GET SUBSEQUENT SCREENS"
7830 IF PASS = 1 GOTO 7870
7840 PASS = 1
7850 GOSUB 1160: REK - PAUSE
7860 RETURN
7870 ' FOR T = 1 TO 2500
7880 NEXT T
7890 RETURN
I

An exact copy. Fax is the only system that sends it
most anywhere in the world . Speed. Economy. Confidentiality.
Fax puts it together like no other system can .
All you need to send hard copy overseas is a
telephone and a facsimile machine. The same machine you
may already be using domestically. The price of a Fax
transmission is the price of a call. And our 1-minute overseas
minimum makes it more economical than ever. See the chart
for sample rates.
Send signed documents. Graphs . Pictures. Fax
transmits an exact duplicate from your original. Sending them
requires no special training or personnel. Send them any time .

Many terminals can receive without an operator. Send
them with Fax. It's the only way for hard copy to travel.
For a free brochure, call toll free 1800 874-8000 orwrite :
Fax Facts, P.O. Box 397, East Brunswick, NJ 08816-0397.
r - nm~nd co-;ts""t~a~it a 400-word pag;t; E~pe!" - . . ,

ITRAT~~~~;;ION
1 MINUTE

13 MINUTES
~ ~UTES_

s(~~.~~~ pR~)e

COST
Dis. Tel Rate
(1 pm-6pm)

Econ . Tel Rate
(6pm-7am)

$2.37
$5.03

$1.78
$1 .42
$3 .78
$302
_$~ _ _ _$~ _ _ _$~2_

..J

*Similar attractive rates to other areas .
**Transmission times vary depending on type of equipment used.

@BelISystem

Circle 41 on inquiry card.
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Circle 458 on Inquiry card .

Text continued from page 558:

*:CORV(JS
SYSTEMS

WE

WON .

THE PRICE WAR
In every battle, we came up the victors . Not only in price ,
but in service and support as well .
Call to order:

1-800-157-5117
(in NJ 609-424-4700)

7nlfi ~fiil1Kl
TriStar Data Systems
2 Keystone Avenue
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003
609-424-4700
215-629-.1289

Intertec Data Systems
Corvus Concept
Corvus Hard Disk
C. Itoh Printers

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
p;~~~~~~~~~~~~~

____________..1

. A Run-Time Library
forWhitesmiths' C 2.1
• Fast execution
• ROMabie
• No royalties
• Fully reentrant
machine support
• CP/M file support
• Error checking
• Usable with our AMX
Multitasking Executive

Benchmarks
1. Int to ASCII conv.
2. Long to ASCII conv.
3. Long random number
generator
4. Double 20 x 20 matrix
multiply
5. File copy (16kb)

1

2

3

4

5

• wi th Real-Time C
w ithout

o

4 Mhz ZBO. 8" SO dlskelte. Times may vary Wit h p rocessor, disks. etc.
AMX and Real.:rlme C are trademarks 01 KAOAK Products lid.
A-Na tural isTM o f Whll esmlths Ltd. CPIM 15TM of Digital Resea rch Co rp.

Real-Time C
manual only
source code

$ 95
$ 25
$950

Intel mnemonic $ 50
to A-Natural converter
574
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zao 's TM 01Zilag Corp.

KADAK Products Ltd.
~~ 206-1847

W. Broadway Ave nue

::lillIE: Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5
---..- Telephone: (604) 734-2796
Tel ex: 04-55670

Circle 247 on inquiry card .

byte system (cassette). It is worthwhile to make a few comments regarding program flow, limitations,
and operations.
We set up the conversational, interactive program for as many as 15
jobs with as many as 20 machine
operations . In principle, more
machine operations could be used,
and, indeed, more jobs could be added if the DIM statements were
changed. However, due to the Apple's vertical display limitation, the
various schedules would be confusing in these instances.
We marked the program subroutines with asterisks in listing 1 and included a brief description of
subroutine operation at the beginning of each subroutine listing. Also,
within the listing, each call to a
subroutine indicates, by a following
REM statement, what the called subroutine does.
Basically, the program flow consists
of data input (beginning at line 2090)
with a following sequence for correcting errors (line 5120) . Performance
characteristics including total facility
processing time, total actual machine
time, and idle time are calculated for
the initial job order before the program begins the search for better
sequences.
The subroutine at line 4180 is the
Johnson Two-Machine Quick and
Clean Algorithm. (A "clean" algorithm is guaranteed to generate an
optimal solution; see reference 10.)
The algorithm as coded has a slight
bias: In case of a tie between jobs for
the smallest operations time, the job
later in the initial order is the one
assigned first. Similarly, if a job that
is ready for assignment has equal
times on Machine A and Machine B,
it is scheduled as early as possible.
According to strict application of the
Johnson algorithm, equal times may
be decided arbitrarily because the
resulting total facility processing time
will remain the same. Should you
care to modify the selection criteria,
you must manipulate lines 4340
through 4350. Alternatively, if you
change the input data by a fractional
amount, the program might produce
a different schedule that presents an
option to the programmed tie-

The Micromini

Collection

The MPX-16 is SIeve Ciarcia's mosl ambl1ious prolect
to date. The computer runs all application software
written lor the IBM PC and is IBM PC bus compatible.
G.Jn be used with video monitor & IBM keyboard w~h
optional adapter.
. Buy the MPX-16 in the lorm that best meets your
budget. As a bare board . as a wave-soldered board
that contains all components less the IC·s. as an
assembled and tested circuit board or as a complete
system.
As matured on Ihe cover of "BYTE" magazine. Also
matured in "Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar" November.
December 1982 &January 1983.
• Runs all application programs written lor the IBM
PC (simply boot up the system and slip in a disk
lormatted lor the IBM PC).
• IBM PC bus compatible + 9 expansion slots.
• Intel 8088 16·bit microprocessor.
• Optional tntel B087 math coprocessor.
• 256K bytes on-board memory.
• Up to one megabyte 01 system memory.
• Up to 64K bytes of system ROM/EPROM .
• Two RS-232C serial 110 ports.
• Three parallel 110 ports.
• Disk controller lor 5V4" or S" drives.
• Sixteen levels 01 vectored interrupts.
MPll-16 Mlcrocompuler circuit boan! assembted
wili4K RAM, CP/M-86 or MS-DOS .... $1 ,895.
MPX-16 as above with 256K RAM .. .. . .... 2,135.
MPX-16 SemI-Kit (wave sotdered circuIt
boan! w/alt components) tess IC's ..... .. . 595.
Comptete kit 01 IC's wl256K RAM . . ..
. .. 595.
MPX-16 Unpopulated (bare) pc boan! .. .. . . . 300.
CP/M-86 Operating System .
. .. 20D.
MS-DOS opltonalty avaltabte
MPX-16 Switching Power Suppty including
cable hamess lor 2 disk drives . . ..
. .. 30D.
MPX-16 Technical Relerence Manual ......... 5D.
MPX-16 Metal Enclosure with cutouls lor
two 5V1" full height drives. . .
. ..... . 3DD.
Tandon TM lDO-2 double density drive ...... 3DO.
Televldeo Model 910 Serial TermInal. . .
. . 675.
IBM PC Keyboan!lnterface Adapter . . . . . ... 10D.
Sarialtermlnal cable .. ... ..... . .......... 35.
Parallel printercable . .
. ............... 35.

MicrominI. Supporting the varied projects tha.t appear i(l Steve Ciarela'S monthly
article In BYTE magazine, "Ciareia's Circuit CeIIar."·Offering a wide range of
computers and peripheralS supporting the neeqs Ofthe flo~pyist as weI/as
worldwide corporate
.

• Uses Analog Devices 7581 S channel 8 bit lC.
• Adds Process Control capability to the ZS .
.1000 samples per second .
BCC13 Assembled & Tested . .. . .......... $140 .

...

Z8 EPROM PROGRAMMER

• Transler BASIC or Assembly Language application
programs Irom RAM to 2716 or 2732 EPROM .
• Requires Z8 Expansion Board lor operation .
BCC07 Assembled & Tested .....
. ..... $145.
The ne,,~st item to MicrominI's growing list at
products is this 300 Baud Modem . It is crystal
controlled . uses the TI TMS 995321C. contains just
25 parts and can be used with an acoustic coupler or
in a direct connect mode.
Mo04 Complete Kit
.. S60.
Mo05 Transformer lor Direct Connecl Mode .... 9.
ACOI Acousl/c Coupler Kit ..
. .... 18.

• Adds additional RS 232C and opto-isolated 20 ma
current loop serial port to the Z8.
• Runs at 75 to 19.200 baud in all protocols.
BCCOB Assembled & Tested. . . . .
. .. . $160.
As matured in Ciarcia 's Circuil Cpllar.
BYTE magazine. July & August 1981.
Uses Zilog Z8671 single chip microcomputer.
On board tiny BASIC interpreter.
2 parallel ports plus serial 110 port.
Just connect aCRT terminal and write control programs in BASIC.
• 2K bytes 01 RAM . up to 4K bytes 01ROM .
• Baud rates 110-9600 BPS.
• Data and address buses available lor 124K memory
and /10 expansion .
• Consumes only 1.5 watts at + 5. + 12 & - 12.
• Cross Assemblers lor various computers.
Bcen Assembled & Tested .. .. ... ... .... $149.
New low Price
•
•
•
•

.
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As featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar
BYTE Magazine . September 1981
The Sweet-Talker Voice Synthesizer allows you to add
speech 01 unlimited vocabulary to your Apple II or any
computer with a parallel printer port at very low cost .
• Utilizes Votrax SC-OIA speech synthesizer.
• Unlimited vocabulary.
• Text-to-Speech Algorithm on disk lor Apple II .
• Contains 64 phonemes accessed by 6-bit code .
• Four levels 01 programmable inllection .
• On board audio amplilier & volume control.
ST02 Apple 1/ plug-In. Assembled & Tested
with Text-la-Speech AlgOrithm on 3.3 disk . . 141.
NEW LOW PRICE!!!
sm Parallel Port Version, Assembled . . .. .. 99 .
New low Price

TRIPLE VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLIES
-+- 5v 0 300 ma . + / - 12v «. 25 mao
UPSOI Assembled & Tested
. S35.
UPS02 Complete Kit
... 27 .
+5v ~1 1 Amp. + 12v @' .5 Amp. - 12v ~1 50 ma o
UPS03 Assembled & Tested
60.
UPS04 Complete Kit . .
. .... 50.

MICROMINT INC _561 Willow Avenue,
Cedarhurst. NY 11516
To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-645-3479
For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793
Call: Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM

The SC-01A Speech Synthesizer is a completely sellcontained solid state device that phonetically synthesizes continuous speech ot unlimited vocabulary. Used
in Microvox and Sweet-Talker.
SCOlA Quantity 1-99
....... S52. ea.
100 + ....... . .......... . . .. ...... 40. ea .
1000 +
.. 30 . ea .

~

(':<

MB02 Assembled & Tested

Circle 291 on inquiry card .

As featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar
BYTE Magazine September. October 1982.
Microvox is a second generation prolessional voice
quality text-to-speech synthesizer that is easily interlaced to any computer. modem. RS-232C serial
or parallel output device and provides speech 01
unbelievable clarity.
• Unlimited vocabulary.
• 64 programmable inflection levels.
• 6K text-to-speech algorithm .
• Full ASCII character set recognition and echo.
• RS232C and parallel output.
• 1000 character buffer. 3000 optionat.
• Adjustable baud rates (75-9600) .
• Spelling output mode.
• 7 octave music and sound effects.
• On board audio amplilier & pOYo1!r supply.
• X-OnlX-Off handshaking .
MVOI Assembled with lK buffer
MV02 Complete Kil wllh lK buffer .
Add $15.00 lor 3K buffer opl/on.

As featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cetlar
BYTE Magazine , Augusl1982
Add color graphics. animation & 3-0 effects to your
5-100. TAS-80 Modell and III & Apple II al low cost.
Th e Super Editor soltware package includes a pattern
editor. sprite editor. slide show. and demo scenes all
in BASIC. Can be used with Color Monitor or 1V set
and rl modulator.
• Resolution-256 X t92 Pixels.
• 16 colors including Black & Transparent.
• 16K Sytes on board 110 mapped video memory.
• Advanced TI TMS9918A Color Video Processor.
• 32 SPRITES lacilitates 3-0 effect.
• CompOSite Video output.
• Krell & Terrapin have LOGO soltware packages to
support the E-Z Color Boards.
Apple 1/ E-Z Color plug-in boan!
with Super Editor on 3.3 disk.
ElOl Assembled & Tesled .......
. . $150.
El02 Complete Kit
.. ... ..... . 125.
NEW!' 5-100 E-Z Color Graphics board with sound
generator. Atari type joy stick interlace. plus MBasic
CP/M Super'Editor Software on S" disk.
El04 Assembled & Tested
.. S289.
TRS-SO Modell or Model III E-Z Color w/ Super Editor sofhvare. pOYo1!r supply and enclosure.
Assembled & Tested
..... S249.
Complete Kit . .. . ........ . ............. 219.

~;

... S69.
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The Racal-Vadic 212 PA
casts a little more than the
Hayes Smartmodem 1200
for 8 good reasons. Look:
VA212PA
YES
YES
YES
YES

Front-panel operation
Dial-tone and call-progress detection
Permanent telephone-number storage
Automatic redial and linking
Security feature
Synchronous operation
Built-in telephone jack
Complete diagnostic test features

YES
YES
YES
YES

HAYES 1200

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Buy, lease or rent the Racal-Vadic 212 PA
from MTI and get more for your money.
We are authorized distributors of Racal-Vadic's full line of
modems and acoustic couplers. Plus you'll find MTI is the one
source for all the terminals, peripherals, systems, applications
ex pertise and service you'll ever need. At great prices. Call us.
New York: 516/ 621-6200, 212176H)677, 518/ 449-5959
Outside N.Y.S.: 800/ 645-6530
New Jersey: 2011227-5552
Ohio: 216/ 464-6688

"QED" Discounts
VISA & MasterCard
Applications Specialists & Distributors, New York, New Jersey and Ohio.
DEC, Intel, Lear Siegler, Texas Instruments, Dataproducts, Diab lo, 3Corn,
Hazeltine, Racal·Vadic, Digital Engineering, MICOM, Cipher, U. S. Design,
Protocol Computers, MicroPro, Microsoft, Polygo n and Select.
________

_

_ _ _ _11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

GET IBM-PC Capacity at a Fraction of IBM's Price!
New NETR~.;6 Bit EXPLORER 88·PC Kit
Starts at Just
' " ·Accepts All IBM Peripherals.
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n'. lruel How you can .nloy Ih. pow.r of Ih. D IBM compatible k.yboard ... $299.95
Inlel BOBB-Ih. sam. microproc . .. or which
+ 10.00 p&i.
powers Ihe IBM·PC-and run any program com· D IBM compallble color bo.rd ... $299.95
piled for Ih. IBM·PC ... slartlng al only $399.95!
+ 10.00 p&i.
D SpeCial IBM compatible sysl.m: with k.y·
Takl Ihls e. sy, low cost way 10 I.arn 16·bil D Addilional ROM r.quir.d ...$35.00.
board, color graphics board, floppy disk
Set your own pace! Invest and lelrn, at the rate
conlroller, 64K RAM, cablnel, standard
II~hn:~o:1' ~:~:::~~:l~~,~ I~.~\~;e:~pansion YOU want! Add 10 your EXPLORER 88·PC:
pow.r supply and a singl. 5v." floppy drive ...
Deluxe heavy·duly "eel cabln.1 Ihal houses
bu.; .ccepls any hardware deslgn.d lor
$1899.95 + 25.00 p&i.
. lther IWO 5'1." lIoppies or a 5V," hard dl.k
IBM·PC; and
wilh on. Hoopy. This cabinel fealures a IBM compatibl. hard disks, buill· in modern
2. 64K memory board, expandable 10 256K;
brush·finish Ironl paoel and a wood·gralned board, eprom burner. prinl bufl. r syslem piUS
wllh IBM compalible RS232 communica·
sleeve.
more will be available shortly.
callons port.
D EXPLORER 8S·PC Cabinet...$199.95
Any dlsk·operatlng sysl.m which wo rks on Ih.
+ lS.00 0&1.
Over 100 EXCLUSIVE Producls and KilsIBM will work direclly on Ih. EXPLORER 88·PC.
A heavy·duly open lrame power supply including Ihe 'Speak Easy' universal voice
.nd all programs compiled lor Ihe IBM will run
.ynlheslzer, a Diagnostic card wilh bulll·in
with fan that can be used in your own cabi
on II.
logiC probe 'or Ihe IBM·PC, lermin.ls. moni·
net or installed Into the Netronics cabinet Is
lors, Ihe ELF and EXPLORER 85 compul.rs.
The sysllm monilor ROM Included in Ihe Starter avallabl. as lollows:
sy.lem lealUres a user·lriendly operallng sysl.m D 10 amp power supply lor sysllm + 2 Hop·
and much more, are described in our upIh.1 .1I0ws easy program generation and debug'
~:~lnl':Jc'I'109 . II's yours FREE If you check
ples ... $149,95 + 8.00 p&i.
glng. Th. comm.nds Include display/modify D As above + exIra power for 1 h. rd dl.k ...
m,mory ... dl.play/modify registers .. .inpuVoulpul
$169.95 + 8.00 p&i.
dala 10 1/0 ports ... block moves ... singl.·slep DIBM compatible disk conlroller board.
Iracl mode ... go/run wilh optional breakpoinl
Irols lour 5'I," floppy drives (w/2
and '"9isler report•... ca ..." e load/save wllh lite
c.ble). Avallabl. wired and lesled
Il bels... plus a compl.le system lesl program
$250.00 + 8.00 p&i.
Ihal lesls and reporls condition 0' ROM, RAM . o Monitors and 8K)S source
cassehe interface, timer, DMA controller, Inter·
on eilher disk or hard copy al
rupt controller, and the communications port.
Please spIcily lor mal and
These IISI programs nol only allow easy d.bug· DIHTEl 80S6/8088 user
glng 01 so"war. bul Ihey serve as hard war. and
+ 1.50 p&i.
software learning tools.
DTHE 8086 BOOK by RECTOR &
The EXPLORER 8S·PC STARTER KIT includes a
$16.00 + 1.50 p&i.
"pll" stands for " postage and insurance"_
mother board, _1II1l board, aI componenls
need,d , .ock.ls lor lC's used, one 62·pin bus
CALL TOll FREE 1·800·243-7428 for Charge Card Orders.
connector and complete assembly/test instructions. All you need is a soldering iron , solder, a

In Conn. , call 203·354·9375, Conn. res . add sales tax.

TO ORDER 8Y MAIL. CHECK 80XES FOR PRODUCTS DeSIRED AHO MAIL EHTlRE AD TO:
power ,upply, and a slandard RS232 lerminal
(Netronlcs has 2 low·cosl ones 10 choose Irom).
'
Explorer 8S·PC Slarter Kit...$399.95
NETRONtCS R&D LTD .
+ 10.00 p&1
o (wired &tIS led. add $100.001
333 lilchfie)d Rd .• New Milford, CT 06776
0 ExIra 62·pln conneclors al $4.25 ea.
+ 1.00 p&1.
DAmounl enclosed _ _ __ _ OR
Chargl my D VISA
D MASTERCARD
Use your own with .... EXPlORER 88-I'C
Accl. Ho. _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ Exp. 0110 _ __ __
or, II you plan 10 expand il 10 b. lully IBM com· Signature _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
patlbll, we oHer our IBM cOIOpatible keyboard
.nd an IBM compatlbl. Color graphics board PRIHT HAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
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breaking rules.
If there are only two machines, the
program exercises the Johnson
algorithm, determines the optimum
sequence, prepares the machine
loading schedule, and calculates the
performance characteristics of the optimum sequence. If there are more
than two machines, the program
searches through the M - 1 twomachine problems according to the
procedures outlined in the Method
section (page 555) ,
When the search is completed, you
are presented the best (i.e., having
the shortest total facility processing
time) sequence (or sequences) for
consideration. Again, performance
characteristics are computed, and the
machine loading schedule (to the
nearest whole time unit) is available
for examination and rumination , At
this point, the manager can either
work on a new series of jobs or return
to modify the data of the original set
of jobs. The latter permits the
manager to test the sensitivity of the
recommended job sequence to small
changes in expected process times for
various jobs. An examination of alternative job sequences w ith similar
performance characteristics provides
an opportunity for the manager to explicitly consider other factors, such as
priority jobs or machine maintenance
requirements,
Note that the program has an optional print capability. In particular,
it is set up to allow printed output using an Epson printer and an SSM
AIO board. Obviously, modifications
to the printer driver at lines 7060
through 7620 are necessary for other
printers and interfaces.
Partial output for the paint shop example is shown in listing 2. Two job
sequences (Rabbit, Cobra, Corvette,
Daytona, then Turbo-ZX; Rabbit,
Cobra, Daytona, Corvette, then
Turbo-ZX) have the minimum idle
time (290 hours) of those sequences
that were examined. Both represent
equally good job process sequences,
and the corresponding loading
schedules are determined by the program. Although the machine loading
schedules are presented only as
video output, the output for the two
good sequences is shown in tables 3
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Listing 2: A partial listing of the output from the program in listing 1 using the paint shop example. The initial sequence and four possible
sequences are shown. The two sequences with the least amount of idle machine time (290 hours) are then listed as good job sequences.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
THIS SEQUENCE

INITIAL SEQUENCE
ORDER

JOB NAME

FINISH TIME

3

,+

5

TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
= 420 HOURS

26
48

COR VET
DAYTON
TURBOZ
RABBIT
COBHA

2

57

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS

60
79

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
I NIT I AL SEQUENCE
TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
: , 474 HOURS

ORDER
2

IDLE MACHINE TIME
344 HOURS

=-

4
5

A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE IS:
JOB NAME

2
3

4

-,

~

30
54
64
75

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS
IDLE MACHINE TIME
320 HDURS

POSSIBLE SEQUENCE IS:

2
3
4
5

FINISH TIME

RABBIT
CO BRA
DAYTON
COR VET
TURBOZ

9

28

61

70

9

28

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
THIS SEQUENCE

39
61

70

TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
= 420 HllURS

TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
=.
420 HOURS

IDLE MACHINE TIME
290 HOURS

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS

A GO(]D JOB SEQUENCE IS:

IDLE MACHINE TIME
290 HOURS

OfmER

JOB NAME

2
3
4

RABBIT
COBRA
DAYTON
CDRVET
TURBOZ

A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE I S :
ORDER

JOB NAME

2
3
4
5

RABBIT
COR VET
C(]BHA
DAYTDN
TURB(]Z

FINII;H TIME

-,

~

=

JOB NAME

5

9

28
39

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSI NG TIME
= 130 HOURS

TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
:, 450 HDUR S

ORDEF:

RABBIT
COBRA
CORVET
DAYTON
TURBOZ

FINISH TIME

RABBIT
COBRA
COR VET
DAYTON
TURBOZ

4

FINISH TIME

J·OB NAME

JOB NAME

2
3

27

PEHFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
THIS SEQUENCE

?\

ORDER

PERFORMANCE CHARACTEHISTICS FOR
THIS SEQUENCE

FINISH TIME

COBRA
RABBIT
DAYTON
CORVET
TURBO Z

A GOOD JOB SEQUENCE IS:

IDLE MACHINE TIME
= 290 HOURS

A POSSIBLE SEQUENCE IS:

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS

Of~DEH

IDLE MACHINE TIME
314 HOURS

=

9
'2 7

44

r:r NI!3H

TI I"IE
9

28
49
59
70

PEHFORMANCE CHARACT EH I !3TIC!3 FOH
THIS SEQUENCE

0 '
6 -,

74

PEHFOHMANCE CHARACTEHISTICS FOR
TH I 13 SEQUENCE

TOTAL FACIL IT Y PHOCESSING TIME
= 4 2 0 HDUF~S

TOTAL FACILITY PROCESSING TIME
=- 444 HOURS

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS

TOTAL MACHINE PROCESSING TIME
= 130 HOURS

=

49
59

70

IDLE MACHINE TIME
290 HOURS

BYTE COVERS
The prints shown at left are beautiful Collector Edition Byte Covers,
strictly limited to 750 prints each, and signed and numbered by the
artist, Robert Tinney. Each print is 18 in. x 22 in., and is accompanied
by its own Certificate of Authentidty. To order, use the coupon below.
Visa and MasterCard orders may call 1-504-272-7266.
r-----------------

I

1brough the Trap Door
March 1979-$35

Breaking the Sound Barrier

September 1977-$35 .

Please send - - Through the
Trap Door prints ($35).__

I Breaking the Sound Barrier
I prints ($35). or _ _ sets of bolh prints
I ($55) . J have included $3 per order shipping
and handling ($8 over.;eas) .
I 0 J have enclosed check or money order
I

0

Visa
0 MaslerCard
Card No. - - - - - - - -_ _
Expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name:
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Slale: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _

September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.

I

I

I

I

I
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Robert Tinney Graphics. 1864 N. Pamela Dr.• Baton Rouge. LA 70815

'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-L- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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First Alternative Sequence for Schedule of Operations

Job

Rabbit
Cobra
Corvette
Daytona
Turbo-ZX

Major
Body Work
In
Out
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
16

Trim
Removal
In
Out

In

Out

1
2
6
9
18

1
2
7
13
18

1
7
13
17
20

0
1
2
6
16

Paint
Strip

Body
Finish
In
Out

In

Out

1
7
23
35
55

7
23
35
55
65

8
27
37
59
68

7
23
35
55
65

Paint

Reassembly
In
Out
8
27
37
59
68

9
28
39
61
70

Table 3: A schedule for the first good job sequence in listing 2_ Note that the Rabbit is finish ed by the ninth hour, and all cars are finished

after 70 hours_

Second Alternative Sequence for Schedule of Operations

Job

Rabbit
Cobra
Daytona
Corvette
Turbo-ZX

Major
Body Work
In
Out
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
16

Trim
Removal
In
Out

In

Out

1
2
5
9
18

1
2
7
11
18

1
7
11
17
20

0
1
2
5
16

Paint
Strip

Body
Finish
In
Out

In

Out

1
7
23
43
55

7
23
43
55
65

8
27
47
57
68

7
23
43
55
65

Paint

Reassembly
In
Out
8
27
47
57
68

9
28
49
59
70

Table 4: A schedule for the second good job sequence in listing 2. Here the Daytona and the Corvette have switched places, but again

all cars are finished after 70 hours_ This schedule could be used if the Daytona had a higher priority than the Corvette.

and 4. You can use the start and
finish times for each job at the
machine stations to identify idle
times_ You can plan the reassigning
of idle employees and the scheduling
of equipment maintenance during
idle periods_
Now you can use other criteria to
distinguish between the two sequences. For example, suppose the
owner of the Ferrari Daytona was a
valued customer and required the
finished car as soon as possible_ The
Daytona could be delivered 12 hours
earlier using the second good se. quence. The Corvette job then suffers
a 20-hour delay, but the total processing time remains at 420 hours.

Conclusions
We have presented a microcomputer-based scheduling algorithm
that can be helpful in identifying job
sequences that minimize total facility processing times. Analyses to determine the effects on schedules and
performance characteristics of

changes in the machine operations
time are easily obtained. In taking
this approach to the flow-shop problem, we assumed that processing sequences were identical for all jobs,
process times for each job on each
machine were able to be determined,
and all jobs arrived simultaneously.
We developed this approach as an aid
in managerial decision making,
which is the goal of applied operations researchers .•
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Circle 349 on Inquiry card.

What's New?
Always a Trainer, ET-l00 Has Design/Test Capability
Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems' 16-bit
ET -100 Learning Computer can be upgraded to
a full, 192K-byte diskbased computer, yet it's
always capable of functioning as a trainer. This
mUltipurpose computer
can serve as an electronic
base for designing and
testing prototype circuits
because it has a unique,
top-mounted solderless
breadboard for unlimited
experimentation . Together
with its companion advanced microprocessor
course, the ET-100 is quite
probably the first complete
16-bit microprocessor
training system produced
for mass distribution .
ET-IOO's breadboard
has solderless connector
blocks that provide easy
and direct access to address, control, data, and
110 lines . Four voltage supplies for powering experiments and a parallel port
are also provided . It can be
used for conducting experiments, building and testing circuits, and tinkering
with the computer's internal functions. A dust cover

protects the breadboard
when it's not in use and
serves as a convenient
video-display platform.
Even when it's fully upgraded, you can return the
ET-IOO to the training
mode by removing the dust
cover and entering a simple
keyboard command.
An 8088-based computer, the basic ET-IOO
has 16K bytes of RAM.
cassette and RS-232C

ports, composite video
output and 30K bytes of
ROM containing a CP/M86 assembler, screen
editor, and a graphics
debugger. A detached,
95-key keyboard generates the 96-character
ASCII set. ASCII characters
can be displayed in 24 by
80 format on a high-resolution monitor or in a 20
by 40 format on a standard home television . Six-

teen function keys and a
numeric keypad are provided.
The ET-IOO advanced
microprocessor training
course is designed to teach
the fundamentals of 16-bit
microprocessor technology to both beginners and
veteran 8-bit programmers. It treats 16-bit
technology as a standard
for today 's microprocessors rather than as an extension of 8-bit com puting. The course proceeds step by step from
the basics of 16-bit technology to such advanced
topics as data handling, interfacing, and software
programming. A variety of
experiments and self-tests
are provided . It's available
in versions for classrooms
and self-instruction . Successful completion of the
home-study course entitles
you to eight Continuing
Education Units.
An upgrade package
converts the ET-I 00 into a
complete disk-based computer capable of running
16-bit software under
such Z-I 00 operating systems as Z-OOS. The pack-
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age contains 128K bytes
of RAM, a floppy-disk controller, a 48-tpi doublesided double-density
320K-byte floppy-disk
drive, two RS-232 ports, a
programmable timer, a
Centronics parallel port, and a 64K-byte video

board with bit-mapped
graphics. Color graphics, a
second disk dive, and 64K
bytes of RAM are also
available . Nine other
courses are planned .
The only peripherals required are a video monitor
and a cassette tape re-

corder. In kit form , the
ET-l00 costs $999 .95 .
Factory-assembled and
tested, it's $1499 .95 . The
complete self-instruction
course is $99 .95 The upgrade kit is priced at
$ 1299.95 or $1999.95 , assembled and tested. For

full information, write to
Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems, Heath Co .,
Department 150- 125 ,
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022 .
Circle 650 on inquiry card .

Dual-Processor Multl",ser System Eyes Business Market
At CP/M '83 East in
Boston later this month,
Compupro will unveil the
Multipro Model MP 10, a
four-u ser microcomputer
capable of simultaneous
8/ I 6-bit program execution yet priced at less than
$ 1800 per workstation.
The Model MP lOis aimed
at businesses seeking to
run their databases on a
system more powerful
than a personal computer
network . It supports communications and word
and data processing
through a shared databa se, which , in turn, provides access to information more rapidly than
through a network .

582

In a standard MP 10
configuration, each workstation has access to a
dedicated 64K-byte Z80B
processor for 8-bit programs. The central processor, an 8-MHz 8088, and
its I megabyte of ma in
memory are dynamically
allocated to each user,
with the Z80B functioning
as a terminal handler for
running 16-bit tasks. The
multiprocessor design is
said to make all system
resources potentially
available to each workstation at any time while
allowing operators to run
an 8- or 16-bit program .
Concurrent operation is
provided under a Compu-
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pro-enhanced MP/M operating system.
Key hardware features
include five serial ports, a
modem connector, a Centronics-type printer port,
384K bytes of solid-state
disk memory, and dual
5 V4 -inch floppy-disk drives
with 1.6 megabytes of formatted storage capacity.
The case measures 7 by I 7
by 21 inches. Bundled
with the MP 10 are a
menu-driven electronic
spreadsheet. a word processor, and database-management software.
Mass storage options include an external 2.4megabyte dual 8-inch
floppy-disk drive subsys-

tem and an internal 5 Y4inch Winchester hard-disk
drive with 40 megabytes
of storage. Other options
include an 8-MHz 8087
coprocessor, up to 4
megabytes of solid-state
disk emulator, and a network interface.
The MP lOis the first in
a series of high-performance business com puters departing from
Compupro 's traditional
S-IOO bus architecture. Its
base price is 54995, excluding terminals. For full
details, contact Compupro, 3506 Breakwater
Court. Hayward , CA
94545 , (415) 786-0909 .
Circle 65 J on inquiry card .

What's New?
PORTABLE COMPUTERS

QWERTY keyboard with
an integral keypad and an
RS-232C port for communications. A Centronics
parallel port lets you use
the FP-200 with a printer
or plotter, and its 110 port
provides for future expansion . A cassette port allows
you to load and store programs. RAM memory is expandable to 32K bytes .
The retail price of the
FP-200 is 5499 . Contact
Casio Inc., J 5 Gardner Rd .,
Fairfield, NJ 07006, (201)
575-7400.
Circle 653 on inquiry card .

Interfaces include paraJlel
and serial ports, eight-level
priority interrupt and DMA
controllers, and an IBM PCcompatible expansion slot.
RAM memory is expandable to 256K bytes, and a
socket for an 8087 coprocessor is provided .
The Columbia VP costs
52995 . For additional information, contact Columbia
Data Products Inc., 9 J 50
Rumsey Rd., Columbia,
MD 2 J 045, (30 J ) 9923400.
Circle 654 on inquiry card.

Nlcad Batteries Power
Portable for Half a Day
Self-contained rechargeable nicad batteries power
the UDI-500 portable computer for up to 12 hours .
Mass storage is provided
by dual 3V2-inch 322Kbyte micro disks that feature DMA data transfer
and automatic power
down to conseNe power.
The UDI-500 comes with
two CMOS central processors and two DOSes: the
Z80 with CPIM 2.2 and the
RCA 1805 with MicroDOS.
Standard features include
64K byes of RAM 2K bytes
of video RAM an accessory slot for a 3oo-bit-persecond (bps) modem, an 8line by 40-character LCD
display, a 59-key keyboard
with 6 soft function keys, a
Centronics-type parallel
connector, and an RS232C serial port with data
rates ranging from 50 to
19,200 bps. The UDI-5oo
measures 11 by 13 by 3 Ys
inches and weighs 12%
pounds.
Some of the software

packages available for the
UDI-500 are BASIC-80,
CBASIC a spreadsheet
and a text processor. Hardware options include
double-sided 737K-byte
disk drives , a 12oa-bps
modem, up to 256K bytes
of RAM and an internal
AC power supply. For
more information, contact
Universal Data Inc., M-15 ,
3960 Ortonville Rd., Clarkston, MI 48016, (800) 5211056; in Michigan, (313)
625-0158.
Circle 652 on inquiry card.

Notebook Computer
Casio has introduced the
Model FP-2oo notebook
computer. Containing 8K
bytes of RAM and 32K
bytes of ROM the FP-2oo
offers a 20-column by 8line display that can handle
both data and graphic information . It has a full-sized

Your Passport to
Portable Computing

16-Blt Portable
Bundled with
Software
The J 6-bit 8088-based
portable Columbia VP is
bundled with J 5 business
and professional applications packages, including
MS-DOS, MS-BASIC communications, accounting,
and the Perfect Writer and
Perfect Filer. This J 28Kbyte IBM PC-compatible
weighs 30 pounds and
comes with two 5 Y4 -inch
half-height floppy-disk
drives handling 320K bytes
of data . Its green-phosphor, 9-inch display offers
full graphics capabilities:
640 by 200 or 320 by 200
pixels in an 80- or
40-column by 25-line format. The VP 's 83-key keyboard is IBM-standard.

The Anderson Jacobson
Passport comes with 256K
bytes of RAM two 320Kbyte disk drives, and a
7-inch amber screen. The
IBM PC-compatible Passport uses an Intel 8088
microprocessor operating
at 4.77 MHz. It offers 20K
bytes of display RAM and
8K bytes of ROM for diagnostics and general I/O
routines. The 84-key detachable keyboard has J a
function keys and a numeric pad. The alphanumeric
screen format is 25 by 80.
Greek, foreign language,
mathematics, and linedrawing symbols are
among the 256 characters
available. Display attributes
include underline, blink, intenSify, reverse video, subscript and superscript. A
parallel printer port is provided, and the Passport's
RS-232C port offers programmable asynchronous
data rates ranging from
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110 to 19,200 bps and
synchronous bysnc and
bit-oriented protocols
(100,000 bps maximum). A
built-in, 300-bps Bell
l03J-compatible modem
with auto-answer capabilities is standard . The
20-pound Passport is supplied with MS-DOS, Multiplan, text editing, communications , relational
database, and executive
desk software .
Two versions are available. The first which costs

approximately 54500, has
two disk drives, parallel
and serial ports, batterybacked time and date
clock, the modem, and
software. The second version is a single-disk model
with dual I/O ports and
operating system software.
It's priced in the low-53ooo
range. For complete particulars, contact Anderson
Jacobson Inc.. 521 Charot
Ave ., San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 286-7960.

is expandable to 128K
bytes and a second floppydisk unit is available for
5449. The network option
costs 5495. A mouse costs
599 . The Teletote I costs
51499. A two-drive version is priced at 5 1899 .
Contact Televideo Systems
Inc.. 1170 Morse Ave .,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
(408) 745-7760.
Circle 656 on inquiry card.

PC-sooo Runs on
BatterIes or AC
Power

Circle 655 on inquiry card.

The Jonos C2 100 portable computer is said to offer the performance characteristics typically associated with desktop computers. This 25-pound machine, built around a Z80A
central processor, comes
with 64K bytes of dualported RAM. two RS-232C
ports, and a pair of 3 V2inch 322K-byte (formatted)
Sony micro-floppy-disk
drives. Its 92-key detachable keyboard features an
IBM Selectric-style layout
and a full numeric cluster
as well as an entry key and
10 function keys. A 9-inch
P-3 1 phosphor screen provides a 25-line by 80-character format. For expansion, an integral compartment for a third disk drive
and five STD bus card slots
are available. The basic
unit comes with such software as CP/M. Spellbinder,
Multiplan, and BASIC-80. It
costs 53995 from Janos
Ltd ., 920-C East Orangethorpe, Anaheim , CA
92801, (714) 999-6661 .

Sharp Electronics' PC5000 portable computer
operates from a rechargeable built-in battery or from
an AC adapter. The basic
II-pound PC -5000 comes
with 128K bytes of RAM. a
typewriter-style keyboard,
128K bytes of bubblememory storage, and an
8-line by 80-character LCD
display with a bit-mapped
graphics capacity of 640 by
80 dots. A character set
containing 256 characters
and symbols is provided.
The unit is programmed in
BASIC.
A wide assortment of
options are available, including a high-density dotmatrix thermal impact
printer, a 10-key modeml
auto-dialer, disk drives, and
three-octave sound capabilities. Initial software offerings on bUbble-memory
software cartridges include
a word processor, spreadsheets, a database manager, and an executive
planner. The basic PC5000 costs 52500. For full
details, contact Sharp Electronics Corp., Systems Division, 10 Sharp Plaza, POB
588, Paramus, NJ 07652 .

Circle 657 on inquiry card.

Circle 658 on inquiry card.

Desktop
Performance In
Portable

Portable Computer wIth Network CapabilitIes
The Teletote I may be
the first portable computer
with network capabilities.
An optional RS-422A network port is all that's
needed to link the Teletote
I with a Televideo network
for access to shared files,
printers, and electronic
mail.
The basic Teletote has a
9-inch video display with
640 by 240 high-quality
graphics resolution and
24-line by 80-character format. Mass storage is in the
form of a single 368.6Kbyte (formatted) 5 V4 -inch
floppy-disk drive . Addi584

tiona I hardware includes a
Zilog Z80A. 64K bytes of
RAM. a mouse port for
quick cursor manipulation,
two RS- 232C printerl
modem ports, and telephone connections. Supplied software is made up
of the CP/M operating system, the GSX-80 graphics
extension, and word processing, spreadsheet and
graphics packages. The
25-pound Teletote is software- and media-compatible with the 8-bit Televideo TSB03 desktop computer.
Teletote's RAM memory
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The basic Teleram costs
52495 . With 256K bytes of
bubble memory, it's
52995. For details, contact
Teleram Communications
Corp ., 2 Corporate Park
Dr., White Plains, NY
J0604, (914) 694-9270.
Circle 660 on inquiry card.

\ -----

20 Megabytes of Hard-DIsk
Storage In Portable
The Star-Lite HD20 is an
S-Ioo bus portable computer with a built-in
20-megabyte hard-disk
drive. A Z80A computer
running CP/M 2.2, the
HD20 has 64K bytes of
RAM. J83K bytes of floppydisk storage, a 9-inch 24 by
80 green screen, and a detached keyboard with 26
user-programmable function keys . Display attributes
include half-intensity,
underlining, blinking, and
reverse video . Single serial
and Centronics-type parallel ports are provided.

Three S- J00 bus slots are
opened for expansion.
Bundled with the HD20 is
word processing, spreadsheet. modem, and accounting software. It
weighs 34 pounds and
measures 7% by 16% by
J6 ~ inches.
The suggested retail
price for the HD20 is
54995 . Further information
is available from Computershop Inc., J39 First St..
Cambridge, MA 0214 J,
(617) 661-3723 .
Circle 659 on inquiry card.

Computer wIth Bubble Memory
The Teleram 3000 portable computer weighs 9
pounds and is small
enough to rest comfortably
in your lap. Principal specifications are 64K bytes of
RAM. 4K bytes of ROM,
128K or 256K bytes of
nonvolatile bubble memory, an RS-232C interface,
and a flat-panel LCD
display with a 4-line by
80-character format. The

3000 has a typewriter-style
keyboard with numeric
and cursor keypad and J6
software programmable
function keys. The CP/M
2.2 operating system is
standard. It's powered by
internal rechargeable batteries.
Options include floppydisk drives , a text/graphics
display, networking, and
communication interfaces .

SKS Unveils LIne of
B116-Blt Portables
SKS Computers has introduced a modularized 8/
J6-bit line of portable
microcomputers. In an 8-bit
Z80A configuration, the
desktop-compatible SKS
2502 Nano comes with
dual 400K-byte 5 V4 -inch
floppy-disk drives, 80K
bytes of RAM. a keyboard
controller, two RS-232C
serial ports, and CP/M . Its
display is a 9-inch green
screen with a J6 or 24 by
80 format with reverse
video/magnified character
attributes. Priced at 52495,
Nano is supplied with such
software as interpreted
CBASIC and Perfect Writer.
With the addition of a
J6-bit 80186 processor, a
parallel port, or a 5 V4 -inch
Winchester hard-disk drive,
the Nano becomes a dualprocessor 8/ J6 portable
computer with J28K bytes
of RAM. This version costs
53295, including MS-DOS.
The SKS 252 Pico is also
available. This portable incorporates the same features as the Nano, except
that it carries two 3Y2-inch
200K-byte micro-floppydisk drives . The 8-bit version costs 52595; the 8/
16-bit version is 53395 .
Contact SKS Computers

Inc., 409 J Leap Rd ., Hilliard, OH 43026, (6 J4)
876-8668.
Circle 661 on inquiry card.

Large Memory, Math
Processor In Portable
The Sord M23P portable
computer weighs 19
pounds and can be tucked
into carry-on luggage. A
Z80A-based computer, the
M23P has an Am95 J I
arithmetic processor, J28K
bytes of RAM. and two
3 Y2 -inch 290K -byte microfloppy-disk drives. Two 75to J9,200-bps RS-232C
serial ports, a Centronicscompatible parallel port,
and three bus slots compose the M23P's I/O section. With the addition of
an acoustic coupler, the
M23P can send or retrieve
data. Featured software includes Sord's Pan Information Processing System
(PIPS), which has simplified
commands for making
tables, classifying data ,
searching, arranging information, performing calculations, and creating
graphs. BASIC, UCSD Pascal. FORTRAN, a word
processor, and an assembly-language debugger are
standard. When equipped
with a J2-inch green or a
J4-inch color monitor, the
M23P offers a 25 by 80 display format. Color capacities include 640- by
256-dot graphics and 8 colors.
Options include the
SB-80 operating system
and, a dot-matrix or daisywheel printer. The list price
is 52 J85 . Add 5 J95 for the
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green monitor and 5795
for the color monitor. Contact Sord Computer of
America Inc., c/o Mitsui
(U.S.A) Inc., 200 Park Ave. ,
New York, NY 10166,
(212) 878-4403 .

Morrison St., POB 14706,
Portland, OR 972 14, (503)
232-0490.
Circle 663 on inquiry card.

Circle 662 on inquiry card.

PORTABLE
PC-RELATED
PRODUCTS

Check and Budget
Program for HX-20
Data-Check, a check
and budget program for the
Epson HX-20, has been announced by Dataccount.
This program maintains a
checking account with
budgets and reconciliation
and allows up to 20 userdefined categories. Budget
reports include analysis of
month- and year-to-date
performance . Transactions
can be summarized by
category, and Data-Check
can print balances and
outstanding transactions.
When used with the
HX-20's microcassette
drive, this program also
provides extensive file-handling abilities . It can accommodate 125 transactions
with the 16K-byte HX-20
and 1000 transactions
with the 32K-byte version .
Data-Check resides in
RAM. so you can access its
features at any time.
This program is also
available for the Radio
Shack Model 100 and the
NEC 8201 . For full details,
contact Dataccount Inc.,
Suite 820, 516 Southeast
586

MagazIne for Kaypro
Users

are available for the Compaq, Kaypro /I, Osborne
Executive, and Zorba . The
retail price is 569.95, plus
shipping. Dealer inquiries
are invited . Contact Icarus
Systems , Suite 14-325 ,
2303 North 44th St., Phoenix, AZ 85008, (602) 9453993 .

and padded shoulder straps
and waist belt.
Compupak will accommodate most portable
computers. It costs 5139,
piUS $ 10 shipping. It's available from Sage Designs,
6035 Ocean View Dr.,
Oakland, CA 94618, (415)
654- 1619.

Circle 665 on inquiry card.

Circle 667 on inquiry card .

Pro = Files is a bimonthly
magazine for users of Kaypro computers. Written for
both the novice and the experienced Kaypro user,
Pro = Files has a full range
of departments, features,
and news on Kaypro-related and industry topics.
Regular departments include letters to the editor, a
question-and-answer column, technical tips, and
short summaries of new
products and applications.
Pro = Files will be
distributed free of charge
for one year to new Kaypro owners. Subscriptions
for current owners began
with the premiere issue,
June 1983. Details are
available from Kaypro
Corp., 533 Stevens Ave. ,
Solana Beach, CA 92075 ,
(619) 481 -3424.

Quasar has announced
snap-in software capsules
and an EPROM programmer for its HHC (hand-held
computer). The software
capsules include a programmer's aid, statistics
and budget programs, and
a poker/blackjack game.
Prices range from 525 to
580. The EPROM programmer can be used to custom
program capsules for the
system . It costs 5295 . For
full details, contact Quasar
Co., 9401 West Grand
Ave ., Franklin Park, IL
60131 , (312) 625-0020.

Circle 664 on inquiry card.

Circle 666 on inquiry card.

PRINTERS

Software and
EPROM Programmer
for HHC

Stand for Portables

Computer Backpack

A stand from Icarus
Systems lets you adjust the
viewing angle of your portable computer console up
to 25 degrees. The stand is
constructed of heavygauge aluminum alloy and
is painted with a scratchresistant. baked urethane
enamel. Currently, versions

The Compupak backpack makes it possible to
transport portable computers on foot for blocks or
miles. The water-proof nylon pack is similar to the
type used by cross-country
backpackers. Its frame is
made of welded aluminum
with crossbar reinforcing
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Wlde-Carrlage
PrInters
Two versions of the MT
180 wide-carriage printer
are available from Mannesmann Tally. The MT
1801 features high-speed
132-column printing for accounting, report, or spreadsheet preparation. The MT
180L has letter-quality capabilities. When in the letterquality mode, these dotmatrix printers operate at
40 cps. For report preparation, they run at 160 cps.
Both versions feature a
15-inch carriage and 132character print line . A userselectable compressed print
option provides up to 264
columns of data on a single
line. Output formats, such
as right-margin justification ,
automatic centering, print
pitch, and proportional
spacing, can be set directly
from front-panel controls or
through the computer.
These printers come with
internal software that integrates text with graphics
printing in the same document. A single lever controls switching from single
cut-sheet to tractor feed .
Both serial and parallel in-

What's New?
terfaces are standard.
The MT 1801 and the
180l will work with such
16-bit computers as the
IBM Personal Computer
and the DEC Rainbow and
with 8-bit computers, including the Apple 1/ and

Osborne. The MT 1801
costs $998, and the 180l is
priced at $ 1098. For more
information, contact Mannesmann Tally Corp., 8301
South 180th St., Kent W A
98032, (206) 251-5503 .
Circle 668 on inquiry card.

Dual-Interface Letter-Quallty Printer
The TP-I/, a letter-quality,
dual-interface printer has
been introduced by SmithCorona . The TP-II daisywheel printer has a 10/12
pitch 93-character ASCI/
print wheel with reverse
slash, brackets, approximate sign, vertical line, uparrow, and greater- and
less-than symbols. TP-I/ can
accommodate X/On, X/
Off, ETX/ACK, and hardware handshake protocols.
A self-test switch, auto-

matic underscore, programmable margins and
tabs, and a 256-character
buffer are standard. It uses
ribbon cassettes, and RS232C and Centronics ports
are built in .
A tractor feed attachment is available for $149 .
The TP-I/ costs S895. For
details , contact SmithCorona, 65 locust Ave .,
New Canaan, CT 06840,
(203) 972-1471 .
Circle 670 on inquiry card.

Under-$ 700 Daisy-Wheel
Comrex International
has announced an under$ 700 daisy-wheel printer
capable of producing letterquality copy. The Comr!ter
CR-I/ features such wordprocessing functions as
superscript. subscript. backspace, underline, boldface,
double strike, and proportional spacing. Its 5K-byte
buffer, capable of storing
up to three pages of data,
lets you reproduce original
and multiple copies of a
document stored in it. The
average print speed is 12
cps (approximately 140
words per minute) . Print

motion is bidirectional and
logic seeking . The print
wheel is ASCI/-standard
with 96 petals. The ribbon
is a Brother-compatible cassette-type. Centronics and
RS-232C interfaces are
available.
Options include tractor
feed, color print ribbons, a
cut-sheet feeder, and interchangeable print wheels
compatible with the Comriter CR-1. For more information, contact Comrex
International Inc., 3701
Skypark Dr., Torrance, CA
90505, (213) 373-D280.
Circle 669 on inquiry card.

Petite Alphanumeric
Printer
Syntest Corporation's
SP-4OO alphanumeric matrix printer measures a mere
8 by 4.45 by 2.7 inches.
Capable of producing
high-quality 40-column
printouts on thermal paper,
the SP-4oo has switch-selectable data rates from 50
to 9600 bps and selectable
stop bits and parity. Input is
RS-232C or 20-mA loop. A
40-character buffer and a
lED for low paper indication are standard. Printing
speed is I line per second.

--,
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The SP-4OO is $285 in
quantity. The single-unit
price is S365 . Both prices
include power supply.
Contact Syntest Corp., 169
Mil/ham St.. Marlboro, MA
01752, (617) 481-7827 .
Circle 671 on inquiry card.
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SOFTWARE

Mission : Escapel is an
arcade-type game for 64Kbyte Apple lillie computers
from Micro-Spare. Volcanic
eruptions have blasted asteroids into orbit around
the 12 planets in the Appel
galaxy. You must pilot your
shuttlecraft through the asteroids to save the inhabitants from certain destruction. Mission: Escapel offers 12 levels of difficulty . It
costs $29.95 and is available from Micro-Sparc Ine.,
10 Lewis St.. Lincoln, MA
01773, (6 17) 259-971 O.
Circle 674 on inquiry card.

High-Speed
Electrosensitive
Printer
Axiom Corporation's
Model EX 1620 is an electrosensitive printer capable
of 960-cps operation. This
speed is made possible by a
"~uick-print" mode that
prints two characters with
a single pass of the print
head. In its normal mode,
the EX I 620 produces near
letter-quality characters at
240 cps. When used with
a microcomputer, the contents of a large program,
such as Visicalc, can be
dumped into the printer's
8K-byte buffer, freeing the
computer for other tasks.
The EX 1620 can operate
as a high-speed, high-resolution graphics printer with
a density of I 44 dots per
inch (both horizontal and
vertical). In addition to an
optional 64 extra characters and special symbols,
the full 96-character ASCII
set can be printed on 8V2inch-wide paper. Standard
interfaces include parallel,
RS-232C, and 20-mA serial
with busy and X/On X/Off
protocols.
The EXI620 costs $795 .
Ouantity discounts are
available. Contact Axiom
Corp ., 1014 Griswold
Ave., San Fernando, CA
9 I 340, (2 J3) 365-952 I.
Circle 672 on inquiry card.
588

Arcade Game
for Apple lie

Organize and Store Text by Menu
Ouestext III version 3.5 is
a general-purpose system
for organizing, communicating, and storing textual
information by menu. Produced by Information Reduction Research, Ouestext is suitable for such applications as computeraided instruction, electronic
publishing, executive
scheduling, and classroom
blackboarding . It's entirely
menu-driven and said to be
learnable in one session.
Ouestext organizes text
into tree-like menu structures and executes machine code. Standard features include easy updating, cursor editing, error
trapping, simple Englishlanguage commands, Help
and Show facilities, and file
controls. Print capabilities
include screen, text. and
outline dumping, continuous or page formats, and
variable indentation . Ouestext can read and write text
compatible with Wordstar.
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Ouestext runs on the
IBM Personal Computer,
Osborne I, Xerox 820,
Morrow Micro Decision,
Apple II CP/M. Kaypro, and
56K-byte CP/M systems.
An 8-inch single-density
disk is offered . A 24-line by
aO-column ASCII terminal is
required . A full system capable of accommodating 99
lines per menu, up to 6000
screens, and 32,700 records costs $299.95, including a self-teaching disk
with sample applications.
A mini version with 6 lines
per menu, up to 40 screens,
and 500 records is available for $49 .95 . The manual alone is $29.95. Original equipment manufacturer and dealer inquiries
are welcome . For further information, contact Information Reduction Research,
1538 Main St. , Concord,
MA 0 1742, (6 17) 3695719 .
Circle 673 on inquiry card.

Educational
Software Available
Edusoft offers I 7 educational software packages
for Apple, Atari, and Radio
Shack TRS-80 users. For
young children , Alphabet
Song and Count provide
practice in learning the
ABCs and numbers. Elementary school students
can gain mathematics mastery with Addition, MUltiplication, and Division Drills,
and older students can explore computer programming through the Simulated Computer program . For
teachers, Edusoft offers
Gradebook.
Most Edusoft programs
cost $24 .95 . For a free
catalog, contact Edusoft,
POB 2560, Berkeley, CA
94702, (800) 227-2778; in
California, (4 I 5) 548-2304.
Circle 675 on inquiry card.
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Get the Draw on Graphics
Micro-Labs' Draw is a
graphics and text-editing
package for creating pictures or designing graphics
screens on Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model Ills equipped
with the Grafyx Solution
Board. Containing nearly
10,000 instructions, this
machine-language program lets you set clear, or
complement points, lines,
circles, or boxes. Point sizes
can be changed at any
time, the entire screen can
be reversed or shifted in

any direction, and sections
of the screen can be filled
in with patterns. When a
picture is completed, it can
be saved on disk or tape or
printed. Draw uses singleletter commands .
Draw costs 539 .95 ,
which includes J 2 highresolution pictures and a
manual. Contact MicroLabs Inc., 902 Pinecrest
Richardson, TX 75080,
(2 J 4) 235-09 J 5.
Circle 676 on inquiry card.

Modula-2 Complier for CP/M
A Modula-2 compiler for
60K-byte CP/M systems
will be available from JRT
Systems on October J. Derived from Pascal, Modula-2 lets you develop large
programs made up of small
modules that are kept in a
program library. You can
mOdify any module without affecting its relationship
to the rest of the program
because each module is
divided into a definition
part ,and an implementation part. Modula-2 features type checking between separately compiled
program segments and

lOW-level facilities for direct
access to hardware and for
circumventing strong type
checking . It has multiprogramming abilities and procedure variables for program control.
Modula-2 was designed
by Niklaus Wirth, creator
of the Pascal language. Its
suggested retail price is
5 J 00. An IBM Personal
Computer version is in development. Contact JRT
Systems Inc " 45 Camino
Alto, Mill Valley, CA
9494 J, (4 J 5) 388-9670.
Circle 677 on inquiry card.

Project Grapher Without Additional Hardware
The Harvard Project
Manager lets IBM PC users
develop project plans
graphically without requiring special graphics hardware. HPM based on CPM
(Critical Path Method) and
PERT (Program Evaluation
and Review Technique),
employs the PC character
set to construct the graphical elements for project
management. It takes userspecified tasks, subprojects.
and job milestones and
draws a project "roadmap" on the PC's video
display. Projects can be
depicted as a bar chart
showing when each task
begins and ends. Task
duration units can range
from minutes or years .
Costs are user-specified. As
the project definition is refined, HPM continually recalculates and displays
total project costs and duration . The project's critical
path is displayed at all
times . Other features include dynamiC partitioning
of the display screen into
several functional windows, temporary displays

of information, two-dimensional scrolling, and the
ability to produce high-resolution hard copy.
HPM will also run on
such IBM PC-compatible
machines as the Compaq
and Hyperion. The suggested price is 5395 . Contact HaNard Software Inc.,
HaNard, MA 01451 , (61 7)
456-3400.
Circle 678 on inquiry card.

Keyboard
Programmer
AS-Key is a keyboard
software package that lets
you program special keys
on the North Star Advantage. With AS-Key, you
can define the J 07 specialkey combinations on the
Advantage as any standard ASCII character or sequence of characters. Eight
local functions are provided, including the ability
to send keyboard messages to a printer for the
setting of special modes.
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AS-Key, which costs
5250, works with CP/M
2.2 or MS-DOS. It's distributed to North Star dealers
through Northern Lights
Computers, 1832 2nd St..
Berkeley, CA 94710, (415)
540-6162 .
Circle 679 on inquiry card.

PERIPHERALS

and printers because it's
available in any combination of parallel and serial
I/O ports. Other standard
features include mu/tip/ecopy functions, and a
pause button. Microspooler will also receive
data from a telephone modem or a remote input terminal.

Utilities for IBM PC
Programmers
Power Pac I, the first in a
serie~ of IBM PC utility
packages from Monument
Computer Service, contains
three programs: Formatted
Lister, Diskmod, and BASIC
Variable Cross-Reference.
Formatted Lister lets you
define headings, page
numbers, margins, and line
spacing for BASIC sourcecode listings. Diskmod provides a means for reading
and inspecting disk sectors
and has a full-screen editor
that allows you to mOdify
disk data in either hexadecimal or ASCII code.
With BASIC Variable CrossReference, you can prepare
listings of linejump references and lists of variables
and their use within programs. Also, it can analyze
up to 10 programs simultaneously and prepare documented listings and internal
programming references.
Minimum requirements
are 64K bytes of memory
and a printer. Power Pac I
costs 579.95. For details,
contact Monument Computer Service, Village Data
Center, POB 603, Joshua
Tree, CA 92252, (619)
365-6668.
Circle 680 on inquiry card.
590

Mlcrogrlds Offer High Resolution
Microgrid digitizer systems are plug and I/O compatible with other Summagraphics digitizers, including 10, Supergrid, and
Summagrid . Six tablets,
ranging in size from 12 by
12 inches to 42 by 60 inches, compose this series.
Each features resolution of
up to 1000 points per inch,
± 0.0 1O-inch accuracy, a
single controller/interface
board , a single-board
printed-circuit grid, dual RS232C interfaces, and an
8-bit parallel interface. A
choice of transducers is offered so that the Microgrid
can be tailored to meet
specific applications needs.
Transparent self-test and interactive terminal diagnostics are built in.
Options include a l -button stylus or 3-, 4-, or
16-button cursors . For
price and product informa-
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tion, contact Summagraphics Corp., 35 Brentwood Ave ., POB 781, Fairfield , CT 06430, (203)
384-/344 .
Circle 681 on inquiry card.

Buffer Gobbles Data
as Fast as It Comes
Consolink's Microspooler accepts information as fast as your computer can output and holds
it in memory until your
printer is ready. With this
device, you can store sentences, paragraphs, and
data from different pro- '
grams, compile them, and
print a finished document.
Microspooler can function
as an interface between
noncompatible computers

The basic Microspooler
contains 16K bytes of
memory and an LED display that indicates the
amount of memory in use
and how much data is yet
to be printed. Options include memory expansion
of up to 64K bytes and
serial interfacing capabilities. The suggested retail
price for the parallel-to-parallel interface unit is $ 199.
For full particulars, contact
Consolink, 1840 Industrial
Circle , Longmont. CO
80501, (800) 525-6705; in
Colorado, (303) 65 1-2014.
Circle 682 on inquiry card.

What's New?
COOS. Contact Matco,
427 Perrymont San Jose,
CA 95125 , (408) 9981655 .
Circle 684 on inquiry card.

IEEE-488 Line Output Module
A 64 digital line output
module that's IEEE-488
bus-compatible is available
from Connecticut Microcomputer. Busster B64 accepts commands and data
from any computer with
an IEEE-488 interface. This
unit processes information
through its IEEE port and
then activates 1 to 64 digital TTL -level lines, effectively increasing a computer's

interfacing capabilities
while reducing overhead.
Busster can be programmed through BASIC
commands from the host
computer. Available from
stock, Busster B64 costs
$495 . Contact Connecticut
Microcomputer, 36 Del
Mar Dr., Brookfield, CT
06084, (203) 775-4595 .
Circle 683 on inquiry card.

Vle-20 Expansion
Device
The RAMmaster 32 for
the Commodore VIC-20
has been announced by
Mosaic Electronics. RAMmaster expands the VIC's
memory to 37K bytes and
features a built-in expansion port, pause and writeprotect switches, and a relocatable memory block. A
disabler switch that permits
cartridge removal without
turning off the computer is
standard .
The suggested retail
price for RAMmaster is less
than $ 150. Further information is available from
Mosaic Electronics, POB
708, Oregon City. OR
97045, (800) 547-2807; in
Oregon, (503) 655-9574 .
Circle 685 on inquiry card.

EPROM Emulator/Programmer
You can program or
emulate such chips as the
2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A.
27128, and 68764 with
Matco 's Emprom-l EPROM
emulator/programmer
board . The Emprom-l
does not use system memory space . It uses only
eight I/O ports. An 8-inch
single-sided single-density
disk controls all programming and emulation functions. Programming is accomplished by an on-

board or an external zeroinsertion force socket. Programming voltages are developed on the card, and
personality changes are
software-switched . A ribbon cable connects the
Emprom-l and the target
processor.
Options include a buffered emulation cable and
an adapter module for emlating multiple EPROMs .
The software disk will run
with CP/M, MP/M , or

Digital Oscilloscope,
Data Acquisition for
Apple
Applescope from RC
Electronics contains all the
hardware and software
necessary to convert your
Apple or Franklin into a
multipurpose digital-storage oscilloscope and dataacquisition system. System
highlights include the abili-

ty to acquire consecutive
points on a single sweep,
shiftable trigger position
within a signal sweep,
automatic test and measurement waveform storage and retrieval on a floppy disk, hard-copy output
real-time voltage measurement external trigger, 4channel software support,
pretrigger viewing, single
sweep or continuous trace,
and addition, subtraction,
inversion, multiplication,
and conversion of input
waveforms. It uses the display monitor to graph digitized input signals on a
280- by 160-dot grid. Three
lines of text at the bottom
of the screen display status.
Applescope can acquire
and store several screen
displays for each sweep
(up to 64 in the OMA
mode) and permits the
screen to be scrolled
through the acquired signal trace.
System hardware includes an AID converter,
OMA controller, buffer
memory, and programmable timing logic. Two
versions are offered: the
02, a two-board, dualchannel 8-bit system, and
the HR 14, a 14-bit singlechannel system with 12-bit
absolute accuracy. Options
include probes and specialized software packages.
The Applescope 02 costs
$795 . The HR 14 begins at
$995 per channel. Complete Applescope packages
start at 54895, including a
computer. For full ordering
and product specifications,
contact RC Electronics Inc..
5386-0 Hollister Ave ., Santa Barbara, CA 93111.
(805) 964-6708.
Circle 6?6 on inquiry card.
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butes, also software-selectable, include bright dim,
standard or alternate character sets, normal, and inverse.
Ultraterm costs $379. Its
interlaced mode requires a
monitor with high-persistence phosphor. Contact
Videx Inc., 897 Northwest
Grant. Corvallis , OR
97330, (503) 758-0521 .
Circle 688 on inquiry card.

VoIce-RecognitIon
System for Apple

SwItch Lets 8 UnIts Interact SImultaneously
Digital Laboratories markets a line-controlled generai-purpose switch that lets
up to 8 nonmedia-compatible modems, printers,
monitors, ROM programmers, and computers share
resources. The Micro-Matrix II allows multiple conversions and broadcasting
between any combination
of RS-232C- and 20-mAcompatible devices. This
Z80-based unit stores up to
16 frequently used 8 by 8
connection matrices, which
can be accessed and
routed by simple codes. It
can be operated by a standard video terminal or
through computer control.
Software modification between computers is not required.
The Micro-Matrix II costs
$995 . For more informa592

tion, contact Digital Laboratories Inc.. 600 Pleasant
St., Watertown , MA
02171 , (617) 924-1680.
Circle 687 on inquiry card.

NIne DIsplay Formats
for the Apple
Videx's Ultraterm video
card gives your Apple II
Plus, lie, or III a high-quality
8- by 12-dot character matrix with a flicker-free display. Nine software-selectable formats allow as many
as 4096 chara cters to be
displayed. Format modes
include 40 by 24, 80 by 24,
80 by 32 with interlacing,
128 by 32 for expanded
spreadsheet visuals, and
160 by 24. Video attri-
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An Apple-compatible
voice-recognition board
that lets you input commands and repetitive data
through a microphone is
available from Voice Recognition Systems. When
AVIM (Apple Voice Input
Module) receives your verbal commands, it responds
with any sequence of preprogrammed keystrokes
you wish . Its resident 8K
bytes of memory can store
up to 80 voice-commandl
keyboard response sets,
and additional command
sets can be stored on disk.
It's supplied with a menudriven utility for creating
commands. The utility disk
is also preprogrammed
with command vocabularies for Visicalc. Wordstar, List Handler, BASIC
and seven other programs.
AVIM connects through
any RS-232C port. Among
AVIM's pertinent hardware specifications are a
Motorola 6803 synthesizer,
proprietary analog chips for
signal processing, and a
16-channel aUdio-spec-

trum analyzer that determines strategies for voicepattern recognition and
storage.
Options include a remote FM microphone for
cordless operation, appliance on/off relays, and a
number of software packages. The retail price is
$950. A $75 adapter is required for the Apple lie .
IBM Personal Computer
and S- J 00 bus versions are
in development. For full details, contact Voice Recognition Systems, 550 Battery
St.. San Francisco, CA
941 J 1. (4 J 5) 788-2007 .
Circle 689 on inquiry card .

MultIfunctIon
Subsystem Adds
Speech
The CMJ-IF multifunction subsystem plugs into
the cartridge slot on the
Radio Shack TRS-80 Color
Computer or the TDP- J 00.
Available from Magnum
Distributing, the CMJ-IF expands your computer by
providing a speech synthesizer accessible from BASIC
two parallel ports, 4K or 8K
bytes of EPROM or ROM
space, two counter/timers,
a serial communications
port, and an extender port
for accessing a disk controller or ROM pack without disconnecting the subsystem . CMJ-IF is priced at
less than $200. For additional information, contact
Magnum Distributing Inc..
J 000 South Dixie Highway
#3, Pompano Beach. FL
33060, (305) 785-2002.
Circle 690 on inquiry card.

Circle 520 on inquiry card.
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TRS-80, and many 8-bit
parallel computers.
The Mark is available as
a complete subsystem assembled into either a standalone or rack-mountable
chassis or it can be integrated into an existing
chassis. OEM quantity one
prices begin at 53000.
Contract PH-Associates,
8720 Old Courthouse Rd .,
Vienna , VA 22 180, (703)
281-5762 .
Circle 692 on inquiry card.

HP-Compatlble Wlnchesters

Dual-Mode
Streaming Tape
Backup

The Series 3000 line of
Winchester hard-disk subsystems from Bering Industries is designed for Hewlett-Packard computers .
This 12-member family offers storage capacities of 5,
10, and 15 megabytes and
an average transfer rate of
174,000 bytes per second .
The 8085 microprocessor
and the 2900 bit-slice chip
are integrated with the
controller, and as-bit errorcorrection-code circuit is
built in for added data integrity. Storage can be
partitioned into formatted
blocks.
The Series 300 is hardware-, software-, and
media-compatible with
such HP technical and personal computers as the
HP I 000, Series 80, and
64000 development systems. Connection is via the
HP-/B; no hardware or software modifications are required.
The Series 3000 can be
equipped with a variety of
options, including integral
3 V2 -, 5 V4 -, or 8-inch f/oppydisk drives. Other options
594

include a multiport feature,
an intelligent controller for
local backup, and disksharing capabilities. Series
3000 prices range from
S2860 to S4260. For complete product descriptions,
contact Bering Industries
Inc. , 747 East Brokaw Rd .,
San Jose, CA 95 I 12, (408)
298-8552.
Circle 691 on inquiry card.

Disk Subsystems
for OEM Market
PH-Associates ' Mark line
of disk subsystems for
OEMs have a 30-millisecond average access time.
Capacities of 20, 33 , and
46 megabytes are available . Said to be identical in
size to the standard 5 Y4inch floppy ~ disk drive,
these subsystems come
with a smart controller featuring intelligent formatting
and automatic sectoring .
The transfer rate is 5 megabits per second, and the
line interfaces to S- IOO,
l80, Apple, IBM Personal
Computer, Radio Shack
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The 20-megabyte Sysgen Image streaming cassette-tape backup for the
IBM PC XT gives you a
choice of two backup
modes: Preserve and Filesave. Preserve saves a
volume of disk data and restores it on another disk. It
has a catalog utility that
lists all the files by tapefile
identification, and size .
Filesave allows individual
files or groups of files to be
saved from hard disk to the
tape, and vice versa . Its
catalog utility lets you see
all the files on tape, a'specific range of files, or a particular file .
Image provides complete
archival backup of harddisk information at the rate
of 2.5 megabytes per second . Compatible with
CP/M-86 and PC-DOS, this
subsystem comes with a
controller, electronics, and
drive mechanics . Word
processing, database management. spreadsheet. and
other demonstration software are supplied with Im-

age . It costs S995 , which
includes interface card,
cables, and the software.
Contact Sysgen, 47853
Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont. CA 94539, (415)
490-6770.
Circle 693 on inquiry card.

Intelligent Drives
for Atarl 400/800
Trak's single-density ATo I and double-density AT02 intelligent drive systems
work with Atari 400/800
computers. These drives
feature an onboard microprocessor, programmed
memory, and a digital track
counter. Standard controls
include a pressure-sensitive
control panel that provides
information on system activity through read/write indicators, a touch-sensitive
write-protect switch for securing data, and an intelligent controller interface for
a Centronics-type parallel
printer.
These drives have halfheight mechanisms with
steel-band head positioning and direct-drive beltless
DC motors. Track-to-track
access time is 5 milliseconds. The AT-D2 costs
S499. For full details, contact Trak Microcomputer
Corp., 151 I Ogden Ave .,

I i':'i HandUlellcorp.
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74lS257

74lS258
74lS259
74 lS260
74LS261

74lS26G
74 LS273

175

74 l S275
74lS279

i 4l SJ93

19
99
85
i5
105
I 15

7,ll S395

1 70

i4 L$ 399
7"l$42-l

., 35

74 L$158

i4L$160
;JlS161

I

•••

CA LL FOR
PRICE

14LS1S5
74LS166
74LS168

1 70

74lS15 7

6800 SERIES

105
105
1 19
89
248
115
1 15
199
89
89
89
220
1 15
1 15
98
98
1 15
95
89
89
1 15
169
169
169
149
220
1 10
1 10
1 19
140
140
85
98
2 95
65
249
59

74LS162
74LS163
74 l S164

440
59
99
99
99
110
1 19
I 75
195
195
1 19
1 19
149
69
69
69
69
169
189
69
195
195
65
195
195

8200 SERIES

\.49

Ci rcl e 508 on inqu iry card.

74 l S136

74LS02
74LS03

8000 SERIES

2 .95
8.95
9.95
1295

3.95
5.95
3.95
595
550
795
5.95
4 .95
895
11 95
995
1495
2495
1795
3995
Call

74LSl32

26
28
28
28
35
28
28
35
28
39
33
47
95
33
26
33
33
33
33
33
26
33
55
45
39
26
79
79
95
26
29
29
45
42
59
45
45
79
1 19
45
57
75
75
88
98
'5
45
43
43
55
1 19
1 35
89
52
79

14LSOO
14LSQl

Z80 SERIES

7<lL$283
74LS290
74 LS293
74LS295

HlS298
74L$324

i 4LS)4 ;
74LS348

74lS352
74lS353
74 L S 363
74 LS365
74L5366
74LS367
74L S368

7,'L S373
74 l S374
74LS 375
74LS] 7i

i J lS385
i 4lS 386
7.1l S390

2 95

i Jl S668

1 75

i -lL S6iQ

229

2 101
5101
2111

2 11 2
2114
2 114-25
21 14L-4

211 4L-3
2114L-2
2147
HM6116-4
HM6116-3
H M6116-2
HM6116LP -4
HM6116LP-3
HM61 16LP-2

1.95
395
2.49
2.99
8995
8 10 95
8 12.95
8 13.45
8, 1395
4.95
4 75
4.95
895
595
695
1095

74574

74586
74$11 2
7451 13

745114
745124
745 133
745134

745135
745136
745138
745 139
745 139
745140
745151
745153
745 157
745158
745 160
745 174
745175
745188
745194
74S 195
745196
745240
745241
745242
745243
745244
745251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745280
745287
745288
745373

745374
745387
745471

745472
745473
745474

745475
745570
745571
745572
745573
745940
745941

39
43
45
52
52
49
49
42
42
42
42
42
42
49
1 19
49
42
46
46
69
72
72
72

12
369
54
66
1 15
169
1 29
1.29
1 29
73
1 29
129
1 29
1 29
279
1 49
1.49
269
1 89
189
1 89
275
275
299
299
299
1 35
1 35
1 29
1 29
;5
279
299
255
310
3 io
275
7 95
795
7 95
995
9.95
5.75
5.75
8 95
895
290
290

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
75
.35
75
75
75
75
1 39
1 39
139
139
69
69
69
9.95
995

7805T
78M05C
7808T
7812T
7815T
7824 T
7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K
78105
78L 12
78L 15
78H05K
78H12K
K
TO ·3
L
TO-92

DRAM
TM S4027
UPD411
MM5280
MK4108
MM5298
4116-300
4116-250
4116-200
4116-150
4116-120
2118
4164-200
4164-150

7905T
7908T
7912T
79 15T
7924T
7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K
79L05
79L 12
79115
LM323K
UA78540

C.T

S-RAM

MOS PROMS
2708
2758
2716
2716- 1
TM52516
TM52716
TMS2532
2732
2732-25 0
2732-200
2764
2764 -250
2764-200
TM 52564
MC68 764
27 128

~
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74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74509
74510
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74538
74540
74551
74564
74565

1 99
3.00
3.00
195
1 85
811 1 75
8 1195
8 1295
8f 1495
8 29.95
495
5.95
6.95

85
85
85
85
85
1 49
149

1 49
1 49

79
79
79
495
1 95

- TO-220

LINEAR
LM301CN
LM304H
LM 305 H
LM306H
LM307CN
LM308CN
LM 309 K
LM 310CN
LM31 1D/ CN
LM31 2H
LM317T
LM318C N
LM319N/ H
LM320 K-XX'
LM320T-XX'
LM320H-XX'
LM323K
LM324N
LM337K
LM338K
LM339N
LM340K-XX'
LM340T-XX'
LM 340H-XX'
LM344H
LM348N
LM350K
LM358CN
LM360N
LM372N
LM376N
LM377N
LM380CN / N
LM38 1N
LM 383T
LM 386N
LM 387N
LM 390N
NE555V
N E556N
NE561T
NE565N / H
NE566HN
NE567V / H
NE592 N
LM702H
LM709N / H
LM 7 10N/ H
LM71 1N/ H
LM715N
LM723N/ H
LM733N / H
LM739N
LM741CN / H
LM741CN-l.4
LM474N / H
LM748N / H
LM760CN
LM1 310N
LM1458CN / N
MC1488N
MC1489N
LM1496N
78H05K
78 M06
78M .G .

.35
1.98
1.89
3.25
.29
.98
1.49
1.25
.89
1.75
1.70
1.49
1.25
1.35
1.39
1.25
4.95
.95
5.95
6 .95
.95
1.75
1.25
1.25
1.95
1.20
5.60
.98
1.49
1.95
3.75
2.75
1.25
1.79
1.95
1.25
1.40
1.95
.39
.98
19.95
1.25
1.75
1.50
2.75
1.99
.29
.75
.39
1.95
.65
.98
1.15
.33
1~

.75
.39
2.95
1.90
.49
.99
.99
.89
5.95
1.49
1.49

16RAMCARD
Compatib le with :
DOS3 .3, CP / M,
Visica lc, PASCAL
$49 00
1 YR. WARRANTY
Apple lillie
Compatible

$222 00

DiskDrive
CONTROLLER
$75 00
CARD

IBMMEMORY
EXPANSION KIT
IBM 64K $52.95
(9Pcs64KRAM)
High Quality
Diskettes
5114" SS/DD 17IBox
5 1/4" SS/DD 27/Box

80 Column Card
CaliFor
SuperLow Price
POWER SUPPLY

$40 00
VEP550A
5V/ 6A , 12V/ 1A, -5V/ 1A
$45 00

VEP550B

5V/7A , 12V/1 A, --5V/1 A
CRYSTALS
32758kh z
10ml"
1 8432
20
2 09; 152
2·15;6
32768
3579535
40
50
5 0688
5 185
57 143

60
6144

65536
80
10 0
10 738635
14 3 1818
150
160
1i 430

180
184 32
200
22 11 8-1
320

,.•••
(415) 962-9265

1.75
3 .95
3 .95
2 .95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2 .95
2 .95
2 .95
2.95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2 .95
2.95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

•
•

•

$50 00

VEP560A

5V/ 7A , 12V/ 2A , -5V / 1A,
- 12V/. 5V
3 MONTHS WARRANTY

80 Column Dot Matrix
Printer
.
CP-80 bye .T .!.
80 cps parallel interface
graphics printing compatible
with EPSON MX80FT
SALEPRICE

$324 95

TERMS : For shipping include S2 for UPS Ground o r $3

for UPS Blue Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require
510 min imum ord er.

additiona l shipping charges .

I!i Handwellcorp.
•

4962 EL CAMI NO REAL , SUITE 119
LOS ALTOS , CA 94022
(415) 962-9265 . TL X: 171947 HANDWELL L TOS
BYTE Seplember 1983
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What's New?
Downers Grove, IL 605 J 5,
(800) 323-4853; in Illinois,
13 J 2) 968-171 6.
Circle 694 on inquiry card.

FOREIGN

5~:""oQ a...~t.OI'I

=5

1 5!~:~

Portable MInIcassette
for FIeld Work
The LG-P compact portable minicassette system
is manufactured by Analog & Digital Peripherals .
This microprocessor-controlled unit is designed for
field and factory personnel
needing means for loading
and storing programs at a
remote site. Standard features include 96K bytes of
storage per tape, multiple
files/tape abilities, 5witchselectable data rates of
J 50 to 9600 bps, doublebuffered 110, terminal and
modem ports, and automatic error checking and
retry . It has a self-contained operating system, a
transparent standby mode
between terminal and
modem, and the ability to
handle ASCII or binary
codes . Its manual controls
are read and write block or
file, stop, skip, and backwards.
The LG-P comes in a
shock-mounted briefcase
measuring 7 Y4 by 5 by
9V2 inches . Standard RS232C and 20-mA current
loop interfaces are offered .
The single-unit price is
5639. Quantity discounts
are available . Contact
Analog & Digital Peripherals Inc., 8 J 5 Diana Dr. ,
Tory, OH 45373, (513)
339-2241 .
Circle 695 on inquiry card .
596

stored and transferred to
monitoring equipment for
analysis. The slave is programmed through a standard ASCII termina l connected to the master.
Other products from
RAD include short-haul
modems and automatic
cable testers. For more information , contact RAD
Computers Ltd ., 8 Hanechoshet St., Ramat Hachayal, Tel Aviv 697 J 0,
Israel; tel: (03) 494511 ;
Telex : 355 J 7.
Circle 697 on inquiry card .

CanadIan Payroll System
Arctic Data Corporation's Canadian payroll
accounting system works
with computers running
CP/M and OS65/U operating systems . This package uses menu-driven
prompts to guide operators
through all pha ses of installation, operation, and report generation . It can print
payroll summaries, input
registers, employee lists,
and payroll stubs. It supports up to nine user-defined deductions and four
rate categories per employee. Payrolls can be calculated concurrently for
hourly, salaried, and piecework paid employees. Salaried personnel files can be
password protected . Further facilities permit issuing
cash advances, bonuses,
and lump-sum payments.
This system can handle
gove rn m ent-su ppl i ed
forms . Union and job
costing versions are available. Dealers and interested end users can receive
complete details from Arc-

September 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.

tic Data Corp., J 839 J st
Ave., Prince George, British
Columbia , V2L 2Y8,
Canada .
Circle 696 on inquiry card.

Remote LIne MonItor
The RLM 2000 remote
line monitor from RAD
Computers Ltd. permits
EIA status and line data
streams to be transmitted
from remote data links to a
central site for analysis .
This system is made up of
a master unit at a central
site and a slave unit that
can be connected over
communication lines and
controlled by the master.
The slave scans the transmit and receive leads, Tx
and Rx clocks, and control
signals. It transmits data to
the master via low-speed
channels using an errorchecking algorithm for
data integrity . The master
unit receives and stores
data in its J K- to 16K-byte
memory. Data is then re-

Wlnchesters and
FloppIes Standard
The Orion VI series of
microcomputers from Dy-4
Systems offers two types of
Winchester hard-disk
drives combined with an
8-inch double-sided double-density floppy -disk
drive. The Orion VI-A
comes with a 35.6-megabyte Iformatted) 8-inch
Winchester, and the Orion
VI-B is equipped with a 5-,
J 0-, or 20.8-megabyte 5 V4inch Winchester. Both systems feature STD bus architecture, a Z80A microprocessor, 64K bytes of RAM.
4K bytes of EPROM. and
CP/M.
A J 2-slot card-cage option for the VI-B allows for
up to 9 user card slots. Additional options include RS232C and parallel ports,
color graphics, and floating-point mathematics .
Contact Dy-4 Systems Inc.,
888 Lady Ellen Place, Ottawa, Ontario K I Z 5M J ,
Canada, 16 J 3) 728-37 J J.
Circle 698 on inquiry card.

ANADEX
DP9501

BMC
PB101 , 16cps, 2KBuffer ..
PB104 5ilver Reed Copy .

CCU

List
$1725

$1395

List
$1100
849

5 649
599

CCU

BROTHER

List
$ 999

HR-1A, 17cps ..

C.ITOH
Gorrila-Banana, 50 cps
Prowriter8510, 120cps .
Prowriter 111550 115") .
Prowriterl5erial .
Prowtirer II 5erial
5tarwriterF-10, 40pU .
8600BP, 180cps .....
Printmaster F-10-55 .

COM REX
CR~

.. ... ...........
CR-11, 12cps, 5KBuffer
Tractor, CR-2

DIABLO
620 .. .. .
630R-155 . .
630KSR . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .

List
5 249
495
995
745
995
1895
1295
1995

List
51199
599
129
List
51195
2340
3325

IDS

CCU

Microprism80w / color .

CCU

160Li160 CPS) . .
180ll160cPS) .

5 675

5 194
349
649
499
695
1129
999
1405

CCU

5 675
499
99

CCU

$ 925
1790
2495

List
$ 499
525
699
899

5 799

MANESMAN-TALLY
List
$1075
1495

PC8023A 11 00 cps) ... . .
PC8025 115" Carriage) .

List
5 619
975

NEC DOT MATRIX
List
5 619
975

Nec8023 .
Nec8025 .

NEC 3500 SERIES
Nec3510 .
Nec3515 . ...... .. .... .
NeC 3520K5R .
Nec3530 ..
........ .
Nec3550 .

.

Call
Call
Call
Call

List
$1895
1890
2625
1995
2295

CCU

$ 615
849

.. $ 119
179
119

NEW OKIDATA
Microline92Pl160 CPS) .
Microline 925 1160 Cps) ... .
Microline93PI160cpS, 15") .
Microline 935 1160 cps, 15")

List
$ 699
799
1249
1349

OKIDATA

CCU

CCU

1140+ .

CCU

Gemini 10X 1120cPS)
Gemini 151100cps) .
Gemini15X .

5 375
699

QUME SPRINT
5 375
699

51495
1490
1995
1645
1850

Dumpling GX Graphic Printer Interface .. 5 89
Dumpling GX 16 Interface w / 16K Of Buf_ . 149
Additional Buffering 16K .
15

CABLES
FOURTH DIMENSION

List
52595
2625
3258
3325
2595

List
Microli n e82AIPar. &5eriall .. $ 549
Microline 83A 115" carriage) .
899
Microline 84P 1200 CPS)
1395
Microline 845 1200 CPS) ..
1495

MICROTEK

ORANGE MICRO

NEC 7700 SERIES
Nec7710 _
Nec7715 _
Nec7720
Nec7725 .
Nec7730

CCU

List
$1048

NEC

CCU

SPECIALS

ALL PRODUCTS HAVE

FACTORY WARRANTY

Grappler +
Grappler + 16KBufferExp. to64K .
Buffer Board works w I Grapp ler +

EPSON
RX-801120cPS) ___
MX-80FT 180 cps) _
FX-801160cps) .......
FX-100 115" Carriage) .

.... 5

List
$1681

STAR MICRONICS

TOSHIBA
P1350 . ..... ..
Tractor ... . ...

EJ(PE(l
SE(lVIC:

.
..

CCU

51950
1995
2550
2595
1995

CCU

5 499
599
799
899

CCU

5 379
629
929
999

ccu

51495

CCU

List
5 399
599
699

5 294
389
489

List
52195
295

51499
219

SAVE

CCU

20% TO 40%

What's Ne·w?
Trade Magazine for
Latin American
Business
Ejecutivo magazine is
designed for Latin American business people who
want to know more about
computers and information-processing equipment. It offers reports on
industry trends. trade happenings, new products
and services, and profiles
of names in the news .
Current circulation of this
Spanish-language, fourcolor journal is 40,000. For
information, contact Ms.
M . Morelli. Ostwaldstrasse
6, 5300 Bonn I, West
Germany; tel: (228)
612807 . In the the U.S.,
Johnston International,
386 Park Ave. S, New
York, NY 10016, (212)
689-0120.
Circle 699 on inquiry card.

K-Flx Patches Kaypro ·
CP/M
Maplesoft's K-Fix version
2.1 is designed to correct
several unpopular traits of
the Kaypro II. K-Fix alters
the Kaypro's CP/M system
so that it turns off the drive
motors when they are not
in use, extinguishes the
drive lights except for
when a read or write is occurring, and sets the power
on/reset default serial data
rate to any of the 16 values
supported by the Kaypro .
K-Fix is written in assembly language and is recopy able with COPY and
SYSGEN utilities. The distribution disk contains
KFIX .COM , the source
code (KFIX.ASM), and a
598

boot-up message advising
users how to proceed. It
costs $29 .95 (in Canada,
535), which includes a
manual containing a fully
commented source-code
listing. Order K-Fix from
Maplesoft Inc., Suite 100,
49 Ascot Dr., Fredericton,
New Brunswick, E3B 6G I.
Canada .
Circle 700 on inquiry card.

Printer Flows
at 37 cps
The Flowriter RP 1300
operates at 37 cps and offers character pitches of
10, 12, and 15 cpi and
proportionally spaced type
styles. This bidirectional
printer with optimized printhead movement comes
with an 8K-byte buffer,
graphics capabilities, and
such print enhancements
as underline and boldface .
Standard features include
external forms control,
multicolor print. self-test.
automatic linefeed, paper
and ribbon sensors, and a
print wheel with the fUll
96-character ASCII set and
28 special symbols. Flowriter can print an original
plus six copies. Interfaces
are serial RS-232C IEEE488, or Centronics parallel.
Options include a variety
of typefaces, tractor feed,
and a keyboard for communications. A 60-cps version is available . Contact
Appropriate Technology
Ltd., 2-4 Canfield Place,
London NW6 3BT, England; tel: 01 -328 7272;
Telex: 264538 SSE G.
Circle 701 on inquiry card.
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PUBLICATIONS

Vlslcalc Subject of Two New Works
Two recent releases from
Osborne/McGraw-Hili focus on Visicorp's Visicalc
spreadsheet program. 54
Visicalc Models: FinanceStatistics-Mathematics by
Robert H. Flast is a collection of ready-to-run Visicalc
programs that address common business, mathematics, and statistical problems.
It's written for both beginners and seasoned Visicalc
users. The price is $ 15.95.
In The Visicalc Program

Made Easy, David M .
Castlewitz presents a series
of hands-on lessons that introduce users to Visicalc's
program format and commands . Numerous examples and exercises help
even first-time users achieve
desired results . It costs
$ 12.95 . Contact Osborne/McGraw-Hili, 2600 Tenth
St.. Berkeley, CA 94710,
(415) 548-2805 .
Circle 702 on inquiry card.

Guide to Osborne
Purported to provide all
the operational requirements needed to wrest the
best from your Osborne I,
Using the Osborne Personal Computer is a Van
Nostrand Reinhold publication . Author Kenniston W .
Lord offers easy-to-use applications that can save
business people time and
money. Methods of entering, sorting, and presenting
information are explained,
and graphics techniques

for business reports are described. Discussions cover
data and programs running under the CP/M operating system and explain
how printer graphics are
used . Other topics addressed include defining
media files and reading
and writing to magnetic
media . Numerous projects
are provided to further
refine programming skills.
Using the Osborne Personal Computer contains

DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING DOWN
PRICES ON DISKS! FREE SHiPPING!

DV'S EXCLUSIVE "YOU CANT LOSE"
SIX MONTH WARRANTY!

III1IIIIII

""1111 "

TEC'S NEW HALF-HIGH 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE
ii/CASE & POWER SUPPLY AT AN INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICE!
$195.00rrrrr
lEW!
TRUE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES! 1 5/8 INCH
NOT 2 INCH OR 2 7/16 INCH! DIRECT DRIVE!
NO DRIVE BELT! 3MS TRACK TO TRACK!
EAC's New Slimline 40 Track w/case & power supply .
. . 5235.00
3ndon 40 Track TM·100·1 w/case & power supply .......... .. 5220.00
(DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK DRIVES ADD $75.(0)

lugart New Slimline Double Sided 40 Track w/case & P.5 ....... 5299.00
lugart New Slimline Double Sided SO Track w/case & P.S .. . ... 5379.00
mdon Single Sided Slimline S" Disk Drive w/dual case & P.S .. . 5545.00
mdon Double Sided Slimline S" Disk Drive w/dual case & P.S .... 5625.00
4)0 Drive 5 1/4" Cable (FOR MOST COMPUTERS). . . . . . . .
. .. 523.99
(WITH GOlD PLATED CONNECTORS)

/ 's Color Computer 1st Drive Only . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

. .. '. 5389.00

ONE YEAR WARRAl'ITY ON lEAC & SHUGART DRIVESI1BO DAYS ON TEC & TANDON

'yes Smart Modem 300 Baud .... ... 5225.00
1200 Baud ..... S525.00
xIeIl Double Density Board . .. . .... ... . . ................. . ... 589.00
f s Une Filter W/Sur~ Supression .... ... . . . . . . ... . ..... . . .... 545.00
;kette File Box "Holds 70 Diskettes" . . . ... .. . .. . ... . .......... 529.95

"NO YOU'RE NOT SEEING THINGS, THA T'S FOUR
INTERNAL DRIVES IN A MODEL 4, WITH UP TO 4 MEG,
DISK STORAGE AVAILABLE NOW!

DV IS DRIVING DOWN PRICES ON DISK!
DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS·SO' MODEL 4 with TANDON/
TEC/TEAC disk drives, one of the most reliable disk drive sys tems on
the market , for INCREDIBLY low prices.
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 40 track double density disk drives, complete
system with TRSDOS 6 .0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . ..... $1599.00/128K .. $1679.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 40/40 track double density disk drives, complete
systems with TRSDOS 6.0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . ..... $1899.00/128K ..$1979.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual SO track double density disk drives, complete
systems with TRSDOS 6 .0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . .. .. . $1899.00/128K .. $1979.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual SO/SO track double density disk drives, complete
systems with TRSDOS 6 .0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . . .... $2199.00/128K .. $2279.00
MODEL 4 with 64K four 40 track double density internal disk drives ,
complete systems with TRSDOS 6 .0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . .. . . . $2299.00/128K ..$2379.00

PRINTER PRICES

:so FT w/Graphtrax Plus. 5459.00 Gemini 10 .. ... .. . . ......

5349.00
~ 100 w/Graphtrax Plus. 5659.00 Gemini 15 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 5479.00
80 w/Graphtrax Plus . .. 5389.00 Citoh Prowriter S51O ...... 5395.00
SO w/Graphtrax Plus ... 5569.00 Starwriter FlO ........ . . 51169.00
100 w/Graphtrax Plus .. 5779.00 Smith Corona TPl. ..... . . 5595.00
nter Cable 10' long w/gold plated connectors starting at. . .
. .. 525.99

MODEL 4 with 64K four internal drives of any configuration available to
achieve up to 4 meg of disk storage .. ....... ... .... .. .. ........ CALL
MODEL 1ll/4 Internal Two Drive Kit: Includes controller board, dual drive
mounting bracket, dual power supply, all hardware cable; and connectors
(gold plated) & TEC Drive . . . . . . . .
. ... .. . . .
. ...... 5399.00
4 DRIVE KIT MINUS DRIVE . .. . . ................... . ....... 5349.00
MODEL 100 SK. ......... 5679.00
24K. ....... 5839.00
DV'S MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY BOARDS ............. .. ... 589.00

COMPUTERS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DV'S SIX MONTH
PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY

'Is It our retail location at:

.11 Marshall Street
.itchfield. MI 49252
313) 426-5086
313) 482-4424
517) 542-3280
517) 542-3939
517) 542-3947

Circle 152 on Inquiry card.
•"ffiS-BO is a _

o f the T andy CO<pOration

Prices subject to change without notice .

What's New?
15 illustrations and 336
pages. It's available in
either cloth or paperback
for $20.45 and $ 13 .95, respectively. Contact Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 135
West 50th St.. New York,
NY 10020, 12 I 2) 2658700.
Circle 703 on inquiry card.

Components Catalog
A free, illustrated 80page catalog of semiconductors, memories, microprocessors, and passive
electronic components is
available from Active Electronics. Also covered are
computer systems and peripherals. Contact Active
Electronics, POB 8000,
Westborough, MA 0 158 I,
(800) 343-0874; in Massachusetts, 16 I 7) 366-0500.
Circle 705 on inquiry card.

SYSTEMS

Business Accessories
Described
Microsoftware Solutions, a free catalog of programs, books, accessories,
and games for business
computer users, is produced by Career Aids. This
catalog describes more
than 100 products in such
diverse categories as training, word processing, accounting, job scheduling,
file management. graphics,
and medical/legal office .
Product descriptions include information on memory requirements, printer
needs and formats, and
comparison tables. A glossary of technical terms
helps you sort through the
jargon .
All the programs listed in
Microsoftware Solutions
are available from and supported by Career Aids. A
telephone hotline service
provides you with assistance in selecting software
for particular applications
or with information and
advice. For a copy, contact
Career Aids/Microsoftware
Solutions, 8950 lurline
Ave ., Chatsworth, CA
9131 I, (213) 341-8279.
Circle 704 on inquiry card.
600

Online Data
Directory
Profiles of 29 I online services are contained in a 52page directory produced
by Data Decisions. Online
Services covers databases
in 15 categories, such as
distribution , education,
banking and finance, medical/health, government.
and agriculture. Service
reports provide information
on the primary function of
the company, application
and industry emphasis, application languages and
program development aids
supported, and access
schemes permitted. Other
features include a quickreference and summary index classifying the listings
by industry and a miscellaneous section of databases.
Online Services costs
$29.95 . Order Report 10Cl from Data Decisions,
20 Brace Rd., Cherry Hill,
NJ 08034, (609) 4297100.
Circle 706 on inquiry card.
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Single-Board Computer
Automatically Boots DOS
The 10-80 from Advanced Data Processing
Systems automatically
boots a control program or
DOS when powered up.
This single-board computer
comes with a floppy-disk
controller, two RS-232C
serial ports, three parallel
ports, and 64K bytes of dynamic RAM . It features an
onboard terminal that uses
VT-52 control codes and
outputs composite video in
an 80-column by 24-row
format . Characters are
formed in a 9 by I 2 matrix,
and custom fonts are userprogrammable. A semigraphics mode allows the
generation of 32 graphics
characters. For storage, the
10-80 can handle two
single- or double-density,
single- or double-sided
5 V4 -inch floppy-disk drives
or up to four single- or
double-sided, single-density 8-inch drives. A 2K-

byte character generator
and 2K bytes of video
memory are standard .
In single units, the 10-80
costs $598. For further information, contact Advanced Data Processing
Systems, POB 104 17, San
Jose, CA 95 I 37, (408)
446-9332 .
Circle 707 on inquiry card.

Unlsystem-PC Is PCcompatible
Compatible with the IBM
Personal Computer, the
Unisystem-PC is produced
by International Systems
Marketing . This 16-bit
8088-based machine is
outfitted with 256K bytes
of memory, dual 720K-byte
floppy-disk drives, 8K bytes
of EPROM. two RS-232C

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271-3538

32K S-100 EPROM CARD
PRICE CUT!

1$59.951
USES 2716's
Blank PC Board - $34
ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30
SI'ECIAL: 2716 EPROM's (450 NS) Are 54.95 Ea. Wilh Above Kit.
KIT FEATURES :
1. Uses + 5V o nly 27 16 (2Kx8 ) EPROM 's
2. All ows up to 32K of so ftware o n lin e '
3. IEEE S·100 Compat ible.

7. Any o r all EPR OM local lons can be

disabled

8. D ouble sided PC board solder~masked .
silk-screened
G o ld pla led contact fingers
4. Addressable as Iwa independent 16K
10 Unselecl ed EPROM ' s au t omatically
blocks .
powered down for low power
5. Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
11 F ully bllflerrd and b v passed
se lect.
6. On b oard wait state circuit ry If needed 12 E asy and qUiCk 10 assemble

64K S100 STATIC RAM

$229~~
NEW!
LOW POWER I
RAM OR EPROMI

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION
' -_ _....::$;.:;,55"--_ _- ' FEATURES:
SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
• Ules new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMI.
$17 .50
• Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended
Addrelling.
• 64K draWl only approximately 500 MA.
FULL SOCKET SET
• 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makel
$14 .50
TMM 20161 al lalt all00 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
FULL Y SUPPORTS THE • SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
NEW IEEE 696 S100
AND ENTIRE BOARD) .
STANDARD
• 2716 EPROM I may be Inltalled In any oftop 48K.
• Any 01 the top 8K (EOOO H AND ABOVE) may
(AS PR O POSED)
be dllabled to provide windowl to eliminate
ASSEMBLED AND

FEATURES:
• 256K on board , using + 5V 64K
DRAMS .
Uses new Intel 8203·1 LSI Memory
Controller .
. . .H+....I~~~ . Requires only 4 Dip Switch Selectable
1/ 0 Ports .
:t--lH....H+-t.ll'l . RUns on 8080 or zao 5100 machines.
• Up to 8 LS-l00 boards can be run
..-:tHl--IHH........~".lil together lor 2 Meg. 01 On Line Solid
Slate Disk Storage .
• Provisions lor Battery back· up.
• Software to mate the LS- l00 to your
CP/ M' 2.2 DOS Is supplied.
• The LS·l00 provides an Increase In
speed 01 up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.

64K S

$179~~K KIT)

....,.-...........1.""" •..,......

*

Compare our price! You could pay

up to 3 times as much lor similar
boards.

BLANK PCB
(WITH CP/ M- 2 .2
PATCHES ON DISK)

#LS-100

THE NEW ZRT-80
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
SERVICES.
FEATURES:
• Uses a Z80A and 6845 CRT
Controller lor powerful video
capabilities.
• RS232 at 16 BAUD Rales from 75
to 19,200.
24 x 80 standard lormat (60 Hz).
• Optional lormats Irom 24 x 80
(50 Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
(60 Hz).
• Higher densily lormats require up 10
3 additional 2K x a 6116 RAMS.
• Uses N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rate Gen .

SUPPORT ICs
$18 .00

FEATURES:
• Utel new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAM • .
• Fully IUPpOrtl Extended Addreulng.
• 64K draWl only approximately 500 MA.
• 200 NS RAMI are Ilandard. (TOSHIBA makel
TMM 20161 al fast asl00 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
• Board I. configured al 3-16K blocks and 8-2K
blocks (within any 64K block) for maximum
lIexlblllty.
• 2716 EPROMI may be Inllalled anywhere on
Board.
• Top 16K may be dllabled In 2K blocks 10 avoid
any 1/ 0 conlllcil.
• One Board IUpports bolh RAM and EPROM.
• RAM IUppOrtl 2MHZ operallon at no exira
chargel
• Board may be partially populated In 16K

+ CAPS

FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

~n:e~,;I~:ITE~~:tfo~CModes which
are Dip Switch selectable. These
Include the LSI-ADM3A, the Healh
H-19, and the Beehive.
Composlle or Spilt Video.
Any polarity 01 video or sync.
Inverse Video Capability.
Small Size: 6.5 x 9 Inches.

64K Kit $249

•••••;Wi..~"'..
•
lItO

w _

EPROM II

--

Increment •.

- .. - - ......
,' • •

~

WI

FULL
EPROM KIT

\_ ... _
:

......... ... _ .. - 1"

,

.'

~

_

"

~ '-

'

l-

~I·;q.··:~;z~h

sao.OO
AU EPROM
AOD $35.00

*

We took our very popular 32K S100 EPROM Card and added
addltlonel logic 10 create a more versallle EPROMIRAM Board.
FEATURES:

• This one board can be used In anyone of four ways :

A. A. a 32K 2716 EPROM Board
B. A. a 32K 2732 EPROM Board (U'lng Every Other Socket)

8,;l!!!~e;:~::mi:l!lE~n~
BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

# ZRT-80
WITH 81N.
SOURCE DISK!

RAM OR EPROM!
BLANK PC BOARD
WITH
DOCUMENTATION
$52

(FULL 256K KIT)

CRT TERMINAL BOARD!
A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THA T ONL Y NEEDS AN

•
•
•
•

NEW!
LOW POWER!

56K Kit $219

$69 95

•

• Perlect lor Imall syslem. Iince BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co-exist on the same board.
• BOARD may be partially populated al 56K.

TESTED ADD $50

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!

WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "L/GHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS
AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN.YOUR COMPUTER 'S PERFORMANCE
WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.

~~:k ~~':.~~~e~~~:~.ctl with your IYltem monitor,

FOR 56K KIT $199

$129

Ie

8 RAM Board

*

Supports 24 Bit Extended Adreaslng

• 200 NS (FAST I) RAM'S are standard on the RAM Kit
• Supports both Cromemeo and North Star Bank Select
• Supports Phantom
* On Board walt State Generator
* Every 2K Block may be disabled
* AddrH,.d a, two ,eparate 16K Blockl on any 64K Boundary
• Perfect 'or MP/ M- Systems

• RAM Kit II very low power (300 MA typtcal)

95

(COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046.
-TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.)

C. As a mixed 32K 2716 EPROM / 2K

D. AI a 32K Static RAM Board
• Uses New 2K • 8 (TMM2016 or HM6116) RAM',
• Fully Supports IEEE 696 Bu" Standard (As Proposed)

14) 271-3538

IIli

TERMS: Add
postage.
pay
5 add 75¢
handling . No C .O.D . We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex . Res. add 5%
Tax . Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50, add
85¢ for insurance .

WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF., THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE

What's New?
ports, a parallel printer port,
and a video monitor with a
25 by 80 format. Video attributes include uppercase
and lowercase characters,
underline, blink, reverse image, and high-intensity
characters. Eight levels of
interrupts are provided .
Word processing, communications, and electronic
spreadsheet software are
standard. The operating
system is MS-DOS.
Up to 1 megabyte of internal memory, a color
graphics monitor, and an
8087 coprocessor are
among the options. The
Unisystem-PC begins at
S2595 . Details are available
from International Systems
Marketing Inc., Jackson
Place South, Suite 6, 932
Hungerford Dr., Rockville,
MD 20850, (30 J ) 2795775 .
Circle 708 on inquiry card .

Encore 8- or 16-Blt
Performance
Ithaca Intersystems' Encore can be configured as
either an 8- or J 6-bit system with a variety of storage devices. The 8-bit Z80B
Encore runs Digital Research's CP/M or MP/M "
operating systems, and the
16-bit Z8000 system is provided with Microsoft Xenix.
Standard features include a
I O-slot motherboard, modified S-IOO circuit boards,
and two or more massstorage units. The storage
options offered are 5 V4and 8-inch floppy-disk
drives and 5 V4 -inch hard602

disk drives with capacities
of up to 3 J megabytes.
Prices for 8-bit Encores
begin at S4995 . Complete
details are available from
Ithaca Intersystems Inc.,
200 East Buffalo, POB 91 ,
Ithaca, NY 14851 , (607)
273-2500.

COMMUNICATIONS

Circle 709 on inquiry card.

True
Three-dImensional
Modeling System
The CS-5 three-dimensional , solid -modeling
graphics system has been
announced by Cubic Systems . Highlighting the
CS-5, which can operate as
a terminal or as a standalone system, are two 5 J 2
by 5 I 2 by 16 frame buffers
with 4096 displayable colors from a palette of J 6.8
million . Standard features
include true three-dimensional modeling through
the application of orthogonal or perspective projections, slipping, antialiasing, and shaded surfaces with smooth shading
and hidden line or surface
removal. System functions
are accessible through selfcontained user-friendly
menu structures from the
keyboard, high-level language programs, or by remote processor control.
A base price of less than
S9000 has been set. For ordering information and details on optional eqUipment, contact Cubic Systems, 2372 Ellsworth St..
Berkeley, CA 94704, (415)
540-5733.
Circle 710 on inquiry card .
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Intelligent Communication Controller
Intek's Diplomat is a
Z80-based peripheral controller for intelligent communicat ion between
microcomputers, peripherals, and printers. A software-controlled switchbox, Diplomat can accommodate a group of devices,
regardless of whether serial
or parallel, providing that at
least one of the units is
computer input. Technical
features include 16K bytes
of RAM. 16 data rates (8
hardware- and 8 softwareselectable) from 50 to
19,200 bps, an internal
printer driver, automatic bidirectional printing with
optimized throughput,
sheet-feeder and graphics
modes, word-processing
features, and RS-232C
Centronics parallel, Oume,
and Diablo interfaces. Its
switch-selectable protocols
are NEC 77 J 0, Diablo 630,
IBM PC/Epson , Oume
Sprint 5, and Atari. Other
specifications include vector plotting, remote diagnostics, reprint of up to
8000 copies, clear error,
adjustable tabbing, and an
audible alarm .
Options include 64K
bytes of memory. Retail

prices range from S595 to
S895, depending on the
amount of memory and
desired configuration . Contact Intek, 780 Charcot
Ave., San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 946-9041 .
Circle 711 on inquiry card.

Interactive
Investment Network
ElectroNews Inc. is c:
computer-accessed interactive news and advisory ser·
vice. This service produce:
up-to-the-minute report
on such financial SUbject
as securities, preciou :
metals, real estate, interes
rates, and inflation as wei
as advice from leading fi
nancial and investment ex
perts. Subscribers are abh
to interact with the system
posing questions that heir
them lnake personal in
vestment strategies.
ElectroNews is broad
cast daily on the GTE Tele
net Telemail system, wh icl
is accessed through a lOG
telephone call in 250 citie ~
A year's subscription cost
S178. Connection fees ar
charged . For full detail:

[&

Alspa Computer, Inc.]

Price-pertormance leader. Includes Z80A, 8" ds/dd drives, 3
serial + 1 parallel port, winchester port, networki~ Prices
start below $1500. DEALER / OEM inquiries invited.

········S"PEciALS··o·riTNYifEGATEifCiifififf·······
6502
745 10/ 695 50/ 655 100/ 615
6502N6512A
840 10/ 7.95 50/ 7.35 100/ 6.90
6520 PIA
5.15 10/ 490 50/ 445 100/ 415
6522 VIA
645 10/ 6.10 50/ 575 100/ 5.45
6532
7.90 10/ 7.40 50/ 7.00 100/ 6.60
211H200
245 25/2.30 100/2.15
2716 EPROM
4.90 5/ 4.50 10/ 4.00
2532 EPROM
6.90 5/ 6.75 10/6.45
6116 2KX8 CMOS RAM
6.90
5/ 6.75 10/ 6.45
4116 RAM
8 for 14
?~~q.!~~.~~~q~.f.q!~.~.?i.P!~.~9.'<~~.t.J~~!!~p.~L ............?,9.Q

.r--_ ---(h~

Hewlett Packard

~!!!~.P!.£~!U9!.p'~i£~~,. -:--. .

Anchor
Automation
Signalman
Modems

FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN
All Signalman Modems are Direct Connect, and include cables
to connect to your computer and to the telephone. Signalman
Modems provide the best price-performance values, and start
at less than $100.
Deller Ind OEM Inquiries Invited
Mark I RS232
(99)
59
Mark II for Atari 850
(99)
79
Mark IV lor CBM/PET with software
(169)
89
Mark V for Osborne (software available)
(129)
79
Mark VI lor IBM Personal Computer
(279)
175
Mark VII Auto Dial/Auto Answer
(159)
89
Mark VIII Bell 212 Auto Dial/Answer
(399)
299
DC HAYES Smartmodem

219

~~.~.~y.~~.~~~.~.~~~.~~.!.~~g.............................. ?~.~

~cDrnrnodDre

DISK
SPECIALS

See us for Personal, Business, and Educational
requirements. Educational Discounts available.

PETSCAN I

$245 base

p~ice

Allows you to connect up to 30 CBM/PET Computers to
shared disk drives and printers. Completely transparent to the
user. Perfect lor schools or multiple word processing con·
figurations. Base configuration supports 2 computers. Addi·

!~~~.~~.~~~p.~!~!.~~.~~p.~.~.!~g.!:~~.~~ ...........................

COMPACK/STCP

$115

I ntelligent Terminal Package for PET. CBM, C64
Includes ACIA Hardware / STCP Software

170
89
145
29
125
20
64
69
64
32
32
64

?~~.~.~.~~p}!~:!~~~.~~~~~!.!?!.g?~................

APPLE-FRANKLIN

KRAFT Apple Joystick
t 6K RAM Canf for Apple
Solid Oak 2 Level Stand for Apple
Serial Card for Apple
MPC RAM/80 column cant for liE IAP/TXll
Z80 Softcard and CP/M (Microsoft)
RANA Elite I with Controller
Parallel Printer Interface/Cable
Apple Dumpling IMlcrotekl Printer Interface
Apple Dumpling with 16K Buller
Grappler + Interface
Kraft Products for Apple in stock
DC Hayes Micromodem II
PFS: File
PFS: Report
Videx 80 Column Card
Hlyden Software lor Apple 20% OFF
PIE Writer Word Processor

215.822.7727
252 Bethlehem Pike
Co/mar, PA 18915
Circle 6 on inquiry card .

89

rttM·S
40
59
29
99
139
235
389
79
115
160
140

5"
5"
8"
8"

ss/dd
ds/dd
ss/sd
ss/dd

10/ 2.20
10/ 3.05
10/ 2.30
10/ 285

II

50/ 2.00
50/ 2.80
50/ 2.10
SO/ 270

100/ 1.95
100/ 275
100/ 2.06
100/ 2.65

We stock VERBATIM DISKS
Write for Oealer and OE M prices.
Sentinal 5" ss/dd
10/ 1.90 50/ 1.85 100/ 1.80
Sentinal 5" ds/dd
10/2.55 50/ 2.50 100/ 2.45

We stock Dysan disks

VE·2 IEEE to Parallel Interface 110

Includes case, power supply, full 8·bit transmission, and
switch selectable character conversion to ASCII.
VIDEO ENHANCER for Commodore 64
89
Realize video quality equal or better than composite monitor

Wabash 5" ss/sd
Wabash 5" ss/dd
Wabash 8" ss/sd

10/ 1.65 50/1 .60 100/1 .55
10/ 1.95 50/ 1.90 100/ 1.85
10/ 2.00 50/ 1.95 100/ 1.85

We stock MAXELL DISKS

~.~~~g.~.~~~.~~:9..~?!?:.~~ ..........................................

Write for dealer and OEM prices.
Disk Storage Pages 10 for $5 Hub Rings 50 for $6
Disk Library Cases 8"-3.00 5"-2.25

SCREEN MAKER 80 Column AdapterforC64

~~.~~.~~~~.~~~g..~~~~ .....~!........................................ .
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VIC 20 Products
BACKUP V1.0
20
VIC RAM Cards in stock
VIC Super Expander
52
VIC 16K RAM
95
Thorn EM I Software
HES Software
VIC Omega Race
32
Spiders of Mars (UMI) 39
Programmers Aid
45
VICTORY Software
Street Sweepers (VIC) 12
Night Rider (VIC)
11
Annihilator
16
Adventure Pack II
16
Educational Pack I
11

VIC Sargon II Chess
VIC GOHF
Meteor Run (UMI)
VIC Radar Ratrace
Amok (UM I)
Snakman
Rubik's Cube
Programmers Reference
FRDGGER
VIC Adventure Series
lor VIC and C64
Kongo Kong (VIC)
Cosmic Debris (VI C)
Adventure Pack I
Metamorphosis
Trek

32
32
39

24
20
15
13
15
25
16
12
16
11
12

~~~~!~.~y.~~~.~.~ ...........!? ......~:~.~~.~?~~~!.~ ............ !.~

PROM QUEEN for VIC
Apple Emulator for Commodore 64
Screen maker 80 COLUMN CARD for C64
Solid Oak 2 Level Stand for C64 or VIC
C64N1C Switch (networking)
8ACKUP V1.0 tape copier for C64 or VIC
CARDBOARD/6 Motherboard· VIC
CARDAPTER/l Atari VCS Adapter· VIC
CARDPRINT Printer Interface· C64N1C
CARDBOARD/3s Motherboard· VIC
CARDCO C64/VIC Calculator Keypad
CARDRAM/16 RAM Expansion· VIC
Complete CARDCO Une in stock
CIE and VIE IEEE Interfaces in stock

Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)

PAPER CLIP Wonf Processor
109
ORACLE Data Base Baueries Included
125
Commodore 64 Programmers Reference Guide
16
MicroChess for C64-8 levels of play
19
Compute"s First Book of PET/CBM
11
C64 or VIC SWITCH
125
POWER ROM Utilities for PET/C BM
78
WordPro 3+/64
69
Word Pro 4+ . 8032, disk. printer
295
SPEllMASTER spelling checker for WordPro
VISICALC for PET, ATAR I, or Apple
189
PEHRAX PET to Epson Gr1Iphics Software
40
SM· KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities
40
Programmers Toolkit · PET ROM Utilities
35
EASY CALC for C64
65
PET Space maker II ROM Switch
36
COPYWRITER Word Processor for C64
69
2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable
40
Dust Cover for PET, CBM, 4040, or 8050
8
CmC Interfaces IADAI800, ADA1450. SADI in stock)
Progr1lmming the PET/CBM ICompute!)- R. West
20
Computer First Book of VIC
11
HES MODEM with Software
65
HES Software and Hanfware in stock
UMI products in stock

FiexF·i·ie·'oi··PET/C·Ei"MTc"6"4·········sTfii"
Database, Report Writer with calculations, Mailing Lists.
Fii·RTiiiiirPETic6·4·i~iIFiG·~~d~i=·c~;giliiRii~y·······sKu
Metacomplier lor FO RTH for independent object code
30
KM·MM··PAsC"A"L·;or·PETico·i.ii"c64························79

299
100
100
209

EARL for PET/CBM Disk·based ASSE MBLER
65
Siiper·GriPhics·=::·BAS·ic·Laiigii"agi;·Exienslons·········4·5

t 20

DISK ICU - Recovery System for PET/CBM···············40

CASSETTE TAPES-AGFA PE·611 PREMIUM
C·l0
10/ .61
50/ .58
100/ .50

~:~g ...........................I.~!.:~.~ .....?~!.~? ......!~g!.:?g
OATASHIELO BACKUP POWER SOURCE
265
Battery back up Uninterruptible Power Supply with surge and

~.~~~~.!~!~!!~.~~!~~..~~.~~~~.!~.y.~~:.P-~~~!.P!.~~!~.~.~ .......... .
Zenith ZVM·121 Green Phosphor Monitor
98
Zenith new color and monochrome monitors in stock
Peachtext 5000 Software Package
219
PFS Software for IBM and Apple in stock
VOTRAX Personal Speech System
280
VOTRAX Type-N·Talk
160
VOICE BOX Speech Synthesizer (Apple or Atari)
CompuServe Subscription (5 hours Iree)
32
Dynax IBrothe~ DX·15 Daisy Wheel Printer
469
Prowriter Parallel Printer
379
PanlSonic 1090 Printer with Correspondence Mode
319
USI CompuMOD 4 R F Modulator
39
Daisywriter 2000 with 48K buffer + cable
1150
Many printers available (Gemini· Star, Brother, OKI, etc.)
We Stock AMDEK Monitors
Amdek DXY· l 00 Plotter
590
A P Products
15% OFF
Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 990
6·pen 1290
BROOKS 6 Outlet Surge Suppressor/Noise Filter
54
We stock Electrohome Monitors
Synertek SYM·I Microcomputer
189

~~~..~.~.~.~.~~~..~.~.~~~~.~~!~~~.~!.~.~.~.~.~.T.~.~.
Panasonic 12" Monitor (20 MHz) with audio
Panasonic CT·160 Dual Mode Color Monitor

USI Video Monitors-Green or AMBER 20 MHz hI-res.

................~.~~~~!.~.~~..~~~.!~.~~!~~.~.i.~!~!~~................

7'''''6 I ~;:rems
HERO 1 Robot (factory assembled)
2145
Z29 Terminal IDEC and ADM compatible)
6Bo
ZT-I Intelligent Communications Terminal
369
ZT- IO Intel Terminal with Serial Port
340
ZIOO 16-bit/B-bit Systems in stock
CALL
We stock entire Zenith line.
--------------------------_.
__ .. _-_._----------------------------------
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A B Computers

135
259

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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ATARr
SPECIALS

WE STOCK ENTIRE LINE-write for prices.
Software for Atari jn stock

WRITE FOR CATALOG. Add $150 per order for Untted Parcel
We pay balance of UPs surface shipping charges on all prepaid order s
(add extra for mall, APO(FPO. air) Prices Include cash discount
Regular prices Slightly hrgher Prices subject to change
BYTE September 1983
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What's New?
contact ElectroNews Inc.,
POB 148. Leesburg. VA
22075. (703) 592-3770.

MISCELLANEOUS

Microprocessor
Handles Keyboard
Functions

Mouse Scampers
Across Any Surface

A single microcomputer
controller handles all the
functions of the 8000 Series
keyboard. This 95-key system offers a standard 53key typewriter arrangement. a left-hand 10-key
fun ction keypad. and 13
numeric keys on the righthand side. Across its top
are 19 special-function
keys. All keycaps are nonglare two-shot molded
sculptured style. Four versions of the 8000 Series are
available. with prices beginning at 5 170. Contact
George Risk Industries Inc..
GRI Plaza . Kimball, NE
69145 . (308) 235-4645 .

Circle 712 on inquiry card .

Modem wIth
Processor-Contro"ed
Auto-Dial
Bytcom's
Autodial
212AD is a full-featured Bell
212A-compatible modem
with a microprocessorbased auto-dial circuit. It
provides 0 to 300 bps and
1200 bps full-duplex transmission of data over a
switched network. Its nonvolatile memory can store
nine 40-digit telephone
numbers and names and
can be activated by terminal key or computer
control. System features incJude integral voice/data
transfer switch; software
disconnect; remote boot
capabilities; 16-character
answer back; redial. linking. and continuous redial
until connected; secondary
dial-tone detect for PBX
dialing; a help menu; and
interchangeable TouchTone. Pulse. or blind dialing within a stored number
sequence to allow pulsecircuit users to dial over
MCI and Sprint lines. The
terminal interface is RS232C. and the telephone
line interface is RJ I 1 or
RJ45.
The Autodial 212AD
modem costs 5595 . Contact Bytcom. Suite H. 2169
Francisco 8Ivd .. San Rafael.
CA 94901. (800) 2273254; in California. (415)
485-0700.
Circle 7 I 3 on inquiry card.
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Measurement Systems '
Series 122 Mouse for cursor
control features optical encoders that operate on any
surface . Independently
driven X, Y encoders offer
low friction and minimal
torque requirements.
which eases operator control and minimizes the possibility of loose materials in terfering with normal operation . Standard counts per
inch of motion range from
20 to 200 . The Series 122
Mouse is available with
quadrature square wave
output. scaled pulse output. variable pulse rate. or
with coded digital such as
RS-232C. Contact Measurement Systems Inc.. 12 I
Water St., Norwalk. CT
06854.
Circle 7 I 4 on inquiry card .

Computer Cleaning
Aids
A line of computer
cleaning products is marketed by Automation Facilities Corporation . The line
includes a disk-drive cleaning kit. a compressed-air
sprayduster. anti-static
sprays. solvents. presaturated cleaning pads, and
lint-free wiping materials.
For a product catalog. contact Automation Facilities
Corp .. 3916 State St. . Santa
Barbara. CA 93105. (805)
687-7040.
Circle 7 I 5 on inquiry card .
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Circle 7 16 on inquiry card .

Card Cage Ready
for Projects
The MB6AF-PS6 is an
STD bus-compatible modular card-cage assembly
from Computer Dynamics.
It consists of an integral sixslot motherboard. cage.
power supply. and fan .
The bottom plate is removable for flat mounting within an enclosure . The connectors feature gold-plated
contacts. and the chassis is
made of anodized alumin-

um with nylon card guides
spaced at 0.5 inches.
In single units. the
MB6AF-PS6 costs 5395.
Contact Computer Dynamics Inc.. 105 South
Main St. . Greer. SC 29651 .
(803) 877-7471 .
Circle 7 I 7 on inquiry card .

Suppressor Responds
In Less Than
60 Picoseconds
The Power Sentry-2 transient suppressor and line
conditioner from Surgeonics responds to voltage transients in less than
60 picoseconds. It comes
with a built-in RF filter
that's designed to attenuate RF noise and dissipate
high-speed. high-energy
transients for increased reliability. Key specifica tions
include energy dissipation
of more than I. I megawatts. 156 V RMS (220
peak) ± 10% clamping
VOltage by means of a
two-stage system. and a
nominal line voltage of 120
V. single phase at 50 or 60
Hz. Further details are available from Surgeonics Ltd ..
155 Kisco Ave .. Mount Kisco. NY 10549. (914) 2413202 .
Circle 7 I 8 on inquiry card .

Where Do New Products Items Come From7
The information printed in the new produas pages of BYTE is
obtained from " new product" or " press release" copy sent by the
promoters of new produas. If in our judgment the information
might be of interest to the personal computing experimenters and
homebrewers who read BYTE. we print it in some form. We
openly solicit releases and photos from manufaaurers and suppliers to this marketplace. The information is printed more or less
as a first-in first-out queue. subject to occasional priority modifications. While we would not knowingly print untrue or inaccurate
data. or data from unreliable companies. our capacity to evaluate
the produas and companies appearing in the " What's New?"
feature is necessarily limited. We therefore cannot be responsible
for produa quality or company performance.

--VIDEO TERMINAL BOARD

82-018

This is a complete stand alone Video Terminal board.
All that is needed besides this board is a parallel
ASCII keyboard, standard NTSC monitor, and a
power supply. It displays 80 columns by 25 lines of
UPPER and lower case characters. Data is transferred by RS232 at rates of 110 baud to 9600 baud switch selectable. The UART is controlled (parity etc.)
by a 5 pos. dip switch.
'
Complete source listing is included in the documentation. Both the character generator and the CRT program are in 2716 EPROMS to allow easy modification
to your needs.
This board uses a 6502 Microprocessor and a 6545-1
CRT controller. The 6502 runs during the horz. and
vert. blanking (45% of the time). The serial input port
is interrupt driven. A 1500 character silo is used to
store data until the 6502 can display it.

Features
•
•
•
•
•

6502 Microprocessor
6545·1 CRT controller
2716 EPROM char. gen.
2716 EPROM program
4K RAM (6116)

• 2K EPROM 2716
• RS232 1/0 for direct
connection to computer
or modem.
• 80 columns x 25 line display

BAUD RATE
GENERATOR
110-9600

• Size 6.2" x 7.2"
• Output for speaker (bell)
• Power + 5 700Ma.
+12 SOMa.
-12 SOMa.

VIDEO TERMINAL
82-018

1 - - - . - - - - 1 - - COMPOSITE
VIDEO
PARALLEL
KEYBOARD
INPUT
(TTL)

VIDEO
DISPLAY
CIRCUIT

t---~--+- SPEAKER
(BELL)

OUT
RS232

IN
1/0

+5

+ 12

-12

GND.

This board is available assembled and tested , or bare board with the two EPROMS
and crystal.
Assembled and tested
#82-018A $199.95
Bare board with EPROMS and crystal
#82-018B $ 89.95
Both versions come with complete documentation.

;a-

•

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC. • 1014 CENTER ST., SAN CARLOS, CA 94070
ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA· ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING 3% FOR ORDERS OVER $100

SEND $1 .00 FOR CATALOG

(415) 592.8411
WILL CALL HOURS: gam . 4pm

10% OUTSIDE U.S.A.
ADD $1.50 FOR C.O.D.

#249

Circle 51 on Inquiry card .
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Circle 419 on inquiry card .

CHECK SUNTRONICS NEW LOW PRICES
General Products- cont.
>f

•

v

·······J4········~4oo
~-....·. ~~
I~ ..,.....
't.
e:;

,, -

~.

'l~

,'-

....... Ji ..~•• "

.~~; '- .::;-:-~.""'''<

$79

95
SAM WOO
SAMWOO
SAMWOO
SAM WOO

.. .$89 00

I

Mitsubishi Disk Drives, 5W' and 8" Slim
SV,' Thin DSDD 40 Track . . .. ...... . . . ... 310.00
8" Thin DSDD 77 Track . . .
. ..... 450.00

--

ITEM
S3

+ 5V OVP
5A

12 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY
(1 Floppy & 1 Hard Disk)
6 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY

S4

4A

;

;

,-l iT; T

4MHz zaOA CPU boa rd s with Seria l/Parall el Po rts
UFDC· l Floppy Controll er. A&T .
. .... 245.00
UFDC·l Floppy Controller. Kit . .... . .............. . 225.00
Th e UFDC-l Fl oppy Co ntroll er uses th e WD 1795 chip
which runs eith er and/or S" /51J4" Disk Drives.

Centronics Type Cable Assemblies 36 pin flat cable
with male to male or male to female connector s.
4 ft.-$24.95
6 ft .-$27.95
RS232 Cable Assemblies 2S pin flat cable with male
to male or male to female connectors.
S ft .-$29.95
10 ft .-$35.95

CLOCK CALENDAR A&T.
CLOCK CALENDAR Kit . .

Assemble Your Own Cables

S-100 Prototype Board

Ribbon
Cable

Card Edge
Connector
Condo
Price/ft .
Pric::e
$0.50
20
$2.46
26
0.65
4.80
34
0.83
5.93
40
1.00
6.90
50
1.30
7.58
IDS DB·25P Co nnecto r .
IDS DB· 25S Co nnecto r .

IDS

Header

Socket

Iw/wl

Price

Price

$3.06
3.87
6.30
7.2 0
7.50

PIN
2716
2732
2532
2764

8·24 25up
3.80 3.55
4.15 3.98
5.95 5.95
5.95 5.95

1450n SI
1450n SI
1450nSI
128 pinl

PIN
6116P·31150 nS I
2114L·2 1200nS)
4164
Z80A CPU

CALIFORNIA

MEMORY
BOARD

SBC-880 Z80A CPU , A&T .
. ..... . ..... . $169.00
SBC·880 Z80A CPU . Kit. ................... 149.00

lin g for th e vid eo monit ors .

. ... 115.00
. ................ 95.00

Th is S-100 Clock Calend ar Board has 4 interrupts. Time,
Day of Week and Battery Backup.

afr"

Double Sided gl ass with
gold plated , numb ered
S-100 terminals . Matrix of
2S • 78 solder plated do·
nuts on .I S" x .1" spac ing.
Locations for headers and
regulators. Great for 14, 16, and 24 pin IC 's.
SUN·721 .
. . 12.95

$4.24
4.68
5.25
5.95
6.20
... . $5.95
. $6.25

,

Mother Boards & Card Cages
SLOTS
Bare Bd
KIT
A & T
w /CAGE
$12.00
$37 .00
$52.00
$77.00
6
8
16.00
48.00
73.00
108.00
12
22.00
68.00
103.00
143.00
10MHz. No terminati on. Includes pow er indi ca to r and
wiring for muffin fan . Uses OKI conn ector for so ld erl ess
installati on and remova l of pow er & reset lines.

8·24 2Sup
6.10 5.75
1.62 1.62
Call Call
4.99 4.99

213-644-1149

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE

1-800-421-5775

lI or Tec h Info and CaliI. orders)

(Order Desk Only)

Mail Order- Minim um Orde r : $1 0. Send Check o r Money Orde r 10: P.O. BOX 1957 Dept S, HAWTHORNE, CA90250.V,sa or
M asterCar d (please include expi ration d at e). A d d S2.00 post age and hand ling 101 lirsI3 pounds plus .50 fo r each addi ti onal

9:0 0am to 6 :00pm
10;00 a01 to 5:00pm

5-100 & DISK POWER SUPPLIES:

,

5-100

,

5 -100 Board Uses 6MHz 6116 '5. lilA max. pow er, Bank
Se lect plu s Ex tended Addr ess in g all ow f or mult i·
mem ory board set-up. 4 indepe nda nt 16K Bl oc ks ma ke
easy use with multi·user system s. A ny 2K RAM Illay be
repl aced by 2716 EPROM .

Assembled Connectors and Cables

12621 Crenshaw Blvd .• Hawthorne. CA 90250
STORE HOURS : M ON.- FRI .
SATUR DA Y

I

!I:i'

$155 00

GREEN 9" 18MH;·=
.=
'':$;15.00
AMBER 9" 18MHz ........ . ... 119.00
GREEN 12" 12MHz. . . . .
. .. . 124.00
AMBER 12" 12MHz
. . . .. 127.00

;:"r;::
SUNTRONICS CO., INC.
___;;;1_
~~
-~.

:

,

64KSM A&T without RAM ..........
64KSM A&T with 64k RAM (32·6116's) ..... 339.00

Super Sale

General Products

,

1·· '; I - I -I !'

Co mpos ite vid eo 110 . 750 lin es reso lution. 75/ 10K ohm
impedance. Not e: Pl ease add $7 .50 shi ppin g and hand -

ASCII KEYBOARD A&T . .
Plug in compatible with Apple II, has shiftlock,
underscore , { { and back slash characters.
Apple Prototype Board,
Double Sided glass with
gold plated Apple and
General Purpose termin ·
als. Contains matrix of 17
x 63 solder plated donuts
on .IS" x .1" spacing . Great for 14, 16, and 24 pin IC's.
SUN·722
.......... .
. ....... 7.95
Apprate PROM Blaster ........ . ... .. ...... 119.00
. ... 159.00
"ALS" 80 Column Card .
"ALS" Z·CARD (Z80 CPU) . . ....... . ... . ... 149.00
API Apple Parallel Printer Interfa ce card .
Centronics Compatible . . . ................ $45.00

-

,
,

{··..· / · · · · I _ 1

AFDC·1 Floppy Disk Drive Controller .. .
Run s DOS 3.3 with any standard Shugart com patible SV4' Disk Drive. (2 Drives Each Card)

--

. ,

,.1

Video Monitors

\

5-100 Products

-

puun d 10 your orde r. Ca li f ornia residen ts add 6% sates l aK .

No. 806 & No, 516 Mainframes
Kit 1. 2 & 3 for S' 100
R2• R3for 2 Orives(Floppy&Hard)
OPEN FRAME, ASSY . & TESTED, 6 OUTPUTS, ADJU. & FUSES PROTECT
- 5V
+ 24V(OR + 12V)
+ 8V
± 16V
SIZE W x D x H
PRICE
1A
5·7A PEAK
13A
3A
10" x 6" x 5"
105.95
1A

4·5A PEAK

8A

8%" x 5" x 43f4"

3A

95.95

DISK POWER SUPPLIES:
ITEM
RO
R1
R2
R3

IDEAL FOR
2 x 8" SLiMLINE
2 x 8" or 2 x 5V4' DISK
fj'x8 " (or5V4 ')FLOPPYj
~ 1x Floppy & 1x Ha~

OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, REGULATED, ADJUSTABLE & FUSES PROTECT.
+ 5V OVP
- 5V
+ 24V (or + 12V)
+ 8V Unreg.
+ 12V
SIZE W x D x H
PRICE
2.5A
2 .5A - 5A Peak
5" x 4" x 4"
51.95
4A
1A
3A· 5A Peak
2A
8" x 4" x 3'1'"
58.95
6A
1A
6A · 8APeak
10" x 4?1." x 3'1'"
71.95
6A
1A
6A· 8A Peak
1A
9" x 6V'" x 4%"
85.95

AC & DC POWER CABLES WITH CONNECTOR FOR 2 DRIVES

8.00

S- 100 POWER SUPPLY KITS
ITEM
KIT 1
KIT 2
KIT 3

(IDEAL FOR)
15 CARDS
20 CARDS
DISK SYSTEM

+ 8V
15A
25A
15A

6 SLOT MAINFRAME

(OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE, 3 HRS. ASSY. TIME)
- 8V
+ 16V
- 16V
+ 28V
SIZE: WxDxH
PRICE
2.5A
2.5A
12" x 5" x 41!a"
54,95
3A
3A
12" x 5" x 4?1. '
61,95
1A
3A
3A
5A
13V2' x 5" x 4?1. "
69.95

ASS¥. & TESTED ONLY

$399.95

Sa, S4forS- 1OO&2 Drives

SHIPPING FOR EA PWR SUPPLY : $5.50 IN CALIF.;
$8.00 IN OTHER STATES ;$18.00 IN CANADA.
FOR EA TRANSFORMER : $5 .00 IN ALL STATES;
$12 .00 IN CANADA CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD
6.5% SALES TAX.
DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

+ SHIPPING $18.00

EACH MAINFRAME (ITEM NO. S06 OR 516) CONTAINS: EMI FILTER. FUSE HOLOER. AC POWER CORO. POWER SWITCH

8.

INOICATOR.

~E6fs ~~IT~H ~Vp'~~~LI~~B~~~ ~~i-~OOc~~~~g}g~ ;~~OM~~~7J~1~lWo~~E50~~ ~~~~~~~~P~~Fgn-P.~~T~~I~~~M tJ~
CONNECTOR, 1 FOR 50 PIN CONNECTOR & 1 FOR CENTRONICS. CUSTOM FINISH & LOGO·LESS • COMPACT SIZE. LlGHlWEIGHT, 28 LBS.
2 EA. S" THINLINE FLOPPY (TAN DON TM84S·1 &848·2 OR EQUIV.), OR ONE HARO DISK, POWER SUPPLY:+SV/ SA, ± 16V/3A,
+5'.775AlJVP, - SV/ IA & 24V/ 5A. SIZE: 12"IW) x 19.5"(0) x 9.S"(H).
~E~~516 FOR 2 EA. 5V," FLOPPY (TANOON TM · l00 - 1,2, 3, 4 OR EOUIV.). OR ONE 5'1<' FLOPPY & ONE SV,' WINCHESTER HARO OISK
A
N TM 600-2, 3 OR EQUIV.). POWER SUPPLY: + 8V/8A, ± 16V/ 3A OVP. + 5V/ 6A OVP. + 12v!6~ , SA PEAK. SIZE: 13.75"(W) x 19.5"10) x T:lH).

~FOR

l

~l
-
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MAILING ADDRESS
POBOX 4296
TORRANCE, CA 90510
TELE X 18255 8

BYTE September 1983

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL
(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER)

(213) 328-2425 MON-SAT 9-6

No. 8~;t&"'''"",,,,
No. 516 Mainframes

"

SHIPPING ADDRESS
22129 " 2 S. VERMONT AVE [~i
TORRANCE, CA 90502
. . . .,
Circle 418 on inquiry card.

IBM PC 2S6K
320 KB DS/DD DISK DRIVE
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
COLOR CARD
ALL FOR $2499

LOTUS 1-2-3 SOFTWARE S359
SUPER CALC II S199
MULTIPLAN $199
VISICALC S199
WORDSTAR $329
MAILMERGE $179

WORD PERFECT $ 349
EASY WRITER S129

DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
320 KB $225
PGS COLOR MONITOR
HX-12 S499
AMDEK. NEC MONITORS AVAILABLE
DRIVE FOR APPLE II + and lie
ONLY S219
PRINTERS
BROTHER HR-1 S7S0
BROTHER HR-1S S499
OKIDATA 82A S499
83A S699
84A S999
93A S959
GEMINI-10 S3S9
GEMINI-15 $529
NEC 3510 S1399
3550 S1799
7710 S1975
EPSON RX80 $379
FX80 S599
MX80/FT S449
MX100 S649
SEND ORDERS AND INQUIRES TO:
COMPUTER POST INC.
22102 CLARENDON ST. SUr. #1
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(213) 999-1041

Circle 573 on Inquiry card.

MEMORY BOARDS
AST COMBO CARD 64K
MULTIFUNCTION S299
1/0 PLUS S199
QUADRAM 256K MULTIFUNCTION S399
HERCULES CARD S499
QCS BIG BLUE CARD S479
APPLE lie STARTE:R SYSTEM
S1599
5MB S1399

HARD DISK FOR IBM PC
10MB S1599
15MB $2199

HAYES
SMARTMODEM 300 $239
SMARTMODEM 1200 SS59
KAYPRO DEC DIABLO DAVONG
MAYNARD LNW TAXAN BMC
C ITOH EPD TELEVIDEO TAN DON
MPI SHUGART
AND MUCH MORE AVAILABLE!
CALL!
DELIVERIES TWO TO FOUR WEEKS AVERAGE
ALL SHIPMENTS ARE CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING EXTRA

BYTE September 1983
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• TeleVideo

A com·
plete sell
contained con·
trol computer.

Features: Zilog Z8671 microprocessor with 2K
basic Interpreter. Sockets for 48K of on board
user memory. 48 parallel 110 lines, RS 232 &
20MA current loop serial communications,
and more . . .
NOW ONLY
Custom & Oem ver·
slons also available

LA

DEALERS

MEMOREX

• Fast Dump/Restore
over aOOk per disk . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. • 80
• Type Aheed with Print Screen
64 Cheractar Type Ahead Buffer. ..... . .. tao
·3270 & 2780/3780 8isync Communications
from Phone 1 & Batech .
. .. nOD •• 300
• TurboDOS for TeleVldeo ...... . SUlrt It t225
• BIOS & Formatting for 802H
use all 20 MB . ... .. ......... . .. .• 160
• 8" Disk Drive for B02 Computer
Drive & Software . ... . . ...
. .• 1,100
• RM Cobol™ for TurboDDS
Full System . .. ..... . ... . ...•.. .. .. t525
Run Time .........' . . . . . . . . ...... • 176
• Standby Power System
2DOVA·400VA·8DOVA .. .. ... AI low II U83

$28500

SPECIALISTS IN UNIOUE TELE VIDEO SOFTWARE

24000 Telegraph Road, Soulhfield, MI 48034
(313) 352·2345

Lehmann & Associates
p.o . Box 566, Maumee , Oh io

VISA/MASTER CARD Accepled

(419)891·0887

PRINTER BUFFER

for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.o.D.'s
accepted

COGITATE, Inc.

....

TIMESAVING - MONEY SAVING

WE WIll NOT BE UNDER·
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137

RM/COBOL is a ragistared tradamark of
Ryan·McFarland Corp .
CP/M" is regislered lrademark 01 Digilal Research. Inc.
TurboOOS is a regislered lrademark olSoliware 2000, Inc.
PLUS OTHER GOOD TElEYIDEO STUFF!

' Z8 fs a Trademark 01 Zilog Corp.

Circle 258 on inquiry card .

nED.UDISCS

Circle 75 on inquiry card.

Circle 341 on Inquiry card.

Wasting Money! We Have the World's Most
Cost Effective Development System.

PICK'EM

• Includes Hexklt 1.0, a powerful

PREDICTS NFL GAMES
COMPLETE WITH POINT SPREAD
EASY TO USE

100% machine cod. aclilor I
debuggar ullll1y program 1hal
makes coding for 8-bll Micros a

snap.

.

• Program from Commodore

,f "

SPOOL·Z· O
5puIII·Z·Q i~ f'lC r fl'~' 1 for u~c wilh all paral1l..1 (Ct'n!wnk ~ ~Ian·
J;ud) pri ntc.-r~ mduJlnR Raum Shack p r im(·r~. SpunlLQ i ~
wInJ .alnnc. it Juesn', ~lcal power (rum Ihl' C(lmpUler or printer.
The many aJ va n ceJ f(aturc~ include autornlllk ilm:rnn! spa..:,..
..:har:ll' tcr cnrnprc!<5iIlTl, ropy and ~clf·tt·sl fum:till n ~ . anu a speda!
"rau~c·"n·F"rm(·l-d" moot'.
srZESAND EXPANSION
Spuul·Z·Q cllmc:s In lZK, 64K, and 128K character ~iZl~S. Any
Spi.Xl!·Z·Q c;m he U5cr expanded In M ur 128K h)· jusl plUIU;In!'; in
( h lp~ - Ihl' !'I.!t.· h ·u arlO alrc."at.i.,. imtalled. There are rm jump..'H HI

("ul wil h ell her, Spl'lul·Z·Q k nnw~ how much mcm o r ~' is inslallcJ
\\,ilhnul l1\.·mgruIJ ,
15 DAY TRIAL PERIOD
Yo u m:ly try Sponl·Z·Q I'o'ilh yuu r system and, if you :Hen',
.:nmpletch' s a li~fitd, relurn II wll h in 1; da ys (nl" a nu·hn5sle (1.111

refund.
FACTORY DIRECT PRICES

(Sh ipping Includedl
JVB ELECTRONICS
32K - .219
1601 Fultdn Ave .• Suite 1
64K - ' 249
Sac remento. CA 9682S
128K - $309
19161483·07tl9
Cable to printer - .27
We ac cept Ma.ter Card. VI.a , AMEX , and C.O. D.

Circle 245 on Inquiry card .

NEW! NAPLPS

! • Teat program. In circuit

• Bulll·ln EPROM programmer
and powar lupply

• Burna & run. EPROMS for
the Commodora VIC-20, 100
• Comprehe"llve manuals

CAVES OF ZULU

• Fill EXPANSION PORT

-(:( $119

(5(/1010 Turner Way, Seattle,
WA 98112 (206) 328-0100
Circle 123 on Inquiry card.

Animated Adventure Fun
(16K TIMEX/ SINCLAIR ONLy)

PROMQUEEN CARTRIDGE ONLY $199
Send for Free Brochure
Distributed In U,S. by Arbutu. Tot,l Soft, Inc •• 4C'02 MerIdian, Suite 214,
Bellingham. WA 98226. Phone ~26-1253.ln Washington 2Q6.7J3-{)4()4
Dlslrlbul&d In Canada by 18C/Dlltnbutian C.nadI , 4047 Cambia 51.
Vancouver, BCVSZ2x9, Phone604-87CH812

EACH ONLY

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTE:O

Prices
PROMQUEEN 64
8K board with 1 EPROM

18K bolrd with, EPROM

8K board with 1 EPAOM -G64

u.S.

'218.00
121.15
131.85
'31.'5

CAN

•
•

'3".00
.311.86
"1.85
"1.86

Circle 35 on inquiry card .

$19.95

Add $2.00 S/ H per order
ICA residents add appropriate sales tax)

0. commodore approved product

STUART SOFTWARE
25381 - G Alicia Parkway
Suite 316
_
, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 855-4753

-=-

Dealer Inquiries Inulled

Circle 416 on inquiry card,

SIBEC51

A NAPLPS Graphics
Implementation
Assembler Iinterpreter
-(:( Implements NAPLPS, a powerful
new graphics standard
-(:( Can create graphic figures and
characters of any Size, color and
shape
-(:( Easy to use
-(:( Provides easy introduction to
graphics, yet versatile in its
applications
-(:( Written in C
-(:( Documentation and source code
listing provided

APPLE· DOS 3.3/ APPLESOFT (5 '10")
IBM PC - PC/MS DOS (5W'SS/DD)
1RS-8O III . TRSDOS (514") or CASSETTE
AYAHI· ATARI BASIC and 514" DISK (32K)
or CASSETTE (16K)
HEATH/ZENITH· HDOS or CP/M (5W')
TIMEX/SINCUJR - 16K RAM/CASSETIE

VIC-20 kay board Inlo bulll·ln
.K ROM emulator
• Jumper 10 largel ROM IOCkal

I

01
0 1

YOUR NAME HERE

I
01
I
01

-

_I 1- PERSONALIZED
-COMPUTER PAPER-

80SI·Based
Single·Board Computer with
Monitor IDebugger
• Versatile - 4 28-pin byte-wide
sockets; monitor will program
EEPROMs.
• Affordable - just $ 335
• Perfect for System Development
and Educa tional Applications

[J~! ~~;,. ~ :~O~E~~~~7~~
:E".

Circle 54 on Inquiry card .

603643288 '

Printed with your name, club, anything. Paper is white 20# stock and
fits all printers using 9 Yc x 11 continuous paper [8 Ycx 11 when detached) .

500 sheets 114.95, 1000
sheets 124.95. We pay shipping. Texas orders add 5 Yc % tax.
Select ink color: red, blue , brown,
gray, or canary. Specify name[s) up
to 30 letters & spaces . Enclose
check or money order . No COO's.
Allow 3 weeks. Faster delivery with
M/C , Visa phone orders . Write or
phone Personalized Computer
Paper B, Box 20539/San Antonio,
Tx. 7B2201 (512) 227-0585 .
Circle 366 on inquiry card.

AL.D.S.
APPLESOFT COMPILER
BASIC COMPILER (APPLE, IBM)
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (IBM)
MOUSE WITH WORD
MULITPLAN (ALL FORMATS)
PREMIUM PAK(APPLE)
SOFTCARD (APPLE)
TYPING TUTOR II (APPLE)

APPLE CAT II
APPLE CAT212 (UPGRADE Kin
AUTO CAT 212
D-CAT
EXPANSION MODULE
INFONE (EXECUTIVE)
J·CAT
SMART CAT 103
SMART CAT 103/ 212

BROTHER/DTC RIBBONS
DYSAN 1 04/1 0 SS/ DD(10)
DYSAN 1 04 / 20 DS/ DD(10)
17.99
FLIP FILE (STORES 75)
LlBRARYCASE(STORES 10)
MX 60 RIBBON

FINGERPR INT
GRAPPLER +
HAYES MICROMODEM
HAYES 1200 BAUD

PAPER(6Y, x 11-1000SHTS)
POWERSTRIPWISURGE

HOME ACCT (IBM)
FCM (APPLE)

APIC (APPLE III PARALLEL)
E-RAM (APPLE)
512 + (64K)
IPIC (IBM PARALLEL)
MICROFAZER
QUADBOARD 64K
QUADCHROME MONITOR
QUADCOLORI
QUADLINK

CD EX TUTORIALS

FCM(IBM)
PROP. MANAGEMENT
CPA (GL, AP, AR, PAy)

CROSSTALK

EASY WRITER II
HAYES SMARTCOM II
HAYES 1200B MODEM

MAGIC WINDOW II

MONTE CARLO 64K
MTN MUSIC SYSTEM
PAYMAR LlCASE REV 7
PIE WRITER
STATE OF THE ART
VISICORP

APPLE MECHANIC
BEAGLE BAG
DOS BOSS
DOUBLE TAKE
FLEX TEXT
FRAME-UP
PRONTO DOS
TIP DISK#l
TYPEFACES
UTILITY CITY

ENHANCER II
FUNCTION STRIP
INVERSE VIDEO
PSIO
SOFTSWITCH
ULTRATERM
VIDEOTERM
VIDEOTERM UTILITIES
VIDEOTERMW/ SS& INV
VISICALC MEM EXPAND

EDUWARE
FACEMAKER lA, IBM)
GAME SHOWIMASTER)
GERTRUDE'S PUZZLES
JUGGLES' RAINBOW
KINDERCOMP (A, IBM)
MATH BLASTER (IBM)
MICRO MOTHER GOOSE
ROCKY'S BOOTS
SNOOPER TROOPS(A, IBM)
STORY MACHINE

Circle 92 on inquiry card .

BYTE September 1983

609

.,.L
IEEE-696 8-100

MONOCHROME

- 1 • &1 2 • 512 Pi xe l
- Single bOlrd . y. ll m

IEEE-696 8-100

MONOCHROME I COLOR

U915

- 1 x 1024. 1024 Plxa'
- Ellpandlble 10 8 .. 1024 • 1024 Pixel

IEEE-696 8-100 EIGHT

COLOR

$12150

- 3 JI 05 12 JI 512 Pixel
- 8 Color RGB
- Two board Iy . tem

MUL TIBU8

$150

RTL is a new language which retains the
speed and extensibility o( Forth but adds many
additional advantages as a result o( its more
structured dictionary. Names, code, and vari-

$261i16

EIGHT COLOR

- 3 I( 102 4 x '024 PIIIII
- Eight color ROB
- S in gle boa rd .y.'lm

IBM-PC
MONOCHROME - 1 II 512 .51 2 Pl nl
- 1 )( 1024. 1024 Plx.1
COLOR

Relocatable
Yhreaded
Language

- 3 . 512:1. 512
- 3 It 1024" 1024 PI .el

'4U
lUIS
'1286
'188 5

FE"JwYr~~§r •. He rdwar.

loom, Programmable
D'.pl . y R.,olullon, Windowing. Multi-ConltoUa,
Cap.bllity . NEe UPD7220 Graphic Conlroller

6~02 .

Stirling Prle ..

UL.TRA.-RES Trademark CSD Incorporatld

ables are all stored in separate areas (or easy
generation o( headerless, romable code . All
code is relocatable . RTL supports local vari·
ables , multitasking, redirected 110 , and even
allows definitions to be changed retroactively .
All source code is included. Versions are currently available or under development (or
68000, ·6809. 8080. 280, 8086, 8088 . and

MUL TIBUS Trade mark Inlll Corporallon

RTL Programming Aids
10844 Deerwood Sf
Lowell, M/ 4933/
(6/6) 897·5672

C.S.D. Incorporated
P,o . Box 253 SudbUry . "' .... chunll. 01118

(817) H3-2750

Circle 60 on inquiry card.
300

LETTER
QUALITY

PRINTERS

$319
$389
$589
$689

GEMINI lOx 120 cps graphics
PROW RITER 120 cps hi density
JUKI daisy wheel18 cps
SIL VER REED wide carriage 18 cps

COMPUTERS

CP / M

Eagle II
Televideo

IBM

Columbia P.c.
Corona P.c.
Eagle P. c.

$CALL

IMAm·; COl\U'l'TERS
P .O . Box 1164, Cardiff, CA 92007
CALL TO ORDER:
619436-7669
..,. •
619436-8317
... ..

VISA / Me
ADD3 %

WANTED
Experienced hacker to work in development
lab with every facility you can think of,
located in Ft . Lauderdale, Rorida.
The person we are looking for must :
at

the

BIOS

Have some experience in microcommunlcations (programs like XMODEM and the like) .

B&B elel:tranil:5
POBox 475B. Mendola, IL 61342

Factory
Floppy Disc
Drive
Repair
MODEL 1200 RS·232 Bldlrecllanll Dill Swilch
wllh 3·2' Exlln.!an Clbll. in Kil Farm
Model 1 200 gives the terminal or micropro'
cessor user a second interface for 8 Printer, Piot ter, Modem. Operates at any speed. reqL!ires no

external power, while providing 2 RS·232 inter·
faces from the terminal or microprocessor. Built
in data cables save money. The Kit consists of

3-RS-232 Male connectors with all pins,
switch, cabla, pre-drilled Enclosure , all nece.·
sary hardware, and assembly instructions.

To order: Specify #1200 Kit ... . . . . . • 99.50
Assembled & Tested: Specify #1200 . • '29.00
Tllmlnll Dill Corp.

CALL

11171 C•• kl.y CIn:II, Rockville, MD 13011 181·7865

~ScoIdi

W

DISK~nES

3M

Call Toll-Free
1-800-328-DISC for prices and information. Dealer inqumes invited.
C.O.D. and ch(lrge cards accepted.
All order. Ihlpped from Ilock, within 24
houra. Call loll FREE

Be good at : . 8080 assembler
- Microsoft BASIC
- PASCAL
Hardware experience is desirable .
Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F Handicapped

Please forward resumes to:

Personnel Head, CLI,
P.O. Box 821
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
Circle 71 on Inquiry card.

Order either
two male or two
female connectors with
all 25 pins inter·
connected. Both Gender Reversers
just $34.95, plus $1 .75 shipping
& handling, (IL res. add 5'10 sales
tax); we accept Me or VISA.
Ask for FREE lus1ra1ed catalog of
problem solving equipment.
Phone: 815-539-5827.
Make checks payable to:

FAST

Circle 443 onJnqulry card.

Circle 219 on Inquiry card.

Be familiar with CP 1M
Customlzation level.

American Made

1200

BAUD

SIGNALMAN ... with cables, free hour on
'SOURCE'
300 BAUD direct connect
$ 69
300 BAUD AUTO DIAl! ANS
$119
30011 200 AUTO DIAl! ANS
$319
'Hayes Compatible
US ROBOTICS
'Hayes Compatible'
30011200 AUTO DIAl! ANS
'Password ' with cables, spk r
$339
'Auto 212' dl xe
....... $419
DOT .
MATRIX

RS 232 GENDER REVERSERS

Circle 45 on Inquiry card.

MODEMS

BAUD

NOW MAKE SOLID
CONNECTIONS ....
Male or Female

North Hills Corporation
3564 Roll ing View Dr.
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
1·800·328-DISC
MN Call Collect 1 · 612-770-0485

Circle 324 on Inquiry card.

Specialists in the repair of:

Shugart
Tandon
PerSci
PERSC •• INC.

~
.-..sa

12624 Daphne Avenue
Hawthorne. CA 00250
(213) 777-7536
TWX 910·321-4448

Circle 354 on Inquiry card.

SUPER-FAST!

==Z80==
Relocating Macro
ASSEMBLER

$169.95
Direc tl y generates C OM. HEX. o r . REL l iles.
Fl ex ibl e REL l o rm at all ow s ex terna l oy l es and
wordS wi th co mplete mat h operations on them
(Mi crosoft fo rm at op tion al ). Fea tu res 2ilog
mnemon iCS wi th nes ted macros, conditi onals
and include fil es. Unique one-pass d esign
genera tes compact intermediate code which IS
then processed to reSOlve fo rwa rd ref ere nce s.
yield ing tremendous time savi ngs. Complete
li sting . symbol table and cross-re ference o utput
may be sen t to an y device . The perfec t to ol fo r
assem bl y language prog ramming . Lin k er incl ud ed . Manual on ly - 530. For 260 CP/ M an d
TR S-80.

----S L R...-...Systems_ _ __
1622 NORTH MAIN ST. · SUTLER. PA 111001 . (4 12) 2112·011.
SI\' I1I1"'9 53 U S Olhe rs 57 PA ' 6°. Crlce ... MO VISA M C COD
M os l Iu rrn;I1 :, flVn ,lnlJlQ Dc~ l ('r (10\\1 O EM ," q , " 'u's "lV, l t'd

l aU CP M fIl s·ao

TM ~

01 l' lug. 0'9,1;11 R(!StH" Cn la t!(1y CU'1l

Circle 403 on Inquiry card.

MONITORS
AMOEK COLOR I

PLUS

AMDEK COLOR I I
AMDEK COLOR I I PLUS
AMDEK COLOR I I I
AMDEK COLOR IV
AMDEK VIDEO 300 (GREEN)
AMDEK VIDEO 300 (AMBER)
AMDEK VIDEO 310 (AMBER)
BHC 12AU 12" GREEN
BHC 12EUN 12" GREEN
SHe AU9191U 13" COLOR
BHC 1401 13" RGB COLOR
BMC AU919 1MU 13" RGB IBM
COMMODORE COLOR MONITOR
COMREX 13" COLOR W/SOUND
COMREX 12" HI - RES AMBER
COMREX 12" HI-RES GREEN
COMREX 12" HI-RES YELLOW
ELECTROHQME 9" GREEN
ELECTROHOH.E 12 II GREEN
ELECTRO HOME 1 3· RGB IBM
ELECTROHOME 13" RGB COLOR

GORILLA 12" GREEN
NEC 12" GREEN SCREEN
NEe 12 " ECONO GREEN
NEe 12 " LO- RES COLOR
NEC 12" AMBER SCREEN
NEC 12" COLOR - IBM
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX - 12
SAKATA 13" COLOR
SAKATA 13" RGB COLOR
SAKATA SUPER RGB MONITOR
SAKATA 13" GREEN
TAXAN 12" GREEN
TAX AN 12" AMBER
TAXAN RGB VISION I
TAX AN RGB VISION III
ZENITH 12 " GREEN
ZENITH RGB COLOR MONITOR
USI
9" AMBER MONITOR
USI
9" GREEN MONITOR
USI 12" GREEN MONITOR
US l 14" LO- RES COLOR

299.95
439.95
449 . 95
369.95
749 . 95
134 . 95
149 . 95
164 . 95
89.95
139.95
299.95
349.95
629 . 95
269 . 95
294 . 95
149 . 95
139 . 95
144 . 95
129.95
149 . 95
379 . 95
369 . 95
89 . 95
154 . 95
109 . 95
299 . 95
164 . 95
539 . 95
499 . 95
264 . 95
5 19 . 95
7 19.95
104 . 95
11 4 . 95
1 19 . 95
294.95
494.95
99.95
579 . 95
129 . 95
119.95
139.95
289 . 95

MODEMS
AN CHOR MARX I (RS- 2 3 2 )
79 . 95
ANCHOR MARX I I (ATARI)
79.95
ANCHOR MARX I I I (TI99/4A ) 99.95
ANCHOR MARX V (OSBORNE)
94.95
199.95
ANCHOR MARX VI (IBM PC)
'NCHOR MARX VII (RS-232) 109.95
NOVATION J-CAT
104.95
NOVATION 212 AUTO CAT
579.95
SMAR1'CAT 212 (1200 BAUD) 429 . 95
SMAR1'MQDEM 300 BAUD
194.95
SMARTMODEM 1200 BAUD
499 . 95
449.95
SMARTMODEM 1200B - IBM

A P PLE / /

PRINTERS

COMPUTERS

AMDEK 2 DIGITAL PLOT'rER
ANADEX DP-9501A
ANADEX DP-9925A
ANADEX DP-9629A
ANADEX WP-6000
ANADEX WP-6000 TRACTOR
CENTRONICS 352DP
COMREX CR-l DAISY WHEEL
DAISEYWRITER 2000
DIABLO 630R155
EPSON FX-80 W/TRACTOR
EPSON RX-80
EPSON FX- l 00 F/T

COMMODORE 64
189 . 95
COMMODCRE 154 1 DRIVE
219.95
ATARI 600XL
$CALL
ATARI 800XL
$CALL
ATARI 800
399 . 95 - $ 100=$299.95
ATARI 1200
514.95 - $ 100=$4 14.95
IBM
PC & XT
LOWl!
COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE
2349.95
COLUMBIA COMPLETE SYS.
2649.95
IBM-PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
128K, 2-05/00 DRIVES, KEYBOARD
AND COMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE

1074 . 95
1319.95
1549.95
1429 . 95
2199 . 95
144.95
1799.95
729 . 95
1129.95
1784.95
LOW! I
LOW! I
LOW 1 1
GEMINI l OX
LOW! !
GEMINI 15
LOW! !
GEMINI STX-80
LOW! !
GORILLA BANANA PRINTER
189 . 95
IDS MICROPRISM
479. 95
IDS PRISM 132
1299.95
IDS PRISM 1 32C - COLOR
1499.95
JUKI 6100 PRINTER (P)
549.95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT160L
779.95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT1602 1289 . 95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT1802 1499.95
NEC 3550 SPINWRITER- IBM 1754 . 95
NEC 8023 PRINTER
459 . 95
NEC 8025 120 CPS 136 COL 7 19.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80
339.95
OKIDATA PACEMARX 2350p
1999.95
OKIDATA PACEMARX 2350S
2 199 . 95
OKIDATA PACEMARX 24 10P
2329 . 95
OKIDATA PACEMARX 24 1OS
2499 . 95

OKIDATA TRACTOR 80 , 82,92

GRAPPLER +
MICROBUFFER I I 16K
PKASO INTERFACE
WIZARD BPO 16K
WIZARD S08 16K

$4999

256K, 8" FLOPPY DRIVE
COMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
BI - DIRECTIONAL 8- 1/2X l l SCREEN
CORVUS CONCEPT 512K
$5895
CORONA DESK'l'OP PC
LOW! !
IBM- PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
128K 2-DS/DD DRIVES , KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
CORONA PORTABLE PC
LOW! !

EAGLE PC 128K SYSTEM
KAYPRO I I
NEC APC-HO 1
NEC APC-H02
NEC APC-H03
NEC APC- WPS 1
NEC APC-WPS2

2249 . 95
1399 . 95
$2495
$2995
$3749
$4995
$5695

PIED PIPER I

1074.95

49.95

OKIDA'l'A 82A W/GRAPH ICS
449 . 95
OKIDATA 83A W/GRAPHICS
699.95
OKIDATA 84P
1049.95
OKIDATA 84S
1 129.95
OKIDATA 92
4 94.9 5
OKIDATA 93P
929 . 95
OKIDATA 93S
994.95
OLYMPIA TY PEWRITEH/PRINT 8 19.95
PANASONIC KX-Pl090
419.95
PRINTMASTER (DAISY)
1549 . 95
PROWRITER I PRINTER
344.95
PROWRITER I I PRINTEH
6 19 . 95
C ITOH COLOR PRINT/PLCT 499.95
C ITOH 8600BP
979.95
QUME SPRIN'r 1 1/40+
1399.95
SILVER-REED DAISY WHEEL
799 . 95
SMITH CORONA TP- l
499.95
STARWRITER DAISY WHEEL
1099.95
TOSHIBA P-1350
1649.95
TRANSTAR 315 COLOR
449.95
TRANs'rAR 130 18CPS
729.95
1'RANSTAR 140 40 CPS
1229. 95
EPSON SERIAL (RS - 2 32)
134.95

GRAF ITTI CARD

CORVUS CONCEPT HC68000

z-80 PORTABLE COMPUTER
INCLUDES 64K RAM & 1MB DRIVE
SOFTWARE INCLUDES:

CP/M & PERFEcr SERIES
TELEVIDEO 16-BIT DESKTOP
128K 8088 5MHZ DUAL 360K DRIVES
INCLUDES CP/M $3499 . 95
TELEVIOEO
TELEVIDEO
TELEVIDEO
TELEVIDEO

910
925
950
970

TERMINAL
TERMINAL
TERMINAL
'rERMINAL

XEROX 820-II

594.95
789 . 95
989 . 95
1 199 . 95
$2899

ZENI'rH z- , 20 ALL-IN-ONE
BUIL'f- IN GREEN SCREEN
DUAL DRIVES SPECIAL $2999.95
APPLE lie NOW AVAILABLE
PLEASE CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICE

84.95
1 19.95
194.95
129.95
129.95
179.9 5

OTHER P RI NTERS AVAILAB L E

FRANKLIN ACE

1000 W/COLOR WW! I

DISKETTE S
ELEPHANT

EASY-SO ~O COL VIDEO CARD
FULLY VIDEX COMPATIBLE
WORKS WlTH WORDS'fAR, dBASE,
SUPER- TeXT - PRO, BASIC , CP/M ,
PASCAL.
SPECIAL

4TH DIMENSION DRIVE+CTRL
4TH DIMENSION DRIVE - ONLY
HAYES MICROMODEM I I
KENSINGTON SYSTEM SAVER
RANA ELITE 1 W/CTRL-CARD
RANA ELITE II w/C'rRL
RANA ELITE 1[1 W/CTRL
SOFTCARD (z-aO CARD)
MICRO- SCI A2 W/CTRL- CARD
ASCII EXPRESS PRO
BPI GENERAL ACCOUNTING
DATASTAR (REQ Z - 80)
dBASE I I (REQ . Z - 80)
IN~'OS TAR (REQ Z - 80)
REPORTSTAR (tID;! Z- 80)
SENSIBLE SPELLER
SPELLSTAR (tID;! Z - 80 )
SUPERCALC (REQ Z-80)
SUPER- TEx'r PRO 40/80
VISICALC 3 . 3
WORDSTAR W/APPLICARD

289.95
199.95
259.95
64.95
359.95
509 . 95
649 . 95
234.95
3 19 . 95
89.95
294 . 95
194.95
449 . 95
319 . 95
239.95
84.95
164 .95
189.95
69.95
174.95
324.95

10M
LO'I'US 1- 2-3
dBASE II

LOW! I

FRIDAY
HOME ACCOUN1'ANT PLUS
QUADLINK APPLE EMULATOR
SMARTCOM 11
MICROSOF'l' MC.JU SE
PEACH'l'EX'l' 500 0 SER . 9
PERFECT WRl 'l'ER
VISICALC l~6K
CBASlC COMPILER
MULTI - TOOL WORD W/ MOU~E
VERSAFORM
Q- BASE
WORDSTAR J. 204
INF'OSTAR
CO MMODOR E

429.9 0
199 . 95
99 . 95
489 . 95
89 . 95
134. 95
259.95
189.95
179 . 95
399.95
339. 95
259. 9 5
139. 95
)qSr.95
349.95

64

CALC RESULT ADVANCED
119 . 1:15
CAROCO PARALLEL IN'l'ERFACE 64.95
CHOPLU''fER
34.95
0A'I'A20 280 V1 0E.u"f-AK
22 4.95
DA·I·ASE·I"l't.: RECOR!Jt.:R
64,95
FOk'1' APOChLY 5E
27
F'ROGGER
27.95
HE!i MODEM 1
b 4. 95
HOME ACCOU NTAN r· 59 .9 '>
JAWBREAKER
2 7 . ~5
JUMP MAN
2 7 . 9'>
GRWRUN't.:R
21 . 9'>
PHAROH I S CURSE
24. '1:>
HESMON
27.95
SCRI P1' 64
79.95
VANILLA PILO'l'
24 .9~
VI C/ 64 SWITCH
119. 95

.9,

!~%t1'

• ~DmDDmD
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PC-LINK

The Statistician

DEC VT1 OO® TERMINAL
EMULATOR

CPM IBM-PC
TRS-OOS XENIX

• A full featured DEC VT100" terminal
emulator on IBM PC/XT.
• Transfer text files between host and IBM
PC/X T.
• Very easy to use. Complete user
documentation.
• To use PC-LINK program. the PC needs to
have at least one disk drive. IBM DOS
IBM monochrome or color display, a
RS 232 port. telephone modem or direct
connect.
• Support baud rate up to 1200 baud.
• $60.00 + $5.00 for shipping & handling.

SCREENWARE CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 3662
NASHUA, NH 03061-3662
[VISA
_

I T:~.,,~~.~,:.~.~~,:~~:4.'
~ !'<l'\ O<;l".'DEC.'IT'OO"."'d."" " OI

• Multiple Regression
Stepwise
Ridge
All Subsets
Backward Elimination
• Time Series Analysis
• Descriptive Statistics
• Transformations

• Survey Research
• Nonparametrics
Plots
• ANOVA
• Random Samples
• Data Base
• Search & sort
• Hypothesis tests

• x-v

Please call TOLL FREE.

1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

Q

for more information
or write:
Quant Systems
Box 628
Charleston, SC 29402
VISA-MIC Accepted

The Apple Users Group
Software LJbrary Bonanza

At truly affordable prices!
For the first time enlOY your
Apple to Il S fullest capacity .

~ii~ ~~~a~~o~~~.e:!~~i~;

r~~~:a~a~l:j~~.;, any other sourceJ
Each packed disk Includes an extensive vartely of
interesting. useful and enter talnJOg programs
Indispensable to all computerlsls! Each m ixed categOl"V
packed disk Includes :
BUSINESS . EDUCATIONAL" DATA BASE" GAMES
UTIUTIES .. SCIENCE" MUSIC" GRAPHICS .. FINANCE
Library DISks I. II and III are rT'IIxed categortes DedICated
disks are:

• GAMES' UTILITIES' GRAPHICS • INTEGER •

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY . Each packed diBk i.
avail.ble for only 159.95 each.

WHY PAY MORE?
Order dlrettlrom thiS ad and Save up to '150. Buy

~lrEfY- ~:~ ~~b~~~:~s ~~ $f~c9~b~$3rnsk
~~~1600F~ ~~ :;ii ~~a~~~ :~I; ~~~s ~:~~rYJ

.

for a package prICe of 0I"Jy $ 3 89. Postage PaId I

~~ ~~ ~=~~~~s ~~~t::;:ik:fk~~~~~

avil4lable . CII'Ck! Rt.!adef'S ServICe CW'd fOl' oU' COITJDleW caullOg

Far Orders Only Call now
TOLL FREE, 1·BOG-327·B664
Florida: 1-305-987-8665
Compatble WIth II . 11+ . lIe. UI Emul

f- Il l _

VIS4

_

ilnd Frank"" Ace [For 33 DOS)

!)'II,",(Q" ... ",.,.".:: ......... . I, ~"

Circle 375 on inquiry card .

Circle 504 on inquiry card .

Circle 32 on inquiry card .

'~?A~~
of looking for reliable

PROMPT DELIVERY! AND
TRY TO BEAT THESE IC PRICES :

Source of Supply?

IRi1UJOOmUH
from Looking???

M~~V~~

2764
2732
2716
2532

KEEP DIRT OFF

about
QUALITY??

With Custom Fit Covers

IJISKmES +

IIBBONS +
ACCESSORIES
Call Bob Kelly Now.
Kelly Computer Supplies
1811 Carl St.· St. Paul, MN 55113
Toll Free . .. 800 - 447 - 2929
MN Res. Call Collect. . .612/644-9030

MEMOREX - DlSKmES

Un ECflI E)W

~

P.O. Box 24449 Dept· Dayton. Ohio 45424

1_ _:1

Miami Valley

Technical
Services Corp

I.ITtA

S100/lEEE 696

All systems configure d, assembled and lesled.
Full se rvice dealer.

SYSTEM 816/A ________ $4260_
128K. Retail $5495

SYSTEM 816/8 ____ . _. _$5150.
256K. Retail $6995

SYSTEM 816/C ........ $6660.
384K. MP/ M 8-16. Retail $8995

MORROW MICRO DECISION'·
MOl $843. M02 $1148 . M03 $1670
(terminal $500 additional)
Call for deep discounts on boards/drives.
Located in Northern Virginia

DNETCO
~fTWOR/(S

CORPORATION

(703) 690-3312
Authorized CompuPro and Morrow Deafer.

Circle 333 on inquiry card.

EXTENDED PROCESSING
3861 Woodc reek Lane. Sa n Jose. Ca . 95117
(408) 249-8248

Circle 180 on inquiry card .

$38.00
5.00
1.55

Z80A FAMILY
cpu . CTC. or PIO
DART
DM A or SIOIO

$3.39
7.99
12.50

Fac10ry NeW. Prime Parts
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24 .000 South Peoria Ave.
BEGGS . OK . 74421

(918) 267-4961

(513) 236-9923

Has a com plete EPROM programmer. two seria l porl S,
o ne paral lel 110 po ri wi th handshaking and memory
management.
Programmer features : • Programs 2704, 2708. 2508.
2758.2716.25 16. TMS2716. 2732 . 2732A. 2764 • CPI M
compatible soflware supplied in EPR OM thai ca n be
easily wntten on a diskette. EPROM se lec tIon is done
with so ftware. Does nOI use programming modules
• Prog rammer is totally 1/ 0 mapped . Programming
socket is zero insertion force type . Programming
voltages generated on board.
1/ 0 Features: • 2 full y Independent AS-232 seria l
ports . Baud rale Generators are independen tly
programmable l rom 50 to 19200baud • Ind ependen tS
b it output. input and statu s fl ags . 4 direct sense lines.
Memory management features : • Contro ls address
lines A 16-A23 • Is disabled with sta nda rd ADSS'
signal.
Options: • Comp le te board with programmer . 1/ 0 and
memory managem ent. 5354 .95 • Programmer on ly.
S219.95 • 1/ 0 on ly . (25 • PI S219.95 • Prog . and I/O .
5329 .95 • Memo ry managem ent onl y 5 109.95 .
Memory man agemen t may be added to p rog rammer
o r 110 lo r 525 .00 . All combinations are assembled and
tested. Delivery Stock Shipping: UPS surface 53.00 .
UPS ai r S5.00.

$6.35
3.89
3. 19
4.60

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD

~

THE BURNER 1/0

$5.25
5.45
6.00
1.49

STATIC RAM
150 ns
150 ns
200 ns

6264p·15
6116p·3
2114

Not baggy generic covers . U.S. product.
highest quality. Choice of colors . with
com pany logo. plain . or decorator styles .
Sewn for ali personal. business computers & equip. Prices start at $13.95
Write or call
for brochure today!

Circle 139 on inquiry card .

Circle 352 on Inquiry card.

OFFfCE

DYNAMIC RAM
200 ns
150 ns
120 ns
200 "s
EPROM
250 ns
450 ns
450 ns
450 ns

64K
64K
64K
16K

""""",c.~,,, ...~.....
,....,..;,!)'~ase~~~~==!

Circle 301 on Inquiry card .

tJ
I

HDYSAEN~
QUALITY

DIFFERENCE?

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

5%"
104/1
104/ 10
104/ 20
204/10
204/20

PRICE/10

1 SIDE/SGl DENS ......... $55.00
1 SIDE/DBl DENS ........ $57.00
2 SIDES / DBl DENS ........ $45.90
1 SIDE / OUAD 96 TP1 . . .. $45.90
2 SIDES/OUAD 96 TPI. .... $51.50

8"
3740/1 1 SIDE/SGl DENS .
. $56.50
3740/10 1 SIDE/DBl DENS ........ $45.20
3740/20 2 SIDES/DBl DENS ... . . $52.70
Checks-VISA-MC-C.O.D.I Add S2 Shipping
Call or write for our discount catalog .

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave. , St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
Phone: (313) 777-7780
THE DYSAN DISKETTE STANDARD
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
Circle 266 on Inquiry card.

Our Prices Will Get Your Attention.
Our Service Will Keep It.
Our Customers Agree.
a word from
a customer

---

-.

NEW ITEM! Checks and
Forms For Your Software.
Ask for Lori: 1·800-421·1746

\
We carry:

1 tiC'

fnt U rp

NORTH STAR. ZENITH •
MORROW • EAGLE • COLUMBIA •
TELEVIDEO • C-ITOH • TOSHIBA •
DIABLO • sn.VER REED • NEC 3500 Be
7700 SERIES • STAR MICRONlCS •

•

MANNESMANN TALLY. AND MORE ...

fSOFI'WARE
GUARANTEE
• PROVEN PRODUCTS. SYSTEM DESIGN HELP
• BENCH TESTING AND CONFIGURING
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT STAFF. SERVICE AFTER SALE:
800-854-7635 TECHNICAL SERVICE SUPPORT
We will pay the freight - both ways - for repair
on verified returns within 30 days of sale.
TERMS AND CONDmONS
Prices change daily. Call for current pricing & availability. Prices
. based on prepaid cash orders. We accept: cashiers checks, money
orders, bank wires, or perscnal checks ( 10 days to clear), C.O.D. standard charges plus 2% handling for orders outside California.
MasterCard & VISA - 5% handling. Cal~ornia residents add state &
local sales tax.

~

••

FOR FOLLOWING SYSTEMS:
AltosCP/M5 ~" · AppleOOS&CP/M. Atari· CP/M86 Display Writer· Crornemco CP/M 5W . DEC VT180CP/M5W . EagleCP/M5W. Heath Z-90 CP/M
5W . IBM PC CP/M 86 • IBM PC DOS· NEC CP/M
5W . Northstar Advantage & Horizon CP/M 5W' .
Osborne CP/M 5W . Otrona CP/ M 5W' . Software
for 8086 Computers · Standard CP/ M 8" . TRS-80
Cassette Models I & III . TRS-80 Diskette Models 1& III
. TRS-80 Model II CP/M· Televideo CP/M 5W' .
Vic 20 . Xerox 820 CP/M 5~" . Call1orCWTent Pricing

fHARDWARE
PRODUcrS AND PRICING EXAMPLES:
TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS: TS-802 Single User Com-

CALL US TOLL-FREE:

800·854· 7635

IN CAIJFORNIA CALL:

puter $2632 . TS-806 Multiuser System $5050 . 910
Plus Terminal $573 . 950 Terminal $921 . ZENITH:
ZlX-1 Auto Dial Personal Terminal $341 . Z-29 Terminal $683 . OKIDATA: OK-82A with Tractor Feed
$486 . Okigraph I for 82A& 83A $45 . 2K Buffer/Serial BD $119 . OK Microline 83A $713 . MANNESMAN TALLY: MT1600's Serial & Parallel $1441 .
NOVATION: J-CAT Modem $110 . ORANGE
MICRO: Grappler . $125 . Plus Much More ,.!

(619) 562·7571 I I
lij
•I AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT, INC.
These prices prepared 7/83
Prices change daily -

VISA'

ca ll for current priCing [.::
and shipping charges.

8775 Olive Lane, Suites I & J • Santee, CA 92071
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NEW ELIZA FORMATS!

Printer Cables

AT LAST! A FULL IMPLEM ENTATION al th a ongmal ELIZA p rogram is
now available to run on your microcomputer!

- Parallel-

0"

ALTO'S
ATTAC H E
ATAR I
CENTRO'N ICS
CO'LUMBIA
EAG LE
IBM- PC
KAY PRO'
O'S BO' RNE
SANYO'

Created at MIT ;n 1966. ELIZA has become the world 's most celeb rated
artil icial intelligence demonstration program. E LIZA is a non-direcllve
psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as you type it in and then

responds with her own cammen! or Questlon-snd her remarks arc
olten amazingly appropria tel
Designed 10 run on il larg o ma inlrame. ELIZA has never belore been
available to personal compuler users oltcep t in greally stripped down
versions lackIng Ihe sophlsl icalion which made Ihe original program so
lascinahng
Now. our n ew mIcrocomputer versIon possessing Ihe FULL power and
range 01 expression 01 the onginalls beIng oHered allhe introduclory
price 01only 525. And If you wanllo l ind out how she does il (or leach
her to do morel. we will include the complete SOURCE PROG RAM lor
only 520 additional

$

~3S.0 _------::~TI=_'"
-97:
9 :--_"35.00 *
- SERIAl-

S25 tor Protected Verslon- S45 fo r IBM Disk BASIC Source Version
3. Tape Cassene 101 the Commodore 64
S2510r Prolected VerSIDn - S45 lor C-64 BAStC Source VerSion
4. Standard 8 inch single denSIty disk lor all CP/ M based computers
525 lor ElIZA.COM - 545 with Microsolt BASIC-SO Source

WORSWICK INDUSTRIES
4030 Wabaska Dr.
San Diego, CA 92107
619-222-3366
I I I ....

ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN TH E FOLLOW ING FO RM ATS:
1. 51' Inch dIsk lor th e 48K Ap ple 11 . 11 Plus. li e 01 III
525 tor Protected VorSlon-S45 tor Appleso1t Source VerSIOn

2 . 5Y. inch disk tor the 64K IBM Personal Compuler

ATTACHE COM .
RS232 (DB2SP)
(9 c onductor 1-8 , 20)

' ( 1\ I\I ".. HI"III-. Add (,"" .,

Order your copy 01 ELIZA loday and you 'lI never again wonder how to
respond w hen you hear someone say. " Okay. let's see what Ihls computer 01 yours can actually do'"

1,1'

(", . J

~

I)

Circle 491 on inquiry card .

5. 5Y. inch disk lor mas! CP/ M based compu ters (speCI fy computed
S25 tor ELIZA.COM- 54 5 with Microsolt BASIC-SO Source
Please add 52 00 shiPPIng and handling 10 all orders
ICalilornia res id ents please add 6% sa les taxI

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921 North La Jolla Avenue. Depl B

~ V~

:

L-

1213~~~~~~~~S'(~~3~~2214
Me , VISA and checks accepted

Circle 37 on inquiry card.
ST
,

CY2 32 N ETWO RK CONTROllER
AND PARALLEL-SERIAL I N T E RFA CE

C/-l/ PS& DALE

[l

THE INFLATION FIGHTERSt
41 16 250ns 8 11 9.50 l OCh 1.05 ea.
411 6 200ns 8 /$1 0 .00 100+ ' 1.0.5 ea.
4 116 150ns 8"11.50 100 + 1 1.2.5 ea.
4116 120m 8 /$1 4 .50 100+ S1.5 0 ea.
4 116 120ns 8 " 15.50 100+ '1.5 0 ea.
21 14L 300ns 8 /$ 10.50
211 4L 200ns 8 /$ 12.00
- 4164 200ns ' 4.65 ea.
- 4 164 150ns ' 5.1 0 e a.
- 611 6 150ns $4.00 e a.
- 6 1 16 200ns 13.8 5 ea_
-6116LP 150ns U_75 ea.
-17 91 Disk Controller 120 .00
177 7 Disk Conlroller ' 17.50
Z80A , Z8 0 Ae TC. Z80A PIC 13.00 ea_
8255
14.25
2 71 6 -1 5V 350ns 811 4 .2 5 ea. 15.00 ea.
2 71 6 5V 450ns 13_00 ea.
- 2732 5 .... 450ns $3 .85 ea.
-2532 5V 450ns $4 .2 5 ea.
- 2764 5V 300ns 28 pin '9 .00 ea.
- 2764 5V 2 4 pin CALL
- 25645V
CALL
"80 87
CALL
68000
CALL
Allow up to 3 wks. for person.!!1 check s to clear. Please include
phone number. Prices subject to chllnge without nOlice. Shipping £,
Handling for Chips $3.50, FOB Bellevue. WA.. for all else. Wash .
residents add 6 .5% Sl!les Tax.

CHIPS & DALE
1-206-451 -9770
10655 N.E. 4th St., Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98004

Circle 68 on inquiry card .

ANNIVERSARY

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

wi ll con nect any RS2S2 CRT orco m puler
to any 8~b it pam llcllTL liD pon

$$ Printers $$
$$ WEWILLNOTBEUNDERSOLD$$

Special Sale
Communications Pak

and works with one pon or
up to 255 para lh'! pons
in st'veral n ~rwork

Hayes Smartm odem 300/1200 .....
Hayes Mlcromodem II . .
Ap ple Cat 11. . . .
J Cal
. Anchor Mark I RS232.
An chor Mark VII aut

.. $499
279
282
129
89
139

DISK DRIVES
Rana Elite I ...
Rana Elite II
Rana Elite III . .
Rana Controlier w/ drive. .
Apple Ace Mate (1 yr. warr.) ..

"SC II ,
B;II:1t\'. ~nd

Slim Teac 511.. " (1 yr. warr.) .

ASC II ·h .." mod,,)
, .. I " ,,...,;lI;U II (0,

THE COMPUTER STORE

rn~ ... jrnul11 I1r~ i h j lil )'

U Clra.I $!l.V IOO )
" rHlUly!';,,!!, bout! ;,.\-~ j l:ohl ...

~

CYbe r ne t ic M ic rOSystem s
P.O .

Dept. 345
3941-B South Bristol St.
Santa Ana, CA 92704

...

nu" :iCIOO. ~ II Gn'Ku rio. CA 9~ O H

If 15) 126·.'1000

TrtrlC : 11 1- 1.'15 ~ UII: C)'\WI11 r1 i1"

eHI:I:"HI I.;I:

Circle 122 on inquiry card .

ScreenWiz

FULL SCREEN CONTROL
An assembler subprog ram you ca ll from your
prog rams to ha ndle screen input/outpu t as
IBM mainf rames do.
Define full sc reen format specificati ons
o utside your program, and c all ScreenWiz to
retrieve the fo rm ats, and do all th e I/O for you.

: 8~: ~W~fy~nU~ ~~¥t~?~s:c,lit~r{b~~!lsscreen

• Defi ne up to 24 fu nc tion keys
• Def ine templa tes fo r display and input.
• Validate inpu t while keying. Insert and
delete c harac ters to correct fields
• Tab fields forwa rd and backwa rd
• Draw fi gures using ver ti cal fi eld d i splays
• Save memory as only one lormat needs to
be in memory at one time. Make t he
constants to di splay virtual, and th ey don 't
use any mem ory at all.
• Build help screens. Ca ll t hem with one
funct ion key th en re turn to w here you we re.

LIST

Circle 189 on inquiry card.

~j} BASF
DISKETTES

714-261-1383
ORDERS ONL Y: 1800! 824-2227

Circle 102 on inquiry card.

EPSON'@)

RIBBON
CARTRIDGES
MX 70 / 80

$5.25 ••.

BASF Diskettes at competitive price.- Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and
Information. Visa and Master
Card accepted.

Avalla bl. now for moat popular BASIC
}
CO BOL
FO RT RA N
PASCA L

289
435
575
75
239
269

$99
IBM PC and CP/M
Apple II CP/M
$75
Shipping
$ 4
Source code inc luded

Deal.r Inqulr' •• welcome

InTERDATA SYSTEMS INC.
42 Ellindale , Toronto, Ont. Can.d. M2J 185 AVmiS.'''xMpr/eCss
(416) 493-8675 (c.1I collect to order)
t

Circle 232 on inquiry card .

Circle 341 on inquiry card .

Circle 158 on inquiry card .

Prices the Competition Can't Touch
IBM Specials

IBM Personal Computer

Advanced Operating Systems
The Programmer . .. .... .. ... .. ... . $129
Applied Software
Versa/orm ...
Ashton·Tate
dBase II (CP/M86) ..
dBase II (MS DOS)

$419
. . $419

Continental Software
The Home Accountant Plus ...
1st Class Mall ... . .. .... .

.. $ 95
. $ 79

USI
Amber Monitor .

. . .. $ 149

leading Edge
Gorilla HI·Res 12" .

..... . $

85

Quadram
Quadchi'ome
• Hi·Res RGB Monitor
• Non·Glare Screen
• 690 x 240 Resolution

. .. ... $ 49

Davidson & Associates
Speed Readar .

.. S 49

Datamost
Real Estate Investment Program ..... $ 79
Wrlte·On .. . . . .
. . $ 85
Comprehensive Software
.. $ 55
pc Tutor
Eagle Software
Money Decisions ..

. $129

Howard Software
Real Estate Analyzer II
Tax Preparer 1983 .

Includes 64K IBM·PC with two
320 KB floppy disk drives,
color controller graphics card,
monochrome monitor

$28J9

* * Specials Of the Month * *

.. $159 Verbatim Disks (SID w/Llbrary Case) . ... . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. $27
. .. $159 Box of Maxell Disks (0/0) . .................. . ... . ....... $39

$549
Peripherals

Kraft Joystick .................. . . $ 45
TG Joystick. . .
. .. $ 39
TG Trackball ..
. .... ..• . • .. . . $ 39
Microsoft 64K Ramcard ............ $239
Microsoft 256K Ramcard .
. . $589

Flip n' Sort Diskette Box with lock . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . $18.50 Hayes ~martmo~em

Innovative Software

.$299 Elephant Disks Single Side/Double Density . . . . •
Quadboard 256K Installed . ..... . ..... . ... . .
. ... $239 Quad 512
(512K Installed) .. . .. ..•.. • .. • . ..
. ....... $209 Mark VI Modem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. ...

+

~~~~~~~~~~~eivable

.
. ... . ~~~~
Account s Payable
.... : : : : : $369
General Ledger . .
. . $369
Financ ial Management Series ....... $899

~~c;a~ ~:n~ger

Amdek
Color II ...
. ..... $ 679
Color I!. ....... . .
. ...... $ 399
Color IV (RGB Analog Input) ..... ... $1029

.$249

Computer Sotware
Technology
Word/PC . .

T.I.M . III ..
IUS
Easy Filer .
Easy Writer II .

Monitors

. . . ...
... • . .
.. . • . .
• . .. ..

.. . . .. $24
. ... . . $399
. .. ... $599
.• •... $179

3~.

...

. .. $209

~:~:: S~:~~~d:~ ~2ooB: : . . . : :~:

Hayes Smartcom II Terminal Pk...... $ 72
Anchor Automation Mark VI Modem ... $179
~u~~~~~~~~~~~r wlPower Supply :1:~

AST Megaplus II (256K Installed) ...... • ... .. . • .. •. . . • . .. . $539 Versawrlter Graphics Tablet ........ $239
lemon Surge Protector .. ..... ..... . .. . ... . .. ... •. . • .... $39
Orange Surge Protector ... . .. .. . . . . . .... . . .... .. . .•.... $95
Corona Desktop Computer 21320K Drives/128K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2995 NEC

Printers

.

Corona Desktop Computer 1/320 Floppy·1/1 OMG . ... .. .... . . $4795 NEC 8023A ...
. ... $ 439
.. . $159 Corona Desktop Portable Computer 21320 Drlves·128K . .. • . . . $2795 NEC 3530 . . . .
. . $1599
Micro Pro
Corona Portable Computer 21320 Drlves·10MG . . . . . . . . ... ... $4295 NEC 7710 .
. . ... • .•. • . . . . . .... $2059
Wordstar .
. .. . . $299
NEC 7730 ..
. ....... $2059
Mailmerg e .
........ . .
.$159
NEC3550 .
.$1899
Spells tar . .
. ... $109
Intostar . . .
. .... $299
Diablo
Reportstar . .
. .... .. . ... $209
Diablo 620R (25CPS) .............. $ 949
Diablo 630R (40CPS) ........ • ... .. $1729
North American
Diablo 630KSR (40CPS)
.. $2429
Business Systems
Answer
............ . ... .. $159
Epson
FX80 .
. .. $ 599
FXlooFT .............•......... $ 799

PBl Corporation
Personallnv6stor

... . $ 89

Peachtree
General Ledger . . .
. ..... : $329
Accounts Receivable . ... .......... $329
Accounts Payable
. $329
Peach Pak (GUARlAP)
......... $389

Smith Corona
Tp·l Parallel .

Okidata
ML82A .
$ 419
ML83A .
. .. $ 649
ML84P .
. ........ • .......... $ 979
ML84S . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. $1089
.$ 489
ML92 ........ . . . .
ML93 .
. .. . ........ . ...... $ 869

Software Publishing
PFS Report ...
. .... $ 89
PFS File .
. ...... . . . ... $ 89
Digital Research
Concurrent CPIM 86 . . ..... . ... . . $209
C Basic 86 .
. .$125
PascaiMT + 86 .................. . $239
Speed Programming Package 86 .... $125
CIS Cobol 86 .
. ....... .. .. $489
Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities ..

.$ 55

Select
Select Word Processing System ..... $299
Softword Systems
Multimate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$289
SorclmilSA
Supercalc . .
. .... $179
Superwriter ......... .. . . .. • .. .. .. $239
Spellguard .
. .... $125
Southeastern
Data Capture

.. .. $ 75
Vlslcorp
Vislcalc (256K) ................... $165
Desktop Plan 1
..... $199
Vlsltrend/Plot ... . .. •. . .... . .... .. $199
Visltlle .
. ... $199
Visldex ...
. .$165
Vislschedule .
. . . $199
Business Forecasting Model .
. .. $ 69

Circle 97 on inquiry card.

. ... $ 499

1095 E. Twain, Park Place- Upper Level
(702) 796·0296, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Call Toll Free

1-800-6J4-6766
Order Line Only
Information & Order Inquiries (702) 369·5523
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Sat. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Dealers Inquiries Invited
Ordering Inlormatlon and Termo: For Fa st Delivery send cashier checks, money orders or
direct bank wires. Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear. C.O.D. orders
($3.00 minimum) and 1% 01 all orders over $300. School purchase orders welcomed. Prices
reflect a cash discount and are subiect to change. Please enclose your phone number with
any orders. Shipping: Software ($2.50 minimum). Shipping Hardward (please c811). Foreign
orders, APO and FPO orders-$10 minimum and 15% 01 all orders over $100. Nevada
residents add 5'/. % sales tax. All goods are new and include lactory warranty. Due to our
low prices, all sales are final. All returns must have a return authorization number. Call
702·369-5523 to obtain one belore returning goods lor replacement.

IDS
Mlcroprism 80 . .
. ...... $ 549
Prism 132
..... $1 399
(with Sheetfeed & Graphi cs)
Prism 132
.................. $1589
(with Sheetfeed , Graphics & Color)
Prism to IBM Cable. . ............ $ 48
Citoh
8510 Prowriter .
. .. $ 365
FlO Starwriter .
. .. $1199
FlO Print master ............ . .... $1599
Mannesmann Tally
MT 180L . . . . . .. .. .
. $ 599
MT 1802 (Parallel).
... $1559
MT 1805 (Serial) ...... . .. . . .. . .... $1559
Gemini
Gemini 10 ....... ...•..... .•
Gemini 15...

. ... $ 319
. . $ 479

Qume
QumeSprint 11 + ...
. . ... . $1349
Tractor Feed
............. $ 175
Pit I t I· ····· ·
$ 79
r n er n er ace . . .
. ..
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SAGE IV computers use the 68000 CPU.
come with UCSO p·System. PASCAL. Macro
Assembler , Multi -user system, Word processor, Spreadsheet . 1 year warranty.
Available SAGE configurations include :
1 640K floppy & 256K RAM
$3120
$3760
2 640K floppies & 256K RAM

Bargain
Boards™

Cables

EIA RS 232-C
Quality cables with immediate
delivery and low prices.

Best prices around on

Conductor

ICOmpupro®)

1-4
5-7
8-12
13-16
17-25

1 floppy. 256K RAM. 6mb Hard disk $5840
1 fl oppy. 1mb RAM. 18mb Hard disk $8000
As softwa re developers and authorized
SAGE dealers we offer customer support.

6660 Re servoir Road Corvallis. OR 97333
Include 15.00 par board for ahlpplng and handling.

6331 Fairmount Ave. +701
EI C~rrito, Ca. 94530
(415) 524-8352

Circle 275 on inquiry card.

IBM PC, APPLE, etc ...

......

,

TAN DON

* Single
TIM 100-1
Sided. 40 TRK.

00
Free Shipping

'179

Single Or Double Density .

* Double
TM 100·2
Sided . 40 TRKlSide

.. 8249

00
Free Shipping

Single Or Double Density .

CDC

* Double
9409
Sided. 40 TRKlSide

.... •24900

Single Or Double Density .. ..

Pnnler 1
001 Main,

Modem or
Dlher Periplleral

Prmter 2

Leller Oualily

MANUAL UNITS

AUTOMATIC UNITS

2-6 Ports
Seleclo-Swltch .

2-7 Port s
Aula· Switch

DR

Senal IRS 2321/ Parallel (CenJronicsl
LOW COST AOO-ONS FROM THE MAIN
~~
MANUFACTURER

Free Shipping

OrrlSf Toll Free
1-800-531·5475 (Oulside Of Texas)
(512) 250·1523 (In Texas)
" If We Can'/ Ship The Next Working Day.
We Won '/ Take The On1er. ..

*

*

MasterCard VISA Check
Texas Residents Add 5% Sales Tax.

<:¢Giltronix
U'J 3780 Fabian Way. Palo Alia . CA 94303

101

(4151493·1300

Circle 84 on Inquiry card .

Circle 194 on inquiry card . .

TclcCO~L\f TM - A Com plete Versatile.

User· fri endly &
Telecommunicating

ELECTRONIC MAIL
for
w

lM

Te/eVideo" • CP/M' • MPIM " TUlboDOS

bued Computers.

T. I,COMM pcpvidll you with the mOlt effic ienl IIno cOII·e ft,cl;"1 mlllni
0 1 communicl ling bet wlen Vou e nd Vour bllnch ollice , coworkerl. fr ie nds
or l.mlly"le. 10ClIllfll nllwofk or n ll tionwi de tel ep honllllnk ,
• Muill-/Sing'--IJ u fComput. ,.
• P, .. wOfd Prot . ClK T,an..crion,
• BtlUoc.n ..".ndfo,wlldon;
• TOI.rty Mlnu-dm. . n f unC lioni
• V.... tU.Prinlin"
·S ...... ndO't.t.l." ...
• ",n.mble. llngu.g~

l il ted p,je.:

1498

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modlmlnt.rl.cu
Unlirnll.d U....
StndLln ...,MuuguIProgllml
Fu. Scr"nEdltin"
011': MonuvOly/VUr
Automatic Prompt 101 Incoming Mill
AI,,,ti ... ,VId,o""libutIlIT,I.Vldlol

Specl.1 In\loductory Prica:

81M

TeleWORD'"- WORD PROCESSOR
• PI".'Doc.umt ntfo,mJ\
• Column.. Proc...ing

• PromPt lor Incomong Electron,c M.~
• Mutll·tllking IC_U"lnl P""h"91
• Fuity M . nu.(j'j...." FUl'oCtionl
• Korilontll , f1dV,,,;cll$e,oIl
• JU l trficl"On••f1dIf1.cl.nlll ionl

• Doc.uml "t "Iumllly Ina ~,g.
• UtIIImiIiO UncIo CO",,,,lnClt

• C,!c:uI'te'
•

• Sc,""EOil"'ll

• 8JockMo"'lnoo.l lll

• CP Men,,, " Moo,,,, In""ICIO
• BUllt·in ap ..llrn" $'1'11'''' Commln.;"
• P, .. wo,dProteclldT,.nllction,

SpeCillll n\loductory Pr ice;

Mlj~1IO

MOIl'

Lill &. llDl lt Enve\op Pr,,,,,,,,,

M911

TurboOOS'''' - F'eI Con.ulting

& Demo. Customized O, i"e, • .
Muh iu •• r: J4.41)A

T dcHOST
Tdcl.JST

n

TIoII

.. - Ailowl your IlIrmln. Ucompulllr 10 commu n iClle w ilh 011'1111
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BEST PRICES
IN THE U.S.
Call for our special dealer
program . C.O.D.' s accepted .
TOLL FREE (800) 652 ·8168
in California (213) 706'1; . .~
U.S. EXCHANGE
5015 Kanan Rd .
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Circle 463 on inquiry card.

78 on Inquiry card .

Electronic
Circuit
Analysis
a AC and DC analysis
a Very fast , optimized machine language
a Infinite circuits on multiple passes
a Worst case, sensitivity anal ysis
• Sweep component values
• 64 Nodes. 127 branches
a Compare circuits
a Log or linear sweep
• Full file handling
• Full editing, error trapping
a Frequency response, magnitude and phase
a Complete manual with examples
• CP 1M $150 .00
• Now available for MSDOS (lBM PC) $150.00

Tatum Labs
P.O. Box 722
Hawleyville, CT 06440
(203) 426-2184
Circle 432 on inquiry card .

t47A

Int ernational Computers & T elecommunicat ions. Inc_
932 Hung erford Drive. 16 -8, Rockville , MD 20850

Circle 226 on inquiry card .

Communication
Cable Company
Circle

~~!\
Any CPU
--'"

+ .18lfl.
+ .27/11.
+ .33/11.
+ .44/11.
+ .55/11.

SpeCify: Male or female connectors, length of
cable and pins to be connected. OEM & quantity
discounts availabte to qualified customers. On
prepaid orders add $5.00 tor shipping/ handling.
We also supply connector part., bulk
cable, IBM, DEC Compatable & Centronlc
cable •.

MARITIME SOFTWARE
ASSOCIATES
(503) 929-2552

SHARING ANO SWITCHING PROBLEMS?
GILTRONIX HAS THE SOLUTION!

Price
$12.00
12.50
13.50
14.75
17.00

U.S. Robotics Modems
300 I 1200 baud Auto dial I Auto Answer
New - Password
New - Courier (for Osbome)
New - S100 (for S100 Systems)
Auto Dial 212A

Telpac

Communicat ions Software

$374
$414
$374
$469
S 69

Morrow Micro Decision
Includes 64K Ram . Z80A . CP/M . Wordstar
Spelling Checker. Logicalc . Bazic .
MicroSoft Basic .
MOl 200K disk drive
$889
MD2 2- 200K disk drives
wi th Personal Pearl Data Base Manager $1189
MD3 2- 384K double sided drives
with Personal Pearl and Ouest Bookeepmg $1589
• $3.00 long Distance Phone call credit with Purchase '

XL Syslams
A division of Data Information Systems. Inc.
967 East 4800 South Suite 4C
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117
(801) 266·0454
Circle 128 on inquiry card .
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80 COLUMN CARD
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No more copyright problems!! 100% Apple II Compatible!
_
-

A

Features :
'I -Upper/lower case -Full size keyboard with numeric key pad
-Auto repeat keys -25 Pre-programmed
function keys -48K RAM user memories
can expand 10 192K -2W Audio AMP with
volume controi -High resolution color
display with graphics -11 O/220V 5 AMP
switching power supply -Guarantee to run
on CP/M -Fully assembled and tested

40/80 column auto·selectable
with NORMAL/REVERSE and
HIGH LIGHT functions
capable to run PASCAL & CP/M
SH IFT function as typewriter
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80 Column card for Apple lIe®

(Add 5% shipping and handling)

SPECIAL $49.95 each
Model : 80CIIE
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'THIS CARD IS NOT
MADEBY
APPLE COMPUTER

"

PART #
900·0080

ANTI-STATIC PLASTIC
MINI-FLOPPY DISK
STORAGE CASE

$75.00
EPROM
PROGRAMER CARD AP-64e
Program any 2716, 2732 or 2764 EPROMS
- Plug to any slot of your apple+ computer.
- No extra equipment needed, completely reliable
• Auto blankcheck, compare, read, copy,
monitor functions.
- Au tom atic verify.
- Errors indicated on screen.
- Burning voltage adjustable.
- Dip switch for different EPROMS
• No jumpers required.
- Firmware included.

Holds up to 75 Sl4" diskettes
with 4 dividers
color: smoke clear on top
with light brown bottom
MODEL : MINI·FILE
$19 .95 EACH

Fully assembled
Special price

$445.00

HEAVY DUTY JOYSTICK
FOR APPLE+ OR PINECOM COMPUTERS
Metal case with 2 fire buttons, 360 degree
cursor control, auto centering and two fine
trimer
MODEL : THE COMPATIBLE II
$34.95

+Apple II & Apple lIe are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. U.S.A .

THE MICRO-II
The Apple look-alike
and compatible computer,
48K RAM on board with numeric key pad,
upper/lower case keyboard

lSI C Compiler

PCIFORTH™

for 8080/180
LSI C compiler is designed for programs with
a small memory and a shorter CPU time.
* The object code is compact and is fast er than
leading "C" compiler s (Eratosthenes: ·13.4sec)
*typedtf, static, cast and initializers are available
* The compiler and th e generated code run
under CPI M rM, but also can be burnt into
PROMs.

Rational BASIC
a basic interpreter for Z80 CP/ M

TEDDY
a full screen editor for 8080 / Z80 CP1M

fo r pamphlt' l wril e :
P.O. Box S08 STA. CRUZ
CA. USA 95 0&2
for further mfolfn.ltion cOli /a c t :

LSI JAPAN CO., LTD.
J·N·IJ YOYOCI SI-IIHUYA·KU 10KYQ t 15 1) PHON('(UJ)j7q·1427

Citele 264 on inquiry card.
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New Sensibly· Priced Paper Tape Reader
A new, smaller, less expensive Stand·Alone
Pape r Tape Reade r Model 605 reads at 150
CPS, has a parallel TTL ou tput and is bidirectional. It stops on character, is comp letely self-contained and has automatic
taut-tape sensing.
The new reader has 5 vall DC and 24 vOIl DC
output power avai lab le and an opt ional in·
ternal clock. The desk-top model is priced
at $495 for one un it, a saving of about 25%
01 the price 01 the larger Model 612.
Contact Louis Doshay, Addmaster Corpora·
tion, 416 Junipero Serra Drive, San Gabriet
91776 ; telephone (213) 285·1121

Circle 11 on inquiry card.

ANALOG. DIGITAL
DIGITAL. ANALOG

Complete FORTH p rogram developmenl systems
for the IBM'" Personal Computer. Packages
include inlerpreter/ compiler wi th virtual memory
managemen t, line ed itor, custo m screen ed itor,
assembler, decompiler, utililies, file and record
access modules, and many demonstratio n programs. 150 page user manual...... $ 100.00
Software floaling point, Inlel808 7 support, color
graphics extensions, and torgel compil er avail·
able at additional cosl.
Speci fy PC· DOS or CP/ M -86"'. One disk drive
and 48 kbytes RAM required. Softwa re supp lied
on 5'/, inch si ngle sid ed soft sectored double
densily diskelles.

Laboratory MlcrosYlteml
4147 Beethovon Stroot
Lao Angoloo, CA 90066

(213) 306-7412
laM ..

0

'0'i,,,.,,d "od . ... o.~ 01 Inl.'no ...... o. I.IIn." Mac ...... ' Corp

CP/ M ,. o'"9"'.' ... "od . ... o.~ of D'9,'ol h.o cofc" ,,,.

Circle 254 on inquiry card .

HEXADECIMAL DESK CLOCK

CONVERSION MODULES

SOFTWARE
CAIN
ROL

For add i t ional detail s about the AO ·10Q·4 and o t her
f ine California Dat a corporat ion 100% individually

t est ed. high rella ~lI i tv product s. circle th e reader
service card number below or for faster response

wr ite or call us.

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

3475 Old Caneja Road. Suite C·l0
Newbury Park. CA 91 320

18051 498·3651

Solid mahogany timepiece represents the
time in base sixteen . Features include:
handrubbed finish, gold tone characters
and hands, and a quartz movement
accurate to within 10 seconds per month.
Clock measures 4112 in. square, can
be hung (bracket included), and rims for
over 1 year on a standard AA battery.
An attraclive addition to the work area of
any computer professional or hobbyist.
Only $18.95 plus $1.50 shipping &. handling.
PA residents add 6% sa les tax .
Please allow 3·5 weeks lor delivery .
Send check or money order to :

DIGITIIV/E
P.O. Box 403 , Ambler, PA 19002

Circle 61 on Inquiry c~rd .

Circle 150 on inquiry card .

Verbatim

HEATH

H-19/89

flexible disks

OWNERS

Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

EXPAND YOUR SYSTEM
WITH THIS SINGLE
P.C. BOARD

-

VISII'

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 'Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
9340 1. In Cal. cali
(800) 592·5935 or
U2~~~L J (805) 543· 1037.

Circle 341 on Inquiry card ,

• Color Graphics
w / 32 Sprites
16K Ram
• 6 To ne Music Ste reo
Dua l No ise Gen .
With 4 I/ O Po rts

~ele(traniCS

On board vldeo - f28K ofOy narnlc RAM an(l4K olSTAIlC (villeomem ·
ary) . OMA • SASI (hon:l disk Inlerloce) ' Floppy disk canirolier ( 4 driVes
(''1Y combInation or 5·114 " or 8 ~ ) ' 4 serial POris ' Full Conl/anlts

p,ln ler po rI' Exponslon bus ' Wide line and Ih in line
Exlende lllrockbullt!l o P,inle r buller

$299.00

Box 86491
Visa &
San Diego, CA 92086 Maste rCard
(619) 267-7547
Accep ted

Circle 380 on Inquiry card,

AmNTION BIG BOARD USERS!
WHY USE OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY?
INSIGHT ENTERPRISES
IS NOW DELIVERING A NEW
STATE-OF-THE-ART CP/M Z80-A
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

g'opnic~ '

Fully In'eHUpl dfIVen

0

0

Po'olte'

01 SeriOI keybo or d • Compoer Sil6 ' ( 8 11:i<t inches)

$750.00 slngl~ (juan",y OE M Pricing '

2· 4 weekS

deIlY~r~

SI D 00 Sh'PIIHlU

INSIGHT E""fRPIUSES CORPORATION

11J N WeSleln4n . Sul'e 12l0$Angel", CA 9000 4 ClllJ 46' -126 2
O~gt". OEM. Internottgngt tnC/Ylr ln Welcome
MANUFACTURING LICENSES AilE AVA ILABLE WOlIlDWtOE UPON REQUHI

Circle 224 on inquiry card .

.
.---..-.
•.
•••• " •• ..,......
IBM PC· COMPLETE SYSTEMSPECIAL PRICE
PC System includes 64K IBM PC with 320 KB Floppy
Disk Drive, Controller, Color Grap hics Card, Monitor
. . . .. . . . . ...... . . . .. .. ..... . . . ........... . $2490
DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
Thn don 100-2 ..... . .. . .... . .. ... ... .. . . ..... $240
Sh ugart 455-2 . . . . . . . ... . .... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . $245
Teac 55-B . ..... . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . $255

MONITORS
NEC. DYNAX AMDEK .............. CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
Hi-Res Color .... . ... . . . .... . ........... . ... $490

PRINTERS
C·ITOH
GX-lOO ........... $240 1550 .. . ... . ...... . $690
8510 . ... .. . . . . . . . . $460 F-1O . . .... ... . . . . $1290
F-1O ........ . ........ . .......... . ..... . .. . $1690
OKIDATA
82A ... . ...... . .. . $440 84A .. . . .. .. . ..... $975
83A .. . . . .. ... . ... $690 92A . . .. . .. ....... $575
93A .... . ... .... . ..... . .... . .. . ... ... . . . ... . $970
BROTHER
HR- l . ... ... . .. . . ...... .. .. . .. . . . ..... . .. . .. $750
HR-15 . .... '" .. . .. .. .. . ..... . . . ...... . ..... $570
SMITH CORONA
TP-1 . ... . .... . . . .... . . . ..... . . ..... . . .. . .. . $520
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10 . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .... ... $370
Gemini 15 .. . . . . . . .... . . . . . ....... . . . . . .. . . . $540

NEe
SPINWRITER
7710-1 . ..... . . . . . $1950
7715-1 .. . ... .. . . . $2100
7720- 1 . .. . . .. .. .. $2400
7725-1. . ... . .. .. . $2400
7730- 1 . .. .. ...... $1950

3510 . ...... . .. ... $1350
3515 . ... . .. . . . ... $1350
3530 .... . .. . . . . . $1550
3550 .... . . . .. ... $1850
PC8023A .. . . ..... $450

... .."'.......
.. -..
.•..
,.~~
~

17141818·9100
Circle 574 on Inquiry card .

TM

HARD DISKS FOR APPLE AND IBM
DAVONG
5 MB . . ..... . ... . ... . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . ..... . $1450
10 MB . .. . ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . ... . . .... . $1650
15 MB . .......... . ....... . . .... .. . . . ..... . $2250

MEMORY BOARDS
TAVA CORP.

•

TRUMPCARD 1
™
256K Ram . . ... . .. ...... . ....... .. . ..... . . .. $350
TRUMPCARD2
512K RAM . ..... .... . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . .. $550
AST
10 Pl us. Five f unction Card ..... . . . .......... $199
Combo Plus 4 f un ction card. Fully pop. 256K . . $490
Mega Plus. FullV pop. 512K .... .... . $990
QUADRAM
Quad Card. Fully pop. 256K ... . . . . . .. . ...... $500
BIG BLUE . .. . . .. ...... . .. . . . . ... . ..... ... $470
HERCULES Graphics Car d . . . .. . . ... . ...... $490
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
FDC 5 114 & 8" . . ........ . . . .. . ... . ... . ..... $220
Multifunction Car d . .. . . .. ..... .. . ...... .. ... . $90
Memory Card ......... . ... .... . .. . .. ... . ... $180
Ad-On Memory Module ........ . ... . .. . ...... $90
Parallel Port Module . . . .. .. . . . ... . ... .. . ...... $70
Serial Port Modul e ..... . ... . ... .. .... .. . ... . . $90
Clock Calendar Mod ule .. . .... . . .... . . ... . . . . $70
Game Adapter Module . . .... . ....... . .. . . . ... $50
DEC RAINBOW 100
Comp lete system 64K PC, Keyb oar d, Thvo Floppy Drives
DSI DD, Monochrom e Moni tor . ....... . ..... $2990
AP"LE 11+
Compatible Computer with 48K Disk Drive, Controller,
and Monitor . ... . .. ....... . . . .... . ....... . .. $990
DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE
Slimline, or Standard . ..... .. . . . . . . . ... .... . . $250
PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT Software for your
Apple IIe and Appl e II + .
. . $190
APPLE lie

Computer System , Controlle r, Two Disk Drives,
Monitor ........ . . .. ... . . ... . ... .. ........ $1890

631 E. First St .• Tustin. CA 92680
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE W ITHOUT NOTICE
APPLE is a tr ademark of Apple Computer s. Inc.
IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.

BYTE Septembe r 1983
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THE CHURCH
Informellon Menegement System

LC NETWORK
LINE FILTER
Model C-519-L1 EMIIRFI filter protects
against high energy transients ... varistor
clamps higher voltages to safe
levels . . .Max Rating: 15 A, 125 VAC,
1875 Watts continuous duty . . .$97 .50.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

"'MEGA Usef
Lavin' ,.
Software

~ I..

PO 80,450125

Alianla GeorgIa 30345

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

(404) 329·0091

Yowr lottwa,. GU.rdle", ADAM II & U•• , Loyl",' lottw.,.

.,. tractem.". of Omega I"'ormatlon

Circle 148 on inquiry card .

Circle 336 on inquiry card.

JR{lUJmr~lfH
from Looking???

Double Your

W~m~~

5Y." disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.

about
QUALITY??

Get twice as much from your H88 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
floppy disk controller. in conjunction
with your 5y''' drives. for example.
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
And it handles single and doublesided, single and double-density, 8" and
5Y." drives - simultaneously.

DlSKmES +
IUBBONS +

ACCESS_ES
Call Bob Kelly Now. ..

ttl

Kelly Computer Supplies
1811 Carl St.· St. Paul, MN 55113
Toll Free .. . 800 - 447 - 2929
MN Res. Call Collect. . .612/644-9030

3M SCOTCH DlSKmES
Circle 353 on inquiry card .

C.o.R. Systems Inc.

ConlroUed Data Rocordin. Sy.tems Inc.
7210 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San 01,,0, CA 92111
(619) 560-1272

Circle 66 on inquiry card.

Floppy Disks

SMITH·CORONA Tp·1

& Printer Ribbons

• Serial Or
Parallel Interface
• Microprocessor Electronics

$469

1-800-531-5475 (Outside 01 Texas)
(512) 250-1523 (In Texas)

§§CompuFldd

Corp.

13010 Research Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78750
Circle 85 on inquiry card.

Circle 464 on inquiry card.

W. MILLER

/9070 Reyes Ave., Rancho
Dominguez, CA 90224
(2/3) 537-5200
Circle 307 on inquiry card.

DmII/Heath
Users

of looking for reliable
Source of Supply?

Order Toll Free:
Free Shipping

I~.t.m.

J.

DIVISION/Bell Industries

DISKETTES
3M Scotcti BRAND
AT SUPER LOW PRICES
WE WILL SHIP YOUR
ORDER WITHIN 24 HOURS
AND WE PAY THE
SHIPPING CHARGES

~.COD ACCEPTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

~
~

CALL TOLL FREE

800922-8193
IN CALIFORNIA
800468-1068
Tayeo Bualn ••• Form.

Compute, Suppll ••

Post OHice 80. 605
Newbury Park •.CA 91320

Circle 434 on inquiry card .

TOLL·FREE
ORDERING:
800·222·8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORTI
SERVICE liN ARIZONA:
602·282·6299

CUSTOM COMPUTER
. TECHNOLOGY

CCT

1 CRAFTSMAN COURT - BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340

Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM/Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power l We
stock a full line of Board Level Components , Software , and Peripherals . Call for your needs . We'll give you the Lowest
Prices, and the Technical Support and Know-How we are quickly becoming well-known for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide! The Nations's Custom Systems House for Business, Education and Science . Call for a system quote .

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •
OF PRIME INTEREST
Our prime interest at CCT is service and
support. We build and sell hundreds of
systems per year to the serious computer
market . We rigidly adhere to our strict policy
of reliable machines, and reliable people
behind them . We feel the CompliPro product
line to be the state-of-the-art of the computer industry.

"\

(Gmpupr~

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

THE CCT EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
With any system we build , we provide, in
writing, an unconditional 12 month direct
warranty on the entire system , including
mainframe , boards , drives , power supplies, cabling and peripherals! We offer
guaranteed 24 hour in-house repair and / or
replacement with just a toll-free phone call.
We can offer this , since we are so sure of
our level of quality and reliability. It 's great
to know that in the event of a problem ,
you're not out of business waiting on service turnaround . We deliver!
Our various OEM contracts with all the
manufacturers of the components we integrate , allow us this unprecedented flexibility. No factory O.K.'s necessary - just
get it running - NOWI

I

STATE·OF·THE·ART QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY

OUR OWN IN·HOUSE ENGINEERED
COMPUPRO SYSTEMS
eeT ANNOUNCES-_ CUSTOM

CCT·1 - ENTRY LEVEL S·100 BUSINESS SYSTEM

Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe
CCT Dual 8" Mitsubishi
INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
CPU 8085/88 - 6Mhz 8085/8Mhz 8088
DSDD Drive System - 2.4 Megabytes
Disk 1 - DMA Floppy Disk Controller
CP I M 80 - 2.2 LDI M - CCT Modified
RAM 17 - 64K Static RAM - 12 Mhz
All Cabling , Complete CCT Assembly,
Interfacer 4 - 3 Serial / 2 Parallel 1/0
Testing, and minimum 20 Hour Burn-in
RUNS AU STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE . INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY
CPI M MPI M NOTE: Each copy we furnish is CCT modified for the target system. M-Drive/H and hard disk drivers are furnished,
and the BIOS optimized for the fastest disk step rate, as well as terminal and printer compatibility.

$3,399

* * CCT·2
* * COMING SOON * * WATCH THE FAST LANE FOR THIS ONE * *
Designed for large users, complex programmers, and program Intensive applications.
THE FASTEST MICROCOMPUTER IN THE WORLD!!

Wyse 100 terminal. . . . .
. . $769.
Mitsubishi 8" OS DO drives , full or half
height . . . . . . . . . . .
. $449 .
Okidata 82 ..... $419 I 83 . . ... $679
84 .. $1029 I 92 .. $559 I 93 .. $930
Ashton -Tate dBASE II .
. .. $459
Hays Modem-$259 • Diablo 620-$1029

MORROW MICRO DECISION
IN
CCT
STOCKI
TESTED I
1 Drive -$899 • 2 Drive -$1249
Morrow Terminal -$499
Our in-house cabling Department has
cables In stock for all CompuPro boards,
drives. power supplies, printers, terminals and modems . The highest quality
- at reasonable prices .
RS-232 Cable: $25

TECH TIP CORNER
" CompuPro CP I M86 - Replace that
bothersome Control-S with thi) space barl
Use DDT86 , change location 144A from 13
to 20 Have fun - Pal. .

Circle 121 on inquiry card.

16 Bit. 10 Mmz + • M-Drivel H • 1/0 mapped on-the-bus terminal· Ultra-fast disk l
Unreal speed - Leaves the rest of the world at the starting line
We are the largest in the custom configuration of complete state-of-the-art S-100 systems, at package pricing, with integration,
burn-in and programming . We custom build CompuPro systems I hard disk systems for business applications. Call for CompuPro literature, CCT system configuration data and technical information.

COMPUPRO COMPONENTS
LIMITED SPECIALS IA&T): System 816A· $4299 System 816B· $4999 System 816C· $6499 Call tor other systems
M-DriveCP/Mw/RAMPurch-$49
•
Disk1w/CP/M-$449
•
M-Drive/H-512K-$1299
CPU 80B5/8B-$319 • CPU BOB6/87-$579/10Mhz-$659 • CPU 6BK-$519/10Mhz-$639 • CPU-Z -$249
Disk 1-$369
•
Disk 2-$599
•
Disk 2BE-CALL!
•
Disk 3-S00N!
RAM 17 (12MHZ)-$359 • RAM 16 (12MHZ)-$399 • RAM 21 (12BK)-$B49 • RAM 22 (256K)-$1B99
Interfacer 1 - $229
•
Interfacer 2-$249
•
)nterfacer 3·5 $439/3-8 $529
•
Interfacer 4-$349
System Support 1· $299
•
Enclosure 2-0esk-$599/Rack $649
20 Siol Motherboard-$210
CP/MBO-$99
•
CP/M86-$150
•
MP/MB-16-$769
•
CP/M68K-$279
•
Forth6BK-$169
Call tor CSC Boards - New Releases- Operating System Mods/Updates

24 Megabyte hardlfloppy

? ? HARD DISK DECISIONS ? ?

CCT I Fujitsu l Mitsubishi Ultra-system:
23 meg . hard disk next to 1.2 meg . 8"
DSDD floppy drive. Includes disk 2 board
set, all cabling , A&T, formatting , burn-in .
Will stand alone in any CompuPro system .

$3699

23 Megabyte subsystem

2.4 Megabyte floppy system

CCT I Fujitsu 23 megabyte hard disk sub- CCT I Mitsubishi 2.4 megabyte dual DSDD
system. Includes disk 2 board set , all B" system . Includes all cabling , A&T,
cabling, A&T, formatting, burn-in . Ready burn-in . Thisis the fastesl system available:
for any CompuPro system:

$3199

$1149

Prices & availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties·. Call lor catalog. Free technical help
to anyone. We can configure b~ds & software for your system. Plug-in and go. Arizona Residents add sales tax.
CompuPro Trademark - W.J. Godbout; CP/M'" MP/M'" Trademarks - Digital Research
BYTE September 1983
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PRINTERS

SPECIAL
Miera SC

wabasH
h!4t3~(·1_t=rd

RX80 .... ... .................. ... ...... '399

FX au ..... .... ....................... .. '569
FX 100 .. ... ...... ... . . ... .... .. .... .... '769

ScotcH
Verba1im®
DEALER

@

~

INQUIRIES

Star·Mlcronlcs:
........ '309
.... .... . .
..... . '439

O.mln~10X

O.mlnl-15

. .... .. .

*

Fre. Shipping Order Toll Freil
All H.n/w.", HII F.ctory W.rranty

INVITED

(614) 866-3462
231-1512

249

Kensington System Saver
Hey.. Smertmadem 300
Hayes Smartmadem 1200
Novation J·Cat

69
199

499

Prowriter 8510 Printer
Gemin i 10 X
Epsan MX·80 FIT, W /Gral!ex
Grappler +

Apple Dumpl ing GX
ViewMax 80 Col. ·2 Yr. War .

ELEPHANT DISKS
- NEW PRODUCT Oisku s Products Oiskfile
Fits under O/ Drive . Holds 125 Disks
In vitations To Bid . We lcome.
Items In Stock · Ship In 24 Hrs.

1·800·531-5475 (Outside Of Texas)
(512) 250·1523 (In Texas)

CALL COLLECT

$239

Quentin Disk Drive

We accept, Me, V ISA , Certifie d

=CompuAdd

Corp

Check, Money OrderS, APO, OK .•
CA . Residents 6 % Tax . Shipp in g
Min. $2 .5 0, First 5 pounds .

GOLDEN WEST SYSTEMS

13010 Research Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78750
Circle 515 on inquiry card .

Circle 516 on inquiry card .

Circle 86 on inquiry card .

KEYED
FILE
HANDLER
FOR
UCSD "P" System
Pascal® for IBM PC® ,
Apple III® , Apple Ile®

DIABLO HYTYPE \I
MULTI STRIKE OR NILON

EPSON
MX70/MX80

EPSON
MX100
MIN. ORDER 6

LABELS • CONTINUOUS FORMS
CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·248·2418
IN N.Y. STATE 212·967·3433/1700
TERMS-VISA OR MC OR COD
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Write your own Pascali!> programs with
keyed records . Read a record by key ,
insert key and write data , get next sequential key , read a record by record
number, remove key and data and
release disk space , dynamic memory
allocation, etc.

ATX COMPUTE.R

WORLDWIDE

1-800-858-4620 (US)
1-800-792-1063 (TX)

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
159 MAiN ST., Sol., N.Y. 10307

r~ CE LL
KIA'!
A N 1SEKON

~V~ COMPUTER

(213) 93& 1577 Out of Ca. (800) 423-4J02 Telex 1811 21
2210 Wilshire Blvd .. Ste 577. Santa Monica. CA 90403

LOW COST PRINTER

$269

"'",

120 CPS .
9x9 Dol
Matrix.
Graphics

• Amder 12" Monitor .
. .. $129
.4-0 Disk Drive for Apple lie . . .... $219
• Tandon Drive 100-2 320K for IBM ... $245
• C. Itoh Prowriter 851 0 120 cps
. $339
• Dynax OX-15 Daisy Wheel 13 cps
(2 color) .
. $485
• Smith Corona TP-1 Daisy Wheel
(12 cps) ............ ... ....... $449
• Silver Reed EXP-550 Daisy Wheel
(16 cps) .
. .$649
• Brother HR· 1 Daisy Wheel (16 cps) .$695
• Kay Pro II Compufer .
. ... $1495

MICRO MART

8764 Complex Dr .. San Diego. CA 92123

(619) 268-0169

•

ARBA Retail Systems Presents

NOW AVAILABLE

~~IF Gemini lOX

Circle 517 on Inquiry card .

1. CPU 6502. 64K RAM.
2. Numeric Keypad. Upper & Lower Case .
3. Inve rse Video. Auto Graphic Test.
4. Auto Repeat. High Speed Cursor.
5. 25 Function Keys. High Quality Case.
6. 12K ROM expandable to 28K .
7. Optional .Atari Joystick Ports.
8. All Gold Sockets & Slots.
9. High Capacity SA Power Supply.
10. Compatible with Apple II plus.
11 . Uses most Apple lie Software.
12. 1 full year warra nty.

Circle 397 on inquiry card.

Circle 490 on inquiry card .

.CIC

SEKON 64

For Atari-Commodore
T.I. and Apple

THE HARDWARE

FEATURES:
• 40 OR eo COL.

• eo CPS

• FULL CHARACTER
•
•
•

THE
MISSING
LINK

••~~j~

;~I1

GRAPHICS
SETS
LIGHT WT. 4 TO 6 LBS.
FRICTION FEED

ALPHACOM 42 (40 col)
ALPHACOM 81 (SO col)
INTERFACE lor ATARI, COMMODORE TI or APPLE
40 COL PAPER (per roIQ
SO COL PAPER (per roIQ

$101 .00
$149.00
$39.00
$2.SO

$4.50

SEE INDEX FOR OUR 2 PAGE SPREAD .

-___ --/'T}. ~
1-800-545-2633

Circle 143 on Inquiry card .

• RS 232 fully featured cash register
-not just a cash drawer

THE SOFTWARE
• 99 depts.-65 .000 item inventory
• Detailed inventory analysis
and reports
• Prints price tags
• 12 digit alpha numeric
part number
• Sales by employee
• Runs under CP / M or MP / M

THE SYSTEM •••
now available from

ARBA

Retail Systems
890 E. Roosevelt Road
Lombard, illinoIs 60148
(3121 620-8566
Circle 34 on inquiry card.

GIJAIIAI~III:I:I)
LOWER PRICES! FASTER SERVICE!
5 - 100 liD Boards

5-100 Motherboards

5-100 Disk Controllers

ISO-BUS - Jade
Silent. Simple and on sale -

VERSAFLOPPY II a better motherboa rd

6 Slot (5'/,' K 8W')
MBS-061 B Bare board _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $22.95
MBS-061 K Kit
$39 .95
MBS -061 A A & T
$49.95

12 Slot (9'/4' x 8'/ .)
MBS-121B Bare board _ __ _ __ _ _ $34.95
MBS-121K Kit
$69 .95
MBS-121A A & T
$89 .95
18 Slot (14 '(," x 8%,,)
MBS-181B Bare board _ _ __ __ __
MBS-181 K Kif
MBS-18IA A & T

$54.95

$99.95
$139.95

The BUS PROBE -

The BIG

Jade

Inexpe nsIve S- 100 Diagnostic Ana lyzer
TSX-200B Bare board
$59.95
TSX -200K Kif
$179.95
TSX-200A A & T _ __ _ _ __ __ _ $199.95

1/0-4 -

SSM Microcomputer

2 se flal 110 POri S plu s 2 parallel 110 ports
101- 1010A A & T _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ 5245.00

1/0-5 -

Jade

2422 DISK CONTROLLER -

INTERFACER 4 -

IOD- 1300A A & T wit h CPI M 2.2

esc

_ _ $389.95
$495 .00

5-100 Memory Boards
64K STATIC RAM - Jade
Uses new 2K x 8 static RA M s. fully SLIP ports IEEE 696 24 bi t
extended addressing , 200n5 RAM s. lower 32K or entire
board ph an t omab le. 27 16 EPROMs may be subbed for
RAM s. an y 2K segment o f upper 8K may be d Isabled . low
power tYPI ca lly less Ihan 500ma
Bare boa rd
Kit less RAM

32K kit
56K kif
64K kIt
T es ted

5338.00

Jade

High re liabi lity doub le density disk cont ro ll er wi lh onboa rd Z-80A. auxi liary prin ler port , I EE E 5-100 can
function in mu lti-user interrupt driven bu s.
IOD-1200B Bare board & hdwr man
$59.95
IOD-1200K Kit wl hdwr & sttwr man _ _ _ $299.95
IOD-1200A A & T wl hdwr & sltwr man _ _ _ $325.00
SFC -59002001F CPI M 2.2 wilh Double D _ _
$99.95

5-100 Eprom Boards
PROM-100 -

SD Systems

27 08 .2716. 2732 EPROM programmer wi th so ft ware

4 MHz Z-80A C PU with serial & parallel 110 . 1K RAM . 8K
ROM spa ce , m Onito r PROM In c luded .
CPU -30200A A & T
$298 .95

MEM-99520A A & T with software

PB - 1 -

$248.95

SSM Microcomputer

2708.27 16 EPR OM board with on-board prog rammer

CompuPro

3 senal. 1 parallel. 1 Ce nt roniCS parallel
101-1840A A & T _ _ __ __ __
101-1830C

C.C.S.

5 '//' or 8 " doub le density disk co n troller wit h o n- boa rd
bool loade r RO M . f ree C PI M 2.2 & m anu a l se t

SBC-200 - SO Systems

SSM Microcomputer

Two senal & 3 parallel port s. 110- 19.2K baud
101 -1015A A & T _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ $289.00

MEM -99152B
MEM -99152K
MEM-32152K
MEM -56152K
MEM -6 41 52K
A ssembl ed &

Z-

2 or 4 M Hz swi ta chable Z-80 CPU board with seria l 110
acco mmodate s 2708. 2716. or 2732 EPROM, baud rates
fro m 75 to 9600
CPU-30201B Bare board w l manual _ _ _ _ $35.00
CPU-30201 K KII wl manu al
5179.00
CPU-30201A A & T
5199 .00

Systems

IOD-1160A A & T with Prom
$344 .95
SFC -55009047F CPI M 3.0 with VF -1/ _ _ _ $128.95

DOUBLE D -

5-100 CPU Boards

so

Double d ensity di sk co ntroller fo r any co mbinatio n o f 5 '/., "
and 8" si ng le o r doub le s ided . analog phase-locked loop
da ta se p era t or. vectored interrupts . CPI M 2.2 & OasIs
compatib le co ntro l/diagn os ti c software PROM included.

549.95
589.95
$169.00
$225.00
5265.00
add $30.00

CPU-Z CompuPro
2 or 4 MH z Z80A C PU . 24 bl l ad dreSSing
CPU -30500A 214 MHz A & T _ _ _ _ _ _ $279.95
CPU -30500C 316 MHz CSC
$374 .95

8085/ 8088 -

CompuPro

MEM -99510K Kit wl manual
MEM-99510A A & T wl man"al

$154.95
$219.00

5urge Protection

BOlh 8 & 16 bIt CPUs. slandard 8 bIt 5- 100 bu s. up to 8
MHz. accesses 16 Megab y tes of memory
CPU -20510A 6 M Hz A T _ _ _ _ __ _ $398.95
CPU -20510C 618 MHz CSC
5497 .95

Eprom Erasers
UL TRA-VIOLET EPROM ERASERS
Inexpensive erasers for industry o r ho me .
XME -3100A Spec tromc s wl o timer _ _ _ _ $69.50
XME -3101A Spec tron ics with timer
594 .95
XME -3200A LogIcal DeVIces
$49.95

ISOBAR
T he ISOBAR looks like a standard m ulti- ou tl et p o wer
st n p . bu t co ntai ns surge su ppress ion ci rcui try an d bui lt-in
no ise filt ers. p lu s a 15 amp ci rcuit breaker

$49.95

EME - 115105 4 recep tacle
EME -115100 8 recep tacle

$69.95

EXPANOORAM III
SD Sys tems new Expando RAM III is a high density 5- 100
memory board ullli zing the new 64K x 1 dynamic RAM
chips It all ows mem o ry sizes of 64K . 12BK o r 256K all o n a
SI ngle 5 - 100 board .
MEM-65064A 64K
M EM-6 5128A 128K
MEM-65 1192A t92K
MEM-65256A 256K _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5398 .95
$464 .95
5524.95
5598.95

Computer Products
4901 West Rosecrans A ve, Hawthorne, California 90250

Circ le 237 on inquiry card.
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I. OWER PRICES!
Printers On Sale!

-

/-.-.-

-'-

- "'''-

Compact DAISY WHEEL PRINTER - TTX

... _-...-._.

The new TTX Daisy wheel printer is compact.
versati le and inexpensive-everything you have been
waiting for in a letter quality printer
It has a low-profile. co ntemporary design. and requires
20% to 50% less desk space than most other daisywheel
printers . Other features in clude dual inter fac e (RS232 and
centronics parallel). built-in adjustable pinfeed forms
guide. and co mpatibi lity wi th Words tar print cont rol
commands. including underline, bold print. super and
sub-script . etc
Th e high quality features and the low price make th e TTX a
real va lue leader.
PRD-44010 TTX 1014 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ $599.95

,

~

.-

.

1L~

FREE!
48K BUFFER

Video Monitors

$549.95

QUADBOARD II 2 serial ports. clock/ calendar. memory
expansion. and Ouadmaster software
MEM-40064A Quadboard II. 64K
$329.95
M EX-40256A Quadboard II. 256K
$499.95
QUADBOARD parallel port. serial port. c lock/ calendar.
memory expansion , and Ouadmaster software
MEX-41064A Quadboard. 64K
$329.95
MEX-41256A Quadboard. 256K
$499.95
QUAD 512 + up to 512K memory expansion . one serial
port. Quadmaster+ software
MEX-42064A Quad 512+ . 64K _ _ _ _ __ 5249.95
MEX-42256A Quad 512+ . 256K
$429.95
MEX-42512A Quad 512+. 512K
$649.95

DISKETTES
Highest quality. certified . double sided.
double density. perfect for IBM PC and others
MSM-5220103 box 0110
$29.95

Based on the same quality mechanism as the Comrex
prinler, the 380Z contains electronic enhancements that
allow it to print at speeds up to 32 CPS. Other features
include a 48K buffer. proportional spacing. and Diablo
1640 / 1650 / 630 compatible protocol. Comes with
printwheel , ribbon and users manual. Serial. parallel . and
IEEE 488 interfaces standard .
PRD-11300 3BOZ printer _ __ __ _ _ $1195.00
PRA-ll000 Tractor option
$169.95
PRA-112(}() Cut shee t feeder
$699.95
Cable Please specify
$49.95

HAYES 1200B The newest 300/ 1200 baud modem from
Hayes. made to plug into one of PCs expansion slots.
co mplete with software
IOM-5550A Hayes 1200B
$479.95

Modems
Smart Buy In MODEMS - Signalman

LOWEST PRICE!
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER - CRII

1200 andl or 300 baud. direct connect. automalic answer or
originate selection, auto-answer/ auto-dial on deluxe
models . 9v battery allows total portability. full one year
warranty .

NEW! from Comrex! Full featured letter quality printer,
FREE! 5K buffer. Logic seeking bi-directional printing .
boldlace . proportional spacing. double-strike. backspace .
under lining . true super script and sub script , drop in
dai sywheel cartridge. The BEST BUY in word processing

Comre. CR-II parallel
Comre. CR-II serial
Tractor option
Cu t sheet feeder

PRINTER PALS -

QUADLINK Appl e emulator for IBM PC
CPX-50500A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

QUADCHROME High-resolution color monitor
for IBM PC
VDC-241301 Quadchrome RGB
$649.95

380Z by D.T.C.

PRD-l 1101
PRD-lll02
PRA-lll00
PRA - llll0

IBM peTM Add-ons

$569.95
$599.95
$119.95

$199.95

FMJ

Desk top printer stand and paper rack . Fits all printers.
PRA-990BO 10" Printer pal
$29.95
PRA-99100 15" Printer pal
$39.95
PRA -99700 lor Letter Quality
$49.95

Printers From JADE
OKIDATA 82 to" 120 cps
OKIDATA 92 10" 160 cps with graphics
OKIDATA·93 15" 160 cps with graphics
OKIDATA 83 15 " 120 cps with tractor _
OKIDATA 84 15" 200 cps with graphics
OKIDATA 2350 15" 350 cps
OKfDATA 2410 15" 350 cps. two color _
DAISYWRfTER 2000 4BK daisywheel _

CALL
CALL
CALL
_ _ CALL
_ _ _ CALL
CALL
_ _ CALL
_ _ $1395.00

GEMINI lOX 120 cps 10" with graphics _ __ $319.00
NEWI DELTA 10 160 cps. lull graphics _ __ $499.95
GEMINI 15 100 cps . 15" with graphics _ __ $459.00
COMREX CRl
$849.95
SILVER REED
$699.95
STARWRtTER F-10
$1195.00

NEW! Plug-In ROM Kit To Make OKIDATA 92/ 93
Fully IBM Campallble
PRA-43086 For OKIDATA 92
559.95
PRA -430B7 For OKIDA TA 93
$59.95

VIDEO MONITOR -

Jade

1000 lines ultra-high resolution. 20 MHz ultra-high band
width . 9" or 12". Amber or Green phosphor. the finest
monitors we sell.
VDM-740920 9" Green _ __ _ __ _ _ _ $99.95
VDM-740910 9" Amber
$129.95
VDM-751220 12" Green
$129.95
VDM-751210 12" Amber
$139.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - Zenith
15MHz. 40 or BO column
VDM -201201 12" Green _ __ __ _ _ _ $114.95

Intelligent Video Terminal
NEW! SMART TERMINAL - TTX
The new TTX 3000 is an intelligent . economical. fullfeature terminal designed to be expanded into a full
compu ter . It has more features and is priced lower than
similar units from ADDS. LSI. Hazeltime. and T elevideo
In addition to all the built-in features . there is also space
inside the unit for a 6 x 12 inch single board computer, and
provisions for mounting two half height 5 1/ 4 inch disk
drives (and sufficien t power supply current to run the
add-ins) . The detached keyboard features 95 keys. with
numeric keypad and 10 function keys . Screen is designed
to tilt and swivel for comfortab le viewing. Emulate TV 925
VDT-461201

TTX·3000 _ __ __ _ __

$469.00

IOM-5600A
IOM-5610A
IOM-5620A
IOM-5650A
IOM-5630A

300 baud direct connect _ _ __
$89.95
300 baud Delu.e
$149.95
12001300 baud Delu.e
$369.95
300 baud for Osborne
$119.95
300 baud card for IBM
$199.95

SMARTMODEM -

Hayes

Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/ auto·dial
modem . touch-tone or pulse dialing . RS-232C interface
programmable
IOM-5500A
IOM-5400A
IOK-1500A
IOM-ll00A
IOM-2010A
IOM-2012A

Smart modem 1200
Smarlmodem 300
Hayes Cronograph
Micromodem 100
Micromodem II
Terminal program lor MMII _ __

$514.00
5229.00
$199.00
5349.00
$299.00
$89.95

1200 BAUD SMART CAT - Novation
103/ 212 Smart Cat & 103Smart Cat. 1200 &300 baud . builtin dialer, auto re-dial if busy, auto answer/ disconnect .
direct connect . LCD readout displays modeanalogl digital
loopback self tests. usable with multi-line phones.
IOM-5241A 300 baud 103 Smarl Ca l _ _ _ _ $229.95
IOM-5251A 1200 baud 2121103 Smarl Cal _ _ $549.95

J-CA r" MODEM -

Novation

1/ 5the size of ordinary modems. 8el1103, manual orautoanswer, automatic answer/ orginate, direct connect . builtin self-test . two LEOs and audio beeps provide status
information.
IOM-5261A Novation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $149.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE
Continental

u.s.

800-421-5500

Inside California

For Technical Inquires
or Customer Service call:

800-262-1710

213-973-7707

We accept cash, checks , credit cards, or Purchase Orders from qualified firms and institutions.
Minimum prepeld order '15.00 California reSidents add 6%% tax . Export customers outside the US or Canada please
add 10% to all prices. Prlcel Ind 1"llIIblllly lublect to chenge without nolice. Shipping and handling charges
via UPS Ground 50¢lIb. UPS Air $1 .OO/lb. minimum charge $3.00
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Circle 238 on inquiry card .

I: ASTER SERVICE!
8 inch Slimline
SUb-systems

Apple I/™ Accessories
80 COLUMN Apple Card

Dual SlImllne Sub-Systems -

80 column )( 24 line Video card for Apple II
addressable 25th status line . normal / Inverse or htghllow
video . 128 ASC II c haracters. upper and lower case. 7 x 9
do t matrix wi th true descenders . CP/ M . Pasca l & Fortran
compatible. SO/ 60 Hz. 40/60 column selection from
keyboard. Bes t 80 column card!

Jade

Handsome vertical cabinet wi th sc ratch resis tant baked
enamel fi nish . proportionall y balanced air fl ow system.
quiet cooli ng fan , rugged dua l drive power supply. power
cables. power switch . li ne co rd . fuse ho lde r, coo ling fan,
all necessa ry hardware to mount 2-8" slimline disk drives .
Does not include signal cab le.

IOV·2450A Viewmax BO
IOV· 2455A Preboot disk for above

16K RAM Card -

Dual 8" SUmllne Cabinet
END· 000820 Bare cabinet _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $59.95
END·000822 A & T w/ o drives
$179 .95

MEX· 16700A Save over S11 5.00

Ki t w/ 2 5S D O Drives
$879.00
A & T w/ 2 SS DO Drives _ __ $885.00
Kit w/ 2 SS DO Drives _ _ __ $1060.00
OS DO Drives
$1179 .95

Dual Disk Sub-systems

, 11111'1 111111

FAN/POWER CENTER For Apple '·

SYA·1520A Apple fan

DISK DRIVE For Apple'·
Totall y Apple compatible. 143.360 bytes per drive o n DOS
3 .3 tu ll one year factory warranty . halt ·track capabili t y
reads all Apple so ft ware. p lugs right into App le contro ller
as second drive. DOS 3.3 . 3.2. 1 Pascal. & CP/ M
compatible
MSM·431010 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
$219.95
MSM·431030 Control/er only _ _ _ _ __ _ $60.00
MSM · 431040 Contr ol/er with software _ _ _ $99.95

SUPER DISKETTE SPECIAL!

Dual 8" Sub· Assembly Cablnel
END· 000420 Bare cabinet _ _ _ _ __ _ _ $49.95
END·000421 Cabinet kit
$199 .95
END·000431 A & T
5249 .95
8" Sub· Systems-Slngle Sided, Double Density
END· OQ0423
END· 000423
END·OOO433
END·000434

Ki t w/ 2 Siemenns FD 100 ·BDs _
$599.00
A & T w/ 2 Siemens FD100 ·8Ds _ $625.00
Kit w/ 2 Shugart SA·B01Rs _ _ _ $999.95
A & T w /2 Shuga rt SA·B01Rs _ $1049.00

8" Sub· Systems- Double Sided, Double· Denslty
END· 000426
END· 000427
END· 000436
END·000434

Kit w/ 2 Oume D T·Bs
A & T w /2 Oume D·8s _ _ _ _
Kit w/ 2 Shugart SA·B51 Rs _ _
A & T w /2 Shugart SA·851 Rs _

$1245.00
$1295.00
$1245.00
$1295.00

Disk Tubs

Siemens FDD 100· 8 Sing le Sided. double denSi ty
MSF·201120
$179.00 ea 2 for $175.00 ea

Shugart SA· 10851 R Double sided. double density
MSF· 10851R
$480.00 ea 2 for $460 ea
Oume DT· 8 Double sided . double denSit y
MSF· 750080
$480.00 ea 2 for $460.00 ea

HALF-HEIGHT DRIVE For Apple'·
T otal ly Apple compatib le. Works wi th all App le so ftware
and controlle rs. Faster and quieter than most other drives.
yet only halt the size
'
MSM·581010 half·heigh t
$229 .95

Single sided . double density thin·line
5395.00 ea 2 for 5375 .00 ea

Tandon TM 848·2 Double Sided. double density th,n·lin e
MSF· 558482
$495 .00 ea 2 for $475 .00 ea
NEG FD1165 Doub le sided . double denSity thln· llne
MSF·851165
5450.00 ea 2 for $440.00 ea
NEC FD1164 Single sided. doub le density thin line
MSF· 851164
S360.00 2 for 5350 ea

CP/ M 3.0 Card For Apple'· - A.L.S.
The most powerful card available lor your Applel
6MHz. Z·806 . additional 64K RAM . C P/ M 3.0 plus 100%
CP / M 2.2 compatibi lity. C basic . CP/ M graph ics . 300%
faster than any other CP/ M for Appl e. One year warranty
GPX· 62810A A.L.S. CP /M card

Z-CARD for Apple" -

$349.95

ALS.

Two compu ters in one. Z·80 & 6502. m ore than doub les the
power and potentia l o f you r Apple. includes Z·80 CPU
card C P/ M 2.2 and complete manual set. ·Pasca l.
compatible utilities are menu-driven . one year warranty.
GPX· 62800A A & T with CP/ M 2.2 _ _ _ _ $159.95

5% inch Disk Drives
Tandon TM 100· 1 Sing le sided . doub le denSit y 48 TPI
MSM· 551001
$225.00 ea 2 for $195.00 ea
Shugart SA 400L Si ng le sided. double density 40 track
MSM·10400
$234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea
Tandon TM 100·2 Double sided . double density 48 TP I
MSM·551002
$259.00 ea 2 tor $249.00 ea
MPf 852 Double sided. double density. 48 TPI can be
substituted for C DC
MSM· 155200
$275.00 ea 2 for $270.00 ea

GRAPPLER PLUS - Orange Micro

MPI851 Sing le sided . doub le density 48 TPI
MSM· 155100
$209.00 ea 2 for $199.00 ea

T he ultimate parallel printer Graph ics i nterface card with
many new fealures . now at a new low p rice!

MPI891 Si ng le sided , Quad densi ty 96 TPI
MSM·155300
$285.00 ea 2 tor 5275.00 ea

IOP· 2300A Grappler Plus _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 5139 .95

DISKETTE STORAGE BOXES
Clear PleXiglass storage boxes for up to 75 diskettes
MMA·505 Holds 75 5 '!." diske l/ es
MMA·508 Holds 50 B" diske l/es

8 inch Disk Drives

Tandon TM 848·1
MSF·558481

Handsome metal cabinet wit h proportion all y balanced ai r
fl ow system. rugged d uat d ri ve powe r suppt y power cable
kit. power switch. line co rd , fuse ho lder. coo ling fan ,
nevermar rubber fee t. all necessary hardwa re to mou nt 28" disk d rives. powe r supply, and fan . does not inc lude
si gnal cable.

S59.95

Shugart SA 801R Sing le sided. double density
MSF·10801R
$369.00 ea 2 for 5365.00 ea

We bought out a major manufactu rer 's overstock . and
we are passing the savings on to you! Sing le sided. double
density . package at 10
MMD· 5121003 Apple D,skel/es _ _ _ _ _ _ $18.95

Jade

54 9. 95

Cooli ng tan for you r overheat ed Ap p le 11 , 11+, or l ie; also
i nc ludes power swit ch and two SWitC.led ou tlets wi th
voltage protection circutry

, 1111i11

DISK Sub-Systems -

for Apple"

Expa nd you r Apple II 64 K. use as language card . full 1 year
warra n ty . Wh y spend $ 175.00?

Dual 8 " SUm line Sub·systems
END·000843
END·000844
END·000845
END·000846

5149.95
$24.95

$19.95
$24.95

5%" Cabinets With Power Supply
END· Q00216 Single cab w/ power supply _ __ 569.95
END· 000226 Dual cab w/power supply _ _ _ 594.95

Computer Products
4901 West Rosecrans Ave. Hawthorne, California 90250
Circ le 238 on Inquiry c ard.
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MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

"Number 01 Pin, ol uch I.C.
lDrluy So<:ketpurthUI
I'Irt No. · 'P!nsPrIc.
5N74001/
. 19
51-1740 111
.19
SIH40211
.25
StiNOlN
.25
Slm0411
.25
SI1740511
.25
SI1740611
14
.29
51/740711
.29
5N740SN
.25
51/1 40911
.25
SN1410N
.25
5N741111
.25
SN74 121-1
.05
SN7413N
.05
SN741411
.49
5117416N
.25
5N74 I 11/
.25
5117420N
.19
5N742111
14
.05
5117422N
.45
SIl74 2311
16 .59
51174251-1
29
51'1742611
.29
5N7427t1
.25
5N742811
14
.49
5N743011
.25
SN7432N
.29
511743711
.25
511743811
.29
5N7439N
.59
51m4ot/
. l9
51'1744111
16 .89
51H44211
16
45
51174431/
16 .99
5t1]444N
.99
5111445N
16 .69
5N744611
.69
5117447N
.59
5N7448N
.59
5//74SON
.19
511745111
14
.19
S1l74531-1
14
.l9
5N7454N
. l9
5111459A
.25
SN146011

"""
""
"
""
"
"""
"""
""
"
""
"
""
""
""

"
"""
"
""

74lSoo
74lSDI
74lS02
74LS03
14LS04
74L505
74L508
74L5Q9
741510
7olL511
74lS12
74L513
741514
741515
74LS20
741521
74lS22
74L526
741527
741528
74LS30
l.1l532
74t533
74L537
74L538
74l54D
14t542
74lS47
NL548
741549
74L551
741554
741555
]4l573
74L574
741575
741576
74L578
74L583
141585
14L586
741590
74500
74502
74503
74504
14505
74508
74509
74510
745 11
74515
74520
74522
74S30
74532
14538
74540
74551
74564
74565
74574
74586
145112
745113
7451 14

"

14

"1616
""
16
"
16
"16
"
""
""16
"
""
14

.

.

14
18

""16
"""
16
"
"

51'11413211
5117413611
51H414W
51174 142N
51-/741431-1
5N74144N 24
51-/7414511 16
51/74141N
511741 48N 16
5N741501-1
5N7415111 16
5N7415211
SN1415311 16
S1174154t1

..
.."
.."
16

"

14
14
14
14

14

"
""16
"
""
16
""
14
14
14

16
14
16

"

14
14
14

16

"

14

4.95
.59
.59
.59
.59
.59
16 1.49
59
1.95
16 .89
16 1.95
16 1.95
16 .59
.59
16 .59
16 .59
16 .59
16 .59

16
16
16

""
"

.

"

".

.
14

.B9
.B9
1.19
1.19

16 1.19
16 .79
2D 1.95
16 .79

.35
.35
.35

.<5

."

J9
.J9
.35
35
.35
.35
35
.35
45

.89
.39
.35
.39
.39
.55
.55
.55
.55
.55

745133
745134
745135
745136
145138
745139
14$140
745151
745153
745157
745158
145160
145174
145115
745188"
745194
745195

.45
.50
.69
1.39
.89
.89
.55
.99
.99
.99
.99
2.49
.99
99

7.s5196
745240
745241
745242

745243
145244
145251
745253
74525]
745258
745260
745280
745281'
745288'
745373
745374
745381'
74547 1"
745472'
745473'
745474"
745475'
745570'
74557 , "
745572'
745573"
74S940
745941

-

-

-MICROPROCES SOR CHIPS - - -

Part No.
"Pin. Funcllon
PrIce
COP1802
40 CPU .
$9.95
2650
40 MPU .
..
. 14.95
IOM2901ADC 40 CPU-4·bilsllce(Com Temp. Gr.) 19.95
MC56502
40 MPUw/CIOCk
9.95
MCS6S02B 40 MPU wJClock at 3MHl
1395
MC6802CP
40 /.\PUwlClockanllRAt.l
7.95
IN58035N·6 40 MPU - 8·bll(8MHz) .....
•
5.95
INS8039N·6 40 CPU·5gl.chlp8·bll( 128bls .Ram)
. 5.95
lN580401l·6 40 CPU(256bVlesRAMj
•.• 5.95
IN58070N
40 CPU(64bylesRAMj
11.95
1N58073tl
40 CPUw/BasicMIcrolnlerpreler
14.95
PS08SA
40 CPU . . . . . .
•
5.95
81!lS
40 liMOS RAM 110 Pori-Timer
795
8148
40 liMOS EPROM MPU
24.95
Z80
l80·CTC
l80·0ART
Z80·0MA
l80·Pl0

l80·510/0
Z80·S10/ 1
Z80·5 1012
Z80·5 10/9

Z80A
l80A·CTC
l80A·DART
l80A·DMA
Z80A·Pl0

Z80A·5 10/0
180A·Sl0/1
180A·5 10/2
180A·5 10/9
Z80B
Z80S·CTC
180B·P10
Z8001
Z8002
ZS030
18036

"
""

MC6S50
/AC6852
MC6860
MC6862
MC688DA
MC68DODl8

1.09
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.49
1.09
109
1.09
.59
.59
.59

.59
.59
.69

1.49
.49
.69
.89
.79

.89

1.29
1.29
.49
.49
.49
.49
1.29
1.29
.69
.45
1. 19
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

"
"

~g~:~~l8

MC68~8ap

MC68652P2
MC68661PB
MCM08764
5Y6522

-

-

14

~J:U:3

"
"16
""
"16
""16
"
"""
"
"16
14
14

16

14

14

16
16

16

.29
.89
.29
.39
.J9
.29
.15
.39
79
.39

39
.75
79
39
.75
.79
.79
.29

69
.23
2.49
.45

.69
79

"
"
"
"

C04041
14
C04042
16
C04043
C04044
16
C04046
16
C04047
CD4048
16
C0 4049
C040SO
16
C04051
16
C04052
16
C04053
16
CI).4056
16
C04059
CQ4060
16
C04066
CI).4068
C04059
14
C04010
14
C04071
14
C04072
C04073
14
C04075
14
CI).4076
16
C04078
14
C04081
C04082
CI).4093

"
""
"

""

"
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.79
.79
.69
79
79
.89
.89
.39
.39
.J9
.79
.79
.79
2.95
7.95
.89
.39
.J9
29
39
29
29
.29
.29
.79
.49
.29
.29
.49

C04098
C04506
C04S07
C04508
C04510
CD451 I
C04512
C04S14
C04515
C04516
CD4518
C04S19
C04520
C04526
C04528
C04529
CD4543
C04562
C04566
CD458J
CD4584
C04723
C04724
MC14409
MC14410
MC14411
MCI4412
MC14419
MC14433
MCI4538
MCI4541

IN51771 - 1
F01791
F01792
F01795
F01797

,.,.
"
"""

20

16
16

1.95
1.19
.J9
3.95
.89
89
.89
1.79
1.79
99
99
.J9
.79
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
6.95
1.39
2.49

14

59

14

24
16

"
,.""
16
"1616
16

"
""
16

16
16

1.19
1.19
13.95
13.95
24 11 .95
16 13.95
16 7.95
2. 13.95
16 1.1 9
14
1.19
16
16

5.75
9.95
12.95
. 2.25
69.95
8.95
24.95
.8.95
39 .95
7.95
.3.95
14 .95
13 .95
2.49
.2.25
3.95
2.25
.2.25
.2.25
3.49

. ;:;~

.
16·KoyKeyboard Encoder (74C922) .4.49
20·Key Keyboard Encodel (74C923j .4.95
OrsplayCon1foller(74C911)
895
0IsplavConlrOller(74C912)
8.95
Asyn. Cornm . Elemen1. .
• 1095
Prog . Comm. 1/0(U5ART)
•• 4.49
Prog. lnlerval T!mer . .•..
6.95
Prog. PeripheralIJO(PPI)
4.49
Prog. OMAConlroi
.
795
ProglnterruplConlrol
695
Prog. CRIConllolicl
2995
Prog. Keyboald/Orsplaylnlerlace
8.95
8·BIITrl·51aleBI·DireclionaITrans
395
a·bil Bi·Oireclional Rec:eiver
. 2.49
8·bilBI·OireclionaIRecejYer
2.49
8·bll BI·Oiretlional Receiver
249
OclallatclledPerrpheralOrrver
495
OclallatehellPerrpheralOfivel
495

40
40
40
40
40

16.95
. . 24 .95
26.95
49.95
4995
I
I

I
I

---

{5M2)
(5MI)

2.49
195
1695
895
895
7.95
.. 5.95

COP~ 02 M N

16
20
20
16
20
20
20

16

~: fld':~~~;;;~~~r4~~;~~:).,

18
20
28
28
40
28
24
40
40
28
40
40
20
20
20
20
20
20

MM58174N
COP402N

14
14

16

CPU .. . . .
•. • ••.
5vnchronousOaia l~ler laCe(SIRC) .
128 ByleRAI.I16·SI11/0 . . .
Qc::lal 0 Flip Flop Trl·5tale(74C374)
8·blllnpul/DulPUI(745412)
PriOillylnierruplConlrol .
m·OlreclionaIBusOrlver .
Clock Generalor/Orl~er .
Bus Driver
. ....
5yslemConi I Bus Driver (745428)

MM~167N

"
"

-

I·'

10·99

l 00·up

.16
.17
.19
.26
.30
.31
.33
.4G

.14

.13

.15

. 14

.17
. 21
.28
.30
.37

. 16
.23
.25
.26
.28
.35

.46

.l9
.OJ

.46

.49

.24

."

SOLDERTAI L (GOLD)
STANDARD
10·99
I·'
8 pin SG
14 plnSG
16 pin SG
18pln5G
24 pin 5G
28plnSG
36 pin SG
40 pin SG

- -- STATiC RAMS -

1101
2101
2102
21L02
211 1
2112
2114
21t4L
2114·2
211 4l·2
21017
2148
11.154044
11.154045
5101
MM52S7
H1A6116P·3
111.16116·4
HM6116lP·4
7489
14C921
14C929
74C930
74S 189
745200
745206
745289
82510
82525
1702A
2708
2708·5
11.\52516
TM5 2532
11,152564
TM527 16
2716
27 16· 1
2732
21580
MM2764
MM2764-3
MCM68764
745188
745287
145288
745387
745471
745472
745473
745474
745475
745478
74S!l70
745571
145572
745573
82523

:~~:g
:~~g~

825130
82S185
DM87518011
DM875181N
OM875184f/
01.187518511
OM87S19011
DI.1815191tl

-

16
22
16
16
18
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
22
18
24
24
24
16
18
16
18
16
16
16
16
16
16

---

256)11
(6!lOns)
256)14
(4SOns)8 101
t024xl (350ns)
1024)111450ns)l.P.
2S6)14 (4S0ns)81 11
256x4
(450n5)M05

1.49
2.49
.89
1.49
2.95
. .2.95

•

:g~::: l:~~~I L p. . ~.~~::~:~:~~
:g~::: !~gg~~: L.P.•. ~:~~ : :~:~:~~

4096. 1 (70ns l .
. •. 4.95
1024x4 (70ns)
.•• 8.95
4096xl (450ns)
. . 3.95
102~l4
(450ns)
3.95
256.:4
(450ns) CMOS
4.95
4096xl (450n5) 4044
. . 4.95
2048d (150ns)CM05
. 7.95
2048:0:8 (200ns)CMOS
. ..
6.95
2048~8 (200ns)l.P. CMOS
. . 7.95
16x4
ISOnsl
2.25
25614
\250nsJC t.1D S
3.95
1024xl (250nsiCMOS(6501)
.3.95
1024xl (250ns) ClA05 (65 18)
3.95
16x4
(35ns)93405
... 1.95
256)1 1 (80ns)93410
.3.95

~~~:1 !3~~~1~1ri:' .
l~::xl !~~~! gI !~~~~~~J

.30
.43
.41
.53
.59
.81
1.09
' .21

l OO·up

~g~:~~r7

MCI408L8
ADCOB04
OAC0806
AOC0809
AOC0811
OAC IOOO
OAC1008
OACI020
OACI022
OACI222
AFIOO· 1CN
AFI21 - ICJ
AFI22- ICJ
LM334l
LM335Z
l M399H
AV·S·l 0IlA

-LP

24 256)18
24102418
24 1024)18
24 204 8.8
24 4096x8
28 819218
24 2048x8
24 2048x8
24 2048x8
244096.8
24 1024xB
28 8192x8
28 8192~8
24 8192x8
16 32J8
16 256.:4
16 32xS
16 256x4
20 256~8
20 512)(8
20 512 _8
24 512_8
24 512)18
24 1024x8
16 512x4
16 512x4
18 1024x4
18 1024.~
16 32~8

.. g~
~:~~

(Ius)
4.95
(4SOns)
3.95
(550ns)5M00246
2.95
(4SOn5) 2716
6.95
(450ns)NMC2532 .
.9.95
(450ns) ..
. . 19.95
(45Dn5)3vOllage
• 7.95
(45On5)
.
.4.95
\3SOn5) .
6.95
(450ns) ..
9.95
\450ns) single +5V
2.95
(450ns) ..
. 16.95
(3OOns)
19.95
1450nsl .
. ..• . 39.95
PROM O.C. (6330· 1) .
. 1.49
PAOM15. (6301 -1) .
1.95
PROMT5. 1633H)
1.95
PAOMO .C. \63OO-1)
1.95
PROM T.5. (6309·1)
5.95
PROMT .5. (6349·') .
.4.95
PAOM D.C. (6348) •.
4.95
PAOM1.5. (OM875295N) 4.95
PROIAO.C (6340)
.•
. .95
PAOM T.5. (TBP28586) .8.95
PAOMO.C . (6J05) .. . . 2.95
PROM T 5. (6306) .
2.95
PROM O.C. (6352)
4.95
PAOM T 5. (825137)
495
PROM 0 C. (27518)
2.95

. . ~:~~

~: ~~!88 ~~~~ ~ 1 !~~~:~!
:: ~~g=: ~~g~?t m~i~1
16 5121 4
2048x4
102418
1024x8
2048x4
204Bx4
204Bx4
2048)18

. U~

PROMQ.C. (27512)
5.95
PROM T.5 . (T8P24S81}
9.95
PROM O.C. (825180)
9.95
PROM l .5. (82S18')
9.95
PROM O.C. (825184) ••• .9.95
PAOM 1.5. (82S185) . . . 9.95
PRDMO.C (825190)
19.95
PROM 1.5. (825 191\
1995

18

24
24
18
18
24
24

- -- OATA ACQUISITl ON -

OCl0

- - - - OISK CONTR OLLERS - -- -

3.25
5.95
1.35
89
3.25

.29
.21l

4.95
7.95
3.95
4.95

5ynthrollOlls5erlalD.!.laAdapler
O·600bpsDigllaI MOOEM .
2400bpsModulal0r . . . .
.
Ouad 3·slale bus. 1fans. (MCBT26)
MPU 16·Bil(8Mill) .. •. .
General Purpose In/. Maplel
Mulli. Prolocol Comm. Canlroller ..
Enhance(lProg Comm. In!.
64K EPROI.I (450ns) . . .
PeripherallnlerAdapler ..

D5OO25CN
050026CN
11/51771t1· 1
1115265111

16

"Pins
Pric.
18 1024~1 1300ns)
•. •99
16 4096 ~ 1 (250ne) ....•. . . ..... 2.49
16 16 .384~1 (150ns)
1.89·8/14 .95
16 16.384~1 (2oons)
1.69 · 6/t2.95
~11 6N -4
16 16 . 384~11250ns)
. 1.49 · 8/ 10.95
4164N· I50
16 65.536)111150n51
7.95 - 8/59.95
416411-200
16 65.536)11(2oon5)
7.49·8154.95
1,11,15261
18 1024x l {300nsl
.. 49 · 8/1.95
MM5262
222048. , (385ns)
.49 - SI1 .95
WA 5270
'8 4096)11 {250ns)MK4096
4.95
1.41.45280
~~ ig9f8~Xl !~~~~12 107 1.89. 8/ 1~:~~
MM5290·2
MM !l290·3
161 6.384xl(200ns)
1.69·8/12.95
Mt.15290· 4
16 16.384~1 (2SOns)
1 49·8/10.95
MM5298·3
16 8192~1 (2oons)
. 1.69

~: ~~~~i~~~~r~RO~! F~Cl~~~e;0:8) . . : :5:~~ - - - -- EPROMS---- Asynchronous Comm. Adapler
.4.95

24
24
24
24
16
64
40
40
28
24
40
40
40
40
20
24
24
16
16
16
28

11158245
IN58245
11158247
11158248
1I158250N
OP8251
OP8253
OP8255
OP8257
OP8259
OP8275
OP8219
OP8303
OP8304
OP8307
OP8308
OP8310
OP8311

'IS

14

--

40 MPU . • • .
40 MPUwithclockandRAIA
24 128x851alicRAM
..
40 Perlpherallnlel . Adapt(MC6820)

- - - - SPECiAL FUNCTION -

20
16

54.95
5.95
11.95
15.95
5.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
5.95
5.95
11 .95
17.95
5.95
16.95
. 16.95
16.95
16.95
11.95
1395
13 95
51 .95
55.95
44.95
29.95

--808oA SERIES

IN58080A
TM55501
11158154
1N582C06
OP8212
OP82 14
OP8216
OP8224
OP8226
OP8228

.99

14

CPU (MK3880N)(180C)2MHz •
CounlerTimcrCireuil
Dual Asyncl'olonous Rec /Trans.
Direel Mcmory Access ClTeuit
Parallel 110 Inlerlace Con1Toller .•.
5ntlar I/O (hCBand RxCBBondcc!)
SerlaII/0(l,1eksDTRB) . . • • .
5erlaI1l0(lacks5V//CB)
5eriaill0
CPU(MK3880N·4)(780C·1)4MHz
CounlcrTlmerClrCul1
OuaIAsynchronousRcc.lTrans.
Olrcct MemoryAceessCircuil
Parallel 110 Inltrlace COn/roller
5erlill1J0 {hCBand RxCB bonded)
Serial 110 (Lacks OTRB) •
5crlal 110 (Lacks 5VNCB)
5erlalllO . .
..
CPU (MK3880N·6)6MHz
CounierTinlerCflcuit
..•
Parallel 110 Inleflace ConlrOller
CPU5egmenied
CPUNon·Segmenled
5erlollComm. ConlrOller
Counler/T1mer & Parallel 1/0 Unll

- - - 6800 / 68000 SERIES -

""

.79
.79
.59
.59
79

40
28
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
28
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
28
40
48
40
40
40

OYNAMIC RAMS

PJT1No.
1103
4027
4116tH
4116// ·3

--Z8 0, Z8oA, Z80e, zeooo SERIES- -

MC680D
MC6802CP
MC6810API
MC6821

1.49
2.95
16 2.95
16 .55
16
55
.55
.55
1.49

"

16

14
14

.

"

14

14

16 .B9
16 2.79
16 1.29

""
""

14

14

"

""

14

"
"
"
""

Plns Prlu
16 .59
16 .59
16 .59
16 .59
16 .59
16
59
.59
16 .59

""
"" ."

14
14

""

I'IrtNo . "
51-17415611
SN741 57N
SN7416011
5N74161N
51174162N
SN7416JN
SI174164N
5N7416511
5N74166N
SN74167N
5N741701-1
51174112N
SI-I74173N
5N74174N
5N7411511
5N74176N
5N74 17m
51174179N
5N7418011
5N7418111
5N74182N
5N7418411
5N74 1851-1
51174190N
SN74191U
SN74192N
51/74 193N
S1I741941/
5N7419511
5N74196N
51174 19711
511 7419811
5N741991-1
51-17422IN
5111425IN
5N74276N
51-174279N
51/7428311
5117428411
51-174285N
5N7436511
5N743661-1
5N74367N
SN7436811
SN7439011

7415 192
7415193
74LS194 16
74lS195
74LS197
741522 1 16
7415240 2D
141524 1 2D
7415242
1415243
74L5244 20
7415245 20
74lS247 16
74L5248
7415249
7415251
16
74LS253 16
74t5257
7415258
74 15260 14
7415266 14
74L5273 20
7415279 16
74L5283 16
74L5290
74L5293 14
7415298 16
14L5352 16
7415353 16
74l5J65 16
7415366 16
7415367 16
7415368 16
7415373 20
7415374 20
7415375 16
74l53B6 14
7415393 14
7415399
7415670 16
81L595
20
81L597
20

39
195
89

626

.29
.05
05
.45
.05
4.95
.59
1.19
.59
.59
.05
2.25
.39
.59
.39
.39
.59
.49
.49
2.75
1.49
.89
.89
.29
.39
1.49
.39
.55
.49
.45
.45
.49
.59
.59
2.95
2.95
2.95
.59
1.49
1.19
1.19
.59
.59
59
1.25
.5!!

14

14
14
14
14

CD4000
C04001
C04002
C04OO6
C04OO7
CD4009
C040 10
C040 11
C0 4012
C04013
C0401.(
C04015
CD4016
C04017
C04018
C040 19
C04020
CI).4021
C04022
C04023
C04024
C04025
C04026
C04027
CD4028 '
C04029

5N7412611

Pins Prici

""
"""
""
""
"
"

""
"

CA301011
CAJ013H
CA3023H
CA3035H
CA3039H
C1\304611
CA3059t1

"

I'Irt No. "
51114721-1
51H473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SII747611
SN7479N
SI17480N
5N74S211
51174S3N
SN748511
5N748611
5N748911
5N7490'l
SII7491N
SN7492N
5/-17493N
5117494N
5N149511
S1I749611
5N749711
5117410011
5N74104N
5N14105N
SN74101N
SN74109N
5N14116N
51174121N
5N74 1221-1
5N74 I 231-1
51174 12511

---

MOS1!k OCIOC Conv!11 +5V 10 ·9V

18
20
16
21
40
24
20
16
16
18
16
U
24

;::~

8 · bII0/ACon~el1ellOAC0808 LCN)

2.95
8·brIAlOConverler(I L5S)
349
8·bltD/AConV!fl!f(078%lln)
1.95
8·bllA/OCon~erleT/8·Ch . Mull!.)
•• . 4.49
8·0i lAJOCon~eflel (16·CIl. Mulll )
9.95
10·bil0/AConv Mitro. Comp. (0.05%) 13 .95
10·bil0/AConv Micro Comp (020%) 7.95
10·brlO/AConv (005%Lln)
8.9
10·brlOIAConv (0 20'1. Lin )
595
12 · bi10IACon~ (0. 20'1. Lin)
695
UI\I~elsaIActi~eFlllel 2.5%
595
TlklchTonelowBandFil1er
19.95
Tlklch ToneHlghBandFllter
1995
ConstanrCurl enl50urce
1. 19
TemperaluTeTransducer
140
Temp Comp Pree Ae!.\ 5ppm/C·1
500
40 l OK laud U.r1I TA ' 602)
.4.95

I·'

10·99

.25
.30
.34
.41
.OJ

.63
.89

SG

(GO LD) LEVEL #3

I·'

10·99

100·up

.42
.59
.59
.tiI
.79
.99
1.15
1.18
1.4 5

iiil

Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer!

J

Appli cation s: Toachlng ai ds,
applia nces, clocks, Butomotlve, telecommunlca ·
tlons, language translation s, etc.
Tho OTI OSO Is a slandard DIG1TAl KE R kll encoded wllh 137 separole
and useful words, 2 lones. and 5 dilleterrt silence durations. The
words and lanes ha~e been assigned discrete addresses. making II
possible 10 au l put single words or words conca lanal ed Into phrasos
or e~en sanlences. The "volco" QulpU I of lhe OTl 050 Is 8 highly In·
lol1lglble malo voice. Female and chlldren ' s voices can be synlheslz·
ad. The ~ocabulary Is chosen so Ihal it Is applicable to many pro·
due.sand markets.
The 0T10SO conslsls 01 e Speech Prol.n or Chip, MM 54 104 (4().pln)
end two (2) Speech ROM, MM 52164SSRI e nd MM52164SSR2 (24·pln)
along wi1 h a MeSler Wo rd IIs l end I recommended echorn_ lIe
diagram on lhe appl1cal lon eheet.

DT1 050 Digitalker™ ... . ..... $34.95 ea.

DT1057 -

Expands tho DT10S0 vocabulary
from 137 to over 260 word s. Incl. 2 RO Ms an d specs.

DT1 057 ., .. , . . . . . . . . . . . .

70451PI
7045EV/K,il"
7106CPl
FE02030
7106EV/KIl'
7107CPL
1107EV /K11 '
71 16CPL
720 ltU5
72051PG
7205EV/Kll'
7206CJPE
n06CEVIKil '
7207AIPO
7207AEV/KIl '
7:<151PG
7215EV/Kil '
7216AlJl
7216CIJI
7216DIPI
7217tJl
7217A!PI
72241PL
7226AIJl
7226AEV/Klt '

M

ameco
ELECTRONICS

®

~
.. .

.. .

VISA"
:;' .,... i .:.
~:

1355 SH OREWAY ROA D, BELMONT, CA 94002
9183 PH O NE ORDERS WEL COME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 1

$24.95 ea,

1495
1995
9.95
. 19.95
34 .95
1195
2995
. 1695
225
12.95
. 1495
495
195
595
.• 7.95
13.9!)
1495
299!l
24.95

lC . CirCUil
r
I I
3V!DigtlA / O(LEO
lC . CirCUit Board. Display
3'h OigilA10lCDOls. HlO
lowBal1eryVOIllnlli~lor

24
24
16
16
14
14
24
24
28
28
28
28
28
40

CM05lED51opwaichITImer
5!OpwalChChip. XTL
ToneGenefalor ••.. .
ToneGeneralolChlp. XTL
05cll1.11orCon!rOlicr
Freq. CounlerChlp.XTl
4 Fune. CMOS S10pwaleh CKT
4 Func. 510SlwalchChlll.XTt
80igltUnrv. CounlerC.A
80lg11 Freq. CounlerC.A..
8 Digll Freq. Counier C.C.
40iglllEOUp /OownCounlefC .A.
4 DigllLED Up/OownCounlerC C
LCD4 Vl OigilUpCounierDAI
8 Olgil Univ. Counler ...
.
5FunclionCounlerCh!p.XTl

4D
40

1 9 . 9~

1095
1195
10 95
2995
H .9!!

130009 19831 NTERStL Data Book (13560.)

. . . . $9.95

1

PR~g~CP 74HC High Speed CMOS
7. HCOO
74HC02
74HC03
74HC04
74HCUO.
74HCOS
74HC10
74HCll
14iiC 14
74tlC20
74HC27
74HC32
74HC42
74HC51
74HC58
74HC73
74HC74
74HC75
74HC76
74HC85
74HC86
74HC107
74HCI09
74liC112
14HC1 13
74HCI32
74HC137
74HC138

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

14
14
14

14
14

.75
.75
.15
.69
.75
.75
.75
.69
.85
.75
75

.75

16
14

1.39
.75
.75
14
.75
14
.99
16
.99
16
.75
16 2.19
14
.99
14
.75
16 1.39
16
.75
14
.75
14
.89
16 2.95
161 .49
14

74HC139
74HC147
74HC151
74HC153
74HC154
74HCI5T
74HC158
74llC160
74HC161
74HC162
74HC163
74HC164
74HC165
74HC173
74HC174
74HC115
74HCI92
14HC19J
74HC194
14HC195
14HC237
74HC240
74HC241
74 HC242
74HC243
74HC244

16
16
16
16

1.49
1.19
1.19
.99
2.69
1. 19
1.59
1.79
1.79
2.39
2.39
1.79
2.39
1.59
1.39
1.39
1.39
1 39
U9
1.49
2.95
2.15
3.75
279
279
3.75

74HC251
16 119
74HC253
16 .99
74UC257
16 1.19
74tlC259
'6 \.49
74HC266
14 .99
74HC273 20 375
74HC28D
14 495
74HC373
20 3.95
74HC374
20 3.95
74HCJ90 16 1.49
14HC393 14 149
74HC533
20 395
WIC534
20 395
1411C595
375
7411C688
3. 19
74HC4002 14
79
74HC4017 16 2 19
14HC4020 16 2 19
74HC4024 , . 1,!)9
74HC4040 16 2 HI
74HC4060 16 2. 19
74HC40]5 14
75
74HC4078 14 .69
74HC4511 16 329
74HC45 14 2. 479
74HC.538 16 295
74HC4543 16 495
unbuUered . All olhers are bul1el8d

U

16
16
16
16
16
16
14
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
20
14
14
20

14HCU04 Is

"lprogrammable Array Logic (PALS)
I

I

I
I

.,••

Tl07 1CP
TLoncp
TL07 4CN
Tl081CP
lL082CP
Tl084CN
lM30lCN
lM302H
LM304H
LMJ05H
LM307CII
LM308CII
LM309K
lM310CN
lM311CN
LM312H
LlA317T
LM317K
LM318CN
lM3 191-1
lM320K·5
lM320K·12
lM320K·15
LM320T·5
lMJ20T·12
LM320T· 15
LM323K
lMJ24t/
l M337T
LM338K
LM339N 14
LM340K·5
LM340K·12
LM340K· 15

~?::}

.79
1.39
1.95

.59

•
"• "'

.•

$10.00 Mi nimum Order Ca lifornia ReSidents Add 6%% Sale s Ta x
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insura nce

Mlb".@i"ddMfdf

Digitalker'·

I

100·up

14 pIn 5T
16plnST
18plnST
20 pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin 5T
40 pin ST

ST

.27
.39
.43
.49
.55
.76
1.0J
1. 14

2.95

:: ~~':1If6Pls~0~~:~I:r~~i~6~~7LC N )

:I'

DT1050 -

"

195
.35
1.95
1.95
.99
.45
.69
1.25
1.75
.59
2.49
1.19
3.95
1.95
t .95
1.35
135
1.35
.89
.89
.89
5.9!l
.59
1.95
6.95
69
1.35
1.35
1.35

lMJ40T·5
tM340T·12
lM340T·15
lM34S//
.99
lMJ50K
4.95
lF3S5N
1.10
lF356N
110
lMJ1011
lM37JN
J.95
LM377N
1.95
lM380/1
14
.89
LM381N
1 79
lM38211
139
lM38411
119
lMJ86N·3
89
TL494CN
16 295
1L496CP
1 19
IIES10A
4.95
IIE529A
295
IIE53 1V
295
NE536H
NE540H
4.95
NE54411
295
NE550A
14 1.95
NE555'"
35
lM55611
59
lM565N
119
lM566CN
1.49
lM567V
.89
NE570N
3"
119
l/.l703CN

.

"""

"" '"
"

""
"•
.."•

• ,,,
",

."•
•
"•

lM709N
l M710N
l M711N
LM723N
14
lM7J3N
lM739N
lM141CN
l M747N
lM748N
lMI310tI
LM145BCN
LM\488N 14
LM148911
lMI49511
LMI 800N 16

"" 6949
"
" "
•
"• 69
"• '"69"

.

lM1889 ~1

79

100
195
35

59

"" 195
"
149

19'
"" '"
'"
1>,
". "
•• ,.,
"
""
••• '"
", '"

LM1B9611
l M20021
l M318911
LM3900N
LM3905CN
119
LMJ909tl
99
lM3914N
lM3915N
'4'
lM3916N
349
RC.,36N 14 1.25
RC4151NB
195
NE5532
NE5534
ICLB038B
3.95
lMI30BON
119
lMI3600t1 16 119
MOAEAVAtLA8lE

Circ le 239 on inquiry card .

~
~
COMPUTER-PERIPHERAL SWITCHERS

COnntC1lf1ynumbetol p.,lphtr""OI,'ngl"/Opaf1 -uu lllngl'p rI nl.rlo luppori lin!.' mitrocompul.rs - UII Iwo Of mOIl prlnl.,1 to support I ,'nliit
microcompul .. - ICtUS I modlm Irom . ny 01SlYII.' mICIDcamput'f' - 1d .., IClt
di monltliling or compiling .qulpm,n1. The Seletlo·Swftthes are designed 10
elrmrNle Ihe unnecessary plUQ91ng & unplugging al cables "'hlch con neclprinter$,

lenru nals. 01 modems to varIOus cGmpulers 8y uSing a Streeto,SWltch, you acilleve
mQfe .,tu nl syslem operahon, oenel Ullhzahon or peripMrals & computer pons .
ellmlnal. redundant l!ar!lwi!re & leduce service t.1l1s. 5 yr. limlled warranly on all
5electo·Swllclles. No power reqUired. Size {inches): lOll 7W • 3H . 2'h Ibs.

RS232 SERIAL SELECTO·SWITCH
• Switches all lines 01 async hronous data · Easy expansion 01
serial ports . Connectors are female OB25 type
PAATNO.

OESCAIPTION

PAICE

GRS232·AB
GRS232·ABC

2·Way Switch ........ .. $139.95
3·Way Switch .......... 5179.95

5'/. " HALF·HEIGHT DISK DRIVES

DESCAIPTION

GP24·AB
GP24·ABC

2·Way Switch .......... $139.95
3·Way Switch .
. . $179.95

SINGlE·SIDED;
· 48tpl
• 40 Tracks
• 250Kbytes
single·slded

PAAINO,

DESCAIPTION

GCENT·AB
GCENT·ABC

2·Way Switch .
. . 5199.95
3·Way Switch .... . ..... $229.95

PAICE

Micro-Logic Corp .
MICRO-CHARTS

~~~~~

I

8' 0

One year waff anly
• Size: S.7S"W x 1.63"H

FD55A. . . . . . . .

. . $249.95

., " 53

Keyboard Mask forVour
ZXB1/1000· Computer
HEWJ!

'InOloll ln <.conU A.",,, • •

·:~;~;::~;~::I~.::d:::~:: ~
.. P'o<I.... don"' .. I

•

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER
SK TO 64K EPROMS - 24 AND 28 PIN PACKAGES

x

S"O

}EW'

Jilm#,!ifR

. .. . ... $259.95

ZXB1/1000· Keyboard
Conversion Kit

~j

J E.. Z· ... II IIEYaO ... AO
MIT MOUtHEO IH OT e ·
.lK ~ H C\OsUAE.lIGm

TA N P.l.N I! LS WITH
MOlOEOO"'AllaAOW)I
END PIECES . SIZE
U · . · W.) ". · O.l l'. · ...

I ~ ~ J EW K" p.o •• de~ " .~ .. a " no! Zlllll IIXIO le"CI com""I ~" . ... II-s" . ,no
lIuWM' '0" 11(>,0 " , """" "p . n Ir..., comp .. t ~ , TI\e JEM2 K,' 1110'" I~e un 01
~"h~ " ... lull .tle ~ eyllO.' d '" 1M S,"CI. " ,T,m." Keyt>o;o'd Tllf K" "I .... pe •.
M,,, ."" , ..
d''''onMIC I,,,,, 01."" S'nc+.o ,, ' T,m~. 1I. ,'Do.,d ' 0' 1>0" 0111.
u, ~ I II<! Jr f>ll2 K,I CO<I.,II. " , • , ,," I " e '"~ U .t". , \I"de . e ~ I» .'~ wltn &2

~

~:'::.~I;.;;:::.~'lr~n~;~·

SA455 . . . .

""1,,

~£TaO.l.AO "' ... S~

~ ~i"

,~C

!>O.I,d s. '4' "l>l.>On t'DI~ all' .oc'~1 _"" . ' ubl>tO' leel , ....
un u .~, tit ,,-n,<'<I ,n,o U'e bTE ... ~ e<>eIOSU' f
'e," ... go: _en 10 cO<Ila,n , IWI Zl.1IH:100 Comp.>, ., a M ....

• • ,DooI'U C...... ,,"'" '"

Tile JE681 KeyDO.rd Mask aroy,d es users 0' tn e
Zxel l l000 seri es compuUl' lne ,ndlYldual reel 01
eacllkeypadOl1lnekeybOllld, Tllemaskna~:l,ais ·
edOu1linealound eacnkevpadall owlllgln e u$erl 0
feel alld conecl1y POS;I 'OIl l nelf IlIlge.s 011' 0 lhe
keyboa'd

In.,

~ ncIO\ ..

Iutlltle

_.,0<»'11

' <loge' ''.'

,. ",,1

... ""ndr

' CP'UOf' •• ng I...

JE6S1 KEYBOARD MASK ..... S9.95each

l~ . ' I 'OOO

." , 1I0~'dl~, "" .'5P' ''Ctl<I M .'' . e nc~u ' .

JE682·AK Keyboard Conversion Kit .

. 599.95 ea .

IWIHl OTE ·... IICASE · ASPICT UREOI

.. 559.95 ell .

ZSO CPU . . ..................... 55.95
SOSOAlSOS5A .
. .. 55.95
6502(65XX) ..
. .. 55.95
S04S, Relallves, Algorithms ....... $5.95
5400/7400 TIL .
. ........... $5.95

~II<'"

:*it >I

>I":"

:

~',

.,

,

§

CA 150C ...... . .. $69.95

BOOKS
Nallonal CMOS Oa la Book (1981) .
(640 pages) 74C, CD4000, and AID Converlers

30003

National Linear Oal a Book (1982) .
j1376 pages) LM . LF, AOC. OAC. LH Series
Nall onal Memory Dala Book 11 980) .

~

.. $11.95

..... 1(

>1<'
"100

.

. .. . S9.95

30010

National Audio/Radio Handbook (1980) .
. ....... S5.95
(240 pages) Pre·Amps, AM, FM & FM Slereo. Power Amps

300 it

Nationa l Line ar Ap p lication Handbook (1980) .. ..... 515.95
(736 pages) Applica tion Notes. Linear Briefs, o tc

30012

Natio nal PAL Dal a Book 11982) .
. . .. . .. SS.9S
1176 pages} Appl1callon Notes. Linear Briefs, etc.

30013

. ......... .. . . . S7.95
ZlIogData Book (19B3) .
(641 pages) Microprocessors and Support Chips

210B30 Inlel Memory Compollent s Handbook (19B3) ... ..... S14.95
1798 pages) COli loins all Application Noles, Article
Reprints, Data Sheets, and other d esig n Informa ti on
011 Inters RAMs, EPRO M s. E'PROMs & Bubble M emories.
210844 Ini al Mlc roproce ssor& Perlpharal Handbook(19B3) . . . 5 14.95
(1027 pages) Conlal ns Dala Shoets on all of
' " leI's Microprocessors and Peripherals.

*
*

12S Character ASCII

*

A

Atl ra ctive Case

blu8 , and fBd . EIBctrlcal rBQulremBnts : +5V @ 600mA,
·1 2V @ 50mA . Size : 21 '!2"W )( 9"0 )( 3'/,"H . Weight: 6
Ibs , All units brand new In original boxe s, specifications

CA154A . , , ..... . $79.95

Included ,

Keytronics 90·Key Soft· Programmable Keyboard ~

""' !

~

WITH S ECURIT Y KEYlOCK SW ITCH

• RFI ,h,.'d'"
•
•
•
•
•

)1£'1'111

· ""m''''

--------

'I'''''

"'bo'' ' ,

8 bit Parallel
Solid I i ale switches
10 user programmable keys
Positive TTL Logic
Size I 1'L )I 8'/, · W )I 2 J/." H

2>0

.$1195 .00

Assemtlled anll Tested (lncludesJ Ml 6A MOdule)
EPROM JUMPER MODULES - The JE664's JUMPER MOCULE (Personatity

~~~~WOi~ al~~~;\~u~eO:E~R~~I ~~~~~t~oJnE~~~~I~~~ ~~~~:l;:r;~~~:nlp~~f~S Ie
PIN
JMOBA
JM I 6A
JM1 61l
JM32A
JM32B
JM32C
JM64A

EPROM

EPROM MANUFACTURER

2108
2716,11.452516
TM52716
TMS2532
2732
2732A (21V)
MCM68764 .
MCM68l764

AMD. MOlorola. llatlonal , lnlel. TI
IllIel. Molorola . llaliona\.NEC. TI
MOlorela. TJ(+5. -12 , +12)
MOlorola. lI
AMD. Fujilsu. NEC. Hitachi. Inlel
r UlIlsu . lnlel

"64
TM52564

PRICE
S1 4095
. . 51 4095
514.95
S14 .95
SU .95

514 .95

MOlorola
Intel

SI 4095
St4095
S14 .9S
S14095

11 .

HN4B2764G·4

Hllachl(21V)

iii's Black Hole
EPROM Eraser

I

(cas.): Harvasl gold and black. Color Ik.Vcap,) : Black,

<>",

: . :. i: ~ ,

.CulSorcontroll

JE664·ARS , ,",,OM "",. w '''6650,"" .

9 Chips -

I

8 Mlnutel

Th. el.ck HDleEPAOM Erutr will Cllmpletety and salely erase 9 EPROMS ill l!!Ssman
8 mlnules. The Black Hole.s a lullyautornallc cassette loading eraser teaMing
U·shaped 4000 hI , U\llamps mlull1ed In a special ALZAK (UV roliecliYity 01 .91
parabolic IIg~t tunnel. In operalien. the user slips in an antl'sl~tlc Ilug Sol (3 ea.
Incl .) Cllnl~ l l1l ng Ihe EPROMs te lie erased inl0the loading slot en Ihe Ironl panel 01
Black Hola. The res l is lully aullmalic. The Black Hale lalcheslhe Bug Bo~ InJo
place. lurnson the UV lamps and Slarls lis lully solid stalelCMOS) UVlll1egrallon
dose timer . Theperceniageerasuielimeismoniloredanddispiayedonahontpanei
lEO readout. At the end 01 Ihe e~se cycle. the Black Hale elects me Bug Bo~ con·
lall1lng the 9 erased EPROMs ana lurn$oll power ,

These Control Data KByboards consist 01 a base, CO\ler ,
the keyboard assBmbly, and an InterfacB cablB, Color

. .......... 56.95

(~64 pages) RAM s, ROMs, PROMs, EPROMs Series

Intar sll Data Book (1983) .
(1356 pages) Complete line.

,,0:"

J.blt Parallel ASCII
SPST Switching

Non·Slip. Non·Glare Keycaps
• COC752 Terminal Keyboards

-"'

.. S6.95

*
*
*

. S995.00

Assembled & 1eSltW (InclullesJt.t16A MOdule)
JE665
RS232C INTERFACE OPTION
Tne JE665 RS232C Inlerlm
Opllon Implements computer access to the JE664' S RAM Sample sOltware wuuen In
BASIC provided 101 TRS·80.!> Madel I, Le~el II Compule.. B.1ud rate : 9600. WOIlI
IgII1: B bits ·odd parity. Slopbils: 2. Opllonmaybeadapled loothcr compu ters The
JE665 can be IllIerlaced 10 any ccmputer with an R5232 port. Inlormatlen 1$ al so pro·
vided Iwlnterlacing to any CP/M syslemwllhan RS232 1lOrt

JM648
JM64C
JM640

FTZ Shielded Base
• N-Key Rollover

I, "

~'.

Sll.:

JE664-A EPROM Programmer .

CONTROL DATA KEYBOARDS

"~

"..0"".

Inlo RAM hy kty bo.u d • Ching" dill In RAM hy keyblUl rd • l oad1 AAM Irom.n
EPAOM· ComparlS EPAOM, lorconl,nt dlll,,,ncu . Caples EPROM,. Powlr In·
gut 11 5VAC, 60Hl, ... l OW P~WI' conlumptlon. Enclolurl: Color·coordlnilld,
H
J~~!~I~ ~~I~~I~~:;:~~:.d mocha brown end pl.en·
15·S /8 l x 81/.HD )(

IWlTHOUTOTEAIIC ... SE)

'ZX81fl000 Is a trademartr: 01 SinelalrlTlmeJt

BO·Key Keyboard

PROGRAMS 2716's IN 16 SECONDS PROGRAMS 2764's IN 64 SECONDS -

;, ~~RD'M:~ ":~~~t;c,C'O~p~~:~~~I!~j.~~ofo'r'~d::~~~dp~:g~~=~O;d~~gU!'~:a::~~!

• Weight: 3.3 Ibs.

JE682Keyboa rd Conversion Kit .

30001

30009

.

Shugart SA455

95·Key Keyboard

30008

•
density
• Brushless DC
dl rec l·drlvo molor
• Power rOQ .:
... 12VDC @ .75A
... 5VDC @ .7A
· 6 msec. track tolra ck
• Compatible with
SA400/450

• Weight: 3 Ibs. 5 oz.

.Fuilvde<ooeddaLa . lnstant access · Z·$Kled. tOlaltycorrprehensive · CI)mpacl
8'h lll In durable credll card plaSlic • Perleet lor prDgfammerS & engineers
• Clear & concise tables for luillllstrUcllOIl sel. dlsassembl', . ASCII . base con~er '
51011 . etieci 01 tlags . compale vs. jump . Interrupl sllucturc. pilloul . cycle limes.
diagrams. ougnOles. & much mare ...
PAAI NO .
AEFEAENCE
PAICE

ML·ZSO
ML·SOSOA
ML·6502
ML·S04S
ML·7400

DOUBlE·SIDED:
.4B lp l
. 40 Tracks
· 500Kbyl es
double·sldod

~~~~r~

FUTUA[5

DRI VE

SHUGART SA455

IBM ·PC

o
density
• Brushless DC
dlrec t·d rlye motor
• Low 5W power
consumption
• Power r6(l.:
... 12VOC @ .3A
... SVDC @ .5510.
· 6 msoc. track to track
• One year warranly
• Si ze: 5Y;W x 1y'"H x

PAICE

CENTRONICS·STYlE SELECTO·SWITCH
• Switches all 36 lines
• Connectors are female Centronics

cOMP~~~i~WITH

TEAC FD55A

DB25 PARALLEL SELECTO·SWITCH
• TA S·BO. Apple, and IBM compatible . Switches 24 lines (line
1 is ground) • Connectors are female 0825 Iype
PAATNO.

5'/0 ~

FIT TWO DRIVES IN THE SAME SPACE AS ONE CONVEN TION AL

~

III

IIiiIiIIiIIiIIi \

PART NO.

PRICE

ULV·OOS
ERS·OOB

Replacement Lamp lot ERS-008 .

. . .. $29.95

Eraser, Auto Ejecl & lEO Raadout ....

$249.95

IBM MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
SAVE HUNDREDS OF $$$ BY. UPGRADING
MEMORY BOAR OS YOURSELF!
Mos t or the popular mem ory board s allow you 10 add an .additional
64K. 128K. 192K. or 258K. Th e IBM6"K Kit will populate the se boardl
In 64K byte Incremants. Tht kit la s imple to Inltall - lu sllnsert Iha
nine 64K RAM chips In the provldad lockels and sel th a two groupi
01 awltchas. Olrec tlons ara Includad.

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) ..... $59.95
EXPAND YOUR MEMORY
TRS·BO to 16K, 32K, or 4BK
"Mod.ll = From 4K to 16K R.qulIB' (1) On. Kit
Model 3

Made lor Visual Tec hnology, thIs keyboard leatures: 8 socurlty keylock (Inc ludes Iwo keys) 10 guard agalnBt
unauthorized use; an 11 ·key numeric keypad; cu rsor cOlllrols; and 10 user·programmable keys. Eleclrlcal reo
Qulrements: ... 5VOC. Color (c asel: While. COlor (kaycaps): Black. Compla te wit h case, koyboard 8ssembl y,
40-inch Interlace c,ble, and schematics. we ighl: 7 Ibs.

Part No. KB270 .... . . ... . . ... .. ... . .. ......

$79.95 each

=

=

From 4K to 48K RBQuirB s (3) Three Kits

Color
From 4K to 16K RBQuires (1) DnB Kit
" Modll1 IqulpPld with Eiplnllan Board uplo~8K Two Kltl R,qulrld
-OnlK ftAequlredlaruch t 6KolEJpanlloll-

TRS·16K3 '200n, lor Color & Model III
TRS·16K4 ·250", lor Modell.

.SI2 .95
... . $10.95

TRS -BO Color 32K or 64K Convsrslon Kil
Easy to Ins lall kit comes comple te with Sea. 4164·2 (200ns) 64K
dynamic RAMs & conversion documentation. Converls TRS-80 color
compu l ers w ll h E circu li boards. & all new color compulers 10 32K.
Minor modi l ications 0132K memory wI ll allow th e uso 01 all the64K 01
Ihe dynamIc RAM providing you have a FLEX DOS oporallng syslem.

5'1. " Mlni·Floppy Disk Drive
FOR TR5-80 MODEL I • COLOR COMPUTER

c::

~1a11~.esM~~g~bIe
~:~. I~~~:rraC:~
It~. P!1Ner: + 12VOC 7::tO.6V) 1.6A max .. +5VOC

( ::t o 25V) O.BA max. Un~ ~s pic. al ri1hl does Il0l100. case.
=rS~!!W~ ~~) '3~~~ ' data took incl. 1'11. 3'h Ibs
Part No.

Limlle d Quantllyl

Pric e

F0200 .... . .. ... . ..... $179.95

Single·slde d , 40 tracks, 250K byles capaci ty

F0250 .. . . ... . . . ...... $199.95

Double· sided, 35 tracks, 438K bytes capacity

Siaene"s

~ Shugart

801 R
compatible

• Slngle·Slded
Compulsr Ksyboard Enclosur8s
~~

q
J.40 ~UO _

/

\

" OTE " Slank Desk· TopEnciosures
aredesigredioreasymodlhca·
Iton High Slrenglh epolY molded
end pieces In macha brown linlsh.

~.$) com~~~~~ga~~;~s~i~~~~~e~~ef:~~~
'I'~~ co1~:~~0~I~s't :1~itn:J~~:~i;~~~~n~~~~~~~,~~1
Venled lOp & tlOlIom panels lor coolmgetllclencV

RigId con Slructlonf~~:~~fy~~~~~~ioat:lt~'j~~~~

OTE·6 Panel Width 1.5' .
. ..... 524.95
OTE·l1 Panel Width 10.13' .
. ..... 527.95
OTE·l. Panel Width 13.5 ' .
. ...... 529.95
jlTE·20 Panel Width 19.25 ' ............ 534.95
Circle

239 on inquiry card .

$10,00 Minimum Order - U,S. Funds Only
California Residents Add 6 %% Sales Tax
Shipping - Add 5% plus Sl .50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E, for Monthly Sales Flyer!

~=-,Jameco·1 v~· 1
ELECTRONICS

1355 SHOREWAV ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
9/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 176043

• 77 Tracks

• .OO/SOOK Bytes
Capacity
• Industry Standard

~~Og l:~~~og~~I:~:~~Ft~.y R~~s~rd~~~~ng~~~~~ sf~g~~aM':lJe:~~~~!

denslly. Transfer rate: 250K blls/sec. s ingle density: 500K bits/sec.
double density. Tho FDOIOO-S Is designed 10 work wi th lhe single·
sided 5011 seclored IBM Diskette I, or eQ . disk cal l rIdge. Powor :
11 5VAC @ 50·60 Hz, ... 24VDC tjtJ 1.7 amps ma x., ... 5VDC@ 1.2amps
mal. Unit as pictured above (does not Include case, power supply, or
cables). Size: B.55~W l 1<1 ' L )I 4.S " H. Weighs 12 Ibs. Inc\. 96·pg.
manual.
Part No.
PrIce

FDD1 00·8, . $169.95 ea.
BYTE September 1983

627

CALiFoRNiA DiGiTAL
Past Office Box 3097 B •

Tarrance. California 90503

\

Faraday Electronics
IBM PC COMPATIBLE
SINGLE BORAD COMPUTER

1419
U.S. ROBOTICS

COLUMBIA VP

1200 BAUD MODEM

IBM COMPATIBLE

14t9

12241

Include $1800 \'Iorttl 01FREE soltwa r,~

1848

Hl 0 U 5 RolJoties 2 l ZAI I 03 modem

, '", M'l"o", ~.I ,clo OIlC~'Ofl oUe.s Qrw 01 inC Dflst Y;llves 'n sm;a11 bus.ness tompuIQ.S Standard
It' •• ltlh.. !> uleludO &110\ 01 nM,\ 4~'Hl Z 80 CPU ' ..... 0 RS232 souat ports. dual denSIty lIoppy d.sk
(o'u.ol t.' c apable 01 ~IIPPOI1'n.g lour d,sk dllvcs ,ifill a 200 I<IJobyle 5'. dIsk drIVe Tho M fC'O
Otto'.IOIIIS dcliv"'{Hl complmo wIth CP / M 2 2 as we i as Bas'c aD. W ords!a! and omOf soft wa re
p., ~k.lt:jc S 1.105·1>.101
1811)5
1\1:.0 ol"';UI.1l11t1 p'C lurt'X1 aboYI! Inc Micro t)(.'CISIOn M02 with two 5'. disk ClllyeS al only

5119500

MDS MD2

22lbs

256 KILOBYTE

It69

MEMORY BOARD

1491

- SII, C,,,,ini
MATRI X PRINTERS

SI.I' C•• ·mml 10 hl("l.on I'> I'UCIOI IOOCtlil'/ SCC 1>01 ...11(.01
51,1' Gcm'\1 lOX 120Ch,0( sec .IKbl,Jl!m
51,., Gem"ll 15 lOOch;lI sec I :' pape'
51." Coco ~OF T h 'UI()rl & IraCIOf'
Okoa, ll aB2A :..err,ll6,p<1lallej(j·. P<lIIC'
""1(l.1 Ia 92A SCII., It, par I I60ClMflsCC

5TR·GIO
51R·GlOx
STR·GI5
VST ·C60FT
OKI·6ZA
OKI·9ZA
OKI·BlA

Ql.1(I,llaBJA&p;ual\eIIS P<lJ)t."
Ok,(I;lI aB,:,'\&,),II ,lllc I IS papcr
IlIo.lWIJ:.oCl1i!rlSCC
160clI,,' sec \\lltly'il llnl.a . IIIC 6 1...CtO'
J'/,olll 1<111I1t',l1 15 papw

OK I·B·IA
OK I · 2J~1

EPS·FXIlO
EPS·MX100
NEC·S013,\

AOX ·9501I,

AOX·9620A

16900

29900
55900
22900

.1\900
'9900

62!100
96900
'99500

Freedom 50. spill SClccn. dclalchablo kcybo3'd
Visual so. del;ll chable. kcybO<l.clseleclalllc SClllflgs
Visual so Green SCfccn

PRO·6510S
PRO·2P

'5(J{JOC

PTX·P6O(l

6' 500()

"1.I""<:s",.1I'1n I .I'IV It,(lLscoml!.llol' 1 l 60ch.l' J;''C

MAN· 11;01.

6!l500

UB·F50

~ 75

VSL·SO
VSl ·soc;

65900
67900

V5l·33OG

99500
69500
68500
79500

APX·O ' 2%

AP X·O'25A
WV5 · I oo
WYS·JO(l
TVI·91OP

'11900

PTX·P300

~:~;'/~l~.'. l~jlOO~:~~;, 1;p/~~:,,~~':~~'~~,,1t'!> IlC' 111II'~H!

• 256 . ilObyles 01 memory !Ising 64K dynamic RAM.

5750Q

P. ,t11fCJlll) P600 ClI\',l'''!1tl SjK.>(!(II")() Ioil0S pel """uIC

051· 1110
QlX .70JO
PRO 8510P

119$

69500
39500
'22900
129500
159500
019500
639 00
7500u

O.. I,I..o:..llh 180 l"Uh SPCI,.'(l 100 cps 1[,
Qu •." II: ' iOJOoorc!.pondcncoqua l,'Y lao chd' St.'C
1"'0''''' '1''' 8510pa •• ,11..:I9'. papel
P.rI ,.. ntc.8510sc."jl!J·· papc.

TV I·925
TVH)SO
TVI·970
ZTH·Z29
ADONPI
ADD ·VP2

00

NEC li,a
NEC · ~iJO

5RD·EXP500
SRD·EXP550
DRL 6.10
DUL·620
b r~HiR 1P
8TH·HRIS

PAOFIOS
PRO· FlOP

~;~'Ko;ye,,~~~:~~~ ~lhTp~~Ory using the new

•

• £nordetettlon·trapcaPlbllity.
. lndivlduatl6Kblackcanbefetocatedtoany
boundrywllhln a megabyte al RAM.
. 24 biladdfeningandphaniommadecapablllly.

115900
59500
79500
965.00
I Z59 00
76500
58500

61500

IS 8 W(lIlS
Documenl al1011 IncllKles 1"('(J' y ot opClatlOn. contl9ulallOfl guOClC. a schematIC and apllolrcal,on noles on thO usc 01 IIlC

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
N( C:, I O 50CII,\I ' ~oconu SC ,",II ,,'ICllace
NEt."-'30S0Cl1,1I S<.'C par l,nlc,'acc
Sd.t·1 Rceo EXPSOO. I·J CI'(II , S....C Jl<1 ' LlIllcr1acc
5 ,lv.)1 RlICd EXP 550 17 Chal 'slX pill lonl;!rtacc
0 " 11)10 630 ~ OCh,1 . I St:c sClla)
D'. lllln 620 propo'tlonal spaclIKJ tl()' I Il. w:m 'all 20 ep:.
B'OlhcI HR It. (t'Il!.)· \\ l1eel O<llallcllnll.!llaong
BronK" HAIA scuallfllc, '.1CC
Sl,l .... fllcrFIOSI>rr.ll ..:O cha. 5C'C
Sld"'."tC' r l0 pwall;]1 40ctlall sc<.

IIlcmoryrn1\nagcmcnlopllOtlS CAL·256K

'99500
199500
59500
75900
225000

,~ •.• IIiVbt,lIIJbil1;lJOC;~I~>uI~116~'
('I"~II"'I;lI.ll')I ,;. ,,~\.().!!C1lS8IlI8!116!1'1
1"",, .IJ,t,. 5 , '.lcllI~ t,yll r"II;O'" II MI!

.;"!11

~ I tll'

: .~..,

;;1:,;:':ft~<,~!,:,:~~;:~~;}r~I~I~~lr':'~);'~

MONITORS
UMC. '..olnH.: RC,Odl!!>ogncutor :..I,oo .... 'lhtnC IB"I,:om~""e.
NECJCI ~03 r, M nGO Co!O''''OflllO'
NEC JC1.'Ol I:olor Ctlf'lpoS 'l
.',·n,lh ZVMI 3·1 nGB colUf s ...,t;]ole to. IBI.' PC

Wrllft,! . colo. co'''SXJ!i.lwur' so"nc:l
AIlI,It!~COtor

t cOfTlllOS11V1dco

J~• ••••I_~,1
_

HiDOQ
,2900
16900

MOT ·BWZ:l

15900
6900
5900

SOFTWARE
C P I M SOFTWARE

APPL E BUSINESS SOFTWARE

:·.1 ,:>o,'r \J' ';

:,Of;

lJ!l.l·

:"tt,}l,r

ZTH ·ZI3~

699 00
33900
59500

'.'. \ aIJ,,'

COM'b500
AMI(·I OO

32900
32900

""iCI ,.,·r
·.I:,C

','i'l-I I~;e
~.' , 'fl .l'fJ(
·.:fil ;ilJ(·

I,
, ;.,j),

(X,II ·;O'C

H',lkl

~IOC

,'.:·TIll

5'~00

Z29 00
27900

3 1900
19900
4'900
69500
16900
Z I OOO
ZI900
35900
H)!lOO
15900
2 1900
52900
7!)00

1 tJ.'J!Jell<:lI~"'"t I.r C!b5

1"·iltllll'lI.,,r'l~IIO'lbteI);flS'I . (01\1I0! ltl
1.'rI~ll l ,;:-\.I'on,,:. ~ '"UI': (~ II·.'1)' ~' .llIInllfl

21900

DIRECT CONNECT
$75.00

:o@:f),~ .

CoB!

llS~1

': " . .. D' • "~ " 'III " ' nCPM 2.'
I.'!r.i UJ."
'; .'1,,10 0, .• • , .. . I'Io I'lCI'I.1 r~'i'!lt.'fi$I , l.mSDJI

0I!)900

HVS212AO
l l 'o'S· I OJAD
H'o'S·MM2
H'o'S· lOO
H'o'S·CHR232
USR·2IZA
PEN · 12AD
UOS· I03LP
UDS· I03LPJ
UOS·20ZLP
UDS·ZIZLP
NOV·JCAT
NOV,CAT
NOV·SCI03
NOV·SC212
:iGI.· MKI

:?<J()()

~.o;,u.

t., I:WUJ R..r;1 1\,1 tJol" ,0 ~ \ 1l.t!J l·...-~'
C.u.:UUlllildn! Ii j,.lf. St,),ll~!',lt,.~ofl;,)":'1
~1JUL.:JuII!JITl l ' llllf.u:;,c8 lb IId'!!>!!'1

(,!II rlh
I.!U 1{li
I,HI fl.'1

I u'~t.:m Oml"I\.t.\ 8 15 ~Ian~ "

t

, 1 .•

~O j"

.: , n. '\;'

J'~: :I
[J,'~; ~)I

II

PI:.wPIl
cp r," &
.:, '.111

OGR

:: ~(

(X,1l .lI;lr:
t)I;R.,X': :(,

,I'

t. ,

':'I~

hr. :'{ J., 'I'!I'",

t!l\lD.
17~1)J

13:11)"1

II..") Ol.l .l (j'tlll.!),,,,, I 0

IUt~I'~ II

\'

39'J((1
31900
J5100

l :,fI [l[lL

;1·tlll

1'\!~

},''IOO

WJL

i~'J 1\)

f C/.I

a,.j:a ~ ......"II I, til

1.1 JO 1\ '~'I;' '1.'f1\..1.

G,~J!)IwlCl'l.!!lIlt,"80B8,j1)" ml
! j'L~' I:· "."1 ·,CPt.' ? I

i~' .'
·• • I} '

,

. '~"""I

~,

\'~

:. ' 1,

JJ~'

SJ. e'I",'·

I.II;R. W.

li ' ilJ

!,'!'.I:f\'
Cd.O\J8\
·,IUlI'~l.·

Ci_lJt~'IJl!J, ••

.' II r.l-1 n,<I(111'5 o

("·')!''',JlIJ.,,; 3

IO'~"

D1{CCII'.IJI)

l lJ ()I)

C ;~MU

1~91X1

Gill

e~.\fjIj

.Ifi:I OO

l.'./l

(1~.-l2}

15'If~J

GBI

Gill

US~..'

\·," I:(;h·!.I,'r~

GHll1S1'.J
1.'vllo ... D.... l1]n~c!'l<'tr ... I~lnr.," \·.'''Ill'o~. 1.'I/s w!JOC
.k:· .. 'O"I.r.llr'lo.....·\·.D IOOlu_~S 1IX11
':. 1J1100!

'~,H)'I
j~ ,

.t~OO

:9500

EPROM BOARDS
<, :•• ~I!'IlO\\ 8.1 ;lI",j'oI"I>:>1I128~
Il.;· 01 fk:".I·( ~ It:.'~ ~I , f'ROt.' oo..ro 12~

• 1\ . r ,"

~.:;

\11

lAC 1'1(X'
t.ltiii 1'3.'

L'~!!.
h !I'5'>t:lojlllWl~

ul l:,)ull,·.,'M'I1i ' !>If. ilWJ

GOOW!.lk,·"tlo.t!fUi

G, ,H.,IlJ' h""I~ ,I !II A'1 , 8 \N'd~tklIl.
(,,(1:,,)111',1 ', ,11'115(0,..1 ' 11.l'rl'lol
C.. II~n ,,(;.11'1 I", JltO .: ~"JI''-J'I.
LJ ,~:, "C"r.-; ,1'.,,2;1·) . ~, ! "i ,\ 11,<1·,

'.I,I1 "II~r.

ns"

I,

j'~

(XI

"'." ,C'1'lu1ll;i.1l : 1,_'1I'.!','·
' ••

viiI :1;:.
GRII~;,
Gill1J~

• JH'
,1'.11
: ~OO

WlI t:iH,\
Coil! :/1'.\

1.,II):J

(:l~.

0'11'
LC5 ,'. 1.1

tCs,"r .... ,

~( ~'1':>.:.~.l~.:l~'~,'I,tl.~,!.e I:b~~j~',

UUU5Ub-1

~IJ ~I.·

auo·: )!(i

.\51

~l lGu

:.5110

A51Ca&:
.:sIACe
AS1 1'Cl ,
SI(!N>-:
SIHn9!
SI610

• ~'I()J
• '1',(.(1
'<t'

:.;lI

SPECIAL FUNCTION BOARDS
Hd'feSS l 00 M,tIOlM!lt.'Il'I 3OO tUu(lICC It\! Hr S 1.1 100

12~OO

13900
.i501l1
53900

r.J\rfIda1 [1.11

I:;l

~o~OO

11;100

OICCCIOO

GBI

!.~SI

Goc:lotnSv!.l<f1lslIooartOlla'u .. r:095I1IT',JI1l CSt 5'1.111
0uaISyslem~ J cnaomllo'10"con"!I'ICI DSC:.oMl}
DualSyslL'«l 12b1l 1CSOI\ll10fl X'CI\Jm;eI AD DSC AIM '2
1.lul1l1l.s()PlotsoklIOi alI\!IOIs8cllanneis
MUI!CRIO
l.4u1Ilnse.olt1ldelbOJ;d·.. mloq..:t.lt'YPI'ot>- 1.'1lI. 181
10 TeuI1IO!ov, I\ h;! l\la:lll'otct,lletnl'll
1()1 .', 100
Ane;;neCitoncs ~ !c " la:lPlIll~f>roetnll!,l
I.net ftt'l':llonrC!.oentr~IDII~ IIC" SOIdelIJO.lIC

·.·.Wloo

.',I\!
.'JIT GI'HXI

LJ90J

5"00
~b OO

~ "-g 00

moo

"500

J~'OO

f'lJOO

:8100

·:1600
.J~1l

ij'9oo

6<'900
1'900
.'900
~'.IOC
~j):
~OJ

MAINFRAMES & MOTHER BOARDS
[cl'DSeOdLl I(kl"Sl'oJ!~1fI '.

~, I8 slOl

WI'Ii'l

GOOOOlJI£ IlCIOS<Jlr} ~S*"loIo.!' ,f'lC'm'lIJ!oQ!I G811: r:'[)
C<lIIIOInlA CP'··,11l1i'1221X) 12 ojll ~ r.lttm'
?2OJ
t.; '!O;!flIJO'\:1it118s1a1'l':'l'fl!'lIlOi!tl
CAI I.' R18
GOO!lIlI.;I12S101n.u.'IIt:1W.!'!l~ilI ...1I
G61/.'al:

ces

IBM BOARDS
OUD .!fl.,:

',b

Ol Corn:l\Il£lc

IWJ I ulll'

<",.1:((,,1'

b~9(1()

• :" •

INTERFACE BOARDS
",...:::",,1 II '.:l" ,"II " _c/' ~ '1.

Goooo-..;IS,.s:frnSl('(lOl'I DO.ltd ~,, [PR!l·.l

CPM OPERATING SYSTEM

r..lI1l!tJul CPM :. ~ I~I OI5~ \

at!

:._J W
,):dw

u: ,III',

,1~1iJ

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

1)GlllbU(

CPfM Fo rmms Ava,lablc
8"3740 IBM. S" CP/M66
Northstar 10 SeC Tor • Osborne
Alio s . Heath I ZeinTh 10 seelor
Telll/ideo • Xerol • Atarl
Apple DOS • IB M/ PC • Eagle
Cromomco • Commodore 64

r,

,lilt

l \l.j.. . ..... '

~'t~f~ i~~
r..IJI1W
CtS28111
l:,Q !SO

CJ'I'!I!'.C"II!l.I't'ISIS!""I~? :n A'lo mC PI: Ct:S}·,n

109.00

N EC ·JB I.~C1 1

MODEMS

11, ,;c<; Srn,lrl iloucm 1200 b;lull a,,' O anSWCf. au10 (I,al
I I,iyI:S Sm,lftmoo.~m 300 t\lud DI.ly flUIO JflS WCI ,11110 (liar
H.tycs/ilICl tlf11O/ll:m II 1()3 I1.pplud "llctCOfllll,.'C l
H I/u:. MIC'0I1\()(I.:m : ...o S· IOO.'uIO,1I1S ..... C. lwlo d,.iI
.t'1CSC/ltO'·')(_J •• lpn linlo) ti dalo
U ... AOtlO\'C". '2;.300 12oo b.l " n .1,I10a,al allS .... cf
P . 'flUl JOO I :.'{.(I"".,n (1I.\I au'oloo:.;
UII, .!.l':>31 0.11,\ 103LP hno powel .IItswcr & oU9111ate
U.· ~cr:.al 0.11" 103lPJ Auloallswc'
UI1I<". s.,10"1,, ,'02 1200 b.1\ucJ. hall Uutllcxonly
U'W'CIS1\' D"I.I ;' IZLP tull 1200ba:..ld O"'I)lC'. hlle jXJwc.
r!'rcc'connl,.>cl.l".lOilnS ..... c'
f.k.,l\IO!1 I (
,.j "ilion (;" .•. tOuShCC()I1I1C'C1
N O~,U,('I01 Srn.lr,Cat 103. ;lui O .1rlS .... CI 3",loo,al
No ••lh ,n!-.m\.,C.,1103 2 12 1200 h.l:..Id au ln(flal
5'9<1.11.,,;,· I.',uk I O"C'ClcOnnC'CII" i hlcrmllllllcalllc

Lm.l H(.I')j.

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
I;'

8800
1:\900

NEC·JB I 260
USI 12 A
MOT ·B W1 2
CON·!3W9

15900

8 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
Illlr_ '.J.1 h 'I~I ~ O~S?J.lI,;I' 1

ElMC';!191
ElMC·9 19,M
NEC· ' 203
NEC ·JCI.!OI

~ :bIJJ

lofjlf15.1',8

';~ !O~

1.-1 ".i".JCI"'"II\If<,Ir1JnI<{'C:.I(kl.',W

COLOR
OII.{, flUS I 'I I U COlo. CflmpOS,1 VlllOO w,th SOU'I(I

hBl E6i!i

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

• ,):"",!lfJU .'~ Oll. ' ~tn..k'll oI'l t

NE CJBI:!O l ljl(){:"llnOSphQI 18 MHI COmPOSllv,(lOO
NEC J81 :'60cornnlC.c.al 9fao:lccornpOSo l
US t.-\moc. !>(.'i'(!n 12 com!X)S;' "l()(1.1lOf
M OII.IIOI'I ~3 OIJoCn I'"me t lk ... ",,(!compoS'I ..1(JoCO
Moto'al,1 12 OPC)J1 !ramc rcqu,res hOI/sync and power
t:')I"ac~ tll J\1lltr"fllc.oq·Jlwsha'L !. yrlC & 12v SllOtlly

STATIC MEMOR Y BOARDS

16 BIT MICROPROCESSORS

RIBBONS $6.95
13MC 12A
BMC·1 2EN
ZTH·Zl r 1

Zlbs

5-100 BOARDS

87900
77900
83900
'47500
'475 00

£PSONMXBO

B!.K. '2Ag,c' ·"Jl'lOSl,11Q. 15 MH;o cornl)os"vo;I;]O
6ML 1:1 hl{"j\l ' l!soiU I'OIl . 20MHl
7.1)1 11 11 1 ZVM 12 1 Ijl\)(!n phasptlO' 12 .10/80 CUI[JfI I" ~wllch

I

1\ malOl

212A modem 10 malIItam hlghe' .cloab<I'ly avel ma'9,nal
phonehncs
TIl e U 5 ROOOhCS 2 12A ICa!uICS aulO d,;'!1. alllo an"wcr commalld Icpeal and aulo 'nlelhgcnt
baud s otC'Cloon USR·ZI2A 541900 21bs
Othc<oxccllenl values mdlfC'C1 connCCT modems 5cgllillman 1..1al" 1 ill $701 95 .Ind Ihe U'~vOIS.l1
Daw I ZOO balldmonly J6900

PRINTERS
,--

' llflre~nl S
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CAliFoRNiA DiGiTAL
Post Office Box 3097 B • Torrance. California 90503
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-

'

SALE
1119
NOTE t EUlopollll customers. wo havo a lalgo qu,UlIlty 01 230 voll 50 Hz. unot s waloh ousOO on
Frankrorl Ge.many. AllangemonlS can be 'TladelO Will call1hcsO dltV05 UlQual1\IIIeS o' 50 01 me.a
FranklOtllcduCing Import duly aod Ilelght chargos

In

REMEXD~~~~E 1119

~~~~r~~hO~~I~~~~i~:~ ~~;~hd~~;:S.a ~:~:x Qi~at~~tyO~'~ ~~~:;I~ ~i~~d4~
drive Ihal has an double gimbal mounted head assemblv tha t guaranties lower
head tracking. This drive IS mechanically sotid. Remelt has atways been
known for produci ng premiere products lor the lIoppy disk market. The Remelt
company is a subsidiary 01the Ex-cell-o Corporation. a Fortune SOOCompany .

DYNAMIC MEMORY

Your Choice

.11l6 1SOns. 16K
.l1162000s.16K
1164 15Ons. 64K 128.o110Sh
.11256 150ns. 2S6K

SCOTCH
MEMOREX
VERBATIM
16 Sector
7440·16 26.50
7440·10
SCOTCH 7440·0
26.50
3485
3483
MEMOREX 3481
NA
26.50
VERBATIM 525·01 525·10
MH1·l0 MH1·16 29.85
MOl
MAXELL
45.00
NA
OYSAN 104/10 107110

2 1l022OOns. 1Ks13IJC
2 1l02450ns. IKstallc
2 1124SOns.2K SlallC
2 114300ns. 1K If4
4().14TMS4SQns. 4K. 1
52S7300ns. 4K . l
6 116 P4 200ns_2K I( 8
6116 P3150ns 2K ~ 8
6t6712 167100ns 16K If It20ptnl

ICM ·2 ILO~OO

ICM-2I L02450
ICM·2112450
ICM·211 4300
ICM·4().1oUSO
ICM·S257300
ICM·6116200
ICM·6116 1SO
ICM·6167 100

745·10 745·16
NA
550·10
MH2·100 MH2·160
107/20
NA
NA
NA

42.50
42.50
45.00
49.50
59.50

EIGHT INCH OISKETIES
S~g~ S~. S~ g~

e

ICE·27OS
ICE·2716
lCE·27 ItiTMS
ICE-2732
lCE·2732350
lCE ·2SJ2
ICE ·2iG-:
ICE ·2i I 2a

T ~irty

741·0
SCOTCH
MEMoREX 3090
3740/0
oYSAN

29.50

47.50
743·0
SCOTCH
39.50
MEMOREX 3114
3740/20 65.00
oYSAN

Do u b~

Two Sector

SCOTCH

39.00
35.00
57.50

29.50
29.50
39.50

FI'p&F,lcS'. $lo...~s50dI5" INC·S25

'89~

Hp & File 8 stores SO ask
INC-800 22.S'
Scol ch head clean kIt 5' . & 8 MMM-ckS 24.9-.0
PlastIC IIOfllry c~5es 5' & A S RW-l5 2.95

I

side Double Den sHy

POW-206

99.00

ATC- 1298

59.00

SPC-PWI

14.9f

Dual squirrel cage OiO'M!r. flange mounle<l. 115v. 92wallS 200 em.
PamOlor 4600X 4"'··!an. aU metal construction. 11Sv. 20 watts 85 elm.
metal conslruchon. IISv. 9 watts 4$ elm
Rorron Mullin Ian 4y'!" open frame consltuellOn. 11Sv. 14 walls6$ elm
flAI 126lF -2 182 3Y~··Ian. Aluminum conslruetion, 115v 9 watl535 elm

6SO

5.90

'"

325

0195
5.95

2.25
4.80
5.75

B'5

BSO

250

' .95

., 95
795
.195

99
2.75

175

BSO
,OSO
595
2995

., 75

.1 55
.1 55

'90

565

2632

SHUGART SA851R
QUME DATA TRACK 8
MITSUBISHI ·M2894·63
REMEX RFO·4000
TANOON 848·2 SLlMLlNE
SHUGART 860 THINLINE

725
455

760
950
"7
2i 46

. 156" CENTER EDGE CARD CONNECTORS
22 f 44E yelCl
CNE-·14E
2.50 . 2 IS 1 95
43172Moto sJICNE ·72S
660 615 575
36/ 72 DIG 511 CNE ·72S
595 5 so 5 19
Olhel conIK'CIOl5 available upon feQucsl
RIBBON CONNECTORS
0B25P male
CND·t25P
o82551emale CND·r25S
57·30360male CNC -r36P
57·30360l'male CNC-136S
20 pm edge
CNI·OE20
20 ptn socket CNI -oS20
26 pin edge
CNI·OE26
26 pin socket CNI·oS26
34 pon edge
CNI·oE34
34 pin SOCkDI CNI·0S34
50 pin edgo
CN'·DESO
50 pin socket CNI·OSSO

"0" TYPE

~atalall

CN o -9P
CNo·9S
CND ·9H
CNo·15P
CNo-15S
eND· ISH
CNo·25P
CNo'25S
CND25H
CND·31P
OC37S lemale CND·37S
CNo' 31H
OC37 hood
ooSOP male
CND·SOP
CNo·SOH
0 050 hood
H,lfdwalB 2/sel CND·2HS

525 495 475
525 495 475
459 449 409
219 209 189
485 475 465
569 549 539

Five Inch Single Sided

SHUGART SA200 Z/aHeight 169
TANOON TM 100·1
119

OO

$2.50
GOLD S- I oo EDGE CARD CONNECTORS
cal_log each 10-99 100+
CNE·IMS
295 250 2 19
CNE·Hl 00 419 385 3·17
CNE·W IO 39 5 350 319
CNE· IOOA 4 95 450 419

Ten

Eight Inch Double Sided

2.99
1.99
4.65
5.60
7.90

' IS
765
"5
BOO

Two

$395 385 375
SHUGART SA801 R
SIEMENS FOOl 00·8
179 179· 169
TANOON 848~1 SLIM LINE 369 359 349

1.15

1.15
2.85
t.a5

1.95

One

''0

.,.
,,.
'"

2.99

Eight Inch Single Sided

<!:!':' ""..:.'.!.!.':!

Ideal monitor
for classroom
demonstrations.

EfAI1 41lV·2 1824Yz " 'an.

1.75

DB25P

5-'00 supply. [oulld rranslormer . aV/30A: ± 16V/5A. AC (ecep~cte
EDP· PlOO 119.00
Call1.OC sWltChl~ supply tor 5Y
." Winchester or 8" drive 12/24 volt & 5V.CAO-5301O 119.00

POII'et One CP2Q6lmear lor t.vo 8" drives. 5V..24V.. -12V. (nolpicluled)

17'

I.El5

uJuueen . oe oo

23"
Azlee SWitching supply. 5V!3A. 12Vf.9A & -12V1.07SA. 11SI230AC.
jVl3A.Compact linear supply removed trom working eQuipment

100 +

'"Lt,;

ORS

lmSill sll.250
SulllnsHl/ Rol
S - I OO Wlie W
Alia" ' 40 511

Single Sije Double Oen sKy

DensKy

740·0
SCOTCH
MEMOREX 3060
3740/1
oYSAN

6.95

JZ +

EPROMS
2705 4SOns. IK • B
27 16 J50ns. 2Klfe
27 16TM54SOnS Tu·volHIQC
2732 4SOnS. JK. 8
273235Ons. 4K If 8
2SJ2450ns. -!K .8
2764 350ns. 8K.
27128350ns 1 6K ~ 8

Double Side Double oensily

745·0
550·01
M02·0
104/20
204120

17'

!CM·41 162eO
ICM·4164 150
ICM·41256150

STATIC MEMORY

Soft Sector

SCOTCH
VERBATIM
MAXELL
OYSAN
OYSAN 96

1·3 1
1.99
1.95

ICM·40272~0
ICM-41161~0

.10274Kd/n>UTUC2~ns

u~" 10·99 100+
1.60 140 1.30
2.25 200 1.30
1.50 1.35 120
2.35 310 2.90
3.25 3 10 290
1.60 1.35 130
2.501.951.65
3.352.751.95

1.35 1.1 5

.77

4.20 3.95 3.65
5 _95 5.75 5.50
2.25 1.95 1.65
5 SO 5. 10 475
2.60 2.40 2. 10
.99
.69
.42

AMP HENOL I CENTRONICS T YPE
57-3OJ6036 / P CNC -36P
7.95 635 4.90
IEEE48B. Coo CNo '24P
7.95 6.35 535
DISK DRIVE POWER CONNEC TOR S

SHUGART SA455 Vz Height
SHUGART SA465 96TPI
TANOON TM 100·2
TANOON TM 101·4 96TPI

259
289
279
369

249
279
269
355

239
269
259
350

Three Inch Rigid Floppy

HITACHI·AMOEK

I

call: for

P ri~ing

Five Inch Winch esters

SEAGATE 406 6 Megabyte
SEAGATE 412 12 Megabyte
TANOON TM·50314 Megabyte
WESTERN OYNAX removable

695 675 650
995 960 960
895 860 795
995 960 950
Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

Z800 '
Z800'

16K Apple™ Ramcard
LIST 195
ACP

$59 95
• Full 1 year warranty
• Top quality - gold lingers
• Expand Apple 1148K to 64K
• Compatible wi th Z-80 Softcard'·

NOW AVAILABLE
Apple lie 64K Add-in Memory
with 80 Columns

2 or4 MHz
Expandable

Uses
21141 '.
16K4MHzKlt

$15995

~~~: ~~:~ ~~T

5129.95 - =

• 32 K 4 Mi ll A81

• 139 ·}()

BARF BOARD
B:lfe Rd w/nll parl ~ less nrem

INTEL

4KR\T:J

This IS a new SB ~. ey termmal Keyboaro::
ma nlJlacluredby a majO! ma nul;,Cl tHer
Part
11 is uncoded with S PST key s un at·
tAc hed to any PC board. Solid molded ...
plastic 1 1" I( <1 " base.

-----------1

II: ke y K ~y/.md WI III
1- ' 0 keYl; and tab ,
return. I -I. (\ and (.).

.~----------...j

UV "EPROM"

~

Model

ACP

P,P.S. with a 5 degree
s leppingang le.

$89.95

RS232 SIGNAL TESTER

Ho lds 4 EPROM's
al alime

~ Line T este r

COEX RS232

' ~~ . i (7) LED Indica lors

5325.00

$24
Also Available

O lhp r C;ly lp.'i

95

~~--~----I

$1 2 95
•

VOI.UME PRICING

INTEL CODEC IC

P/N2910AfJIj
For Digital
Voice
95
,",

·
'
0
$9

Fu' Fil'e, PIN ?9'2A

" Surgeonics"
Power Sentry

/,
-

...;...;;;;;;;;;;;.;.;;;;;,;;;;.;.;.;;;...;;.;;.;~-t

$4 .95 Ba.

SURGE
SUPPRESSOR

~./

~

414
1101
1103

4115

4200
4402
5260

6850 525
6852 5.25

6821 6.SO
6828 10.SO
6834 16 .95
684522.95
684727.95

14 95

6860 10.95
6862 10.95
6875 5.95
6880 2.49

6SO
11.95

4 SO
950

27Bot {8K:..:8)T5
2732 (dK:..:8J TS
27 16/2'5 16 : 5V
(2K:..:8) T5
TM52716. 5V, 12V
2758, 5V, (0150n5)

$6995
1295

795
17 95

....

S3.;')5 ·

175
1 25

7SO
295
650
4 .9 5
3 95

PARALLEL ALPHA NUMERIC

PRINTER

19 Column Print e r prints 16 n umerica l colu mns plus 3
('n lumns w hic h h ave mat h, a lpha and o t her no ta lions .
E;:jrh wh~el has I :? pos itio ns w ith p o silion 12 b lank
Pos ition lI on nllmp'ica l c o lumns have dE;>('i mal p Oint or .1I Ulihl e s 2 . 75"
Wide adding maf' hine lar8 and a dlla! color 10k ribbo n. Input dat a para llel
wi th fouibit Be C) ' omparator Clrcuil Print rale. 3 UnE's per s e c ond
OpercH i ng lJoltag E;> 2:?·28VDC with typica l c y c l €, time of
'V1Dm S SIlt':' 6 1,'W • 3Y~ ' H ~ I}lio" Op N e w

$8.95

ea.

5298
6508

1 49
4.SO

65 18
656 1

6 .79

3 79
6604 3 .99
6605 7.99
9 130 8 .99
9140 899
934 156.99
93425 6.99

1.99
4.60

3/525

$22 95
1995
22.95
6.95

68047
68488
46505
6520
6522
6530·X

995
24.95
17.95
' 9 .95

6532
655 1
lBO-PIO
ZBOA-PIO
ZBD-CTC

6 .SO
9 .50

l80A-C TC

6.SO
9 .50

Z8Q-OMA
Z80A-OMA
ZBQ..Sl0
Z80A-S IO

1995
27.95
24 .95
29 .95

27081'1501"15) $5.75
2708 (650nR) 5.25
1702A
575
MM5203AQ .450
MM52Q<1Q
995

3 50

1;lli~a;1
5950
1095
2513·ADMJfSlJll owl"" 1495
MCMf;67 10A5CII 5h,lte<11295
MCM66740 M;nh!'V'1lt>!ll 139S
.YCM66150AIO'k!:0fl1Iol 13 4S
1771 ·01 B" ~M tnllllWY 2495
1781ollaiFIoI)(Iv
:'> 995
1191·010ua1FIoppy
36.95
1791·02 Ou;.1 Floppy
4495
4495
171JJ 00.05 FInIIIW
~95
1791 00. US FIopoV
16910alaSerol1lor
1895
?' 143 Clock Gt!\tI~l or
18 95
B70(!Bhtf R<n,1ty
13 50
B70l l 0bllBtMIY
2100
al03 BD<t f5
13 50
9400 IJDU 10 Freq r:orw
725
B1!i03V, O!(jlfUCD
1395
I-IOBl66 hoI
395
1408LBB bo t
595
OACO I OIO"
595
25 1 3·005 1 5IJllow~

DACOB
5995
OACIOO
BOJ8FuIII"Ioon Gl'llelator
MC4024VCO
295
I .... ~66 veo
"5
XR 7?OIi FU"lC11O'1 i.ene<.1Ior525
TRI 60281SIJ I ?IJ)
395
AV~IO I J 15.... !2y)
495
AVSHI14AJ\6 12(5· 141J) 695
AY5'R ISAJ\863 t5V'\
6.95
IM6402
795
IM6A03
895
:>J50 USRT
995
167 1B Aslms
2495
MCI4411
1195
·1/07
1495
WOl~ 1
995
COM5016
' 6.95
IN58150
1595
AV51J76
13 7S
AVS·3600
!H5
MM5!40AAr.
895

'95
'5'

ill'

1-24

25·49

8
14
16
18
20
?2
24
28
40

16
.20
22
.29
.34
?9
38
.45
60

15
.' 9
21
28
32
.27
.37
44
.59

pin
pin
pm
pin
pin
pin
pin
p in
Din

LP
LP
lP
LP
LP
LP

LF
LP
LP

LOW PROFILE
SOCKETS (TIN)

3L WIREWRAP
SOCKETS (GOLD)
8
10
14
16
18
20
22
?4
28
40

pin WW
p in WW ITin)
pin WVI/
pin WIN
pin WIN
pin WW
pin WW
.
pmWW
pil"l WW
pmWW

1·24

25·49

.55
.65
75
.80
.95
1 15

54
.63
73
77
90
' .08
• 35

1.45
1 35

1.26

'60
22O

1.53
2 09

74 SOB
74509
74S 10
748 1 I
74815
74520
74522
74530
74532

50-100
14
.' 8
.20
27
30
.2'
.36
'3
58

I

51.90

748124 3 .69
745133
.54
745 134
.66
745 135 1.1 5
74S 136 1.69
74S 138 1.29
745 139 ' 29
74S 140
73
74815 1 1.29
745153 1.29
74S 157 ' 29
745 158 1.29
74 S 160 2.79
745174 .49
7451 75 1.49
745 188 2.69
74S 194 1.89
74S 195 1.89
745196 1.89
748240 2.75
74S24 1 2 .75
745242 2.99
748243 2 .99

49
49
.42
,42
,42
.42
.42
A2
.49

74538 1.19
,49
,42
46
74565
A6
74574
.69
74S86 .72
74S 11 2 .72
745 11 3 .72
74 5 114 72
74540
74$5 1

DIP
SWITCHES
2 Position
4 Position
5 PosillOn
6 Position

.49
.99
.99
.89
I.SO
.95
.95

MC1488N
MC1489N
LM1496N
LM1556N
lM1820N
LM1850N
LMI889N
LM2111 N
LM2900N
LM290 1N
LM2917N
CA30 13T
CA3018T
CA302 1T
CA3023T
CA3035T
CA3039T
CA3046N
LM3053N
CA3059N
CA3060N
CA3062N
LM3065N
CA3080T
CA3081N
CA3082N
CA3083N
CA3086N
CA3089N
CA3096N
CA3097N
CA3 13QT
CA3140T
CA31 46N
CA3 160T
CA3 190N
CA3410N
MC3423N
MC34 60N
SG35 24 N
CA3600N
LM390DN
LM3905N
LM3909N
LM3914 N
LM39 15N
LM39 16N
RC4131N
AC4136N
RC4151N
AC4194TK
RC4195TK
ULN200 1
ULN2003
SN75450N
SN75451N
SN7545:?N
SN75453N
5N75454N
SN75491 N
SN75492N
8 N75493N
SN75494N
TL494C N
Tl496CP

1Z~1':'1

74SOO S .39
74502
.43
74503
.45
74S04
.52
74 505
.52

,,-

li'W;nt1

95

CONNECTORS

HnOd
5el with Hood, Sa le
nl44 51l KIM
4:)/86 SIT MOT
'iO!1 CYJ <:;-100 C(JIlilec tol W/W
50/ I QOS· I 00 r orll1ech ·,51l

1.49
7.95

5290 $ 1.99

1~~'ti~i~'~~tJ

15 Amps ?5D Volts

$39

469
99
.99

4027 4 .69
4044 3 .99
' OSO 4.69
4060 , 69
4096 3 .99

A243 950

Iran SIPnt Sllppresslon

~~: Price

3000

·t995
68000 12995

2 147 $ 5.99
411
5.99

8 259 $8.95
8275 19.95
8279 9 .50
68 10 4.75
6820 6 .50

only

OM FILTER

•

~~~~ ~is~p~ot~~iO~.

1010r$34,95
~, ____________

for Apple/TRs-ao
FOR

"ff. y

PRICE

DF-4

Expansion Kits

CALI

Operates by applying
'2VOC in one directiM and th en reve rs-

ERASER $~~.

16K M em 0 ry

2OO/2SOn5
Sp ecIfy compule'

$1 ,95 ea ,

.~~·S;) ~v~)~la~~e!Or 1sX~~

Dntr'9·r. ...

Bpcs 41161 6K

~
' ':'~~

16.95

7995

'M?tl c~;;~o"

25 13·001 (51Jl Upper

Key Pad

Model S-52T

.....

995
11 75
1995

eeoc>
eeoc>B

A15559.95
8 156 9 .9 5
820229.95
8205 2.69
82 12 2.75
82 14 4.95
82 16 2.75
8224 2.95
8226 2 .95
8228 3 .95

STEPPER MOTOR

Unencoded

.

No. 2 14 7

650'
650"
1M61 00

6 116/2016 $7 .95
8264-64K
5.95
4 116·2
1.99
4116-2 8/ 12 .95
2 101
3 99
2102
.79
2 1L02·2
.49
2 11.02· 4
1 29
2 11 1
3 .49
2 112
3.49
21 14
1.99
2114 L·2
3.25
2114L·4
2.29
2125
6.99

IC

Super FASt!
Super
, . " , Low Powe ~

_ ' 1 9 95 " ,

990

14 95
4995

9900JL

,eo,

8250
825 1
8253
8255
8257

39 95
99 95

REPEAT OF SELL-OUT
58 Key Unencoded Keyboard

,.,"
290"

6900

zoo
995
1195
ZMA
F·8 (38501 16 95
1695
2650
975
475
8080A
14 95
0085

liilag,!;il

64K CMOS

32K STATIC RAM

1495
14 95
12.95
3495
"995
.1995

8008' 1 $ 1.195

'9')(lO

78H05K
55 .95
78M06
1.49
78M.G.
1.49
LM108AH
2 .95
LM300H
,99
LM301C N
.35
lM304H
1.98
LM305H
1.89
LM306H
3 .25
LM307CN
.29
LM308CN
.98
LM309K
1.49
LM3 10CN
1.25
LM31 10/CN
.89
LM3 12H
1.75
LM3 17T
1.70
LM318CN
1,49
LM3 19 N/ H
1.25
LM.120K-XX·
1.35
lM320T· XX·
1.39
LM320H-XX· 1.25
LM323K
4 .95
LM324N
.95
LM337K
5.95
LM338K
6.95
LM339N
.95
LM340K'XX - 1.75
LM340T·XX1.25
LM3dOH-XX· 1.25
LM344 H
1.95
LM348N
1.20
LM350K
5.60
LM358CN
.98
LM360N
1.49
LM372N
1.95
LM376N
3 .75
LM377N
2 .75
LM380CN/N
1.25
LM381N
1.79
LM383T
1.95
LM386N
1.25
LM387N
1.40
LM390N
1.95
NE531V/T
3 .75
NE555V
39
NE556N
.98
NE56 11
19 .95
NE565N/H
1.25
NE566HN
1.75
NE567V/ H
I .SO
NE592N
2.75
LM702H
1.99
LM709N/H
.29
LM7 10N/H
.75
.39
LM7'1N/H
LM71 5 N
1.95
LM723N/H
.65
LM733N/ H
.98
LM739N
'15
LM741 C N/H
.33
LM741CN·14
. '9
LM747 N/H
.75
LM748N/H
.39
lM760CN
2.95
LM 1310N
1.90
M C I33Q
1.95
MC1350
1.95
MCI358
1.75

S 99

.99
2.50
2.95
2.19

1.99
3.49
2.99
2.75
1.29
1.29
1.49
3 .19
3 .19
4.95
1.49

1.29
1.69
1.69
1.55 '

.80
2.99
3 .49
1.99
1.30
1. 19
2 .49
1.19
1.95

.59
1.49
3 .95
3 .95
3 .39

' 38

189

IIJ
,

,

$7.95
1/ ' 9 0
2/199
:'/ 199
6.95

295
3/1 .99
3.95

657 1A
56.9 5
<:;fG 265:'
395
1;\253
6 .95
2758 E"PROM
:'.95
1802
8.95
l80A CPU
4.95
6522
6 .95
6502 CPU
595

5.4O
1.25
1.50

.59
.35
.49
,49
.49
.89
.89
.89
.89
4.20
1.65

52.99
1.35
1.35

1.29
1.29
.75
2.79

2.99
2.55
3.10
3. 10
2.75
7.95
7.95
7.95
9 .95
9 .95
5.75
5.75
B.95
8 .95

2.90
2.90

~
..

~'.~.~ '.

TOLL FREE

A -8230
800-81:irI""

"-591WX5-1565
91 u-

Mill Order. P.O,

BOl

7447

7448
7450
745 1

7453
7454

$1 .39
1.49
1.65
1.69

7470
7472
7473
7474

4000 $ .35

400 1
4()()2
4006
4007
'008
4009
40 10
40 11

4012
40 13
40 14

SPECtAL PURCHASE

40 19

$9.50 ..,

5027 C RT
$995
290 1
3 .95
8039
3 .95
MM5320
5.99
9 13 1 RAM
1.99
EMM4402
1.99
104 15
4.95
8700 NO 2/16.95

7480
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491

$ .38

1. 19

74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74 172
74173
74174
74 175
74176
74 177
74179
74 180
74181
74 182
74184
74 185
74 186
74 188
74 190
74191
74 192
74 193
74 194
74 195
74 196
74 197
74 198
74199
7422 1
74251
742 73
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74298

.78
.78
.69

74366
74367

34
4.60
.49
.95
.55
.65
.35
1.75

.39
.57
.45
7493
.45
7494
.69
7495
.65
7496
.69
7497
2.90
74 100 2.90
74 107
.32
74109
.37
7492

74 11 6
74 121
74 122
74123
741 25
74126
74128
741 32
74 136
74 139
74141
74142
74143
74144
74 145
74 147
74148
74150
74151
74 152
74 153
74 154
74 155
74 156
74 157
74158
74159
74160

1.95

.29
.39
.59
.39

....
.59
.69
.75
.95
.79

2.95
2.95
2.95

.62
1.95
1.20

1.09
.67
.67
.67

4017
40 18

403751.95
1. 29
1,25

4051
4052

.59

4053
4055
'056
4059
'060
4066

1. 19

.89
.45

.95
.85
.85
1.75
1.25

.99
,45
.69
1. 10
1. 10
1.1 0
3 .95
2 .95
9 .25

4034

2 . 15
3.25

408'
4082

• 39
.75
.35
,49
.35
.35
.35
.35
1.29
35
.35
.35
.35

4035

.95

4085

1.95

4020

402'
4022

1. 10
1. 19
1. 15

4023
.29
4024
.75
4025
.25
4027
.65
4028
.85
4029 1.29
4030
.45
403' 3.25
4032

17329 Irvine, CA 92713

Relall: 131 DB E. Edinger, Sanla Ana CA 92705
(714) 558-8813
542 W, Trimble, San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 948-7010

.79
.89
.85
.75
.75
1.34
.75
1.75

.75
2.25
2.25
9 .95

3.90
1.15
1. 15

.85
.85
.85
.68
.85
.85
1.39
1.39
1.19

.95
1.05
1.89

,75
1.40

3 .90
3.90
1.25

.95
.68
.68
.68
.68
1.45

1.90
1.90

74LS245S2.20
74LS247 1. 10
74LS248 1.10
74LS249 1.19
74LS25 1 1.4O
74LS253 1.40
74LS257 .85
74LS258 .98
74LS259 2.95
74LS260 .65
74LS26 1 2.49
74LS266 .59
74LS273 1.75
74L8275 4.40
74L5279 .59
74LS283 .99
74LS290 .99
74LS293 .99
74LS295 1.1 0
74LS298 1.19
74LS324 1.75
74LS347 1.95
74L5348 1.95
74LS352 1.1 9
74LS353 1.1 9
74LS363 1.49
74LS365 .69
74LS366 .69
74LS367 .69
74LS368 .69
74LS373 1.89
74LS374 1.89
74LS375 .89
74LS377 1.95
74LS385 1.95
74LS386 .65
74LS390 1.95
74LS393 1.95
74LS395 1.70
74LS399 2.35
74L5424 2.95
74LS66B 175
74LS670 2.29
8 1L895
' 69
81LS96
1.69
8 1L897
1.69
8 1LS98 1.69

VOLUME PRICING

caM'tJ

1.39
1. 15

.25

1.20
1.95
1.69
4.75

74368
74390
74393

.88

74LS 11 35 .43 .
74LS 11 4 .43
74LS 122 .55
74LS 123 1.19
74LS 124 1.35
74L5 125 .89
74LS1 26 .52
74LSl 32
.79
74LSI36 .49
74LSI38 .85
74LS I 39 .85
74L8 145 1.25
74LSI48 1.49
7418151
.79
74L5153
.79
74L5154 1.70
74LS 155 1.19
74L51se .99
74L5157
.85
74LSl58 .75
74L5160 1.05
74LS 161 1.1 5
74L8 162 1.05
74LS l 63 1.05
74LSI64 1.1 9
74L8165 .89
74LSI66 2.48
74L8168 1.1 5
74L8 169 1. 15
74L5 170 1.99
74LS173 .89
74L8174 .89
74L8175 .89
74LS181 2.20
74L5 190 1.1 5
74L8 191 1.15
74LS192 .98
74L5 193 .98
74LSl94 1.15
74l S 195 .95
74L8 196 .89
741.8 197 .89
74LS22 1 1.15
74L824O 1.69
74L8242 1.69
74L5243 1.69
74L8244 1.49

.45
.45
.35
.25
.45

1.39

.89
.87
.87
.87

74490

4040
404'
4042
4043
4O'"
4046
4047
4048
4049
4OSO

.35
.35
1.05

S .88

74365

1.65
2.49

'4!!M"

4O'5
40 16

\

.22
.22
.22
.23
.35
.35
.26
.23
.22
.29
.29
.39
.59
.29
.29
.22
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.25
.45
.23
.29
.25
.29
.29
.19
.79
.57
.95
.95
.79
.79
.65
.79
.19
.19
.19
. •9
.25
.23
.29
.29
.34
.34

74L500$ .26
74l501
.28
74L502 .28
74LS03
.28
74LS04
.35
74LS05
.28
74lSOB
.28
74LS09
.35
74LSlO .28
74LSl1
.39
74LS 12 .33
74L5 13
.47
74L814
.95
74L815
.33
74L520
.26
74LS2 1 .33
74LS22
.33
74LS26
.33
74L527 .33
74L828
.33
74L530
.26
74LS32
.33
74LS33 .55
74LS37
.45
74LS38 .39
74LS40 .26
74L842
.79
74lS47
.79
74LS48
95
74L551 .26
74L854
.29
74LS55
.29
,45
74L873
74L574
,42
74LS75
.59
74LS76
.45
74LS78 .45
74L883A .79
74L885 1.19
,45
74L886
74L890 .57
74LS92
.75
74L893 .75
74L595
88
74L896
.98
74LSI07 .45
74L5 109 .45
74L511 2 .43

• 105cfm fr ee air delilJery
• 4 .68" S Q. )( 1.50" d eep.
Weight - 17 oz.

......

8OB0ACPU
$2.95
? 102 RAM
.75
4060 RAM
1.40
2 732
6.95
UP04tO
2.98
UP041 I
2.98
2708 EPROM 8/29.95
2 1 14
8/ 14.50

7429
7430
7432
7437
7438
7439
7440
7 ... 1
7"'2
7443
7444
7"'5
7"'6

"60

.98

SUPER IC CLOSEOUT SPECIALS
14411
74 t Cffi6R
74LS377
701LS241
8259
656 1 RAM
LM733C N
lM323K

7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
742 1
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427

1.1 9

The d e p e ndable. low
cos t , largest selling fan
fo r comme rcial cooling
applic a ti o n s .

,

.

74116
7407
7408
7409

7459

MUFFIN® FAN

50- 100
49
.58
67
.70
.81
99
. 23
•• 4

7405

.59
3 .75
3 .95
3 .75
2.95
1. 10
3.70
4.95

748244
745251
745253
748257
745258
74S260
745280
745287
74S288
745373
748374
745387
745471
745472
74$473
748474
748475
745570
74557 1
74S572
748573
745940
74S941

7 Position
8 Position
9 Position
10 Position

1.19
1.29
1.35

3. 10
1.75

m:I

7475
7476
7479

7400 S .19
740 1
.22

7402
7403
7404

4069
4070

407!
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078

CAU

TOLL FREE
4089
'093
4(}94
4(}98
4099
14408
14409
14410
1441 2
144 15
1441 9

4S01
4S02
4S03
4S05
4506
'S07
4508
4510
45 11
45 12
4515
45 16
45 18
4520
4555

4556
4566
BOC95
BOC97

EI ~n k

w"t'

$2.95

99
2.95

2 .29
2 .25
12 .95
12.95
12.95
12.95

B.95
4 .95

.39
1.65

.69
8.95

.75
.95
3 .75

1 '9
1. 19
1.39

275
1.45
1.39
1.25
4 .95

.99
225
I.SO
1.25

Pm50nal

Chocks "nOw " wee k~lor pf oceo;S lflQ I flchu11' Or,Yr)IS
lICe n se and !"I cd,1 card. !o lJ'sa AM EX. CB ~dr1 3~
servICe ch,uge Add 3 ..... Shlpl1'"{J ~ handling O' 50 2 50
whtchevp.r lS gHlal er Add 1M. lor fo r eign ordt.,s Of
US Pnrc!!t POS\' !nclude Telephono number NO COD:-;
Pnces su b,eCII O cha nge wllhoul nOllce. $om!"! Ilems
sub,eCll0 01101 sale. We reserve I he I lClhllo subSlllule
manufacturer Relall ,
-

Circle 12 on Inquiry card .

ABM

If You're Thinking IBM PeN,

BSR·X lO Interlace
Color to Mono 110 Module
Telephone Receptionist adapt
PS3276/Bisyn Emulator

A~~NM~d'~~~~.aS~ C)

395

PIN MG064SP (64K. 2-S. P. C) 495
PIN MG256 (256K. S. C)
695
PIN MG256SP (256K. 2-S. P. C) 795

oC~/;:;':~t~~~~~~r164K.

S. p . C)
PIN MC-256SPC (256K. S. p . C)
.Olskplus '· Card
PIN MD-064 (64K. C. S. Hosl)
oPC 110 Plus II '· Card
PIN 110 (C. S)
PIN IIO-SP (C. 2-S. P)
PIN IIO-SPG (C . 2-S. P. G)
COEX Extender Card
Prototype Card
37 Pin ~ D " Connector
Snap-in Card Gu ides (5)
CORONA Hard Olsk Sy.'am

395
695

READ THIS!
285
349
469
519
285
549

655

495

165
265
315
40
69
19
8

125
229
259
29
42
8

5
Call
Call

CORVUS Hard Disk System

DAVONG (Inlernal)
1475
1775
2250
2540
29SO

5 Mb Hard Disk
12 Mb Hard Disk
15 Mb Hard Disk
21 Mb Hard Disk
32 Mb Hard Oisk
MAYNARD Disk Drive Card

Floppy Card w/Parallel

295

M6~~Ws~S~;~~eria~ouse for leJ25
MICROSOFT Mouse plus Mullitool
ORCHID
Hi-Res Graphics Adaptor
395
PERSYST Spectrum (64-256K)
PIN SP64. (64 K. Clk. S. P)
PLANTRONICS Color plus '· Card
QUADRAM Quadboard (64-256K)
PIN 064 . 64K w /4 lunctions
395
OuadLink Apple Card
680
RIXON PC212A Modem 110
596
TANDON TM 100-1 (160K)
295
TM 100-2 (320K)
395
TG PRODUCTS Joyslick
65
Track Ball
65
VISTA .. Muilicard ·· .. (•• p. 64-256K)
PIN V-064 (64K. Clk. S. P)
395
PIN V-256 (256K. Clk. S. P)
695
. .. Ma.,card ··" (up 10 576K)
PIN V-576-64K
PIN V-576-576K
. " PC Master" (10 110)
495
. " PC Extender" (up to 10 1/0)
249
. " Dl skmaster"

299

:e~l ~~bn~'.~ec~~~~:~~P8"ye

XED EX

Baby Blue CPIM

~~f~ :6:r~~~

.

Gemini 10X 120Cps
Gemini 15 15"

MX80Frr
MX100
FX80
INTEGRAL DATA
Microprism 480

Prism 80 Color (all)
Prism 132 Color (all)
BRDTHER HR-l

~t~'cWh·':"'e

OKIDATA Microline
Microline
Microline
Microline
Micro/ine

349

375
399
329
599
449
195
259
49
52
279
449
299
989
389
199
229
1495
1349
495

NEWI

~~~J',:i~~ w/48K Bul

IBM PC 10

249
260
285
Call

82A
83A
84AP
92A
93A

AMDEK CORP
300 Green 12"
310 Amber 12"

~:~~ :, ~~~~t~es

Color II RGB Comm 'l
Color IV RGB Analog
NEC 12" Green-NEW
NEC 12" RGB (69Ox230)
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
AGB IBM Lookalike

DYSAN 51f~ " 55 SO
DYSAN 5'1, DS SD
IBM 5V, SS SD
IBM 5 1/~" 55 00
VERBATIM 525-01 SS
VERBATIM 5SO-01 DS
MAXELL MDI SS
MAXELL MD2 DS

~IJt~o;p~~;~~S~SkS)
With Sleeve and Box

399
599
14SO
645
695
895
699

319
469
1049
429
499
649
549

799
1795
1995
11 95
1495

1495
1885
895
1295

60

45

599
899
1399
699

889

459
699

999
549

999

$199
210
399
899
1299
199
895

5155
175

339
Coli
Call
Call
155

799

700

599

101$55
10/65
10/60
10/65
10145

$38
48
43
47
23

10/55

34

10lSO

29
39
19
19
149

10/60
10/25
1001195

SuperCalc

"COEX"

$12900

MEMORY

SuperCalc 2

$179

00

AT
UNREAL!
PRICES

Multiplan

$18900
Wordstar

$29900
Lotus 1-2-3

Call!
T. K. Solver!

Call!
Flight Simulator

$4500

Context MBA

Call!
Computer
Inovations
C86C Compiler

$36900

Copy II Plus

$3200

Visiword

$289

00

Digital Research

Pascal MT + 86 ••••••• • $295.00
Concurrent CP/M86 •••• 260.00
CBASIC 86 ••••••••• • •• • 149.00

Plus More Great
Software Values
In Our
1983 Catalog!
Send For
Your Copy NOW.
Circle 12 on Inquiry card .
TERMS: MO. Cashier's Check. Bank Wire. Personal checks
allow 2 weeks lor processing. Include ~rivers Ucense and credit
card Is Visa, AMEX. Cp acid 3% service charge. Add 3%
shipping & handling or $2.50. whichevef is greater. Add 10% lor
foreign orders or US Parcet Posl. Include Telephone number. NO
COOs. Prices subject to change wllhout notice. Some Ilems
sUbfect 10 prior sale. We reserve the righl 10 substilute manu·
facturer. Retail prices may vary. We are nolan authOrized IBM
dealer. IBM '· Irademant ol lntemational
Machines.

w/serial
parallel
clock·
6 4 K calendar
expo to 256K

256Kve~ion
PLUS! . . .with Purchase of either
Memory card above
SUPERCALCTM ........ only $99.00 (195.00 value)
Disk Emulator ............. FREE
Print Spooler .............. FREE

ACP PC "FEATURE OF THE MONTH"
1. DISKMASTER '·. D isk Conlroller for IBM PC or XT adds bolh 5'/.'· and 8"
floppy drives. Complete wilh Software. Same card can also handle
List
Ihe Amlyn 6 .2 Mb Cartridge Add-on Subsystem .
. ....... $299

2. AST "110

Plus 11'" ... Popular 110 card when fully populated has (2) Serial.
(1) Parallel. (1) Game Port and Clock Calendar. Specially priced
List
in two configurations :
A . PI N 110 (Clk. S). .
. .. . .... 165
B. PI N IIO -SP (Clk . 2-S. P) .. . .
. .. _.. 265

3. M&R " SUP'R EXTENDER ,.... IBM PC & XT Expansion Chassis wilh (6) Slots. Power
Supply and Fan. Your price!!! only $439.00. You cannol afford to live w ithout one.

elnteractivB Training Disks e
e Step by Step in English e
e Handy Reference Guidee
PLAN POWER·Visicalc

PLAN POWER-Supercalc
PLAN POWER-Mulliplan
DB POWER-dBa s8 II
POWER PACK·Wordstar

ATI POWER-IBM DOS
BASIC POW ER-IBM MBASIC

75
75
75
75
75
75
75

59
59
59
59
59

59
5~

MODEMS
SIGNALMAN Mark I (RS232)
HAYES Smartmodem (RS232)
5 martmodem 1200

IBM PC 10 Modem Cable
SSM 1200 Baud

$99
289

$79

699

549

40

225
30
529

MAil ORDER: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713
Retail: 1310 E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 558·8813

FLOPPY DISKS

FOR IBM PC
TEAC DSDD (320K) .. .... .. .. $289
TANDON TM· l00·2 .. . .. .. .. .. $259
SHUGART DSDD (v." high) _. .. $279
QUME DSDD (Y2' high) ..... .. .$249
(External Case and Power Supply
Also Available)

TOU FREE

800-854-8230
TWX

910-595-1565

EPROMS

STATIC RAMS

2.95
2.98
5.89
3.90
5.90
5.49
7.89
5.35
4.90
CALL
34.95

1ns
450ns
450ns
450ns
350ns
450ns
450ns
450ns
450ns
450ns
450ns

1702
2708
2758
2716
2716-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
2532
2732
2764
MC68764

2101
5101
2102-1
' 2102L-2
2111
2112
2114
2114L-4
2114L-J
2114L-2
2147
TMS4044-4
TMS4044-3
TMS4044-2
MK4118
TMM2016
TMM2016
HM6116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116-2
Z6132

DYNAMIC RAMS

8T26
8T28

16K APPLE*]]
RAM CARD

8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
DM8131
DP8304

DS8835

1.65
1.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
2.90
2.25
1.89

TMS 4027
UPD 411
MM 5260
MK41 08
MM 5298

250ns
300ns
300ns
200ns
250ns

.79
2.89

4027
4116
4116
4164

250ns
200ns
150ns
200ns

2.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

2.89
1.74
1.74

RESISTORS
'I. WAn 5% CARBON FILM

6500

ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MGE OHM
50 PCS. SAME VALUE
.0200
.0150
100 PCS. SAME VALUE
1000PCS. SAMEVALUE
.0125

BARE BOARD

14.00

6995

ASSEMBLED

42.50

AUTOSTART ROM

Cl)m pul ~(.

1 MHz

.23
.23
.23
.23
.23
.23
.23
.23
.25
.25
.39
.39
.29
.23
.23

.23
.29
.23
.29
.23
.25
.49
.29
.29
.23
.43
.49
.74
.74

.23
.23
.28
1.23
.37
.33
.37
.37
.47
.58
.67
.37
.53
.87
.53
.53
.73
.87
.37
.37
.37
.37
.37
.43

74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS137
74LS136
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS158
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS183
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS166
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74 LS240
74 LS251
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251

.77
2.88
.47
.47
.57
.37
.97
.53
.53
1.18
2.47
1.33
.53
.53
1.88
.67
.67
.63
.57
.67
.63
.67
.83
.67
.93
1.93
1.73
1.73
1.47
.67
.53
.53
2.13
8.93
.87
.87

.77
.77
.67
.67
.77
.77
.87
.93
.59
.97
.97
1.27
1.47

.73
.97
.97
.57

74LS253
74LS257
74 LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS324
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS364
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS366
74 LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS365
74LS366
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS662
74LS683
74LS664
74LS685
74LS668
74LS689

.57
.57
.57
2.73
.57
.53
1.47
3.33
.47
1.96
.67
.87
.87
.97
.87
1.73
1.27
1.27
1.33
1.93
.47
.47
.43
.43
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.17
1.33
1.88
.43
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.47
2.93
.35
1.93
1.67
1.87
1.47
9.63
3.18
3.18
3.18
3. 18
2.36
3.18

81LS95
81 LS96
81 LS97
81 LS98

1.47
1.47
1.47
1.47

AY3-1014
AY5-1013
AY5-1015
TR1602
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250

5.85
3.90
6.90
3.90
7.65
8.85
10.49

LEOS
Jumbo Red
10/1.00
JumboGreen 6/1 .00
Jumbo Yellow 611.00

5.25
6.65
7.60
9.85
3.95
4.95
5.95
16.95
10.95

6502

6504
6505
6507
8520
6522
6532
6545
6551

2 MHz
8.95
9.95
11 .90
27.90
11 .90

6502A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551 A

3495

In c.

UARTS
74LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LSOB
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS2O
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74 LS27
74 LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS36
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS65
74LS88
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122

1.94
4.89
3.15
3.45
3.89
9.69
4.15
4.89
5.90
6.90
8.95
32.95

LP = LOW POWER

APPLE ROM SET

" Applt: IS.I !,adem,jrk fJI Apple

1.80
3.89
.78
1.44
2.48
2.58
1.74
1.64
1.64

450ns
450ns
450ns
250nsLP
450ns
450ns
450ns
450nsLP
300nsLP
200nsLP
55ns
450ns
300ns
200ns
250ns
200ns
150ns
200ns
150ns
120ns
300ns

3MHz
6502B

-VIEWMAX 80A Full Function
a~-Column

card for Apple II

11 .90

APPLE
JOYSTICK,
29.95

00

$149

DIP SWITCHES
4 Position
5 Position
6 Position
7 Position
8 Posi tion

.85
.90
.90
.90
.95

EXAR
XR2206
XR2207
XR2208
XR2211
XR2240

3.75
3.75
3.90
5.25
3.25

RCA
CA3010
CA3013
CA3l23
CA3035
CA3039
CA3048
CA3053
CA3059
CA3060
CA3065
CA3060
CA3081
CA3082
CA3083
CA3088
CA3089
CA3130
CA3140
CA3148
CA3160
CA3401
CA3600

.95
1.99
2.75
2.49
1.25
1.25
1.45
2.90
2.90
1.75
1.10
1.65
1.65
1.65
.80
2.10
1.25
1.15
1.75
1.15
.59
3.45

APPLE

SUPER COOLING
FANS
49.95

APPLE
PADDLES

WITH SURG PROTECH

9.95

69.95

UPGRADE

4116 -200ns
CALL

APPLE*II USERS
DISK DRIVE!
•
•
•
•
•

Includes metal cabinet
Color matches Apple
35 tracks/single side
Includes cable
Use with Apple II controller

WIREWRAP CARDS
FR·4 Epoxy Glass Laminate With Gold·Plated Contact Fingers

S,100 BUSS
P100·1
P100·2
P100·3
P100·4

225.95

GENERAL PURPOSE
22/44 PIN (.156" SPACING)

Bar':l-No Foil Pads . . . . 15.90

Horr~ontal BUSS . . . . . . 22.90
Vertical BUSS . . . . . . . . . 22.90
Single Foil Pads per Hole 23.90

P441.3
P442 3
.

.

P721·3
Bar~.No FOil Pads . . . . . 15.90 P722.3
Horrzontal BUSS ..•. .. 22.90
Single Foil Pads per Hole 23.90

_C_O_N_T_R_O_L_L_E_R_C_A_R_D_,_''_'_'_'_'7_9_.9_5..... ~~:~

x 6" . 13.90

x 9" . 149(J
.

36/72 PIN 1.1" SPACING)

APPLE

P500·1

Vert ical BUSS, 4.5 "
V rt '
I BUSS 45"
e Ica
,.

Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 6 " .13.90
V rt '
I BUSS 45" -9" 1490
e Ica
,.
x . .

EPROM ERASERS
HOLDS 15 EPROMS .
ERASES IN 20 MINUTES

5114" DISKETTES

59.95

ATHANA OR NASHUA

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...... SSSD
2.5 MHz
ZSOA·DMA
21 .95
SSDD
Z8Q.CPU
3.35
Z80A·DART
15.95
Z8Q.PIO
3.35
20.95
ZSOA·SIOIO
Z8Q.CTC
3.35
ZSOA·SIO/l
20.95
DSOD
Z8Q.OMA
12.49
ZSOA·SIOI2
20.95
Z8Q.DART
Z8()'SIOIO
Z8Q.SIO/l
Z8Q.SIO/2
Z8Q.SI019

Z 80

14.98
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95

4.0 MHz

~~:~16U

ZS08·CPU
ZS08·PIO
ZSOB-CTC

.... 18,95
.... 22,95
........ 27,95

18.95

BULK

14.95
12.95
12.95

SSDO SOFT
$1,65 EA

ZILOG

4.90
4.90
4.90

ZSOA·CTC

ZSOA·Sl019

6.0 MHz

SERIES

Z6132
Z8871

~OMPATIBLE

POWER
SUPPLY

7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K
7905T

1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
8843
8272
UPD765
1691

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

9000SERIES
.95
6
4
2.39
3.69
3
1
8.95
1
.69
1.39
1
)2
1.79

7805T
7808T
7812T
7815T
7824T

(800) 538-8800

Disc
Controllers

(800) 848- 8008

$84.95

CLOCK CIRCUITS
MM5314
4.90
MM5369
3.90
MM5375
4.90
MM58167
8.90
MM58174
10.95
MSM5832

6.90

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
.75
7908T
.75
7912T
.75
7915T
.75
7924T
.85
7905K
1.29
7912K
1.29
7915K
1.29
7924K
1.29
T=TO·22O
.85
K=TO·3

CONNECTORS
RS232 Male
RS232 Female
RS232 Female Right Angle
RS232 Hood
l:l pin Edge
44 pin Edge
50pinEdge
86 pin Edge
100 pin ST
loopinWIW

3.00
3.50
4.95
1.20
2.49
2.49
2.69
3.90
3.90
4.90

.85
.85
.85

32.788 KHz
1.00 Hz
1.6432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2788
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0

CRYSTALS
1.90
6.144
4.50
6.5536
4.50
8.0
3.90
10.0
3.90
12.0
2.69
14.31818
15.0
2.69
2.69
16.0
2.69
17.430
2.69
18.0
2.69
18.432
20.0
2.69
22.1184
2.69
2.69

8035
8039
8080A
8085A
8086
8086
8155
8158
8185
8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238
8243
8250

4.95
5.95
3.89
5.89
24.95
34.95
7.75
8.75
29.00
27.95
3.45
1.79
3.75
1.69
2.19
1.79
3.34
19.00
4.39
4.39
10.49

.95
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

LINEAR
.32
LM741
.75
LM747
1.25
LM748
.64
LM1310
1.65
MCl330
MC1350
1.70
1.49
MCl358
LM1414
3.75
.59
LM1458
3.90
LMl488
LMl489
.79
LMl800
2.25
1.25
LMl889
1.00
LM3900
.38
LM3909
LM3914
.65
.95
LM3915
1.45
LM3916
.99
75451
.49
75452
.95
75453

.29
.75
.49
2.45
1.69
1.25
1.69
1.49
.55
.65
.65
2.45
2.45
.59
.95
3.70
3.70
3.70
.35
.35
.35

32.95
38.95

ORDER TOLL FREE
APPLE*

LM301
LM308
LM309K
LM311
M317T
LM317K
LM318
LM323K
LM324
LM337K
LM339
LM377
LM380
LM386
LM555
LM558
LM585
LM566
LM587
LM723
LM733

8000

8251
8253
8253·5
8255
8255-5
8257
8259
8272
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289
8741
8748
8755

2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69

4.39
6.89
7.89
4.39
5.19
7.89
6.85
39.00
29.00
8.89
9.89
6.49
6.49
5.49
6.49
6.49
24.95
39.00
34.95
14.95
29.95

15.95
21.95
29.95
49.95
49.95
32.95
39.00
34.95
17.95

IC Sockets
8PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN
18 PIN
20 PIN
22 PIN
24 PIN
28 PIN
40 PIN

ICSOCKETS
ST
.10
.12
.15
.20
.25
.25
.25
.35
.40
ST = Soldertail
W/W = Wirewrap

W/W
.49
.50
.57
.85
.99
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.80

6800
1 MHz

6800

4.75
7.89
8.45
11 .95
17.95
2.89
3.50
2.95
13.95
7.95
32.95
24.95
13.95
11 .95
3.20
3.50
9.89
11 .90
6.89
1.80
22.95

8802
8808
6809
6809E
8810
8820
8821
8828
6840
6843
8844
6845
6847
8850
8852
8880
6862
8875
8880
6883

2MHz
88800
88802
88809
88809E
8810
8810
88845
88850

9.95
21 .95
28.95
28.95
7.89
11 .95
33.95
11 .95

3MHz

51/4" FLOPPY DISKS

FLIP FILE
CAPACITY 75 EA

19.95

Eastern States Save on Freight MINIMUM SHIPPING $3.00· NO SURCHARGE ON VISA/MASTERCARD

Toll Free 1·800·545·2633 · Continental U.S.
DISK DRIVES

DISK DRIVE CABINETS

DISK SUB ASSEMBLY

REMEX

8" CABINETS

OUR BEST BUY'S

5'!.'· RFD 480-DSIDD (For IBM-PC) .... 235.00

8" DDC88V26 w/PS verti c al
for 2-8" drives .......... 300_00
6" DDC88T·l w/PS ve rti ca l·for 2
or 4·8" thlnll ne drives ... 300_00
8" DDC88T-2 w/PS vertical for 2
8" th lnline drives . . ... 225_00
8" DDC8V w/ PS vertica l for 1

8" SUB ASSEMBLY
DDS + 0 2EA SS/DD Siemens FD100-8
.. 595.00
Drives w/Cabinet ...... .. . .. .. .
DDS + 2 2EA DSIDD Mltsublshi
M2894-63 w/cabinet ................ 1,075.00
DDS + 4 2EA DS/DD 8" Thinline
Drives w/Cabinet ... . . . ... .
. .. 1,150.00
Specify- Vertical or Horizontal Cabine t

SHUGART
5'I, " SA400 (35 TR) 160K .
5 'I, " SA400L (40 TR) 190 K .
8" SA601R(SSlDD) 1.2 MG
8" SAB51R(DSlDD) 2.4 MG .

. .. . .
· ..
· ..
· ..

150.00
175.00
359.00
479.00

QUME

5'I, " TM1QO.1 SS/DD l60K.
. .. 150.00
5'1, " TMtQO.2
FORIBM·PC ...... . 239.00
DSiDD (320 K)

8" DT8 (842) .

· . . 490.00

MITSUBISHI
5 II , " M-4853 'h size ,
96 TP/ same as TM 100-4
5 'I. " M-4854 '12 size .

410.00

. .. . 439.00

1.6 MG wlS" electron ics formats

8" TMB48-2(DS/DD) 1.2 MG

. .. 450.00

PERTEC
5'10" FD200-S 160K.

. 139.00

SSiDD 40TR

5 'I, " FD25().5 320 K .

195.00

8" drive

1.2 MG

8" FD1 Q0.8 (SS/DD) 110V601 R
... 179.00
8" FD1 Q0.8(SS/DD) 220V Compatible . . 199_00

MPI

.. . . 449.00
. . ................... 439.00

5'/," SUB ASSEMBLY
DDS + 5 1EA SS/DD Shugart
.. 200.00
SA400 Drive .. . . ... . .
DDS + 6 2EA SS/DD Shugart
SA400 Drive . .. ..
. . .. . . _• . ... 369.00

5'1," CABINETS

SIEMAN'S

8 " M-2894-63 (110V) ...... 399_00

. 249.00

8" DDC88H w/ PS horizontal
lor 2-8" drives . .... .. . . . 300.00

DSiDD 40TR

same as IBM 1 & 208" SId

sm 8" DSIDD

TANDON

5 '1," B·51 40 TR SSiDD 180 K

5 'I, " DDC5H w/PS horl zontal·for
1-5'1," drive ............. 59_00
5 'I." DDC55V w/ PS vertica l- for
2·5 'I, drives.
. ........ 89.00

AMBER
AA·5'10 (Holds 82 Di sks) .
AA·8 (Holds 82 Disks) .
Smoked Pl exig lass Di sk Tu bs

. .. . . . . 17.00
. .... .. 26.00

LIBRARY CASES

CAS·S ,/. " .

. . 2.50

CA S·8" . . . .. ... .... . ... ... ... .. ..... 3.00
Col or Bursl( Pack of 5) .
. . 12.00
Colors Available: color burs t ass t ..
beige, black. blue, red, g ray

Oyna x AM 121 (20 MHZ) HI- Res/BO Colf12" . 138.00
USI PI · ' (18 MHZ) Hi- AesJ80CoIl9"
. 138.00
US I PI ·3 (18 MHZ) H i- Res/SO Cot/ 12" .. _... 148.00

DI.kettes by 3M with lifetime warranty. 5
colors. Prices Ire for package 01 10.

COLOR

5'1," Sgl slde/d bl de n
... 21.00/10
5 '1, " Dbl side/dbl den . . . ........ . . 26.00/10
5 'I,,' 10 sec tor
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . 22.00/10
5'1, " i 6 sec tor
... 22.00/10

8" Sgl side/d bl den
8" Dbl si de/dbl den

Amdek 1· 12" Composite (For Apple) ... __. m .DO
8M C 9191-12" Composite (For Apple) .
288.00
Sakata SC·l00-13" Composi l e(For All) .. _. 278.00
A md ek 1I·12"· RGB (For IBM ·PC) wfaudio . . . 479.00
Prince to n HX- 12·RGB (Fo r IBM·PC) .
. .88.00
Sakata SC·200·RGB (For All) , .. . _... . _. . _ 488.00

. ... . 29.00/10
. . . 39.00/10

wfskt. conn .

0"

5';' " DSC55·2SKT·fo r 1·5 '/,"
dvs w/skt. co nn .... .. .. . ..... . . .. .
RS 232MM·5· (male 10 ma le) .
.. ..
IBM to PAR
. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . .. .
Osborne 10 PAR . ... ....... ... • . ....
Kay pro to PAR .
. ...
OK I·Dat a Serial .
. ... .

15.00
19.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
24.00

2.50
3.00
' .00

IOC ' OS l'Il

. . 10 10r 25.00
2.00

no

IOC10S KT
IOC ~6SKT

215130
l!lO 160

IOC!K)SKT

6!lO

4!lO 120

500
600

'"
CARD CAGES/MOTHER BOARDS

MAINFRAMES
For 2 Standard 8" Drives

MF + DOO (6 slot M/B) .... ... . . .. . .. ... ... . 699_00
MF + DD8 (8 slot M/B) .... . .. • . .. • ... .• . ... 749_00
MF + DD12 (12 slot M/B) ... ...... ........ .. 799_00

A+ T

4

15_00

40.00

60_00

20_00

For 2 Thlnline 8" Drives

6

20_00

48_00

70_00

22_00

IMF + DOOC (Cadillac ve rsion) .... .. . . ... . .. 500_00
IMF + DOOF (Ford version) ................. 350_00

8

25_00

69 _00 100_00

31_00

12

30.00

99 _00 140_00

41 _00

18

45 _00

150_00 200_00

50_00

22

60_00

- 185_00

75 _00

All card cages wil l accommodate a 4" fan
Add $20.00 lor I fa n·Add $30.00 lor 2 fans

634

BYTE September 1983

For 2-5 'I," Disk Drives
MF + MD12 (12 slot M/B) ... . . .. . .. . .. ... .

'00
'110 '
J!>O

FOR
APPLE

SOS·SBC·lOO·Z8Oj.mn,) ml ste.
2serrat2pI./ltoppyeonl' 0Ite.,6-tk'am
SOS·SBC· IOOS·'mlll sta.el~ seroll
2 p •• I6.k 11m
SDS·ZStQI • .• Uli.1 pO' 1 110 btl
SOS·MU X· FlS232 muillple_e. bd
.
SOS·HOt·M·Hardd lsk bel lorm,eropohs
SDS·CPMIBIQ5·eplm torS BC IOOw/BtOS
SOS·Tu.tlodos·Mun,·u!e. 101 mute. & SI •• U

COMPUPRO
IISS.OO

$565.00
1235.00
S235.00
11211.00
1 150.00
1&45.00

BOARD SETS
Bul Bue Baud Set Ave lleble

575_00

Standard Plain Front
MF + 12 (12 slot M/B)
............ .. 500.00
MF + 22 (22 slot M/B) ........... . ... ... . .. 600_00

FOR
IBM

GIGANTIC REDUCTIONS
IN PRICE!

SIERRA DATA

w/card
cage

Bar. Bd

31Q

0"

S·100 PRODUCTS
bare card
cage

120

Beard Edge
CE C l~

· 'E EE-696-No termin ation required

"Xl
"Xl

IDCl6SKT

CE C 26

Slot.

Lemon (6AC outlets-3 prong) . .. 44.00
Lime (5'-3 prong pwr cord w /on-oft
switch ..... .. ....
. .. 69.00
Orange-Ac surge + EMI filt er
(6 outlets).
. .. 100_00

OTC·Se C 214 CPU
QTC·EXP .111 256K Memory bd.
OTC·FOe 5/8 Floppy disk conlloller
Bare Board Set .
. . $1SO.00
'1 InCludes m.nu. ts " lIssem blylns" ... e llon '
2)p.n" . "lab le
3) Monllo, & BIOS ••• ,IIDle Add S30 00

S·l00·all asse mbted and tes ted
Disk I w/C PM .. . ... .. .. . . . 399.00
Sys tem 616A .... .. ..... 4,000.00
20 51 01 MB .
. ...... 210.00
CPU 8085/88
. . 389.00
Ram 17·64K . .
. . . 410.00
Ram 21·128K
. 900.00
Disk II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 610.00
Sys tem Supporl l
.. . .... 350.00
Inlerface 4 . .
. 350.0C
Ram 16 . .
. ...... 400.01
CPU 8086/8087
.... .. . 599.0C
Active Termi nator . . .... . . 50.0<
Enclosur. 2 (d.sk)
. 675.01
CALL FOR OTHERS

All mainframes except IMF + DOOF have EMI filter, 2
AC outlets, 15 ea. DB25, 2 ea. 50 pin, 2 ea. 34 pin , 1
ea. Centronic cutouts, power supply for 8" MF
(- 5V1AJ + 5V6AJ + 8V16AJ ± 16V3AJ + 24V6A)

Circle 197 on Inqu iry card .

Western States Save on SALES TAX
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS SAVE 6%
~

SALES TAX

YEARS(1976)EXPERIENCE IN COMPUTER MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
PRINTERS

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

APPLE/FRANKLIN ACCESSORIES

DIABLO
Diablo 620-Un j-Oirect Tractor .

BROTHER
HR·1A Par· 17CPS DaisyWheel
HR·1A Serial· 17CPS Daisy Wheel

· . 695.00
· . 785.00

DAISYWRITER
Dai sywril er 2000-16K Bufferl
200CPS/40CPS L TAlPar .
· .. 1,025.00
Dai sywril er 2000-48K Bufferl
2OOCPS/40CPS L TAlPa r .. ..
. 1,050.00
Daisywrite r Cable ..... . .... ... ...• • . . ... 32.00
DIABLO
620 (25CPS/Se rial) ......... ....
. ... 940.00
630(40CPS/MultHF) . .. ........... ... .. 1,899.00
DYNAX
Dynax· 15 Par· 13CPS Dai sy Wheel
2 color PTG·3x buff . . . . . . . . . . .
475.00
Dya n x 15 Serial·13CPS Daisy Wheel ........ 525.00
C,ITOH
Gorilla .
Pro-writer I (8510A) Par 120 CPS.
Pro-writer I (8510A) Serial 120CPS ...
Pro-wril er II Para llel· 15" . . ... .
8600 (180CPS) Par o r Serial·
18PIN90CPSLTR
F·10 40CPS/Diabio/Par or Serial
F·10 55CPS/DiabiolPar or Serial

... 209.00
. .... 365.00
.. 529.00
· . 669.00
... 1,099.00
· .. 1,149.00
· .. 1,425.00

EPSON - CALL
JUKI
61()()'18CPS/Diablo Compatible ParlDaisy . ... 565.00

Diablo 620·Sheet Feeder .

Diablo 630-Bi -Oirec t Tractor .
. . .. 275.00
Oiable 630 -Traclor Sound Cover ... . ........ . ... . . 29.00

Diablo 630·SGL Sheet Feeder .
JUKI·6100

MPI
........ ........•.
. .. 499.00
Par 2K Buff
........ .......
. . 675.00
Par 4K Buff
. ............ • ...... 799.00
Par 16K Buff
..........
. ..... 899.00

. . 775.00

Seria l Int erface .
Bi-Oir Tractor .
Uni-Dir Tractor .

. ........ 55.00
. .. . . . ... . .. 125.00
. ... 90.00
MANNESMAN·TALLY
Fa ctory Quick Tea r
... . . . ..... . ... .. ... 230.00
Auto Front Feed
. ... ...... .. . . ...... 1,150.00
NEC
Thimble s.
. .. . 15.00
Ve rt ical Tractor
..... 219.00
Horizontal .
. .... . .. 152.00
8i·Dir. Trac to r .
. .... . .. 280.00
Cut Shee t Feeder
.. .. . 1,100.00
OKt·DATA
84 Cut Sheet Feeder .
. . .. 515.00
82192 Tractor .
. 55.00
Seriallnlf . w/2K Buller (For 82A)
... . 125.00
Seri allnlf. w/2K Buller (For 92 & 93) .
. ... 110.00
Okigraph I 82A or 83A Graphics ROM
.. . . 35.00
Okigraph II 82A or 83A Disk lor Apple
· . 55.00
STAR·MICRONICS
Serial Intt. Bd .
............ • .. . .. 70.00
Seriallntf. Bd w/2K Buffer .
. . . ..... .. . . 120.00
Co mm odo re 641nlf . Bd ...
. . . .. .... . . . .. .. . .. . 72.00
TOSHIBA
P·1350 Cut Sheet Feeder .
. . . 1,125.00
P·1 350 8 i·Dir. Tractor .
· 210.00

MANNESMAN·TALLY
160L (160CPC-40CPS LTR 10" ) ....... . ..... 635.00
180L (160CPS·40CPS LTR 15")
. . ..... 869.00
MPI·99G (9" ) Par
MPI 150 BI (15" )
wlGraphics . .
MPI 150 AI (15")
w/Graphics .
MPI 150 AI (15")
wlGraphics.

. . 110.00

OUR SALTIEST DEALS
IBM Add·On Drive
• Direct Drive ' Quiet (Teac Equiv.) •
'320 K/48 TPI ' 5ms Track to Track'
REMEX RFD 480 ... .. . . ... .. .. . .. 235.00

TOSHIBA
P·1350 (192CPS· 120C PSLTR
PAR or Serial) .
P·350(100 CPS·PAR·15" )

. . 1,500.00
...... 399.00

All RIBBONS AVAILABLE

MULLEN COMPUTER
TB·4A Exlender BD wlLogic Probe ......... 80.00
ICB· 10 8 C h anne l Low Voltage
Con tro ll er BD .
. . 180.00
lB· 1 llF Extender Test BD
..... 130.00

Circle 197 on inquiry card .

. . . 45.00
. ..... 60.00
. ... 99.00

KENSINGTON
System Saver/Fan & Su rge Protector .

. ... . 89.00

KRAFT
Joy stick for II E .

52.00

MICRO-MAX
View Max BOCol/64K Mem(llI) ...
Micro-Max BO Col/128K Mem (II) .
MICROTEK

. ... 149.00
. 189.00

Du~~li~~fr:r~~~t~.~~c.e. ~~~ . ~~~~~i~~ .

· .. 235.00

Dumpling GX·P/Par In terface Card

and Cable .

. . 99.00
.. 81 .00
. ......... . .... .. .. ... 299.00
ORANGE MICRO
Grap pler & Graphics Interface .
.. 121.00
Bulfer Bd w/16K Buller Exp . ..
. ........ 139.00
Grappler + 16K Buller Exp..
. .... 179.00
TG PRODUCTS
Joy Stick .
. .... 41 .00
Paddles .
.. . .... . . ... . . ... .. ..... 29.00
Selecta Port
........ 39.00
VISTA
A800 Floppy Con troller forS" Drives
.... 300.00
A-800-1 Cable .
· ... 27.00
OT/COMPUTIME
CCA·A Clock/Calendar .
. .. 100.00
APPLE DISK DRIVES
Micro·Sci A·2 (35TR ) .
. ........... 225.00
Micro·Sci A·40 (40TR) .
289.00
Mic ro·Sci A·70 (Quad)
329.00
Micro·Sci Controller .
. 70.00
. .... 259.00
Rana Elite I .
..... 409.00
Rana Elit e II
Ra na Elit e III .
. .. ........ .
529.00
. . . ......... . . .
. .. 85.00
Rana Co ntroller .
" THINLINE" 'h size 163K 40TR
· .. 225.00
Paraltel Interface Board . .

Memory 128K .

· .. 1,825.00
CALL
· . 4,000.00

· 2,700.00
· . . 3,400.00
· .. 3,500.00
Franklin 1000
.. .. .. 895.00
Franklin 1200 Starter .
1,825.00
Kaypro II (wI2400 software) .
· .. 1,495.00
NEC PCBOOIA .
. .. . . .. 750.00
Pi ed Piper · 1 ea 256 K FD/64K
..... . 1,139.00
Sanyo MBC 1000 (wl$2.ooo software) .
· . 1,495.00
Televideo TS-803
1,900.00
Televideo TS·l603 .
· 2,475.00
Teletote I (new) w/softwa re by Televideo .
· 1.895.00

(PAR·120CPS· 10" ) ......... ... ......... .. 299.oo
Gemini 15·(15" carriage). .............
. 399.00

.. 670.00
. ... 690.00

80 Column Video (Videx Compatible) .

Colu mbia PC .

STAR MICRONICS

. . 199.00

. ... . 19.00

EVERTEK
EV16K (16K Add·on Memory) .
GENERIC
Di sk Controllerfor II E . . .. . ... .. .

Compupro System 816A .
Eagle PC·2 (16Bln 2 ea. 320 K
FDI64K RAM .
. ... . . . ..... . . . .
Eag le 1620 .
Eagle PC·XL .... .. ..... .. .

Gemini lOX (new ve rsio n)

SILVER REED
EXP 550P· 17CPS Dai sy Wheel·PAR
EXP 550S· 17C PS D aisy Wheel·Serial .

RF Modulator .

SYSTEMS

OKI·DATA
Mi croline 82A (SER & PAR· 120CPS 10") .
. . 389.00
Micro line 83A (SER & PAR· 12OCPS 15" ) ...... 629.00
Mic roline 92 (PAR.16OCPS·LTR· 10" ) . . .
. . 519.00
Micro line 93 (PAR·160CPS·L TR·15") ......... 899.00
Microline 84P (PAR·2OQCP&LTR·15") ....... 969.00
Microline 84S (SER·200CPS·LTR·15") . . .... 1,059.00

GP100·3QCPS·Par .

... . 319.00
ASTAR

Apple II E Starter

NEC
NEC7715 (wlDiablo Emulation) .
. .. 2,025.00
NEC8023A (100CPS· Par·Graphics) .......... 419.00
Serial Card .
. ......... 139.00

SEIKOSHA

ALS
CPM 3.0 Card

. ..... 720.00

TRY US FOR OTHERS

Combo Plu s (SPC 64K) .
Mega Plu s (SC. 64K)
110 Plus (SC)

. . . 299.00
.... 299.00
· 125.00
MAYNARD

Floppy Coni roller .
Floppy Contro ll er (Seria l)

. .. 155.00
.... 225.00
. . 205.00

Fl oppy Controller (PA R) .
OUADRAM
Quadboard 64K
..... . . . .. 289.00/459.00
Quadboard II 64K/256K .
. .......... 289.001459.00
Quad link (Allow s IBM PC 10 use Apple II
Software) .

. . 589.00

KEYTRONICS
Enhan ce your PC·with a superi or keyboard ....... 200.00

KRAFT
..... . ...... 85.00
84K UPGRADE KIT - 48.00
RANA
Add·on 320K Drive and Case .
....... 289.00

Joy Stick

ADDS
Viewpoint·A 1 (White) . .
Viewpoi nt·A2 (G reen)

. .. ....... . ...... 540.00
..... 599.00

Viewpoint ·3A + (Green) .
. .... .. . . .... . .
......
Vi ewpoi nt60·Sa me as Televideo 925
Vi ewpoint gO·Sa me as Televideo 950 (132 Co l) .
.
Viewpoint Co lor . .
..

540.00
715.00
925.00
995.00

TELEVIDEO
TV910 .
. . 529.00
TV910 +
..... 585.00
TV925.
. 715.00
TV950 .
925.00
TV970 .
. .. .. 1.095.00
.. 1.100.00
RG 1000/TV60 Graphics Upgrade lor 9251950
WYSE
WYSE·100 .
WYSE·300 (Color)

· ... 725.00
... 1,125.00

BYTE September 1983
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omputer
Components
BIG SUMMER
Unlimited
Making room for
SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

PERSONAL & PORTABLE
SYSTEMS

IBM PC
Accessories

Franklin

Ast Research

Ace1000w / color ...
Ace1200w/Drive .
liE ............ .
II EStarter System

. .. Call
.. Call

Apple

... . . 51050
1495

IBM
IBMPe 64K Keyboard, 1 Drive
IBMPe XT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Call for all Configurations

51995
4595

Kaypro
Kaypro ll ..
Kaypr04 ...
Kaypr010 .

VIDEO DISPLAY
MONITORS

10 + Serial port & Clock calender ..
Combo + 64KSerial, parralel & c/c
Mega + 64KSerialc / c .
MegaPak ............ .
ExpandsMega + t0512K ......... . .

Maynard
FDC Disk Controller ............. .
FDC / PPDiskControllerw / par. port .
FDC I 5P Disk Controller wi ser. port .

... 5 155
205
225

Quadram

Quad Link .
........ . 51450
1850
2595

· . 5 119
269
269
256
289

. 52395

Eaglell .

51895

Tandon
TM 100-21320K Drive) .

· . 5 225

Slim line Disk Drive

.. 5 219

4164,200NS .

79
249
134

INew) . ..... 5

95

Zenith

Amdek

300A .
310A ....... .. . .
Color 1 CompOSite
Colorll RGB .

. ... 5

149
169
289
429

princton GraphiCS

50
12 " Amber .

USI

5 130
120
139
130
.5

. .. 5 475

PGSHX12wllBMCabie .

. .. 6ea . 9for5

Corona

BMC

12AU 112"Green) .....
9191 Color Composite .
EUNI20MHZI
ZVM123 112"Green) .

Expansion Ram

Eagle

USI

19" AmberHiRes)
19" Green HiResl ......... . . .
112" AmberHiResl .
112"GreenHiResl .... ... ... . .

... 5 495

% Disk Drive

Columbia
1600-1 2 320K Drives .

PI1
PI 2
PI3
PI4

Taxan

. .. . ..... 5 139

Portable 1 Drive ....
Desk TopComputer .

5%" DiskS

Advanced Logic Systems
Cpm3.0Card ....
Z Card CPM card .

Astar

RF Modulator .

FDD100-8D8 " SgI/Dbl Den .............. 5 169

. .... 5 299
139

.... 5 18

Gibson
Light pen for Apple II & II E .

5 249

Kensington
System Saver I Fan & Surge .

. 5 69

Micro Max
Viewmax80Ew / 64K of Ram Exp. to 128K .. 5 149

Micro Soft products
Softcard wi cpm
16KCard . ... .. . .
premium pack ..

....... 5 239
65
469

MicroTek

Ram 1616K card ........... .
Call for Other Microtek pricing

Mitsubishi

2894·63 Dbl/ Db) Den

................ 5 389

Shugart

SA801RSgi/DbiDen ...
SA851RDbl/Dbi Den .

· . 5 355
469

Tandon

TM 100-1160K .
TM 100-2 320K . .. . ..
TM 101-4 Quad Density .
TM 848-1 Sgl/Dbl Den ..
TM 848-2 Dbl/Dbl Den .

.. 5 160
225
339
359
435

SgISide/DbIDensity ..
Dbl5ide/Dbi Density .

. ....... 517abox
27a box

8" Disks

5g1 Side / Dbl Density . .
. . 528a box
Dbl SidelDbl Density
34 a box
All Disks come w / Reinforced Hub.
5 yr warranty and not bulk packed.

Advanced Access

Smoked Plexiglass Diskette Tub Holds 80 . . 5 19
8" Version .
26

we Will Beat All
competitor prices on Disk Drives

5 55

85

209
259

... 5 45

Kraft
.. 5 42

Joystick .....
Joystick IIBM)

45

Videx
... 5 209

Videoterm .

CCS
..... 5 119

Serial Interface
Joystick .
Paddles .
Selecta Port ..

TG Products

.... 5 39

28
38

MODEMS
Hayes Micro Computer

Novation

Super 5

. 5 119
269

5 209
69

5%" DiskS Verbatim

525·01 Sgl.l Dbl. w I plastic case . . .. .
550-01 Dbl.l DbL w /.plastic case .... .

.5

Elite I .
Elitell .
Elitelll . . ............ .
.Add 579 for Controller

. 5 249
399
499

Rana 5YStemS

300Baud5martModem ................ S199
1200Baud5martModem .
475
Micro Modem II .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
259
Micro Modem II w I Terminal Package .
279
J·Cat 300 Baud
AppleCatil .

Sup·5 ..... .
Controller .

Micro Sci

A·2 ... ......... . ... .. .
.Add 570 for Controller

Quentin Research

Apple Mate .
Controller .

26
35

If you don't see
what you are
looking for,
give us a call, we
have much more
available
Circle 80 on inquiry card.

5 219
. ... 5 209
60

NO Surcharge for Credit Cards

DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS

$~\l~\ DISK DRIVE $~II~,

BLOWOUT SALE

.

HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Fully Assembled and Tested Units

ONE YEAR P + L WARRANTY
On Shugart and Mitsubishi Subsystems
w/two Misubishi DS/DD Assem. t Tested .
.$1170.00
wltwo Shugart 801 RSS/OD Assem. t Tesled
.. ..... .. 975.00
w/two Shugart 851R DS/DD Assem. t Tested ...
. ... 1225.00
w/ two Siemans 120·8 SS/DD Assem . t Tested
...... 675.00
wltwo Qume DT-8 DS/DDAssem. t Tesled .
. ....... 1250.00
Cabinet A & T w/Power Supply and Accs.
. ... 235.00
Cabinet Top and Bottom ..
. ........... . ...... .On/y 69.50
All cabinets A & Tand subsystems include all AC/OC wiring and 50 pin data cable
except the horizontal model which includes Ihe internal 50 pin cable and requires an
external 50 pin cable p~rt #C·6000·01 .
.. $ 25.00

THE LOWEST PRICES IN BYTE!
8" Shugart 801R SS/DD - Slashed.
. . .. .. .... $355.00
8" Shugart 851R Double Sided 1.2 Meg! .
. ... .457.00
8" Qume Oalatrak'8 DS/ DD "THE BEST" ... ......... ...... .479.00
8" Mitsubishi Full Height Double Sided 1 Year PtL .
. .. 445.00
8" Mitsubishi Thinline DS/DD 1 Year Parts t Labor
. ..465.00
8" Tandon 848·1 Slimline SS/ DD 600K BYTES ...... . ....... ..355.00
8" Tandon 848·2 Slimline Double Sided 1.2 Meg.
. .. .. 475.00
8" Siemens 100·8 SS/OO ON SALE NOW!!! .
. .. 169.00
5V." Mitsubishi Full height 96lP.I DS/DD 750K
.... .295.00
5'/,' Mistubishi Slimline 96lP.I. DS/ DD 750K
.... 315.00
5V,' Tandon TM·l00-l SS/DD48lP.1168K .................. 199!00
5'/,' Tandon TM-l00-2I.B.M . PCAdd·on l ........ . ...•..... 259.00
5'1." Tandon TM 100-4 DS/DD96lP.I. 750K . .
. . .... ... 369.00

* WINCHESTER HARD DISKS *

5V." Miniscribe 5 Meg' Hard Disk - Affordable.
5V." Miniscribe 10 Meg ' Hard Disk - Twice the Space .

. .$695.00
. .850.00
5'/. " Miniscribe 16 Meg' Hard Disk - Best Buy.. ..... . ...... 995.00
5v." Mlniscribe 10 Meg' Thinline only 1'/, inches wide! .
. .795.00
8" Quantum 20' Megabyte Winchester - Two Platters ......... 1895.00
8" Quanlum 40' Meg Four Platter - Most Popular .
. .. .... 2395.00
8" Quantum 85' Megabyte - Special Order on this Monster l ... 2895.00
8" IOMEGA ALPHA 10-10 Megabyte' Removeable Disk Cartridge
with SCSI Microprocessor Controlled Intertace
(Controls up 10 Four IOMEGA Cartridge Drives) .
. ..... . .1895.00
IOMEGA 10 Megabyte Cartridge - No Intertace P.C.B........... 895.00
H AST MINUTE SPECIAL,,' Buy any Winchester hard disk drive above and get a
Western Digital hard disk inlertace board AT COST' .... .. . ... .ONLY 295.00!
'Total storaae saace aiter larmattina.

5'/4" Subsystems
wltwo 48TPI SS/DD includes all cables .... ... . . ..... . ...... 495.00
wltwo 48TPI DS/DD includes all cables . ... ...... ... .. . ..... .595.00
wltwo 96TPI DS/DD includes all cables .
. ..... . .. ...... .695.00

FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

~d/.J'.i
ON THE ORIGINAL 5-100 MOD

For engineers. hobbiests, and anyone who wants to save abundle. theSI-MOe
is the answer. Full regulated power to run up to four floppy disks coupled with
amamoth S-100 power supply and 12 slot bus. makes the SI-MOD an excep·
tional computer base. Single board design means no wiring from the powel
suppply to the motherboard. This eliminates all ground loop problems associatec
with other brands of mainframes who are forced to use termination . The St-MOe
is being offered this month wilh amatching S'100-12 cabinet. Fan cooled. fused,
with reset and keylock the cabinet isalso enamel painted and silk screened.
Four A.C . outlets are provided lor peripheral hookup and plenty 01 cutout!
available for RS-232 , centronics t others. Our regular $225.00 price for thr
SI-MOD and 250.00 price for our 12 slot cabinet is being SLASHED'
* * *SPECIFICATIONS* * *
Input
Regulated
Unregulated
120V160HZ.
t 5V @ 5A
t 8V @ 30A
230V /50HZ.
t 24V @ 3A
±16V @ 6A
- 5V @ lA
Don't settle for those cheap 6 slot immilations you've seen elsewhere in thi!
mag. OWN THE BEST! XORS-1 MOD and S-100'12 Cabinet .. ... $395.00

-@If c~;;.r:l~
8" POWER

5-100 POWER

CCS SYSTEM 2410 .. $1995.0C

t5VDC @ 4 Amps
t 24VDC@ 3 Amps
- 5VDC @ 1 Amp

t 8VDC @ 30 Amps
t 16VDC @ 6 Amps
-1 6VDC @ 6 Amps

* Includes CP/M®2.2 * 2-SeriaI /1 -Parallel Port
* DMA Disk Controller * Hardware Vectored Interrupts
* 2·Real Time Clocks * Supports CP/M®.MP/M®,GASI:

For Two 8" Floppys

For 6 to 22 Slots

89.50

59.95

ONLY
ONLY
* UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY .. __69.95

HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200
THE LEADER OF THE HAYES MODEM FAMILY
• 1200 Baud - Bell 212A Compatable
• 300 Baud - Bell 103 Compatable
• Automatic Dialing - Touchtone or Pulse
• Automatic Send, Receive and Disconnecl
• Built-in Speaker for Monitoring Call Line
These are just alew features ot the Smartmodem 1200. the best modem you can buy.
in fact. it pertorms just aboul any communicationlunction you can imagine. andcan
beprogram conlrolled usingany language. Our special price ...... .$549.00
*Make things easy for yourself. Get the Hayes Smartmiidem 1200 with CROSSTALK'"
software. . .
. . . .. .......... ... . ... ..... $629.00

CCS 2300 System, A & T .. $1695.0(

* Includes CP/M® 2.2
* New 2066 64K Memor
* 2300 Mainframe
* 2422 Disk Controller
* 2810 Z-80A CPU
* Complete A+T
* 2710 4 Port Serial ......... .. _. .. .. . . .. ... $245.0
* 2719 2 Serial - 2 Parallel .
. .. 245.0
* 2810 CPU Z-80 at 4 MHz .
. . .Only-255.0
* 2422 Disk Controller with CP/M 2.2
. .Only-330.0
* 2066 64K Dynamic Memory .
. .Only-360 .0
* 2300A Mainframe Assem . + Tested .. ....... .Only-455.0
* CCS Apple Boards ................ Call Toll Free For Price

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE 1 - (714) 898-552!
DRIVE CABINET DEALS

PERIPHERAL SPECIALS
XOR 500
TERMINAL
SALE!

$495 00

~.

......

HT-1000-15

BIG SALE!

XOR 500: A new video display terminal teatur-

On assembled and lested cabinets .
One year parts and labor on these dual drive cabinets. complete with power supplies.
D.C. cables. 50 pin data cables (vertical only) and complete mounting hardware.
8" horizontal cabinet assembled and tested #5- 1000-05 SALE .
50 pin data cable for horizontal cabinet #C -6000-01 .
8" vertical cabinet complete w/ 50 pin data cable #S-1000-13 SALE
5'/." vertical cabi net complete with 34 pin data cable #S' 1000-20 SALE .

BARE CABINETS!

*

A.C. and
$199.00
$ 25.00
$199.00
5129.00

*

The fifty·flve dollar
8" Power Suppl is Back!

Hori zontal or vertical types , we 'll
Specilicalions:
even supply mounting hardware. For 28"
FlOppys
Cabinets are enamel painted a beau- +5 V. D.C. @ 4 Amps
+ 24 V.D.C. @ 3 Amps
tiful tan texture and have mounti ng -5 V.O.C. @ , Amp
holes available for fan, drives , A_C. Perrect tor do it yourself applications. Will run al
120V /50 Hz or 230V/50 Hz. All power supplies include
cable , power supply, etc .
D.C. cables and schematic.
Horizontal 8"Empty .
Vertical 8" Empty . . .. . . .. . . . .

#U -toOO-02 8" Power Supply .
$55 .00
$59.95 55/00 kC . Harness #C-6000-37 .. . ... $ 7.50
. $ 7.50
555.00 05 / 00 A.C. Harness #C-6000-38 .

*

*
*
*

*
*

.

OKIDATA ML92

...........................~/
~

ing Screen till
Detached keyboard
9 Okldala MlcroUne : New versalililV . correspondence Quality pr
and speed make the Ml92 and Ml93the best printer val
cursor control keys
5 function keys
7 injngtheir
categories. Both printers provide multi· speed print mot
bi·directional high speed mode with shoct li ne seeking logi
screen attributes
25th statu s line
160cps. emphasized and enhanced mode printing at SOcps .
50-19.2K baud Column + filed lab and high resolution correspondence Quality printing at 40cps .
graphics is standard . Both serial and parallel mo
more Alt these features with a tull 6 month addressable
are available and BOTH prlcos Inclu de lull tractor assembly a
warranty make this terminal the best buy on extra charge.
the market.
#M·2000-1 0 parallel w/ tractor
5599.
5699.
XO R 500 #T-l000'15
$495.00 #M-2000-83 serial wltractor .

*

*

*

*

PMMI S-100 MODEMS
2 models are now available . The highly popular
MM103 which is Bell 103A @ 300 baud , also
runs at 600 baud , and the new modem from
PMMI which is Bell 103A and 212 compatible
at 300 and 1200 baud . auto answer auto dial
IEEE 696 standard. If software is a problem.
we 've got iI! Desig ned specifically tor the PMMI.
#M-2000-45 300·600 baud
$349 .00
#M-2000-44 300 -1200 baud .
$595 .00
#B-1001-16 Crosstalk Software . $150.00

Clrcte 466 on inquiry card .

5 1/4" MITSUBISHI
5"," Half Height

Floppys. 48 or 96
T.P.1. These double sided. double

~~~~ity~n~~~ Wi~1

megabyles unformalled _ full one year partsand I,
warranty. The 48 T.P.1. drives are perfecl for I.B
P.C. add-ons!
#D- l 000-34 05 / 0048 T.P.1. Thinline .. $295
#0-1000-32 OS I OO 96 T.P.1. Thinline :. $315

Wi!J@ l1©©®~O@I1il® ~@ @@lIJW@ 'W@llil

ORDER TOLL FREE
1;{

EAST

1;{

1;{

WEST

1;{

1 (800) 435-9357

1 (800) 854-8174

In III. (815) 485-4002

In Calif. 1 (714) 898-1492

TERMS: We accept VtSNMC.l'"epay. check or mmey order. PleaseaJlaN persooal check two weeks to clear before shiJID!Ot
SS.OO handling chaIge on all orders urder $50.00. 15% Restocking Foe. All orders shipped via U.P.S.unlessothe!wise specified. All
UPS C.O.D.orders"""SI 00.00 require a Cashiers Check OUr products carry a full 6 rmnthsp;r1sam laborwarrantyexcWing
drives. printers am termlna~ which carry !he full O.E.M. far:tory warranty. PRICES SUBJECTTo CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

*

1111 ft MICRO
I~

.

SALES

* MADE IN USA * BUY FACTORY DIRECT *
* EAST * 11 Edison Drive, New Lenox, Illinois 60451
* WEST * 15392 Assembly Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649

CUSTOM COMPUTER SYSTEMS by XOR
Why do companies like I.B .M. Corp. Atari Corp., Mattei Elec .. Kennedy Space Center, Edwards A.F.B., Motorola Corp. , Raytheon , and Pacific Technology buy product by mail from us? Maybe
it's our full 1 year parts and labor warranty on all XOR O.E.M. products. It could be our state of the art technology, or even the factory direct sales and service. We think it 's our custom
computer systems with over 1000 possible configurations. If you don 't see it advertised , call us today , chances are we CAN custom build the system YOU need.

* MICRO MANAGERS: POWERFUL, PORTABLE, AND AFFORDABLE *
Don't be fooled by the syslem's
small porlable size. A full 64K of

~el~~ryb~~th ~n~;~~~~t~iJ~d~r~

~~~

and many utilities on two disks .
Add on a hard disk when you need
more storage . " The software and
hardware Ihat comes with each
5'!. ';, sxstem. is ready 10 run a pair
of 8 sIOgle or double Sided floppies . fust plug In the 50 pIO dala
cable to the system - many other
configurations are available."

*
*
*
*

5%" Z-80A 64K CP/M System
Dual Floppy
Dual Floppy
Dual Floppy
Chassis (No

*

375K SSIDD 40 Track . . .. . ... .. .... S1445.o0
750K DS I DD 40 Track .
S1595.00
1.5 Meg DS I DD 80 Track . .
S1645.oo
boards No drives No CPM 2.2) .
S 425 .00

Inexpensive but powerful . small
enough lor porlabilily. these mini
hard disk sys tems have a special
XDR IOterface to Ihe S-100 bus
that leaves an S-100 slot open for
expandability . Choose from 5, 10.
and 16 megabyte sizes (6 .5, 12,
+ 20 megabyte unformatted .) Includes CPI M operating system.

Our most popular compuler
features a 4 slot S·100 bus and 8"
industry standard format. Reads
and writes the IBM 3740 lormat
3S well as any byte sIZe sector. Expandable? Yes. add a hard disk or
carl ridge subsystem when your·
data base grows , includes CP/ M.
operating system.

LJ
>0,

5%" Hard Disk with 112 Height Floppys

*
*
*
*

5 Megabyte Hard Disk w/375 Floppy
5 Megabyte Hard Disk w1750K Floppy .
10 Megabyte Hard Disk w/ Two Floppy 1.5 Meg . . .
16 Megabyte Hard Disk wi Two Floppy 1.5 Meg.

52195.00
S2345 .OO
$2795.00
S2895.00

*

2.4 Meg DS/DD 8" CP/M System
System with Dual SSIDD 1.2 Megabyte . . . . . . . . . . .

S1795 .oo

* Syslem with Dual DSI DD 2.4 Megabytes . .
S1995 .o0
* System with NO Drives (includes CP/ M) ... . .. .. . S1195.0o
* System Chassis (No boards, no drives. no CP/M) . S 395.00
THE BASIC PROFESSIONAL FLOPPY. HARD DISK AND TAPE BACKUP

*

11

.~

.J

'1

\II

o

•••

FREE

20 Meg Winchester w/2.4 Meg Floppys

20M H.D. with 17M Tape and 1.2M Floppy

For the serirus professional this system features the famous 5·100-12 cabinet
with XOR's SI-MOD t2 slot mOlherboard. The Quantum hard disk has two
10 Meg platters A: and B: which allows backup between two ten Meg platlers. #5-1000'63 ..
$5275.00

8a:kup your priceless data on this lull 17 megabyte tape drive and be able to pip files betwren any 01 lhe Ihree peripherals lor lotal versalili~ . Bool CP/M lrom hard disk or lloppy.

~~n~sl~~~~~~~c~w~~t:~~~~~~lIa~: I~~~~~~h~~~: ;63~I).~ .c::;a~!~~
wilh a 4 Paner 40 megabyte hard diSk #5-1000,82 57240.00

U.S. MICRO SALES SOFTWARE GIVEAWAY!

Order any system below and get all of the following software and manuals absolutely FREE! CPIM Operating System,
Perfect Writer , Perfect Speller, Perfect Mailer, Perfect Calc, AND an eight module business accounting package by
BUSINESSMASTER INCLUDING : AI R order entry, Al P purchase orders, GIL, Payroll , Maili ng List , Fixed Asset Accounting, Inventory (RAW) , and inventory regular goods . AND multi-user systems also include Digital Research 's MPI M
and Link-80 software . $1685.00 value.

FREE

* THE OFFICE MASTERS! REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE DISK SYSTEMS *

r-··---

..

()

,

X.I

10 Meg Cartridae Disk And 1.2 Mea FloDOY

n oHlce system at an alrrost unoelievable price when }OU consider the bunele 01 apr/ica'ions
litware that comes wllh the system. Ten megabytes 01 lormaned storage on a f81lOVable
l r1ridge,disk allows unhrriled storage space wilh ,extra 10 Meg cartridges available at $50 .00
~~er~~I~r!ec= ;~I~~~ty of a hard disk and .re~ability ol .a fIoPPS~~N~b11

TWO 10 Meg Removable and DS/DD Floppy
Destined 10 be our #1 seller and no one sse makes anylhing like it. A true state·oHhe-an
system whh \;nually no·limit to STOrage ~cities In 10 Meg removable canridges. Backup
problems? Get high speed backup frem ~ 10 cartridge, ten rregabylES worth , in 6 rrinutes!
HINT' ~ 0011'1 use " PIP " Future techrology here loday. #5· 100-76 .
S4595.00

Multi-User Cartridae Disk System

Fwr users and two 10 megabyWl removable canndge disks may be lusl what you want to
automate \(Jur oHice or sma!! business, with all the software packages you'll ever need. A
multi-user verion of the system at lefl. tt-ese users can be up to 100 leel away Irom each
other . Most any lerminal will work with Ire user ports and we do sell termInals too. Cali us

lotllree ;15-1000·80 . .. ..

.... ..

..

S5825.00

* THE BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS: HARD DISK MULTI-USER SYSTEMS *

..

•

,

•••
2 User Hard Disk System

twenly megebyte hard disk (2 plalter) with a DSI DD 1.2 Meg lIoppy disk
akes this a perlee! system lor a small business. Two user allows dual ac '55 to the system liIes with each station up to 100 leel apart' Full one year
IrtS and labor. #S. tOOO-Gl .
S5495.0o

••

40 Meg Hard Disk 4 User System

7 User 85 Meg w/17 Meg Backup

A must fa a growing business! Two 05/ 00 Iloppys (2 .4 Meg ) for data backup
and copy with a 4 platter 40 Meg hard disk four user capability to automate the
whole from oHice. You can even designate a 10 Meg platte'" to each user! Same
warranty as all our products - (cooligurabte from 2 to 7 users) #5-1000·60 57295

Now it's available , the automated business system to run even those large companies! 7 separate users lied into one professional host system . If 85 Meg Isn'!
enough, we can put together as much as three hundred and forty megabytes! Full

Circle 466 on inquiry card.

17 Meg I"", backup insures archival storage 01 valuable data #5- 1000·98 $9595.00

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS

50C300

1/0-8

Z-80 Single Board Computer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully complies wilh IEEE 696 (SI00) Bus Standard
Z-BO CPU: 4 or 6 MHz
64 K Bytes 01 RAM with parily
2 to 16 K Byles of PROM
24 bil addressing 10 f 6 M Byles
Full SASI Port with B bit I/O data bus
Fully Programmable Communications Options
Dual Programmable Serial Full-Duplex Channels
Supports CP/ M Plus. MP/M. and TURBODOS
Permanenl Bus Master or Slave
Two Full Duplex Serial Porls
Asynchronous. Synchronous. or HDLC
Soltware Selectable Baud Rate 50-57.600
Soltware Selectable 5. 6.7 or B Bits/Characters: Even. Odd. or No
Parity: 1.1 .5.2 Stop Bits
CRC Generation/Checking/Sync Modes
Polled I/O or Interrupt
3·16 Bit Counter Timers/B 536 CID Chip
1 Year Warranty

•
•
•
•

Part No.

Description

Ust Price

BUSDS38D95
BUSDS38092
BUPGC28924DS
BUPGC50MI2S

ZBOA 4MHz A& T
$741.00
ZBOB 6MHz A& T
$B25.DO
2' Internal Serial I/Ocable
12" 50 pin internal disk cable

Our PrIce
$129.00
Sl91.00
$ 14.65
$ 23.60

VERSAFLOPPY
III
Floppy and Hard Disk Controller
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S-100 IIEEE/696) Compatible
Supports four 5V," or B" floppies
Phased lock loop data separator
Supports three 5W' Winchester drives
Complete err()( checking
2K byte sect()( buffer
Data transfer of up to 5M bytes/sec.
Avallabl. "pl.mbe" 11183 - ORDER TODAY!
BUIDS3IDH
VFW-3 Disk Controller (A&T) $ 895.00 $715.DO
BUPDBVF331141' w/5V," unbanked CP/M" 3.0$1083.00 $185.00
BUPDBVF331142' w/S" unbanked CP/M" 3.0 $1083.00 $115.00
BUPD8VF331143' w/5¥." banked CP/M" 3.0 $10B3.00 SlIUO
8UPD8VF331144' w/S" banked CP/M" 3.0
$10B3.00 $815.00
'CP/M" 3.0 is configured for the SOS SBC300 board.

VERSAFLOPPY 11/696
Floppy Disk Controller

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$359.89
$421.00
$421.00
$421.00
$421.00

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND OS INFORMAnoN:
CP/M" 3.0 requires a minimum of 112K bytes of system RAM partitioned
inlo two banks (64K each)· for operatio~ Memory size parameters are
communicated to the OS by menu selections in GENCPM. The OS is
divided into two modules. the resident portion that resides in the common
memory. and the banked portion that occupies the uDf)er area of BNANK 0
(jusl below the common area). The common area must belrom4K to 16K 10
be compalible with lhe distribution configuration
CP/M 3.0 B" banked for SDSSBC300
CP/M 3.0 B" unbanked for SDSSBC300
CP/M 3.0 5W' banked for SDSSBC300
CP/M 3.0 5W' unbanked for SDSSBC300

Real nme Clock wHh BIHery Blckup
Part No.

Description

BUSDS38093
BUSDS38D94

B Async serial (M
B Sync serial (A&T)

n

$315.00
$315.00
$315.00
$315.00

•
•
.•
•

S·100 (IEEE/696) compalible
256 K Configuration
DIP Switch Selectable Addressing
Board may reSide anywhere in the 24 Bit address space of the
IEEE-696 Bus
Band 16 Bit data Transfers
Parity Check
Optional Error Detection/Correction
Invisible refresh at end of any OP code fetch forced relresh cycle
every 10-16 microseconds
Error Detection and Correction (Hamming Code) 1 bit correction·
optional
1 Year Warranty

•
•
•
•
•
•

list Price Dur Price
$695.00
$795.00

$584.00
$815.00
Cllitu:Each por1 has its own 26 pinheader. Order one 1/0 cable fOf eachpor1 used
BUPSC2B1240S 26 pin SKT conector to OB25S 24"
$ 14.65
BUPGC26S80DP 26 pin SKT connector to DB25P 5' $ 15.70
BUPGC26S80DS 26 pin SKT connector to DB255 5' $ 16.55

PROM
100
Eprom Dumer
• S100 (IEEE·696) Compalible
• Programs the Following EPROMs: 2708. Intel 275B. 2716. 2732. and
Texas Instrumenls 2516
• Dip Switch Selection of EPROM type
• 25 VOC Programming Pulse Generated On Board
• Maximum Programming TIme: 16.384 Bits in 100 Seconds
• Power Requirement: +8VDC at 300 ma:+16 VOC all00 ma:-VOC
at 60 mao
• TTL compalible
.
• Software Listing Provides for Reading of Objecl File from SOOS. CP/M
or PROM and Programming into PROM
• Program Verilication
• Verification of Erasure
• Zero Insertion Force Socket
• One Year Warranty
BUS0S38078 PROM-100 w/software(M 1)
$285.00 $224.00

Z80

A COMPLETE MICROCOMPUTER ON A BOARD

sonwARE-cP/M PLUS™ ~.O

BUSDS39144
BUSDS39142
BUSDS39143
BUSDS39141

• S-100 (IEEE/696) compatible
• Synchronous or asynchrous OTE/OCE
• I/O ports are adressable 10 any B byte boundary in 64 K
• Software selectable baud rate
• Full duplex, up to 1 MbiVsec in synchronous mode
• 5. 6. 7. or B data bits/character
• Stop bits· 1. 1.5.2
• Parity - odd. even, or none
• Error detection - parity. overrun. CRC or framing
Interrupts:
• Receiver ready
• All receive characters

STARTER
SYSTEM

S-100 (IEEE/696) compatible
Concurrent support of 4 drives of 5V," or 8"
Double density formats
Separate connectors for 5W' and B" drive cables
Single and double sided disk drive capability
CRC error code checking
Phased locked loop data separator
Recommended for operation with the ZBO CPU

BUI0S38018
Versafloppy 11/696 (M 1)
$400.00
8UPDBVF231141' With 5'/.0" unbanked CP/M" $520.00
BU'DBVF231142' With 8" unbanked CP/M"
$520.00
BUPDBVF231143' With 5W' banked CP/M"
$520.00
BUPDBVF231144' With 8" banked CP/M"
$520.00
'CP/M" 3.0 configured for the SOS SBC300.

ExpandoRAM
IV
256K Dynamic RAM

8 Port Serial 1/0

• ZBO CPU with 15B Instructions
• On-board keyboard and display
• On-board PROM programmer for single voltage PROMs (2716.
275B. T12516)
• Kansa s City standard cassette intertace
• Simple key controlled audio cassette load and dump
• Expansion provision for mounting two S-1 00 connectors (Sockets
not included)
• Wire wrap area for custom Circuitry
• Single Step through RAM or PROM
• Memory examine and change
• Port examine and change
• ZBO CPU register and change
• 2K Byte ZBUG monitor in ROM
• 1K Bytes of RAM (expandable to 2K Bytes)
• A 4 Channel hardware counter/timer (ZBO-GTC)
• Two bi-directional B-bit I/O ports (ZBO-Pl 0)
• Up to 5 programmable breakpoints
• Switch selectable PROM or monitor reslart
• Vectored interrupts provided by ZBO-CTC and ZBO-Pl0
BUSDS38007 ZBO Starter System (A&T)
$450.00
(Shipping Weight 4 Ibsl

$382.00

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Chatsworth:) (21~) 709-5464

Pan No.

Description

Ust Price

Dur PrIce

BUSDS38088 ExpandoRAM IV 256K (A&T)$1145.00
BUSDS3B089 ExpandoRAM IV 256K $1990.00
w/EDC fA&n

$180.00
$180.00

E?cPandoRAM
III
Random Access Memory Board
• POWER: +7Vto +tOV @l 400mA(max)
• 1 year warranty
• Phantom output disable or manual switch selectable outpu
disable
• Typical power dissipation of 5 watts
• 4 MHz operation
• Port addressable board select for multi-user system
• POWER: (2 S memory cycle)
+7V to +10 V @l 400 mA (max)
• 1 Year Warranty
BUSDS36097 256K ExpandoRAMll1 1696 $B25.00
(A&T)

SMD.Of

ROM DISK 128
Program Accellerator
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S·100 (IEEE/696) compatible
128 K Bytes of storage per board
Uses 16 user supplied 2764 or 2732 type EPROMs
Up to four boards per system for a tOl al of 512 K
Meets all IEEE 696/S-100 speci fications
Serial Port provided (using B25t UART)
Dip swilch selectable addressing
Looks like a disk drive to the system
Eliminates media problems
CP/M Plus support porvided
Ideal for environments where mechanical drives are not practica
CP/M" and MP/M" install programs
1 Year Warranty

BUS0S38081 ROM DISC f28Kw/oE PROMS(A&T)
BUSDS81103
ROM DISC Manual
BUPSC2B124DS 2' Internal Serial I/Ocable

$350.00 $m.1II

RAM
DISK 256
Program Accellerator
• S·100 (IEEE/696) compatible

• l56 K bytes of sequentially accessed memory
•

On-board transparent refresh (only when the Mt signal i
stopped)
• Faster than a floppy disk drive
• Install program included (when configured the RAM DISK·25
looks like a single density 8" disk drive)
• Source code libraries included
• On-board dynamic RAM controller
• 8ank addreSSing allows the use of four boards in the same ad,
ress to be accessed giving you up to 1 Mbyte of storage
• Asynchronou s bus operation and uses the WAIT line only;
needed
• 1 Year Warranty
DeSCription
Ust Pric. Our PrICi
P.~ No.
$715.00
Ram Disk 256K (A& T) $B75.00
BUSDS3B082
BUSDSBII02
Manual
$ 10.00

(Irvine:) (714) 660-1411
Circle 365 on inquiry card.

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS

[Gmpupro@
)

(Gmpupro ")

(Gmpupro "J

INTER.FACER 1
Two Serial 110

...mu.
•••muc

I/O DOARDS

........
~

A.ssentJled & Tested
CSC

SYSTEM SUPPOR.T 1 MULnFUNCTlON DOAN)

=

I
~
to)

Assembled & Tested
CSC
Math Chip
Math Chip
A&T w/8231 Math Chip
CSC w/8231 Math Chip
MT w/8232 Math Chip
CSC w/8232 Math Chip

5450.00 $308.85
$550.00 $415.00

$115.00
$115.00

$645.00 $538.85
5745.00 $'70.00
$645.00 $538.85
5745,00 $870.11

$111.115

un.eo

INTER.FACD 2

Serial port (software prog. baud), 4K RAM included. 15 levels 01
interrupl real time clock, optional math processor.

Part .,.
IUlmlU
BUIITIUC
IUlmUI
IUlmZU
IUlm8Z••1
IUamUC.l
IUnnlUIIZ
IUIITIIZCMZ

5295.00
5370.00

Three parallel. one serial I/O board

IUlmso.
IUlmsoc

Assembled & Tested
CSC

$325.00 $248.00
5399.00 . ...,,0

INTER.FACER :)
Eight-channel multi-user seri~! I/O board

IUlm741A
IUIITI741C
IUlm741.
IUalTI 745C

Assembled & Tested
CSC 200 hr. 8 port
Assembled & Tested
CSC 200 hr. 5 port

$699.00 $518.95
5849.00 $741.11
5599.00 $441.95
5699.00 $121.11

INTER.FACER 4
Three Serial, 1 Parallel. 1 Centronics Parallel

5-100 MOTHERBOARDS
Active Termination, 6-12-20 Slot

CO-PROCESSOR. 8086/8087
16 bil8 or 10 MHz 8086 CPU with sockets lor 8087 and 80136
IUlaTIIIA
MT 8MHz 8086 only
$ 750.00 $484.95
IUllmlC
csc 10MHz 8086 only
$ 850.00 $714.11
IUlm ..U7 MT with 8087 option
$1050.00 $1311.00
IUIIT111CI7 CSC with 8087 option'
$1150.00 $1011.00
*8087 Limits clock speed to 5MHz

IUlmu.
IUlmuc
8UlmS4A
IUIITI 54C
IUlITIn.
Bllmnc

MT 6 slot (2 Ibs.)
CSC 6 slot (2 Ibs.)
MT 12 slot (3 Ibs.)
CSC 12 slot (3 Ibs.)
A&T 20 slot (4 Ibs.)
CSC 20 slot (4 Ibs.)

$140.00 $125.00
5190.00 $115.00
$175,00 $155.00
5240.00 $ZZo.oO
5265.00 $235.00
5340.00 .,10.00

IUlml7.
IUalTII7C

Assembled & Tested
CSC

5450,00 $314.87
5540.00 $414.11

MPX CHANNEL BOARDS
I/O Multiplexer, using 8085A-2 CPU on board w/16K RAM

IUalTI ...l1
IUllmlCl1

Assembled & Tested
CSC

$649.00
$749.00

584.88
874.88

DUAL PROCESSOR. 8085-8088
6 or 8 MHz provides true 16 Bit Power with a standard 8 bit S-1 00 bus.

BUIITIII!l
BUIIT181!C

5495.00
$595.00

A&T 6MHz
CSC 6/8 MHz

Cpuz - mOD CPU NOW 6MHz:1
3/6 MHz Z80B CPU with 24 Bit Addressing.
FASTEST ZBO CPU AVAlLABLEI

BUIIT1IOA
BUIIT1IOC

3/6 MHz A&T
3/6 MHz CSC

DISK CONTROLLERS
DISK 1 DMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER
Fast DMA. Soli Sector. Controls Up to Four 8" or 5V." Single or
Double Density Drives'

0'01171 AC'. A& T wlCPM 2.2" & BIDS
$670.00
When purchased w/lwo 8" diSk drives only
IUPOI17I CC ... CSC wlCPIM 2.2· & BIOS $770.00
IUBITl71A
Disk 1 Controller A&T
$495.00
BUIIT17I C
Disk 1 Conlroller CSC
$595.00
IUBITC..... CPIM 2.2· lor Z80/8085 wlmanual &
BIOS 8" SID disk
IUIITC ...II CPIM 2.2" lor 8086 w/manuals & BIOS
8" SID disk

$481.00
$450.00
$515.00

$381.15
$110.00
$141.15
$251.15

DISK 2/SELECTOR. CHANNEL
HAN) DISK CONTROLLER.
Fast DMA 2 board set controls 4 SllJgart 4000 series or Fujitsu 2300
type drives. Includes CP/M 2.2°.

BUIIT177l
IUaBTI77C

$795.00 $588.95
$895.00 $110.00

Assembled & Tested
CSC

M-DPJVE/H PP.OGP.AM ACCELERATOR.
Inlertaces through two 110 ports, and runs at lOMHz IEEE 696 L'lmpatible.
Requires any CompuPro CPU and a DISK 1. Each board contains 512K 01
last low power (900mA) RAM, with parity checking.

BUGlTlI7A
IU8BT1I7C

M-DRIVE/H w/soliware, A&T $1895.00
M-DRIVE/H w/soltware, CSC $2095.00

1248.00
1485.00

12BK RAM 21
• Fully static design uses less power than dynamics
(1.2A typicaO
• 24 bit extended addressing
• 8 or 16 bit data
• 16K window deselect
• Switch selectable PHANTOM disable
• Fully DMA compatible
• Assembled and Tested
BUBBTRAM21 LIST PRICE: $1295.00

12 MHz

SUPER SALE PRICE:

$650.00
EACH. WHEN YOU BUY TWO OR MORE

STATIC RAM
RAM 17 - 64K CMOS STAnc RAM
12 MHz. RAM 17. 2 Watt DMA Compatible 24 Bit Addressing

IUIIT1751S4
IUIITl75CS4

64K A&T 12MHz
64K esc 12MHz

5499.00 $410.00
$599.00 $550,00

RAM 16 - 32Kx 16 DITCMOS STAnC RAM
8 andlor 16 Bit 12MHz. RAM 16, 32K x 16 or 64K x 8 IEEE/696
16 Bit 2 Watl 24 Bit Addressing. 12MHz

IUllmOA
BURIT110C

64 K A& T 12MHz
64K esc 12MHz

$510.00

5550.00
5650.00 $110,00

RAM 21 - 128K STATIC RAM
816 RAM 21 12MHz. 128K x 8 or 64K x 16 IEEE/696
8 or 16 Bill .2 Amps, 24 Bit Addressing, 12MHz

IU8BTlIOl
IUGlTl10C

128K MT
128K CSC

51095.00 $858.85
51245.00 $1125.00

9161 Deering Ave•. Chotswor Ih,CA 91311

Te2~1~~!2Lc~eI~~~ o~~~S°dnd~~~;~!~~d ;\7~S ~IN~~M~~ ~~E~~toOr.~!:~~u! :HIP-

PING & HANDLING of $3.00 for the firsl3lbs. plus40t 1(1( each additional poond. Orders over SO Ibs. sent freight collecl Just in case, include your prone oomber. Prices
sub}ecl to change withoot oolice. We will do our best to maintain prices It,rough September, 1983. Many quantities are limited. Sorry, no rainchecks. no relurds UI exchan·
ges on sale merchandise. Credit Card orders will be charged appropriate Ireighl Sale prices lor prepaid Ofders only. We are not responsible for Iypograpical errOfS.

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Chatsworth:) (213) 709-5464 - (Irvine:) (714) 660-1411
Circle 365 on InQuiry card.

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS
Indu s trial Compute r Desi gns

TELETEK
THE SYSTEMASTER Z80
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
FEATURES:
• l8UA 4 MHz CPU wil h 64 K byles of on-bo~ rd RAM • RAM is
panitioned inlo Iwo banks. One is always aclive, and Ihe olher
deseleclabl e, allowing Ihe use 01 MP/M • Provisions for and EPROM
(2716,2732, or 2764) - Two RS232 serial I/Opons, 4510 19,200 baud
• Two 8 bil paralielliO pons . OMA floppy disk conlrolier • Single or
double density, single or douhle sided _ Conlrols up 104 drives of 5 1/4"
or 8" drives . Simultaneous operalion of four 8" and 5%" drives . Real
time clock
Plrt Ho,

SyslIM..le'" For Oplrilio. WHh CP/M"
Oescrtption
Usl Prtce Our I'rtce

BUTUAIOOI Configured wilh a 250 nS prewrile $895.00
comp for use wi lh Sugan and
Siemens 8" drives
BUTLUlD02 Configured wilh a 0 nS prewrile $895.00
comp for use wil h Dume, Tandon,
Milsubishi and MP18" drives

$850_00

$850.00

SysteMIlI.,., For Operrtlo. wHh Tu"'oOOS"
BUTlKAl003 Configured with a 250 nS prewrite $895.00 $850,00
camp lor use wilh Shugarl
and Siemens BU drives
BUTlKAlD04 Configured wilh a 0 nS prewrile $895.00 $850,00
comp for use wi lh Dume, Tandon,
Milsubishi, and MPI 8" drives
Shipping weighls on above ilems: 2 Ibs. each

SBC-1 Z80A SLAVE PROCESSOR
FEATURES:
• l80A4MHz, orl80B6 MHzCPU - 128K(fully populaled) on board
RAM . Memory can be panioned onlo 4 K segmenls on any 4 Kboundary
• Provi sions lor one 27 16, 2732, or 2764 EPROM. Two RS232 serial
pon s, 45 10 19,200 baud . Two parallel pons
Pert HD,

Oescrtptlo.

BUTlKAI027 4MHz SBC-I w/128K RAM
BUTlKAI028 6M Hz SBc- 1 wJt28K RAM

Usl Prtce Our I'rtce
$ 945.00 $ B95.00
$11 45.00 $1050.00

LONG DISTANCE ADAPTOR BOARDS
BUTlKAI200 psc IRS232) long diSlance interlaceup 10 50 It $125.00
BUTlKAI20Z PSC(RS4 22) long dis lanceinterlace up t04000" $125,00
BUTlKAI220 PPD parallel interlace lor up to 250 It.
$ 85.00

Z80A MULTI-FUNOIONEO
CPU BOARD
FEATURES:
• l 80 4M Hz CPU
• Floppy disk controller Controlls single/double sided, single/double
densilY, 5 1/4" and 8" disk drives or both al Ihe same lime (4 drives
maximum) _ On board 27 16 monitor EPRO M. Provisions for Iwo more
2716 EPROM s • Two RS232 serial pons (45 109600 baud) • Two
parallel ports . Real lime clock . PROM programmer for 27 16's
(requires an ex ternal voltage source)
Pl rt HD,

Oescrtptlo.

Usl Prtce Our I'rtCI

BUTlKAI099 FOC- I 0 nS prewrile comp for
$695.00
use wilh DUME, MITSUBISHI,
TAN DON, and MPI
BUTLKAII05 FDC -l 250 nS prewrile comp lor $695.00
use with SHUGART, and SIEMENS

$BBO,OO

$BBO,OO

256K DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD
FEATURES:
• Guaranleed 10 operate at 4MH z wilh no wail slales • 256K dynamic
RAM uses Ihe popular 4 I 64 IC • PHANTOM Signal disable, oulput of
dala from Ihe rnemory board . On board refresh. Timing changes are
done with jumpers to allowoperalion wilh8080, l80, 8085, or Alpha Micro
CPUs • Each of 16 banks are made up of 4 K byte segmenls • Each
segment may be individually enabled or disabled
Plrt Ho.

Oescnptto.

BUTlKAIOBB Populaled 10 64K
BUTlKAIOBD Populaled 10 256K

Usl Prtce Ou, PrlCI
$550.00
$995.00

FEATURES:
• A l -80A CPU . Suppon 015%" rigid-disk drives (ST506 or equivalent) wi th. Controller communicalions wilh Ihe hosl processor via 2K •
Two 2B-pln sockels allowing th e use of up 10 16K byles of on-board
EPROM and up to 8K byles of on-board RAM - Cartridge tape drive Expansion is made possible with an external card.
Available early 41h Duarter of 1983
BUTLKAI130 Hard Disk/Tape conlroller 4MHz $795.00
BUTlKAl131 Hard Disk/Tape con troller 6MHz $845.00

$750.00
$795.00

4 SERIAL AND 2 PARALLEL BOARD
FEATURES:
• 2 RS2 32 serial ports wilh full handshaking, (45- I 9,200) baud . Each
port is speed Independenl • Thel80A CTCmay be implemenled as a real
time clock . Two parallel pons with the l80A PIO IC
Plrt No.

Descriptto.

BUnKAII75

PSIO 4 serial 2 parallel ports $325.00

64 INPUT 8 BIT AID OIA CONVERTERS
Prtce

Plrt Humber

Olscrtpllo.

BUICOA084100
BUICDDA84I00

64 inpul 8 bil S-100 NO board
64 oulpul 8 bil S-100 -0/A board

$Z95,00
$395,00

REMOTE SENSORS, AlARMS, VALVES, AND
CONTROLLERS FOR USE WITH ABOVE AID OIA
CONVERTER BOARDS
remole lemperalure sensor (1 lb.)
remole lighl sensor (1 lb.)
remole moislure sensor (1 lb.)
rewmole smoke deleclor alarm (2 Ibs.)
in-line remole air·conditioner & heating
conlrolier (1 lb.)

BUICORTSI
BUICORLSI
BUICORMSI
BUiCORSOAI
BUICOOHVACI

$ 29_95
$ 29.95

$ 59.95
$129.00
$ 94.95

Air Conditioning (, Heating Dud Valves
BUICOAOV07
BUICOAOV08
BUICOAOV09
BUICOAOVlO
BUICOAOVlI
BUlCOAOVlZ
BUlCOAOVI3
BUlCOAOVI4

7"
8"
9"
10"
11 "
12"
13"
14"

diameler valve (4 Ibs.)
diameter valve (4 Ibs.)
diameler valve (Sibs.)
diameler valve (S ibs.)
diameler valve (6 Ibs.)
diameler valve (6 Ibs.)
diameler valve (6 Ibs,)
diameler valve (6 Ibs.)

Usl Prtce OU, I'rtCI
$295,00

105

2 Serial, 3 Parallel S-100 Inlerlace
Plrt Ho_

Dllcrt,Uo.

BUIIMI05A

Assembled & Tesled

$
$
$
$
$
$

78,95
79,95
81.95
83.95
84.95
85.95

64 pin Single ended 4' long (2 Ibs.)
64 pin Single ended 10' long (3 Ibs.)
64 pin Single ended 20' long (6 Ibs.)

$ 5_,25
$ 89.95
$145,00

108
BUIIMIOIA

104
2 Serial, 2 Parallel I/O S- 100 Board
BUSSMI04A

Assembled & Tesled

Programs 2708 and 2716 EPROM s. Holds 4 2708s (4K) or4 2716s (8K)
BUSSMMBBA

Assembled & Tesled

With alarm circuit
Wilh Ilmer down 10 .0 I second
Soli ware lor ICDCTI 00 board
on 8" CP/M formal

..',............
( MIC.O -;;;;;;-; ....." ...

$228,00
$345.00
$ 34.95

::»UI\L

.. 8, 16, or 32K 8 or 16 Bil Dala. Ballery Backup On Board 6MHz,
Bank Seleclable

Z80A OMA SBC & Z80B SLAVES
5-100 IEEE/896 COMPATIBLE· 1 YEAR WARRANTYI
5LAV[ PP.OCESSOP.
• l 80 4 or 6MHz CPU (speCify
al lime of order)
• Two serial - two parallel I/Os
• 64K RAM
• TURBODDS compal ible

Plrt Humber

Oescrtptlon

8UICMCPl4l0001
BUIC.CPl4l000S
8UICIlt!SII.a
BUICMCPS4A
BUICMCPS4S
BUfCMCPSBA
BUICMCPS8S

SBC lor 8" lIopoy
$99500
SBC lor 5'1, " 1I0ppy
$99500
256 KByte RAM
$995.00
4MHz slave/asynch. pori
$4 75.00
5485.00
4 MHz slave/synch. pon
5550.00
6MH z slave/asynch. port
$560.00
6MHz slave/synch pon
(Shipping weight: 2 Ibs. each)
RS232 Personality Card

BUIC.Klt3Z
BUIC.CEIfTD
BUICMIIFOC
BUIC.SFOC
BUlc.mCAL

U.I I'rtCI SALE PRICE

CentroniCS Parallel Personality Card
8" Floppy Disk Personality Card
SV. " Floppy Disk Personality Card
Clock Calendar

S895,00
U8S,OO
$115.00
$439,00
$445,00
$489.00
$499,00
S 2S.00
S H .OO
$ 38.00
$ 33,00
S 41,00

TELETEK SOFTWARE
Softw.re

wtt~

256K DYNAMIC MEMORY
256K. 230 ns access lime, 2 x 128K organizalion, 24 bit addressing,
parity error deleclion.

8 or 16 bil dala holds 2716s (32K), or 2732s (64 K)
BUOULEPROM3Z For 27 16s A&T
BUOULEPROM84 For 2732s A&T

AID CONVERTER
BUOULAIMIZ
BUOULAIMI2B

Assembled & TeSled
Withoul instru. Amp

5695.00 $825,00
$645.00 $591,00

4 Channel. 12 Bil 3 Oulpul Modes
Assembled & Tesled

BUOULAOMIZ

I

$695.00 $BIB,95

SIERRA DATA st:IENCES
5-100 SOC DOARD

l80A 4 M H~ 2 Serial RS232 interlaces, 1 parallel inlerlaCe, 64 K RAM,
Floppy Disk Coni roller, provisions for one 2732 EPROM ALL ON THI S ONE BOARO!'
BUSOSSBC
BUSOSCPM
BUSOSTURBDS
BUSOSTURROM
BUMCPIZZ31

l80A SBC A& T
5895.00
CP/M' perating System on a" disk
Single User TurboOos' on 8" disk
Multi-User TurboDos'· on 8" disk
36 MByie Hard Disk(45Ibs) $3695.00

*55.00
150.'00
50.00
750.00
$3250,00

5-100 Z80A SLAVE SDC
l80A 4MHz, 2 RS232 Serial pons, 4 parallel pons, 64K RAM, EPROM
Programmer. Used in multi-user compuler syslem wilh SOSSBC.
BUSOSSBCSE

Slave l80 SBC A& T

$825.00

$585.00

~~S

California Computer Systems
Z80 CPU 2 or 4MHz
On board RS232 Serial port, On board 2K Monitor, RO M, Power on
ju mp to any localion in 64 K, LED sl at us indicators for ROM select.
haltstate and interru pts.
lBOA 4MHz CPU A&T

$325.00

$258.95

$360.00

$288.95

CCS271901

BUTLKBIOOI CP/ M" on 8" and 5'!." 35 track disks

PrIce
$135,00

CP/M· FOR FOC-I
BUnKBI031 CP/M· on 8" and 5%" 35 Irack disks

$135.00

BUCCS271901

BUCCS272001

Tu"'oOos- For All TElITEK Floppy Coortrollert
$300,00
$350,00
BUnlB1240 Vl .22 mulli user, singleuser, & spooling software $750,00
250 nS prewrlte compe ...Uo. Instilled,
CP/M" For The SystIM ..I.,'·

BUnKBIOOB CP/M" on 8" and 5%" 35 Irack disk s
$135,00
BUTLKBI OIO CP/M' on8" lorTANDO NTM84 8 THIN LI NE $135.00
CP/M Fo, the FOC-I
BUTlKBI03B CP/M· on 8" and 5'!." 35 Irack disks
$135,00
BUTlKBI040 CP/M" on 8" lor TANDON TM84B TH tNlINES $135,00

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Chatsworth:) (213) 709-5464

2 Serial. 2 Parallel, A& T

CCS27201
4 Pori Parallel, A& T

$275.00 $218,95

CCS271 001
BUCCS27IDOI

BUnKBI"8 Vl .22 single user
BUnKBI239 V1.22 single user w/spooling
I

$295.00 $275,00
$295.00 $275,00

12 Bil Resolulion 16 or 32 Channel Input

8UCCSZ810A

CP/M" For S,steM ..I.,.,

So"'"re wHh

$1295.00 $1195,00

32/64K EPROM DOARD

". prw... ,.. lOolft",,"t1on 11IS••Ued.

Plrt H•• bll OISCrt,ttO.

$495.00 $450.00
$595.00 $550,00
$695.00 $850,00

BUOULCMEM8
8K A&T
BUOULCMEMI6 16K A&T
BUDULCMEM32 32K A&T

D/ A CONVERTER

Intercontinental
Micro Systems

CPZ-4aOOO FEATUIUS:
• 4MHz Z80 A. 64K RAM
• Floppy disk personalily card
included for 5V." or 8"
floppy disk drives
• RS232 personalily card included
• Two serial - two parallel I/Os

$265.00 $211.17

NON VOLAnLE CMOS UMS

5-100 CLOCK/CALENDAR DOARDS
BUiCOACAIOO
BUICOCTIOO
BUICOCTS

$290.00 $245.00

2708/2716 EPROM PROGRAMME" 6 EPROM DOAP.D

It you would like 10 learn more about lhe ICO Designer Conlrol Series of

peripherals, ICD ofters a complele colieclion of "How To" applicalions
noles. See how your computer can conlrol YOllr home or ottice, or be used
as pari of an induslrial co nlrol syslem.
RUiCOAPH
Applicalion noles (1 lb.)
$ 15.00

$550.00 $450_00

Assembled & Tesled

BUOULOMEM258K Assembled & Tesl ed

" HOW TO" APPUCAnON NOTES

Usl I'rtc. O" l'rtc.
$329.00 $fIU5

8 Pon Serial 110 S-100 Board

$ 74,95

64 PIN CABLE ASSEMBLIES
BUIC04I4PCA
BUICOI084PGA
BUICOZ984PGA

"-,A

$ 75,95

$520,00
$945,00

HARD OISK/CARTIDGE
TAPE CONTROLLER

"''''rn

~
5-100 TO "REAl, WORLO"
INTERFACE PROOUCTS

4 Pon Serial, A& T

$3 25.00

$278.95

CCS2830
BUCCS283001

Assembled & Tested

5550.00 $428.95

CCS206601
64 K Dynamic S-100 RAM. Cromemco CROMI X'· Compatible.
BUCCSZ9B801

Assembled & Tesled

$4 50.00 $4Z5,00

CCS2422A
Floppy disk controller w/CP/ M 2.2"
BUCCSZ4Z2A

Assembled & Tesled

$4 75.00

$338.115

(Irvine:) (714) 660-1411
Ci rc le 365 o n inquiry c a l

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS

$4500 CP/M® SYSTEM

MORROW 11
~.@L .

DOUBLE-SIDED
DOUDLE DENSlTY DRlVESI

p.

=I:~

~

F

\

20 cps LEnER QUALITY
Idlll C•• plnlol to YOIf lien Dlelll ••1

MORROW.

•

MOO Now With:
9 SOFIWARE PROGRAMSI

The MORROW DESIGNS MP200 type daisywheel prinfer provides all of
the features that you would require in a letter quality printer. Features such
as 96 character sell0/12/15 character pitch and proportional spacifl9,
full 13.2" prinling width, and a Centronics parallel interlace to list iust a
few, are whal makes the MORROW DESIGNSMP200 your first choice in
a low cost letter Quality printer.
FEATURES:
• 20 cps (Shannon text) print speed
• Bi·directional printing
• 17" paper width paper capacity
• Prints up to 5 part forms
• Front panel controls of PAUSE, LINE FEED. FORM FEED, TOF SET
• POWER, ALERT, and PRINT ON front panel indicators
• Very Quiet operation
• Optional tractor feed
Plrt M•• _II

Since the publication of our last catalog in January, we have sold thousands ofthe Morrow Micro Decision MOl and
MD2 computers. And now we can offer you the brand new MOO which features:
• Double Sided/Double Density Drives - 768 Kbytes of Storage!
• QUEST BOOKKEEPER'" Software Package
• PERSONAL PEARL'" data base manager
• 2 Serial Ports and 1 Parallel Port - simultaneous connection to terminal, printer and modem
The M03 is a complete computer system (hardware and software) developed to satisfy the needs of the millions of
small, independent businesses with fewer than 50 employees and annual sales under $5 million These businesses
need a computer that is easy to use; provides a wide variety of functions, including word processing, financial
planning and forecasting, information management, mailing lists, a good general bookkeeping system, and - most
important of all - is affordable! That's the MOOI
HAP.DWARE
&UEUllfDGER STrnM
The Micro Decision" is a4 MHz Z80A based computerwith64 Kof memory
and an on-board disk con troller. The two 5V." doubfe slcS.d double
Mnslry hall height floppy disk drives supply an impressive 768K of
slorage capacity. There are two RS232 serial ports and one Cenfronics
style parallel port for direct conneclion to a terminal. modem. printer, or iust
about any other peripheral you may need.

TERMINALS
Choose one of Iwo lerminals with Ihe purchase of your MD3. Each is
manufactured 10 Morrow's high Quality and engineering standards. Bolh
have full· sized detachable keyboards and the 12" P31 green phosphor
screen displays 80 characters by 24 lines - with a25th status line. Other
attributes include reverse video, dim, blink. and underline.
The beige MDT20. manufactured by Lear Siegler, features a keyboard with
92 keys including 14·key numeric keypad and 7 function keys for 7
functions. The black MDT50. manufaclured by Liberly Eleclronics. has a
14·key numeric keypad and 5 functIOn keys for to funclions.

SOFTWARE
The MD3 comes complete with 9 soHware packages that would cost as
much as Ihe whole system if purchased separately. The highlighl of this
software package is:
QUEST DOOKKEEP£A"
II IS a simple. flexible program intended to replace the tedious, manual
pegboard or posling machine systems still used by millions of businesses.
Ouest is designed for users with nro computer experience, and offers an
instructional mode, a tutorial mode, and on·line help. It provides complete
bookkeeping capabilities in Ihree application areas:
ACCOUMn RECEI¥A8lf
• Sales Posting and Journal to II Dillerent Accounts
• Accou nts Receivable Reporting
• Cash Receipts Posling and Journal
• 750 Customer Listings
• 2500 Outslanding Customer Invoices
CASH OISBURSEMEMTS
• 750 Cash Disbursements per Month
• Ootional Automatic Check Writing
• Cash Disbursements Joumal
• 750 Vendor Listings

BUMDSMD3
BUPDBMD3T20
BUPDBMD3T50

~onthly

Joumals for Audit Trials or for Optional Submission to an
Accountant
• Detailed General Ledger and Summary Trial Balance Reports with
Monthly Journals
• Complete General Ledger Reporting wilh Balance Sheel and Income
Statements
• 400 Accounts and 2000 Monthly Postings
•

PERSONAl PEAJIJ.
• A sophisticated data base manager and report generalor
• Consistanlly in the "10 Top Most Popular Programs"
WOI\DSTAR"
• The most widely accepted Word Processing Program
• Generates mailing list from Personal Pearl data files
COIU\£CT-rr'
• A powerlul spelling check with a built· in dictionary of 36,000 words
• User may add 36,000 words 10 dictionary
LOGICALC"
• The eleclronic "spreadsheet" that computes the "what· if' Questions
01 business proiections and linancial planning
• Accesses files already created in Personal Pearl
PILOT"
• A user friendly programming language developed by Morrow Designs
MlCkOSOfT DASlC-eo<'
• Industry standard BASIC Programming Language

DoZIC"
• An advanced programming language, compatible with North Star
BASIC
CP/M" 2,2
• The Operating System that allows acces s to more than 2000 business
and special application programs

NAnONWlDE XEROX SERVICE
Ellective July f. 1983, XEROX SERVICE GROUP is an aulhorized service
center for Morrow Micro Decisions. XEROX has over 80 service centers
nationwide for warranty service, and th ey offer cost effective. extendelJ
warranty contracts for both carry· jn and orr site service.

MD3 W/two 5%" disk drives (Sh. WI. 27 Ibs.)
MD3 w/MDT20 beige terminal (Sh. Wl 34 Ibs. & 27 Ibs.)
MD3 w/MDT50 black terminal (Sh. WI. 34 Ibs. & 27Ibs.)
Choice of terminal subject to availability

$1395.00
$1895.00
$1895.00

UII ,rtc. 0., PrlCI

O.sert,U..

8UMDS_P200 MP200 w/RS232 serial Inferface $950.00 $785,110
(Shipping Weight: 35 100.)
$125,00
8UMOSMPT5D1I MP200 tractor feed

RlDooN CAP.TPJDGES
8USRPliSD4
8USRPli505

Single strike film ribbon
Multistrike ribbon

8UIRPCOURIUIO
8uslipcDURIUIZ
8USR . .ODERM
8USRPlCIIPT

Courier 10 pica
Courier 12, elite
Proportional type
Script elite

$ 4,85
$ 1.15

PRINT WHEEL

~~@If,{
ii"iT'n-;;;n., ..

$II.IS
$11.15

$IUi;
$11.15

GEMINI 10X 6 15

8UIEMIOX 120 cps Parallel Int. 80 col. (20 Ibs.)
8U&E_15
100 cps Parallel Int 132 col. (26 ibs.)
8UIEMSUINT Serial interlace card for GEM15 (1 lb.)
BUIEMSUINTl Serial interface for GEM10X (1 lb.)
BUBEMSERI1ITX41 Serial interface& 4Kliuffer for GEMl OX

$3iB.00

$4S9.1IO
$ 15.00
$ 5B.OO
$118,110

~~$229
$229,00

8UAX_BPI00A 30 cps 8 col. dot matrix (11 Ibs.)

8UOII0118ZIT
SUOIIOA183AT
8UOIIOAlIZAP
8UOIIDAlIZ11
8UDIIDAlIZAT
8UOIIDAlIUP
8UDIIDAlIUI

OKIDATA

$449,00
$7Z9,OO

TRACTOR INCLUDED (25 Ibs.)
TRACTOR INCLUDED (35 Ibs.)
OKIOATA 92A Parallel (25 Ibs.)
OKIOATAn A Serial (25 Ibs.)
OKIOATA92A Tractor (2 Ibs.)
OKIOATA93A paralfel (35 Ibs.)
OKIOATA93A Serial (35 Ibs.)

.... 0,00

$588,00

*$130.00
71.85
$"5.00

MANNESMANN TALLY
LEnER OUALITY DOT MATRIX PRINTER
• Tractor and friction feed
• 160 cps
• 40 cps (Letter Quality)
• "Bullef-Proof' cast frame
• Serial & Parallel Interface
wilh metal cabinet
• Double wide characters
$58B.OO
8UTAUlT180L
160 cps 80 col (21 Ibs.)
8UTAL_TI80L
160 cps 132 cof. (28 Ibs.)
$184.00

QUitE LEITER OUAUTY
BUOMESU5
45 cps Sprinl 9 serial (49 Ibs.)
BUOME1955
55 cps Sprint 9 serial (49 Ibs.)
8UOMU1140
40 cps Sprint 11 (45 Ibs)
8UO_ESI1RSZ3Z RS232 Module for Sprint 11 (3 Ibs.)
BUOMESII CENT Cenfronics parallel for Sprinl 11 (3 Ibs.)
IUOMESlllEEE4IIIIEEE488 Module for Sprint 1f (3 Ibs)
8UOMElllIS_ IBM module for Sprinl II (3 Ibs.)
8UOME80T
Bi·Directional Tractor (9 Ibs.)
Wire basket (2 Ibs.)
8UO_En
IUOMECSF
Cut Sheet Feeder (20 Ibs.)

$mB.1IO
$ZU5,1IO
$1381.110
$ " ,110
$ ",110
$ " ,110
$ ".110
$ 341,110
$ 85.110

*84B,1IO

PRINTER CADLES
BUPRIA_PAMP
BUPRIA_PTRIO
IUPRIA_PlKT
BUCMDRSZ321F
IUCND5730380
IUIDCS730380

~U5

5' 36 pin Cent to 36 pin Cent
5' 36 pin CenL to 34 pin Card edge
5' 36 pin Cent 10 34 pin socket
8' 8conn. Class I RS232 Ser. cable
36 pin Cent. solder connector
36 pin Cent. IOC conn"ctor

$11.85
$11.85
$11.85

$ 9.00
$ 9.15

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (oaatsworth:) (213) 709-5464 - (Irvine:) (714) 660-1411

Circle 365 on Inquiry card.

p~r.
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PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS
SIEMENS FDD100-8

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY
SHUGART 801 R COMPATIBLE

"ERMIN ALS

DISK DRIVES

I

TANDON 511.. " HARD DISK

.,

VISUAL 50H

$749.00
$895.00
$1049.00

IUTNo11l501 1 platter 6 Mbyte (Sit Wl 9 Ib&)
BUTNo11l502 2 platter 12 Mbyte (Sit Wl 9 Ibs)
BUTND11I5D3 3 platter 19 Mbyte (Sit Wl 9 Ibs)

" 11,;

Iii

DUAL HARD DISK ENCLOSURE
BUIIIHD5DOr

$315.00

For above drives

"'

'"
,y

TAN DON 511.. "
IUTND11IIDOI 1 Sided48 TPI $225.00 2 FOR$195.00 IICh
BUTND11IIDOr 2 Sided 48 TPI $280.00 2 FOR$U5.00 IIch
IUTND11IID03 1 Sided96TPI $275.00 2FOR$250.00mh
IUTND11I1DD4 2 Sided96 TPI $390.00 2 FOR$3115.00eIc~
(lbl"I., W,I,1IIs II Ibm H, ..: 5 Ih. ncbl

MPI 511.. " FULL HEIGHT

$175.

BUMPl51'
IUMPIU'
BUMPilI'
BUMPIn'

each

1 Sided 48
2 Sided 48
1 Sided 96
2 Sided 96

bezel.

IShipping Weight: 5 Ibs)

MPI 5 1/4" HALF HEIGHT

OEM INOUIRIES INVITED
BUSIEFDDI008

ORDER NOW AND SAVE!

aUMPl501 1 Sided 48
IUMPl502 2 Sided 48
aUMPilol 1 Sided 96
aUMPilOr 2 Sided 96

TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI

(Sit
(Sit
(Sh
ISIt

WI.
WI.
WI.
WI.

4 Ibs.)
4 Ib~)
4 Ib ~)
4 Ibsl

$2BO.00
$300.00
$300.00
8355.00

SHUGART 8" FULL HEIGHT
R 1 sided (18 Ibs.)

$3B9.00

QUME 8" FULL HEIGHT
BUOMUTI

Omrt", ••
Black &While 12"
Green Screen 12"
IIIUAL
50

H..oI1I••

Eo,...

11• .,.111

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
YES
10
NO

ND
YES
YES
NO
NO
U

U

Smooth Scroll

YES
YES

NO

U
U

Tilt & Swivel
Oetached Keyboard
N- Key Rollover
Audible Key Click
Menu Set· Up Mode

$380.00

aUMI11IZ11483B 2 sided (18 Ibs.)

MPI 8" FULL HEIGHT
1 sided (11 Ibs.)
2 sided (11 Ibs.)

8380.00
$480.00

MPI 8" DUAL HALF HEIGHT
(SAME SIZE AS ONE FULL HEIGHT)

Status line
Selection

ADDI

LII'
11'1111
AD.5
NO

T.,.lljll
110

U

U

NO
10
10
10
NO

10
10

YES
10

NO

NO

U

10
NO
NO

line Drawing
Character Set

YES

NO

U

Independent RCV!
TX Rates

YES

U

NO

NO

10

Answerback User
Programmable

YES

NO

NO

O~

10

VISUAL 000
The VSL330 lerminals will emulate the DEC VT52, Oala General 0200,
Lear Sie<jler AOM-3A. ar.d Hazilline 1500. Other fealures include: 12 user
programmable iunclion keys. line drawing character sel. jump or 2 speed
scroll splil screen. fUll ediling, and programmable non-volalile columnar
tabbing or field tabbing lorward and backward jusl 10 name a lew.
The IISUAl3DO has all 01 the same functions as the 330. but does nol have
multi-emulalion. The IIIUAl30D is ANSI X3.54 compatible.
IUVSIJDOI. ANSI X3.64. 12" Green
$1095.00 "'5.DO
BUVSIJ30 •• Green 12" CRT (Sit Wl 41 Ibs.) S1200.00 '815.00
BUIIL33014BN Green 14" CRT (Sit WT.41Ibs.)
$1250.00 '8-41.00

TELEVIDEO

87BO.00
8870.00

1 sided (22 Ibs.)
2 sided 122 Ibs.)

$tl25.oo
$tl55.oo

Full 5 Attribute

2 FOR $480.00 each

MITSUDISHI 8" FULL HEIGHT

5695.00
$770.00

FEATURE COMPARISON CHART
fllllll:

$480.00

2 sided (18 Ibs.)

lIIl PIIc, SALE PRICE

Plrt N•••,
aulSl50IW
BUIILI08N

-Replace with an "i " fer the MPI style bezel. or with an "S" for Shugart style

CALL for 10+
(Include $7 .00 per drive for shipping)

$200.00
$270.00
$275.00
$400.00

TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI

(Sh. Wl:
41 Ibs.)

TANDON 8" HALF HEIGHT
1 sided (9 Ibs.)

$395.00

2 FOR $375.00 each

2 sided (9 Ib~)

$495.00

2 FOR $475.00 each

MPI 8" HALF HEIGHT
1 sided Itt Ibs.)
2 sided (1 t Ibs.)

OUR FINEST

8"
DISK DRIVE CABINET!
~
-

--

• Positive pressure forced air cooling for reliable disk drive opera lion
• AC inpul EMI filtered 10 six
.lnlegralpowersupplywilh5V
amps 10 help prevent disk
@l 6N-5V @l t N24 V @l 6A
crashes due to power spikes
• Each DC supply and AC
and line noise
separately fused
Part N..
UII Prlc, I~'.rrtib
BUlliUDEOO4
ISh. Wl 40 Ibs)
$495.00MII.U
With augmented power supply to handle Tandon Slimline. or Winchester
disk drives. Includes the disk environment monitor.
BUIIIUoED04AUG (Sh. Wl 40 Ibs.)
$733.00
$625.00
BUIIIUoED04EM (Sh. Wl 40 Ibs.)
$584.95 $395.00

THIN THREE
8" DISK DRIVE
CABINET
• Supports3hall-high8"diskdrives . 5V@l6A,-5V @l 1A,24V @l 6A
• One AC power connector for one full size drive. 5V output over-voltdge protected • Optional disk environmer ~ al monitor is available to
monitor and a/arm you 10 internal temperature reaching dangerous levels.
Plrt Number
UII Price
SALl PRICE
BUIIIUoEm
$495.00
$375.00
WfTH DISK ENVIRONMENTAl MONITOR:
BUIIIUOEmEM
$584 .95
$425.00

i .

~ ----

8380.00
84BO.00

BUPOBnlllr5rrw/2nd page memory kil FREE (A$95.00 Value) $728.00
BUPOBTWII5D4r w/2 nd. 3rd. & 4th page memory kil FREE un.oo
(A 285.00 Value)
(above ilems: 37 Ibs. each)

5114" DRIVE CABINETS
oUJMJl.1C5 Single 5'1," Cabinet (5 Ib ~)
BUJMR2C5
Dual 5'1," Cabinet (9 Ibs.)
BUJMR%C5C JMR2C5 w/internal dala cable (9 Ibs.)

8B9.00
889.00
899.00

Bunvalo
Bunva70

80 col. terminal (37 Ib~)
14" 80/132 col. lerminal (40 Ibs.)

$551.15
SIOII.OO

LIBERTY ELECTRONICS

DUAL 8" HALF HEIGHT
FLOPPY CABINET

BUIIBf50

Freedom 50 (Sit WI. 30 Ibs.)

5599.00

$474.00

$695.00

$575.00

ADDS
BUAOOIWPR Viewpoint 3A+ (30 Ibs.)

ffE

• 24V @l 4A. 5V @l 3A
-5 V @l 800ma
• Fan cooled
• Socketed power connections
• All supplies regulated
UII PIItl 011 PIIc,
BUIIIoTIDD2 Dual Thin Line Cabinet (12Ibs.) $225.00 $185.00

QUME

DUY THE CADINET C, DIWES AND $AVEI
With 2 Tandon TIIlnllnes
IUPOIIIITNol Cabinel w/2 TNDTM8481 - 1sided (30 Ibs.)
BUPOllIITNDr Cabinet w/2 TNDTM8482 - 2 sided (30 Ib~)

185.DO
II 15.DO

With 2 MPI SlImllnes
BUPDBIIIMrn Cabinel w/2 MPI41 M - 1 sided (30 Ibs)
BUPOBIIIMrtr Cabinet w/2 MPI42M - 2 sided (30 Ibs)

UO.DO
101O.DO

o Ions
BUlIIoTIIIPlIIT MPI drive adaplor mounling kit (2 Ibs.)
aUIIIDCCSHU Shugart I ACIOC power connector kil (2 Ibs.)
(For full size single SABOl or compatible drives)

r4.l5
14.15

-- ---BUOMEI02
BUOMElo2AM
IUOMElo3
BUOMEIOI
BUOMElO..M

80 Column Green (Sh. Wl 30 Ibs.)
80 Column Amber (Sit WI. 30 Ibs.)
80/ 132 Column Green (Sh. Wl30 Ibs.)
22 lunction key, 80 col. Green (30 Ibs.)
22 lunction key, 80 col. Amber (30 Ibs.)

$550.00
$515.00
$715.00
$741.00
$715.00

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Cha1sworth:) (210) 709-5464 - (Irvine:) (714) 660-1411
Circle 365 on Inquiry card.

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS

MODEMS

u.s.

Pi.) ~:~;::6HP-7 5C PORTABLE COMPUTING SYSTEM
AS FEATURED 1(1 THIS ISSUE OF BYTE

BU HP.75C
List Price: $995.00

RODOTICS

1200

THIS MONTH ONLY:

BAUD

$749

$379.00
Auto Origi.,ate/ Auto Answer
'arl MD.

US! PlIca SALE ~RICE

Dllen,dD'

8UUUADIAI2I2A 1200 baud Aula Orig/Answer $599.00 ~95' 00
8UUSRPASSWDRD 1200 baud Aula Orig/Answer $449.00 319.00
aUUnmlACi Password Comm. Software 8" CP/M
19.00
BUUSRTEIIAC5A Password Comm. Soltware 5'14" Apple
79.00
BuunMUlDIIO Micro Link 300 Baud
$179.00 158.00
8UUnMUlI121ID Micro Link 1200 Baud
$449.00 318.00
auuSRAUlUIIO Aula Link 300 Baud
$219.00 115.00
8UUSRAUlI121ID Auto Link 1200 Baud
5499.00 399.00
(Shipping Weights Q(1 above items: 4 Ib,. each)

D.C. HAYES
8UDCH04DDP
BUDCH021I0P
8UDCH030DP
aUDCHDIDDP
8UDCHDIIODP

1200 Baud Smartmodem
300 Baud Smarlmodem
Chronograph
MicroModem 100
MicroModem II

$695.00
$279.00
$249.00
$399.00
$379.00

1514.85
229.00
188.00
349.00
289.00

HP-7SC ACCESSOPJES
8U
8U
au
8U

HP8270tA
HP827D7A
HP8270U
HP82715A

8U
au
8U
au
au

HPODD75-15014
HPOD075-150n
HPOD075-15015
HPOO075-15012
HPOO075-15D35

......

~. -

......

. ........
,

'"

VisiCalc"
Text Formatter
Math Pac
Surveying Pac
DataCommunications Pac

MURA DIRECT CONNECT MODEM

HP.41 CIC' HANDHELD COMPUTER SYSTEM

$79.00
o-

Us! PlIca
$125.00

O.r PlIca
$ " .DO

5450.00

$341.00
$ 15.DD
$348.00
$ 10.00
$171.0D
U41.0D
$241.00

$450.0U
$225.00
$295.00
$295.00

SERIES 10 PROGRAMMABLE CALCIUATORS

au HP.10C Scientific
au HP.11 C Adv. scientific

au

$ 70.00 '59.00
$ 90.00 '79.00
HP.12C Adv. financial
$120.00 '99.00
HP.15C Adv. sci. w/matrix
$120.00 '99.00
HP.18C Digital & Computer science $120.00 '99.00
(Shipping Weights Q(1 above calculators: 3 Ibs. each)

au
au
au
au
au

Handheld computer
$195.00 '159.00
Handheld computer
$275.00 '219.00
w/5x the memory
HPl2104A Card reader
$195.00 '159.00
HP82153A Optical Wand
$125.00' 99.00
HPl211U Cassette drive
$450.00 '349.00
HPl211U Thermal Printer
$450.00 '349.00
HPl2113A Video Intenace
$225.00 '179.00
(Shipping Weights Q(1 above items: 5 Ibs. each)

ENHANCEMENT MODULES:
8U HPl215DA HP-IL module
$125.00 '95.00
$ 75.00 '59.00
8U HPl2170A Quad RAM module
$ 75.00 '59.00
au HP82IIOA Extended functions!
memory module
au HPl2111 A Ext. memory module
. $ 75.00 '59.00
au HPl2112A TIme module
$ 75.00 '59.00
(Shipping Weights on above items: 1 lb. each)

We now ca,ry the complete line of .e,'e. 40 Application Pac. and Solution Boole.

:l00 BAUD MURA MM-1 00

• 0 - 300 Baud. RS232C inlerface • Full duplex. Carrier detecl
indicator . 8ell 103 compatible . Low vollage • Originate/Answer
swilch selectable.
Usl Pnce Dlr PlIca
aUMORMMIDD 0 - 300 baud modem (2 Ibs.) $99.95
aUCHORS2321f RS232 cable

$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
,35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$45.00
$35.00
$35.00

au H,..., C
au H"", CI

Included in HP-75C
HP82IIIA Digital Cassette Drive
HP82171A Digital Cassettes (10 pack)
HP821IU Thermal Printer/Plotter
HP82125A Thermal Printer Paper (6 mils)
HP82183A Video Intenace
HP82II4A RS-232 Serial Interface
HPl2115A GPlO Intenace

au
au

Math I
Math II
Math III
Finance
Games I
Games II
Real Estate
I/O Utilities
Electronics
Test Statistics
Graphics
Mass Media Duplication/Privacy
Statistics

Far HHI CI & HP.75C

Dlle~pd

au
au
au
au
IU
au
8U

$185.DO
$15.00
$145.0D
$H5.0D
$145.0D

HP-75C Solutions Dooks
8U HPOO075-131103
8U HPOOD75-UOO4
8U..HPOO075-131105
au HPOO075-U1I08
8U HPOOO75-1311OB
au HPOO075-U1I07
au HPOOO75-UOIO
8U HPOO075-UOU
au HPOOD75-UlIOa
iu HPOOO75-13012
8U HPOOO75-1301li
au HPOOD75-U015
au HPOO075-UOII

HP.IL PERIPHERALS

'au"rIHP8215DA
RI.
••
HP-IL Interface

1200 BAUD
AUTO DIAL
DIRECT CONNECT MODEMS WITH 10 NUMBER MEMORY
8URIXR212A
1200 Baud Stand Alone unit $495.00 f15 .00
1200 IBM PC· modem (21bs.) $495.00
15.00
8URIX'C2IU
IBM PC" Modem SoHware (1 lb.)
88.00
8URIX'CCOMI
8Uro8RII18M
IBM Modem & Software Together(3Ibs.) 539.00

O.r PlIca
$1I5.DD
UB.IIO
$75.00
$10.00

HP-75C Software

NXON
~

Us. PlIca
$195.00
(80z)
(lib)
(lib)

8KB Memory module(llb)
30 Blank magnetiC cards
100 Blank magnetiC cards
Notebook Cardhclcfer(Qty.5)

12" RGO COLOR VIDEO
~~

MONIOTRS

51f4" FLOPPY DISKETTES

$79.00
$18,95
fEATURES:
• Includes reinforcement ring
• 100% Sunace tested

• Write protect with tabs
• lifetime warranty!

SINGLE SIDED
40 TRACKS DOUBLE DENSITY

Pari No.
aUTUR&al
aUTAXRlB3
SI,I"I •• Will'"

Ollcn,dll
Us. Pllce O.r PlIca
Medium Resolution/31 0 lines $399.00 $318.00
Super High Res!630 lines $699.00 $151.00
301H.

INTERFACE

DOARDS

AND CADLES

aUTAXAPrwRSB RGB intenace for Apple II $149.00
aUTAX4111-10
RGB 80 col int for Apple lie $199.00
aUTAXIBMR&8 RGB cable for IBM PC
BUTUUBAPL
RGB cable for Apple lie and III

ORDERING INfDRMAnON
aUUL1514111 Soft Sector
8UUL151410 10 Sector
8UUL151411 16 Sector
aUULn24111
aUUL152410
aUULn2418

1 BOX
OF 10:

$ 25.00

BO~ES: $ 40.00
10
BOXES: $180.00
Soft sector. 40 track. 2 sided
10 sector. 40 track. 2 sided
16 sector. 40 track. 2 sided

$138.0D
1 BOX OF 10
2 BOXES
10 BOXES
$115.00
$35 00
$~80.00
$18.00'
6$1~~
(Sh,ppmg Weight 1 Ib per box)

$60.00

:;;;:'''"'···:~;:~'TY ~ELECTRONICS
9161 Deenng Ave •. C ho tSWOI th CA '·t' 1J11

-

Te2~1~~MJ2Lc~ec~~ o~~~SOdnd~~~;~!~~d;'h~S ~IN~tM~~ ~~~~?oo~~oo~:~~u! ~HIP-

PING 8, HANDLING of $3.00 for the first 3 100. plus 40( fOf each additional pcl.Ind. Orders over 50 Ibs. sent freight collecl Just in case, please include phone number.
Prices subject to changewithoul oolice. We will do our best to maintain prices through September. 1983. Many Quantities are limited. Sorry, no rainchecks, no refund sor
sale merchandise. Credit Card
We are not
i errors.

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Chatsworth:) (213) 709-5464 - (Irvine:) (714) 660-1411
Circle 365 on inqulrv card .

~ BASF

SYSTEM CLEARANCE SALE
ITEM (No. & Name)
QTY
DATA Gj:NERAL MICRO-NOVA
Cabinets w/ muffin fans
6
4207 MN Asynch . Control
14
4208 MN Console Debug
5
4225 MN Comm . Controller
7
4226 MN Synch. Controller
7
4227 MN 4 Line Asynch Controller 4
6038 Single Diskette Subsystem
3
6039 Dual Diskette Subsystem
4
6102 12.5 MB Winchester Disk MN 1
8561 MN 9 Slot 4KW Mos
3
15
8573 MN 8 Kw Mos MEM
CENTRONIC PRINTERS
761 KSR Centronic Printers
8
HAZELTINE VDTs
1410 Hazeltine Video Terminal
2
CODEX MODEMS
201 Codex 2400 Baud Modems
9
To submit a bid or for further
information contact:

CESARE DELVAGLIO
Tel: 212-997-3766

Exclusively

UNIX*

FlexyDisks®

and C

1
5Specily
/4 "
soli,
10 or 16 sector
1 side/double density
2 sided/double density

8"

Price/10
$20.00
34.50

Price/1oo
$185.00
325.00

Specily soli
or 32 sector

Information

-

That's UNIQUE, the oldeat and
largest monthly newsletter covering
the UNIX· and C marketplace.

Price/10 Price/1oo
5195.00
1 side/single density
521.00
1 side/double density
29.50
275.00
2 sided/double density
34.50
325.00
Ce"ifitd Cbot:k . Monoy 0nItr . PtrlOnll Chock
Allow III' to 2 with 10' pmo",1 chick. to cI....
Add 13.00 to .teII ord.. lor U.P,S. shipping ch.rve"
NJ R.tidtntJ .dd 6' NJ Stlt. T..

Full year, $54 ($70.00 Foreign) ·wrlte, call
or circle reader service number lor lull
brochure and FREE aample copy.

o4V4-

Dept. B ' Box 33 ' E. Hanover NJ 07936

EjXl:+iANGE; INC.
280 Dukes Parkway, P.O. Box 85
Somervllfe, N.J. 08876' (201) 725·6680
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Circle 127 on Inquiry card.

• product ,eviewslllstings/prices
• appllcatlonsltutorlalsllndexes
, Industry Inside Inlormatlon

InfoPro Systems
(201) 625-2925
'UNIX Is a trademark 01 Bell Laboratories

Formerly The UNIX Software Ust

Circle 222 on Inquiry card.

MODEMS

TIRED OF EPROM HASSELS?
IBM-PC

WITH THE MICRO XCPU FORGET: 25 VOLT
POWER, UV LAMPS , PUL·LlNG·ERASING ·
INSERTING EPROMS

Rlxon PC 212A

5465.00
'Plugs Into IBM PC card slot
'300 and 1200 bps. asynchronous
'Full/Hall duplex
'Automatic dialer, tone or pulse, auto redial
'Battery protected memory lor number
storage

PC 212A Sollware

APPLE COMPATIBLE

I ON ~P - STRINGS, INTERRUPTS, MUCH
MORE: HARDWARE 16 BIT MULT AND DIVIDE 37
~S, 42 ~S :VOLTAGE REGULATOR, RS·232C FOR
PROGRAMMING, 4K EEPROM (X2816A), 4K RAM,
AUTO START PR UP :EXPANSION BOARDS
AVAILABLE, MICRO XCPU $195 EPROM
BURNER VERSION FOR DIE HARDS - $125
MICRO APPLIC~TIONS - (305) 725-0944
515 ANDREWS DR,
MELBOURNE BEACH, FL 32951

Circle 285 on Inquiry card.

APPLE II COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVES

VERBATIM

Prices lor dealers In quantities 01 25 or
more. End User Inquiries welcomes.

ELECTRADE CO.
(408) 946-2541
780 Trimble Rd . Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95131

Save $ on
Computer Books!

ss DD SOFT

. . .. . ...... ... $23.99

EPSON PRINTERS

MXBOFT ..
OTHER MODE/,s .

. . $46!J.00
. CALL

TELEVIDEO
. ........ $!J!J9.00
. ........... $719.00
. ............ $929,00

9/0 .
92.5 .

950.

MONITORS
/2" 20 MHZ
. .... $129.00
GReeN.
AMBeR .... ....................... $129.00

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
641\ Combo Curd • •.. • ...••••••. S.12~.OIl

OZtech, IIIC,
1400 Cole mlll' '\w. Suite 1'. 25
Scmta C larn , C,\ 'J5050
(HO())

Disk Drive ... .. ... ... $150.00 ea.
Controller Card . ....... $35.00 ea.
Computer Case ........ $55.00 ea.
Keyboard .......... ... $70.00 ea.
Switching· Power Supply $49.50 ea.
Joystick . .. .. .. ........ $15.00 ea.

We offer a 10% discount
on computer books from several
publishers .
Fast , reliable service and low
shipping charges for mail orders.
Write for FREE catalog .

APPLE II. APPLE 1/ PLUS. FRANKLIN.
BELL AND HOWELL
Multi-Tech MODEM II

5265.00

'Plugs Into I/O slot

:i~~ob~:tf;~7~I~ronous, lUll/hail duplex

'Menu driven software
Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax.
90-day return·to·factory warranty.
10-45 delivery. Shipped U.P.S.
Check, money order COD to
lames Fox Associates
Brownsburg Road
115/ 598-3293
Box JJ9B R.D. #1
Newrown , PA 18940

ScotcH Diskettes
Rely on Scotch- diskettes to keep your valuable data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
are lested and guaranteed error-free. The low
abrasivity saves your read/ write heads.
They're compatiqle with most diskette drives.

DOWNTOWN
BOOK BAZAAR,
Dept. B
P.O. Box 2490
Brooklyn, N.Y.
11202

222 -(,()77

(800)235-4137

-

.....

Deal~r

Inquiries
Invited

ill Calif. (40H) 'JHO-'J'JH7
, '/S ,\ ",\Ie ACl,(!"h!tl

Circle 322 on Inquiry card.

5 49.00

'Interlaces PC 212A MODEM to PC
'Menu driven
'Stores telephone numbers, log·on
procedures

Circle 167 on. Inquiry card.

ON/. r ......... .. ..
. $209.00
CONTROLLER CARD . ........... . ... $ M,OO
.JUST PLUG /N AND RUN
5W' D/SKET7'f;S
I'f:R BOX OF 10 .

...

Circle 156 on Inquiry card.

Circle 341 on Inquiry card.

MICROPROCESSOR
COMPATIBLE
CLOCK/ CALENDAR CHIP
100/3.25 ea.
32 .768KHZ XTAL

3.95

OTHER CRYSTALS

3.579545MHZ
5.0688MHZ
18.432MHZ

connECTORS

IDP-16 IDC DIP - PLUG
IDE-34 IDC EDGE - CARD
ICC·14 DIP " HEADER "
ICC·16 DIP "HEADER"
44P-ST PC EDGE-CARD
DB2SPC/ P VERTICAL
PC-MOUNT
DB2SPC / S VERTICAL
PC·MOUNT

TRAnSISTORS

2N3904
2N3906
PN2222

TO - 92
TO - 92
TO-92

SA 410
$11995

CERAMIC
MOnOLITHIC CAPS
AT THE PRICE
OF DISC!

.1UF- MONO
.047UF -MONO
.01 UF-MONO

JOR

DISK DRIVE
BLOW OUTSI
SA 460
$149 95

* Y2 Mb Storage * 1 Mb Storage
* SS/DD
* DS/DD
* 80 Track - 96TPI
* 6 ms - track to track
*

100/ 10.00

PRIME lED'S

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
PART #UA78M05C
STANDARD TO-220 CASE
5 VOLT AT 500MA CAN BE
USED AS 7805T IN MOST
APPLICA TlONS

TI

*

5%" - Standard
Format
90-DAY GUARANTEE

MICROPROCESSOR
ZBOA-CPU
ZBOA-CTC
ZBOA-PIO
ZBOA-SIO / 1
ZBOA-DART
BOB6 16-BIT SMHZ
6BAOO CPU 1.SMHZ
6BA10 RAM 1.SMHZ
6BA21 PIA 1.SMHZ
6BASO ACIA 1.SMHZ
6S20 / 6B20 PIA

4S0NS-LP
4S0NS-LP
4S0NS
450NS
2S0NS
2S0NS

SPECIAL
TMS4060/2107

SALE ENDS SEPT. 30, 1983

LInEAR I.C:S
CRT conTROllERS
HARD TO FinD BLACK
CDnDUCTlUE FOAM

Circle 240 on inq uiry card .

O-RAM COnTROllERS

BYTE September 1983

647

2101
5101
2102· 1
2102L·4
2102L·2
2111
2112
2114
2114·25
2114L· 4
2114L·3
2114L·2
2147
TMS4044· 4
TMS4044· 3
TMS4044·2
MK4118
TMM2016·200
TMM2016· 150
TMM2016· 100
HM6116·4
HM6116·3
HM6116·2
HM6116Lp·4
HM6116Lp·3
HM6116LP·2
Z·6132

256 x 4
256 x 4
1024 x 1
1024 x 1
1024 x 1
256 x 4
256 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 .4
1024 x 4
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
1024 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 • 8
2048 .8
2048.8
2048 • 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 • 8

(450no)
(450n.) (cmos)
(450no)
(450no) (LP)
(250no) (LP)
(450no)
(450no)
(450no)
(250n o)
(450nB) (LP)
(300no) (LP)
(200nB) (LP)
(55nB)
(450nB)
(300n8)
(200nB)
(250nB)
(200no)
(150no)
(100n8)
(200no) (cmoB)
(150n8) (cmoB)
(120n8) (cmoB)
(200nB) (cmos)(LP)
(150nB) (cmoB)(LP)
(120n8) (cmoB)(LP)
(300nB) (05tat)

1.95
3.95
.89
.99
1.49
2.49
2.99
8/ 9.95
8/ 10.95
8/ 12.95
8/ 13.45
8/ 13.95

4.95
3.49
3.99
4.49
9.95
4.15
4.95
6.15
4.75
4.95
8.95
5.95
6.95
10.95
34.95

Z80· CPU
Z80· CTC
Z80·DART
Z80· DMA
Z80·PIO
Z80 · SIO / 0
Z80· SIO / l
Z80·SIO / 2
Z80·SIO / 9

3.95
4.49
10.95
14.95
4.49
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95

4.0 Mhz
Z80A· CPU
Z80A·CTC
Z80A· DART
Z80A· DMA
Z80A· PIO
Z80A· SIO /0
Z80A·SIO / l
Z80A· SIO/ 2
Z80A· SIO/ 9

4.95
4.95
11 .95
16.95
4.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
16.95
11 .95
13.95
13.95
19 .95

ZILOG

OBtat ' OuaBI·Static

LP : Low Power

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027
UPD411
MM5280
MK4108
MM5298
4116· 300
4116·250
4116·200
4116·150
4116·120
2118
4164·200
4164· 150

4096.1
4096 • 1
4096 • 1
8192.1
8192.1
16384.1
16384.1
16384 x 1
16384.1
16384.1
16384.1
65536 • 1
65536 . 1

(250n5)
(300n5)
(300ns)
(200n5)
(250n5)
(300ns)
(250n5)
(200ns)
(150n8)
(120ns)
(150n5) (5v)
(200n5) (5v)
(150n5) (5v)

5V ' single 5 vall 5upply

1702
2708
2758
2716
2716·1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732·250
2732·100
2764
2764·250
2764· 200
TMS2564
MC68764
27128

EPROMS
256.8
(1uI)
1024 x 8
1024.8
2048 • 8
2048 • 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 • 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
8192.8
8192.8
8192.8
8192 • 8
8192 • 8
16384.8

(450n5)
(450nB)
(450n5)
(350nB)
(450nB)
(450ns)
(450nB)
(450nB)
(250nB)
(200nl)
(450nl)
(250n5)
(200nB)
(450n8)
(450n5)
Call

(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)
(5.)(24 pin)

5. ' Single 5 Vall Supply

EPROM ERASERS
Timer

32.768 khz
1.0 mhz
1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579535
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
10.738635
14.31818
15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
32.0

1.95
4.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3 .95
3.95
3 .95
3 .95
3.95
3.95
3 .95
3.95
3.95
3 .95
3.95
3 .95
3.95
3 .95
3 .95
3.95
3 .95
3.95
3 .95
3.95

CRT
CONTROLLERS
6845
68B4 5
HD46505SP
6847
MC1372
68047
8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A
DP8350

14.95
19.95
15.95
11 .95
6.95
24.95
29.95
99.95
39.95
49.95
39.95
49.95

KEYBOARD
CHIPS
11 .95
AY5·2376
11 .95
AY5·3600
AY5· 3600 PRO 11 .95

648

BYTE September 1983

5.95
6.95
17.95
24.95
3.95
5.95
11.95
29.95
CALL
39.95
89.95
6.95
7.95
6.95
29.95
39.95
39.95
24.95
24.95

8200

6.0 Mhz
Z80B· CPU
Z80B · CTC
Z80B·PIO
Z80B· DART

8035
8039
INS·8060
INS· 8073
8080
8085
8085A·2
8086
8087
8088
8089
8155
8155·2
8156
8185
8185· 2
8741
8748
8755

8202
8203
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8237·5
8238
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253·5
8255
8255·5
8257
8257·5
8259
8259· 5
8271
8272
8275
8279
8279·5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

24.95
39.95
3.50
1.80
3.85
1.75
2.25
1.80
3.49
19.95
21.95
4.49
4.45
10.95
4.49
6.95
7.95
4.49
5.25
7.95
8.95
6.90
7.50
39.95
39.95
29.95
8.95
10.00
6.50
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.50
25.00
49.95

DISC
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2795
2797
6843
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691
2143

16.95
24.95
26.95
49.95
49.95
54.95
54.95
59.95
59.95
34.95
39.95
39.95
29.95
34.95
17.95
18.95

59.95
68000
3.95
6800
7.95
6802
13.90
6808
19.95
6809E
11 .95
6809
2.95
6810
4.35
6820
3.25
6821
14.95
6828
12.95
6840
34.95
6843
25.95
6844
14.95
6845
11 .95
6847
3.25
6850
5.75
6852
9.95
6860
11.95
6862
6.95
6875
2.25
6880
22.95
6883
24.95
68047
19.95
68488
6800 ' lMHZ
10.95'
68BOO
22.25
68B02
29.95
68B09E
29.95
68B09
6.95
68Bl0
6.95
68B21
19.95
68B45
5.95
68B50
68BOO ' 2 MHZ

6500
1 MHZ
4.95
6.95
8.95
9.95
4.35
7.95
9.95
22.50
11 .85

6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551
2 MHZ

6.95
9.95
11 .95
27.95
11.95

6502A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A
3 MHZ
65029

14.95

AY3· 1014
AY5·1013
AY3·1015
PT1472
TR1602
2350
2651
TMS6011
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250

6.95
3.95
6.95
9.95
3.95
9.95
8.95
5.95
7.95
8.95
10.95

GENERATORS
BIT-RATE
MC14411
BR 19 41
4702
COM5016
COM8116
MM5307

11 .95
11.95
12.95
16.95
10.95
10.95

FUNCTION

74LSOO
7~LS01

74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LSll
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
,74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170

.24
.25
.25
.25
.24
.25
.28
.29
.25
.35
.35
.45
.59
.35
.25
.29
.25
.29
.29
.35
.25
.29
.55
.35
.35
.25
.49
.75
.75
.75
.25
.29
.29
1.25
.39
.35
.39
.39
.49
.60
.69
.39
.55
.89
.55
.55
.75
.89
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.45
.79
2.90
.49
.49
.59
.59
.39
.99
.55
.55
1.20
2.49
1.35
.55
.55
1.90
.69
.69
.65
.59
.69
.65
.69
.65
.69
.95
1.95
1.75
1.75
1.49

74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS299
74LS323
74LS324
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS364
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS624
74LS640
74LS645
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689
74LS783
81LS95
81LS96
81LS97
81LS98
25LS2521
25LS2589

.69
.55
.55
2. 15
8.95
.89
.89
.79
.79
.69
.69
.79
.79
.89
.95
.99
.99
.99
1.29
1.49
.75
.99
.99
.59
.59
.59
.59
2.75
.59
.55
1.49
3.35
.49
1.98
.69
.89
.89
.99
.89
1.75
3.50
1.75
1.29
1.29
1.35
1.95
.49
.49
.45
.45
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.18
1.35
1.90
.45
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.49
2.95
.37
1.95
3.99
2.20
2.20
1.69
1.89
1.49
9.65
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20
2.40
3.20
24.95
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
2.80
4.25

Circle 241 on inquiry card.

' 400
'401
'402
' 403
' 404
'405
'406
'407
'408
'409
'410
'411
'412
413
414
416
417
420
'4 21
422
423
425
426
427
428
430
432
433
437
438
440
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
450
45 1
453
4 54
460
47 0
472
473
47 4
475
476
480
4 81
482
483
485
486
489
49 0
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
4100
41 07
4109
411 0
4111
41 16
4120
1121
1122
1123
1125
1126
41:28

.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.25
.30
.35
.49
.25
.25
.19
.35
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.4 5
.19
.29
.45
.29
.29
.19
.49
.65
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.19
.23
.23
.23
.23
.35
.29
.34
.33
.45
.35
.59
1.1 0
.95
.50
.59
.35
2.15
.35
.40
.50
.35
.65
.55
.70
2.75
1.75
.30
.45
.45
.55
1.55
1.20
.29
.45
.49
.45
.45
.55

74 132
74136
741 41
74 142
74 143
7414 5
741 47
74148
74150
74 15 1
74152
7~ 1 53

74154
74155
74 156
74157
74159
7416 0
7416 1
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74 167
74170
74 172
74 173
74 174
74 175
74176
74177
74 178
74 179
74 180
74181
74182
74184
741 85
74190
74191
741 92
74 193
74194
74195
741 96
74197
74198
74199
74221
74 246
74247
74248
74249
7425 1
74259
74265
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298
74351
74365
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

C LOC K
CIR CUITS

.45
.50
.65
2.95
2.95
.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.55
.65
.55
1.25
.75
.65
.55
1.65
.85
.69
.85
.69
.85
.85
1.00
2.95
1.65
5.95
.75
.89
.89
.89
.75
1.15
1.75
.75
2.25
.75
2.00
2.00
1.15
1.15
:79
.79
.85
.85
.79
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
1.85
1.95
.75
2.25
1.35
1.95
1.25
.75
2. 00
3. 75
3. 75
.95
.75
.85
2.25
.65
.65
.65
.65
2.20
1.75
1.35
3.15
.85
2.55

LM 301
LM301H
LM 307
LM 308
LM308 H
LM30 9H
LM309K
LM 310
LM311
LM 311H
LM312 H
LM317K
LM317T
LM318
LM 318H
LM 319H
LM319
LM320 (see
LM322
LM 323K
LM3 24
LM329
LM3 31
LM3 34
LM 335
LM336
LM 337K
LM 337T
LM 338K
LM 339

.34
.79
.45
.69
1.15
1.95
1.25
1.75
.64
.89
1.75
3.95
1.19
1.49
1.59
1.90
1.25
7900)
1.65
4.95
.59
.65
3.95
1.19
1.40
1.75
3.95
1.95
6.95
.99

LM340 (see 7800)
LM 348
.99
LM 350K
4.95
LM 350T
4 .60
LM 3 58
.69
LM359
1.79
LM376
3.75
LM377
1.95
LM 378
2.50
LM379
4 .50
LM380
.89
LM380N-8 1.10
LM 38.1
1.60
LM382
1.60
LM 383
1.95
LM 384
1.95
LM 386
.89
LM387
1.40
LM389
1.35
LM390
1.95
LM 392
.69
LM394 H
4.60
LM39 9H
5.00
NE5 31
2.95
NE555
.34
NE 556
.65
NE558
1.50
NE561
24 .95
NE564
2.95
LM565
.99

H " TO -5 CAN

INTERSIL

.32
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.88
.85
.35
.35
.40
.40
.50
1.99
.50
.50
.50
.55
2.75
1.24
.45
.50
.89
.85
.85
.55
.95
.9 5
.95
.95
1.95
1.95

745163
745168
745169
745174
745 175
745 18 1
74 5 18 2
74 5 188
74 5189
745 194
74 51 95
74 5 196
74 51 97
74 5 201
74 5 225
745240
74 5241
74 5 244
74 5 251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745 274
74 5 275
745 280
74 5 287
745288
745289745301
745373
74 5 374
74 5 381
745 387
74541 2
74 5 47 1
745 472
745474
74 548 2
745570
74 5 571

1.49
.89
3.95
2.9 5
2.75
.59
.75
.79
.49
.55
.98
.35
.35
.40
.69
.59
1. 19
1.95
1.49
1.69
1.89
1.19
1.69
6 .95
1.59
.59
.69
.69
.85
3.10

LM1 800
LM18 12
LM1830
LM1871
LM 1872
LM1877
LM1 889
LM1896
U LN2003
LM2877
LM2878
LM2900
LM 290 1
LM 3900
LM3905
LM3909
LM3911
LM 3914
LM3915
LM3916
MC40 24
MC4044
RC4136
RC4151
LM 4250
LM45 00
RC4558
LM13 080
LM13600
LM13700

2.3 7
8 .2 5
3 .50
5 .49
5.49
3.25
1.9 5
1.75
2.49
2.05
2.2 5
.85
1.00
.59
1.25
.98
2.25
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.50
1.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
.69
1.29
1.49
1.4 9

INTERFAC E
1.95
3.95
3 .95
.95
.95
3 .95
2.95
1.95
6.95
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
6.95
7.95
2.20
2.2 0
2.20
.95
.95
.95
.95
.79
19.95
19 .9 5
1.95
1.90
1.90
6.8 9
6 .95
2 .45
2.45
7 .95
1.95
2.98
4 .95
4 .95
4.95
15.25
2.95
2.95

C A 3023
C A 3039
C A 3046
C A 30 59
CA 3060
CA 3065
CA 3080
CA 3081
CA

8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
OM8 131
OP8304
058835
058836

MISC.
TM599532
ULN2003
3242
3341
MC3 47 0
MC3 480
l1 C 90
95 H90
2513-001 UP
2513-00 2 LOW

1.59
1.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
2.95
2.29
1.99
.99

2.75
1.29
1.2 5
2.90
2.90
1.7 5
1.10
1.65
3160

CA 308 2
CA 3083
C A 3086
CA 3089
CA 30 96
CA 3130
CA 3140
C A 3146
1.19

1.65
1.55
.80
2.99
3.49
1.30
1.1 5
1.85

TI
TL 494
TL496
TL 497
75107
75 110
75150
75154
75188
75189

4.20
1.65
3.25
1.49
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
75494

75365
75450
7 54 51
75452
7 5453
75 454
7549 1
754 92
7 5493
.89

1.95
.59
.39
.39
.39
.39
.79
.79
.. 89

81 FET
TL071
TL072
T L074
TL081
TL082
TL 083

K " TO -l

T " TO -220

74500
74500
74 502
74503
74504
74 505
74 508
74 509
74 5 10
7451 1
745 15
74520
74 5 22
74 5 30
74532
74537
74 5 38
74 5 40
74 5 ,1
74564
74565
74574
74 5 85
74586
7451 12
74 511 3
74511 4
74 5 124
74 5 132
745133
74 5 134
74 5 135
74 51 38
74 51 39
745 140
745151
74 5 153
74 51 57
745 158
745 161
745162

LM5 66
LM567
NE570
NE571
NE592
LM709
LM7 10
LM 711
LM723
LM723H
LM733
LM741
LM741N -14
LM741H
LM747
LM748
LM1014
LM1303
LM1310
MC1330
MC1349
MC1 350
MC 1358
MC1372
LM1 414
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1496
LM1558 H

.79
1.19
2 .19
.79
1.19
1.19
LF3 5 7

TL084
LF347
LF351
LF 353
LF355
LF356
1.40

2.1 9
2.19
.60
1.00
1.10
1.10

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
7805T
78M05C
78 08 T
78 12T
78 15T
7824 T

.75
.35
.75
.75
.75
.75

7805K
78 12K
78 15K
78 24K

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

78L05
78L 12
78Ll5

.69
.69
.69

78H05K
78 H12K

9.95
9.95

7905T
7908 T
79 12T
791 5T
792 4T

.85
.85
.85
.85
.85

7905 K
7912K
791 5K
7924K

1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

79L05
79L1 2
79 L1 5

.79
.79
.79

LM 32 3K
UA 78540
K " T O -3

4.9 5
1.9 5

4000
4001
400 2
4006
400 7
4008
400 9
401 0
4011
4012
4013
401 4
401 5
401 6
4017
401 8
401 9
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
40 25
40 26
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
40 42
404 3
40 44
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4053
406 0
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
409 3
4098
409 9
144 09
1441 0
14411
14412
14419
14433
45 02
4503
4508
4510
4511
451 2
4 51 4
4515
4516
451 8
4519
4520
4 522
452 6

.29
.25
.25
.89
.29
.95
.39
.45
.25
.25
.38
'.79
.39
.39
.69
.79
.39
.75
.79
.79
.29
.65
.29
1'.65
.45
.69
.79
.39
1.95
.85
.75
.75
.69
.85
.79
.85
.95
.35
.35
.79
.79
.89
.39
.39
.29
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.79
.29
.29
.29
.95
.95
.49
2.49
1.95
12.9 5
12.95
11 .95
12.95
7 .95
4 .18
.95
.65
1.95
.85
.85
.85
1.25
1.79
1.55
.89
.39
.79
1.25
1. 25

4 527
4 528
4 531
4532
45 38
4539
4541
4543
455 3
4555
4556
4 581
458 2
4584
4585
4702
74COO
74C02
74C 04
74C0 8
74 C l0
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74 C 42
74 C4 8
74C73
74C74
74C76
74 C 83
74 C8 5
74C86
74C89
74C90
74 C93
74 C95
74Cl 07
74C150
74C 151
74 C 154
74C157
74C 160
74C 16 1
74 C 162
74 C 16 3
74 C1 64
74C165
74C 173
74 C 174
74 C 175
74C 192
74C 193
74 C 195
74 C 200
74 C 221
74C373
74 C 374
74C901
74 C 902
74C903
74C905
74 C 906
74 C90 7
74 C908
74C90g
74 C910
74 C 911
74 C 912
74C9 14
74C91 5
74 C918
74 C9 20
74C 92 1
740922
74C923
74C 925
74C926
74C928
74 C9 29

1.95
1.19
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.64
1. 19
5.79
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
.75
.75
12.95
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.59
.35
.35
.39
1.29
1.99
.65
.65
.80
1.95
1.95
.39
4 .50
1.19
1.75
.99
.89
5.7 5
2.25
3.25
1.75
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.39
2.00
.79
1.19
1.19
1.49
1.49
1.39
5.75
1.75
2.45
2.45
.39
.85
.85
10.95
.95
1.00
2.00
2.75
9.95
8.95
8.95
1.95
1. 19
2.75
17.95
15.95
4.49
4 .95
5.95
7.95
7.95
19.95

SOUND CHIPS
3.95
8.95
1 2.95
12 .95
1.4 9

Circle 241 on inquiry card.

BYTE September 1983

649

2732

32K EPROM

2784

$495

•••
745188
745287
745288

$995

64K EPROM

CAPACITORS
DISC

TANTALUM

EQUIVALENT PART NUMBER5
Harri s
MIMI
51G
Function
TI
6330-1 7602
32.80C 185A030 82523
6301-1
7611
825129
24510
256.4 T5
6331 -1 7603
825123
32.8 TC 185030
6300-1
7610
256.40C 245A10 825126
6309-1
256.8 T5
28L22
6349-1
7649
825147
512.8 T5
28542
7648
512.80C 285A42 825146 6348
7641
825141
6341
512. 8 T5
28546
7640
6340
285A46 825140
512x8 T5
1K . 8 T5 28586
7620
6305
825130
512.40C 27512
6306-1 7621
825131
27513
512.4 T5
7642
825136 6352-1
1kx40C 245A41
6353-1
7643
24541
825137
1kx4 T5
6380-1 7680
1k.80C 285A86 825180
6381 -1 7681
825181
28L86
1k.8 T5
7684
825184
2kx40C 245A81
7685
24581
825185
2k.4 T5
76160
2kx40C 285A166 825190
76161
285166
825 191
2k.8 T5

6V

10V

15V

20V

25V

35V

.22ul

.40

.27

.40

SOV

.40

.33

.45

.68
.40

.40

.4S
.SO

.35

.47

.45

.SO

.45

.45

.50

.45

.65

.60
.7S

.35

.40

.40

.45

.45

.50

.60

.65

.90

.55

.60
.70

.65

.85

.65

.65

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
SUBSTITUTE MANUFACTURER

.75

.85

.85

.85

.90

.90

1.00

.90
1.25

1.00

.O!
.O!
.O!
.O!
.O!
.0:
.O!

.47uf-mon o 50V

.2'

1.35
2.25

1.50
1.35

.18

RADIAL
SOV
.47ul
1
2SV
2.2
3SV
SOV
4.7
50V
10
3SV
47
100
16V
3SV
220
2SV
470
2200
16V

.14
.14
.1S
.15
.1 S
.18
.18
.20
.30
.60

1ul
4 .7
10
10
22
47
100
100
1S0
220
330
SOO
1000
1S00
6000

COMPUTER
GRADE

1.75
3.25
3.7 5

26,000ul 30V

3.95

LED
1.00
1.10
.69
1.75
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.50

DIODES
1N751
1N759
1N4148
1N4004
KBP02
KBP04
VM48

5.1 volt zener
12 .0 volt zener
(1 N914) switching
400PIV rectifier
200PIV 1.5amp bridge
400PIV 1 .5amp bridge
Dip-Bridge

MUFFIN FANS
NEW UN-USED
4.68 " Square
3 . 125" Square

HEAT SINKS
TO-3 style
TO-220 style

SWITCHES

650

BYTE Seplember 1983

AXIAL
SOV
16V
16V
SOV
16V
SOV
1SV
3SV
2SV
2SV
16V
16V
16V
16V
16V

.14
.14
.14
.16
.14
.20
.20
.25
.25
.30
.40
.42
.60
.70
.85

LAMP~

1-99 100-,

1-99
.13
.15

MCA-7
MCA-255
IL-1
ILA-30
ILQ -74
H11C5
TIL-111
TIL-113

,O!

.0:
.0:
.0'
.11
.1:

ELECTROL YTIC

.75

.80

SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
12V
SOV

470
S60
680
820
.001ul
.001S
.00 22
.OOS
.01
.02
.OS
.1
.1

.90
1.00

.55

.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.05

MONOLITHIC
.1uf·mono SOV

.45
.45

SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
SOV
50V
SOV
SOV

.85
.90

.55

10pl
22
2S
27
33
47
S6
68
82
100
220
330

.1 0

.09

.17

2N918
MP5918
2N2102
2N2218
2N2218A
2N2219
2N2219A
2N2222
PN2222
MP52369
2N2484
2N2905
2N2907
PN2907
2N30SS
30S5T
2N3393
2N3414
2N3S63
2N3S6S
PN3S6S
MPS3638
MPS3640
PN3643
PN3644
MPS3704

.50
.25
.75
.50
.50
.50
.50
.25
.10
.25
.25
.50
.2S
.125
.79
.69
.30
.25
.40
.40
.2S
.25
.25
.2S
.25
.1S

MP53706
2N3772
2N3903
2N3904
2N3906
2N4122
2N4123
2N4249
2N4304
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N48S7
PN4916
2NS086
PNS129
PN5139
2NS209
2N6028
2N6043
2N604S
MPS -A05
MPS-A06
MPS-ASS
TIP29
TIP31
TIP32

.20
.29
.30
.30
.40
.49
4.25 call
64 pin 5T
5T = 50LDERTAIL
.49
.59
8 pin WW
.69
.52
14 p in WW
.69
.58
16 pin WW
.90
.99
18 pin WW
.98
20 pin WW 1.09
22 pin WW 1.39 1.28
24 pin WW 1.49 1.35
28 pin WW 1.69 1.49
40 pin WW 1.99 1.80
WW = WIREWRAP
16 pin ZIF 6.75 c all
call
24 pin ZIF 9.95
28 pin ZIF 10.9S call
ZIF = TEXTOOL

Green

.18

.1S

Jumbo
Ye llow

.18

.1S

.01 UF DISC
100/S.0(
.1 UF DISC
100/S.0(
.1 UF MONOLITHIC 100/15.0(

LED DISPLAYS
.6 "
.3 "
.3"
.37S"
.S"
.5"

CC
CA
CC
CC
CC
CA

1.29
.99
.99
1.2S
1.49
1.49

RESISTORS
'/4 WATT 5% CARBON FILM ALL
STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM

Circle 242 on inqu iry card .

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK
FROM ELCOMP - $14.95
Over 800 pag es of manu facturers da ta
shee ts on most commo nl y used IC·s .
Inc lude s:
* TTL - 74174 LS a nd 74 F
* CMO S
* Vo ltage Regul ators
Memo ry - RA M . ROM . EPROM
* CPU 's - 6800. 6500 . Z80 . 8080.

*

8085 . 8086/8

*

M PU support & interface 6800 . 6500, Z80, 8200, etc.

DISK DRIVES

8" DRIVE SALE
FD100-8
$189

TANDON
TM100-1
TM100-2

5' ,"( FOR IBM I SS/ DD
5 · .. · (FOR IBMI DS / DD

229.00
295.00

SHUGART
SA 400L 5' ''' (40 TRACK I SS/ DD 199.95
SA 400 5'''' (35 TR ACK I SS/ DD 189.95
PERTEC
FD-200 5'''' SS/ DD
179.95
FD-250 5' ''' DS/ DD
199.95
MPI
295.00

SHUGART 801 EQUIVALENT
10 FOR $175 EA.

SS / DD

SHUGART 851 EQUIVALENT
10 FOR $220 EA .

DS / DD

BEST SELLING
BOOKS
OSBORNE/ MC GRAW-HILL
App le II Use r' s G uide , •...... . .
CR T Cont ro ll er' s Handbook . . .. . .
68000 As semb ly Language
Pr ogramming .. . . ...•.. • . . .
CBASIC User Gu ide . . • . . . . . . . .

CABINETS FOR 51//' DISK DRIVES
CABINET #2 $79.00
CABINET #1 529.95

16.95
. 9.95
16.99
15.00

SYBEX
Your Fi rst

$239

FD200-8

Computer . . . ....... , 8.95 ,

The CPI M Handbook ... . •. .. . . 14.95
The PASCAL Handbook . . . . . . . . 18.95
M icroprocessor In terfac in g
Techniques . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . 1

TRANSFORMERS

* DIMENSIONS 8% X 5'0/'6 X 3 0/16"

* COLOR MATCHES APPLE'
* FITSSTANDARD5 'j.," DRIVES,

* COMPLETE WITH POWER

INCL. SHUGART

* INCLUDES MOUNTING

*
*
*
*

HARDWARE AND FEET
NOTE: Ple ase include suffici ent amount lor
shipping on above item s.

SUPPLY, SWITCH , LINE
CORD, FUSE & STANDARD
POWER CONNECTOR
DIMENSIONS: 11 '/2 X 53;' X 3 ' 0/'6"
+5V @ 1 AMP, +12V @ 1.5 AMP
FITS STANDARD 5'j.," DRIVES
PLEASE SPECIFY
GRAY OR TAN

FRAME STYLE
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
25.2VAC

DIP CONNECTORS

2amp
2amp
4amp
8amp
2amp

CT
CT
CT
CT

7.95
10.95
7.95

ORDER BY

PLUG CASE STYLE
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC

250ma
500ma
lamp
2amp

DES CRIPT ION

3.95
4.95
5.95
6.95

DC ADA PATER
6, 9. 12 VDC selectable w ith un iversal
adapter
8.95
NOTE : Pl ease Include sufficient a mount for

CO N TAC T S 8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40

HIGH RELIABILITY COMPONENT
TOO LED ST IC
CARRIERS
SOCK ETS
(D IP H EADER SI
ICC xx
AU GA Tx x·ST
.99
.99
.99
1.69
1.89
1.89
1.99
2.49
2.99

POWER SUPPLY
MODEL 2

RIBBON
CAB LE
DIP PLUG S (l OCI

MOUNTED ON PC BOARD
MANUFACTURED BY CONVER
+5 VOLT 4 AMP
±12 VOLT 1 AMP

IDP xx

.65
.75
85
1 00
1 25
1.25
1.35
1.50
2.10

$39 95

1.45
1 65

NOTE: Plea se include sufficient amount for
shipping on above items .

2.50

CENTRONICS

4. 15
IDCEN36
CEN36

shipping on above Items.

Ribbon Cabl e 36 Pin Male
Solder Cup
36 Pin Male

D-SUBMINIATURE
CONTACTS
10
16
20
25
26
34
40
50

SINGLE CO LOR
l'
10'
.50
.55
.65
.75
.75
.98
1.32
1.38

4.40
4.80
5.70
6.60
6.60
8.60
11 .60
12.10

CO LOR CO DE D
l'
10'
.83
1.00
1.25
1.32
1.32
1.65
1.92
2.50

DESC RIPT ION
ORD ER BY
CONTACTS 9
15
25
37
50

7.30
8.80
11 .00
11.60
11 .60
14.50
16.80
22.00

RI GHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
FE MALE MA LE FE MA LE
DBxxS DBxxPR DBxxSR
2.66
1.65
2.18
3.63
2.20
3.03
3.25
3.00
4.42
7.11
4.83
6.19
--9.24
--

SO LDER CUP
MA LE
DBxxP
2.08
2.69
2.50
4.80
6.06

IDC
HOO DS
RIBBO N CABLE
GRE Y
MA LE FEMA LE BLACK
IDBxxP IDBxxS HOO D-B HOO D
3.37
3.69
1.60
-4.70
5.13
1.60
-1.25
6.23
6.84
1.25
2.95
9.22
10.08
----3.50
-----

For order instructions see "ID C Connectors" below.

G HARDWARE

IDC CONNECTORS
DESCRI PTION
OR DER BY

RI GHT ANG LE
SO LDER HEAD ER SOLD
ER HEADER
IDHxxS
IDHxxSR

WW HEAD ER
IDHxxW
1.86
2.98
3.84
4.50
5.28
6.63

RIG HT ANGLE
WWHEADER
IDHxx WR

RIBBON
HEA DER SOC KET
IDSxx
1.15
1.86
2.43
3.15
3.73
4.65

RIBBON
HEA DER
IDMxx

RIBBON
ED G E CARD
IDExx

2.05
--2.25
.82
.85
CON TACTS 10
5.50
2.36
1.29
1.35
3.28
20
4.22
6.25
2.65
1.68
t.76
26
7.00
3.25
4.45
34
2.20
2.31.
7.50
4.80
3.80
40
2.58
2.72
8.50
4.74
7.30
3.24
3.39
50
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of contacts in the positi on marked "xx" of the "order by" part number li sted. Example: A 10 pin rig ht ang le solder style
heade r wou ld be IDH10SR.

Circl e 242 on inquiry card .
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*

*
*
*
*

nEW IMPROUED

Direct Replacement for
Apple Disk II
Compatible with Apple
Controller or other Apple
co mpatible controllers
Specially designed electronics
with low power consumption
DOS 3.3 and 3.2 co mpatible
Owner's Manual and Warranty
Card included

now
WITH onE YEAR
WARRAnTY

JDR COOLING FAN

JDR 16K RAMCARD
*
*
*
*

*

$229 95

Expand your 48K Apple to 64K
Fully compatible with Apple
Language System - Use in
place of Apple Language card
Provides extra memory for
Visicalc··
Run PASCAL, FORTRAN ,
Integer Basic with appropriate
software
Highest quality card features :
gold edge connector, sockets
for all IC's

* Easy modification - no
modification of Apple required
* Ellminates overheating
problems
* Switch on front controls fan ,
Apple, and extra outlet
* Rotron whisper fan is the
quietest, most reliable on the
market

now WITH SURGE
SUPPRESSion
S89.95

WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY

CONTROLLER CARD 589.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
WITH WARRANTY , , , . , , ..

$44 95

~~TRT~~~~~~~~t~I~NS $40

VIEWMAX-80
A Full Function
80 Column Card for Apple II '

BARE PC CARD
WITH INSTRUCTIONS ....

WITHOUT SURGE
SUPPRESSION $59.95

95

$14 95

MONITORS

* So ft Video Switch * Shift Key Support

MONOCHROME

2 YEAR WARRANTY
95
NOW ONLY

NEe JB1201M - 20 MHZ GREEN $169
ZENITH ZUM-121-15 MHZ GREEN $99
T AXAN 18 MHZ AMBER
$139

APPLE COMPATIBLE

$189

~8~pEL~ $99.95

*

5114" DISKETTES

*

..

UERBATIM DATALIFE
• •
••
•
SS/OO
29.95
nASHUA

*

*

10 S ECTO R HEAD ....

SS/OO SO FT SECTOR

*

$19 95
BEST BUY

*

WITH HUB RING .. ..

Ask about our full
line of Nashua diskettes

*

COLOR

Compact Switching Design
All Outputs regulated
Short Circuit and Overload
Protection
Complete with Apple-type
plug-in power cord
Apple Compatible - Yet higher
output allows more disk drives
and cards without ove rheating
+5V @ 5A , +12V @ 3A,
-5V @ .5A, -12V @ .5A
Shielded enclosure : 10';' '' x 3'12'
x 2 V'6'

AMOEK COLOR 1- COMPOSITE $335

ORDER TOLL FREE

800-538-5000
800-682-6279
(CALIFORniA RESIDEnTS)

•

ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE lilliE
ALL WITH 1 YEAR WARRANTY BY

·:::~l;PER'SOfT
••

PRINTERLINK

MESSENGER

TlMELINK

NEW BUFFERLINK

CENTRONICS
PARALLEL INTERFACE

SERIAL
INTERFACE

REAL TIME
CLOCK

ADD-ON
PRINTER BUFFER

*

*
*

* Connects to any RS-232

Simple to use - No
configuring required
Use with any centronics
printer - EPSON ,
OKIDATA , etc.
Includes Cable & Manual

*
*

serial devic e
8 switch selectable
drivers for printers,
terminal s and modems
Includes Cable & Manual

•

• I I

* Applications in file man*
*

agement , word processing ,
communications, etc .
Exclusive Alarm Clock
feature
Battery recharges
automatically

• I I

:

~

I I

*

*
*

Saves Tim e - No more
waiting for printed output
Connects easi ly to any
parallel interface
Expan d ab le from 16K
to 64K

$139 00

(16K)

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE

+
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JDR Microdevices
1224 S. Bascom Ave •• San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 995-5430 • Telex 171-110
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<

HOURS: M-W-F, 9-5

T-Th., 9-9

Sat. 11-3

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: For Ihlpplng Include $2 lor UPS Ground or $3 for UPS Blue
Label Air. Iteml over 5 pound. require additional Ihlpplng charges .
Foreign orde .., Include lutllclen. amounlforohlpplng. There II aSl0
minimum or der. Bay Area and LOl Angelel Counties add 6 112% Sale.
Tal. Other Calltornla re.ldent. add 6% Salel Tax. We re.erve the
right to lub.tltute manufactUrer. Not re'pan,lble tor typographical
er,ors. Price. are .ublect to change without notice. We will match or
beat any competitor', price provided III, not below our COl"

'983 JDR MICRODEYICES, INC.

Circle 243 on inquiry card .

Unclassified Ads
FOR SALE: Two AMD Z8000 evaluator boards. includes

FOR SALE: Rockwell AIM-65 system with heavy-duty

WANTED: I will swap any BASIC game programs w ith

AMD assembler. 5600 each. Also. seeking Assembler programmer for Intel 805 1.8048. and 8005 in the NY. NJ. CT area. Vir>cent Randy. 139 Rich Ave .. Mount Vemon. NY 10550.
WANTED: POSition in the field of medical applications of
computers sought by experienced clinicia n and medical administrator with a special interest in recording clinical information. 8emard N. Millner. MD. 919 Berl:eley Ave .. Trenton. NJ
08618. 10091 695{)b96 .
WANTED: To trade software and exchange ideas about the
TRS-80 Color Computer. A. Adachi. 30 Lockwood Rd ..
Scarsdale. NY 10583. 19141 723-1582 after 6 p.m.
WANTED: Any model TRS-80 Color Computer. any cond"
tion lused OKI but must be worl:ing. Will pay S50 plus shipping. Jim Norman. 1116 Northeast 14th Ave .. Gainesville. FL
32601 . 19041375-6047.
WANTED: Problems andlor solutions encountered with the

aluminum case. power supply. printer. and paper. Never used;
asking S225 or best offer. Andy Chiang. 12121 565-67B4 or
425-<J65B.
FOR SALE: Back issues of BYTE : vol. 2. No. B through vol. 7.
NO.9: like-new condition: S225 plus Shipping. W. R. Elmendorf. 31 FairWay. Poughkeepsie. NY 12603. 19141 462-<J721 .
FOR SALE: CPM 2.2. I 5-slet S-IOO. Compupro ZaoA and
65K static memory. Morrow Multi I/O. Morrow Floppy and HD
controllers. Shugart 2S12D 1.2MB B-inch fioppy disk. Fujitsu
10MB hard disk. Televideo 91OC. Texa s Instruments B ID-B and
stand. Smartmodem. all cables and technical manuals included.
Used I year. S5500 or best offer. John Bohn. 7440 East Hwy.
140. Merced. CA 95340.
WANTED: A disk drive or a printer linclude interface if
needed) in old condition for an Atari. Send information about
your peripheral if asking price is less than S370. Robert Liu. 155
Kings Rd .. Madison. NJ 07940. 12011 B22-2527 after 5 p .m.
FOR SALE: Vector 3 system including NEC 55 I 5 Spinwriter.
computer and printer stands. and dual disk drives. Software includes word processing. accounong, and execplan. Financing
may be available for a 3D-month term: S9CXXJ or best offer.
Michael Wo~. Suite 200. 10350 Santa Monica Blvd.. Los
Angeles. CA 90025. 12131 277-5191 .
WANTED: Schematic diagrams and data sheets or any other
information about the Video Brain Family Computer Model
lOlA. MatthewA . Goglia. 33 Musket Dr.. Nashua. NH03062 .
WANTED: Expe rienced hobbyist. specialized in software
development mainly for Z80/8080 systems. is looking for interesong aSSignments. Bart Rutten. Azielaan 284. 3526 SJ
Utrecht The Nethe~ands. tel: 10130-B9 63 67 .
FOR SALE: Graphics terminal. Lear-Siegler ADM 3A + with
Digital Research Reno-Graphics card containing Z80 and onboard memory. Emulates Tektronix 40IX series. Has numeric
keybad. RS-232C printer port. Only three years old. all
documentation included. Shipped in original carton. Shipping
included: S1400 or best offer. Randy Girard . RR3 Box 36.
Chillicothe. IL 61523 . /3091 274-5540 or 57B-3336 .
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model14B + . expansion interface. upperand lowercase. number keys and Scripsit keys. RS-232C. HD interface. two DO disk drives. Synthesizer and Voxbox. tape
drive. cables. and documents. Software includes Scripsit. Profile.
Visicalc. Ve"afile. Assembly. FORTRAN. LDOS-HD. commVideotext. Microfile. GenLedger. AcctsPay. AcctsRec. Model II
to Modell converter. and more. Just serviced by TRS: S2CXXJ.
Not compatible with new VAX-780. Gene Gropper. 71 Nimitz
Rd .. Yonke". NY 10710.
FOR SALE: BK BASIC ROM to upgrade Sinclair ZX80 to
ZXBI : S25 . Assorted ZXBI Software. Send SASE for list and
prices. R. Cummings. 124 West 10th. Andover. KS 67002 .
FOR SALE: Commodore VIC-20 color computer with
manual, Programmers Reference Guide. cassette recorder, BK
memory expander. power supply. and game software . A little
over a year old. Paid S59O. asking S230 . Leland Gershell. 515
West End A ve .. New Yorl:. NY 10024. 12121 B77-2322 .
FOR SALE: Back issues of BYTE Nov. 1977 to present
Creallve Computing July 1979 to present Personal Computing
May 197B to present and other miscellaneous titles. Myron
Ellis. 1300 South 19th St.. Terre Haute. IN 47803. 18121
235-3851 .
FOR SALE: Epson M X BOFIT and switched serial interface for
a couple of Apple 11 5. Includes two CCS 771 OA asynChronous
serial interface boards. one Practical Peripherals MBS-BK buffered interface. and three cables totaling 60 feet in length.
WOrl:s' great at 19.2K bits per second. Rick Bullen. 26 Pinecrest
Dr .. Hastings-on-Hudson. NY 10706. 12121 39B-8474 days or
19141 478-2940 evenings.
WANTED: Service manuals and schematics for all types of
minicomputers. Send name. address. and telephone number
with name of literature and asking price. B. J. Currier. 57 O xford St.. Manchester. CT 06040.
FOR SALE: S-IOO boards: Tarbell double-density fioppy-disk
controller. little used: S300. Fully populated TRACE 32K static
RAM. worl:s at 2 MHz: S100. VDM- I : S25. Bruce Kinney. 4201
Tynes Dr.. Ga~and . TX 75042. 12141276-7650.
FOR TRADE: Will exchange programs for the TRS-80. Atari
BOO. and the Apple II in both BASIC and assembly language. I
am especially looking for simulation programs for the Atari BOO
and the Apple II. Will trade programs of equal size for those
received . Send your listings plus SASE for a return listing. Don C
Jacobs. Box 3913 . Ingleside. TX 7B362 .

TI-99/4 and 4A users. Send your programs on cassette or list

Kaypro computer and Perfect software for possible inclusion in
book I am writing. Lers share experiences. John l. Parl:er. 503
East Georgia St .. Tallahassee. FL 32308. 19041 222-9841.
FOR SALE: One complete unused copy of Bristol Software
Silicon Ollice for Commodore 8096 with 8050 disk. AI.ir>-one
office software in original packaging. lists for S999. will sell fot
S500 or best offer. Steve Bolger. Gloucester Computer Inc.. One
Blackbu rn Center. Gloucester. MA 01930. 16171 2B3-7719 .
FOR TRADE: Heath H-I 0 paper-tape reader/punch in good
worl:ing condition with parallel interface card for O -bus. Ir>cludes cables and manuals; worl:s with any DEC LSI-I I computer. Will swap for LSI-II software: RT-II . TSX. COBOl. Mort
Spelas. B47 East Sheridan. Phoenix. AZ B5ooo. 16021253-7637.
FOR SALE: Odyssey 2 video-ga me system in good condition
with four ca rtridges. all instructions. and original cartons: S150
or best offer. Assorted video game and computer magaZines:
SI each. Also. I would like to correspond with Commodore
VIC-20 users who wish to eXChange software and information.
Joseph Brown. 2683 Cha~estown Dr.. 131 -0 . College Pari:.
GA 30337 .
FOR SALE: Black Box NS-I protocol converter. Translates
bisynchronous EBCDIC IIBM 2770. 2780. or 3780 formaq to
asysnchronous ASCII Iwith X-Dff/X-Dn supportJ : SICXXJ or best
offer. Lee Jones. 509 Black Hills Dr.. Claremont. CA 91711 .
17141 621-9008.
FOR SALE: Exatron Stringy Floppy for the TRS-80 Model III in
superb condition. Manual. software. 30 wafers. and a wafer
whee l for storage are included. S300 value: will sell for S200.
Bemard F. Biron. 141 English Village Rd .. Manchester. NH
03102 . 16031 669-1269 .
FOR SALE: The Digital Group 4OK-byte ZBO computer
system with Ph" Deck cassette system. Also. all software and
two unpopulated 32K-byte 140441 memory boards. Plenty of
room for expansion: asking SI CXXJ. Peter V . Beckmann. 41 13
Cedar Ave .. Palm Beach Gardens. FL 33410. 13051 622-<J347 .
FOR TRADE: Send a list of your better Apple software and I
will send you mine. Or send a disk with your better programs
and I will rerurn it promptly with mine. I am interested in arcade
games and educational programs. P. Rathod. Revefaret 4. 0510
4. Norway.
WANTED: To upgrade TRS-BO Modell. Cat. No. 26-1000.
Expansion Interface. Cat. No. 26-1142. and related software.
W . C. Russell. 4027 Holly Rue. Erie. PA 16506.
FOR SALE: Voicebox II for Atari. Used only a couple of
times: S 115. I will ship in U.S. or add S5 for Shipping outside
U.S. Voicebox. I for Atari: S100. Add S3 if you want it Shipped
COD. Will Hudson. 519 Linden. East Lansing. MI 48823 .
FOR SALE: IBM 5100 portable computer. 64K RAM. built-in
BASIC and APL. with IBM 5 103 OM Printer. Also. business software, aUmanuals, and 10(5 of blank tapes. Best offer. Rich Larris,
388 Main St.. Danbury. CT 06B10. 12031 792-7300 days.
FOR SALE: AIM 65 with 4K RAM. BASIC. PL-65 . Assembler.
enclosure. power supply. and full documentation. Best offer
over S300. Ben Pashkoff. POB 4994. College Station. TX
77B44.14091846- 1075.
FOR SALE: 32K Interact Color Computer with built-in
I Sao-bps cassette player. Also. typewriter keyboard. RS-232C

connector, (Wo joysticks, schematics, BASIC manual and over
100 programs. New cost S2CXXJ. asking SB95 . Barbara Bridges.
POB 42 . Badger. CA 93603. 12091 337-2885 evenings.
WANTED: Information exchange wth Interact owners!
users. Would like to join or start Interact users group, in person
or by mail. Can do: 8000 ML programming. rewire Atari.
Odyssey etc .. joystlcks. Paul Donnelly. 10 Id., Day Dr .. Centerpo~ . NY 11721.
FOR SALE: Processor Technology SoI-20 with S-IOO bus
and five expansion slots. 8080A processor. parallel and serial
communications interlace. 64K RAM. and an a-inch disk drive.
Also includes CP/M 2.2 operating system. MBASIC. Electric
Pencil word processor. utilities, and game packages; all with full
documentation. Asking S2CXXJ or best oller. Joe Vaccarello.
254 Chamberlain Ave .. Paterson. NJ 07502. 120 II 790-8463.
FOR SALE: Brand new. never opened Apple II with
Bo-column card. expandable to 64K with Artsci Magic Words
Text Processor. Magic Words Spelling Proofreader. and Magic
Calc Spreadsheet Program: S350. Marc Ries. 13977 Coteau Dr.
12. Whinier. CA 90604. 12131 946-3073 .

them on paper. I will return your programs with some of mine.
Eric Ng. 4506 Georgetown Dr.. Columbia. MO 65201 .
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model III 5 V. -inch formatted floppy disk
with business-type. custom-made software linventory/billwriting/daily balancingl . I must sell out my personal software

packages from owner/operator business. Will customize to
your specs if requested. Mike Keller. 422 Central Manor Rd ..
Mountville. PA 17554. 17171 2B5-4B53 .
WANTED: Copy of Byte Nybble /109. "An APL Interpreter
in Pascal. " Will gladly pay copy costs and postage. W . R.
Mitchell. POB 1627. Poughkeepsie. NY 12601 .
WANTED: The Saginaw Michigan Computer Users Group is

assembling a nondenominational directory of users groups.
Groups with general and/or special interests in computing as
well as from all geographiC area s are welcome. Send club
name, address, and interests. Computer User's DirectO/ySMCUG. 2534 Nebraska St .. Saginaw. MI 4B601 .
WANTED: Back issues of Dr. Dobb's Journal. I will buy all
the 19B I and 19B2 issues you want to sell-at your price-W
your offer includes certain key issues I am missing. Barry G.
Knapp. 4695 Osage Dr.. Boulder. CO 80303. 13031 494-B390.
FOR SALE: North Star Horizon 4BK with two single-sided
single-density fioppy disks. Also. all my North Star software:
SI500. R. Riggio. 18047 Audette. Dearbom. M14B124 .
FOR SALE: Heath H-89. professional assembled. mint cond"
tion. Includes seriaHnterface board. Heath disk operating system. Text Editor. Epson MX-80 driver program. games. and
Morse code practice programs on disk. Nearly complete collection of REMark issues through 4183 . All manuals. schematics.
and software documentation. Package price: S1500. C. Frye.
2545 Nevada Ave .. Oroville. CA 95965 . 19161 534-7 491 .
FOR SALE: Adds Viewpoint terminal. Bo-character by
24-line black-and-white terminal with detachable keyboard:
looks and runs like new: S4OO. Dick Manning. POB 43B6.
Allentown. PA 18105. 12151 439-<J35 I.
FOR TRADE: Want to swap programs for the TRS-80 Model
III. any disk or tape program or utility. Send your list of programs
and I'll send you mine. Tom Trepanier. 35 lincoln Ave .. Ardsley. NY 10502. 19141 693-639B.
FOR SALE: lXB I . I K with BASIC and owners manual: S50.
Andrew Case. 4565 Westcott Dr .. Friday Harbor. WA 9B250.
FOR SALE: Digital Group l80A system with 56K RAM.
audio-cassette board. eight parallel ports. Ouad Ph "Deck drive
with controller. D . G. Printer. full ASCII keyboard. and 9-inch
Javelin monitor. Matched cabinets for all. Phimon. Opus.
BASIC 14 versionsl. Assembler. Disassembler. and others. All lor
S900 or best offer. Roy Aydelone. 620 Hibiscus Dr .. Satellite
Beach. FL 32937. 13051 773-3405 .
FOR SALE: LNW-80 computer 4BK RAM. double-density
disk controller with DOS-PLUS 3.4 LNW BASIC for high-resolution graphics. 24 by BO display. and more. Asking S900. Anh
Pham. 365 I Beth 0 .. Santa Clara. CA 95050. 14081 9BB-6294 .
FOR SALE: Completed video-board kit with chips and RF
modulator: S4O. Decided to purchase display. Richard J. Willis.
10325 Caminito Cuervo 1168. San Diego. CA 92108.
FOR SALE: OSI Challenger 2P 8K . plus some programs. Also.
BYTE January through December 197B. Best offer. Robert
Keelan. 11405 South Talman Ave .. Chicago. IL 60655.
WANTED: Manual for the TI Silent 700 terminal. Wish to ir>terface with Commodore 64 . Need all data fe: hardware. software. cables. etc. Am a writer and definitely an engineering
novice. D . Cascio. 112-2B 6Bth Dr.. Forest Hills. NY 11375.
FOR SALE: TRs-BO Color Computer with 32K Exte nded
BASIC: S325. disk drive: S295. modem: S70. line printer VIII:
S395 . Software included with processor. switchbox with
printer. Dave Edick. 1593B Gramercy Dr.. San Leandro. CA
94578.
FOR SALE: Sinclair ZX80 with I K. ful.sized keyboard. game
cassette. and nicker-free board. Compatible with almost all
ZXB I ITS I CXXJ products: S125 or best offer. Alvin Lam. 690
Sunset Pkwy .. Novato. CA 94947. 14151 B83-52B6 .
FOR SALE: SOROC 10120 video terminal. more than a year
old. excellent condition. Asking S400 or best offer. Niels
Lauritzen. do Trynge Lauritzen. 6250 Wissahickon Ave ..
Philadelphia. PA 19144.
FOR SALE: Sinclair ZX-80. slighdy-used. with sound syr>thesizer. cassette cable manuals. learning lab. and 32 game program book. All for S70. Lance Gropper. 5020 Coldwater Cyn.
Apt. n03. Sherman Oaks. CA 91423 .

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY:

Readers whd have computer equipment to buy, sell, or
trade or who are requesting or giving advice may send a notice to BYTE for inclusion in the
Unclassified Ads section . To be considered for publication, an advertisement must be noncommercial (individuals or bona fide computer clubs only) , typed double-spaced on plain
white paper, contain 75 words or fewer, and include complete name and address. This service is free of charge; notices are printed once only as space permits. Your confirmation of
placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE as we engage in no correspondence. Please
allow at least three months for your ad to appear. Send your notices to Unclassified Ads,
BYTE/McGraw-Hili, POB 372, Hancock. NH 03449.
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Unclassified Ads
FOR SALE: ASR 33 with manuals. Hardly used: 5200. pay

FOR SALE: IMSAI 22-s10[ S-IOO system. IEEE-696 compatible. Front panel. 64K static 200ns RAM. ZBO. and 8080 processor cards. 2S10/2 serial 110 card. Micromation DD disk controller. and two disk drives. CP/M BIOS and all necessary disk
utilities included. Excellent starter system working: 52000 firm .
You ship or I deliver within 75 miles. A. l. Bender. 641 Victoria
Terrace. Paramus. NJ 07652. 12011 652{)157 .
WANTED: Apple II Plu s-compatible software to swap. I am
particularly interested in Utilities and educational programs (including CP/M) . Send a list of your programs and/or a disk of
your more advanced programs. I will promptly rerum (he same

shipping on delivery. Also. two Processor Technology 16K
RAM boards modified 10 64K less 4116 memory chips: 560
each. M . Gilbert. 154 M unson Ave.. West Hempstead. NY
11552.151614B6{)367 .
W ANTED : I am writing a book about software. Seeking unique or specialized software like manufacturing robol:3 and
general bu siness software. Send SASE. Anthony Klo sky. 1529
North Noble St .. Chicago IL 60622 .
FOR SALE: HP-41 CV hand-held computer/calculator sy stem

with some of my programs. Ursula Suesser, 2444 Northwest

PPC ROM. statistics ROM. Extended functions/memory. and

Green Circle. Corvallis. OR 97330. 1503) 754{)293 .
FOR SALE: Equipment left over from several large club projem. 49 2532 TI EPROMS@ 541almost new); 200+ B-inch 128
byte IBM disks@ 52; 95 B-inch Ds/DD IBM disks @ 53; 17 DECrape reets in cannisrers @ 53 . Roman Pawnyk. 8380 Pinehurst
Dr .. Parma. OH 44129 .
FOR SA LE: Radio Shack Mini-Disk Dnve Icat no. 26- 1161) in
excellent condition: 5400 or best offer. Richard Havanec. 575
Sedgewick Ave .. Stratford. CT 06497. 1203) 377-4080 after
5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE: North Star I BMB hard-disk drive with North Star
HDOS. No bad spots. Less than a year old: 53095 . John
Strauch. 417 West I st. Sonora. TX 76950. 1915) 3B7-2273 days
and 3B7 -3784 evenings CT.

many hardware extras. AU like new. Much software (scien-

including printer, bar·code wand. card reader, timer module,

tifiC/medical applicationsl and documentation from HP and PPC
fl2 inches). Asking 5750 or best offer including shipping. Will
consider sale by the piece. S. J. DaVid son. 1008 Kater St ..
Philadelphia. PA 19147. 1215) 928- 1551 orB42-6544 .
WANTED: Used computer system. complete with display
screen, primer, and software for word processing. etc. J.
Leonard. 5700 Arlington Ave.. Riverdale. NY 10471 . 1212)
54B-9325 .
FOR SALE: Texas Instruments Model B40 RO printer. configured as follows; trac tor and friction feed. device forms control. 2K buffer. requires RS-232C. prints 75 cps. excellent cond>
tion: 5725 . Will send print samples if deSired. Barry Kosons. 509
Pecos Trail. Belton. TX 76513 . 1817) 939-2660.
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Article
Build the Micro D-Cam Solid-State Video Camera,
Part I : The IS32 Optic RAM and the Micro D-Cam
Hardware
HDW to Choose a Portable
High-IQ Modems
Developing a Truly Portable Visicalc
The Gavilan-A Full-Function Portable Computer
Inside CMOS TechnoiDgy

2
3
4
5
6

34
51
66
BO
94

7
8
9
10
/I
12
13
14

127
139
166
178
188
)93
20B
212

The Challenge of Hard-Disk Portability
The Radio Shack TRS-80 Model ) 00
The New Microfloppy Standards
The HP-75 Portable Computer
The Access Portable Computer
Epson's HX-20 and Texas Instruments' CC-40
The Pied Piper Portable Computer
The Kaypro II

15
16
17
18
19

226
230
233
250
257

20
2)
22

283
289
307

23

331

24
25
26
27
28
29

356
376
385
4 /1
419
445

30

549

The Corona Portable PC
A Report on the Consumer Electronics Show
The Next Five Years in Microcomputers
Update on Personal Computing in Japan
The Unix Tutorial, Part 2: Unix as an ApplicationsPrograms Base
BYTE West Coast: Just Rewards for Programmers
A C Language Primer. Part 2: Tool Building in C
User's Column: Eagles, Text Editors. New Compilers. and Much More
The IBM PC and the Intel 8087 Coprocessor,
Part 2: Interfacing to IBM Pascal
EchDnet, Part 1: A Flexible Programming System
Data File Management Methods
An Introduction to Layered Protocols
Does Your Printer Work with Wordstar7
In-Circuit Emulation 'for the Apple II Computer
Add Multiple Tasks to Your Communication
and Control Program
An Operations Research Scheduling Prowam

Se ptembe r 1983 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Ciarcia
Wszola
Durham
Johnson
Zepecki
Pawloski.
Moroyan.
Altnether
Sutton
Kelly
Jarrett
Archer
Kepner
Ramsey
Bates
Fager.
Bohr
Malloy
Lemmons
Pournelle
Lemmons
Fiedler
Robertson
Joyce
Pournelle
Field
Barber
Johnson
Witt
Stephenson
Ferguson
Ho)ter
Stark.
Reid

W A NTED: Apple II Plus computer with one dISk drive. 3.3
concroller. Very gooo condition. pnce negotiable. Mike W exler.
(20 I) 572 -2970.

WANTED: Need information on the IMSAI MDIO DISk Con{roller card, especially schematic. 110 routines. and CP/M biOS.
David Schuler. 3032 Avon Rd .. Bethlehem. PA I BOI7 .
W ANTED: Send a list of your Apple programs and I will send
you mine. I am mainly imerested In emertainmem software .
Please include a SASE. Greg Burns. 44B West Rd .. New Canaan. CT 06B40.
FOR SALE: Kaypro II computer; software and manuals Included: 51 650. Bruce Haedrich. POB 242. Eliot. ME 03903.
1207) 439{)094 .
FOR SALE: Zenith Data Systems Z- IOO. brand new . In the
box. desktop. alHn-one computer. 192K RAM. one DSDD
5 V. -inch floppy disk. I I .3-megabyte Winchester. 8 - and 16-blt
operating system with BASIC. Asking 54995 . Steve Bergere.
P08 3 11. Shenorock. NY 105B7. 1914) 24 I {)850.
FOR SALE: SOROC 10 140 Video terminal. N ever used. Excellem condition. Make an offer. Watson KllncewlCz. 1020
Ethel Ave .. Fairview Village. PA 19403. 1215) 539-6515 .
FOR SALE: Dynatiyte DB 811 and 8/4 . 128K. MP/M. dual
user. two B-inch floppy disks. SSDD. DB Hayes Micromodem.
software includes over 30 CPMUG. Microsoft BASIC compiler.
Reporter spreadsheet. etc: 52995 . Michael Block. 2700 North
29 Ave. 1308. HollywOod. FL 33020.

June BOMB Winners
Readers la uded the User's Column this month with first place going to Jerry Pournelle's "Zenith
Z- J 00, Epson OX- J O. Software
Li censing, and the Software Piracy
Problem ." Dr. Pournelle wins 5100.
Second place and 550 goes to Steve
Ciarcia for his article entitled " Use
A D PCM for Highly Intelligible
Speech Synthesis." Tim Paterson
takes third place with " An Inside
Look at MS-DOS," an overview of
the popular operating system .

Correspondence
Address all editorial correspondence to the
editor at BYTE. POB 372 . Hancock NH 03449 .
Unacceptable manuscripts will be returned if accompanied by sufficient first-class postage . Not
re5ponsible for lost manuscripts or photos. Opinions expressed by the authors are not necessarily
those of BYTE. Enti re contents copyright © 19B3
by BYTE Publications Inc. All right s re seNed .
Where necessary. permission is granted by the
copyright owner for libraries and others registered
with the Copyright Clearance Center (Ccq to
photocopy any article herein for the flat fee of
S( .50 per copy of the article or any part thereof.
Correspondence and payment should be sent
directly to the CCc. 2 1 Congress St. Salem MA
0 ) 970. Specify ISSN 0360-5280/83 . S ( .50 . Copying done for other than personal or internal
reference use without the permission of McGrawHill is prohibited . Requests for special permiSSion or
bulk orders should be addressed to the publisher.
BYTE® is available in microform from University
Microfilms International. 300 North Zeeb Rd. Dept.
PRo Ann Arbor MI 48106 USA or I B Bedford Row.
Dept. PRo London W C IR 4EJ England .
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1ST NATIONAL COMPUTER 220
1 SUPER WAREHOUSE 416
3M CO/TRENDCOM 434
800 SOFTWARE 171
A.S.T. RESEARCH 423
AB COMPUTERS 603
AARDVARK/MCGRAW·HILL 577
ABBEY TAPE DUPLICATORS 404
ABC DATA PRODUCTS 182
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
RESEARCH 540
ACTIVE ELECTRONICS 474
ADD MASTER CORP. 560
ADDMASTER CORP. 618
ADV.COMp.pROD. 630, 631
ADV.DIGITAL CORP. 432
ADV. DIGITAL CORP. 433
ADV.LOGIC SYSTEMS 110
ADV.pROCESSOR SYS. 566
ADV.SYS.CONCEpTS 406
AFC COMPUTER 172
AGRlpLEX 622
ALF PRODUCTS, INC. 296
ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 467
ALPHA BYTE COMp.pROD. 218
ALPHA BYTE COMp.pROD. 516,
517
ALPHA OMEGA COMPUTER 52
ALTOS COMp.SYS. 455
AMDEK CORP. 57
AMEA.SQUARE COMPo 341
AMEA. BUYING & EXPORT 490
ANADEX 237
ANADEX 543
ANN ARBOR TERMINALS 483
APPLE COMPUTER INC. CII, 1
APPLE COUNTRY LTD. 611
ApPLEWARE, INC. 612
APPLIED CREATIVE TECH,INC. 75
ARBA 622
ARBUTUS TOTALSOFT INC. 608
ARK MICROSYSTEMS 494
ARTIFICIAL INT'L.RESRCH . 614
ASHTON·TATE 298
ASHTON·TATE 391
AT & T LONG LINES 573
ATARI, INC. 73
AUTOCONTROL INC. 77
AUTOMATED EQUpMNT. 613
AVOCET 507
B&B ELECTA. 610
BALCONES COMp.CORp. 531
BARGAIN BOARDS 616
BASF SYSTEMS 369
BASIS, INC. 138
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. 12
BELL, JOHN ENGA. 605
BHRT 164, 165
BIBLE RESEARCH SYSTEMS 428
BINARY TECHNOLOGY 608
BMC U.S.A. 241
BMC U.S.A. 241
BOTTOM LINE, THE 285
BRYLAR 616
BYTE BACK ISSUES 308
BYTE pUBL. INC . 398
BYTEK COMp,SYS.CORp. 290
BYTEWRITER 134
C·SYSTEMS 514
C.S.D.INC. 610
CADMUS 546, 547
CALIF. DATA CORP. 618
CALIF. DIGITAL 628,629
CALlF.MICRO.COMp. 502
CAMDEN COUNTY 244
CANNED SOFTWARE 278
CAPITOL EQUIPMENT 274
CDEX 399
CDR SYSTEMS 620
CHECK·MATE 548
CHIPS & DALE 614
CHRISLIN IND. INC. 563
CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS 487
CITICORp LATINO 610
CLEO 509
CMC,INT'L. 440, 441
CMC,INT'L. 478
COGITATE 608
COLORADO COMp.pERlpH. 404
COLUMBIA DATA PROD. 235
COMMUNICAL,INC. 232
COMMUNICATION CABLE 616
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTA. 275
COMp.COMpNTS.UNLTD. 597
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COMp.COMpNTS.UNLTD. 636, 637
COMp.EXCHNGlCONROYLApNTE 374, 375
COMp.EXCHNGlCONROYLApNTE 374, 375
COMp.EXCHNGlCONROY·
LApNTE 374, 375
COMPAQ COMPo CORP. 11
COMPONENTS EXPRESS 198
COMpUADD 616
COMPUADD 620
COMpUADD 622
COMpU·MEDIA 538
COMpUpRO 161
COMpUpRO 520, 521 , 522
COMpUSERVE 450
COM PUS HACK 571
COMPUTER APPARATUS 187
COMPUTER CHANNEL 131
COMPUTER DISCOUNT PROD. 609
COMPUTER FURN.&ACCSS. 234
COMPUTER GRAPHICS WORLD
INSERT 268A
COMPUTER HUT OF NE 205
COMPUTER INN OVATIONS 90
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 524, 525
COMPUTER OUTLET 615
COMPUTER PLUS 486
COMPUTER POST 607
COMPUTER SCIENCE PRESS 284
COMPUTER SOFTWARE STORE
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112
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515
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138
139
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145
146
148
149
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151
152
153
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COMPUTER STORE, THE 566
COMPUTER STORE, THE 614
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 538
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 366
COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 475
COMpUTERLINE INTL·A 492, 493
COMpUTERLINE INT'L·B 565
COMPUTERS AND MORE 474
COMPUTERS AND MORE 572
COMPUTING! 559
COMpUVIEW pROD.INC. 63
COMREX 279
CONCURRENT CORP. 144
CONSOLINK 489
CONTROL DATA 194
CONTROL ELECTRONICS, INC.
224
CORONA DATA SYS. 124, 125
CORONA DATA SYS. 392, 393,
COST PLUS COMPo 512
CROMEMCO 5
CSC 608
CUESTA SYSTEMS 620
CUSTOM COMp.TECH. 621
CYBERNETICS MICRO SYS. 614
DAILY BUSINESS PROD. 476
DAILY BUSINESS PROD. 512
DATA DISTRIBUTING ENT. 470
DATA EXCHANGE 646
DATA INFORMATION SYS. 616
DATA MAIL 494
DATA MANAGEMENT SYS 506
DATAMASTER 622
DATA· RITE 498
DATASOURCE SYS.MRKTG. 122
DATASOUTH COMp.CORp. 140
DATASOUTH COMp.CORp. 266
DATA TRANSLATION INC. 554
DECISION RESOURCES 311
DECMATION 512
DECOTEC 612
DIAMOND SFTW.SUppLY 396
DIGISOFT COMPUTER 527
DIGITAL DIMENSIONS 395
DIGITAL ELECT.SYS. 16
DIGITAL LABORATORIES 162
DIGITAL MEDIA 620
DIGITAL RESEARCH INSERT
224A
DIGITAL RESEARCH 225
DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPo601
DIGITIME 618
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 269
DISPLAYED VIDEO 599
DMA SYSTEMS 133
DOKAY COMp.PROD.INC. 632,

633
155
156
157
158

DOW JONES 239
DOW JONES SOFTWARE 117
DOWNTOWN BOOK BAZAAR 646
DUAL SYSTEMS CORP. 153
DWIGHT CO. INC. 614
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DYNACOMp 560
DYSAN CORP. 417
EAGLE SOFTWARE 134
EAST SIDE SOFTWARE 545
EASTERN ENTERPRISES 364
ECOSOFT 502
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMp. 302
ELECTRADE CO. 646
ELECTRONIC PROTECTION
DEVICES 10
ELECTRONIC PROTECTION
DEVICES 402
ELECTRONIC SpCLlSTS 366
ELECTROSONICS 560
ELEK·TEK 312
ELITE SOFTWARE 566
ELLIS COMPUTING 211
ELLIS COMPUTING 349
EMPIRICAL RESRCH ,GRp. 120
ENERCOMp 368
ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES 564
EROS 479
ESSJAY 404
EXAR INTEGRATED SYS 272, 273
EXCEL 491
EXpOTEK 195
EXTENDED PROCESSING 612
EXXON OFFICE SYS.CO. 540
FACIT DATAROYAL 97
FALCON SAFETY PROD. 378
FIGURE LOGIC BUS.EQUlp. 568
FORMATS UNLTD. 152
FORMULA INT'L. 617
FOX & GELLER INC. 89
FRANKLIN COMp.CORp. 35
FUJITSU pROFESS.MICROSYS.
400, 401
GARDEN OF EDEN COMPo614
GENSTAR REI SALES CO. 58
G & G ENGINEERING 271
GIFFORD COMPo SYS. 271
GILTRONIX INC. 616
GOLDEN WEST 622
GOULD, INC. 293
GREAT SALT LAKE COMPo 622
GREAT SALT LAKE COMPo 634,
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352
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564
261
262
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GTCO CORP. 511
GTEK INC. 454
H&E COMpUTRONICS 13
H&M DISK DRIVE SERVICES 403
HANDWELL INC. 595
HAYDEN BOOK CO. 518
HAYES MICROCOMp.pROD. 199
HAYES MICROCOMp.pROD 456,
457
HEATH COMPANY 64, 65
HEWLETI·pACKARD 442
HEWLETI·pACKARD 495
HOUSTON INSTA.DIV. OF
BAUSCH & LOMB 151
HUMAN SOFT 355
I.B.C.19
I.T.M. 414
IBM CORP. 320, 321
IBM CORP. 424, 425
IBM/SMALL SYSTEMS DIV. 446,
447
IBS COMpUTERTECHNIK 302
IMAGE COMp.pROD. 610
IMS INTERNATIONAL 407
INCOMM 326
INFOpRO SYS . 646
INMAC 481
INSIGHT ENTERPRISES 618
INSTITUTE·SCTF.ANALYSIS 333
INTL COMPo & TELECOM.lNC.
616
INT'L TECH. SEMINARS 562
INTEGRAL DATA SYS. 207
INTEGRAND 236
INTERACTIVE STRUCT. 282
INTERBUSINESS CORP. 570
INTERCONTN .MICROSYS. 18
INTERDATA SYSTEMS INC. 614
INTERTEC DATA SYS. 14, 15
INTEX SYSTEMS 435
ISA CO.LTD. 74
J.C.SYSTEMS 130
JADE COMp.pROD. 623
JADE COMp.pROD. 624, 625
JAMECO ELECTR. 626, 627
JAMES FOX ASSOC. 646
JDR MICRODEVICES 647

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card with
your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the
list. Add a 20-cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain information, but
our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE . The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for
errors or omissions. *Correspond directly with company.
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JDR MICRODEVICES 648, 649
JDR MICRODEVICES 650, 651
JDR MICRODEVICES 652
JUKI INDUSTRY OF AM 159
JVB ELECTRONICS 608
K&R COMPUTER CO.LTD. 506
KADAK PRODUCTS 574
KELLY COMp.SUppLiES 612
KELLY COMp.SUppLiES 620
KENSINGTON MICROWARE 83
KENSINGTON MICROWARE 222
KERN PUBLICATIONS 372
KERN PUBLICATIONS 373
KEY TRONIC CORP. 113
KIMTRON CORP. 405
LABORATORY MICROSYS. 616
LANIER BUSN .pROD. 367
LARK SOFTWARE 470
LEADING EDGE PROD. CIII
LEHMANN & ASSOC. 608
LIBERTY COMPo SALES 513
LION MICROSYS 382
LOGICAL DEVICES 116
LOGICAL MICROCOMPUTER 471
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 497
LSI JAPAN CO. 618
L YBEN COMp.SYS. 476
LYBEN COMp.SYS. 612
LYBEN COMp.SYS. 506
LYCO COMPUTER 421
MACMILLAN BOOK CLUBS 561
MACROTECH INT'L. 191
MACROTRON CO. 119
MAGIC COMPUTER CO. 242
MANNESMANN TALLY 145
MANX SOFTWARE 76
MARITIME SOFTWARE ASSOC.
616
MARK OF THE UNICORN 259
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 300
MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS 115
MC·p APPLICATiONs 379
MCGRAW·HILL BOOKSTORE 569
MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 380
MEGABYTE INDUSTRIES 508
MEMOREX MEDIA PROD. 383
MEMORY MERCHANT 415
MEMTEK 200, 201
METHOD SYSTEMS 570
MICRO APPLICATIONS 646
MICRO DATA SUPPLIES 292
MICRO MAIL 619
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 535
MICRO MART 508
MICRO MART 622
MICRO MINT 50
MICRO MINT 575
MICRO SCI 245
MICRO WORKS, THE 204
MICRO XpRESS 132
MICROAGE COMPo STORES, INC.
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296
297
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308
496
309
310
311
312
313
565
314
315
316
317
318

321
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

MICRODYNAMICS 568
MICROHOUSE 306
MICROMAX SYS 410
MICROMAX SYS 410
MICROpERlpH .CORp,THE 564
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 812
MICROSOFT (CpD) 108
MICROSOFT (CpD) 463
MICROSTUF,INC. 91
MICRO·TAX 346
MICROTECH EXPORTS 180
MICROTYpE 498
MICROWARE 294
MILLER,J .W. 620
MODULAR MICROS INC. 169
MONITOR COMPUTING 238
MORROW 328, 329
MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 53
MTI SYSTEMS CORP. 576
MULTI MICRO COMPUTER 263
MULTITECH ELECT. 359
MUL TITECH ELECT. 361
MUSYS 384
NAT'L.SYSTEMS,INC. 114
NCL DATA INC. 206
NEC HOME ELECTR.USA 107
NEC HOME ELECTA.USA 109
NEC HOME ELECTA.USA 111
NETRONICS 576
NETWORK CONSULTING INC.
157
NETWORX INC. 413
NORTH HILLS CORP. 570
NORTH HILLS CORP. 610
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS 202
NORTHWEST DIGITAL SYS. 314
NORTHWEST INSTA.SYS. 343
NOVATION,INC.418
NOVELL INC. 541
NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR .DIV . 353
O'HANLON COMp.SYS. 499
OASIS SYSTEMS 464, 465
OCTAGON COMp.SYS. 304, 305
OFFICE NETWORKS CORP. 612
OLYMPIA U.S.A. INC. 261
OLYMPIC SALES 539
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OMEGA INFO. SYS. 593
OMEGA INFO SYS. 620
ORANGE MICRO 472, 473
ORYX SYSTEMS 484, 485
OSBORNElMCGRAW·HILL 439
OSM COMPUTER 135
OZTECH 646
PACIFIC COMPUTERS 146
341 PACIFIC EXCHANGES 562, 564,
568, 608, 614, 618, 648
348 PAN AMERICAN ELEC.INC. 286
349 PANASONIC H.H .C. 580
350 PANEL GRAPHIC CORP. 196
PC WARE 148
351 PEACHTREE SOFTWARE

520
336
337
338
339
340
322

354
355
356
366
357
358
359
361
362
363
364
385
367
368
369
370
371
372
499
500
373
374
375
376

408. 409
PER SCI INC. 610
PERCOM DATA 9
PERFECT DATA 185
PERFECT SOFTWARE INSERT
192A
PERSONALIZED COMPUTER
PAPER 608
PHASER 330
PHONE I,INC. 215
PICKLES & TROUT 448
POTOMAC MICRO·MAGIC 382
PRACTICAL PERIPH . 78, 79
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 386
PRINTEK 149
PRINTER STORE, THE 309
PRIORITY ONE 640, 841 , 842, 643,
844, 845
PROFESSIONAL BUSN.SPCLTS.
162
PROF. SOFTWARE PROD. 431
PROGRAMMERS SFTW. EX. 290
PROGRAMMING INT'L. 468, 469
PROGRAMMING INT'L. 460, 461
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS 175
PROTOCOL 224
PROTOCOL 258
PURCHASING AGENT, THE 100
QANTEX DIV. 313
QUANT SYSTEMS 612
QUARK ENGINEERING 264, 265

Inquiry No.
377
378
379
380
382
384
385
386
394
387

388
389
390
391
510
511
504
393
395
396

Page No.

QUBIE DISTRIBUTING 118
RADIO SHACK CIV
RANA SYSTEMS 48, 49
RAP ELECTRONICS 618
R.I.S.T. INC. 498
ROCKY MT.MICRO INC. 197
ROGERS LABS 572
.ROGERS LABS 572
RTL PROGRAMMING AIDS 610
S·100 DIV . 696 CORP. 176
S·I00 452
SAFEWARE 221
SAFT PORTABLE BATIERY 223
SAGE COMP.TECH. 426
SATURN SYSTEMS INC. 129
SCHOLASTIC, INC. INSERT 256A
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 192
SCION CORP. 6
SCION CORP. 6
SCOTISDALE SYSTEMS 505
SCREENWARE 612
SO SYSTE MS 295
SEEQUA COMP.CORP. 123
SEt/SLIWA ENTERPRISES INC.

240
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

514
409

SEKON COMPUTER 622
SEMI DISK SYSTEMS 287
SEXTANT SYSTEMS 508
SIEMENS COMM.SYS.lNC. 344,
345
SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 104, 105
SILICON SPECIALTIES 102
SILVER·REED AMERICA, INC. 550
SLICER CONTROLS 453
SLR SYSTEMS 610
SLUDER/COMPETITIVE EDGE 258
SOFTCRAFT 315
SOFTECH MICROSYS 147
SOFTWARE BANC 126
SOFTWARE BANC 181
SOFTWARE GUILD 536, 537
SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH
CLUB 390
SOFTWARE SERVICES 540
SOLUTIONWARE CORP. 467
SORCIM 280, 281

Inquiry No.

Page No.

410 STAR LOGIC 310
411 STAR MICRONICS 121
412 STARBUCK DATA CO. 60
413 STEMM OS LTD. 291
414 STRATEGIC SYSTEMS CORP. 160
416 STUART SOFTWARE 608
417 SUNDEX 170
418 SUNNY INT'L. 606
419 SUNTRONICS 606
420 SU PERSOFT 323
422 SUPERSOFT 325
423 SUPERSOFT 362, 363
425 SYBEX 327
426 SYSTEM VISION CORP. 316
506 SYSTEMS GROUP, THE 219
427 SYSTEMS GROUP, THE 477
428 SYSTEMS GROUP, THE 567
429 TAB BOOKS 529
430 TALLGRASS TECH. 71
431 TARBELL ELECTR. 454
432 TATUM LABS 616
433 TAURUS COMP.PROD.INC. 70
434 TAYCO BUSINESS FORMS 620
448 TDI153
435 TDK ELECTRONICS 103
TECH STAR LABORATORY 538
437 TECH· DATA CORP. 562
438 TEKTRONIX INC. 92, 93
439 TEKTRONIX INC. 297
440 TELECON SYSTEMS 186
441 TELETEK ENTERPRISES 55
442 TELETEX COMMUNICATIONS 217
443 TERMINAL DATA SYS. 610
444 TERMINALS TERRIFIC 360
445 TEXAS COMP.SYS. 523
TEXAS INSTR. 86, 87
446 THINKERS SOFT INC. 61
447 THREE M COMPANY 183
449 TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS 324,
578
450 TNW CORP. 394
451 TOSHIBA AMERICA 152
453 TOSHIBA AMERICA INC. 370, 371
454 TRANSACTION STORAGE SYS.
335
455 TRANSTAR 32

Inquiry No.

Page No.

456 TRANSTAR 389
457 TRANSTAR 552
458 TRISTAR DATA SYS. 574
459 TSK ELECTR .CORP. 99
460 TYMSHARE INC. 141
462 U.S . AIR FORCE 449
463 U.S. EXCHANGE 616
464 U.S. EXCHANGE 620
466 U.S. MICRO SALES 638 , 639
461 U.S. ROBOTICS 184
467 UNIPRESS 203
468 UNITED COMPUTER 437
469 UNIVERSAL DATA SYS . 173
501 VAULT CORP. 319
470 VERBATIM CORP. 163
471 VICTOR TECHNOLOGIES 101
472 VICTORY COMP.SYS. 136, 137
473 VIDEX 17
474 VISUAL TECH,INC. 177
VLM COMPUTER ELEC. 467
476 VOTRAX 317
477 VR DATA 429
478 W.T.I. COMP.&PERPHA.PROD. 501
479 WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC
PUBL 503
480 WANG ELECTR.PUBL.INC. 387
WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE 84
482 WASHINGTON COMP.SERV. 174
483 WASHINGTON COMP.SERV. 286
484 WESTERN TELEMATIC 243
WESTICO INC. 354
485 WILD HARE COMP.SYS. 551 , 553,

555
486 WILLIAMS, MARK CO. 557
487 WINCHENDON GRP.,THE 156
488 WINTEK CORP. 470
490 WORLDWIDE COMP.SUPPLIES 622
491 WORSWICK INDUSTRIES 614
492 WYSE TECHNOLOGY 229
493 X COMP 143
494 XIDEX MAGNETICS 338. 339
XPER SYSTEMS 303

'Correspond directly witll com pan y
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BUY A BANAN4. SAVE A BUNCH.
Meet the Banana;M the very
tough, versatile, portable, and
reliable dot-matrix printer from
Gorilla: M
At $249.95 retail it's an ideal
and inexpensive companion for
personal computers like Apple®
(or Apple "look alikes" such as
Franklin®or Albert®), TI ~

Commodore~ TR S- 80~ Kay pro~
Timex ~ Osborn e ~ etc.

After that, it's merely comparable to other printers that can
cost up to three times as much:
10" carria&es (to handle standard
9 11/' paper), 80 colwnns, graphics
capability, 10 characters per in ch
(expandable to 5 cpi) draft-quality
print (for perfectly acceptable
form letters, data processing,
Circle 257 on inquiry card.

business reports, etc.) tractor
feed (for precise alignment and
quick loading), parallel or serial
interface (take your pick), selfinking ribbon cassette (for long
life and easy installation), 10
portable pounds in weight, and
compatibility with so many of the
most popular personal computers
on the market.
Plus its printhead features a
w1ique single-hammer design that
eliminates a lot of moving parts, to
eliminate a lot of annoy ing repairs.
That's the Banana: silly name,
serious service. It's everything
the expensive dot-matrix printers
are ...
Except expensive.

